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2018-19 Kinesiology Annual Program Plan 
I.A. Program Profile: Purpose 

Describe the program(s) to be reviewed. What is the purpose of the program and 
how does it contribute to the mission of Skyline College? 

 Narrative 
The mission of the Kinesiology program is to educate our students on the lifelong 
benefits of physical fitness.  This is done through a variety of activity and lecture 
classes offered by the program.  Over the last twenty years, the program has 
increased its focus on the national and local epidemic of obesity. Our curriculum 
is designed to tackle this epidemic and assist our students. Kinesiology also 
focuses on developing kinesthetic and critical thinking skills in our students. 
Students must not only be able to demonstrate various activity skills and improve 
their fitness but also think critically about activity as a means to promote health 
and wellbeing. We feel that physical activity epidemiology (disease prevention) 
and the intersection of learning domains (cognitive, affective and psychmotor) 
are why the program is so important to the general education of all students. 

Kinesiology primarily impacts and interacts with other programs on campus as a 
local graduation requirement and as a primary means of fulfilling the Institutional 
Student Learning Outcome related to Life Long Wellness. The two activity course 
requirement is an integral part of the general education of a student. With higher 
success rates and a variety of offerings in the day, evening and on-line, 
Kinesiology curriculum fits perfectly with the campus wide "promise" to get 
students in, through and out on time. The requirement in no way is an 
impediment to student success and progress. The Kinesiology AA-T is the fifth 
most popular at Skyline and Kinesiology is the fifth most popular major in the 
CSU system. As such, the discipline is a critical pathway for students seeking a 
degree and transfer. 

Skyline College’s mission statement is:  “To Empower and Transform a Global 
Community of Learners.” This mission is consistent with the breadth of the 
Kinesiology curriculum with all of our courses leading to transfer, career 
advancement, and disease prevention or a combination of the above. Our 
program also strives to address the Skyline College value of student success and 
equity. Obesity rates disproportionately impact communities of color and those in 
lower socio-economic classes. By offering a primarily activity based curriculum, 
we strive to close those gaps faced in our local community by providing 
increased opportunities and education for those most vulnerable to the health 
related impacts associated with obesity. 

Associated Objectives 
699-Enhanced Technology, Equipment, Supplies and Professional Development 
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I.B. Program Planning Team 
Annual program planning is intended to be a collaborative process which 
promotes dialogue and reflection. Please identify all individuals who contributed 
to or shaped the narrative. Include names and the title or role of each person.   

Narrative 
Staff who provided data and were resources in completing this program plan 
were: Tony Brunicardi (Instructional Aide), Kevin Corsiglia (Instructor), Mike 
Fitzgerald (Instructor), Jan Fosberg (Instructor), Sandra Hatzistratis (Division 
Assistant), Joe Morello (Dean), Dino Nomicos (Instructor), Justin Piergrossi 
(Instructor), Gabe Saucedo (Instructor), Amber Steele (Instructor) and a number 
of Adjunct instructors. 

We have one administrator (dean), two classified (division assistant (.5) and 
instructional aide (.5) ) and 1faculty who serve the division. The dean, 
instructional aide and division assistant have split responsibilities with part of 
their time dedicated to the Dance and Athletic programs. Of the 17 faculty, 7 are 
full-time but the majority of those have instructional responsibilities in other 
programs such as Dance and Athletics. We have lost several part time 
instructors due to cut backs related to repeatability and the institutional reduction 
in headcount. We have, on average, 15-20 volunteers every semester and 
usually 2-3 work study students. Volunteers tend to be primarily in the Adaptive 
or Team courses. Work study also tended to be in Adaptive but this year, we 
have no work study students in Adaptive and just one for the entire program. 

Associated Objectives 
699-Enhanced Technology, Equipment, Supplies and Professional Development 
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II.A. Analysis: Progress on Prior Program Objectives (Goals) and Activities 
Describe the progress made on previously established program objectives 
(goals) including identification of achievements or areas in which further effort is 
needed. New programs which have not yet established CPR/APP objectives 
should discuss progress on program implementation or activities.    

Narrative 
Enhanced Technology, Equipment, Supplies and Professional 
Development: Data and assessments indicate that student engagement 
(participation) is a huge factor in student achievement in Kinesiology. Because 
most activity classes are skill building (knowledge, motor and / or fitness), it's 
important to keep students engaged. We also have noted the need to purchase, 
modify or update current supplies, equipment and technology that we use in our 
discipline. Our data indicates that student outcomes are better when students are 
actively participating. A key component in that is having supplies, equipment and 
technology which allow students to perform activity properly, safely and in a way 
that allows them to understand and achieve the epidemiological benefits of 
exercise. As part and parcel of purchasing updated / improved supplies, 
equipment and technology staff will have to fully utilize professional development 
opportunities to use items effectively in the classroom. Whether through the 
CTTL or external sources, the desire and ability to always look to raise the bar in 
the classroom is critical. 

Accessibility of PEEP Data: PEEP (Physical Education Evaluation Program) is 
now in its 38th year. Over 50,000+ records have been collected regarding 
student progress towards outcomes related to the five major components of 
fitness. This data is something that we want to work with PRIE with to better 
understand. At the same time, we want to make this information more accessible 
for students. Right now, they receive results via paper at the end of the semester. 
We would like help in developing an on-line system where students can access 
pre and post test results and measure change not only during the semester but 
over their time at Skyline in case they take multiple classes. A G number + 
password system would be a good way for students to engage with their results. 
Plus, the online system would meet the sustainability goal of the campus by 
cutting down on the use of paper.  Perhaps the new CRM can be used for this 
purpose? 

Ideally, multiple tablets could be used at each station, allowing students to type in 
their g-number and result as they get it, rather than requiring the dozens of hours 
of data-entry to be done after each round of testing. We have the tablets now. 
What we need help with is developing a means to put the system on-line in a 
manner similar to how students access websmart. In addition, the database itself 
is quite inaccessible, in terms of creating reports that allow faculty members to 
analyze statistical results easily.  This system should probably not be created 
from scratch, (as the last version was, leaving us without support or ways to alter 
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it), but should probably be a database created on a system with technical support 
on campus, such as an ACCESS or mySQL database. 

Outreach: We also will need assistance in outreach related to our program. Our 
staff right now is stretched to simply meet operational needs. The campus has 
embarked on a strong outreach effort with numerous events and activities yet we 
are unable to participate in many activities. We don't have the staff. It's critical 
that we have such staff available. If the PSC for Athletics is funded, the 
Instructional Aide in our Division could have a greater percentage of their time 
shifted into Kinesiology allowing for this type of effort. 

Evaluate Curricular Options:  As enrollment in our activities based curriculum 
has gone down due to changes in repeatability and degree opportunities, we 
recognize the need to improve / change curricular options for students. While 
activities will always remain the backbone of the curricular program, we should 
evaluate and consider any certificate options related to our discipline that may be 
viable without creating undue barriers for students. These could be single course 
certificates / certifications or possibly continuing education units for certification. 
We also plan on investigating areas of growth in our curriculum and enrollment 
based on the internalization of the campus, on-line options and / or expanding 
GE options within the program. We are prohibited from doing outreach for 
concurrent / dual enrollment students which limits our ability to reach that 
growing population. 

Strengthen Equity and Social Justice Connection: As was noted, we have 
pursued a focus related to obesity reduction as part of our program. CDC data 
indicated that obesity is found in statistically higher proportions based on gender, 
ethnicity and socio-economic status. Obesity is a major cause of the leading 
causes of death (heart disease, cancer, diabetes and stroke) in the United 
States. We want to more clearly demonstrate that it's not just access that impacts 
the numbers. It's availability of evaluative programs that are geared toward 
epidemiological (disease prevention) benefits. We want to make sure that our 
program benefits all students but want to take special care to make sure that it 
serves those who need this type of program most. 

Facilities: We are in need of additional indoor space due to the impacted 
scheduling of three current teaching stations (3102 Fitness Room; 3200, Gym; 
and 3201, Dance Studio) and the useful life of our current portables. 3102, 3200 
and 3201 are scheduled and used in some cases 12-14 hours a day (excluding 
weekends). We need additional space to not only meet student demand but also 
as alternative teaching space because of weather. Our climate impacts the ability 
of students to learn and teachers to teach during especially windy and foggy 
times. Additional indoor space will be an alternative in such situations. A Center 
for Human Performance and Kinesiology which is part of the campus and district 
facility master plan will fit this need. In addition our classroom space in Portables 
3A, 3B and 3C are coming to the end of their useful life. These portables are all 
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20+ years of age and need to be replaced in the next year or two. Otherwise, our 
classes and activities will be negatively impacted. 

Finally, our review indicates that while assessments are important we have key 
items to consider over the next few years. Specifically: 

1. Evaluate and update as necessary the current PE and ISF Degree Options to 
align them with our current AA-T degree to create a clearer pathway for 
students. 

2. Evaluate and consider any certificate options related to our discipline that 
may be viable without creating undue barriers for students. These could be 
single course certificates / certifications or possibly continuing education units 
for certification. 

3. Investigate areas of growth in our curriculum and enrollment based on the 
internalization of the campus, on-line options and / or expanding GE options 
within the program. We are prohibited from doing outreach for concurrent 
students which limits our ability to reach that growing population. 

Evidentiary Documents 
bs-kinesiology-concentration-exercise-movement-sciences.pdf  

bs-kinesiology-concentration-physical-education.pdf  

Degree Handout Major.xlsx (see the Attachments tab) 

KINE_CourseFourColumn.pdf  

List of courses with Results - Kinesiology.pdf  

SFState_Skyline_KINE_Articulation.pdf  

SMCCCD-FacilitiesMasterPlanAmendment-2015 .pdf 

Associated Objectives 
699-Enhanced Technology, Equipment, Supplies and Professional Development 
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II.B. Analysis: Program Environment 
Describe any recent external or internal changes impacting the program or which 
are expected to impact the program in the next year. Please include when the 
specified changes occurred or are expected to occur.   

Narrative 
External factors have had a major impact on our division. Title V changes 
adopted in Fall 2013 with the purpose of reducing FTES in Kinesiology, Athletics 
and Dance activity courses has had its intended impact over the last five + years. 
The impetus for the change in the regulations is that offerings were too robust 
given the scarcity of resources in the system and that courses in our division did 
not support the core mission of community colleges related to transfer, vocational 
training, degree / certification attainment and / or basic skills. 

It is our perspective that course offerings in Kinesiology reflect system and 
institutional needs and depending on the course and circumstances that our 
curriculum does support the core mission of community colleges related to 
transfer, vocational training, degree / certification attainment and / or basic skills. 
In fact, utilizing data on success rates and cost per FTES generated, courses 
offered in Kinesiology are some of the most successful and cost efficient in the 
system.  

A second external factor that may have some impact on our area is the 
completion agenda being pushed at the state and local level. Obviously, timely 
and efficient completion is a notable system priority. Resources are used most 
efficiently when students can enter and exit the system expeditiously while 
meeting educational priorities (transfer, degree and / or certificate completion). 
As part of the completion agenda, a push toward a more standardized or stream-
lined degree format is being promoted. The rationale being that many “local” 
requirements may be burdensome to students, not of interest, and / or delay 
completion. At many community colleges one of the “local” requirements can be 
Kinesiology / Physical Education courses. The SMCCCD schools (Canada, CSM 
and Skyline) all have a two activity class requirement for students who want to 
earn a degree. Exceptions can be granted to this requirement on a limited basis. 
NO data has been presented that indicates that the current activity requirement is 
an impediment to student progress or completion. Other courses may be an 
impediment but activity courses are not. Our area, with system wide colleagues, 
would strongly defend the importance of local control in determining 
requirements for graduation in addition to any Title V mandates. 

Our defense of the requirement is based on external and internal data. Data from 
the CDC (Centers for Disease Control) indicates that of the U.S. adult population 
71.6 % of adults are either overweight (31.8%) or obese (39.8%). The data 
indicates that African-Americans were among the most likely to be obese, at 
47.9%, compared to the national average of 39.8%. The obesity rate among 
Hispanics, at 44.8%, is also higher than the national average. Asians are far less 
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likely to be obese, with only 12.5% falling into that category. 32.7% of young 
Americans age 20-34 are obese, compared to 43.5% between ages 35-44 and 
40% among 45- to 54-year-olds. Of people 65 and over, 41.5% are obese. 
Women are more likely than men to be obese, 41% compared to 36.6%. Those 
classified as either overweight or obese were more likely to have serious health 
conditions such as, but not limited to, high blood pressure, high cholesterol, type 
2 diabetes and its complications, coronary heart disease, stroke, gallbladder 
disease, osteoarthritis, sleep apnea, and respiratory problems, as well as 
endometrial, breast, prostate, and colon cancers. It is clear that being overweight 
and obese is a major public health challenge and one that has a disproportionate 
impact based on a person’s ethnicity, age, educational level, socio-economic 
status and gender. Institutionally, this is a student equity and justice issue. 

Data from our own PEEP (Physical Education Evaluation Program) program 
validates the information above. During our last self-study (completed in 2017), 
we calculated that over 60% of the students who participated in the PEEP 
program (remember these are only students who choose to take Physical 
Education) were either overweight or obese. As noted in the national data, we 
see the same disproportionate impact based on a person’s ethnicity, age and 
gender as noted above. We do not gather information related to socio-economic 
status. Thus, we would argue that having a PE requirement for graduation is not 
only important but essential in the education of the student. 

Now, will taking a Physical Education course change someone who is obese or 
overweight into a normal weight range? No, most likely that will not happen 
immediately if ever. But, after taking two activity based courses, students should 
understand what blood pressure, resting heart rate, and body composition are, 
how they are measured, and what results they should be looking for. They will 
also be able to think critically about what habits, behaviors and choices they 
should be making in relation to their fitness. 

Effective fall 2013, the state no longer allowed a student to repeat a course which 
they had successfully completed before. Prior to this regulation, a student could 
take any Kinesiology activity course a total of four times (initially + 3 repeats). 
This was considered standard practice not only in Kinesiology but in disciplines 
such as Learning Skills, Music, Art and Theater where courses were skill building 
in nature. The LAO (Legislative Analyst’s Office) estimated that almost 8% of 
system FTES was being generated through repeats of courses students already 
successfully completed. Given the enrollment demand facing many districts and 
the reduction in funds from Sacramento during this period, the Board of 
Governors, with the approval of the state wide Academic Senate, passed new 
regulations to try and reduce FTES generated by repeated courses. 

Prior to the regulation passing, discipline experts through the state wide 
academic senate were consulted about potential impacts. During this 
consultation, skill building disciplines, such as Kinesiology, advocated for some 
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ability for a student to progress in an activity either through skill or fitness 
development. It was not realistic to believe that a student, wishing to progress, 
could do so after attempting a class only once. Given this position, the regulation 
was changed to allow a student to progress up to four levels or take four different 
types of courses in areas that were "related in content". 

Principles for establishing courses related in content were established by the 
Academic Senate and state chancellor's office in summer 2012. Based on that 
information, Skyline, CSM and Cañada Kinesiology Departments met to 
determine what courses would be grouped together and considered related in 
content. It was a collaborative but arduous task. Eventually, the three schools 
created classifications of courses related in content and created levels 
(beginning, intermediate, advanced / intermediate and advanced) within the 
curriculum. 

It has been the consistent position of our division that the changes on 
repeatability were not founded on pedagogy but because of budget limitations. 
As such, the use of curriculum to reduce FTES is ill-conceived. Reductions could 
have been made easily by reducing the amount of apportionment earned by a 
percentage for each successful repeat. Creating a situation where schools had to 
revise whole curricula and degrees in order to meet new regulations was 
stressful, time prohibitive and not something that was easy for students to 
understand. Ultimately, the changes in no way, shape or form changed the 
experience of students in the classroom. 

We ask that you consider the following statistics since the adoption of changes 
related to repeatability took place in Fall 2013 as related to efficiency. State wide 
FTES generation under the 0835 top code, Physical Education, has decreased 
by over 24,000 resulting in a 36% decrease under that top code. In 2012-2013, 
FTES under the 0835 top code accounted for 5.64% of the total FTES in the 
California community college system. Today, FTES under the 0835 top code 
accounts for only 3.79% of system wide FTES. Locally, we have seen our FTES 
drop by 25%. While we have cut FTEF (14%) to maintain efficiency and keep a 
load around 600 (605 in 2017-18), our sister schools are running loads in the mid 
to upper 400 range. In comparison with those programs, especially looking at the 
amount of full-time staff and FTEF, Skyline is the most efficient program in the 
district. Our costs are lower while producing as much or more FTES. This 
efficiency benefits all programs and services on campus. A further example of 
this specific to the campus is the portion of expenditures from our budget in 
relation to all Fund 1 (General Fund) expenditures. During 2012-2013 
expenditures from the Kinesiology, Athletics and Dance Division accounted for 
7.04% of Fund 1 expenditures at Skyline College. During the 2017-2018 year 
expenditures from the Kinesiology, Athletics and Dance Division only accounted 
for 5.68% of Fund 1 expenditures at Skyline College. While these figures also 
include expenditures from all division activities, it clearly makes the case that our 
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program and services are incredibly efficient which works to the benefit of all 
programs and services on the campus. 

In assessing impacts, we have noted the following. One, by in large, students 
adapted to the changes well and seem to understand the leveling sequence. 
Two, slightly more than 70% of our students do not repeat classes and are 
therefore not effected by the legislation. Three, we have seen about a 25% drop 
in FTES generation in Kinesiology since the changes began. Most of the drops 
have occurred in evening classes or those activities which showed high repeat 
patterns in the past.  Still this reduction in enrollment pressure has forced us to 
reduce FTEF by about 14% and seen our load go from a high of 724 during the 
2012-2013 academic year to “just” 605 for the 2017-2018 academic year. Four, 
we have seen a significant increase in students who audit courses. Five, we have 
attempted to comply with the spirit of the legislation by not offering four levels of 
any course unless it is necessary for particular skill development. And six, we 
have seen explosive growth in our on-line activity offering. We had over 5,000 
total enrollments in our program during the 2012-2013 academic year but had no 
on-line course offering. In 2017-2018, we had about 3,700 total enrollments in 
our program and almost 640 were in on-line curriculum. 

In reviewing student characteristics, the program reflects many of the same 
categories seen throughout the entire student population. Whether gender or 
ethnicity is looked at, percentages are basically the same with only a percentage 
point or two of difference being seen. What is striking is that by goal, students 
taking Kinesiology are more likely to be degree or transfer seeking than the 
general student population (75.6 to 64.5) but not interested in CTE or Career 
Development (4.0% v. 11.6%). This seems to make sense as almost all of our 
curriculum is CSU or UC transferable, applies to the local graduation requirement 
and / or can be scheduled easily in a variety of areas. It bolsters are contention 
that activity courses are not a barrier to student completion. Furthermore, our 
success rates are higher (82% v. 72.3%) and withdraw rates lower (10.7% v. 
14%) that the institutional average. 

Curricular offerings are based on student demand, space, expertise, budget, 
program need, breadth, and degree completion criteria. 

Student demand is a factor of enrollment pressure given facility constraints. We 
strive to offer activities which will engage students in learning. As such we allow 
student demand to dictate what is offered and how much of it is offered. At the 
same time, we must balance that with facility constraints. Because our 
classrooms are often courts, fields, gyms and studios, they are not neatly 
replicated (like lecture based classrooms) across the campus. Furthermore, 
because specialized equipment and supplies are needed, finding similar space 
on or off campus is often not practical. Demand has been strong enough over the 
past several years and space so impacted, especially gym, studio and fitness 
center space, that as part of the campus master plan we have proposed a Center 
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for Kinesiology and Human Performance. This center is also part of the campus 
and district Facilities Master Plan. 

Faculty expertise and budget are two additional factors that impact curricular 
scheduling. Limitations in funds can limit the number of sections offered in any 
specific activity. Budget can serve to restrict curricular options. Certainly, we 
have been strongly advised to keep our load above 600. Because of changes 
related to repeatability and HBA hours, we have had to cut sections to maintain 
that load. Also, lack of faculty expertise, can impact the ability to offer curriculum. 
For example, we had an excellent Tai Chi teacher for several semesters. When 
she left, it proved impossible to find a suitable replacement who met minimum 
qualifications. Therefore, we don't offer Tai Chi anymore. 

Program need and breadth are two large determinants of curricular offerings. We 
offer a breadth of activities in Adaptive PE, Combatives, Fitness, Individual 
Sports, Kinesiology, Physical Education and Team Sports. We have on-line 
activity course options for students as well. We strive to offer something in every 
area each semester to provide breadth in the curriculum. In doing so we balance 
that with program need and student demand. While it may be optimal for the 
program to offer several sections, we won't do that if student demand does not 
exist. Conversely, we may offer several sections of a particular program (Yoga, 
Pilates, Spinning, etc...) not because of program need but student demand. 

The final layer on all this is degree completion. Any student graduating from 
Skyline must complete two activity classes. In addition, we offer majors in 
Physical Education, Interdisciplinary Studies and Kinesiology (AA-T). As such we 
need to make sure that we offer core courses, such as Kinesiology, regularly and 
provide a depth of choices for students pursuing a general or Kinesiology area 
specific degree. For graduates during the 2016-2017 academic year, Kinesiology 
was the fourth most popular AA-T degree. This makes sense as Kinesiology is 
the 5th most popular degree program among CSU students. Overall, Kinesiology 
is the 9th most popular degree awarded at Skyline from 2013-2018 with 100 
degrees being conferred. In fact, 4.2% (56 of 1,322) of all degrees conferred at 
Skyline College in 2016-2017(Summer 2016, Fall 2016 and Spring 2017) were 
either Kinesiology, Physical Education or Interdisciplinary Studies with an 
emphasis in Health and Physical Education. 

Evidentiary Documents 
Copy of Commencement -2018_KINE.xlsx (see the Attachments tab) 

DegreesCertificates-top10.pdf  

kinesiology_apr.pdf  

kinesiology_apr_f2f.pdf  
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kinesiology_apr_o.pdf  

Skyline_apr_f2f.pdf  

Skyline_apr_o.pdf  

SMCCCD-FacilitiesMasterPlanAmendment-2015 .pdf  

Total PE FTES 2017-18.xls (see the Attachments tab) 

Wellness_draft_fpp_complete1.pdf  

Wellness_drawings1.pdf 

Associated Objectives 
699-Enhanced Technology, Equipment, Supplies and Professional Development  
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II.C. Analysis: Student Learning Outcomes (SLOs and PSLOs) 
(1) Instructional Programs Only: Describe what was learned from the assessment 

of course SLOs for the current and past year.  
(2) Student Service Programs Only: If PSLOs are being assessed this year (3-

year cycle), describe what was learned. If no assessment was done because 
this is an off-cycle year, please state that this item is not applicable.    

Narrative 
This is an area of strength for the Kinesiology Program based on a strong track 
record of assessment. In evaluating assessments completed to date, all courses 
currently taught in Kinesiology have an assessment plan and results. Instructors 
are evaluating courses on a semester by semester basis in order to post results. 
Over the past eight years,  all active courses have been assessed with over 1000 
results having been posted. This history of assessment validates our belief that a 
culture of assessment and inquiry is an organic part of the program.  

Current PSLO’s in TracDat match those in the College Catalog. SLO and PSLO 
reports are included. 

Assessment measurements are both quantitative and qualitative in nature. 
Qualitative assessment revolves around three basic questions which are: What is 
working in terms of meeting the stated student learning outcomes in my class?; 
What's not working, if anything, in terms of achieving the stated student learning 
outcomes in my class?; What changes or needs would I like to institute or see 
fulfilled to better achieve the stated student learning outcomes for my class. 
Quantitative assessment generally looks at SLO's and assessments that track 
skill and fitness development based on a pre-test and post-test. In addition, 
depending on the course, assessments related to, epidemiologic benefits, 
theoretical knowledge, rules, customs, history and basic applied anatomy and 
physiology are conducted. Students are evaluated by progression with levels 
established at a beginning, intermediate, advanced intermediate and advanced 
level. 

Results in all areas of Kinesiology (ADAP, COMB, FITN, INDV, PE/KINE and 
TEAM) indicate a level of success at the course and program level. Specifically, 
for those enrolled in activity based curriculum, improvement in baseline fitness 
are occurring in two or more areas in most courses. These gains, while 
measured over the course of the semester, are critical in establishing a baseline 
of knowledge and function that students can carry from the class. In addition, 
students in both activity and non-activity curriculum are becoming proficient in 
content and movement that will allow them to advance to higher levels of study 
and function in their area of interest. 

While no areas were noted as requiring action, it was noted that facilities, 
equipment and supplies play a vital role in student engagement in participatory 
activities. As such, there is a continuing need for updated professional 
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development, technology, equipment and critical supplies necessary to teach 
Kinesiology. Facilities are generally excellent and kept in good repair but 
additional storage space is required. It was noted that facilities are impacted and 
that portable 3A, 3B and 3C are at the end of their useful life. 

Evidentiary Documents 
Assessment_ Assessment Unit Planning (1).pdf  

Assessment_ Assessment Unit Planning .pdf  

KINE_CourseFourColumn.pdf  

List of courses with Results - Kinesiology.pdf  

Relationships and Assessment_ Course Outcomes by PSLOs.pdf  

Summary_ Course Outcomes by Department (1).pdf  

Summary_ Course Outcomes by Department .pdf 

Associated Objectives 
699-Enhanced Technology, Equipment, Supplies and Professional Development  
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III.A. Reflection: Considering Key Findings 
Consider the previous analysis of progress achieved, program environment, and 
course-level SLOs or PSLOs (if applicable). What are the key findings and/or 
conclusions drawn? Discuss how what was learned can be used to improve the 
program's effectiveness.   

Narrative 
First Strength:  Culture of Reflection: This is an area of strength for the 
Kinesiology Program based on a strong track record of assessment. In 
evaluating assessments completed to date, all courses currently taught in 
Kinesiology have an assessment plan and results. Instructors are evaluating 
courses on a semester by semester basis in order to post results. All courses 
have been assessed with over 1000 results having been posted. This history of 
assessment validates our belief that a culture of assessment and inquiry is an 
organic part of the program. Current PSLO’s in TracDat match those in the 
College Catalog. 

Assessment measurements are both quantitative and qualitative in nature. 
Qualitative assessment revolves around three basic questions which are: What is 
working in terms of meeting the stated student learning outcomes in my class?; 
What's not working, if anything, in terms of achieving the stated student learning 
outcomes in my class?; What changes or needs would I like to institute or see 
fulfilled to better achieve the stated student learning outcomes for my class. 
Quantitative assessment generally looks at SLO's and assessments that track 
skill and fitness development based on a pre-test and post-test. In addition, 
depending on the course, assessments related to, epidemiologic benefits, 
theoretical knowledge, rules, customs, history and basic applied anatomy and 
physiology are conducted. Students are evaluated by progression with levels 
established at a beginning, intermediate, advanced intermediate and advanced 
level.  

Second Strength: Degree Completion: A second strength is the ease in which 
individuals pursuing Kinesiology or any Skyline degree can achieve degree 
completion. Any student graduating from Skyline with a AA or AS degree must 
complete two activity classes. In addition, we offer majors in Physical Education, 
Interdisciplinary Studies and Kinesiology (AA-T). As such we make sure that we 
offer core courses, such as Kinesiology, regularly and provide a depth of choices 
for students pursuing a general or Kinesiology area specific degree. For 
graduates during the 2016-2017 academic year, Kinesiology was the fifth most 
popular AA-T degree. This makes sense as Kinesiology is the 5th most popular 
degree program among CSU students. From 2013-2018, Kinesiology was the 9th 
most popular degree at Skyline with 100 degrees being conferred. In fact, 4.2% 
of all degrees conferred at Skyline College in 2016-2017 (Summer 2016, Fall 
2016 and Spring 2017) were either Kinesiology, Physical Education or 
Interdisciplinary Studies with an emphasis in Health and Physical Education. The 
two activity course requirement is an integral part of the general education of a 
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student. With higher success rates and a variety of offerings in the day, evening 
and on-line, Kinesiology curriculum fits perfectly with the campus wide "promise" 
to get students in, through and out on time. The requirement in no way is an 
impediment to completion.  

Third Strength: Culture of Success: SLO outcomes and performance 
outcomes closely track each other when assessed. PRIE data indicates a 
retention rate of 91.2% for Kinesiology courses in comparison with a 87.3% 
college wide rate which equates to a 3.9% differential. PRIE data indicates a 
85.1% success rate for Kinesiology courses in comparison with a 74.6% college 
wide rate which equates to a 10.5% differential. This data seems to indicate that 
students stay in and succeed in Kinesiology classes at a greater rate than other 
courses at Skyline. We believe this is the case because of laboratory nature of 
the curriculum. It would be interesting to research if lab rates across all 
disciplines, which tend have more “hands on” or kinesthetic opportunities to 
learn, have similar higher rates of success. 

Results at the course level indicate a level of success at above established 
criterion. Because evaluation measures are impacted by active participation, 
students who regularly participate in skill and fitness activities tend to succeed at 
a higher rate than students who do not. Progression can also be impacted by 
injuries, ability and other limitations. Because ability can play a role in 
progression, rubrics are used in most classes to assess students progression 
based on pre-test and post-test results. This allows students to succeed based 
on improvement in skills and abilities as opposed to simply meeting established 
norms. A great example of this is the Physical Education Evaluation Program 
(PEEP). It uses pre-test and post-test data to access improvement across all five 
areas of fitness (cardiovascular efficiency, muscular strength, muscular 
endurance, flexibility and body composition). Course level assessments indicate 
the critical role that our activity based curriculum plays in the Lifelong Wellness 
ISLO. The Lifelong Wellness ISLO includes the ability to demonstrate an 
understanding of physical fitness and its role in lifelong wellness. We utilize 
activity as the means for educating the student about the epidemiological 
benefits of exercise on lifelong well-being. This is a critical component in the 
general education of the student. We believe, based on internal and external 
data, that access to educationally based physical activity program is a critical 
student equity and social justice component for Skyline students. Based on our 
assessments, we believe students can effectively meet the standards for 
excellent, good or adequate competency as described in the ISLO rubric for 
physical fitness by participating in the Kinesiology program. 

Suggestions for improvement are: 

First Suggestion: Supplies, Equipment, Technology and Professional 
Development: Data and assessments indicate that student engagement 
(participation) is a huge factor in student achievement in Kinesiology. Because 
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most activity classes are skill building (knowledge, motor and / or fitness), it's 
important to keep students engaged. We have noted the need to purchase, 
modify or update current supplies, equipment and technology that we use in our 
discipline. Our data indicates that student outcomes are better when students are 
actively participating. A key component in that is having supplies, equipment and 
technology which allow students to perform activity properly, safely and in a way 
that allows them to understand and achieve the epidemiological benefits of 
exercise. As part and parcel of purchasing updated / improved supplies, 
equipment and technology staff will have to fully utilize professional development 
opportunities to use items effectively in the classroom. Whether through the 
CTTL or external sources, the desire and ability to always look to raise the bar in 
the classroom is critical. 

Second Suggestion: PEEP (Physical Education and Evaluation Program): 
PEEP is now in its 38th year. Over 40,000+ records have been collected 
regarding student progress towards outcomes related to the five major 
components of fitness. This data is something that we want to work with PRIE 
with to better understand. At the same time, we want to make this information 
more accessible for students. Right now, they receive results via paper at the 
end of the semester. We would like help in developing an on-line system where 
students can access pre and post test results and measure change not only 
during the semester but over their time at Skyline in case they take multiple 
classes. A G number + password system would be a good way for students to 
engage with their results. Plus, the online system would meet the sustainability 
goal of the campus by cutting down on the use of paper.  Ideally, multiple tablets 
could be used at each station, allowing students to type in their g-number and 
result as they get it, rather than requiring the dozens of hours of data-entry to be 
done after each round of testing. We have the tablets now. What we need help 
with is developing a means to put the system on-line in a manner similar to how 
students access websmart.  

In addition, the database itself is quite inaccessible, in terms of creating reports 
that allow faculty members to analyze statistical results easily.  This system 
should probably not be created from scratch, (as the last version was, leaving us 
without support or ways to alter it), but should probably be a database created on 
a system with technical support on campus, such as an ACCESS or mySQL 
database. 

Third Suggestion: Evaluate Curricular Options / Strengthen Equity and 
Social Justice Connection:  As enrollment in our activities based curriculum 
has gone down due to changes in repeatability and degree opportunities, we 
recognize the need to improve / change curricular options for students. While 
activities will always remain the backbone of the curricular program, we should 
evaluate and consider any certificate options related to our discipline that may be 
viable without creating undue barriers for students. These could be single course 
certificates / certifications or possibly continuing education units for certification. 
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We also plan on investigating areas of growth in our curriculum and enrollment 
based on the internalization of the campus, on-line options and / or expanding 
GE options within the program. We are prohibited from doing outreach for 
concurrent students which limits our ability to reach that growing population.  

We feel greater outreach is needed on and off-campus to better explain to our 
students and community the benefits that exercise epidemiology can provide 
toward their education and well-being. It is clear that being overweight and obese 
is a major public health challenge and one that has a disproportionate impact 
based on a person’s ethnicity, age, educational level, socio-economic status and 
gender. Institutionally, this is a student equity and justice issue. We utilize 
activity as the means for educating the student about the epidemiological 
benefits of exercise on lifelong well-being. This is a critical component in the 
general education of the student. It’s also critical for our students and our 
community to understand that access to such an activities based program is 
available on this campus and in their community. 

Evidentiary Documents 
Assessment_ Assessment Unit Planning (1).pdf  

Assessment_ Assessment Unit Planning .pdf  

Copy of Commencement -2018_KINE.xlsx (see the Attachments tab) 

DegreesCertificates-top10.pdf  

KINE_CourseFourColumn.pdf  

kinesiology_apr.pdf  

kinesiology_apr_f2f.pdf  

kinesiology_apr_o.pdf  

List of courses with Results - Kinesiology.pdf  

ProgAwardsSumm_KINE_PE_2017-2018.xls (see the Attachments tab) 

Skyline_apr.pdf  

Skyline_apr_f2f.pdf  

Skyline_apr_o.pdf  

Summary_ Course Outcomes by Department (1).pdf  

Summary_ Course Outcomes by Department .pdf  
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Total PE FTES 2017-18.xls (see the Attachments tab) 

Associated Objectives 
699-Enhanced Technology, Equipment, Supplies and Professional Development  
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III.B. Reflection: ISLOs 
If your program participated in assessment of ISLOs this year:  
(1) What are the findings and/or conclusions drawn?  
(2) Does the program intend to make any changes or investigate further based 
on the findings? If so, briefly describe what the program intends to do.    

Narrative 
Course level assessments indicate the critical role that our activity based 
curriculum plays in the Lifelong Wellness ISLO. The Lifelong Wellness ISLO 
includes the ability to demonstrate an understanding of physical fitness and its 
role in lifelong wellness. We utilize activity as the means for educating the 
student about the epidemiological benefits of exercise on lifelong well-being. This 
is a critical component in the general education of the student. We believe, based 
on internal and external data, that access to educationally based physical activity 
program is a critical student equity and social justice component for Skyline 
students. Based on our assessments, we believe students can effectively meet 
the standards for excellent, good or adequate competency as described in the 
ISLO rubric for physical fitness by participating in the Kinesiology program. 

Our program did participate in the assessment of the ISLO for Lifelong Wellness 
in fall 2014. What we saw in the results were, in comparison to the other 
descriptors, the majority of our students scoring into the excellent / good portion 
of the rubric related to growth mind set. We consider this a key indicator of 
success / progress. Our program is primarily participatory in nature. A growth 
mind set is critical in the development of skills and fitness levels. All students 
face plateaus, set-backs and even periods of regression. It’s important that a 
growth mind set be present to allow those students to get “over the hump” and 
maintain or progress further. We believe this is a critical reason why activity 
based course work is such a critical part of the general education of the student. 
The other descriptors (Physical Fitness and Personal Awareness) had student 
scoring split almost evenly between excellent/good in relation to adequate / 
needs work. We reflected on that and asked why students would not be scoring 
more consistent with the other descriptors. We believe the issue is related to the 
participatory nature of the curriculum. It’s essential in fitness activity that the 
student participate actively and on a consistent basis. Failure to do so will impact 
the gains a student may achieve. While not taking attendance, participation 
measurements / scoring indicated that students were either missing classes or 
were limited to participating in class due to injury / illness at a greater rate than 
what actually grading indicated. We are now looking toward placing greater 
weight in the grading of students based on active participation in activities as a 
means to improve that result. With Personal Awareness, it may be the nature of 
activity itself that makes the student more critical and not the best judge of their 
strengths. One can always improve and that sense may not provide adequate 
opportunity for the student to reflect on their strengths. We’ll be discussing this in 
greater depth but there may be a correlation between the higher growth mind set 
score and the lower personal awareness score. 
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Evidentiary Documents 
lifelong wellness islo results fall 2014.pdf 

lifelong_wellness_rubric_fa16.pdf 

Associated Objectives 
699-Enhanced Technology, Equipment, Supplies and Professional Development  
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IV.A. Strategy for Program Enhancement: Continuation/Modification 
Indicate whether the program is continuing implementation of the last CPR 
strategy or revising the strategy. Please describe the modifications if revisions 
are intended.  

Note: Any new strategies should be linked to Institutional Goals through creation 
of objectives in the next section. If the program has not yet participated in 
comprehensive program review, an annual or multi-year strategy can be defined 
in this item.   

Narrative 
Enhanced Technology, Equipment, Supplies and Professional 
Development: Data and assessments indicate that student engagement 
(participation) is a huge factor in student achievement in Kinesiology. Because 
most activity classes are skill building (knowledge, motor and / or fitness), it's 
important to keep students engaged. We also have noted the need to purchase, 
modify or update current supplies, equipment and technology that we use in our 
discipline. Our data indicates that student outcomes are better when students are 
actively participating. A key component in that is having supplies, equipment and 
technology which allow students to perform activity properly, safely and in a way 
that allows them to understand and achieve the epidemiological benefits of 
exercise. As part and parcel of purchasing updated / improved supplies, 
equipment and technology staff will have to fully utilize professional development 
opportunities to use items effectively in the classroom. Whether through the 
CTTL or external sources, the desire and ability to always look to raise the bar in 
the classroom is critical. 

Accessibility of PEEP Data: PEEP (Physical Education Evaluation Program) is 
now in its 38th year. Over 50,000+ records have been collected regarding 
student progress towards outcomes related to the five major components of 
fitness. This data is something that we want to work with PRIE with to better 
understand. At the same time, we want to make this information more accessible 
for students. Right now, they receive results via paper at the end of the semester. 
We would like help in developing an on-line system where students can access 
pre and post test results and measure change not only during the semester but 
over their time at Skyline in case they take multiple classes. A G number + 
password system would be a good way for students to engage with their results. 
Plus, the online system would meet the sustainability goal of the campus by 
cutting down on the use of paper.  Perhaps the new CRM can be used for this 
purpose? 

Ideally, multiple tablets could be used at each station, allowing students to type in 
their g-number and result as they get it, rather than requiring the dozens of hours 
of data-entry to be done after each round of testing. We have the tablets now. 
What we need help with is developing a means to put the system on-line in a 
manner similar to how students access websmart. In addition, the database itself 
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is quite inaccessible, in terms of creating reports that allow faculty members to 
analyze statistical results easily.  This system should probably not be created 
from scratch, (as the last version was, leaving us without support or ways to alter 
it), but should probably be a database created on a system with technical support 
on campus, such as an ACCESS or mySQL database. 

Outreach: We also will need assistance in outreach related to our program. Our 
staff right now is stretched to simply meet operational needs. The campus has 
embarked on a strong outreach effort with numerous events and activities yet we 
are unable to participate in many activities. We don't have the staff. It's critical 
that we have such staff available. If the PSC for Athletics is funded, the 
Instructional Aide in our Division could have a greater percentage of their time 
shifted into Kinesiology allowing for this type of effort. 

Evaluate Curricular Options: As enrollment in our activities based curriculum 
has gone down due to changes in repeatability and degree opportunities, we 
recognize the need to improve / change curricular options for students. While 
activities will always remain the backbone of the curricular program, we should 
evaluate and consider any certificate options related to our discipline that may be 
viable without creating undue barriers for students. These could be single course 
certificates / certifications or possibly continuing education units for certification. 
We also plan on investigating areas of growth in our curriculum and enrollment 
based on the internalization of the campus, on-line options and / or expanding 
GE options within the program. We are prohibited from doing outreach for 
concurrent / dual enrollment students which limits our ability to reach that 
growing population. 

Strengthen Equity and Social Justice Connection: As was noted, we have 
pursued a focus related to obesity reduction as part of our program. CDC data 
indicated that obesity is found in statistically higher proportions based on gender, 
ethnicity and socio-economic status. Obesity is a major cause of the leading 
causes of death (heart disease, cancer, diabetes and stroke) in the United 
States. We want to more clearly demonstrate that it's not just access that impacts 
the numbers. It's availability of evaluative programs that are geared toward 
epidemiological (disease prevention) benefits. We want to make sure that our 
program benefits all students but want to take special care to make sure that it 
serves those who need this type of program most. 

Facilities: We are in need of additional indoor space due to the impacted 
scheduling of three current teaching stations (3102 Fitness Room; 3200, Gym; 
and 3201, Dance Studio) and the useful life of our current portables. 3102, 3200 
and 3201 are scheduled and used in some cases 12-14 hours a day (excluding 
weekends). We need additional space to not only meet student demand but also 
as alternative teaching space because of weather. Our climate impacts the ability 
of students to learn and teachers to teach during especially windy and foggy 
times. Additional indoor space will be an alternative in such situations. A Center 
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for Human Performance and Kinesiology which is part of the campus and district 
facility master plan will fit this need. In addition our classroom space in Portables 
3A, 3B and 3C are coming to the end of their useful life. These portables are all 
20+ years of age and need to be replaced in the next year or two. Otherwise, our 
classes and activities will be negatively impacted. 

Finally, our review indicates that while assessments are important we have key 
items to consider over the next few years. Specifically: 

1. Evaluate and update as necessary the current PE and ISF Degree Options to 
align them with our current AA-T degree to create a clearer pathway for 
students. 

2. Evaluate and consider any certificate options related to our discipline that 
may be viable without creating undue barriers for students. These could be 
single course certificates / certifications or possibly continuing education units 
for certification. 

3. Investigate areas of growth in our curriculum and enrollment based on the 
internalization of the campus, on-line options and / or expanding GE options 
within the program. We are prohibited from doing outreach for concurrent 
students which limits our ability to reach that growing population. 

Evidentiary Documents 
bs-kinesiology-concentration-exercise-movement-sciences.pdf  

bs-kinesiology-concentration-physical-education.pdf  

Degree Handout Major.xlsx (see the Attachments tab) 

KINE_CourseFourColumn.pdf  

List of courses with Results - Kinesiology.pdf  

SMCCCD-FacilitiesMasterPlanAmendment-2015 .pdf  

Wellness_draft_fpp_complete1.pdf  

Wellness_drawings1.pdf 

Associated Objectives 
699-Enhanced Technology, Equipment, Supplies and Professional Development 
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IV.B. Strategy for Program Enhancement: Action Plan and Resource Requests 
Based on the most recent CPR and any desired modifications, develop an 
annual action plan with related resource requests. No narrative response will be 
entered in this section, but the objectives you create will be printed automatically 
in the APP report under this item.  

(1) To begin, click on PLANNING at the top of the page, then CREATE A NEW 
OBJECTIVE. To view previously created objectives, click PLANNING at the 
top of the page, then VIEW MY OBJECTIVE.  

(2) IMPORTANT! Make sure to associate each objective to this standard in the 
APP. Need help? Contact the PRIE Office for further instructions. Institutional 
Goals. Need help? Contact the PRIE Office for further instructions.  

Narrative 
Data and objectives entered and assigned. 

Evidentiary Documents 
2018-19_IE_Request.xlsx (see the Attachments tab) 

2018-2019 Budget Augmentation_Kinesiology.doc (see the Attachments tab) 

KINE_CourseFourColumn.pdf  

SMCCCD-FacilitiesMasterPlanAmendment-2015 .pdf  

Wellness_draft_fpp_complete1.pdf  

Wellness_drawings1.pdf 

Associated Objectives 
688-Accessibility of PEEP Data  

699-Enhanced Technology, Equipment, Supplies and Professional Development 

689-Facilities Replacement 
Enhanced Budget with Objectives and Tasks 
Enhanced Budget with Objectives of Kinesiology unit 
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Planning Objective Report


Planning Year:  2019-2020


Objective Report:
Objective ID: 688 Objective Title: Accessibility of PEEP Data


Unit Manager: Corsiglia, Kevin Planning Unit: 2416KINE00 - Kinesiology (Physical Education)


Obj. Status: New/In Progress Obj. Purpose: Program Review - CPR/APP/ALUR


Unit Purpose:


Objective Description:


 Accessibility of PEEP Data: PEEP (Physical Education Evaluation Program) is now in its 38th year. Over 40,000+ records have 
been collected regarding student progress towards outcomes related to the five major components of fitness. This data is 
something that we want to work with PRIE with to better understand. At the same time, we want to make this information more 
accessible for students. Right now, they receive results via paper at the end of the semester. We would like help in developing an 
on-line system where students can access pre and post test results and measure change not only during the semester but over 
their time at Skyline in case they take multiple classes. A G number + password system would be a good way for students to 
engage with their results. Plus, the online system would meet the sustainability goal of the campus by cutting down on the use of 
paper.  Ideally, multiple tablets could be used at each station, allowing students to type in their g-number and result as they get it, 
rather than requiring the dozens of hours of data-entry to be done after each round of testing. We have the tablets now. What we 
need help with is developing a means to put the system on-line in a manner similar to how students access websmart. In 
addition, the database itself is quite inaccessible, in terms of creating reports that allow faculty members to analyze statistical 
results easily.  This system should probably not be created from scratch, (as the last version was, leaving us without support or 
ways to alter it), but should probably be a database created on a system with technical support on campus, such as an ACCESS 
or mySQL database. 


Skyline College Strategic Priorities (2018-23)


SC1 Student Completion


*SC2 Transformative Teaching and Learning


SMCCCD Strategic Plan (2015-20)


*DS1.3     STUDENTS FIRST: Student Success, Equity, and Social Justice --> Goal 3: Program Delivery


Institutional Goals


Planning Unit Goals Objective Types Planning Priorities


No Data to Display No Data to Display No Data to Display


Due Date Status Priority Task Budget Amount


07/01/2018 Ongoing High We need to work with Campus Programmer and IT to see if our 
current student data bases can be used. If not, we'll need to work 
with outside vendors to develop a system. This is a priority goal 
for 19-20. We've talked about doing this forever!!!!


$0


Tasks


No Data to Display


Assessment Measures


No Data to Display


Intended Results


No Data to Display


Status Reports


No Data to Display


Actual Results
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No Data to Display


Use of Results


No Data to Display


Gap Analysis


No Data to Display


SWOT


No Data to Display


Units Impacted


Standards


ALUR - ALUR (2017-18 Cycle) - IV.A. - Strategy for Unit Enhancement: Action Plan and Resource Requests


ALUR - ALUR (2018-19 Cycle) - IV.A. - Strategy for Unit Enhancement: Action Plan and Resource Requests


APP - APP (2017-18 Cycle) - I.A. - Program Profile: Purpose


APP - APP (2017-18 Cycle) - II.A. - Analysis: Progress on Prior Program Objectives (Goals) and Activities


APP - APP (2017-18 Cycle) - II.B. - Analysis: Program Environment


APP - APP (2017-18 Cycle) - II.C. - Analysis: Student Learning Outcomes (SLOs and PSLOs)


APP - APP (2017-18 Cycle) - III.A. - Reflection: Considering Key Findings


APP - APP (2017-18 Cycle) - III.B. - Reflection: ISLOs


APP - APP (2017-18 Cycle) - IV.A. - Strategy for Program Enhancement: Continuation/Modification


APP - APP (2017-18 Cycle) - IV.B. - Strategy for Program Enhancement: Action Plan and Resource Requests


APP - APP (2018-19 Cycle) - IV.B. - Strategy for Program Enhancement: Action Plan and Resource Requests


Associated Standards


No Data to Display


Associated Outcomes


Documents


File Name File Size Date Modified
No Documents to Display


Links


Link Name Link URL
No Links to Display
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SKY Dept - Kinesiology


Assessment 2018-2019; KINE
Assessment: Course Four Column


Department Assessment Coordinator:  Jan Fosberg and Kevin Corsiglia


SKY ADAP 358   :Adapted Strength Development


Course Outcomes Assessment Methods Results Actions
Skills and Concepts - Upon
completion of the course, and in the
absence of a degenerative disease
process, students will be able to
demonstrate increased muscular
strength and endurance, or in the
presence of a degenerative disease
process, demonstrate either
maintained or slowed degradation of
muscular strength and endurance in
areas where given the normal course
of the disease, decreased muscle
strength and endurance would be
expected.


Course Outcome Status: Active


Success Criterion: Successful
Demonstration wins approval to
include that technique as part of
individual exercise prescription
either in class or at home as daily
homework.
Performance Criteria: 50% of


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Of the 58 students enrolled in Spring 18 and Fall 18; greater
than 90% received a C grade or higher on exam
(12/14/2018)


Presentation/Performance - Oral
and/or Demonstration individually
and in small groups of proper
techniques relative to daily
functioning (standing, sitting, lying,
walking, striding with arm swing,
stopping or speeding up quickly,
climbing or descending stairs) and
safe techniques adapted to disability
for using closed chain equipment
(leg press, hamstring curl, seated
row, lat pulldown, gravitron),
adaptations for using Nu-Step,
elliptical bikes, treadmill, recumbent
bikes and arm/leg cyles,
personalized adaptations for
dumbbells, elastic bands, Swiss balls
and various methods to stimulate
greater NEUROMUSCULAR brain
connections.
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Course Outcomes Assessment Methods Results Actions
Students will be capable of achieving
a 70% or higher on this exam


Success Criterion: 70% of students
without physical limitations will
complete 15 or more lifts in 30
seconds


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Over 90% of the students who completed the class without
physical limitations completed 15 or more lifts in 30
seconds (12/14/2018)


Presentation/Performance - Bicep
curl repetitions in 30 seconds
Assessment Instrument: Repetitions
completed in 30 seconds by females
using 3# and males using 5# weights


Success Criterion: 70% of students
without physical limitations will be
able to sit and stand 10 or more
times in 30 seconds


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with AD


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Over 90% of the students who completed the class without
physical limitations were able to sit and stand 10 or more
times in 30 seconds (12/14/2018)


Presentation/Performance - Sit and
stand for 30 seconds (wheelchair
and recent surgery exempt)
Assessment Instrument:  Sit, stomp
feet and stand the maximum
number of  times possible with
physical limitations


Success Criterion: 70% of students
will complete 70% of in-class chair
exercises


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
All students were able to earn progress points for
performance of chair exercises (12/14/2018)


Presentation/Performance - In-class
chair exercises; Assessment
Instrument: Daily participation
points in progressive exercises
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SKY ADAP 359   :Balance/Functional Movement...


Course Outcomes Assessment Methods Results Actions
Skills and Concepts - Upon
completion of the course, and in the
absence of a degenerative disease
process, students will be able to
demonstrate increased balance and
functional movement, or in the
presence of a degenerative disease
process, demonstrate either
maintained or slowed degradation of
balance and functional movement in
areas where given the normal course
of the disease, decreased balance and
functional movement would be
expected.
Course Outcome Status: Active


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)


Slightly more than 90% of students were able to successfully
explain and demonstrate proper techniques for gait, stride
and balance appropriate to stairs, hills, uneven surfaces and
unexpected obstacles common in everyday life
(12/14/2018)


Result Type: Criterion met
Directly related to Course Outcome


Success Criterion: 70% of Students
will be able to successfully explain
and demonstrate proper techniques
for gait, stride and balance
appropriate to stairs, hills, uneven
surfaces and unexpected obstacles
common in everyday life.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Slightly more than 90% of students were able to successfully
explain and demonstrate proper techniques for gait, stride
and balance appropriate to stairs, hills, uneven surfaces and
unexpected obstacles common in everyday life
(12/14/2018)


Presentation/Performance -
Assessment Method:Individual
verbal and kinesthetic testing of
proper techniques for good stride
and gait function, how to balance on
one foot from high to low with a
reach, how to change stride and
direction to avoid falling or colliding
with obstacles.


Success Criterion: 70% of
ambulatory students will step 120 or
more steps/complete the two
minute step test


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Over 90% of ambulatory students were able to step 120 or
more steps/complete the two minute step test
(12/14/2018)


Presentation/Performance - Two
Minute Stepping Cardio Test
Assessment Instrument:  Number of
steps in place with knee lifted half
way between the knee and hip of
the standing leg in two minutes


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)Pre and post testing - Seated
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Course Outcomes Assessment Methods Results Actions


Success Criterion: 70 % of the
Students who can ambulate without
an assistive aid will  measure less
than 20 inches in the shoulder
reaches, less than 15 inches in the
heel to waist reaches and not more
than five inches negative touching
the toes.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with AD


Result Type: Criterion met
Over 90 % of the students who can ambulate without an
assistive measured less than 20 inches in the shoulder
reaches, less than 15 inches in the heel to waist reaches and
not more than five inches negative touching the toes.
(12/14/2018)


Measurement of shoulder, hip and
hamstring Flexibility
Assessment Instrument:  Distance of
finger tips apart/overlapping with R
arm reach over shoulder and L arm
reach behind back followed by L arm
over shoulder and R arm behind
back; distance of R and L heels from
waist for hips; and number of inches
both arms reach toward or beyond
toes


Success Criterion: 70% of Students
capable of standing unassisted will
be able to balance for 10 seconds or
longer on each foot.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Over 90% of students capable of standing unassisted were
able to balance for 10 seconds or longer on each foot
(12/14/2018)


Pre and post testing - Standing
Balance30 seconds R/L
Assessment Instrument:  Time
balanced consecutively in 30
seconds on R/L feet where possible
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SKY COMB 105.1-3:Jiu Jitsu I-III


Course Outcomes Assessment Methods Results Actions
Physical Fitness and Endurance -
Upon successful completion of the
course students will demonstrate
improved muscular endurance and
strength related to Jiu Jitsu through
participation in class activities
Course Outcome Status: Active


Success Criterion: Students will
improve strength and endurance
levels, absent injury, in all categories
10% or more from pre-test to post-
test.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Class just
offered in summer


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Over 90% of students  improved strength and endurance
levels, absent injury, in all categories 10% or more from pre-
test to post-test (12/14/2018)


Pre and post testing - Students will
be pre and post tested for muscular
strength and endurance for the
upper body (push-up), lower body
(lunges) and core (sit-up and planks).


Skills and Techniques - Upon
successful completion of this course
based on student level, students will
perform self defense, grappling and
submission holds in Jiu Jitsu using
proper technique
Course Outcome Status: Active


Success Criterion: Over 80% of
students who successfully complete
the class, will improve scores by 10%
on rules and etiquette based on level
and score above a 2.0 on assessment
of in-class Jiu Jitsu techniques (with
and without a partner) related to
take downs and escapes.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: All beginning
level students in summer 2018


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
All students improved knowledge on rules and etiquette.
Over 90% of students scored 2.0 or higher (Scale is 1= poor,
2 = average, 3 = excellent) on daily assessment of technique
with and without a partner. Greater weight is given to
activities with a partner. (12/14/2018)


Pre and post testing - Students will
complete pre and post assessment,
based on level, regarding rules,
etiquette, techniques and strategies
related to the practice of Jiu Jitsu
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SKY COMB 301   :Beginning Wrestling


Course Outcomes Assessment Methods Results Actions
Skills, Fitness and Concepts - Upon
successful completion of this course
students will:
Demonstrate tactical, technical,
fitness and motor skills at a basic level
in the sport of wrestling and use
critical thinking to apply skills in a
competitive environment.
Course Outcome Status: Active


Success Criterion: Success Criterion:
Of the students who complete the
course, 80% will show improvement
in 2 categories.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Inconclusive
Course not offered in 2018-2019 (12/14/2018)


Pre and post testing - Participation:
Students are evaluated based on the
division instituted Fitness Testing
Program in various categories
related to strength, endurance,
efficiency, flexibility and body
composition.


Success Criterion: Success Criterion:
Of the students who complete the
course, 80% will show improvement
in the basic skills and have an
average rating of satisfactory or
higher.


Exam - Exam: Students will be
evaluated visually using a check-
point system to grade performance
(poor, satisfactory, excellent) on the
proper technique in executing a drill
match at a beginning level.
Assessment will include performance
of the basic take down, stand up
escape, and set-up.


Success Criterion: Success Criterion:
Of the students who finish the
course, 80% will be competitive
(based on technique, fitness and
strategy) in their matches.


Capstone Assignment/Project -
Final: Students will be evaluated on
tactical, technical, fitness and skills in
a live wrestling match situation
based on weight classification and
experience.
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SKY COMB 302   :Intermediate Wrestling


Course Outcomes Assessment Methods Results Actions
Skills, Concepts and Fitness - Upon
successful completion of this course
students will:
Demonstrate tactical, technical,
fitness and motor skills at an
advanced level in the sport of
wrestling and use critical thinking to
apply skills in a competitive
environment.
Course Outcome Status: Active


Success Criterion: Success Criterion:
Of the students who complete the
course, 80% will show improvement
in 2 categories.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Inconclusive
Course not offered in 2018-2019 (12/14/2018)


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Inconclusive
Course not offered in 2018-2019 (12/14/2018)


Pre and post testing - Participation:
Students are evaluated based on the
division instituted Fitness Testing
Program in various categories
related to strength, endurance,
efficiency, flexibility and body
composition.


Success Criterion: Success Criterion:
Of the students who complete the
course, 80% will show improvement
in intermediate skills and have an
average rating of satisfactory or
higher.


Exam - Exam: Students will be
evaluated visually using a check-
point system to grade performance
(poor, satisfactory, excellent) on the
proper technique in executing a drill
match at an intermediate level.
Assessment will include performance
of the intermediate take down,
stand up escape, and set-up.


Success Criterion: Success Criterion:
Of the students who finish the
course, 80% will be competitive
(based on technique, fitness and


Capstone Assignment/Project -
Final: Students will be evaluated on
tactical, technical, fitness and skills in
a live wrestling match situation
based on weight classification and
experience.
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Course Outcomes Assessment Methods Results Actions
strategy) in their matches.
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SKY COMB 404   :Beginning Shotokan Karate


Course Outcomes Assessment Methods Results Actions
Skills, Concepts and Fitness -
Demonstrate the fundamental skills,
knowledge, concepts and vocabulary
used in the practice of Shotokan
Karate to perform and progress at a
beginning level in this art.


Course Outcome Status: Active


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)


Course not offered in 2018-2019 (12/14/2018)
Result Type: Inconclusive


Directly related to Course Outcome


Success Criterion: Success Criterion:
70% of the students who complete
the course will rate above 6.0 as an
average score.


Exam - A final exam on the 10 basic
blocking, punching and kicking
techniques.  Students will be
evaluated on a 10 point scale.


Success Criterion:  Success Criterion:
70% of the students who complete
the course will rate above 6.0 as an
average score.


Exam - A final exam on the individual
performance of the Shotokan Kata
appropriate to the student?s skill
level.  Students will be evaluated on
a 10 point scale.


Success Criterion: Success Criterion:
70% of the students who complete
the course will improve in 2 of the
testing areas.


Pre and post testing - Pre and Post
Fitness test administered by the
division.  Students will be evaluated
on improvement.
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SKY FITN 106   :Varsity Conditioning


Course Outcomes Assessment Methods Results Actions
Fitness, Concepts and Techniques -
Identify and build individual / team
skills related to conditioning
programs for specific sports ,
evaluation of various techniques, use
of equipment, scientific knowledge of
conditioning, and improve / maintain
acceptable and healthy body
composition, flexibility, muscular
strength, muscular endurance and
flexibility.
Course Outcome Status: Active


Success Criterion: That 80% or more
of the students that complete the
class with no physical restrictions
will show improvement in 5 out of 6
categories.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
In all sections, students showed at greater than 80% rate
inprovement in strength, endurance, agility, speed and
efficiency. (12/14/2018)


Pre and post testing - Skills testing
based on strength and endurance
criteria


Success Criterion: 80% of the
students who complete the class
with no physical restrictions will
show improvement in 3 areas of the
division fitness test.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
All students who completed the course showed
improvement in at least half of the tested areas on division
pre and post fitness tests (12/14/2018)


Pre and post testing - Division
Fitness Pre and Post Tests


Success Criterion: 80% of students
will demonstrate mastery of
concepts and application by scoring
75% or better on exam.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
In all sections 100% of the students scored above 75% on
mastery and application of concepts as related to a specific
VARS activity. (12/14/2018)


Exam - Students will be examined
visually, verbally and kinesthetically
in order to make sure they have
assimilated concepts and can apply
those to improve sport specific
performance.
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SKY FITN 107:Intercollegiate Fitness


Course Outcomes Assessment Methods Results Actions
Fitness Assessment - Upon successful
completion of this course student will
be able to:
Identify and assess current fitness
level as it pertains to student?s
individual sport and alter or modify
specific fitness practices in order to
maintain performance.


Course Outcome Status: Active
Start Date: 07/27/2012


Success Criterion: That 80% or more
of the students that complete the
class with no physical restrictions
will show improvement in 5 out of 6
categories.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
100% of the students who completed the course
demonsrated improvement in strength, endurance, speed,
agility and flexibility (12/14/2018)


Pre and post testing - Skills testing
based on strength and endurance
criteria


Success Criterion: 80% of the
students who complete the class
with no physical restrictions will
show improvement in 3 areas of the
division fitness test.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
No sections participated in the division fitness tests because
scheduling was done outside of when the tests were
conducted. Based on anecdotal data, it appears that all
students through participation improved muscular
endurance / strength, flexibility, body composition and
cardiovascular efficiency. (12/14/2018)


Pre and post testing - Division
Fitness Pre and Post Tests


Success Criterion: 80% of students
will demonstrate mastery of
concepts and application.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
100% of the students who completed the class were able to
demonstrate improved efficacy in skills and performance
based on increased conditioning (12/14/2018)


Exam - Students will be examined
visually, verbally and kinesthetically
in order to make sure they have
assimilated concepts and can apply
those to improve sport specific
performance.
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SKY FITN 110   :Adult Conditioning


Course Outcomes Assessment Methods Results Actions
Skills, concepts and techniques -
Identify and build individual skills
related to conditioning programs for
adults applicable to their specific
goals, evaluation of various
techniques, use of equipment,
scientific knowledge of conditioning,
and improve / maintain acceptable
and healthy body composition,
flexibility, muscular strength,
muscular endurance and flexibility.


Course Outcome Status: Active


Success Criterion: 70% of the
students completing the course will
get a 70% or higher on the exam.
Related Documents:
FITN written final exam 11 22
09.pdf
FITN written final exam 11 22
09.pdf


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Inconclusive
Course not offered in 18-19 (12/14/2018)


Exam - A 55 question comprehensive
exam related to functional exercise,
specific motions / movements,
anatomy, phisiology and safety. The
exam also includes a self-
assessment.


Success Criterion: That 70% of the
students enrolled will show
improvement based on 8/12 skill
tests.


Pre and post testing - Skills Testing
based on strength and endurance
criteria.


Success Criterion: 70% of students
will show improvement on at least 2
fitness test results at the post test.


Pre and post testing - Fitness Testing
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SKY FITN 112   :Cross Training


Course Outcomes Assessment Methods Results Actions
Fitness self assessment - Be able to
identify and assess their current
fitness level; alter or modify specific
wellness or fitness practices in order
to improve body
composition/flexibility/cardiovascular
fitness/muscular endurance/muscular
strength related to performance


Course Outcome Status: Active


Success Criterion: 70% of students
will score 70% or better on questions
pertaining to weight loss and
wellness principles


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Of the students who completed the course slightly more
than 90% were able to successfully complete the quiz /
exam related to weight loss / fitness (12/14/2018)


Exam - Weight loss/wellness quiz


Success Criterion: 70% of students
will correctly identify the role of
fitness in physical and mental
wellbeing; 70% of students will score
70% or better on multiple choice
quiz


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
100% of students correctly identified the role of fitness in
physical and mental well-being; Over 80% scored 70% or
better on a multiple choice quiz (12/14/2018)


Exam - Fitness and wellness
principles quiz


Success Criterion: 70% of students
will list and summarize fitness
discussion points from in-class
lecture/discussion Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action


plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
All students who completed the course (100%), we able to
list and summarize fitness discussion points from in-class
lecture/discussion in a journal exercise log. (12/14/2018)


Other - Journal or small group
discussion on fitness principles


Role of fitness in wellbeing -
Identify/explain the role of physical
fitness and fitness principles in both
physical and mental wellbeing


Course Outcome Status: Active


Success Criterion: 70% of students
will score 70% or better on a
multiple choice quiz


Related Documents:
Division ISLO test.doc


Schedule: Spring 2010


Exam - Division Wellness Quiz


Success Criterion: 70% of students
will exhibit positive mental changes


Other - Journal-  students will track
fitness activities and feelings in a
journal over the course of the
semester
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Course Outcomes Assessment Methods Results Actions
brought about by physical fitness
activities


Success Criterion: 70% of students
will reach at least one of their
semester goals pertaining to
fitness/wellness


Other - Goal setting/goal
attainment- students will set 3
realistic goals relating to fitness, set
both an in-class and out of class
workout schedule, and follow their
plan to achieve their goals
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SKY FITN 116   :Body Conditioning


Course Outcomes Assessment Methods Results Actions
Skills. Concepts and Techniques -
Identify and build individual skills
related to conditioning programs
applicable to their specific goals,
evaluation of various techniques, use
of equipment, scientific knowledge of
conditioning, and improve / maintain
acceptable and healthy body
composition, flexibility, muscular
strength, muscular endurance and
flexibility.


Course Outcome Status: Active


Success Criterion: 70% of the
students completing the course will
get a 70% or higher on the exam.
Related Documents:
FITN written final exam 11 22
09.pdf


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Of the students who completed the class more than 80%
attempted and completed the exam (12/14/2018)


Exam - A 55 question comprehensive
exam related to functional exercise,
specific motions / movements,
anatomy, physiology and safety. The
exam also includes a self-
assessment.


Success Criterion: That 70% of the
students who complete the course
will show improvement  in 8/12 skill
tests.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Of the 12 skills test, slightly more than 80% of students,
showed improvement. Cardio scores were strongest but in
other areas related to agility, speed, balance, etc... gains
were not as high. Possible need for more functional space.
Gains were better in fall when more functional space was
added. (12/14/2018)


Pre and post testing - Skills testing
based on strength and endurance
criteria


Success Criterion: 70% of students
will show improvement in 2 areas of
the division instituted fitness test.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Of the students who completed the class over 80%
improved in at least two areas. Most consistent areas noted
were muscular endurance and strength (12/14/2018)


Pre and post testing - Fitness Pre
and Post Tests
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SKY FITN 166   :Golf Fitness


Course Outcomes Assessment Methods Results Actions
Fitness improvement - Identify and
assess current fitness level as it
pertains to golf and alter or modify
specific fitness practices in order to
improve performance, increase
strength, flexibility and cardiovascular
fitness
Course Outcome Status: Active


Success Criterion: 70% of students
will respond positively to survey on
performance increases


Survey - Self assessment survey


Success Criterion: 70% of students
will respond positively to questions
pertaining to increases in
strength/flexibility/ fitness.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
100% of students who completed the class were able to
correctly assess their fitness level. Students were able to
improve strength through golf activities. Cardio improved
over previous years through an emphasis on that modality
in training in and out of class. (12/14/2018)


Survey - Self assessment survey


Success Criterion: 70% of students
will show improvement on at least
one fitness test


Pre and post testing - Pre and post
fitness tests


Technique - Demonstrate an
understanding of proper technique
and execution of golf fitness
principles.


Course Outcome Status: Active


Success Criterion: 70% of students
will complete 80% of daily
progressive fitness exercises


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
100% of students who completed the class successfully
completed over 80% of the daily progressive fitness
activities. (12/14/2018)


Presentation/Performance -
Completion of progressive exercises


Success Criterion: 70% of students
will demonstrate correct technique
of fitness activities by scoring 6 or
more points on an 8 point rubric Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action


plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with AD


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
100% of students who completed the class demonstrated
correct technique of fitness activities by scoring 6 or more
points on an 8 point rubric (12/14/2018)


Presentation/Performance -
Performance rubric


Success Criterion: 70% of students
Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met


Essay - Short essay
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Course Outcomes Assessment Methods Results Actions
will correctly describe proper
technique of golf fitness
activities/principles


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


100% of students who successfully completed the class
were able to  describe proper technique of golf fitness
activities/principles either verbally or in written form.
(12/14/2018)
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SKY FITN 199:Interactive Cardiovascular Fitness


Course Outcomes Assessment Methods Results Actions
Fitness / Wellness - Identify and
assess their current fitness level; alter
or modify cardiovascular fitness
program in order to improve body
composition/flexibility/cardiovascular
fitness/muscular endurance/muscular
strength related to performance
Course Outcome Status: Active
Start Date: 09/13/2016


Success Criterion: Of the students
who complete the course, 70% will
earn an average grade of C or higher
on this content.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Of the students who completed the course, over 80%
earned an average grade of C or higher on this content on
understanding of exercise principles, program development,
and current research related to cardiovascular efficiency as
covered in on-line lectures and specified web content.
(12/14/2018)


Exam - Students will be tested on
understanding of exercise principles,
program development, and current
research related to cardiovascular
efficiency as covered in on-line
lectures and specified web content.


Success Criterion: 70% of the
students who complete the class will
show improvement from their pre-
test to their post-test Mile Time test
results.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Over 80% of the students who completed showed
improvement from their pre-test to their post-test Mile
Time test results (12/14/2018)


Pre and post testing - The lab
portion of the course entails 48
hours of cardiovascular activity. To
assess  cardiovascular system
development students will complete
a timed 1 Mile Run fitness test
during the course.


Success Criterion: 70% of the
students who complete the course
will have an average rating of 2.0 or
greater in the discussion forums.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Over 80% of the students who completed the course
averaged a rating of 2.0 or greater in the discussion forums
based on their ability to think critically about topics and
apply what they have learned. (12/14/2018)


Other - Discussion forums are an
important part of the course.
Students are rated on a three point
scale (poor, average, outstanding)
based on their ability to think
critically about topics and apply
what they have learned.
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SKY FITN 201   :Beginning Weight Training


Course Outcomes Assessment Methods Results Actions
Skills, Techniques and Concepts -
Identify and build skills related
individual weight training programs
applicable to their specific goals,
evaluation of various techniques, use
of equipment, scientific knowledge of
weight conditioning, and improve /
maintain acceptable and healthy
body composition, flexibility,
muscular strength, muscular
endurance and flexibility.


Course Outcome Status: Active


Success Criterion: 70% of the
students completing the course will
get a 70% or higher on the exam.
Related Documents:
FITN written final exam 11 22
09.pdf


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Over 80% of the students completing the course got a 70%
or higher on a 55 question comprehensive exam related to
functional exercise, specific motions / movement, anatomy,
physiology and safety. The exam also includes a self-
assessment. (12/14/2018)


Exam - A  55 question
comprehensive exam related to
functional exercise, specific motions
/ movement, anatomy, physiology
and safety. The exam also includes a
self-assessment.


Success Criterion: That 70% of the
students who complete the course
will show improvement in 8/12 skills
tests.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with AD


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Over 80% of the students who completed the course
showed improvement in 9/12 skills tests based on strength
and endurance criteria (12/14/2018)


Pre and post testing - Skills testing
based on strength and endurance
criteria.


Success Criterion: 70% of students
will show improvement in 2 areas of
the division instituted fitness test. Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action


plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
All students who completed the course showed
improvement on the division PEEP tests. (12/14/2018)


Pre and post testing - Fitness Pre
and Post Tests
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SKY FITN 202   :Intermediate Weight Training


Course Outcomes Assessment Methods Results Actions
Skills, Concepts and Techniques -
Identify and build skills related
individual weight training programs
applicable to their specific goals,
evaluation of various techniques, use
of equipment, scientific knowledge of
weight conditioning, and improve /
maintain acceptable and healthy
body composition, flexibility,
muscular strength, muscular
endurance and flexibility.


Course Outcome Status: Active


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with AD


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)


Course not offered in 18-19 (12/14/2018)
Result Type: Inconclusive


Directly related to Course Outcome


Success Criterion: 70% of the
students completing the course will
get a 70% or higher on the exam.
Related Documents:
FITN written final exam 11 22
09.pdf


Exam - A 55 question comprehensive
exam related to functional exercise,
specific motions / movement,
anatomy, physiology and safety. The
exam also includes a self-
assessment.


Success Criterion: That 70% of the
students who complete the course
will show improvement in 8/12 skills
tests.


Pre and post testing - Skills testing
based on strength and endurance
criteria


Success Criterion: 70% of students
will show improvement in 2 areas of
the division instituted fitness test


Pre and post testing - Fitness Pre
and Post Tests
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SKY FITN 205   :Weight Conditioning


Course Outcomes Assessment Methods Results Actions
Concepts, Technique and Fitness -
Students will learn to develop
individual weight training programs
applicable to their specific goals,
evaluation of various techniques, use
of equipment,  scientific knowledge
of weight conditioning, and improve /
maintain acceptable and healthy
body composition, flexibility,
muscular strength, muscular
endurance and flexibility.


Course Outcome Status: Active


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)


Course not offered in 18-19 (12/14/2018)
Result Type: Inconclusive


Directly related to Course Outcome


Success Criterion: 70% of the
students completing the course will
get a 70% or higher on the exam.
Related Documents:
FITN written final exam 11 22
09.pdf


Exam - A 55 question comprehensive
exam related to functional exercise,
specific motions / movements,
anatomy, physiology and safety. The
exam also includes a self-
assessment.


Success Criterion: That 70% of the
students who complete the course
will show improvement in 8/12 skill
tests.


Pre and post testing - Skills testing
based on strength and endurance
criteria


Success Criterion: 70% Students will
show improvement in two areas of
the division instituted fitness test.


Pre and post testing - Fitness Pre
and Post Tests
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SKY FITN 219.1-4:Core Fitness Training I- IV


Course Outcomes Assessment Methods Results Actions
Skills and technique - Identify and
build skills related to core
conditioning that are applicable to
specific goals of the course; improve /
maintain acceptable and healthy
body composition, muscular strength,
muscular endurance, and balance.


Assessment Cycles: 2012-2013
Course Outcome Status: Active


Start Date: 05/08/2013


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)


Course not offered in 18-19 (12/14/2018)
Result Type: Inconclusive


Directly related to Course Outcome


Success Criterion: 70% of students
will score 7 points or more on a 10
point checklist.


Pre and post testing - Using
photographic analysis of squat
technique, students will be
evaluated on proper form through
both pre- and post-testing. Students
will be assessed using a 10 point
checklist.


Success Criterion: 70% of beginning
students will improve their
endurance by 75%.
70% of intermediate students will
improve their endurance by 50%.
70% of advanced intermediate
students will improve their
endurance by 25%.
70% of advanced students will
improve their endurance by 10%.


Presentation/Performance -
Students will be evaluated on basic
core exercises for endurance
through monthly timed exercise
bout tests.  Endurance tests consist
of ten core exercises performed for
maximum repetitions over time.


Presentation/Performance -
Students will be evaluated on basic
core exercises for strength through a
pre- and post-one minute test for
maximum repetitions and resistance.
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Course Outcomes Assessment Methods Results Actions
Success Criterion: 70% of beginning
students will improve their strength
by 75%.
70% of intermediate students will
improve their strength by 50%.
70% of advanced intermediate
students will improve their strength
by 25%.
70% of advanced students will
improve their strength by 10%.


Success Criterion: 70% of student
will score 70% or better on written
quiz.


Exam - Written quiz covering
principles of spine stabilization for
core exercises, athletic performance,
activities of daily living, and injury
prevention.
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SKY FITN 301   :Spinning


Course Outcomes Assessment Methods Results Actions
Skills, Concepts and Fitness - Identify
and build skills related to a spinning
program applicable to their specific
goals, evaluation of various
techniques, use of equipment,
scientific knowledge of conditioning,
and improve / maintain acceptable
and healthy body composition,
flexibility, muscular strength,
muscular endurance and flexibility.


Course Outcome Status: Active


Success Criterion: Of the students
who complete the course, 80% will
showed increased cardiovascular
efficiency through improved (lower)
RHR (recovery heart rate).


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Of the students who completed the course, over 80%
showed increased cardiovascular efficiency through
improved (lower) RHR (recovery heart rate). (12/14/2018)


Pre and post testing - Students
complete a heart rate chart over the
course of the semester measuring
recovery rate.


Success Criterion: Of the students
who complete the course, 70% will
show improvement in 2 of the 5
measured areas.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Over 80% of the students who completed the class showed
improvement in three or more areas of the division PEEP
test.  (12/14/2018)


Pre and post testing - Participation
in the division evaluation (PEEP)
program.


Success Criterion: Of the students
who complete the course, 70% will
earn an average grade of C or higher
on this content.


Exam - Students will be tested on
understanding of Spinning principles,
Spinning program development, and
current research related to
cardiovascular efficiency as covered
in on-line lectures and specified web
content.


Success Criterion: Of the students
who complete the class, 70% will
have an average participation score


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Over 80% of students averaged a 2 or higher on daily
application of technique, posture and effort in performance
of spinning activites. Evaluation is on a 3-point scale (poor =
1, satisfactory = 2, excellent = 3, 0= not attending
(12/14/2018)


Presentation/Performance -
Students are evalauted daily on the
application of technique, posture
and effort in performance of
spinning activites. Evaluation is on a
3-point scale (poor = 1, satisfactory =
2, excellent = 3, 0= not attending)
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Course Outcomes Assessment Methods Results Actions
of 2 or higher for the semester.
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SKY FITN 304   :Walking Fitness


Course Outcomes Assessment Methods Results Actions
Role of fitness - Identify/explain the
role of physical fitness and fitness
principles in both physical and mental
wellbeing


Course Outcome Status: Active


Success Criterion: 70% of students
will earn a "C" or better


Exam - Fitness principles quiz


Success Criterion: 70% of students
will respond positively to survey
questions pertaining to their
knowledge of fitness principles


Survey - Student survey on fitness
principles


Success Criterion: 70% of students
will correctly explain the role of
fitness in lifelong wellness


Essay - Short essay


Fitness improvement - Identify and
assess their current fitness level; alter
or modify specific wellness or fitness
practices in order to improve body
composition/flexibility/cardiovascular
fitness/muscular endurance/muscular
strength related to performance.


Course Outcome Status: Active


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)


All students who completed the course at all levels showed
improvement in at least 2 PEEP tests (12/14/2018)


Result Type: Criterion met
Directly related to Course Outcome


Success Criterion: 70% of students
will show improvement in at least
one fitness test


Pre and post testing - Pre and post-
fitness testing


Success Criterion: 70% of students
will complete at least 80% of walks
in their exercise heart range


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Technology used by all students accessed allowed the
prescribed benchmark to be reached.. (12/14/2018)


Other - Daily progressive exercises


Success Criterion: 70% of students
will decrease their time for a 3 mile
walk Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
All students who completed the course decreased time for
the three mile walk. (12/14/2018)


Pre and post testing - Timed 3 mile
walk
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Course Outcomes Assessment Methods Results Actions
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean
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SKY FITN 305   :Running for Fitness


Course Outcomes Assessment Methods Results Actions
Fitness - Identify and assess their
current fitness level; alter or modify
specific wellness or fitness practices
in order to improve body
composition/flexibility/cardiovascular
fitness/muscular endurance/muscular
strength related to performance.


Course Outcome Status: Active


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)


Course not offered in 18-19 (12/14/2018)
Result Type: Criterion met


Directly related to Course Outcome


Success Criterion: 70% of the
students who complete the class will
show improvement over their pre-
test results specifically related to
cardiovascular efficiency.


Pre and post testing - Fitness Test
measuring body composition,
flexibility, muscular strength /
endurance and cardiovascular
efficiency.


Success Criterion: 70% of students
will receive a "C" or higher


Exam - Written final on
cardiovascular fitness topics


Success Criterion: 70% of students
will complete  a 1.5 mile timed run
with at least 10% improvement on
time on the 2nd test.


Pre and post testing - 1.5 mile timed
run (pre and post test)
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SKY FITN 308   :Hiking & Trekking for Fitness


Course Outcomes Assessment Methods Results Actions
Fitness improvement - Improve
cardiovascular fitness levels through
hiking.


Course Outcome Status: Active
Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)


Course not offered in 18-19 (12/14/2018)
Result Type: Inconclusive


Directly related to Course Outcome


Success Criterion: 70% of students
will report perceptions of improved
fitness over the course of the
semester


Other - Self assessment/perception
of fitness level improvement over
course of semester


Success Criterion: 70% of students
will maintain an exercise heart rate
of 70-85% of their computed
maximum during the majority of
hiking activity.


Presentation/Performance -
Maintainance of exercise heart rate
during participation on trekking
outings


Success Criterion: 70% or more of
students who complete the course
will show improvement (measured
through completion of progressively
steeper hikes/ longer distances) of
fitness levels


Presentation/Performance - Hiking
competence/hill climbing
improvement
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SKY FITN 314:Backpacking for Fitness


Course Outcomes Assessment Methods Results Actions
Backpacking Technique and Theory -
Identify necessary backpacking
equipment and supplies, develop a
trip plan, investigate and avoid
potential safety risks, and complete a
safe overnight intermediate-level
backpacking excursion.


Course Outcome Status: Active


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)


Course not offered in 18-19 (12/14/2018)
Result Type: Inconclusive


Directly related to Course Outcome


Success Criterion: 70% of students
will contribute equally to a group
presentation on one major
equipment area including cost
comparisons, pros and cons, weight,
and explanation of use.


Presentation/Performance - Group
equipment presentation


Success Criterion: 70% of students
will participate in group discussion
and demonstrate competence in
given subject matter


Other - Discussion and hands-on
practice on topics which may
include;  safety, basic first aid
principles, trip planning, map
reading, use of compass, tent set-up
and other areas


Success Criterion: 80% of students
will safely complete an overnight
backpack trip with a backpack
weighing less than 25% of their body
weight and including all necessary
equipment.


Capstone Assignment/Project - Safe
participation in final overnight
backpacking trip, carrying both
personal and group equipment.


Fitness - Build the strength and
fitness necessary to complete an
overnight intermediate level
backpacking excursion while carrying


Presentation/Performance -
Participation in progressively more
difficult training hikes carrying
weight in a framed backpack.
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Course Outcomes Assessment Methods Results Actions
all necessary equipment and supplies.


Course Outcome Status: Active


Success Criterion: 70% of students
will complete at least 70% of training
hikes with applicable weight in pack


Students will carry more weight with
each hike, on the penultimate hike
students will carry equipment that is
25% of their body weight.


Success Criterion: 70% of students
will comprehend and compute
individual exercise heart rate range
to be used on training hikes


Presentation/Performance -
Computation of exercise heart rate


Success Criterion: 70% of students
will monitor their heart rates during
training hikes, maintaining their
heart rate in exercise ranges through
at least 70% of each hike in which
they participate


Presentation/Performance -
Monitoring and maintenance of
exercise heart rate
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SKY FITN 332   :Stretching and Flexibility


Course Outcomes Assessment Methods Results Actions
Fitness and wellness - Identify and
assess their current fitness level; alter
or modify specific wellness or fitness
practices in order to improve body
composition/flexibility/cardiovascular
fitness/muscular endurance/muscular
strength related to stretching


Course Outcome Status: Active


Success Criterion: 70% of students
will pass with a 70% score or higher


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Inconclusive
Course not taught in 18-19 (12/14/2018)


Exam - Final written knowledge
exam.
55 question written exam


Success Criterion: 70% of students
will increase flexibility by 1 inch at
the end of the semester


Pre and post testing - Fitness Tests.
Pre and post test comparison.


Success Criterion: 70% of students
will respond positively to questions
pertaining to increases in their
fitness levels


Survey - Student self-assessment
Survey
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SKY FITN 334   :Yoga


Course Outcomes Assessment Methods Results Actions
Skills - Demonstrate an increased
awareness of proper alignment,
promoting a safe practice and a
heightened sense of balance and
agility


Course Outcome Status: Active


Success Criterion: Performance
Criteria:  70% of students will show
improvement on 3 of 5 corrections


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Over 80% of students showed improvement on 3 of 5
corrections. Students learn a series of poses in-class, and
must demonstrate proper alignment and flow. Students
receive corrections from the instructor and/or from their
classmates, and must incorporate these corrections into
their demonstration. Improvement may be based on
smaller class sizes with increase in audit students who assist
(12/14/2018)


Presentation/Performance - Major
Assignment: In class demonstration
Assessment Instrument: Students
learn a series of poses in-class, and
must demonstrate proper alignment
and flow.  Students receive
corrections from the instructor
and/or from their classmates, and
must incorporate these corrections
into their demonstration.


Success Criterion: Performance
Criteria: 70% of students will
complete 70% of In-Class workouts


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
All students  who completed the class received a 70% or
higher on daily participation points in progressive exercises
(12/14/2018)


Presentation/Performance - Major
Assignment: In-Class workouts
Assessment Instrument: Daily
participation points in progressive
exercises


Success Criterion: Performance
Criteria: 70% of students will be able
to list the physical benefits of ten
poses with 70% accuracy or better.


Related Documents:


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Slightly more than 80% of students demonstrated
knowledge of ten poses, their names and their physical
benefits (12/14/2018)


Capstone Assignment/Project -
Major Assignment: Final Project
Assessment Instrument: Students
demonstrate knowledge of ten
poses, their names and their physical
benefits.
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Course Outcomes Assessment Methods Results Actions
Yoga Final


Concepts - Recognize a relationship of
mind to body, create and understand
individual fitness goals and document
progress to assure appropriate fitness
goals are being achieved


Course Outcome Status: Active
Success Criterion: Performance
Criteria:  70% of students will be self-
assess an increased sense of fitness
and wellness at the end of the
semester.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Over 80% of students self-assessed an increased sense of
fitness and wellness at the end of the semester.
Improvement based on allowing assessment to be done
verbally rather than written form. (12/14/2018)


Essay -  Major Assignment: Self
assessment
Assessment Instrument: Short
answer/essay/discussion


Success Criterion: Performance
Criteria: 70% of students will
complete 70% of In-Class workouts


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Over 80% of students who completed the course earned
daily participation points in progressive exercises
(12/14/2018)


Presentation/Performance - Major
Assignment: In-Class workouts
Assessment Instrument: Daily
participation points in progressive
exercises


Success Criterion: Performance
Criteria:  70% of students will be able
to create a personal practice
appropriate to their fitness goals
with 70% accuracy or better.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Over 80% of students were able to create a personal
practice appropriate to their fitness goals. Students
demonstrate knowledge of ten poses, their names and their
physical benefits (12/14/2018)


Capstone Assignment/Project -
Major Assignment: Final Project
Assessment Instrument: Students
demonstrate knowledge of ten
poses, their names and their physical
benefits.


Fitness /Wellness - Improve/Maintain
overall fitness level, strength,


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met


Presentation/Performance - Major
Assignment: In-Class workouts
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Course Outcomes Assessment Methods Results Actions
flexibility, and physical independence
through evaluation of skill and
knowledge of a safe yoga practice.
Course Outcome Status: Active


Success Criterion: Performance
Criteria: 70% of students will
complete 70% of In-Class workouts


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Over 80% of students who completed the class earned
participation points in progressive exercises (12/14/2018)


Assessment Instrument: In-Class
participation points in progressive
exercises.


Success Criterion: Performance
Criteria:  70% of students will be self-
assess an increased sense of fitness
and wellness at the end of the
semester.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Slightly more than 80% of students were able to self-assess
an increased sense of fitness and wellness at the end of the
semester. Improved rate due to assessment being done
verbally (12/14/2018)


Essay - Major Assignment: Self
assessment
Assessment Instrument: Short
answer/essay


Success Criterion: Performance
Criteria:  70% of students will show
improvement on 2 of 5 fitness tests


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Slightly more than 80% of students showed improvement in
majority of PEEP (12/14/2018)


Pre and post testing - Major
Assignment: Fitness tests
Assessment Instrument: Comparison
of early and late semester fitness
test activities
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SKY FITN 335   :Pilates


Course Outcomes Assessment Methods Results Actions
Skills - Demonstrate the fundamental
skills and techniques necessary to
safely perform the activities involved
in Pilates and apply Pilates principles
to personal biomechanics.
Course Outcome Status: Active


Success Criterion: Performance
Criteria: 70% of students will be able
to complete the exam with a score
of 70% or better.


Related Documents:
Pilates Final


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Based on level, over 80% of students demonstrated
knowledge of mat exercises, their names and their physical
benefits at a passing level. (12/14/2018)


Exam - Major Assignment: Final
Exam: Students demonstrate
knowledge of basic mat exercises,
their names and their physical
benefits.


Success Criterion: Performance
Criteria: 70% of students will
complete 70% of In-Class workouts


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Over 80% of students who completed the class earned
participation points in progressive exercises (12/14/2018)


Presentation/Performance - 1.1
Major Assignment: In class
demonstration
Major Assignment: In-Class workouts
Assessment Instrument: Daily
participation points in progressive
exercises


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Slightly more than 80% of students showed improvement
on 3 of 5 corrections concerning proper alignment and
execution of Pilates technique (12/14/2018)


Major Assignment: In class
demonstration
Assessment Instrument: Students
learn a series of exercises in-class,
and must demonstrate proper
alignment and execution.  Students
receive corrections from the
instructor and/or from their
classmates, and must incorporate
these corrections into their
demonstration.
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Course Outcomes Assessment Methods Results Actions
Success Criterion: Performance
Criteria:  70% of students will show
improvement on 3 of 5 corrections


Fitness / Wellness - Identify and
assess their current fitness level and
alter or modify specific wellness or
fitness practices in order to improve
body composition, flexibility,
cardiovascular fitness and muscular
endurance & strength
Course Outcome Status: Active


Success Criterion: Performance
Criteria:  70% of students will be self-
assess an increased sense of fitness
and wellness at the end of the
semester.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Slightly more than 80% reported their feeling of increased
fitness of 3 or higher on a scale of 1-5 (1 being little or no
improvement). (12/14/2018)


Essay - Major Assignment: Self
assessment
Assessment Instrument: Short
answer/essay/discussion


Success Criterion: Performance
Criteria: 70% of students will
complete 70% of In-Class workouts


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Over 80% of students who completed the course completed
assessed in-class workouts (12/14/2018)


Presentation/Performance - Major
Assignment: In-Class workouts
Assessment Instrument: In-Class
participation points in progressive
exercises


Success Criterion: Performance
Criteria:  70% of students will show
improvement on 2 of 5 fitness tests Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action


plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Of the students who completed the course over 85%
showed improvement in 2 of five fitness categories related
to muscular endurance, flexibility and body composition.
The majority of gains were in body composition and
muscular endurance (12/14/2018)


Major Assignment: Fitness tests
Assessment Instrument: Comparison
of early and late semester fitness
test activities


Concepts - Understand the concept of
functional neutral spine to specifically
target abdominal strength through
body-awareness and practice while
protecting the natural alignment of


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Of the students who completed the class in Pilates, 100%
earned enough progressive participation points to earn
credit. Attendance inconsistencies cited before were


Presentation/Performance - Major
Assignment: In-Class workouts
Assessment Instrument: In-Class
participation points in progressive
exercises.
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Course Outcomes Assessment Methods Results Actions
the spine.


Course Outcome Status: Active Success Criterion: Performance
Criteria: 70% of students will
complete 70% of In-Class workouts
with proper posture.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


addressed by allowing more missed opportunities, extra
credit and counting more heavily opportunities at the end
of the semester. (12/14/2018)


Success Criterion: Performance
Criteria:  70% of students will be self-
assess an increased sense of
kinesthetic awareness about their
spinal posture at the end of the
semester.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
More than 80% reported their feeling of increased
awareness of spinal posture and stability 3 or higher on a
scale of 1-5 (1 being little or no improvement).
(12/14/2018)


Essay - Major Assignment: Self
assessment
Assessment Instrument: Short
answer/essay


Success Criterion: Performance
Criteria: 70% of students will be able
to complete the exam with 70%
accuracy or better.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
More than 80% of the students, based on level, passed the
exam with a C or higher grade (12/14/2018)


Exam - 3.1 Major Assignment: Final
Exam
Assessment Instrument: Written,
multiple choice, final exam tests
students on proper spinal alignment
and nomenclature of basic Pilates
exercises.
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SKY FITN 400   :Fitness Academy


Course Outcomes Assessment Methods Results Actions
Goal setting - Development of
personal goals and improvement in
health.
Course Outcome Status: Active


Success Criterion: 70% of fitness
academy students will be able to
pass 3 out of 4  (75% or higher)
personal goals by the end of the
semester


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Over 80% of fitness academy students were able to pass 3
out of 4 (75% or higher) personal goals by the end of the
spring semester (12/14/2018)


Pre and post testing - Personal
Prescription- checklist
Each student will make personal
goals to improve their health.


Success Criterion: 70% will complete
goal hours


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with AD


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Slightly more than 75% of the students who completed the
class, regardless of level, met hour goals. (12/14/2018)


Other - Workout hours- assessed
through tallying of hours
(The number of units a student
elects for the course will determine
how many hours they need to
workout both at school and on their
own.)


Success Criterion: 70% of students
will earn a C or better.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
More than 80% of the students who completed the class
got a passing grade on the fitness exam. (12/14/2018)


Exam - Written test on fitness
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SKY INDV 101   :Beginning Archery


Course Outcomes Assessment Methods Results Actions
Shooting technique - Develop the
necessary skills and proper shooting
technique in order to score at a
beginning level from 20 and 25 yards.


Assessment Cycles: 2009-2010
Course Outcome Status: Active


Start Date: 10/25/2009


Success Criterion: 70% of students
will score at a "C" or better level
(with 6 arrows, 70% of students will
average 18 points or better) Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action


plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Over 80% of students scored at a "C" or better level (with 6
arrows, 70% of students will average 18 points or better)
regardless of level.  (12/14/2018)


Scorecard results from 20 and 25
yards


Success Criterion: 70% of students
will score 8 or greater on rubric
during daily shooting practice Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action


plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Over 80% of students scored 8 or greater on rubric during
daily shooting practice  (12/14/2018)


12 point archery rubric for shooting
technique


Success Criterion: 70% of students
will show increased confidence in
shooting technique


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
100% of students expressed increased confidence. Changed
to likert scale so writing was not an issue (12/14/2018)


10 question self-assessment survey
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SKY INDV 105   :Intermediate Archery


Course Outcomes Assessment Methods Results Actions
Shooting technique - Develop the
necessary skills and proper shooting
technique in order to score at a
beginning level from 20 and 25 yards.


Course Outcome Status: Active
Start Date: 10/26/2009


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)


Not taught in 18-19 (12/14/2018)
Result Type: Inconclusive


Directly related to Course Outcome


Success Criterion: 70% of students
will score at a "C" or better level
(with 6 arrows, 70% of students will
average 20 points or better)


Presentation/Performance -
Scorecard results from 20 and 25
yards


Success Criterion: 70% of students
will score 8 or greater on rubric
during daily shooting practice


Presentation/Performance - 12
point archery rubric for shooting
technique


Success Criterion: 70% of students
will show increased confidence in
shooting technique


Survey - 10 question self-assessment
survey
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SKY INDV 121   :Beginning Badminton


Course Outcomes Assessment Methods Results Actions
Skills and Concepts - Demonstrate
basic skills and strategies of the game
of badminton and use critical thinking
skills to apply this knowledge in a
competitive environment.


Course Outcome Status: Active Success Criterion: 70% will earn two
or more points for each class
session.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Over 90% of students regardless of level earned 2 or more
progression points based on participation in class activities.
Students can earn up to three points per class.
(12/14/2018)


Presentation/Performance -
Students are evaluated daily on
progression of skills based on
participation in class activities.
Students can earn up to three points
per class.


Success Criterion: 70% of the
students will earn at least 70% of
available tournament points over
the course of the semester.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Slightly more than 80% of students, regardless of level,
engaged in singles and doubles competition and were
awarded a point for each win. (12/14/2018)


Presentation/Performance -
Tournament Play - Students will
engage in singles and doubles
competition and be awarded a point
for each win.


Success Criterion: Of the students
who complete the course 70% or
more will get a C or higher on the
comprehensive written final.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Slightly more than 80% of students passed the final based
on their skill level and class placement. (12/14/2018)


Exam - A comprehensive written
final from handouts and course
lectures.
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SKY INDV 125   :Advanced Badminton


Course Outcomes Assessment Methods Results Actions
Skills and Concepts - Demonstrate
advanced knowledge of the skills and
strategies of the game of badminton
and use critical thinking skills to apply
this knowledge in a competitive
environment.


Course Outcome Status: Active


Success Criterion: Of the students
who complete the course 70% or
more will get a C or higher on the
comprehensive written final.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Inconclusive
Not taught in 18-19 (12/14/2018)


Exam - A comprehensive written
final from handouts and course
lectures.


Success Criterion: 70% of the
students that complete the class will
earn 70% or more of the available
tournament points over the course
of the semester.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Inconclusive
Not taught in 18-19 (12/14/2018)


Presentation/Performance -
Tournament Play - Students will
engage in singles and doubles
competition and be awarded a point
for each win.


Success Criterion:  70% will earn two
or more points for each class
session.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Inconclusive
Not taught in 18-19 (12/14/2018)


Presentation/Performance -
Students are evaluated daily on
progression of skills based on
participation in class activities.
Students can earn up to three points
per class.
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SKY INDV 126   :Coed Club Badminton


Course Outcomes Assessment Methods Results Actions
Skills and Concepts - Demonstrate
the fundamental individual and team
skills necessary to perform and
progress at a competitive level in the
sport of badminton.


Course Outcome Status: Active Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)


100% of students showed improvement of skills based on
pre and post tested skills related to their offensive and
defensive responsibilities as an individual and doubles
partner. (12/14/2018)


Result Type: Criterion met
Directly related to Course Outcome


Success Criterion: Success Criterion:
80% of the students will show
improved skills.


Pre and post testing - Skills
Assessment: Students will be pre
and post tested on skills related to
their offensive and defensive
responsibilities as an individual and
doubles partner.


Success Criterion: Performance
Criteria: 80% of students will average
a 2.5 or higher performance for the
majority of class sessions. Ratings
will be based by position and team
play.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
100% of students averaged a 2.5 or higher for the majority
of class sessions/scrimmages. (12/14/2018)


Presentation/Performance - Major
Assignment: Intersquad Scrimmages
Students participate in match
scrimmages and are rated as
individuals and teams based on
performance. Performances are
scored on a three point scale (Poor,
Average, Excellent).


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
100% of students demonstrated mastery of strategy and
terminology during in-class competition. (12/14/2018)


Exam - Assessment Method:
Students will be examined verbally
and visually in order to make sure
they can apply strategy and
terminology in the proper match
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Course Outcomes Assessment Methods Results Actions


Success Criterion: Success Criterion:
80% of the students will
demonstrate mastery of concepts
and their applicable use.


plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


context.
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SKY INDV 160   :Golf


Course Outcomes Assessment Methods Results Actions
Swing technique competence -
Demonstrate competence in
beginning swing technique while
performing skills in a practical setting.
Course Outcome Status: Active


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)


Not taught 18-19 (12/14/2018)
Result Type: Inconclusive


Directly related to Course Outcome


Success Criterion: 70% of students
will understand and perform 70% of
key swing mechanics at a beginning
level


Presentation/Performance -
Checklist for daily drills with
progression on 10 key swing
mechanics points


Success Criterion: 70% of students
will respond favorably to survey
questions pertaining to swing
technique understanding


Survey - Student self-survey on
swing technique knowledge


Success Criterion: Using a 10 point
checklist, 70% of students will
perform 70% of proper swing
mechanics at a beginning level while
playing a round on a golf course


Presentation/Performance - Swing
technique performance in on-course
play


Rules and etiquette - Demonstrate a
comprehension of and abide by the
rules and etiquette of golf.
Course Outcome Status: Active Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action


plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)


Not taught 18-19 (12/14/2018)
Result Type: Inconclusive


Directly related to Course Outcome


Success Criterion: 70% of students
will score 70% or better


Exam - Etiquette test
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Course Outcomes Assessment Methods Results Actions


Success Criterion: 70% or more
students will score 70% or better on
a rules test


Exam - Rules test


Success Criterion: 70% of students
will score 70% or better on a
practical etiquette test while
competing in a short game contest


Presentation/Performance -
Practical use of proper etiquette
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SKY INDV 165   :Golf: Short Game


Course Outcomes Assessment Methods Results Actions
Increased short game proficiency -
Demonstrate increased success in the
short game; increased proficiency in
green side bunker play, bump and
run, chipping, and putting through
the use of proper technique and
analysis of green slope and
conditions.
Course Outcome Status: Active
Start Date: 02/20/2010


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)


Not taught 18-19 (12/14/2018)
Result Type: Inconclusive


Directly related to Course Outcome


Success Criterion: 70% will use 20 or
fewer putting strokes per 9 holes
while playing a round of golf


Presentation/Performance -
Scorecard statistic analysis


Success Criterion: 70% of students
will use proper strategy and execute
4 of 6 critical
skills related to the short game
Related Documents:
Short game club selection quiz.doc


Capstone Assignment/Project - On-
course practical skills test
Observation of strategy and
technique using 7 point
checklist


Success Criterion: 70% of students
will earn 70% or better on a quiz for
strategy use in short game situations
Related Documents:
Short game club selection quiz.doc


Exam - Short Game club selection
quiz
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SKY INDV 167   :Golf Course Strategies


Course Outcomes Assessment Methods Results Actions
Club selection and strategy - Use
critical thinking to determine proper
club selection and explain the most
successful strategy for a variety of
shots in a practical setting
Course Outcome Status: Active


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)


Not offered in 18-19 (12/14/2018)
Result Type: Inconclusive


Directly related to Course Outcome


Success Criterion: 70% of students
will score 70% or more on a quiz
pertaining to club selection


Exam - Club selection quiz


Success Criterion: 70% of students
will demonstrate successful strategy
choices in a practical setting


Presentation/Performance -
Strategy checklist


Success Criterion: 70% of students
will demonstrate increased proper
shot strategy on a late semester quiz


Pre and post testing - Pre and post
quiz on shot strategy on the course


Fundamental skills - Demonstrate the
fundamental skills necessary to
perform and progress in the sport of
golf
Course Outcome Status: Active


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)


Not taught in 18-19 (12/14/2018)
Result Type: Inconclusive


Directly related to Course Outcome


Success Criterion: 70% of students
will perform 80% of daily progressive
drills


Presentation/Performance - Daily
progressive drills


Success Criterion: 70% of students
will demonstrate increases in
performance on selected shots ina
practical setting


Presentation/Performance - Final
performance
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Course Outcomes Assessment Methods Results Actions


Success Criterion: 70% of students
will explain/demonstrate
fundamentals skills to peer
"students"


Presentation/Performance - Peer
teaching
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SKY INDV 168  -- BANKED  :Tournament Golf


Course Outcomes Assessment Methods Results Actions
Rules, etiquette, skills, and strategies
- Abide by the basic rules and
etiquette of golf, perform the basic
skills necessary in the game of golf
while competing in various stroke
play and match play tournaments and
apply strategies to decision-making in
tournament play
Course Outcome Status: Active


Success Criterion: 70% of students
will score 70% or better on a test on
golf etiquette


Exam - Etiquette quiz


Success Criterion: 70% of students,
in a group project, will be able to
correctly describe basic rules of golf
using the "USGA Rules of Golf" as
reference


Other - Group project


Success Criterion: 70% of students
will respond favorably to questions
pertaining to knowledge of rules,
etiquette, basic skills and strategy


Survey - Self assessment survey
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SKY INDV 171   :Golf: On-Course Playing Lesson


Course Outcomes Assessment Methods Results Actions
Club selection - Increase club
selection competency in a practical
setting and in tournament play
Course Outcome Status: Active Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action


plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)


Not taught 18-19 (12/14/2018)
Result Type: Inconclusive


Directly related to Course Outcome


Success Criterion: 70% of students
will establish a history of each of
their clubs' preformance through
distance the ball travels when struck
cleanly.
Schedule: Fall 2010


Other - "Club journal" to gain a
history of student's ball flight
performance with each club.  Journal
entries will be made throughout
early semester play days and range
use.


Success Criterion: 70% of students
will use sound club selection
strategies in short game shots at
least 70% of the time.
Schedule: Spring 2010


Presentation/Performance -
Observation of short game club
selection during tournament play


Success Criterion: 70% of students
will identify sound strategies in given
short game situations at least 70% of
the time.


Related Documents:
Short game club selection quiz.doc


Schedule: Fall 2010


Exam - Quiz to test knowledge of
proper club selection in given
circumstances


Shot selection and short game
technique - Demonstrate proper shot


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)Directly related to Course Outcome
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Course Outcomes Assessment Methods Results Actions
selection and apply sound technique
to improve approach and greenside
shots
Course Outcome Status: Active


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Not taught in 18-19 (12/14/2018)
Result Type: InconclusiveDirectly related to Course Outcome


Success Criterion: Students will be
able to correctly defend their
approach shot strategies on a given
course situation/hole 70% of the
time
Schedule: Spring 2010


Other - Group project/discussion on
strategies for given course and hole
layouts


Success Criterion: 70% of students
will demonstrate proper shot
selection and sound technique
during drills and a "short game
contest"
Schedule: Fall 2010


Presentation/Performance - Short
game contest and practice


Success Criterion: 70% of students
will correctly perform 50% of skills
on approach and greenside shots
Schedule: Fall 2010


Presentation/Performance -
Checklist for proper performance of
approach and greenside shots
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SKY INDV 172:Golf: Improving the Mental Game


Course Outcomes Assessment Methods Results Actions
Mental Strategies - Apply various
mental strategies to relieve anxiety,
increase confidence and improve
performance on the golf course.
Course Outcome Status: Active


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)


Not taught in 18-19 (12/14/2018)
Result Type: Inconclusive


Directly related to Course Outcome


Success Criterion: 70% of students
will demonstrate increased self-
confidence as it applies to golf
Schedule: Fall 2011


Survey - Survey on confidence given
at the end of the semester


Success Criterion: 75% of students
will create an effective pre-shot
routine utilizing at least on mental
technique
Schedule: Spring 2012


Other - Students will create a pre-
shot routine that incorporates at
least one visualization or mental
focus exercise


Success Criterion: 70% of students
will show improvement in golf scores
through the use of mental
focus/technique methods
Schedule: Fall 2012


Presentation/Performance -
Effective use of mental technique(s)
to improve golf course performance
Measured through pre and post golf
round results
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SKY INDV 251   :Beginning Tennis


Course Outcomes Assessment Methods Results Actions
Skills and Knowledge - Demonstrate
the fundamental skills and knowledge
necessary to perform and progress at
a beginning level in the sport of
tennis.
Course Outcome Status: Active


Success Criterion: 70% will earn a C
with 7 points or better.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Based on level over 80% of the students were able to
perform the forehand, backhand, and serve at a passing
level.  (12/14/2018)


Presentation/Performance - Skills
Tests- Students will perform the
Forehand, backhand, and serve
while being assessed on a 10 point
scale


Success Criterion: 70% will earn a C
or better by performing the stroke
efficently


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Based on level over 80% of the students were able to
perform the forehand, backhand, and serve at a passing
level. (12/14/2018)


Presentation/Performance - Form
Test
Checklist with an evaluation for
using correct form and fluidity of
each stroke.


Success Criterion: 70% will earn 70%
or better


Exam - 100 point written exam on
rules, terminology, scoring, and
strategy
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SKY INDV 253   :Intermediate Tennis


Course Outcomes Assessment Methods Results Actions
Skills - Demonstrate the fundamental
skills and knowledge necessary to
perform and progress at an
intermediate level in the sport of
tennis.
Course Outcome Status: Active
Start Date: 08/24/2010


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)


Course not taught in 18-19 (12/14/2018)
Result Type: Inconclusive


Directly related to Course Outcome


Success Criterion: 70% of students
will receive a 7 or higher.


Presentation/Performance - Skills
Test- Students will perform
forehand, backhand, and serve at an
intermediate level while being
assessed on a 10 point scale.


Success Criterion: 70% will ear a C or
better rating by performing each
stroke efficiently.


Presentation/Performance - Form
Test: Checklist with an evaluation for
using correct form and fluidity of
each stroke


Success Criterion: 70% of students
will score 70% or better


Exam - 100 point written exam on
rules, terminology, scoring, and
strategy
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SKY INDV 255   :Advanced Tennis


Course Outcomes Assessment Methods Results Actions
Skills - Demonstrate the fundamental
skills and knowledge necessary to
perform and progress at an advanced
level in the sport of tennis.
Course Outcome Status: Active
Start Date: 08/24/2010


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)


Course not taught in 18-19 (12/14/2018)
Result Type: Inconclusive


Directly related to Course Outcome


Success Criterion: 70% of students
will earn 7 or better


Presentation/Performance - Skills
Test: Students will perform the
forehand, backhand, and serve while
being assessed on a 10 point scale.


Success Criterion: 70% of students
will earn a 70% or higher by
performing strokes efficeintly at an
advanced level.


Presentation/Performance - Form
Test: Checklist with an evaluation for
using correct form and fluidity.


Success Criterion: 70% of the
students will score 70% or better


Exam - 100 point written exam on
rules, terminology, scoring, and
strategy
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SKY KINE 100 :Introduction to Kinesiology


Course Outcomes Assessment Methods Results Actions
Application of Concepts and
Principles - Understand and apply
activity based and cognitive principles
visually, verbally and kinesthetically
as it applies to the study of
kinesiology in areas related to motor
development, biomechanics and
human performance.
Course Outcome Status: Active
Start Date: 01/31/2014


Success Criterion: Of the students
who complete the class, 70% will
demonstrate an understanding of
these principles in their group
presentation.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Over 80% of the students completing the class were
successful working in a group setting and developing a
presentation designed to demonstrate their specific
knowledge related to physical activity and theoretical
analysis of human performance. Presentation will utilize
visual and verbal components and require a written
summary of findings (12/14/2018)


Presentation/Performance -
Students will work in a group setting
and develop a presentation designed
to demonstrate their specific
knowledge related to physical
activity and theoretical analysis of
human performance. Presentation
will utilize visual and verbal
components and require a written
summary of findings.


Success Criterion: Of the students
who complete the class, 80% will
completed the chapter exams and
on-line assignments at a passing
level.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Of the students who completed the class, over 80%
completed the chapter exams and on-line assignments at a
passing level (12/14/2018)


Exam - Chapter exams and on-line
assignments will be used to assess
student understanding and retention
of material.


Scientific Foundations - Understand
the philosophical, historical,
biological, physiological,
psychological, pedagogical, and social
foundations of human movement.
Course Outcome Status: Active
Start Date: 01/31/2014


Success Criterion: 70% of the
students who complete the class will
successfully complete the mid-term
and final examination.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Over 75% of the students who completed the class
successfully passed either / both mid-term and final exams.
(12/14/2018)


Exam - Chapter quizzes and
assignments will be used to assess
student understanding and critical
thinking skills related to course
content.


Skills Assessment - Examine and
assess the personal values,
characteristics, skills and knowledge


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
All students who completed the class completed the survey.


Survey - Complete survey as a
means of determining potential
areas of interest in the field
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Course Outcomes Assessment Methods Results Actions
related to career success in the field
of kinesiology.
Course Outcome Status: Active
Start Date: 01/31/2014


Success Criterion: All students will
complete the survey Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action


plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


(12/14/2018)


Success Criterion: Of the students
who complete the class, 80% will
successfully complete the
assignment and demonstrate and
understanding of their area of
interest


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Over 80% of the students, utilizing results from the survey,
engage in and successfully completed a final project
designed to identify a "mentor" that they can shadow in a
professional environment. The purpose is so the student
can think critically and assess the education, experience and
skills necessary to find and keep a job in their area of
interest in Kinesiology (12/14/2018)


Capstone Assignment/Project -
Utilizing results from the survey,
students will engage in a final
project designed to identify a
"mentor" that they can shadow in a
professional environment. The
purpose is so the student can think
critically and assess the education,
experience and skills necessary to
find and keep a job in their area of
interest in Kinesiology.
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SKY KINE 305:Health Related Fitness and Wellness


Course Outcomes Assessment Methods Results Actions
Fitness, Nutrtion and Stress
management - Students who
successfully complete the course will
be able to describe the effects of
physical fitness, nutrition and stress
management on overall health


Assessment Cycles: 2015-2016
Course Outcome Status: Active


Start Date: 02/29/2016


Success Criterion: Of students who
complete the class, 70% or more will
have a C average or better on the
quizzes. Students are allowed to
drop one quiz.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
More than 80% of the students had a C average or better on
the quizzes. Students were allowed to drop one quiz
(12/14/2018)


Exam - Chapter quizzes on content
(text and power point) designed to
make students identify and describe
key terms and concepts related to
physical fitness, nutrition and stress
management.


Success Criterion: Of the students
who complete the course, 70% will
be able to successfully complete a
food journal and use the data to
make a presentation describing the
foods they ate and how what they
ate, when and how much impacted
their health and well being.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Slightly more than 80% of the students were able to
successfully complete a food journal and use the data to
make a presentation describing the foods they ate and how
what they ate, when and how much impacted their health
and well being. (12/14/2018)


Presentation/Performance -
Students are required to keep a food
log over a two week period
describing the foods they eat, how
much and at what time of the day.
The log will then be used to develop
short presentation on how the types
of food we eat, when we eat them
and how much determine our ability
to maintain health and reduce
stress.


Disease Processes and Prevention -
Students who successfully complete
the course will be able to discuss the
impact of disease processes such as
heart disease, diabetes, cancer, etc.
on overall health.
Course Outcome Status: Active Success Criterion: Of the students Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Over 80% of the students were able to prepare a family
health history and discuss the impact of genetic
predisposition on potential diseases such as heart disease,
cancer, etc (12/14/2018)


Other - Students will prepare a
family health history that will span at
least three generations. The history
will look at family disease and how
that may impact health through
genetic predisposition.
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Course Outcomes Assessment Methods Results Actions
Assessment Cycles: 2015-2016
Start Date: 02/29/2016


who complete the class, at least 70%
will be able to prepare a family
health history and discuss the impact
of genetic predisposition on
potential diseases such as heart
disease, cancer, etc.


plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Success Criterion: Of students who
complete the class, 70% or more will
have a C average or better on the
quizzes. Students are allowed to
drop one quiz.


Exam - Chapter quizzes on content
(text and power point) designed to
make students identify and analyze
key terms and concepts related to
the impact of disease processes on
health.


Evaluation and Prescription of a
Fitness and Wellness Program -
Students who successfully complete
the course will be able to evaluate
their own fitness and wellness status
and implement a personal wellness
plan.


Assessment Cycles: 2015-2016
Course Outcome Status: Active


Start Date: 02/29/2016
Success Criterion: Of the students
who complete the class, at least 70%
will successfully (Grade of C or
higher) complete their portfolio and
be able to analyze results and
describe how their activity, nutrition
and behavior impacted their
personal health and wellness.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
More than 80% of students will (Grade of C or higher)
completed their portfolio and were able to analyze results
and describe how their activity, nutrition and behavior
impacted their personal health and wellness. (12/14/2018)


Portfolio - Students will create
wellness goals at the beginning of
the semester and explain the means
and methods used to accomplish
those goals by the end of the
semester. This portfolio will include
logs of activity, nutrition behavior
along with an analysis on impact
related to general health and
wellness.


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
More than 80% of students showed improvement in more
than two categories that were consistent with their own
personal wellness plan. (12/14/2018)


Pre and post testing - Students will
engage in the division Physical
Education Evaluation Program (PEEP)
and will be able to engage in an
exercise program that will
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Course Outcomes Assessment Methods Results Actions


Success Criterion: Of the students
who complete the class, at least 70%
will show improvement in two
categories that is consistent with
their own personal wellness plan.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


improve their muscular strength,
muscular endurance, body
composition, flexibility and / or
cardiovascular efficiency.


Success Criterion: Of the students
who completed the class, at least
70% will successfully complete the
final project describing and analyzing
the topic selected for their wellness
project.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Slightly more than 80% of the students successfully
completed the final project describing and analyzing the
topic selected for their wellness project. (12/14/2018)


Capstone Assignment/Project -
Students will write a research paper
on a self-selected wellness topic
such as, but not limited to, nutrition
in regard to health and performance,
behavioral causes of metabolic
diseases, the role of stress
management on health and disease
prevention, etc.
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SKY KINE 510 :Sport, Movement and Film


Course Outcomes Assessment Methods Results Actions
Representation of Kinesiology in film
- Recognize popular representation of
various aspects of Kinesiology in film
Course Outcome Status: Active
Start Date: 12/09/2016


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Over 70% of the students were able to qualitatively analyze
and describe the movement and it's meaning to the film.
(12/14/2018)


Essay - Analyze qualitatively
movement in a variety of contexts


Essay - Describe the historical roots
of contemporary issues within the
profession and its academic study


Critical analysis  of sport - Apply
theoretical strategies to critically
analyze sport/movement and popular
discourse about sport and movement
Course Outcome Status: Active
Start Date: 12/09/2016


Success Criterion: Of the students
who complete the course, 75% of
more will be able to develop a
survey with 20+ respondents that
analyzes perceptions about sport
and societal movements.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
100% of students who completed the course developed a
survey with at least 20 respondents (12/14/2018)


Survey - Conduct a survey that
allows the student to have analytics
of the general population and their
perceptions related to sport and
movement as a societal change
agent.


Key aspects of sport culture in film -
Describe how films help construct,
maintain, and challenge key aspects
of sport and movement culture
Course Outcome Status: Active
Start Date: 12/09/2016


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)


Over 70% of students were able to achieve this result. It's
more of an artistic question that a social / historical one.
Students did understand that film was a vehicle for a
greater understanding of concepts and ideas. (12/14/2018)


Result Type: Criterion met
Directly related to Course Outcome


Portfolio - Students will compile a
portfolio of reflections on films
viewed in class and explain how
thematically the film makes them
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Course Outcomes Assessment Methods Results Actions


Success Criterion: Of the students
who complete the class, 75% or
more will compile a complete
portfolio at a passing (C) level.


think critically about sport and
culture.


Sport films and ideology - Cite
examples of the ways sport films both
reproduce and challenge dominant
ideology about race, class, ethnicity,
ability and gender
Course Outcome Status: Active
Start Date: 12/09/2016 Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action


plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Over 70% of the students who completed the course could
in an essay format could explain issues related to race,
class, gender, ability and ethnicity in the films viewed.
(12/14/2018)


Essay - Explain the psychological,
social, and cultural contexts in which
physical activity occurs


Essay - Understand the roles of
social class, race, gender and culture
in the decision to engage in sport
activity
Essay - Identify the meanings of
participatory behavior in activity
Essay - Identify the various psycho-
social factors that limit engagement
in sport, exercise, recreation, and
other physical activity settings
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SKY KINE 670:Vocational Cooperative Education in Kinesiology


Course Outcomes Assessment Methods Results Actions
Identification of Outcomes - Identify
three to five measurable learning
outcomes in their job that relates to
the student's academic major to
assist them in achieving their career
goals


Course Outcome Status: Active


Success Criterion: Of the students
who complete the class, 70% will be
able, in conjunction with the
instructor, identify at least three
measureable outcomes from their
work experience.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Inconclusive
Course not taught in 18-19 (12/14/2018)


Pre and post testing - Students meet
with instructor to identify
measureable outcomes that are
applicable to workplace experience
in a Kinesiology field. These
outcomes are identified at the start
of the semester and can be modified
during the semester based on work
experience.


Application and Assessment - Work
with their immediate work supervisor
and the Cooperative Education
Coordinator to define and achieve
work-related objectives and apply
skills to solve work related problems.


Course Outcome Status: Active


Success Criterion: Of the students
who complete the class at least 70%
of more will:
Document the required hours as
verified by a supervisor.
Demonstrate enhanced and new
skills related to the work
environment
Demonstrate a greater
understanding of their particular


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Inconclusive
Course not taught in 18-19 (12/14/2018)


Capstone Assignment/Project -
Students will document their
experience, verified by their
immediate supervisor, and discuss /
write a summary on the following:
What were their outcomes?; how
did their work enable them to
achieve those outcomes?; what skills
were developed in their work that
has application in other areanas?;
what skills in their work can be
directly applied to a career in a
Kinesiology field?
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Course Outcomes Assessment Methods Results Actions
Kinesiology field and plan steps to
take to seek or not seek future
employment.


These prompts will be assessed on a
10 point scale and presented
verbally and in writing by each
student.
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SKY P.E. 105   :The Student-Athlete Experience


Course Outcomes Assessment Methods Results Actions
History, Perspective and Rules - List
dates and describe events that
changed sport participation
significantly from a gender, race or
performance perspective.They will be
able to contribute thoughts, ideas,
and personal experiences about
relevant topics in sport in both
written and spoken form and cite
eligibility and transfer requirements
for student-athletes at the 2-year and
4-year level.


Course Outcome Status: Active
Start Date: 08/24/2010


Success Criterion: 80% of the
students will successful integrate
their persobnal experience with
those described in the reading
through their journal entries. Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action


plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
All 44 students enrolled at census completed the course and
received a grade. Journal exercise was successfully
completed by 100% of the students. Incorporating the
personal experience provided a clearer context for students
to match their experiences with those of other athletes.
(12/14/2018)


Exam - Students keep a journal of
personal experienes related to
participation and relate that to
assigned reading.


Success Criterion: 80% of the
students who complete the course
will receive a 70% or higher grade. Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action


plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Of the 44 who completed the class, all passed the rules
exam. It was take home and students had been given
resources to answer the prompt correctly earlier in the
semester. (12/14/2018)


Exam - A final exam will be goiven
regarding transfer and eligibility
rules at the two year and four year
level.


Success Criterion: 80% of the
students will receive a grade of 70%
or higher. Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action


plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
All 44 students completed this exercise. It was required to
turn in a rough draft prior to the final paper which made a
significant difference in the quality of the work resulting in
much stronger grades. (12/14/2018)


Essay - Final essay on assigned
reading blending historical,
sociological and personal
perspectives.
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SKY P.E. 152:Theory of Sport and Fitness Management


Course Outcomes Assessment Methods Results Actions
Concepts - Demonstrate an
understanding of the unique
characteristics of sport and how these
influence the management of sport.


Course Outcome Status: Active


Success Criterion: 70% of the
students who complete the course
will have a C or higher grade
combined on their mid-term and
final examinations.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Over 70% of the students who completed the course had a
C or higher grade combined on their mid-term and final
examinations. (12/14/2018)


Exam - Students will be assessed
through mid-term and final
examination.


Success Criterion: Of the students
who complete the course, 70% will
demonstrate satisfactory completion
(C or higher) on their responses.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Of the students who completed the course, over 70%
demonstrated satisfactory completion (C or higher) on their
responses (12/14/2018)


Exam - Students will be assessed
through Chapter Discussion
Questions.


Success Criterion: 70% of the
students who complete the course
will have an average of C or higher
on their quiz grades.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Over 70% of the students who completed the course had a
average of C or higher on their quiz grades (12/14/2018)


Exam - Students will be assessed
through Chapter Quizzes.


Roles and Responsibilities -
Understand the role and
responsibilities of sport managers in a
variety of sports-related organizations


Course Outcome Status: Active


Success Criterion: Of the students
who complete the course, 70% will
demonstrate satisfactory
competency (C or higher) on the
written assignment.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Students were assessed through a written assignment they
submitted after interviewing a member of the sports
management industry.Over 70% of the students who
completed the class successfully completed the assignment.
(12/14/2018)


Other - Students will be assessed
through a written assignment they
will submit after interviewing a
member of the sports management
industry.


Success Criterion: 70% of the


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Over 70% of the students who completed the course had a
C or higher grade combined on their mid-term and final


Exam - Students will be assessed
through mid-term and final
examination.
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Course Outcomes Assessment Methods Results Actions
students who complete the course
will have a C or higher grade
combined on their mid-term and
final examinations.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


examinations. (12/14/2018)


Success Criterion: Of the students
who complete the course, 70% will
demonstrate satisfactory completion
(C or higher) on their responses.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Of the students who completed the course, over 80%
demonstrated satisfactory completion (C or higher) on their
responses (12/14/2018)


Exam - Students will be assessed
through Chapter Discussion
Questions.


Vocational Opportunities - Identify
the potential career fields and the
qualifications required in the sports
management industry.


Course Outcome Status: Active Success Criterion: Of the students
who complete the course, 70% will
demonstrate critical thinking skills in
identifying and assessing potential
career fields.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Students were assessed through a written assignment they
submitted after interviewing a member of the sports
management industry.Over 70% of the students who
completed the class successfully completed the assignment.
(12/14/2018)


Capstone Assignment/Project -
Students will be assessed through a
written assignment they will submit
after interviewing a member of the
sports management industry.


Success Criterion: Of the students
who complete the course, 70% will
demonstrate satisfactory completion
(C or higher) on their responses.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Of the students who completed the course, over 70%
demonstrated satisfactory completion (C or higher) on their
responses (12/14/2018)


Exam - Students will be assessed
through Chapter Discussion
Questions.


Success Criterion: 70% of the
students who complete the course
will have an average of C or higher
on their quiz grades.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Over 70% of the students who completed the course had a
C or higher grade on their chapter quizes. (12/14/2018)


Exam - Students will be assessed
through Chapter Quizzes.
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SKY P.E. 211 :Prevention and Care of Athletic Injuries


Course Outcomes Assessment Methods Results Actions
Basic concepts and vocabulary -
Identify / Explain the basic concepts
and vocabulary used in the
prevention and care of athletic
injuries.
Course Outcome Status: Active
Start Date: 12/09/2016


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)


Not taught in 18-19 (12/14/2018)
Result Type: Inconclusive


Directly related to Course Outcome


Success Criterion: Of the students
who complete the course, over 70%
will have an average of C or better
on all exams


Exam - Periodic, Mid-Term and Final
exam on concepts (identification)
and vocabulary related to athletic
injuries, first aid and basic anatomy


Knowledge and skills related to sport
injury management - Demonstrate
the fundamental knowledge and skills
necessary in the prevention,
classification, assessment, treatment,
rehabilitation and management of
athletic injuries.
Course Outcome Status: Active
Start Date: 12/09/2016


Essay - Review and summary of
articles related to the care and
prevention of athletic injuries (upper
and lower extremities, other related
sports medicine issues)
Other - Completed SOAP (subjective,
objective, assessment and plan)
notes for athletes undergoing
rehabilitation
Presentation/Performance -
Analysis of progression of knowledge
concerning care and prevention of
athletic injuries


Factors impacting rehabilitation of
athletic injuries - Identify and assess
physiological, anatomical, sociological
and psychological factors that play a
part in the rehabilitation of athletic
injuries.
Course Outcome Status: Active
Start Date: 12/09/2016


Success Criterion: Of the students
who complete the class, 75% of
more will successfully complete the
case studies at a passing level


Presentation/Performance - Case
Study workbook in which factors are
assessed and students must critically
think about their application.


Survey - Students will survey current
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Success Criterion: Of students who
complete the course 75% or more
will complete this assignment at a
passing level


student athletes and select one on
which they will complete an
assessment chart.
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SKY P.E. 301   :Introduction to Personal Training


Course Outcomes Assessment Methods Results Actions
Knowledge  and NCSF Personal
Trainer exam - Demonstrate the
knowledge and skills necessary to
pass the National Council of Strength
and Fitness Personal Trainer Test
(areas of emphasis include
Knowledge of Anatomy, Physiology,
Nutrition, Personal Training
Instruction, Health Screening, Special
Populations, and Exercise
Prescription).
Course Outcome Status: Active


Success Criterion: 80% of students
will pass with a score of 85% or
better


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Course not taught in 18-19 (12/14/2018)


Exam - In a written
test/demonstration, students will be
able to identify the
agonist/antagonist muscles of 5
muscle movements


Success Criterion: 80% of students
will pass with a score of 85% or
better


Exam - 55 question NCSF written
exam (comprehensive)


Success Criterion: 80% of students
will pass with a score of 85% or
better


Exam - Exam pertaining to health
screening
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SKY P.E. 302:Introduction to Sports Nutrition


Course Outcomes Assessment Methods Results Actions
Certification - Students will be able to
demonstrate the ability to
successfully pass the National Council
on Strength and Fitness Sports
Nutrition Exam


Assessment Cycles: 2015-2016
Course Outcome Status: Active


Start Date: 02/29/2016


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)


Course not taught in 18-19 (12/14/2018)
Result Type: Inconclusive


Directly related to Course Outcome


Success Criterion: Of the students
who complete the class, 75% or
more will pass the NCSF exam with a
grade of 70% or higher.


Exam - Students will be evaluated on
their ability to successful pass the
practice exam for the National
Council on Strength and Fitness
(NCSF) Personal Trainer Sport
Nutritional Certification. This
practice exam will serve as the final
exam for the class.


Success Criterion: Of the students
who complete the course, 70% or
more will have a grade of C or higher
on the weekly quizzes.


Other - Students will be quizzed
weekly on materials from the text,
handouts and power point
presentations. Quizzes will be based
on material covered and will use old
NCSF exam questions. Students will
be able to drop one quiz.


Nutritional and Physiological
Principles - Students will be able to
apply the principles of nutritional and
psychological adaptations to exercise
in a personal nutrition plan.
Course Outcome Status: Active
Start Date: 02/29/2016


Success Criterion: Of the students
who complete the course, 70% or


Other - Students will be quizzed
weekly on materials from the text,
handouts and power point
presentations. Quizzes will be based
on material covered and will use old
NCSF exam questions. Students will
be able to drop one quiz.
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Course Outcomes Assessment Methods Results Actions
more will have a grade of C or higher
on the weekly quizzes


Success Criterion: Of the students
who complete the course, 75% or
more will be able to prescribe a
proper nutritional program based on
an individual's goals, health history
and activity level. This project will
involve using quantitative
measurements (food logs, package
information, caloric intake,
nutritional info, etc...) and
qualitative measurements (food
survey) to apply principles learned in
class.


Presentation/Performance - Student
project measuring the student's
ability to prescribe a safe nutritional
program, in conjunction with
exercise, to achieve stated goals.


Nutritional Program - Students will
be able to formulate a safe nutritional
program for people of all ages by
demonstrating expertise in the areas
of micronutrients and
macronutrients.


Assessment Cycles: 2015-2016
Course Outcome Status: Active


Start Date: 02/29/2016


Success Criterion: Of the students
who complete the class, 75% or
more will be able to successfully
complete the research paper on a
self-selected topic demonstrating
critical and analytical thinking.


Capstone Assignment/Project -
Research paper, including a
prescribed program, based on an
area covered in class (Weight
Management, Exercise and
Nutrition,  Water and Hydration,
Amino Acids, Working with Special
Populations, etc.) that demonstrates
the student can think critically and
analytically about the subject.
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SKY TEAM 100   :Baseball


Course Outcomes Assessment Methods Results Actions
Skills and Concepts - Demonstrate
the fundamental individual and team
skills necessary to perform and
progress at a competitive level in the
sport of baseball.


Course Outcome Status: Active
Start Date: 08/24/2010


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)


Course not taught in 18-19 (12/14/2018)
Result Type: Inconclusive


Directly related to Course Outcome


Success Criterion:  Performance
Criteria:  80% of students will show
improvement in all areas over the
course of the semester.


Pre and post testing - Skills
Assessment: Students will be pre
and post tested on skills related to
their offensive and defensive
responsibilities as an individual and
team member.


Success Criterion: Performance
Criteria:  80% of students will
average a 2.5 or higher performance
for the majority of class sessions.


Presentation/Performance - Major
Assingment: Intersquad Scrimmages
Students participate in situational or
game scrimmages and are rated as
individuals and teams. Performances
are scored on a three point scale.


Success Criterion: 80% of the
students will demonstrate mastery
of concepts, strategy and
terminology in a game context.


Exam - Students will be examined
verbally and visually in order to
make sure they can apply strategy,
concepts and terminology in the
proper game context.
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SKY TEAM 111   :Beginning Basketball


Course Outcomes Assessment Methods Results Actions
Rules, concepts, vocabulary -
Identify/explain the rules, concepts,
and vocabulary used in the sport of
basketball.
Course Outcome Status: Active


Success Criterion: 70% of students
will score 8 or more points on the 12
point rubric


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
More than 80% of students scored 8 or more points on the
12 point rubric (12/18/2018)


Presentation/Performance - 12
point rubric for practical application
of rules during competitive play


Success Criterion: 75% of students
will score 70% or better on relevant
questions


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
80% of students regardless of level scored >80%
(12/18/2018)


Exam - Written test


Success Criterion: 80% of students
will respond positively to survey
questions pertaining to their
knowledge of basketball rules Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action


plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Over 80% of students responded positively to survey
questions pertaining to their knowledge of basketball rules
(12/18/2018)


Survey - Student survey on
basketball rules knowledge


Skill fundamentals - Demonstrate the
fundamental skills necessary to
perform and progress at a beginning
level in the sport of basketball
Course Outcome Status: Active Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action


plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)


Over 80% scored 50 points or better regardless of level.
(12/18/2018)


Result Type: Criterion met
Directly related to Course Outcome


Success Criterion: 70% of students
will score 60 or more points


Presentation/Performance - 5-skill
test


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Over 80% of students scored 8 points or more on a 12 point
rubric (12/18/2018)


Presentation/Performance - Using a
12 point rubric, students will me
evaluated on practical application of
fundamental basketball skills during
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Course Outcomes Assessment Methods Results Actions


Success Criterion: 70% of students
will score 7 or more points


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


competitive play


Success Criterion: 75% of students
will score 3 or more points


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Over 80% of the students scored 3 or more points on lay-up
form regardless of level  (12/18/2018)


Presentation/Performance - 5 point
checklist on proper layup form


Fitness improvement and practices -
Identify and assess their current
fitness level and alter or modify
specific wellness or fitness practices
in order to improve body
composition/flexibility/cardiovascular
fitness/muscular endurance/muscular
strength related to performance in
the sport of basketball
Course Outcome Status: Active


Success Criterion: 75% of students
will decrease body fat, increase
flexibility, increase cardiovascular
fitness Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action


plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Over 80% of students, regardless of level,decreased body
fat, increased flexibility and increased cardiovascular
fitness. (12/18/2018)


Pre and post testing - Pre and post-
fitness test


Success Criterion: 70% will score
higher than 70% on the division
Lifelong Wellness exam


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Over 80% of the students successfully completed the
wellness exam (12/18/2018)


Exam - Lifelong Wellness exam


Success Criterion: 75% of students
will score 70% or more on questions
on fitness and wellness


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Over 80% of the students successfully completed the
comprehensive exam. (12/18/2018)


Exam - Comprehensive final exam
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SKY TEAM 112   :Basketball: Adv. Comp Strategy


Course Outcomes Assessment Methods Results Actions
Fitness - Demonstrate an increase in
cardiovascular fitness and wellness
developed through daily practice and
measured through efficiency of
movement, recovery rate, and
increased performance on post-
fitness test.
Course Outcome Status: Active
Start Date: 08/24/2010


Success Criterion: 75% will increse
cardiovascular fitness in the Step
Test Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action


plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
100% of students demonstrated increased cardiovascular
efficiency (12/18/2018)


Pre and post testing - Division
Fitness Test


Success Criterion: 75% of students
will demonstrate improved speed
and stamina on court shuttle test.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
100% of students demonstrated improved speed and
stamina on court shuttle test (12/18/2018)


Pre and post testing - Shuttle Test


Technical / Tactical Skills -
Demonstrate advanced knowledge of
technical and tactical skills of the
game of basketball, use critical
thinking skills to apply this knowledge
in a competitive environment.
Course Outcome Status: Active
Start Date: 08/24/2010


Success Criterion: Performance
Criteria: 80% of students will average
a 2.5 or higher performance for the
majority of class sessions. Ratings
will be based by position and team
play.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
100% of students averaged a 2.5 or higher performance for
the majority of class sessions. Ratings were based by
position and team play. (12/18/2018)


Presentation/Performance - Major
Assignment: Intersquad Scrimmages
Students participate in situational or
game scrimmages (2x2, 3x3, etc...)
and are rated as individuals and as
part of a team in the application of
skills and critical thinking as an
advanced student. Performances are
scored on a three point scale (Poor,
Average, Excellent).


Success Criterion: 75% will score 3
or more points on a 4 point
advanced basketball skills test for
dribbling, passing, shooting, Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
100% scored 3 or more points on a 4 point advanced
basketball skills test for dribbling, passing, shooting,
rebounding and defending (12/18/2018)


Pre and post testing - Advanced
Basketball Skills Test
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Course Outcomes Assessment Methods Results Actions
rebounding and defending. plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed


with Dean
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SKY TEAM 115   :Advanced Basketball


Course Outcomes Assessment Methods Results Actions
Rules, concepts, vocabulary -
Identify/explain the rules, concepts,
and vocabulary used in the sport of
basketball.
Course Outcome Status: Active


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)


Course not taught in 18-19 (12/18/2018)
Result Type: Inconclusive


Directly related to Course Outcome


Success Criterion: 75% of students
will score >85%


Exam - 100 question written test


Success Criterion: 75% of students
will score 9 or more points on the 12
point rubric


Presentation/Performance - 12
point rubric for practical application
of rules during competitive play


Success Criterion: 80% of students
will respond positively to survey
questions pertaining to their
knowledge of basketball rules


Survey - Student survey on
basketball rules knowledge


Skills and progression - Demonstrate
the fundamental skills necessary to
perform and progress at an advanced
level in the sport of basketball
Course Outcome Status: Active Success Criterion: 75% of students


will score 9+


Presentation/Performance -
Practical application of fundamental
basketball skills during competitive
play using a 12 point rubric


Success Criterion: 80% of students
will score 4+ points


Presentation/Performance - 5-Point
Checklist on Layup Form


Success Criterion: 80% of students


Presentation/Performance - 5-skill
test
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Course Outcomes Assessment Methods Results Actions
will score greater than 60 points


Fitness improvement - Identify and
assess their current fitness level and
alter or modify specific wellness or
fitness practices in order to improve
body
composition/flexibility/cardiovascular
fitness/muscular endurance/muscular
strength
Course Outcome Status: Active


Success Criterion: 75% of students
will decrease body fat, increase
flexibility, increase cardiovascular
fitness


Pre and post testing - Fitness Test
pre- and post test comparison


Success Criterion: 75% of students
will score >75%


Exam - Division Lifelong Wellness
test


Success Criterion: 75% of students
will score 80% or better on relevant
questions


Exam - Questions on comprehensive
exam
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SKY TEAM 116   :Basketball: Indv Skill Develop


Course Outcomes Assessment Methods Results Actions
Fitness - Identify and assess their
current fitness level and alter or
modify specific wellness or fitness
practices in order to improve body
composition / flexibility /
cardiovascular fitness / muscular
endurance / muscular strength
related to performance in the sport of
basketball.


Course Outcome Status: Active
Start Date: 08/24/2010


Success Criterion: 75% of the
students will show improvement in 3
of the 5 fitness areas over the course
of the semester.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
100% of the students showed improvement in 3 of the 5
fitness areas over the course of the semester (12/18/2018)


Pre and post testing - Division
Fitness Test


Success Criterion: 75% of students
will demonstrate improved
cardiovascular performance based
on several cardiovascular tests
(timed 1.5 mile run, interval training
and shuttle run).


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
100% of students demonstrated improved cardiovascular
efficiency as measured by shuttle run, 3 minute step test
and blood pressure anlysis  (12/18/2018)


Pre and post testing - Cardiovascular
Testing


Skills - Demonstrate the fundamental
skills necessary to perform and
progress at an individual level in the
sport of basketball.


Course Outcome Status: Active
Start Date: 08/24/2010


Success Criterion: 75% of the
students will show improved speed,
accuracy, stamina and / or efficiency
in all areas.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
100% of the students showed improved speed, accuracy,
stamina and / or efficiency in all offensive skill areas
(12/18/2018)


Pre and post testing - Students will
be pre and post tested on offensive
skills such as dribbling, shootingand
passing.


Success Criterion: 75% of the
students will show improved speed,
accuracy, stamina and / or efficiency
in all areas.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
100% of the students showed improved speed, accuracy,
stamina and / or efficiency in all defensive areas.
(12/18/2018)


Pre and post testing - Students will
be pre and post tested on defensive
skills such as defending and
rebounding.
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SKY TEAM 117   :Tournament Basketball


Course Outcomes Assessment Methods Results Actions
Skills and Concepts - Demonstrate
the fundamental individual and team
skills necessary to perform and
progress at a competitive level in the
sport of basketball.


Course Outcome Status: Active
Start Date: 08/24/2010


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)


Course not taught in 18-19 (12/18/2018)
Result Type: Inconclusive


Directly related to Course Outcome


Success Criterion: Success Criterion:
80% of the students will show
improved skills.


Pre and post testing - Skills
Assessment: Students will be pre
and post tested on skills related to
their offensive and defensive
responsibilities as an individual and
team member.


Success Criterion: Performance
Criteria: 80% of students will average
a 2.5 or higher performance for the
majority of class sessions. Ratings
will be based by position and team
play.


Presentation/Performance - Major
Assignment: Intersquad Scrimmages
Students participate in game
scrimmages and are rated as
individuals and teams based on
performance. Performances are
scored on a three point scale (Poor,
Average, Excellent).


Success Criterion: Success Criterion:
80% of the students will
demonstrate mastery of concepts


Exam - Assessment Method:
Students will be examined verbally
and visually in order to make sure
they can apply strategy and
terminology in the proper game
context.
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Course Outcomes Assessment Methods Results Actions
and their applicable use.
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SKY TEAM 132.1-4   :Flag Football I- IV


Course Outcomes Assessment Methods Results Actions
Skills - Demonstrate the fundamental
skills and knowledge necessary to
perform and progress in the
competition of flag football
Course Outcome Status: Active


Success Criterion: 70% will earn a C
with 3 points or better.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Over 85% of the students, regardless of level, were
proficient at running 5 different types of routes and
averaged 3 points or better per class session (12/18/2018)


Presentation/Performance - Each
student will perform 5 routes, each
pass caught will result in one point.


Success Criterion: 70% will earn a C
with 70 points or better.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Based on level, students were placed on teams at a
competitive level. Slightly more than 80% of the students,
regardless of level, scored 70 points or higher to receive a
passing score (12/18/2018)


Presentation/Performance - Each
scrimmage game performed will
result in points based on losses and
wins.


Success Criterion: 70% will at least
catch 2 passes thrown to them.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Checklist of skills are applied to student performance. Those
skills must be demonstrated in final games to receive credit.
Over 85% of the students who completed the class had a
passing skills grade or higher. (12/18/2018)


Presentation/Performance -
Checklist for application of skills
used in final games.
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SKY TEAM 141   :Beginning Soccer


Course Outcomes Assessment Methods Results Actions
Fitness - Demonstrate an increase in
cardiovascular fitness and wellness
developed through daily practice and
measured through efficiency of
movement, recovery rate, and
increased performance on post-
fitness test.
Course Outcome Status: Active
Start Date: 08/24/2010


Success Criterion: 75% will increase
cardiovascular fitness based on step
test results


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Over 80% of students demonstrated improved
cardiovascular efficiency through blood pressure and three
minute step test assessment. Over 80% of students
demonstrated improved body composition. (12/18/2018)


Pre and post testing - Fitness
Testing; Pre and post test
assessment


Success Criterion: 75% will increase
finish levels 3 standard levels, pre-
test to post-test on beep test/shuttle
test. Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action


plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Over 80% of students, regardless of level, improved 3
standard levels, pre-test to post-test on the beep/shuttle
run test. (12/18/2018)


Pre and post testing - Beep Test /
Shuttle Test


Success Criterion: 75% will answer
with a positive response to questions
about increases in cardiovascular
fitness, recovery rate, amd efficiency
of movment.


Essay - Wellness Survey


Technical / Tactical Skills -
Demonstrate basic knowledge of
technical and tactical skills of the
game of soccer, use critical thinking
skills to apply this knowledge in a
competitive environment.
Course Outcome Status: Active


Success Criterion: Performance
Criteria: 80% of students will average
a 4.0 or higher performance for the
majority of class sessions. Ratings
will be based by position and


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Students participated in situational or match scrimmages
(3x3,6x6, 7x7, etc...) and were rated as individuals and as
part of a team in the application of skills and critical thinking
based on their level (I,II,III,IV). Performances are scored on
0-6 point scale. More than 80% of students averaged a 4.0
or higher performance for the majority of class sessions.
Ratings will be based by position and team play
(12/18/2018)


Presentation/Performance - Major
Assignment: Intersquad Scrimmages
Students participate in situational or
match scrimmages (6x6, 7x7, etc...)
and are rated as individuals and as
part of a team in the application of
skills and critical thinking as a
beginning student. Performances are
scored on 0-6 point scale.
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Course Outcomes Assessment Methods Results Actions
team play.


Success Criterion: 75% will score 7
or more points on a 10 point basic
soccer skills test for dribbling,
passing, shooting. Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action


plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Over 80% of students scored at a passing level based on skill
evaluation and application in competitive setting based on
skills. (12/18/2018)


Pre and post testing - Basic Soccer
Skills test.
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SKY TEAM 145   :Advanced Soccer


Course Outcomes Assessment Methods Results Actions
Fitness - Demonstrate an increase in
cardiovascular fitness and wellness
developed through daily practice and
measured through efficiency of
movement, recovery rate, and
increased performance on post-
fitness test.
Course Outcome Status: Active
Start Date: 03/10/2010


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)


Course not taught in 18-19 (12/18/2018)
Result Type: Criterion met


Directly related to Course Outcome


Success Criterion: 75% will increse
cardiovascular fitness in fitness test
Step Test


Pre and post testing - Fitness Testing
-Pre and Post Test Comparision


Success Criterion: 75% will increase
finish levels 3 standard levels, pre-
test to post-test on beep test/shuttle
test


Pre and post testing - Beep
Test/Shuttle Test


Success Criterion: 75% will answer
with a positive response to questions
about increases in cardiovascular
fitness, recovery rate, and efficiency
of movement.


Essay - Wellness Survey


Technical / Tactical Skills -
Demonstrate advanced knowledge of
technical and tactical skills of the
game of soccer, use critical thinking
skills to apply this knowledge in a
competitive environment.
Course Outcome Status: Active
Start Date: 03/10/2010


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)


Course not taught in 18-19 (12/18/2018)
Result Type: Inconclusive


Directly related to Course Outcome


Success Criterion: 75% will score 7
or more points on a 10 point
advanced soccer skills test for
dribbling, passing, shooting.


Pre and post testing - Advanced
Soccer Skills Test


Presentation/Performance - Major
Assignment: Intersquad Scrimmages
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Course Outcomes Assessment Methods Results Actions


Success Criterion: Performance
Criteria: 75% of students will average
a 4.0 or higher performance for the
majority of class sessions. Ratings
will be based by position and team
play.


Students participate in situational or
match scrimmages (6x6, 7x7, etc...)
and are rated as individuals and as
part of a team in the application of
skills and critical thinking as an
advanced student. Performances are
scored on a 0-6 point scale.
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SKY TEAM 148   :Indoor Soccer


Course Outcomes Assessment Methods Results Actions
Skills, Concepts, Rules and Fitness -
Demonstrate tactical, technical
(rules), fitness and motor skills in the
sport of indoor soccer / futsal and use
critical thinking to apply skills in a
competitive environment.


Course Outcome Status: Active
Start Date: 08/24/2010


Success Criterion: Of the students
who complete the class, 70% or
higher will received a grade of C or
better on the final exam. Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action


plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Of the students who completed the class, over 90%
received a grade of C or better on the final exam based on
level. (12/18/2018)


Exam - Final exam on the rules and
laws of the game.


Success Criterion: Of the students
who complete the class, 70% or
more will show improvement in 2 of
the 5 assessment areas.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Of the students who completed the class, more than 90%
showed improvement in 2 of the 5 assessment areas n the
PEEP program. (12/18/2018)


Pre and post testing - Participation
the the division fitness assessment
(PEEP) program.


Success Criterion: Of the students
who complete the class, 70% or
more will receive a passing match
report grade by demonsrating the
ability to analyze the match and
describe the concepts utilized.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Of the students who completed the class, slightly more than
90% received a passing match report grade by
demonsrating the ability to analyze the match and describe
the concepts utilized. (12/18/2018)


Essay - Completion of Match Report.
The purpose of the report is to make
sure students understand the
concepts related to competitive play
and how those concepts are applied
in practice.


Success Criterion: Of the students
who complete the class, 70% will
have an average score of 2 or higher


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Student skills (passing, shooting, dribbling, defending) were
evaluated on a class by class basis visually and scored on a 3
- point scale ( 1= poor, 2 = satisfactory, 3 = excellent, 0 =
non-attendance). Of the students who completed the class,
slightly more than 90% had an average score of 2 or higher
on their daily skill assessment. (12/18/2018)


Presentation/Performance - Student
skills (passing, shooting, dribbling,
defending) are evaluated on a class
by class basis visually and scored on
a 3 - point scale ( 1= poor, 2 =
satisfactory, 3 = excellent, 0 = non-
attendance).
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Course Outcomes Assessment Methods Results Actions
on their daily skill assessment. with Dean
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SKY TEAM 179   :Tournament Volleyball


Course Outcomes Assessment Methods Results Actions
Skills and Concepts - Demonstrate
the fundamental individual and team
skills necessary to perform and
progress at a competitive level in the
sport of volleyball.


Course Outcome Status: Active
Start Date: 08/24/2010


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)


Course not taught in 18-19 (12/18/2018)
Result Type: Criterion met


Directly related to Course Outcome


Success Criterion: Success Criterion:
80% of the students will show
improved skills.


Pre and post testing - Skills
Assessment: Students will be pre
and post tested on skills related to
their offensive and defensive
responsibilities as an individual and
team member.


Success Criterion: Performance
Criteria: 80% of students will average
a 2.5 or higher performance for the
majority of class sessions. Ratings
will be based by position and team
play.


Presentation/Performance - Major
Assignment: Intersquad Scrimmages
Students participate in match
scrimmages and are rated as
individuals and teams based on
performance. Performances are
scored on a three point scale (Poor,
Average, Excellent).


Success Criterion: Success Criterion:
80% of the students will
demonstrate mastery of concepts


Exam - Assessment Method:
Students will be examined verbally
and visually in order to make sure
they can apply strategy and
terminology in the proper game
context.
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Course Outcomes Assessment Methods Results Actions
and their applicable use.
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SKY TEAM 188:Volleyball Theory, Defense


Course Outcomes Assessment Methods Results Actions
Concepts and Techniques - Develop
individual and team defensive
programs applicable to specific goals,
evaluate various techniques for
effectiveness, demonstrate skills at an
advanced level and apply *concepts
into practice (*e.g. rules, terminology
and philosophy).
Course Outcome Status: Active


Success Criterion: Success Criterion:
80% of the students will show
improved skills.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Students were evaluated on a three point scale
(3=Excellent; 2 = Good; 1 = Average; 0 = Poor) based on
defensive skills with 100% of the students showing
improvement on the post-test. (12/18/2018)


Pre and post testing - Skills
Assessment: Students will be pre
and post tested on skills related to
their defensive responsibilities as an
individual and team member.


Success Criterion: Performance
Criteria: 80% of students will average
a 2.5 or higher performance for the
majority of class sessions. Ratings
will be based by position and team
play.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Students were evaluated on a three point scale
(3=Excellent; 2 = Good; 1 = Average; 0 = Poor) based on
defensive performance with 100% of the students scoring
above a 2.5 or higher. (12/18/2018)


Presentation/Performance - Major
Assingment: Intersquad Scrimmages
Students participate in situational or
game scrimmages and are rated as
individuals and teams based on
defensive performance.
Performances are scored on a three
point scale (Poor, Average,
Excellent).


Success Criterion: Success Criterion:
80% of the students will
demonstrate mastery of concepts
and their applicable use in defensive
situations.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Based on visual and verbal evaluation, 100% of students
were able to apply defensive strategy and terminology in
scrimmage situations. (12/18/2018)


Exam - Assessment Method:
Students will be examined verbally
and visually in order to make sure
they have assimilated and can apply
defensive strategy and terminology
in the proper game / match context.
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SKY TEAM 189:Volleyball Theory, Offense


Course Outcomes Assessment Methods Results Actions
Concepts and Techniques - Develop
individual and team offensive
programs applicable to specific goals,
evaluate various techniques for
effectiveness, demonstrate skills at an
advanced level and apply *concepts
into practice (*e.g. rules, terminology
and philosophy).
Course Outcome Status: Active


Success Criterion: Performance
Criteria: 80% of students will average
a 2.5 or higher performance for the
majority of class sessions. Ratings
will be based by position and team
play.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Inconclusive
Course not offered in 18-19 (12/18/2018)


Presentation/Performance - Major
Assingment: Intersquad Scrimmages
Students participate in situational or
game scrimmages and are rated as
individuals and teams based on
offensive performance.
Performances are scored on a three
point scale (Poor, Average,
Excellent).


Success Criterion: Success Criterion:
80% of the students will show
improved skills.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Inconclusive
Course not offered in 18-19 (12/18/2018)


Pre and post testing - Skills
Assessment: Students will be pre
and post tested on skills related to
their offensive responsibilities as an
individual and team member.


Success Criterion: Success Criterion:
80% of the students will
demonstrate mastery of concepts
and their applicable use in offensive
situations.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Inconclusive
Course not offered in 18-19 (12/18/2018)


Exam - Assessment Method:
Students will be examined verbally
and visually in order to make sure
they have assimilated and can apply
offensive strategy and terminology
in the proper game / match context.
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SKY TEAM 190   :Baseball Theory, Defense


Course Outcomes Assessment Methods Results Actions
Concepts and Technique - Develop
individual and team defensive
programs applicable to specific goals,
evaluate various techniques for
effectiveness, demonstrate skills at an
advanced level and apply *concepts
into practice (*e.g. rules, terminology
and philosophy).


Course Outcome Status: Active
Start Date: 08/24/2010


Success Criterion: Performance
Criteria: 80% of students will average
a 2.5 or higher performance for the
majority of class sessions.  Ratings
will be based by position and team
play.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Students participate in situational or game scrimmages and
are rated as individuals and teams based on defensive
performance. Performances are scored on a three point
scale (Poor, Average, Excellent).  100% of students who
completed the course averaged a 2.5 or higher performance
for the majority of class sessions. Ratings were based by
position and team play. (12/18/2018)


Presentation/Performance - Major
Assingment: Intersquad Scrimmages
Students participate in situational or
game scrimmages and are rated as
individuals and teams based on
defensive performance.
Performances are scored on a three
point scale (Poor, Average,
Excellent).


Success Criterion: Success Criterion:
80% of the students will show
improved skills.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Students were pre and post tested on skills related to their
defensive responsibilities as an individual and team
member. 100% of the students who completed the course
showed improved skills.  (12/18/2018)


Pre and post testing - Skills
Assessment: Students will be pre
and post tested on skills related to
their defensive responsibilities as an
individual and team member.


Success Criterion: Success Criterion:
80% of the students will
demonstrate mastery of concepts
and their applicable use in defensive
situations.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Students were examined verbally and visually in order to
make sure they have assimilated and can apply defensive
strategy and terminology in the proper game / match
context. 100% of the students who completed the course
demonstrated mastery of concepts and their applicable use
in defensive situations (12/18/2018)


Exam - Assessment Method:
Students will be examined verbally
and visually in order to make sure
they have assimilated and can apply
defensive strategy and terminology
in the proper game / match context.
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SKY TEAM 191   :Baseball Theory, Offense


Course Outcomes Assessment Methods Results Actions
Concepts and Techniques - Develop
individual and team offensive
programs applicable to specific goals,
evaluate various techniques for
effectiveness, demonstrate skills at an
advanced level and apply *concepts
into practice (*e.g. rules, terminology
and philosophy).


Course Outcome Status: Active
Start Date: 08/24/2010


Success Criterion: Success Criterion:
80% of the students will show
improved skills.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Inconclusive
Course not offered in 18-19 (12/18/2018)


Pre and post testing - Skills
Assessment: Students will be pre
and post tested on skills related to
their offensive responsibilities as an
individual and team member.


Success Criterion: Performance
Criteria: 80% of students will average
a 2.5 or higher performance for the
majority of class sessions. Ratings
will be based by position and team
play.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Inconclusive
Course not offered in 18-19 (12/18/2018)


Presentation/Performance - Major
Assingment: Intersquad Scrimmages
Students participate in situational or
game scrimmages and are rated as
individuals and teams based on
offensive performance.
Performances are scored on a three
point scale (Poor, Average,
Excellent).


Success Criterion: Success Criterion:
80% of the students will
demonstrate mastery of concepts
and their applicable use in offensive
situations.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Inconclusive
Course not offered in 18-19 (12/18/2018)


Exam - Assessment Method:
Students will be examined verbally
and visually in order to make sure
they have assimilated and can apply
offensive strategy and terminology
in the proper game / match context.
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SKY TEAM 192   :Men's Basketball Theory, Defen


Course Outcomes Assessment Methods Results Actions
Concepts and Techniques - Develop
individual and team defensive
programs applicable to specific goals,
evaluate various techniques for
effectiveness, demonstrate skills at an
advanced level and apply *concepts
into practice (*e.g. rules, terminology
and philosophy).
Course Outcome Status: Active
Start Date: 08/24/2010


Success Criterion: Success Criterion:
80% of the students will show
improved skills.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Students were pre and post tested on skills related to their
defensive responsibilities as an individual and team
member. 100% of the students showed improved skills
(12/18/2018)


Pre and post testing - Skills
Assessment: Students will be pre
and post tested on skills related to
their defensive responsibilities as an
individual and team member.


Success Criterion: Performance
Criteria: 80% of students will average
a 2.5 or higher performance for the
majority of class sessions. Ratings
will be based by position and team
play.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Students participated in situational or game scrimmages
and were rated as individuals and teams based on defensive
performance. Performances are scored on a three point
scale (Poor, Average, Excellent). 100% of students averaged
a 2.5 or higher performance for the majority of class
sessions. Ratings will be based by position and team play
(12/18/2018)


Presentation/Performance - Major
Assignment: Intersquad Scrimmages
Students participate in situational or
game scrimmages and are rated as
individuals and teams based on
defensive performance.
Performances are scored on a three
point scale (Poor, Average,
Excellent).


Success Criterion: Success Criterion:
80% of the students will
demonstrate mastery of concepts
and their applicable use in defensive
situations.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Students were examined verbally and visually in order to
make sure they have assimilated and can apply defensive
strategy and terminology in the proper game / match
context. 100% of the students demonstrated mastery of
concepts and their applicable use in defensive situations
(12/18/2018)


Exam - Assessment Method:
Students will be examined verbally
and visually in order to make sure
they have assimilated and can apply
defensive strategy and terminology
in the proper game / match context.
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SKY TEAM 193   :Men's Basketball Theory, Offen


Course Outcomes Assessment Methods Results Actions
Concepts and Techniques - Develop
individual and team offensive
programs applicable to specific goals,
evaluate various techniques for
effectiveness, demonstrate skills at an
advanced level and apply *concepts
into practice (*e.g. rules, terminology
and philosophy).


Course Outcome Status: Active
Start Date: 08/24/2010


Success Criterion: Success Criterion:
80% of the students will show
improved skills.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Students were pre and post tested on skills related to their
offensive responsibilities as an individual and team
member. 100% of the students showed improved skills.
(12/18/2018)


Pre and post testing - Skills
Assessment: Students will be pre
and post tested on skills related to
their offensive responsibilities as an
individual and team member.


Success Criterion: Performance
Criteria: 80% of students will average
a 2.5 or higher performance for the
majority of class sessions. Ratings
will be based by position and team
play.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Students participated in situational or game scrimmages
and are rated as individuals and teams based on offensive
performance. Performances are scored on a three point
scale (Poor, Average, Excellent). 100% of students averaged
a 2.5 or higher performance for the majority of class
sessions. Ratings were based by position and team play.
(12/18/2018)


Presentation/Performance - Major
Assignment: Intersquad Scrimmages
Students participate in situational or
game scrimmages and are rated as
individuals and teams based on
offensive performance.
Performances are scored on a three
point scale (Poor, Average,
Excellent).


Success Criterion: Success Criterion:
80% of the students will
demonstrate mastery of concepts
and their applicable use in offensive
situations.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Students were examined verbally and visually in order to
make sure they have assimilated and can apply offensive
strategy and terminology in the proper game / match
context. 100% of the students demonstrated mastery of
concepts and their applicable use in offensive situations.
(12/18/2018)


Exam - Assessment Method:
Students will be examined verbally
and visually in order to make sure
they have assimilated and can apply
offensive strategy and terminology
in the proper game / match context.
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SKY TEAM 194:Women's Basketball Theory: Defense


Course Outcomes Assessment Methods Results Actions
Concepts and Techniques - Develop
individual and team defensive
programs applicable to specific goals,
evaluate various techniques for
effectiveness, demonstrate skills at an
advanced level and apply concepts
(rules, terminology and philosophy)
into practice.


Course Outcome Status: Active


Success Criterion: 80% of students
who complete the course will score
7 out of 10 on skill assessments
related to defense.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Students were pre and post tested on skills related to their
defensive responsibilities as an individual and team
member. 100% of students who completed the course
scored at least 7 out of 10 on skill assessments related to
defense.  (12/18/2018)


Pre and post testing - Skills
Assessment: Students will be pre
and post tested on skills related to
their defensive responsibilities as an
individual and team member.


Success Criterion: Performance
Criteria: 80% of students will average
a 2.5 or higher performance for the
majority of class sessions. Ratings
will be based by position and team
play.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Students participated in situational or game scrimmages
and are rated as individuals and teams based on defensive
performance. Performances are scored on a three point
scale (Poor, Average, Excellent). 100% of students averaged
a 2.5 or higher performance for the majority of class
sessions. Ratings were based by position and team play.
(12/18/2018)


Presentation/Performance -
Students participate in situational or
game scrimmages and are rated as
individuals and teams based on
defensive performance.
Performances are scored on a three
point scale (Poor, Average,
Excellent).


Success Criterion: Success Criterion:
80% of the students will
demonstrate mastery of concepts
and their applicable use in defensive
situations.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Students were examined verbally and visually in order to
make sure they have assimilated and can apply defensive
strategy and terminology in the proper game / match
context. 100% of the students demonstrated mastery of
concepts and their applicable use in defensive situations.
(12/18/2018)


Exam - Assessment Method:
Students will be examined verbally
and visually in order to make sure
they have assimilated and can apply
defensive strategy and terminology
in the proper game / match context.
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SKY TEAM 195   :Women's Basketball Theory, Off


Course Outcomes Assessment Methods Results Actions
Concepts and Techniques - Upon
successful completion of the course
students will develop individual and
team offensive programs applicable
to specific goals, evaluate various
techniques for effectiveness,
demonstrate skills at an advanced
level and apply *concepts into
practice (*e.g. rules, terminology and
philosophy).


Course Outcome Status: Active
Start Date: 08/24/2010


Success Criterion: Success Criterion:
80% of the students will show
improved skills.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Students were pre and post tested on skills related to their
offensive responsibilities as an individual and team
member. 100% of the students showed improved skills
(12/18/2018)


Pre and post testing - Skills
Assessment: Students will be pre
and post tested on skills related to
their offensive responsibilities as an
individual and team member.


Success Criterion: Performance
Criteria: 80% of students will average
a 2.5 or higher performance for the
majority of class sessions. Ratings
will be based by position and team
play.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Students participated in situational or game scrimmages
and are rated as individuals and teams based on offensive
performance. Performances are scored on a three point
scale (Poor, Average, Excellent). 100% of students averaged
a 2.5 or higher performance for the majority of class
sessions. Ratings were based by position and team play
(12/18/2018)


Presentation/Performance - Major
Assignment: Intersquad Scrimmages
Students participate in situational or
game scrimmages and are rated as
individuals and teams based on
offensive performance.
Performances are scored on a three
point scale (Poor, Average,
Excellent).


Success Criterion: Success Criterion:
80% of the students will
demonstrate mastery of concepts
and their applicable use in offensive
situations.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Students were examined verbally and visually in order to
make sure they have assimilated and can apply offensive
strategy and terminology in the proper game / match
context. 100% of the students demonstrated mastery of
concepts and their applicable use in offensive situations.
(12/18/2018)


Exam - Assessment Method:
Students will be examined verbally
and visually in order to make sure
they have assimilated and can apply
offensive strategy and terminology
in the proper game / match context.
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SKY TEAM 196:Men's Soccer Theory, Defense


Course Outcomes Assessment Methods Results Actions
Concepts and Techniques - Develop
individual and team defensive
programs applicable to specific goals,
evaluate various techniques for
effectiveness, demonstrate skills at an
advanced level and apply *concepts
into practice (*e.g. rules, terminology
and philosophy).
Course Outcome Status: Active


Success Criterion: Success Criterion:
80% of the students will show
improved skills.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Students were pre and post tested on skills related to their
defensive responsibilities as an individual and team
member. 100% of the students showed improved skills.
(12/18/2018)


Pre and post testing - Skills
Assessment: Students will be pre
and post tested on skills related to
their defensive responsibilities as an
individual and team member.


Success Criterion: Performance
Criteria: 80% of students will average
a 2.5 or higher performance for the
majority of class sessions. Ratings
will be based by position and team
play.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Students participated in situational or game scrimmages
and are rated as individuals and teams based on defensive
performance. Performances are scored on a three point
scale (Poor, Average, Excellent). 100% of students averaged
a 2.5 or higher performance for the majority of class
sessions. Ratings were based by position and team play
(12/18/2018)


Presentation/Performance - Major
Assignment: Intersquad Scrimmages
Students participate in situational or
game scrimmages and are rated as
individuals and teams based on
defensive performance.
Performances are scored on a three
point scale (Poor, Average,
Excellent).


Success Criterion: Success Criterion:
80% of the students will
demonstrate mastery of concepts
and their applicable use in defensive
situations.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Students were examined verbally and visually in order to
make sure they have assimilated and can apply defensive
strategy and terminology in the proper game / match
context. 100% of the students demonstrated mastery of
concepts and their applicable use in defensive situations
(12/18/2018)


Exam - Assessment Method:
Students will be examined verbally
and visually in order to make sure
they have assimilated and can apply
defensive strategy and terminology
in the proper game / match context.
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SKY TEAM 197:Men's Soccer Theory: Offense


Course Outcomes Assessment Methods Results Actions
Concepts and Techniques - Develop
individual and team offensive
programs applicable to specific goals,
evaluate various techniques for
effectiveness, demonstrate skills at an
advanced level and apply *concepts
into practice (*e.g. rules, terminology
and philosophy).
Course Outcome Status: Active


Success Criterion: Success Criterion:
80% of the students will show
improved skills.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Students were pre and post tested on skills related to their
offensive responsibilities as an individual and team
member. 100% of the students showed improved skills.
(12/18/2018)


Pre and post testing - Skills
Assessment: Students will be pre
and post tested on skills related to
their offensive responsibilities as an
individual and team member.


Success Criterion: Performance
Criteria: 80% of students will average
a 2.5 or higher performance for the
majority of class sessions. Ratings
will be based by position and team
play.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Students participated in situational or game scrimmages
and are rated as individuals and teams based on offensive
performance. Performances are scored on a three point
scale (Poor, Average, Excellent).  100% of students averaged
a 2.5 or higher performance for the majority of class
sessions. Ratings were based by position and team play.
(12/18/2018)


Presentation/Performance - Major
Assignment: Intersquad Scrimmages
Students participate in situational or
game scrimmages and are rated as
individuals and teams based on
offensive performance.
Performances are scored on a three
point scale (Poor, Average,
Excellent).


Success Criterion: Success Criterion:
80% of the students will
demonstrate mastery of concepts
and their applicable use in offensive
situations.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Students were examined verbally and visually in order to
make sure they have assimilated and can apply offensive
strategy and terminology in the proper game / match
context. 100% of the students demonstrated mastery of
concepts and their applicable use in offensive situations.
(12/18/2018)


Exam - Assessment Method:
Students will be examined verbally
and visually in order to make sure
they have assimilated and can apply
offensive strategy and terminology
in the proper game / match context.
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SKY TEAM 198   :Women's Soccer Theory. Defense


Course Outcomes Assessment Methods Results Actions
Concepts and Techniques - Develop
individual and team defensive
programs applicable to specific goals,
evaluate various techniques for
effectiveness, demonstrate skills at an
advanced level and apply *concepts
into practice (*e.g. rules, terminology
and philosophy).
Course Outcome Status: Active
Start Date: 08/24/2010


Success Criterion: Success Criterion:
80% of the students will show
improved skills.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Students were pre and post tested on skills related to their
defensive responsibilities as an individual and team
member. 100% of the students showed improved skills
(12/18/2018)


Pre and post testing - Skills
Assessment: Students will be pre
and post tested on skills related to
their defensive responsibilities as an
individual and team member.


Success Criterion: Performance
Criteria: 80% of students will average
a 2.5 or higher performance for the
majority of class sessions. Ratings
will be based by position and team
play.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Students participated in situational or game scrimmages
and are rated as individuals and teams based on defensive
performance. Performances are scored on a three point
scale (Poor, Average, Excellent). 100% of students averaged
a 2.5 or higher performance for the majority of class
sessions. Ratings were based by position and team play.
(12/18/2018)


Presentation/Performance - Major
Assignment: Intersquad Scrimmages
Students participate in situational or
game scrimmages and are rated as
individuals and teams based on
defensive performance.
Performances are scored on a three
point scale (Poor, Average,
Excellent).


Success Criterion: Success Criterion:
80% of the students will
demonstrate mastery of concepts
and their applicable use in defensive
situations.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Students were examined verbally and visually in order to
make sure they have assimilated and can apply defensive
strategy and terminology in the proper game / match
context. 100% of the students demonstrated mastery of
concepts and their applicable use in defensive situations.
(12/18/2018)


Exam - Assessment Method:
Students will be examined verbally
and visually in order to make sure
they have assimilated and can apply
defensive strategy and terminology
in the proper game / match context.
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SKY TEAM 199:Women's Soccer Theory, Offense


Course Outcomes Assessment Methods Results Actions
Concepts and Techniques - Develop
individual and team offensive
programs applicable to specific goals,
evaluate various techniques for
effectiveness, demonstrate skills at an
advanced level and apply *concepts
into practice (*e.g. rules, terminology
and philosophy).
Course Outcome Status: Active


Success Criterion: Success Criterion:
80% of the students will show
improved skills.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Students were pre and post tested on skills related to their
offensive responsibilities as an individual and team
member. 100% of the students showed improved skills.
(12/18/2018)


Pre and post testing - Skills
Assessment: Students will be pre
and post tested on skills related to
their offensive responsibilities as an
individual and team member.


Success Criterion: Performance
Criteria: 80% of students will average
a 2.5 or higher performance for the
majority of class sessions. Ratings
will be based by position and team
play.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Students participated in situational or game scrimmages
and are rated as individuals and teams based on offensive
performance. Performances are scored on a three point
scale (Poor, Average, Excellent).  100% of students averaged
a 2.5 or higher performance for the majority of class
sessions. Ratings were based by position and team play
(12/18/2018)


Presentation/Performance - Major
Assignment: Intersquad Scrimmages
Students participate in situational or
game scrimmages and are rated as
individuals and teams based on
offensive performance.
Performances are scored on a three
point scale (Poor, Average,
Excellent).


Success Criterion: Success Criterion:
80% of the students will
demonstrate mastery of concepts
and their applicable use in offensive
situations.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Students were examined verbally and visually in order to
make sure they have assimilated and can apply offensive
strategy and terminology in the proper game / match
context. 100% of the students demonstrated mastery of
concepts and their applicable use in offensive situations.
(12/18/2018)


Exam - Assessment Method:
Students will be examined verbally
and visually in order to make sure
they have assimilated and can apply
offensive strategy and terminology
in the proper game / match context.
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SKY TEAM 201:Wrestling Theory


Course Outcomes Assessment Methods Results Actions
Concepts and Techniques - Develop
individual programs applicable to
specific goals, evaluate various
techniques for effectiveness,
demonstrate skills at an advanced
level and apply *concepts into
practice (*e.g. rules, terminology and
philosophy).
Course Outcome Status: Active
Start Date: 08/24/2010


Success Criterion: Success Criterion:
80% of the students will show
improved skills.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Over 90% of the students who completed the class showed
improved offensive and defensive skills from the pre to post
test. Those who didn't were injured. (12/19/2018)


Pre and post testing - Skills
Assessment: Students will be pre
and post tested on skills related to
offensive and defensive techniques
necessary to compete in their
respective weight class.


Success Criterion: Performance
Criteria: 80% of students will average
a 2.5 or higher performance for the
majority of class sessions. Ratings
will be based by weight class.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Performance results based on daily assessment were
greater than 2.5 for all students who completed the course
except those exempted by injury or physical limitation.
(12/19/2018)


Presentation/Performance - Major
Assignment: Intersquad Scrimmages
Students participate in situational or
match scrimmages and are rated on
performance. Performances are
scored on a three point scale (Poor,
Average, Excellent).


Success Criterion: Success Criterion:
80% of the students will
demonstrate mastery of concepts
and their applicable use in match
situations.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
100% of students who completed the class demonstrated
mastery of concepts and their applicable use in match
situations (12/19/2018)


Exam - Assessment Method:
Students will be examined verbally
and visually in order to make sure
they have assimilated and can apply
strategy and terminology in the
proper match context.
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SKY VARS 100   :Varsity Baseball


Course Outcomes Assessment Methods Results Actions
Strategies and Skills - Demonstrate
an expert knowledge of the strategies
and skills of the game of baseball; use
critical thinking skills to apply this
knowledge to a competitive situation
in order to contend to the best of
one's ability against outside
opponents.
Course Outcome Status: Active


Success Criterion: The team will
have a winning overall record and
place in the top half of the
conference.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Coaches and
AD discuss at the end of the season.


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion not met
Team had an overall losing record 11-28 and finished in the
bottom half of the conference (12/10/2018)


Capstone Assignment/Project -
Competitive Record based on wins
and losses:


Success Criterion: The team will be
rated in the top half of the
conference in the majority of
offensive categories.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed by
Coach and AD


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Teams performance offensively was sporadic but was in the
top half of the conference (12/10/2018)


Presentation/Performance -
Offensive Statistics; Statistical
analysis will be conducted utilizing
the Presto reporting system. All
areas of offensive production will be
measured.


Success Criterion: The team will be
rated in the top half of the
conference in the majority of
offensive categories.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
between Coach and AD


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion not met
Pitching was an area of concern throughout the season.
Defensive performance was fine but pitching gave up too
many WHIP's. (12/10/2018)


Presentation/Performance -
Defensive Statistics:Statistical
analysis will be conducted utilizing
the Presto reporting system. All
areas of defensive production will be
measured.


Sportsmanship and Academics -
Embody the traits of good
sportsmanship and a sense of team in
both competition and practice; and
demonstrate commitment to
academic achievement through work
ethic developed in practice and
competition.
Course Outcome Status: Active


Success Criterion: No participants
(coaches or students) will be given a
decorum violation during the
season.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with player and coach. While threshold requirement was
not met, team wide decorum was excellent


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
One player ejection for display of anger. (12/10/2018)


Other - Coast Conference Report on
Decorum Violations


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Team had overall GPA of a 3.2 with a completion


Other - Grade evaluation of students
who participated and are listed on
the roster.
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Course Outcomes Assessment Methods Results Actions
Success Criterion: The majority of
students will have completed 12 or
more units with a GPA above a 2.75. Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action


plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Coach and AD


percentage of 88%. 21 of 26 students completed 12+ units
(12/10/2018)
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SKY VARS 110   :Varsity Basketball


Course Outcomes Assessment Methods Results Actions
Strategies and Skills - Demonstrate
an expert knowledge of the strategies
and skills of the game of basketball;
use critical thinking skills to apply this
knowledge to a competitive situation
in order to contend to the best of
ones ability against outside
opponents.


Course Outcome Status: Active


Success Criterion: Performance
Criteria: 75% of students will score 8
points or more
Related Documents:
VARS 110- rubric for 1 1.doc


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with AD


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Half-court Offensive Execution (activity) Assessment
Instrument: 12-point rubric 100% of students scored 8
points or more (12/11/2018)


Presentation/Performance - 1.1
Major Assignment:  Half-


court Offensive Execution (activity)
       Assessment Instrument: 12-point
rubric


Success Criterion: Performance
Criteria: 75% of students will score 8
points or more
Related Documents:
VARS 110- rubric for 1 2.doc


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with AD


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Half-court Defensive Execution (activity) Assessment
Instrument: 12-point rubric over 100% of students scored 8
points or more. (12/11/2018)


Presentation/Performance - 1.2
Major Assignment:  Half-


court Defensive Execution (activity)
Assessment Instrument: 12-point
rubric


Success Criterion: Performance
Criteria: 75% of students will score 8
points or more


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with AD


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Conference Play Assessment Instrument: 12-point rubric
over 100% of students scored 8 points or more
(12/11/2018)


Presentation/Performance - 1.3
Major Assignment:


Conference Play
Assessment Instrument: 12-point
rubric


Sportsmanship and Academics -
Embody the traits of good
sportsmanship and a sense of team in
both competition and practice;
exhibit commitment through practice
work ethic and support of teammates


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
100% of students scored 8 or higher on Game Performance
Assessment Instrument: 12-point rubric (12/11/2018)


Presentation/Performance - 1.1
Major Assignment:


Practice Performance
Assessment Instrument:  5-point
checklist
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Course Outcomes Assessment Methods Results Actions
as described by instructor.


Course Outcome Status: Active


Success Criterion: Performance
Criteria: 75% of students will score 3
or more


with AD


Success Criterion: Performance
Criteria: 75% of students will score 8
points or more


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with AD


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
100% of students scored 8 or higher on Game Performance
Assessment Instrument: 12-point rubric (12/11/2018)


Presentation/Performance - 1.2
Major Assignment:  Game


Performance
Assessment Instrument: 12-point
rubric


Success Criterion: No students or
coaches will be cited as breaking
decorum regulations as specified by
the Coast Conference, CCCAA and
NCAA.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with AD


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
No students or coaches received decorum violations.
(12/11/2018)


Other - Coast Conference Decorum
Report


Success Criterion: The majority of
students will have a 2.75 GPA and
have completed 12 units or more.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with AD


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Team met performance criteria. Concern was expressed
about scheduling. As the school embarks on offering fewer
levels but higher unit courses, scheduling has been made
more difficult. Also, the loss of the learning community
makes it harder to get students into schedules. We have
been fortunate that enrollment pressure is low on campus
due to a load of 525. It's becoming harder as more groups
are provided priority or placed in specialized cohorts. Real
need for a student success position to more closely
collaborate with student services to make sure student-
athlete population is served. Difficult emotional season for
coaches and players due to the unexpected passing of a
teammate. It was impressive to watch the resolve
demonstrated. (12/11/2018)


Other - Grade participation of
students who participated and are
listed on the roster.
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SKY VARS 150   :Varsity Soccer


Course Outcomes Assessment Methods Results Actions
Strategies and Skills - Demonstrate
an expert knowledge of the strategies
and skills of the game of soccer; use
critical thinking skills to apply this
knowledge to a competitive situation
in order to contend to the best of
one's ability against outside
opponents.


Course Outcome Status: Active


Success Criterion: The team will
have a winning overall record and
place in the top half of the
conference. Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action


plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with AD


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Team went 12-6-2 overall and was 8-3-2 in league finishing
2nd. Rated 12th in Northern California and reaching the
regional semi-finals (12/11/2018)


Other - Competitive Record Based
on wins and losses.


Success Criterion: The team will
average 2 goals on more per
scheduled contest.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with AD


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Ranked 15 out of 75 teams in goals scored. 52 goals in 20
games meet prescribed benchmark. Goal differential of 1.5
goals per game on average. (12/11/2018)


Other - Offensive Statistics;
Statistical analysis will be conducted
utilizing the California Community
College Soccer News reporting
system. All areas of offensive
production will be measured.


Success Criterion: The team will
average giving up two goals or fewer
per each scheduled contest.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with AD


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Ranked 19 out of 75 teams in goals allowed. 22 goals in 20
games meet prescribed benchmark. Goal differential of 1.5
goals per game on average (12/11/2018)


Other - Defensive Statistics;
Statistical analysis will be conducted
utilizing the California Community
College Soccer News reporting
system. All areas of defensive
production will be measured.


Sportsmanship and Academics -
Embody the traits of good
sportsmanship and a sense of team in
both competition and practice; and
demonstrate commitment to
academic achievement through work
ethic developed in practice and
competition.
Course Outcome Status: Active


Success Criterion: No participants
(coaches or students) will be given a
decorum violation during the
season. Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action


plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with AD


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
1 total red card on the season. One for a rulebook
infraction. Significant improvement over last season. Only
14 teams had better decorum ratings. (12/11/2018)


Other - Coast Conference Report on
Decorum Violations


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Inconclusive
Met criteria but students were enrolled in a higher amount


Other - Grade evaluation of students
listed on the roster who
participated.
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Course Outcomes Assessment Methods Results Actions
Success Criterion: The majority of
students will have completed 12 or
more units with a GPA above a 2.75.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with AD


of lab units than lecture. Issues with scheduling and late
registration. Concern was expressed about scheduling. As
the school embarks on offering fewer levels but higher unit
courses, scheduling has been made more difficult. Also, the
loss of the learning community makes it harder to get
students into schedules. We have been fortunate that
enrollment pressure is low on campus due to a load of 525.
It's becoming harder as more groups are provided priority
or placed in specialized cohorts. Real need for a student
success position to more closely collaborate with student
services to make sure student-athlete population is served.
(12/11/2018)
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SKY VARS 200   :Varsity Wrestling


Course Outcomes Assessment Methods Results Actions
Strategies and Skills - Demonstrate
an expert knowledge of the strategies
and skills of the sport of wrestling;
use critical thinking skills to apply this
knowledge to competitive situations
in order to contend to the best of
one's ability against outside
opponents.
Course Outcome Status: Active


Success Criterion: The team will
have multiple individuals qualify for
the state championships.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with AD


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
10 students qualified for regional with 4 advancing to the
state championships. Team finished 5th out of 10 in
Northern California and 10th out of 20 at the state
championships. 3 finishers in the top 5 state-wide.
(12/11/2018)


Capstone Assignment/Project -
Competitive Record based on
individual results at regional and
state wide competition.


Success Criterion: Students will have
a mean score greater than 1.0 for
the season. Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action


plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with AD


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
28 students were enrolled in the class and 15 competed.
Scores are based on the 15 students who participated. The
mean score for those students was above a 1.5 on three
point scale poor (0), average (1) or excellent(2). Coaches
utilized assessments to rank wrestlers by weight class
(12/11/2018)


Presentation/Performance -
Individuals will be assessed on
personal skill development based on
weight class. Students will be rated
daily as either poor (0), average (1)
or excellent(2).


Sportsmanship and Academics -
Embody the traits of good
sportsmanship and a sense of team in
both competition and practice and
demonstrate committment to
academic achievement through work
ethic developed in practice and
competition.
Course Outcome Status: Active


Success Criterion: No participants
(coaches or students) will be given a
decorum violation during the
season.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with AD


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
No participants (coaches or students) were given a decorum
violation during the season (12/11/2018)


Other - Coast Conference Report on
Decorum Violations


Success Criterion: The majority of
students will have completed 12 or
more units with a 2.75 GPA.


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Team hit both benchmarks and was nominated for Team
All-State Academic Award.. Concern was expressed about
scheduling. As the school embarks on offering fewer levels
but higher unit courses, scheduling has been made more
difficult. Also, the loss of the learning community makes it
harder to get students into schedules. We have been
fortunate that enrollment pressure is low on campus due to
a load of 525. It's becoming harder as more groups are


Other - Grade evaluation of students
who participated and are listed on
the roster.
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Course Outcomes Assessment Methods Results Actions


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with AD


provided priority or placed in specialized cohorts. Real need
for a student success position to more closely collaborate
with student services to make sure student-athlete
population is served. (12/11/2018)
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SKY VARS 300   :Vars. Women's Basketball


Course Outcomes Assessment Methods Results Actions
Strategies and Skills - Demonstrate
an expert knowledge of the strategies
and skills of the game of basketball;
use critical thinking skills to apply this
knowledge to a competitive situation
in order to contend to the best of
one's ability against outside
opponents.


Course Outcome Status: Active


Success Criterion: The team will
have a winning overall record and
place in the top half of the
conference. Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action


plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with AD


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Finished 13-15 overall and in 4th place in the conference.
Just missed qualifying for CCCAA playoffs with 21st RPI of 44
programs in Northern California (12/11/2018)


Other - Competitive Record based
on wins and losses:


Success Criterion: The team will
average 70 points or more per
contest.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with AD


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Team averages 67.9 points per game and is ranked 28th out
of 91 teams in scoring. Strong overall rating makes up for
not getting to the 70 point threshold. (12/11/2018)


Other - Offensive Statistics;
Statistical analysis will be conducted
utilizing the statistical reporting
system. All areas of offensive
production will be measured.


Success Criterion: The team will give
up less that 70 points per contest.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with AD


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Team gives up 65.2 points per game and is rated 56th out of
91 teams in the state. Lack of size and turnovers play into
this statistic. Point differential is +2.7 (12/11/2018)


Other - Defensive
Statistics:Statistical analysis will be
conducted utilizing the statistical
reporting system. All areas of
defensive production will be


Sportsmanship and Academics -
Embody the traits of good
sportsmanship and a sense of team in
both competition and practice; and
demonstrate commitment to
academic achievement through work
ethic developed in practice and
competition. (Sportsmanship and
Academics)
Course Outcome Status: Active


Success Criterion: No participants
(coaches or students) will be given a
decorum violation during the
season.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Student
swore in frustration


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Inconclusive
One student was given a decorum violation during the
season (12/11/2018)


Other - Coast Conference Report on
Decorum Violations


Success Criterion: The majority of
students will have completed 12 or
more units with a GPA above a 2.75.


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Team met both criteria and had an excellent academic
performance. Team was nominated for all-state academic
award.  Concern was expressed about scheduling. As the
school embarks on offering fewer levels but higher unit


Other - Grade evaluation of students
who participated and are listed on
the roster.
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Course Outcomes Assessment Methods Results Actions


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with AD


courses, scheduling has been made more difficult. Also, the
loss of the learning community makes it harder to get
students into schedules. We have been fortunate that
enrollment pressure is low on campus due to a load of 515.
It's becoming harder as more groups are provided priority
or placed in specialized cohorts. Real need for a student
success position to more closely collaborate with student
services to make sure student-athlete population is served.
(12/11/2018)
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SKY VARS 340   :Vars. Women's Volleyball


Course Outcomes Assessment Methods Results Actions
Strategies and Skills - Demonstrate
an expert knowledge of the strategies
and skills of the game of volleyball;
use critical thinking skills to apply this
knowledge to a competitive situations
in order to contend to the best of
one's ability against outside
opponents.


Course Outcome Status: Active


Success Criterion: The team will
either have a winning overall record
or finish in the top half of the
conference.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: 1st year that
program came back.  Felt having a team was a success.


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Team finished 4-17 overall and 0-12 in conference. 7th
place in a 7 team league (12/11/2018)


Capstone Assignment/Project -
Competitive record based on wins
and losses


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with AD


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Based on individual performance at practice in offensive
and defensive skills, students were rated on a three point
scale (1=Poor, 2= Average, 3 = Excellent). Student ratings for
the season averaged 2.0  (12/11/2018)


Presentation/Performance - Based
on individual performance at
practice in offensive and defensive
skills, students will be rated on a
three point scale (1=Poor, 2=
Average, 3 = Excellent). Student
ratings for the season will average
better than 2.0.


Sportsmanship and Academics -
Embody the traits of good
sportsmanship and a sense of team in
both competition and practice and
demonstrate committment to
academic achievement through work
ethic developed in practice and
competition.


Course Outcome Status: Active


Success Criterion: No participants
(coaches or students) will be given a
decorum violation during the
season.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with AD


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
No participants (coaches or students) were given a decorum
violation during the season (12/11/2018)


Other - Coast Conference Report on
Decorum Violations


Success Criterion: The majority of
students will have completed 12 or
more units with a GPA of 2.75 or
higher.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Team hit both benchmarks. Concern was expressed about
scheduling. As the school embarks on offering fewer levels
but higher unit courses, scheduling has been made more
difficult. Also, the loss of the learning community makes it
harder to get students into schedules. We have been
fortunate that enrollment pressure is low on campus due to
a load of 515. It's becoming harder as more groups are
provided priority or placed in specialized cohorts. Real need
for a student success position to more closely collaborate
with student services to make sure student-athlete
population is served. (12/11/2018)


Other - Grade evaluation of students
who participated and are listed on
the roster.
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Course Outcomes Assessment Methods Results Actions
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with AD
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SKY VARS 350   :Women's Varsity Badminton


Course Outcomes Assessment Methods Results Actions
Skill and knowledge - Demonstrate
an expert knowledge of the strategies
and skills of the game of badminton;
use critical thinking skills to apply this
knowledge to a competitive situation
in order to contend to the best of
one's ability against outside
opponents.


Assessment Cycles: 2009-2010
Course Outcome Status: Active


Start Date: 04/28/2010


Success Criterion: 70% wil score 8
points or better on a 12 point rubric


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with AD


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
All students scored 8 points or better on a 12 point rubric
(12/11/2018)


Presentation/Performance - Singles
challenge ladder rubric


Success Criterion: 70% will score 8
points or better on a 12 point rubric


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with AD


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
All students scored 8 points or better on a 12 point rubric
(12/11/2018)


Presentation/Performance -
Doubles challenge ladder rubric


Success Criterion: 70% will score
80% or better


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with AD


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
100% of students scored 80% or better on the exam
(12/11/2018)


Exam - Exam on use of strategy in
singles and doubles play


Sportsmanship - Embody the traits of
good sportsmanship and a sense of
"team" in both competition and
practice; exhibit commitment through
practice work ethic and support of
teammates as described by
instructor.


Assessment Cycles: 2009-2010
Course Outcome Status: Active


Start Date: 04/21/2010


Success Criterion: 80% will score
80% or better on a test pertaining to
badminton etiquette


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with AD


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
100% scored 80% or better on a test pertaining to
badminton etiquette (12/11/2018)


Exam - Etiquette test


Success Criterion: 80% of team goals
will be realistic and measureable


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with AD


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
100% of team goals were realistic and measureable
(12/11/2018)


Other - Team goals creation, group
project


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met


Presentation/Performance -
Sportsmanship display during
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Course Outcomes Assessment Methods Results Actions


Success Criterion: 90% of students
will display good sportsmanship 90%
of the time


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with AD


100% of students displayed good sportsmanship 100% of
the time. Sportsmanship was measured through accepted
badminton etiquette and CCCAA decorum guidelines in
both competition and practice. (12/11/2018)


conference play
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SKY VARS 360   :Varsity Women's Soccer


Course Outcomes Assessment Methods Results Actions
Strategies and Skills - Demonstrate
an expert knowledge of the strategies
and skills of the game of soccer; use
critical thinking skills to apply this
knowledge to a competitive situation
in order to contend to the best of
one's ability against outside
opponents.
Course Outcome Status: Active


Success Criterion: The team will
have a winning overall record and
place in the top half of the
conference.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Considered a
success as team had opportunity to establish winning
record prior to match cancellations related to smoke


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Team was 8-9-2 overall and 5-6 in conference finishing in
3rd place. (12/11/2018)


Other - Competitive Record based
on wins and losses:


Success Criterion: The team will
average scoring two or more goals
per game.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with AD


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Team scored 35 goals  averaging 1.89 goals per game and
finished 44th among 89 teams in scoring. Team had 28
assists and ranked 42nd of 89 teams in the state.
(12/11/2018)


Other - Offensive Statistics;
Statistical analysis will be conducted
utilizing the California Community
College Soccer News reporting
system. All areas of offensive
production will be measured.


Success Criterion: The team will
average giving up two goals or less
per game.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with AD


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion not met
Team gave up 50 goals averaging 2.63 goals per game with
a -.85 goal differential. Team was 67th of 89 in the state
(12/11/2018)


Other - Defensive Statistics:
Statistical analysis will be conducted
utilizing the California Community
College Soccer News reporting
system. All areas of defensive
production will be measured.


Sportsmanship and Academics -
Embody the traits of good
sportsmanship and a sense of team in
both competition and practice; and
demonstrate commitment to
academic achievement through work
ethic developed in practice and
competition. (Sportsmanship and
Academics)
Course Outcome Status: Active


Success Criterion: No participants
(coaches or students) will be given a
decorum violation during the
season.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with AD


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
No participants (coaches or students) were given a decorum
violation during the season. (12/11/2018)


Other - Coast Conference Report on
Decorum Violations


Success Criterion: The majority of


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Team hit both benchmarks. Concern was expressed about
scheduling. As the school embarks on offering fewer levels


Other - Grade evaluation of students
who participated and are listed on
the roster.
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Course Outcomes Assessment Methods Results Actions
students will have completed 12 or
more units with a GPA above a 2.75.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with AD


but higher unit courses, scheduling has been made more
difficult. Also, the loss of the learning community makes it
harder to get students into schedules. We have been
fortunate that enrollment pressure is low on campus due to
a load of 515. It's becoming harder as more groups are
provided priority or placed in specialized cohorts. Real need
for a student success position to more closely collaborate
with student services to make sure student-athlete
population is served.  (12/11/2018)
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		SKY Dept - Kinesiology




Spring 2018 - AA-AS & AAT-AST 

		Spring 2018 Transfer and Local Degrees

		g_id		last_name		first_name		address		city		state		zip		Email_address		PHONE		DEGREE_CODE		MAJOR		Honors		Notes

		G01062998		Guzman		Alejandro		701 Hillside Blvd		South San Francisco		CA		94080		alejandroguzman@my.smccd.edu		(650) 872-0164				**NO RESPONSE**				NOT APROVED FOR GRAD.

		G00990906		Canlapan		Mark Brian		139 Crestwood Dr Apt Apt 3		Daly City		CA		94015		mcanlapa@my.smccd.edu		(415) 539-5621		AS		Accounting						.

		G00671331		DeLander		Bethany		39 San Felipe Ave		South San Francisco		CA		94080		bdelande@my.smccd.edu		(650) 228-8180		AS		Accounting		CL

		G01070821		Li		Aiping		2242 Shannon Dr		South San Francisco		CA		94080		aipingli@my.smccd.edu		(510) 517-1991		AS		Accounting		CL

		G00970050		Marquez		Joel		439 2nd Ln		South San Francisco		CA		94080		jmarqu67@my.smccd.edu		(650) 866-4018		AS		Accounting

		G01016519		Miller		Christian		1204 Everglades Drive		Pacifica		CA		94044		christianmiller@my.smccd.edu		(601) 968-2776		AS		Accounting

		G01020770		Nguyen		Phuong		1400 Santa Lucia Ave		San Bruno		CA		94066		phuongnguyen@my.smccd.edu		(650) 219-9220		AS		Accounting		CL, KBD

		G01029317		Villadarez		Karl Vincent		381 Shipley Ave		Daly City		CA		94015		karlvincenvilladarez@my.smccd.edu		(650) 255-4432		AS		Accounting		MCL

		G00995407		Ceballos		Magaly		633 GRAND AVE. APT 3		South San Francisco		CA		94080		mceball8@my.smccd.edu		(415) 678-8925		AA		Administration of Justice

		G00920703		Chavarria		Gabriela		214 Holly Ave Apt Apt 51		South San 		CA		94080		gabrichavarr@my.smccd.edu		(650) 218-0597		AA		Administration of Justice

		G00962835		Chavez		Elena		700 Hensley		San Bruno		CA		94066		echave52@my.smccd.edu		(510) 209-3094		AS-T		Administration of Justice

		G00969478		Hishan		Essa		3080 San Bruno Ave Apt 3		San Francisco		CA		94134		eheishan@my.smccd.edu		(415) 656-0990		AA		Administration of Justice

		G00888047		Jaimes		Rodolfo		747 Moana Way		Pacifica		CA		94044		rjaimes2@my.smccd.edu		(650) 438-8895		AA		Administration of Justice

		G01014258		Lockwood		Vincent		42 N Mayfair Ave 		Daly City		CA 		94025		vincentlockwood@my.smccd.edu		(000) 000-0000		AS-T		Administration of Justice

		G01014737		Vaz		Sabrina		119 Southgate ave 		Daly City		CA		94015		sabrinavaz@my.smccd.edu		(650) 201-8509		AS-T		Administration of Justice

		G01033365		Omran		Rick		670 Santa Lucia Ave		San Bruno		CA		94066		rickomran@my.smccd.edu		(650) 416-4881		AA		Administration of Justice 

		G00905949		Aurigui		Jeffrey		2570 Ardee Ln		South San Francisco		CA		94080		jeffraurigui@my.smccd.edu		(650) 271-4918		AS-T		Administration of Justice AST

		G01033864		Barba		Ronaldo		84 Marshall Way		Daly City		CA		94014		ronaldobarba@my.smccd.edu		(650) 201-8406		AS-T		Administration of Justice AST

		G01017571		Becraft		Amber		1219 De Solo Dr		Pacifica		CA		94044		amberbecraft@my.smccd.edu		(650) 416-4147		AS-T		Administration of Justice AST

		G00875774		Bueso		Erica		357 Santa Barbara Ave		Daly City		CA		94014		ebueso@my.smccd.edu		(415) 424-0298		AS-T		Administration of Justice AST

		G01014176		Castillo		Isaiah		775 Arleen Way		Pacifica		CA		94044		isaiahcastillo@my.smccd.edu		(559) 577-8141		AS-T		Administration of Justice AST

		G00995407		Ceballos		Magaly		633 GRAND AVE. APT 3		South San Francisco		CA		94080		mceball8@my.smccd.edu		(415) 678-8925		AS-T		Administration of Justice AST

		G01013243		Chau		Peter Kiet		30 Watt Ave		 San Francisco		CA		94112		peterkietchau@my.smccd.edu		(415) 334-4041		AS-T		Administration of Justice AST

		G00851320		Deason		Jennifer		961 Huntington Ave Apt 2		San Bruno		CA		94066		jdeason1@my.smccd.edu		(650) 296-9498		AS-T		Administration of Justice AST		MCL, PTK

		G01017485		Escamilla		Melissa		982 brusco way apt.3		South San Francisco		CA		94080		melissaescamilla@my.smccd.edu		(650) 270-4282		AS-T		Administration of Justice AST

		G00993921		Estacio		Marie Barbara		3880 Callan Blvd apt 201		South San Francisco		CA		94080		mestaci3@my.smccd.edu		(650) 201-8011		AS-T		Administration of Justice AST		CL

		G01034595		Gallardo		Jasmin		1019 Mendell St		San Francisco		CA		94124		jasmingallardo@my.smccd.edu		(415) 971-3138		AS-T		Administration of Justice AST

		G01034862		Lee		Kurtis		1550 Lawton St		San Franci		CA		94122		kurtislee@my.smccd.edu		(415) 613-8002		AS-T		Administration of Justice AST		CL

		G01015613		Moreno		Jocelyne		410 C St Apt 1		South San Francisco		CA		94080		jocelynemoreno@my.smccd.edu		(650) 889-8985		AS-T		Administration of Justice AST

		G01013040		Ortiz		Fatima		19 Randolph Ave		South San Francisco		CA		94080		fatimaortiz@my.smccd.edu		(650) 583-1462		AS-T		Administration of Justice AST

		G00923780		Pagurayan		Jheneline		7222 Shannon Park Ct		South San Francisco		CA		94080		jhenepaguray@my.smccd.edu		(000) 000-000		AS-T		Administration of Justice AST

		G00950219		Paragas		Arnold		3 Bacon Ct.		Daly City		CA		94015		aparaga2@my.smccd.edu		(650) 784-2256		AS-T		Administration of Justice AST

		G00980359		Ramos		Diana		2380 Wexford Ave		South San Francisco		CA		94080		dramos39@my.smccd.edu		(650) 745-6236		AS-T		Administration of Justice AST

		G00758388		Ruano		Natalie		385 C St Apt 1		South San Francisco		CA		94080		nruano@my.smccd.edu		(650) 952-2199		AS-T		Administration of Justice AST

		G00906500		Saunders		Stephanie		107 Sherwood Way		South San Francisco		CA		94080		ssaund20@my.smccd.edu		(650) 290-1993		AS-T		Administration of Justice AST

		G00638300		Stoller		John		339 Keith Ave		Pacifica		CA		94044		jstolle2@my.smccd.edu		(650) 359-1044		AS-T		Administration of Justice AST

		G01054781		Tat		Derrick		3928 Alemany Blvd		San Francisco		CA		94132		derricktat@my.smccd.edu		(415) 697-9238		AS-T		Administration of Justice AST		CL

		G00934091		Tejada		Eric		278 Westridge Ave		Daly City		CA		94015		erictejada@my.smccd.edu		(650) 757-8246		AS-T		Administration of Justice AST

		G01020532		Vasquez		Eric		150 Byrne St		Daly City		CA		94014		ericvasquez@my.smccd.edu		(415) 335-5972		AS-T		Administration of Justice AST

		G00932147		Velasquez		Pete		227 Willits St		Daly City		CA		94014		petevelasqu@my.smccd.edu		(650) 994-9916		AS-T		Administration of Justice AST

		G01000558		Zaragoza		Erick		446 Baden Ave		South San Francisco		CA		94080		ezarago4@my.smccd.edu		(650) 984-0130		AS-T		Administration of Justice AST

		G00992671		Zermeno		Andrea		559 Edinburgh St		San Franci		CA		94112		azermen5@my.smccd.edu		(415) 333-0956		AS-T		Administration of Justice AST

		G00861555		Montiel		Javier		2475 olympic drive		South San Francisco		CA		94080		jmontie4@my.smccd.edu		(415) 672-3882		AS-T		Administration of Justice*

		G00993076		Asuncion		Jodrae		214 Brookdale Ave		San Francisco		CA		94134		jasunci6@my.smccd.edu		(415) 827-9998		AS		Administrative Med Assist AS		MCL

		G01149715		Hartzfield		Deaunna		8000 W Stockton Blvd Apt 332		Sacramento		CA		95823		deaunnahartzfield@my.smccd.edu		(510) 461-8701		AS		Administrative Med Assist AS				NOT APROVED FOR GRAD.

		G01013449		Litonjua		Marie		365 88th St Apt 3		Daly City		CA		94015		marielitonjua@my.smccd.edu		(650) 278-3128		AS		Administrative Med Assist AS		PTK

		G01009717		Grande		Oliver		136 Peoria St		Daly City		CA		94014		ogrande1@my.smccd.edu		(000) 000-0000		AS-T		Adminsitration of Justics AST

		G00968778		Abuzahriyeh		Samantha		420 Lakeshire Dr		Daly City		CA		94015		sabuzah2@my.smccd.edu		(415) 425-8698		AS		Allied Health		CL, PTK

		G01012381		Al Hakim		Zahraa		3519 Ortega St		San Francisco		CA		94122		zahraaalhakim@my.smccd.edu		(415) 982-9776		AS		Allied Health

		G00808066		Aquino		Justin		904 Hemlock Ave		South San Francisco		CA		94080		jaquin27@my.smccd.edu 		(650)303-2049		AS		Allied Health

		G00890135		Barrios		Rosa		21 Pueblo St		San Franci		CA		94134		rbarri15@my.smccd.edu		(415) 377-3455		AS		Allied Health

		G00949093		Bernardo		Peter Brent		2505 Pomeroy Ct		South San Francisco		CA		94080		pbernar7@my.smccd.edu		(650) 754-1824		AS		Allied Health

		G01036433		Borja		Jeremiah Jordan		179 Werner Ave		Daly City		CA		94014		jeremiahjoborja@my.smccd.edu		(650) 238-4123		AS		Allied Health

		G00900417		Cabrera		Adrienne Christ		920 St. Francis Blvd. Apt. # 1087		Daly City		CA		94015		acabre18@my.smccd.edu		(650) 787--9107		AS		Allied Health						|

		G00989099		Calaunan		Arlie Mae		217 EDDY STREET APT 616		San Francisco		CA		94102		acalaun2@my.smccd.edu		(415) 866-9104		AS		Allied Health						|

		G01030533		Castro		Elizabeth		149 School St Apt 3		Daly City		CA		94014		elizabethcastro@my.smccd.edu		(415) 657-6032		AS		Allied Health

		G01065741		Chung		Samantha		657 Skyline Dr		Daly City		CA		94015		samanthachung@my.smccd.edu		(650) 440-1879		AS		Allied Health		CL

		G00470092		Collier		Stacy		1055 Rollins Rd Apt 214		Burlingame		CA		94010		stacycollier@my.smccd.edu		(650) 931-4744		AS		Allied Health		CL

		G00308605		Corsetti		Patricia		330 Imperial Drive		Pacifica		CA		94044		pcorsett@my.smccd.edu		(650) 271-356		AS		Allied Health

		G00904394		Cruz		Ryan Laurence		96 Surrey Ct		Daly City		CA		94015		rcruz62@my.smccd.edu		(650) 740-9068		AS		Allied Health		MCL, PTK

		G00924515		Cunningham Donnelly		Patricia		816 Mt. Rainier Way		El Dorado 		CA		95762		patridonnell@my.smccd.edu		(916) 667-4775		AS		Allied Health

		G01022696		Dacuma		Rachel Ann		677 Skyline Dr		Daly City		CA		94015		rachelanndacuma@my.smccd.edu		(650) 278-3464		AS		Allied Health		MCL

		G01016608		De Vasconcellos		Joao-Paulo		3451 Oakmont Dr		South San Francisco		CA		94080		joaopaulodevasconce@my.smccd.edu		(650) 745-8541		AS		Allied Health		CL

		G00968398		Del Rosario		Eris Mitchelle		25108 Pleasant Way		Hayward		CA		94544		edelro11@my.smccd.edu		(650) 745-5631		AS		Allied Health		MCL

		G01016200		Devi		Nandini		208 San Luis Ave Apt 2		San Bruno		CA		94066		nandinidevi@my.smccd.edu		(650) 291-8215		AS		Allied Health		CL

		G01036015		Edais		Sana		263 Alta Vista Way		Daly City		CA		94014		sanaedais@my.smccd.edu		(415) 519-1542		AS		Allied Health

		G01003930		Encarnacion		Angelica		415 Wilde Ave		 San Francisco		CA		94134		aencarn5@my.smccd.edu		(415) 969-0147		AS		Allied Health

		G00969737		Estrella		Rosa		416 Turk St Apt. Apt 305		San Francisco		CA		94102		restrel8@my.smccd.edu		(415) 684-3277		AS		Allied Health

		G00766555		Figlietti		Jessica		312 Cordova St		San Francisco		CA		94112		jfigliet@my.smccd.edu		(415) 370-6097		AS		Allied Health

		G00984473		Gambing		Marcel		255 Buckingham Way Apt 305		San Francisco		CA		94132		mgambin2@my.smccd.edu		(650) 278-7322		AS		Allied Health

		G00923153		Guzman		Salvador		701 Hillside Blvd		South San Francisco		CA		94080		salvaguzman@my.smccd.edu		(650) 892-3449		AS		Allied Health

		G01040124		Ikeda		Kaitlyn		2070 17th Ave		San Francisco		CA		94116		kaitlynikeda@my.smccd.edu		(415) 637-1899		AS		Allied Health		CL

		G01011640		Lapena		Jennifer		570 Natoma St		San Francisco		CA		94103		jenniferlapena@my.smccd.edu		(415) 730-1996		AS		Allied Health		CL

		G00895966		Leon		Janelle		611 Estate Ct		Daly City		CA		94014		jleon30@my.smccd.edu		(415) 401-5638		AS		Allied Health

		G00931664		Llorera		Samantha		726 Skyline Dr		Daly City		CA		94015		samanllorera@my.smccd.edu		(415) 378-9434		AS		Allied Health

		G01015843		Magante		Hargel Rinel		472 El Dorado Dr		Daly City		CA		94015		hargelrinemagante@my.smccd.edu		(650) 296-0444		AS		Allied Health

		G00803811		Manlangit		Mark		148 Montana St		San Francisco		CA		94112		mmanlang@my.smccd.edu		(415) 812-8518		AS		Allied Health

		G00939539		Marenco		Michelle		5400 Alpine Rd		San Pablo		CA		94806		michemarenco@my.smccd.edu		(510) 502-5931		AS		Allied Health

		G00890777		Marsh		Malena		140 Colusa Ct		San Bruno		CA		94066		mmarsh32@my.smccd.edu		(650) 291-8130		AS		Allied Health

		G01033568		Miranda		Aileen Kate		2765 Clark Ct.		Pinole		CA		94564		aileenkatemiranda@my.smccd.edu		(650) 303-5533		AS		Allied Health		CL

		G01032625		Misciagna		Jade		141 El Camino Real Apt 301		Burlingame		CA		94010		jademisciagna@my.smccd.edu		(423) 534-3660		AS		Allied Health

		G01016451		Monares		Cheyenne		49 Shelter Ln		Daly City		CA		94014		cheyennemonares@my.smccd.edu		(650) 757-7282		AS		Allied Health

		G00590710		Mooney		Michelle		213 Clifton Rd		Pacifica		CA		94044		mmoone10@my.smccd.edu		(650) 219-0902		AS		Allied Health

		G00994286		Moore		Renee		1175 Crespi Dr		Pacifica		CA		94044		rmoore90@my.smccd.edu		(620) 290-4094		AS		Allied Health

		G00889860		Morante		Adrielle		2712 Kilconway Ln		South San Francisco		CA		94080		amorant2@my.smccd.edu		(650) 580-5795		AS		Allied Health

		G00832751		Navarro		Jose		4388 Callan Blvd.		Daly City		CA		94015		jnavar60@my.smccd.edu		(650) 296-9912		AS		Allied Health

		G00965690		Navarro		Mandielene Rose		42 E Moltke Street		Daly City		CA		94014		mnavar82@my.smccd.edu		(650) 267-9369		AS		Allied Health		MCL

		G00801364		Nopuente		Daniel		15 Carmel Ave		Daly City		CA		94015		dnopuent@my.smccd.edu		(650) 619-7162		AS		Allied Health

		G00848400		Nuno		Madeline		944 Mission Rd		South San Francisco		CA		94080		mnuno@my.smccd.edu		(415) 244-731		AS		Allied Health

		G01033245		Nwaopara		Ebele		432 Commercial Ave Apt 2		South San Francisco		CA		94080		ebelenwaopara@my.smccd.edu		(650) 438-8784		AS		Allied Health		CL

		G01039963		Ocon		Scarlett		1317 Hillside Blvd		South San Francisco		CA		94080		scarlettocon@my.smccd.edu		(650) 534-6204		AS		Allied Health

		G01035677		Orillaza		Mary Diane		3979 Kent Way		South San Francisco		CA		94080		marydianeorillaza@my.smccd.edu		(650) 996-0907		AS		Allied Health

		G00985947		Oropeza		Jose		1524 Sweetwood Dr		Daly City		CA		94015		joropez6@my.smccd.edu		( ) -		AS		Allied Health		CL

		G00937758		Palma		Cassandra		PO BOX 20363 SANTA MARIA AVE		Castro Valley		CA		94546		cassapalma@my.smccd.edu		(650) 208-		AS		Allied Health

		G01013542		Pontillas		Henneth		4217 Callan Blvd		Daly City		CA		94015		hennethpontillas@my.smccd.edu		(650) 878-8114		AS		Allied Health

		G00928916		Pulido		Kimberly		1400 El Camino Real Apt 119		South San Francisco		CA		94080		kimbepulido@my.smccd.edu		(650) 892-5736		AS		Allied Health

		G00953851		Romero		Elias		502 Midway Ave		Daly City		CA		94015		eromer31@my.smccd.edu		(650) 438-8473		AS		Allied Health

		G01048563		Sampaton		Luigi		209 Cerro Dr		Daly City		CA		94015		luigisampaton@my.smccd.edu		(650) 660-0228		AS		Allied Health		MCL, PTK

		G01031269		Santos		Geena Erika		4137 Callan Blvd.		Daly City		CA		94015		geenaerikasantos@my.smccd.edu		(650) 346-2282		AS		Allied Health		MCL

		G01014151		Saunders		Ashley		3930 Coronado Way		San Bruno		CA		94066		ashleysaunders@my.smccd.edu		(650) 393-9244		AS		Allied Health

		G01031828		Singh		Harpreet		211 Mansfield Dr		South San Francisco		CA		94080		harpreetsingh@my.smccd.edu		(650) 993-4459		AS		Allied Health		MCL

		G01022498		Suguitan		Lindy		3 Bayside Village Place Apt 101		San Francisco		CA		94107		lindysuguitan@my.smccd.edu		(650) 784-		AS		Allied Health		SCL

		G00750166		Tablante		Angeline		868 2nd Avenue		San Bruno		CA		94066		angeltablant@my.smccd.edu		(650) 892-8254		AS		Allied Health		MCL, PTK

		G01039725		Tan		Samantha		3724 Lawton St		San Francisco		CA		94122		samanthatan@my.smccd.edu		(415) 716-7109		AS		Allied Health		CL

		G01013616		Tran		Geena		1105 Capuchino Ave #6		Burlingame		CA		94010		geenatran@my.smccd.edu		(510) 220-7660		AS		Allied Health		MCL

		G00926400		Urrutia		Andrea		526 Oak Ave		San Bruno		CA		94066		andreurrutia@my.smccd.edu		(650) 834-4426		AS		Allied Health

		G01017030		Valadez		Georgina		1191 Vermont Way		San Bruno		CA		94066		georginavaladez@my.smccd.edu		(650) 235-6278		AS		Allied Health

		G01015261		Villamar		Ianna Rose		325 Coronado Ave Apt 210		Daly City		CA		94015		iannarosevillamar@my.smccd.edu		(415) 992-1522		AS		Allied Health		MCL, PTK

		G00869521		Wilson-Lopez		Martina		2450 wexford ave		South San Francisco		CA		94080		mwilsonl@my.smccd.edu		(650) 576-8009		AS		Allied Health

		G00936744		Chau		Jonathan		1212H El Camino Real #263		San Bruno		CA		94066		jonatchau@smccd.edu		(650) 355-6063		AA-T		Anthropology AA-T		CL

		G00942947		McGowan		Sean		1132 Linda Mar Blvd		Pacifica		CA		94044		seanmcgowan@my.smccd.edu		(650) 255-4920		AA-T		Anthropology AA-T		MCL

		G00458490		Puebla-Santoyo		Viviana		4395 Miller Ave Apt 5		Mountain V		CA		94040		vpuebla2@my.smccd.edu		(650) 740-0434		AA-T		Anthropology AA-T

		G01012353		Salach		James		424 Dianne Ct 		South San Francisco		CA		94080		jamessalach@my.smccd.edu		(650) 588-0736		AA-T		Anthropology AA-T

		G01013581		Salinas-Mendez		Guadalupe		34 Clearview Dr		Daly City		CA		94015		guadalupesalinasmen@my.smccd.edu		(650) 834-2267		AA-T		Anthropology AA-T

		G01052733		Shiu		Jessie		2998 Arelious Walker Drive		San Francisco		CA		94124		jessieshiu@my.smccd.edu		(415) 601-2007		AA-T		Anthropology AA-T

		G00991674		Asaro		Ashley		1121 Banyan Way		Pacifica		CA		94044		aasaro1@my.smccd.edu		(650) 438-4787		AA		Art		CL

		G00968306		Cai		Wanyi		89 Miriam St		Daly City		CA		94014		wcai2@my.smccd.edu		(650) 201-8714		AA		Art		MCL, PTK				|

		G00708339		Castro		Christina		219 Frankfort St		Daly City		CA		94014		ccastr59@my.smccd.edu		(650) 307-9109		AA		Art		CL

		G00860587		Liwag		Simon		4262 Folsom St		San Francisco		CA		94110		sliwag@my.smccd.edu		(707) 570-6148		AA		Art		CL

		G00981043		Lucero		Ricardo		786 Ramona Way		Gilroy		CA		95020		rlucero8@my.smccd.edu		(831) 241-3673		AA		Art

		G00891218		Silvas		Dylan		118 W Orange Ave		South San Francisco		CA		94080		dsilvas1@my.smccd.edu		(650) 834-5511		AA		Art

		G00900316		Sopko		Ashley		227 arroyo drive		South San Francisco		CA		94080		asopko@my.smccd.edu		( ) -		AA		Art

		G01034691		Barrozo		Xanto		195 E Market St Apt 1		Daly City		CA		94014		xantobarrozo@my.smccd.edu		(415) 939-4648		AS		Automotive Technology		MCL

		G00992243		Barrozo		Arvin		195 E Market St Apt. Apt 1		Daly City		CA		94014		abarroz2@my.smccd.edu		(650) 758-1686		AS		Automotive Technology

		G00876454		Coe		Garrett		3790 Jefferson Ave		Redwood City		CA		94062		gcoe2@my.smccd.edu		(650) 465-7963		AS		Automotive Technology		MCL

		G00833090		Feng		Zhaoxi		270 Polaris Way		Daly City		CA		94014		zhaoxifeng@my.smccd.edu		(415) 489-8002		AS		Automotive Technology		CL

		G00987974		Huynh		Michael		2618 Ophelia Ave 		San Jose		CA		95122		MHUYNH18@MY.SMCCD.EDU		(000) 000-0000		AS		Automotive Technology		CL

		G00923885		Lau		Kyle		462 hawthorne ave		San Bruno		CA		94066		kylelau@my.smccd.edu		(415) 680-6781		AS		Automotive Technology

		G00989609		Mulderick		Jacob		1300 Lobitos Creek Cut-Off		Half Moon Bay		CA		94019		jmulderi@my.smccd.edu		(650) 995-6790		AS		Automotive Technology

		G00854496		Barrera Velasquez		Adrian		784 Green Ave		San Bruno		CA		94066		abarre16@my.smccd.edu		(650) 787-9046		AS-T		Biology AS-T Degree		Honors Transfer Program 

		G00470092		Collier		Stacy		1055 Rollins Rd Apt 214		Burlingame		CA		94010		stacycollier@my.smccd.edu		(650) 931-4744		AS-T		Biology AS-T Degree		CL

		G01036801		Domingo		Genalyn Rose		85 Laura St		San Francisco		CA		94112		genalynrosdomingo@my.smccd.edu		(415) 652-4002		AS-T		Biology AS-T Degree

		G01049087		Melliza		Aleanna		312 Railroad Ave		South San Francisco		CA		94080		aleannamelliza@my.smccd.edu		(650) 588-5521		AS-T		Biology AS-T Degree

		G01044076		Petraki		Anthony		439 Alhambra Road		South San 		CA		94080		anthonypetraki@my.smccd.edu		(415) 939-2870		AS-T		Biology AS-T Degree		MCL, PTK

		G01014843		Tan		Melanie		1200 Brussels St		San Francisco		CA		94134		melanietan@my.smccd.edu		(415) 272-7819		AS-T		Biology AS-T Degree

		G01043242		Tang		Eric		131 Alexander Ave		Daly City		CA		94014		erictang@my.smccd.edu		(415) 531-2333		AS-T		Biology AS-T Degree

		G01090039		Haddad		Shaden		166 riviera ct		San bruno		CA		94066		shadenhaddad@my.smccd.edu		(650) 808-5761		AS		Biotechnology				NOT APROVED FOR GRAD.

		G01035684		Pagan		Ricardo		295 Chestnut Ave		South San Francisco		CA		94080		ricardopagan@my.smccd.edu		(000) 000-0000		AS-T		Business Administration		MCL

		G00983493		Tam		Michelle		1204 Southgate Ave		Daly City		CA		94015		mtam31@my.smccd.edu		(000) 000-0000		AS-T		Business Administration		MCL, KBD

		G00818779		Yee		Christine		237 Saint Catherine Dr		Daly City		CA		94015		cyee56@my.smccd.edu		(650) 589-2813		AS		Business Administration

		G00970553		Aldana		Jasmine		331 Valencia Dr 		South San Francisco		CA		94080		jaldana5@my.smccd.edu		(650) 451-2483		AS-T		Business Administration 

		G01020154		Al Sawalha		Ghadeer		211 avalon drive		Daly City		CA		94015		ghadeeralsawalha@my.smccd.edu		(415) 716-9201		AS-T		Business Administration AS-T		MCL, KBD

		G01028660		Aung		Seng Bu		463 Northaven Dr 		Daly City		CA		94015-4230		sengbuaung@my.smccd.edu		(510) 320-1446		AS-T		Business Administration AS-T		CL, KBD 

		G00984479		Barrajas		Alondra		462 Railroad Ave Apt 2		South San Francisco		CA		94080		abarraja@my.smccd.edu		(650) 201-9417		AS-T		Business Administration AS-T

		G01033863		Botones		Joanne Lois		111 S Mayfair Ave Apt 24		Daly City		CA		94015		joanneloisbotones@my.smccd.edu		(415) 774-6671		AS-T		Business Administration AS-T

		G00936332		Calvario		Mabel		418 3rd St. Apt. A		Richmond		CA		94801		mabelcalvari@my.smccd.edu		(415) 580-9383		AS-T		Business Administration AS-T

		G00990906		Canlapan		Mark Brian		139 Crestwood Dr Apt Apt 3		Daly City		CA		94015		mcanlapa@my.smccd.edu		(415) 539-5621		AS-T		Business Administration AS-T

		G01112524		Capers		Brandon		850 Stetson St P.O. Box #444		Moss Beach		CA		94038		brandoncapers@my.smccd.edu		(650) 740-3730		AS-T		Business Administration AS-T		CL

		G00990909		Capua		Emmanuel Patrick		83 Menlo Ave		Daly City		CA		94015		ecapua@my.smccd.edu		(650) 580-8023		AS-T		Business Administration AS-T

		G00998613		Chan		Priscilla		273 Campana Ave		Daly City		CA		94015		pchan111@my.smccd.edu		(650) 455-6659		AS-T		Business Administration AS-T

		G00998516		Chen		Jiahang		158 Palisades Dr.		Daly City		CA		94015		jchen247@my.smccd.edu		(415) 823-3218		AS-T		Business Administration AS-T

		G01039308		Chen 		Qiancheng		45 Arleta Ave		San Francisco 		CA		94134		qianchengchen@my.smccd.edu		(415) 535-7936		AS-T		Business Administration AS-T

		G01038837		Chen		Yongru		2055 Junction Avenue #205		San Jose		CA		95131		yongruchen@my.smccd.edu		(408) 839-4589		AS-T		Business Administration AS-T		MCL, PTK, KBD

		G01054414		Ching		Jonathan		8 Teddy Ave		San Francisco		CA		94134		jonthanching@my.smccd.edu		(415) 988-0759		AS-T		Business Administration AS-T

		G01012713		Cholico		Jesel		460 A St		Daly City		CA		94014		jeselcholico@my.smccd.edu		(650) 201-8404		AS-T		Business Administration AS-T

		G01029682		Chou		Chris		1658 33rd Ave		San Francisco		CA		94122		chrischou@my.smccd.edu		(415) 242-5668		AS-T		Business Administration AS-T		MCL, PTK

		G00726741		Costa		Nara		12906 Tantara Drive		Austin		TX		78729		ncosta5@my.smccd.edu		(650) 892-6972		AS-T		Business Administration AS-T		MCL, KBD

		G00588607		Cruz		Webster		207 Alta Loma Avenue		Daly City		CA		94015		wcruz7@my.smccd.edu		(415) 368-2040		AS-T		Business Administration AS-T		KDB

		G01001470		Cruz		Irish Camille		933 Higate Dr		Daly City		CA		94015		icruz15@my.smccd.edu		(650) 334-6192		AS-T		Business Administration AS-T		KBD

		G00966662		De Cossio		Anthony		110 Sherwood Way		South San Francisco		CA		94080		adecossi@my.smccd.edu		(650) 636-5176		AS-T		Business Administration AS-T

		G01023403		De La Rosa		Cristina		146 Clay Ave		South San Francisco		CA		94080		cristinadelarosa@my.smccd.edu		(650) 755-5476		AS-T		Business Administration AS-T

		G00951914		Delucchi		Giovanni		402 Northaven Dr		Daly City		CA		94015		gdelucc4@my.smccd.edu		(650) 271-3506		AS-T		Business Administration AS-T		MCL, PTK, KBD

		G01041594		Dong		Shuainan		111 Mariposa Ave		Daly City		CA		94015		shuainandong@my.smccd.edu		(650) 822-3001		AS-T		Business Administration AS-T		MCL

		G01048915		Fernandez		Farra		180 Miriam St		Daly City		CA		94014		farrafernandez@my.smccd.edu		(650) 720-3359		AS-T		Business Administration AS-T		CL

		G00867699		Flores		Ione		455 Eastmoor Ave Apt 208		Daly City		CA		94015		iflore13@my.smccd.edu		(323) 360-7287		AS-T		Business Administration AS-T		CL

		G00961448		Giannini		Robert		305 Craig Ct		Daly City		CA		94014		rgiann11@my.smccd.edu		(415) 279-7758		AS-T		Business Administration AS-T		CL

		G00994123		Go		Roosevelt		80 Forest Grove Dr apt 16		Daly City		CA		94014		rgo1@my.smccd.edu		(415) 810-1847		AS-T		Business Administration AS-T

		G00951910		Gonzales		Jody		645 Forest Lake Dr		Pacifica		CA		94044		jgonz336@my.smccd.edu		(650) 745-5484		AS-T		Business Administration AS-T		CL, KBD, PTK, Honors Transfer

		G00966938		Guardado		Raymond		267 Cerro Dr		Daly City		CA		94015		rguarda7@my.smccd.edu		(650) 992-1224		AS-T		Business Administration AS-T

		G00963402		Guevara		Dante		339 Valley St		San Francisco		CA		94131		danteguevara@my.smccd.edu		(650) 703-5993		AS-T		Business Administration AS-T

		G01033859		Guevara		Abigail		598 Niantic Ave		Daly City		CA		94014		abigailguevara@my.smccd.edu		(650) 992-8994		AS-T		Business Administration AS-T

		G01031209		Guo		Jiaan		427 Arballo Dr		San Francisco		CA		94132		jiaanguo@my.smccd.edu		(415) 730-3399		AS-T		Business Administration AS-T

		G01013860		Halteh		Ramzy		733 park way		South San Francisco		CA		94080		ramzyhalteh@my.smccd.edu		(650) 255-8187		AS-T		Business Administration AS-T

		G01011806		Haynes		Ronald		415 A St Apt 303		Daly City		CA		94014		ronaldhaynes@my.smccd.edu		(650) 296-1586		AS-T		Business Administration AS-T

		G01031379		Henry		Mercedes		181 Highland Ave		San Francisco		CA		94110		mercedeshenry@my.smccd.edu		(415) 218-0263		AS-T		Business Administration AS-T

		G01009416		Huang		Sixin		2320 Greendale Dr		South San Francisco		CA		94080		shuang84@my.smccd.edu		(650) 754-9081		AS-T		Business Administration AS-T		MCL, KBD

		G00891159		Huang		Jay 		1398 Bacon St Apt 1		San Francisco		CA		94134		jhuan118@my.smccd.edu		(415) 656-6733		AS-T		Business Administration AS-T

		G00962539		Hunter		Travis		3806 Annapolis Ct		South San Francisco		CA		94080		thunte12@my.smccd.edu		(415) 265-0000		AS-T		Business Administration AS-T

		G01040860		Ibrahim		Ibrahim		541 eucalyptus ave		South San Francisco		CA		94080		ibrahimibrahim@my.smccd.edu		(650) 307-2106		AS-T		Business Administration AS-T

		G01044885		Jaro 		Keanne		163 Oakridge Dr		Daly City		CA		94014		keanneaverjaro@my.smccd.edu		(415) 333-6193		AS-T		Business Administration AS-T		MCL, PTK

		G00893809		Jimenez		Christian		431 Munich St		San Francisco		CA		94112		cjimen49@my.smccd.edu		(415) 823-0706		AS-T		Business Administration AS-T

		G01049974		Keegan		Matthew		3920 Del Mar Gln		San Diego 		CA		92130		matthewkeegan@my.smccd.edu		(858) 449-0939		AS-T		Business Administration AS-T

		G01009461		Kho		Aaron		284 Belhaven Ave		Daly City		CA		94015		akho1@my.smccd.edu		(415) 279-3085		AS-T		Business Administration AS-T

		G01019677		Kiryako		Christopher		166 Riviera Ct		San Bruno		CA		94066		christophekiryako@my.smccd.edu		(650) 873-1907		AS-T		Business Administration AS-T

		G01025119		Kyung		Jaeseung		420 Hawthorne Ave		San Bruno		CA		94066		jaeseung@my.smccd.edu		(213) 819-1604		AS-T		Business Administration AS-T

		G00625268		Laeha		Traci		541 Magnolia Ave		South San Francisco		CA		94080		tlaeha2@my.smccd.edu		(650) 773-7342		AS-T		Business Administration AS-T

		G00869073		Laurel		Christine Senecca		397 Imperial Way Apt 233		Daly City		CA		94015		claurel1@my.smccd.edu		(650) 451-2722		AS-T		Business Administration AS-T

		G01004964		Lazaro		Karlo Angelo		2250 Fleetwood Dr		San Bruno		CA		94066		klazaro@my.smccd.edu		(650) 430-9712		AS-T		Business Administration AS-T

		G01013947		Le		Nicholas		45 Maynard St		San Francisco		CA		94112		nicholasle@my.smccd.edu		(415) 215-8525		AS-T		Business Administration AS-T

		G01034555		Lee		Michael		205 Hillsdale Dr		Pacifica		CA		94044		michaellee1@my.smccd.edu		(000) 000-0000		AS-T		Business Administration AS-T		CL

		G01060185		Li		Ling Jin		620 London St		San Francisco		CA		94112		lingjinli@my.smccd.edu		( ) -		AS-T		Business Administration AS-T		SCL, PTK, KBD

		G01043440		Li		Yeyu		252 ACCACIA ST		DALY CITY		CA		94014		yeyuli@my.smccd.edu		(415) 629-4181		AS-T		Business Administration AS-T		CL

		G01033388		Louie		Justin		21 Midvale Dr		Daly City		CA		94015		justinloui2@my.smccd.edu		(415) 531-8430		AS-T		Business Administration AS-T

		G01053957		Lui		Serina		1328 42nd Ave		San Francisco		CA		94122		serinalui@my.smccd.edu		(415) 971-8827		AS-T		Business Administration AS-T

		G00970050		Marquez		Joel		439 2nd Ln		South San Francisco		CA		94080		jmarqu67@my.smccd.edu		(650) 866-4018		AS-T		Business Administration AS-T

		G00850473		Marquez		Marvin		3021 Clear Coast Ct.		Vallejo		CA		94591		mmarqu52@my.smccd.edu		(650) 580-7246		AS-T		Business Administration AS-T		MCL, PTK

		G01005622		Miller		James		161 n civic drive apt 182		walnut Cre		CA		94596		jmill256@my.smccd.edu		(415) 990-4795		AS-T		Business Administration AS-T

		G01005622		Miller		James		161 n civic drive apt 182		Walnut Creek		CA		94596		jmill256@my.smccd.edu		(415) 990-4795		AS-T		Business Administration AS-T

		G00818129		Min		Khin		356 Crestview Circle		Daly City		CA		94015		kmin6@my.smccd.edu		(415) 539-6118		AS-T		Business Administration AS-T

		G01022051		Myo		Nang		251 Saint Catherine Drive		Daly City		CA		94015		nangmyo@my.smccd.edu		(650) 278-1492		AS-T		Business Administration AS-T		MCL, PTK, KBD

		G01048276		Nguyen		Thanh		102 St Michaels Ct		Daly City		CA		94015		thanhnguye2@my.smccd.edu		(415) 465-9163		AS-T		Business Administration AS-T		MCL, PTK, KBD

		G00993017		Nuris		Andrew		20 Northgate Court		Daly City		CA		94015		anuris@my.smccd.edu		(650) 296-3711		AS-T		Business Administration AS-T

		G01051641		Nyein		Thet		1 Woodrow Street		Daly City		CA		94014		thetnyein1@my.smccd.edu		(415) 244-9042		AS-T		Business Administration AS-T		MCL, PTK, KBD

		G01030832		Pagan		Ariane		42 Calgary St		San Francisco		CA		94134		arianepangan@my.smccd.edu		(000) 000-0000		AS-T		Business Administration AS-T

		G00962384		Pantaleon		Elaine		3294 Longview Dr		San Bruno		CA		94066		epantale@my.smccd.edu		(650) 892-1995		AS-T		Business Administration AS-T

		G00891964		Paredez		Jose		650 Parkview Circle		Pacifica		CA		94044		jparedez@my.smccd.edu		(650) 534-7170		AS-T		Business Administration AS-T

		G00902124		Pastrana		Diana		475 Higate Dr		Daly City		CA		94015		dpastra2@my.smccd.edu		(415) 595-6316		AS-T		Business Administration AS-T

		G01039479		Peng		Wei		980 Southgate Ave		Daly City		CA		94015		weipeng@my.smccd.edu		(415) 806-3183		AS-T		Business Administration AS-T		CL

		G00949784		Quiap		Jeramy		58 Maywood Ave		Daly City		CA		94015		jquiap@my.smccd.edu		(650) 243-1780		AS-T		Business Administration AS-T

		G00714528		Quintanilla		Marjourie		1116 Huntington Ave E		San Bruno		CA		94066		marjouriequintanill@my.smccd.edu		(650) 745-5920		AS-T		Business Administration AS-T

		G01017296		Qutami		Jessie		160 Dakota St		San Francisco		CA		94107		jessiequtami@my.smccd.edu		(415) 359-6228		AS-T		Business Administration AS-T

		G01043546		Rahmatov		Ikromjon		32 Crestwood drive Apartment 7		Daly City		CA		94015		ikromjonrakhmatov@my.smccd.edu		(323) 781-5226		AS-T		Business Administration AS-T		MCL, PTK, KBD

		G01036389		Reguera		Edward		197 Bismark St		Daly City		CA		94014		edwardreguera@my.smccd.edu		(650) 270-1686		AS-T		Business Administration AS-T		PTK

		G01035763		Reynolds		Kyle		1352 Solano Dr		Pacifica		CA		94044		kylereynolds@my.smccd.edu		(000) 000-0000		AS-T		Business Administration AS-T		MCL, PTK, KBD

		G00990081		Rich 		Julieta		70 Oaklawn Dr Apt 25		Daly City		CA		94015		jmares7@my.smccd.edu		(000) 000-0000		AS-T		Business Administration AS-T		PTK, KBD

		G01021219		Rodriguez		Dahlia		796 Oddstad Blvd		Pacifica		CA		94044		dahliarodriguez@my.smccd.edu		(415) 990-8528		AS-T		Business Administration AS-T		MCL, KBD

		G00947666		Sabala 		Krisjian		200 Park Plaza Dr Apt 4		Daly City		CA		94015		krisjsabala@my.smccd.edu		(000) 000-0000		AS-T		Business Administration AS-T

		G00654355		Savarese		Agnieszka		5007 Palmetto Ave Apt 45		Pacifica		CA		94044		asavares@my.smccd.edu		(650) 270-6136		AS-T		Business Administration AS-T		MCL

		G01059160		Shao		Minghao		97 Skyline Dr.		Daly City		CA		94015		minghaosha1@my.smccd.edu		(714) 390-2479		AS-T		Business Administration AS-T		MCL

		G01051756		Shomali		Amr		280 Avalon Dr		South San Francisco		CA		94080		amrshomali@my.smccd.edu		( ) -		AS-T		Business Administration AS-T		SCL, PTK

		G01033090		Thorgersen		Robert		836 Robin Ln		Millbrae		CA		94030		robertthorgersen@my.smccd.edu		(650) 589-8031		AS-T		Business Administration AS-T		MCL, PTK

		G01012351		To		Vivian		1144 Plymouth Ave		San Francisco		CA		94112		vivianto@my.smccd.edu		(415) 587--7188		AS-T		Business Administration AS-T		MCL, PTK

		G01054236		Tolentino		Mariah		131 Marbly Ave		Daly City		CA		94015		mariahtolentino@my.smccd.edu		(650) 219-5469		AS-T		Business Administration AS-T		MCL, PTK, KBD

		G01033224		Trang		Yen		16 Ridgefield Ave		Daly City		CA		94015		yentrang@my.smccd.edu		(650) 278-9922		AS-T		Business Administration AS-T		CL

		G01023700		Vendeth		Gabriel		197 Hampshire		Daly City		CA		94015		gabrielvendeth@my.smccd.edu		(415) 573-6884		AS-T		Business Administration AS-T		KBD 

		G01024022		Wang		Wen Chao		622 Swallowtail Ct		Brisbane		CA		94005		wenchowang@my.smccd.edu		(415) 519-5178		AS-T		Business Administration AS-T

		G00989474		Watt		Brittney		5065 Palmetto Ave		Pacifica		CA		94044		bwatt7@my.smccd.edu		(650) 556-4138		AS-T		Business Administration AS-T

		G00991930		Whitmore		Obadiah		12 Pacific Bay Cirlce Apt 205		San Bruno		CA		94066		owhitmor@my.smccd.edu		(650) 554-0913		AS-T		Business Administration AS-T

		G00909940		Wilbrand		Eric		3630 Santiago St		San Mateo		CA		94403		ewilbran@my.smccd.edu		(650) 773-6809		AS-T		Business Administration AS-T

		G01010500		Wong		Michael		48 Hampshire Ave		Daly City		CA		94015		mwong341@my.smccd.edu		(415) 385-2882		AS-T		Business Administration AS-T		MCL, PTKM KBD

		G00970286		Wong		Krystle		79 Accacia St		Daly City		CA		94014		kwong245@my.smccd.edu		(415) 466-5757		AS-T		Business Administration AS-T

		G00892236		Wong		Malina		1201 32nd avenue		San Francisco		CA		94122		mwong309@my.smccd.edu		(415) 297-3823		AS-T		Business Administration AS-T

		G00896659		Wong		Tabitha		701 Newman Dr		South San Francisco		CA		94080		twong151@my.smccd.edu		(415) 728-5639		AS-T		Business Administration AS-T

		G01014739		Xie		Calvin		140 Wilde Ave		San Francisco		CA		94134		calvinxie@my.smccd.edu		(415) 806-6686		AS-T		Business Administration AS-T		MCL, KBD

		G00898589		Yap		Katrina		16948 Ehle St		San Leandro		CA		94578		kyap4@my.smccd.edu		(415) 794-6382		AS-T		Business Administration AS-T

		G00818779		Yee		Christine		237 Saint Catherine Dr		Daly City		CA		94015		cyee56@my.smccd.edu		(650) 589-2813		AS-T		Business Administration AS-T

		G00995912		Yi		Haobo		111 w harrison st. apt 422		Corona 		CA		92880		hyi6@my.smccd.edu		(415) 889-3821		AS-T		Business Administration AS-T

		G01000291		Yu		James		911 Gellert Blvd		Daly City		CA		94015		jyu107@my.smccd.edu		(650) 515-2098		AS-T		Business Administration AS-T		KBD, MCL, PTK

		G00861555		Montiel		Javier		2475 olympic drive		South San Francisco		CA		94080		jmontie4@my.smccd.edu		(415) 672-3882		AS-T		Business Administration*

		G01042456		Ballare		Carlo		2 Townsend St, Bldg 2, Apt 306		San Francisco		CA		94107		carloballare@my.smccd.edu		(415) 795-0109		AS-T		Business Admnistration		MCL

		G00853352		Baluyut		Mary Jane		1051 Gilman Dr		Daly City		CA		94015		mpatdu@my.smccd.edu		(415) 867-7569		AS		Business Management AS

		G01035090		Ma		Darren		1663 46th Ave		San Francisco		CA		94122		darrenma@my.smccd.edu		(415) 218-1853		AS		Business Management AS

		G01035592		Mastrile		Christian		179 Morton Dr		Daly City		CA		94015		christianmastrile@my.smccd.edu		(650) 892-2410		AS		Business Management AS		CL

		G01006397		Piper		Cheray 		1 Westgate Drive		San Francisco		CA		94127		cpiper5@my.smccd.edu		(000) 000-0000		AA-T		Comminucation Studies

		G01067901		Sandoval		Federico		25 Hugo St Apt 1		San Francisco		CA		94122		fmazabels@hotmail.com		(000) 000-00000		AA-T		Comminucation Studies

		G00924786		Bernesque		Monet		127 Piccadilly Pl Apt B		San Bruno		CA		94066		monetbernesq@my.smccd.edu		(650) 296-3157		AA		Communication Studies

		G01042329		Dimailig		Mary		367 Deanne Ln		Daly City		CA		94014		marydimailig@my.smccd.edu		(650) 703-4939		AA		Communication Studies

		G00594351		Gajeton		Angelita		555 Wyandotte Ave.		Daly City		CA		94014		agajeton@my.smccd.edu		(650) 754--3573		AA		Communication Studies

		G00992134		O'Brien		Kevin 		949 Lincoln Pl		Pacifica		CA 		94044		kobrien40@my.smccd.edu		(000) 000-0000		AA-T		Communication Studies

		G01034468		Ramirez		Kimberly		300 Templeton Ave		Daly City		CA		94014		kimberlymartinez@my.smccd.edu		(000) 000-0000		AA-T		Communication Studies		CL

		G01007133		Ramos		Cecilia		800 Memorial Dr Apt 18		South San Francisco		CA		94080		cramos47@my.smccd.edu		(650) 589-2658		AA		Communication Studies

		G00906469		Reyes		Maria		429 John Daly Blvd		Daly City		CA		94014		mreyes133@my.smccd.edu		(000) 000-0000		AA-T		Communication Studies

		G00876789		Sanchez		Jose		73 Santa Maria Ave Apt 2		Pacifica		CA		94044		jsanc221@my.smccd.edu		(415) 596- 2717		AA		Communication Studies

		G00998305		Angeles		Casey Leani		2455 ardee lane		South San Francisco		CA		94080		cangel11@my.smccd.edu		(510) 695-0432		AA-T		Communication Studies AA-T

		G00902833		Arenas		Ariana		2520 Saint Cloud Dr		South San Francisco		CA		94080		aarena10@my.smccd.edu		(650) 491-4465		AA-T		Communication Studies AA-T

		G01017654		Chai		Crystal		3772 Carter Dr		South San Francisco		CA		94080		crystalchai@my.smccd.edu		(650) 255-1533		AA-T		Communication Studies AA-T

		G00999276		Cheung		Alden		55 Buena Vista Rd		South San Francisco		CA		94080		acheun48@my.smccd.edu		(650) 270-6437		AA-T		Communication Studies AA-T

		G00995892		Chiu		Clarissa		323 Cerro Dr		Daly City		CA		94015		cchiu39@my.smccd.edu		(415) 572-6487		AA-T		Communication Studies AA-T

		G00933376		Cubillo		Wendy		844 Antoinette Ln Apt E		South San Francisco		CA		94080		wendycubillo@my.smccd.edu		(415) 722-9566		AA-T		Communication Studies AA-T		PTK

		G00967588		De Castro		Camille		160 Abbot Ave		Daly City		CA		94014		cdecast9@my.smccd.edu		(415) 203-3348		AA-T		Communication Studies AA-T

		G01006220		Edusma		Kayla Lee		3151 Alemany Blvd		San Francisco		CA		94112		kedusma@my.smccd.edu		(908) 392-4540		AA-T		Communication Studies AA-T

		G00848228		Garrett		Gabriel		285 Gateway Dr, Apt 146		Pacifica		CA		94044		ggarret8@my.smccd.edu		(210) 639-361		AA-T		Communication Studies AA-T

		G00848228		Garrett		Gabriel		285 Gateway Dr, Apt 146		Pacifica		CA		94044		ggarret8@my.smccd.edu		(210) 639-361		AA-T		Communication Studies AA-T

		G01038239		Gee		Benson		340 Woolsey St		San Francisco		CA		94134		bensongee@my.smccd.edu		(415) 632-8998		AA-T		Communication Studies AA-T

		G00902352		Gonzales		Kirk		217 Belhaven Ave		Daly City		CA		94015		kgonza41@my.smccd.edu		(650) 201-4831		AA-T		Communication Studies AA-T

		G01015504		Gonzales		Kristina		262 Price St Apt 3		Daly City		CA		94014		kristinagonzales@my.smccd.edu		(650) 288-9097		AA-T		Communication Studies AA-T

		G01053361		Gonzalez Estrada		Rebeca		275 La Prenda		Millbrae		CA		94030		rebecagonzalezes@my.smccd.edu		(650) 686-7676		AA-T		Communication Studies AA-T		MCL, PTK

		G01021031		Granados		Karen Grace		1520 Geneva Ave Apt 6		San Francisco		CA		94112		karengracegranados@my.smccd.edu		(702) 340-2574		AA-T		Communication Studies AA-T

		G00953792		Guerrero		Kenia		508 Scott St Apt 15		San Francisco		CA		94117		kguerre6@my.smccd.edu		(415) 966-7588		AA-T		Communication Studies AA-T

		G00997964		Hidalgo		Sydney		5 College Ter.		San Francisco		CA		94112		shidlg7@my.smccd.edu		(415) 424-8598		AA-T		Communication Studies AA-T

		G01007600		Howes		Alexa		556 Acacia Ave 		San Bruno		CA		94066		ahowes@my.smccd.edu		(720) 985-3720		AA-T		Communication Studies AA-T

		G01041338		Justo		Jonathan		3331 Fleetwood Dr		San Bruno		CA		94066		jonathanjusto@my.smccd.edu		(415) 812-3950		AA-T		Communication Studies AA-T		MCL

		G01036641		Kalogerias		Anastasia		134 Appian Way		South San Francisco		CA		94080		anastasiakalogerias@my.smccd.edu		(650) 745-6505		AA-T		Communication Studies AA-T

		G00861300		Kenney		Michelle		119 Dundee Dr		South San Francisco		CA		94080		mkenney3@my.smccd.edu		(650) 278-7693		AA-T		Communication Studies AA-T

		G00960504		Ketchum		Kara		2425 Rollingwood Dr		San Bruno		CA		94066		kketchu1@my.smccd.edu		(650) 228-6373		AA-T		Communication Studies AA-T

		G01056629		Korman		Eric		2412 Wright Ct		South San Francisco		CA		94080		erickorman@my.smccd.edu		(415) 412-1065		AA-T		Communication Studies AA-T		MCL

		G00999074		Liao		Jackey		373 Half Moon Ln Apt Apt 310		Daly City		CA		94015		jliao20@my.smccd.edu		(415) 963-1250		AA-T		Communication Studies AA-T

		G01023731		Macz		Cristina		659 San Diego Ave		Daly City		CA		94014		cristinamacz@my.smccd.edu		(415) 786-8469		AA-T		Communication Studies AA-T		MCL

		G01067901		Mazabel Sandoval		Federico		25 Hugo St Apt 1		San Francisco		CA		94122		federicomazabelsan@my.smccd.edu		(858) 382-9051		AA-T		Communication Studies AA-T

		G01067901		Mazabel Sandoval		Federico		25 Hugo St Apt 1		San Francisco		CA		94122		federicomazabelsan@my.smccd.edu		(858) 382-9051		AA-T		Communication Studies AA-T

		G01001108		Montalbano		Jessica		334 Alta Mesa Dr		South San Francisco		CA		94080		jmonta22@my.smccd.edu		(650) 273-1960		AA-T		Communication Studies AA-T

		G00991195		Montano		Stephanie		290 3rd Ave		Daly City		CA		94014		smontan6@my.smccd.edu		(650) 296-1834		AA-T		Communication Studies AA-T		CL

		G01021882		Ortega		David		2070 Willow Way		San Bruno		CA		94066		davidortega@my.smccd.edu		(415) 676-0120		AA-T		Communication Studies AA-T

		G01008093		Perez		Kevin		3890 Callan Blvd Apt 101		South San Francisco		CA		94080		kevinperez@my.smccd.edu		(650) 201-3209		AA-T		Communication Studies AA-T

		G00989667		Ricaurte		Rebecca		3930 Pacific Heights Blvd		San Bruno		CA		94066		rricaurt@my.smccd.edu		(650) 267-0705		AA-T		Communication Studies AA-T		CL

		G01032662		Silva		Leonte		44 San Felipe Ave		South San Francisco		CA		94080		leontesilva@my.smccd.edu		(650) 784-5094		AA-T		Communication Studies AA-T		MCL 

		G00855892		Suarez		Cindy		391 Bridgeview Drive Apt. 6		South San Francisco		CA		94124		csuarez8@my.smccd.edu		(415) 573-7401		AA-T		Communication Studies AA-T		CL

		G01025921		Tubig		Anne Marie		312 Alta Loma Ave		Daly City		CA		94015		annemarietubig@my.smccd.edu		(415) 613-3761		AA-T		Communication Studies AA-T

		G01000494		Valdemoro		Matthew		277 San Fernando Way		Daly City		CA		94015		mvaldem2@my.smccd.edu		(650) 922-9203		AA-T		Communication Studies AA-T

		G01002645		Villamejor		Catherine		129 Alta Loma Dr		South San Francisco		CA		94080		cvillame@my.smccd.edu		(650) 763-7318		AA-T		Communication Studies AA-T

		G01058696		Wang		Wen		383 24th Ave		San Francisco		CA		94121		wenfeiwang@my.smccd.edu		(415) 317-4538		AA-T		Communication Studies AA-T

		G00986560		Canizales		Kelsey		701 Grand Ave		South San Francisco		CA		94080		kcaniza1@my.smccd.edu		(650) 201-6142		AS		Cosmetology						\

		G01040428		Evans		Caitlin		222 Dundee Dr		South San Francisco		CA		94080		caitlinevans@my.smccd.edu		(801) 699-2226		AA		Dance		CL

		G00909558		Adil		Qurat Ul Ain		8 Coronado Ave #16		Daly City		CA		94015		quratadil@my.smccd.edu		(650) 290-2900		AS		Early Childhood Education

		G01034379		Arroliga		Aileen 		1536 Terra Nova Blvd		Pacifica		CA		94044		aileenarroligami@my.smccd.edu		(415) 724-1773		AS-T		Early Childhood Education		CL

		G01051996		Benton		Marquel		PO box 51532		Palo Alto,		CA		94303		marquelbenton@my.smccd.edu		(415) 638-7803		AS		Early Childhood Education

		G00425391		Bryant		Marnie		120 Pacific Ave		Pacifica		CA		94044		mbryan25@my.smccd.edu		(650) 346-2762		AS		Early Childhood Education

		G00879079		Cariaga		Diana		129 La Granada Lane		Miss Beach		CA		94019		dcariag2@my.smccd.edu		(650) 534-5139		AS		Early Childhood Education						.

		G01018891		Cui		Qian		16 EAST POPLAR AVE APT 1		SAN MATEO		CA		94401		qiancui@my.smccd.edu		(650) 288-		AS		Early Childhood Education		CL

		G00984486		Dela Cruz		Caryanne		2310 Evergreen Dr		San Bruno		CA		94066		cdelac28@my.smccd.edu		(415) 225-7180		AS		Early Childhood Education

		G00874276		Estrellado		Tiffany		3189 OAKGATE WAY		SAN JOSE		CA		95148		testrel3@my.smccd.edu		(650) 892-6271		AS		Early Childhood Education

		G01022912		Feinberg		Ruby		589 Inverness Dr.		Pacifica		CA		94044-2140		rubyjanefeinberg@my.smccd.edu		(650) 557-1538		AS		Early Childhood Education		MCL, PTK

		G01107521		Htin		Yin Thu		247 Del Prado Dr		Daly City		CA		94015		yinthuhtin@my.smccd.edu		(415) 913-0103		AS		Early Childhood Education

		G00641414		Jabeen		Farhat		655 Manor Dr.		Pacifica		CA		94044		fjabeen@my.smccd.edu		(650) 273-3724		AS		Early Childhood Education

		G00948464		James		Candice-Lee		1548 Meadow Lane		Burlingame		CA		94010		candijames@my.smccd.edu		(650) 520-8761		AS		Early Childhood Education		CL, PTK

		G00728253		Kadhim		Alyaa		305 Esplanade Avenue Apt. 4		Pacifica		CA		94044		alyaakadhim@my.smccd.edu		(650) 898-5127		AS		Early Childhood Education

		G01011514		Marquez		Leticia		118 Lee Ave		San Francisco		CA		94112		leticiamarquez@my.smccd.edu		(415) 298-8368		AS		Early Childhood Education

		G00879268		Miller 		Rachel		647 Claridge Drive		Pacifica		CA		94044		rmill155@my.smccd.edu		(650) 430-6690		AS		Early Childhood Education

		G01019298		Munoz		Rebeca		50 Chumasero Dr Apt 6E		 San Francisco		CA		94132		rebecamunoz@my.smccd.edu		(415) 333-8274		AS		Early Childhood Education

		G00482818		Murray		Shannon		1241 Springwood Way		Pacifica		CA		94044		smurra21@my.smccd.edu		(650) 291-2196		AS		Early Childhood Education

		G00849035		Navarro		Yvette		1467 Crestwood Dr		South San Francisco		CA		94080		ynavarr2@my.smccd.edu		(650) 296-6851		AS		Early Childhood Education

		G00849035		Navarro		Yvette		1467 Crestwood Dr		South San Francisco		CA		94080		ynavarr2@my.smccd.edu		(650) 296-6851		AS		Early Childhood Education

		G01015492		Pineda		Jessica Rianne		435 Inverness Dr		Pacifica		CA		94044		jessicariapineda@my.smccd.edu		(650) 296-0336		AS		Early Childhood Education

		G01018555		Simpson		Jessica		704 Noriega Way		Pacifica		CA		94044		jessicasimpson@my.smccd.edu		(650) 355-6933		AS		Early Childhood Education

		G00962990		Sweet		Ronald		870 Hillside Blvd Apt 3		Daly City		CA		94014		ronaldsweet@my.smccd.edu		(586) 601-5942		AS		Early Childhood Education

		G00609820		Tagal		Maria Isabel		PO Box 918		Daly City		CA		94017		mtagal@my.smccd.edu		(415) 235-3654		AS		Early Childhood Education

		G00999480		Yu		Tiffanie		578 Westmoor Ave		Daly City		CA		94015		tyu42@my.smccd.edu		(415) 816-5921		AS		Early Childhood Education

		G00910960		Aldeguer		Grace		3213 Aegean Way 		San Bruno 		CA		94066		galdegue@my.smccd.edu		(415) 602-4371		AS		Early Childhood Education 		MCL

		G00906388		Saucedo		Julian		585 Union Ave		Campbell 		CA		95008		jsauced7@my.smccd.edu		(650) 888-2413		AS		Early Childhood Education 

		G00977996		Sin		Shelly 		4541 Lincoln Way #B		San Francisco		CA		94122		ssin6@my.smccd.edu		(415) 242-6126		AS		Early Childhood Education 

		G00647905		Tao 		Doriis		707 S Delaware St 		San Mateo		CA		94402		dtao4@my.smccd.edu		(650) 579-1087		AS		Early Childhood Education 

		G00990340		Avalos		Anabel		329 Kains Ave		San Bruno		CA		94066		aavalo20@my.smccd.edu		(650) 242-6479		AS-T		Early Childhood Education AS-T

		G01028828		Bradshaw		Jennifer		1219 Rosita Rd		Pacifica		CA		94044		jenniferbradshaw@my.smccd.edu		(650) 438-5828		AS-T		Early Childhood Education AS-T		MCL

		G00756593		Cai		Xueyan		Po Box 282701		San Francisco		CA		94128		xcai4@my.smccd.edu		(415) 828-1968		AS-T		Early Childhood Education AS-T		PTK, KBD

		G01018031		Chin		Pearl		3295 Dublin Dr		South San Francisco		CA		94080		pearlchin@my.smccd.edu		(650) 583-4885		AS-T		Early Childhood Education AS-T

		G01024553		De Araujo		Thais		2000 Crystal Springs Rd Apt 2714		San Bruno		CA		94066		thaisdearaujo@my.smccd.edu		(650) 238-8332		AS-T		Early Childhood Education AS-T

		G00984486		Dela Cruz		Caryanne		2310 Evergreen Dr		San Bruno		CA		94066		cdelac28@my.smccd.edu		(415) 225-7180		AS-T		Early Childhood Education AS-T

		G00929462		Galea		Jacquelyn		648 Guadalupe Ave		Millbrae		CA		94030		jacqugalea@my.smccd.edu		(650) 515-6170		AS-T		Early Childhood Education AS-T

		G01056918		Giacomino		Kayla		259 Alta Vista Dr		South San Francisco		CA		94080		kaylagiacomino@my.smccd.edu		(650) 255-5761		AS-T		Early Childhood Education AS-T		CL

		G01038678		Martinez		Kimberly		404 Poplar Ave		San Bruno		CA		94066		kimberlymartinez@my.smccd.edu		(650) 745-5055		AS-T		Early Childhood Education AS-T

		G01055229		Pan		Mary Htoi Seng		436 Northaven Dr		Daly City		CA		94015		maryhtoisepan@my.smccd.edu		(415) 323-9256		AS-T		Early Childhood Education AS-T		MCL

		G01015492		Pineda		Jessica Rianne		435 Inverness Dr		Pacifica		CA		94044		jessicariapineda@my.smccd.edu		(650) 296-0336		AS-T		Early Childhood Education AS-T

		G00938548		Somarriba Jarquin		Maria		100 Sylvan Ave Apt 1		San Bruno		CA		94066		mariasomarri@my.smccd.edu		(650) 892-9965		AS-T		Early Childhood Education AS-T		MCL, PTK

		G00932418		Stoimenov		Kiril		82 E Hillsdale Blvd		San Mateo		CA		94403		kirilstoimen@my.smccd.edu		(650) 678-6302		AS-T		Early Childhood Education AS-T

		G01033822		Trujillo Barron		Heidy		419 Rogell Ct #5		San Mateo		CA		94401		heidybarron@my.smccd.edu		(650) 315-6717		AS-T		Early Childhood Education AS-T

		G00918904		Vidali		Jayni		19 Elk Ct		Pacifica		CA		94044		jaynividali@my.smccd.edu		(650) 273-3744		AS-T		Early Childhood Education AS-T

		G01066143		Vien		Tanya		211 serrano Drive		San Francisco		CA		94132		tanyavien@my.smccd.edu		(562) 388-5594		AS-T		Early Childhood Education AS-T

		G00839501		Basso		Kaylee		3026 Fleetwood Dr		San Bruno		CA		94066		kbasso3@my.smccd.edu		(650) 580-1889		AA-T		Elementary Teacher Education

		G00970871		Gomez		Sonia		108 Randolph Ave		South San Francisco		CA		94080		sgomez66@my.smccd.edu		(650) 307-3310		AA-T		Elementary Teacher Education

		G01048444		Villeggiante		Sabrina		1404 Montero Ave		Burlingame		CA		94010		sabrinavilleggian@my.smccd.edu		(000) 000-0000		AA-T		Elementary Teacher Education

		G00576641		Bennett		Mitchell		533 Oak Ave		San Bruno		CA		94066		mitchellbennett@my.smccd.edu		(650) 892-7578		AS		Energy Efficiency

		G00966906		Cardiel		Atzin		189 Crestwood Dr Apt 12		Daly City		CA		94015		acardiel@my.smccd.edu		(415) 305-0558		AA		English						.

		G01029433		Gardner		Jared		28480 North Hwy. 101		Willits		CA		95490		jaredgardner@my.smccd.edu		(650) 242-2676		AA		English		MCL

		G00995295		Menendez		Grazzia		289 Florida Ave		San Bruno		CA		94066		gperalez@my.smccd.edu		(650) 952-467		AA		English

		G00972200		Pamintuan		Lakesza		198 East Market St 		Daly City		CA		94014		lpamint3@my.smccd.edu		(650)784-8562		AA		English

		G00983440		Paras		Joshua 		31 Saint Marks Ct		Daly City		CA		94015		jparas10@my.smccd.edu		(650) 267-9838		AA		English		MCL, PTK

		G00999526		Chang		Jessica		137 Lake Vista Ave		Daly City		CA		94015		jchan307@my.smccd.edu		(650) 808-0782		AA-T		English AA-T

		G01034421		Chew		John		222 Winona Ave		Pacifica		CA		94044		johnchew@my.smccd.edu		(650) 452-3227		AA-T		English AA-T		MCL

		G01034017		Gubser		Holly		495 Brighton Rd		Pacifica		CA		94044		hollygubsegubser@my.smccd.edu		(650) 296-5756		AA-T		English AA-T

		G00953073		Guerrero		Juliana		1547 Victoria Way		Pacifica		CA		94044		jguerr58@my.smccd.edu		(650) 303-3797		AA-T		English AA-T

		G01028430		Ham		Lwinlwin		455 Bellevue Ave		Daly City		CA		94014		lwinlwinham@my.smccd.edu		(415) 535-7789		AA-T		English AA-T

		G1022658		Ibrahim		Matthew		2242 Wexford Ave		South San Francisco		CA		94080		matthewibrahim@my.smccd.edu		(650) 392-4452		AA-T		English AA-T

		G01020708		Marinda		Andrew		220 2nd Ave		Daly City		CA		94014		andrewmarinda@my.smccd.edu		(650) 201-3194		AA-T		English AA-T		CL

		G01020383		O'Neill		Alana		1562 Miranda Ct		Pacifica		CA		94044		alanaoneill@my.smccd.edu		(650) 303-2920		AA-T		English AA-T

		G00906706		Ong		Deanna		90 Palisades Dr		Daly City		CA		94015		dong10@my.smccd.edu		(650) 997-0737		AA-T		English AA-T		MCL

		G00907379		Ortega		Molly		1794 Higgins Canyon Rd		Half Moon		CA		94019		mortega42@my.smccd.edu		(000) 000-0000		AA-T		English AA-T

		G00906907		Ramirez		Stephanie		21 W Cavour St		Daly City		CA		94014		sramir77@my.smccd.edu		(000) 000-0000		AA-T		English AA-T

		G00996116		Raudes		Heyzell		457 Perkins Dr		Hayward		CA		94541		hraudes@my.smccd.edu		(510) 754-3252		AA-T		English AA-T

		G00818419		Rodriguez		Alberto		305 Habitat Way		Daly City		CA		94014		arodr255@my.smccd.edu		(650) 281- 5898		AA-T		English AA-T

		G0043676		Astudillo 		Margarita		2850 Sneath Lane #19		San Bruno		CA		94066		margaastudil@my.smccd.edu		(415) 685-7475		AS		Family and Consumer Sci

		G00929065		Aguilar		Yesenia		752 2nd Ave		San Bruno 		CA		94066		yesenaguilar@my.smccd.edu		(650) 634-0394		AS		Fashion Merchandising

		G01056457		Aristekessian		Herag		80 El Bonito Way		Millbrae		CA		94030		heragaristekess@my.smccd.edu		(000) 000-0000		AA-T		History AA-T		CL

		G01034532		Asuncion		Gemces		56 Larkspur Ave		Daly City		CA		94015		gemcesasuncion@my.smccd.edu		(650) 580-7336		AA-T		History AA-T		MCL

		G00967891		Del Castillo Schmidhuber		Jose		202 Westridge Ave		Daly City		CA		94015		jdelcas3@my.smccd.edu		(650) 834-1576		AA-T		History AA-T

		G00999744		Engler		Derek		1289 Miller Ave		South San Francisco		CA		94080		dengler2@my.smccd.edu		(650) 270-0185		AA-T		History AA-T

		G00984041		Miller		Liam		1258 Aspen Dr		Pacifica		CA		94044		lmill133@my.smccd.edu		(650) 438-9241		AA-T		History AA-T

		G00971635		Sheley		Stanton		1419 Rosita Rd		Pacifica		CA		94044		ssheley1@my.smccd.edu		(650) 732-0028		AA-T		History AA-T

		G00961153		Valencia		Mayra		404 Kains Ave		San Bruno		CA		94066		mvalen78@my.smccd.edu		(650) 952-6154		AA-T		History AA-T

		G01019910		Hanhan		Spiro		111 Estates Dr		San Bruno		CA		94066		spirohanhan@my.smccd.edu		(650) 303-9378		AS		International Logistics				NOT APROVED FOR GRAD.

		G00993591		Cabonce		Monique		62 3rd Ave Apt. Apt 2		Daly City		CA		94014		mcabonce@my.smccd.edu		(415) 539-7472		AA		IS - Arts & Humanities						|

		G00963559		Flores		Isabella 		900 Campus Drive #321		Daly City		CA		94015		iflore14@my.smccd.edu		(650) 580-4129		AA		IS - Letters & Science

		G00951910		Gonzales		Jody		645 Forest Lake Dr		Pacifica		CA		94044		jgonz336@my.smccd.edu		(650) 745-5484		AA		IS - Letters & Science		CL, KBD, PTK, Honors Transfer

		G00963559		Flores		Isabella 		900 Campus Drive #321		Daly City		CA		94015		iflore14@my.smccd.edu		(650) 580-4129		AA		IS - Social & Behavioral Science

		G00968779		Geertsema		Noah		644 Linda Mar Blvd		Pacifica		CA		94044		ngeerste@my.smccd.edu		(650) 359-6035		AA		IS - Social & Behavioral Science		CL

		G00929065		Aguilar		Yesenia		752 2nd Ave		San Bruno 		CA		94066		yesenaguilar@my.smccd.edu		(650) 634-0394		AA		IS-Arts & Humanities (Opt. I)

		G00835415		Aiken		Rena		1542 48th Ave Apt 2		San Francisco		CA		94122		raiken@my.smccd.edu		(415) 665-2866		AA		IS-Arts & Humanities (Opt. I)		MCL, PTK

		G00803679		Alano		Yves		498 Westlake Ave Apt A		Daly City		CA		94014		yalano@my.smccd.edu		(510) 517-2979		AA		IS-Arts & Humanities (Opt. I)		SCL

		G01012765		Anderson		Jennifer		63 Oviedo Ct		Pacifica		CA		94044		jenniferanderson@my.smccd.edu		(650) 355-2028		AA		IS-Arts & Humanities (Opt. I)

		G01005996		Benavides		Gregory		99 Oak Ave Apt 303		South San Francisco		CA		94080		gbenavi6@my.smccd.edu		(650) 636-6970		AA		IS-Arts & Humanities (Opt. I)		CL

		G01024652		Burke/Harris		Daniel		109 Monterey Rd Apt 1		Pacifica		CA		94044		danielburkeharri@my.smccd.edu		(919) 461-3709		AA		IS-Arts & Humanities (Opt. I)		MCL, PTK

		G00966906		Cardiel		Atzin		189 Crestwood Dr Apt 12		Daly City		CA		94015		acardiel@my.smccd.edu		(415) 305-0558		AA		IS-Arts & Humanities (Opt. I)						.

		G01000792		Cetina Nah		Jerry		451 9th Ave Apt 1		San Franci		CA		94118		jcetinan@my.smccd.edu		(415) 900-7331		AA		IS-Arts & Humanities (Opt. I)

		G00968094		Chen		Amy		1424 S Mayfair Ave		Daly City		CA		94015		achen117@my.smccd.edu		(415) 672-8977		AA		IS-Arts & Humanities (Opt. I)		CL

		G00849201		Cromartie		Angeleana		264 Harbor Road		San Francisco		CA		94124		acromart@my.smccd.edu		(415) 724-6675		AA		IS-Arts & Humanities (Opt. I)

		G00983491		Ersando		Kristen		3550 Carter Drive Apt. 29		South San Francisco		CA		94080		kersando@my.smccd.edu		(650) 455-0280		AA		IS-Arts & Humanities (Opt. I)		MCL

		G00848228		Garrett		Gabriel		285 Gateway Dr, Apt 146		Pacifica		CA		94044		ggarret8@my.smccd.edu		(210) 639-361		AA		IS-Arts & Humanities (Opt. I)		.

		G00923161		Hanaike		Leilani		95 Montecito Ave Apt 4		Pacifica		CA		94044		leilahanaike@my.smccd.edu		(650) 269-7613		AA		IS-Arts & Humanities (Opt. I)

		G00866143		Hatfield		Jeremy		860 North Humboldt St Apt #2		San Mateo		CA		94403		jhatfie5@my.smccd.edu		( ) -		AA		IS-Arts & Humanities (Opt. I)

		G00871665		Jimenez		Jonathan		637 Sylvan Street Apt #1		Daly City		CA		94014		jjimen94@my.smccd.edu		(415) 802-9941		AA		IS-Arts & Humanities (Opt. I)

		G00981043		Lucero		Ricardo		786 Ramona Way		Gilroy		CA		95020		rlucero8@my.smccd.edu		(831) 241-3673		AA		IS-Arts & Humanities (Opt. I)

		G01015843		Magante		Hargel Rinel		472 El Dorado Dr		Daly City		CA		94015		hargelrinemagante@my.smccd.edu		(650) 296-0444		AA		IS-Arts & Humanities (Opt. I)

		G00602983		Mendiola		Christian		581 Gellert Blvd		Daly City		CA		94015		cmendio4@my.smccd.edu		(650) 245-5153		AA		IS-Arts & Humanities (Opt. I)

		G00473126		Mercado		Claudia		390 C Street #2		South San Francisco		CA		94080		cmercado@my.smccd.edu		(415) 260-5759		AA		IS-Arts & Humanities (Opt. I)

		G00861555		Montiel		Javier		2475 olympic drive		South San Francisco		CA		94080		jmontie4@my.smccd.edu		(415) 672-3882		AA		IS-Arts & Humanities (Opt. I)

		G01002683		O'Gilvie		Sarina		2636 Duhallow Way 		South San Francisco		CA		94080		sogilvi1@my.smccd.edu		(650) 225-0762		AA		IS-Arts & Humanities (Opt. I)

		G01037784		Ramirez		Yesenia		712 Hickory Pl # 712		South San Francisco		CA		94080		yeseniaramirez@my.smccd.edu		(650) 307-0486		AA		IS-Arts & Humanities (Opt. I)		PTK

		G00818419		Rodriguez		Alberto		305 Habitat Way		Daly City		CA		94014		arodr255@my.smccd.edu		(650) 281- 5898		AA		IS-Arts & Humanities (Opt. I)

		G01012353		Salach		James		424 Dianne Ct 		South San Francisco		CA		94080		jamessalach@my.smccd.edu		(650) 588-0736		AA		IS-Arts & Humanities (Opt. I)

		G01025030		Sanchez		Wendy		1390 Mission St Apt 308		San Francisco		CA		94103		wendysanchez@my.smccd.edu		(415) 658-1748		AA		IS-Arts & Humanities (Opt. I)

		G00855892		Suarez		Cindy		391 Bridgeview Drive Apt. 6		 San Francisco		CA		94124		csuarez8@my.smccd.edu		(415) 573-7401		AA		IS-Arts & Humanities (Opt. I)		CL

		G01019254		Vargas		Sara		27 Ledyard St		 San Francisco		CA		94124		saravargas@my.smccd.edu		(415) 395-6800		AA		IS-Arts & Humanities (Opt. I)		CL

		G01023261		Varni		Marco		432 Ebken St		Pacifica		CA		94044		marcovarni@my.smccd.edu		(650) 271-8073		AA		IS-Arts & Humanities (Opt. I)

		G01113556		Welliver		Leann		12 Pacific Bay Circle Apt.107		San Bruno		CA		94066		leannwelliver@my.smccd.edu		(415) 299-3303		AA		IS-Arts & Humanities (Opt. I)		MCL

		G01056643		Wong		Starr		371 Hazel Avenue		Millbrae		CA		94066		starrwong@my.smccd.edu		(415) 279-1904		AA		IS-Arts & Humanities (Opt. I)		MCL, PTK

		G01000291		Yu		James		911 Gellert Blvd		Daly City		CA		94015		jyu107@my.smccd.edu		(650) 515-2098		AA		IS-Arts & Humanities (Opt. I)		KBD, MCL, PTK

		G01055317		Campo		Paulina		32 N Rochester St		San Mateo		CA		94401		paulinacampo@my.smccd.edu		(650) 863-7217		AA		IS-Health/Physical Ed (Opt. I)						|

		G00998747		Franco Ortiz		Miguel		310 Crescent Ave		 San Francisco		CA		94110		malva152@my.smccd.edu		(415) 643-6887		AA		IS-Health/Physical Ed (Opt. I)

		G01055876		Greene		Romel		507 Commercial Ave		South San Francisco		CA		94080		romelgreene@my.smccd.edu		(415) 876-9173		AA		IS-Health/Physical Ed (Opt. I)

		G01056135		Ladine		Clayton		955 Brussels St		San Francisco		CA		94134		claytonladine@my.smccd.edu		(415) 871-1092		AA		IS-Health/Physical Ed (Opt. I)

		G01015712		Mancilla		Luis		450 Vera Ave Apt 6		Redwood City		CA		94061		luismancilla@my.smccd.edu		(650) 867-8764		AA		IS-Health/Physical Ed (Opt. I)

		G01015492		Pineda		Jessica Rianne		435 Inverness Dr		Pacifica		CA		94044		jessicariapineda@my.smccd.edu		(650) 296-0336		AA		IS-Health/Physical Ed (Opt. I)

		G01068407		Plesnicher		Sonja		564 Inverness Dr		Pacifica		CA		94044		sonjaplesnicher@my.smccd.edu		(916) 417-5564		AA		IS-Health/Physical Ed (Opt. I)		MCL

		G01025866		Rodriguez		Michelle		872 York St		San Francisco		CA		94110		michellerodriguez@my.smccd.edu		(415) 810-0766		AA		IS-Health/Physical Ed (Opt. I)		MCL, PTK

		G01014843		Tan		Melanie		1200 Brussels St		San Francisco		CA		94134		melanietan@my.smccd.edu		(415) 272-7819		AA		IS-Health/Physical Ed (Opt. I)

		G01014843		Tan		Melanie		1200 Brussels St		San Francisco		CA		94134		melanietan@my.smccd.edu		(415) 272-7819		AA		IS-Letters & Science

		G00929065		Aguilar		Yesenia		752 2nd Ave		San Bruno 		CA		94066		yesenaguilar@my.smccd.edu		(650) 634-0394		AA		IS-Letters & Science (Opt. I)

		G00835415		Aiken		Rena		1542 48th Ave Apt 2		San Francisco		CA		94122		raiken@my.smccd.edu		(415) 665-2866		AA		IS-Letters & Science (Opt. I)		MCL, PTK

		G01012765		Anderson		Jennifer		63 Oviedo Ct		Pacifica		CA		94044		jenniferanderson@my.smccd.edu		(650) 355-2028		AA		IS-Letters & Science (Opt. I)

		G01016415		Ayon		Jose		250 San Mateo Rd Spc 37		Half Moon 		CA		94019		joseayon@my.smccd.edu		(650) 619-4837		AA		IS-Letters & Science (Opt. I)

		G00968582		Bader		Narmin		235 West Lake Center #369		Daly City		CA		94015		nbader3@my.smccd.edu		(415) 307- 1636		AA		IS-Letters & Science (Opt. I)

		G01024652		Burke/Harris		Daniel		109 Monterey Rd Apt 1		Pacifica		CA		94044		danielburkeharri@my.smccd.edu		(919) 461-3709		AA		IS-Letters & Science (Opt. I)		MCL, PTK

		G01054410		Chau		Shannon		2171 34th Ave		San Francisco		CA		94116		shannonchau@my.smccd.edu		(415) 681-6797		AA		IS-Letters & Science (Opt. I)		CL

		G00968094		Chen		Amy		1424 S Mayfair Ave		Daly City		CA		94015		achen117@my.smccd.edu		(415) 672-8977		AA		IS-Letters & Science (Opt. I)

		G01040362		Cheung		Justin		3743 Radburn Dr		South San Francisco		CA		94080		justincheu1@my.smccd.edu		(650) 302-6170		AA		IS-Letters & Science (Opt. I)		CL

		G00997137		Chin		Clayton		38 Perita Dr		Daly City		CA		94015		cchin62@my.smccd.edu		(650) 636-5501		AA		IS-Letters & Science (Opt. I)		MCL, KBD

		G00905864		Concillo		Suzanne		495 Manor Dr		Pacifica		CA		94044		sconcil1@my.smccd.edu		(650) 738-1276		AA		IS-Letters & Science (Opt. I)

		G01030824		Davis		Mollie		947 Foothill Dr		Daly City		CA		94015		molliedavis@my.smccd.edu		(650) 238-4350		AA		IS-Letters & Science (Opt. I)

		G00984486		Dela Cruz		Caryanne		2310 Evergreen Dr		San Bruno		CA		94066		cdelac28@my.smccd.edu		(415) 225-7180		AA		IS-Letters & Science (Opt. I)

		G01016200		Devi		Nandini		208 San Luis Ave Apt 2		San Bruno		CA		94066		nandinidevi@my.smccd.edu		(650) 291-8215		AA		IS-Letters & Science (Opt. I)		CL

		G00997340		Fang		Claudia		909 Sunnydale Ave		San Francisco		CA		94134		cfang8@my.smccd.edu		(415) 823-9596		AA		IS-Letters & Science (Opt. I)

		G00766555		Figlietti		Jessica		312 Cordova St		San Francisco		CA		94112		jfigliet@my.smccd.edu		(415) 370-6097		AA		IS-Letters & Science (Opt. I)

		G00994922		Fuller		Jordan		151 Longview Dr		Daly City		CA		94015		jfulle26@my.smccd.edu		(650) 346-2850		AA		IS-Letters & Science (Opt. I)

		G00848228		Garrett		Gabriel		285 Gateway Dr, Apt 146		Pacifica		CA		94044		ggarret8@my.smccd.edu		(210) 639-361		AA		IS-Letters & Science (Opt. I)		.

		G00994123		Go		Roosevelt		80 Forest Grove Dr apt 16		Daly City		CA		94014		rgo1@my.smccd.edu		(415) 810-1847		AA		IS-Letters & Science (Opt. I)

		G00998610		Gonzales		Julia		645 Forest Lake Dr		Pacifica		CA		94044		jgonz364@my.smccd.edu		(650) 355-7452		AA		IS-Letters & Science (Opt. I)		CL

		G00966938		Guardado		Raymond		267 Cerro Dr		Daly City		CA		94015		rguarda7@my.smccd.edu		(650) 992-1224		AA		IS-Letters & Science (Opt. I)

		G00923161		Hanaike		Leilani		95 Montecito Ave Apt 4		Pacifica		CA		94044		leilahanaike@my.smccd.edu		(650) 269-7613		AA		IS-Letters & Science (Opt. I)

		G00866143		Hatfield		Jeremy		860 North Humboldt St Apt #2		San Mateo		CA		94403		jhatfie5@my.smccd.edu		( ) -		AA		IS-Letters & Science (Opt. I)

		G00893640		Ho		Yan Yee		250 Alta Loma Ave		Daly City		CA		94015		yho19@my.smccd.edu		(650) 438-6618		AA		IS-Letters & Science (Opt. I)

		G01068925		Jansson		Ann Caroline		1410 Hillcrest Blvd		Millbrae		CA		94030		carolinejansson@my.smccd.edu		(650) 422-9612		AA		IS-Letters & Science (Opt. I)		MCL, PTK

		G01012731		Kirichuk		Alina		401 43rd Ave Apt 106		San Francisco		CA		94121		alinakirichuk@my.smccd.edu		(415) 926-0473		AA		IS-Letters & Science (Opt. I)		MCL, PTK

		G01029333		Kwock		Trudi		3145 Geary Blvd #759		San Francisco		CA		94118		trudikwock@my.smccd.edu		(415) 525-7214		AA		IS-Letters & Science (Opt. I)		CL

		G01011640		Lapena		Jennifer		568 Natoma Street, Apt. D		San Francisco		CA		94103		jenniferlapena@my.smccd.edu		(415) 730-1996		AA		IS-Letters & Science (Opt. I)		CL

		G00920006		Li		Raymond		952 Powell St Apt 4		San Francisco		CA		94108		raymoli@my.smccd.edu		(415) 828-4181		AA		IS-Letters & Science (Opt. I)

		G01011356		Ma		Billy		278 Bridgeview Dr		San Francisco		CA		94124		billyma@my.smccd.edu		(415) 770-2648		AA		IS-Letters & Science (Opt. I)

		G00959471		Madden		Saoirse		715 Edgemar Ave		Pacifica		CA		94044		smadden6@my.smccd.edu		(650) 359-7820		AA		IS-Letters & Science (Opt. I)		MCL, PTK

		G00890777		Marsh		Malena		140 Colusa Ct		San Bruno		CA		94066		mmarsh32@my.smccd.edu		(650) 291-8130		AA		IS-Letters & Science (Opt. I)

		G00964990		Medrano		Kristen		89 Franklin Ave		South San Francisco		CA		94080		kmedran1@my.smccd.edu		(650) 303-2872		AA		IS-Letters & Science (Opt. I)

		G00861555		Montiel		Javier		2475 olympic drive		South San Francisco		CA		94080		jmontie4@my.smccd.edu		(415) 672-3882		AA		IS-Letters & Science (Opt. I)

		G01007162		Orozco		Daisy		236 Armour Ave Apt 3		South San Francisco		CA		94080		dorozc12@my.smccd.edu		(650) 872-1675		AA		IS-Letters & Science (Opt. I)

		G01015492		Pineda		Jessica Rianne		435 Inverness Dr		Pacifica		CA		94044		jessicariapineda@my.smccd.edu		(650) 296-0336		AA		IS-Letters & Science (Opt. I)

		G00869419		Rios Rojas		Leslie		1534 Thomas Ave		San Francisco		CA		94124		lriosroj@my.smccd.edu		(650) 826-9082		AA		IS-Letters & Science (Opt. I)

		G00818419		Rodriguez		Alberto		305 Habitat Way		Daly City		CA		94014		arodr255@my.smccd.edu		(650) 281- 5898		AA		IS-Letters & Science (Opt. I)

		G01012353		Salach		James		424 Dianne Ct 		South San Francisco		CA		94080		jamessalach@my.smccd.edu		(650) 588-0736		AA		IS-Letters & Science (Opt. I)

		G01033088		Segura		Daniel		422 Lincoln Cir Apt 2		Millbrae		CA		94030		danielsegura@my.smccd.edu		(415) 730-0051		AA		IS-Letters & Science (Opt. I)

		G01022498		Suguitan		Lindy		3 Bayside Village Place Apt 101		San Francisco		CA		94107		lindysuguitan@my.smccd.edu		(650) 784-		AA		IS-Letters & Science (Opt. I)		SCL

		G00967111		Sy		Sydney		232 Wicklow Dr.		South San Francisco		CA		94080		ssy5@my.smccd.edu		(650) 245-6658		AA		IS-Letters & Science (Opt. I)

		G01040482		Tam		Michelle		1176 Helen Dr		Millbrae		CA		94030		michelletam@my.smccd.edu		(650) 773-1788		AA		IS-Letters & Science (Opt. I)		MCL, PTK, KBD

		G00998198		Tanedo		Earvin		577 Clarinada Ave. Apt #8		Daly City		CA		94015		etanedo1@my.smccd.edu		(650) 490-0730		AA		IS-Letters & Science (Opt. I)

		G01019254		Vargas		Sara		27 Ledyard St		 San Francisco		CA		94124		saravargas@my.smccd.edu		(415) 395-6800		AA		IS-Letters & Science (Opt. I)		CL

		G00688623		Villamor		Janneth		400 Castle St Apt 1		Daly City		CA		94014		jvillam4@my.smccd.edu		(415) 215-5002		AA		IS-Letters & Science (Opt. I)

		G01056643		Wong		Starr		371 Hazel Avenue		Millbrae		CA		94066		starrwong@my.smccd.edu		(415) 279-1904		AA		IS-Letters & Science (Opt. I)		MCL, PTK

		G01000291		Yu		James		911 Gellert Blvd		Daly City		CA		94015		jyu107@my.smccd.edu		(650) 515-2098		AA		IS-Letters & Science (Opt. I)		KBD, MCL, PTK

		G00968094		Chen		Amy		1424 S Mayfair Ave		Daly City		CA		94015		achen117@my.smccd.edu		(415) 672-8977		AA		IS-Org. Structures (Opt. I)		CL

		G00963157		Paoli		Stephanie		401isabella Ave P.O. Box 38		El Granada		CA		94018		spaoli2@my.smccd.edu		(650) 703-2014		AA		IS-Org. Structures (Opt. I)		CL

		G00963783		Blacksher		Marcus		1467 Shafter Ave		San Francisco		CA		94124		mblacks1@my.smccd.edu		(415) 373-2814		AA		IS-Social & Behavioral Science

		G00993591		Cabonce		Monique		62 3rd Ave Apt. Apt 2		Daly City		CA		94014		mcabonce@my.smccd.edu		(415) 539-7472		AA		IS-Social & Behavioral Science						|

		G00931653		Cruz		Julian		9 Belhaven Ct		Daly City		CA		94015		juliacruz@my.smccd.edu		(650) 438-3340		AA		IS-Social & Behavioral Science

		G01017509		Escobar		Marc		211 Belhaven Ave		Daly City		CA		94015		marcescobar@my.smccd.edu		(415) 685-1678		AA		IS-Social & Behavioral Science		MCL, PTK

		G00951910		Gonzales		Jody		645 Forest Lake Dr		Pacifica		CA		94044		jgonz336@my.smccd.edu		(650) 745-5484		AA		IS-Social & Behavioral Science		CL, KBD, PTK, Honors Transfer

		G00998498		Hammoudeh		Hibah		44 Highland Ave 		Daly City		CA		94015		hhammou1@my.smccd.edu		(650)713-9644		AA		IS-Social & Behavioral Science

		G00959471		Madden		Saoirse		715 Edgemar Ave		Pacifica		CA		94044		smadden6@my.smccd.edu		(650) 359-7820		AA		IS-Social & Behavioral Science		MCL, PTK

		G00999097		Prado		Svetlana		761 Hillside Blvd		Daly City		CA		94014		sprado12@my.smccd.edu		(415) 610-9099		AA		IS-Social & Behavioral Science

		G00965688		Salinas		Alanis		380 Lake Merced Blvd Apt 2		Daly City		CA		94015		asalin18@my.smccd.edu		(415) 304-7403		AA		IS-Social & Behavioral Science

		G01014843		Tan		Melanie		1200 Brussels St		San Francisco		CA		94134		melanietan@my.smccd.edu		(415) 272-7819		AA		IS-Social & Behavioral Science

		G01015261		Villamar		Ianna Rose		325 Coronado Ave Apt 210		Daly City		CA		94015		iannarosevillamar@my.smccd.edu		(415) 992-1522		AA		IS-Social & Behavioral Science		MCL, PTK

		G01012922		Anselmo		Chrizelle		23 John Glenn Cir		Daly City		CA		94015		chrizelleanselmo@my.smccd.edu		( ) -		AA		IS-Social & Natural Sciences

		G00993591		Cabonce		Monique		62 3rd Ave Apt. Apt 2		Daly City		CA		94014		mcabonce@my.smccd.edu		(415) 539-7472		AA		IS-Social & Natural Sciences						|

		G00924515		Cunningham Donnelly		Patricia		816 Mt. Rainier Way		El Dorado 		CA		95762		patridonnell@my.smccd.edu		(916) 667-4775		AA		IS-Social & Natural Sciences

		G00994922		Fuller		Jordan		151 Longview Dr		Daly City		CA		94015		jfulle26@my.smccd.edu		(650) 346-2850		AA		IS-Social & Natural Sciences

		G00951910		Gonzales		Jody		645 Forest Lake Dr		Pacifica		CA		94044		jgonz336@my.smccd.edu		(650) 745-5484		AA		IS-Social & Natural Sciences		CL, KBD, PTK, Honors Transfer

		G01000835		Herrera		Gabriel		5 Estate Ct		South San Francisco		CA		94080		gherre16@my.smccd.edu		(650) 892-6842		AA		IS-Social & Natural Sciences

		G00959471		Madden		Saoirse		715 Edgemar Ave		Pacifica		CA		94044		smadden6@my.smccd.edu		(650) 359-7820		AA		IS-Social & Natural Sciences		MCL, PTK

		G01014843		Tan		Melanie		1200 Brussels St		San Francisco		CA		94134		melanietan@my.smccd.edu		(415) 272-7819		AA		IS-Social & Natural Sciences

		G01015261		Villamar		Ianna Rose		325 Coronado Ave Apt 210		Daly City		CA		94015		iannarosevillamar@my.smccd.edu		(415) 992-1522		AA		IS-Social & Natural Sciences		MCL, PTK

		G00929065		Aguilar		Yesenia		752 2nd Ave		San Bruno 		CA		94066		yesenaguilar@my.smccd.edu		(650) 634-0394		AA		IS-Social&BehavioralSci(Opt I)

		G00968582		Bader		Narmin		235 West Lake Center #369		Daly City		CA		94015		nbader3@my.smccd.edu		(415) 307- 1636		AA		IS-Social&BehavioralSci(Opt I)

		G00930655		Banayad		Jennifer		3155 San Jose Ave		San Francisco		CA		94112		jennibanayad@my.smccd.edu		(650) 438-1715		AA		IS-Social&BehavioralSci(Opt I)

		G00873898		Barry		Stephanie		243 Lamonte Ave		South San Francisco		CA		94080		sbarry11@my.smccd.edu		(650) 892-9119		AA		IS-Social&BehavioralSci(Opt I)

		G01022135		Bradley		Miranda		105 Hammock Bay Dr		Fayettevil		GA		30215		mirandabradley@my.smccd.edu		(650) 515-8458		AA		IS-Social&BehavioralSci(Opt I)		MCL, PTK

		G00875774		Bueso		Erica		357 Santa Barbara Ave		Daly City		CA		94014		ebueso@my.smccd.edu		(415) 424-0298		AA		IS-Social&BehavioralSci(Opt I)

		G00964409		Busch		Charlie		461 Ellsworth St		 San Francisco		CA		94110		cbusch3@my.smccd.edu		(415) 819-4944		AA		IS-Social&BehavioralSci(Opt I)

		G01038586		Calamucha		Rezzo		2221 Princeton Dr Apt 6		San Bruno		CA		94066		rezzocalamucha@my.smccd.edu		(650) 430-2481		AA		IS-Social&BehavioralSci(Opt I)						|

		G00989099		Calaunan		Arlie Mae		217 EDDY STREET APT 616		San Francisco		CA		94102		acalaun2@my.smccd.edu		(415) 866-9104		AA		IS-Social&BehavioralSci(Opt I)						|

		G00968308		Caldeo		Mary Cybelle		162 Simpson Dr.		Daly City		CA		94015		mcaldeo@my.smccd.edu		(650) 878-9784		AA		IS-Social&BehavioralSci(Opt I)						|

		G00968094		Chen		Amy		1424 S Mayfair Ave		Daly City		CA		94015		achen117@my.smccd.edu		(415) 672-8977		AA		IS-Social&BehavioralSci(Opt I)		CL

		G01022696		Dacuma		Rachel Ann		677 Skyline Dr		Daly City		CA		94015		rachelanndacuma@my.smccd.edu		(650) 278-3464		AA		IS-Social&BehavioralSci(Opt I)		MCL

		G00973932		Davis		August		1400 Santa Lucia Ave		San Bruno		CA		94066		adavis87@my.smccd.edu		(650) 636-4413		AA		IS-Social&BehavioralSci(Opt I)

		G01030824		Davis		Mollie		947 Foothill Dr		Daly City		CA		94015		molliedavis@my.smccd.edu		(650) 238-4350		AA		IS-Social&BehavioralSci(Opt I)

		G00923057		Deras		Kassandra		507 Grand Avenue #4		South San Francisco		CA		94080		kassaderas@my.smccd.edu		(650) 201-2803		AA		IS-Social&BehavioralSci(Opt I)

		G00997340		Fang		Claudia		909 Sunnydale Ave		San Francisco		CA		94134		cfang8@my.smccd.edu		(415) 823-9596		AA		IS-Social&BehavioralSci(Opt I)

		G00985481		Ferrer		Kevin		319 Santa Barbara Avenue		Daly City		CA		94014		kferrer4@my.smccd.edu		(650) 994-1944		AA		IS-Social&BehavioralSci(Opt I)

		G00848228		Garrett		Gabriel		285 Gateway Dr, Apt 146		Pacifica		CA		94044		ggarret8@my.smccd.edu		(210) 639-361		AA		IS-Social&BehavioralSci(Opt I)		.

		G00998610		Gonzales		Julia		645 Forest Lake Dr		Pacifica		CA		94044		jgonz364@my.smccd.edu		(650) 355-7452		AA		IS-Social&BehavioralSci(Opt I)		CL

		G00866143		Hatfield		Jeremy		860 North Humboldt St Apt #2		San Mateo		CA		94403		jhatfie5@my.smccd.edu		( ) -		AA		IS-Social&BehavioralSci(Opt I)

		G01068925		Jansson		Ann Caroline		1410 Hillcrest Blvd		Millbrae		CA		94030		carolinejansson@my.smccd.edu		(650) 422-9612		AA		IS-Social&BehavioralSci(Opt I)		MCL, PTK

		G01019987		Kumar		Simran		210 Elm Ave		San Bruno		CA		94066		simrankumar@my.smccd.edu		(650) 438-2174		AA		IS-Social&BehavioralSci(Opt I)

		G00981043		Lucero		Ricardo		786 Ramona Way		Gilroy		CA		95020		rlucero8@my.smccd.edu		(831) 241-3673		AA		IS-Social&BehavioralSci(Opt I)

		G00964990		Medrano		Kristen		89 Franklin Ave		South San Francisco		CA		94080		kmedran1@my.smccd.edu		(650) 303-2872		AA		IS-Social&BehavioralSci(Opt I)

		G00473126		Mercado		Claudia		390 C Street #2		South San Francisco		CA		94080		cmercado@my.smccd.edu		(415) 260-5759		AA		IS-Social&BehavioralSci(Opt I)

		G00861555		Montiel		Javier		2475 olympic drive		South San Francisco		CA		94080		jmontie4@my.smccd.edu		(415) 672-3882		AA		IS-Social&BehavioralSci(Opt I)

		G01034257		Nuusa		John		370 F St Apt 210		Colma		CA		94014		johnnuusa@my.smccd.edu		(650) 488-0744		AA		IS-Social&BehavioralSci(Opt I)

		G01007162		Orozco		Daisy		236 Armour Ave Apt 3		South San Francisco		CA		94080		dorozc12@my.smccd.edu		(650) 872-1675		AA		IS-Social&BehavioralSci(Opt I)

		G00903023		Ortiz		Thomas		356 Heather Way		South San Francisco		CA		94080		tortiz9@my.smccd.edu		(650) 871-8658		AA		IS-Social&BehavioralSci(Opt I)

		G01011683		Pamatian		Maria Ephraisa		970 Naples St		San Francisco		CA		94112		mariaephrapamatian@my.smccd.edu		(415) 724-7089		AA		IS-Social&BehavioralSci(Opt I)

		G00949784		Quiap		Jeramy		58 Maywood Ave		Daly City		CA		94015		jquiap@my.smccd.edu		(650) 243-1780		AA		IS-Social&BehavioralSci(Opt I)

		G00869419		Rios Rojas		Leslie		1534 Thomas Ave		San Francisco		CA		94124		lriosroj@my.smccd.edu		(650) 826-9082		AA		IS-Social&BehavioralSci(Opt I)

		G01012353		Salach		James		424 Dianne Ct 		South San Francisco		CA		94080		jamessalach@my.smccd.edu		(650) 588-0736		AA		IS-Social&BehavioralSci(Opt I)

		G00932627		Sosa		Monica		675 Manor Dr Apt A		Pacifica		CA		94044		monicsosa@my.smccd.edu		(650) 898-4541		AA		IS-Social&BehavioralSci(Opt I)

		G00855892		Suarez		Cindy		391 Bridgeview Drive Apt. 6		 San Francisco		CA		94124		csuarez8@my.smccd.edu		(415) 573-7401		AA		IS-Social&BehavioralSci(Opt I)		CL

		G00967111		Sy		Sydney		232 Wicklow Dr.		South San Francisco		CA		94080		ssy5@my.smccd.edu		(650) 245-6658		AA		IS-Social&BehavioralSci(Opt I)

		G01040482		Tam		Michelle		1176 Helen Dr		Millbrae		CA		94030		michelletam@my.smccd.edu		(650) 773-1788		AA		IS-Social&BehavioralSci(Opt I)		MCL, PTK, KBD

		G00862043		Williamson		Amy		150 Escanyo Dr		South San Francisco		CA		94080		awill159@my.smccd.edu		(650) 438-2034		AA		IS-Social&BehavioralSci(Opt I)

		G00869521		Wilson-Lopez		Martina		2450 wexford ave		South San Francisco		CA		94080		mwilsonl@my.smccd.edu		(650) 576-8009		AA		IS-Social&BehavioralSci(Opt I)

		G01056643		Wong		Starr		371 Hazel Avenue		Millbrae		CA		94066		starrwong@my.smccd.edu		(415) 279-1904		AA		IS-Social&BehavioralSci(Opt I)		MCL, PTK

		G00818779		Yee		Christine		237 Saint Catherine Dr		Daly City		CA		94015		cyee56@my.smccd.edu		(650) 589-2813		AA		IS-Social&BehavioralSci(Opt I)

		G01000291		Yu		James		911 Gellert Blvd		Daly City		CA		94015		jyu107@my.smccd.edu		(650) 515-2098		AA		IS-Social&BehavioralSci(Opt I)		KBD, MCL, PTK

		G00835415		Aiken		Rena		1542 48th Ave Apt 2		San Francisco		CA		94122		raiken@my.smccd.edu		(415) 665-2866		AA		IS-Social/ Nat Sciences-Opt. I		MCL, PTK

		G01034262		Avila		Mira		935 Newman Drive		South San Francisco		CA		94080		miraavila@my.smccd.edu		(415) 686-5509		AA		IS-Social/ Nat Sciences-Opt. I

		G00968582		Bader		Narmin		235 West Lake Center #369		Daly City		CA		94015		nbader3@my.smccd.edu		(415) 307- 1636		AA		IS-Social/ Nat Sciences-Opt. I

		G00949093		Bernardo		Peter Brent		2505 Pomeroy Ct		South San Francisco		CA		94080		pbernar7@my.smccd.edu		(650) 754-1824		AA		IS-Social/ Nat Sciences-Opt. I

		G01024652		Burke/Harris		Daniel		109 Monterey Rd Apt 1		Pacifica		CA		94044		danielburkeharri@my.smccd.edu		(919) 461-3709		AA		IS-Social/ Nat Sciences-Opt. I		MCL, PTK

		G01033207		Cabrera		Tricia Mae		7 E Moltke Street		Daly City		CA		94014		triciamaecabrera@my.smccd.edu		(415) 769-7112		AA		IS-Social/ Nat Sciences-Opt. I		MCL

		G00989099		Calaunan		Arlie Mae		217 EDDY STREET APT 616		San Francisco		CA		94102		acalaun2@my.smccd.edu		(415) 866-9104		AA		IS-Social/ Nat Sciences-Opt. I

		G00965495		Campanelli		Samantha		3301 Susan Dr.		San Bruno		CA		94066		scampan3@my.smccd.edu		(415) 992-2542		AA		IS-Social/ Nat Sciences-Opt. I

		G01022696		Dacuma		Rachel Ann		677 Skyline Dr		Daly City		CA		94015		rachelanndacuma@my.smccd.edu		(650) 278-3464		AA		IS-Social/ Nat Sciences-Opt. I		MCL

		G00873348		Deguzman		Kenneth		Po Box 9374		Vallejo		CA		94591		kdeguzm6@my.smccd.edu		(415) 867-0287		AA		IS-Social/ Nat Sciences-Opt. I

		G01016200		Devi		Nandini		208 San Luis Ave Apt 2		San Bruno		CA		94066		nandinidevi@my.smccd.edu		(650) 291-8215		AA		IS-Social/ Nat Sciences-Opt. I		CL

		G01036801		Domingo		Genalyn Rose		85 Laura St		San Francisco		CA		94112		genalynrosdomingo@my.smccd.edu		(415) 652-4002		AA		IS-Social/ Nat Sciences-Opt. I

		G00997340		Fang		Claudia		909 Sunnydale Ave		San Francisco		CA		94134		cfang8@my.smccd.edu		(415) 823-9596		AA		IS-Social/ Nat Sciences-Opt. I

		G00968779		Geertsema		Noah		644 Linda Mar Blvd		Pacifica		CA		94044		ngeerste@my.smccd.edu		(650) 359-6035		AA		IS-Social/ Nat Sciences-Opt. I		CL

		G01054443		Gong		Christian		146 Franciscan Dr		Daly City		CA		94014		christiangong@my.smccd.edu		(415) 260-7012		AA		IS-Social/ Nat Sciences-Opt. I		MCL

		G00866143		Hatfield		Jeremy		860 North Humboldt St Apt #2		San Mateo		CA		94403		jhatfie5@my.smccd.edu		( ) -		AA		IS-Social/ Nat Sciences-Opt. I

		G00654977		Hernandez		Lucia		1498 Sequoia Ave		San Bruno		CA		94066		lherna81@my.smccd.edu		(650) 219-5197		AA		IS-Social/ Nat Sciences-Opt. I

		G01027902		Iqbal		Ayesha		421 Hungtington Ave		San Bruno		CA		94066		ayeshaiqbal@my.smccd.edu		(650) 624-0083		AA		IS-Social/ Nat Sciences-Opt. I		CL, PTK

		G01013044		Jibaja Prado		Amada		635 Second Lane		South San Francisco		CA		94080		amadajibaja@my.smccd.edu		(650) 455-4323		AA		IS-Social/ Nat Sciences-Opt. I		CL, PTK

		G01012731		Kirichuk		Alina		401 43rd Ave Apt 106		San Francisco		CA		94121		alinakirichuk@my.smccd.edu		(415) 926-0473		AA		IS-Social/ Nat Sciences-Opt. I		MCL, PTK

		G00942658		Kraiem		Achraf		332 Philip Dr Apt 205		Daly City		CA		94015		achrakraiem@my.smccd.edu		(415) 359-3102		AA		IS-Social/ Nat Sciences-Opt. I

		G01029333		Kwock		Trudi		3145 Geary Blvd #759		San Francisco		CA		94118		trudikwock@my.smccd.edu		(415) 525-7214		AA		IS-Social/ Nat Sciences-Opt. I		CL

		G00958774		Lacap		Raycel		23 Alisal Ct		Pacifica		CA		94044		rlacap5@my.smccd.edu		(415) 939-3935		AA		IS-Social/ Nat Sciences-Opt. I

		G01011640		Lapena		Jennifer		568 Natoma Street, Apt. D		San Francisco		CA		94103		jenniferlapena@my.smccd.edu		(415) 730-1996		AA		IS-Social/ Nat Sciences-Opt. I		CL

		G00920006		Li		Raymond		952 Powell St Apt 4		San Francisco		CA		94108		raymoli@my.smccd.edu		(415) 828-4181		AA		IS-Social/ Nat Sciences-Opt. I

		G01034089		Liu		Tiffany		474 Northaven Dr		Daly City		CA		94015		tiffanyliu@my.smccd.edu		(650) 755-8088		AA		IS-Social/ Nat Sciences-Opt. I

		G01027737		Longato		Juli		1521 Lago st. apt 8		San Mateo		CA		94403		julilongato@my.smccd.edu		(650) 438-1044		AA		IS-Social/ Nat Sciences-Opt. I		PTL, MCL

		G00981043		Lucero		Ricardo		786 Ramona Way		Gilroy		CA		95020		rlucero8@my.smccd.edu		(831) 241-3673		AA		IS-Social/ Nat Sciences-Opt. I

		G01011356		Ma		Billy		278 Bridgeview Dr		San Francisco		CA		94124		billyma@my.smccd.edu		(415) 770-2648		AA		IS-Social/ Nat Sciences-Opt. I

		G00803811		Manlangit		Mark		148 Montana St		San Francisco		CA		94112		mmanlang@my.smccd.edu		(415) 812-8518		AA		IS-Social/ Nat Sciences-Opt. I

		G01024073		Marquez Ramirez		Martha		148 Southwood Ctr Apt 4		South San Francisco		CA		94080		marthamarquez@my.smccd.edu		(650) 307-8903		AA		IS-Social/ Nat Sciences-Opt. I		MCL, PTK

		G00890777		Marsh		Malena		140 Colusa Ct		San Bruno		CA		94066		mmarsh32@my.smccd.edu		(650) 291-8130		AA		IS-Social/ Nat Sciences-Opt. I

		G01047233		Maung		Win		272 Warwick St		Daly City		CA		94015		winmaung1@my.smccd.edu		(650) 445-8789		AA		IS-Social/ Nat Sciences-Opt. I

		G00722037		McMenamy		Jonathan		1426 33rd Ave		San Francisco 		CA 		94122		jmcmenam@my.smccd.edu		(415) 963-1639		AS		IS-Social/ Nat Sciences-Opt. I

		G00964990		Medrano		Kristen		89 Franklin Ave		South San Francisco		CA		94080		kmedran1@my.smccd.edu		(650) 303-2872		AA		IS-Social/ Nat Sciences-Opt. I

		G01016451		Monares		Cheyenne		49 Shelter Ln		Daly City		CA		94014		cheyennemonares@my.smccd.edu		(650) 757-7282		AA		IS-Social/ Nat Sciences-Opt. I

		G00937758		Palma		Cassandra		PO BOX 20363 SANTA MARIA AVE		Castro valley		CA		94546		cassapalma@my.smccd.edu		(650) 208-		AA		IS-Social/ Nat Sciences-Opt. I

		G01035766		Riddick		Tahnee		415 Gateway Dr Apt 33		Pacifica		CA		94044		tahneeriddick@my.smccd.edu		(415) 726-8283		AA		IS-Social/ Nat Sciences-Opt. I

		G01022498		Suguitan		Lindy		3 Bayside Village Place Apt 101		San Francisco		CA		94107		lindysuguitan@my.smccd.edu		(650) 784-		AA		IS-Social/ Nat Sciences-Opt. I		SCL

		G00967111		Sy		Sydney		232 Wicklow Dr.		South San Francisco		CA		94080		ssy5@my.smccd.edu		(650) 245-6658		AA		IS-Social/ Nat Sciences-Opt. I

		G00998198		Tanedo		Earvin		577 Clarinada Ave. Apt #8		Daly City		CA		94015		etanedo1@my.smccd.edu		(650) 490-0730		AA		IS-Social/ Nat Sciences-Opt. I

		G00658289		Torosian		Andrew 		116 Marsala Ct		Hercules		CA		94547		atorosi1@my.smccd.edu		(415) 926-3150		AA		IS-Social/ Nat Sciences-Opt. I

		G01023261		Varni		Marco		432 Ebken St		Pacifica		CA		94044		marcovarni@my.smccd.edu		(650) 271-8073		AA		IS-Social/ Nat Sciences-Opt. I

		G00688623		Villamor		Janneth		400 Castle St Apt 1		Daly City		CA		94014		jvillam4@my.smccd.edu		(415) 215-5002		AA		IS-Social/ Nat Sciences-Opt. I

		G00869521		Wilson-Lopez		Martina		2450 wexford ave		South San Francisco		CA		94080		mwilsonl@my.smccd.edu		(650) 576-8009		AA		IS-Social/ Nat Sciences-Opt. I

		G00983431		Wong		Kelly		79 Wavecrest Dr		Daly City		CA		94015		kwong249@my.smccd.edu		(415) 298-8870		AA		IS-Social/ Nat Sciences-Opt. I		MCL

		G00954637		Lujan		Laurel		1080 Montgomery Ave		San Bruno		CA		94066		llujan5@my.smccd.edu		(650) 219-8049		AA		Journalism

		G00990789		Lamb		Rachelle		122 Alta Mesa Drive		South San Francisco		CA		94080		rlamb12@my.smccd.edu		(650) 589-1721		AA		Journalism 

		G01047773		Desai		Maitri		1106 El Camino Real Apt 10		Burlingame		CA		94010		maitridesai@my.smccd.edu		(517) 282-8107		AA-T		Journalism AA-T		MCL, PTK

		G01029778		Gutierrez		Nataly		349 B Street		South San Francisco		CA		94080		natalygutierrez@my.smccd.edu		(650) 296-8239		AA-T		Journalism AA-T

		G01023731		Macz		Cristina		659 San Diego Ave		Daly City		CA		94014		cristinamacz@my.smccd.edu		(415) 786-8469		AA-T		Journalism AA-T		MCL

		G01008093		Perez		Kevin		3890 Callan Blvd Apt 101		South San Francisco		CA		94080		kevinperez@my.smccd.edu		(650) 201-3209		AA-T		Journalism AA-T

		G00966971		Anunciacion		Christelle		44 Miriam St		Daly City		CA		94014		canunci1@my.smccd.edu		(415) 866-6087		AA-T		Kinesiology AA-T		CL

		G00808066		Aquino		Justin		904 Hemlock Ave		South San Francisco		CA		94080		jaquin27@my.smccd.edu 		(650)303-2049		AA-T		Kinesiology AA-T

		G01084249		Array		Alexander		726 Bounty Drive Apt 2611		Foster City		CA		94404		alexanderarray@my.smccd.edu		(252) 876-2031		AA-T		Kinesiology AA-T

		G01016415		Ayon		Jose		250 San Mateo Rd Spc 37		Half Moon 		CA		94019		joseayon@my.smccd.edu		(650) 619-4837		AA-T		Kinesiology AA-T

		G01047606		Battad		Desi		1512 La Rossa Circle		San Jose		CA		95125		desibattad@my.smccd.edu		(818) 984-3643		AA-T		Kinesiology AA-T		MCL

		G01033207		Cabrera		Tricia Mae		7 E Moltke Street		Daly City		CA		94014		triciamaecabrera@my.smccd.edu		(415) 769-7112		AA-T		Kinesiology AA-T		MCL

		G00894480		Chan		Kelsey		1394 27th Ave		San Francisco		CA		94122		kchan174@my.smccd.edu		(415) 867-0391		AA-T		Kinesiology AA-T

		G00894480		Chan		Kelsey		1394 27th Ave		San Francisco		CA		94122		kchan174@my.smccd.edu		(415) 867-0391		AA-T		Kinesiology AA-T				Duplicate App.

		G01034284		Choy		Jerrod		2820 Carmel Dr		San Bruno		CA		94066		jerrodchoy@my.smccd.edu		(650) 477-0301		AA-T		Kinesiology AA-T

		G01003744		Garcia		Nathan		100 Mc Lellan Dr Apt 2097		South San Francisco		CA		94080		ngarci66@my.smccd.edu		(415) 497-8820		AA-T		Kinesiology AA-T

		G00951939		Garcia		Katrina Rei		45 Monterey Dr		Daly City		CA		94015		kgarci50@my.smccd.edu		(650) 452-2218		AA-T		Kinesiology AA-T

		G01054443		Gong		Christian		146 Franciscan Dr		Daly City		CA		94014		christiangong@my.smccd.edu		(415) 260-7012		AA-T		Kinesiology AA-T		MCL

		G00959451		Kwan		Gordon		529 25th Ave		South San Francisco		CA		94121		gkwan11@my.smccd.edu		(415) 816-7808		AA-T		Kinesiology AA-T

		G00920006		Li		Raymond		952 Powell St Apt 4		San Francisco		CA		94108		raymoli@my.smccd.edu		(415) 828-4181		AA-T		Kinesiology AA-T

		G01015712		Mancilla		Luis		450 Vera Ave Apt 6		Redwood City		CA		94061		luismancilla@my.smccd.edu		(650) 867-8764		AA-T		Kinesiology AA-T

		G00626643		Marshall		Andrea		478 Cherry Ave		San Bruno		CA		94066		amarsh17@my.smccd.edu		(650) 784-9040		AA-T		Kinesiology AA-T

		G00961329		Orozco		Laura		1041 Montgomery Ave		San Bruno		CA		94066		lorozc12@my.smccd.edu		(650) 737-9537		AA-T		Kinesiology AA-T

		G00950219		Paragas		Arnold		3 Bacon Ct.		Daly City		CA		94015		aparaga2@my.smccd.edu		(650) 784-2256		AA-T		Kinesiology AA-T

		G01041962		Stines		Oksana		1156 Landing Ln		Millbrae		CA		94030		oksanastines@my.smccd.edu		(727) 375-6643		AA-T		Kinesiology AA-T		CL

		G00906918		Ty		Ronnie		870 Campus Dr Apt. 120		Daly City		CA		94015		rty1@my.smccd.edu		(415) 265-3303		AA-T		Kinesiology AA-T

		G00695742		Vela		Rodney		2560 Greendale Dr		South San Francisco		CA		94080		rvela7@my.smccd.edu		(650) 867-2550		AA-T		Kinesiology AA-T

		G01037791		Wong		Alison		436 Northaven Dr		Daly City		CA		94015		alisonwong@my.smccd.edu		(415) 917-9800		AA-T		Kinesiology AA-T		CL

		G00868243		Yelvington		Christina		2 Carleton Ave		Daly City		CA		94015		cyelving@my.smccd.edu		(650) 219-1903		AA-T		Kinesiology AA-T

		G00997137		Chin		Clayton		38 Perita Dr		Daly City		CA		94015		cchin62@my.smccd.edu		(650) 636-5501		AA		Mathematics		MCL, KBD

		G00893366		Freirez		John Denniel		247 Cumberland st		San Francisco		CA		94114		jfreirez@my.smccd.edu		(415) 570-1081		AA		Mathematics

		G00975453		Lin		Naing		70 Gradview Ave		Daly City		CA		94015		nlin12@my.smccd.edu		(650) 504-4453		AA		Mathematics

		G00983431		Wong		Kelly		79 Wavecrest Dr		Daly City		CA		94015		kwong249@my.smccd.edu		(415) 298-8870		AA		Mathematics		MCL

		G00854496		Barrera Velasquez		Adrian		784 Green Ave		San Bruno		CA		94066		abarre16@my.smccd.edu		(650) 787-9046		AS-T		Mathematics for Transfer		Honors Transfer Program 

		G01017647		Bituin		Adrian		256 Willits St		Daly City		CA		94014		adrianbituin@my.smccd.edu		(650) 636-3483		AS-T		Mathematics for Transfer		MCL

		G01032940		Borissoff		Tsubasa		329 Glenwood Ave		Daly City		CA		94015		tsubasaborissoff@my.smccd.edu		(415) 672-6158		AS-T		Mathematics for Transfer

		G01045137		Cai		Xiaowen		2555 44th Ave		San Francisco		CA		94116		xiaowencai@my.smccd.edu		(415) 988-2381		AS-T		Mathematics for Transfer		MCL, PTK 

		G00851839		Darmawan		Livia		370 F Street, Apt 316		Colma		CA		94014		ldarmawa@my.smccd.edu		(415) 889-3425		AS-T		Mathematics for Transfer		CL, PTK

		G01024891		Eaidra		Moe		6800 Mission Street, #402 P.O.Box 41		Daly City		CA		94014		moeeaidra@my.smccd.edu		(650) 515-9876		AS-T		Mathematics for Transfer

		G00853816		Gallardo Alvarez		Alejandro		523 2nd lane		South San Francisco		CA		94080		agalla10@my.smccd.edu		(415) 786-4104		AS-T		Mathematics for Transfer		MCL, PTK

		G01031209		Guo		Jiaan		427 Arballo Dr		San Francisco		CA		94132		jiaanguo@my.smccd.edu		(415) 730-3399		AS-T		Mathematics for Transfer

		G00966941		Gutierrez		Kyrene Giezl		124 Eastmoor Ave		Daly City		CA		94015		kgutie12@my.smccd.edu		(415) 786-9105		AS-T		Mathematics for Transfer		SCL 

		G01004231		Hercules		Alex		130 Granada St		San Francisco		CA		94112		ahercule@my.smccd.edu		(415) 240-2120		AS-T		Mathematics for Transfer		CL, PTK

		G00990211		Hua		Richard		3226 Noriega St.		San Francisco		CA		94122		rhua1@my.smccd.edu		(415) 910-6623		AS-T		Mathematics for Transfer		CL, KBD

		G01027902		Iqbal		Ayesha		421 Hungtington Ave		San Bruno		CA		94066		ayeshaiqbal@my.smccd.edu		(650) 624-0083		AS-T		Mathematics for Transfer		CL, PTK

		G01034119		Li		Ericson Shue San		88 Maywood Avenue		Daly City		CA		94015		ericsonshuli@my.smccd.edu		(415) 297-3330		AS-T		Mathematics for Transfer		MCL, PTK

		G01011356		Ma		Billy		278 Bridgeview Dr		San Francisco		CA		94124		billyma@my.smccd.edu		(415) 770-2648		AS-T		Mathematics for Transfer

		G01063682		Nguyen		Albert		90 Lunado Way		San Francisco		CA		94127		albertnguyen@my.smccd.edu		(415) 876-8796		AS-T		Mathematics for Transfer

		G00593160		Polozov		Dmitry		433 Briarwood Dr		South San Francisco		CA		94080		dmitrypolozov@my.smccd.edu		(650) 302-7858		AS-T		Mathematics for Transfer		CL

		G01043546		Rahmatov		Ikromjon		32 Crestwood drive Apartment 7		Daly City		CA		94015		ikromjonrakhmatov@my.smccd.edu		(323) 781-5226		AS-T		Mathematics for Transfer		MCL, PTK, KBD

		G00898107		Smith		Michael		3910 Pacific Heights Blvd		San Bruno		CA		94066		msmit359@my.smccd.edu		(650) 922-7510		AS-T		Mathematics for Transfer

		G01060152		Yu		Junjie		2000 Crystal Springs Rd. Apt#1124		San Bruno		CA		94066		junjieyu@my.smccd.edu		(415) 819-9352		AS-T		Mathematics for Transfer

		G00841985		Riaz		Adil		8 Coronado Ave Apt 16		Daly City		CA		94015		ariaz3@my.smccd.edu		(650) 290-1284		AS		Multimedia Technology

		G01013751		Tran		Kristina		1298 S Mayfair Ave		Daly City		CA		94015		kristinatran@my.smccd.edu		(415) 351-8617		AS		Multimedia Technology

		G00900795		Woodward		James		10 Crippleridge Ct		San Mateo		CA		94402		jwoodw13@my.smccd.edu		(650) 574-7794		AA		Music		MCL, PTK

		G01036801		Domingo		Genalyn Rose		85 Laura St		San Francisco		CA		94112		genalynrosdomingo@my.smccd.edu		(415) 652-4002		AS		Natural Science

		G00997340		Fang		Claudia		909 Sunnydale Ave		San Francisco		CA		94134		cfang8@my.smccd.edu		(415) 823-9596		AS		Natural Science

		G01005614		Ghoreishi Shahrak		Bahareh		1001 national ave APT 428		San Bruno		CA		94066		bghorei1@my.smccd.edu		(650) 455-2208		AS		Natural Science		MCL, PTK

		G00956073		Gutierrez Diaz Henry		Shalom		2400 Wexford Avenue		South San Francisco		CA		94080		sguiterr@my.smccd.edu		(650) 290-3683		AS		Natural Science		CL, PTK

		G01027902		Iqbal		Ayesha		421 Hungtington Ave		San Bruno		CA		94066		ayeshaiqbal@my.smccd.edu		(650) 624-0083		AS		Natural Science		CL, PTK

		G01013044		Jibaja Prado		Amada		635 Second Lane		South San Francisco		CA		94080		amadajibaja@my.smccd.edu		(650) 455-4323		AS		Natural Science		CL, PTK

		G01012731		Kirichuk		Alina		401 43rd Ave Apt 106		San Francisco		CA		94121		alinakirichuk@my.smccd.edu		(415) 926-0473		AS		Natural Science		MCL, PTK

		G00975453		Lin		Naing		70 Gradview Ave		Daly City		CA		94015		nlin12@my.smccd.edu		(650) 504-4453		AS		Natural Science

		G01034089		Liu		Tiffany		474 Northaven Dr		Daly City		CA		94015		tiffanyliu@my.smccd.edu		(650) 755-8088		AS		Natural Science

		G01024073		Marquez Ramirez		Martha		148 Southwood Ctr Apt 4		South San Francisco		CA		94080		marthamarquez@my.smccd.edu		(650) 307-8903		AS		Natural Science		MCL, PTK

		G01047233		Maung		Win		272 Warwick St		Daly City		CA		94015		winmaung1@my.smccd.edu		(650) 445-8789		AS		Natural Science

		G01047724		Mudawar		Diala		61 Park Plaza drive		Daly City		CA		94015		dialamudawar@my.smccd.edu		(628) 800-1308		AS		Natural Science		PTK, MCL

		G01000052		Rivera		Emmanuel		1116 Fassler Ave		Pacifica		CA		94044		eriver56@my.smccd.edu		(650) 557-0243		AS		Natural Science

		G01029406		Sturtevant		Aaron		219 San Pedro Ave		Pacifica		CA		94044		aaronsturtevant@my.smccd.edu		(650) 438-1315		AS		Natural Science		CL

		G01014843		Tan		Melanie		1200 Brussels St		San Francisco		CA		94134		melanietan@my.smccd.edu		(415) 272-7819		AS		Natural Science

		G01050700		Thae		Moe Pwint		95 Castleton Ave		Daly City		CA		94015		moepwintthae@my.smccd.edu		(415) 769-5988		AS		Natural Science		PTK, CL

		G00103228		Der		Ricky		55 Parnell Avenue		Daly City		CA		94015		rder@my.smccd.edu		(415) 939-8134		AS		Network Engineering

		G01026194		Hughes		Joseph		6713 East Pontiac Way		Fresno		CA		93727		josephhughes@my.smccd.edu		(770) 317-7510		AS		Network Engineering		MCL

		G00981675		Li		Anthony		3975 Haussman Court		South San Francisco		CA		94080		ali53@my.smccd.edu		(650) 255-6733		AS		Network Engineering

		G00905857		Recinto		Ralph		417 Beech Ave		South San 		CA		94080		rrecinto@my.smccd.edu		(415) 850-4132		AS		Network Engineering

		G00486460		Tablante		Allan		868 2nd Avenue		San Bruno		CA		94066		allantablant@my.smccd.edu		(650) 589-3453		AS		Network Engineering		MCL, PTK

		G00836357		Yang		Guanwen		446 Andover Dr		Pacifica		CA		94044		gyang19@my.smccd.edu		(415) 828-		AS		Network Engineering		MCL

		G00688640		Fang		Wei Yi		265 Huntington Ave		San Bruno		CA		94066		wfang3@my.smccd.edu		(415) 531-1220		AS		Network Engineering Tech - AS

		G00855911		Hernandez		Jose		164 Belcrest Ave		Daly City		CA		94015		jhern230@my.smccd.edu		(415) 802-8412		AS		Network Engineering Tech - AS

		G00986162		Kola		Kiswendsida		2440 16th street #102		San Francisco		CA		94103		kkola@my.smccd.edu		(415) 215-		AS		Network Engineering Tech - AS

		G00804938		Pak		Joshua		415 Esplanade Ave Apt 1		Pacifica		CA		94044		jpak22@my.smccd.edu		(650) 291-6590		AS		Network Engineering Tech - AS

		G00996444		Pyae		Zay		107 Mariposa Ave		Daly City		CA		94015		zpyae@my.smccd.edu		(415) 518-0746		AS		Network Engineering Tech - AS

		G01004964		Lazaro		Karlo Angelo		2250 Fleetwood Dr		San Bruno		CA		94066		klazaro@my.smccd.edu		(650) 430-9712		AA		Paralegal/Legal Assistant

		G00801033		Louis		Shelby Kirsten		1270 Peralta Rd		Pacifica		CA		94044		slouis1@my.smccd.edu		(650) 391-7553		AA		Paralegal/Legal Assistant

		G00444309		Paiz		Gail		414 E 16th Ave Apt A		San Mateo		CA		94402		gailpaiz@my.smccd.edu		(650) 274-4566		AA		Paralegal/Legal Assistant

		G00320249		Puckett		Janet		145 Piccadilly Place Apt E		San Bruno 		CA		94066		jpucket4@my.smccd.edu		()		AA		Paralegal/Legal Assistant

		G00961153		Valencia		Mayra		404 Kains Ave		San Bruno		CA		94066		mvalen78@my.smccd.edu		(650) 952-6154		AA-T		Phychology AA-T

		G00453868		Ahlquist		Danielle		101 Piccadilly place apt c 		San Bruno 		CA		94066		danieahlquis@my.smccd.edu		(650) 455-7259		AA		Physical Education

		G01016415		Ayon		Jose		250 San Mateo Rd Spc 37		Half Moon 		CA		94019		joseayon@my.smccd.edu		(650) 619-4837		AA		Physical Education

		G00854496		Barrera Velasquez		Adrian		784 Green Ave		San Bruno		CA		94066		abarre16@my.smccd.edu		(650) 787-9046		AS-T		Physics AS-T		Honors Transfer Program 

		G01017647		Bituin		Adrian		256 Willits St		Daly City		CA		94014		adrianbituin@my.smccd.edu		(650) 636-3483		AS-T		Physics AS-T		MCL

		G00851839		Darmawan		Livia		370 F Street, Apt 316		Colma		CA		94014		ldarmawa@my.smccd.edu		(415) 889-3425		AS-T		Physics AS-T		CL, PTK

		G00853816		Gallardo Alvarez		Alejandro		523 2nd lane		South San Francisco		CA		94080		agalla10@my.smccd.edu		(415) 786-4104		AS-T		Physics AS-T		MCL, PTK

		G01004231		Hercules		Alex		130 Granada St		San Francisco		CA		94112		ahercule@my.smccd.edu		(415) 240-2120		AS-T		Physics AS-T		CL, PTK

		G01018129		Hsieh		Sheng En		1268 Southgate Ave		Daly City		CA		94015		shengenhsieh@my.smccd.edu		(415) 964-6239		AS-T		Physics AS-T		MCL

		G00990211		Hua		Richard		3226 Noriega St.		San Francisco		CA		94122		rhua1@my.smccd.edu		(415) 910-6623		AS-T		Physics AS-T		CL, KBD 

		G01063682		Nguyen		Albert		90 Lunado Way		San Francisco		CA		94127		albertnguyen@my.smccd.edu		(415) 876-8796		AS-T		Physics AS-T

		G01014521		Benavides		Christopher		80 Forest Grove Dr apt 24		Daly City		CA		94015		christopherenavides@my.smccd.edu		(650) 488-0105		AA-T		Psychology

		G00932494		Carbajal		Alejandro		30 Kent Court Apt 1		Daly City		CA		94015		alejacarbaja@my.smccd.edu		(650) 703-0445		AA-T		Psychology		PTK 

		G01020184		Contreras		Kristina		570 Miller Ave		S San Fran		CA		94080		kristinacontreras@my.smccd.edu		(650) 784-2376		AA		Psychology

		G00990789		Lamb		Rachelle		122 Alta Mesa Drive		South San Francisco		CA		94080		rlamb12@my.smccd.edu		(650) 589-1721		AA		Psychology

		G01001946		Leon		Jennifer		3832 Adriatic Way		San Bruno		CA		94066		jleon33@my.smccd.edu		(415) 707-9853		AA		Psychology		CL

		G00965688		Salinas		Alanis		380 Lake Merced Blvd Apt 2		Daly City		CA		94015		asalin18@my.smccd.edu		(415) 304-7403		AA		Psychology

		G00992197		Sandoval		Deborah		37 Southdale Ave		Daly City		CA		94015		dsando25@my.smccd.edu		(000) 000-0000		AA-T		Psychology

		G00609820		Tagal		Maria Isabel		PO Box 918		Daly City		CA		94017		mtagal@my.smccd.edu		(415) 235-3654		AA		Psychology

		G01049913		Abrego		Istdel		240 Franciscan Dr		Daly City		CA		94014		istdelabrego@my.smccd.edu		(415) 948-0709		AA-T		Psychology for Transfer

		G01031241		Afuang		Crystal		391 Mandarin Dr Apt 308		Daly City		CA		94015		crystalafuang@my.smccd.edu		(650) 898-5238		AA-T		Psychology for Transfer		MCL

		G01013874		Albano		Breana		2268 Westborough Blvd Ste 302 #254		South San Francisco		CA		94080		breanaalbano@my.smccd.edu		(650) 392-5834		AA-T		Psychology for Transfer		CL

		G01055444		Alfonso		Christin Dan		140 Santa Clara Ave Apt 3		San Bruno		CA		94066		christindaalfonso@my.smccd.edu		(650) 291-5673		AA-T		Psychology for Transfer

		G01012922		Anselmo		Chrizelle		23 John Glenn Cir		Daly City		CA		94015		chrizelleanselmo@my.smccd.edu		( ) -		AA-T		Psychology for Transfer

		G00930655		Banayad		Jennifer		3155 San Jose Ave		San Francisco		CA		94112		jennibanayad@my.smccd.edu		(650) 438-1715		AA-T		Psychology for Transfer

		G01034906		Bautista		Desiree		3761 Bettman Way		South San Francisco		CA		94080		desireebautista@my.smccd.edu		(650) 430-5042		AA-T		Psychology for Transfer

		G00966937		Buendia		Ariel Jaynus		1117 Sourthgate Avenue		Daly City		CA		94015		abuendi2@my.smccd.edu		(415) 244-4101		AA-T		Psychology for Transfer		CL

		G01008246		Cachia		Rachel		2485 Olympic Dr		South San Francisco		CA		94080		rcachia@my.smccd.edu		(650) 872-2265		AA-T		Psychology for Transfer

		G00984244		Cardoza		Johann		436 Capitol Ave		San Francisco		CA		94112		jcardoz9@my.smccd.edu		(415) 678-8649		AA-T		Psychology for Transfer

		G00966710		Carpio		Jonathan		635 Mayfair Ave 		South San Francisco		CA		94080		jcarpio8@my.smccd.edu		(650) 452-8451		AA-T		Psychology for Transfer		CL

		G01002182		Chee		Michelle		41 Fairview Ave		Daly City		CA		94015		mchee10@my.smccd.edu		(650) 892-9958		AA-T		Psychology for Transfer

		G00968094		Chen		Amy		1424 S Mayfair Ave		Daly City		CA		94015		achen117@my.smccd.edu		(415) 672-8977		AA-T		Psychology for Transfer

		G01016382		Cocoletzi		Goretti		466 Cypress Ave		Half Moon 		CA		94019		goretticocoletzi@my.smccd.edu		(650) 245-2138		AA-T		Psychology for Transfer

		G00931653		Cruz		Julian		9 Belhaven Ct		Daly City		CA		94015		juliacruz@my.smccd.edu		(650) 438-3340		AA-T		Psychology for Transfer

		G00989072		Delgado		Mary		108 Derecho Ln		Moss Beach		CA		94038		mdelga55@my.smccd.edu		(650) 784-5730		AA-T		Psychology for Transfer

		G00965689		Delos Reyes		Aaron John		418 Bally Way		Pacifica		CA		94044		adelosr5@my.smccd.edu		(650) 515-5720		AA-T		Psychology for Transfer

		G00985919		Eshelman		Clarissa		28 Cadiz Ct		Pacifica		CA		94044		ceshelm1@my.smccd.edu		(510) 301-9992		AA-T		Psychology for Transfer		MCL, PTK

		G00993921		Estacio		Marie Barbara		3880 Callan Blvd apt 201		South San Francisco		CA		94080		mestaci3@my.smccd.edu		(650) 201-8011		AA-T		Psychology for Transfer		CL

		G00986111		Fenn		Angelica		2604 Shannon Drive		South San Francisco		CA		94080		afenn3@my.smccd.edu		(650) 533-3358		AA-T		Psychology for Transfer

		G01033347		Fleming		Ethan		221 Emaron Dr		San Bruno		CA		94066		ethanfleming@my.smccd.edu		(650) 808-0023		AA-T		Psychology for Transfer

		G01022221		Gajunia		Leann-Kate		8843 Salmon Falls Dr. UNIT E		Sacramento		CA		95826		leanngajunia@my.smccd.edu		(650) 784-3250		AA-T		Psychology for Transfer		MCL

		G00998610		Gonzales		Julia		645 Forest Lake Dr		Pacifica		CA		94044		jgonz364@my.smccd.edu		(650) 355-7452		AA-T		Psychology for Transfer		CL

		G00867546		Gonzalez		Jonathan		105 Macdonald Ave		Daly City		CA		94014		jgonz303@my.smccd.edu		(415) 408-1007		AA-T		Psychology for Transfer

		G01002421		Granados		Stephanie		1094 Geneva Ave		San Francisco		CA		94112		sgrana11@my.smccd.edu		(415) 832-9074		AA-T		Psychology for Transfer

		G00910566		Guillen-Vasquez		Jairo		92 Menlo Ave		Daly City		CA		94015		jguill23@my.smccd.edu		(650) 922-2725		AA-T		Psychology for Transfer

		G01009007		Hagen-Aguirre		Marcela		Po Box 371261 527 6th Street		Montara		CA		94037		mhagenag@my.smccd.edu		(650) 728-5820		AA-T		Psychology for Transfer				NOT APROVED FOR GRAD.

		G01014679		Heringer		Mark Daniel		351 Woodrow Street		Daly City		CA		94015		markdanielheringer@my.smccd.edu		(650) 758-8336		AA-T		Psychology for Transfer		MCL

		G00991673		Hermoso		Jacob		968 Gellert Blvd		Daly City		CA		94015		jhermos8@my.smccd.edu		(650) 515-7127		AA-T		Psychology for Transfer

		G00202928		Katagiri		Claire		365 Mina Ln		Pacifica		CA		94044		clairenovoa@my.smccd.edu		(650) 452-9900		AA-T		Psychology for Transfer

		G00202928		Katagiri		Claire		365 Mina Ln		Pacifica		CA		94044		clairenovoa@my.smccd.edu		(650) 452-9900		AA-T		Psychology for Transfer

		G01033930		Lacap		Joemarie		4721 Eisenhower way		Antioch		CA		94509		joemarielacap@my.smccd.edu		(415) 917-5494		AA-T		Psychology for Transfer

		G00933330		Lachica		Samantha		261 Belhaven Ave		Daly City		CA		94015		samanlachica@my.smccd.edu		(000) 000-0000		AA-T		Psychology for Transfer

		G01018430		Landayan		Nikki		240 Polaris Way		Daly City		CA		94014		nikkilandayan@my.smccd.edu		(415) 606-5493		AA-T		Psychology for Transfer

		G01036657		Lee		Mingloon		1344 Southgate Ave		Daly City		CA		94015		mingloonlee@my.smccd.edu		(415) 866-3528		AA-T		Psychology for Transfer		MCL, PTK

		G00991117		Leiendecker		Courtney		116 Aster Rd		San Carlos		CA		94070		cleiende@my.smccd.edu		(650) 834-2291		AA-T		Psychology for Transfer

		G01033539		Leon		Renee		4361 Callan Blvd		Daly City		CA		94015		reneeleon@my.smccd.edu		(650) 745-5767		AA-T		Psychology for Transfer

		G01037735		Leong		Alexis		2041 14th Ave		San Francisco		CA		94116		alexisleong@my.smccd.edu		(000) 000-0000		AA-T		Psychology for Transfer		MCL

		G01036685		Leung		Vanessa		11 Castenada Ave		San Francisco		CA		94116		vanessaleung@my.smccd.edu		(000) 000-0000		AA-T		Psychology for Transfer

		G01006951		Liang		Dong		324 Barbara Lane		Daly City		CA		94015		dliang12@my.smccd.edu		(415) 702-8202		AA-T		Psychology for Transfer		MCL

		G01051069		Lo		Emily		3720 Elston Dr		San Bruno		CA		94066		emilylo@my.smccd.edu		(415) 994-4846		AA-T		Psychology for Transfer

		G01010670		Lopez		Darlyng		965 Crystal Springs Ave		San Bruno		CA		94066		dlope120@my.smccd.edu		(650) 532-4950		AA-T		Psychology for Transfer		MCL, PTK

		G00970462		Luciano		Mariah		136 Paradise Dr		Pacifica		CA		94044		mluciano@my.smccd.edu		(425) 314-2033		AA-T		Psychology for Transfer		MCL

		G01014152		Lynn		Ava		608 Pine Terrace 		South San Francisco		CA 		94080		avalynn@my.smccd.edu		(000) 000-0000		AA-T		Psychology for Transfer

		G01016433		Malilay		Jaelyn		Po Box 2311		Daly City		CA		94017		jaelynmalilay@my.smccd.edu		(415) 706-0720		AA-T		Psychology for Transfer

		G01011201		Martinez		Rose		424 San Anselmo Ave N		San Bruno		CA		94066		rosemartinez@my.smccd.edu		(650) 892-9936		AA-T		Psychology for Transfer

		G01027546		Mefford		Jerrett		81a Walter St		San Francisco		CA		94114		jerrettmefford@my.smccd.edu		(415) 527-9078		AA-T		Psychology for Transfer

		G01027546		Mefford		Jerrett		81a Walter St		San Francisco		CA		94114		jerrettmefford@my.smccd.edu		(415) 527-9078		AA-T		Psychology for Transfer

		G00921223		Palmer		Nichole		103 Dunman Way		South San Francisco		CA		94080		nichopalmer@my.smccd.edu		(650) 207-4767		AA-T		Psychology for Transfer

		G01011683		Pamatian		Maria Ephraisa		970 Naples St		San Francisco		CA		94112		mariaephrapamatian@my.smccd.edu		(415) 724-7089		AA-T		Psychology for Transfer

		G00951188		Payes Blanco		Sara		1561 Crestwood Dr 		San bruno 		CA		94066		spayes@my.smccd.edu		(415) 609-8929		AA-T		Psychology for Transfer

		G01035712		Perry		Mia		244 Reichling Ave		Pacifica		CA		94044		miaperry@my.smccd.edu		(000) 000-0000		AA-T		Psychology for Transfer		MCL

		G00850162		Piros		Emerson		85 Calvert Avenue		South San 		CA		94080		epiros2@my.smccd.edu		(650) 290-3869		AA-T		Psychology for Transfer

		G01044564		Rai		Namita		372 Susie Way #4		South San 		CA		94080		namitarai@my.smccd.edu		(415) 917--9635		AA-T		Psychology for Transfer		CL

		G01056077		Rain		Thu		136 Mirada Drive		Daly City		CA		94015		thurain@my.smccd.edu		(415) 323-8321		AA-T		Psychology for Transfer		CL

		G01040917		Reyes		Jillian		509 Del Monte Avenue		South San Francisco		CA		94080		jillianreyes@my.smccd.edu		(650) 270-3577		AA-T		Psychology for Transfer

		G01015954		Reyes		Giselle		230 Los Banos Ave		Daly City		CA		94014		gisellereyes@my.smccd.edu		(650) 243-8938		AA-T		Psychology for Transfer

		G00869419		Rios Rojas		Leslie		1534 Thomas Ave		San Francisco		CA		94124		lriosroj@my.smccd.edu		(650) 826-9082		AA-T		Psychology for Transfer

		G00965608		Roa		Allyson		12 Lycett Circle		Daly City		CA		94015		aroa1@my.smccd.edu		(415) 900-9698		AA-T		Psychology for Transfer

		G01018698		Robledo		Kathleen		123 Santa Barbara Ave		Daly City		CA		94014		kathleenrobledo@my.smccd.edu		(650) 452-3367		AA-T		Psychology for Transfer

		G01033934		Robles		Alyssa		38 1st Ave Apt 2		Daly City		CA		94014		alyssarobles@my.smccd.edu		(650) 210-6507		AA-T		Psychology for Transfer

		G00983024		Ruiz		Marisol		60 Carmel Ave Apartment Apt 5		Pacifica		CA		94044		mruiz97@my.smccd.edu		(650) 580-9372		AA-T		Psychology for Transfer

		G01032662		Silva		Leonte		44 San Felipe Ave		S. San Fra		CA		94080		leontesilva@my.smccd.edu		(650) 784-5094		AA-T		Psychology for Transfer		MCL

		G01034391		Stewart		Zella		197 Hampshire Avenue		Daly City		CA		94015		zellastewart@my.smccd.edu		(650) 773-1605		AA-T		Psychology for Transfer		MCL, PTK

		G00967111		Sy		Sydney		232 Wicklow Dr.		South San Francisco		CA		94080		ssy5@my.smccd.edu		(650) 245-6658		AA-T		Psychology for Transfer

		G01039220		Tapang		Lauren		20 Vista Ct		South San Francisco		CA		94080		laurentapang@my.smccd.edu		(415) 260-6293		AA-T		Psychology for Transfer

		G01038043		Trinh		Alex		1221 34th Ave		San Francisco 		CA		94122		alextrinh@my.smccd.edu		(000) 000-0000		AA-T		Psychology for Transfer		MCL

		G01014737		Vaz		Sabrina		119 Southgate ave 		Daly City		CA		94015		sabrinavaz@my.smccd.edu		(650) 201-8509		AA-T		Psychology for Transfer

		G00999872		Velasco		Sean James		831 Maddux Dr		Daly City		CA		94015		svelasc9@my.smccd.edu		(650) 291-4097		AA-T		Psychology for Transfer		MCL

		G01002645		Villamejor		Catherine		129 Alta Loma Dr		South San Francisco		CA		94080		cvillame@my.smccd.edu		(650) 763-7318		AA-T		Psychology for Transfer

		G01035938		Wiitala		Keilan		79 Carmel Ave		Daly City		CA		94015		keilanwiitala@my.smccd.edu		(650) 281-1382		AA-T		Psychology for Transfer

		G00926342		Yamamoto		Melissa Anne		24 Derby St		Daly City		CA		94015		melisyamamot@my.smccd.edu		(650) 892-8734		AA-T		Psychology for Transfer		MCL, PTK

		G00980528		Zamani		Marina		552 park way		South San Francisco		CA		94080		mzamani4@my.smccd.edu		(415) 378-4917		AA-T		Psychology for Transfer

		G01080935		Zhao		Lydia		2949 18th St Unit 210		San Francisco		CA		94110		lydiazhao@my.smccd.edu		(000) 000-0000		AA-T		Psychology for Transfer		MCL

		G00907419		Reynoso		Becky		1315 South Grant St		San Mateo 		CA		94402		breynos2@my.smcccd.edu		(000) 000-0000		AA-T		Psychololy for Transfer

		G00867373		Barnett		Allison		2681 Berkshire Dr		San Bruno		CA		94066		amctier1@my.smccd.edu		(650) 438-1739		AS		Respiratory Therapy

		G01051266		Carney		Nela		2445 Shore Line Drive Apt. 219		Alameda		CA		94501		neladunaway@my.smccd.edu		(000 ) 000-0000		AS		Respiratory Therapy		MCL

		G01040205		Guevara		Rhea		235 Hawkins St		Vallejo		CA		94591		rheaguevara@my.smccd.edu		(415) 238-5476		AS		Respiratory Therapy

		G00847259		Jee		Jonathan		2415 Ardee Lane		South San Francisco		CA		94080		jjee2@my.smccd.edu		(808) 232-3277		AS		Respiratory Therapy

		G00849987		Lachica		Gina		31 S Parkview Ave		Daly City		CA		94014		glachica@my.smccd.edu		(415) 596-7868		AS		Respiratory Therapy

		G00947188		Lai		Mei Ling		1971 41st Ave		San Francisco		CA		94116		meililai@my.smccd.edu		(415) 250-7659		AS		Respiratory Therapy		SCL, PTK

		G00581615		Li		Peggy		2310 Greendale Dr		South San Francisco		CA		94080		pli30@my.smccd.edu		(415) 623-0682		AS		Respiratory Therapy

		G01053603		Lin		Diwei		4230 Verdigris Cir		San Jose		CA		95134		diweilin@my.smccd.edu		(408) 406-7256		AS		Respiratory Therapy		CL

		G00805690		Luna		Elisa		303 Philip Drive, #107		Daly City		CA		94015		eluna15@my.smccd.edu		(415) 939-1797		AS		Respiratory Therapy

		G00845864		Manalastas		Marie Cris		408 Winchester St Unit 5		Daly City		CA		94014		mmanala6@my.smccd.edu		(415) 999-8059		AS		Respiratory Therapy

		G01057394		Nand		Vishanjini		2360 toyon way		San Bruno		CA		94066		vishanjinisingh@my.smccd.edu		(831) 789-7035		AS		Respiratory Therapy		CL

		G01057053		Nikzai		Baharak		801 S Winchester Blv. 4212		San Jose		CA		95128		baharaknikzai@my.smccd.edu		(408) 625-0337		AS		Respiratory Therapy

		G00904100		Noorda		Erika		518 Moana Way		Pacifica		CA		94044		enoorda@my.smccd.edu		(650) 483-2244		AS		Respiratory Therapy		CL, PTK

		G01057161		Olson		Sherri		445 Burnett Apt. 303		San Francisco		CA		94131		sherriolson@my.smccd.edu		(408) 482-9535		AS		Respiratory Therapy		PTK, MCL

		G00867946		Perez		Jacqueline		130 Stanislaus Ct		San Bruno		CA		94066		jpere210@my.smccd.edu		(650) 703-1791		AS		Respiratory Therapy

		G00839105		Rapada		Abegail		4445 Callan Blvd		Daly City		CA		94015		abegailrapada@my.smccd.edu		(650) 878-9295		AS		Respiratory Therapy

		G01034301		Sharma		Alka		1260 Formosa Dr		San Jose		CA		95131		alkasharma@my.smccd.edu		(408) 437-6267		AS		Respiratory Therapy		MCL

		G01003681		Stake		Rachel		700 Agnew RD # 145		Santa Clar		CA		95054		rstake@my.smccd.edu		(408) 219-0228		AS		Respiratory Therapy		MCL

		G01029433		Gardner		Jared		28480 North Hwy. 101		Willits		CA		95490		jaredgardner@my.smccd.edu		(650) 242-2676		AA		Spanish		MCL

		G00972997		Bustios		Faride		22 Randolph ave		South San Francisco		CA		94080		fbustios@my.smccd.edu		(702) 971-1817		AA-T		Spanish AA-T

		G01010670		Lopez		Darlyng		965 Crystal Springs Ave		San Bruno		CA		94066		dlope120@my.smccd.edu		(650) 532-4950		AA-T		Spanish AA-T		MCL, PTK

		G00938548		Somarriba Jarquin		Maria		100 Sylvan Ave Apt 1		San Bruno		CA		94066		mariasomarri@my.smccd.edu		(650) 892-9965		AA-T		Spanish AA-T		MCL, PTK

		G00855892		Suarez		Cindy		391 Bridgeview Drive Apt. 6		 San Francisco		CA		94124		csuarez8@my.smccd.edu		(415) 573-7401		AA-T		Spanish AA-T		CL

		G00831822		Sami		Kelvin		1400 Dore Ave		San Mateo		CA		94401		ksami@my.smccd.edu		(650) 773-1768		AA		Speech

		G01034739		Cano		Melisa		664 Hanover St		Daly City		CA		94014		melisacano@my.smccd.edu		(415) 912-8886		AA-T		Studio Arts AA-T

		G00645539		Ku		Juyoung		2546 35th Ave		San Francisco		CA		94116		juyoungku@my.smccd.edu		(650) 922-4734		AA-T		Studio Arts AA-T		MCL

		G00906706		Ong		Deanna		90 Palisades Dr		Daly City		CA		94015		dong10@my.smccd.edu		(650) 997-0737		AA-T		Studio Arts AA-T		MCL

		G01018526		Silva		Maria		206 Maple Ave Apt A		South San Francisco		CA		94080		mariasilva1@my.smccd.edu		(000) 000-0000		AA-T		Studio Arts AA-T

		G00857087		Siojo		Wilbert		1029 Skyline Dr		Daly City		CA		94015		wsiojo@my.smccd.edu		(415) 404-9394		AA-T		Studio Arts AA-T		MCL

		G00907537		Trimble		Coral		4220 CABRILLO ST		 San Francisco		CA		94121		ctrimbl5@my.smccd.edu		(707) 327-6619		AA-T		Studio Arts AA-T		PTK

		G01051803		Chen		Lu		333 Hickey Blvd Apt 305		Daly City		CA		94015		luchen@my.smccd.edu		(415) 425-6607		AS		Surgical Technology		CL

		G00996413		Duenas		Melissa		132 Alta Loma Dr		South San Francisco		CA		94080		mduena14@my.smccd.edu		(650) 201-9454		AS		Surgical Technology

		G00942594		Freeman		Marina		p.o. box 784		moss beach		CA		94038		marinfreeman@my.smccd.edu		(650) 290-3213		AS		Surgical Technology

		G00972570		Hernandez		Ismael		7 De Sabla Rd Apt. 2		San Mateo		CA		94402		iherna39@my.smccd.edu		(650) 200-8087		AS		Surgical Technology

		G00851210		Hugo		Catheryn Vanessa		1580 Southgate Ave Apt 323		Daly City		CA		94015		chugo2@my.smccd.edu		(650) 892-1148		AS		Surgical Technology

		G00959694		Lee		Kelli		299 Alta Vista Way		Daly City		CA		94014		klee303@my.smccd.edu		(415) 290-9016		AS		Surgical Technology

		G00590710		Mooney		Michelle		213 Clifton Rd		Pacifica		CA		94044		mmoone10@my.smccd.edu		(650) 219-0902		AS		Surgical Technology

		G01090995		Perez		Sofia		3974 Tropaz Ln		Tracy		CA		95377		sofiaperez@my.smccd.edu		(650) 450-0736		AS		Surgical Technology

		G01090995		Perez		Sofia		3974 Tropaz Ln		Tracy		CA		95377		sofiaperez@my.smccd.edu		(650) 450-0736		AS		Surgical Technology		CL

		G00874881		Singh		Rosyleen		800 Alta Loma Dr		South San Francisco		CA		94080		rsingh90@my.smccd.edu		(650) 994-3935		AS		Surgical Technology

		G00874881		Singh		Rosyleen		800 Alta Loma Dr		South San Francisco		CA		94080		rsingh90@my.smccd.edu		(650) 994-3935		AS		Surgical Technology

		G01060231		Slaughter		Marlee		1715 Palm Ave		San Mateo		CA		94402		marleeslaughter@my.smccd.edu		(925) 595-6672		AS		Surgical Technology

		G01038881		Villanueva		Darren Russell		1840 Sequoia Ave Apt 105		Burlingame		CA		94010		darrenvillanueva@my.smccd.edu		(650) 477-8648		AS		Surgical Technology
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		G_Id		Last_Name		First_Name		Address		City		State		Zip		Email_address		PHONE		DEGREE_CODE		MAJOR		Notes

		G01034052		Abarca		Harry		9 Dwight Rd Unit A		Burlingame		CA		94010		harryabarca@my.smccd.edu		(650) 430-2116		C5		Auto Technician-Entry Level

		G01015037		Aboudamous		Luna		120 Valleyview Way		South San Francisco		CA		94080		lunaaboudamous@my.smccd.edu		(650) 515-6591		C8		Found. in Early Childhood Educ

		G01009704		Abuyaghi		Kevin		2965 Privet Dr		Hillsborou		CA		94010		kabuyagh@my.smccd.edu		(650) 455-6175		CB		Auto Adv. Engine Perf. Tech CB

		G00946181		Agbulos		Victoria		820 Cypress Ave		San Mateo		CA		94401		victoagbulos@my.smccd.edu		(650) 678-5326		CB		Esthetician CB

		G01032832		Aguilar		Alyssa		215 Mansfield Dr		South San Francisco		CA		94080		alyssaaguilar@my.smccd.edu		(650) 808-7602		CB		Esthetician CB

		G01034652		Almanza		Jonathan		126 Gillette Ave		San Francisco		CA		94134		jonathanalmanza@my.smccd.edu		(415) 230-9126		CB		Auto Engines Technology CB

		G00828741		Alsharif		Rasha		2300 Evergreen Dr		San Bruno		CA		94066		rashaalshari@my.smccd.edu		(650) 619-5999		CC		Cosmetology

		G01055309		Alvarez		Joanna		512 Elm Ct		South San Francisco		CA		94080		joannaalvarez@my.smccd.edu		(310) 619-8490		CB		Entrepreneurship&Small BusMgmt

		G00997982		Aquino		Alfonse		3850 Callan Blvd Apt 206		South San Francisco		CA		94080		aaquin24@my.smccd.edu		(415) 602-5420		CB		Auto Drive Train Technology CB

		G01080732		Arfa		Mahdi		338 Alida Way Apt # 104		South San Francisco		CA		94080		mahdiarfa@my.smccd.edu		(415) 933-1014		CB		Auto Electricity/ElectronicsCB

		G01080732		Arfa		Mahdi		338 Alida Way Apt # 104		South San Francisco		CA		94080		mahdiarfa@my.smccd.edu		(415) 933-1014		CB		Auto Engines Technology CB

		G01012634		Arlie		Michael		1834 Loyola Dr		Burlingame		CA		94010		michaelarlie@my.smccd.edu		(650) 464-0550		CB		Auto Engine PerformanceTech CB

		G01012634		Arlie		Michael		1834 Loyola Dr		Burlingame		CA		94010		michaelarlie@my.smccd.edu		(650) 464-0550		CB		Auto Adv. Engine Perf. Tech CB

		G01028660		Aung		Seng Bu		463 Northaven Dr 		Daly City		CA		94015		sengbuaung@my.smccd.edu		(510) 320-1446		CC		Business Administration

		G01012896		Avalos		Argentina		230 morton Dr		Daly city		CA		94015		argentinaavalos@my.smccd.edu		(415) 946-9443		CB		ECE: Special Education

		G00921077		Bannister		Brianna		400 C ST APT 1		South San Francisco		CA		94080		brianbannist@my.smccd.edu		(650) 273-8277		CB		Esthetician CB

		G01106641		Barrera		Brandi		1600 Alabama St		San Francisco		CA		94110		brandibarrera@my.smccd.edu		(415) 632-6589		CB		Esthetician CB

		G01069396		Barreto Chaparro		Evelin		1208 Bay Road		East Palo Alto 		CA		94303		evelinbarretocha@my.smccd.edu		(650) 389-3934		CB		Early Childhood Education

		G01034691		Barrozo		Xanto		195 E Market St Apt 1		Daly City		CA		94014		xantobarrozo@my.smccd.edu		(415) 939-4648		CB		Auto Engines Technology CB

		G00950779		Blank		Allan		Po Box 31233		San Francisco		CA		94131		ablank3@my.smccd.edu		(415) 596-6222		C4		Asian Business Practices

		G00869144		Brown		Raven		285 Larissa ln		Vallejo		CA		94590		rbrow177@my.smccd.edu		(415) 948-0711		CB		Esthetician CB

		G00849603		Buitrago		Ilyiana		409 Klamath St		Brisbane		CA		94005		ibuitrag@my.smccd.edu		(415) 573-4126		CB		Esthetician CB

		G01038378		Burnham		Lorne		2540 Wentworth Dr		San Bruno		CA		94066		lorneburnham@my.smccd.edu		(650) 451-2896		CB		Auto Engines Technology CB

		G00972997		Bustios 		Faride		22 Randolph Ave		South San Francisco		CA 		94080		fbustios@my.smccd.edu		(702) 971-1817		CB		Early Childhood Education

		G01091987		Cajbon		Isaiah		1403 Mefferd Ave		San Mateo		CA		94401		isaiahcajbon@my.smccd.edu		(650) 766-9751		CB		Auto Engines Technology CB

		G01056712		Campos		Alejandra		193 Piedmont Ave		San Bruno		CA		94066		alejandracampos@my.smccd.edu		(650) 515-5009		CB		Paralegal/Legal Assistant

		G00990906		Canlapan		Mark Brian		139 Crestwood Dr Apt 3		Daly City		CA		94015		mcanlapa@my.smccd.edu		(415) 539-5621		CB		Accounting

		G00990906		Canlapan		Mark Brian		139 Crestwood Dr Apt 3		Daly City		CA		94015		mcanlapa@my.smccd.edu		(415) 539-5621		CC		Business Administration

		G01032379		Carinio		Amanda		14 Garrison Ave		San Francisco		CA		94134		amandacarinio@my.smccd.edu		(415) 910-3844		CB		Esthetician CB

		G00587371		Carpol		Kevin		119 Edgehill Dr		San Carlos		CA		94070		kevincarpol@my.smccd.edu		(650) 464-4146		C8		Solar Dsign/Est/Finance/Sales

		G00587371		Carpol		Kevin		119 Edgehill Dr		San Carlos		CA		94070		kevincarpol@my.smccd.edu		(650) 464-4146		CA		Solar Energy Technology

		G00587371		Carpol		Kevin		119 Edgehill Dr		San Carlos		CA		94070		kevincarpol@my.smccd.edu		(650) 464-4146		C6		Solar Installation Career Cert

		G00920612		Cazares		Jazmin		147 San Diego Ave Apt 2		San Bruno		CA		94066		jazmicazares@my.smccd.edu		(650) 296-4892		CB		Auto Chassis Technology CB

		G01086286		Centeno		Raphael		2342 22nd St		San Pablo		CA		94806		raphaelcenteno@my.smccd.edu		(510) 803-9482		CB		Surgical Technology

		G01040743		Chan		Mew Yong		512 Inverness Drive		Pacifica		CA		94044		mewyongchan@my.smccd.edu		(650) 307-9458		CB		Accounting

		G00852989		Chang		Bryan		169 Morton Dr		Daly City		CA		94015		bryanchang@my.smccd.edu		(650) 922-9288		CB		Office Assistant

		G00884711		Chavez		Jose		333 Rollins Rd		Burlingame		CA		94010		jchav115@my.smccd.edu		(650) 346-9590		CB		Auto Adv. Engine Perf. Tech CB

		G01031660		Chavez		Daniel		462 Baden Ave		South San Francisco		CA		94080		danielchavez@my.smccd.edu		(415) 812-7923		CB		Auto Engines Technology CB

		G00807084		Chen		Danny		419 Ellington Ave		San Francisco		CA		94112		dannychen@my.smccd.edu		(415) 416-0155		CC		Business Administration

		G01051803		Chen		Lu		333 Hickey Blvd Apt 305		Daly City		CA		94015		luchen@my.smccd.edu		(415) 425-6607		CB		Surgical Technology

		G01039308		Chen 		Qiancheng 		45 Arleta Ave 		San Francisco		CA		94134		qianchengchen@my.smccd.edu		(415) 535-7936		CC		Business Administration

		G01082602		Cheon		Minsan		405 s 7th street apt 02		San Jose		CA		95112		minsancheon@my.smccd.edu		(415) 629-6977		CB		Auto Engines Technology CB

		G00806011		Childers		Andrew		105 Piccadilly Place, Apt E		San Bruno		CA		94066		achilde2@my.smccd.edu		(415) 734-1223		CB		Auto Drive Train Technology CB

		G00805520		Chin		Stella		283 Del Prado Dr		Daly City		CA		94015		schin56@my.smccd.edu		(415) 673-2687		CB		Esthetician CB

		G01046706		Clayton		Colleen		391 Mandarin Drive #109		Daly City		CA		94015		collleenclayton@my.smccd.edu		(650) 993-		CB		Early Childhood Education

		G00992301		Climo		Savannah		7 Bay Landing		San Mateo		CA		94401		sclimo@my.smccd.edu		(415) 949-8747		C5		Auto Technician-Entry Level

		G00731001		Collins		Anja		1038 Goettingen St		San Francisco		CA		94134		acolli32@my.smccd.edu		(415) 724-3974		CB		Esthetician CB

		G00953925		Costa		Ayrtson		989 Hensley Ave, Apt 1		San Bruno		CA		94066		acosta15@my.smccd.edu		(650) 307-8819		CB		Administration of Justice

		G00894751		Courcoumelis		Alicia		840 Hawthorne Way		Millbrae		CA		94030		acourcou@my.smccd.edu		(650) 922-4735		CB		Auto Adv. Engine Perf. Tech CB

		G00475483		Cronin-Flynn		Noreen		251 Emaron Dr		San Bruno		CA		94066		noreencroninflyn@my.smccd.edu		(650) 738-8721		CB		ECE: Special Education

		G01015807		Da Silva		Guilherme		141 First Ave		Daly City		CA		94014		guilhermesilva@my.smccd.edu		(415) 875-0375		CB		Auto Drive Train Technology CB

		G00804507		Dasig		Janelyn		1606 Shafter Ave		San Francisco		CA		94124		janelyndasig@my.smccd.edu		(415) 947-9175		CB		Esthetician CB

		G00573716		De Leon		Ryan		431 Alta Loma Ave Apt 1		Daly City		CA		94015		ryandeleon@my.smccd.edu		(415) 859-0890		CERT		Network Engineering Tech - CA

		G00962007		Deguzman		Cavinkenth		249 Del Prado Dr		Daly City		CA		94015		cdeguz17@my.smccd.edu		(650) 892-6502		CB		Auto Electricity/ElectronicsCB

		G00654242		DeLa Cruz		Elmer		1551 Southgate Ave Apt 363		Daly City		CA		94015		elmerdelacruz@my.smccd.edu		(650) 534-7717		CB		Auto Drive Train Technology CB

		G01081535		Dela Cruz		Petula Nadia 		299 Imperial Drive Apt #4		Pacifica		CA		94044		petulanadidelacruz@my.smccd.edu		(562) 391-3349		CC		Cosmetology

		G00103228		Der		Ricky		55 Parnell Avenue		Daly City		CA		94015		rder@my.smccd.edu		(415) 939-8134		C5		Basic Networking Skill Endors.

		G00760748		Deyro		Gilmore		1297 Pershing Ave		San Mateo		CA		94403		gdeyro2@my.smccd.edu		(650) 451-2192		C5		Auto Technician-Entry Level

		G00632219		Dianos		Jamie		809 Tioga Dr		Millbrae		CA		94030		jdianos3@my.smccd.edu		(650) 416-4707		CB		Accounting

		G01063292		Diaz		Diego		1321 Marshall St. 214		Redwood City		CA		94063		diegodiaz@my.smccd.edu		(323) 684-8599		C5		Auto Technician-Entry Level

		G00970300		Dielacher		Gerhard		335 Angus Ave E		San Bruno		CA		94066		gdielach@my.smccd.edu		(650) 515-8663		C5		Auto Technician-Entry Level

		G01082239		Dinolfo		Giulia		2000 Crystal Springs Apt. 441		San Bruno		CA		94066		giuliadinolfo@my.smccd.edu		(415) 350-6879		CB		Paralegal/Legal Assistant

		G01039804		Dogra		Shilpa		1115 Bounty Drive,		Foster City		CA		94404		shilpadogra@my.smccd.edu		(650) 430-5877		CB		Early Childhood Education

		G01051103		Dragon		Cody		337 Detroit St		San Francisco		CA		94131		codydragon@my.smccd.edu		(415) 666-5073		CB		Auto Drive Train Technology CB

		G00927880		Dubois		Elise		720 Oakview Way		Emerald Hill		CA		94062		elisedubois@my.smccd.edu		(650) 867-0959		CB		Esthetician CB

		G00575775		Dubon		Rodrigo		15 Duval Dr		South San Francisco		CA		94080		rdubon3@my.smccd.edu		(415) 272-4354		CB		Massage Therapy

		G00971876		Espinoza		Silvia		264 3rd Ave		Redwood City		CA		94063		sespin30@my.smccd.edu		(650) 696-0655		CB		Esthetician CB

		G01081162		Fajardo		Marlon		1508 Quint St		San Franci		CA		94124		marlonfajardo@my.smccd.edu		(415) 872-9799		CB		Auto Chassis Technology CB

		G01081162		Fajardo		Marlon		1508 Quint St		San Francisco		CA		94124		marlonfajardo@my.smccd.edu		(415) 872-9799		CB		Auto Chassis Technology CB

		G01082241		Fazlic		Martina		2000 Crystal Springs #441
		San Bruno		CA		94066		martinafazlic@my.smccd.edu		(415) 509-4131		CB		Entrepreneurship&Small BusMgmt

		G00608108		Fernando		Jacqueline		100 E Hillsdale Blvd		San Mateo		CA		94403		jferna68@my.smccd.edu		(650) 483-6909		CB		Esthetician CB

		G01111563		Fontanilla		Prince Gerard Asuncion		600 Alexis Cir		Daly City		CA		94014		princegerafontanilla@my.smccd.edu		(415) 465-2084		C5		Auto Technician-Entry Level

		G00931914		Fontenot		Omar		49 Midvale Dr		Daly City		CA		94015		omarfonteno@my.smccd.edu		(650) 267-0106		CB		Auto Engine PerformanceTech CB

		G00931914		Fontenot		Omar		49 Midvale Dr		Daly City		CA		94015		omarfonteno@my.smccd.edu		(650) 267-0106		CB		Auto Adv. Engine Perf. Tech CB

		G01089560		Forrest		Anneke		119 Camelia Dr		Daly City		CA		94015		annekeforrest@my.smccd.edu		(626) 755-9988		CB		Massage Therapy

		G00854559		Fraley		Calvin		237 S Ashton Ave		Millbrae		CA		94030		cfraley@my.smccd.edu		(650) 271-6002		CB		Administration of Justice

		G01057425		Franco		Jasmine		239 Woodrow St		Daly City		CA		94014		jasminefranco@my.smccd.edu		(415) 845-4887		CC		Cosmetology

		G00828155		Fryman		Michael		3537 Jefferson Ave		Redwood City		CA		94062		mfryman@my.smccd.edu		(650) 465-4320		CB		Auto Engine PerformanceTech CB

		G00828155		Fryman		Michael		3537 Jefferson Ave		Redwood City		CA		94062		mfryman@my.smccd.edu		(650) 465-4320		CB		Auto Adv. Engine Perf. Tech CB

		G01085406		Fuller		Sarina		227 verbena drive		East Palo lto 		CA		94303		sarinafuller@my.smccd.edu		(707) 761-9018		CB		Esthetician CB

		G00890505		Fung		Wing		3000 Medina Dr		San Bruno		CA		94066		wfung17@my.smccd.edu		(650) 588-2834		CB		Accounting

		G00992358		Gamboa		Veronica		53 Rockford Ave.		Daly City		CA		94015		veronicagamboa@my.smccd.edu		(650) 994-3654		CB		Esthetician CB

		G01087362		Garcia		Erwin		137 Duboce Ave Apt B		San Francisco		CA		94103		erwingarcia@my.smccd.edu		(415) 487-1228		C5		Auto Technician-Entry Level

		G00993579		Gomes-Sirianni		Alyssa		412 E St		Colma		CA		94014		asirian2@my.smccd.edu		(650) 787-6331		CC		Cosmetology

		G01019277		Gomez		Rocio		418 Evergreen Dr		South San Francisco		CA		94080		rociogomez@my.smccd.edu		(650) 228-8815		CB		Massage Therapy

		G01019277		Gomez		Rocio		418 Evergreen Dr		South San Francisco		CA		94080		rociogomez@my.smccd.edu		(650) 228-8815		CB		Early Childhood Education

		G01019277		Gomez		Rocio		418 Evergreen Dr		South San Francisco		CA		94080		rociogomez@my.smccd.edu		(650) 228-8815		CB		ECE: Special Education

		G01019959		Gomez		Amalia 		1751 Markert Street Apt #5		San Francisco		CA		94103		amaliagomez@my.smccd.edu		(415) 745-6331		CB		ECE: Special Education

		G00911102		Gonzalez		Jose		365 Half Moon Ln Apt 2		Daly City		CA		94015		jgonz335@my.smccd.edu		(415) 200-7193		CB		Paralegal/Legal Assistant

		G01031972		Gray		Marc		330 Bellevue Ave		Daly City		CA		94014		marcgray@my.smccd.edu		(415) 988-7656		CB		Auto Drive Train Technology CB

		G01035358		Guerrero		Angelique		1102 Grand Teton Dr		Pacifica		CA		94044		angeliqueguerrero@my.smccd.edu		(650) 359-1024		CB		Paralegal/Legal Assistant

		G01057912		Guettari		Mehdi		1380 El Camino Real Apt 33		Millbrae		CA		94030		mehdiguett1@my.smccd.edu		(415) 490-7857		C5		Auto Technician-Entry Level

		G01036694		Guillen		Illeana		1490 21st Ave Apt 1		San Francisco		CA		94122		illeanaguillen@my.smccd.edu		(415) 595-8940		CB		Esthetician CB

		G01031209		Guo		Jiaan		427 Arballo Dr		San Francisco		CA		94132		jiaanguo@my.smccd.edu		(415) 730-3399		CC		Business Administration

		G01111889		Hall		Addison		779 Moraga Road		Lafayeytte		CA		94549		addisonhall@my.smccd.edu		(925) 297-7334		CB		Massage Therapy

		G01097590		Hall		Devina		1300 Huntington Ave Unit 86		San Bruno		CA		94066		devinahall@my.smccd.edu		(650) 241-5626		CB		Massage Therapy

		G01051298		Heichenko		Svitlana		752 Glenview Dr. 109		San Bruno		CA		94066		svitlanaheichenko@my.smccd.edu		(650) 296-0934		CB		Massage Therapy

		G00972570		Hernandez		Ismael		7 De Sabla Rd Apt. 2		San Mateo		CA		94402		iherna39@my.smccd.edu		(650) 200-8087		CB		Surgical Technology

		G00182115		Hofmann		Eleanor		72 Scott St Apt 3		San Bruno		CA		94066		ehofmann@my.smccd.edu		(650) 307-8933		CB		Paralegal/Legal Assistant

		G00966357		Holden		Monica		1548 Valdez Way		Pacifica		CA		94044		mholden6@my.smccd.edu		(415) 368-3068		CC		Cosmetology

		G01008022		Htet		Hein		284 Saint Catherine Dr		Daly City		CA		94015		hhtet2@my.smccd.edu		(415) 602-5613		CB		Auto Adv. Engine Perf. Tech CB

		G01107521		Htin		Yin Thu		247 Del Prado Dr		Daly City		CA		94015		yinthuhtin@my.smccd.edu		(415) 913-0103		CB		Early Childhood Education

		G00817748		Huang		Richard		424 Avalon Dr.		South San Francisco		CA		94080		rhuang16@my.smccd.edu		(415) 652-3909		CB		Auto Engines Technology CB

		G00987974		Huynh		Michael		2618 Ophelia Ave		San Jose		CA		95122		mhuynh18@my.smccd.edu		(415) 999-6386		CB		Auto Adv. Engine Perf. Tech CB

		G00851471		Jaimes		Adryanna		747 Moana Way		Pacifica		CA		94044		ajaimes4@my.smccd.edu		(650) 534-4142		CB		Administration of Justice

		G00888047		Jaimes		Rodolfo		747 Moana Way		Pacifica		CA		94044		rjaimes2@my.smccd.edu		(650) 438-8895		CB		Administration of Justice

		G00997920		Jara		Joao		87 Bellevue Ave # B		Daly City		CA		94014		jjara7@my.smccd.edu		(415) 350-4052		CB		Massage Therapy

		G01019187		Jarquin-Sanchez		Leticia		P.O. Box 262		Half Moon Bay		CA		94019		leticiajarquinsan@my.smccd.edu		(650) 771-6383		CB		Auto Engine PerformanceTech CB

		G01019187		Jarquin-Sanchez		Leticia		P.O. Box 262		Half Moon Bay		CA		94019		leticiajarquinsan@my.smccd.edu		(650) 771-6383		CB		Auto Engines Technology CB

		G01014338		Jimenez		Cesar		224 Juniper Ave		South San Francisco		CA		94080		cesarjimenez@my.smccd.edu		(650) 580-8060		CB		Auto Adv. Engine Perf. Tech CB

		G01062089		Kang		Woo Jung		100 Font Blvd Apt 11J 		San Francisco		CA		94132		woojungkang@my.smccd.edu		(415) 240-9527		CC		Cosmetology

		G01045049		Kaur		Prabjyot		115 S Mayfair Ave Apt 8		Daly City		CA		94015		prabjyotkaur@my.smccd.edu		(415) 505-5389		CB		Early Childhood Education

		G00758606		Khin		Sandar		412 Saint Francis Blvd		Daly City		CA		94015		skhin@my.smccd.edu		(650) 515-6874		C8		Accounting Computer Specialist

		G00758606		Khin		Sandar		412 Saint Francis Blvd		Daly City		CA		94015		skhin@my.smccd.edu		(650) 515-6874		CB		Accounting

		G01094260		Khunanuwatchaidet		Chitsuttha		650 Stanyan St, APT 106		 San Francisco		CA		94117		chitsutthakhunanuwat@my.smccd.edu		(925) 698-9005		CB		Early Childhood Education

		G01052695		Kiselow 		Katherine 		1229 Morgan Street 		Santa Rosa		CA		95401		katherinekiselow@my.smccd.edu		(707) 217-0525		CB		Surgical Technology

		G00986162		Kola		Kiswendsida		2440 16th street #102		San Francisco		CA		94103		kkola@my.smccd.edu		(415) 215-4927		C8		Entry Level Computer User Sprt

		G00986162		Kola		Kiswendsida		2440 16th street #102		San Francisco		CA		94103		kkola@my.smccd.edu		(415) 215-4927		CERT		Network Engineering Tech - CA

		G00986162		Kola		Kiswendsida		2440 16th street #102		San Francisco		CA		94103		kkola@my.smccd.edu		(415) 215-4927		C8		NETX-Wiring & Installation-SC

		G00755897		Konopka		John		125 16th Ave		San Mateo		CA		94402		jkonopka@my.smccd.edu		(650) 450-3759		CB		Auto Electricity/ElectronicsCB

		G00972056		Koval		Nataliya		2790 Crestmoor Drive		San Bruno		CA		94066		nkoval3@my.smccd.edu		(415) 823-0192		CB		Esthetician CB

		G01086335		Kumar 		Vasooda 		1028 S De Anza Blvd Apt B106		San Jose		CA 		95129		vasoodakumar@my.smccd.edu		(281) 755-3315		CC		Business Administration

		G01089670		Kurdi		Safa		1260 El Camino Real		Millbrae		CA		94030		safakurdi@my.smccd.edu		(415) 590-0001		CB		Esthetician CB

		G01025119		Kyung		Jaeseung		420 Hawthorne Ave		San Bruno		CA 		94066		jaeseungkyung@my.smccd.edu		(213) 819-1604		CC		Business Administration

		G01004964		Lazaro		Karlo Angelo		2250 Fleetwood Dr		San Bruno		CA		94066		klazaro@my.smccd.edu		(650) 430-9712		CC		Business Administration

		G01004964		Lazaro		Karlo Angelo		2250 Fleetwood Dr		San Bruno		CA		94066		klazaro@my.smccd.edu		(650) 430-9712		CB		Paralegal/Legal Assistant

		G00223907		Le		Tuan Hung		454 Valencia Dr		South San Francisco		CA		94080		hungtuanle@my.smccd.edu		(650) 583-0708		CB		Massage Therapy

		G01089962		Lee		Tiffany		5 S Broadway Apt 7		Millbrae		CA		94030		tiffanylee4@my.smccd.edu		(415) 734-6303		CB		Esthetician CB

		G01095498		Lei		Jieting		230 Ney St		San Francisco		CA		94112		jietinglei@my.smccd.edu		(415) 319-3206		CB		Esthetician CB

		G00958922		Leong		Kelsey		184 Belcrest Ave		Daly City		CA		94015		kleong38@my.smccd.edu		(650) 991-0350		CB		ECE: Special Education

		G00910160		Li		Qianwen		15 Sargent St		San Francisco		CA		94132		qli20@my.smccd.edu		(415) 823-5986		CB		Early Childhood Education

		G00981675		Li		Anthony		3975 Haussman Court		South San Francisco		CA		94080		ali53@my.smccd.edu		(650) 255-6733		C5		Wiring & Install. Skill Endors

		G00981675		Li		Anthony		3975 Haussman Court		South San Francisco		CA		94080		ali53@my.smccd.edu		(650) 255-6733		C6		PC Config. & Repair Endorse.

		G01043440		Li 		Yeyu		252 Accacia St 		Daly City		CA		94014		yeyuli@my.smccd.edu		(415) 629-4181		CC		Business Administration

		G00802017		Lopez		Ana		636 El Camino Real Apt 1721		South San Francisco		CA		94080		analopez1@my.smccd.edu		(510) 896-9128		CB		Early Childhood Education

		G01007238		Lopez		Daniela		332 Railroad Ave Apt B		South San Francisco		CA		94080		dlope116@my.smccd.edu		(650) 740-2273		CC		Cosmetology

		G01067826		Long		Yan Ni		1255 Calle Santinago		Chula Vist		CA		91910		yannilong@my.smccd.edu		(415) 713- 0058		CB		Accounting

		G01024903		Lorenz		Ruth		Po Box 1435		Felton		CA		95018		ruthlorenz@my.smccd.edu		(206) 361-1069		CB		Massage Therapy

		G00801033		Louis 		Shelby		1270 Peralta Rd		Pacifica		CA		94044		slouis1@my.smccd.edu		(650) 391-7553		CB		Paralegal/Legal Assistant

		G01037566		Loukianoff		Alexandra		12 Kirk Ct		Alamo		CA		94507		alexandraloukianoff@my.smccd.edu		(650) 455-2236		CB		Esthetician CB

		G01033060		Lu		Wenhan		20 Highland Ave Apt 5		Burlingame		CA		94010		wenhanlu@my.smccd.edu		(650) 696-0638		C5		Auto Technician-Entry Level

		G00898792		Luo		Ciyang		1018 San Anselmo Ave, south		San Bruno		CA		94066		cluo4@my.smccd.edu		(650) 452-2071		CB		Auto Engine PerformanceTech CB

		G00805693		Ma		Richard		1018 Persia Ave		San Francisco		CA		94112		rma15@my.smccd.edu		(415) 613-3637		CB		Auto Adv. Engine Perf. Tech CB

		G01098804		Macgrath		Lindsey		124 Tan Oak Dr		Portola Va		CA		94028		lindseymacgrath@my.smccd.edu		(650) 605-7327		CB		Esthetician CB

		G01033372		Macias		Fernando		P.O. Box 327		Pescadero		CA		94060		fernandomacias@my.smccd.edu		(650) 879-9668		CB		Auto Drive Train Technology CB

		G01038996		Mai		Nathan		15 Middlefield Dr		San Francisco		CA		94132		nathanmai@my.smccd.edu		(415) 370-2289		CB		Auto Electricity/ElectronicsCB

		G01001429		Marasigan		Sarah		227 Brighton Rd Apt 1		Pacifica		CA		94044		smarasi1@my.smccd.edu		(415) 948-7297		CB		Journalism

		G01035744		Martin		Robert		518 Chesterton Ave		Belmont		CA		94002		robertmartin@my.smccd.edu		(650) 889-8154		C5		Auto Technician-Entry Level

		G01087272		Martinez		Steve		1303 Fell St Apt 11		San Francisco		CA		94117		stevemartinez@my.smccd.edu		(415) 401-5694		CB		Auto Engines Technology CB

		G00667236		Masoli		Taima		44 Cypress Ln		Daly City		CA		94014		taimamasoli@my.smccd.edu		(415) 866-0349		CB		Esthetician CB

		G00874447		McClure		Shirley		116 Culebra Ln		Moss Beach		CA		94038		smcclur7@my.smccd.edu		(650) 563-9681		CB		Massage Therapy

		G01016519		Miller		Christian		1204 Everglades Drive		Pacifica		CA		94044		christianmiller@my.smccd.edu		(601) 968-2776		CB		Accounting

		G01049993		Min		Ye		1742 46th Ave		San Francisco		CA		94122		yemin@my.smccd.edu		(415) 244-3052		CB		Asian Engine Perf. Tech CB

		G01008375		Miralles		Don		5867 Mission St Apt 4		San Francisco		CA		94112		dmiralle@my.smccd.edu		(415) 706-8165		CB		Massage Therapy

		G00521772		Mitchell		Wendy		991 Gellert Blvd		Daly City		CA		94015		wmitch15@my.smccd.edu		(650) 222-9075		C8		Emergency Medical Technician I

		G00805284		Moon 		Heae In		1025 Cypress Ave 		San Mateo		CA		94401		hmoon3@my.smccd.edu		(650) 759-8657		CB		Early Childhood Education

		G01081320		Moorhatch		Daniel		312 Susie way apt #2		South San Francisco		CA		94080		danielmoorhatch@my.smccd.edu		(650) 452-8743		CB		Auto Drive Train Technology CB

		G01012315		Mora		Elizabeth		2020 20th Ave		San Francisco		CA		94116		elizabethmora@my.smccd.edu		(415) 731-4928		CB		Esthetician CB

		G00859632		Morales		Siai		1116 Oakdale Ave		San Francisco		CA		94124		smoral42@my.smccd.edu		(415) 912-81112		CB		Esthetician CB

		G01038787		Moran		Gerardo		118 Belmont Ave		South San Francisco		CA		94080		gerardomoran@my.smccd.edu		(650) 201-8379		CB		Auto Drive Train Technology CB

		G01020509		Moreno		Christian		78 E 39th Ave Apt 4		San Mateo		CA		94403		christianmoreno@my.smccd.edu		(650) 921-4117		C5		Auto Technician-Entry Level

		G01068824		Morones		Nael		1440 Palou Ave		San Francisco		CA		94124		naelmorones@my.smccd.edu		(415) 684-6807		CB		Esthetician CB

		G00868425		Multani		Paramjit		5 Cliffside Dr		Daly City		CA		94015		pmultani@my.smccd.edu		(650) 992-9330		CB		Office Assistant

		G00860717		Myers		Tiffany		481 Donaldson Ave.		Pacifica		CA		94044		tmyers9@my.smccd.edu		(650) 743-9133		CB		Massage Therapy

		G01026492		Myint		Khin		159 Marbly Ave		Daly City		CA		94015		khinmyint1@my.smccd.edu		(714) 728-7205		C4		Medical Office Receptionist

		G00551136		Najdawi		Tarik		67 41st Ave Apt 8		San Mateo		CA		94403		tnajdawi@my.smccd.edu		(650) 554-0402		CB		Auto Adv. Engine Perf. Tech CB

		G00644880		Nakai		Jennifer		528 Fremont Ave		Pacifica		CA		94044		jnakai2@my.smccd.edu		(415) 235-6833		CB		Esthetician CB

		G01095608		Nepal Bhattarai		Pushpa		90 Forest Grove Dr Apt 22		Daly City		CA		94015		pushpanepalbhatt@my.smccd.edu		(415) 299-5136		CB		Esthetician CB

		G01040656		Neral		Calvin John		902 Skyline Dr		Daly City		CA		94015		calvinneral@my.smccd.edu		(650) 267-9160		CB		Auto Drive Train Technology CB

		G01100542		Newberry		Chelsea		1025 Cadillac Way Apt 203		Burlingame		CA		94010		chelseanewberry@my.smccd.edu		(352) 424-4926		CB		Massage Therapy

		G00962941		Nguyen		Dalena		2010 Quesada Ave		San Francisco		CA		94124		dnguy126@my.smccd.edu		(415) 321-0311		CC		Cosmetology

		G00853916		Nieva		Rome		4 Friendly Ct		Redwood City		CA		94063		rnieva5@my.smccd.edu		(650) 358-3978		CB		Surgical Technology

		G01012735		Nozawa		Megumi		540 S El Camino Real Apt 203		San Mateo		CA		94402		meguminozawa@my.smccd.edu		(650) 393-9152		CB		Auto Engine PerformanceTech CB

		G01041247		Oropeza		Jesus		121 Irvington St		Daly City		CA		94014		jesusoropeza@my.smccd.edu		(415) 587-3630		CB		Auto Drive Train Technology CB

		G00660858		Orozco		Mayling		1392 HAMPSHIRE ST		San Francisco		CA		94010		morozc21@my.smccd.edu		(415) 505-5479		CB		Surgical Technology

		G01021667		Ouahid		Hamza		2159 43 avenue		San Francisco		CA		94122		hamzaouahid@my.smccd.edu		(415) 574-9872		CC		Business Administration

		G00455714		Pacheco		Amanda		3403 CSM Dr Apt 204		San Mateo		CA		94402		apache38@my.smccd.edu		(650) 483-9321		C8		Emergency Medical Technician I

		G01032132		Palionny		Richard		1435 22nd Ave		San Francisco		CA		94122		richardpalionny@my.smccd.edu		(415) 666-6099		CB		Auto Drive Train Technology CB

		G01055229		Pan		Mary Htoi Seng		436 Northaven Dr		Daly City		CA		94015		maryhtoisepan@my.smccd.edu		(415) 323-9256		CB		Early Childhood Education

		G01055229		Pan		Mary Htoi Seng		436 Northaven Dr		Daly City		CA		94015		maryhtoisepan@my.smccd.edu		(415) 323-9256		C8		Fundamentals in ECE.

		G00461808		Panelli		Francine		712 N Point St		San Franci		CA		94109		francinepanelli@my.smccd.edu		(415) 902-1401		CB		Esthetician CB

		G01042471		Papakostas		Ayden		601 San Anselmo Ave S Apt 3		San Bruno		CA		94066		aydenpapakostas@my.smccd.edu		(650) 863-2860		CB		Auto Drive Train Technology CB

		G00845945		Parada		Laura 		2924 Camby Rd		Antioch		CA		94509		lparada4@my.smccd.edu		(650) 630-8943		CB		Medical Office Receptionist

		G00443153		Parr		Joanne		1035 El Camino Real Apt 10		Burlingame		CA		94010		joanneparr@my.smccd.edu		(650) 773-6962		CB		Massage Therapy

		G00676255		Peng		Jessica		30 Blackhawk Ln		Burlingame		CA		94010		jpeng11@my.smccd.edu		(650) 436-7355		CB		Esthetician CB

		G01039479		Peng		Wei		980 Southgate Ave		Daly City		CA		94015		weipeng@my.smccd.edu		(415) 806-3183		CC		Business Administration

		G00996281		Pepino		Angelo		256 Southcliff Ave		South San Francisco		CA		94080		apepino1@my.smccd.edu		(650) 438-1097		C5		Auto Technician-Entry Level

		G01090995		Perez		Sofia		3974 Tropaz Ln		Tracy		CA		95377		sofiaperez@my.smccd.edu		(650) 450-0736		CB		Surgical Technology

		G01089003		Perez-Campos		Christian		1026 Grand St		Redwood City		CA		94061		christianperezcampo@my.smccd.edu		(650) 218-5177		C5		Auto Technician-Entry Level

		G00873366		Phu		Hannah		186 Avalon Dr		Daly City		CA		94015		hphu1@my.smccd.edu		(650) 898-4203		C8		Individual Tax Preparer

		G00318603		Preciado-Huete		Griselda		21 Wilms Ave		South San Francisco		CA		94080		grisepreciad@my.smccd.edu		(650) 392-9719		C8		Found. in Early Childhood Educ

		G01002631		Prieto		Edgar		610 Olive Ave Apt 1		South San Francisco		CA		94080		eprieto9@my.smccd.edu		(650) 302-2867		CB		Auto Engine PerformanceTech CB

		G01002631		Prieto		Edgar		610 Olive Ave Apt 1		South San Francisco		CA		94080		eprieto9@my.smccd.edu		(650) 302-2867		CB		Auto Adv. Engine Perf. Tech CB

		G00320249		Puckett		Janet		145 Piccadilly Place Apt E		San Bruno		CA		94066		jpucket4@my.smccd.edu		(650) 898-5652		CB		Paralegal/Legal Assistant

		G01097013		Qiao		Yan		310 Arballo Dr Apt 9c		San Francisco		CA		94132		yanqiao@my.smccd.edu		(415) 713-6202		CB		Esthetician CB

		G01099521		Quintana		Izhar		65 Penhurst Ave		Daly City		CA		94015		izharquintana@my.smccd.edu		(951) 807-8635		CB		Auto Engines Technology CB

		G01044564		Rai		Namita		372 Susie Way #4		South San Francisco		CA		94080		namitarai@my.smccd.edu		(415) 917--9635		C8		Found. in Early Childhood Educ

		G00983444		Ramos Sandoval		Juan		15 Carleton Ave		Daly City		CA		94015		jramo107@my.smccd.edu		(650) 265-		CB		Auto Drive Train Technology CB

		G01069783		Recinos		Jeffrey		260 LAKE MERCED BLVD apt 19		DALY CITY		CA		94015		jeffreyrecinos@my.smccd.edu		(415) 404-1018		CB		Auto Engines Technology CB

		G00854810		Rezay Nazari		Mona Alsadat		25 mcaker ct,#130		San Mateo		CA		94403		mrezayna@my.smccd.edu		(415) 374-3789		CB		Early Childhood Education

		G01091427		Rizzo		Jill		1627 42nd Ave		San Francisco		CA		94122		jillrizzo@my.smccd.edu		(415) 298-2489		CB		Esthetician CB

		G00882948		Rodriguez		Alondra		1406 Main St		Redwood City		CA		94063		arodr261@my.smccd.edu		(510) 564-6388		CB		Esthetician CB

		G00987067		Rodriguez		Juliana		50 woodside plaza #540		Redwood city		CA		94061		jrodr319@my.smccd.edu		(650) 669-3819		CC		Cosmetology

		G01089098		Rodriguez		Daniel		2325 Esmond Ave		Richmond		CA		94804		danielrodr3@my.smccd.edu		(415) 341-2124		CB		Auto Drive Train Technology CB

		G00867473		Roebuck		Neville		1838 Great Hwy		San Francisco		CA		94122		nroebuck@my.smccd.edu		(415) 994-3404		CB		Auto Electricity/ElectronicsCB

		G00867473		Roebuck		Neville		1838 Great Hwy		San Francisco		CA		94122		nroebuck@my.smccd.edu		(415) 994-3404		CB		Asian Engine Perf. Tech CB

		G01123869		Romero		Michael		679 Manor Drive APT A		Pacifica		CA		94044		michaelrom2@my.smccd.edu		(209) 304-2973		C5		Auto Technician-Entry Level

		G01026186		Rosier		Christian		1680 Vista Del Sol		San Mateo		CA		94404		christianrosier@my.smccd.edu		(650) 477-4636		CB		Auto Drive Train Technology CB

		G01082344		Ruiz		Adixon		1162 Ingerson Ave		San Francisco		CA		94124		adixonruiz@my.smccd.edu		(415) 572-8363		C5		Auto Technician-Entry Level

		G01084913		Ruiz Rico		Ma. Martina		24472 Edith St		Hayward		CA		94544		mamartinaruizrico@my.smccd.edu		(408) 768-4073		CC		Cosmetology

		G01052020		Runkel		Rebecca		903 Chevy St		Belmont		CA		94002		rebeccarunkel@my.smccd.edu		(650) 339-1368		CB		Esthetician CB

		G00481295		Sacapanio		Maria		Po Box 1185		Soulsbyvil		CA		95372		msacapan@my.smccd.edu		(415) 260-9600		CB		Accounting

		G01052514		Saeed		Zubaer		4445 3rd St Apt 301		San Francisco		CA		94124		zubaersaeed@my.smccd.edu		(415) 994-8291		CB		Auto Engines Technology CB

		G01081096		Safaverdi		Fatemeh		55 poncetta Drive Apt# 209		Daly City		CA		94015		fatemehsafaverdi@my.smccd.edu		(805) 305-0401		CC		Cosmetology

		G01084333		Sallee		Ariel		489 Alta Vista Dr		South San Francisco		CA		94080		arielsallee@my.smccd.edu		(650) 534-7192		CB		Auto Drive Train Technology CB

		G00881479		Santos		Virginia Marie		1001 San Bruno Ave West		San Bruno		CA		94066		vsanto21@my.smccd.edu		(714) 725-9537		CB		Esthetician CB

		G00906388		Saucedo		Juliana		585 Union Ave		Campbell		CA		95008		jsauced7@my.smccd.edu		(650) 888-2413		CB		Early Childhood Education

		G00351857		Sevilla		Victor		209 Malcolm Ave		Belmont		CA		94002		vsevilla@my.smccd.edu		(408) 506-4197		CERT		Network Engineering Tech - CA

		G01097426		Shin		Serena		284 Friedell St		San Francisco		CA		94124		serenashin@my.smccd.edu		(415) 684-8585		CB		Esthetician CB

		G00874881		Singh		Rosyleen		800 Alta Loma Dr		South San Francisco		CA		94080		rsingh90@my.smccd.edu		(650) 994-3935		CB		Surgical Technology

		G01060231		Slaughter		Marlee		1715 Palm Ave		San Mateo		CA		94402		marleeslaughter@my.smccd.edu		(925) 595-6672		CB		Surgical Technology

		G01129483		Smith		Shelbert		1200 27th Ave		San Francisco		CA		94122		shelbertsmith@my.smccd.edu		(651) 308-0693		CB		Auto Engines Technology CB

		G01080324		Stodulkova		Simona		232 21st Ave #5		San Francisco		CA		94121		simonastodulkova@my.smccd.edu		(415) 855-5662		CB		Paralegal/Legal Assistant

		G00875656		Sweidan		Jordan		2421 Shannon Dr		South San Francisco		CA		94080		jsweida2@my.smccd.edu		(650) 303-5036		CB		Journalism

		G00983505		Tan		John Bernard		199 Camelia Dr		Daly City		CA		94015		jtan58@my.smccd.edu		(415) 539-8274		C5		Auto Technician-Entry Level

		G01014447		Tang		Christopher		201 Charter Oak Ave		San Francisco		CA		94124		christophetang@my.smccd.edu		(415) 601-8226		CB		Auto Engines Technology CB

		G01023847		Tenorio		Edison		95 Lobos St Apt 95		San Francisco		CA		94112		edisontenorio@my.smccd.edu		(415) 424-3340		CB		Auto Electricity/ElectronicsCB

		G01053124		Tiznado		Christian		58 Santa Cruz Ave		San Francisco		CA		94112		chrisitanvargastizn@my.smccd.edu		(408) 667-5342		CB		Auto Technician-Entry Level

		G00864239		Tolshchikhina		Anna		2707 Newlands Ave		Belmont		CA		94002		atolshch@my.smccd.edu		(650) 430-5240		CB		Surgical Technology

		G00657252		Torres		Dora		370 Naples St		San Francisco		CA		94112		dtorre40@my.smccd.edu		(415) 654-8443		CB		Esthetician CB

		G00969863		Toscanelli		Samantha		2021 mezes ave		Belmont		CA		94002		stoscane@my.smccd.edu		(650) 867-5397		CB		Early Childhood Education

		G01060373		Trejo		Gracia		849 W. Orange Avenue Apt. 3023		South San Francisco		CA		94080		graciatrejo@my.smccd.edu		(650) 660-7136		CB		Accounting

		G01060373		Trejo		Gracia		849 W. Orange Avenue Apt. 3023		South San Francisco		CA		94080		graciatrejo@my.smccd.edu		(650) 660-7136		C8		Accounting Computer Specialist

		G01053986		Valencia- Gonzales		Adrian		404 Kains Ave		San Bruno		CA		94066		adrianvalenciago@my.smccd.edu		(650) 455-3678		C5		Auto Technician-Entry Level

		G01012313		Vasquez		Marcos		2400 Skyline Dr Apt D4		Pacifica		CA		94044		marcosvasqvasquez@my.smccd.edu		(650) 834-5257		C8		Solar Dsign/Est/Finance/Sales

		G01040276		Vega		Jose		2402 Lupine Ct		Daly City		CA		94014		josevega@my.smccd.edu		(415) 240-2067		CB		Auto Drive Train Technology CB

		G01064028		Velasco		Avery		650 San Diego Ave		Daly City		CA		94014		averyvelasco@my.smccd.edu		(858) 722-1857		CB		Auto Engines Technology CB

		G00701491		Velasquez		Gabriela		355 Grove St		Half Moon Bay		CA		94019		gabrivelasqu@my.smccd.edu		(650) 445-8841		CB		Early Childhood Education

		G01066143		Vien		Tanya		211 serrano Drive		San Francisco		CA		94132		tanyavien@my.smccd.edu		(562) 388-5594		CB		Early Childhood Education

		G01038881		Villanueva		Darren Russell		1840 Sequoia Ave Apt 105		Burlingame		CA		94010		darrenvillanueva@my.smccd.edu		(650) 477-8648		C8		Central Serv. Tech.

		G01024022		Wang		Wen Chao		622 Swallowtail Ct		Brisbane		CA		94005		wenchowang@my.smccd.edu		(415) 519-5178		CC		Business Administration

		G01115137		Williams		Craig		36707 San Perdo Dr Apt 224		Fremont		CA		94536		craigwilliams@my.smccd.edu		(619) 708-2238		C8		NETX-PC Configure/Repair-SC

		G00895591		Wong		Amalee		3602 Timor Court		San Bruno		CA		94066		awong314@my.smccd.edu		(650) 557-9769		CB		Biotech Manufacturing Assit.

		G01015358		Wong		Monica		54 Baldwin Ave		Daly City		CA		94015		monicawong@my.smccd.edu		(650) 676-9362		CB		Esthetician CB

		G00921181		Wu		Ka Li		214 Sagamore St		San Francisco		CA		94112		kaliwu@my.smccd.edu		(415) 608-2945		CC		Cosmetology

		G01013817		Xie		Kenny		1034 Stockton St Apt 6		San Francisco		CA		94108		kennyxie@my.smccd.edu		(415) 860-7881		CB		Auto Electricity/ElectronicsCB

		G01091480		Yan		Janie		9240 Ralph St		Rosemead		CA		91770		janieyan@my.smccd.edu		(626) 417-8987		CB		Massage Therapy

		G01110556		Yehia 		Zakaria		556 Jones St		San Francisco 		CA 		94102		zakariayehia@my.smccd.edu		(925) 325-7684		CB		Massage Therapy

		G00995912		Yi		Haobo		111 w harrison st. apt 422		corona		CA		92880		hyi6@my.smccd.edu		(415) 889-3821		CC		Business Administration

		G01012354		Young		Camgi		396 Castle St		Daly City		CA		94014		camgiyoung@my.smccd.edu		(415) 713-6661		CB		Auto Adv. Engine Perf. Tech CB

		G01055911		Young		Rebeca		176 Lake Dr		San Bruno		CA		94066		rebecayoung@my.smccd.edu		(323) 999-8149		CC		Cosmetology

		G00434995		Yu		Dove		1087 Manzanita Dr		Pacifica		CA		94044		doveyu@my.smccd.edu		(650) 451-2612		CB		Esthetician CB

		G01049808		Zhang		Andy		61 Loehr St		San Francisco		CA		94134		andyzhang@my.smccd.edu		(415) 490-7431		CB		Auto Drive Train Technology CB

		G01066718		Zhang		Jiayin		1150 Plymouth Ave.		San Francisco		CA		94112		jiayinzhang@my.smccd.edu		(408) 674-7283		CB		Early Childhood Education

		G01116188		Zhu		Congyu		417 32nd Ave		San Francisco		CA		94121		congyuzhu@my.smccd.edu		(415) 693-8711		CB		Early Childhood Education

		G00665180		Zierau		Derick		410 Niantic Ave		Daly City		CA		94014		derickzierau@my.smccd.edu		(650) 992-8656		CC		Cosmetology

		G01098741		Zolly		Tessa		306 Lee St Apt 401		Oakland		CA		94610		tessazolly@my.smccd.edu		(415) 686-0510		CB		Esthetician CB

		G01070130		Zuercher		Jacquelyne		1016 San Raymundo Rd		Hillsborou		CA		94010		jacquelynezuercher@my.smccd.edu		(650) 740-3239		CB		Esthetician CB
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Bachelor's 

				Spring 2018 - Bachelor's 

		G_Id		Last_Name		First_Name		Address		City		State		Zip		Email_address		PHONE		DEGREE_CODE		MAJOR		Notes

		G00566474		Ancheta		Glizel		197 Goethe St		San Francisco		CA		94112		ganchet2@my.smccd.edu		()		BS		Respiratory Care BS

		G01053570		Barnia		Juliet		140 Maggi Ct		Los Gatos		CA		95032		julietbarnia@my.smccd.edu		()		BS		Respiratory Care BS

		G01069595		Bartoszynski		Anrey		1235 Wildwood Ave Apt 1		Sunnyvale		CA		94089		anreybartoszyns@my.smccd.edu		()		BS		Respiratory Care BS

		G01055437		Blake		Eric		6378 Joaquin Murieta Ave Apt D		Newark 		CA		94560		ericblake@my.smccd.edu		()		BS		Respiratory Care BS

		G01069211		Daly		Alan		2014 Continental Ave 		Hayward		CA		94545		alandaly@my.smccd.edu		()		BS		Respiratory Care BS		MCL

		G00529247		De Leon		Karen-Mae		2214 Elliott Drive		American C		CA		94503		karenmaedeleon@my.smccd.edu		()		BS		Respiratory Care BS

		G00525103		Esparza		Heather		3631 Sunset Drive 		San Bruno		CA		94066		heatheresparza@my.smccd.edu		()		BS		Respiratory Care BS		MCL, PTK

		G01068932		French-Johnson		Austin		709 Oak Drive		Capitola		CA		95010		austinfrenchjohn@my.smccd.edu		()		BS		Respiratory Care BS		MCL

		G00623050		Guevara		Irene		2713 44th Ave Apt 2		San Francisco		CA		94116		iguebar1@my.smccd.edu		()		BS		Respiratory Care BS

		G00707431		Hernandez		Vanessa		542 Paris St		San Francisco		CA		94112		vherna42@my.smccd.edu		()		BS		Respiratory Care BS

		G01052992		Horton-Butler		Dolia		1901 Colosseum Way 		Antioch		CA		94531		doliahortonbutl1@my.smccd.edu		()		BS		Respiratory Care BS		CL, PTK

		G00970499		Kaaid		Ammir		764 54th St		Oakland		CA		94609		akaaid@my.smccd.edu		()		BS		Respiratory Care BS		MCL

		G00236355		Lopez		Jazmina		2277 Washington St Apt 1		San Francisco		CA		94115		jazminalopez@my.smccd.edu		()		BS		Respiratory Care BS

		G00646989		Mamaligsa		Jaydee		2014 Continental Ave 		Hayward		CA		94545		jmamalig@my.smccd.edu		()		BS		Respiratory Care BS

		G01050356		Marasigan 		Denise		633 Greentree Cir		Fairfield		CA		94534		denisemarasigan@my.smccd.edu		()		BS		Respiratory Care BS		MCL

		G01000493		Mock		Joseph		25 Fairdawn 		Irvine 		CA		92614		jmock5@my.smccd.edu		()		BS		Respiratory Care BS		CL, PTK

		G00806851		Relosimon		Heinrich		275 San Fernando Way		Daly City		CA		94015		hrelosi1@my.smccd.edu		()		BS		Respiratory Care BS

		G00848473		Saucedo		Jaclyn		925 Larkspur Drive		Burlingame		CA		94010		jsauced6@my.smccd.edu		()		BS		Respiratory Care BS

		G00853090		Viloria		Guenevere		304 Barbara Ln		Daly City		CA 		94015		gvilori1@my.smccd.edu		()		BS		Respiratory Care BS

		G00528096		Vito		Nahwal		18 Treeside Ct		South San Francisco		CA		94080		nvito@my.smccd.edu		()		BS		Respiratory Care BS
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Fall 2017 AA-AS & AST-AAT

		Fall 2017 AA-T & AS-T

		Last_Name		First_Name		G_Id		Degree		Major		Address		City_State_Zip		E-mail Address		Honors_Status		APPROVED/DENIED 		Notes		Paper/Online App.

		Frederiksen		Connor Wynn		G00704820		AS		Accounting 		21 Crater Lake Way 		Pacifica, CA 94044		cfrede10@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED				Online

		Nguyen		Phuong Thi		G01020770		AS		Accounting 		33 Silva Ave		Millbrae, CA 94030		phuongnguyen@my.smccd.edu		CL		APPROVED				Paper

		Agoncillo		Matthew Ryan		G00932761		AS-T		Administration of Justice 		637 Skyline Dr		Daly City, CA 94015		matthagoncil@my.smccd.edu 				APPROVED				Online

		Brooks 		Rudolph		G01009110		AS-T		Administration of Justice 		22 Dedman Ct		San Francisco, CA 94124		rbrook40@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED 				Online

		Fraley 		Calvin Clyde 		G01006318		AA		Administration of Justice 		237 South Ashton Ave 		Millbrae, CA 94030		cfraley@my.smccd.edu		CL		APPROVED				Paper

		Griffin 		Ronald Wilson		G00660438		AA		Administration of Justice 		984 Sandra Ct. Apt #4		South San Francisco, CA 94080		rgriff33@my.smccd.edu		CL		APPROVED				Paper

		Nungaray		Jose Refujio 		G01044165		AS-T		Administration of Justice 		3019 Page St 		Redwood City, CA 94063		josenungaray@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED 				Online

		Carsano		Ma. Kristle Ruidera		G01024373		AS		Administrative Med. Assist		120 Citrus Ave 		Daly City, CA 94014		makristlecarsano@my.smccd.edu		PTK		APPROVED				Online

		Aiken		Rena Leaneen		G00835415		AS		Allied Health 		1542 48th Ave Apt#2		San Francisco, CA 94122		raiken@my.smccd.edu		PTK, MCL		APPROVED				Online

		Alahwal 		Eddie Romeric Lavares		G01011057		AS		Allied Health 		3110 Summit Road		San Bruno, CA 94066		eddieromeralahwal@my.smccd.edu		CL		APPROVED				Online

		Ali 		Azar Ahmed		G00862987		AS		Allied Health 		2437 Greendale Dr 		South San Francisco, CA 94080		aali26@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED				Online

		Arce 		Monique Anne Valdez		G01031382		AS		Allied Health 		1950 32rd Ave		San Francisco, CA 94116		moniqueannarce@my.smccd.edu		MCL		APPROVED				Paper

		Balingit 		Frances Joyce		G00741820		AS		Allied Health 		234 Saint Catherine Drive 		Daly City, CA 94015		fbalingi@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED				Paper

		Cabrera		Adrienne Christ Mitchell		G00900417		AS		Allied Health 		920 St. Francis Blvd. Apt #1087		Daly City, CA 94015		acabre18@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED				Online

		Canares		Krisa Rose Causin		G00952240		AS		Allied Health 		4711 Callan Blvd Apt 17		Daly City, CA 94015		kcanares@my.smccd.edu		MCL		APPROVED				Online

		Cubillo 		Wendy Carolina 		G00933376		AS		Allied Health 		844 Antoinette Ln Apt E		South San Francisco, CA 94080		wendycubillo@my.smccd.edu		PTK		APPROVED				Online

		Decena 		Kathleen		G00953461		AS		Allied Health 		151 Darby Pl Apt #1		San Bruno, CA 94066		kdecena@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED				Online

		Fuller 		Jazmyne Christiana Elis 		G00994401		AS		Allied Health 		3876 Carter Dr		South San Francisco, CA 94080		jfulle25@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED				Online

		Hernandez		Lesly		G00930234		AS		Allied Health 		147 Winchester St 		Daly City, CA 94014		leslyhernand@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED				Paper

		Ikeda 		Kaitlyn Lily		G01040124		AS		Allied Health 		2070 17th Ave		San Francisco, CA 94116		kaitlynikeda@my.smccd.edu 		CL		APPROVED				Online

		Lac 		May		G01037645		AS		Allied Health 		2028 E 21st St Apt F		Oakland CA, 94606		maylac@my.smccd.edu		MCL		APPROVED				Online

		Lacayo		Jenavieve Ashley		G01031361		AS		Allied Health 		308 Cayuga Ave 		San Franicso, CA 94112		lacayojenavieve@my.smccd.edu		MCL		APPROVED				Online

		Lapena 		Jennifer Ortega		G01011640		AS		Allied Health 		570 Natoma St 		San Francisco, CA 94103		jenniferlapena@my.smccd.edu		CL		APPROVED				Online

		Llaguno 		Mary Queen De Jesus 		G00903415		AS		Allied Health 		636 El Camino Real Apt 1505		South San Francisco, CA 94080		mllaguno@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED				Online

		Lourenco 		Ariel Briana		G00886279		AS		Allied Health 		547 Myrtle St 		Half Moon Bay, CA 94019		alouren1@my.smccd.edu		MCL		APPROVED				Online

		Lowe		Sarah Tai		G00897823		AS 		Allied Health 		171 Bonito Way 		Millbrae, CA 94030		slowe20@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED				Paper

		Medrano		Kristen Josefina 		G00964990		AS 		Allied Health 		89 Franklin Ave 		South San Francisco, CA 94080		kmedran1@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED		In-Person Pick up 		Paper

		Miranda		Matthew Anthony		G00586514		AS 		Allied Health 		3860 Kent Way		South San Francisco, CA 94080		matthewmiranda@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED				Paper

		Misciagna 		Jade Green 		G01032625		AS		Allied Health 		141 El Camino Real Apt 301 		Burlingame, CA 94010		jademisciagna@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED				Online

		Murphy		Brandi Renee 		G00759070		AS		Allied Health 		340 Ressa Rd		Pacifica, CA 94044		bbiscon3@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED				Paper

		Navarro 		Mandielene Rose V		G00965690		AS		Allied Health 		1470 South Mayfair Avenue 		Daly City,CA 95212		mnavar82@my.smccd.edu		MCL		APPROVED				Online

		Palma		Jacqueline Beatrice		G00740021		AS		Allied Health 		376 Evergreen Drive 		South San Francisco, CA 94080		jacqupalma@my.smccd.edu		MCL, PTK 		APPROVED				Online

		Raxon		Alfredo Giovanni 		G00998059		AS		Allied Health 		368 C Street Apt #2		South San Francisco, CA 94080		araxon@my.smccd.edu		MCL		APPROVED				Paper

		Robinson		Rachael Daniella 		G00911674		AS		Allied Health 		575 4th Ave 		San Bruno, CA 94066		racharobinso@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED				Online

		Sharma 		Samata		G01012253		AS		Allied Health 		309 Palomar Dr 		Daly City, CA 94015		samatasharma@my.smccd.edu 				APPROVED				Paper

		Simpson 		Ashley Germaine 		G00969728		AS		Allied Health 		704 Noriega Way 		Pacifica, CA 94044		asimps21@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED				Online

		Singh		Harpreet Kaur		G01031828		AS		Allied Health 		211 Mansfield Dr 		South San Francisco, CA 94080		harpreetsingh@my.smccd.edu		MCL		APPROVED				Online

		Speck		Trever Loftin		G01019445		AS		Allied Health 		6 Alviso Ct		Pacifica, CA 94044		treverspeck@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED				Paper

		Tanedo 		Earvin Jay 		G00998198		AS		Allied Health 		577 Clarinada Ave Apt#8 		Pacifica, CA 94044		etanedo1@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED				Online

		Tejada		Sharlene Alamillo 		G00947177		AS		Allied Health 		848 Schwerin St 		Daly City, CA 94014		sharltejade@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED				Online

		Yanson		Joseph Gregorio 		G01000267		AS		Allied Health 		1171 Nimitz Dr 		Daly City, CA 94015		jyanson2@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED				Online

		Yelvington		Christina Rae		G00868243		As		Allied Health 		2 Carleton Ave		Daly City, CA 94015		cyelving@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED				Paper

		Palmer 		Nichole Kathleen 		G00921223		AA-T		Anthropology		103 Dunman Way 		South San Francisco, CA 94080		nichopalmer@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED 				Online

		Ambriz		Flor Elena 		G00896684		AA		Art		56 Scott Street 		San Bruno, CA 94066		fambriz@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED				Online

		Silvas		Dylan Jay 		G00891218		AA		Art		118 W. Orange Ave 		South San Francisco, CA 94080		dsilvas1@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED				Paper

		Monrroy		David E.		G00818142		AS		Automotive Technology 		3024 Woodroe CT		Hayward, CA 94541		dmonrroy@my.smccd.edu		CL		APPROVED				Paper

		Sozzi 		Joseph Paul 		G00961960		AS		Automotive Technology 		3080 Muirfield Circle 		San Bruno, CA 94066		jsozzi@my.smccd.edu		CL		APPROVED				Paper

		Xu 		Jiasheng 		G00934874		AS		Automotive Technology 		167 Concord St 		San Francisco, CA 94112		jiashxu@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED				Paper/Online 

		Arban		Samantha Nicole 		G00994821		AS-T		Business Administration 		2190 Crestmoor Dr 		San Bruno, CA 94066		sarban@my.smccd.edu 		MCL		APPROVED				Online

		Brehmer		Karin Zoe 		G00714603		AS-T		Business Administration 		126 Alvarado St.		Brisbane, CA 94005		kbrehmer@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED 				Paper

		Canlapan		Mark Brian Bustos		G00990906		AS-T		Business Administration 		139 Crestwood Dr Apt 3		Daly City, CA 94015		mcanlapa@my.smccd.edu		CL		APPROVED 				Online

		Cartagena 		Jose Roberto 		G00576276		AS-T		Business Administration 		383 Susie Way Apt 1		South San Francisco, CA 94080		jcartag3@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED 				Online

		Chen 		Yongru		G01038837		AS-T		Business Administration 		221 Outlook Heights Court		Pacifica, CA 94044		yongruchen@my.smccd.edu		MCL, PTK, KBD		APPROVED 

		Cospin		Daniel Estudillo 		G00951922		AS-T		Business Administration 		685 Southgate Ave 		Daly City, CA 94015		dcospin@my.smccd.edu		MCL		APPROVED 				Online

		Flink		Laura Katharina 		G01023922		AS-T		Business Administration 		8 Misty Harbor Ct.		 Pacifica, CA 94044		lauraflink@my.smccd.edu		SCL		APPROVED 				Online

		Gonzales 		Jody Ashley Perez		G00951910		AS-T		Business Administration 		645 Forest Lake Dr		Pacifica, CA 94044		jgonz336@my.smccd.edu		CL, KBD, PTK, Honors Transfer Program		APPROVED 				Online

		Huang 		Stephen		G01038580		AS-T		Business Administration 		26 San Gabriel Ave		San Francisco, CA 94112		stephenhua1@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED 				Online

		Khoury		Joyce		G00968769		AS-T		Business Administration 		108 Drake Ave 		South San Francisco, CA 94080		jkhour10@my.smccd.edu 				APPROVED 				Online

		Low 		Nelson JH		G00952717		AS-T		Business Administration 		1450 16th Avenus 		San Francisco, CA 94122		nlow4@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED 				Paper

		Marquez		Steve Antonio 		G00966172		AS-T		Business Administration 		271 Price Street Apt# 2		Daly City, CA 94014		smarqu14@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED 				Paper

		Miller 		Christian A		G01016519		AS-T		Business Administration 		718 Higate Drive 		Daly City, CA 94015		christianmiller@my.smccd.edu		MCL		APPROVED 				Online

		Narayan 		Kaajal Radha		G01017131		AS-T		Business Administration 		420 San Antonio Ave Apt 1		San Bruno, CA 94066		kaajalnarayan@my.smccd.edu		MCL		APPROVED 				Online

		Oliveira De Freitas		Clara		G01038311		AS-T		Business Administration 		855 Brannan St #277		San Francisco, CA 94103		claraoliveirade@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED 				Paper

		Rabhi 		Ahmed Amine 		G01009531		AS-T		Business Administration 		860 Campus Drive #209 		Daly City, CA 94015		arabhi@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED 				Online

		Rogers		Christopher Michael 		G00927725		AS-T		Business Administration 		1221 Crestwood Drive 		South San Francisco, CA 94080		chrisrogers@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED 				Paper

		Rosales Castro 		Wilbert A. 		G00770019		AS-T		Business Administration 		323 California Ave Apt 2		South San Francisco, CA 94080		wilbertrosales@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED 				Paper

		Sevilla 		Kevin Alexander		G00938924		AS-T		Business Administration 		70 Edgemar St		Daly City, CA 94014		kevinsevilla@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED 				Online

		Torres		Carlos A		G00971028		AS-T		Business Administration 		542 Railroad Ave Apt #6		South San Francisco, CA 94080		ctorre65@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED 				Online

		Torres		Yolanda Raquel 		G00960517		AS-T		Business Administration 		212 B St.		South San Francisco, CA 94080		ytorrel12@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED 				Online

		Trinidad 		Maria Carmina Garcia 		G00873814		AS-T		Business Administration 		3501 Exeter Drive		San Bruno, CA 94066		mtrinid6@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED 				Online

		Wilson		Jeffrey V		G00856419		AS-T		Business Administration 		68 Eastwood Ave		Daly City, CA 94015		jwils161@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED 				Online

		Wu		Samuel 		G00893553		AS-T		Business Administration 		59 Somerset St		San Francisco, CA 94134		swu66@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED 				Paper

		Osorio 		Jennifer Nathalie		G00884574		AS		Business Management 		18 Paul St 		Daly City, CA 94014		josorio9@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED				Paper

		Arias Romero 		Jane Elizabeth 		G01025476		AA-T		Communication Studies 		417 C Street, Unit B		Colma, CA 94014		janearias@my.smccd.edu 				APPROVED				Paper

		Lee 		Francess Flora		G00960456		AA-T		Communication Studies 		352 Cerro Court		Daly City, CA 94015		flee60@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED 				Online

		Li 		Kelly C		G00886294		AA-T		Communication Studies 		331 Allen Drive		San Bruno, CA 94066		hcao6@my.smccd.edu 		MCL		APPROVED 				Paper

		Nguyen 		Orlando T		G01013510		AA-T		Communication Studies 		2335 20th Ave		San Francisco, CA 94116		orlandonguyen@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED 				Online

		Zapata		Oscar		G01007780		AA-T		Communication Studies 		220 Drake St 		San Francisco, CA 94112		ozapata1@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED 				Online

		Barrett		Christine Liane		G01009835		AS		Cosmetology		1133 Rainier Ave		Pacifica, CA 94044		cbare24@my.smccd.edu		CL		APPROVED				Online

		Huang 		Shiyi		G01038766		AS		Cosmetology		2271 28th Ave		San Francisco, CA 94116		shiyihuang@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED				Paper

		Cai 		Xueyan		G00756593		AS		Early Childhood Education 		Po Box 282701		San Francisco, CA 94128		xcai4@my.smccd.edu		PTK,KBD		APPROVED				Online

		Cromartie 		Angeleana K		G00849201		AS-T		Early Childhood Education 		264 Harbor Road		San Francisco, CA 94124		acromart@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED 				Online

		Garland 		Jennifer Michelle 		G00592774		AS		Early Childhood Education 		1151 Crespi Dr 		Pacifica, CA 94044		jgarlan6@my.smccd.edu		CL		APPROVED				Online

		Lafargue		Stacy Angel 		G00973440		AS		Early Childhood Education 		427 Edinburgh St		San Francisco, CA 94112		slafargu@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED				Online

		Mashal 		Mae Waleed		G01013093		AS-T		Early Childhood Education 		476 Chestnut Ave		San Bruno, CA 94066		maemashal@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED 				Online

		Miller 		Rachel Diane		G00897268		AS		Early Childhood Education 		647 Claridge Drive 		Pacifica, CA 94044		rmill155@my.smccd.edu				DENIED 				Paper

		Rahman		Jazeen Nisha 		G00902694		AS-T		Early Childhood Education 		6 Clara Avenue 		South San Francisco, CA 94080		jrahman3@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED 				Online

		Spooner 		Mikayla Janae		G01021278		AS-T		Early Childhood Education 		290 Carlton Ave Apt 6		San Bruno, CA 94066		mikaylaspooner@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED 				Online

		Sturtevant		Megan Ashley Canoy		G00958205		AS-T		Early Childhood Education 		2550 Ardee Lane 		South San Francisco, CA 94080		msturte5@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED 				Online

		Cardiel		Atzin		G00966906		AA-T CSU		English 		189 Crestwood Dr Apt #12		Daly City, CA 94015		acardiel@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED 				Paper

		Moree 		Kristina Dionne 		G01056001		AA-T		English 		2831 Flores St #104		San Mateo, CA 94403		kristinamoree@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED 				Paper

		Raudes		Heyzell Martinez		G00996116		AA-T		English 		457 Perkins Dr 		Hayward, CA 94541		hraudes@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED 				Online

		Asuncion 		Gemces Dionisio		G01034532		AA-T		History 		56 Larkspur Ave 		Daly City, CA 94015		gemcesasuncion@my.smccd.edu		MCL		APPROVED				Online

		Miller 		Liam Michael 		G00984041		AA-T		History 		1258 Aspen Drive 		Pacifica, CA 94044		lmil133@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED 				Paper

		Arce 		Monique Anne Valdez		G01031382		AA		IS- Arts & Humanities 		1950 32rd Ave		San Francisco, CA 94116		moniqueannarce@my.smccd.edu		MCL		APPROVED				Paper

		Cai 		Xueyan		G00756593		AA		IS- Arts & Humanities 		Po Box 282701		San Francisco, CA 94128		xcai4@my.smccd.edu		PTK,KBD		APPROVED				Online

		Cardiel		Atzin		G00966906		AA		IS- Arts & Humanities 		189 Crestwood Dr Apt# 12		Daly City, CA 94015		acardiel@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED				Online

		Castaneda 		Oscar Adonay		G00607342		AA		IS- Arts & Humanities 		137 Capuchino Dr. Apt #6		Millbrae, CA 94030		ocastan9@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED				Paper

		Logan 		Matthew R		G00935031		AA		IS- Arts & Humanities 		1154  Banyan Way 		Pacifica, CA 94044		matthlogan@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED				Paper

		Palmer		Nichole Kathleen		G00921223		AA		IS- Arts & Humanities 		103 Dunman Way 		South San Francisco, CA 94080		nichopalmer@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED				Online

		Swanson		Mitchel William 		G01038258		AA		IS- Health/Physical Ed		1396 El Camino Real # 102		Millbrae, CA 94030		mitchelswanson@my.smccd.edu 		CL		APPROVED				Paper

		Arce 		Monique Anne Valdez		G01031382		AA		IS- Letters & Science		1950 32rd Ave		San Francisco, CA 94116		moniqueannarce@my.smccd.edu		MCL		APPROVED				Paper

		Chan 		Leslie Liana		G00871382		AA		IS- Letters & Science		2461 Westchester Court 		South San Francisco, CA 94080		lchan117@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED				Paper

		Chong Yau		Rosa Linda		G00843904		AA		IS- Letters & Science		123 Knowles Ave Apt#1		Daly City, CA 94014		rchongya@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED				Online

		Collier		Stacy 		G00470092		AA		IS- Letters & Science		1055 Rollins RD Apt 214		Burlingame, CA 94010		stacycollier@my.smccd.edu 		CL		APPROVED				Paper

		Flink 		Laura Katharina 		G01023922		AA		IS- Letters & Science		8 Misty Harbor Ct.		Pacifica, CA 94044		lauraflink@my.smccd.edu		PTK		APPROVED				Online

		Fuller 		Jazmyne Christiana Elis 		G00994401		AA		IS- Letters & Science		3876 Carter Dr		South San Francisco, CA 94080		jfulle25@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED				Online

		Kan 		Micah Kan Stephen 		G00996322		AA		IS- Letters & Science		3772 Brunswick Ct. 		South San Francisco, CA 94080		mkan2@my.smccd.edu		MCL, PTK 		APPROVED				Online

		Palma		Jacqueline Beatrice		G00740021		AA		IS- Letters & Science		376 Evergreen Drive 		South San Francisco, CA 94080		jacqupalma@my.smccd.edu		MCL, PTK 		APPROVED				Online

		Palmer		Nichole Kathleen		G00921223		AA		IS- Letters & Science		103 Dunman Way 		South San Francisco, CA 94080		nichopalmer@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED				Online

		Raxon		Alfredo Giovanni 		G00998059		AA		IS- Letters & Science		368 C Street Apt #2		South San Francisco, CA 94080		araxon@my.smccd.edu		MCL		APPROVED				Paper

		Robinson		Rachael Daniella 		G00911674		AA		IS- Letters & Science		575 4th Ave 		San Bruno, CA 94066		racharobinso@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED				Online

		Rodriguez		Meriel Nicole 		G00851456		AA		IS- Letters & Science		373 Skyline Drive 		Daly City, CA 94015		meirerodrigu@my.smccd.edu		MCL, PTK 		APPROVED				Paper

		Villa 		Ken Francis Rueda		G01029588		AA		IS- Letters & Science		20 Montebello Dr 		Daly City, CA 94015		kenfrancisvilla@my.smccd.edu		MCL		APPROVED				Online

		Yee 		Christine		G00818779		AA		IS- Letters & Science		237 Saint Catherine Dr 		Daly City, CA 94015		cyee56@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED				Online

		Kan 		Micah Kan Stephen 		G00996322		AA		IS- Org. Structures		3772 Brunswick Ct. 		South San Francisco, CA 94080		mkan2@my.smccd.edu		MCL, PTK 		APPROVED				Online

		Palmer		Nichole Kathleen		G00921223		AA		IS- Org. Structures		103 Dunman Way 		South San Francisco, CA 94080		nichopalmer@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED				Online

		Arce 		Monique Anne Valdez		G01031382		AA		IS- Social & Behavioral Sciences		1950 32rd Ave		San Francisco, CA 94116		moniqueannarce@my.smccd.edu		MCL		APPROVED				Paper

		Bradley		Miranda Anne 		G01022135		AA		IS- Social & Behavioral Sciences		105 Hammock Bay Dr 		Fayettevil, GA 30215		mirandabradley@my.smccd.edu 		PTK, MCL		APPROVED				Online

		Coral-Herrera 		Roque Matthew 		G01038060		AA		IS- Social & Behavioral Sciences		328 Gateway Dr Apt 115		Pacifica, CA 94044		roquecoralherre@my.smccd.edu		MCL		APPROVED				Online

		Dang 		Ryna		G00899010		AA		IS- Social & Behavioral Sciences		3819 Radburn Dr 		South San Francisco, CA 94080		rdang2@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED				Online

		Deras		Kassandra Isabel 		G00923057		AA		IS- Social & Behavioral Sciences		507 Grand Avenue #4		South San Francisco, CA 94080		kassaderas@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED				Online

		Enriquez		Tricia Alcontin		G00925324		AA		IS- Social & Behavioral Sciences		3460 Carter Dr Unit 206		South San Francisco, CA 94080		tricienrique@my.smccd.edu		MCL		APPROVED				Online

		Estacio 		Marie Barbara Guantic		G00993921		AA		IS- Social & Behavioral Sciences		3880 Callan Blvd Apt 201 		South San Francisco, CA 94080		mestaci3@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED				Online

		Kan 		Micah Kan Stephen 		G00996322		AA		IS- Social & Behavioral Sciences		3772 Brunswick Ct. 		South San Francisco, CA 94080		mkan2@my.smccd.edu		MCL, PTK 		APPROVED				Online

		Logan 		Matthew R		G00935031		AA		IS- Social & Behavioral Sciences		1154  Banyan Way 		Pacifica, CA 94044		matthlogan@my.smccd.edu				DENIED 				Paper

		Palmer		Nichole Kathleen		G00921223		AA		IS- Social & Behavioral Sciences		103 Dunman Way 		South San Francisco, CA 94080		nichopalmer@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED				Online

		Reyla 		Kornelia Sheirome Ramos 		G01034101		AA		IS- Social & Behavioral Sciences		131 North Spruce Ave		South San Francisco, CA 94080		korneliashreyla@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED				Online

		Robinson		Rachael Daniella 		G00911674		AA		IS- Social & Behavioral Sciences		575 4th Ave 		San Bruno, CA 94066		racharobinso@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED				Online

		Rodriguez		Meriel Nicole 		G00851456		AA		IS- Social & Behavioral Sciences		373 Skyline Drive 		Daly City, CA 94015		meirerodrigu@my.smccd.edu		MCL, PTK 		APPROVED				Paper

		Sellers 		Jill Kathleen 		G00351277		AA		IS- Social & Behavioral Sciences		1190 Hanover St 		Daly City, CA 94014		jsellers@my.smccd.edu		PTK		APPROVED				Online

		Arce 		Monique Anne Valdez		G01031382		AA		IS- Social & Natural Sciences 		1950 32rd Ave		San Francisco, CA 94116		moniqueannarce@my.smccd.edu		MCL		APPROVED				Paper

		Castaneda 		Oscar Adonay		G00607342		AA		IS- Social & Natural Sciences 		137 Capuchino Dr. Apt #6		Millbrae, CA 94030		ocastan9@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED				Paper

		Chong Yau		Rosa Linda		G00843904		AA		IS- Social & Natural Sciences 		123 Knowles Ave Apt#1		Daly City, CA 94014		rchongya@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED				Online

		Fuller 		Jordan Isaiah		G00994922		AA		IS- Social & Natural Sciences 		151 Longview Dr 		Daly City, CA 94015		jfulle26@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED				Paper

		Heinig		Jazzmine Jade		G01021048		AA		IS- Social & Natural Sciences 		2329 Vicksburg Ave		Oakland CA, 94601		jazzmineheinig@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED				Online

		Kraiem 		Achraf		G00942658		AA		IS- Social & Natural Sciences 		332 Philip Dr Apt 205		Daly City, CA 94015		achrakraie@my.smccd.edu		CL		APPROVED				Online

		Palmer		Nichole Kathleen		G00921223		AA		IS- Social & Natural Sciences 		103 Dunman Way 		South San Francisco, CA 94080		nichopalmer@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED				Online

		Raxon		Alfredo Giovanni 		G00998059		AA		IS- Social & Natural Sciences 		368 C Street Apt #2		South San Francisco, CA 94080		araxon@my.smccd.edu		MCL		APPROVED				Paper

		Robinson		Rachael Daniella 		G00911674		AA		IS- Social & Natural Sciences 		575 4th Ave 		San Bruno, CA 94066		racharobinso@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED				Online

		Saldana		Ernesto  		G00750731		AA		IS- Social & Natural Sciences 		72 Broad St 		San Francisco, CA 94112		ernestosaldana@my.smccd.edu 				APPROVED				Paper

		Flores		Paige Athena Jacquelyn 		G01006318		AA-T		Kinesiology 		PO BOX 2096		Morgan Hill, CA 95038		pflore26@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED 				Paper

		Marshall 		Andrea Ursula 		G00626643		AA-T		Kinesiology 		478 Cherry Ave 		San Bruno, CA 94066		amarsh17@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED 				Online

		Stines		Oksana Mychelle		G01041962		AA-T		Kinesiology 		1156 Landing Lane		Millbrae, CA 94030		oksanastines@my.smccd.edu		CL		APPROVED 				Online

		Wine		Melanie Thura		G00964954		AA-T		Kinesiology 		370 F St Apt 303 		Colma, CA 94014		tthant@my.smccd.edu		MCL		APPROVED 				Online

		Wong 		Alison		G01037791		AA-T		Kinesiology 		436 Northaven Dr 		Daly City, CA 94015		alisonwong@my.smccd.edu		CL		APPROVED 				Paper

		Yelvington		Christina Rae		G00868243		AA-T		Kinesiology 		2 Carleton Ave 		Daly City, CA 94015		cyelving@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED 				Paper

		Chong Yau		Rosa Linda		G00843904		AA		Mathematics		123 Knowles Ave Apt#1		Daly City, CA 94014		rchongya@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED				Online

		Chong Yau 		Rosa Linda		G00843904		AS-T		Mathematics 		123 Knowles Ave Apt #1		Daly City, CA 94014		rchongya@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED 				Online

		Dhakal 		Sandeep		G01034320		AS-T		Mathematics 		203 Indio Dr		South San Francisco, CA 94080		sandeepdhakal@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED 				Online

		Gilmore		Alexis Emely 		G00860533		AS-T		Mathematics 		825 Larch Avenue 		South San Francisco, CA 94080		agilmo10@my.smccd.edu		CL		APPROVED 				Online

		Lao 		Derek		G00861552		AS-T		Mathematics 		736 Stoneyford Dr 		Daly City, CA 94015		dlao4@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED 				Paper

		Altalhi		Renad Saud 		G01020205		AS		Natural Science 		19 Pacific Bay Circle Apt #302		San Bruno, CA 94066		renadaltalhi@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED		Financial Hold 		Paper

		Castaneda 		Oscar Adonay		G00607342		AS		Natural Science 		137 Capuchino Dr. Apt #6		Millbrae, CA 94030		ocastan9@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED				Paper

		Heinig		Jazzmine Jade		G01021048		AS		Natural Science 		2329 Vicksburg Ave		Oakland CA, 94601		jazzmineheinig@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED				Online

		Palmer		Nichole Kathleen		G00921223		AS		Natural Science 		103 Dunman Way 		South San Francisco, CA 94080		nichopalmer@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED				Online

		Sisco		Nicholas Blake 		G00877741		AS		Natural Science 		143 Beachview Ave		Pacifica, CA 94044		nsisco@my.smccd.edu		CL		APPROVED				Online

		Hughes		Joseph William 		G01026194		AS		Network Engineering		237 N. Gateway Ave 		Clovis, CA 93612		josephhughes@my.smccd.edu		MCL		APPROVED				Online

		Saw 		Ryan 		G00455865		AS		Network Engineering		9 Mayfield Ave 		Daly City, CA 94015		ryansaw@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED				Online

		Lin 		Lisa C.		G00910366		AS		Office Assistanct 		136 San Juan Ave 		San Francisco, CA 94112		llin46@my.smccd.edu		KBD, PTK		APPROVED				Paper

		Ortega		Marissa Marie		G01017998		AA		Physical Education 		912 6th Ave 		San Bruno, CA 94066		marissaortega@ny.smccd.edu		MCL, PTK 		APPROVED				Online

		Dhakal 		Sandeep		G01034320		AS-T		Physics		203 Indio Dr		South San Francisco, CA 94080		sandeepdhakal@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED 				Online

		Hsieh		Sheng En		G01018129		AS-T		Physics		1268 Southgate Ave		Daly City, CA 94015		shengenhsieh@my.smccd.edu		MCL		APPROVED 				Online

		Matos 		Danielle Ashlee 		G00845581		AA		Psychology		25 Berta Circle 		Daly City, CA 94015		dmatos1@my.smccd.edu 				APPROVED				Paper

		Yesoyan 		Marianna 		G00907593		AA		Psychology		1727 Louvaine Dr 		Daly City, CA 94015		myesoyan@my.smccd.edu		CL		APPROVED				Online

		Amarillas 		Bobbie Noelle 		G00896445		AA-T		Psychology 		374 Accacia St 		Daly City, CA 94014		bamarill@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED				Online

		Awadalla		Anan A		G00869131		AA-T		Psychology 		118 Arden Ave		South San Francisco, CA 94080		aawada15@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED 				Online

		Baker		Justine Consuelo		G01040585		AA-T		Psychology 		900 Campus Dr Apt 203		Daly City, CA 94015		justinebaker@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED 				Online

		Enriquez		Tricia Alcontin 		G00925324		AA-T		Psychology 		3460 Carter Dr Unit 206 		South San Francisco, CA 94080		tricienrique@my.smccd.edu		MCL		APPROVED 				Paper

		Flores Lopez		Nadia 		G00951909		AA-T		Psychology 		48 Seacliff Ave		Daly City, CA 94015		nlopez56@my.smccd.edu		MCL		APPROVED 				Online

		Ikeda 		Kaitlyn Lily 		G01040124		AA-T		Psychology 		2070 17th Ave		San Francisco, CA 94116		kaitlynikeda@my.smccd.edu 		MCL		APPROVED 				Online

		Kirk		Brittany Victoria 		G00763221		AA-T		Psychology 		35 Eastgate Dr 		Daly City, CA 94015		bkirk5@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED 				Online

		Kumar		Simran		G01019987		AA-T		Psychology 		3588 Oakes Dr 		Hayward, CA 94542		simrankumar@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED 				Online

		Montalbano		Jessica		G01001108		AA-T		Psychology 		334 Alta Mesa Dr		South San Francisco, CA 94080		jmonta22@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED 				Online

		Moreno		Darcy Arlini		G00873450		AA-T		Psychology 		410 C St Apt #1		South San Francisco, CA 94080		dmoren24@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED 				Online

		Palmer 		Nichole Kathleen 		G00921223		AA-T		Psychology 		103 Dunman Way 		South San Francisco, CA 94080		nichopalmer@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED 				Online

		Parreira Kullman		Jayme Nichelle 		G00594522		AA-T		Psychology 		1051 Aragon Ct 		Pacifica, CA 94044		jkullman@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED 				Paper

		Reyla 		Kornelia Sheirome Ramos 		G01034101		AA-T		Psychology 		131 North Spruce Ave 		South San Francisco, CA 94080		korneliashreyla@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED 				Online

		Robles 		Alyssa Polintan		G01033934		AA-T		Psychology 		38 1St Ave Apt# 2		Daly City, CA 94014		alyssarobles@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED 				Online

		Tapang 		Lauren Elisa 		G01039220		AA-T		Psychology 		20 Vista Ct 		South San Francisco, CA 94080		laurentapang@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED 				Online

		Vasquez		Kimberly 		G00989464		AA-T		Psychology 		103 Chapman Ave		South San Francisco, CA 94080		kvasqu11@my.smccd.edu		MCL		APPROVED 				Paper

		Vurek		Courtney Paige 		G01021450		AS-T		Psychology 		707 87th Street 		Daly City, CA 94015		courtneyvurek@my.smccd.edu		CL		APPROVED 				Paper

		Zamora 		Patricia 		G01033997		AA-T		Psychology 		636 El Camino Real Apt 1611		South San Francisco, CA 94080		patriciazamora@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED 				Online
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Fall 2017 Certificates

		Fall  2017 Certificate

		Last_Name		First_Name		G_Id		Degree		Major		Address		City_State_Zip		E-mail Address		APPROVED/DENIED 		Notes		Paper/Online App.

		Abaan 		Lorenz Christop 		G00890357		Certificate of Achievement 		Auto Drive Train Technology 		5 Coronado Ave Apt 165 		Daly City, CA 94015		labaan@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED				Online 

		Anarbaeva		Aiturgan 		G01074017		Certificate of Achievement 		Estehtician		23 Crestwood Dr Apt 1		Daly City, CA 94015		aiturgananarbaeva@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED				Online 

		Anicete		Marjorie C.		G00805387		Certificate of Achievement 		Medical Insurance Billing 		485 Linden Ave		San Bruno, CA 94066		manicet4@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED				Paper

		Anicete		Marjorie C.		G00805387		Certificate of Achievement 		Medical Coding 		485 Linden Ave		San Bruno, CA 94066		manicet4@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED				Paper

		Aquino		Alfonse Gino		G00997982		Certificate of Achievement 		Auto Electricity/Electronics 		3850 Callan Blvd Apt 206		South San Francisco, CA 94080		aaquin24@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED				Online 

		Aquino		Alfonse Gino		G00997982		Certificate of Achievement 		Auto Tech: Engines Technology		3850 Callan Blvd Apt 206		South San Francisco, CA 94080		aaquin24@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED				Online 

		Arauji 		Jaaziel David 		G01022542		Certificate of Achievement 		Emergency Medical Tech.		58 Calvert Ave		South San Francisco, CA 94080		jaazielaraujo@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED

		Arlie 		Michael Jeffrey 		G01012634		Certificate of Achievement 		Auto Engine Performance Tech 		1834 Loyola Dr		Burlingame, CA 940101		michaelarlie@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED				Online 

		Asuncion		Jodrae Malmonibo 		G00993076 		Certificate of Achievement 		Administrative Medical Assisting 		214 Brookdale Avenue 		San Francisco, CA 94134 		jasunci6@my.smccd.edu 		APPROVED				Paper

		Avalos 		Argentina Margarita 		G01012896		Certificate of Achievement 		ECE: Special Education 		230 Morton Dr 		Daly City, CA 94015		argentinaavalos@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED

		Balderas		David		G01018149		Certificate of Achievement 		Auto Electricity/Electronics 		2601 San Bruno Ave West		San Bruno, CA 94066		davidbalderas@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED				Online 

		Barrozo 		Arvin 		G00992243		Certificate of Achievement 		Auto Drive Train Technology 		195 E Market St Apt 1 		Daly City, CA 94014		abarroz2@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED				Online 

		Basin 		Oksana		G01070823		Certificate of Achievement 		Accounting 		6308 Shelter Creek Lane		San Bruno, CA 94066		oksanabasin@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED				Online 

		Berend 		Nathanael Ray 		G00891112		Certificate of Achievement 		Emergency Medical Tech.		120 Angelita Ave		Pacifica, CA 94044		nberend@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED

		Bloom 		Pimsorn		G00978890		Certificate of Achievement 		Massage Therapy		361 Clifton Ave 		San Carlos, CA 94070		pbloom2@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED				Paper

		Bravis 		Bonnie J		G00046664		Certificate of Achievement 		Estehtician		1305 Bayswater Ave		Burlingame, CA 94010		bonniebravis@my.smccd.edu 		APPROVED				Online 

		Burgos 		Marco Vinicio		G01040778		Certificate of Achievement 		Auto Electricity/Electronics 		1870 Valota Road Apt#32		Redwood City, CA 91064		marcoburgos@my.smccd.edu 		APPROVED				Online 

		Burnham 		Lorne Avery		G01038378		Certificate of Specialization 		Auto Technician-Entry Level		2540 Wentworth Dr 		San Bruno, CA 94066		lorneburnham@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED				Online 

		Cabahug-Garcia		Brenda J		G00922965		Certificate of Achievement 		Cosmetology 		Po Box 812 		Moss Beach, CA 94038		brendcabahug@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED				Online 

		Canilao 		Christopher F		G00976485		Certificate of Achievement 		Auto Electricity/Electronics 		2665 Geneva Ave #407		Daly City, CA 9014		ccanila4@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED				Online 

		Canizales 		Kelsey Rose 		G00986560		Certificate of Achievement 		Cosmetology 		701 Grand Ave		South San Francisco, CA 94080		kcaniza1@my,smccd.edu		APPROVED				Online 

		Canjura Sorto		Alexandra Maria 		G00935744		Career Certificate 		Surgical Tech: Central Service Practice		328 Cypress Ave		San Bruno, CA 94066		alexacanjura@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED				Online 

		Carpol		Keven Tetsuo		G00587371		Career Certificate 		Solar Design 		119 Edgehill Drive 		San Carlos, CA 94070		kevincarpol@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED				Paper

		Carsano 		Ma Kristle Ruidera		G01024373		Certificate of Achievement 		Medical Coding 		120 Citrus Ave		Daly City, Ca 94014		makristlecarsano@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED				Paper

		Carsano 		Ma Kristle Ruidera		G01024373		Certificate of Achievement 		Medical Insureance Billing  		120 Citrus Ave		Daly City, Ca 94014		makristlecarsano@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED				Paper

		Cespedes		Miguel A		G00681807		Certificate of Achievement 		Auto Electricity/Electronics 		1236 Terminal Pl 		San Mateo, CA 94401		mcesped3@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED				Online 

		Chan 		Bianca		G00981410		Certificate of Achievement 		Cosmetology 		1582 16th Ave 		San Francisco, CA 94122		bchan92@my,smccd.edu		APPROVED				Online 

		Chang		Bryan Robert 		G00852989		Certificate of Achievement 		Office Assistant 		169 Morton Drive  		Daly City, CA 94015		bryanchang@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED				Online 

		Chanona Castro		Edwin Adan		G00897765		Certificate of Achievement 		Auto Drive Train Technology 		216 Santa Lucia Ave Apt 8		San Bruno, CA 94066		echanona@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED				Online 

		Chavez		Daniel Amilcar		G01031660		Certificate of Achievement 		Auto Drive Train Technology 		462 Baden Ave		South San Francisco, CA 94080		danielchavez@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED				Online 

		Chen 		Jun Hao		G00932346		Certificate of Achievement 		Auto Chassis Technology		3708 Colegrove St		San Mateo, CA 94403		junhachen@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED				Online 

		Chen 		Jun Hao		G00932346		Certificate of Achievement 		Auto Electricity/Electronics 		3708 Colegrove St		San Mateo, CA 94403		junhachen@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED				Online 

		Chow 		Laifu		G01000089		Certificate of Achievement 		Auto Chassis Technology		128 Wembley Dr 		Daly City, CA 94015		lchow31@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED				Online 

		Coe 		Garrett Weston		G00876454		Certificate of Achievement 		Auto Engine Performance Tech		3790 Jefferson Ave 		Redwood City, CA 94062		gcoe2@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED				Online 

		Courcourmelis 		Alicia 		G00894751		Certificate of Achievement 		Auto Engine Performance Tech		840 Hawthorne Way 		Millbrae, CA 94030		acourcou@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED				Paper

		DeLa 		Elmer Pascual 		G00654242		Certificate of Achievement 		Auto Electricity/Electronics 		1551 Southgate Ave Apt 363		Daly City, CA 94015		elmerdelacruz@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED				Online 

		Dominguez		Irving Jefferson 		G01009917		Certificate of Achievement 		Auto Drive Train Technology 		250 Vera Ave Apt #9		Redwood City, CA 94061		idoming9@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED				Online 

		Donovan 		Megan Elisabeth		G00891209		Certificate of Achievement 		Cosmetology 		1331 46th Ave Apt B		San Francisco, CA 94122		mdonov24@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED				Online 

		Dragon		Cody Calhoun		G01051103		Certificate of Achievement 		Auto Electricity/Electronics 		337 Detroit St 		San Francisco, CA 94131		codydragon@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED				Online 

		Echeverria 		Yoselyn 		G01038208		Certificate of Achievement 		Cosmetology 		134 Chicago Way 		San Francisco, CA 94112		yoselynecheverria@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED				Online 

		Eichensehr		Mason Ali'l		G01001310		Certificate of Achievement 		Emergency Medical Tech.		826 Crossway RD		Burlinggame, CA 94010		meichens@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED

		El Shawa		Sally 		G01045834		Certificate of Achievement 		Entrepreneurship & Small Bus Mgmt		589 Gellert Blud 		Daly City, CA 94015		sallyelshawa@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED				Paper

		Escueta 		Joshua 		G01043368		Certificate of Achievement 		Auto Drive Train Technology 		434 Mccovey Ln		San Jose, CA 95127		joshuaescueta@my.smccd.edu 		APPROVED				Online 

		Fajardo 		Marlon Viala		G01081162		Certificate of Achievement 		Auto Electricity/Electronics 		1508 Quint St		San Francisco, CA 94124		marlonfajardo@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED				Online 

		Flink 		Laura Katharina 		G01023922		Certificate of Achievement 		Business Administration 		8 Misty Harbor Ct.		Pacifica, CA 94044		lauraflink@my.smccd.edu 		APPROVED				Paper

		Flores Ramirez		Alejandra 		G01004569		Certificate of Achievement 		Medical Coding 		1165 McAllister Street Apt E 		San Francisco, CA 94134 		aflor145@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED				Paper

		Flynn		Hunter Daniel 		G01056253		Certificate of Achievement 		Auto Electricity/Electronics 		15 Montara Ct 		Portola VA, CA 94028		hunterflynn@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED				Online 

		Fontenot 		Omar Regile 		G00931914		Certificate of Achievement 		Auto Engine Performance Tech		561 4th Lane 		South San Francisco, CA 94080		omarfonteno@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED				Online 

		Fryman 		Michael Jerelle 		G00828155		Certificate of Achievement 		Auto Engine Performance Tech		3537 Jefferson Ave 		Redwood City, CA 94062		mfryman@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED				Online 

		Gay 		Anthony Joseph 		G01039813		Certificate of Achievement 		Auto Chassis Technology		363 E Oakwood Blvd		Redwwod City, CA 94061		anthonygay@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED				Online 

		Gilula 		Natalia V		G00446087		Certificate of Achievement 		Cosmetology 		661 Scorpio Ln		Foster City, CA 94404		ngilula@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED				Online 

		Gjokas 		Sonja A		G01042298 		Certificate of Achievement 		Massage Therapy		1811 Lincoln Ave Apt #2		San Rafael, CA 94901		sonjagjokas@my.smccd.edu 		APPROVED		Financial Hold 		Online 

		Herrera 		Silvia Patricia 		G01018401		Certificate of Achievement 		Early Childhood Education 		487 Pine Ave 		Half Moon Bay, CA 94019		silviaherreraces@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED				Paper

		Htet		Hein		G01008022		Certificate of Achievement 		Auto Engine Performance Tech		284 Saint Catherine Dr 		Daly City, CA 94015		hhtet2@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED				Online 

		Huang 		Kevin Da		G00518444		Certificate of Achievement 		Auto Chassis Technology 		418 Silver Ave 		San Francisco, CA 94112		khuang6@my.smccd.eud		APPROVED				Online 

		Huang 		Richard		G00817748		Certificate of Achievement 		Auto Drive Train Technology 		424 Avalon Dr 		South San Francisco, CA 94080		rhuang16@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED				Online 

		Huang 		Xiaohong 		G01055906		Certificate of Achievement 		Auto Electricity/Electronics 		656 Thornton Ave 		San Francisco, CA 94124		xiaohonghuang@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED				Online 

		Huynh 		Michael Hai		G00987974		Certificate of Achievement 		Auto Technology: Engines Tech		2618 Ophelia Ave		San Jose, CA 95122		mhuynh18@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED				Online 

		Ibeanusi 		Pearl N.		G00470326		Career Certificate 		Hospitality-Guest Service Entry Level 		127 Eastridge Circle		Pacifica, CA 94044		pearlibeaunsi@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED				Paper

		Ilano 		Albhy Parnala 		G01024886		Career Certificate 		Central Serv. Tech.		302 Nevada St 		San Francisco, CA 94110		albhyilano@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED				Online 

		James		Candice-Lee Natashia		G00948464		Certificate of Achievement 		Early Childhood Education 		1548 Meadow Lane 		Burlingame, CA 94010		candijames@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED				Paper

		Jarquin Sanchez 		Leticia 		G01019187		Certificate of Achievement 		Auto Electricity/Electronics 		PO  Box 262		Half Moon Bay, CA 94019		leticiajarquinsan@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED				Online 

		Jimenez		Cesar		G01014338		Certificate of Achievement 		Auto Engine Performance Tech		224 Juiper Ave 		South San Francisco, CA 94080		cesarjimenez@my.smccd.edu 		APPROVED				Online 

		Kavoose - Chatterjee		Hope 		G01077388		Certificate of Achievement 		Emergency Medical Tech.		500 Almer RD #304		Burlinggame, CA 94010		hopekavoosicha@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED

		Kevorkian		Brandy Lynn 		G01067229		Certificate of Achievement 		Cosmetology 		115 Duval Dr 		South San Francisco, CA 94080		brandykevorkian@my.smccd.edu 		APPROVED				Online 

		Khin 		Sandar		G00758606		Career Certificate 		Accounting Computer Specialist 		415 Saint Francis Blvd		Daly City, CA 94015		skhin@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED				Online 

		Kronert		Kevin G.		G00958555		Certificate of Achievement 		Auto Electricity/Electronics 		1327 38th Ave 		San Francisco, CA 94122		kkronert@my.smccd.edu 		APPROVED				Online 

		Kuang 		Yazhen		G00913783		Certificate of Achievement 		Estehtician		767 Pine St 		San Bruno, CA 94066		yazhekuang@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED				Online 

		Lau 		Kyle Y 		G00923885		Certificate of Achievement 		Auto Tech: Engines Performance 		462 Hawthorne Ave 		San Bruno, CA 94066		kylelau@my.smccd.edu 		APPROVED				Online 

		Laxton		Thomas Wilson 		G00991779		Certificate of Achievement 		Emergency Medical Tech.		4405 24th Street 		San Francisco, CA 94114		tlaxton@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED

		Lee 		Flora 		G00734540		Certificate of Achievement 		Medical Coding 		77 Mahogany Dr 		South San Francisco, CA 94080		leeflora601@gmail.com		APPROVED				Paper

		Lee 		Flora 		G00734540		Certificate of Achievement 		Medical Insurance Billing 		77 Mahogany Dr 		South San Francisco, CA 94080		leeflora601@gmail.com		APPROVED				Paper

		Leung 		Chui K		G00652555		Certificate of Achievement 		Cosmetology 		100 Font Blvd Apt 9M		San Francisco, CA 94132		cleung63@my.smccd.edu 		APPROVED				Online 

		Lewis 		Terri Michella 		G00894746		Certificate of Achievement 		Estehtician		614 Moss Way 		Hayward, CA 94541		tlewis48@my.smccd.edu 		APPROVED		Financial Hold 		Online 

		Licarte		Jennice Elaine		G00836001		Certificate of Achievement 		Medical Billing 		950 Robbie Way 		Sparks, NV 89434		jlicarte@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED				Paper

		Licarte		Jennice Elaine		G00836001		Certificate of Achievement 		Medical Coding 		950 Robbie Way 		Sparks, NV 89434		jlicarte@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED				Paper

		Licarte		Jennice Elaine		G00836001		Certificate of Achievement 		Medical Administrative Assistant		950 Robbie Way 		Sparks, NV 89434		jlicarte@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED				Paper

		Lo		Rita Rose 		G01093139		Certificate of Achievement 		Emergency Medical Tech.		477 31st Ave 		San Francisco, CA 94121		ritalo@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED

		Long 		Yan Ni		G01067826		Certificate of Achievement 		Accounting 		478 La Grande Ave		San Francisco, CA 94112		yannilong@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED				Online 

		Loukianoff		Alexandra 		G01037566		Certificate of Achievement 		Estehtician		12 Kirk Ct.		Alamo, CA 94507		alexandraloukianoff@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED				Online 

		Low 		Lucille G.		G00503061		Certificate of Achievement 		Cosmetology: Esthetician 		88 S Broadway Unit 1501		Millbrae, CA 94030		lucillow@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED				Online 

		Ma 		Richard		G00805693		Certificate of Achievement 		Auto Engine Performance Tech		1018 Persia Ave 		San Francisco, CA 94112		rma15@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED				Online 

		Maestas 		Brianna Antoinette 		G00879426		Certificate of Achievement 		Cosmetology 		262 Clifton Rd 		Pacifica, CA 94044		bteran@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED				Online 

		Mai 		Yue Hua 		G00962620		Certificate of Achievement 		Auto Electricity/Electronics 		715 Mendell St 		San Francisco, CA 94124		ymai7@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED				Online 

		Mamaril		Ada Amabelle 		G00763843		Certificate of Achievement 		Accounting 		415 88th St 		Daly City, CA 94015		amamari1@my.smccd.edu 		APPROVED				Paper

		Margate 		Giyha M		G01055931		Certificate of Achievement 		Cosmetology		4581 Callan Boulevard 		Daly City, CA 94015		giyhamargate@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED				Online 

		Marin 		Mario Noe 		G01044512		Certificate of Achievement 		Auto Drive Train Technology		291 Putnam St Apt F		San Francisco, CA 94110		mariomarin@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED				Online 

		Marques		Juliana Dias 		G01082592		Certificate of Achievement 		International Business		515 Clipper Street 		San Francisco, CA 94114		julianadiasmarque@my.smccd.edu 		APPROVED				Paper

		Martinez		Destinee Angelic 		G01026581		Certificate of Achievement 		Administration of Justice 		1025 Bayshore Blvd.		San Francisco, CA 94134 		destineemartinez@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED				Paper

		Melendez		Sean Mauricio 		G00924421		Certificate of Achievement 		Emergency Medical Tech.		1551 Claremont Drive 		San Bruno, CA 94066		seanmelende@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED

		Meneses 		Mercedes 		G01029148		Career Certificate 		Guest Service Entry-Level 		512 Heathcliff Dr 		Pacifica, CA 94044		mercedesmeneses@my.smccd.edu 		APPROVED				Online 

		Min 		Ye M		G01049993		Certificate of Achievement 		Auto Electricity/Electronics 		1742 46th Ave		San Franicso, CA 94122		yemin@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED				Online 

		Moon 		Hean  In		G00805284		Certificate of Achievement 		Early Childhood Education 		1025 Cypress Ave		San Mateo, CA 94401		hmoon3@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED				Online 

		Moradnouri		Farial		G01095573		Certificate of Achievement 		Emergency Medical Tech.		400 Alemany Blvd Apt# 15		San Francisco, CA 94110		farialmoradnouri@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED

		Mugatash		Amer Tuma 		G00997396		Certificate of Achievement 		Auto Electricity/Electronics 		2313 34th Ave 		San Francisco, CA 94116		amugatas@my.smccd.edu 		APPROVED				Online 

		Muin 		Malia Renee		G00887710		Certificate of Achievement 		Emergency Medical Tech.		160 Olympic Ct		San Bruno, CA 94066		mmuin@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED

		Najdawi 		Tarik Zaid 		G00551136		Certificate of Achievement 		Auto Tech: Engine Performance 		67 41st Ave Apt 8		San Mateo, CA 94403		tnajdawi@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED				Online 

		Ochoa Alverado 		Alejandro 		G00977661		Certificate of Achievement 		Auto Electricity/Electronics 		619 Baden Ave 		South San Francisco, CA 94080		aochoaa1@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED				Online 

		Ochoa Alverado 		Alejandro 		G00977661		Certificate of Achievement 		Auto Tech: Chassis Technology 		619 Baden Ave 		South San Francisco, CA 94080		aochoaa1@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED				Online 

		Oliveira De Freitas		Clara 		G01038311		Certificate of Achievement 		Business Administration 		855 Brannan St #277 		San Francisco, CA 94103		claraoliveirade@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED				Online 

		Oropeza 		Jesus		G01041247		Certificate of Specialization 		Auto Technician-Entry Level		121 Irvington St 		Daly City, CA 94014		jesusoropeza@my.smccd.edu 		APPROVED				Online 

		Petrosyan		Arsen		G00941839		Certificate of Achievement 		Emergency Medical Tech.		1499 Oak Grove Ave #104		Burlinggame, CA 94010		arsenpetrosyan@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED

		Pireh Abdollah Kandi		Radni		G00982335		Career Certificate 		NETX-PC Configure/Repair 		1462 Merry Lane 		San Jose, CA 95128		rpireh@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED				Paper

		Pireh Abdollah Kandi		Radni		G00982335		Career Certificate 		NETX-Basic Networking 		1462 Merry Lane 		San Jose, CA 95128		rpireh@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED				Paper

		Prieto 		Edgar Fernando 		G01002631		Certificate of Achievement 		Auto Engine Performance Tech		610 Olive Ave Apt #1 		South San Francisco, CA 94080		eprieto9@my.smccd.edu 		APPROVED				Online 

		Ramos 		Gabriella Santana 		G01053425		Certificate of Achievement 		Emergency Medical Tech.		1114 Miller Ave		South San Francisco, CA 94080		gabriellaramos@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED

		Rangel Perez		Martha		G00801015		Career Certificate 		Hospitality-Guest Service Entry Level 		206 Second St 		South San Francisco, CA 94080		martharangel@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED				Paper

		Rattray 		Heather Lauren 		G00979249		Certificate of Achievement 		Early Childhood Education 		1311 Peralta Rd 		Pacifica, CA 94044		hrattray@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED				Online 

		Reyes 		Jimmy Z		 G01032564		Certificate of Achievement 		Auto Drive Train Technology 		254  Ralston St 		San Francisco, CA 94132		jimmyreyes@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED				Online 

		Ruiz Ortiz 		Estefhany 		G01014674		Certificate of Achievement 		Auto Electricity/Electronics 		643 Magnolia St		Half Moon Bay, CA 94019		estefhanyruizortiz@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED				Online 

		Saeed		Zubaer		G01052514		Certificate of Achievement 		Auto Drive Train Technology 		4445 3rd St Apt 301		San Francisco, CA 94124		zubaersaeed@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED				Online 

		Sam 		Justin Ming-Wei		G00990431		Certificate of Achievement 		Emergency Medical Tech.		2746 40th Ave		San Francisco, CA 94116		jsam2@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED

		Sasso 		Ava Alida		G01048971		Certificate of Achievement 		Cosmetology		1 Surrey St 		San Francisco, CA 94131		avasasso@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED				Online 

		Saw 		Ryan		G00455865		Certificate Program 		Network Engineering Tech. 		9 Mayfield Ave		Daly City, CA 94015		ryansaw@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED				Online 

		Saw 		Ryan		G00455865		Career Certificate 		NETX- Wiring & Insallation 		9 Mayfield Ave		Daly City, CA 94015		ryansaw@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED				Online 

		Seliverstova		Alina Dmityevna		G01085472		Certificate of Achievement 		Cosmetology: Esthetician		1615 Sutter St Apt# 1102 		San Francisco, CA 94109		alinaseliversto@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED				Online 

		Situ 		Joe 		G01044206		Certificate of Achievement 		Auto Electricity/Electronics		270 Macdonald Ave 		Daly City, CA 94014		joseitu@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED				Online 

		Small 		James Robert Lloyd		G00894739		Certificate of Achievement 		Emergency Medical Tech.		1521 D St		Hayward, CA 94541		jsmall11@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED

		Sophabmixay 		Souvanna		G00719146		Certificate of Achievement 		Emergency Medical Tech.		1339 Skyline Dr		Daly City, CA 94015		souvannasophabmixa@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED

		Sorto De Canjura		Roxana Maribel 		G01008185		Career Certificate 		Central Serivice Tech, Clinical 		328 Cypress Ave 		San Bruno, CA 94066		rsortode@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED				Paper

		Steffen 		Amanda Victoria 		G00770997		Certificate of Achievement 		Emergency Medical Tech.		718 Chadbourne Ave 		Millbrae, CA 94030		asteffe3@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED

		Stelmak		Anna Maria 		G01029319		Certificate of Achievement 		Auto Drive Train Technology		161 Paris St 		San Francisco, CA 94112		annastelmak@my.smccd.edu 		APPROVED				Online 

		Tam 		Ronnie 		G01032559		Certificate of Achievement 		Auto Chassis Technology 		2474 29th Ave		San Francisco, CA 94116		ronnietam@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED				Paper

		Tang 		Christopher		G01014447		Certificate of Achievement 		Auto Drive Train Technology		201 Charter Oak Ave		San Francisco, CA 94124		christophetang@my.smccd.edu 		APPROVED				Online 

		Thai		Daniel		G01081527		Certificate of Achievement 		Emergency Medical Tech.		1601 Garvey Place		San Jose, CA 95132		danielthai@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED

		Toews		Ivan James 		G01099296		Certificate of Achievement 		Emergency Medical Tech.		1175 Ravenscourt Ave		San Jose, CA 95128		ivantoews@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED

		Uyehata 		Patrick James 		G01070056		Certificate of Specialization 		Auto Technician- Entry Level 		411 Piccadilly Pl Apt 15		San Bruno, CA 94066		patrickuyehata@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED				Paper

		Varela		Axel Marin		G00993184		Certificate of Achievement 		Auto Drive Train Technology		651 5th St 		Richmond, CA 94801 		avare110@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED				Paper

		Vasquez		Marcos Tulio 		G01012313		Skill Certificate 		Solar Installation Career		2400 Skyline Dr Apt D4 		Pacifica, CA 94044		marcosvasqvasquez@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED				Online 

		Vazquez		Alejandra Guadalupe 		G00985511		Certificate of Achievement 		Cosmetology		826 Commercial Ave 		South San Francisco, CA 94080		avazqu29@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED				Online 

		Vazquez		Daniel 		G00871314		Certificate of Achievement 		Auto Engine Performance Tech 		1880 Edinburgh St		San Mateo, CA 94403		dvazque9@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED				Online 

		Vega 		Jose Pablo 		G01040276		Certificate of Achievement 		Auto Electricity/Electronics		2402 Lupine Ct 		Daly City, CA 94014		josevega@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED				Online 

		Velarde 		Christopher 		G00934359		Certificate of Achievement 		Cosmetology		1313 Hillside Blvd		South San Francisco, CA 94080		chrisvelarde@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED				Online 

		Villanueva		Charisma Torno		G00649355		Certificate of Achievement 		Paralegal/Legal Assistant		382 N. Wildwood 		Hercules, CA 94547		charivillanu@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED				Online 

		Von Rogov 		Eric Alexander		G00409962		Certificate of Achievement 		Medical Coding 		240 Lombard St. #533		San Francisco, CA 		ericvonrogov@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED				Online 

		Wong 		Roxanne Bustos 		G00750433		Certificate of Achievement 		Administrative Med. Assistant 		576 Atlanta St. 		Daly City, CA 94014		rwong175@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED				Paper

		Wong 		Roxanne Bustos 		G00750433		Certificate of Achievement 		Medical Insurance Billing 		576 Atlanta St. 		Daly City, CA 94014		rwong175@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED				Paper

		Wong 		Roxanne Bustos 		G00750433		Certificate of Achievement 		Medical Coding 		576 Atlanta St. 		Daly City, CA 94014		rwong175@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED				Paper

		Xie 		Kenny Guo Li 		G01013817		Certificate of Achievement 		Auto Chassis Technology 		1034 Stockton St Apt 6		San Francisco, CA 94108		Kennyxie@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED				Online 

		Xu 		Jiasheng 		G00934874		Certificate of Achievement 		Auto Engine Performance Tech 		167 Concord St 		San Francisco, CA 94112		jiashxu@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED				Online 

		Yano 		Molly Ann		G01082024		Certificate of Achievement 		Estehtician 		Po Box 1045		Burlingame, CA 94011		mollyyano@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED				Online 

		Yiu		Kimba Kris 		G01040749		Certificate of Achievement 		Auto Chassis Technology 		1396 El Camino Real Unit 208		Millbrae, CA 94030		kimbayiu@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED		Financial Hold 		Online 

		Young 		Steven Kim 		G00742400		Certificate of Achievement 		Auto Electricity/Electronics		3107 Marisol Dr 		San Bruno, CA 94066		syoung88@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED				Online 

		Yu 		Pamela 		G00918536		Certificate of Achievement 		Massage Therapy 		69 Maxwell Court 		San Francisco, CA 94103		pamelyu@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED				Paper

		Yu 		Sunny K		G01035965		Certificate of Achievement 		Auto Electricity/Electronics		318 Bowdoin St 		San Francisco, CA 94134		sunnyyu1@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED				Online 

		Yu 		Ernest F 		G00867669		Certificate of Achievement 		Emergency Medical Tech.		435 32nd Ave		San Francisco, CA 94121		eyu18@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED

		Zhang 		Andy 		G01049808		Certificate of Achievement 		Auto Chassis Technology		61 Loehr St		San Francisco, CA 94134		andyzhang@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED				Online 

		Zhang 		Han 		G01044312		Certificate of Achievement 		Auto Drive Train Technology		590 Campbell Ave 		San Francisco, CA 94134		hanzhang@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED				Online 

		Zhang 		Jiayin 		G01066718 		Certificate of Achievement 		Early Childhood Education 		1150 Plymouth Ave 		San Francisco, CA 94112		jiayinzhang@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED				Online 

		Zhang 		Paul Ying 		G00704771		Certificate Program 		Network Engineering Tech. 		22 Northridge Dr 		Daly City, CA 94015		pzhang4@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED				Online 

		Zhang 		Zhifeng 		G01068170 		Certificate of Achievement 		Cosmetology		3454 Rolison Rd 		Redwood City, CA 94063		zhifengzhang@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED				Online 

		Zhang 		Jason		G00967278		Certificate of Achievement 		Emergency Medical Tech.		25 Corona St 		San Francisco, CA 94127		jzhang65@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED
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		Last_Name		First_Name		G_Id		Degree		Major		Address		City_State_Zip		E-mail Address		Honors_Status		APPROVED/DENIED 		Notes

		Garcia		Nadia Stephanie 		G00930916		AS		Accounting 		32 Village Lane 		Daly City, CA 94015		nadiagarcia@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED

		Olson 		Channa Danique		G00647249		AS		Accounting 		2206 33rd Ave 		San Francisco, CA 94116		colson27@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED 

		Velasquez		Pete Ruben		G00932147		AA		Administration of Justice		227 Willits St		Daly City, CA 94014		petevelasqu@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED 

		Barrow 		Briana		G00998537		AS-T		Administration of Justice 		612 Hickey Blvd		Pacifica, CA 94044		bbarrow3@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED 

		Mekonnen		Sheden Tesfai		G00990387		AS-T		Administration of Justice 		769 Gates St		San Francisco, CA  94110		smekonne@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED 

		Dajani		Samer Musa		G00990957		AS		Allied Health 		290 Morton Dr		Daly City, CA 94015		sdajani4@my.smccd.edu		Cum Laude 		APPROVED

		Eusebio		Fatima Paige		G00968732		AS		Allied Health 		630 Forest Lake Dr		Pacifica, CA 94044		feusebi2@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED

		Galimova		Elmira		G00837954		AS		Allied Health 		100 S Cliffwood Ave		Los Angeles, CA 90049		egalimov@my.smccd.edu		Cum Laude 		APPROVED

		Lozano		Joanne Marie M.		G01008439		AS		Allied Health 		33 South Parkview Ave		Daly City, Ca 94014		jlozano8@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED

		Mangibin		RJ Dayrit		G00457120		AS		Allied Health 		3110 College Dr.		San Bruno, CA 94066		rmangib1@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED

		Manzano		Anthony		G00960498		AS		Allied Health 		632 4th Ave		San Bruno, CA 94066		amanzan5@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED

		Narco 		Sabrinna Villaloz		G00920707		AA		Allied Health 		156 Lacrosse Ave		South San Francisco, CA 94080		sabrinacor@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED 

		Nuevo		Jovana L.		G00897654		AS		Allied Health 		119 Corona Lane		Moss Beach, CA 94038		JNUEVO@MY.SMCCD.EDU				APPROVED 

		Pelejo		Raphael Nathaniel		G00902127		AS		Allied Health 		11 Dolores St Apt Apt 3		San Francisco, CA 94103		rpelejo1@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED 

		Plambeck		Jeremy James		G00868789		AS		Allied Health 		16 Cragmont Ct		Pacifica, CA 94044		jplambec@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED 

		Arndt-Truong		Nathanael Storm		G00965903		AA-T 		Anthropology		217 Hillside Drive		Pacifica, CA 94044		narndttr@my.smccd.edu		MCL		APPROVED

		Carpio 		Bradford Simon 		G00852595		AA		Art		3961 Geddes Ct 		South San Francisco, CA 94080		bcarpio@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED 

		Garcia		Dominic De Jesus		G00905870		AA		Art		507 Inverness Dr		Pacifica, CA 94044		dgarc168@my.smccd.edu		Magna Cum Laude		APPROVED

		Decena 		Gabriel		G00934854		AS		Automotive Technology		151 Darby Place Apt#1 		San Bruno, CA 94060		gabridecena@my.smccd.edu		Magna Cum Laude		APPROVED

		Abdelaal		Mohamed Ali Abdelaal 		G01028590		AS-T		Business Administration 		3231 Morelane Dr 		San Bruno, CA 94066		mohamedali@my.smccd.edu		MCL, PTK, KBD		APPROVED

		Abughosh		Ibrahim		G01033343		AS-T		Business Administration 		1999 Niles Ave		San Bruno, CA 94066		ibrahimabughosh@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED

		Alvarado		Sofia Alejamdra 		G00933237		AS-T		Business Administration 		195 Northridge Drive 		Daly City, CA 94015		sofiaalvarad@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED

		Brehmer 		Karin Zoe 		G00714603		AS-T		Business Administration 		126 Alvarado Street 		Brisbane, CA 94005		kbrehmer@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED 

		Carey		Brennan David		G00924277		AS-T		Business Administration 		2052 Harding Ave		San Mateo, CA 94403		brenncarey@my.smccd.edu		MCL		APPROVED 

		Chan 		Anthony 		G00986137		AS-T		Business Administration 		60 Saint Michaels Ct		Daly City, CA 94015		achan233@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED 

		Delgadillo		Gustavo A.		G00858065		AS-T		Business Administration 		336 Brighton Road		Pacifica, CA 94044		gdelga11@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED 

		Garcia		Nadia Stephanie 		G00930916		AS-T		Business Administration 		32 Village Lane 		Daly City, CA 94015		nadiagarcia@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED 

		Gumpal		Sherry Ann Loureen		G00872582		AS-T		Business Administration 		96 Woodland Ave.		Daly City, CA 94015		sgumpal@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED 

		Kalotkin		Justin Micheal 		G00905861		AS-T		Business Administration 		419 Perry Ave 		Pacifica, CA 94044		jkalotk1@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED 

		Li		Jenny 		G00900659		AS-T		Business Administration 		783 Madrid St		San Francisco, CA 94112		jli155@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED 

		Liang		Annie		G01016901		AS-T		Business Administration 		1424 25th Ave		San Francisco, CA 94122		annieliang@my.smccd.edu		CL		APPROVED 

		Lin 		Chong 		G01008469		AS-T		Business Administration 		389 Naples St 		San Francisco, CA 94112		clin73@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED 

		Myo 		Nang Yin Mon		G01022048		AS-T		Business Administration 		251 Saint Catherine Dr 		Daly City, CA 94015		nangyinmyo@my.smccd.edu		MCL		APPROVED 

		Pun		Lai Man 		G01024386		AS-T		Business Administration 		578 San Remi Terrace		Sunnyvale, CA 94085		laimanpun@my.smccd.edu		MCL & PTK		APPROVED 

		Qutami 		Jessie 		G01017296		AS-T		Business Administration 		4941 Parkgreen Circle 		Antioch, CA 94531		jessiequtami@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED 

		Samson		Carlo Jay		G01013424		AS-T		Business Administration 		180 Bruno Ave 		Daly City, CA 94014		carlojaysamson@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED 

		Silveria		Chet Benjamin		G01016405		AS-T		Business Administration 		747 Buena Vista St		Moss Beach, CA 94038		chetsilveria@my.smccd.edu		CL		APPROVED 

		Tandoc		Gerard 		G01003517		AS-T		Business Administration 		100 San Fernando Way		Daly City, CA 94015		gtandoc2@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED 

		Teodosio		Nicole Linco		G00890513		AS-T		Business Administration 		20 Margate St		Daly City, CA 94015		nteodos2@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED 

		Zira		Dilan		G00991576		AS-T		Business Administration 		306 Alta Mesa Dr		South San Francisco, CA 94080		dzira@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED 

		Velarde		Jenell Cunanan		G00752826		AS		Business Management		21 2ed Ave		Daly City, CA 94014		jenellvelarde@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED 

		Atangan 		Daniel Humberto 		G00999103		AA-T 		Communication Studies 		2630 Duhallow Way 		South San Francisco, CA 94080		datanga1@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED 

		Sami 		Jeremy Eugene 		G01003734		AA-T 		Communication Studies 		75 Fairmont Dr.		Daly City, CA 94015		jsami@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED 

		Suarez		Cindy 		G00855892		AA		Communication Studies 		391 Bridgeview Dr Apt #6		San Francisco, CA 94124		csuarez8@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED 

		Blanchard		Meaghan De Maria		G00995725		AA		Communications 		971 Rio Vista Dr		Pacifica, CA 94044		mblanc22@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED 

		Ohk		Bord		G01009631		AS		Cosmetology		439 Faxon Ave		San Francisco, CA 94080		bohk@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED 

		Seemab		Aisha 		G00952183		AS 		Cosmetology		538 2ed Lane		South San Francisco, CA 94080		aseemab@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED 

		Rodriguez Peralta		Diana		G00871498		AS		Early Childhood Education		601 Banks St		San Francisco, CA 94110		drodr110@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED 		Financial Hold: $33

		Urquico		Maria Elena Dela Cruz		G00830188		AA		English		5 Mariner Lane		Daly City, CA 94014		murquic1@my.smccd.edu		Cum Laude 		APPROVED 

		Tate		Davina L.		G00872825		AS		Fashion Merchandising 		424 Railroad Ave		South San Francisco, CA 94080		dtate10@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED 

		Kelkis  Jr		Edward Joseph		G01016158		AS 		International Trade 		121 Park Plaza Sr Apt# 7		Daly City, CA 94015		edwardkelkis@my.smccd.edu		Phi Theta Kappa 		APPROVED

		Nuevo		Jovana L.		G00897654		AA		IS - Letters & Science		119 Corona Lane		Moss Beach, CA 94038		JNUEVO@MY.SMCCD.EDU				APPROVED 

		Nuevo		Jovana L.		G00897654		AA		IS - Social & Natural Science		119 Corona Lane		Moss Beach, CA 94038		JNUEVO@MY.SMCCD.EDU				APPROVED 

		Carpio 		Bradford Simon 		G00852595		AA		IS- Arts & Humanities		3961 Geddes Ct 		South San Francisco, CA 94080		bcarpio@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED 

		Castillo		Marvin Orlando		G01009893		AA		IS- Arts & Humanities		439 Gateway Dr		Pacifica, CA 94044		mcast127@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED 

		Garcia		Dominic De Jesus		G00905870		AA		IS- Arts & Humanities		507 Inverness Dr		Pacifica, CA 94044		dgarc168@my.smccd.edu		Magna Cum Laude		APPROVED

		Gaurano		Maria Shiela		G00582458		AA		IS- Arts & Humanities		850 Antoinette Lane, Apt. A		South San Francisco, CA 94080		sgaurano@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED

		Hernandez		Jessy 		G00864542		AA		IS- Arts & Humanities		158 Valleyview Way		South San Francisco, CA 94080		jhern243@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED

		Ku 		Juyoung		G00645539		AA		IS- Arts & Humanities		2546 35th Ave		San Francisco, CA 94116		juyoungku@my.smccd.edu		Magna Cum Laude		APPROVED

		Marzan		Jace Ecal		G00997231		AA		IS- Arts & Humanities		278 Wyandotte Ave		Daly City, CA 94014		Jmarzan3@my.smccd.edu		Magna Cum Laude		APPROVED

		Rotap		Kathleen Franco		G00994474		AA		IS- Arts & Humanities		631 Forest Lake Dr		Pacifica, CA 94044		krotap@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED 

		Segura 		David 		G00919028		AA		IS- Arts & Humanities		422 Lincoln Circle Apt 2		Millbrae, CA 94030		davidsegura@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED 

		Urquico		Maria Elena Dela Cruz		G00830188		AA		IS- Arts & Humanities		5 Mariner Lane		Daly City, CA 94014		murquic1@my.smccd.edu		Cum Laude 		APPROVED 

		Vasquez Chavez 		Cesar		G01015236		AA		IS- Arts & Humanities		208 San Benito Ave Apt8		San Bruno, CA 94066		cesarvasquezcha@my.smccd.edu		MCL & PHK		APPROVED

		Barret		Kyle Brandon		G01017706		AA		IS- Health/Physical Ed		25 Belvedere Ave.		San Carlos, CA 94070		kylebarret@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED 

		Fajardo		Armando 		G00881652		AA		IS- Health/Physical Ed		32 North Idana Street 		San Mateo, CA 94401		afajar15@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED

		Mazzoni 		Mario James 		G00995408		AA		IS- Health/Physical Ed		930 Peninsula Ave Apt 214		San Mateo, CA 94401		mmazzon3@my.smccd.edu		Cum Laude 		APPROVED 

		Al Mokdad		Mohamad		G00982196		AA		IS- Letters & Science 		327 Hazel Ave		San Bruno, CA 94066		malmokda@my.smccd.edu		Cum Laude 		APPROVED 

		Bernard		Drew Ari		G01014671		AA		IS- Letters & Science 		278 Sunshine Dr		Pacifica, CA 94044		drewbernard@my.smccd.edu		Cum Laude 		APPROVED 

		Choi		Willy		G00885838		AS		IS- Letters & Science 		5916 California St		San Francisco, CA 94121		wchoi13@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED

		Garcia		Dominic De Jesus		G00905870		AA		IS- Letters & Science 		507 Inverness Dr		Pacifica, CA 94044		dgarc168@my.smccd.edu		Magna Cum Laude		APPROVED

		Orozco		Maria Celeste		G00901584		AA		IS- Letters & Science 		555 Lausanne Ave.		Daly City, CA 94014		morozc32@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED 

		Patron		Jose Thomas Rovi		G00972983		AA		IS- Letters & Science 		43 Blossom Court		Daly City, CA 94014		jpatron4@my.smccd.edu		Cum Laude 		APPROVED 

		Vasquez Chavez 		Cesar		G01015236		AA		IS- Letters & Science 		208 San Benito Ave Apt8		San Bruno, CA 94066		cesarvasquezcha@my.smccd.edu		MCL & PHK		APPROVED

		Villamor		Janneth Pitogo		G00688623		AA		IS- Letters & Science 		400 Castle Street Apt#1		Daly City, CA 94014		jvillam4@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED 

		Wong 		Rachel Jan 		G00953657		AA		IS- Letters & Science 		135 De Soto St 		San Francisco, CA 94127		rwong180@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED

		Bernard		Drew Ari		G01014671		AA		IS- Org. Structures		278 Sunshine Dr		Pacifica, CA 94044		drewbernard@my.smccd.edu		Cum Laude 		APPROVED 

		Bernard		Drew Ari		G01014671		AA		IS- Social & Behavioral 		278 Sunshine Dr		Pacifica, CA 94044		drewbernard@my.smccd.edu		Cum Laude 		APPROVED 

		Chen		Melanie		G00719001		AA		IS- Social & Behavioral 		1065 Crestview Dr		Millbrae, CA 94030		mchen70@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED

		Hanaike		Leilani Kerstin		G00923161		AA		IS- Social & Behavioral 		95 Montecito Ave Apt 4		Pacifica, CA 94044		leilahanaike@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED

		Lopez		Mayra Yvette		G00962913		AA		IS- Social & Behavioral 		Po Box 865		Half Moon Bay, CA 94019		mlope262@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED

		Madanat		Nadia Marie 		G00882082		AA		IS- Social & Behavioral 		115 Crenshaw Court		Pacfica, CA 94044		nmadana2@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED

		Marzan		Jace Ecal		G00997231		AA		IS- Social & Behavioral 		278 Wyandotte Ave		Daly City, CA 94014		Jmarzan3@my.smccd.edu		Magna Cum Laude		APPROVED

		Orozco		Maria Celeste		G00901584		AA		IS- Social & Behavioral 		555 Lausanne Ave.		Daly City, CA 94014		morozc32@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED 

		Vasquez Chavez 		Cesar		G01015236		AA		IS- Social & Behavioral 		208 San Benito Ave Apt8		San Bruno, CA 94066		cesarvasquezcha@my.smccd.edu		MCL & PHK		APPROVED

		Dominia		Rovie Bautista		G00962856		AA		IS- Social & Natural Science 		2520 Tipperary Ave 		South San Francisco, CA 94080		rdomini4@my.smccd				APPROVED

		Manzano		Anthony		G00960498		AA		IS- Social & Natural Science 		632 4th Ave		San Bruno, CA 94066		amanzan5@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED

		Patron		Jose Thomas Rovi		G00972983		AA		IS- Social & Natural Science 		43 Blossom Court		Daly City, CA 94014		jpatron4@my.smccd.edu		Cum Laude 		APPROVED 

		Vaccarezza		Shannon Grace		G00964174		AA		IS- Social & Natural Science 		1368 Castro Ct		Pacifica, CA 94044		svaccare@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED 

		Villamor		Janneth Pitogo		G00688623		AA		IS- Social & Natural Science 		400 Castle Street Apt#1		Daly City, CA 94014		jvillam4@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED 

		Marzan		Jace Ecal		G00997231		AA		IS-Org. Structures 		278 Wyandotte Ave		Daly City, CA 94014		Jmarzan3@my.smccd.edu		Magna Cum Laude		APPROVED

		Aguilar 		Renee Faye Untalan		 		AA-T 		Kinesiology		3475 Oakmont Drive 		South San Francisco, CA 94080		reneefayeaguilar@my.smccd.edu 				APPROVED

		Dial 		Christine 		G00765897		AA-T 		Kinesiology		30 Escuela Drive #13		Daly City, CA 94015		cdial@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED 

		Yee		Christiana Marie 		G01044629		AA-T 		Kinesiology		5117 Rodeo Court		Antioch, CA 94531		christianayee@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED 

		Ameen		Mohammed M		G00933013		AS-T		Mathematics		223 Euclid Ave		San Bruno, CA 94066		mohamameen@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED

		Ibrahim		Osama Mohammad		G00998153		AS		Natural Science 		127 Lycett Cir		Daly City, CA 94015		oibrahim@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED

		Kearns		Matthew Steven		G01020038		AS		Network Engineering 		21 2nd Ave		Daly City, CA 94014		matthewkearns@my.smccd.edu		Magna Cum Laude		APPROVED

		Canas		Tatiana C.		G00956102		AA		Paralegal/Legal Assistant		230 Juniper Ave Apt B		South San Francisco, CA 94080		tcanas1@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED 

		Rasay		Tyler Tolentino		G00992706		AS-T		Physics		141 Appian Way		South San Francisco, CA 94080		trasay@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED 

		Gultia 		Queenie B.		G01007822		AS-T		Psychology		2991 Crestmoor Dr		San Bruno, CA 94066		qgultia@my.smccd.edu		PTK		APPROVED 

		Kelkis  Jr		Edward Joseph		G01016158		AA		Psychology		121 Park Plaza Sr Apt# 7		Daly City, CA 94015		edwardkelkis@my.smccd.edu		Phi Theta Kappa 		APPROVED

		Lachica		Samantha R.		G00933330		AA		Psychology		261 Belhaven Ave		Daly City, CA 94015		samanlachica@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED

		Matos 		Danielle Ashlee 		G00845581		AA-T 		Psychology		25 Berta Circle 		Daly City, CA 94015		dmatos1@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED 

		Nguyen		Sarah		G00743265		AA-T 		Psychology		4244 Callan Blvd		Daly City, CA 94015		snguye34@my.smccd.edu 				APPROVED 

		Orellana		Rachel A.		G01012071		AA-T 		Psychology		660 Sylvan St Apt 4		Daly City, CA 94014		rachelorellana@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED 

		Bruce		Brian Albert		G00706160		AA		Spanish 		268 Gateway Drive		Pacifica, CA 94044		bbruce6@my.smccd.edu				APPROVED 

		Dela Cuesta		Christian Morales		G00855074		AS		Surgical Technology		687 San Diego 		Daly City, CA 94014		CDELACU1@MY.SMCCD.EDU				APPROVED

		Frank 		Ryan M.		G01032188		AS 		Surgical Technology		455 Maple Ave 		Cotati, CA 94931		RYANFRANK@MY.SMCCD.EDU				APPROVED

		Rodriguez   		Jon Michael Morte		G00926892		AS		Surgical Technology		55 Plymouth Circle 		Daly City, CA 94015		RYANFRANK@MY.SMCCD.EDU		Cum Laude 		APPROVED 
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Summer 2017 Certificates

		Summer 2017 Certificate

		Last_Name		First_Name		G_Id		Degree		Major		Address		City_State_Zip		E-mail Address		APPROVED/DENIED 		Notes

		Ancheta		Anthony Afable 		G00866647		Certificate of Achievement 		Surgical Technology		4579 Callan Blvd		Daly City, CA 94015		aanchet7@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED 

		Austin		Laura Ann		G01038396		Certificate of Achievement 		Surgical Technology		4101 Eggers Dr Apt 5		Fremont , CA 94536		lauraaustin@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED 

		Balayan		January Luzbella Castro		G01019513		Certificate of Achievement 		Surgical Technology		1052 Huntington Ave E		San Bruno, CA 94066		januaryluzbalayan@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED 

		Beabout		Brittany Christina 		G01031875		Certificate of Achievement 		Surgical Technology		467 Kelly Ave Apt B		Half Moon Bay, CA 94019		brittanybeabout@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED 

		Cabonce 		Rubenette  B		G00994138		Certificate of Achievement 		Administartive Medical Assisting 		62 3rd Ave Apt 2		Daly City, CA 94014		rcabonc1@my.smccd.edu 		APPROVED 		In Person Pick-Up

		Campos		Damien M.		G01045061		Career Certificate		Central Service Technician Program		1405 Hillside Blvd		South San Francisco, CA 94080		damiencampos@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED 

		Cardera		Jeneea Christine		G00675180		Certificate of Achievement 		Surgical Technology		223 Lauren Ave		Pacifica, CA 94044		jcarder1@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED 

		Catolos		Katherine Sapo		G01033180		Certificate of Achievement 		Accounting		94 Franciscan Dr		Daly City, CA 9014		katherinecatolos@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED 

		Chaiareekitwat		Temsiri		G01067507		Certificate of Achievement 		Massage Therapy		4120 Fulton Street #1		San Francisco, CA 94121		TEMSIRICHAIAREEKI@MY.SMCCD.EDU		APPROVED 

		Coffin		Petra Rose		G00802330		Certificate of Achievement 		Surgical Technology		2037 Shoreview Ave		San Mateo, CA 94401		pcoffin@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED 

		Cornejo 		Marilyn		G00757116		Certificate of Achievement 		Surgical Technology		2884 Folsom St		San Francisco, CA 94010		marilyncornejo@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED 

		Dela Cruz		David Natividad		G01086519		Certificate of Achievement 		Emergency Medical Technology		2 Merrill St 		San Francisco, CA 94134		DAVIDDELACRUZ@MY.SMCCD.EDU		APPROVED 

		Dela Cuesta 		Christian Morales		G00855074		Certificate of Achievement 		Surgical Technology		687 San Diego		Daly City, CA 94014		cdelacu1@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED 

		Dubey		Satya		G00451189		Certificate of Achievement 		Surgical Technology		77 Tanforan Ave		San Bruno, CA 94066		satyadubey@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED 

		El Shawa		Sally 		G01045834		Certificate of Achievement 		International Business 		589 Gellert Blvd		Daly City, CA 94015		sallyelshawa@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED 

		Frank		Ryan M.		G01032188		Certificate of Achievement 		Surgical Technology		455 Maple Ave		Cotati, CA 94931		ryanfrank@my.smcc.edu		APPROVED 

		Gibson		Eugene Maurice		G00148914		Certificate of Achievement 		Accounting		1013 Everglades Dr 		Pacifica, CA 94044		egibson9@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED 

		Gonzales 		Edgar		G00972021		Certificate of Achievement 		Emergency Medical Technology		1735 Broadway Street Apt #3		Redwood City, CA 94063		EGONZ157@MY.SMCCD.EDU		APPROVED 

		Gumba		Antonia Brentano		G00962597		Certificate of Achievement 		Emergency Medical Technology		508 Lewis Lane 		Pacifica, CA 94044		AGUMBA@MY.SMCCD.EDU		APPROVED 

		Gutierrez		Madeline Yamilet		G01010625		Certificate of Achievement 		Paralegal/ Legal Assistant 		144 Shakespeare St		San Francisco, CA 94112		mguti128@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED 

		Haley 		Cian James 		G01021723		Certificate of Achievement 		Emergency Medical Technology		674 Buena Vista Street 		Moss Beach, CA 94038		CIANHALEY@MY.SMCCD.EDU		APPROVED 

		Hernandez		Jesenia		G00864542		Certificate of Achievement 		Paralegal/ Legal Assistant 		158 Valleyview Way		South San Francisco, CA 94080		jhern243@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED 

		Hernandez Esquite		Cindy Roxana		G00654902		Certificate of Achievement 		Early Childhood Education 		1508 S. Norfolk St		San Mateo, CA 94401		cherna89@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED 

		Johnson 		Gunnar Edmond 		G00945500		Certificate of Achievement 		Emergency Medical Technology		153 Arbor Lane 		San Mateo, CA 94403 		GUNNAJOHNSON@MY.SMCCD.EDU		APPROVED 

		Jones		Tahirah Mumina		G00977304		Certificate of Achievement 		Early Childhood Education 		1605 Sunnydale Avenue		San Francisco, CA 94124		tjones93@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED 		FINANCIAL HOLD

		Kelkis Jr.		Edward Joseph		G01016158		Certificate of Achievement 		International Business 		121 Park Plaza Dr Apt# 7		Daly City, CA 94015		edwardkelkis@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED 

		Kim		Yea Sol		G00892373		Certificate of Achievement 		Emergency Medical Technology		55 Chumasero Dr Apt# 6H 		San Francisco, CA 94132		YKIM84@MY.SMCCD.EDU		APPROVED 

		King 		Richard Luther		G01020193		Certificate of Achievement 		Emergency Medical Technology		595 Caprice Court 		Morgan Hill, CA 95037		RICHARDKING@MY.SMCCD.EDU		APPROVED 

		Kluss Peralta		Federico M		G00656251		Certificate of Achievement 		Paralegal/ Legal Assistant 		410 Baden Ave #4 		South San Francisco, CA 94080		fkluss@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED 

		Kumar		Mani Niraj		G01052157		Certificate of Achievement 		Early Childhood Education 		1000 Foster City Blvd.		Foster City, CA 94404		manikumar@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED 

		Lee 		Grant Antony 		G01083504		Certificate of Achievement 		Emergency Medical Technology		3627 Moraga Street 		San Francisco, CA 94122		GRANTLEE@MY.SMCCD.EDU		APPROVED 

		Li 		Katherine 		G01091555		Certificate of Achievement 		Emergency Medical Technology		2542 35th Ave		San Francisco, CA 94116		KATHERINELI@MY.SMCCD.EDU		APPROVED 

		Linfor		Kyle Ericson 		G01026484		Certificate of Achievement 		Emergency Medical Technology		1326 Funston Ave, Apt B		San Francisco, CA 94122		KYLELINFOR@MY.SMCCD.EDU		APPROVED 

		Loo 		Nancy S.		G01063910		Certificate of Achievement 		Emergency Medical Technology		5240 Shelter Creek Lane 		San Bruno, CA 94066		NANCYLOO@MY.SMCCD.EDU		APPROVED 

		Lopez		Jessica M. 		G01053757		Certificate of Achievement 		Surgical Technology		3637 Snell Ave Spc 180		San Jose, CA 95136		jessicalop3@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED 

		Louangrath		Anousone Noki		G00968268		Certificate of Achievement 		Medical Coding 		318 Camaritas Ave 		South San Francisco, CA 94080		alouangr@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED 

		Magno		Lora Mae Montano		G00806787		Certificate of Achievement 		Emergency Medical Technology		2595 Tipperary Ave		South San Francisco, CA 94080		LMAGNO@MY.SMCCD.EDU		APPROVED 

		Mang 		Joshua 		G00982775		Certificate of Achievement 		Emergency Medical Technology		3424 Moraga St 		San Francisco, CA 94122		JMANG@MY.SMCCD.EDU		APPROVED 

		Martinez		Cecilia Gomez		G01009090		Certificate of Achievement 		Surgical Technology		33372 13th St 		Union City, CA 94587		cmart322@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED 

		Morales 		Adriana		G00950871		Certificate of Achievement 		Surgical Technology		215 Navarra Ave		Half Moon Bay, CA 94019		amoral85@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED 

		Moussavian		Saba Fatima 		G01095886		Certificate of Achievement 		Emergency Medical Technology		133 Tennyson Ave 		Palo Alto, CA 94301		SABAMOUSSAVIAN@MY.SMCCD.EDU		APPROVED 

		Murthy		Nikitha 		G01014828		Certificate of Achievement 		Emergency Medical Technology		762 Barron Avenue 		Palo Alto, CA 94306		NIKITHAMURTHY@MY.SMCCD.EDU		APPROVED 

		Najjar		Shereen K.		G01039678		Certificate of Achievement 		Early Childhood Education 		25 Oakridge Dr		Daly City, CA 94014		shereennajjar@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED 

		Nguyen 		Julia Kim		G00984835		Certificate of Achievement 		Business Administration 		1718 25th Ave. 		San Francisco, CA 94122		jnguye72@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED 

		Oicatá		Hermán Gustavo 		G00545591		Certificate of Achievement 		Surgical Technology		821 Sunnybrae Blvd		San Mateo, CA 94402		hoicata@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED 

		Pham		Thuy Thanh		G00890563		Certificate Program 		Network Engineering Tech		405 91st Street Apt# 23		Daly City, CA 94015		tpham52@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED 

		Presto IV		Frank Domenico		G00966427		Certificate of Achievement 		Accounting		853 Templeton Ave		Daly City, CA 94014		fprestom@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED 

		Reid-Childers		Andrew J.		G00806011		Certificate of Specialization		Auto Technician-Entry Level		105 Piccadilly Place		San Bruno, CA 94066		achilde2@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED 

		Renteria		Maria Guadalupe 		G01025788		Certificate of Achievement 		Early Childhood Education 		239 C Street. Apt A.		South San Francisco, CA 94080		mariarenteria@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED 

		Ripka		Eliane		G00904259		Certificate of Achievement 		Estehtician		1405 Oak Grove Av		Burlingame, CA 94010		eripka@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED 

		Rodriguez		Jon Michael Morte 		G00926892		Certificate of Achievement 		Surgical Technology		55 Plymouth Cirlce		Daly City, CA 94015		Jonmirodrigu@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED 

		Ruiz		Sandra Cecilia		G00342436		Certificate of Specialization		Entrepreneurship		444 Heathcliff Dr		Pacifica, CA 94044		sruiz18@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED 

		Santos		Loree Anne		G01002497		Certificate of Achievement 		Early Childhood Education 		3294 Longview Dr.		San Bruno, CA 94066		lsanto30@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED 

		Sehak		Hosam Fawaz		G00803252		Skill Certificate 		Solar Intallation Career		770 Mills Ave		San Bruno, CA 94066		hosamsehak@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED 

		So		Michael J.		G00682797		Career Certificate		NETX-PC Configure/Repair-SC		2059 46th Ave		San Francisco, CA 94116		mso13@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED 

		So		Michael J.		G00682797		Career Certificate		NETX- Basic Networking 		2059 46th Ave		San Francisco, CA 94116		mso13@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED 

		Swift 		Tyler John 		G01032263		Certificate of Achievement 		Surgical Technology		711 Bellevue Ave		Santa Rosa, CA 95407		tylerswift@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED 

		Tatlonghari		William Ray		G00964604		Certificate of Achievement 		Emergency Medical Technology		2906 San Bruno Ave #4		San Francisco, CA 94134		WTATLONG@MY.SMCCD.EDU		APPROVED 

		Tseng		Jeff C.		G00398996		Certificate of Achievement 		Surgical Technology		1284 Lake St. 		Millbrae, CA 94030		jtseng3@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED 

		Tualaulelei		Arvin Ailao		G00961494		Certificate of Achievement 		Administration of Justice 		662 Atherton Place		Hayward, CA 94541		atualau1@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED 

		Tuazon		Dierdra Ruth Rillo		G00734344		Certificate of Achievement 		Office Management 		858 Antoinette Lane		South San Francisco, CA 94080		drillo@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED 

		Tungol 		Brian Scott		G00868467		Certificate of Achievement 		Surgical Technology		34 Goldeneye CT		Americ an Canyon, CA 94503		btungol@my.smccd.edu		APPROVED 

		Valbuena 		Erika Nicole Garde 		G00947978		Certificate of Achievement 		Emergency Medical Technology		188 Ardendale Drive  		Daly City, CA 94014		ERIKAVALBUEN@MY.SMCCD.EDU		APPROVED 

		Valdemoro		Margaret S.		G00618802		Certificate of Achievement 		Massage Therapy		277 San Franando Way 		Daly City, CA 94015		mvaldemo@my.smccd.edu 		APPROVED 

		Valencia 		Ron Christian Puzon		G01050819		Certificate of Achievement 		Emergency Medical Technology		211 Tulare Drive 		San Bruno, CA 94066		RONCHRISTIVALENCIA@MY.SMCCD.EDU		APPROVED 

		Vazquez		Miguel Eduardo		G01056095		Certificate of Achievement 		Emergency Medical Technology		P.O Box 370457		Montara, CA 94037		MIGUELVAZQ1@MY.SMCCD.EDU		APPROVED 

		Ward 		Emma Ryals 		G01090135		Certificate of Achievement 		Emergency Medical Technology		2440 24th St. 		San Francisco, CA 94110		EMMAWARD@MY.SMCCD.EDU		APPROVED 

		Zhang 		Zheng Rong		G01030095		Certificate of Achievement 		Surgical Technology		3550 Carter Dr #49		South San Francisco, CA 94080		zhengrongzhang@my.smccd.edu 		APPROVED 
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SKYLINE COLLEGE STUDENT CHARACTERISTICS 
College-Wide 


Unduplicated Headcount by Term 


2013-2014 2014-2015 2015-2016 2016-2017 2017-2018 


Summer 6,481 6,562 6,641 5,888 5,421 


Fall 10,581 10,332 10,213 9,896 9,612 


Spring 10,395 10,452 10,104 9,814 9,546 


Total 17,109 16,976 16,711 15,836 15,253 


Enrollments by Term 


2013-2014 2014-2015 2015-2016 2016-2017 2017-2018 


Summer 9,295 9,394 9,255 8,247 7,422 


Fall 26,475 25,566 24,759 24,083 22,972 


Spring 26,138 25,360 24,357 23,405 22,313 


Total 61,908 60,320 58,371 55,735 52,707 
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SKYLINE COLLEGE STUDENT CHARACTERISTICS 
College-Wide 


Unduplicated Headcount by Gender 


Female Male Unreported 


2013-2014 8,866 51.8% 7,846 45.9% 397 2.3% 


2014-2015 8,715 51.3% 7,808 46.0% 453 2.7% 


2015-2016 8,751 52.4% 7,508 44.9% 452 2.7% 


2016-2017 8,349 52.7% 7,090 44.8% 397 2.5% 


2017-2018 7,942 52.1% 6,899 45.2% 412 2.7% 


Total 24,554 52.3% 21,102 44.9% 1,315 2.8% 


Unduplicated Headcount by Gender and Ethnicity 


2013 2014 2014 2015 2015 2016 2016 2017 2017 2018 


Am. Ind./Alaska Native 26 0.2% 29 0.2% 23 0.1% 24 0.2% 24 0.2% 


Asian 3,410 19.9% 3,378 19.9% 3,202 19.2% 3,129 19.8% 2,951 19.3% 


Black - Non-Hispanic 614 3.6% 582 3.4% 522 3.1% 437 2.8% 440 2.9% 


Filipino 2,701 15.8% 2,798 16.5% 2,871 17.2% 2,626 16.6% 2,490 16.3% 


Hispanic/Latino 2,900 17.0% 2,878 17.0% 2,956 17.7% 2,828 17.9% 2,785 18.3% 


Pacific Islander 236 1.4% 212 1.2% 231 1.4% 193 1.2% 206 1.4% 


White Non-Hispanic 3,698 21.6% 3,566 21.0% 3,434 20.5% 3,127 19.7% 3,011 19.7% 


Multi Races 3,070 17.9% 3,126 18.4% 3,143 18.8% 3,190 20.1% 3,053 20.0% 


Unreported 454 2.7% 407 2.4% 329 2.0% 282 1.8% 293 1.9% 
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SKYLINE COLLEGE STUDENT CHARACTERISTICS 
College-Wide 


Unduplicated Headcount by Age 


2013 2014 2014 2015 2015 2016 2016 2017 2017 2018 


Age Under 18 1,645 9.6% 1,696 10.0% 1,913 11.4% 1,901 12.0% 1,959 12.8% 


Age 18 - 22 7,396 43.2% 7,533 44.4% 7,447 44.6% 7,187 45.4% 6,847 44.9% 


Age 23 - 28 3,719 21.7% 3,695 21.8% 3,603 21.6% 3,359 21.2% 3,211 21.1% 


Age 29 - 39 2,253 13.2% 2,259 13.3% 2,103 12.6% 1,944 12.3% 1,909 12.5% 


Age 40 - 49 1,010 5.9% 894 5.3% 835 5.0% 709 4.5% 689 4.5% 


Age 50 - 59 696 4.1% 573 3.4% 517 3.1% 474 3.0% 378 2.5% 


Age 60 + 386 2.3% 325 1.9% 293 1.8% 262 1.7% 260 1.7% 


Age Unreported 4 0.0% 1 0.0% 


Total 17,109 16,976 16,711 15,836 15,253 


Unduplicated Headcount by Goal 


2013 2014 2014 2015 2015 2016 2016 2017 2017 2018 


4yr stu take class for 4yr col 1,655 9.7% 1,617 9.5% 1,436 8.6% 1,165 7.4% 873 5.7% 


College Preparation 527 3.1% 514 3.0% 549 3.3% 613 3.9% 651 4.3% 


CTE Certif/Career Development 2,760 16.1% 2,338 13.8% 2,104 12.6% 1,810 11.4% 1,775 11.6% 


Degree/Transfer 9,573 56.0% 10,176 59.9% 10,437 62.5% 10,223 64.6% 9,844 64.5% 


Exploratory 2,594 15.2% 2,331 13.7% 2,185 13.1% 2,025 12.8% 2,110 13.8% 


Total 17,109 16,976 16,711 15,836 15,253 


Unduplicated Headcount by Fall Unit Load 


FALL 2013 FALL 2014 FALL 2015 FALL 2016 FALL 2017 


Full Time (12+ Units) 3,580 33.8% 3,481 33.7% 3,522 34.5% 3,653 36.9% 3,665 38.1% 


Part Time (Less Than 12 Units) 7,001 66.2% 6,851 66.3% 6,691 65.5% 6,243 63.1% 5,947 61.9% 


Total 10,581 10,332 10,213 9,896 9,612 
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SKYLINE COLLEGE STUDENT OUTCOMES 
College-Wide (Excludes Summer) 


Annual Course Success and Retention 


Enrollments Success Count Success Rate Retention Rate Withdrawal Rate 


2013-2014 52,613 36,740 69.8% 85.0% 15.0% 


2014-2015 50,926 36,052 70.8% 84.8% 15.2% 


2015-2016 49,116 35,760 72.8% 86.3% 13.7% 


2016-2017 47,488 35,033 73.8% 86.9% 13.1% 


2017-2018 45,285 33,775 74.6% 87.3% 12.7% 


Total 245,428 177,360 72.3% 86.0% 14.0% 


Term Course Success and Retention 


Enrollments Success Count Success Rate Retention Rate Withdrawal Rate 


Fall 2013 26,475 18,458 69.7% 85.5% 14.5% 


Fall 2014 25,566 17,907 70.0% 84.8% 15.2% 


Fall 2015 24,759 17,919 72.4% 86.4% 13.6% 


Fall 2016 24,083 17,754 73.7% 87.4% 12.6% 


Fall 2017 22,972 17,013 74.1% 87.3% 12.7% 


Spring 2014 26,138 18,282 69.9% 84.5% 15.5% 


Spring 2015 25,360 18,145 71.5% 84.8% 15.2% 


Spring 2016 24,357 17,841 73.2% 86.1% 13.9% 


Spring 2017 23,405 17,279 73.8% 86.3% 13.7% 


Spring 2018 22,313 16,762 75.1% 87.2% 12.8% 


Total 245,428 177,360 72.3% 86.0% 14.0% 
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SKYLINE COLLEGE STUDENT OUTCOMES 
College-Wide (Excludes Summer) 


Course Success and Withdrawal by Ethnicity 


2013-2014 2014-2015 2015-2016 2016-2017 2017-2018 Total 
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Am. Ind./Alaska Native 101 67% 22% 98 76% 15% 70 79% 11% 66 55% 24% 59 73% 12% 394 70% 17% 


Asian 9,347 75% 13% 9,272 77% 12% 8,917 80% 10% 8,895 79% 10% 8,319 82% 9% 44,750 79% 11% 


Black - Non-Hispanic 1,912 56% 22% 1,688 57% 20% 1,375 60% 19% 1,352 64% 17% 1,169 63% 17% 7,496 59% 19% 


Filipino 9,812 71% 15% 9,923 71% 15% 9,651 73% 14% 9,492 74% 14% 9,105 75% 13% 47,983 73% 14% 


Hispanic/Latino 9,684 64% 17% 9,248 65% 17% 9,084 67% 16% 8,862 68% 15% 8,630 69% 15% 45,508 67% 16% 


Pacific Islander 716 60% 20% 623 59% 19% 614 52% 20% 539 62% 20% 522 67% 15% 3,014 60% 19% 


White Non-Hispanic 9,898 75% 13% 9,220 75% 14% 8,785 77% 13% 7,907 79% 12% 7,381 78% 12% 43,191 76% 13% 


Multi Races 10,017 67% 16% 9,839 69% 16% 9,764 71% 15% 9,617 72% 14% 9,266 72% 14% 48,503 70% 15% 


Unreported 1,126 74% 11% 1,015 73% 14% 856 77% 11% 758 77% 10% 834 80% 9% 4,589 76% 11% 


Total 52,613 70% 15% 50,926 71% 15% 49,116 73% 14% 47,488 74% 13% 45,285 75% 13% 245,428 72% 14% 
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SKYLINE COLLEGE STUDENT OUTCOMES 
College-Wide (Excludes Summer) 


Course Success and Withdrawal by Age 


2013-2014 2014-2015 2015-2016 2016-2017 2017-2018 Total 
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Age Under 18 4,051 73% 11% 4,099 74% 11% 4,261 77% 10% 4,475 77% 10% 4,602 78% 10% 21,488 76% 10% 


Age 18 - 22 28,511 68% 15% 28,472 69% 16% 27,811 72% 14% 27,239 72% 14% 25,679 73% 13% 137,712 71% 14% 


Age 23 - 28 9,798 69% 17% 9,431 70% 17% 9,057 70% 16% 8,451 73% 15% 8,131 75% 14% 44,868 71% 16% 


Age 29 - 39 5,465 72% 16% 5,174 73% 16% 4,757 76% 13% 4,475 78% 12% 4,258 77% 12% 24,129 75% 14% 


Age 40 - 49 2,368 77% 13% 2,020 77% 13% 1,765 79% 13% 1,501 83% 10% 1,459 81% 11% 9,113 79% 12% 


Age 50 - 59 1,600 77% 13% 1,077 78% 14% 939 80% 12% 872 76% 14% 643 81% 10% 5,131 78% 13% 


Age 60 + 796 86% 7% 652 83% 10% 526 86% 7% 475 87% 9% 513 87% 8% 2,962 86% 8% 


Age Unreported 24 79% 4% 1 100% 0% 100% 100% 100% 25 80% 4% 


Total 52,613 70% 15% 50,926 71% 15% 49,116 73% 14% 47,488 74% 13% 45,285 75% 13% 245,428 72% 14% 
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SKYLINE COLLEGE STUDENT OUTCOMES 
College-Wide (Excludes Summer) 


Course Success and Retention by Gender 


Enrollments Success Rate Retention Rate Withdrawal Rate 


2013-2014 Female 26,913 70.7% 85.0% 15.0% 


2013-2014 Male 24,757 68.8% 84.9% 15.1% 


2013-2014 Unreported 943 72.0% 86.2% 13.8% 


2013-2014 Total 52,613 69.8% 85.0% 15.0% 


Enrollments Success Rate Retention Rate Withdrawal Rate 


2014-2015 Female 25,804 71.3% 84.5% 15.5% 


2014-2015 Male 24,049 70.2% 85.0% 15.0% 


2014-2015 Unreported 1,073 70.8% 84.7% 15.3% 


2014-2015 Total 50,926 70.8% 84.8% 15.2% 


Enrollments Success Rate Retention Rate Withdrawal Rate 


2015-2016 Female 25,100 73.9% 86.1% 13.9% 


2015-2016 Male 22,808 71.8% 86.4% 13.6% 


2015-2016 Unreported 1,208 69.7% 85.8% 14.2% 


2015-2016 Total 49,116 72.8% 86.3% 13.7% 


Enrollments Success Rate Retention Rate Withdrawal Rate 


2016-2017 Female 24,096 75.2% 87.1% 12.9% 


2016-2017 Male 22,288 72.5% 86.8% 13.2% 


2016-2017 Unreported 1,104 67.6% 85.6% 14.4% 


2016-2017 Total 47,488 73.8% 86.9% 13.1% 


Enrollments Success Rate Retention Rate Withdrawal Rate 


2017-2018 Female 22,790 75.8% 87.4% 12.6% 


2017-2018 Male 21,422 73.3% 87.2% 12.8% 


2017-2018 Unreported 1,073 73.2% 85.6% 14.4% 


2017-2018 Total 45,285 74.6% 87.3% 12.7% 
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SKYLINE COLLEGE PRODUCTIVITY 
College-Wide 


Year FTEF FTES 


FTES 
Percent 
Change Load 


Load 
Percent 
Change Sections 


Census 
Enroll / 
Section 


2013-2014 431.26 7,938.54 552 2,153 29.5 


2014-2015 432.74 7,945.26 0.1% 551 -0.3% 2,098 29.8 


2015-2016 416.60 7,648.86 -3.7% 551 0.0% 1,963 30.9 


2016-2017 429.80 7,349.91 -3.9% 513 -6.9% 2,060 28.2 


2017-2018 408.32 7,107.56 -3.3% 522 1.8% 1,931 28.5 


Term FTEF FTES 


FTES 
Percent 
Change Load 


Load 
Percent 
Change Sections 


Census 
Enroll /
Section 


Fall 2013 185.26 3,512.59 569 908 29.9 


Fall 2014 186.38 3,436.98 -2.2% 553 -2.7% 905 29.4 


Fall 2015 178.52 3,362.94 -2.2% 565 2.2% 828 31.0 


Fall 2016 188.67 3,282.17 -2.4% 522 -7.7% 894 28.0 


Fall 2017 181.65 3,175.19 -3.3% 524 0.5% 858 28.1 


Spring 2014 189.85 3,394.73 6.9% 536 2.3% 939 28.6 


Spring 2015 187.38 3,408.36 0.4% 546 1.7% 895 29.4 


Spring 2016 181.10 3,212.27 -5.8% 532 -2.5% 843 30.0 


Spring 2017 186.17 3,102.66 -3.4% 500 -6.0% 884 27.7 


Spring 2018 176.64 3,046.59 -1.8% 517 3.5% 817 28.5 


Summer 2013 56.16 1,031.22 -66.2% 551 6.5% 306 31.0 


Summer 2014 58.98 1,099.92 6.7% 560 1.6% 298 32.7 


Summer 2015 56.98 1,073.65 -2.4% 565 1.0% 292 33.1 


Summer 2016 54.96 965.08 -10.1% 527 -6.8% 282 30.2 


Summer 2017 50.02 885.78 -8.2% 531 0.8% 256 30.1 
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DEFINITIONS


Term Definition


Duplicated Headcount (Enrollments) Counts each student once for every course in which they enroll.


Unduplicated Headcount Counts each student once and only once, regardless of the number of courses in
which they enroll.


Course Success Grades starting with ‘A’, ‘B’, ‘C’, and ‘P’ are considering successful – all other letter
grades represent unsuccessful outcomes. The success rate is calculated based on the
following formula: number of registrations with grades A, B, C, or P ÷ Number of
registrations with a non-blank grade. Note that the denominator includes withdrawals,
i.e. grades of W.


Course Retention The percentage of enrollments that earned any letter grade other than W.


Course Withdrawal The percentage of enrollments that earned a W letter grade.


4 yr stu take class for 4 yr col Students with education goal listed as 4-year students take class for 4-year college


College Preparation Goal Students with education goal listed as Complete Credits for HS Diplom, or Improve
Basic Skills


CTE Certif/Career Development Goal Students with education goal listed as Acquire Job Skills/ New Career, Earn 2 year
Certificate without Transfer, Maintain Certificate/License, Update Job Skills/ Job
Advance, or  Earn Vocational Certificate without Transfer


Degree/Transfer Goal Students with education goal listed as Earn AA/AS & Transfer to 4 year institution,
Earn AA/AS w/out Transfer, or Transfer to 4 year institution without AA/AS


Exploratory Goal Students with education goal not listed as 4-year students take class for 4-year
college, College Preparation, CTE Certificate/Career Development, or Degree/Transfer


Full-Time Equivalent Faculty (FTEF) Total faculty workload divided by 15. Excludes faculty workload assigned to sections
that were cancelled.


Full-Time Equivalent Students (FTES) 1 FTES = 525 contact hours. Cancelled sections and audit enrollments are excluded
from this figure.


Load Weekly Student Contact Hours (WSCH) ÷ FTEF. Cancelled sections and audit
enrollments are excluded from this figure.


Fall Unit Load Based on the unit enrollment districtwide.
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		SKYLINE COLLEGE INSTRUCTIONAL EQUIPMENT LIST 2017-2018

		Kinesiology/Athletics/Dance



		Division		DEPT.		Priority		ITEM		#		COST/UNIT		TOTAL		TOTAL+ 9 %		Ship		COST		Other		Req.Started		Rec' Item		Notes

		KAD		FITN		1		Fitness Flooring		Varies		$18,000.00		$18,000.00		$19,620.00		$300.00		$19,920.00		$2,000.00						Install

		KAD		FITN		1		Archery / Badminton Equipment		Varies		$1,395.00		$1,395.00		$1,520.55		$50.00		$1,570.55

		KAD		DANC		1		Dance Equipment		6		$600.00		$3,600.00		$3,924.00		$250.00		$4,174.00

		KAD		FITN		1		Replacement Spinning Bikes		6		$1,400.00		$8,200.00		$8,938.00		$400.00		$9,338.00		$500						Install

		KAD		FITN		1		Audio System / Outdoor & Indoor		1		$1,373.00		$1,373.00		$1,496.57		$0.00		$1,496.57

		KAD		FITN		1		Fitness Equipment		6		$3,500.00		$21,000.00		$22,890.00		$2,000.00		$24,890.00		$1,000.00

		KAD				1		Total Priority 1						$   53,568.00		$58,389.12		$2,700.00		$   61,089.12		$3,500.00						$   64,589.12
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San Mateo County Community College District


1.1Letter from the Chancellor


Letter from the Chancellor // For nearly a century, College of San Mateo, Cañada College, and Skyline College have welcomed and 
proudly served more than 2 million students who come to us from all walks of life. Our primary mission is 
to provide our local community a first-rate postsecondary learning experience for all who can benefit from 
public higher education. For more than a decade, our dedicated Board of Trustees, faculty and staff have 
been actively engaged in transforming our three aging community colleges into modern, seismically safe 
and state-of-the-art learning environments that welcome, stimulate, and inspire our very diverse student 
population. With the recent passage of our third general obligation bond measure, we will continue this 
active restoration and construction campaign for the benefit of our deserving students. 


The facility improvements we have completed to date were guided by earlier Facilities Master Plans that 
were thoughtfully prepared in a fully collaborative process. The two previous bond measures, generously 
supported by local residents, allowed our team to construct new buildings, modernize existing structures 
as well as complete extensive infrastructure and landscape enhancements. Through these advances, we 
have been able to effectively respond to and serve the changing educational needs of our student body. 


The 2015 Facilities Master Plan update outlined in this document is intended to complete the dream that 
started in 2001. The envisioned projects for this coming phase include new construction in addition to 
remodeling several existing structures – focused on achieving sustainable and energy efficient outcomes. 
In keeping with the District’s commitment to sustainable design, all construction activity will contain a 
variety of energy efficient building materials and internal systems that will ensure an eco-friendly result. 
Additionally, all projects undertaken will address health and safety issues, such as removing hazardous 
materials, upgrading fire alarm and fire sprinkler systems, improving Americans with Disabilities Act 
compliance, and installing security cameras and Automated External Defibrillators in key locations. 


Our Colleges, through our vast array of postsecondary learners, have always exerted a powerful and 
positive impact on the economic and social well-being of San Mateo County. This Master Plan update 
strives to continue that legacy through its contemporary structures, advanced instructional equipment, 
and talented human capital that exist at our three award-winning, nationally-recognized Colleges.    


Ron Galatolo
Chancellor
San Mateo County Community College District
January 2015
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1.2


Purpose


The 2015 Facilities Master Plan Amendment to the 
2011 Facilities Master Plan for the San Mateo County 
Community College District has been developed to serve 
as a guide for future development at each of the three 
Colleges in the District:
 
 Cañada College
 College of San Mateo
 Skyline College


It provides a graphic and narrative description of the 
District’s strategy to support educational program needs 
and strategic vision, address the long-range forecast for 
enrollment, and position the District to maximize funding 
opportunities. The 2011 Facilities Master Plan served 
as the foundation for this 2015 Amendment, which is 
grounded in each of the College’s Educational Plans. 
This plan provides a roadmap for future development, 
including recommendations for modernization/renovation 
and replacement of facilities as well as a number of site 
improvements for each campus.  It is intended not as a 
literal depiction of the projects to be developed but as 
a point of reference in a dynamic process of adapting 
projects to meet changing program needs.


Introduction //


Introduction


Master Planning Process


The planning process was a participatory one involving 
representatives from each of the Colleges. The planning 
process recognized the individuality of each of the 
Colleges, while working within the overall framework of 
the District’s organizational structure. This ensured that 
the 2015 Facilities Master Plan Amendment addresses 
both College and Districtwide issues and serves as a 
Districtwide roadmap for future development.


Master Planning Overview


All three Colleges are in the process of being 
transformed through the construction of new facilities and 
the renovation of others funded by local bond revenue 
and the California Community College Capital Outlay 
Program. Recent projects have addressed many of the 
Colleges’ needs identified in previous planning studies, 
but there are still unmet needs within the District. 


Document Organization


The 2015 Facilities Master Plan Amendment describes a 
plan for site and facilities improvements that will support 
current and future needs at each of the three Colleges in 
the District. The document is divided into three sections; 
one for each College. Within each section, the following 
information is included:


Existing Conditions


The Existing Conditions section includes an analysis 
of each campus, as well as a list of projects completed 
since the 2011 Facilities Master Plan was published.


Recommendations


The Recommendations for each College in this 2015 
Facilities Master Plan Amendment present an overall 
picture of the future developed campuses and include 
recommendations for modernization/renovation, new 
construction, and campus-wide site improvements. 
Master Plan projects are highlighted and accompanied 
by narratives describing the intent of each project. 


While drawings in the plans appear specific, the forms 
are intended as conceptual sketches that highlight 
the potential location and purpose of the identified 
improvements without intending to dictate a specific 
design or location. The final design of each site and 
facility project will take place once projects are funded 
and detailed programming and design occurs with the 
designated user group.
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1.3Facilities Master Plan Guiding Principles


Student-Focused


As a premier California community college district, San 
Mateo County Community College District is committed 
to serving students and maximizing opportunities for 
success. This focus on students is a principle of the 
Educational Master Plan for each College that serves 
as the foundation for the recommendations that are 
described in this 2015 Facilities Master Plan Amendment.


Quality Education


The recommendations in this report are focused 
on providing quality education to the San Mateo 
County communities served. The Educational Plans 
at each of the Colleges served as the basis for these 
recommendations and are translated into site and facility 
improvement projects for each of the three Colleges in 
the District.


Fiscal Responsibility


Facilities Master Plan recommendations will be planned 
for maximum economic benefit, including flexibility of 
use, a cost/benefit evaluation of function, and an overall 
awareness of available fiscal resources.


Safety and Security


All improvements will continue to ensure safety and 
security, which remains paramount for faculty, staff, and 
students. Improvements in lighting, security cameras, 
and secure spaces will give students, faculty, and staff 
the confidence to embrace their educational pursuits 
without distraction.


Technology


All improvements will aim to incorporate the best use of 
emerging technologies to enhance learning environments 
and promote student success. 


Sustainability


The San Mateo County Community College District has 
demonstrated outstanding leadership in environmental 
stewardship and intends to further these programs 
by addressing Districtwide sustainability goals. This 
commitment to sustainability has resulted in substantial 
savings due to energy efficiency and reduced operational 
costs, thereby enhancing the District’s ability to 
adequately fund its core educational mission. The 2015 
Facilities Master Plan Amendment reinforces the District’s 
intention to:


 y Incorporate energy efficient practices, materials, and 
technologies.


 y Raise public awareness about the importance of 
sustainability for the future.


 y Develop campuses as learning environments that 
model sustainable practices.


The District will undertake a rigorous analysis of the 
cost effectiveness of emerging technologies and their 
contribution to overall fiscal responsibility prior to 
implementation. 


Facilities Master Plan


Accessibility


An objective discussed throughout the planning process 
was providing improved accessibility. At each College, 
there was discussion about ways to increase access 
to the campus, to support services, and to all areas of 
instruction. While many of the recently completed projects 
have improved access, the 2015 Facilities Master Plan 
Amendment includes additional recommendations for 
continued improvement.


Campus Environments


Campuses are defined as much by their landscapes and 
open spaces, as their buildings. The District understands 
this and is committed to providing quality education 
within a healthy, sustainable, and beautiful environment. 
The 2015 Facilities Master Plan Amendment includes 
recommendations to continue the development of the 
College environments from the main gathering areas to 
the pedestrian pathways and landscaping to the parking 
lots.


Community Service


The District appreciates the financial support provided by 
San Mateo County voters and intends to offer services 
to the larger community through shared use of facilities 
including Theaters, Performing Arts, Cafeterias, Meeting 
Rooms, and Athletic Facilities, as well as by encouraging 
community organizations and other public agencies to 
use the facilities for meetings, fundraising, and social 
events.


During the planning process, a number of guiding principles were identified and became an integral part of the 2015 
Facilities Master Plan Amendment. These principles are summarized below and discussed in more detail throughout the 
document.


Guiding Principles //
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1.4 Districtwide Projects


Districtwide Projects Completed Since 2011


 y Electronic Security System Upgrade 


 y Electrical Vehicle Charging Station Installation


 y Parking Lot and Roadways Repair


Districtwide Master Plan Projects


 y Electric Vehicle Charging Station Expansion


 y Prop 39 Energy Projects


 y LED Lighting - Fixtures and Controls


 y HVAC Commissioning 


 y Sustainable Energy Installations


 y Tree Removal and Pruning, as needed


 y Athletic Facility Lighting, as needed


 y Pedestrian Access


Districtwide Projects //


1 Electric Vehicle Charging Station Ribbon Cutting
2 Electric Vehicle Charging Station 


1


2
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2.2
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2.3


Mission Statement


Cañada College provides our community with a learning-
centered environment, ensuring that students from 
diverse backgrounds have the opportunity to achieve 
their educational goals by providing transfer, career/
technical, basic skills programs, and lifelong learning. 
The College cultivates in its students the ability to 
think critically and creatively, communicate effectively, 
reason quantitatively to make analytical judgments, and 
understand and appreciate different points of view within 
a diverse community. 


Mission, Vision, and Values //


Vision


Cañada College is committed to being a preeminent 
institution of learning, renowned for its quality of 
academic life, its diverse culture and practice of personal 
support and development, extraordinary student success, 
and its dynamic, innovative programs that prepare 
students for the university, the modern workplace, and 
the global community. 


Mission, Vision, and Values


Values


 y Transforming Lives


 y High Academic Standards


 y Diverse and Inclusive Environment


 y Student Success in Achieving Educational Goals


 y Community, Education, and Industry Partnerships


 y Communication and Collaboration


 y Engaging Student Life


 y Accountability


 y Sustainability


 y Transparency
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2.4


Cañada College, constructed in 1968, is located on 
a hillside overlooking the Bay in the Redwood City/
Woodside area. Recent building renovations and 
additions combined with significant landscaping, paving, 
and outdoor improvements have framed an internal 
campus Main Quad. These improvements provide a 
framework to support and grow student activities as 
needed to further enhance a true “campus feel.”


Although located in a beautiful hillside setting with 
wonderful views, some of the older buildings have 
limited connection to the campus core, limiting their 
ability to support an active, student-centered learning 
environment.


Projects Completed Since 2011


 y Buildings 5/6 Modernization 


 y Campus Site Improvements and Access


 y Emergency Annunciation Expansion


 y Athletic Fields Replacement


 y Solar Array Installation


 y Exterior Signage Improvements


 y Electrical System Upgrade


 y Loop Road Improvement


 y Facilities Maintenance Center 


 y Tennis Courts Repairs


 y Buildings 5/6/8/9 Water Intrusion 


Existing Campus Plan //


1


2


1 Landscaping improvements in Main Quad
2 Landscaping improvements in Lower Quad 


Existing Conditions


Existing Campus Plan
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2.6


The 2015 Facilities Master Plan Amendment for Cañada 
College is based on the College’s Educational Master 
Plan. It addresses the current and projected needs for the 
College and serves as a guide for future development. 
The recommendations included in this 2015 Facilities 
Master Plan Amendment address the Districtwide guiding 
principles that are summarized in the introduction. The 
College’s Educational Master Plan and these guiding 
principles were integral in developing Facilities Planning 
Priorities that are specific to Cañada College and 
summarized below.


Facilities Planning Priorities


 y Increase the number of large classrooms in order 
to support current program demand and improve 
utilization of facilities.


 y Address the program needs for Science, Technology, 
Engineering, and Math (STEM), Allied Health, and 
Workforce Development-related programs and provide 
for the projected expansions of these programs.


 y Modernize/renovate existing facilities to better support 
Performing and Creative Arts.


 y Increase the College’s ability to support transfer 
programs in Kinesiology, Personal and Professional 
Fitness Training, and Dance.


 y Develop the campus environment to support student 
success.


 - Create spaces, both indoor and outdoor, to 
facilitate informal interaction between students, 
faculty, and staff.


 - Place student support services in easily 
identifiable and accessible locations.


 y Incorporate site-relevant energy efficiency, 
sustainability, and renewable energy projects to:


 - Reduce operational costs.


 - Raise awareness in the community about 
sustainability.


Recommendations


2015 Facilities Master Plan Amendment //


Facilities Master Plan Projects


The projects recommended as part of this 2015 Facilities 
Master Plan Amendment for Cañada College are 
described on the following pages. These projects address 
the College’s Facilities Planning Priorities, accommodate 
projected program growth, and define the vision for the 
future. The order of the projects described is based on 
the approximate location on campus and does not reflect 
a priority order.


New Construction
 y Math/Science/Engineering Building - New


 y Building 1, Kinesiology/Wellness - Demolition and 
Reconstruction


Modernization/Renovation of Existing Facilities
 y Building 3, Performing Arts Center


 y Building 9, Library/Student Resource Center


 y Building 13, Multi-Disciplinary Instructional Center 


 y Buildings 16 and 18, Instructional Buildings


Proposed Site Development
 y North Quad Development 


 y Parking Expansion 


Demolition of Existing Facilities
 y Removal of Portable Buildings 19, 20, and 21


2015 Facilities Master Plan Amendment
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2.7Facilities Master Plan Projects
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2.8 Facilities Master Plan Projects


New Math/Science/Engineering Building


The new Math/Science/Engineering Building will address the growing demand for 
instructional programs in a number of areas including physical sciences, biological 
sciences, computer science, engineering, and radiology technology.  Modern 
instructional space will enhance the capacity to serve these programs and provide much 
needed support space.  In addition, this building will include large lecture halls, computer 
labs, and study rooms.


North Quad Development


The Quad will be designed to support the adjacent programs, to create additional spaces 
for student collaboration, and to tie pedestrian circulation to newly-developed campus 
thresholds.


New Building 1, Kinesiology/Wellness


The new Kinesiology/Wellness Building will address the demand for programs in fitness, 
dance, wellness, and aquatics for both instructional and community needs.  The new 
facility will replace the existing 43-year-old Building 1, Gymnasium, with a modernized 
facility that supports a wide range of academic and athletic programs offered by the 
College. Programs contributing to the completion of certificate degrees and transfers in 
Kinesiology and Human Performance are expected to include:


 y Personal Training


 y Yoga Instructor Training


 y Pilates Instructor Training


 y Group Exercise Instructor Training


 y Dance
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2.9Facilities Master Plan Projects


Modernization/Renovation of Building 3, Performing Arts Center


The existing Building 3 will be modernized/renovated to support the College’s 
Humanities, Social Science, Performing and Creative Arts programs. Existing spaces 
will be reconfigured to support evolving academic program needs, provide additional 
classroom space, address  building code issues, and create improved teaching and 
learning environments.  This project will further strengthen community partnerships 
founded upon a vibrant arts curriculum.


Modernization/Renovation of Building 9, Library/Student Resource Center


This project recommends the reconfiguration of the building to create an integrated 
library and learning resource center.  A new west-side entrance will also be developed to 
improve access to academic and student support services.


Modernization/Renovation of Building 13, Multi-Disciplinary Instructional Center 


Building 13 frames the campus core on the west side.  This modernization/renovation 
project includes a reconfiguration of the building to address instructional needs.  
Recommendations for this building also include the transformation of a closed, inwardly-
focused structure into an active, open facility that supports program needs and engages 
with the campus core.


Modernization/Renovation of Buildings 16 and 18, Instructional Buildings


Following the relocation of programs currently housed in Buildings 16 and 18, portions of 
these buildings will be modernized/renovated for different uses. 
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2.10 Facilities Master Plan Projects


Parking Expansion


Two areas on the campus are identified for potential parking expansion, Lots 6 and 10.  
Pedestrian pathways will be developed to connect to the campus core.
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San Mateo County Community College District
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3.3Mission/Diversity Statements


Mission Statement


College of San Mateo provides an exceptional 
educational opportunity to residents of San Mateo 
County and the Greater Bay Area. The College is an 
open-access, student-centered institution that serves 
the diverse educational, economic, social, and cultural 
needs of its students and the community. College of 
San Mateo fosters a culture of excellence and success 
that engages and challenges students through a 
comprehensive curriculum of basic skills, career 
and technical programs, and transfer preparation. It 
uses analysis of quantitative and qualitative data and 
information, collaborative integrated institutional planning, 
and assessment to inform decision-making and ensure 
continuous improvement. Its programs and services are 
structured, delivered, and evaluated to prepare students 
to be informed and engaged citizens in an increasingly 
global community. To achieve this mission, the College 
has adopted the following Institutional Priorities:


1. Improve Student Success


2. Promote Academic Excellence


3. Promote Relevant, High-Quality Programs and 
Services


4. Promote Integrated Planning, Fiscal Stability, and the 
Efficient Use of Resources


5. Enhance Institutional Dialog


Mission/Diversity Statements // Diversity Statement


College of San Mateo maintains a policy of inclusiveness 
that recognizes, values, and reflects the diversity of 
the community it serves. As an academic institution, 
the College fosters a dynamic learning and working 
environment that encourages multiple perspectives and 
the free exchange of ideas. The College abides by the 
principle of equal opportunity for all without regard to 
gender, color, race, ethnicity, national origin, religion, 
age, economic background, sexual orientation, and 
physical, learning, and psychological differences.







3.4


San Mateo County Community College District


College of San Mateo, at the northern edge of Silicon 
Valley, occupies a 153-acre site in the San Mateo hills 
that provides a panoramic view of San Francisco Bay.


The recent addition of several major new buildings 
and the renovation and demolition of others, combined 
with significant landscaping and paving projects, have 
addressed program needs and enhanced the overall 
campus experience. The development of the strong 
north-south axis strengthens connections to both the 
Main Quad and some key campus facilities including the 
new Health and Wellness Center, the Fine Arts Complex, 
and parking.


While offering majestic views, the hillside setting has 
presented some challenges for development over the 
years. With buildings and parking lots located at a variety 
of levels, pedestrian access paths are often difficult 
to navigate, and campus wayfinding from some of the 
outlying areas into the campus core is challenging.


 


Existing Campus Plan //
Existing Conditions


Existing Campus Plan


Projects Completed Since 2011


 y Renovation of Building 34, Fire Science/Information 
Technology Services 


 y Landmark Entrance/Vehicular Circulation/Site Work 


 y Underground Site Utilities 


 y Campus-wide Site Improvements 


 y Exterior Building Repainting


 y Hillsdale Lot Stormwater Management and Paving


 y Emergency Annunciation Expansion


 y Exterior Building Signage
1


2


1 Building 10, College Center
2 Building 5, Health and Wellness
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San Mateo County Community College District


The 2015 Facilities Master Plan Amendment for College 
of San Mateo is based on the College’s Educational 
Master Plan. It addresses the current and projected 
educational needs for the College and serves as a guide 
for future development. The recommendations included 
in this 2015 Facilities Master Plan Amendment are based 
upon guiding principles summarized in the introduction to 
this document and the College Educational Plan.


Facilities Planning Priorities
 y Modernize/renovate existing buildings to better 


support classroom instruction and student support 
services needs.


 y Create clearly identifiable, ADA-compliant pedestrian 
pathways.


 y Celebrate the experience of College life by developing  
interior and exterior spaces that reinforce the 
importance of and appreciation for education. 


 y Enhance the District’s maintenance and recycling 
capabilities by providing support facilities.


 y Incorporate renewable energy technologies to:


 - Reduce operational costs.


 - Provide leadership in the education of students.


 - Raise awareness in the community about the 
potential of renewable energy.


 y Integrate sustainable design practices in future new 
construction and modernization/renovation projects to 
increase energy efficiency, reduce water usage, and 
improve the teaching and learning environment.


Recommendations


2015 Facilities Master Plan Amendment //


2015 Facilities Master Plan Amendment


Facilities Master Plan Projects


The projects recommended as part of this 2015 Facilities 
Master Plan Amendment for College of San Mateo are 
described on the following pages. These projects address 
the College’s Facilities Planning Priorities, accommodate 
projected program changes, and define a vision for the 
future. The order of the projects described is based on 
the approximate location on campus and does not reflect 
a priority order.


New Construction
 y Building 5, Workforce/Allied Health Programs  


Expansion


 y Building 8, Kinesiology/Wellness - Demolition and 
Reconstruction


 y Building 19, Center for Innovation and Emerging 
Technologies - Demolition and Reconstruction


Modernization/Renovation of Existing Facilities
 y Building 1, Public Safety/Multi-Disciplinary


 y Building 3, Humanities/Arts


 y Building 7, Facilities Maintenence Center


 y Building 9, Library/Information Technology Services


 y Building 17, Student Support Services


 y Building 34, Fire Science/Facilities Management


Demolition of Existing Facilities
 y Building 12, East Hall 


 y Building 20, Horticulture


 y Building 20A, Greenhouse


Proposed Site Development Projects
 y Corporation Yard 


 y Parking Expansion


 y Renewable Energy Installation
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San Mateo County Community College District


Facilities Master Plan Projects


New Building 8, Kinesiology/Wellness


The new Kinesiology/Wellness Building responds to the demand for instructional and 
training programs in fitness, wellness, and aquatics.  The new facility will replace the 
existing 51-year-old Building 8, Gymnasium, with a modernized facility that supports the 
academic programs offered by the College. Programs contributing to the completion of 
certificate degrees and transfers in Kinesiology and Human Performance are expected 
to include:


 y Personal Training


 y Yoga Instructor Training


 y Pilates Instructor Training


 y Group Exercise Instructor Training


 y Dance
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3.9Facilities Master Plan Projects


Expansion of Building 5, Workforce/Allied Health Programs


Building 5 houses a variety of allied health programs, including nursing, dental assisting, 
cosmetology, wellness, and aquatics for both instructional and community needs.  This 
project includes the reconfiguration and expansion of Building 5 to address growing 
demand for programs located in the building and to support community education.  


Sitework associated with this project may include reconfiguration of parking lots, access 
roads, and walkways, as needed.
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San Mateo County Community College District


Facilities Master Plan Projects


New Building 19, Center for Innovation and Emerging Technologies


The new Building 19 will replace both the existing Building 12, East Hall, and Building 
19, Emerging Technologies, and provide for the centralization of the growing engineering 
and emerging technology programs and the creation of a tech shop to support student 
and community innovation. The new building will support the mission of integrative 
learning wherein departments actively blend curricula and faculty to bring different 
disciplines together to work on projects. 


Sitework associated with this project will include reconfiguration/expansion of parking 
lots, access roads, and walkways.
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Modernization/Renovation of Building 1, Public Safety/Multi-Disciplinary


Building 1 will be modernized to address current building code deficiencies and to 
improve accessibility. The project will provide improved space for critical student support 
services, such as the Health Center, Psychological Services, and Department of Public 
Safety.


Modernization/Renovation of Building 3, Humanities/Arts


This project will complete the modernization/renovation of Building 3, which has 
undergone partial renovations over the past 40 years. A substantive remodel and 
reconfiguration of spaces will address program needs and bring the facility into the 21st 
century.  Classroom modernizations/renovations will be included as part of this project, 
including introducing smart classroom technologies, enhancing safety and security, 
modernizing climate controls to improve indoor air quality, renovating restrooms, and 
addressing ADA accessibility issues.


Modernization/Renovation of Building 9, Library/Information Technology 
Services


The Library has been upgraded for seismic safety, but program needs have not yet been 
fully addressed. The modernization/renovation of this building will incorporate state-of-
the-art technologies to address changes in the way students, faculty, and staff access 
information.  The modernization/renovation of the building will include repurposing 
space for the consolidation of the Information Technology Services Department and 
modernized climate controls to improve indoor air quality.


Modernization/Renovation of Building 17, Student Support Services


Building 17 will be modernized/renovated to provide additional space for student 
support services.


Facilities Master Plan Projects
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San Mateo County Community College District


Modernization/Renovation of Building 7, Facilities Maintenance Center


The Facilities Maintenance Center is nearly 50 years old, is in great disrepair, and has 
outdated systems and equipment.  This project includes the relocation of Facilities 
Management to Building 34, and the vacated space will be repurposed for shops and 
storage.


Modernization/Renovation of Building 34, Fire Science/Facilities Management


Following the relocation of Information Technology Services, portions of Building 34 will 
be reconfigured to house facilities management and planning functions relocated from 
Building 7.  


Corporation Yard 


Modernizations/renovations to the College’s Corporation Yard will include the expansion 
of the existing yard and the addition of service vehicle protection and equipment, as well 
as improvements to paving, lighting, and fencing.


Facilities Master Plan Projects
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San Mateo County Community College District


Mission, Vission, Values, and College Goals
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College Goals


1. Develop the scope, quality, accessibility and 
accountability of instructional and student service 
offerings, programs and services to lead the San 
Francisco Bay region in transferring students, 
awarding degrees and certificates and reflecting 
social and educational equity.


2. Enhance institutional effectiveness in planning and 
decision-making processes through cooperative 
leadership, effective communication and participatory 
governance.


3. Fulfill the College’s role as a leading academic and 
cultural center for the community.


4. Provide human, physical, technological and financial 
resources to ensure excellent educational programs 
and student services in order to support students 
in attaining their educational goals and improve 
institutional effectiveness.


5. Recruit, retain and support a world-class faculty, 
staff and administration that is committed to ongoing 
improvement through access to opportunities for 
professional growth and advancement.


6. Play a central role in the preparation of the region’s 
workforce and expand networks and partnerships 
with businesses, the community and non-profit 
organizations. 


7. Establish and maintain fiscal stability and alignment 
of programs and services to the core Mission, Vision, 
and Values of the College.


8. Internationalize the educational experience by 
enriching the College with a diverse community of 
learners representing the collective resources of 
humanity and engaging in a vibrant dialogue that 
engenders an understanding of others.


Mission, Vision, Values, and College Goals


Mission


To empower and transform a global community of learners. 


Vision


Skyline College inspires a global and diverse community 
of learners to achieve intellectual, cultural, social, 
economic and personal fulfillment.


Values


Education is the foundation of our civilized democratic 
society. Thus:


Campus Climate: We value a campus-wide climate that 
reflects a ‘students first philosophy’ with mutual respect 
between all constituencies and appreciation for diversity. 
Both instruction and student services are dedicated to 
providing every student with an avenue to success.


Open Access: We are committed to the availability of 
quality educational programs and services for every 
member of our community regardless of level of 
preparation, socio-economic status, cultural, religious 
or ethnic background, or disability. We are committed to 
providing students with open access to programs and 
responsive student services that enable them to advance 
steadily toward their goals.


Student Success: We value students’ success in 
achieving their goals, and strengthening their voices 
as they transform their lives through their educational 
experience.


Mission, Vision, Values, and College Goals // 


Academic Excellence: We value excellence in all aspects 
of our mission as a comprehensive community college 
offering preparation for transfer to a baccalaureate 
institution, workforce and economic development through 
career/technical education programs and certificates, 
Associate of Arts and Associate of Science degrees, 
basic skills development, and lifelong learning. We are 
committed to academic rigor and quality with relevant, 
recent, and evolving curriculum and well-equipped 
programs that include new and emerging areas of 
study. We are dedicated to an educational climate that 
values creativity, innovation and freedom of intellectual 
exploration, discovery, thought, and exchange of ideas.


Community Connection: We value a deep engagement 
with the community we serve and our role as an 
academic and cultural center for community including 
business, industry, labor, non-profits, government and the 
arts. We are dedicated to maintaining a college culture 
and institutional climate that is warm and welcoming to all.


Participatory Governance: We value just, fair, inclusive, 
well understood, and transparent governance processes 
based upon open and honest communication.


Sustainability: We value an institutional culture that 
represents a strong commitment to environmental 
sustainability and justice. We are committed to the 
tenets of sustainability “To meet present needs without 
compromising the ability of future generations to meet 
their needs.”
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San Mateo County Community College District


Skyline College opened in 1969 and is located just west 
of Skyline Boulevard in San Bruno.  The hilly site offers 
a wonderful view of the Pacific Ocean and borders 
designated open space to the west. On the south, it is 
bordered by significant stands of trees. The campus 
buildings, however, focus primarily inward, toward the 
campus core. This dual focus — in toward the campus 
core and out toward access roads and parking — is 
challenging. Creation of a welcoming destination while 
providing adequate service entries is a key priority.


The recent addition of Building 4, Administration, 
Cosmetology, and Multicultural Center, and the adjacent 
traffic changes alleviate some of these challenges on the 
northern portion of campus.


Existing Campus Plan //
Existing Conditions


Existing Campus Plan


Projects Completed Since 2011


 y Site Security Cameras


 y Electrical Infrastructure Upgrade 


 y Building 6 Public Area Enhancements 


 y Lot K and M Drainage and Sidewalk Improvements


 y Emergency Annunciation Expansion


 y Campus-wide Site Improvements


 y Campus-wide Signage


1


2


1 Building 3, Gymnasium, Mural
2 Building 6, Student Services
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San Mateo County Community College District


The 2015 Facilities Master Plan Amendment for Skyline 
College is based on the College’s Educational Master 
Plan. It addresses the current and projected needs for the 
College and serves as a guide for future development. 
The recommendations included in this 2015 Facilities 
Master Plan Amendment address the Districtwide guiding 
principles that are summarized in the introduction. The 
College’s Educational Master Plan and these guiding 
principles were integral in developing Facilities Planning 
Priorities that are specific to Skyline College and 
summarized below.


Facilities Master Planning Priorities


 y Reinforce the Skyline College presence as a quality 
institution of higher education focused on student 
success.


 y Place student support services in easily identifiable 
and readily accessible locations.


 y Modernize/renovate existing buildings to better 
support classroom instruction and student support 
services.


 y Plan for new and updated facilities to consolidate 
growing campus programs including Performing Arts, 
Environmental Sciences, and Health and Wellness.


 y Recognize opportunities to take advantage of 
the College’s beautiful natural setting by creating 
sheltered exterior spaces to maximize the potential for 
enjoyment of the outdoors.


 y Create a significant gateway entrance into the 
campus core along the College’s southern edge.


Recommendations


 y Enhance pedestrian pathways from parking lots and 
between existing buildings to improve pedestrian flow 
and increase the safety and security of users.


 y Plan for potential on-campus faculty/staff housing.


 y Integrate sustainable design practices, materials, and 
technologies in new construction and modernization/
renovation projects in order to:


 - Reduce operational costs.


 - Provide leadership in promoting sustainable 
practices and responsible management of our 
community resources.


 - Create facilities that represent an example of 
sustainable practices.


2015 Facilities Master Plan Amendment //


Facilities Master Plan Projects


The projects recommended as part of this 2015 Facilities 
Master Plan Amendment for Skyline College are 
described on the following pages. These projects address 
the College’s Facilities Planning Priorities, accommodate 
projected program growth, and define a vision for the 
future. The order of the projects described is based on 
the approximate location on campus and does not reflect 
a priority order. 


New Construction
 y Building 1, Social Science/Creative Arts Programs - 


Demolition and Reconstruction


 y Environmental Sciences Building - New


 y Energy Management Programs - New


 y Boiler Plant - New


Future New Construction
 y Kinesiology/Wellness Building


Modernization/Renovation of Existing Facilities
 y Building 2, Workforce/Economic Development 


Prosperity Center 


 y Building 5, Library/Learning Resource Center


 y Building 14, Early Childhood Education (Loma Chica)


 y Utilities Plant (MPOE)


Demolition of Existing Facilities
 y Building 19, Pacific Heights


 y Portable Buildings 3A through 3E


Proposed Site Development
 y South Pedestrian Gateway 


 y Parking Expansion


 y Renewable/Energy Efficiency Improvements


Potential Building Sites
 y Housing Development


2015 Facilities Master Plan Amendment
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San Mateo County Community College District


New Building 1, Social Science/Creative Arts Programs


This new building will replace all or significant portions of Building 1 in its current location 
to accommodate instructional and support needs. Laid out inefficiently for its current use, 
the outdated building does not meet current seismic and accessibility standards, and 
contains hazardous materials dating from the original construction.  Significant portions 
of the building will be demolished and replaced with a new building for Social Science/
Creative Arts Programs, such as administrative justice, paralegal studies, performing 
arts, music, 2D design, 3D design, sculpture, and ceramics.


New South Pedestrian Gateway


A new gateway will be designed in conjunction with the proposed new Building 1, Social 
Sciences and Creative Arts, to define a clear point of entry leading into the campus core 
from the south. The new entry will gracefully accommodate the grade changes between 
the perimeter road and the campus core and will be designed to accommodate those 
arriving in cars or on foot from Parking Lot C. 


Modernized/Renovated Utilities/Infrastructure Plant (MPOE)


Housed within the existing Building 1 is the College’s Main Point of Entry (MPOE) for 
telephone and data communications, the main campus electrical substation, central 
plant and supporting utilities, which are critical to campus operations. Demolition of 
existing Building 1, MPOE, and utilities will require careful logistical planning for this 
critical infrastructure. Utilities and Infrastructure Plant (MPOE) will be preserved and 
modernized as part of the reconstruction.


New Boiler Plant


The existing campus boiler plant is original and is now over 50 years old.  The boiler 
plant has exceeded its useful life and will be replaced with an energy efficient installation 
in a new location.


Facilities Master Plan Projects
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New Environmental Science Building


With the increased awareness and growth of green technologies, the College has 
experienced increased demand in the environmental sciences.  The programs are 
currently housed in scattered locations around the campus.  This new building will 
serve as a model for sustainability and a home to the environmental sciences. This site 
is situated in proximity to areas ideally suited to promote study of environmental and 
conservation programs.
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Facilities Master Plan Projects
Skyline Student Recreation Center 


Conceptual design studies 
07.17.2013 


Future Kinesiology/Wellness Building


The new Kinesiology/Wellness Building will address the growing demand for programs 
in fitness, wellness, and aquatics for both instructional and community needs. The 
Wellness Center facilities will include Fitness Training, Spinning classes, Sports 
Medicine Training, an area for Yoga, Dance, and Pilates, a Multi-Purpose Gymnasium, 
an Aquatics Center, Indoor Soccer, and an Indoor Running Track. 


The planned location of this building near the new Administration, Cosmetology, and 
Multicultural Building brings Cosmetology and Wellness programs together and will 
allow the programs to serve a broader audience of students and public patrons who 
might not be aware of the diverse offerings that Skyline College offers.


This project is not included in the current construction program.
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Modernization/Renovation of Building 2,  Workforce/Economic Development 
Prosperity Center 


Building 2 currently houses student support services and instruction.  The One Stop 
Student Services Center has outgrown the space.  Pending state approval, this building 
will be modernized/renovated to provide additional and improved space for student 
support services and instruction. 


Modernization/Renovation of Building 5, Library/Learning Resource Center


The existing Library and Learning Resource Center will be modernized/renovated to 
incorporate state-of-the-art technologies to address changes in the way students, faculty, 
and staff access information, collaborate with one another on group projects, and provide 
and receive tutoring. The exterior landscape around the Library will be reconfigured to 
create a welcoming entry and clear pedestrian pathways to Building 4, Administration, 
Cosmetology, and Multicultural Center, and the Main Quad.
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Modernization/Renovation of Building 14, Early Childhood Education (Loma Chica)


This project includes the modernization/renovation of Building 14 to address building 
code requirements for accessibility and fire/life safety.


New Energy Management Programs


Energy Management programs to be housed adjacent to Building 14 include sustainable 
residential construction, solar photovoltaics design and installation, building science and 
performance, solar thermal technology, and energy summer camps.


Parking Expansion


Following the demolition of Building 19, Pacific Heights, this area will be converted to 
additional parking.


Potential Housing Development


Surplus Parcel B is identified as a site for a potential housing development. 







San Mateo County Community College District
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                         Articulation Agreement by Major                  
                    Effective during the 16-17 Academic Year                      
   To: San Francisco State               |From: Skyline College                 
   16-17 General Catalog         Semester|16-17 General Catalog         Semester  
================================================================================  
    
                           ====Kinesiology, B.S.====                            
                                                                                  
IMPORTANT ADVISORY INFORMATION                                             
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
Each concentration within the B.S. Kinesiology commences with a foundation in  
science, mathematics, and kinesiology, and a sequence of required core courses  
designed to progressively develop knowledge of movement, skill, and physical  
activity.  
                                                                                  
The Exercise and Movement Sciences Concentration serves students interested in  
biomechanics, exercise physiology, motor control, motor learning and  
development, sport and exercise psychology, sport history, sport sociology,  
socio-cultural studies of physical activity, urban youth development, and  
physical or occupational therapy.  
                                                                                  
The Physical Education Concentration prepares students for entry to a teacher  
credentialing program and graduate related studies. The courses of study satisfy  
California State requirements for the Subject Matter Program in Physical  
Education and the departmental standards for competence in the subject matter of  
Physical Education.  This degree emphasis will prepare students for advanced  
studies in physical education for elementary, middle and high schools.  
                                                                                  
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
This major is impacted. Impacted majors may require supplemental (additional)  
criteria for admission. This varies between majors. Prospective students should  
review admission criteria for impacted majors here:  
http://www.sfsu.edu/future/apply/impacted.html
                                                                                  
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
                                                                                  
                                                                                  
                                                                                  
                                                                                  
                                                                                  
                                                                                  
                                                                                  
                                                                                  
                                                                                  
                                                                                  
                                                                                  
                                                                                  
                                                                                  
                                                                                  
                                                                                  
                                                                                  
    
Questions about this agreement may be sent to artic@sfsu.edu                      
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             To: San Francisco State, From: Skyline College, 16-17                
================================================================================  
Kinesiology, B.S. (continued)
SF State&#8217;s B.S. Kinesiology (Concentration in Exercise and Movement  
Sciences) and the AA-T in Kinesiology (SB 1440 degree) are "similar" majors.  
To view sample 60-unit degree plans for this pathway and all SF State ADT (SB  
1440) pathways, visi t  
                                                                                  
Students should prioritize completion of any articulated courses below that are  
included in the AA-T curriculum at the community college.  
                                                                                  
NOTE: One semester of human biology with lab or a course in general biology for  
majors, and___  a course in statistics, are required for the Kinesiology B.S. 
                                                                                  
We also recommend that students try to complete the following SF State  
graduation requirements before transfer:  
-- American Institutions requirement (US-1, US-2, US-3)                           
-- a 2nd-semester/quarter course in written English composition that also  
satisfies CSU GE or IGETC requirements.  
                                                                                  
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
NOTE: Courses fulfilling requirements for this major must be taken for a letter  
grade.  
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
Second Year Composition Requirement: SF State requires students to take a 2nd  
semester/quarter course in English composition. Completion of this requirement  
is also a prerequisite to the upper division Graduation Writing Assessment  
Requirement (GWAR) course in the major. Students are strongly advised to  
complete a 2nd sem/qtr composition course before______  transfer; in many majors,  
students must complete the GWAR course in the first semester of their junior  
year.  
                                                                                  
Articulated courses that satisfy this requirement are displayed in the  
"Important Non-Major Requirements" section at the end of this agreement.  
                                                                                  
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
Check the San Francisco State University Bulletin (catalog) for the most current  
and detailed information about this major, including minimum grade requirements,  
course prerequsites and descriptions, and upper division requirements. Also,  
check the Undergraduate Education section of the Bulletin to learn about upper  
division GE and any additional graduation requirements.  
http://bulletin.sfsu.edu
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
Prerequisite Courses:                                                       
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
BIOL 230    Introductory Biology I    (5)|BIOL 215 &_  Organismal Biology:    (5)  
                                         |            Core I   
                                         |BIOL 230    Introduction to Cell   (5)  
                                         |            Biology: Core II   
                   OR                    |                   OR                  
                                                                                  
    
Questions about this agreement may be sent to artic@sfsu.edu                      
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================================================================================  
Kinesiology, B.S. (continued)
BIOL 100    Human Biology             (3)|BIOL 130    Human Biology          (3)  
                   AND                   |                  AND                  
BIOL 101    Human Biology Laboratory  (1)|No course articulated   
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
BIOL 220    Principles of Human       (4)|BIOL 250    Human Anatomy          (4)  
            Anatomy                      |                                        
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
MATH 124    Elementary Statistics     (3)|MATH 200    Probability and        (4)  
                                         |            Statistics   
                                         |   OR__   
                                         |BUS. 123    Statistics             (3)  
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
KIN 250    Introduction to            (3)|KINE 100    Introduction to        (3)  
           Kinesiology                   |            Kinesiology   
When taken as a prerequisite for upper division KIN courses, KIN 250 must be  
completed with a grade of C or higher.  
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
                                                                                  
LOWER DIVISION MAJOR REQUIREMENTS                                          
                                                                                  
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
Exercise and Movement Sciences Concentration:                               
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
BIOL 212 &_  Principles of Human       (3)|BIOL 260    Introduction to        (5)  
            Physiology                   |            Physiology   
BIOL 213    Principles of Human       (1)|                                        
            Physiology Laboratory        |                                        
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
CHEM 115    Gen Chem I: Essential     (5)|CHEM 210    General Chemistry I    (5)  
            Concepts of Chemistry        |                                        
                   OR                    |                   OR                  
CHEM 101    Survey of Chemistry       (3)|CHEM 410    Chemistry for Health   (4)  
                                         |            Sciences   
                   AND                   |                  AND                  
CHEM 102    Survey of Chemistry       (1)|CHEM 410    Chemistry for Health   (4)  
            Laboratory                   |            Sciences   
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
KIN 255    Health-related Fitness and (3)|No course articulated   
           Wellness                      |                                        
Satisfies Social Science emphasis                                           
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
PHYS 101    Conceptual Physics        (3)|PHYS 105    Conceptual Physics     (3)  
                   AND                   |                  AND                  
PHYS 102    Conceptual Physics Lab    (1)|PHYS 106    Conceptual Physics     (1)  
                                         |            Laboratory   
                   OR                    |                   OR                  
PHYS 111    General Physics I         (3)|PHYS 210    General Physics I      (4)  
                   AND                   |                  AND                  
    
Questions about this agreement may be sent to artic@sfsu.edu                      
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Kinesiology, B.S. (continued)
PHYS 112    General Physics I         (1)|PHYS 210    General Physics I      (4)  
            Laboratory                   |                                        
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
Physical Education Concentration  (grade of C or better required):          
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
KIN 255    Health-related Fitness and (3)|No course articulated   
           Wellness                      |                                        
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
                                                                                  
IMPORTANT NON-MAJOR REQUIREMENTS                                           
                                                                                  
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
ENG 214    Second Year Written        (3)|ENGL 110    Composition,           (3)  
           Composition-English           |            Literature and   
                                         |            Critical Thinking   
                                         |   OR__   
                                         |ENGL 165    Critical Thinking and  (3)  
                                         |            Advanced Composition   
                                                                                  
                      A minimum grade of C is required.                           
                   OR                    |                   OR                  
An Equivalent Course____________________ : Course(s) shown here also satisfy SF State's Second Year  
Composition requirement. Completion of the Second Year Composition requirement  
is a prerequisite for enrollment in the Graduation Writing Assessment  
Requirement (GWAR) course after transfer.  
                                                                                  
Second Year Composition Requirement:     |No course articulated   
                                                                                  
                      A minimum grade of C is required.                           
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
END OF MAJOR
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Combined

				Annual 2017-2018		Annual 2017-2018		Annual 2017-2018						Annual 2017-2018						Annual 2017-2018

				PE Credit FTES		KINE Credit FTES		DANC Credit FTES						Credit FTES						Credit FTES

														COMBINED/Alpha						COMBINED/Numeric

		Alameda		45.80				47.03				Alameda		92.83						52,580.42

		Allan Hancock		328.84		23.87		124.28				Allan Hancock		476.99				Mt San Antonio		1,632.51

		American River		757.15		3.32		55.6				American River		816.07				Fullerton		1,483.78

		Antelope Valley		338.22		20.23		70.67				Antelope Valley		429.12				Riverside		1,303.24

		Bakersfield		573.80								Bakersfield		573.80				Santa Monica		1,112.27

		Barstow		110.17								Barstow		110.17				El Camino		1,041.03

		Butte		487.97		6.31		1.89				Butte		496.17				Cerritos		990.36

		Cabrillo		442.11		61.64		73.62				Cabrillo		577.37				Pasadena		972.64

		Canada		214.49		2.21		23.73				Canada		240.43				Santa Barbara		935.31

		Canyons		514.85				33.81				Canyons		548.66				Long Beach		862.49

		Cerritos		689.34		119.49		181.53				Cerritos		990.36				Santa Rosa		843.59

		Cerro Coso		82.19		13.70						Cerro Coso		95.89				Southwestern		837.91

		Chabot Hayward		523.25		96.11						Chabot Hayward		619.36				Orange Coast		836.42

		Chaffey		650.07				54.82				Chaffey		704.89				American River		816.07

		Citrus		702.96				78.55				Citrus		781.51				San Francisco		799.37

		Clovis		114.03		14.88		6.17				Clovis		135.08				Citrus		781.51

		Coastline		21.76		7.46						Coastline		29.22				Deanza		748.89

		Columbia		89.94								Columbia		89.94				San Diego Mesa		741.13

		Compton		218.02				8.76				Compton		226.78				Fresno City		727.31

		Contra Costa		172.48		27.98		10.65				Contra Costa		211.11				Rio Hondo		706.14

		Copper Mountain		27.54								Copper Mountain		27.54				Chaffey		704.89

		Cosumnes River		403.74				21.35				Cosumnes River		425.09				East LA		701.88

		Crafton Hills		122.54		19.88		4.04				Crafton Hills		146.46				San Joaquin Delta		689.37

		Cuesta		294.45		8.85						Cuesta		303.30				Grossmont		665.07

		Cuyamaca		183.47								Cuyamaca		183.47				Sacramento City		659.43

		Cypress		499.37		56.88		98.95				Cypress		655.20				Modesto		658.92

		Deanza		604.81		69.66		74.42				Deanza		748.89				Cypress		655.20

		Desert		293.04		229.84		9.46				Desert		532.34				Chabot Hayward		619.36

		Diablo Valley		528.73		1.93		52.86				Diablo Valley		583.52				Saddleback		588.71

		East LA		556.18		43.42		102.28				East LA		701.88				Diablo Valley		583.52

		El Camino		937.03				104				El Camino		1,041.03				Foothill		582.37

		Evergreen Valley		302.08				29.21				Evergreen Valley		331.29				Cabrillo		577.37

		Feather River		270.50								Feather River		270.50				Bakersfield		573.80

		Folsom Lake		226.66		32.05		24.75				Folsom Lake		283.46				Sierra		563.35

		Foothill		345.04		146.76		90.57				Foothill		582.37				San Mateo		556.71

		Fresno City		638.36		15.36		73.59				Fresno City		727.31				Victor Valley		549.05

		Fullerton		1,311.76		54.12		117.9				Fullerton		1,483.78				Canyons		548.66

		Gavilan		164.47		128.34						Gavilan		292.81				Skyline		542.69

		Glendale		307.91		29.96		97.16				Glendale		435.03				Ventura		541.65

		Golden West		342.26		83.25		24.61				Golden West		450.12				Desert		532.34

		Grossmont		540.90		18.74		105.43				Grossmont		665.07				Moorpark		529.59

		Hartnell		349.97								Hartnell		349.97				Palomar		525.55

		Imperial		248.00								Imperial		248.00				San Diego City		519.64

		Irvine		223.07		26.94		91.29				Irvine		341.30				Butte		496.17

		LA City		109.16				20.83				LA City		129.99				LA Valley		485.21

		LA Harbor		244.75		2.07		2.35				LA Harbor		249.17				Laney		484.88

		LA Mission		121.82		10.26		11.29				LA Mission		143.37				Allan Hancock		476.99

		LA Pierce		285.64		27.18		72.16				LA Pierce		384.98				Santa Ana		472.21

		LA Swest		58.86		30.11		1.04				LA Swest		90.01				Golden West		450.12

		LA Trade		185.59		32.94						LA Trade		218.53				Merced		449.26

		LA Valley		418.42				66.79				LA Valley		485.21				Monterey		437.52

		Lake Tahoe		107.11		1.46						Lake Tahoe		108.57				Glendale		435.03

		Laney		421.15				63.73				Laney		484.88				West Valley		434.52

		Las Positas		304.00				2.91				Las Positas		306.91				Antelope Valley		429.12

		Lassen		101.85		2.14						Lassen		103.99				Cosumnes River		425.09

		Long Beach		710.89		24.67		126.93				Long Beach		862.49				Mt. San Jacinto		410.37

		Los Medanos		235.05		29.21		3.73				Los Medanos		267.99				LA Pierce		384.98

		Marin		83.83		77.19		39.14				Marin		200.16				Reedley College		367.57

		Mendocino		92.21		5.34		26.96				Mendocino		124.51				MiraCosta		362.09

		Merced		449.26								Merced		449.26				Sequoias		355.02

		Merritt		131.84								Merritt		131.84				San Bernardino		354.99

		MiraCosta		189.73		63.49		108.87				MiraCosta		362.09				Hartnell		349.97

		Mission		190.18				25.56				Mission		215.74				Napa		343.79

		Modesto		578.82		30.82		49.28				Modesto		658.92				Shasta		341.78

		Monterey		404.27		1.65		31.6				Monterey		437.52				Irvine		341.30

		Moorpark		380.48		48.29		100.82				Moorpark		529.59				Evergreen Valley		331.29

		Moreno Valley		150.11		15.44		18.04				Moreno Valley		183.59				Las Positas		306.91

		Mt San Antonio		1,454.55				177.96				Mt San Antonio		1,632.51				Ohlone		305.60

		Mt. San Jacinto		248.15		38.35		123.87				Mt. San Jacinto		410.37				Cuesta		303.30

		Napa		310.65				33.14				Napa		343.79				Gavilan		292.81

		Norco College		174.97		13.47		7.13				Norco College		195.57				San Jose City		287.28

		North Orange Adult		0.00								North Orange Adult		0.00				Folsom Lake		283.46

		Ohlone		282.59				23.01				Ohlone		305.60				San Diego Miramar		279.12

		Orange Coast		650.89				185.53				Orange Coast		836.42				Solano		274.35

		Oxnard		198.91				1.07				Oxnard		199.98				Feather River		270.50

		Palo Verde		12.82								Palo Verde		12.82				Los Medanos		267.99

		Palomar		152.87		266.62		106.06				Palomar		525.55				West LA		262.16

		Pasadena		767.91		78.33		126.4				Pasadena		972.64				LA Harbor		249.17

		Porterville		82.59								Porterville		82.59				Imperial		248.00

		Redwoods		147.43		10.24						Redwoods		157.67				Canada		240.43

		Reedley College		348.30		19.27						Reedley College		367.57				Compton		226.78

		Rio Hondo		651.65				54.49				Rio Hondo		706.14				LA Trade		218.53

		Riverside		1,131.46		26.75		145.03				Riverside		1,303.24				Mission		215.74

		Sacramento City		659.43								Sacramento City		659.43				Yuba		212.27

		Saddleback		539.59				49.12				Saddleback		588.71				Contra Costa		211.11

		San Bernardino		331.23		7.30		16.46				San Bernardino		354.99				Marin		200.16

		San Diego City		394.40		18.61		106.63				San Diego City		519.64				Oxnard		199.98

		San Diego Mesa		564.26		56.50		120.37				San Diego Mesa		741.13				Siskiyous		195.69

		San Diego Miramar		248.17		30.95						San Diego Miramar		279.12				Norco College		195.57

		San Francisco		685.33				114.04				San Francisco		799.37				Moreno Valley		183.59

		San Francisco Ctrs		0.00								San Francisco Ctrs		0.00				Cuyamaca		183.47

		San Joaquin Delta		650.60				38.77				San Joaquin Delta		689.37				Redwoods		157.67

		San Jose City		218.86		34.21		34.21				San Jose City		287.28				West Hills Lemoore		148.26

		San Mateo		526.40				30.31				San Mateo		556.71				Crafton Hills		146.46

		Santa Ana		319.90		89.92		62.39				Santa Ana		472.21				LA Mission		143.37

		Santa Barbara		891.45				43.86				Santa Barbara		935.31				Clovis		135.08

		Santa Monica		724.15		67.00		321.12				Santa Monica		1,112.27				Merritt		131.84

		Santa Rosa		745.65		2.53		95.41				Santa Rosa		843.59				LA City		129.99

		Santiago Canyon		101.20				6.98				Santiago Canyon		108.18				Mendocino		124.51

		Sequoias		319.46		12.33		23.23				Sequoias		355.02				Taft		112.23

		Shasta		316.58		14.30		10.9				Shasta		341.78				Barstow		110.17

		Sierra		522.21		24.69		16.45				Sierra		563.35				Lake Tahoe		108.57

		Siskiyous		190.03		5.66						Siskiyous		195.69				Santiago Canyon		108.18

		Skyline		465.79		6.41		70.49				Skyline		542.69				Lassen		103.99

		Solano		235.49		33.79		5.07				Solano		274.35				Cerro Coso		95.89

		Southwestern		769.17				68.74				Southwestern		837.91				Alameda		92.83

		Taft		109.43		2.80						Taft		112.23				LA Swest		90.01

		Ventura		221.60		282.47		37.58				Ventura		541.65				Columbia		89.94

		Victor Valley		361.06		140.67		47.32				Victor Valley		549.05				West Hills Coalinga		83.27

		West Hills Coalinga		83.27								West Hills Coalinga		83.27				Porterville		82.59

		West Hills Lemoore		144.76		3.50						West Hills Lemoore		148.26				Coastline		29.22

		West LA		247.07				15.09				West LA		262.16				Copper Mountain		27.54

		West Valley		410.67				23.85				West Valley		434.52				Palo Verde		12.82

		Woodland		0.00								Woodland		0.00				North Orange Adult		0.00

		Yuba		212.27								Yuba		212.27				San Francisco Ctrs		0.00

		Total                                     41,579.56				3052.11		5007.09						52,580.42				Woodland		0.00

		Report Run Date As Of : 9/22/2016 11:34:25 AM





Percentage

		

																Alpha		Credit FTES		COMBINED/Alpha		COMBINED/Alpha

										Annual 2017-2018		Annual 2017-2018								Annual 2016-2017		Annual 2016-2017								Annual 2015-2016		Annual 2015-2016

								Annual 2017-2018		Credit FTES		% Credit FTES						Annual 2016-2017		Credit FTES		% Credit FTES						Annual 2015-2016		Credit FTES		% Credit FTES						Annual 2014-2015		Annual 2014-2015		% FTES

						Alpha		Credit FTES		COMBINED/Alpha		COMBINED/Alpha				Feather River		1,546.36		216.62		14.01%				Alpha		Credit FTES		COMBINED/Alpha		COMBINED/Alpha						Credit FTES		Credit FTES Total PE/KINE/DANC		Total PE/KINE/DANC

						Feather River		1,926.26		270.50		14.04%				Imperial		4,209.00		410.40		9.75%				Feather River		1,754.00		305.82		17.44%				Feather River Total		1,664.30		275.49		16.55%

						Siskiyous		2,038.75		195.69		9.60%				Siskiyous		2,327.95		201.81		8.67%				Siskiyous		2,605.77		206.24		7.91%				Siskiyous Total		2,323.10		216.24		9.31%

						Monterey		5,938.72		457.62		7.71%				Monterey		5,876.73		454.97		7.74%				Lassen		1,758.10		138.02		7.85%				West Hills Coalinga Total		2,078.52		168.60		8.11%

						Riverside		16,962.02		1,303.24		7.68%				Riverside		16,387.13		1,252.66		7.64%				West Hills Coalinga		2,021.09		158.00		7.82%				Monterey Total		6,031.96		484.8		8.04%

						West Valley		5,983.39		434.52		7.26%				Marin		3,539.00		260.75		7.37%				Monterey		6,007.62		463.43		7.71%				Chabot Hayward Total		9,174.20		724.65		7.90%

						San Mateo		7,942.47		556.71		7.01%				San Mateo		8,157.16		587.71		7.20%				Riverside		15,657.12		1,173.94		7.50%				Barstow Total		1,261.40		99.37		7.88%

						Napa		4,989.79		343.79		6.89%				Lassen		1,683.10		121.06		7.19%				West Valley		6,848.10		506.96		7.40%				Riverside Total		15,204.37		1183.75		7.79%

						Fullerton		22,279.75		1,483.78		6.66%				El Camino		19,043.55		1,285.29		6.75%				Canada		4,645.98		343.81		7.40%				San Mateo Total		8,272.89		598.98		7.24%

						Laney		7,292.30		484.85		6.65%				Gavilan		4,792.47		323.28		6.75%				Chabot Hayward		9,683.65		699.35		7.22%				Mendocino Total		2,859.37		206.69		7.23%

						Citrus		12,285.24		781.51		6.36%				Chabot Hayward		9,815.50		653.61		6.66%				Napa		5,371.77		373.13		6.95%				Columbia Total		1,561.08		110.67		7.09%

						Chabot Hayward		9,817.32		619.36		6.31%				Canada		4,788.23		314.58		6.57%				Marin		3,614.52		247.50		6.85%				West Valley Total		6,792.45		478.47		7.04%

						Santa Barbara		14,857.39		935.31		6.30%				Laney		7,415.72		484.04		6.53%				Mendocino		3,044.84		207.03		6.80%				Southwestern Total		15,233.15		1072.3		7.04%

						Skyline		8,674.79		542.69		6.26%				Cabrillo		9,337.05		585.20		6.27%				Gavilan		5,014.35		338.97		6.76%				Gavilan Total		5,052.12		346.68		6.86%

						Mt San Antonio		26,333.78		1,632.51		6.20%				Columbia		1,823.42		112.74		6.18%				Laney		8,011.20		530.11		6.62%				Victor Valley Total		9,343.66		637.97		6.83%

						Gavilan		4,725.75		292.91		6.20%				Mt San Antonio		26,016.80		1,606.30		6.17%				Columbia		1,673.19		107.39		6.42%				Laney Total		7,832.57		534.65		6.83%

						Imperial		4,016.18		248.00		6.18%				Fullerton		22,756.94		1,389.67		6.11%				Citrus		12,229.63		784.86		6.42%				Citrus Total		11,902.39		812.14		6.82%

						Cabrillo		9,377.66		577.37		6.16%				Cerritos		17,199.83		1,043.45		6.07%				Cabrillo		9,606.77		611.52		6.37%				Skyline Total		8,401.84		566.19		6.74%

						Victor Valley		9,323.31		549.05		5.89%				Mendocino		3,011.81		181.43		6.02%				San Mateo		8,367.29		531.80		6.36%				Napa Total		5,477.66		368.85		6.73%

						Lassen		1,766.83		103.99		5.89%				Skyline		8,636.30		519.43		6.01%				Cerritos		17,734.61		1,115.11		6.29%				Canada Total		4,766.49		318.9		6.69%

						Cerritos		16,961.23		990.36		5.84%				Napa		5,003.71		297.71		5.95%				Victor Valley		9,367.78		582.82		6.22%				Contra Costa Total		5,293.19		342.15		6.46%

						Southwestern		14,379.61		837.91		5.83%				Victor Valley		9,363.32		548.63		5.86%				Contra Costa		5,059.39		309.78		6.12%				San Diego City Total		10,650.81		688.29		6.46%

						Marin		3,442.64		200.16		5.81%				Desert		8,370.51		481.38		5.75%				San Diego City		10,833.84		663.15		6.12%				Lassen Total		1,853.69		117.02		6.31%

						Grossmont		11,672.55		665.07		5.70%				Ventura		10,942.39		621.82		5.68%				Skyline		8,478.70		516.35		6.09%				Cerritos Total		17,836.48		1115.67		6.25%

						El Camino		18,404.28		1,041.03		5.66%				Allan Hancock		9,408.65		530.25		5.64%				Southwestern		14,676.84		877.29		5.98%				Cabrillo Total		9,817.62		613.25		6.25%

						Desert		9,268.98		522.34		5.64%				Contra Costa		5,031.08		278.88		5.54%				Desert		8,313.93		493.77		5.94%				LA Valley Total		11,156.02		683.56		6.13%

						Columbia		1,590.52		84.94		5.34%				Southwestern		14,471.81		797.77		5.51%				Ventura		9,824.60		582.25		5.93%				Grossmont Total		12,021.56		734.74		6.11%

						Canada		4,523.33		240.43		5.32%				Grossmont		11,931.62		654.02		5.48%				Mt San Antonio		25,900.46		1,524.14		5.88%				Rio Hondo Total		12,290.46		750.29		6.10%

						Rio Hondo		13,337.34		706.14		5.29%				San Diego City		10,997.27		598.75		5.44%				Allan Hancock		8,760.93		511.57		5.84%				Modesto Total		12,798.35		779.12		6.09%

						Butte		9,401.43		496.17		5.28%				Butte		9,657.69		524.98		5.44%				Grossmont		11,872.22		691.20		5.82%				Lake Tahoe Total		2,170.33		129.97		5.99%

						Santa Rosa		16,057.16		843.59		5.25%				Santa Rosa		16,258.63		877.89		5.40%				Fullerton		22,698.82		1,315.23		5.79%				Imperial Total		6,840.43		406.70		5.95%

						Ventura		10,335.84		541.65		5.24%				Evergreen Valley		6,524.74		349.29		5.35%				Butte		10,006.17		569.94		5.70%				El Camino Total		18,589.18		1100.82		5.92%

						Allan Hancock		9,135.53		476.99		5.22%				Rio Hondo		12,530.65		663.47		5.29%				Santa Barbara		17,277.13		978.53		5.66%				Hartnell Total		7,406.09		437.39		5.91%

						Reedley College		7,096.30		367.57		5.18%				West Hills Coalinga		2,304.04		121.05		5.25%				Santa Rosa		17,191.54		959.37		5.58%				Chaffey Total		14,097.96		817.04		5.80%

						Cypress		12,736.77		655.20		5.14%				San Diego Mesa		15,773.10		828.01		5.25%				San Jose City		5,751.87		317.98		5.53%				Fullerton Total		22,908.55		1323.64		5.78%

						Modesto		12,868.84		658.92		5.12%				San Jose City		5,505.99		285.74		5.19%				El Camino		18,168.36		1,002.67		5.52%				Santa Barbara Total		17,147.53		989.58		5.77%

						Merced		8,839.91		449.26		5.08%				Folsom Lake		6,013.94		311.90		5.19%				LA Valley		11,235.58		612.04		5.45%				Mt San Antonio Total		25,889.24		1490		5.76%

						Shasta		6,809.56		341.78		5.02%				Cypress		12,765.48		649.31		5.09%				Rio Hondo		12,494.59		675.89		5.41%				Butte Total		10,231.78		585.9		5.73%

						Evergreen Valley		6,689.95		331.99		4.96%				Merced		8,933.96		450.45		5.04%				Imperial		4,102.68		220.93		5.39%				Ventura Total		10,874.36		615.31		5.66%

						San Diego City		10,498.13		519.64		4.95%				LA Valley		10,981.79		549.60		5.00%				Sacramento City		15,433.84		811.50		5.26%				Sacramento City Total		15,702.96		868.82		5.53%

						San Jose City		5,917.54		291.35		4.92%				Hartnell		7,554.45		375.58		4.97%				West Hills Lemoore		3,022.76		158.07		5.23%				Allan Hancock Total		9,012.06		494.51		5.49%

						San Joaquin Delta		14,018.74		689.37		4.92%				Sacramento City		14,893.16		739.85		4.97%				Evergreen Valley		6,271.93		324.01		5.17%				Marin Total		3,639.57		197.52		5.43%

						San Francisco		16,309.92		799.37		4.90%				Compton		5,252.86		260.12		4.95%				Hartnell		7,520.13		383.17		5.10%				Evergreen Valley Total		6,303.53		340.73		5.41%

						San Diego Mesa		15,520.97		751.13		4.84%				San Joaquin Delta		14,285.22		706.26		4.94%				Shasta		6,687.37		339.52		5.08%				Santa Rosa Total		17,490.27		932.71		5.33%

						Foothill		12,199.91		582.37		4.77%				Modesto		14,309.22		700.38		4.89%				Chaffey		15,453.61		784.17		5.07%				West Hills Lemoore Total		3,054.78		160.72		5.26%

						Folsom Lake		5,978.58		283.46		4.74%				Shasta		6,764.80		329.80		4.88%				San Diego Mesa		15,674.67		776.64		4.95%				San Diego Mesa Total		15,701.77		825.42		5.26%

						Hartnell		7,401.61		349.97		4.73%				Yuba		5,139.95		248.21		4.83%				LA Harbor		6,283.32		309.12		4.92%				American River Total		21,159.21		1110.52		5.25%

						Yuba		4,618.63		212.27		4.60%				Las Positas		6,868.75		326.68		4.76%				Moorpark		11,435.47		556.18		4.86%				Long Beach Total		19,953.03		1026.54		5.14%

						Compton		4,934.84		226.78		4.60%				Moorpark		12,942.88		614.58		4.75%				Merced		9,019.52		436.14		4.84%				Las Positas Total		6,451.89		330.36		5.12%

						Santa Monica		24,229.69		1,112.27		4.59%				LA Harbor		5,985.49		271.73		4.54%				American River		22,942.47		1,104.46		4.81%				San Jose City Total		6,278.92		321.34		5.12%

						Sacramento City		14,518.31		659.43		4.54%				West Hills Lemoore		3,119.20		140.84		4.52%				Barstow		2,529.94		121.29		4.79%				San Joaquin Delta Total		15,973.62		814.05		5.10%

						West Hills Lemoore		3,312.50		148.26		4.48%				Long Beach		19,748.56		889.50		4.50%				Saddleback		14,442.60		679.96		4.71%				Shasta Total		6,704.82		340.51		5.08%

						Cosumnes River		9,520.35		425.09		4.47%				Solano		7,416.61		333.35		4.49%				Solano		7,707.94		362.74		4.71%				Merced Total		8,922.43		450.77		5.05%

						Mendocino		2,809.30		124.51		4.43%				Santa Monica		25,037.02		1,120.55		4.48%				Deanza		19,241.56		902.58		4.69%				Moorpark Total		12,433.68		626.48		5.04%

						Long Beach		19,475.26		862.49		4.43%				Chaffey		16,100.97		719.42		4.47%				Sierra		14,323.64		671.36		4.69%				Foothill Total		13,092.66		648.39		4.95%

						Barstow		2,490.33		110.17		4.42%				Foothill		13,177.87		586.39		4.45%				Golden West		10,883.16		506.52		4.65%				Mt. San Jacinto Total		10,645.94		524.62		4.93%

						Las Positas		7,037.23		306.91		4.36%				Deanza		18,271.17		806.71		4.42%				Mission		6,269.47		288.95		4.61%				Orange Coast Total		18,437.95		907.61		4.92%

						Deanza		17,178.34		748.89		4.36%				Golden West		10,008.84		440.78		4.40%				Long Beach		19,730.97		908.32		4.60%				Yuba Total		5,566.74		272.96		4.90%

						Moorpark		12,179.18		529.59		4.35%				Saddleback		14,319.81		626.97		4.38%				Las Positas		6,728.72		309.65		4.60%				Saddleback Total		14,962.18		732.1		4.89%

						Chaffey		16,430.32		704.89		4.29%				Barstow		2,562.50		109.62		4.28%				Lake Tahoe		2,837.47		128.47		4.53%				Deanza Total		19,618.14		957.24		4.88%

						LA Valley		11,374.34		485.21		4.27%				San Francisco		13,895.55		592.28		4.26%				Sequoias		8,926.83		403.52		4.52%				Sierra Total		14,481.64		704.43		4.86%

						Orange Coast		19,753.03		836.42		4.23%				Sierra		14,069.39		597.46		4.25%				Orange Coast		19,591.83		875.90		4.47%				San Francisco Total		16,388.79		790.98		4.83%

						Contra Costa		4,986.49		211.11		4.23%				Orange Coast		18,819.24		797.60		4.24%				Santa Monica		25,377.08		1,132.81		4.46%				LA Harbor Total		6,258.63		301.74		4.82%

						Golden West		10,656.75		450.12		4.22%				Cosumnes River		9,442.79		395.50		4.19%				Compton		4,966.48		220.68		4.44%				Solano Total		7,912.07		380.2		4.81%

						Redwoods		3,755.63		157.67		4.20%				Sequoias		9,154.31		378.47		4.13%				San Francisco		15,666.86		694.25		4.43%				Cypress Total		12,566.82		602.72		4.80%

						Saddleback		14,267.65		588.71		4.13%				Antelope Valley		10,834.68		444.42		4.10%				Folsom Lake		6,000.45		261.49		4.36%				Golden West Total		10,476.24		496.75		4.74%

						LA Harbor		6,072.52		249.27		4.10%				American River		21,921.99		887.97		4.05%				San Joaquin Delta		15,111.12		657.14		4.35%				West LA Total		6,424.84		303.23		4.72%

						Mission		5,278.48		215.74		4.09%				Redwoods		3,895.11		155.74		4.00%				Foothill		13,329.40		579.27		4.35%				Sequoias Total		8,547.71		403.39		4.72%

						Fresno City		17,986.78		727.31		4.04%				Citrus		12,221.19		487.69		3.99%				Cosumnes River		9,672.13		415.97		4.30%				Mission Total		6,233.25		292.23		4.69%

						Cuesta		7,516.44		303.30		4.04%				Cuesta		7,474.08		291.04		3.89%				Santa Ana		16,635.20		706.47		4.25%				Santa Monica Total		25,177.75		1177.41		4.68%

						Sierra		14,120.21		563.25		3.99%				San Bernardino		10,092.67		392.02		3.88%				Cypress		13,069.24		549.56		4.20%				Desert Total		7,837.53		359.83		4.59%

						Antelope Valley		10,986.55		429.12		3.91%				Cuyamaca		5,394.73		206.28		3.82%				San Bernardino		10,111.03		423.65		4.19%				San Bernardino Total		10,219.55		467.96		4.58%

						Pasadena		25,028.93		972.64		3.89%				Lake Tahoe		1,836.52		69.99		3.81%				Mt. San Jacinto		11,228.94		468.49		4.17%				Antelope Valley Total		11,335.86		504.04		4.45%

						Taft		2,888.64		112.23		3.89%				Oxnard		5,717.10		216.50		3.79%				Yuba		5,608.67		233.69		4.17%				Folsom Lake Total		5,413.18		232.71		4.30%

						Solano		7,226.99		274.35		3.80%				Pasadena		25,997.75		971.88		3.74%				Cuyamaca		5,214.97		215.79		4.14%				Cuyamaca Total		4,994.61		213.88		4.28%

						Oxnard		5,369.08		199.98		3.72%				West LA		7,524.97		279.92		3.72%				Redwoods		3,870.40		156.82		4.05%				Cuesta Total		7,659.07		327.73		4.28%

						West Hills Coalinga		2,245.76		83.27		3.71%				Ohlone		9,186.55		340.34		3.70%				Cuesta		7,688.24		310.94		4.04%				Palomar Total		19,116.78		808.25		4.23%

						American River		22,096.03		816.07		3.69%				Diablo Valley		17,161.24		634.04		3.69%				West LA		7,047.30		282.13		4.00%				Cosumnes River Total		9,745.62		406.84		4.17%

						Mt. San Jacinto		11,198.50		410.37		3.66%				Bakersfield		15,474.24		567.31		3.67%				Diablo Valley		17,332.49		679.06		3.92%				Diablo Valley Total		17,179.35		716.92		4.17%

						Sequoias		9,463.60		345.02		3.65%				Taft		2,753.87		100.71		3.66%				Antelope Valley		11,070.09		433.67		3.92%				Los Medanos Total		7,828.46		324.8		4.15%

						Glendale		12,092.32		435.03		3.60%				West Valley		6,453.75		233.02		3.61%				Crafton Hills		4,527.64		175.27		3.87%				Redwoods Total		3,889.40		159.3		4.10%

						Ohlone		8,504.58		305.60		3.59%				Glendale		12,498.26		446.34		3.57%				Ohlone		9,001.36		346.58		3.85%				Bakersfield Total		13,585.30		542.49		3.99%

						Lake Tahoe		3,097.30		108.57		3.51%				Palomar		18,908.08		672.27		3.56%				Bakersfield		14,580.33		553.63		3.80%				Compton Total		5,244.22		209.26		3.99%

						Cuyamaca		5,267.89		183.47		3.48%				Mt. San Jacinto		11,407.41		402.43		3.53%				Oxnard		5,288.66		199.32		3.77%				Glendale Total		11,823.50		469.43		3.97%

						Canyons		15,901.87		548.66		3.45%				Los Medanos		7,742.42		271.45		3.51%				Taft		2,584.14		97.38		3.77%				Santa Ana Total		16,570.47		646.97		3.90%

						Irvine		9,899.65		341.30		3.45%				Crafton Hills		4,461.98		156.42		3.51%				Pasadena		24,152.11		908.22		3.76%				Irvine Total		9,604.72		374.61		3.90%

						Los Medanos		7,784.64		267.99		3.44%				MiraCosta		11,135.48		387.22		3.48%				Glendale		12,624.34		474.19		3.76%				Ohlone Total		8,374.69		323.92		3.87%

						West LA		7,735.30		262.16		3.39%				Cerro Coso		2,834.93		96.92		3.42%				Palomar		18,181.06		678.42		3.73%				Fresno City Total		17,012.60		656.18		3.86%

						Diablo Valley		17,280.48		583.52		3.38%				Canyons		15,754.95		528.85		3.36%				Porterville		2,874.64		106.38		3.70%				Canyons Total		15,262.70		584.3		3.83%

						Bakersfield		17,000.67		573.80		3.38%				Santa Barbara		16,437.14		530.72		3.23%				MiraCosta		11,419.87		420.64		3.68%				Merritt Total		4,494.26		171.89		3.82%

						MiraCosta		10,832.33		362.09		3.34%				Irvine		10,642.10		335.34		3.15%				Canyons		15,486.21		561.63		3.63%				Pasadena Total		24,456.17		932.36		3.81%

						East LA		21,616.81		701.88		3.25%				Norco College		6,967.74		217.82		3.13%				Reedley College		7,486.25		270.61		3.61%				Crafton Hills Total		4,618.67		175.05		3.79%

						Crafton Hills		4,628.05		146.46		3.16%				Porterville		2,938.11		88.41		3.01%				LA Mission		5,629.99		203.02		3.61%				Porterville Total		2,821.89		103.65		3.67%

						San Bernardino		11,274.29		354.99		3.15%				Merritt		4,628.15		138.19		2.99%				Merritt		4,458.54		159.73		3.58%				Taft Total		2,537.00		92.87		3.66%

						Cerro Coso		3,098.09		95.89		3.10%				Moreno Valley		6,549.13		188.37		2.88%				Irvine		9,764.37		349.09		3.58%				MiraCosta Total		10,973.24		396.78		3.62%

						LA Pierce		13,239.40		384.98		2.91%				LA Mission		5,705.82		158.02		2.77%				Los Medanos		8,137.19		279.36		3.43%				East LA Total		20,056.73		714.68		3.56%

						Palomar		18,671.59		525.55		2.81%				East LA		22,222.99		606.53		2.73%				Norco College		6,652.95		219.95		3.31%				Oxnard Total		5,783.70		202.06		3.49%

						San Diego Miramar		9,945.77		279.12		2.81%				San Diego Miramar		8,917.47		241.03		2.70%				Modesto		12,530.75		399.36		3.19%				LA Pierce Total		14,162.03		477.34		3.37%

						Merritt		4,777.20		131.84		2.76%				Santa Ana		16,407.32		435.77		2.66%				San Diego Miramar		7,802.33		248.58		3.19%				Reedley College Total		10,998.65		367.06		3.34%

						Porterville		3,053.17		82.59		2.71%				LA Pierce		13,844.90		354.53		2.56%				LA Pierce		14,157.92		447.75		3.16%				Norco College Total		6,386.60		210.02		3.29%

						Norco College		7,247.99		195.97		2.70%				Alameda		3,628.11		91.59		2.52%				Fresno City		16,924.63		519.74		3.07%				San Diego Miramar Total		7,354.85		234.08		3.18%

						Moreno Valley		6,829.37		183.59		2.69%				Fresno City		16,825.70		420.70		2.50%				East LA		21,437.66		654.49		3.05%				Cerro Coso Total		2,721.79		80.28		2.95%

						Clovis		5,126.43		135.18		2.64%				LA Swest		4,285.51		106.69		2.49%				LA Swest		4,355.81		122.06		2.80%				LA Trade Total		10,882.54		314.01		2.89%

						Santa Ana		15,890.14		408.77		2.57%				Clovis		2,552.72		58.88		2.31%				Cerro Coso		2,684.05		73.74		2.75%				Moreno Valley Total		6,473.19		170.98		2.64%

						Alameda		3,767.25		93.83		2.49%				Mission		6,277.30		135.30		2.16%				Moreno Valley		6,573.26		170.46		2.59%				Santiago Canyon Total		7,938.31		189.05		2.38%

						LA Mission		5,995.82		143.37		2.39%				Reedley College		7,127.27		148.14		2.08%				LA Trade		11,177.11		285.09		2.55%				Alameda Total		3,911.57		80.73		2.06%

						LA Swest		3,932.14		90.01		2.29%				LA Trade		10,826.08		219.58		2.03%				Clovis		4,038.36		85.97		2.13%				LA Mission Total		5,390.91		88.06		1.63%

						LA Trade		9,798.38		218.53		2.23%				LA City		10,967.64		170.66		1.56%				Santiago Canyon		7,826.13		163.27		2.09%				LA City Total		11,622.21		187.86		1.62%

						Copper Mountain		1,576.73		27.54		1.75%				Santiago Canyon		7,620.28		107.07		1.41%				Alameda		4,139.71		74.37		1.80%				Copper Mountain Total		1,365.97		14.36		1.05%

						Santiago Canyon		7,848.26		108.18		1.38%				Copper Mountain		1,423.62		11.59		0.81%				LA City		11,487.21		159.52		1.39%				Palo Verde Total		1,776.68		16.56		0.93%

						LA City		9,542.34		129.99		1.36%				Palo Verde		1,922.59		11.62		0.60%				Copper Mountain		1,396.14		10.63		0.76%				Coastline Total		6,714.99		30.56		0.46%

						Palo Verde		1,969.21		12.82		0.65%				Coastline		6,627.81		29.87		0.45%				Palo Verde		1,780.68		12.32		0.69%				Woodland Total		1,882.10		7.68		0.41%

						Coastline		6,813.33		29.22		0.43%														Coastline		7,304.12		34.91		0.48%				LA Swest Total		3,865.23		4.63		0.12%

																										Woodland		2,155.04		2.74		0.13%				Berkeley City Total		4,572.64		0		0.00%

																										Berkeley City		4,888.12		0.00		0.00%				LA ITV Total		654.59		0		0.00%

																										LA ITV		519.44		0.00		0.00%

																										North Orange Adult		0.00		0.00		0.00%

																										San Diego Adult		0.00		0.00		0.00%

																										San Francisco Ctrs		0.00		0.00		0.00%

																										Total		1115652.45		52,580.42		4.71%





PE

		California Community Colleges Chancellor's Office

		Full Time Equivalent Student (FTES) Summary Report

		Alpha		Annual 2017-2018						Numeric		Annual 2017-2018						2010-2011		2013-2014		2014-2015		2015-2016		2016-2017		2017-2018

				PE Credit FTES								PE Credit FTES						FTES		FTES		FTES		FTES		FTES		FTES		% Change

																College		PE		PE		PE		PE		PE		PE

		Alameda		45.80						Mt San Antonio		1,454.55				Skyline		616.48		483.66		505.13		442.99		441.53		465.79		-25%

		Allan Hancock		328.84						Fullerton		1,311.76				CSM		673.93		612.22		564.59		504.27		563.75		526.4		-22%

		American River		757.15						Riverside		1,131.46				Canada		378.42		325.94		278.75		320.78		293.45		214.49		-43%

		Antelope Valley		338.22						El Camino		937.03

		Bakersfield		573.80						Santa Barbara		891.45

		Barstow		110.17						Southwestern		769.17				In 2010-2011; PE FTES was 68,833.75. System wide FTES was 1,221,324.47. PE accounted for 5.64% of FTES

		Butte		487.97						Pasadena		767.91				In 2017-2018; PE FTES was 41,579.56. System wide FTES was 1,095,730.38. PE accounted for 3.79% of FTES

		Cabrillo		442.11						American River		757.15

		Canada		214.49						Santa Rosa		745.65				Between 2010-2011 and 2017-2018, state wide FTES decreased 125,594.09, a reduction of almost 10.3%

		Canyons		514.85						Santa Monica		724.15				Between 2010-2011 and 2017-2018, PE FTES decreased 27,254.19, a reduction of almost 40%

		Cerritos		689.34						Long Beach		710.89

		Cerro Coso		82.19						Citrus		702.96

		Chabot Hayward		523.25						Cerritos		689.34

		Chaffey		650.07						San Francisco		685.33

		Citrus		702.96						Sacramento City		659.43

		Clovis		114.03						Rio Hondo		651.65

		Coastline		21.76						Orange Coast		650.89

		Columbia		89.94						San Joaquin Delta		650.60

		Compton		218.02						Chaffey		650.07

		Contra Costa		172.48						Fresno City		638.36

		Copper Mountain		27.54						Deanza		604.81

		Cosumnes River		403.74						Modesto		578.82

		Crafton Hills		122.54						Bakersfield		573.80

		Cuesta		294.45						San Diego Mesa		564.26

		Cuyamaca		183.47						East LA		556.18

		Cypress		499.37						Grossmont		540.90

		Deanza		604.81						Saddleback		539.59

		Desert		293.04						Diablo Valley		528.73

		Diablo Valley		528.73						San Mateo		526.40

		East LA		556.18						Chabot Hayward		523.25

		El Camino		937.03						Sierra		522.21

		Evergreen Valley		302.08						Canyons		514.85

		Feather River		270.50						Cypress		499.37

		Folsom Lake		226.66						Butte		487.97

		Foothill		345.04						Skyline		465.79

		Fresno City		638.36						Merced		449.26

		Fullerton		1,311.76						Cabrillo		442.11

		Gavilan		164.47						Laney		421.15

		Glendale		307.91						LA Valley		418.42

		Golden West		342.26						West Valley		410.67

		Grossmont		540.90						Monterey		404.27

		Hartnell		349.97						Cosumnes River		403.74

		Imperial		248.00						San Diego City		394.40

		Irvine		223.07						Moorpark		380.48

		LA City		109.16						Victor Valley		361.06

		LA Harbor		244.75						Hartnell		349.97

		LA Mission		121.82						Reedley College		348.30

		LA Pierce		285.64						Foothill		345.04

		LA Swest		58.86						Golden West		342.26

		LA Trade		185.59						Antelope Valley		338.22

		LA Valley		418.42						San Bernardino		331.23

		Lake Tahoe		107.11						Allan Hancock		328.84

		Laney		421.15						Santa Ana		319.90

		Las Positas		304.00						Sequoias		319.46

		Lassen		101.85						Shasta		316.58

		Long Beach		710.89						Napa		310.65

		Los Medanos		235.05						Glendale		307.91

		Marin		83.83						Las Positas		304.00

		Mendocino		92.21						Evergreen Valley		302.08

		Merced		449.26						Cuesta		294.45

		Merritt		131.84						Desert		293.04

		MiraCosta		189.73						LA Pierce		285.64

		Mission		190.18						Ohlone		282.59

		Modesto		578.82						Feather River		270.50

		Monterey		404.27						San Diego Miramar		248.17

		Moorpark		380.48						Mt. San Jacinto		248.15

		Moreno Valley		150.11						Imperial		248.00

		Mt San Antonio		1,454.55						West LA		247.07

		Mt. San Jacinto		248.15						LA Harbor		244.75

		Napa		310.65						Solano		235.49

		Norco College		174.97						Los Medanos		235.05

		North Orange Adult		0.00						Folsom Lake		226.66

		Ohlone		282.59						Irvine		223.07

		Orange Coast		650.89						Ventura		221.60

		Oxnard		198.91						San Jose City		218.86

		Palo Verde		12.82						Compton		218.02

		Palomar		152.87						Canada		214.49

		Pasadena		767.91						Yuba		212.27

		Porterville		82.59						Oxnard		198.91

		Redwoods		147.43						Mission		190.18

		Reedley College		348.30						Siskiyous		190.03

		Rio Hondo		651.65						MiraCosta		189.73

		Riverside		1,131.46						LA Trade		185.59

		Sacramento City		659.43						Cuyamaca		183.47

		Saddleback		539.59						Norco College		174.97

		San Bernardino		331.23						Contra Costa		172.48

		San Diego City		394.40						Gavilan		164.47

		San Diego Mesa		564.26						Palomar		152.87

		San Diego Miramar		248.17						Moreno Valley		150.11

		San Francisco		685.33						Redwoods		147.43

		San Francisco Ctrs		0.00						West Hills Lemoore		144.76

		San Joaquin Delta		650.60						Merritt		131.84

		San Jose City		218.86						Crafton Hills		122.54

		San Mateo		526.40						LA Mission		121.82

		Santa Ana		319.90						Clovis		114.03

		Santa Barbara		891.45						Barstow		110.17

		Santa Monica		724.15						Taft		109.43

		Santa Rosa		745.65						LA City		109.16

		Santiago Canyon		101.20						Lake Tahoe		107.11

		Sequoias		319.46						Lassen		101.85

		Shasta		316.58						Santiago Canyon		101.20

		Sierra		522.21						Mendocino		92.21

		Siskiyous		190.03						Columbia		89.94

		Skyline		465.79						Marin		83.83

		Solano		235.49						West Hills Coalinga		83.27

		Southwestern		769.17						Porterville		82.59

		Taft		109.43						Cerro Coso		82.19

		Ventura		221.60						LA Swest		58.86

		Victor Valley		361.06						Alameda		45.80

		West Hills Coalinga		83.27						Copper Mountain		27.54

		West Hills Lemoore		144.76						Coastline		21.76

		West LA		247.07						Palo Verde		12.82

		West Valley		410.67						North Orange Adult		0.00

		Woodland		0.00						San Francisco Ctrs		0.00

		Yuba		212.27						Woodland		0.00

		Total                                     41,579.56





KINE

		California Community Colleges Chancellor's Office

		Full Time Equivalent Student (FTES) Summary Report

		Alpha

				Annual 2017-2018				Numeric

				KINE Credit FTES						Annual 2017-2018

										KINE Credit FTES

		Alameda

		Allan Hancock		23.87				Ventura		282.47

		American River		3.32				Palomar		266.62

		Antelope Valley		20.23				Desert		229.84

		Bakersfield						Foothill		146.76

		Barstow						Victor Valley		140.67

		Butte		6.31				Gavilan		128.34

		Cabrillo		61.64				Cerritos		119.49

		Canada		2.21				Chabot Hayward		96.11

		Canyons						Santa Ana		89.92

		Cerritos		119.49				Golden West		83.25

		Cerro Coso		13.70				Pasadena		78.33

		Chabot Hayward		96.11				Marin		77.19

		Chaffey						Deanza		69.66

		Citrus						Santa Monica		67.00

		Clovis		14.88				MiraCosta		63.49

		Coastline		7.46				Cabrillo		61.64

		Columbia						Cypress		56.88

		Compton						San Diego Mesa		56.50

		Contra Costa		27.98				Fullerton		54.12

		Copper Mountain						Moorpark		48.29

		Cosumnes River						East LA		43.42

		Crafton Hills		19.88				Mt. San Jacinto		38.35

		Cuesta		8.85				San Jose City		34.21

		Cuyamaca						Solano		33.79

		Cypress		56.88				LA Trade		32.94

		Deanza		69.66				Folsom Lake		32.05

		Desert		229.84				San Diego Miramar		30.95

		Diablo Valley		1.93				Modesto		30.82

		East LA		43.42				LA Swest		30.11

		El Camino						Glendale		29.96

		Evergreen Valley						Los Medanos		29.21

		Feather River						Contra Costa		27.98

		Folsom Lake		32.05				LA Pierce		27.18

		Foothill		146.76				Irvine		26.94

		Fresno City		15.36				Riverside		26.75

		Fullerton		54.12				Sierra		24.69

		Gavilan		128.34				Long Beach		24.67

		Glendale		29.96				Allan Hancock		23.87

		Golden West		83.25				Antelope Valley		20.23

		Grossmont		18.74				Crafton Hills		19.88

		Hartnell						Reedley College		19.27

		Imperial						Grossmont		18.74

		Irvine		26.94				San Diego City		18.61

		LA City						Moreno Valley		15.44

		LA Harbor		2.07				Fresno City		15.36

		LA Mission		10.26				Clovis		14.88

		LA Pierce		27.18				Shasta		14.30

		LA Swest		30.11				Cerro Coso		13.70

		LA Trade		32.94				Norco College		13.47

		LA Valley						Sequoias		12.33

		Lake Tahoe		1.46				LA Mission		10.26

		Laney						Redwoods		10.24

		Las Positas						Cuesta		8.85

		Lassen		2.14				Coastline		7.46

		Long Beach		24.67				San Bernardino		7.30

		Los Medanos		29.21				Skyline		6.41

		Marin		77.19				Butte		6.31

		Mendocino		5.34				Siskiyous		5.66

		Merced						Mendocino		5.34

		Merritt						West Hills Lemoore		3.50

		MiraCosta		63.49				American River		3.32

		Mission						Taft		2.80

		Modesto		30.82				Santa Rosa		2.53

		Monterey		1.65				Canada		2.21

		Moorpark		48.29				Lassen		2.14

		Moreno Valley		15.44				LA Harbor		2.07

		Mt San Antonio						Diablo Valley		1.93

		Mt. San Jacinto		38.35				Monterey		1.65

		Napa						Lake Tahoe		1.46

		Norco College		13.47				Alameda

		North Orange Adult						Bakersfield

		Ohlone						Barstow

		Orange Coast						Canyons

		Oxnard						Chaffey

		Palo Verde						Citrus

		Palomar		266.62				Columbia

		Pasadena		78.33				Compton

		Porterville						Copper Mountain

		Redwoods		10.24				Cosumnes River

		Reedley College		19.27				Cuyamaca

		Rio Hondo						El Camino

		Riverside		26.75				Evergreen Valley

		Sacramento City						Feather River

		Saddleback						Hartnell

		San Bernardino		7.30				Imperial

		San Diego City		18.61				LA City

		San Diego Mesa		56.50				LA Valley

		San Diego Miramar		30.95				Laney

		San Francisco						Las Positas

		San Francisco Ctrs						Merced

		San Joaquin Delta						Merritt

		San Jose City		34.21				Mission

		San Mateo						Mt San Antonio

		Santa Ana		89.92				Napa

		Santa Barbara						North Orange Adult

		Santa Monica		67.00				Ohlone

		Santa Rosa		2.53				Orange Coast

		Santiago Canyon						Oxnard

		Sequoias		12.33				Palo Verde

		Shasta		14.30				Porterville

		Sierra		24.69				Rio Hondo

		Siskiyous		5.66				Sacramento City

		Skyline		6.41				Saddleback

		Solano		33.79				San Francisco

		Southwestern						San Francisco Ctrs

		Taft		2.80				San Joaquin Delta

		Ventura		282.47				San Mateo

		Victor Valley		140.67				Santa Barbara

		West Hills Coalinga						Santiago Canyon

		West Hills Lemoore		3.50				Southwestern

		West LA						West Hills Coalinga

		West Valley						West LA

		Woodland						West Valley

		Yuba						Woodland

				3052.11				Yuba





DANC

		California Community Colleges Chancellor's Office

		Full Time Equivalent Student (FTES) Summary Report

		Alpha						Numeric

				Annual 2017-2018						Annual 2017-2018

				DANC Credit FTES						DANC Credit FTES

		Alameda		47.03				Total		5007.09

		Allan Hancock		124.28				Santa Monica		321.12

		American River		55.6				Orange Coast		185.53

		Antelope Valley		70.67				Cerritos		181.53

		Bakersfield						Mt San Antonio		177.96

		Barstow						Riverside		145.03

		Butte		1.89				Long Beach		126.93

		Cabrillo		73.62				Pasadena		126.4

		Canada		23.73				Allan Hancock		124.28

		Canyons		33.81				Mt. San Jacinto		123.87

		Cerritos		181.53				San Diego Mesa		120.37

		Cerro Coso						Fullerton		117.9

		Chabot Hayward						San Francisco		114.04

		Chaffey		54.82				MiraCosta		108.87

		Citrus		78.55				San Diego City		106.63

		Clovis		6.17				Palomar		106.06

		Coastline						Grossmont		105.43

		Columbia						El Camino		104

		Compton		8.76				East LA		102.28

		Contra Costa		10.65				Moorpark		100.82

		Copper Mountain						Cypress		98.95

		Cosumnes River		21.35				Glendale		97.16

		Crafton Hills		4.04				Santa Rosa		95.41

		Cuesta						Irvine		91.29

		Cuyamaca						Foothill		90.57

		Cypress		98.95				Citrus		78.55

		Deanza		74.42				Deanza		74.42

		Desert		9.46				Cabrillo		73.62

		Diablo Valley		52.86				Fresno City		73.59

		East LA		102.28				LA Pierce		72.16

		El Camino		104				Antelope Valley		70.67

		Evergreen Valley		29.21				Skyline		70.49

		Feather River						Southwestern		68.74

		Folsom Lake		24.75				LA Valley		66.79

		Foothill		90.57				Laney		63.73

		Fresno City		73.59				Santa Ana		62.39

		Fullerton		117.9				American River		55.6

		Gavilan						Chaffey		54.82

		Glendale		97.16				Rio Hondo		54.49

		Golden West		24.61				Diablo Valley		52.86

		Grossmont		105.43				Modesto		49.28

		Hartnell						Saddleback		49.12

		Imperial						Victor Valley		47.32

		Irvine		91.29				Alameda		47.03

		LA City		20.83				Santa Barbara		43.86

		LA Harbor		2.35				Marin		39.14

		LA Mission		11.29				San Joaquin Delta		38.77

		LA Pierce		72.16				Ventura		37.58

		LA Swest		1.04				San Jose City		34.21

		LA Trade						Canyons		33.81

		LA Valley		66.79				Napa		33.14

		Lake Tahoe						Monterey		31.6

		Laney		63.73				San Mateo		30.31

		Las Positas		2.91				Evergreen Valley		29.21

		Lassen						Mendocino		26.96

		Long Beach		126.93				Mission		25.56

		Los Medanos		3.73				Folsom Lake		24.75

		Marin		39.14				Golden West		24.61

		Mendocino		26.96				West Valley		23.85

		Merced						Canada		23.73

		Merritt						Sequoias		23.23

		MiraCosta		108.87				Ohlone		23.01

		Mission		25.56				Cosumnes River		21.35

		Modesto		49.28				LA City		20.83

		Monterey		31.6				Moreno Valley		18.04

		Moorpark		100.82				San Bernardino		16.46

		Moreno Valley		18.04				Sierra		16.45

		Mt San Antonio		177.96				West LA		15.09

		Mt. San Jacinto		123.87				LA Mission		11.29

		Napa		33.14				Shasta		10.9

		Norco College		7.13				Contra Costa		10.65

		North Orange Adult						Desert		9.46

		Ohlone		23.01				Compton		8.76

		Orange Coast		185.53				Norco College		7.13

		Oxnard		1.07				Santiago Canyon		6.98

		Palo Verde						Clovis		6.17

		Palomar		106.06				Solano		5.07

		Pasadena		126.4				Crafton Hills		4.04

		Porterville						Los Medanos		3.73

		Redwoods						Las Positas		2.91

		Reedley College						LA Harbor		2.35

		Rio Hondo		54.49				Butte		1.89

		Riverside		145.03				Oxnard		1.07

		Sacramento City						LA Swest		1.04

		Saddleback		49.12				Bakersfield

		San Bernardino		16.46				Barstow

		San Diego City		106.63				Cerro Coso

		San Diego Mesa		120.37				Chabot Hayward

		San Diego Miramar						Coastline

		San Francisco		114.04				Columbia

		San Francisco Ctrs						Copper Mountain

		San Joaquin Delta		38.77				Cuesta

		San Jose City		34.21				Cuyamaca

		San Mateo		30.31				Feather River

		Santa Ana		62.39				Gavilan

		Santa Barbara		43.86				Hartnell

		Santa Monica		321.12				Imperial

		Santa Rosa		95.41				LA Trade

		Santiago Canyon		6.98				Lake Tahoe

		Sequoias		23.23				Lassen

		Shasta		10.9				Merced

		Sierra		16.45				Merritt

		Siskiyous						North Orange Adult

		Skyline		70.49				Palo Verde

		Solano		5.07				Porterville

		Southwestern		68.74				Redwoods

		Taft						Reedley College

		Ventura		37.58				Sacramento City

		Victor Valley		47.32				San Diego Miramar

		West Hills Coalinga						San Francisco Ctrs

		West Hills Lemoore						Siskiyous

		West LA		15.09				Taft

		West Valley		23.85				West Hills Coalinga

		Woodland						West Hills Lemoore

		Yuba						Woodland

		Total		5007.09				Yuba








List of courses with Results - Kinesiology
Course Number Course Name CourseOutcome Name SLO Status Course Outcome Assessment Method Unit Name Result


SKY ADAP 358 Adapted Strength
Development


Skills and Concepts Active Upon completion of
the course, and in the
absence of a
degenerative disease
process, students will
be able to
demonstrate increased
muscular strength and
endurance, or in the
presence of a
degenerative disease
process, demonstrate
either maintained or
slowed degradation of
muscular strength and
endurance in areas
where given the
normal course of the
disease, decreased
muscle strength and
endurance would be
expected.


Bicep curl repetitions in 30 seconds
Assessment Instrument:
Repetitions completed in 30
seconds by females using 3# and
males using 5# weights


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100 of the students who completed
the class without physical
limitations were able to sit and
stand 10 or more times in 30
seconds


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of the students who
completed the class without
physical limitations completed 15
or more lifts in 30 seconds


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


15 /15 Students= 100% of students
without limiting physical conditions
were able to sit and stand 10 or
more times in 30 seconds


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


26/31 Students=84% of Students
could explain/demonstrate proper
techniques for physical movement
and use of class machines and
equipment appropriate to their
degenerative disease process.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


27 /27 Students= 100% of students
were capable of lifting 3# or 5#
respectively 15 or more lifts in 30
seconds


SKY Dept - 28 / 31 Students = 90% of students
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Course Number Course Name CourseOutcome Name SLO Status Course Outcome Assessment Method Unit Name Result


Kinesiolog
y


completed 70% of in-class
workouts


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


28 of 31 students (90%) without
physical limitations were able to sit
and stand 10 or more times in 30
seconds


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


30 of 30 students, 100%, were able
to sit and stand 10 or more times in
30 seconds(wheelchair and recent
surgery exempt) Assessment
Instrument: Sit, stomp feet and
stand the maximum number of
times possible with physical
limitations.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


42 of 42 students, 100%, without
physical limitation were able to
complete 15 repetitions in 30
seconds with females using 3# and
males using 5# weights.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


45 of 50 students (90%) were able
to demonstrate proper techniques
relative to daily functioning
(standing, sitting, lying, walking,
striding with arm swing, stopping or
speeding up quickly, climbing or
descending stairs) and safe
techniques adapted to disability for
using closed chain equipment (leg
press, hamstring curl, seated row,
lat pulldown, gravitron),
adaptations for using Nu-Step,
elliptical bikes, treadmill,
recumbent bikes and arm/leg cyles,
personalized adaptations for
dumbbells, elastic bands, Swiss
balls and various methods to
stimulate greater
NEUROMUSCULAR brain
connections.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


46 of 47 students (98%)
successfully demonstrated
individually and in small groups
proper techniques relative to daily
functioning (standing, sitting, lying,
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Course Number Course Name CourseOutcome Name SLO Status Course Outcome Assessment Method Unit Name Result


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


walking, striding with arm swing,
stopping or speeding up quickly,
climbing or descending stairs) and
safe techniques adapted to
disability for using closed chain
equipment (leg press, hamstring
curl, seated row, lat pulldown,
gravitron), adaptations for using
Nu-Step, elliptical bikes, treadmill,
recumbent bikes and arm/leg cyles,
personalized adaptations for
dumbbells, elastic bands, Swiss
balls and various methods to
stimulate greater
NEUROMUSCULAR brain
connections.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


47 of 47 students (100%) met the
criteria by completing in-class chair
exercises; Assessment Instrument:
Daily participation assessment in
progressive exercises


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


47 of 47 students who completed
the class demonstrated improved
flexibility, muscular stamina and
general strength as compared to
pre-test / presentation assessment.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


49 of 50 students were able to
meet the criteria by completing 15
or more bicep curl repetitions in 30
seconds Assessment Instrument:
Repetitions completed in 30
seconds by females using 3# and
males using 5# weights


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


All students were able to earn
progress points for performance of
chair exercises


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


All students were able to earn
progress points for performance of
chair exercises.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


All students who completed the
class who did not have a physical
limitation which prevented them
from completing the assessment
were able to sit, stand and stomp
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Course Number Course Name CourseOutcome Name SLO Status Course Outcome Assessment Method Unit Name Result


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


feet as a measurement of agility
and balance.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Greater than 50% showed
improvement, maintenance or
slowed degradation of muscular
strength, endurance, balance, gait
and cardiovascular efficency.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


More than 70% of the students
who completed the class without
physical limitations completed 15
or more lifts in 30 seconds


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the 100 students enrolled in
Spring 14 and Fall 15; greater than
80% received a C grade or higher
on exam


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the 51 students enrolled in
Spring 17 and Fall 18; greater than
90% received a C grade or higher
on exam


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the 58 students enrolled in
Spring 18 and Fall 18; greater than
90% received a C grade or higher
on exam


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the 68 students enrolled in
Spring 16 and Fall 17; greater than
90% received a C grade or higher
on exam


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the 80 students enrolled in
Spring 15 and Fall 16; greater than
90% received a C grade or higher
on exam


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 70% of students without
physical limitations were able to
complete 15 or more bicep curl
repititions. Repetitions completed
in 30 seconds by females using 3#
and males using 5# weights


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 70% of the students who
completed the class without
physical limitations were able to sit
and stand 10 or more times in 30
seconds
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Course Number Course Name CourseOutcome Name SLO Status Course Outcome Assessment Method Unit Name Result


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 90% of the students who
completed the class without
physical limitations completed 15
or more lifts in 30 seconds


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 90% of the students who
completed the class without
physical limitations were able to sit
and stand 10 or more times in 30
seconds


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


The majority of students who
completed the class were able to
demonstrate individually and in
small groups of proper techniques
relative to daily functioning
(standing, sitting, lying, walking,
striding with arm swing, stopping or
speeding up quickly, climbing or
descending stairs) and safe
techniques adapted to disability for
using closed chain equipment (leg
press, hamstring curl, seated row,
lat pulldown, gravitron),
adaptations for using Nu-Step,
elliptical bikes, treadmill,
recumbent bikes and arm/leg cyles,
personalized adaptations for
dumbbells, elastic bands, Swiss
balls and various methods to
stimulate greater
NEUROMUSCULAR brain
connections.


In-class chair exercises;
Assessment Instrument: Daily
participation points in progressive
exercises


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100 of the students who completed
the class without physical
limitations were able to sit and
stand 10 or more times in 30
seconds


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of the students who
completed the class without
physical limitations completed 15
or more lifts in 30 seconds


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


15 /15 Students= 100% of students
without limiting physical conditions
were able to sit and stand 10 or
more times in 30 seconds
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Course Number Course Name CourseOutcome Name SLO Status Course Outcome Assessment Method Unit Name Result


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


26/31 Students=84% of Students
could explain/demonstrate proper
techniques for physical movement
and use of class machines and
equipment appropriate to their
degenerative disease process.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


27 /27 Students= 100% of students
were capable of lifting 3# or 5#
respectively 15 or more lifts in 30
seconds


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


28 / 31 Students = 90% of students
completed 70% of in-class
workouts


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


28 of 31 students (90%) without
physical limitations were able to sit
and stand 10 or more times in 30
seconds


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


30 of 30 students, 100%, were able
to sit and stand 10 or more times in
30 seconds(wheelchair and recent
surgery exempt) Assessment
Instrument: Sit, stomp feet and
stand the maximum number of
times possible with physical
limitations.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


42 of 42 students, 100%, without
physical limitation were able to
complete 15 repetitions in 30
seconds with females using 3# and
males using 5# weights.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


45 of 50 students (90%) were able
to demonstrate proper techniques
relative to daily functioning
(standing, sitting, lying, walking,
striding with arm swing, stopping or
speeding up quickly, climbing or
descending stairs) and safe
techniques adapted to disability for
using closed chain equipment (leg
press, hamstring curl, seated row,
lat pulldown, gravitron),
adaptations for using Nu-Step,
elliptical bikes, treadmill,
recumbent bikes and arm/leg cyles,
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Course Number Course Name CourseOutcome Name SLO Status Course Outcome Assessment Method Unit Name Result


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


personalized adaptations for
dumbbells, elastic bands, Swiss
balls and various methods to
stimulate greater
NEUROMUSCULAR brain
connections.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


46 of 47 students (98%)
successfully demonstrated
individually and in small groups
proper techniques relative to daily
functioning (standing, sitting, lying,
walking, striding with arm swing,
stopping or speeding up quickly,
climbing or descending stairs) and
safe techniques adapted to
disability for using closed chain
equipment (leg press, hamstring
curl, seated row, lat pulldown,
gravitron), adaptations for using
Nu-Step, elliptical bikes, treadmill,
recumbent bikes and arm/leg cyles,
personalized adaptations for
dumbbells, elastic bands, Swiss
balls and various methods to
stimulate greater
NEUROMUSCULAR brain
connections.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


47 of 47 students (100%) met the
criteria by completing in-class chair
exercises; Assessment Instrument:
Daily participation assessment in
progressive exercises


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


47 of 47 students who completed
the class demonstrated improved
flexibility, muscular stamina and
general strength as compared to
pre-test / presentation assessment.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


49 of 50 students were able to
meet the criteria by completing 15
or more bicep curl repetitions in 30
seconds Assessment Instrument:
Repetitions completed in 30
seconds by females using 3# and
males using 5# weights
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Course Number Course Name CourseOutcome Name SLO Status Course Outcome Assessment Method Unit Name Result


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


All students were able to earn
progress points for performance of
chair exercises


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


All students were able to earn
progress points for performance of
chair exercises.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


All students who completed the
class who did not have a physical
limitation which prevented them
from completing the assessment
were able to sit, stand and stomp
feet as a measurement of agility
and balance.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Greater than 50% showed
improvement, maintenance or
slowed degradation of muscular
strength, endurance, balance, gait
and cardiovascular efficency.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


More than 70% of the students
who completed the class without
physical limitations completed 15
or more lifts in 30 seconds


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the 100 students enrolled in
Spring 14 and Fall 15; greater than
80% received a C grade or higher
on exam


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the 51 students enrolled in
Spring 17 and Fall 18; greater than
90% received a C grade or higher
on exam


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the 58 students enrolled in
Spring 18 and Fall 18; greater than
90% received a C grade or higher
on exam


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the 68 students enrolled in
Spring 16 and Fall 17; greater than
90% received a C grade or higher
on exam


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the 80 students enrolled in
Spring 15 and Fall 16; greater than
90% received a C grade or higher
on exam


SKY Dept - Over 70% of students without
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Course Number Course Name CourseOutcome Name SLO Status Course Outcome Assessment Method Unit Name Result


Kinesiolog
y


physical limitations were able to
complete 15 or more bicep curl
repititions. Repetitions completed
in 30 seconds by females using 3#
and males using 5# weights


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 70% of the students who
completed the class without
physical limitations were able to sit
and stand 10 or more times in 30
seconds


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 90% of the students who
completed the class without
physical limitations completed 15
or more lifts in 30 seconds


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 90% of the students who
completed the class without
physical limitations were able to sit
and stand 10 or more times in 30
seconds


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


The majority of students who
completed the class were able to
demonstrate individually and in
small groups of proper techniques
relative to daily functioning
(standing, sitting, lying, walking,
striding with arm swing, stopping or
speeding up quickly, climbing or
descending stairs) and safe
techniques adapted to disability for
using closed chain equipment (leg
press, hamstring curl, seated row,
lat pulldown, gravitron),
adaptations for using Nu-Step,
elliptical bikes, treadmill,
recumbent bikes and arm/leg cyles,
personalized adaptations for
dumbbells, elastic bands, Swiss
balls and various methods to
stimulate greater
NEUROMUSCULAR brain
connections.


Oral and/or Demonstration
individually and in small groups of
proper techniques relative to daily


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100 of the students who completed
the class without physical
limitations were able to sit and
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Course Number Course Name CourseOutcome Name SLO Status Course Outcome Assessment Method Unit Name Result


functioning (standing, sitting, lying,
walking, striding with arm swing,
stopping or speeding up quickly,
climbing or descending stairs) and
safe techniques adapted to
disability for using closed chain
equipment (leg press, hamstring
curl, seated row, lat pulldown,
gravitron), adaptations for using
Nu-Step, elliptical bikes, treadmill,
recumbent bikes and arm/leg
cyles, personalized adaptations for
dumbbells, elastic bands, Swiss
balls and various methods to
stimulate greater
NEUROMUSCULAR brain
connections.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


stand 10 or more times in 30
seconds


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of the students who
completed the class without
physical limitations completed 15
or more lifts in 30 seconds


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


15 /15 Students= 100% of students
without limiting physical conditions
were able to sit and stand 10 or
more times in 30 seconds


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


26/31 Students=84% of Students
could explain/demonstrate proper
techniques for physical movement
and use of class machines and
equipment appropriate to their
degenerative disease process.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


27 /27 Students= 100% of students
were capable of lifting 3# or 5#
respectively 15 or more lifts in 30
seconds


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


28 / 31 Students = 90% of students
completed 70% of in-class
workouts


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


28 of 31 students (90%) without
physical limitations were able to sit
and stand 10 or more times in 30
seconds


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog


30 of 30 students, 100%, were able
to sit and stand 10 or more times in
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Course Number Course Name CourseOutcome Name SLO Status Course Outcome Assessment Method Unit Name Result


y 30 seconds(wheelchair and recent
surgery exempt) Assessment
Instrument: Sit, stomp feet and
stand the maximum number of
times possible with physical
limitations.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


42 of 42 students, 100%, without
physical limitation were able to
complete 15 repetitions in 30
seconds with females using 3# and
males using 5# weights.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


45 of 50 students (90%) were able
to demonstrate proper techniques
relative to daily functioning
(standing, sitting, lying, walking,
striding with arm swing, stopping or
speeding up quickly, climbing or
descending stairs) and safe
techniques adapted to disability for
using closed chain equipment (leg
press, hamstring curl, seated row,
lat pulldown, gravitron),
adaptations for using Nu-Step,
elliptical bikes, treadmill,
recumbent bikes and arm/leg cyles,
personalized adaptations for
dumbbells, elastic bands, Swiss
balls and various methods to
stimulate greater
NEUROMUSCULAR brain
connections.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


46 of 47 students (98%)
successfully demonstrated
individually and in small groups
proper techniques relative to daily
functioning (standing, sitting, lying,
walking, striding with arm swing,
stopping or speeding up quickly,
climbing or descending stairs) and
safe techniques adapted to
disability for using closed chain
equipment (leg press, hamstring
curl, seated row, lat pulldown,
gravitron), adaptations for using
Nu-Step, elliptical bikes, treadmill,
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Course Number Course Name CourseOutcome Name SLO Status Course Outcome Assessment Method Unit Name Result


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


recumbent bikes and arm/leg cyles,
personalized adaptations for
dumbbells, elastic bands, Swiss
balls and various methods to
stimulate greater
NEUROMUSCULAR brain
connections.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


47 of 47 students (100%) met the
criteria by completing in-class chair
exercises; Assessment Instrument:
Daily participation assessment in
progressive exercises


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


47 of 47 students who completed
the class demonstrated improved
flexibility, muscular stamina and
general strength as compared to
pre-test / presentation assessment.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


49 of 50 students were able to
meet the criteria by completing 15
or more bicep curl repetitions in 30
seconds Assessment Instrument:
Repetitions completed in 30
seconds by females using 3# and
males using 5# weights


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


All students were able to earn
progress points for performance of
chair exercises


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


All students were able to earn
progress points for performance of
chair exercises.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


All students who completed the
class who did not have a physical
limitation which prevented them
from completing the assessment
were able to sit, stand and stomp
feet as a measurement of agility
and balance.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Greater than 50% showed
improvement, maintenance or
slowed degradation of muscular
strength, endurance, balance, gait
and cardiovascular efficency.


SKY Dept - More than 70% of the students
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Course Number Course Name CourseOutcome Name SLO Status Course Outcome Assessment Method Unit Name Result


Kinesiolog
y


who completed the class without
physical limitations completed 15
or more lifts in 30 seconds


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the 100 students enrolled in
Spring 14 and Fall 15; greater than
80% received a C grade or higher
on exam


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the 51 students enrolled in
Spring 17 and Fall 18; greater than
90% received a C grade or higher
on exam


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the 58 students enrolled in
Spring 18 and Fall 18; greater than
90% received a C grade or higher
on exam


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the 68 students enrolled in
Spring 16 and Fall 17; greater than
90% received a C grade or higher
on exam


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the 80 students enrolled in
Spring 15 and Fall 16; greater than
90% received a C grade or higher
on exam


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 70% of students without
physical limitations were able to
complete 15 or more bicep curl
repititions. Repetitions completed
in 30 seconds by females using 3#
and males using 5# weights


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 70% of the students who
completed the class without
physical limitations were able to sit
and stand 10 or more times in 30
seconds


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 90% of the students who
completed the class without
physical limitations completed 15
or more lifts in 30 seconds


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 90% of the students who
completed the class without
physical limitations were able to sit
and stand 10 or more times in 30
seconds
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Course Number Course Name CourseOutcome Name SLO Status Course Outcome Assessment Method Unit Name Result


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


The majority of students who
completed the class were able to
demonstrate individually and in
small groups of proper techniques
relative to daily functioning
(standing, sitting, lying, walking,
striding with arm swing, stopping or
speeding up quickly, climbing or
descending stairs) and safe
techniques adapted to disability for
using closed chain equipment (leg
press, hamstring curl, seated row,
lat pulldown, gravitron),
adaptations for using Nu-Step,
elliptical bikes, treadmill,
recumbent bikes and arm/leg cyles,
personalized adaptations for
dumbbells, elastic bands, Swiss
balls and various methods to
stimulate greater
NEUROMUSCULAR brain
connections.


Sit and stand for 30 seconds
(wheelchair and recent surgery
exempt)
Assessment Instrument:  Sit, stomp
feet and stand the maximum
number of  times possible with
physical limitations


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100 of the students who completed
the class without physical
limitations were able to sit and
stand 10 or more times in 30
seconds


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of the students who
completed the class without
physical limitations completed 15
or more lifts in 30 seconds


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


15 /15 Students= 100% of students
without limiting physical conditions
were able to sit and stand 10 or
more times in 30 seconds


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


26/31 Students=84% of Students
could explain/demonstrate proper
techniques for physical movement
and use of class machines and
equipment appropriate to their
degenerative disease process.
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


27 /27 Students= 100% of students
were capable of lifting 3# or 5#
respectively 15 or more lifts in 30
seconds


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


28 / 31 Students = 90% of students
completed 70% of in-class
workouts


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


28 of 31 students (90%) without
physical limitations were able to sit
and stand 10 or more times in 30
seconds


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


30 of 30 students, 100%, were able
to sit and stand 10 or more times in
30 seconds(wheelchair and recent
surgery exempt) Assessment
Instrument: Sit, stomp feet and
stand the maximum number of
times possible with physical
limitations.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


42 of 42 students, 100%, without
physical limitation were able to
complete 15 repetitions in 30
seconds with females using 3# and
males using 5# weights.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


45 of 50 students (90%) were able
to demonstrate proper techniques
relative to daily functioning
(standing, sitting, lying, walking,
striding with arm swing, stopping or
speeding up quickly, climbing or
descending stairs) and safe
techniques adapted to disability for
using closed chain equipment (leg
press, hamstring curl, seated row,
lat pulldown, gravitron),
adaptations for using Nu-Step,
elliptical bikes, treadmill,
recumbent bikes and arm/leg cyles,
personalized adaptations for
dumbbells, elastic bands, Swiss
balls and various methods to
stimulate greater
NEUROMUSCULAR brain
connections.
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Course Number Course Name CourseOutcome Name SLO Status Course Outcome Assessment Method Unit Name Result


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


46 of 47 students (98%)
successfully demonstrated
individually and in small groups
proper techniques relative to daily
functioning (standing, sitting, lying,
walking, striding with arm swing,
stopping or speeding up quickly,
climbing or descending stairs) and
safe techniques adapted to
disability for using closed chain
equipment (leg press, hamstring
curl, seated row, lat pulldown,
gravitron), adaptations for using
Nu-Step, elliptical bikes, treadmill,
recumbent bikes and arm/leg cyles,
personalized adaptations for
dumbbells, elastic bands, Swiss
balls and various methods to
stimulate greater
NEUROMUSCULAR brain
connections.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


47 of 47 students (100%) met the
criteria by completing in-class chair
exercises; Assessment Instrument:
Daily participation assessment in
progressive exercises


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


47 of 47 students who completed
the class demonstrated improved
flexibility, muscular stamina and
general strength as compared to
pre-test / presentation assessment.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


49 of 50 students were able to
meet the criteria by completing 15
or more bicep curl repetitions in 30
seconds Assessment Instrument:
Repetitions completed in 30
seconds by females using 3# and
males using 5# weights


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


All students were able to earn
progress points for performance of
chair exercises


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


All students were able to earn
progress points for performance of
chair exercises.
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


All students who completed the
class who did not have a physical
limitation which prevented them
from completing the assessment
were able to sit, stand and stomp
feet as a measurement of agility
and balance.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Greater than 50% showed
improvement, maintenance or
slowed degradation of muscular
strength, endurance, balance, gait
and cardiovascular efficency.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


More than 70% of the students
who completed the class without
physical limitations completed 15
or more lifts in 30 seconds


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the 100 students enrolled in
Spring 14 and Fall 15; greater than
80% received a C grade or higher
on exam


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the 51 students enrolled in
Spring 17 and Fall 18; greater than
90% received a C grade or higher
on exam


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the 58 students enrolled in
Spring 18 and Fall 18; greater than
90% received a C grade or higher
on exam


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the 68 students enrolled in
Spring 16 and Fall 17; greater than
90% received a C grade or higher
on exam


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the 80 students enrolled in
Spring 15 and Fall 16; greater than
90% received a C grade or higher
on exam


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 70% of students without
physical limitations were able to
complete 15 or more bicep curl
repititions. Repetitions completed
in 30 seconds by females using 3#
and males using 5# weights


SKY Dept - Over 70% of the students who
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Course Number Course Name CourseOutcome Name SLO Status Course Outcome Assessment Method Unit Name Result


Kinesiolog
y


completed the class without
physical limitations were able to sit
and stand 10 or more times in 30
seconds


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 90% of the students who
completed the class without
physical limitations completed 15
or more lifts in 30 seconds


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 90% of the students who
completed the class without
physical limitations were able to sit
and stand 10 or more times in 30
seconds


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


The majority of students who
completed the class were able to
demonstrate individually and in
small groups of proper techniques
relative to daily functioning
(standing, sitting, lying, walking,
striding with arm swing, stopping or
speeding up quickly, climbing or
descending stairs) and safe
techniques adapted to disability for
using closed chain equipment (leg
press, hamstring curl, seated row,
lat pulldown, gravitron),
adaptations for using Nu-Step,
elliptical bikes, treadmill,
recumbent bikes and arm/leg cyles,
personalized adaptations for
dumbbells, elastic bands, Swiss
balls and various methods to
stimulate greater
NEUROMUSCULAR brain
connections.


SKY ADAP 359 Balance/Functional
Movement...


Skills and Concepts Active Upon completion of
the course, and in the
absence of a
degenerative disease
process, students will
be able to
demonstrate increased
balance and functional
movement, or in the


Assessment Method:Individual
verbal and kinesthetic testing of
proper techniques for good stride
and gait function, how to balance
on one foot from high to low with
a reach, how to change stride and
direction to avoid falling or
colliding with obstacles.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100 % of the students who can
ambulate without an assistive
measured less than 20 inches in the
shoulder reaches, less than 15
inches in the heel to waist reaches
and not more than five inches
negative touching the toes.
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Course Number Course Name CourseOutcome Name SLO Status Course Outcome Assessment Method Unit Name Result


SKY ADAP 359 Balance/Functional
Movement...


Skills and Concepts Active presence of a
degenerative disease
process, demonstrate
either maintained or
slowed degradation of
balance and functional
movement in areas
where given the
normal course of the
disease, decreased
balance and functional
movement would be
expected.


Assessment Method:Individual
verbal and kinesthetic testing of
proper techniques for good stride
and gait function, how to balance
on one foot from high to low with
a reach, how to change stride and
direction to avoid falling or
colliding with obstacles.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100 % of the students who can
ambulate without an assistive
measured less than 20 inches in the
shoulder reaches, less than 15
inches in the heel to waist reaches
and not more than five inches
negative touching the toes.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of ambulatory students were
able to step 120 or more
steps/complete the two minute
step test


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students capable of
standing unassisted were able to
balance for 10 seconds or longer on
each foot


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students capable of
standing unassisted were able to
balance for 10 seconds or longer on
each foot.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


13/15 Students = 87% of
ambulatory Students improved in
their flexibility


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


15/15 =100% of ambulatory
students were able to lengthen
their stride or widen/narrow their
stride, hop on one foot and quickly
change footwork patterns to adapt
to surfaces changes and
unexpected physical obstacles


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


15/15 Students = 100% of
ambulatory Students were able to
complete the 2 minute test and/or
do 120 steps or more


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


15/15 Students= 100% of Students
were capable of balancing on both
right and left feet for 10 seconds


SKY Dept - 24 of 24 students who could be
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Course Number Course Name CourseOutcome Name SLO Status Course Outcome Assessment Method Unit Name Result


Kinesiolog
y


assessed, 100%, were capabale  of
standing unassisted and balance for
10 seconds or longer on each foot
and / or demonstrate improvement
based on pre-test assessment.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


24 of 28 students successfully
completed the Two Minute
Stepping Cardio Test Assessment. It
is the number of steps in place with
knee lifted half way between the
knee and hip of the standing leg in
two minutes. Ambulatory students
will step 120 or more
steps/complete the two minute
step test


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


29 of 31 students successfully
completed the assessment.
Assessment is Standing Balance30
seconds R/L Assessment
Instrument: Time balanced
consecutively in 30 seconds on R/L
feet where possible. Students
capable of standing unassisted will
be able to balance for 10 seconds
or longer on each foot


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


36 of 36 students successfully
completed  shoulder, hip and
hamstring Flexibility Assessment
(pre and post test) using distance of
finger tips apart/overlapping with R
arm reach over shoulder and L arm
reach behind back followed by L
arm over shoulder and R arm
behind back; distance of R and L
heels from waist for hips; and
number of inches both arms reach
toward or beyond toes


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


36 pof 36 students who could be
assessed, were able to
demonstrated improvement and /
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


or complete 120 or more steps in
the two minute step test. Steps are
considered steps in place with knee
lifted half way between the knee
and hip of the standing leg in two
minutes


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


39 of 39 students successfully
completed verbal and kinesthetic
testing of proper techniques for
good stride and gait function, how
to balance on one foot from high to
low with a reach, how to change
stride and direction to avoid falling
or colliding with obstacles.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


42 of 42 students assessed, 100%,
who could ambulate without an
assistive aid measured less than 20
inches in the shoulder reaches, less
than 15 inches in the heel to waist
reaches and not more than five
inches negative touching the toes.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


43 of 44 students successfully
completed the assessment listed
below.


Presentation/Performance -
Assessment Method:Individual
verbal and kinesthetic testing of
proper techniques for good stride
and gait function, how to balance
on one foot from high to low with a
reach, how to change stride and
direction to avoid falling or colliding
with obstacles.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Less than 70% of students were
able to balance unassisted  for 10
seconds or longer on either foot.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the ambulatory students, 70%
were able to complete 120 steps or
more in a timed assessment.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 70% of students were able to
successfully explain and
demonstrate proper techniques for
gait, stride and balance appropriate
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


to stairs, hills, uneven surfaces and
unexpected obstacles common in
everyday life.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 90 % of the students who can
ambulate without an assistive
measured less than 20 inches in the
shoulder reaches, less than 15
inches in the heel to waist reaches
and not more than five inches
negative touching the toes.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 90% of ambulatory students
were able to step 120 or more
steps/complete the two minute
step test


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 90% of students capable of
standing unassisted were able to
balance for 10 seconds or longer on
each foot


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 95 % of the students who can
ambulate without an assistive
measured less than 20 inches in the
shoulder reaches, less than 15
inches in the heel to waist reaches
and not more than five inches
negative touching the toes.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Slightly more than 85% of students
were able to successfully explain
and demonstrate proper
techniques for gait, stride and
balance appropriate to stairs, hills,
uneven surfaces and unexpected
obstacles common in everyday life


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Slightly more than 90% of students
were able to successfully explain
and demonstrate proper
techniques for gait, stride and
balance appropriate to stairs, hills,
uneven surfaces and unexpected
obstacles common in everyday life


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Slightly more than 95% of students
were able to successfully explain
and demonstrate proper
techniques for gait, stride and
balance appropriate to stairs, hills,
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


uneven surfaces and unexpected
obstacles common in everyday life


Seated Measurement of shoulder,
hip and hamstring Flexibility
Assessment Instrument:  Distance
of finger tips apart/overlapping
with R arm reach over shoulder
and L arm reach behind back
followed by L arm over shoulder
and R arm behind back; distance of
R and L heels from waist for hips;
and number of inches both arms
reach toward or beyond toes


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100 % of the students who can
ambulate without an assistive
measured less than 20 inches in the
shoulder reaches, less than 15
inches in the heel to waist reaches
and not more than five inches
negative touching the toes.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of ambulatory students were
able to step 120 or more
steps/complete the two minute
step test


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students capable of
standing unassisted were able to
balance for 10 seconds or longer on
each foot


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students capable of
standing unassisted were able to
balance for 10 seconds or longer on
each foot.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


13/15 Students = 87% of
ambulatory Students improved in
their flexibility


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


15/15 =100% of ambulatory
students were able to lengthen
their stride or widen/narrow their
stride, hop on one foot and quickly
change footwork patterns to adapt
to surfaces changes and
unexpected physical obstacles


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


15/15 Students = 100% of
ambulatory Students were able to
complete the 2 minute test and/or
do 120 steps or more


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog


15/15 Students= 100% of Students
were capable of balancing on both
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y right and left feet for 10 seconds


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


24 of 24 students who could be
assessed, 100%, were capabale  of
standing unassisted and balance for
10 seconds or longer on each foot
and / or demonstrate improvement
based on pre-test assessment.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


24 of 28 students successfully
completed the Two Minute
Stepping Cardio Test Assessment. It
is the number of steps in place with
knee lifted half way between the
knee and hip of the standing leg in
two minutes. Ambulatory students
will step 120 or more
steps/complete the two minute
step test


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


29 of 31 students successfully
completed the assessment.
Assessment is Standing Balance30
seconds R/L Assessment
Instrument: Time balanced
consecutively in 30 seconds on R/L
feet where possible. Students
capable of standing unassisted will
be able to balance for 10 seconds
or longer on each foot


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


36 of 36 students successfully
completed  shoulder, hip and
hamstring Flexibility Assessment
(pre and post test) using distance of
finger tips apart/overlapping with R
arm reach over shoulder and L arm
reach behind back followed by L
arm over shoulder and R arm
behind back; distance of R and L
heels from waist for hips; and
number of inches both arms reach
toward or beyond toes


SKY Dept - 36 pof 36 students who could be
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Kinesiolog
y


assessed, were able to
demonstrated improvement and /
or complete 120 or more steps in
the two minute step test. Steps are
considered steps in place with knee
lifted half way between the knee
and hip of the standing leg in two
minutes


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


39 of 39 students successfully
completed verbal and kinesthetic
testing of proper techniques for
good stride and gait function, how
to balance on one foot from high to
low with a reach, how to change
stride and direction to avoid falling
or colliding with obstacles.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


42 of 42 students assessed, 100%,
who could ambulate without an
assistive aid measured less than 20
inches in the shoulder reaches, less
than 15 inches in the heel to waist
reaches and not more than five
inches negative touching the toes.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


43 of 44 students successfully
completed the assessment listed
below.


Presentation/Performance -
Assessment Method:Individual
verbal and kinesthetic testing of
proper techniques for good stride
and gait function, how to balance
on one foot from high to low with a
reach, how to change stride and
direction to avoid falling or colliding
with obstacles.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Less than 70% of students were
able to balance unassisted  for 10
seconds or longer on either foot.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the ambulatory students, 70%
were able to complete 120 steps or
more in a timed assessment.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog


Over 70% of students were able to
successfully explain and
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y demonstrate proper techniques for
gait, stride and balance appropriate
to stairs, hills, uneven surfaces and
unexpected obstacles common in
everyday life.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 90 % of the students who can
ambulate without an assistive
measured less than 20 inches in the
shoulder reaches, less than 15
inches in the heel to waist reaches
and not more than five inches
negative touching the toes.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 90% of ambulatory students
were able to step 120 or more
steps/complete the two minute
step test


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 90% of students capable of
standing unassisted were able to
balance for 10 seconds or longer on
each foot


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 95 % of the students who can
ambulate without an assistive
measured less than 20 inches in the
shoulder reaches, less than 15
inches in the heel to waist reaches
and not more than five inches
negative touching the toes.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Slightly more than 85% of students
were able to successfully explain
and demonstrate proper
techniques for gait, stride and
balance appropriate to stairs, hills,
uneven surfaces and unexpected
obstacles common in everyday life


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Slightly more than 90% of students
were able to successfully explain
and demonstrate proper
techniques for gait, stride and
balance appropriate to stairs, hills,
uneven surfaces and unexpected
obstacles common in everyday life


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Slightly more than 95% of students
were able to successfully explain
and demonstrate proper
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


techniques for gait, stride and
balance appropriate to stairs, hills,
uneven surfaces and unexpected
obstacles common in everyday life


Standing Balance30 seconds R/L
Assessment Instrument:  Time
balanced consecutively in 30
seconds on R/L feet where possible


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100 % of the students who can
ambulate without an assistive
measured less than 20 inches in the
shoulder reaches, less than 15
inches in the heel to waist reaches
and not more than five inches
negative touching the toes.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of ambulatory students were
able to step 120 or more
steps/complete the two minute
step test


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students capable of
standing unassisted were able to
balance for 10 seconds or longer on
each foot


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students capable of
standing unassisted were able to
balance for 10 seconds or longer on
each foot.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


13/15 Students = 87% of
ambulatory Students improved in
their flexibility


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


15/15 =100% of ambulatory
students were able to lengthen
their stride or widen/narrow their
stride, hop on one foot and quickly
change footwork patterns to adapt
to surfaces changes and
unexpected physical obstacles


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


15/15 Students = 100% of
ambulatory Students were able to
complete the 2 minute test and/or
do 120 steps or more


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


15/15 Students= 100% of Students
were capable of balancing on both
right and left feet for 10 seconds


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


24 of 24 students who could be
assessed, 100%, were capabale  of
standing unassisted and balance for
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


10 seconds or longer on each foot
and / or demonstrate improvement
based on pre-test assessment.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


24 of 28 students successfully
completed the Two Minute
Stepping Cardio Test Assessment. It
is the number of steps in place with
knee lifted half way between the
knee and hip of the standing leg in
two minutes. Ambulatory students
will step 120 or more
steps/complete the two minute
step test


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


29 of 31 students successfully
completed the assessment.
Assessment is Standing Balance30
seconds R/L Assessment
Instrument: Time balanced
consecutively in 30 seconds on R/L
feet where possible. Students
capable of standing unassisted will
be able to balance for 10 seconds
or longer on each foot


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


36 of 36 students successfully
completed  shoulder, hip and
hamstring Flexibility Assessment
(pre and post test) using distance of
finger tips apart/overlapping with R
arm reach over shoulder and L arm
reach behind back followed by L
arm over shoulder and R arm
behind back; distance of R and L
heels from waist for hips; and
number of inches both arms reach
toward or beyond toes


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


36 pof 36 students who could be
assessed, were able to
demonstrated improvement and /
or complete 120 or more steps in
the two minute step test. Steps are
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


considered steps in place with knee
lifted half way between the knee
and hip of the standing leg in two
minutes


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


39 of 39 students successfully
completed verbal and kinesthetic
testing of proper techniques for
good stride and gait function, how
to balance on one foot from high to
low with a reach, how to change
stride and direction to avoid falling
or colliding with obstacles.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


42 of 42 students assessed, 100%,
who could ambulate without an
assistive aid measured less than 20
inches in the shoulder reaches, less
than 15 inches in the heel to waist
reaches and not more than five
inches negative touching the toes.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


43 of 44 students successfully
completed the assessment listed
below.


Presentation/Performance -
Assessment Method:Individual
verbal and kinesthetic testing of
proper techniques for good stride
and gait function, how to balance
on one foot from high to low with a
reach, how to change stride and
direction to avoid falling or colliding
with obstacles.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Less than 70% of students were
able to balance unassisted  for 10
seconds or longer on either foot.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the ambulatory students, 70%
were able to complete 120 steps or
more in a timed assessment.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 70% of students were able to
successfully explain and
demonstrate proper techniques for
gait, stride and balance appropriate
to stairs, hills, uneven surfaces and
unexpected obstacles common in
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


everyday life.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 90 % of the students who can
ambulate without an assistive
measured less than 20 inches in the
shoulder reaches, less than 15
inches in the heel to waist reaches
and not more than five inches
negative touching the toes.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 90% of ambulatory students
were able to step 120 or more
steps/complete the two minute
step test


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 90% of students capable of
standing unassisted were able to
balance for 10 seconds or longer on
each foot


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 95 % of the students who can
ambulate without an assistive
measured less than 20 inches in the
shoulder reaches, less than 15
inches in the heel to waist reaches
and not more than five inches
negative touching the toes.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Slightly more than 85% of students
were able to successfully explain
and demonstrate proper
techniques for gait, stride and
balance appropriate to stairs, hills,
uneven surfaces and unexpected
obstacles common in everyday life


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Slightly more than 90% of students
were able to successfully explain
and demonstrate proper
techniques for gait, stride and
balance appropriate to stairs, hills,
uneven surfaces and unexpected
obstacles common in everyday life


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Slightly more than 95% of students
were able to successfully explain
and demonstrate proper
techniques for gait, stride and
balance appropriate to stairs, hills,
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


uneven surfaces and unexpected
obstacles common in everyday life


Two Minute Stepping Cardio Test
Assessment Instrument:  Number
of steps in place with knee lifted
half way between the knee and hip
of the standing leg in two minutes


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100 % of the students who can
ambulate without an assistive
measured less than 20 inches in the
shoulder reaches, less than 15
inches in the heel to waist reaches
and not more than five inches
negative touching the toes.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of ambulatory students were
able to step 120 or more
steps/complete the two minute
step test


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students capable of
standing unassisted were able to
balance for 10 seconds or longer on
each foot


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students capable of
standing unassisted were able to
balance for 10 seconds or longer on
each foot.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


13/15 Students = 87% of
ambulatory Students improved in
their flexibility


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


15/15 =100% of ambulatory
students were able to lengthen
their stride or widen/narrow their
stride, hop on one foot and quickly
change footwork patterns to adapt
to surfaces changes and
unexpected physical obstacles


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


15/15 Students = 100% of
ambulatory Students were able to
complete the 2 minute test and/or
do 120 steps or more


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


15/15 Students= 100% of Students
were capable of balancing on both
right and left feet for 10 seconds


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


24 of 24 students who could be
assessed, 100%, were capabale  of
standing unassisted and balance for
10 seconds or longer on each foot
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


and / or demonstrate improvement
based on pre-test assessment.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


24 of 28 students successfully
completed the Two Minute
Stepping Cardio Test Assessment. It
is the number of steps in place with
knee lifted half way between the
knee and hip of the standing leg in
two minutes. Ambulatory students
will step 120 or more
steps/complete the two minute
step test


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


29 of 31 students successfully
completed the assessment.
Assessment is Standing Balance30
seconds R/L Assessment
Instrument: Time balanced
consecutively in 30 seconds on R/L
feet where possible. Students
capable of standing unassisted will
be able to balance for 10 seconds
or longer on each foot


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


36 of 36 students successfully
completed  shoulder, hip and
hamstring Flexibility Assessment
(pre and post test) using distance of
finger tips apart/overlapping with R
arm reach over shoulder and L arm
reach behind back followed by L
arm over shoulder and R arm
behind back; distance of R and L
heels from waist for hips; and
number of inches both arms reach
toward or beyond toes


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


36 pof 36 students who could be
assessed, were able to
demonstrated improvement and /
or complete 120 or more steps in
the two minute step test. Steps are
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


considered steps in place with knee
lifted half way between the knee
and hip of the standing leg in two
minutes


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


39 of 39 students successfully
completed verbal and kinesthetic
testing of proper techniques for
good stride and gait function, how
to balance on one foot from high to
low with a reach, how to change
stride and direction to avoid falling
or colliding with obstacles.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


42 of 42 students assessed, 100%,
who could ambulate without an
assistive aid measured less than 20
inches in the shoulder reaches, less
than 15 inches in the heel to waist
reaches and not more than five
inches negative touching the toes.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


43 of 44 students successfully
completed the assessment listed
below.


Presentation/Performance -
Assessment Method:Individual
verbal and kinesthetic testing of
proper techniques for good stride
and gait function, how to balance
on one foot from high to low with a
reach, how to change stride and
direction to avoid falling or colliding
with obstacles.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Less than 70% of students were
able to balance unassisted  for 10
seconds or longer on either foot.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the ambulatory students, 70%
were able to complete 120 steps or
more in a timed assessment.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 70% of students were able to
successfully explain and
demonstrate proper techniques for
gait, stride and balance appropriate
to stairs, hills, uneven surfaces and
unexpected obstacles common in
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


everyday life.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 90 % of the students who can
ambulate without an assistive
measured less than 20 inches in the
shoulder reaches, less than 15
inches in the heel to waist reaches
and not more than five inches
negative touching the toes.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 90% of ambulatory students
were able to step 120 or more
steps/complete the two minute
step test


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 90% of students capable of
standing unassisted were able to
balance for 10 seconds or longer on
each foot


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 95 % of the students who can
ambulate without an assistive
measured less than 20 inches in the
shoulder reaches, less than 15
inches in the heel to waist reaches
and not more than five inches
negative touching the toes.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Slightly more than 85% of students
were able to successfully explain
and demonstrate proper
techniques for gait, stride and
balance appropriate to stairs, hills,
uneven surfaces and unexpected
obstacles common in everyday life


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Slightly more than 90% of students
were able to successfully explain
and demonstrate proper
techniques for gait, stride and
balance appropriate to stairs, hills,
uneven surfaces and unexpected
obstacles common in everyday life


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Slightly more than 95% of students
were able to successfully explain
and demonstrate proper
techniques for gait, stride and
balance appropriate to stairs, hills,
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


uneven surfaces and unexpected
obstacles common in everyday life


SKY COMB 105.1-3 Jiu Jitsu I-III Physical Fitness and
Endurance


Active Upon successful
completion of the
course students will
demonstrate improved
muscular endurance
and strength related to
Jiu Jitsu through
participation in class
activities


Students will be pre and post
tested for muscular strength and
endurance for the upper body
(push-up), lower body (lunges) and
core (sit-up and planks).


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 90% of students  improved
strength and endurance levels,
absent injury, in all categories 10%
or more from pre-test to post-test


Skills and Techniques Active Upon successful
completion of this
course based on
student level, students
will perform self
defense, grappling and
submission holds in Jiu
Jitsu using proper
technique


Students will complete pre and
post assessment, based on level,
regarding rules, etiquette,
techniques and strategies related
to the practice of Jiu Jitsu


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


All students improved knowledge
on rules and etiquette. Over 90% of
students scored 2.0 or higher (Scale
is 1= poor, 2 = average, 3 =
excellent) on daily assessment of
technique with and without a
partner. Greater weight is given to
activities with a partner.


SKY COMB 301 Beginning Wrestling Skills, Fitness and
Concepts


Active Upon successful
completion of this
course students will:
Demonstrate tactical,
technical, fitness and
motor skills at a basic
level in the sport of
wrestling and use
critical thinking to
apply skills in a
competitive
environment.


Exam: Students will be evaluated
visually using a check-point system
to grade performance (poor,
satisfactory, excellent) on the
proper technique in executing a
drill match at a beginning level.
Assessment will include
performance of the basic take
down, stand up escape, and set-up.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students at the beginning
level improved skills scores to a
level of satisfactory or higher by the
end of the semester


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students at the beginning
level improved skills scores to a
level of satisfactory or higher by the
end of the semester.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students who completed
the course showed improvement in
muscular endurance and the step-
test.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


20 of 22 students shoed
improvement in basic skill levels
based on a three point rating scale.
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Class emphasis is on skill
development and not strategy thus
result is expected.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


20 of 22 students showed improved
body composition and 18 of 22
improved flexibility. The rigor of the
class, at least 2.5 hours of high
intensity activity, was responsible
for results. Students who did not
improve missed too much class due
to injury or personal necessity.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


21 of 22 students successfully
completed the tactical exam with a
grade of 80% or higher. Students
were grouped by weight and skill
level.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


29 of 32 of students who
completed the course showed
improvement in muscular
endurance and the step-test


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


30 of 32 students at the beginning
level improved skills scores to a
level of satisfactory or higher by the
end of the semester


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


30 of 34 of students who
completed the course showed
improvement in muscular
endurance and the step-test


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


All students participating in final
matches were competitive and met
criteria. Students were classified by
weight and assessed on technique
prior to competition


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


All students participating in final
matches were competitive and met
criteria. Students were classified by
weight and assessed on technique
prior to competition.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not offered in 2018-2019


Final: Students will be evaluated SKY Dept - 100% of students at the beginning
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on tactical, technical, fitness and
skills in a live wrestling match
situation based on weight
classification and experience.


Kinesiolog
y


level improved skills scores to a
level of satisfactory or higher by the
end of the semester


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students at the beginning
level improved skills scores to a
level of satisfactory or higher by the
end of the semester.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students who completed
the course showed improvement in
muscular endurance and the step-
test.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


20 of 22 students shoed
improvement in basic skill levels
based on a three point rating scale.
Class emphasis is on skill
development and not strategy thus
result is expected.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


20 of 22 students showed improved
body composition and 18 of 22
improved flexibility. The rigor of the
class, at least 2.5 hours of high
intensity activity, was responsible
for results. Students who did not
improve missed too much class due
to injury or personal necessity.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


21 of 22 students successfully
completed the tactical exam with a
grade of 80% or higher. Students
were grouped by weight and skill
level.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


29 of 32 of students who
completed the course showed
improvement in muscular
endurance and the step-test


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


30 of 32 students at the beginning
level improved skills scores to a
level of satisfactory or higher by the
end of the semester


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


30 of 34 of students who
completed the course showed
improvement in muscular
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


endurance and the step-test


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


All students participating in final
matches were competitive and met
criteria. Students were classified by
weight and assessed on technique
prior to competition


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


All students participating in final
matches were competitive and met
criteria. Students were classified by
weight and assessed on technique
prior to competition.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not offered in 2018-2019


Participation: Students are
evaluated based on the division
instituted Fitness Testing Program
in various categories related to
strength, endurance, efficiency,
flexibility and body composition.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students at the beginning
level improved skills scores to a
level of satisfactory or higher by the
end of the semester


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students at the beginning
level improved skills scores to a
level of satisfactory or higher by the
end of the semester.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students who completed
the course showed improvement in
muscular endurance and the step-
test.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


20 of 22 students shoed
improvement in basic skill levels
based on a three point rating scale.
Class emphasis is on skill
development and not strategy thus
result is expected.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


20 of 22 students showed improved
body composition and 18 of 22
improved flexibility. The rigor of the
class, at least 2.5 hours of high
intensity activity, was responsible
for results. Students who did not
improve missed too
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


much class due to injury or
personal necessity.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


21 of 22 students successfully
completed the tactical exam with a
grade of 80% or higher. Students
were grouped by weight and skill
level.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


29 of 32 of students who
completed the course showed
improvement in muscular
endurance and the step-test


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


30 of 32 students at the beginning
level improved skills scores to a
level of satisfactory or higher by the
end of the semester


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


30 of 34 of students who
completed the course showed
improvement in muscular
endurance and the step-test


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


All students participating in final
matches were competitive and met
criteria. Students were classified by
weight and assessed on technique
prior to competition


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


All students participating in final
matches were competitive and met
criteria. Students were classified by
weight and assessed on technique
prior to competition.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not offered in 2018-2019


SKY COMB 302 Intermediate Wrestling Skills, Concepts and
Fitness


Active Upon successful
completion of this
course students will:
Demonstrate tactical,
technical, fitness and
motor skills at an
advanced level in the
sport of wrestling and
use critical thinking to
apply skills in a


Exam: Students will be evaluated
visually using a check-point system
to grade performance (poor,
satisfactory, excellent) on the
proper technique in executing a
drill match at an intermediate
level. Assessment will include
performance of the intermediate
take down, stand up escape, and
set-up.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


10 of 12 of students were
successful in showing improvement
in cardiovascular efficiency and
muscular endurance
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SKY COMB 302 Intermediate Wrestling Skills, Concepts and
Fitness


Active competitive
environment.


Exam: Students will be evaluated
visually using a check-point system
to grade performance (poor,
satisfactory, excellent) on the
proper technique in executing a
drill match at an intermediate
level. Assessment will include
performance of the intermediate
take down, stand up escape, and
set-up.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


10 of 12 of students were
successful in showing improvement
in cardiovascular efficiency and
muscular endurance


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


10 of 12 students shoed
improvement in basic skill levels
based on a three point rating scale.
Class emphasis is on skill
development and not strategy thus
result is expected.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


10 of 12 students showed improved
body composition and 12 of 12
improved muscular endurance. The
rigor of the class, at least 2.5 hours
of high intensity activity, was
responsible for results. Students
who did not improve missed too
much class due to injury or
personal necessity.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students completing the
course demonstrated improvement
based on visual assessment


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students completing the
course demonstrated improvement
based on visual assessment.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students showed
improvement in the musuclar
strength and step-test assessments.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students were successful
in having a competitive final match.
Students were classified by weight
and technique


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students were successful
in having a competitive final match.
Students were classified by weight
and technique.


SKY Dept - 100% of students were successful
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Kinesiolog
y


in showing improvement in
cardiovascular efficiency and
muscular endurance.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


12 of 12 students successfully
completed the tactical exam with a
grade of 80% or higher. Students
were grouped by weight and skill
level.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


7 of 8 of students were successful
in showing improvement in
cardiovascular efficiency and
muscular endurance


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


8 of 8 students successfully
completed the tactical exam with a
grade of 80% or higher. Students
were grouped by weight and skill
level.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not offered in 2018-2019


Final: Students will be evaluated on
tactical, technical, fitness and skills
in a live wrestling match situation
based on weight classification and
experience.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


10 of 12 of students were
successful in showing improvement
in cardiovascular efficiency and
muscular endurance


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


10 of 12 students shoed
improvement in basic skill levels
based on a three point rating scale.
Class emphasis is on skill
development and not strategy thus
result is expected.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


10 of 12 students showed improved
body composition and 12 of 12
improved muscular endurance. The
rigor of the class, at least 2.5 hours
of high intensity activity, was
responsible for results. Students
who did not improve missed too
much class due to injury or
personal necessity.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students completing the
course demonstrated improvement
based on visual assessment
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students completing the
course demonstrated improvement
based on visual assessment.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students showed
improvement in the musuclar
strength and step-test assessments.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students were successful
in having a competitive final match.
Students were classified by weight
and technique


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students were successful
in having a competitive final match.
Students were classified by weight
and technique.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students were successful
in showing improvement in
cardiovascular efficiency and
muscular endurance.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


12 of 12 students successfully
completed the tactical exam with a
grade of 80% or higher. Students
were grouped by weight and skill
level.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


7 of 8 of students were successful
in showing improvement in
cardiovascular efficiency and
muscular endurance


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


8 of 8 students successfully
completed the tactical exam with a
grade of 80% or higher. Students
were grouped by weight and skill
level.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not offered in 2018-2019


Participation: Students are
evaluated based on the division
instituted Fitness Testing Program
in various categories related to
strength, endurance, efficiency,
flexibility and body composition.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


10 of 12 of students were
successful in showing improvement
in cardiovascular efficiency and
muscular endurance


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog


10 of 12 students shoed
improvement in basic skill levels
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y based on a three point rating scale.
Class emphasis is on skill
development and not strategy thus
result is expected.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


10 of 12 students showed improved
body composition and 12 of 12
improved muscular endurance. The
rigor of the class, at least 2.5 hours
of high intensity activity, was
responsible for results. Students
who did not improve missed too
much class due to injury or
personal necessity.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students completing the
course demonstrated improvement
based on visual assessment


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students completing the
course demonstrated improvement
based on visual assessment.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students showed
improvement in the musuclar
strength and step-test assessments.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students were successful
in having a competitive final match.
Students were classified by weight
and technique


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students were successful
in having a competitive final match.
Students were classified by weight
and technique.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students were successful
in showing improvement in
cardiovascular efficiency and
muscular endurance.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


12 of 12 students successfully
completed the tactical exam with a
grade of 80% or higher. Students
were grouped by weight and skill
level.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


7 of 8 of students were successful
in showing improvement in
cardiovascular efficiency and
muscular endurance
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


8 of 8 students successfully
completed the tactical exam with a
grade of 80% or higher. Students
were grouped by weight and skill
level.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not offered in 2018-2019


SKY COMB 404 Beginning Shotokan
Karate


Skills, Concepts and
Fitness


Active Demonstrate the
fundamental skills,
knowledge, concepts
and vocabulary used in
the practice of
Shotokan Karate to
perform and progress
at a beginning level in
this art.


A final exam on the 10 basic
blocking, punching and kicking
techniques.  Students will be
evaluated on a 10 point scale.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


 90% of the students who
completed the course had a rating
above 6.0 as an average score.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students improved in the
muscular endurance and step-test
categories.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


15 of 16 Students = 94 % of
Students received a score of 6 or
higher on the exam rating student
skills in competition based on level.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


15 of 18 students improved
flexibility and 16 of 18 students
improved muscular endurance
using results from the pre and post
test from PEEP


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


16 of 16 Students = 100 % of
Students received a score of 6 or
higher on the exam on blocking,
punching and kicking techniques.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


16 of 17 students received a score
of 6 or higher on the  final exam.
The final exam consisted of an
assessment on the individual
performance of the Shotokan Kata
appropriate to the students skill
level. Students were evaluated on a
10 point scale.


SKY Dept - 17 of 17 students received a score
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Kinesiolog
y


of 6 or higher on the exam. The
exam consisted of the following:


A final exam on the 10 basic
blocking, punching and kicking
techniques. Students will be
evaluated on a 10 point scale.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


18 or 21 students seperated by
level demonstrated proficiency (C
or higher performance) of the
Shotokan Kata


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


90% of the students who
completed the course rated above
6.0 as an average score.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


All 21 students who completed the
class showed improvement in at
least two of five fitness areas based
on the pre-test v. post-test. Most
students showed improvement in
muscular endurance and flexibility.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Assessment Method: Final Exam -
Basics
A final exam on the 10 basic
blocking, punching and kicking
techniques.  Students will be
evaluated on a 10 point scale.


Success Criterion:
70% of the students who complete
the course will rate above 6.0 as an
average score.


Results: 14 of 15 Students or 93%
scored 6.0 or higher on the exam.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not offered in 16-17


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not offered in 17-18


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not offered in 2018-2019
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the 21 students who completed
the course 16 were able to
complete the 10 basic blocking,
punching and kicking techniques
with a 6 or higher rating on the 10
point rubric.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% of the students who
completed the course had a rating
above 6.0 as an average score.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% of the students who
completed the course rated above
6.0 as an average score


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Results:  16 of 16 Students = 100%
of Students improved their
flexibility.
Results:  14 of 16 Students = 88% of
Students improved their muscular
endurance.


A final exam on the individual
performance of the Shotokan Kata
appropriate to the student?s skill
level.  Students will be evaluated
on a 10 point scale.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


 90% of the students who
completed the course had a rating
above 6.0 as an average score.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students improved in the
muscular endurance and step-test
categories.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


15 of 16 Students = 94 % of
Students received a score of 6 or
higher on the exam rating student
skills in competition based on level.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


15 of 18 students improved
flexibility and 16 of 18 students
improved muscular endurance
using results from the pre and post
test from PEEP


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


16 of 16 Students = 100 % of
Students received a score of 6 or
higher on the exam on blocking,
punching and kicking techniques.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


16 of 17 students received a score
of 6 or higher on the  final exam.
The final exam consisted of an
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


assessment on the individual
performance of the Shotokan Kata
appropriate to the students skill
level. Students were evaluated on a
10 point scale.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


17 of 17 students received a score
of 6 or higher on the exam. The
exam consisted of the following:


A final exam on the 10 basic
blocking, punching and kicking
techniques. Students will be
evaluated on a 10 point scale.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


18 or 21 students seperated by
level demonstrated proficiency (C
or higher performance) of the
Shotokan Kata


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


90% of the students who
completed the course rated above
6.0 as an average score.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


All 21 students who completed the
class showed improvement in at
least two of five fitness areas based
on the pre-test v. post-test. Most
students showed improvement in
muscular endurance and flexibility.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Assessment Method: Final Exam -
Basics
A final exam on the 10 basic
blocking, punching and kicking
techniques.  Students will be
evaluated on a 10 point scale.


Success Criterion:
70% of the students who complete
the course will rate above 6.0 as an
average score.


Results: 14 of 15 Students or 93%
scored 6.0 or higher on the exam.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not offered in 16-17
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not offered in 17-18


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not offered in 2018-2019


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the 21 students who completed
the course 16 were able to
complete the 10 basic blocking,
punching and kicking techniques
with a 6 or higher rating on the 10
point rubric.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% of the students who
completed the course had a rating
above 6.0 as an average score.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% of the students who
completed the course rated above
6.0 as an average score


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Results:  16 of 16 Students = 100%
of Students improved their
flexibility.
Results:  14 of 16 Students = 88% of
Students improved their muscular
endurance.


Pre and Post Fitness test
administered by the division.
Students will be evaluated on
improvement.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


 90% of the students who
completed the course had a rating
above 6.0 as an average score.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students improved in the
muscular endurance and step-test
categories.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


15 of 16 Students = 94 % of
Students received a score of 6 or
higher on the exam rating student
skills in competition based on level.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


15 of 18 students improved
flexibility and 16 of 18 students
improved muscular endurance
using results from the pre and post
test from PEEP


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog


16 of 16 Students = 100 % of
Students received a score of 6 or
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y higher on the exam on blocking,
punching and kicking techniques.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


16 of 17 students received a score
of 6 or higher on the  final exam.
The final exam consisted of an
assessment on the individual
performance of the Shotokan Kata
appropriate to the students skill
level. Students were evaluated on a
10 point scale.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


17 of 17 students received a score
of 6 or higher on the exam. The
exam consisted of the following:


A final exam on the 10 basic
blocking, punching and kicking
techniques. Students will be
evaluated on a 10 point scale.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


18 or 21 students seperated by
level demonstrated proficiency (C
or higher performance) of the
Shotokan Kata


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


90% of the students who
completed the course rated above
6.0 as an average score.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


All 21 students who completed the
class showed improvement in at
least two of five fitness areas based
on the pre-test v. post-test. Most
students showed improvement in
muscular endurance and flexibility.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Assessment Method: Final Exam -
Basics
A final exam on the 10 basic
blocking, punching and kicking
techniques.  Students will be
evaluated on a 10 point scale.


Success Criterion:
70% of the students who complete
the course will rate above 6.0 as an
average score.


Results: 14 of 15 Students or 93%
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


scored 6.0 or higher on the exam.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not offered in 16-17


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not offered in 17-18


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not offered in 2018-2019


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the 21 students who completed
the course 16 were able to
complete the 10 basic blocking,
punching and kicking techniques
with a 6 or higher rating on the 10
point rubric.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% of the students who
completed the course had a rating
above 6.0 as an average score.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% of the students who
completed the course rated above
6.0 as an average score


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Results:  16 of 16 Students = 100%
of Students improved their
flexibility.
Results:  14 of 16 Students = 88% of
Students improved their muscular
endurance.


SKY DANC 100 Dance Appreciation Culture and History Active Understanding of the
cultural and historical
events that led to the
development of Ballet,
Jazz, Modern, Tap and
Musical Theater
Dance.


A)   Quizzes & Final Exam: Students
answer multiple-choice and short-
answer questions to identify
dancers and dances within their
historical, cultural and stylistic
contexts.


SKY Dept -
Dance


 Students posted reactions and
descriptions of the videos watched
in class. Forum postings are graded
for content and effective analysis
and description.Slightly more than
80% of the students received a
grade of 70% or higher on their
Forum posts.


SKY Dept -
Dance


70% (14/20) of students received a
grade of 70% or higher on their
Forum posts.Forum postings are
graded for content and effective
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SKY Dept -
Dance


analysis and description.


SKY Dept -
Dance


88% (15/17) Final exams received a
grade of 70% or higher.Students
answer multiple-choice and short-
answer questions to identify
dancers and dances within their
historical, cultural and stylistic
contexts.


SKY Dept -
Dance


94% (16/17) Students received a
grade of 70% or higher on their
essay.Students write a paper on a
historically important person or
performance in dance history.
Papers are graded on the student's
ability to describe and compare the
movement style in the context of
dance history. Students complete a
peer-review process of their rough
drafts to ensure that they are
successful.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Students answered multiple-choice
and short-answer questions to
identify dancers and dances within
their historical, cultural and stylistic
contexts. More than 70% of the
students scored 70% or higher


SKY Dept -
Dance


Students answered multiple-choice
and short-answer questions to
identify dancers and dances within
their historical, cultural and stylistic
contexts. Slightly less than 70% of
the students scored 70% or higher.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Students answered multiple-choice
and short-answer questions to
identify dancers and dances within
their historical, cultural and stylistic
contexts.Slightly more than 50% of
the students scored 70% or higher.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Students answered multiple-choice
and short-answer questions to
identify dancers and dances within
their historical, cultural and stylistic
contexts.Slightly more than 60% of
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SKY Dept -
Dance


the students scored 70% or higher


SKY Dept -
Dance


Students answered multiple-choice
and short-answer questions to
identify dancers and dances within
their historical, cultural and stylistic
contexts.Slightly more than 60% of
the students scored 70% or higher.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Students improved on this over
past semesters. Slightly more than
70% successfully wrote a paper on
a historically important person or
performance in dance history.
Papers are graded on the student's
ability to describe and compare the
movement style in the context of
dance history. Students complete a
peer-review process of their rough
drafts to ensure that they are
successful.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Students posted reactions and
descriptions of the videos watched
in class. Forum postings are graded
for content and effective analysis
and description.Slightly more than
70% of the students received a
grade of 70% or higher on their
Forum posts.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Students posted reactions and
descriptions of the videos watched
in class. Forum postings are graded
for content and effective analysis
and description.Slightly more than
80% of the students received a
grade of 70% or higher on their
Forum posts.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Students wrote papers on a
historically important person or
performance in dance history.
Papers were graded on the
student's ability to describe and
compare the movement style in the
context of dance history. Students
completed a peer-review process of
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SKY Dept -
Dance


their rough drafts to ensure that
they are successful. Slightly more
than 70% of students received a
grade of 70% or higher on their
essay.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Students wrote papers on a
historically important person or
performance in dance history.
Papers were graded on the
student's ability to describe and
compare the movement style in the
context of dance history. Students
completed a peer-review process of
their rough drafts to ensure that
they are successful. Slightly more
than 75% of students received a
grade of 70% or higher on their
essay.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Students wrote papers on a
historically important person or
performance in dance history.
Papers were graded on the
student's ability to describe and
compare the movement style in the
context of dance history. Students
completed a peer-review process of
their rough drafts to ensure that
they are successful. Slightly more
than 80% of students received a
grade of 70% or higher on their
essay.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Students wrote papers on a
historically important person or
performance in dance history.
Papers were graded on the
student's ability to describe and
compare the movement style in the
context of dance history. Students
completed a peer-review process of
their rough drafts to ensure that
they are successful.Slightly less
than 70% of students received a
grade of 70% or higher on their
essay.
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B)   Midterm/Final Paper: Students
write a paper on a historically
important person or performance
in dance history.  Papers are
graded on the student's ability to
describe and compare the
movement style in the context of
dance history.  Students complete
a peer-review process of their
rough drafts to ensure that they
are successful.


SKY Dept -
Dance


 Students posted reactions and
descriptions of the videos watched
in class. Forum postings are graded
for content and effective analysis
and description.Slightly more than
80% of the students received a
grade of 70% or higher on their
Forum posts.


SKY Dept -
Dance


70% (14/20) of students received a
grade of 70% or higher on their
Forum posts.Forum postings are
graded for content and effective
analysis and description.


SKY Dept -
Dance


88% (15/17) Final exams received a
grade of 70% or higher.Students
answer multiple-choice and short-
answer questions to identify
dancers and dances within their
historical, cultural and stylistic
contexts.


SKY Dept -
Dance


94% (16/17) Students received a
grade of 70% or higher on their
essay.Students write a paper on a
historically important person or
performance in dance history.
Papers are graded on the student's
ability to describe and compare the
movement style in the context of
dance history. Students complete a
peer-review process of their rough
drafts to ensure that they are
successful.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Students answered multiple-choice
and short-answer questions to
identify dancers and dances within
their historical, cultural and stylistic
contexts. More than 70% of the
students scored 70% or higher


SKY Dept -
Dance


Students answered multiple-choice
and short-answer questions to
identify dancers and dances within
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SKY Dept -
Dance


their historical, cultural and stylistic
contexts. Slightly less than 70% of
the students scored 70% or higher.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Students answered multiple-choice
and short-answer questions to
identify dancers and dances within
their historical, cultural and stylistic
contexts.Slightly more than 50% of
the students scored 70% or higher.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Students answered multiple-choice
and short-answer questions to
identify dancers and dances within
their historical, cultural and stylistic
contexts.Slightly more than 60% of
the students scored 70% or higher


SKY Dept -
Dance


Students answered multiple-choice
and short-answer questions to
identify dancers and dances within
their historical, cultural and stylistic
contexts.Slightly more than 60% of
the students scored 70% or higher.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Students improved on this over
past semesters. Slightly more than
70% successfully wrote a paper on
a historically important person or
performance in dance history.
Papers are graded on the student's
ability to describe and compare the
movement style in the context of
dance history. Students complete a
peer-review process of their rough
drafts to ensure that they are
successful.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Students posted reactions and
descriptions of the videos watched
in class. Forum postings are graded
for content and effective analysis
and description.Slightly more than
70% of the students received a
grade of 70% or higher on their
Forum posts.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Students posted reactions and
descriptions of the videos watched
in class. Forum postings are graded
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SKY Dept -
Dance


for content and effective analysis
and description.Slightly more than
80% of the students received a
grade of 70% or higher on their
Forum posts.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Students wrote papers on a
historically important person or
performance in dance history.
Papers were graded on the
student's ability to describe and
compare the movement style in the
context of dance history. Students
completed a peer-review process of
their rough drafts to ensure that
they are successful. Slightly more
than 70% of students received a
grade of 70% or higher on their
essay.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Students wrote papers on a
historically important person or
performance in dance history.
Papers were graded on the
student's ability to describe and
compare the movement style in the
context of dance history. Students
completed a peer-review process of
their rough drafts to ensure that
they are successful. Slightly more
than 75% of students received a
grade of 70% or higher on their
essay.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Students wrote papers on a
historically important person or
performance in dance history.
Papers were graded on the
student's ability to describe and
compare the movement style in the
context of dance history. Students
completed a peer-review process of
their rough drafts to ensure that
they are successful. Slightly more
than 80% of students received a
grade of 70% or higher on their
essay.
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SKY Dept -
Dance


Students wrote papers on a
historically important person or
performance in dance history.
Papers were graded on the
student's ability to describe and
compare the movement style in the
context of dance history. Students
completed a peer-review process of
their rough drafts to ensure that
they are successful.Slightly less
than 70% of students received a
grade of 70% or higher on their
essay.


C)  Forum: Students must post
reactions and descriptions of the
videos watched in class. Forum
postings are graded for content
and effective analysis and
description.


SKY Dept -
Dance


 Students posted reactions and
descriptions of the videos watched
in class. Forum postings are graded
for content and effective analysis
and description.Slightly more than
80% of the students received a
grade of 70% or higher on their
Forum posts.


SKY Dept -
Dance


70% (14/20) of students received a
grade of 70% or higher on their
Forum posts.Forum postings are
graded for content and effective
analysis and description.


SKY Dept -
Dance


88% (15/17) Final exams received a
grade of 70% or higher.Students
answer multiple-choice and short-
answer questions to identify
dancers and dances within their
historical, cultural and stylistic
contexts.


SKY Dept -
Dance


94% (16/17) Students received a
grade of 70% or higher on their
essay.Students write a paper on a
historically important person or
performance in dance history.
Papers are graded on the student's
ability to describe and compare the
movement style in the context of
dance history. Students complete a
peer-review process of their rough
drafts to ensure that they are
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SKY Dept -
Dance


successful.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Students answered multiple-choice
and short-answer questions to
identify dancers and dances within
their historical, cultural and stylistic
contexts. More than 70% of the
students scored 70% or higher


SKY Dept -
Dance


Students answered multiple-choice
and short-answer questions to
identify dancers and dances within
their historical, cultural and stylistic
contexts. Slightly less than 70% of
the students scored 70% or higher.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Students answered multiple-choice
and short-answer questions to
identify dancers and dances within
their historical, cultural and stylistic
contexts.Slightly more than 50% of
the students scored 70% or higher.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Students answered multiple-choice
and short-answer questions to
identify dancers and dances within
their historical, cultural and stylistic
contexts.Slightly more than 60% of
the students scored 70% or higher


SKY Dept -
Dance


Students answered multiple-choice
and short-answer questions to
identify dancers and dances within
their historical, cultural and stylistic
contexts.Slightly more than 60% of
the students scored 70% or higher.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Students improved on this over
past semesters. Slightly more than
70% successfully wrote a paper on
a historically important person or
performance in dance history.
Papers are graded on the student's
ability to describe and compare the
movement style in the context of
dance history. Students complete a
peer-review process of their rough
drafts to ensure that they are
successful.
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SKY Dept -
Dance


Students posted reactions and
descriptions of the videos watched
in class. Forum postings are graded
for content and effective analysis
and description.Slightly more than
70% of the students received a
grade of 70% or higher on their
Forum posts.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Students posted reactions and
descriptions of the videos watched
in class. Forum postings are graded
for content and effective analysis
and description.Slightly more than
80% of the students received a
grade of 70% or higher on their
Forum posts.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Students wrote papers on a
historically important person or
performance in dance history.
Papers were graded on the
student's ability to describe and
compare the movement style in the
context of dance history. Students
completed a peer-review process of
their rough drafts to ensure that
they are successful. Slightly more
than 70% of students received a
grade of 70% or higher on their
essay.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Students wrote papers on a
historically important person or
performance in dance history.
Papers were graded on the
student's ability to describe and
compare the movement style in the
context of dance history. Students
completed a peer-review process of
their rough drafts to ensure that
they are successful. Slightly more
than 75% of students received a
grade of 70% or higher on their
essay.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Students wrote papers on a
historically important person or
performance in dance history.
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SKY Dept -
Dance


Papers were graded on the
student's ability to describe and
compare the movement style in the
context of dance history. Students
completed a peer-review process of
their rough drafts to ensure that
they are successful. Slightly more
than 80% of students received a
grade of 70% or higher on their
essay.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Students wrote papers on a
historically important person or
performance in dance history.
Papers were graded on the
student's ability to describe and
compare the movement style in the
context of dance history. Students
completed a peer-review process of
their rough drafts to ensure that
they are successful.Slightly less
than 70% of students received a
grade of 70% or higher on their
essay.


Dance Styles Active Ability to understand
and describe the major
styles of dance in the
Western world.


Forum: Students must post
reactions and descriptions of the
videos watched in class. Forum
postings are graded for content
and effective analysis and
description.


SKY Dept -
Dance


70% of students (16/20) received a
grade of 70% or higher on their
Forum posts.Students must post
reactions and descriptions of the
videos watched in class. Forum
postings are graded for content and
effective analysis and description.


SKY Dept -
Dance


88% (15/17) Final exams received a
grade of 70% or higher.Students
answer multiple-choice and short-
answer questions to identify
dancers and dances within their
historical, cultural and stylistic
contexts.


SKY Dept -
Dance


94% (16/17) Students received a
grade of 70% or higher on their
essay.Students write a paper on a
historically important person or
performance in dance history.
Papers are graded on the student's
ability to describe and compare the
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SKY Dept -
Dance


movement style in the context of
dance history. Students complete a
peer-review process of their rough
drafts to ensure that they are
successful.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Over 70% of the students who took
all the quizzes and final exam were
able to successfully identify dancers
and dances within their historical,
cultural and stylistic contexts.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Students answered multiple-choice
and short-answer questions to
identify dancers and dances within
their historical, cultural and stylistic
contexts.Slightly more than 60% of
the students scored 70% or higher.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Students answered multiple-choice
and short-answer questions to
identify dancers and dances within
their historical, cultural and stylistic
contexts.Slightly more than 65% of
the students scored 70% or higher.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Students answered multiple-choice
and short-answer questions to
identify dancers and dances within
their historical, cultural and stylistic
contexts.Slightly more than 70% of
the students scored 70% or higher.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Students answered multiple-choice
and short-answer questions to
identify dancers and dances within
their historical, cultural and stylistic
contexts.Slightly more than 80% of
the students scored 70% or higher.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Students posted reactions and
descriptions of the videos watched
in class. Forum postings are graded
for content and effective analysis
and description.Slightly more than
70% of the students received a
grade of 70% or higher on their
Forum posts.


SKY Dept - Students posted reactions and
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Dance descriptions of the videos watched
in class. Forum postings are graded
for content and effective analysis
and description.Slightly more than
80% of the students received a
grade of 70% or higher on their
Forum posts.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Students wrote papers on a
historically important person or
performance in dance history.
Papers were graded on the
student's ability to describe and
compare the movement style in the
context of dance history. Students
completed a peer-review process of
their rough drafts to ensure that
they are successful. More than 70%
of students received a grade of 70%
or higher on their essay.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Students wrote papers on a
historically important person or
performance in dance history.
Papers were graded on the
student's ability to describe and
compare the movement style in the
context of dance history. Students
completed a peer-review process of
their rough drafts to ensure that
they are successful. More than 80%
of students received a grade of 70%
or higher on their essay


SKY Dept -
Dance


Students wrote papers on a
historically important person or
performance in dance history.
Papers were graded on the
student's ability to describe and
compare the movement style in the
context of dance history. Students
completed a peer-review process of
their rough drafts to ensure that
they are successful. Slightly less
than 70% of students received a
grade of 70% or higher on their
essay.
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SKY Dept -
Dance


Students wrote papers on a
historically important person or
performance in dance history.
Papers were graded on the
student's ability to describe and
compare the movement style in the
context of dance history. Students
completed a peer-review process of
their rough drafts to ensure that
they are successful. Slightly more
than 70% of students received a
grade of 70% or higher on their
essay.


Midterm/Final Paper: Students
write a paper on a historically
important person or performance
in dance history.  Papers are
graded on the student's ability to
describe and compare the
movement style in the context of
dance history.  Students complete
a peer-review process of their
rough drafts to ensure that they
are successful.


SKY Dept -
Dance


70% of students (16/20) received a
grade of 70% or higher on their
Forum posts.Students must post
reactions and descriptions of the
videos watched in class. Forum
postings are graded for content and
effective analysis and description.


SKY Dept -
Dance


88% (15/17) Final exams received a
grade of 70% or higher.Students
answer multiple-choice and short-
answer questions to identify
dancers and dances within their
historical, cultural and stylistic
contexts.


SKY Dept -
Dance


94% (16/17) Students received a
grade of 70% or higher on their
essay.Students write a paper on a
historically important person or
performance in dance history.
Papers are graded on the student's
ability to describe and compare the
movement style in the context of
dance history. Students complete a
peer-review process of their rough
drafts to ensure that they are
successful.


SKY Dept - Over 70% of the students who took
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Dance all the quizzes and final exam were
able to successfully identify dancers
and dances within their historical,
cultural and stylistic contexts.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Students answered multiple-choice
and short-answer questions to
identify dancers and dances within
their historical, cultural and stylistic
contexts.Slightly more than 60% of
the students scored 70% or higher.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Students answered multiple-choice
and short-answer questions to
identify dancers and dances within
their historical, cultural and stylistic
contexts.Slightly more than 65% of
the students scored 70% or higher.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Students answered multiple-choice
and short-answer questions to
identify dancers and dances within
their historical, cultural and stylistic
contexts.Slightly more than 70% of
the students scored 70% or higher.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Students answered multiple-choice
and short-answer questions to
identify dancers and dances within
their historical, cultural and stylistic
contexts.Slightly more than 80% of
the students scored 70% or higher.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Students posted reactions and
descriptions of the videos watched
in class. Forum postings are graded
for content and effective analysis
and description.Slightly more than
70% of the students received a
grade of 70% or higher on their
Forum posts.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Students posted reactions and
descriptions of the videos watched
in class. Forum postings are graded
for content and effective analysis
and description.Slightly more than
80% of the students received a
grade of 70% or higher on their
Forum posts.
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SKY Dept -
Dance


Students wrote papers on a
historically important person or
performance in dance history.
Papers were graded on the
student's ability to describe and
compare the movement style in the
context of dance history. Students
completed a peer-review process of
their rough drafts to ensure that
they are successful. More than 70%
of students received a grade of 70%
or higher on their essay.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Students wrote papers on a
historically important person or
performance in dance history.
Papers were graded on the
student's ability to describe and
compare the movement style in the
context of dance history. Students
completed a peer-review process of
their rough drafts to ensure that
they are successful. More than 80%
of students received a grade of 70%
or higher on their essay


SKY Dept -
Dance


Students wrote papers on a
historically important person or
performance in dance history.
Papers were graded on the
student's ability to describe and
compare the movement style in the
context of dance history. Students
completed a peer-review process of
their rough drafts to ensure that
they are successful. Slightly less
than 70% of students received a
grade of 70% or higher on their
essay.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Students wrote papers on a
historically important person or
performance in dance history.
Papers were graded on the
student's ability to describe and
compare the movement style in the
context of dance history. Students
completed a peer-review process of
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SKY Dept -
Dance


their rough drafts to ensure that
they are successful. Slightly more
than 70% of students received a
grade of 70% or higher on their
essay.


Quizzes & Final Exam: Students
answer multiple-choice and short-
answer questions to identify
dancers and dances within their
historical, cultural and stylistic
contexts.


SKY Dept -
Dance


70% of students (16/20) received a
grade of 70% or higher on their
Forum posts.Students must post
reactions and descriptions of the
videos watched in class. Forum
postings are graded for content and
effective analysis and description.


SKY Dept -
Dance


88% (15/17) Final exams received a
grade of 70% or higher.Students
answer multiple-choice and short-
answer questions to identify
dancers and dances within their
historical, cultural and stylistic
contexts.


SKY Dept -
Dance


94% (16/17) Students received a
grade of 70% or higher on their
essay.Students write a paper on a
historically important person or
performance in dance history.
Papers are graded on the student's
ability to describe and compare the
movement style in the context of
dance history. Students complete a
peer-review process of their rough
drafts to ensure that they are
successful.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Over 70% of the students who took
all the quizzes and final exam were
able to successfully identify dancers
and dances within their historical,
cultural and stylistic contexts.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Students answered multiple-choice
and short-answer questions to
identify dancers and dances within
their historical, cultural and stylistic
contexts.Slightly more than 60% of
the students scored 70% or higher.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Students answered multiple-choice
and short-answer questions to
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SKY Dept -
Dance


identify dancers and dances within
their historical, cultural and stylistic
contexts.Slightly more than 65% of
the students scored 70% or higher.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Students answered multiple-choice
and short-answer questions to
identify dancers and dances within
their historical, cultural and stylistic
contexts.Slightly more than 70% of
the students scored 70% or higher.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Students answered multiple-choice
and short-answer questions to
identify dancers and dances within
their historical, cultural and stylistic
contexts.Slightly more than 80% of
the students scored 70% or higher.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Students posted reactions and
descriptions of the videos watched
in class. Forum postings are graded
for content and effective analysis
and description.Slightly more than
70% of the students received a
grade of 70% or higher on their
Forum posts.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Students posted reactions and
descriptions of the videos watched
in class. Forum postings are graded
for content and effective analysis
and description.Slightly more than
80% of the students received a
grade of 70% or higher on their
Forum posts.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Students wrote papers on a
historically important person or
performance in dance history.
Papers were graded on the
student's ability to describe and
compare the movement style in the
context of dance history. Students
completed a peer-review process of
their rough drafts to ensure that
they are successful. More than 70%
of students received a grade of 70%
or higher on their essay.
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SKY Dept -
Dance


Students wrote papers on a
historically important person or
performance in dance history.
Papers were graded on the
student's ability to describe and
compare the movement style in the
context of dance history. Students
completed a peer-review process of
their rough drafts to ensure that
they are successful. More than 80%
of students received a grade of 70%
or higher on their essay


SKY Dept -
Dance


Students wrote papers on a
historically important person or
performance in dance history.
Papers were graded on the
student's ability to describe and
compare the movement style in the
context of dance history. Students
completed a peer-review process of
their rough drafts to ensure that
they are successful. Slightly less
than 70% of students received a
grade of 70% or higher on their
essay.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Students wrote papers on a
historically important person or
performance in dance history.
Papers were graded on the
student's ability to describe and
compare the movement style in the
context of dance history. Students
completed a peer-review process of
their rough drafts to ensure that
they are successful. Slightly more
than 70% of students received a
grade of 70% or higher on their
essay.


testing Inactive testing-- I love sunny
days.


spend fifteen minutes in the sun
and get tanner


SKY Dept -
Dance


criterion met-- yes I am


SKY DANC 102 A Survey of Jazz Dance
from Streets to Stage


Historical, Cultural and
Media Influences


Active Describe the historical
and cultural
interactions between
the creation of a dance


Critique videos of dances from
different productions and compare
those with influences from
vaudeville, film and other forms of


SKY Dept -
Dance


Course not taught in 16-17
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SKY DANC 102 A Survey of Jazz Dance
from Streets to Stage


Historical, Cultural and
Media Influences


Active in musical theater
production and the
performers and
audiences of its time.


Jazz dance SKY Dept -
Dance


Course not taught in 16-17


SKY Dept -
Dance


Course not taught in 17-18


SKY Dept -
Dance


Course not taught in 18-19


Final Exam on course topics
including analysis of productions in
terms of personal reactions and
understanding audience bias and
presumptions


SKY Dept -
Dance


Course not taught in 16-17


SKY Dept -
Dance


Course not taught in 17-18


SKY Dept -
Dance


Course not taught in 18-19


Quizzes, written critiques and short
writing assignments utilizing
identification and analysis for
historical and cultural interactions
between dance, theater and the
type of society that it represents.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Course not taught in 16-17


SKY Dept -
Dance


Course not taught in 17-18


SKY Dept -
Dance


Course not taught in 18-19


Identify Movement
Styles


Active Describe and identify
the influences and
characteristics of
different genres of
dance as they evolved
into a form of Jazz
Dance that is now a
staple of musical
theater.


Critique videos of dances from
different productions and compare
those with influences from
vaudeville, film and other forms of
Jazz dance


SKY Dept -
Dance


Course not taught in 16-17


SKY Dept -
Dance


Course not taught in 17-18


SKY Dept -
Dance


Course not taught in 18-19


Final Exam on course topics
including analysis of productions in


SKY Dept -
Dance


Course not taught in 16-17
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terms of personal reactions and
understanding audience bias and
presumptions.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Course not taught in 16-17


SKY Dept -
Dance


Course not taught in 17-18


SKY Dept -
Dance


Course not taught in 18-19


Quizzes, written critiques and short
writing assignments utilizing
identification and analysis for style,
genre and other influences on
particular productions.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Course not taught in 16-17


SKY Dept -
Dance


Course not taught in 17-18


SKY Dept -
Dance


Course not taught in 18-19


SKY DANC 117.1 Tap Dance I Combinations Active Perform short
combinations of
beginning level steps
for the class in small
groups to demonstrate
coordination,
dexterity, and
rhythmic accuracy.


Assessment Instrument: In-Class
participation points in progressive
exercises


SKY Dept -
Dance


Course not offered in 17-18


SKY Dept -
Dance


Course not taught in 16-17


SKY Dept -
Dance


Course not taught in 18-19


Performance: Students will be
graded on their performance at a
beginning level, integration of
technical skills, and utilization of
cominations and performance
techniques.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Course not offered in 17-18


SKY Dept -
Dance


Course not taught in 16-17


SKY Dept -
Dance


Course not taught in 18-19


Students are asked to perform the
steps they have learned.  Students
receive corrections from the


SKY Dept -
Dance


Course not offered in 17-18
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instructor, and must incorporate
these corrections into their
demonstration.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Course not offered in 17-18


SKY Dept -
Dance


Course not taught in 16-17


SKY Dept -
Dance


Course not taught in 18-19


Steps Active Reproduce beginning
level Tap steps and
technical drills without
prompt from
instructor. Examples
could include: Heel
Drops, Shuffles, Fa-
laps, Stomps, Stamps,
Toe-Heels, etc.


Assessment Instrument: In-Class
participation points in progressive
exercises


SKY Dept -
Dance


Course not offered in 17-18


SKY Dept -
Dance


Course not taught in 16-17


SKY Dept -
Dance


Course not taught in 18-19


Students are asked to perform the
steps they have learned.  Students
receive corrections from the
instructor, and must incorporate
these corrections into their
demonstration.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Course not offered in 17-18


SKY Dept -
Dance


Course not taught in 16-17


SKY Dept -
Dance


Course not taught in 18-19


SKY DANC 117.2 Tap Dance II Combinations Active Perform short
combinations of
intermediate level
steps for the class in
small groups to
demonstrate
coordination,
dexterity, and
rhythmic accuracy.


Assessment Instrument: In-Class
participation points in progressive
exercises


SKY Dept -
Dance


Course not taught in 16-17
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SKY Dept -
Dance


Course not taught in 17-18


Performance: Students will be
graded on their performance at an
intermediate level, integration of
technical skills, and utilization of
cominations and performance
techniques.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Course not taught in 16-17


SKY Dept -
Dance


Course not taught in 17-18


Students are asked to perform the
steps they have learned.  Students
receive corrections from the
instructor, and must incorporate
these corrections into their
demonstration.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Course not taught in 16-17


SKY Dept -
Dance


Course not taught in 17-18


Steps Active Reproduce
intermediate level Tap
steps and technical
drills without prompt
from instructor.
Examples could
include: Irish, Maxie
Ford, Triple Time-
Steps, Charleston,
Rolling Fa-Laps,
Shuffles, etc.


Assessment Instrument: In-Class
participation points in progressive
exercises


SKY Dept -
Dance


Course not taught in 16-17


SKY Dept -
Dance


Course not taught in 17-18


SKY Dept -
Dance


Course not taught in 18-19


Students are asked to perform the
steps they have learned.  Students
receive corrections from the
instructor, and must incorporate
these corrections into their
demonstration.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Course not taught in 16-17


SKY Dept - Course not taught in 17-18
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Dance Course not taught in 17-18


SKY Dept -
Dance


Course not taught in 18-19


SKY DANC 150.1 Hip Hop I Beginning level skills,
patterns, routines and
choreography.


Active Students will
demonstrate the
movement skills
necessary to
accurately understand
and execute beginning
level patterns,
aesthetic qualities,
routines and
choreography in the
hip hop dance
technique. These may
include popping,
locking, break step,
ball change and shuffle
steps.


Assessment Instrument: In-Class
participation points in progressive
exercises appropriate for a
beginning level.


SKY Dept -
Dance


21 of 28 students who enrolled in
the class were able to successfully
receive and incorporate corrections
into their beginning routines from
the instructor. The 21 were able to
do 3 or more corrections. 4 were
able to do at least two corrections.


SKY Dept -
Dance


90% who enrolled in the class were
able to successfully receive and
incorporate corrections into their
beginning / intermediate routines
from the instructor. The 80% were
able to do 3 or more corrections.
90%were able to do at least two
corrections


SKY Dept -
Dance


Of the 28 students who enrolled 23
were able to earn enough points,
based on improvement from
participation, in at least 5 or more
technique areas related to Hip Hop
Dance.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Over 80% of students were able to
earn enough points, based on
improvement from participation, in
at least 5 or more technique areas
related to Hip Hop Dance.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Over 90% of students were able to
earn enough points, based on
improvement from participation, in
at least 5 or more technique areas
related to Hip Hop Dance.
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SKY Dept -
Dance


Over 90% who enrolled in the class
were able to successfully receive
and incorporate corrections into
their beginning / intermediate
routines from the instructor. Over
80% were able to do 3 or more
corrections. Over 90%were able to
do at least two corrections


SKY Dept -
Dance


Students were graded on their final
performance at a beginning level,
integration of technical skills, and
utilization of performance
techniques. 24 of 28 students
demonstrated proficiency at a
beginning level, and improvement
in their use of technical skills, and
performance techniques.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Students were graded on their final
performance at a beginning level,
integration of technical skills, and
utilization of performance
techniques. 83% of students
demonstrated proficiency at a
beginning level, and improvement
in their use of technical skills, and
performance techniques.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Students were graded on their final
performance at a beginning level,
integration of technical skills, and
utilization of performance
techniques. Over 90% of students
demonstrated proficiency at a
beginning level, and improvement
in their use of technical skills, and
performance techniques.


Performance: Students will be
graded on their performance at a
beginning level, integration of
technical skills, and utilization of
performance techniques.


SKY Dept -
Dance


21 of 28 students who enrolled in
the class were able to successfully
receive and incorporate corrections
into their beginning routines from
the instructor. The 21 were able to
do 3 or more corrections. 4 were
able to do at least two corrections.
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SKY Dept -
Dance


90% who enrolled in the class were
able to successfully receive and
incorporate corrections into their
beginning / intermediate routines
from the instructor. The 80% were
able to do 3 or more corrections.
90%were able to do at least two
corrections


SKY Dept -
Dance


Of the 28 students who enrolled 23
were able to earn enough points,
based on improvement from
participation, in at least 5 or more
technique areas related to Hip Hop
Dance.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Over 80% of students were able to
earn enough points, based on
improvement from participation, in
at least 5 or more technique areas
related to Hip Hop Dance.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Over 90% of students were able to
earn enough points, based on
improvement from participation, in
at least 5 or more technique areas
related to Hip Hop Dance.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Over 90% who enrolled in the class
were able to successfully receive
and incorporate corrections into
their beginning / intermediate
routines from the instructor. Over
80% were able to do 3 or more
corrections. Over 90%were able to
do at least two corrections


SKY Dept -
Dance


Students were graded on their final
performance at a beginning level,
integration of technical skills, and
utilization of performance
techniques. 24 of 28 students
demonstrated proficiency at a
beginning level, and improvement
in their use of technical skills, and
performance techniques.


SKY Dept - Students were graded on their final
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Dance performance at a beginning level,
integration of technical skills, and
utilization of performance
techniques. 83% of students
demonstrated proficiency at a
beginning level, and improvement
in their use of technical skills, and
performance techniques.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Students were graded on their final
performance at a beginning level,
integration of technical skills, and
utilization of performance
techniques. Over 90% of students
demonstrated proficiency at a
beginning level, and improvement
in their use of technical skills, and
performance techniques.


Students are asked to perform the
beginning steps they have learned.
Students receive corrections from
the instructor, and must
incorporate these corrections into
their demonstration.


SKY Dept -
Dance


21 of 28 students who enrolled in
the class were able to successfully
receive and incorporate corrections
into their beginning routines from
the instructor. The 21 were able to
do 3 or more corrections. 4 were
able to do at least two corrections.


SKY Dept -
Dance


90% who enrolled in the class were
able to successfully receive and
incorporate corrections into their
beginning / intermediate routines
from the instructor. The 80% were
able to do 3 or more corrections.
90%were able to do at least two
corrections


SKY Dept -
Dance


Of the 28 students who enrolled 23
were able to earn enough points,
based on improvement from
participation, in at least 5 or more
technique areas related to Hip Hop
Dance.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Over 80% of students were able to
earn enough points, based on
improvement from participation, in
at least 5 or more technique areas
related to Hip Hop Dance.


SKY Dept - Over 90% of students were able to
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Dance earn enough points, based on
improvement from participation, in
at least 5 or more technique areas
related to Hip Hop Dance.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Over 90% who enrolled in the class
were able to successfully receive
and incorporate corrections into
their beginning / intermediate
routines from the instructor. Over
80% were able to do 3 or more
corrections. Over 90%were able to
do at least two corrections


SKY Dept -
Dance


Students were graded on their final
performance at a beginning level,
integration of technical skills, and
utilization of performance
techniques. 24 of 28 students
demonstrated proficiency at a
beginning level, and improvement
in their use of technical skills, and
performance techniques.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Students were graded on their final
performance at a beginning level,
integration of technical skills, and
utilization of performance
techniques. 83% of students
demonstrated proficiency at a
beginning level, and improvement
in their use of technical skills, and
performance techniques.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Students were graded on their final
performance at a beginning level,
integration of technical skills, and
utilization of performance
techniques. Over 90% of students
demonstrated proficiency at a
beginning level, and improvement
in their use of technical skills, and
performance techniques.


SKY DANC 150.2 Hip Hop II Intermediate level
skills, patterns,
routines and


Active Students will
demonstrate the
movement skills


Assessment Instrument: In-Class
participation points in progressive
exercises appropriate for an


SKY Dept -
Dance


100% of students demonstrated
proficiency at an intermediate
level, and improvement in their use
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SKY DANC 150.2 Hip Hop II choreography Active necessary to
accurately understand
and execute beginning
level patterns,
aesthetic qualities,
routines and
choreography in the
hip hop dance
technique. These may
include popping,
locking, break step,
ball change and shuffle
steps.


intermediate level. SKY Dept -
Dance


of technical skills, and performance
techniques.


SKY Dept -
Dance


100% of students were able to
demonstrate 5 of 7 technique
exercises successfully


SKY Dept -
Dance


100% of students who completed
the class will be able to perform 3
of 5 corrections at a proficient
level.


SKY Dept -
Dance


No results in 2015-16 to report. No
students took the second level
class.


Performance: Students will be
graded on their performance at an
intermediate level, integration of
technical skills, and utilization of
performance techniques.


SKY Dept -
Dance


100% of students demonstrated
proficiency at an intermediate
level, and improvement in their use
of technical skills, and performance
techniques.


SKY Dept -
Dance


100% of students were able to
demonstrate 5 of 7 technique
exercises successfully


SKY Dept -
Dance


100% of students who completed
the class will be able to perform 3
of 5 corrections at a proficient
level.


SKY Dept -
Dance


No results in 2015-16 to report. No
students took the second level
class.


Students are asked to perform the
intermediate steps they have
learned.  Students receive
corrections from the instructor,


SKY Dept -
Dance


100% of students demonstrated
proficiency at an intermediate
level, and improvement in their use
of technical skills, and performance
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and must incorporate these
corrections into their
demonstration.


SKY Dept -
Dance


techniques.


SKY Dept -
Dance


100% of students were able to
demonstrate 5 of 7 technique
exercises successfully


SKY Dept -
Dance


100% of students who completed
the class will be able to perform 3
of 5 corrections at a proficient
level.


SKY Dept -
Dance


No results in 2015-16 to report. No
students took the second level
class.


SKY DANC 151.1 Social Dance I Beginning level skills,
patterns, routines and
choreography


Active Students will
demonstrate the
movement skills
necessary to
accurately understand
and execute beginning
level patterns,
aesthetic qualities,
routines and
choreography in social
dance technique.
Dances covered may
include the East Coast
Swing, Slow Waltz, Fox
Trot, Night Club Two-
Step, Tango, Foxtrot,
Rumba, Merengue and
Salsa.


 In-Class participation points in
progressive dance techniques in at
least two different types of social
dance appropriate for a beginning
level.


SKY Dept -
Dance


100% of students enrolled in the
class were able to successfully
receive and incorporate corrections
into their beginning routines from
the instructor.


SKY Dept -
Dance


100% of students were able to earn
enough points, based on
improvement from participation, in
at least 2 or more types of Social
Dance


SKY Dept -
Dance


Students were graded on their final
performance at a beginning level,
integration of technical skills, and
utilization of performance
techniques. 100% demonstrated
proficiency at a beginning level, and
improvement in their use of
technical skills, and performance
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SKY Dept -
Dance


techniques.


Students are asked to perform the
beginning steps they have learned
in one form of social dance.
Students receive corrections from
the instructor, and must
incorporate these corrections into
their choreography and
performance in their final
performance of the semester.


SKY Dept -
Dance


100% of students enrolled in the
class were able to successfully
receive and incorporate corrections
into their beginning routines from
the instructor.


SKY Dept -
Dance


100% of students were able to earn
enough points, based on
improvement from participation, in
at least 2 or more types of Social
Dance


SKY Dept -
Dance


Students were graded on their final
performance at a beginning level,
integration of technical skills, and
utilization of performance
techniques. 100% demonstrated
proficiency at a beginning level, and
improvement in their use of
technical skills, and performance
techniques.


Students will be graded on their
performance at a beginning level,
integration of technical skills, and
utilization of performance
techniques


SKY Dept -
Dance


100% of students enrolled in the
class were able to successfully
receive and incorporate corrections
into their beginning routines from
the instructor.


SKY Dept -
Dance


100% of students were able to earn
enough points, based on
improvement from participation, in
at least 2 or more types of Social
Dance


SKY Dept -
Dance


Students were graded on their final
performance at a beginning level,
integration of technical skills, and
utilization of performance
techniques. 100% demonstrated
proficiency at a beginning level, and
improvement in their use of
technical skills, and performance
techniques.
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SKY DANC 151.2 Social Dance II Intermediate level
skills, patterns,
routines and
choreography


Active Students will
demonstrate the
movement skills
necessary to
accurately understand
and execute
intermediate level
patterns, aesthetic
qualities, routines and
choreography in social
dance technique.
Dances covered may
include the East Coast
Swing, Slow Waltz, Fox
Trot, Night Club Two-
Step, Tango, Foxtrot,
Rumba, Merengue and
Salsa.


 Students will be graded on their
performance at an intermediate
level, integration of technical skills,
and utilization of performance
techniques


SKY Dept -
Dance


100% of students completed in-
Class participation points in
progressive dance techniques in at
least two different types of social
dance appropriate for an
intermediate level.


SKY Dept -
Dance


100% of students enrolled in the
class were able to successfully
receive and incorporate corrections
into their intermediate routines
from the instructor.


SKY Dept -
Dance


In-Class participation points in
progressive dance techniques in at
least two different types of social
dance appropriate for an
intermediate level.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Students were graded on their final
performance at an intermediate
level, integration of technical skills,
and utilization of performance
techniques. 100% demonstrated
proficiency at an intermediate
level, and improvement in their use
of technical skills, and performance
techniques


SKY Dept -
Dance


Students were graded on their final
performance at an intermediate
level, integration of technical skills,
and utilization of performance
techniques. 100% demonstrated
proficiency at an intermediate
level, and improvement in their use
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SKY Dept -
Dance


of technical skills, and performance
techniques.


In-Class participation points in
progressive dance techniques in at
least two different types of social
dance appropriate for an
intermediate level.


SKY Dept -
Dance


100% of students completed in-
Class participation points in
progressive dance techniques in at
least two different types of social
dance appropriate for an
intermediate level.


SKY Dept -
Dance


100% of students enrolled in the
class were able to successfully
receive and incorporate corrections
into their intermediate routines
from the instructor.


SKY Dept -
Dance


In-Class participation points in
progressive dance techniques in at
least two different types of social
dance appropriate for an
intermediate level.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Students were graded on their final
performance at an intermediate
level, integration of technical skills,
and utilization of performance
techniques. 100% demonstrated
proficiency at an intermediate
level, and improvement in their use
of technical skills, and performance
techniques


SKY Dept -
Dance


Students were graded on their final
performance at an intermediate
level, integration of technical skills,
and utilization of performance
techniques. 100% demonstrated
proficiency at an intermediate
level, and improvement in their use
of technical skills, and performance
techniques.


Students are asked to perform the
intermediate steps they have
learned in one form of social
dance. Students receive
corrections from the instructor,
and must incorporate these
corrections into their
choreography and performance in


SKY Dept -
Dance


100% of students completed in-
Class participation points in
progressive dance techniques in at
least two different types of social
dance appropriate for an
intermediate level.
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their final performance of the
semester.


SKY Dept -
Dance


100% of students completed in-
Class participation points in
progressive dance techniques in at
least two different types of social
dance appropriate for an
intermediate level.


SKY Dept -
Dance


100% of students enrolled in the
class were able to successfully
receive and incorporate corrections
into their intermediate routines
from the instructor.


SKY Dept -
Dance


In-Class participation points in
progressive dance techniques in at
least two different types of social
dance appropriate for an
intermediate level.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Students were graded on their final
performance at an intermediate
level, integration of technical skills,
and utilization of performance
techniques. 100% demonstrated
proficiency at an intermediate
level, and improvement in their use
of technical skills, and performance
techniques


SKY Dept -
Dance


Students were graded on their final
performance at an intermediate
level, integration of technical skills,
and utilization of performance
techniques. 100% demonstrated
proficiency at an intermediate
level, and improvement in their use
of technical skills, and performance
techniques.


SKY DANC 151.3 Social Dance III Advanced /
Intermediate level
skills, patterns,
routines and
choreography


Active Students will
demonstrate the
movement skills
necessary to
accurately understand
and execute advanced
/ intermediate level
patterns, aesthetic
qualities, routines and
choreography in social


In-Class participation points in
progressive dance techniques in at
least two different types of social
dance appropriate for an advanced
intermediate level.


SKY Dept -
Dance


100% of students enrolled in the
class were able to successfully
receive and incorporate corrections
into their advanced intermediate
routines from the instructor.
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SKY DANC 151.3 Social Dance III Advanced /
Intermediate level
skills, patterns,
routines and
choreography


Active dance technique.
Dances covered may
include the East Coast
Swing, Slow Waltz, Fox
Trot, Night Club Two-
Step, Tango, Foxtrot,
Rumba, Merengue and
Salsa.


In-Class participation points in
progressive dance techniques in at
least two different types of social
dance appropriate for an advanced
intermediate level.


SKY Dept -
Dance


100% of students enrolled in the
class were able to successfully
receive and incorporate corrections
into their advanced intermediate
routines from the instructor.


SKY Dept -
Dance


100% of students were able to earn
enough points, based on
improvement from participation, in
at least 2 or more types of Social
Dance


SKY Dept -
Dance


Students were graded on their final
performance at an advanced
intermediate level, integration of
technical skills, and utilization of
performance techniques. 100%
demonstrated proficiency at an
advanced intermediate level, and
improvement in their use of
technical skills, and performance
techniques.


Students are asked to perform the
advanced intermediate steps they
have learned in one form of social
dance. Students receive
corrections from the instructor,
and must incorporate these
corrections into their
choreography and performance in
their final performance of the
semester.


SKY Dept -
Dance


100% of students enrolled in the
class were able to successfully
receive and incorporate corrections
into their advanced intermediate
routines from the instructor.


SKY Dept -
Dance


100% of students were able to earn
enough points, based on
improvement from participation, in
at least 2 or more types of Social
Dance


SKY Dept -
Dance


Students were graded on their final
performance at an advanced
intermediate level, integration of
technical skills, and utilization of
performance techniques. 100%
demonstrated proficiency at an
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SKY Dept -
Dance


advanced intermediate level, and
improvement in their use of
technical skills, and performance
techniques.


Students will be graded on their
performance at an advanced
intermediate level, integration of
technical skills, and utilization of
performance techniques


SKY Dept -
Dance


100% of students enrolled in the
class were able to successfully
receive and incorporate corrections
into their advanced intermediate
routines from the instructor.


SKY Dept -
Dance


100% of students were able to earn
enough points, based on
improvement from participation, in
at least 2 or more types of Social
Dance


SKY Dept -
Dance


Students were graded on their final
performance at an advanced
intermediate level, integration of
technical skills, and utilization of
performance techniques. 100%
demonstrated proficiency at an
advanced intermediate level, and
improvement in their use of
technical skills, and performance
techniques.


SKY DANC 161 Tango Argentino 1) Tango elements Active Demonstrate an
understanding of
beginning Argentine
Tango elements and
techniques through
improvisation with
appropriate balance,
posture, connection
and positioning of the
dance frame (the
embrace).


A) Midterm exam pertaining to
social etiquette of Tango, floor
craft, balance, and the importance
of positions and posture.


SKY Dept -
Dance


86% of students scored 70% or
better on a mid term exam


SKY Dept -
Dance


91% of students responded
positively to at least 70% of survey
questions


SKY Dept -
Dance


97 % of students scored a 70% or
better. Exam - A) Midterm exam
pertaining to social etiquette of
Tango, floor craft, balance, and the
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SKY Dept -
Dance


importance of positions and
posture.


SKY Dept -
Dance


97% of students responded
positively to survey
questions.Survey - C) Survey-
student self-assessment on
confidence, ability, and their class
experience with Argentine Tango


SKY Dept -
Dance


97% of students who completed
the pre and post test scored 5 or
more points on
rubric.Presentation/Performance -
B) Final in-class demonstration of
Argentine Tango skills, musicality,
and etiquette using an 8 point
rubric.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Final in-class demonstration of
Argentine Tango skills, musicality,
and etiquette using an 8 point
rubric was administered. 100% of
the students received a passing
grade


SKY Dept -
Dance


Final in-class demonstration of
Argentine Tango skills, musicality,
and etiquette using an 8 point
rubric was administered. 100% of
the students received a passing
grade.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Final in-class demonstration of
Argentine Tango skills, musicality,
and etiquette using an 8 point
rubric was administered. Slightly
more than 80% of the students
received a passing grade.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Midterm exam pertaining to social
etiquette of Tango, floor craft,
balance, and the importance of
positions and posture was
administered. 100% of students
passed the exam.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Midterm exam pertaining to social
etiquette of Tango, floor craft,
balance, and the importance of
positions and posture was
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SKY Dept -
Dance


administered. Slightly more than
80% of students passed the exam.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Of the 14 students who completed
the class, 100% expressed on their
self-assessment the impression that
their skills, knowledge, confidence
and ability had improved based on
their class experience.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Of the 14 students who completed
the class, 100% received an
excellent rating (7+) based on their
final in class demonstrationof
Argentine Tango skills, musicality,
and etiquette using an 8 point
rubric.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Of the 14 students who took the
exam, 100% received a grade of
70% or higher on mid-term exam
pertaining to social etiquette of
Tango, floor craft, balance, and the
importance of positions and
posture.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Of the 16 students who completed
the class, 11 expressed on their
self-assessment the impression that
their skills, knowledge, confidence
and ability had improved based on
their class experience.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Of the 16 students who completed
the class, 13 received an excellent
rating (7+) based on their final in
class demonstrationof Argentine
Tango skills, musicality, and
etiquette using an 8 point rubric.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Of the 16 students who took the
exam, 100% received a grade of
70% or higher on mid-term exam
pertaining to social etiquette of
Tango, floor craft, balance, and the
importance of positions and
posture.


SKY Dept - Survey- student self-assessment on
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Dance confidence, ability, and their class
experience with Argentine Tango
was administered. 100% of
students felt then had improved
skills, knowledge and
understanding.


B) Final in-class demonstration of
Argentine Tango skills, musicality,
and etiquette using an 8 point
rubric.


SKY Dept -
Dance


86% of students scored 70% or
better on a mid term exam


SKY Dept -
Dance


91% of students responded
positively to at least 70% of survey
questions


SKY Dept -
Dance


97 % of students scored a 70% or
better. Exam - A) Midterm exam
pertaining to social etiquette of
Tango, floor craft, balance, and the
importance of positions and
posture.


SKY Dept -
Dance


97% of students responded
positively to survey
questions.Survey - C) Survey-
student self-assessment on
confidence, ability, and their class
experience with Argentine Tango


SKY Dept -
Dance


97% of students who completed
the pre and post test scored 5 or
more points on
rubric.Presentation/Performance -
B) Final in-class demonstration of
Argentine Tango skills, musicality,
and etiquette using an 8 point
rubric.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Final in-class demonstration of
Argentine Tango skills, musicality,
and etiquette using an 8 point
rubric was administered. 100% of
the students received a passing
grade


SKY Dept -
Dance


Final in-class demonstration of
Argentine Tango skills, musicality,
and etiquette using an 8 point
rubric was administered. 100% of
the students received a passing
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SKY Dept -
Dance


grade.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Final in-class demonstration of
Argentine Tango skills, musicality,
and etiquette using an 8 point
rubric was administered. Slightly
more than 80% of the students
received a passing grade.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Midterm exam pertaining to social
etiquette of Tango, floor craft,
balance, and the importance of
positions and posture was
administered. 100% of students
passed the exam.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Midterm exam pertaining to social
etiquette of Tango, floor craft,
balance, and the importance of
positions and posture was
administered. Slightly more than
80% of students passed the exam.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Of the 14 students who completed
the class, 100% expressed on their
self-assessment the impression that
their skills, knowledge, confidence
and ability had improved based on
their class experience.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Of the 14 students who completed
the class, 100% received an
excellent rating (7+) based on their
final in class demonstrationof
Argentine Tango skills, musicality,
and etiquette using an 8 point
rubric.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Of the 14 students who took the
exam, 100% received a grade of
70% or higher on mid-term exam
pertaining to social etiquette of
Tango, floor craft, balance, and the
importance of positions and
posture.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Of the 16 students who completed
the class, 11 expressed on their
self-assessment the impression
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SKY Dept -
Dance


that their skills, knowledge,
confidence and ability had
improved based on their class
experience.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Of the 16 students who completed
the class, 13 received an excellent
rating (7+) based on their final in
class demonstrationof Argentine
Tango skills, musicality, and
etiquette using an 8 point rubric.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Of the 16 students who took the
exam, 100% received a grade of
70% or higher on mid-term exam
pertaining to social etiquette of
Tango, floor craft, balance, and the
importance of positions and
posture.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Survey- student self-assessment on
confidence, ability, and their class
experience with Argentine Tango
was administered. 100% of
students felt then had improved
skills, knowledge and
understanding.


C) Survey- student self-assessment
on confidence, ability, and their
class experience with Argentine
Tango


SKY Dept -
Dance


86% of students scored 70% or
better on a mid term exam


SKY Dept -
Dance


91% of students responded
positively to at least 70% of survey
questions


SKY Dept -
Dance


97 % of students scored a 70% or
better. Exam - A) Midterm exam
pertaining to social etiquette of
Tango, floor craft, balance, and the
importance of positions and
posture.


SKY Dept -
Dance


97% of students responded
positively to survey
questions.Survey - C) Survey-
student self-assessment on
confidence, ability, and their class
experience with Argentine Tango
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SKY Dept -
Dance


97% of students who completed
the pre and post test scored 5 or
more points on
rubric.Presentation/Performance -
B) Final in-class demonstration of
Argentine Tango skills, musicality,
and etiquette using an 8 point
rubric.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Final in-class demonstration of
Argentine Tango skills, musicality,
and etiquette using an 8 point
rubric was administered. 100% of
the students received a passing
grade


SKY Dept -
Dance


Final in-class demonstration of
Argentine Tango skills, musicality,
and etiquette using an 8 point
rubric was administered. 100% of
the students received a passing
grade.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Final in-class demonstration of
Argentine Tango skills, musicality,
and etiquette using an 8 point
rubric was administered. Slightly
more than 80% of the students
received a passing grade.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Midterm exam pertaining to social
etiquette of Tango, floor craft,
balance, and the importance of
positions and posture was
administered. 100% of students
passed the exam.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Midterm exam pertaining to social
etiquette of Tango, floor craft,
balance, and the importance of
positions and posture was
administered. Slightly more than
80% of students passed the exam.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Of the 14 students who completed
the class, 100% expressed on their
self-assessment the impression that
their skills, knowledge, confidence
and ability had improved based on
their class
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SKY Dept -
Dance


experience.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Of the 14 students who completed
the class, 100% received an
excellent rating (7+) based on their
final in class demonstrationof
Argentine Tango skills, musicality,
and etiquette using an 8 point
rubric.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Of the 14 students who took the
exam, 100% received a grade of
70% or higher on mid-term exam
pertaining to social etiquette of
Tango, floor craft, balance, and the
importance of positions and
posture.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Of the 16 students who completed
the class, 11 expressed on their
self-assessment the impression that
their skills, knowledge, confidence
and ability had improved based on
their class experience.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Of the 16 students who completed
the class, 13 received an excellent
rating (7+) based on their final in
class demonstrationof Argentine
Tango skills, musicality, and
etiquette using an 8 point rubric.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Of the 16 students who took the
exam, 100% received a grade of
70% or higher on mid-term exam
pertaining to social etiquette of
Tango, floor craft, balance, and the
importance of positions and
posture.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Survey- student self-assessment on
confidence, ability, and their class
experience with Argentine Tango
was administered. 100% of
students felt then had improved
skills, knowledge and
understanding.


SKY DANC 162 Tango Milonga 1) Tango Milonga Active Students will be able A) Midterm exam pertaining to SKY Dept -  Midterm exam pertaining to social
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SKY DANC 162 Tango Milonga elements Active to provide a more
authentic and
individualized
interpretation of
Tango Milonga
through a
demonstration of
appropriate levels of
technique that
incorporate cultural
elements* of this
dance form (*e.g.
Costume, history,
vocabulary, rhythm
and music)


social etiquette of Tango, floor
craft, balance, and the importance
of positions and posture.


Dance etiquette of Tango, floor craft,
balance, and the importance of
positions and posture was
administered. 100% of students
passed the exam.


SKY Dept -
Dance


28 of 30 students who completed
the class felt, based on their self-
assessment, that their confidence,
ability and skills had improved
based on performance.


SKY Dept -
Dance


56% of students scored 70% or
better


SKY Dept -
Dance


92% of students based on pre-
assessment scored a 5 or higher in
final class
demonstration.Presentation/Perfor
mance - B) Final in-class
demonstration of Argentine Tango
skills, musicality, and etiquette
using an 8 point rubric.


SKY Dept -
Dance


92% of students responded
positively to the self-assessment.
Survey - C) Survey- student self-
assessment on confidence, ability,
and their class experience with
Argentine Tango


SKY Dept -
Dance


92% of students scored 70% or
better on the exam. Exam - A)
Midterm exam pertaining to social
etiquette of Tango, floor craft,
balance, and the importance of
positions and posture


SKY Dept -
Dance


Final in-class demonstration of
Argentine Tango skills, musicality,
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SKY Dept -
Dance


and etiquette using an 8 point
rubric was administered. 100% of
students successfully scored 5 or
more points.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Midterm exam pertaining to social
etiquette of Tango, floor craft,
balance, and the importance of
positions and posture was
administered. 100% of students
passed the exam.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Of the 30 students who took the
midterm exam, 100% scored a 70%
or higher, class average 94%, on
exam pertaining to social etiquette
of Tango, floor craft, balance, and
the importance of positions and
posture.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Of the 30% of the students who
completed the course, 28 scored at
an excellent level of higher on
Argentine Tango skills, musicality,
and etiquette using an 8 point
rubric.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Of the 5 students who completed
the class, four expressed improved
efficacy related to confidence,
ability, and their class experience
with Tango Milonga


SKY Dept -
Dance


Of the 5 students who completed
the course, 3 scored at an excellent
level of higher on Argentine Tango
skills, musicality, and etiquette
using an 8 point rubric.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Of the 5 students who took the
midterm exam, 100% scored a 70%
or higher, class average 94%, on
exam pertaining to social etiquette
of Tango, floor craft, balance, and
the importance of positions and
posture.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Survey- student self-assessment on
confidence, ability, and their class
experience with Argentine Tango
was administered. 100% of
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SKY Dept -
Dance


students expressed a belief that
their skills, knowledge and ability
had improved.


B) Final in-class demonstration of
Argentine Tango skills, musicality,
and etiquette using an 8 point
rubric.


SKY Dept -
Dance


 Midterm exam pertaining to social
etiquette of Tango, floor craft,
balance, and the importance of
positions and posture was
administered. 100% of students
passed the exam.


SKY Dept -
Dance


28 of 30 students who completed
the class felt, based on their self-
assessment, that their confidence,
ability and skills had improved
based on performance.


SKY Dept -
Dance


56% of students scored 70% or
better


SKY Dept -
Dance


92% of students based on pre-
assessment scored a 5 or higher in
final class
demonstration.Presentation/Perfor
mance - B) Final in-class
demonstration of Argentine Tango
skills, musicality, and etiquette
using an 8 point rubric.


SKY Dept -
Dance


92% of students responded
positively to the self-assessment.
Survey - C) Survey- student self-
assessment on confidence, ability,
and their class experience with
Argentine Tango


SKY Dept -
Dance


92% of students scored 70% or
better on the exam. Exam - A)
Midterm exam pertaining to social
etiquette of Tango, floor craft,
balance, and the importance of
positions and posture


SKY Dept -
Dance


Final in-class demonstration of
Argentine Tango skills, musicality,
and etiquette using an 8 point
rubric was administered. 100% of
students successfully scored 5 or
more points.


SKY Dept - Midterm exam pertaining to social
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Dance etiquette of Tango, floor craft,
balance, and the importance of
positions and posture was
administered. 100% of students
passed the exam.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Of the 30 students who took the
midterm exam, 100% scored a 70%
or higher, class average 94%, on
exam pertaining to social etiquette
of Tango, floor craft, balance, and
the importance of positions and
posture.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Of the 30% of the students who
completed the course, 28 scored at
an excellent level of higher on
Argentine Tango skills, musicality,
and etiquette using an 8 point
rubric.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Of the 5 students who completed
the class, four expressed improved
efficacy related to confidence,
ability, and their class experience
with Tango Milonga


SKY Dept -
Dance


Of the 5 students who completed
the course, 3 scored at an excellent
level of higher on Argentine Tango
skills, musicality, and etiquette
using an 8 point rubric.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Of the 5 students who took the
midterm exam, 100% scored a 70%
or higher, class average 94%, on
exam pertaining to social etiquette
of Tango, floor craft, balance, and
the importance of positions and
posture.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Survey- student self-assessment on
confidence, ability, and their class
experience with Argentine Tango
was administered. 100% of
students expressed a belief that
their skills, knowledge and ability
had improved.


C) Survey- student self-assessment SKY Dept -  Midterm exam pertaining to social
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on confidence, ability, and their
class experience with Argentine
Tango


Dance etiquette of Tango, floor craft,
balance, and the importance of
positions and posture was
administered. 100% of students
passed the exam.


SKY Dept -
Dance


28 of 30 students who completed
the class felt, based on their self-
assessment, that their confidence,
ability and skills had improved
based on performance.


SKY Dept -
Dance


56% of students scored 70% or
better


SKY Dept -
Dance


92% of students based on pre-
assessment scored a 5 or higher in
final class
demonstration.Presentation/Perfor
mance - B) Final in-class
demonstration of Argentine Tango
skills, musicality, and etiquette
using an 8 point rubric.


SKY Dept -
Dance


92% of students responded
positively to the self-assessment.
Survey - C) Survey- student self-
assessment on confidence, ability,
and their class experience with
Argentine Tango


SKY Dept -
Dance


92% of students scored 70% or
better on the exam. Exam - A)
Midterm exam pertaining to social
etiquette of Tango, floor craft,
balance, and the importance of
positions and posture


SKY Dept -
Dance


Final in-class demonstration of
Argentine Tango skills, musicality,
and etiquette using an 8 point
rubric was administered. 100% of
students successfully scored 5 or
more points.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Midterm exam pertaining to social
etiquette of Tango, floor craft,
balance, and the importance of
positions and posture was
administered. 100% of students
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SKY Dept -
Dance


passed the exam.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Of the 30 students who took the
midterm exam, 100% scored a 70%
or higher, class average 94%, on
exam pertaining to social etiquette
of Tango, floor craft, balance, and
the importance of positions and
posture.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Of the 30% of the students who
completed the course, 28 scored at
an excellent level of higher on
Argentine Tango skills, musicality,
and etiquette using an 8 point
rubric.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Of the 5 students who completed
the class, four expressed improved
efficacy related to confidence,
ability, and their class experience
with Tango Milonga


SKY Dept -
Dance


Of the 5 students who completed
the course, 3 scored at an excellent
level of higher on Argentine Tango
skills, musicality, and etiquette
using an 8 point rubric.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Of the 5 students who took the
midterm exam, 100% scored a 70%
or higher, class average 94%, on
exam pertaining to social etiquette
of Tango, floor craft, balance, and
the importance of positions and
posture.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Survey- student self-assessment on
confidence, ability, and their class
experience with Argentine Tango
was administered. 100% of
students expressed a belief that
their skills, knowledge and ability
had improved.


SKY DANC 163 Tango Buenos Aires 1) Intermediate
Argentine Tango
elements


Active Students will be able
to provide a more
authentic and
individualized


A) Midterm exam pertaining to
social etiquette of Tango, floor
craft, balance, and the importance
of positions and posture.


SKY Dept -
Dance


 Survey- student self-assessment on
confidence, ability, and their class
experience with Argentine Tango
was administered. 100% of
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SKY DANC 163 Tango Buenos Aires 1) Intermediate
Argentine Tango
elements


Active interpretation of
advanced Argentine
tango through a
demonstration of
appropriate levels of
technique that
incorporate cultural
elements* of this
dance form (*e.g.
performance,
choreography,
costume, history,
vocabulary, rhythm
and music).


SKY Dept -
Dance


students felt their knowledge, skills
and abilities had improved.


SKY Dept -
Dance


92% of students responded
positively to the self-assessment.
Survey - C) Survey- student self-
assessment on confidence, ability,
and their class experience with
Argentine Tango.


SKY Dept -
Dance


92% of students who took the mid-
term got a 70% or higher.Exam - A)
Midterm exam pertaining to social
etiquette of Tango, floor craft,
balance, and the importance of
positions and posture.


SKY Dept -
Dance


All three students responded
positively to the self-assessment.
Student self-assessment survey was
on perceived confidence, ability,
and their class experience with
Argentine Tango.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Based on pre-assessment, 92% of
students received a 5 or higher on
final skills demonstration.
Presentation/Performance - B)
Final in-class demonstration of
intermediate Argentine Tango
skills, musicality, and etiquette
using an 8 point rubric.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Based on pre-assessment, all three
students received a 5 or higher on
final skills demonstration related to
Argentine Tango skills, musicality,
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SKY Dept -
Dance


and etiquette using an 8 point
rubric.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Final in-class demonstration of
intermediate Argentine Tango
skills, musicality, and etiquette
using an 8 point rubric was
administered. 100% of students
scored 5 or more points.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Midterm exam pertaining to social
etiquette of Tango, floor craft,
balance, and the importance of
positions and posture was
administered. 100% of students
passed the examination.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Midterm exam pertaining to social
etiquette of Tango, floor craft,
balance, and the importance of
positions and posture was
administered. Over 80% of students
passed the examination.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Of the 3 students who took the
mid-term, all got a 70% or higher
on maaterial pertaining to social
etiquette of Tango, floor craft,
balance, and the importance of
positions and posture.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Survey- student self-assessment on
confidence, ability, and their class
experience with Argentine Tango
was administered. 100% of
students felt their knowledge, skills
and abilities had improved.


B) Final in-class demonstration of
intermediate Argentine Tango
skills, musicality, and etiquette
using an 8 point rubric.


SKY Dept -
Dance


 Survey- student self-assessment on
confidence, ability, and their class
experience with Argentine Tango
was administered. 100% of
students felt their knowledge, skills
and abilities had improved.


SKY Dept -
Dance


92% of students responded
positively to the self-assessment.
Survey - C) Survey- student self-
assessment on confidence, ability,
and their class experience with
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SKY Dept -
Dance


Argentine Tango.


SKY Dept -
Dance


92% of students who took the mid-
term got a 70% or higher.Exam - A)
Midterm exam pertaining to social
etiquette of Tango, floor craft,
balance, and the importance of
positions and posture.


SKY Dept -
Dance


All three students responded
positively to the self-assessment.
Student self-assessment survey was
on perceived confidence, ability,
and their class experience with
Argentine Tango.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Based on pre-assessment, 92% of
students received a 5 or higher on
final skills demonstration.
Presentation/Performance - B)
Final in-class demonstration of
intermediate Argentine Tango
skills, musicality, and etiquette
using an 8 point rubric.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Based on pre-assessment, all three
students received a 5 or higher on
final skills demonstration related to
Argentine Tango skills, musicality,
and etiquette using an 8 point
rubric.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Final in-class demonstration of
intermediate Argentine Tango
skills, musicality, and etiquette
using an 8 point rubric was
administered. 100% of students
scored 5 or more points.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Midterm exam pertaining to social
etiquette of Tango, floor craft,
balance, and the importance of
positions and posture was
administered. 100% of students
passed the examination.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Midterm exam pertaining to social
etiquette of Tango, floor craft,
balance, and the importance of
positions and posture was
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SKY Dept -
Dance


administered. Over 80% of students
passed the examination.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Of the 3 students who took the
mid-term, all got a 70% or higher
on maaterial pertaining to social
etiquette of Tango, floor craft,
balance, and the importance of
positions and posture.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Survey- student self-assessment on
confidence, ability, and their class
experience with Argentine Tango
was administered. 100% of
students felt their knowledge, skills
and abilities had improved.


C) Survey- student self-assessment
on confidence, ability, and their
class experience with Argentine
Tango


SKY Dept -
Dance


 Survey- student self-assessment on
confidence, ability, and their class
experience with Argentine Tango
was administered. 100% of
students felt their knowledge, skills
and abilities had improved.


SKY Dept -
Dance


92% of students responded
positively to the self-assessment.
Survey - C) Survey- student self-
assessment on confidence, ability,
and their class experience with
Argentine Tango.


SKY Dept -
Dance


92% of students who took the mid-
term got a 70% or higher.Exam - A)
Midterm exam pertaining to social
etiquette of Tango, floor craft,
balance, and the importance of
positions and posture.


SKY Dept -
Dance


All three students responded
positively to the self-assessment.
Student self-assessment survey was
on perceived confidence, ability,
and their class experience with
Argentine Tango.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Based on pre-assessment, 92% of
students received a 5 or higher on
final skills demonstration.
Presentation/Performance - B)
Final in-class demonstration of
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SKY Dept -
Dance


intermediate Argentine Tango
skills, musicality, and etiquette
using an 8 point rubric.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Based on pre-assessment, all three
students received a 5 or higher on
final skills demonstration related to
Argentine Tango skills, musicality,
and etiquette using an 8 point
rubric.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Final in-class demonstration of
intermediate Argentine Tango
skills, musicality, and etiquette
using an 8 point rubric was
administered. 100% of students
scored 5 or more points.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Midterm exam pertaining to social
etiquette of Tango, floor craft,
balance, and the importance of
positions and posture was
administered. 100% of students
passed the examination.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Midterm exam pertaining to social
etiquette of Tango, floor craft,
balance, and the importance of
positions and posture was
administered. Over 80% of students
passed the examination.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Of the 3 students who took the
mid-term, all got a 70% or higher
on maaterial pertaining to social
etiquette of Tango, floor craft,
balance, and the importance of
positions and posture.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Survey- student self-assessment on
confidence, ability, and their class
experience with Argentine Tango
was administered. 100% of
students felt their knowledge, skills
and abilities had improved.


SKY DANC 164 Tango De La Confiteria 1) Elements of Tango
de la Confiteria


Active Demonstrate an
understanding of low
advanced Tango de la
Confiteria elements


A) Midterm exam pertaining to
social etiquette of Tango, floor
craft, balance, and the importance
of positions and posture.


SKY Dept -
Dance


 Midterm exam pertaining to social
etiquette of Tango, floor craft,
balance, and the importance of
positions and posture was
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SKY DANC 164 Tango De La Confiteria 1) Elements of Tango
de la Confiteria


Active and techniques
through improvisation
with appropriate
balance, posture,
connection and
positioning of the
dance frame (the
embrace).


SKY Dept -
Dance


administered. 100% of students
received a passing score.


SKY Dept -
Dance


 Survey- student self-assessment on
confidence, ability, and their class
experience with Argentine Tango
was administered. 100% of
students felt they had improved
skills, ability and knowledge.


SKY Dept -
Dance


28 of 44 students scored with a
grade of 5 or
higher.Presentation/Performance -
B) Final in-class demonstration of
Argentine Tango skills, musicality,
and etiquette using an 8 point
rubric.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Final in-class demonstration of
Argentine Tango skills, musicality,
and etiquette using an 8 point
rubric was administered. 100% of
the students scored a 5 or higher


SKY Dept -
Dance


Final in-class demonstration of
Argentine Tango skills, musicality,
and etiquette using an 8 point
rubric was administered. 100% of
the students scored a 5 or higher.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Midterm exam pertaining to social
etiquette of Tango, floor craft,
balance, and the importance of
positions and posture was
administered. 100% of students
received a passing score.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Of the 44 students who completed
the class, all indicated improved
self-efficacy. This was measured as
follows: Survey - C) Survey- student
self-assessment on confidence,
ability, and their class experience
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SKY Dept -
Dance


with Argentine Tango .


SKY Dept -
Dance


Of the 44 students who completed
the mid-term, 32 had a score of
70% or better. Need to spend more
time reviewing exam. Exam - A)
Midterm exam pertaining to social
etiquette of Tango, floor craft,
balance, and the importance of
positions and posture.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Survey- student self-assessment on
confidence, ability, and their class
experience with Argentine Tango
was administered. 100% of
students felt they had improved
skills, ability and knowledge.


B) Final in-class demonstration of
Argentine Tango skills, musicality,
and etiquette using an 8 point
rubric.


SKY Dept -
Dance


 Midterm exam pertaining to social
etiquette of Tango, floor craft,
balance, and the importance of
positions and posture was
administered. 100% of students
received a passing score.


SKY Dept -
Dance


 Survey- student self-assessment on
confidence, ability, and their class
experience with Argentine Tango
was administered. 100% of
students felt they had improved
skills, ability and knowledge.


SKY Dept -
Dance


28 of 44 students scored with a
grade of 5 or
higher.Presentation/Performance -
B) Final in-class demonstration of
Argentine Tango skills, musicality,
and etiquette using an 8 point
rubric.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Final in-class demonstration of
Argentine Tango skills, musicality,
and etiquette using an 8 point
rubric was administered. 100% of
the students scored a 5 or higher


SKY Dept -
Dance


Final in-class demonstration of
Argentine Tango skills, musicality,
and etiquette using an 8 point
rubric was administered. 100% of
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SKY Dept -
Dance


the students scored a 5 or higher.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Midterm exam pertaining to social
etiquette of Tango, floor craft,
balance, and the importance of
positions and posture was
administered. 100% of students
received a passing score.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Of the 44 students who completed
the class, all indicated improved
self-efficacy. This was measured as
follows: Survey - C) Survey- student
self-assessment on confidence,
ability, and their class experience
with Argentine Tango .


SKY Dept -
Dance


Of the 44 students who completed
the mid-term, 32 had a score of
70% or better. Need to spend more
time reviewing exam. Exam - A)
Midterm exam pertaining to social
etiquette of Tango, floor craft,
balance, and the importance of
positions and posture.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Survey- student self-assessment on
confidence, ability, and their class
experience with Argentine Tango
was administered. 100% of
students felt they had improved
skills, ability and knowledge.


C) Survey- student self-assessment
on confidence, ability, and their
class experience with Argentine
Tango


SKY Dept -
Dance


 Midterm exam pertaining to social
etiquette of Tango, floor craft,
balance, and the importance of
positions and posture was
administered. 100% of students
received a passing score.


SKY Dept -
Dance


 Survey- student self-assessment on
confidence, ability, and their class
experience with Argentine Tango
was administered. 100% of
students felt they had improved
skills, ability and knowledge.


SKY Dept -
Dance


28 of 44 students scored with a
grade of 5 or
higher.Presentation/Performance -
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SKY Dept -
Dance


Final in-class demonstration of
Argentine Tango skills, musicality,
and etiquette using an 8 point
rubric.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Final in-class demonstration of
Argentine Tango skills, musicality,
and etiquette using an 8 point
rubric was administered. 100% of
the students scored a 5 or higher


SKY Dept -
Dance


Final in-class demonstration of
Argentine Tango skills, musicality,
and etiquette using an 8 point
rubric was administered. 100% of
the students scored a 5 or higher.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Midterm exam pertaining to social
etiquette of Tango, floor craft,
balance, and the importance of
positions and posture was
administered. 100% of students
received a passing score.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Of the 44 students who completed
the class, all indicated improved
self-efficacy. This was measured as
follows: Survey - C) Survey- student
self-assessment on confidence,
ability, and their class experience
with Argentine Tango .


SKY Dept -
Dance


Of the 44 students who completed
the mid-term, 32 had a score of
70% or better. Need to spend more
time reviewing exam. Exam - A)
Midterm exam pertaining to social
etiquette of Tango, floor craft,
balance, and the importance of
positions and posture.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Survey- student self-assessment on
confidence, ability, and their class
experience with Argentine Tango
was administered. 100% of
students felt they had improved
skills, ability and knowledge.


SKY DANC 390 Dance
Composition/Theory/C
hore


1) Performance,
choreography,
production


Active Produce, choreograph
and perform a solo
and/or group dance (3-


A) Final Exam: Students will take a
written exam in which they analyze
and/or report upon the process


SKY Dept -
Dance


20 of the students who completed
the course successfully
demonstrated the mastery of
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SKY DANC 390 Dance
Composition/Theory/C
hore


1) Performance,
choreography,
production


Active 5 minutes long) using a
conceptual framework
for expressing a
choreographic
message, as well as
music, costumes, and
relevant technical
domains.


and progress within the production
and choreography of dance.


SKY Dept -
Dance


choreography, and improvement in
their use of technical skills, dance
styles and performance techniques.


SKY Dept -
Dance


20/21 students (95%) who
completed the class successfully
completed the in-class assignments
(which included progressive
exercises).


SKY Dept -
Dance


3 of the students who completed
the course (30%) successfully
demonstrated the mastery of
choreography, and improvement in
their use of technical skills, dance
styles and performance techniques.


SKY Dept -
Dance


9/10 students (90%) who
completed the class successfully
completed the in-class assignments
(which included progressive
exercises).


SKY Dept -
Dance


Class not taught in 16-17


SKY Dept -
Dance


Class not taught in 17-18


SKY Dept -
Dance


Course not taught in 18-19


SKY Dept -
Dance


Of the 10 students who completed
the class, 8 students successfully
reported/discussed effective steps
towards the production and
choreography of a dance


SKY Dept -
Dance


Of the 21 students who completed
the class, 16 students successfully
reported/discussed effective steps
towards the production and
choreography of a dance


B) Performance: Students will be
graded on their performance for
mastery of choreography,


SKY Dept -
Dance


20 of the students who completed
the course successfully
demonstrated the mastery of
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integration of technical skills, and
utilization of dance styles and
performance techniques.


SKY Dept -
Dance


choreography, and improvement in
their use of technical skills, dance
styles and performance techniques.


SKY Dept -
Dance


20/21 students (95%) who
completed the class successfully
completed the in-class assignments
(which included progressive
exercises).


SKY Dept -
Dance


3 of the students who completed
the course (30%) successfully
demonstrated the mastery of
choreography, and improvement in
their use of technical skills, dance
styles and performance techniques.


SKY Dept -
Dance


9/10 students (90%) who
completed the class successfully
completed the in-class assignments
(which included progressive
exercises).


SKY Dept -
Dance


Class not taught in 16-17


SKY Dept -
Dance


Class not taught in 17-18


SKY Dept -
Dance


Course not taught in 18-19


SKY Dept -
Dance


Of the 10 students who completed
the class, 8 students successfully
reported/discussed effective steps
towards the production and
choreography of a dance


SKY Dept -
Dance


Of the 21 students who completed
the class, 16 students successfully
reported/discussed effective steps
towards the production and
choreography of a dance


C) Progressive Skill Development:
Daily participation points in
progressive exercises.


SKY Dept -
Dance


20 of the students who completed
the course successfully
demonstrated the mastery of
choreography, and improvement in
their use of technical skills, dance
styles and performance techniques.


SKY Dept -
Dance


20/21 students (95%) who
completed the class successfully
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SKY Dept -
Dance


completed the in-class assignments
(which included progressive
exercises).


SKY Dept -
Dance


3 of the students who completed
the course (30%) successfully
demonstrated the mastery of
choreography, and improvement in
their use of technical skills, dance
styles and performance techniques.


SKY Dept -
Dance


9/10 students (90%) who
completed the class successfully
completed the in-class assignments
(which included progressive
exercises).


SKY Dept -
Dance


Class not taught in 16-17


SKY Dept -
Dance


Class not taught in 17-18


SKY Dept -
Dance


Course not taught in 18-19


SKY Dept -
Dance


Of the 10 students who completed
the class, 8 students successfully
reported/discussed effective steps
towards the production and
choreography of a dance


SKY Dept -
Dance


Of the 21 students who completed
the class, 16 students successfully
reported/discussed effective steps
towards the production and
choreography of a dance


SKY DANC 391 Dance Composition --
Theory and
Choreography


Application of Skill &
Technique


Active Upon successful
completion of this
course, a student will
be able to apply
diverse, original and
creative approaches to
artistic design
problems,
demonstrating an
understanding of line,
form, space, time,
theatrical/dance
drama, costume,


Creation of a solo / group dance to
be performed at either fall or
spring showcase


SKY Dept -
Dance


Capstone Assignment/Project -
Students created a solo / group
dance to be performed at the fall
showcase. Slightly more that 90%
of the students created a passing
piece based on it's creativity,
organization and ability to fully
utilize the form and location to
convey or express ideas / feelings.
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SKY DANC 391 Dance Composition --
Theory and
Choreography


Application of Skill &
Technique


Active lighting, props and/or
different means od
dance
accompanimentb(i.e.
narrative/text,
recorded or live
music).


Creation of a solo / group dance to
be performed at either fall or
spring showcase


SKY Dept -
Dance


Capstone Assignment/Project -
Students created a solo / group
dance to be performed at the fall
showcase. Slightly more that 90%
of the students created a passing
piece based on it's creativity,
organization and ability to fully
utilize the form and location to
convey or express ideas / feelings.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Capstone Assignment/Project -
Students created a solo / group
dance to be performed at the fall
showcase. Slightly more that 90%
of the students created a passing
piece based on it's creativity,
organization and ability to fully
utilize the form and location to
convey or express ideas / feelings.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Class not taught in 16-17


SKY Dept -
Dance


Course not taught in 18-19


SKY Dept -
Dance


Presentation/Performance -
Quarterly presentation /
performance by students or
student led groups were designed
to demonstrate application of
principles related to diversity,
creativity, design, form/space/time,
theatrics, costumes and
props.Slightly more than 90% of
students scored at a passing level
on all areas to demonstrate
competency. Four assignments per
semester were used. If the student
demonstrated progression the final
assignments were weighted more
heavily


SKY Dept -
Dance


Presentation/Performance -
Quarterly presentation /
performance by students or
student led groups were designed
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SKY Dept -
Dance


to demonstrate application of
principles related to diversity,
creativity, design, form/space/time,
theatrics, costumes and
props.Slightly more than 90% of
students scored at a passing level
on all areas to demonstrate
competency. Four assignments per
semester were used. If the student
demonstrated progression the final
assignments were weighted more
heavily.


Quarterly presentation /
performance by student or student
led groups designed to
demonstrate application of
principles related to diversity,
creativity, design,
form/space/time, theatrics,
costumes and props.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Capstone Assignment/Project -
Students created a solo / group
dance to be performed at the fall
showcase. Slightly more that 90%
of the students created a passing
piece based on it's creativity,
organization and ability to fully
utilize the form and location to
convey or express ideas / feelings.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Capstone Assignment/Project -
Students created a solo / group
dance to be performed at the fall
showcase. Slightly more that 90%
of the students created a passing
piece based on it's creativity,
organization and ability to fully
utilize the form and location to
convey or express ideas / feelings.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Class not taught in 16-17


SKY Dept -
Dance


Course not taught in 18-19


SKY Dept -
Dance


Presentation/Performance -
Quarterly presentation /
performance by students or
student led groups were designed
to demonstrate application of
principles related to diversity,
creativity, design, form/space/time,
theatrics, costumes and props.
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SKY Dept -
Dance


Slightly more than 90% of students
scored at a passing level on all
areas to demonstrate competency.
Four assignments per semester
were used. If the student
demonstrated progression the final
assignments were weighted more
heavily


SKY Dept -
Dance


Presentation/Performance -
Quarterly presentation /
performance by students or
student led groups were designed
to demonstrate application of
principles related to diversity,
creativity, design, form/space/time,
theatrics, costumes and
props.Slightly more than 90% of
students scored at a passing level
on all areas to demonstrate
competency. Four assignments per
semester were used. If the student
demonstrated progression the final
assignments were weighted more
heavily.


Critical Analysis Active Upon successful
completion of the
course, the student
will be able to analyze
dance choreography
and provide a
conceptual framework
for understanding the
meaning reflected in
the performance.


Assessment of a variety of
choreography forms via critical
written assignments. Assignments
are evaluated for content,
organization and ability to apply
principles learned in class.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Assessment of a variety of
choreography forms via critical
written assignments. Assignments
were evaluated for content,
organization and ability to apply
principles learned in class. Based on
rubric over 90% of students who
completed the class received a
passing grade.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Class not taught in 16-17


SKY Dept -
Dance


Course not taught in 18-19


SKY Dept -
Dance


Written libretto for a dance piece
exploring the motivations and
intentions that inspire the
choreographer, what lines and
forms will express the
choreographic message, how to
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SKY Dept -
Dance


adapt the piece for a particular
venue / audience, what technical
support the piece will require and
how it can impact the community
was required. Slightly more than
90% of the students scored a 2 or
higher to successfully complete.


Written libretto for a dance piece
exploring the motivations and
intentions that inspire the
choreographer, what lines and
forms will express the
choreographic message, how to
adapt the piece for a particular
venue / audience, what technical
support the piece will require and
how it can impact the community.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Assessment of a variety of
choreography forms via critical
written assignments. Assignments
were evaluated for content,
organization and ability to apply
principles learned in class. Based on
rubric over 90% of students who
completed the class received a
passing grade.


SKY Dept -
Dance


Class not taught in 16-17


SKY Dept -
Dance


Course not taught in 18-19


SKY Dept -
Dance


Written libretto for a dance piece
exploring the motivations and
intentions that inspire the
choreographer, what lines and
forms will express the
choreographic message, how to
adapt the piece for a particular
venue / audience, what technical
support the piece will require and
how it can impact the community
was required. Slightly more than
90% of the students scored a 2 or
higher to successfully complete.


SKY DANC 450 Intermediate /
Advanced Dance
Production


1) Skills and Expression Active Develop creative
expression through the
repertory/performanc
e experience; an
understanding of line,
form, and shape; and a
different means of
theatrical expression
with movement, voice,
narrative and/or live


A) Written Final Exam: Objective
tests and final examination on
aspects of history, music,
terminology and/or cultural
aspects of this dance form.


SKY Dept -
Dance


100% of students received a grade
of 70% or higher on their written
test, in which they demonstrated
an understanding of the aspects of
musicality, terminology and cultural
aspects of the dance form.
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SKY DANC 450 Intermediate /
Advanced Dance
Production


1) Skills and Expression Active music. A) Written Final Exam: Objective
tests and final examination on
aspects of history, music,
terminology and/or cultural
aspects of this dance form.


SKY Dept -
Dance


100% of students received a grade
of 70% or higher on their written
test, in which they demonstrated
an understanding of the aspects of
musicality, terminology and cultural
aspects of the dance form.


SKY Dept -
Dance


70% showed improvement: 24
Total Students, 17 demonstrated
the application of technical skills,
style and creative expression as
assigned.
This number would have been
higher, if not for the late-semester
drop-outs of the cheerleaders; they
would have been more successful
in their own class, rather than
functioning as one of the many
student groups.  This is due to their
increased number of cheers to be
learned, and their desire to
perform more than what is
required (at games, in addition to
the shows).


SKY Dept -
Dance


73% of students completed 80% of
in-class workouts (progressive skill
development). (14/19 Students)


SKY Dept -
Dance


78% of students showed
improvement on 3 of 5 assigned
technical skills, style, and creative
expression.


SKY Dept -
Dance


82% (14/17) of students completed
80% of in-class workouts
(progressive skill development).


SKY Dept -
Dance


93% of students completed 80% of
in-class workouts (progressive skill
development).


SKY Dept -
Dance


Class not taught in 16-17


SKY Dept -
Dance


Course not taught in 17-18


SKY Dept -
Dance


Course not taught in 18-19


B) Evaluation of student's final SKY Dept - 100% of students received a grade
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performance in instructor's
choreographed dance at midterm
and at the end of semester for
application of technical skills, style,
and creative expression as
assigned by the instructor.


Dance of 70% or higher on their written
test, in which they demonstrated
an understanding of the aspects of
musicality, terminology and cultural
aspects of the dance form.


SKY Dept -
Dance


70% showed improvement: 24
Total Students, 17 demonstrated
the application of technical skills,
style and creative expression as
assigned.
This number would have been
higher, if not for the late-semester
drop-outs of the cheerleaders; they
would have been more successful
in their own class, rather than
functioning as one of the many
student groups.  This is due to their
increased number of cheers to be
learned, and their desire to
perform more than what is
required (at games, in addition to
the shows).


SKY Dept -
Dance


73% of students completed 80% of
in-class workouts (progressive skill
development). (14/19 Students)


SKY Dept -
Dance


78% of students showed
improvement on 3 of 5 assigned
technical skills, style, and creative
expression.


SKY Dept -
Dance


82% (14/17) of students completed
80% of in-class workouts
(progressive skill development).


SKY Dept -
Dance


93% of students completed 80% of
in-class workouts (progressive skill
development).


SKY Dept -
Dance


Class not taught in 16-17


SKY Dept -
Dance


Course not taught in 17-18


SKY Dept -
Dance


Course not taught in 18-19


C) Progressive Skill Development: SKY Dept - 100% of students received a grade
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Daily participation points in
progressive exercises.


Dance of 70% or higher on their written
test, in which they demonstrated
an understanding of the aspects of
musicality, terminology and cultural
aspects of the dance form.


SKY Dept -
Dance


70% showed improvement: 24
Total Students, 17 demonstrated
the application of technical skills,
style and creative expression as
assigned.
This number would have been
higher, if not for the late-semester
drop-outs of the cheerleaders; they
would have been more successful
in their own class, rather than
functioning as one of the many
student groups.  This is due to their
increased number of cheers to be
learned, and their desire to
perform more than what is
required (at games, in addition to
the shows).


SKY Dept -
Dance


73% of students completed 80% of
in-class workouts (progressive skill
development). (14/19 Students)


SKY Dept -
Dance


78% of students showed
improvement on 3 of 5 assigned
technical skills, style, and creative
expression.


SKY Dept -
Dance


82% (14/17) of students completed
80% of in-class workouts
(progressive skill development).


SKY Dept -
Dance


93% of students completed 80% of
in-class workouts (progressive skill
development).


SKY Dept -
Dance


Class not taught in 16-17


SKY Dept -
Dance


Course not taught in 17-18


SKY Dept -
Dance


Course not taught in 18-19


SKY FITN 106 Varsity Conditioning Fitness, Concepts and
Techniques


Active Identify and build
individual / team skills


Division Fitness Pre and Post Tests SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog


32 of 32 (100%) students passed
the final skills tests on
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SKY FITN 106 Varsity Conditioning Fitness, Concepts and
Techniques


Active related to conditioning
programs for specific
sports , evaluation of
various techniques,
use of equipment,
scientific knowledge of
conditioning, and
improve / maintain
acceptable and healthy
body composition,
flexibility, muscular
strength, muscular
endurance and
flexibility.


Division Fitness Pre and Post Tests y improvement of sport specific
performance


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


32 of 32 students (100%) of
students showed improvement on
pre and post testing (skills testing
based on strength and endurance
criteria).


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


32 of 32 students (100%) showed
improvement in at least half of the
tested areas on division pre and
post fitness tests..


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


All students who completed the
course showed improvement in at
least half of the tested areas on
division pre and post fitness tests


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


All students who completed the
course showed improvement in at
least half of the tested areas on
division pre and post fitness tests.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


In all secions, students showed at
greater than 80% rate inprovement
in strength, endurance, agility,
speed and efficiency.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


In all sections 100% of the students
scored above 75% on mastery and
application of concepts as related
to a specific VARS activity.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


In all sections over 90% of the
students scored above 75% on
mastery and application of
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


concepts as related to a specific
VARS activity.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


In all sections, students showed at
greater than 80% rate inprovement
in strength, endurance, agility,
speed and efficiency.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Results: 16/19 = 84% of Students
improved (lowered) their systolic
and diastolic blood pressure.
Results: 17/19= 89% of Students
improved their scores on the
cardiovascular endurance test (step
test).
Results: 18/19 = 94% of Students
improved (increased) their core
strength as measure by sit up
testing.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Results: 17/19 Students = 89% of
Students who complete the class
with no physical restrictions will
showed improvements in 5 out of 6
categories. Categories were based
on muscular power, speed,
endurance, velocity, intensity and
sustainability.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Results: 18/19 = 94% of students
demonstrated mastery of concepts
and application by scoring 75% or
better on exam. Exam was based
on soccer specific skills and
conditioning.


Skills testing based on strength and
endurance criteria


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


32 of 32 (100%) students passed
the final skills tests on
improvement of sport specific
performance


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


32 of 32 students (100%) of
students showed improvement on
pre and post testing (skills testing
based on strength and endurance
criteria).
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


32 of 32 students (100%) showed
improvement in at least half of the
tested areas on division pre and
post fitness tests..


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


All students who completed the
course showed improvement in at
least half of the tested areas on
division pre and post fitness tests


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


All students who completed the
course showed improvement in at
least half of the tested areas on
division pre and post fitness tests.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


In all secions, students showed at
greater than 80% rate inprovement
in strength, endurance, agility,
speed and efficiency.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


In all sections 100% of the students
scored above 75% on mastery and
application of concepts as related
to a specific VARS activity.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


In all sections over 90% of the
students scored above 75% on
mastery and application of
concepts as related to a specific
VARS activity.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


In all sections, students showed at
greater than 80% rate inprovement
in strength, endurance, agility,
speed and efficiency.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Results: 16/19 = 84% of Students
improved (lowered) their systolic
and diastolic blood pressure.
Results: 17/19= 89% of Students
improved their scores on the
cardiovascular endurance test (step
test).
Results: 18/19 = 94% of Students
improved (increased) their core
strength as measure by sit up
testing.


SKY Dept - Results: 17/19 Students = 89% of
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Kinesiolog
y


Students who complete the class
with no physical restrictions will
showed improvements in 5 out of 6
categories. Categories were based
on muscular power, speed,
endurance, velocity, intensity and
sustainability.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Results: 18/19 = 94% of students
demonstrated mastery of concepts
and application by scoring 75% or
better on exam. Exam was based
on soccer specific skills and
conditioning.


Students will be examined visually,
verbally and kinesthetically in
order to make sure they have
assimilated concepts and can apply
those to improve sport specific
performance.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


32 of 32 (100%) students passed
the final skills tests on
improvement of sport specific
performance


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


32 of 32 students (100%) of
students showed improvement on
pre and post testing (skills testing
based on strength and endurance
criteria).


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


32 of 32 students (100%) showed
improvement in at least half of the
tested areas on division pre and
post fitness tests..


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


All students who completed the
course showed improvement in at
least half of the tested areas on
division pre and post fitness tests


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


All students who completed the
course showed improvement in at
least half of the tested areas on
division pre and post fitness tests.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


In all secions, students showed at
greater than 80% rate inprovement
in strength, endurance, agility,
speed and efficiency.


SKY Dept - In all sections 100% of the students
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Kinesiolog
y


scored above 75% on mastery and
application of concepts as related
to a specific VARS activity.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


In all sections over 90% of the
students scored above 75% on
mastery and application of
concepts as related to a specific
VARS activity.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


In all sections, students showed at
greater than 80% rate inprovement
in strength, endurance, agility,
speed and efficiency.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Results: 16/19 = 84% of Students
improved (lowered) their systolic
and diastolic blood pressure.
Results: 17/19= 89% of Students
improved their scores on the
cardiovascular endurance test (step
test).
Results: 18/19 = 94% of Students
improved (increased) their core
strength as measure by sit up
testing.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Results: 17/19 Students = 89% of
Students who complete the class
with no physical restrictions will
showed improvements in 5 out of 6
categories. Categories were based
on muscular power, speed,
endurance, velocity, intensity and
sustainability.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Results: 18/19 = 94% of students
demonstrated mastery of concepts
and application by scoring 75% or
better on exam. Exam was based
on soccer specific skills and
conditioning.


SKY FITN 107 Intercollegiate Fitness Fitness Assessment Active Upon successful
completion of this
course student will be
able to:
Identify and assess
current fitness level as


Division Fitness Pre and Post Tests SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% (22 of 22) students showed
improvement  in three areas of the
division fitness test.
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SKY FITN 107 Intercollegiate Fitness Fitness Assessment Active it pertains to student?s
individual sport and
alter or modify specific
fitness practices in
order to maintain
performance.


Division Fitness Pre and Post Tests SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% (22 of 22) students showed
improvement  in three areas of the
division fitness test.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of the students who
completed the class were able to
demonstrate improved efficacy in
skills and performance based on
increased conditioning


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of the students who
completed the class were able to
demonstrate improved efficacy in
skills and performance based on
increased conditioning.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of the students who
completed the course demonsrated
improvement in strength,
endurance, speed, agility and
flexibility


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


77.2 % (17 of 22) students showed
improvement in 5 out of 6
categories of strength and
endurance measured through pre
and post testing.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


90.9 % of students demonstrated
mastery of concepts and
application in improving sport
specific performance.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Five sections of FITN 107 were
offered with much improved
results. Over 80% of students
improved in all categories. Those
who did not were limited by injury.
The availability of a second certified
trainer greatly improved return to
class time with treatment and
injury prevention exercises.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


No sections participated in the
division fitness tests because
scheduling was done outside of
when the tests were conducted.
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Based on anecdotal data, it appears
that all students through
participation improved muscular
endurance / strength, flexibility,
body composition and
cardiovascular efficiency.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 90% of the students were able
to demonstrate improved efficacy
in skills and performance based on
increased conditioning.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 90% of the students who
completed the course demonsrated
improvement in strength,
endurance, speed, agility and
flexibility


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Results:  87% (13 of 15) of students
scored 70% or better on strength
and endurance skills. Those skills
were bench press, lat pull down,
bicep curl, tricep extension, squat,
toe raise.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Results:  87% (13 of 15) of students
showed improvement in muscular
strength, muscular endurance and
body composition.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Results:  93% (14 of 15) of students
showed improvement in
performance in strngth and
conditioning as related to the sport
of basketball.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Results: 23/26 = 84% of Students
improved (lowered) their systolic
and diastolic blood pressure.
Results: 26/26= 89% of Students
improved their scores on the
cardiovascular endurance test (step
test).
Results: 25/26 = 94% of Students
improved (increased) their core
strength as measure by sit up
testing.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog


Results: 24/26 Students = 92% of
Students who complete the class
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y with no physical restrictions will
showed improvements in 5 out of 6
categories.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Results: 25/26 students
demonstrated mastery of concepts
and application by scoring 75% or
better on exam. Sport specific exam
was related to baseball.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Student performance in prescribed
activities related to their sport did
improve. Level of improvement was
greatest in those who were not
engaged in off-season activities.
However, these students were
injured at a much higher rate.


Skills testing based on strength and
endurance criteria


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% (22 of 22) students showed
improvement  in three areas of the
division fitness test.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of the students who
completed the class were able to
demonstrate improved efficacy in
skills and performance based on
increased conditioning


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of the students who
completed the class were able to
demonstrate improved efficacy in
skills and performance based on
increased conditioning.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of the students who
completed the course demonsrated
improvement in strength,
endurance, speed, agility and
flexibility


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


77.2 % (17 of 22) students showed
improvement in 5 out of 6
categories of strength and
endurance measured through pre
and post testing.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


90.9 % of students demonstrated
mastery of concepts and
application in improving sport
specific performance.


SKY Dept - Five sections of FITN 107 were
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Kinesiolog
y


offered with much improved
results. Over 80% of students
improved in all categories. Those
who did not were limited by injury.
The availability of a second certified
trainer greatly improved return to
class time with treatment and
injury prevention exercises.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


No sections participated in the
division fitness tests because
scheduling was done outside of
when the tests were conducted.
Based on anecdotal data, it appears
that all students through
participation improved muscular
endurance / strength, flexibility,
body composition and
cardiovascular efficiency.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 90% of the students were able
to demonstrate improved efficacy
in skills and performance based on
increased conditioning.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 90% of the students who
completed the course demonsrated
improvement in strength,
endurance, speed, agility and
flexibility


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Results:  87% (13 of 15) of students
scored 70% or better on strength
and endurance skills. Those skills
were bench press, lat pull down,
bicep curl, tricep extension, squat,
toe raise.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Results:  87% (13 of 15) of students
showed improvement in muscular
strength, muscular endurance and
body composition.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Results:  93% (14 of 15) of students
showed improvement in
performance in strngth and
conditioning as related to the sport
of basketball.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog


Results: 23/26 = 84% of Students
improved (lowered) their systolic
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y and diastolic blood pressure.
Results: 26/26= 89% of Students
improved their scores on the
cardiovascular endurance test (step
test).
Results: 25/26 = 94% of Students
improved (increased) their core
strength as measure by sit up
testing.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Results: 24/26 Students = 92% of
Students who complete the class
with no physical restrictions will
showed improvements in 5 out of 6
categories.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Results: 25/26 students
demonstrated mastery of concepts
and application by scoring 75% or
better on exam. Sport specific exam
was related to baseball.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Student performance in prescribed
activities related to their sport did
improve. Level of improvement was
greatest in those who were not
engaged in off-season activities.
However, these students were
injured at a much higher rate.


Students will be examined visually,
verbally and kinesthetically in
order to make sure they have
assimilated concepts and can apply
those to improve sport specific
performance.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% (22 of 22) students showed
improvement  in three areas of the
division fitness test.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of the students who
completed the class were able to
demonstrate improved efficacy in
skills and performance based on
increased conditioning


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of the students who
completed the class were able to
demonstrate improved efficacy in
skills and performance based on
increased conditioning.
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of the students who
completed the course demonsrated
improvement in strength,
endurance, speed, agility and
flexibility


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


77.2 % (17 of 22) students showed
improvement in 5 out of 6
categories of strength and
endurance measured through pre
and post testing.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


90.9 % of students demonstrated
mastery of concepts and
application in improving sport
specific performance.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Five sections of FITN 107 were
offered with much improved
results. Over 80% of students
improved in all categories. Those
who did not were limited by injury.
The availability of a second certified
trainer greatly improved return to
class time with treatment and
injury prevention exercises.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


No sections participated in the
division fitness tests because
scheduling was done outside of
when the tests were conducted.
Based on anecdotal data, it appears
that all students through
participation improved muscular
endurance / strength, flexibility,
body composition and
cardiovascular efficiency.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 90% of the students were able
to demonstrate improved efficacy
in skills and performance based on
increased conditioning.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 90% of the students who
completed the course demonsrated
improvement in strength,
endurance, speed, agility and
flexibility


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog


Results:  87% (13 of 15) of students
scored 70% or better on strength
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y and endurance skills. Those skills
were bench press, lat pull down,
bicep curl, tricep extension, squat,
toe raise.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Results:  87% (13 of 15) of students
showed improvement in muscular
strength, muscular endurance and
body composition.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Results:  93% (14 of 15) of students
showed improvement in
performance in strngth and
conditioning as related to the sport
of basketball.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Results: 23/26 = 84% of Students
improved (lowered) their systolic
and diastolic blood pressure.
Results: 26/26= 89% of Students
improved their scores on the
cardiovascular endurance test (step
test).
Results: 25/26 = 94% of Students
improved (increased) their core
strength as measure by sit up
testing.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Results: 24/26 Students = 92% of
Students who complete the class
with no physical restrictions will
showed improvements in 5 out of 6
categories.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Results: 25/26 students
demonstrated mastery of concepts
and application by scoring 75% or
better on exam. Sport specific exam
was related to baseball.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Student performance in prescribed
activities related to their sport did
improve. Level of improvement was
greatest in those who were not
engaged in off-season activities.
However, these students were
injured at a much higher rate.


SKY FITN 110 Adult Conditioning Skills, concepts and
techniques


Active Identify and build
individual skills related


A 55 question comprehensive
exam related to functional


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog


100% of students showed
improvement in their post test on
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SKY FITN 110 Adult Conditioning Skills, concepts and
techniques


Active to conditioning
programs for adults
applicable to their
specific goals,
evaluation of various
techniques, use of
equipment, scientific
knowledge of
conditioning, and
improve / maintain
acceptable and healthy
body composition,
flexibility, muscular
strength, muscular
endurance and
flexibility.


exercise, specific motions /
movements, anatomy, phisiology
and safety. The exam also includes
a self-assessment.


y at least half of the areas.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


19 of 32 students (59%) showed
improvement in blood pressure and
cardiovascular efficiency


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


28 of 32 (88%) students
demonstrated improvement in 8 or
more of the assessment tests based
on strength and endurance.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


32 of 34  (94%) students received a
grade of 70% or higher on a
comprehensive exam related to
functional exercise, specific
motions / movements, anatomy,
physiology and safety.  The exam
also included self-assessment.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


79% of students passed the final
exam related to functional exercise,
specific motions / movements,
anatomy, physiology and safety.
The exam also included self-
assessment


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


92% of students showed
improvement in 12 of 12 strength
and endurance skills test areas.
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y
SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not offered in 16-17


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not offered in 17-18


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not offered in 18-19


Fitness Testing SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students showed
improvement in their post test on
at least half of the areas.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


19 of 32 students (59%) showed
improvement in blood pressure and
cardiovascular efficiency


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


28 of 32 (88%) students
demonstrated improvement in 8 or
more of the assessment tests based
on strength and endurance.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


32 of 34  (94%) students received a
grade of 70% or higher on a
comprehensive exam related to
functional exercise, specific
motions / movements, anatomy,
physiology and safety.  The exam
also included self-assessment.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


79% of students passed the final
exam related to functional exercise,
specific motions / movements,
anatomy, physiology and safety.
The exam also included self-
assessment


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog


92% of students showed
improvement in 12 of 12 strength
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y and endurance skills test areas.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not offered in 16-17


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not offered in 17-18


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not offered in 18-19


Skills Testing based on strength
and endurance criteria.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students showed
improvement in their post test on
at least half of the areas.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


19 of 32 students (59%) showed
improvement in blood pressure and
cardiovascular efficiency


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


28 of 32 (88%) students
demonstrated improvement in 8 or
more of the assessment tests based
on strength and endurance.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


32 of 34  (94%) students received a
grade of 70% or higher on a
comprehensive exam related to
functional exercise, specific
motions / movements, anatomy,
physiology and safety.  The exam
also included self-assessment.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


79% of students passed the final
exam related to functional exercise,
specific motions / movements,
anatomy, physiology and safety.
The exam also included self-
assessment


SKY Dept - 92% of students showed
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Kinesiolog
y


improvement in 12 of 12 strength
and endurance skills test areas.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not offered in 16-17


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not offered in 17-18


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not offered in 18-19


SKY FITN 112 Cross Training Fitness Improvement Inactive Improve fitness levels,
increase strength and
flexibility, and lose
body fat through
participation in a
variety of fitness
activities.


Daily participation points in
progressive exercises to improve
cardiovascular fitness, strength,
and flexibility


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


19 of 20 students (FITN 112 BX),
95%, of students earned at least
80% of daily progressive exercise
points to improve cardiovascular
fitness, strength, and flexibility.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


73% of students improved
performance on at least 1 test.
73% of students improved their
body mass index.
67% of students improved their
body composition.
67% of students improved their 1
minute crunch performance.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


76% of students completed at least
80% of daily workouts


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


88% of students completed 80% of
daily workouts designed to improve
cardiovascular fitness, strength,
and flexibility


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


90% of students improved on at
least 1 fitness test result at the post
test.  76% of students improved
their muscular endurance.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog


94% (16 of 17 respondents in FITN
BX) answered positively to at least
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y 70% of survey questions about
perceived fitness levels at the end
of the semester.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


94% of students responded
positively to questions about
fitness level improvement at the
end of the semester.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


95% of responses to questions
about fitness levels at the end of
the semester, were positive


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of students who completed the
class, over 90% finished at least
80% of daily workouts


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Out of 16 students who completed
both the pre and post-fitness test
(FITN 112 AX), 14 showed
improvement on at least one test.
Therefore 88% showed
improvement on at least one test.
On muscular endurance alone, 88%
of students showed improvement.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% of students improved on
at least 1 fitness test result at the
post test.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% of students responded
positively to questions about
fitness level improvement at the
end of the semester


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 90% of students responded
positively to questions about
fitness level improvement at the
end of the semester


Pre- and post-fitness test
comparison


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


19 of 20 students (FITN 112 BX),
95%, of students earned at least
80% of daily progressive exercise
points to improve cardiovascular
fitness, strength, and flexibility.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


73% of students improved
performance on at least 1 test.
73% of students improved their
body mass index.
67% of students improved their
body composition.
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


67% of students improved their 1
minute crunch performance.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


76% of students completed at least
80% of daily workouts


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


88% of students completed 80% of
daily workouts designed to improve
cardiovascular fitness, strength,
and flexibility


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


90% of students improved on at
least 1 fitness test result at the post
test.  76% of students improved
their muscular endurance.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


94% (16 of 17 respondents in FITN
BX) answered positively to at least
70% of survey questions about
perceived fitness levels at the end
of the semester.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


94% of students responded
positively to questions about
fitness level improvement at the
end of the semester.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


95% of responses to questions
about fitness levels at the end of
the semester, were positive


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of students who completed the
class, over 90% finished at least
80% of daily workouts


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Out of 16 students who completed
both the pre and post-fitness test
(FITN 112 AX), 14 showed
improvement on at least one test.
Therefore 88% showed
improvement on at least one test.
On muscular endurance alone, 88%
of students showed improvement.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% of students improved on
at least 1 fitness test result at the
post test.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% of students responded
positively to questions about
fitness level improvement at the
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


end of the semester


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 90% of students responded
positively to questions about
fitness level improvement at the
end of the semester


Survey on personal fitness SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


19 of 20 students (FITN 112 BX),
95%, of students earned at least
80% of daily progressive exercise
points to improve cardiovascular
fitness, strength, and flexibility.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


73% of students improved
performance on at least 1 test.
73% of students improved their
body mass index.
67% of students improved their
body composition.
67% of students improved their 1
minute crunch performance.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


76% of students completed at least
80% of daily workouts


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


88% of students completed 80% of
daily workouts designed to improve
cardiovascular fitness, strength,
and flexibility


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


90% of students improved on at
least 1 fitness test result at the post
test.  76% of students improved
their muscular endurance.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


94% (16 of 17 respondents in FITN
BX) answered positively to at least
70% of survey questions about
perceived fitness levels at the end
of the semester.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


94% of students responded
positively to questions about
fitness level improvement at the
end of the semester.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


95% of responses to questions
about fitness levels at the end of
the semester, were positive
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of students who completed the
class, over 90% finished at least
80% of daily workouts


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Out of 16 students who completed
both the pre and post-fitness test
(FITN 112 AX), 14 showed
improvement on at least one test.
Therefore 88% showed
improvement on at least one test.
On muscular endurance alone, 88%
of students showed improvement.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% of students improved on
at least 1 fitness test result at the
post test.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% of students responded
positively to questions about
fitness level improvement at the
end of the semester


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 90% of students responded
positively to questions about
fitness level improvement at the
end of the semester


Fitness self assessment Active Be able to identify and
assess their current
fitness level; alter or
modify specific
wellness or fitness
practices in order to
improve body
composition/flexibility/
cardiovascular
fitness/muscular
endurance/muscular
strength related to
performance


Fitness and wellness principles quiz SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students correctly
identified the role of fitness in
physical and mental well-being;
84% scored 70% or better on a
multiple choice quiz


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students correctly
identified the role of fitness in
physical and mental well-being;
92% scored 70% or better on a
multiple choice quiz


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students correctly
identified the role of fitness in
physical and mental well-being;
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% scored 70% or better on
a multiple choice quiz


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


74% of students listed and
summarized fitness discussion
points from in-class
lecture/discussions


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


75% of students scored 70% or
better on questions pertaining to
weight loss and wellness principles.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


80% of students scored 70% or
better on questions pertaining to
weight loss and wellness principles.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


80% of students who completed
the fitness and wellness quiz scored
70% or better


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


87% of students correctly answered
questions pertaining to weight loss
and wellness principle.  Exam
questions were practical inquiries
about individual food log results.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


90% of students correctly identified
the role of fitness in physical and
mental well-being; 76% scored 70%
or better on a multiple choice quiz.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


90% of students were able to list
and summarize discussion points
from in-class lecture and discussion
in a small group setting.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


95% of students completed a
fitness journal which included
fitness/wellness discussion points
as applied to weight loss or fitness
goals.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


96% scored 70% or better on
multiple choice quiz on fitness and
wellness principles.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


All students who completed the
course (100%), we able to list and
summarize fitness discussion points
from in-class lecture/discussion in a
journal exercise log.
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the students who completed the
course slightly less than 80% were
able to successfully complete the
quiz / exam related to weight loss /
fitness


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the students who completed the
course slightly less than 80% were
able to successfully complete the
quiz / exam related to weight loss /
fitness.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the students who completed the
course slightly more than 80% were
able to successfully complete the
quiz / exam related to weight loss /
fitness


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the students who completed the
course slightly more than 90% were
able to successfully complete the
quiz / exam related to weight loss /
fitness


Journal or small group discussion
on fitness principles


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students correctly
identified the role of fitness in
physical and mental well-being;
84% scored 70% or better on a
multiple choice quiz


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students correctly
identified the role of fitness in
physical and mental well-being;
92% scored 70% or better on a
multiple choice quiz


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students correctly
identified the role of fitness in
physical and mental well-being;
Over 80% scored 70% or better on
a multiple choice quiz


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


74% of students listed and
summarized fitness discussion
points from in-class
lecture/discussions


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


75% of students scored 70% or
better on questions pertaining to
weight loss and wellness principles.


SKY Dept - 80% of students scored 70% or
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Kinesiolog
y


better on questions pertaining to
weight loss and wellness principles.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


80% of students who completed
the fitness and wellness quiz scored
70% or better


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


87% of students correctly answered
questions pertaining to weight loss
and wellness principle.  Exam
questions were practical inquiries
about individual food log results.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


90% of students correctly identified
the role of fitness in physical and
mental well-being; 76% scored 70%
or better on a multiple choice quiz.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


90% of students were able to list
and summarize discussion points
from in-class lecture and discussion
in a small group setting.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


95% of students completed a
fitness journal which included
fitness/wellness discussion points
as applied to weight loss or fitness
goals.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


96% scored 70% or better on
multiple choice quiz on fitness and
wellness principles.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


All students who completed the
course (100%), we able to list and
summarize fitness discussion points
from in-class lecture/discussion in a
journal exercise log.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the students who completed the
course slightly less than 80% were
able to successfully complete the
quiz / exam related to weight loss /
fitness


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the students who completed the
course slightly less than 80% were
able to successfully complete the
quiz / exam related to weight loss /
fitness.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog


Of the students who completed the
course slightly more than 80% were
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y able to successfully complete the
quiz / exam related to weight loss /
fitness


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the students who completed the
course slightly more than 90% were
able to successfully complete the
quiz / exam related to weight loss /
fitness


Weight loss/wellness quiz SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students correctly
identified the role of fitness in
physical and mental well-being;
84% scored 70% or better on a
multiple choice quiz


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students correctly
identified the role of fitness in
physical and mental well-being;
92% scored 70% or better on a
multiple choice quiz


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students correctly
identified the role of fitness in
physical and mental well-being;
Over 80% scored 70% or better on
a multiple choice quiz


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


74% of students listed and
summarized fitness discussion
points from in-class
lecture/discussions


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


75% of students scored 70% or
better on questions pertaining to
weight loss and wellness principles.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


80% of students scored 70% or
better on questions pertaining to
weight loss and wellness principles.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


80% of students who completed
the fitness and wellness quiz scored
70% or better


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


87% of students correctly answered
questions pertaining to weight loss
and wellness principle.  Exam
questions were practical inquiries
about individual food log results.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog


90% of students correctly identified
the role of fitness in physical and
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y mental well-being; 76% scored 70%
or better on a multiple choice quiz.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


90% of students were able to list
and summarize discussion points
from in-class lecture and discussion
in a small group setting.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


95% of students completed a
fitness journal which included
fitness/wellness discussion points
as applied to weight loss or fitness
goals.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


96% scored 70% or better on
multiple choice quiz on fitness and
wellness principles.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


All students who completed the
course (100%), we able to list and
summarize fitness discussion points
from in-class lecture/discussion in a
journal exercise log.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the students who completed the
course slightly less than 80% were
able to successfully complete the
quiz / exam related to weight loss /
fitness


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the students who completed the
course slightly less than 80% were
able to successfully complete the
quiz / exam related to weight loss /
fitness.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the students who completed the
course slightly more than 80% were
able to successfully complete the
quiz / exam related to weight loss /
fitness


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the students who completed the
course slightly more than 90% were
able to successfully complete the
quiz / exam related to weight loss /
fitness


Role of fitness in
wellbeing


Active Identify/explain the
role of physical fitness
and fitness principles
in both physical and


Division Wellness Quiz SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students scored 70% or
better on the division wellness
exam.
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Role of fitness in
wellbeing


Active mental wellbeing Division Wellness Quiz SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students scored 70% or
better on the division wellness
exam.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


75% of students exhibited positive
mental changes brought about by
physical fitness activities in their
journal entries.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


75% of students scored 70% or
better on a multiple choice quiz
pertaining to fitness and wellness.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


76% of students reached at least
one of their semester goals
pertaining to fitness/wellness.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


80% of students who completed
the Division Wellness Quiz scored
70% or better


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


80% of students, while tracking
daily fitness activities in a journal,
expressed positive mental
changes/feelings of
accomplishment/sense of fitness
and wellness improvement through
course activities.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


83% of students exhibited positive
mental changes brought about by
class fitness activities.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


85% of students achieved at least
one of their semester goals
pertaining to fitness/wellness.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


95% of students set 3 realistic goals
related to fitness and a plan for
attaining the goals.  70% of
students reached at least one goal.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Multiple sections were taught
utlizing a varity of modes of
conditioning (aerobic and
anaerobic), means (running,
cycling, sprinting, resistance
training, edurance training) and
methodologies. In all cases,
students at greayter than 90% were
able to achieve pre-test goals.


SKY Dept - Of the students who completed the
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Kinesiolog
y


course more than 90% were able to
successfully complete the quiz.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the students who completed the
course slightly more than 90% were
able to successfully complete the
quiz.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% of students exhibited
positive mental changes brought
about by class fitness activities


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% of the students were able
to meet multiple goals.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 90% of students exhibited
positive mental changes brought
about by class fitness activities


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 90% of the students were able
to meet multiple goals.


Goal setting/goal attainment-
students will set 3 realistic goals
relating to fitness, set both an in-
class and out of class workout
schedule, and follow their plan to
achieve their goals


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students scored 70% or
better on the division wellness
exam.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


75% of students exhibited positive
mental changes brought about by
physical fitness activities in their
journal entries.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


75% of students scored 70% or
better on a multiple choice quiz
pertaining to fitness and wellness.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


76% of students reached at least
one of their semester goals
pertaining to fitness/wellness.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


80% of students who completed
the Division Wellness Quiz scored
70% or better


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


80% of students, while tracking
daily fitness activities in a journal,
expressed positive mental
changes/feelings of
accomplishment/sense of fitness
and wellness improvement through
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


course activities.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


83% of students exhibited positive
mental changes brought about by
class fitness activities.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


85% of students achieved at least
one of their semester goals
pertaining to fitness/wellness.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


95% of students set 3 realistic goals
related to fitness and a plan for
attaining the goals.  70% of
students reached at least one goal.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Multiple sections were taught
utlizing a varity of modes of
conditioning (aerobic and
anaerobic), means (running,
cycling, sprinting, resistance
training, edurance training) and
methodologies. In all cases,
students at greayter than 90% were
able to achieve pre-test goals.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the students who completed the
course more than 90% were able to
successfully complete the quiz.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the students who completed the
course slightly more than 90% were
able to successfully complete the
quiz.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% of students exhibited
positive mental changes brought
about by class fitness activities


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% of the students were able
to meet multiple goals.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 90% of students exhibited
positive mental changes brought
about by class fitness activities


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 90% of the students were able
to meet multiple goals.


Journal-  students will track fitness
activities and feelings in a journal


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog


100% of students scored 70% or
better on the division wellness
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over the course of the semester y exam.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


75% of students exhibited positive
mental changes brought about by
physical fitness activities in their
journal entries.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


75% of students scored 70% or
better on a multiple choice quiz
pertaining to fitness and wellness.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


76% of students reached at least
one of their semester goals
pertaining to fitness/wellness.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


80% of students who completed
the Division Wellness Quiz scored
70% or better


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


80% of students, while tracking
daily fitness activities in a journal,
expressed positive mental
changes/feelings of
accomplishment/sense of fitness
and wellness improvement through
course activities.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


83% of students exhibited positive
mental changes brought about by
class fitness activities.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


85% of students achieved at least
one of their semester goals
pertaining to fitness/wellness.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


95% of students set 3 realistic goals
related to fitness and a plan for
attaining the goals.  70% of
students reached at least one goal.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Multiple sections were taught
utlizing a varity of modes of
conditioning (aerobic and
anaerobic), means (running,
cycling, sprinting, resistance
training, edurance training) and
methodologies. In all cases,
students at greayter than 90% were
able to achieve pre-test goals.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the students who completed the
course more than 90% were able to
successfully complete the quiz.
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the students who completed the
course slightly more than 90% were
able to successfully complete the
quiz.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% of students exhibited
positive mental changes brought
about by class fitness activities


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% of the students were able
to meet multiple goals.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 90% of students exhibited
positive mental changes brought
about by class fitness activities


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 90% of the students were able
to meet multiple goals.


SKY FITN 116 Body Conditioning Skills. Concepts and
Techniques


Active Identify and build
individual skills related
to conditioning
programs applicable to
their specific goals,
evaluation of various
techniques, use of
equipment, scientific
knowledge of
conditioning, and
improve / maintain
acceptable and healthy
body composition,
flexibility, muscular
strength, muscular
endurance and
flexibility.


A 55 question comprehensive
exam related to functional
exercise, specific motions /
movements, anatomy, physiology
and safety. The exam also includes
a self-assessment.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


21 of 25 students demonstrated
improved muscular endurance; 17
of 25 students demonstrated
improved flexibility; 16 of 25
students demonstrated improved
body composition; 10 of 25
students demonstrated improved
cardiovascular efficiency.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


22 of 25 students earned a 70% or
higher on a 55 question
comprehensive exam related to
functional exercise, specific
motions / movements, anatomy,
physiology and safety. The exam
also includes a self-assessment.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


24 of 28 students (86%) showed
improvement in at least 8 out of 12
skills tests on pre and post testing
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


(skills testing based on strength and
endurance criteria).


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


25 of 33 students (75%) improved
in flexibility and 31 of 33 (94%) in
muscular endurance on the
division-instituted fitness test.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


28 of 28 students demonstrated
improvement in more that 8 of the
12 skill area assessed related to
muscular endurance and stamina.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


30 of 38 (79%) students earned a
70% or higher on a 55 question
comprehensive exam related to
functional exercise, specific
motions / movements, anatomy,
physiology and safety. The exam
also included a self-assessment.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


33 of 38 (87%) students improved
in 8 or more categories on pre and
post testing (skills testing based on
strength and endurance criteria).


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Numerous sections were taught in
this class with some varied results.
Result variation was based on
student goals as the class is more
general in nature and focused on
student goals and engagement.
Over 80% of students completed
the class with these items being
consistent through sections:


Cardiovascular equipment is quite
popular and a focus
Move away from machine to
functional training
Need for more open space for
speed and agility training.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the 12 skills test, slightly more
than 70% of students, showed
improvement. Cardio scores were
strongest but in other areas related
to agility, speed, balance, etc...
gains were not achieved. Possible
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


need for more functional space.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the 12 skills test, slightly more
than 75% of students, showed
improvement. Cardio scores were
strongest but in other areas related
to agility, speed, balance, etc...
gains were not as high. Possible
need for more functional space.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the 12 skills test, slightly more
than 75% of students, showed
improvement. Cardio scores were
strongest but in other areas related
to agility, speed, balance, etc...
gains were not as high. Possible
need for more functional space.
Gains were better in fall when
more functional space was added.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the 12 skills test, slightly more
than 80% of students, showed
improvement. Cardio scores were
strongest but in other areas related
to agility, speed, balance, etc...
gains were not as high. Possible
need for more functional space.
Gains were better in fall when
more functional space was added.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the 12 skills test, the majority of
students, but not 70%, showed
improvement. Cardio scores were
strongest but in other areas related
to agility, speed, balance, etc...
gains were not achieved. Possible
need for more functional space.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the students who completed the
class more than 70% attempted
and completed the exam.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the students who completed the
class more than 75% attempted
and completed the exam


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the students who completed the
class more than 80% attempted
and completed the exam
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the students who completed the
class more than 80% attempted
and successfully completed the
exam.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the students who completed the
class over 80% improved in at least
two areas. Most consistent areas
noted were muscular endurance
and strength


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the students who completed the
class slightly less than 80%
improved in at least two areas.
Most consistent areas noted were
muscular endurance and strength


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the students who completed the
class slightly more than 80%
improved in at least two areas.
Most consistent areas noted were
muscular endurance and strength.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the students who completed the
class slightly more than 90%
improved in at least two areas.
Most consistent areas noted were
muscular endurance and strength.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% of students showed
improvement in two or more
fitness areas. These was diversily
spread amond all components of
fitness - muscular strength,
muscular endurance,
cardiovascular efficiency, body
composition and flexibility. Factors
such as balance and agility also
improved.


Fitness Pre and Post Tests SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


21 of 25 students demonstrated
improved muscular endurance; 17
of 25 students demonstrated
improved flexibility; 16 of 25
students demonstrated improved
body composition; 10 of 25
students demonstrated improved
cardiovascular efficiency.


SKY Dept - 22 of 25 students earned a 70% or
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Kinesiolog
y


higher on a 55 question
comprehensive exam related to
functional exercise, specific
motions / movements, anatomy,
physiology and safety. The exam
also includes a self-assessment.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


24 of 28 students (86%) showed
improvement in at least 8 out of 12
skills tests on pre and post testing
(skills testing based on strength and
endurance criteria).


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


25 of 33 students (75%) improved
in flexibility and 31 of 33 (94%) in
muscular endurance on the
division-instituted fitness test.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


28 of 28 students demonstrated
improvement in more that 8 of the
12 skill area assessed related to
muscular endurance and stamina.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


30 of 38 (79%) students earned a
70% or higher on a 55 question
comprehensive exam related to
functional exercise, specific
motions / movements, anatomy,
physiology and safety. The exam
also included a self-assessment.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


33 of 38 (87%) students improved
in 8 or more categories on pre and
post testing (skills testing based on
strength and endurance criteria).


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Numerous sections were taught in
this class with some varied results.
Result variation was based on
student goals as the class is more
general in nature and focused on
student goals and engagement.
Over 80% of students completed
the class with these items being
consistent through sections:


Cardiovascular equipment is quite
popular and a focus
Move away from machine to
functional training
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Need for more open space for
speed and agility training.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the 12 skills test, slightly more
than 70% of students, showed
improvement. Cardio scores were
strongest but in other areas related
to agility, speed, balance, etc...
gains were not achieved. Possible
need for more functional space.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the 12 skills test, slightly more
than 75% of students, showed
improvement. Cardio scores were
strongest but in other areas related
to agility, speed, balance, etc...
gains were not as high. Possible
need for more functional space.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the 12 skills test, slightly more
than 75% of students, showed
improvement. Cardio scores were
strongest but in other areas related
to agility, speed, balance, etc...
gains were not as high. Possible
need for more functional space.
Gains were better in fall when
more functional space was added.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the 12 skills test, slightly more
than 80% of students, showed
improvement. Cardio scores were
strongest but in other areas related
to agility, speed, balance, etc...
gains were not as high. Possible
need for more functional space.
Gains were better in fall when
more functional space was added.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the 12 skills test, the majority of
students, but not 70%, showed
improvement. Cardio scores were
strongest but in other areas related
to agility, speed, balance, etc...
gains were not achieved. Possible
need for more functional space.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog


Of the students who completed the
class more than 70% attempted
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y and completed the exam.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the students who completed the
class more than 75% attempted
and completed the exam


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the students who completed the
class more than 80% attempted
and completed the exam


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the students who completed the
class more than 80% attempted
and successfully completed the
exam.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the students who completed the
class over 80% improved in at least
two areas. Most consistent areas
noted were muscular endurance
and strength


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the students who completed the
class slightly less than 80%
improved in at least two areas.
Most consistent areas noted were
muscular endurance and strength


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the students who completed the
class slightly more than 80%
improved in at least two areas.
Most consistent areas noted were
muscular endurance and strength.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the students who completed the
class slightly more than 90%
improved in at least two areas.
Most consistent areas noted were
muscular endurance and strength.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% of students showed
improvement in two or more
fitness areas. These was diversily
spread amond all components of
fitness - muscular strength,
muscular endurance,
cardiovascular efficiency, body
composition and flexibility. Factors
such as balance and agility also
improved.


Skills testing based on strength and
endurance criteria


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog


21 of 25 students demonstrated
improved muscular endurance; 17
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Skills testing based on strength and
endurance criteria


y of 25 students demonstrated
improved flexibility; 16 of 25
students demonstrated improved
body composition; 10 of 25
students demonstrated improved
cardiovascular efficiency.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


22 of 25 students earned a 70% or
higher on a 55 question
comprehensive exam related to
functional exercise, specific
motions / movements, anatomy,
physiology and safety. The exam
also includes a self-assessment.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


24 of 28 students (86%) showed
improvement in at least 8 out of 12
skills tests on pre and post testing
(skills testing based on strength and
endurance criteria).


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


25 of 33 students (75%) improved
in flexibility and 31 of 33 (94%) in
muscular endurance on the
division-instituted fitness test.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


28 of 28 students demonstrated
improvement in more that 8 of the
12 skill area assessed related to
muscular endurance and stamina.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


30 of 38 (79%) students earned a
70% or higher on a 55 question
comprehensive exam related to
functional exercise, specific
motions / movements, anatomy,
physiology and safety. The exam
also included a self-assessment.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


33 of 38 (87%) students improved
in 8 or more categories on pre and
post testing (skills testing based on
strength and endurance criteria).


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Numerous sections were taught in
this class with some varied results.
Result variation was based on
student goals as the class is more
general in nature and focused on
student goals and engagement.
Over 80% of students completed
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


the class with these items being
consistent through sections:


Cardiovascular equipment is quite
popular and a focus
Move away from machine to
functional training
Need for more open space for
speed and agility training.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the 12 skills test, slightly more
than 70% of students, showed
improvement. Cardio scores were
strongest but in other areas related
to agility, speed, balance, etc...
gains were not achieved. Possible
need for more functional space.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the 12 skills test, slightly more
than 75% of students, showed
improvement. Cardio scores were
strongest but in other areas related
to agility, speed, balance, etc...
gains were not as high. Possible
need for more functional space.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the 12 skills test, slightly more
than 75% of students, showed
improvement. Cardio scores were
strongest but in other areas related
to agility, speed, balance, etc...
gains were not as high. Possible
need for more functional space.
Gains were better in fall when
more functional space was added.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the 12 skills test, slightly more
than 80% of students, showed
improvement. Cardio scores were
strongest but in other areas related
to agility, speed, balance, etc...
gains were not as high. Possible
need for more functional space.
Gains were better in fall when
more functional space was added.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the 12 skills test, the majority of
students, but not 70%, showed
improvement. Cardio scores were
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


strongest but in other areas related
to agility, speed, balance, etc...
gains were not achieved. Possible
need for more functional space.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the students who completed the
class more than 70% attempted
and completed the exam.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the students who completed the
class more than 75% attempted
and completed the exam


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the students who completed the
class more than 80% attempted
and completed the exam


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the students who completed the
class more than 80% attempted
and successfully completed the
exam.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the students who completed the
class over 80% improved in at least
two areas. Most consistent areas
noted were muscular endurance
and strength


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the students who completed the
class slightly less than 80%
improved in at least two areas.
Most consistent areas noted were
muscular endurance and strength


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the students who completed the
class slightly more than 80%
improved in at least two areas.
Most consistent areas noted were
muscular endurance and strength.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the students who completed the
class slightly more than 90%
improved in at least two areas.
Most consistent areas noted were
muscular endurance and strength.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% of students showed
improvement in two or more
fitness areas. These was diversily
spread amond all components of
fitness - muscular strength,
muscular endurance,
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


cardiovascular efficiency, body
composition and flexibility. Factors
such as balance and agility also
improved.


SKY FITN 166 Golf Fitness Fitness improvement Active Identify and assess
current fitness level as
it pertains to golf and
alter or modify specific
fitness practices in
order to improve
performance, increase
strength, flexibility and
cardiovascular fitness


Pre and post fitness tests SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students who completed
the class were able to correctly
assess their fitness level. Students
were able to improve strength
through golf activities but cardio
component improvement was
inconclusive


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students who completed
the class were able to correctly
assess their fitness level. Students
were able to improve strength
through golf activities but cardio
component improvement was
inconclusive.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students who completed
the class were able to correctly
assess their fitness level. Students
were able to improve strength
through golf activities. Cardio
improved over previous years
through an emphasis on that
modality in training in and out of
class.


Self assessment survey SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students who completed
the class were able to correctly
assess their fitness level. Students
were able to improve strength
through golf activities but cardio
component improvement was
inconclusive


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students who completed
the class were able to correctly
assess their fitness level. Students
were able to improve strength
through golf activities but cardio
component improvement was
inconclusive.


SKY Dept - 100% of students who completed
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Kinesiolog
y


the class were able to correctly
assess their fitness level. Students
were able to improve strength
through golf activities. Cardio
improved over previous years
through an emphasis on that
modality in training in and out of
class.


Technique Active Demonstrate an
understanding of
proper technique and
execution of golf
fitness principles.


Completion of progressive
exercises


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students understood
proper technique. Age and injury
factors limited execution of all
fitness activities to 95%


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students who completed
the class demonstrated correct
technique of fitness activities by
scoring 6 or more points on an 8
point rubric


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students who completed
the class successfully completed
over 80% of the daily progressive
fitness activities.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students who successfully
completed the class were able to
describe proper technique of golf
fitness activities/principles either
verbally or in written form.


Performance rubric SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students understood
proper technique. Age and injury
factors limited execution of all
fitness activities to 95%


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students who completed
the class demonstrated correct
technique of fitness activities by
scoring 6 or more points on an 8
point rubric


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students who completed
the class successfully completed
over 80% of the daily progressive
fitness activities.


SKY Dept - 100% of students who successfully
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Kinesiolog
y


completed the class were able to
describe proper technique of golf
fitness activities/principles either
verbally or in written form.


Short essay SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students understood
proper technique. Age and injury
factors limited execution of all
fitness activities to 95%


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students who completed
the class demonstrated correct
technique of fitness activities by
scoring 6 or more points on an 8
point rubric


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students who completed
the class successfully completed
over 80% of the daily progressive
fitness activities.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students who successfully
completed the class were able to
describe proper technique of golf
fitness activities/principles either
verbally or in written form.


SKY FITN 199 Interactive
Cardiovascular Fitness


Fitness / Wellness Active Identify and assess
their current fitness
level; alter or modify
cardiovascular fitness
program in order to
improve body
composition/flexibility/
cardiovascular
fitness/muscular
endurance/muscular
strength related to
performance


Discussion forums are an
important part of the course.
Students are rated on a three point
scale (poor, average, outstanding)
based on their ability to think
critically about topics and apply
what they have learned.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


73% of the students who
completed showed improvement
from their pre-test to their post-
test Mile Time test results.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


78% of the students who
completed showed improvement
from their pre-test to their post-
test Mile Time test results.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


78% of the students who
completed the course averaged a
rating of 2.0 or greater in the
discussion forums based on their
ability to think critically about
topics and apply what they have
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


learned.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


80 of 101 (80%) students improved
on a pre-test and post-test of
cardiovascular efficiency (Mile walk
/ run and / or step test), body
composition and muscular strength
/ endurance.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


84 of the 101 (83%) students who
completed the course earned a C or
higher on the exam of exercise
principles, program development,
and current research related to
cardiovascular efficiency as covered
in on-line lectures and specified
web contents.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


86% of the students who
completed the course averaged a
rating of 2.0 or greater in the
discussion forums based on their
ability to think critically about
topics and apply what they have
learned.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


87 of 101 students who completed
the course earned a 70% or higher
on exams to test understanding of
exercise principles, program
development, and current research
related to cardiovascular efficiency
as covered in on-line lectures and
specified web content.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


88 of 101 (87%) students who
completed the course had an
average 2.5 rating or higher in
discussion forums on
fitness/wellness/fitness
assessment.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the students who completed the
course, 78% earned an average
grade of C or higher on this content
on understanding of exercise
principles, program development,
and current research related to
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


cardiovascular efficiency as covered
in on-line lectures and specified
web content.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the students who completed the
course, 81% earned an average
grade of C or higher on this content
on understanding of exercise
principles, program development,
and current research related to
cardiovascular efficiency as covered
in on-line lectures and specified
web content.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the students who completed the
course, over 70% earned an
average grade of C or higher on this
content on understanding of
exercise principles, program
development, and current research
related to cardiovascular efficiency
as covered in on-line lectures and
specified web content.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the students who completed the
course, over 80% earned an
average grade of C or higher on this
content on understanding of
exercise principles, program
development, and current research
related to cardiovascular efficiency
as covered in on-line lectures and
specified web content.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Only about 1/2 the students
regularly engaged in discussion
forums. Students were rated on a
three point scale (poor, average,
outstanding) based on their ability
to think critically about topics and
apply what they have learned.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 70% of the students who
completed the course averaged a
rating of 2.0 or greater in the
discussion forums based on their
ability to think critically about
topics and apply what they have
learned.
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 75% of the students who
completed the course averaged a
rating of 2.0 or greater in the
discussion forums based on their
ability to think critically about
topics and apply what they have
learned.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% of the students who
completed showed improvement
from their pre-test to their post-
test Mile Time test results


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% of the students who
completed the course averaged a
rating of 2.0 or greater in the
discussion forums based on their
ability to think critically about
topics and apply what they have
learned.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 85% of the students who
completed showed improvement
from their pre-test to their post-
test Mile Time test results


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 90% of students showed
improvement on their post-test
activity as related to their pre-test.
A timed run was not mandated for
all due to physical limitations or
injury.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Results: 81/107 = 75% of Students
improved (lowered) their systolic
and diastolic blood pressure. This
was done instead of the mile time
result test to validate
improvements in cardiovascular
efficiency and muscular endurance
/ strength.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Results: 92/107= 85 % of the
students who complete the course
had an average rating of 2.0 or
greater in the discussion
forums.Students are rated on a
three point scale (poor, average,
outstanding) based on their ability
to think critically about topics and
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


what they have learned.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students who completed the
course successfully tested at a
passing level on their
understanding of exercise
principles, program development,
and current research related to
cardiovascular efficiency as covered
in on-line lectures and specified
web content.


Students will be tested on
understanding of exercise
principles, program development,
and current research related to
cardiovascular efficiency as
covered in on-line lectures and
specified web content.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


73% of the students who
completed showed improvement
from their pre-test to their post-
test Mile Time test results.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


78% of the students who
completed showed improvement
from their pre-test to their post-
test Mile Time test results.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


78% of the students who
completed the course averaged a
rating of 2.0 or greater in the
discussion forums based on their
ability to think critically about
topics and apply what they have
learned.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


80 of 101 (80%) students improved
on a pre-test and post-test of
cardiovascular efficiency (Mile walk
/ run and / or step test), body
composition and muscular strength
/ endurance.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


84 of the 101 (83%) students who
completed the course earned a C or
higher on the exam of exercise
principles, program development,
and current research related to
cardiovascular efficiency as covered
in on-line lectures and specified
web contents.
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


86% of the students who
completed the course averaged a
rating of 2.0 or greater in the
discussion forums based on their
ability to think critically about
topics and apply what they have
learned.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


87 of 101 students who completed
the course earned a 70% or higher
on exams to test understanding of
exercise principles, program
development, and current research
related to cardiovascular efficiency
as covered in on-line lectures and
specified web content.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


88 of 101 (87%) students who
completed the course had an
average 2.5 rating or higher in
discussion forums on
fitness/wellness/fitness
assessment.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the students who completed the
course, 78% earned an average
grade of C or higher on this content
on understanding of exercise
principles, program development,
and current research related to
cardiovascular efficiency as covered
in on-line lectures and specified
web content.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the students who completed the
course, 81% earned an average
grade of C or higher on this content
on understanding of exercise
principles, program development,
and current research related to
cardiovascular efficiency as covered
in on-line lectures and specified
web content.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the students who completed the
course, over 70% earned an
average grade of C or higher on this
content on understanding of
exercise principles, program
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


development, and current research
related to cardiovascular efficiency
as covered in on-line lectures and
specified web content.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the students who completed the
course, over 80% earned an
average grade of C or higher on this
content on understanding of
exercise principles, program
development, and current research
related to cardiovascular efficiency
as covered in on-line lectures and
specified web content.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Only about 1/2 the students
regularly engaged in discussion
forums. Students were rated on a
three point scale (poor, average,
outstanding) based on their ability
to think critically about topics and
apply what they have learned.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 70% of the students who
completed the course averaged a
rating of 2.0 or greater in the
discussion forums based on their
ability to think critically about
topics and apply what they have
learned.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 75% of the students who
completed the course averaged a
rating of 2.0 or greater in the
discussion forums based on their
ability to think critically about
topics and apply what they have
learned.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% of the students who
completed showed improvement
from their pre-test to their post-
test Mile Time test results


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% of the students who
completed the course averaged a
rating of 2.0 or greater in the
discussion forums based on their
ability to think critically about
topics and apply what they have
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


learned.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 85% of the students who
completed showed improvement
from their pre-test to their post-
test Mile Time test results


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 90% of students showed
improvement on their post-test
activity as related to their pre-test.
A timed run was not mandated for
all due to physical limitations or
injury.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Results: 81/107 = 75% of Students
improved (lowered) their systolic
and diastolic blood pressure. This
was done instead of the mile time
result test to validate
improvements in cardiovascular
efficiency and muscular endurance
/ strength.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Results: 92/107= 85 % of the
students who complete the course
had an average rating of 2.0 or
greater in the discussion
forums.Students are rated on a
three point scale (poor, average,
outstanding) based on their ability
to think critically about topics and
apply what they have learned.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students who completed the
course successfully tested at a
passing level on their
understanding of exercise
principles, program development,
and current research related to
cardiovascular efficiency as covered
in on-line lectures and specified
web content.


The lab portion of the course
entails 48 hours of cardiovascular
activity. To assess  cardiovascular
system development students will
complete a timed 1 Mile Run


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


73% of the students who
completed showed improvement
from their pre-test to their post-
test Mile Time test results.
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fitness test during the course. SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


73% of the students who
completed showed improvement
from their pre-test to their post-
test Mile Time test results.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


78% of the students who
completed showed improvement
from their pre-test to their post-
test Mile Time test results.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


78% of the students who
completed the course averaged a
rating of 2.0 or greater in the
discussion forums based on their
ability to think critically about
topics and apply what they have
learned.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


80 of 101 (80%) students improved
on a pre-test and post-test of
cardiovascular efficiency (Mile walk
/ run and / or step test), body
composition and muscular strength
/ endurance.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


84 of the 101 (83%) students who
completed the course earned a C or
higher on the exam of exercise
principles, program development,
and current research related to
cardiovascular efficiency as covered
in on-line lectures and specified
web contents.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


86% of the students who
completed the course averaged a
rating of 2.0 or greater in the
discussion forums based on their
ability to think critically about
topics and apply what they have
learned.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


87 of 101 students who completed
the course earned a 70% or higher
on exams to test understanding of
exercise principles, program
development, and current research
related to cardiovascular efficiency
as covered in on-line lectures and
specified web content.
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


88 of 101 (87%) students who
completed the course had an
average 2.5 rating or higher in
discussion forums on
fitness/wellness/fitness
assessment.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the students who completed the
course, 78% earned an average
grade of C or higher on this content
on understanding of exercise
principles, program development,
and current research related to
cardiovascular efficiency as covered
in on-line lectures and specified
web content.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the students who completed the
course, 81% earned an average
grade of C or higher on this content
on understanding of exercise
principles, program development,
and current research related to
cardiovascular efficiency as covered
in on-line lectures and specified
web content.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the students who completed the
course, over 70% earned an
average grade of C or higher on this
content on understanding of
exercise principles, program
development, and current research
related to cardiovascular efficiency
as covered in on-line lectures and
specified web content.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the students who completed the
course, over 80% earned an
average grade of C or higher on this
content on understanding of
exercise principles, program
development, and current research
related to cardiovascular efficiency
as covered in on-line lectures and
specified web content.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog


Only about 1/2 the students
regularly engaged in discussion
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y forums. Students were rated on a
three point scale (poor, average,
outstanding) based on their ability
to think critically about topics and
apply what they have learned.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 70% of the students who
completed the course averaged a
rating of 2.0 or greater in the
discussion forums based on their
ability to think critically about
topics and apply what they have
learned.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 75% of the students who
completed the course averaged a
rating of 2.0 or greater in the
discussion forums based on their
ability to think critically about
topics and apply what they have
learned.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% of the students who
completed showed improvement
from their pre-test to their post-
test Mile Time test results


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% of the students who
completed the course averaged a
rating of 2.0 or greater in the
discussion forums based on their
ability to think critically about
topics and apply what they have
learned.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 85% of the students who
completed showed improvement
from their pre-test to their post-
test Mile Time test results


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 90% of students showed
improvement on their post-test
activity as related to their pre-test.
A timed run was not mandated for
all due to physical limitations or
injury.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Results: 81/107 = 75% of Students
improved (lowered) their systolic
and diastolic blood pressure. This
was done instead of the mile time
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


result test to validate
improvements in cardiovascular
efficiency and muscular endurance
/ strength.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Results: 92/107= 85 % of the
students who complete the course
had an average rating of 2.0 or
greater in the discussion
forums.Students are rated on a
three point scale (poor, average,
outstanding) based on their ability
to think critically about topics and
apply what they have learned.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students who completed the
course successfully tested at a
passing level on their
understanding of exercise
principles, program development,
and current research related to
cardiovascular efficiency as covered
in on-line lectures and specified
web content.


SKY FITN 201 Beginning Weight
Training


Skills, Techniques and
Concepts


Active Identify and build skills
related individual
weight training
programs applicable to
their specific goals,
evaluation of various
techniques, use of
equipment, scientific
knowledge of weight
conditioning, and
improve / maintain
acceptable and healthy
body composition,
flexibility, muscular
strength, muscular
endurance and
flexibility.


A  55 question comprehensive
exam related to functional
exercise, specific motions /
movement, anatomy, physiology
and safety. The exam also includes
a self-assessment.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


23 of 33 (70%) students
demonstrated improved muscular
endurance and cardiovascular
efficiency in 2 areas of the division-
instituted fitness test.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


24 of 27 students (88%) showed
improvement in 8 of 12 skills test
measured through pre and post
testing and based on strength and
endurance criteria.
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


30 of 33 (91%) students showed
improvement in 8 or more of the
pre and post testing - skills tests
based on strength and endurance
criteria.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


31 of 33 (94%) students received a
70% or higher on a 55 question
comprehensive exam related to
functional exercise, specific
motions / movement, anatomy,
physiology and safety. The exam
also included a self-assessment.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


74% of the students completing the
course got a 70% or higher on a 55
question comprehensive exam
related to functional exercise,
specific motions / movement,
anatomy, physiology and safety.
The exam also includes a self-
assessment.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


79% of the students completing the
course got a 70% or higher on a 55
question comprehensive exam
related to functional exercise,
specific motions / movement,
anatomy, physiology and safety.
The exam also includes a self-
assessment.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


83% of the students completing the
course got a 70% or higher on a 55
question comprehensive exam
related to functional exercise,
specific motions / movement,
anatomy, physiology and safety.
The exam also includes a self-
assessment.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


85% of the students completing the
course got a 70% or higher on a 55
question comprehensive exam
related to functional exercise,
specific motions / movement,
anatomy, physiology and safety.
The exam also includes a self-
assessment.
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


9 of 10 students demonstrated
improvement from pre-test to post
test in more than 8 of the 12
assigned skills tests.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


All students showed improvement
on the division PEEP tests.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


All students who completed the
course showed improvement on
the division PEEP tests.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


In several sections of weight
conditioning, almost 85% of
students demonstrated
improvement is at least 8 of 12
skills tests. Of the grouping these
trends emerged:


Participation on a consistrent basis
was an indicator of success
Functional (non-machine based
training) was a better mode in
which to effect gains.
Those working out in two day a
week classes made greater gains
than those working out three times
per week
Student engagement is made
greater through the use of on-line
tools for out of class information
and assignments.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% of the students
completing the course got a 70% or
higher on a 55 question
comprehensive exam related to
functional exercise, specific
motions / movement, anatomy,
physiology and safety. The exam
also includes a self-assessment.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% of the students who
completed the course
demonstrated improved fitness
testing results related to muscular
strength and endurance.Other
indicators were flat or showed
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


some regression.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% of the students who
completed the course showed
improvement in 9/12 skills tests
based on strength and endurance
criteria


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% of the students who
completed the course showed
improvement in 9/12 skills tests
based on strength and endurance
criteria.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80%of the students who
completed the course showed
improvement in 9/12 skills tests
based on strength and endurance
criteria.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 85% of the students who
completed the course showed
improvement in 9/12 skills tests
based on strength and endurance
criteria


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 90 of the students who
completed the course showed
improvement in 9/12 skills tests
based on strength and endurance
criteria.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 90% of students who
completed the course showed
improvement on the division PEEP
tests.


Fitness Pre and Post Tests SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


23 of 33 (70%) students
demonstrated improved muscular
endurance and cardiovascular
efficiency in 2 areas of the division-
instituted fitness test.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


24 of 27 students (88%) showed
improvement in 8 of 12 skills test
measured through pre and post
testing and based on strength and
endurance criteria.


SKY Dept - 30 of 33 (91%) students showed
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Kinesiolog
y


improvement in 8 or more of the
pre and post testing - skills tests
based on strength and endurance
criteria.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


31 of 33 (94%) students received a
70% or higher on a 55 question
comprehensive exam related to
functional exercise, specific
motions / movement, anatomy,
physiology and safety. The exam
also included a self-assessment.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


74% of the students completing the
course got a 70% or higher on a 55
question comprehensive exam
related to functional exercise,
specific motions / movement,
anatomy, physiology and safety.
The exam also includes a self-
assessment.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


79% of the students completing the
course got a 70% or higher on a 55
question comprehensive exam
related to functional exercise,
specific motions / movement,
anatomy, physiology and safety.
The exam also includes a self-
assessment.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


83% of the students completing the
course got a 70% or higher on a 55
question comprehensive exam
related to functional exercise,
specific motions / movement,
anatomy, physiology and safety.
The exam also includes a self-
assessment.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


85% of the students completing the
course got a 70% or higher on a 55
question comprehensive exam
related to functional exercise,
specific motions / movement,
anatomy, physiology and safety.
The exam also includes a self-
assessment.


SKY Dept - 9 of 10 students demonstrated
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Kinesiolog
y


improvement from pre-test to post
test in more than 8 of the 12
assigned skills tests.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


All students showed improvement
on the division PEEP tests.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


All students who completed the
course showed improvement on
the division PEEP tests.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


In several sections of weight
conditioning, almost 85% of
students demonstrated
improvement is at least 8 of 12
skills tests. Of the grouping these
trends emerged:


Participation on a consistrent basis
was an indicator of success
Functional (non-machine based
training) was a better mode in
which to effect gains.
Those working out in two day a
week classes made greater gains
than those working out three times
per week
Student engagement is made
greater through the use of on-line
tools for out of class information
and assignments.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% of the students
completing the course got a 70% or
higher on a 55 question
comprehensive exam related to
functional exercise, specific
motions / movement, anatomy,
physiology and safety. The exam
also includes a self-assessment.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% of the students who
completed the course
demonstrated improved fitness
testing results related to muscular
strength and endurance.Other
indicators were flat or showed
some regression.
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% of the students who
completed the course showed
improvement in 9/12 skills tests
based on strength and endurance
criteria


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% of the students who
completed the course showed
improvement in 9/12 skills tests
based on strength and endurance
criteria.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80%of the students who
completed the course showed
improvement in 9/12 skills tests
based on strength and endurance
criteria.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 85% of the students who
completed the course showed
improvement in 9/12 skills tests
based on strength and endurance
criteria


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 90 of the students who
completed the course showed
improvement in 9/12 skills tests
based on strength and endurance
criteria.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 90% of students who
completed the course showed
improvement on the division PEEP
tests.


Skills testing based on strength and
endurance criteria.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


23 of 33 (70%) students
demonstrated improved muscular
endurance and cardiovascular
efficiency in 2 areas of the division-
instituted fitness test.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


24 of 27 students (88%) showed
improvement in 8 of 12 skills test
measured through pre and post
testing and based on strength and
endurance criteria.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


30 of 33 (91%) students showed
improvement in 8 or more of the
pre and post testing - skills tests
based on strength and endurance
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


criteria.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


31 of 33 (94%) students received a
70% or higher on a 55 question
comprehensive exam related to
functional exercise, specific
motions / movement, anatomy,
physiology and safety. The exam
also included a self-assessment.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


74% of the students completing the
course got a 70% or higher on a 55
question comprehensive exam
related to functional exercise,
specific motions / movement,
anatomy, physiology and safety.
The exam also includes a self-
assessment.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


79% of the students completing the
course got a 70% or higher on a 55
question comprehensive exam
related to functional exercise,
specific motions / movement,
anatomy, physiology and safety.
The exam also includes a self-
assessment.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


83% of the students completing the
course got a 70% or higher on a 55
question comprehensive exam
related to functional exercise,
specific motions / movement,
anatomy, physiology and safety.
The exam also includes a self-
assessment.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


85% of the students completing the
course got a 70% or higher on a 55
question comprehensive exam
related to functional exercise,
specific motions / movement,
anatomy, physiology and safety.
The exam also includes a self-
assessment.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog


9 of 10 students demonstrated
improvement from pre-test to post
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y test in more than 8 of the 12
assigned skills tests.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


All students showed improvement
on the division PEEP tests.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


All students who completed the
course showed improvement on
the division PEEP tests.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


In several sections of weight
conditioning, almost 85% of
students demonstrated
improvement is at least 8 of 12
skills tests. Of the grouping these
trends emerged:


Participation on a consistrent basis
was an indicator of success
Functional (non-machine based
training) was a better mode in
which to effect gains.
Those working out in two day a
week classes made greater gains
than those working out three times
per week
Student engagement is made
greater through the use of on-line
tools for out of class information
and assignments.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% of the students
completing the course got a 70% or
higher on a 55 question
comprehensive exam related to
functional exercise, specific
motions / movement, anatomy,
physiology and safety. The exam
also includes a self-assessment.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% of the students who
completed the course
demonstrated improved fitness
testing results related to muscular
strength and endurance.Other
indicators were flat or showed
some regression.


SKY Dept - Over 80% of the students who
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Kinesiolog
y


completed the course showed
improvement in 9/12 skills tests
based on strength and endurance
criteria


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% of the students who
completed the course showed
improvement in 9/12 skills tests
based on strength and endurance
criteria.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80%of the students who
completed the course showed
improvement in 9/12 skills tests
based on strength and endurance
criteria.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 85% of the students who
completed the course showed
improvement in 9/12 skills tests
based on strength and endurance
criteria


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 90 of the students who
completed the course showed
improvement in 9/12 skills tests
based on strength and endurance
criteria.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 90% of students who
completed the course showed
improvement on the division PEEP
tests.


SKY FITN 202 Intermediate Weight
Training


Skills, Concepts and
Techniques


Active Identify and build skills
related individual
weight training
programs applicable to
their specific goals,
evaluation of various
techniques, use of
equipment, scientific
knowledge of weight
conditioning, and
improve / maintain
acceptable and healthy
body composition,
flexibility, muscular
strength, muscular
endurance and


A 55 question comprehensive
exam related to functional
exercise, specific motions /
movement, anatomy, physiology
and safety. The exam also includes
a self-assessment.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


24 of 27 (89%) students showed
improvement in 8 of 12 tests based
on pre and post testing (skills
testing based on strength and
endurance criteria).
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SKY FITN 202 Intermediate Weight
Training


Skills, Concepts and
Techniques


Active flexibility. A 55 question comprehensive
exam related to functional
exercise, specific motions /
movement, anatomy, physiology
and safety. The exam also includes
a self-assessment.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


24 of 27 (89%) students showed
improvement in 8 of 12 tests based
on pre and post testing (skills
testing based on strength and
endurance criteria).


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


3 of 3 (100%) students showed
improvement in all 12 assessments
based on pre and post testing (skills
testing based on strength and
endurance criteria).


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


3 of 3 students (100%) received a
100% on a 55 question
comprehensive exam related to
functional exercise, specific
motions / movement, anatomy,
physiology and safety. The exam
also included a self-assessment.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


3 of 3 students (100%) showed
improvement in blood pressure and
cardiovascular efficiency on Fitness
Pre and Post Tests.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


6 of 7 students who successfully
completed the course
demonstrated improvement from
pre-test to post test in 8 or more of
the assigned skills tests.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not offered in 16-17


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not offered in 17-18


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not offered in 18-19


Fitness Pre and Post Tests SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


24 of 27 (89%) students showed
improvement in 8 of 12 tests based
on pre and post testing (skills
testing based on strength and
endurance criteria).


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog


3 of 3 (100%) students showed
improvement in all 12 assessments
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y based on pre and post testing (skills
testing based on strength and
endurance criteria).


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


3 of 3 students (100%) received a
100% on a 55 question
comprehensive exam related to
functional exercise, specific
motions / movement, anatomy,
physiology and safety. The exam
also included a self-assessment.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


3 of 3 students (100%) showed
improvement in blood pressure and
cardiovascular efficiency on Fitness
Pre and Post Tests.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


6 of 7 students who successfully
completed the course
demonstrated improvement from
pre-test to post test in 8 or more of
the assigned skills tests.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not offered in 16-17


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not offered in 17-18


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not offered in 18-19


Skills testing based on strength and
endurance criteria


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


24 of 27 (89%) students showed
improvement in 8 of 12 tests based
on pre and post testing (skills
testing based on strength and
endurance criteria).


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


3 of 3 (100%) students showed
improvement in all 12 assessments
based on pre and post testing (skills
testing based on strength and
endurance criteria).


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


3 of 3 students (100%) received a
100% on a 55 question
comprehensive exam related to
functional exercise, specific
motions / movement, anatomy,
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


physiology and safety. The exam
also included a self-assessment.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


3 of 3 students (100%) showed
improvement in blood pressure and
cardiovascular efficiency on Fitness
Pre and Post Tests.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


6 of 7 students who successfully
completed the course
demonstrated improvement from
pre-test to post test in 8 or more of
the assigned skills tests.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not offered in 16-17


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not offered in 17-18


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not offered in 18-19


SKY FITN 205 Weight Conditioning Concepts, Technique
and Fitness


Active Students will learn to
develop individual
weight training
programs applicable to
their specific goals,
evaluation of various
techniques, use of
equipment,  scientific
knowledge of weight
conditioning, and
improve / maintain
acceptable and healthy
body composition,
flexibility, muscular
strength, muscular
endurance and
flexibility.


A 55 question comprehensive
exam related to functional
exercise, specific motions /
movements, anatomy, physiology
and safety. The exam also includes
a self-assessment.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


14 of 19 (74%) students improved
flexibility and 16 of 19 (84%)
students improved muscular
endurance as measured through
division fitness test.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


14 of 19 students (74%) received a
70% or higher on a 55 question
comprehensive exam related to
functional exercise, specific
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


motions / movements, anatomy,
physiology and safety. The exam
also included a self-assessment.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


14 of 25 students who completed
the class passed the exam with a
grade of 70% or higher. The exam is
a 55 question comprehensive exam
related to functional exercise,
specific motions / movements,
anatomy, physiology and safety.
The exam also includes a self-
assessment.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


19 of 19 students (100%) improved
in 8 or more categories on pre and
post testing - (skills testing based
on strength and endurance
criteria).


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


23 of 25 students showed
improvement in flexibility; 24 of 25
students demonstrated improved
muscular endurance; 17 of 25
students demonstrated improved
body composition; 14 of 25
students demonstrated improved
cardiovascular efficiency.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


25 of 25 students who completed
the class showed improvement
from pre-test to post-test in more
than 8 of 12 skill tests designed to
assess muscular strength  and
endurance.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


25 of 35 students (71%) improved
in 8 of 12 skills tests on pre and
post testing (skills testing based on
strength and endurance criteria).


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


32 of 39 students demonstrated
improved skills based on muscular
tests tied to:
Chest, Shoulders, Neck, Back,
Abdominals, Hip Adduction, Hip
Adduction, Knee Extension, Knee
Flexion, Forearm / Wrist, Toe
Raises and Pushups


SKY Dept - 33 of 39 students received a
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Kinesiolog
y


passing grade on the
comprehensive exam related to
functional exercise, specific
motions / movements, anatomy,
physiology and safety. The exam
also includes a self-assessment.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


38 of 39 students improved
cardiovascular efficiency as
measured by blood pressure and 35
of 39 students improved muscular
endurance as measured by a sit-up
test.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


78% of the students completing the
course got a 70% or higher on a 55
question comprehensive exam
related to functional exercise,
specific motions / movements,
anatomy, physiology and safety.
The exam also includes a self-
assessment.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


All students showed improvement
on division PEEP tests.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not offered in 16-17


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not offered in 17-18


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not offered in 18-19


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 90% of the students who
completed the course showed
improvement in 9/12 skill tests
based on strength and endurance
criteria


Fitness Pre and Post Tests SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


14 of 19 (74%) students improved
flexibility and 16 of 19 (84%)
students improved muscular
endurance as measured through
division fitness test.


SKY Dept - 14 of 19 students (74%) received a
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Kinesiolog
y


70% or higher on a 55 question
comprehensive exam related to
functional exercise, specific
motions / movements, anatomy,
physiology and safety. The exam
also included a self-assessment.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


14 of 25 students who completed
the class passed the exam with a
grade of 70% or higher. The exam is
a 55 question comprehensive exam
related to functional exercise,
specific motions / movements,
anatomy, physiology and safety.
The exam also includes a self-
assessment.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


19 of 19 students (100%) improved
in 8 or more categories on pre and
post testing - (skills testing based
on strength and endurance
criteria).


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


23 of 25 students showed
improvement in flexibility; 24 of 25
students demonstrated improved
muscular endurance; 17 of 25
students demonstrated improved
body composition; 14 of 25
students demonstrated improved
cardiovascular efficiency.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


25 of 25 students who completed
the class showed improvement
from pre-test to post-test in more
than 8 of 12 skill tests designed to
assess muscular strength  and
endurance.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


25 of 35 students (71%) improved
in 8 of 12 skills tests on pre and
post testing (skills testing based on
strength and endurance criteria).


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


32 of 39 students demonstrated
improved skills based on muscular
tests tied to:
Chest, Shoulders, Neck, Back,
Abdominals, Hip Adduction, Hip
Adduction, Knee Extension, Knee
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Flexion, Forearm / Wrist, Toe
Raises and Pushups


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


33 of 39 students received a
passing grade on the
comprehensive exam related to
functional exercise, specific
motions / movements, anatomy,
physiology and safety. The exam
also includes a self-assessment.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


38 of 39 students improved
cardiovascular efficiency as
measured by blood pressure and 35
of 39 students improved muscular
endurance as measured by a sit-up
test.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


78% of the students completing the
course got a 70% or higher on a 55
question comprehensive exam
related to functional exercise,
specific motions / movements,
anatomy, physiology and safety.
The exam also includes a self-
assessment.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


All students showed improvement
on division PEEP tests.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not offered in 16-17


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not offered in 17-18


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not offered in 18-19


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 90% of the students who
completed the course showed
improvement in 9/12 skill tests
based on strength and endurance
criteria


Skills testing based on strength and
endurance criteria


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog


14 of 19 (74%) students improved
flexibility and 16 of 19 (84%)
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Skills testing based on strength and
endurance criteria


y students improved muscular
endurance as measured through
division fitness test.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


14 of 19 students (74%) received a
70% or higher on a 55 question
comprehensive exam related to
functional exercise, specific
motions / movements, anatomy,
physiology and safety. The exam
also included a self-assessment.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


14 of 25 students who completed
the class passed the exam with a
grade of 70% or higher. The exam is
a 55 question comprehensive exam
related to functional exercise,
specific motions / movements,
anatomy, physiology and safety.
The exam also includes a self-
assessment.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


19 of 19 students (100%) improved
in 8 or more categories on pre and
post testing - (skills testing based
on strength and endurance
criteria).


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


23 of 25 students showed
improvement in flexibility; 24 of 25
students demonstrated improved
muscular endurance; 17 of 25
students demonstrated improved
body composition; 14 of 25
students demonstrated improved
cardiovascular efficiency.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


25 of 25 students who completed
the class showed improvement
from pre-test to post-test in more
than 8 of 12 skill tests designed to
assess muscular strength  and
endurance.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


25 of 35 students (71%) improved
in 8 of 12 skills tests on pre and
post testing (skills testing based on
strength and endurance criteria).


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog


32 of 39 students demonstrated
improved skills based on muscular
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y tests tied to:
Chest, Shoulders, Neck, Back,
Abdominals, Hip Adduction, Hip
Adduction, Knee Extension, Knee
Flexion, Forearm / Wrist, Toe
Raises and Pushups


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


33 of 39 students received a
passing grade on the
comprehensive exam related to
functional exercise, specific
motions / movements, anatomy,
physiology and safety. The exam
also includes a self-assessment.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


38 of 39 students improved
cardiovascular efficiency as
measured by blood pressure and 35
of 39 students improved muscular
endurance as measured by a sit-up
test.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


78% of the students completing the
course got a 70% or higher on a 55
question comprehensive exam
related to functional exercise,
specific motions / movements,
anatomy, physiology and safety.
The exam also includes a self-
assessment.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


All students showed improvement
on division PEEP tests.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not offered in 16-17


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not offered in 17-18


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not offered in 18-19


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 90% of the students who
completed the course showed
improvement in 9/12 skill tests
based on strength and endurance
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


criteria


SKY FITN 219.1-4 Core Fitness Training I-
IV


Skills Inactive Demonstrate the
fundamental skills and
techniques necessary
to safely perform spine
stabilization while
performing activities
related to athletic
performance and
activities of daily living.


Evaluation of proper execution and
pace of core exercises performed
on a rating scale of 1-3.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


18 of 25 students (72%) scored 70%
or higher on written exams and
assignments covering the health
benefits of core fitness exercise.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


21 of 25 students (84%) increased
their execution and pace of core
exercises. Evaluation was by
photograph analysis of squat
technique and visual observation of
performance of other key core
exercises.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


22 of 25 students (88%) showed
improvement in strength,
endurance and balance in three key
core exercises including abdominal
curls, squats and dying bugs.
Balance assessment is observed
during performance of single leg
squat. Strength assessment was 1
minute timed bouts of key
exercises and endurance was
evaluated by timed exercise bouts
of greater than two minutes.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


23 of 26 (88%) students showed
improved muscular endurance. 13
of 26 (50%) students showed
improvement in flexibility.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not offered in 17-18


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not offered in 18-19


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not taught in 16-17
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Performance of strength,
endurance and balance exercises
with emphasis on progression


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


18 of 25 students (72%) scored 70%
or higher on written exams and
assignments covering the health
benefits of core fitness exercise.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


21 of 25 students (84%) increased
their execution and pace of core
exercises. Evaluation was by
photograph analysis of squat
technique and visual observation of
performance of other key core
exercises.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


22 of 25 students (88%) showed
improvement in strength,
endurance and balance in three key
core exercises including abdominal
curls, squats and dying bugs.
Balance assessment is observed
during performance of single leg
squat. Strength assessment was 1
minute timed bouts of key
exercises and endurance was
evaluated by timed exercise bouts
of greater than two minutes.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


23 of 26 (88%) students showed
improved muscular endurance. 13
of 26 (50%) students showed
improvement in flexibility.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not offered in 17-18


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not offered in 18-19


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not taught in 16-17


Physical education Evaluation
Program (PEEP) Fitness Test with
an emphasis on the tests related to
flexibility and sit-ups.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


18 of 25 students (72%) scored 70%
or higher on written exams and
assignments covering the health
benefits of core fitness exercise.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


21 of 25 students (84%) increased
their execution and pace of core
exercises. Evaluation was by
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


photograph analysis of squat
technique and visual observation of
performance of other key core
exercises.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


22 of 25 students (88%) showed
improvement in strength,
endurance and balance in three key
core exercises including abdominal
curls, squats and dying bugs.
Balance assessment is observed
during performance of single leg
squat. Strength assessment was 1
minute timed bouts of key
exercises and endurance was
evaluated by timed exercise bouts
of greater than two minutes.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


23 of 26 (88%) students showed
improved muscular endurance. 13
of 26 (50%) students showed
improvement in flexibility.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not offered in 17-18


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not offered in 18-19


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not taught in 16-17


Written examinations and
assignments covering the health
benefits of core fitness exercise


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


18 of 25 students (72%) scored 70%
or higher on written exams and
assignments covering the health
benefits of core fitness exercise.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


21 of 25 students (84%) increased
their execution and pace of core
exercises. Evaluation was by
photograph analysis of squat
technique and visual observation of
performance of other key core
exercises.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


22 of 25 students (88%) showed
improvement in strength,
endurance and balance in three key
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


core exercises including abdominal
curls, squats and dying bugs.
Balance assessment is observed
during performance of single leg
squat. Strength assessment was 1
minute timed bouts of key
exercises and endurance was
evaluated by timed exercise bouts
of greater than two minutes.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


23 of 26 (88%) students showed
improved muscular endurance. 13
of 26 (50%) students showed
improvement in flexibility.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not offered in 17-18


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not offered in 18-19


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not taught in 16-17


Skills and technique Active Identify and build skills
related to core
conditioning that are
applicable to specific
goals of the course;
improve / maintain
acceptable and healthy
body composition,
muscular strength,
muscular endurance,
and balance.


Students will be evaluated on basic
core exercises for endurance
through monthly timed exercise
bout tests.  Endurance tests consist
of ten core exercises performed for
maximum repetitions over time.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of beginning students
improved their endurance by 75%.
100% of intermediate students
improved their endurance by 50%.
No level III or IV students enrolled


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of beginning students
improved their strength by 75%.
70% of intermediate students
improved their strength by 50%. No
level III or IV students enrolled


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


68% of students received a 70% or
higher on the written quiz covering
principles of spine stabilization for
core exercises, athletic
performance, activities of daily
living, and injury prevention.
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


All students who completed the
course (33) scored 7 points or more
on a 10 point checklist.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


c. Results:  or 14/15 or 77%
of students scored 70% or better
on written exams and assignments
covering principles of spine
stabilization for core exercises,
athletic performance, activities of
daily living, and injury prevention.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


c. Results: 14/15 (5 students
did not finish course) or 96.4% of
students increased their execution
and pace of core exercise
performance in key core exercises
and scored a 4/5 or higher on pace
of exercises at the completion of
the course
d. Execution of core
exercises was evaluated by
photograph analysis of squat
technique and visual observation of
performance of other key core
exercises. 14/15 (5 students did not
finish course) or 93.3%of students
improved their squat technique
scoring 8/10 points on squat
analysis by the end of the course


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


c. Results: 14/15 or 94.3% of
students showed improvement in
strength, endurance and balance by
the end of the course, scoring a 4/5
or higher on testing of key core
exercises.
d. Balance assessment is
observed during performance of
single leg squat performance
e. Strength assessment was
through 1 minute timed bouts of
key exercises
f. Endurance was evaluated
by timed exercise bouts > 2
minutes of key exercises
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not offered in 17-18


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not offered in 18-19


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not taught in 16-17


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 90% of the students were
evaluated on basic core exercises in
a pre- and post-one minute test for
maximum repetitions and
resistance. 90% of beginning
students improved their strength
by 75%.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 90% of the students who
completed the course
demonstrated excellent squat
technique by the end of the
semester as exhibited by photo
analysis.


Students will be evaluated on basic
core exercises for strength through
a pre- and post-one minute test for
maximum repetitions and
resistance.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of beginning students
improved their endurance by 75%.
100% of intermediate students
improved their endurance by 50%.
No level III or IV students enrolled


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of beginning students
improved their strength by 75%.
70% of intermediate students
improved their strength by 50%. No
level III or IV students enrolled


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


68% of students received a 70% or
higher on the written quiz covering
principles of spine stabilization for
core exercises, athletic
performance, activities of daily
living, and injury prevention.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


All students who completed the
course (33) scored 7 points or more
on a 10 point checklist.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog


c. Results:  or 14/15 or 77%
of students scored 70% or better
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y on written exams and assignments
covering principles of spine
stabilization for core exercises,
athletic performance, activities of
daily living, and injury prevention.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


c. Results: 14/15 (5 students
did not finish course) or 96.4% of
students increased their execution
and pace of core exercise
performance in key core exercises
and scored a 4/5 or higher on pace
of exercises at the completion of
the course
d. Execution of core
exercises was evaluated by
photograph analysis of squat
technique and visual observation of
performance of other key core
exercises. 14/15 (5 students did not
finish course) or 93.3%of students
improved their squat technique
scoring 8/10 points on squat
analysis by the end of the course


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


c. Results: 14/15 or 94.3% of
students showed improvement in
strength, endurance and balance by
the end of the course, scoring a 4/5
or higher on testing of key core
exercises.
d. Balance assessment is
observed during performance of
single leg squat performance
e. Strength assessment was
through 1 minute timed bouts of
key exercises
f. Endurance was evaluated
by timed exercise bouts > 2
minutes of key exercises


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not offered in 17-18


SKY Dept - Course not offered in 18-19
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Kinesiolog
y


Course not offered in 18-19


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not taught in 16-17


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 90% of the students were
evaluated on basic core exercises in
a pre- and post-one minute test for
maximum repetitions and
resistance. 90% of beginning
students improved their strength
by 75%.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 90% of the students who
completed the course
demonstrated excellent squat
technique by the end of the
semester as exhibited by photo
analysis.


Using photographic analysis of
squat technique, students will be
evaluated on proper form through
both pre- and post-testing.
Students will be assessed using a
10 point checklist.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of beginning students
improved their endurance by 75%.
100% of intermediate students
improved their endurance by 50%.
No level III or IV students enrolled


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of beginning students
improved their strength by 75%.
70% of intermediate students
improved their strength by 50%. No
level III or IV students enrolled


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


68% of students received a 70% or
higher on the written quiz covering
principles of spine stabilization for
core exercises, athletic
performance, activities of daily
living, and injury prevention.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


All students who completed the
course (33) scored 7 points or more
on a 10 point checklist.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


c. Results:  or 14/15 or 77%
of students scored 70% or better
on written exams and assignments
covering principles of spine
stabilization for core exercises,
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


athletic performance, activities of
daily living, and injury prevention.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


c. Results: 14/15 (5 students
did not finish course) or 96.4% of
students increased their execution
and pace of core exercise
performance in key core exercises
and scored a 4/5 or higher on pace
of exercises at the completion of
the course
d. Execution of core
exercises was evaluated by
photograph analysis of squat
technique and visual observation of
performance of other key core
exercises. 14/15 (5 students did not
finish course) or 93.3%of students
improved their squat technique
scoring 8/10 points on squat
analysis by the end of the course


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


c. Results: 14/15 or 94.3% of
students showed improvement in
strength, endurance and balance by
the end of the course, scoring a 4/5
or higher on testing of key core
exercises.
d. Balance assessment is
observed during performance of
single leg squat performance
e. Strength assessment was
through 1 minute timed bouts of
key exercises
f. Endurance was evaluated
by timed exercise bouts > 2
minutes of key exercises


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not offered in 17-18


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not offered in 18-19
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not taught in 16-17


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 90% of the students were
evaluated on basic core exercises in
a pre- and post-one minute test for
maximum repetitions and
resistance. 90% of beginning
students improved their strength
by 75%.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 90% of the students who
completed the course
demonstrated excellent squat
technique by the end of the
semester as exhibited by photo
analysis.


Written quiz covering principles of
spine stabilization for core
exercises, athletic performance,
activities of daily living, and injury
prevention.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of beginning students
improved their endurance by 75%.
100% of intermediate students
improved their endurance by 50%.
No level III or IV students enrolled


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of beginning students
improved their strength by 75%.
70% of intermediate students
improved their strength by 50%. No
level III or IV students enrolled


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


68% of students received a 70% or
higher on the written quiz covering
principles of spine stabilization for
core exercises, athletic
performance, activities of daily
living, and injury prevention.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


All students who completed the
course (33) scored 7 points or more
on a 10 point checklist.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


c. Results:  or 14/15 or 77%
of students scored 70% or better
on written exams and assignments
covering principles of spine
stabilization for core exercises,
athletic performance, activities of
daily living, and injury prevention.


SKY Dept - c. Results: 14/15 (5 students
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Kinesiolog
y


did not finish course) or 96.4% of
students increased their execution
and pace of core exercise
performance in key core exercises
and scored a 4/5 or higher on pace
of exercises at the completion of
the course
d. Execution of core
exercises was evaluated by
photograph analysis of squat
technique and visual observation of
performance of other key core
exercises. 14/15 (5 students did not
finish course) or 93.3%of students
improved their squat technique
scoring 8/10 points on squat
analysis by the end of the course


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


c. Results: 14/15 or 94.3% of
students showed improvement in
strength, endurance and balance by
the end of the course, scoring a 4/5
or higher on testing of key core
exercises.
d. Balance assessment is
observed during performance of
single leg squat performance
e. Strength assessment was
through 1 minute timed bouts of
key exercises
f. Endurance was evaluated
by timed exercise bouts > 2
minutes of key exercises


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not offered in 17-18


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not offered in 18-19


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not taught in 16-17


SKY Dept - Over 90% of the students were
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Kinesiolog
y


evaluated on basic core exercises in
a pre- and post-one minute test for
maximum repetitions and
resistance. 90% of beginning
students improved their strength
by 75%.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 90% of the students who
completed the course
demonstrated excellent squat
technique by the end of the
semester as exhibited by photo
analysis.


SKY FITN 301 Spinning Skills, Concepts and
Fitness


Active Identify and build skills
related to a spinning
program applicable to
their specific goals,
evaluation of various
techniques, use of
equipment, scientific
knowledge of
conditioning, and
improve / maintain
acceptable and healthy
body composition,
flexibility, muscular
strength, muscular
endurance and
flexibility.


Participation in the division
evaluation (PEEP) program.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


21 of 28 (75%) of students
improved (lowered) their systolic
and diastolic blood pressure.  21/28
(75%) of students improved their
scores on the cardiovascular
endurance test (step test).
Students' progress was measured
on pre and post fitness  test.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


23 of 32 students (72%) showed
lowered blood pressure levels. 17
of 32 students (53%) improved
their cardiovascular endurance
test.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


24 of 28 students (85%) presented
a completed Spinning Profile
(design a workout based on goals
and needs. This profile
demonstrates their understanding
of the physiological principles
necessary to improve performance)
that satisfied the requirements as
the assignment.


SKY Dept - 24 of 28 students (85%) showed a
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Kinesiolog
y


lower recovery heart rate (and
therefore increased cardiovascular
efficiency) from pre-test to post-
test.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


26 of 32 students (81%) completed
Spinning Profile (design a workout
based on goals and needs. This
profile demonstrates their
understanding of the physiological
principles necessary to improve
performance) that satisfied the
requirements of this assessment.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


32 of 32 students (100%) showed
an improved recovery rate
(indicating increased cardiovascular
efficiency) on their post test.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


66% of students got a C or higher
on test based on understanding of
Spinning principles, Spinning
program development, and current
research related to cardiovascular
efficiency as covered in on-line
lectures and specified web content.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


73% of students averaged a 2 or
higher on daily application of
technique, posture and effort in
performance of spinning activites.
Evaluation is on a 3-point scale
(poor = 1, satisfactory = 2, excellent
= 3, 0= not attending)


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Barely 70% of the students earned
a 2 or higher on progress and
participation points. Survey
indicated boredom as a major
factor in student lack of
engagement.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Nearly 92% of students who
completed the class did a heart rate
chart over the course of the
semester measuring recovery rate.
Almost all these students
demonstrated improved
cardiovascular efficiency as
monitored by RHR
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the students who completed the
course, 80% showed increased
cardiovascular efficiency through
improved (lower) RHR (recovery
heart rate).


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the students who completed the
course, 806% will showed increased
cardiovascular efficiency through
improved (lower) RHR (recovery
heart rate).


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the students who completed the
course, over 80% showed increased
cardiovascular efficiency through
improved (lower) RHR (recovery
heart rate).


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80 of students averaged a 2 or
higher on daily application of
technique, posture and effort in
performance of spinning activites.
Evaluation is on a 3-point scale
(poor = 1, satisfactory = 2, excellent
= 3, 0= not attending)


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% of students averaged a 2
or higher on daily application of
technique, posture and effort in
performance of spinning activites.
Evaluation is on a 3-point scale
(poor = 1, satisfactory = 2, excellent
= 3, 0= not attending


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% of the students who
completed the class showed
improvement in three or more
areas of the division PEEP test.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 85% of students averaged a 2
or higher on daily application of
technique, posture and effort in
performance of spinning activites.
Evaluation is on a 3-point scale
(poor = 1, satisfactory = 2, excellent
= 3, 0= not attending)


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 90% of the students showed
improvement in three or more
areas of the division PEEP test.
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 90% of the students who
completed the class showed
improvement in three or more
areas of the division PEEP test.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Slightly more than 70% of students
got a C or higher on test based on
understanding of Spinning
principles, Spinning program
development, and current research
related to cardiovascular efficiency
as covered in on-line lectures and
specified web content.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Slightly more than 75% of students
got a C or higher on test based on
understanding of Spinning
principles, Spinning program
development, and current research
related to cardiovascular efficiency
as covered in on-line lectures and
specified web content.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Slightly more than 80% of students
got a C or higher on test based on
understanding of Spinning
principles, Spinning program
development, and current research
related to cardiovascular efficiency
as covered in on-line lectures and
specified web content. Rates have
been increasing due to emphasis
and use of Canvas.


Students are evalauted daily on the
application of technique, posture
and effort in performance of
spinning activites. Evaluation is on
a 3-point scale (poor = 1,
satisfactory = 2, excellent = 3, 0=
not attending)


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


21 of 28 (75%) of students
improved (lowered) their systolic
and diastolic blood pressure.  21/28
(75%) of students improved their
scores on the cardiovascular
endurance test (step test).
Students' progress was measured
on pre and post fitness  test.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


23 of 32 students (72%) showed
lowered blood pressure levels. 17
of 32 students (53%) improved
their cardiovascular endurance
test.
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


24 of 28 students (85%) presented
a completed Spinning Profile
(design a workout based on goals
and needs. This profile
demonstrates their understanding
of the physiological principles
necessary to improve performance)
that satisfied the requirements as
the assignment.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


24 of 28 students (85%) showed a
lower recovery heart rate (and
therefore increased cardiovascular
efficiency) from pre-test to post-
test.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


26 of 32 students (81%) completed
Spinning Profile (design a workout
based on goals and needs. This
profile demonstrates their
understanding of the physiological
principles necessary to improve
performance) that satisfied the
requirements of this assessment.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


32 of 32 students (100%) showed
an improved recovery rate
(indicating increased cardiovascular
efficiency) on their post test.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


66% of students got a C or higher
on test based on understanding of
Spinning principles, Spinning
program development, and current
research related to cardiovascular
efficiency as covered in on-line
lectures and specified web content.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


73% of students averaged a 2 or
higher on daily application of
technique, posture and effort in
performance of spinning activites.
Evaluation is on a 3-point scale
(poor = 1, satisfactory = 2, excellent
= 3, 0= not attending)


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Barely 70% of the students earned
a 2 or higher on progress and
participation points. Survey
indicated boredom as a major
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


factor in student lack of
engagement.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Nearly 92% of students who
completed the class did a heart rate
chart over the course of the
semester measuring recovery rate.
Almost all these students
demonstrated improved
cardiovascular efficiency as
monitored by RHR


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the students who completed the
course, 80% showed increased
cardiovascular efficiency through
improved (lower) RHR (recovery
heart rate).


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the students who completed the
course, 806% will showed increased
cardiovascular efficiency through
improved (lower) RHR (recovery
heart rate).


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the students who completed the
course, over 80% showed increased
cardiovascular efficiency through
improved (lower) RHR (recovery
heart rate).


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80 of students averaged a 2 or
higher on daily application of
technique, posture and effort in
performance of spinning activites.
Evaluation is on a 3-point scale
(poor = 1, satisfactory = 2, excellent
= 3, 0= not attending)


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% of students averaged a 2
or higher on daily application of
technique, posture and effort in
performance of spinning activites.
Evaluation is on a 3-point scale
(poor = 1, satisfactory = 2, excellent
= 3, 0= not attending


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% of the students who
completed the class showed
improvement in three or more
areas of the division PEEP test.
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 85% of students averaged a 2
or higher on daily application of
technique, posture and effort in
performance of spinning activites.
Evaluation is on a 3-point scale
(poor = 1, satisfactory = 2, excellent
= 3, 0= not attending)


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 90% of the students showed
improvement in three or more
areas of the division PEEP test.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 90% of the students who
completed the class showed
improvement in three or more
areas of the division PEEP test.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Slightly more than 70% of students
got a C or higher on test based on
understanding of Spinning
principles, Spinning program
development, and current research
related to cardiovascular efficiency
as covered in on-line lectures and
specified web content.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Slightly more than 75% of students
got a C or higher on test based on
understanding of Spinning
principles, Spinning program
development, and current research
related to cardiovascular efficiency
as covered in on-line lectures and
specified web content.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Slightly more than 80% of students
got a C or higher on test based on
understanding of Spinning
principles, Spinning program
development, and current research
related to cardiovascular efficiency
as covered in on-line lectures and
specified web content. Rates have
been increasing due to emphasis
and use of Canvas.


Students complete a heart rate
chart over the course of the
semester measuring recovery rate.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


21 of 28 (75%) of students
improved (lowered) their systolic
and diastolic blood pressure.  21/28
(75%) of students improved their
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Students complete a heart rate
chart over the course of the
semester measuring recovery rate.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


scores on the cardiovascular
endurance test (step test).
Students' progress was measured
on pre and post fitness  test.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


23 of 32 students (72%) showed
lowered blood pressure levels. 17
of 32 students (53%) improved
their cardiovascular endurance
test.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


24 of 28 students (85%) presented
a completed Spinning Profile
(design a workout based on goals
and needs. This profile
demonstrates their understanding
of the physiological principles
necessary to improve performance)
that satisfied the requirements as
the assignment.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


24 of 28 students (85%) showed a
lower recovery heart rate (and
therefore increased cardiovascular
efficiency) from pre-test to post-
test.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


26 of 32 students (81%) completed
Spinning Profile (design a workout
based on goals and needs. This
profile demonstrates their
understanding of the physiological
principles necessary to improve
performance) that satisfied the
requirements of this assessment.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


32 of 32 students (100%) showed
an improved recovery rate
(indicating increased cardiovascular
efficiency) on their post test.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


66% of students got a C or higher
on test based on understanding of
Spinning principles, Spinning
program development, and current
research related to cardiovascular
efficiency as covered in on-line
lectures and specified web content.


SKY Dept - 73% of students averaged a 2 or
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Kinesiolog
y


higher on daily application of
technique, posture and effort in
performance of spinning activites.
Evaluation is on a 3-point scale
(poor = 1, satisfactory = 2, excellent
= 3, 0= not attending)


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Barely 70% of the students earned
a 2 or higher on progress and
participation points. Survey
indicated boredom as a major
factor in student lack of
engagement.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Nearly 92% of students who
completed the class did a heart rate
chart over the course of the
semester measuring recovery rate.
Almost all these students
demonstrated improved
cardiovascular efficiency as
monitored by RHR


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the students who completed the
course, 80% showed increased
cardiovascular efficiency through
improved (lower) RHR (recovery
heart rate).


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the students who completed the
course, 806% will showed increased
cardiovascular efficiency through
improved (lower) RHR (recovery
heart rate).


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the students who completed the
course, over 80% showed increased
cardiovascular efficiency through
improved (lower) RHR (recovery
heart rate).


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80 of students averaged a 2 or
higher on daily application of
technique, posture and effort in
performance of spinning activites.
Evaluation is on a 3-point scale
(poor = 1, satisfactory = 2, excellent
= 3, 0= not attending)


SKY Dept - Over 80% of students averaged a 2
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Kinesiolog
y


or higher on daily application of
technique, posture and effort in
performance of spinning activites.
Evaluation is on a 3-point scale
(poor = 1, satisfactory = 2, excellent
= 3, 0= not attending


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% of the students who
completed the class showed
improvement in three or more
areas of the division PEEP test.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 85% of students averaged a 2
or higher on daily application of
technique, posture and effort in
performance of spinning activites.
Evaluation is on a 3-point scale
(poor = 1, satisfactory = 2, excellent
= 3, 0= not attending)


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 90% of the students showed
improvement in three or more
areas of the division PEEP test.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 90% of the students who
completed the class showed
improvement in three or more
areas of the division PEEP test.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Slightly more than 70% of students
got a C or higher on test based on
understanding of Spinning
principles, Spinning program
development, and current research
related to cardiovascular efficiency
as covered in on-line lectures and
specified web content.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Slightly more than 75% of students
got a C or higher on test based on
understanding of Spinning
principles, Spinning program
development, and current research
related to cardiovascular efficiency
as covered in on-line lectures and
specified web content.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Slightly more than 80% of students
got a C or higher on test based on
understanding of Spinning
principles, Spinning program
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


development, and current research
related to cardiovascular efficiency
as covered in on-line lectures and
specified web content. Rates have
been increasing due to emphasis
and use of Canvas.


Students will be tested on
understanding of Spinning
principles, Spinning program
development, and current research
related to cardiovascular efficiency
as covered in on-line lectures and
specified web content.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


21 of 28 (75%) of students
improved (lowered) their systolic
and diastolic blood pressure.  21/28
(75%) of students improved their
scores on the cardiovascular
endurance test (step test).
Students' progress was measured
on pre and post fitness  test.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


23 of 32 students (72%) showed
lowered blood pressure levels. 17
of 32 students (53%) improved
their cardiovascular endurance
test.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


24 of 28 students (85%) presented
a completed Spinning Profile
(design a workout based on goals
and needs. This profile
demonstrates their understanding
of the physiological principles
necessary to improve performance)
that satisfied the requirements as
the assignment.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


24 of 28 students (85%) showed a
lower recovery heart rate (and
therefore increased cardiovascular
efficiency) from pre-test to post-
test.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


26 of 32 students (81%) completed
Spinning Profile (design a workout
based on goals and needs. This
profile demonstrates their
understanding of the physiological
principles necessary to improve
performance) that satisfied the
requirements of this assessment.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog


32 of 32 students (100%) showed
an improved recovery rate
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y (indicating increased cardiovascular
efficiency) on their post test.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


66% of students got a C or higher
on test based on understanding of
Spinning principles, Spinning
program development, and current
research related to cardiovascular
efficiency as covered in on-line
lectures and specified web content.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


73% of students averaged a 2 or
higher on daily application of
technique, posture and effort in
performance of spinning activites.
Evaluation is on a 3-point scale
(poor = 1, satisfactory = 2, excellent
= 3, 0= not attending)


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Barely 70% of the students earned
a 2 or higher on progress and
participation points. Survey
indicated boredom as a major
factor in student lack of
engagement.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Nearly 92% of students who
completed the class did a heart rate
chart over the course of the
semester measuring recovery rate.
Almost all these students
demonstrated improved
cardiovascular efficiency as
monitored by RHR


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the students who completed the
course, 80% showed increased
cardiovascular efficiency through
improved (lower) RHR (recovery
heart rate).


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the students who completed the
course, 806% will showed increased
cardiovascular efficiency through
improved (lower) RHR (recovery
heart rate).


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the students who completed the
course, over 80% showed increased
cardiovascular efficiency through
improved (lower) RHR (recovery
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


heart rate).


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80 of students averaged a 2 or
higher on daily application of
technique, posture and effort in
performance of spinning activites.
Evaluation is on a 3-point scale
(poor = 1, satisfactory = 2, excellent
= 3, 0= not attending)


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% of students averaged a 2
or higher on daily application of
technique, posture and effort in
performance of spinning activites.
Evaluation is on a 3-point scale
(poor = 1, satisfactory = 2, excellent
= 3, 0= not attending


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% of the students who
completed the class showed
improvement in three or more
areas of the division PEEP test.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 85% of students averaged a 2
or higher on daily application of
technique, posture and effort in
performance of spinning activites.
Evaluation is on a 3-point scale
(poor = 1, satisfactory = 2, excellent
= 3, 0= not attending)


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 90% of the students showed
improvement in three or more
areas of the division PEEP test.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 90% of the students who
completed the class showed
improvement in three or more
areas of the division PEEP test.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Slightly more than 70% of students
got a C or higher on test based on
understanding of Spinning
principles, Spinning program
development, and current research
related to cardiovascular efficiency
as covered in on-line lectures and
specified web content.
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Slightly more than 75% of students
got a C or higher on test based on
understanding of Spinning
principles, Spinning program
development, and current research
related to cardiovascular efficiency
as covered in on-line lectures and
specified web content.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Slightly more than 80% of students
got a C or higher on test based on
understanding of Spinning
principles, Spinning program
development, and current research
related to cardiovascular efficiency
as covered in on-line lectures and
specified web content. Rates have
been increasing due to emphasis
and use of Canvas.


SKY FITN 304 Walking Fitness Fitness improvement Active Identify and assess
their current fitness
level; alter or modify
specific wellness or
fitness practices in
order to improve body
composition/flexibility/
cardiovascular
fitness/muscular
endurance/muscular
strength related to
performance.


Daily progressive exercises SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


24 of 27 students tested improved
cardiovascular efficiency as
measured by a blood pressure
evaluation. 24 of 27 students
improved cardiovascular efficiency
as measured through recovery rate
during a three minute step test.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


26 of 27 students improved their
time based on a pre-test and post
test on a three mile walk.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


28 of 34 students (82%) showed
improvement in cardiovascular
efficiency as measured on pre and
post fitness tests.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


31 of 34 students (91%) decreased
their time on a 3 mile timed walk,
demonstrating improved
cardiovascular fitness.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog


50% of students were able to
successfully monitor their heart
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y rate and stay in target range.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


88% of students at all levels
showed improvement in at least 2
PEEP tests


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


All students at all levels showed
improvement in at least 2 PEEP
tests


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


All students decreased time for the
three mile walk.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


All students who completed the
course at all levels showed
improvement in at least 2 PEEP
tests


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


All students who completed the
course decreased time for the
three mile walk.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Difficulty is accessing target heart
rate continued but improved.
Students were given option of using
technology. Those students were
primarily successful. For those
dependent on using their hands,
success rates were below 70%.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Difficulty is accessing target heart
rate has diminished with use of
technology. Only a small portion of
students are still using a kinesthetic
method. For those dependent on
using their hands, success rates
were below 70%.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Technology used by all students
accessed allowed the prescribed
benchmark to be reached..


Pre and post- fitness testing SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


24 of 27 students tested improved
cardiovascular efficiency as
measured by a blood pressure
evaluation. 24 of 27 students
improved cardiovascular efficiency
as measured through recovery rate
during a three minute step test.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog


26 of 27 students improved their
time based on a pre-test and post
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y test on a three mile walk.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


28 of 34 students (82%) showed
improvement in cardiovascular
efficiency as measured on pre and
post fitness tests.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


31 of 34 students (91%) decreased
their time on a 3 mile timed walk,
demonstrating improved
cardiovascular fitness.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


50% of students were able to
successfully monitor their heart
rate and stay in target range.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


88% of students at all levels
showed improvement in at least 2
PEEP tests


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


All students at all levels showed
improvement in at least 2 PEEP
tests


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


All students decreased time for the
three mile walk.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


All students who completed the
course at all levels showed
improvement in at least 2 PEEP
tests


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


All students who completed the
course decreased time for the
three mile walk.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Difficulty is accessing target heart
rate continued but improved.
Students were given option of using
technology. Those students were
primarily successful. For those
dependent on using their hands,
success rates were below 70%.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Difficulty is accessing target heart
rate has diminished with use of
technology. Only a small portion of
students are still using a kinesthetic
method. For those dependent on
using their hands, success rates
were below 70%.


SKY Dept - Technology used by all students
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Kinesiolog
y


accessed allowed the prescribed
benchmark to be reached..


Timed 3 mile walk SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


24 of 27 students tested improved
cardiovascular efficiency as
measured by a blood pressure
evaluation. 24 of 27 students
improved cardiovascular efficiency
as measured through recovery rate
during a three minute step test.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


26 of 27 students improved their
time based on a pre-test and post
test on a three mile walk.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


28 of 34 students (82%) showed
improvement in cardiovascular
efficiency as measured on pre and
post fitness tests.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


31 of 34 students (91%) decreased
their time on a 3 mile timed walk,
demonstrating improved
cardiovascular fitness.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


50% of students were able to
successfully monitor their heart
rate and stay in target range.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


88% of students at all levels
showed improvement in at least 2
PEEP tests


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


All students at all levels showed
improvement in at least 2 PEEP
tests


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


All students decreased time for the
three mile walk.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


All students who completed the
course at all levels showed
improvement in at least 2 PEEP
tests


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


All students who completed the
course decreased time for the
three mile walk.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Difficulty is accessing target heart
rate continued but improved.
Students were given option of using
technology. Those students
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


were primarily successful. For those
dependent on using their hands,
success rates were below 70%.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Difficulty is accessing target heart
rate has diminished with use of
technology. Only a small portion of
students are still using a kinesthetic
method. For those dependent on
using their hands, success rates
were below 70%.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Technology used by all students
accessed allowed the prescribed
benchmark to be reached..


Role of fitness Active Identify/explain the
role of physical fitness
and fitness principles
in both physical and
mental wellbeing


Fitness principles quiz SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


25 of 27 students passed exam on
principles related to fitness with
walking as the primary mode of
exercise.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


32 of 34 students (94%) received a
70% or higher on a fitness
principles exam.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


56% of students successfully
completed essay explaining the role
of fitness in lifelong wellness


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


71% of students successfully
completed essay explaining the role
of fitness in lifelong wellness


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


74% of students successfully
completed essay explaining the role
of fitness in lifelong wellness


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


All students at all levels were able
to successfully complete the survey
pertaining to their knowledge of
fitness principles


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


All students at all levels were able
to successfully complete the survey
pertaining to their knowledge of
fitness principles.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Quiz was redundant and was
eliminated.


Short essay SKY Dept - 25 of 27 students passed exam on
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Short essay Kinesiolog
y


principles related to fitness with
walking as the primary mode of
exercise.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


32 of 34 students (94%) received a
70% or higher on a fitness
principles exam.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


56% of students successfully
completed essay explaining the role
of fitness in lifelong wellness


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


71% of students successfully
completed essay explaining the role
of fitness in lifelong wellness


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


74% of students successfully
completed essay explaining the role
of fitness in lifelong wellness


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


All students at all levels were able
to successfully complete the survey
pertaining to their knowledge of
fitness principles


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


All students at all levels were able
to successfully complete the survey
pertaining to their knowledge of
fitness principles.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Quiz was redundant and was
eliminated.


Student survey on fitness
principles


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


25 of 27 students passed exam on
principles related to fitness with
walking as the primary mode of
exercise.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


32 of 34 students (94%) received a
70% or higher on a fitness
principles exam.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


56% of students successfully
completed essay explaining the role
of fitness in lifelong wellness


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


71% of students successfully
completed essay explaining the role
of fitness in lifelong wellness


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


74% of students successfully
completed essay explaining the role
of fitness in lifelong wellness
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


All students at all levels were able
to successfully complete the survey
pertaining to their knowledge of
fitness principles


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


All students at all levels were able
to successfully complete the survey
pertaining to their knowledge of
fitness principles.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Quiz was redundant and was
eliminated.


Skills and technique Inactive Demonstrate the
fundamental skills and
techniques necessary
to safely perform the
activities related to
fitness walking


Based on 3-point rubric (good,
average and poor), students will
show improvement related to
walking posture, stride length and
arm swing based on pre and post
test.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% of students who
completed showed improvement.
Assessment was done at the start
and end of class in the gym and / or
track


SKY FITN 305 Running for Fitness Concepts and
Technique


Inactive Demonstrate the
fundamental skills and
techniques necessary
to safely participate in
a running fitness
program.


Students are evaluated on their
ability to complete a 1.5 mile
timed run at intervals throughout
the semester.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students who completed
the course showed improvement
based on time on a 1.5 mile run.
Greater improvement was possible
for students who began at a lower
level. Some students did not
improve as much because their
starting fitness level was higher,
they were injured or because of
missing classes.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the 28 students who took the
final exam on the topics covered in
class regarding cardiovascular
fitness, 25 (89%) received a 70% or
higher score.


Students will be given a written
final exam on the topics covered in
class regarding cardiovascular
fitness.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students who completed
the course showed improvement
based on time on a 1.5 mile run.
Greater improvement was possible
for students who began at a lower
level. Some students did not
improve as much because their
starting fitness level was higher,
they were injured or because of
missing classes.


SKY Dept - Of the 28 students who took the
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Kinesiolog
y


final exam on the topics covered in
class regarding cardiovascular
fitness, 25 (89%) received a 70% or
higher score.


Fitness Active Identify and assess
their current fitness
level; alter or modify
specific wellness or
fitness practices in
order to improve body
composition/flexibility/
cardiovascular
fitness/muscular
endurance/muscular
strength related to
performance.


1.5 mile timed run (pre and post
test)


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students who completed
the post test improved their
cardiovascular efficiency. Overall
the 70% threshold was met.
Flexibility showed the least
improvement and may need to be
emphasized more (warm-up and
cool down) in the future.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of the students who
completed the class showed
improvement over their pre-test
results specifically related to
cardiovascular efficiency.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


18 of 22 students demonstrated
improved cardiovascular efficency
as measured by a three minute step
test.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


19 of 22 students passed the
written final that dealt with
cardiovascular fitness concepts.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


20 of 23 students successgfully
completed a 1.5 mile timed run
with at least 10% improvement on
time on the 2nd test.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


83% of students completed a 1.5
mile timed run with at least 10%
improvement on time on the 2nd
test.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


85% of students who finished the
class showed improvement over
their pre-test results specifically
related to cardiovascular efficiency
as measured by resting heart rate,
blood pressure and step-test.
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


86% of students received a C or
higher. Clicker technology is
especially helpful in preparing
students.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Almost 90% of students completed
a 1.5 mile timed run with at least
10% improvement on time on the
2nd test.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not offered in 18-19


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% of students completed a
1.5 mile timed run with at least
10% improvement on time on the
2nd test.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% of the students who
completed the class showed
improvement over their pre-test
results specifically related to
cardiovascular efficiency.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 85% of students completed a
1.5 mile timed run with at least
10% improvement on time on the
2nd test


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 85% of students received a C
or higher. Clicker technology is
especially helpful in preparing
students


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 85% of students who
completed the course received a C
or higher. Clicker technology is
especially helpful in preparing
students


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 85% of the students who
completed the class showed
improvement over their pre-test
results specifically related to
cardiovascular efficiency.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 90% of students received a C
or higher. Clicker technology is
especially helpful in preparing
students.


SKY Dept - Over 90% of the students who
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Kinesiolog
y


completed the class showed
improvement over their pre-test
results specifically related to
cardiovascular efficiency.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Sightly below 70% of the students
who completed the class received a
C or higher on the final exam
related to cardiovascular fitness
topics.


Fitness Test measuring body
composition, flexibility, muscular
strength / endurance and
cardiovascular efficiency.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students who completed
the post test improved their
cardiovascular efficiency. Overall
the 70% threshold was met.
Flexibility showed the least
improvement and may need to be
emphasized more (warm-up and
cool down) in the future.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of the students who
completed the class showed
improvement over their pre-test
results specifically related to
cardiovascular efficiency.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


18 of 22 students demonstrated
improved cardiovascular efficency
as measured by a three minute step
test.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


19 of 22 students passed the
written final that dealt with
cardiovascular fitness concepts.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


20 of 23 students successgfully
completed a 1.5 mile timed run
with at least 10% improvement on
time on the 2nd test.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


83% of students completed a 1.5
mile timed run with at least 10%
improvement on time on the 2nd
test.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


85% of students who finished the
class showed improvement over
their pre-test results specifically
related to cardiovascular efficiency
as measured by resting heart rate,
blood pressure and step-test.
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


86% of students received a C or
higher. Clicker technology is
especially helpful in preparing
students.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Almost 90% of students completed
a 1.5 mile timed run with at least
10% improvement on time on the
2nd test.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not offered in 18-19


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% of students completed a
1.5 mile timed run with at least
10% improvement on time on the
2nd test.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% of the students who
completed the class showed
improvement over their pre-test
results specifically related to
cardiovascular efficiency.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 85% of students completed a
1.5 mile timed run with at least
10% improvement on time on the
2nd test


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 85% of students received a C
or higher. Clicker technology is
especially helpful in preparing
students


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 85% of students who
completed the course received a C
or higher. Clicker technology is
especially helpful in preparing
students


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 85% of the students who
completed the class showed
improvement over their pre-test
results specifically related to
cardiovascular efficiency.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 90% of students received a C
or higher. Clicker technology is
especially helpful in preparing
students.


SKY Dept - Over 90% of the students who
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Kinesiolog
y


completed the class showed
improvement over their pre-test
results specifically related to
cardiovascular efficiency.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Sightly below 70% of the students
who completed the class received a
C or higher on the final exam
related to cardiovascular fitness
topics.


Written final on cardiovascular
fitness topics


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students who completed
the post test improved their
cardiovascular efficiency. Overall
the 70% threshold was met.
Flexibility showed the least
improvement and may need to be
emphasized more (warm-up and
cool down) in the future.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of the students who
completed the class showed
improvement over their pre-test
results specifically related to
cardiovascular efficiency.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


18 of 22 students demonstrated
improved cardiovascular efficency
as measured by a three minute step
test.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


19 of 22 students passed the
written final that dealt with
cardiovascular fitness concepts.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


20 of 23 students successgfully
completed a 1.5 mile timed run
with at least 10% improvement on
time on the 2nd test.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


83% of students completed a 1.5
mile timed run with at least 10%
improvement on time on the 2nd
test.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


85% of students who finished the
class showed improvement over
their pre-test results specifically
related to cardiovascular efficiency
as measured by resting heart rate,
blood pressure and step-test.
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


86% of students received a C or
higher. Clicker technology is
especially helpful in preparing
students.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Almost 90% of students completed
a 1.5 mile timed run with at least
10% improvement on time on the
2nd test.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not offered in 18-19


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% of students completed a
1.5 mile timed run with at least
10% improvement on time on the
2nd test.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% of the students who
completed the class showed
improvement over their pre-test
results specifically related to
cardiovascular efficiency.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 85% of students completed a
1.5 mile timed run with at least
10% improvement on time on the
2nd test


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 85% of students received a C
or higher. Clicker technology is
especially helpful in preparing
students


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 85% of students who
completed the course received a C
or higher. Clicker technology is
especially helpful in preparing
students


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 85% of the students who
completed the class showed
improvement over their pre-test
results specifically related to
cardiovascular efficiency.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 90% of students received a C
or higher. Clicker technology is
especially helpful in preparing
students.


SKY Dept - Over 90% of the students who
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Kinesiolog
y


completed the class showed
improvement over their pre-test
results specifically related to
cardiovascular efficiency.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Sightly below 70% of the students
who completed the class received a
C or higher on the final exam
related to cardiovascular fitness
topics.


SKY FITN 308 Hiking & Trekking for
Fitness


Fitness improvement Active Improve cardiovascular
fitness levels through
hiking.


Hiking competence/hill climbing
improvement


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students maintained
exercise heart rate of 70-85% of
computed maximum during the
majority of hiking activities.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students maintained
exercise heart rate of 70-85% of
computed maximum during the
majority of hiking activities. All
students utilized technology is
measuring their heart rate.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students reported based
on their self-assessment improved
cardiovascular efficiency. This was
based on perceived excertion in
cardiovascular activities (walking,
running, biking, etc....) and in every
day activities (climbing stairs,
gardening, etc...)


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students who completed
the course maintained exercise
heart rate of 70-85% of computed
maximum during the majority of
hiking activities. All students
utilized technology is measuring
their heart rate.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students who completed
the course reported based on their
self-assessment improved
cardiovascular efficiency. This was
based on perceived excertion in
cardiovascular activities (walking,
running, biking, etc....) and in every
day activities (climbing stairs,
gardening, etc...)


SKY Dept - 100% of students who completed
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Kinesiolog
y


the course showed improvement
on progressively steeper/more
difficult hikes. Demonstration of
improvement was apparent
through faster hike times on
steeper terrain or longer hikes or
the ability to complete hikes that
earlier in the semester were too
challenging to complete.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


71% of students who completed
the class demonstrated improved
cardiovascular efficiency as
measured by resting heart rate
from pre-test to post-test.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


83% of students reported based on
their self-assessment  improved
cardiovascular efficiency based on
their self assessment. This was
based on perceived excertion in
cardiovascular activities (walking,
running, biking, etc....) and in every
day activities (climbing stairs,
gardening, etc...)


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


86% of students who completed
the course showed improvement
on progressively steeper/more
difficult hikes.  Demonstration of
improvement was apparent
through faster hike times on
steeper terrain or longer hikes or
the ability to complete hikes that
earlier in the semester were too
challenging to complete.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not offered in 18-19


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


In a brief opinion poll, 100% of
students reported perceptions of
fitness improvement over the
course of the semester.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 90% of students maintained
exercise heart rate of 70-85% of
computed maximum during the
majority of hiking activities. All
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


students utilized technology is
measuring their heart rate.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 90% of students reported
based on their self-assessment
improved cardiovascular efficiency.
This was based on perceived
excertion in cardiovascular
activities (walking, running, biking,
etc....) and in every day activities
(climbing stairs, gardening, etc...)


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 90% of students who
completed the course showed
improvement on progressively
steeper/more difficult hikes.
Demonstration of improvement
was apparent through faster hike
times on steeper terrain or longer
hikes or the ability to complete
hikes that earlier in the semester
were too challenging to complete.


Maintainance of exercise heart
rate during participation on
trekking outings


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students maintained
exercise heart rate of 70-85% of
computed maximum during the
majority of hiking activities.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students maintained
exercise heart rate of 70-85% of
computed maximum during the
majority of hiking activities. All
students utilized technology is
measuring their heart rate.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students reported based
on their self-assessment improved
cardiovascular efficiency. This was
based on perceived excertion in
cardiovascular activities (walking,
running, biking, etc....) and in every
day activities (climbing stairs,
gardening, etc...)


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students who completed
the course maintained exercise
heart rate of 70-85% of computed
maximum during the majority of
hiking activities. All students
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


utilized technology is measuring
their heart rate.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students who completed
the course reported based on their
self-assessment improved
cardiovascular efficiency. This was
based on perceived excertion in
cardiovascular activities (walking,
running, biking, etc....) and in every
day activities (climbing stairs,
gardening, etc...)


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students who completed
the course showed improvement
on progressively steeper/more
difficult hikes. Demonstration of
improvement was apparent
through faster hike times on
steeper terrain or longer hikes or
the ability to complete hikes that
earlier in the semester were too
challenging to complete.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


71% of students who completed
the class demonstrated improved
cardiovascular efficiency as
measured by resting heart rate
from pre-test to post-test.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


83% of students reported based on
their self-assessment  improved
cardiovascular efficiency based on
their self assessment. This was
based on perceived excertion in
cardiovascular activities (walking,
running, biking, etc....) and in every
day activities (climbing stairs,
gardening, etc...)


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


86% of students who completed
the course showed improvement
on progressively steeper/more
difficult hikes.  Demonstration of
improvement was apparent
through faster hike times on
steeper terrain or longer hikes or
the ability to complete hikes that
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


earlier in the semester were too
challenging to complete.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not offered in 18-19


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


In a brief opinion poll, 100% of
students reported perceptions of
fitness improvement over the
course of the semester.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 90% of students maintained
exercise heart rate of 70-85% of
computed maximum during the
majority of hiking activities. All
students utilized technology is
measuring their heart rate.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 90% of students reported
based on their self-assessment
improved cardiovascular efficiency.
This was based on perceived
excertion in cardiovascular
activities (walking, running, biking,
etc....) and in every day activities
(climbing stairs, gardening, etc...)


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 90% of students who
completed the course showed
improvement on progressively
steeper/more difficult hikes.
Demonstration of improvement
was apparent through faster hike
times on steeper terrain or longer
hikes or the ability to complete
hikes that earlier in the semester
were too challenging to complete.


Self assessment/perception of
fitness level improvement over
course of semester


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students maintained
exercise heart rate of 70-85% of
computed maximum during the
majority of hiking activities.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students maintained
exercise heart rate of 70-85% of
computed maximum during the
majority of hiking activities. All
students utilized technology is
measuring their heart rate.
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students reported based
on their self-assessment improved
cardiovascular efficiency. This was
based on perceived excertion in
cardiovascular activities (walking,
running, biking, etc....) and in every
day activities (climbing stairs,
gardening, etc...)


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students who completed
the course maintained exercise
heart rate of 70-85% of computed
maximum during the majority of
hiking activities. All students
utilized technology is measuring
their heart rate.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students who completed
the course reported based on their
self-assessment improved
cardiovascular efficiency. This was
based on perceived excertion in
cardiovascular activities (walking,
running, biking, etc....) and in every
day activities (climbing stairs,
gardening, etc...)


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students who completed
the course showed improvement
on progressively steeper/more
difficult hikes. Demonstration of
improvement was apparent
through faster hike times on
steeper terrain or longer hikes or
the ability to complete hikes that
earlier in the semester were too
challenging to complete.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


71% of students who completed
the class demonstrated improved
cardiovascular efficiency as
measured by resting heart rate
from pre-test to post-test.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


83% of students reported based on
their self-assessment  improved
cardiovascular efficiency based on
their self assessment. This was
based on perceived excertion in
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


cardiovascular activities (walking,
running, biking, etc....) and in every
day activities (climbing stairs,
gardening, etc...)


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


86% of students who completed
the course showed improvement
on progressively steeper/more
difficult hikes.  Demonstration of
improvement was apparent
through faster hike times on
steeper terrain or longer hikes or
the ability to complete hikes that
earlier in the semester were too
challenging to complete.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not offered in 18-19


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


In a brief opinion poll, 100% of
students reported perceptions of
fitness improvement over the
course of the semester.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 90% of students maintained
exercise heart rate of 70-85% of
computed maximum during the
majority of hiking activities. All
students utilized technology is
measuring their heart rate.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 90% of students reported
based on their self-assessment
improved cardiovascular efficiency.
This was based on perceived
excertion in cardiovascular
activities (walking, running, biking,
etc....) and in every day activities
(climbing stairs, gardening, etc...)


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 90% of students who
completed the course showed
improvement on progressively
steeper/more difficult hikes.
Demonstration of improvement
was apparent through faster hike
times on steeper terrain or longer
hikes or the ability to complete
hikes that earlier in the semester
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


were too challenging to complete.


SKY FITN 314 Backpacking for Fitness Backpacking Technique
and Theory


Active Identify necessary
backpacking
equipment and
supplies, develop a trip
plan, investigate and
avoid potential safety
risks, and complete a
safe overnight
intermediate-level
backpacking excursion.


Discussion and hands-on practice
on topics which may include;
safety, basic first aid principles, trip
planning, map reading, use of
compass, tent set-up and other
areas


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


93% of students were able to
identify necessary backpacking
equipment through a "dress
rehersal" prior to the group
overnight trip and on overnight
excursions. 93% of students
participated and demonstrated
knowledge of backpacking
principles, techniques and
nomenclature in group discussions.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


93% of the students successfully
completed the overnight trip and
improved their strength and fitness
through weekly hikes of increased
difficulty. Difficulty was measured
by length / speed of hike, degree of
elevation and weight carried.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not offered in 18-19


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not taught in 16-17


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not taught in 17-18


Group equipment presentation SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


93% of students were able to
identify necessary backpacking
equipment through a "dress
rehersal" prior to the group
overnight trip and on overnight
excursions. 93% of students
participated and demonstrated
knowledge of backpacking
principles, techniques and
nomenclature in group discussions.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


93% of the students successfully
completed the overnight trip and
improved their strength and fitness
through weekly hikes of increased
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


difficulty. Difficulty was measured
by length / speed of hike, degree of
elevation and weight carried.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not offered in 18-19


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not taught in 16-17


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not taught in 17-18


Safe participation in final overnight
backpacking trip, carrying both
personal and group equipment.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


93% of students were able to
identify necessary backpacking
equipment through a "dress
rehersal" prior to the group
overnight trip and on overnight
excursions. 93% of students
participated and demonstrated
knowledge of backpacking
principles, techniques and
nomenclature in group discussions.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


93% of the students successfully
completed the overnight trip and
improved their strength and fitness
through weekly hikes of increased
difficulty. Difficulty was measured
by length / speed of hike, degree of
elevation and weight carried.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not offered in 18-19


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not taught in 16-17


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not taught in 17-18


Fitness Active Build the strength and
fitness necessary to
complete an overnight
intermediate level
backpacking excursion


Computation of exercise heart rate SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not taught in 16-17
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Fitness Active while carrying all
necessary equipment
and supplies.


Computation of exercise heart rate SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not taught in 16-17


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not taught in 17-18


Monitoring and maintenance of
exercise heart rate


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not taught in 16-17


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not taught in 17-18


Participation in progressively more
difficult training hikes carrying
weight in a framed backpack.
Students will carry more weight
with each hike, on the penultimate
hike students will carry equipment
that is 25% of their body weight.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not taught in 16-17


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not taught in 17-18


SKY FITN 332 Stretching and
Flexibility


Fitness and wellness Active Identify and assess
their current fitness
level; alter or modify
specific wellness or
fitness practices in
order to improve body
composition/flexibility/
cardiovascular
fitness/muscular
endurance/muscular
strength related to
stretching


Final written knowledge exam.
55 question written exam


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students scored above a C
average. Started giving out study
guide which improved success
rates. Realize it's teaching to the
test but want to make sure they
have the knowledge.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


12 of 17 students demonstrated
increased flexibility of an inch or
more using the sit and reach test.
All students, except one, showed
improvement.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog


15 of 17 students passed the
general fitness exam with an
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y emphasis on flexibility and it's role
related to fitness and general
health.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


17 of 21 students responded
positively to questions pertaining to
increases in their fitness levels
based on participation in the class.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


20 of 23 students felt the class had
improved their flexibility, ROM and
health. To validate this students
were pre and post tested in a
number of stretches positions and
exercises and showed
improvement unless limited by
injury or lack of attendance.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


93% of students scored above a C
average. Started giving out study
guide which improved success
rates. Realize it's teaching to the
test but want to make sure they
have the knowledge.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


96% of students passed the 55
question comprehensive exam on
fitness principles with a score of
70% or higher


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Again, 100% of students scored
above a C average. Started giving
out study guide in 15-16 which
improved success rates. Realize it's
teaching to the test but want to
make sure they have the
knowledge.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


All students regardless of level
improved flexibility. Used multiple
means as opposed to just testing
hamstring flexibility in PEEP testing.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


All students who completed the
class regardless of level improved
flexibility. Used multiple means as
opposed to just testing hamstring
flexibility in PEEP testing.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog


Course not taught in 17-18
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y Course not taught in 17-18


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not taught in 18-19


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the 23 students who completed
the class all were able to improve
flexibility as measured by the sit
and reach test by 1 inch. In
addition, students demonstrated
improvement in cardiovascular
efficiency and strength.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students generally respond that the
class has been beneficial. Most
select the class because it does not
have the impact of other activities.


Fitness Tests.
Pre and post test comparison.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students scored above a C
average. Started giving out study
guide which improved success
rates. Realize it's teaching to the
test but want to make sure they
have the knowledge.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


12 of 17 students demonstrated
increased flexibility of an inch or
more using the sit and reach test.
All students, except one, showed
improvement.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


15 of 17 students passed the
general fitness exam with an
emphasis on flexibility and it's role
related to fitness and general
health.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


17 of 21 students responded
positively to questions pertaining to
increases in their fitness levels
based on participation in the class.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


20 of 23 students felt the class had
improved their flexibility, ROM and
health. To validate this students
were pre and post tested in a
number of stretches positions and
exercises and showed
improvement unless limited by
injury or lack of attendance.
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


93% of students scored above a C
average. Started giving out study
guide which improved success
rates. Realize it's teaching to the
test but want to make sure they
have the knowledge.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


96% of students passed the 55
question comprehensive exam on
fitness principles with a score of
70% or higher


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Again, 100% of students scored
above a C average. Started giving
out study guide in 15-16 which
improved success rates. Realize it's
teaching to the test but want to
make sure they have the
knowledge.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


All students regardless of level
improved flexibility. Used multiple
means as opposed to just testing
hamstring flexibility in PEEP testing.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


All students who completed the
class regardless of level improved
flexibility. Used multiple means as
opposed to just testing hamstring
flexibility in PEEP testing.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not taught in 17-18


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not taught in 18-19


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the 23 students who completed
the class all were able to improve
flexibility as measured by the sit
and reach test by 1 inch. In
addition, students demonstrated
improvement in cardiovascular
efficiency and strength.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students generally respond that the
class has been beneficial. Most
select the class because it does not
have the impact of other activities.
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Student self-assessment
Survey


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students scored above a C
average. Started giving out study
guide which improved success
rates. Realize it's teaching to the
test but want to make sure they
have the knowledge.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


12 of 17 students demonstrated
increased flexibility of an inch or
more using the sit and reach test.
All students, except one, showed
improvement.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


15 of 17 students passed the
general fitness exam with an
emphasis on flexibility and it's role
related to fitness and general
health.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


17 of 21 students responded
positively to questions pertaining to
increases in their fitness levels
based on participation in the class.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


20 of 23 students felt the class had
improved their flexibility, ROM and
health. To validate this students
were pre and post tested in a
number of stretches positions and
exercises and showed
improvement unless limited by
injury or lack of attendance.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


93% of students scored above a C
average. Started giving out study
guide which improved success
rates. Realize it's teaching to the
test but want to make sure they
have the knowledge.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


96% of students passed the 55
question comprehensive exam on
fitness principles with a score of
70% or higher


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Again, 100% of students scored
above a C average. Started giving
out study guide in 15-16 which
improved success rates. Realize it's
teaching to the test but want to
make sure they have the
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


knowledge.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


All students regardless of level
improved flexibility. Used multiple
means as opposed to just testing
hamstring flexibility in PEEP testing.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


All students who completed the
class regardless of level improved
flexibility. Used multiple means as
opposed to just testing hamstring
flexibility in PEEP testing.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not taught in 17-18


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not taught in 18-19


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the 23 students who completed
the class all were able to improve
flexibility as measured by the sit
and reach test by 1 inch. In
addition, students demonstrated
improvement in cardiovascular
efficiency and strength.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students generally respond that the
class has been beneficial. Most
select the class because it does not
have the impact of other activities.


Stretching techniques Inactive Develop and perform
techniques to improve
stamina, strength and
flexibility.


Final Demonstration- Students will
perform 10 poses with and without
the physioball.
Checklist for application of skills
used in final demonstration.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


22 out of 25 (88%) students met
the criteria of performing 7 out of
10 different poses (with and
without a physioball) correctly in a
final demonstration.


Form Test
Checklist with an evaluation for
correctly performing different
poses of stretching.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


22 out of 25 (88%) students met
the criteria of performing 7 out of
10 different poses (with and
without a physioball) correctly in a
final demonstration.


Skills/form Tests-
Students will demonstrate 5


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog


22 out of 25 (88%) students met
the criteria of performing 7 out of
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different techniques for stretching.
A 10 point scale will be used.


y 10 different poses (with and
without a physioball) correctly in a
final demonstration.


SKY FITN 334 Yoga Concepts Active Recognize a
relationship of mind to
body, create and
understand individual
fitness goals and
document progress to
assure appropriate
fitness goals are being
achieved


 Major Assignment: Self
assessment
Assessment Instrument: Short
answer/essay/discussion


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of student earned daily
participation points in progressive
exercises


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students (27/27) reported
an improvement in their posture of
3/5 or above, where a score of
1="It's the same; I don't feel any
increased ease in maintaining good
posture," and a rating of 5="Tons!
Standing up straight, keeping my
shoulders down and back, I even
hold my tummy in just a little bit
now, in class & even at the
computer!"


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


24 of 27 students (89%) received a
grade of 80% or higher on the final
project demonstrating their ability
to create a personal practice
appropriate to their fitness goals
with 70% accuracy or better.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


About 60% of students self-
assessed an increased sense of
fitness and wellness at the end of
the semester.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


About 80% of students self-
assessed an increased sense of
fitness and wellness at the end of
the semester. Improvement based
on allowing assessment to be done
verbally rather than written form.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Barely made the 70% threshold due
to lack of participation due to
illness or lack of effort


SKY Dept - Over 75% of students self-assessed
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Kinesiolog
y


an increased sense of fitness and
wellness at the end of the
semester. Improvement based on
allowing assessment to be done
verbally rather than written form.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 75% of students were able to
create a personal practice
appropriate to their fitness goals.
Students demonstrate knowledge
of ten poses, their names and their
physical benefits


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 75% of students who
completed the course earned daily
participation points in progressive
exercises


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% of students self-assessed
an increased sense of fitness and
wellness at the end of the
semester. Improvement based on
allowing assessment to be done
verbally rather than written form.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% of students were able to
create a personal practice
appropriate to their fitness goals.
Students demonstrate knowledge
of ten poses, their names and their
physical benefits


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% of students were able to
create a personal practice
appropriate to their fitness goals.
Students demonstrate knowledge
of ten poses, their names and their
physical benefits.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% of students who
completed the course earned daily
participation points in progressive
exercises


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 85% of students self-assessed
an increased sense of fitness and
wellness at the end of the
semester. Improvement based on
allowing assessment to be done
verbally rather than written form.
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 85% of students were able to
create a personal practice
appropriate to their fitness goals.
Students demonstrate knowledge
of ten poses, their names and their
physical benefits


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 85% of students who
completed the course earned daily
participation points in progressive
exercises


Major Assignment: Final Project
Assessment Instrument: Students
demonstrate knowledge of ten
poses, their names and their
physical benefits.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of student earned daily
participation points in progressive
exercises


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students (27/27) reported
an improvement in their posture of
3/5 or above, where a score of
1="It's the same; I don't feel any
increased ease in maintaining good
posture," and a rating of 5="Tons!
Standing up straight, keeping my
shoulders down and back, I even
hold my tummy in just a little bit
now, in class & even at the
computer!"


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


24 of 27 students (89%) received a
grade of 80% or higher on the final
project demonstrating their ability
to create a personal practice
appropriate to their fitness goals
with 70% accuracy or better.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


About 60% of students self-
assessed an increased sense of
fitness and wellness at the end of
the semester.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


About 80% of students self-
assessed an increased sense of
fitness and wellness at the end of
the semester. Improvement based
on allowing assessment to be done
verbally rather than written form.
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Barely made the 70% threshold due
to lack of participation due to
illness or lack of effort


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 75% of students self-assessed
an increased sense of fitness and
wellness at the end of the
semester. Improvement based on
allowing assessment to be done
verbally rather than written form.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 75% of students were able to
create a personal practice
appropriate to their fitness goals.
Students demonstrate knowledge
of ten poses, their names and their
physical benefits


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 75% of students who
completed the course earned daily
participation points in progressive
exercises


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% of students self-assessed
an increased sense of fitness and
wellness at the end of the
semester. Improvement based on
allowing assessment to be done
verbally rather than written form.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% of students were able to
create a personal practice
appropriate to their fitness goals.
Students demonstrate knowledge
of ten poses, their names and their
physical benefits


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% of students were able to
create a personal practice
appropriate to their fitness goals.
Students demonstrate knowledge
of ten poses, their names and their
physical benefits.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% of students who
completed the course earned daily
participation points in progressive
exercises


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog


Over 85% of students self-assessed
an increased sense of fitness and
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y wellness at the end of the
semester. Improvement based on
allowing assessment to be done
verbally rather than written form.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 85% of students were able to
create a personal practice
appropriate to their fitness goals.
Students demonstrate knowledge
of ten poses, their names and their
physical benefits


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 85% of students who
completed the course earned daily
participation points in progressive
exercises


Major Assignment: In-Class
workouts
Assessment Instrument: Daily
participation points in progressive
exercises


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of student earned daily
participation points in progressive
exercises


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students (27/27) reported
an improvement in their posture of
3/5 or above, where a score of
1="It's the same; I don't feel any
increased ease in maintaining good
posture," and a rating of 5="Tons!
Standing up straight, keeping my
shoulders down and back, I even
hold my tummy in just a little bit
now, in class & even at the
computer!"


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


24 of 27 students (89%) received a
grade of 80% or higher on the final
project demonstrating their ability
to create a personal practice
appropriate to their fitness goals
with 70% accuracy or better.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


About 60% of students self-
assessed an increased sense of
fitness and wellness at the end of
the semester.


SKY Dept - About 80% of students self-
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Kinesiolog
y


assessed an increased sense of
fitness and wellness at the end of
the semester. Improvement based
on allowing assessment to be done
verbally rather than written form.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Barely made the 70% threshold due
to lack of participation due to
illness or lack of effort


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 75% of students self-assessed
an increased sense of fitness and
wellness at the end of the
semester. Improvement based on
allowing assessment to be done
verbally rather than written form.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 75% of students were able to
create a personal practice
appropriate to their fitness goals.
Students demonstrate knowledge
of ten poses, their names and their
physical benefits


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 75% of students who
completed the course earned daily
participation points in progressive
exercises


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% of students self-assessed
an increased sense of fitness and
wellness at the end of the
semester. Improvement based on
allowing assessment to be done
verbally rather than written form.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% of students were able to
create a personal practice
appropriate to their fitness goals.
Students demonstrate knowledge
of ten poses, their names and their
physical benefits


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% of students were able to
create a personal practice
appropriate to their fitness goals.
Students demonstrate knowledge
of ten poses, their names and their
physical benefits.


SKY Dept - Over 80% of students who
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Kinesiolog
y


completed the course earned daily
participation points in progressive
exercises


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 85% of students self-assessed
an increased sense of fitness and
wellness at the end of the
semester. Improvement based on
allowing assessment to be done
verbally rather than written form.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 85% of students were able to
create a personal practice
appropriate to their fitness goals.
Students demonstrate knowledge
of ten poses, their names and their
physical benefits


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 85% of students who
completed the course earned daily
participation points in progressive
exercises


Fitness /Wellness Active Improve/Maintain
overall fitness level,
strength, flexibility,
and physical
independence through
evaluation of skill and
knowledge of a safe
yoga practice.


Major Assignment: Fitness tests
Assessment Instrument:
Comparison of early and late
semester fitness test activities


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students earned
participation points in progressive
exercises.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


18 out of 22 (82%) of students
improved their flexibility
18 out of 22 (82%) of students
increased their number of
abdominal curls/min
The criteria of improvement on 2 of
5 fitness tests was met.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


63% of students showed improved
flexibility; 52% improved body
composition, 52% improved
cardiovascular efficiency and 78%
improved muscular endurance


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


78% of students (30/31) completed
over 70% of in-class progressive
yoga workouts.
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 75% of students who
completed the class earned
participation points in progressive
exercises


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% of students showed
improvement in majority of PEEP
tests.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% of students who
completed the class earned
participation points in progressive
exercises


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 85% of students who
completed the class earned
participation points in progressive
exercises


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 90% of students showed
improvement in two or more areas
with most being in muscular
endurance, cardiovascular
efficiency as measured by blood
pressure and flexibility.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Slightly less than 60% of students
were able to self-assess an
increased sense of fitness and
wellness at the end of the
semester.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Slightly more than 75% of students
showed improvement in majority
of PEEP tests.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Slightly more than 75% of students
were able to self-assess an
increased sense of fitness and
wellness at the end of the
semester. Improved rate due to
assessment being done verbally.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Slightly more than 80% of students
showed improvement in majority
of PEEP


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Slightly more than 80% of students
were able to self-assess an
increased sense of fitness and
wellness at the end of the
semester. Improved rate due to
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


assessment being done verbally


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Slightly more than 80% of students
were able to self-assess an
increased sense of fitness and
wellness at the end of the
semester. Improved rate due to
assessment being done verbally.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Slightly more than 85% of students
showed improvement in majority
of PEEP


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Slightly more than 85% of students
were able to self-assess an
increased sense of fitness and
wellness at the end of the
semester. Improved rate due to
assessment being done verbally.


Major Assignment: In-Class
workouts
Assessment Instrument: In-Class
participation points in progressive
exercises.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students earned
participation points in progressive
exercises.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


18 out of 22 (82%) of students
improved their flexibility
18 out of 22 (82%) of students
increased their number of
abdominal curls/min
The criteria of improvement on 2 of
5 fitness tests was met.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


63% of students showed improved
flexibility; 52% improved body
composition, 52% improved
cardiovascular efficiency and 78%
improved muscular endurance


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


78% of students (30/31) completed
over 70% of in-class progressive
yoga workouts.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog


Over 75% of students who
completed the class earned
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y participation points in progressive
exercises


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% of students showed
improvement in majority of PEEP
tests.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% of students who
completed the class earned
participation points in progressive
exercises


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 85% of students who
completed the class earned
participation points in progressive
exercises


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 90% of students showed
improvement in two or more areas
with most being in muscular
endurance, cardiovascular
efficiency as measured by blood
pressure and flexibility.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Slightly less than 60% of students
were able to self-assess an
increased sense of fitness and
wellness at the end of the
semester.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Slightly more than 75% of students
showed improvement in majority
of PEEP tests.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Slightly more than 75% of students
were able to self-assess an
increased sense of fitness and
wellness at the end of the
semester. Improved rate due to
assessment being done verbally.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Slightly more than 80% of students
showed improvement in majority
of PEEP


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Slightly more than 80% of students
were able to self-assess an
increased sense of fitness and
wellness at the end of the
semester. Improved rate due to
assessment being done verbally


SKY Dept - Slightly more than 80% of students
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Kinesiolog
y


were able to self-assess an
increased sense of fitness and
wellness at the end of the
semester. Improved rate due to
assessment being done verbally.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Slightly more than 85% of students
showed improvement in majority
of PEEP


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Slightly more than 85% of students
were able to self-assess an
increased sense of fitness and
wellness at the end of the
semester. Improved rate due to
assessment being done verbally.


Major Assignment: Self assessment
Assessment Instrument: Short
answer/essay


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students earned
participation points in progressive
exercises.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


18 out of 22 (82%) of students
improved their flexibility
18 out of 22 (82%) of students
increased their number of
abdominal curls/min
The criteria of improvement on 2 of
5 fitness tests was met.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


63% of students showed improved
flexibility; 52% improved body
composition, 52% improved
cardiovascular efficiency and 78%
improved muscular endurance


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


78% of students (30/31) completed
over 70% of in-class progressive
yoga workouts.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 75% of students who
completed the class earned
participation points in progressive
exercises


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% of students showed
improvement in majority of PEEP
tests.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog


Over 80% of students who
completed the class earned
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y participation points in progressive
exercises


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 85% of students who
completed the class earned
participation points in progressive
exercises


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 90% of students showed
improvement in two or more areas
with most being in muscular
endurance, cardiovascular
efficiency as measured by blood
pressure and flexibility.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Slightly less than 60% of students
were able to self-assess an
increased sense of fitness and
wellness at the end of the
semester.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Slightly more than 75% of students
showed improvement in majority
of PEEP tests.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Slightly more than 75% of students
were able to self-assess an
increased sense of fitness and
wellness at the end of the
semester. Improved rate due to
assessment being done verbally.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Slightly more than 80% of students
showed improvement in majority
of PEEP


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Slightly more than 80% of students
were able to self-assess an
increased sense of fitness and
wellness at the end of the
semester. Improved rate due to
assessment being done verbally


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Slightly more than 80% of students
were able to self-assess an
increased sense of fitness and
wellness at the end of the
semester. Improved rate due to
assessment being done verbally.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog


Slightly more than 85% of students
showed improvement in majority
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y of PEEP


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Slightly more than 85% of students
were able to self-assess an
increased sense of fitness and
wellness at the end of the
semester. Improved rate due to
assessment being done verbally.


Skills Active Demonstrate an
increased awareness
of proper alignment,
promoting a safe
practice and a
heightened sense of
balance and agility


Major Assignment: Final Project
Assessment Instrument: Students
demonstrate knowledge of ten
poses, their names and their
physical benefits.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


23 of 27 Students (85%) of students
completed at least 70% of
progressive in-class workouts


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


30 of 38 students (79%) assessed at
a higher level in three of five
corrections on demonstration of
proper alignment and flow in yoga
poses.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


30 of 38 students (79%) completed
70% of progressive class workouts.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


33 of 37 students successfully
completed progressive skill
development points, based on
level, to earn a 70% or higher.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


33 of 37 students were able to
successfully demonstrate
knowledge of ten poses, their
names and their physical benefits.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


36 of 38 students (95%)
successfully completed the
capstone assignment of listing the
physical benefits of ten poses with
70% accuracy or better.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


73% of students demonstrated
knowledge of ten poses, their
names and their physical benefits.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


78% of students (30/31) were able
to successfully demonstrate proper
alignment and flow in their daily
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


yoga practices.  Students at lower
levels consistently incorporated
modifications that were assigned
by the teacher, and more advanced
students attempted and succeeded
at many of the more advanced
poses (e.g. arm balances).  The
lower-ability students would
benefit from having additional
props (especially yoga blocks) to
facilitate attempting the more
difficult poses.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


All students  who completed the
class received a 70% or higher on
daily participation points in
progressive exercises


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


All students received a 70% or
higher on daily participation points
in progressive exercises


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 200 students were assessed in
yoga. Of those approximately 85%
were able to learn a series of poses
in-class, and demonstrate proper
alignment and flow. Students
receive corrections from the
instructor and/or from their
classmates, and must incorporate
these corrections into their
demonstration. That 85%
demonstrated improvement on a
minimum of 3 of 5 corrections
(most were 5 of 5)


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 75% of students showed
improvement on 3 of 5 corrections.
Students learn a series of poses in-
class, and must demonstrate
proper alignment and flow.
Students receive corrections from
the instructor and/or from their
classmates, and must incorporate
these corrections into their
demonstration.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog


Over 80% of students showed
improvement on 3 of 5 corrections.
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y Students learn a series of poses in-
class, and must demonstrate
proper alignment and flow.
Students receive corrections from
the instructor and/or from their
classmates, and must incorporate
these corrections into their
demonstration.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% of students showed
improvement on 3 of 5 corrections.
Students learn a series of poses in-
class, and must demonstrate
proper alignment and flow.
Students receive corrections from
the instructor and/or from their
classmates, and must incorporate
these corrections into their
demonstration. Improvement may
be based on smaller class sizes with
increase in audit students who
assist


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 85% of students showed
improvement on 3 of 5 corrections.
Students learn a series of poses in-
class, and must demonstrate
proper alignment and flow.
Students receive corrections from
the instructor and/or from their
classmates, and must incorporate
these corrections into their
demonstration. Improvement may
be based on smaller class sizes with
increase in audit students who
assist.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Slightly more than 75% of students
demonstrated knowledge of ten
poses, their names and their
physical benefits


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Slightly more than 80% of students
demonstrated knowledge of ten
poses, their names and their
physical benefits


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog


Slightly more than 85% of students
demonstrated knowledge of ten
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y poses, their names and their
physical benefits


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Slightly over 80% of students
demonstrated knowledge of ten
poses, their names and their
physical benefits


Major Assignment: In class
demonstration
Assessment Instrument: Students
learn a series of poses in-class, and
must demonstrate proper
alignment and flow.  Students
receive corrections from the
instructor and/or from their
classmates, and must incorporate
these corrections into their
demonstration.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


23 of 27 Students (85%) of students
completed at least 70% of
progressive in-class workouts


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


30 of 38 students (79%) assessed at
a higher level in three of five
corrections on demonstration of
proper alignment and flow in yoga
poses.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


30 of 38 students (79%) completed
70% of progressive class workouts.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


33 of 37 students successfully
completed progressive skill
development points, based on
level, to earn a 70% or higher.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


33 of 37 students were able to
successfully demonstrate
knowledge of ten poses, their
names and their physical benefits.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


36 of 38 students (95%)
successfully completed the
capstone assignment of listing the
physical benefits of ten poses with
70% accuracy or better.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


73% of students demonstrated
knowledge of ten poses, their
names and their physical benefits.
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


78% of students (30/31) were able
to successfully demonstrate proper
alignment and flow in their daily
yoga practices.  Students at lower
levels consistently incorporated
modifications that were assigned
by the teacher, and more advanced
students attempted and succeeded
at many of the more advanced
poses (e.g. arm balances).  The
lower-ability students would
benefit from having additional
props (especially yoga blocks) to
facilitate attempting the more
difficult poses.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


All students  who completed the
class received a 70% or higher on
daily participation points in
progressive exercises


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


All students received a 70% or
higher on daily participation points
in progressive exercises


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 200 students were assessed in
yoga. Of those approximately 85%
were able to learn a series of poses
in-class, and demonstrate proper
alignment and flow. Students
receive corrections from the
instructor and/or from their
classmates, and must incorporate
these corrections into their
demonstration. That 85%
demonstrated improvement on a
minimum of 3 of 5 corrections
(most were 5 of 5)


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 75% of students showed
improvement on 3 of 5 corrections.
Students learn a series of poses in-
class, and must demonstrate
proper alignment and flow.
Students receive corrections from
the instructor and/or from their
classmates, and must incorporate
these corrections into their
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


demonstration.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% of students showed
improvement on 3 of 5 corrections.
Students learn a series of poses in-
class, and must demonstrate
proper alignment and flow.
Students receive corrections from
the instructor and/or from their
classmates, and must incorporate
these corrections into their
demonstration.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% of students showed
improvement on 3 of 5 corrections.
Students learn a series of poses in-
class, and must demonstrate
proper alignment and flow.
Students receive corrections from
the instructor and/or from their
classmates, and must incorporate
these corrections into their
demonstration. Improvement may
be based on smaller class sizes with
increase in audit students who
assist


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 85% of students showed
improvement on 3 of 5 corrections.
Students learn a series of poses in-
class, and must demonstrate
proper alignment and flow.
Students receive corrections from
the instructor and/or from their
classmates, and must incorporate
these corrections into their
demonstration. Improvement may
be based on smaller class sizes with
increase in audit students who
assist.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Slightly more than 75% of students
demonstrated knowledge of ten
poses, their names and their
physical benefits


SKY Dept - Slightly more than 80% of students
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Kinesiolog
y


demonstrated knowledge of ten
poses, their names and their
physical benefits


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Slightly more than 85% of students
demonstrated knowledge of ten
poses, their names and their
physical benefits


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Slightly over 80% of students
demonstrated knowledge of ten
poses, their names and their
physical benefits


Major Assignment: In-Class
workouts
Assessment Instrument: Daily
participation points in progressive
exercises


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


23 of 27 Students (85%) of students
completed at least 70% of
progressive in-class workouts


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


30 of 38 students (79%) assessed at
a higher level in three of five
corrections on demonstration of
proper alignment and flow in yoga
poses.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


30 of 38 students (79%) completed
70% of progressive class workouts.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


33 of 37 students successfully
completed progressive skill
development points, based on
level, to earn a 70% or higher.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


33 of 37 students were able to
successfully demonstrate
knowledge of ten poses, their
names and their physical benefits.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


36 of 38 students (95%)
successfully completed the
capstone assignment of listing the
physical benefits of ten poses with
70% accuracy or better.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


73% of students demonstrated
knowledge of ten poses, their
names and their physical benefits.


SKY Dept - 78% of students (30/31) were able
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Kinesiolog
y


to successfully demonstrate proper
alignment and flow in their daily
yoga practices.  Students at lower
levels consistently incorporated
modifications that were assigned
by the teacher, and more advanced
students attempted and succeeded
at many of the more advanced
poses (e.g. arm balances).  The
lower-ability students would
benefit from having additional
props (especially yoga blocks) to
facilitate attempting the more
difficult poses.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


All students  who completed the
class received a 70% or higher on
daily participation points in
progressive exercises


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


All students received a 70% or
higher on daily participation points
in progressive exercises


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 200 students were assessed in
yoga. Of those approximately 85%
were able to learn a series of poses
in-class, and demonstrate proper
alignment and flow. Students
receive corrections from the
instructor and/or from their
classmates, and must incorporate
these corrections into their
demonstration. That 85%
demonstrated improvement on a
minimum of 3 of 5 corrections
(most were 5 of 5)


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 75% of students showed
improvement on 3 of 5 corrections.
Students learn a series of poses in-
class, and must demonstrate
proper alignment and flow.
Students receive corrections from
the instructor and/or from their
classmates, and must incorporate
these corrections into their
demonstration.
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% of students showed
improvement on 3 of 5 corrections.
Students learn a series of poses in-
class, and must demonstrate
proper alignment and flow.
Students receive corrections from
the instructor and/or from their
classmates, and must incorporate
these corrections into their
demonstration.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% of students showed
improvement on 3 of 5 corrections.
Students learn a series of poses in-
class, and must demonstrate
proper alignment and flow.
Students receive corrections from
the instructor and/or from their
classmates, and must incorporate
these corrections into their
demonstration. Improvement may
be based on smaller class sizes with
increase in audit students who
assist


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 85% of students showed
improvement on 3 of 5 corrections.
Students learn a series of poses in-
class, and must demonstrate
proper alignment and flow.
Students receive corrections from
the instructor and/or from their
classmates, and must incorporate
these corrections into their
demonstration. Improvement may
be based on smaller class sizes with
increase in audit students who
assist.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Slightly more than 75% of students
demonstrated knowledge of ten
poses, their names and their
physical benefits


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Slightly more than 80% of students
demonstrated knowledge of ten
poses, their names and their
physical benefits
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Slightly more than 85% of students
demonstrated knowledge of ten
poses, their names and their
physical benefits


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Slightly over 80% of students
demonstrated knowledge of ten
poses, their names and their
physical benefits


SKY FITN 335 Pilates Concepts Active Understand the
concept of functional
neutral spine to
specifically target
abdominal strength
through body-
awareness and
practice while
protecting the natural
alignment of the spine.


3.1 Major Assignment: Final Exam
Assessment Instrument: Written,
multiple choice, final exam tests
students on proper spinal
alignment and nomenclature of
basic Pilates exercises.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% Reported their feeling of
increased awareness of spinal
posture and stability 3 or higher on
a scale of 1-5 (1 being little or no
improvement). (40 Students
Completed the Online Self-
Assessment.)


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


36 of 40 Students (90%) received a
grade of 90% or higher on the Final
Exam on proper spinal alignment
and nomenclature of basic Pilates
exercises.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


95% (42/44) Demonstrated proper
posture during In-Class workouts.
Approximately 5% of the students
had trouble maintaining this
posture throughout the entire
class.  They would benefit from the
use of additional props, such as
foam rollers and Pilates Circles, to
isolate weaker muscles for
strengthening.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


96% (43 of 45 students) reported
an improvement of 3 or higher on a
scale of 1-5 for increased sense of
kinesthetic awareness about their
spinal posture at the end of the
semester.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


More than 80% of the students,
based on level, passed the exam
with a C or higher grade
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


More than 80% reported their
feeling of increased awareness of
spinal posture and stability 3 or
higher on a scale of 1-5 (1 being
little or no improvement).


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the over 100 students enrolled
in Pilates, barely 70% earned
enough progressive participation
points to earn credit. Consistent
attendance was a problem.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the over 130 students enrolled
in Pilates, 100% earned enough
progressive participation points to
earn credit. Attendance
inconsistencies cited before were
addressed by allowing more missed
opportunities and counting more
heavily opportunities at the end of
the semester.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the students who completed the
class in Pilates, 100% earned
enough progressive participation
points to earn credit. Attendance
inconsistencies cited before were
addressed by allowing more missed
opportunities, extra credit and
counting more heavily
opportunities at the end of the
semester.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Slighly more than 75% of the
students, based on level, passed
the exam with a C or higher grade.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Slighly more than 85% of the
students, based on level, passed
the exam with a C or higher grade


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Slightly more than 80% reported
their feeling of increased
awareness of spinal posture and
stability 3 or higher on a scale of 1-
5 (1 being little or no
improvement).


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Slightly more than 85% reported
their feeling of increased
awareness of spinal posture and
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


stability 3 or higher on a scale of 1-
5 (1 being little or no
improvement).


Major Assignment: In-Class
workouts
Assessment Instrument: In-Class
participation points in progressive
exercises.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% Reported their feeling of
increased awareness of spinal
posture and stability 3 or higher on
a scale of 1-5 (1 being little or no
improvement). (40 Students
Completed the Online Self-
Assessment.)


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


36 of 40 Students (90%) received a
grade of 90% or higher on the Final
Exam on proper spinal alignment
and nomenclature of basic Pilates
exercises.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


95% (42/44) Demonstrated proper
posture during In-Class workouts.
Approximately 5% of the students
had trouble maintaining this
posture throughout the entire
class.  They would benefit from the
use of additional props, such as
foam rollers and Pilates Circles, to
isolate weaker muscles for
strengthening.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


96% (43 of 45 students) reported
an improvement of 3 or higher on a
scale of 1-5 for increased sense of
kinesthetic awareness about their
spinal posture at the end of the
semester.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


More than 80% of the students,
based on level, passed the exam
with a C or higher grade


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


More than 80% reported their
feeling of increased awareness of
spinal posture and stability 3 or
higher on a scale of 1-5 (1 being
little or no improvement).


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the over 100 students enrolled
in Pilates, barely 70% earned
enough progressive participation
points to earn credit. Consistent
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


attendance was a problem.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the over 130 students enrolled
in Pilates, 100% earned enough
progressive participation points to
earn credit. Attendance
inconsistencies cited before were
addressed by allowing more missed
opportunities and counting more
heavily opportunities at the end of
the semester.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the students who completed the
class in Pilates, 100% earned
enough progressive participation
points to earn credit. Attendance
inconsistencies cited before were
addressed by allowing more missed
opportunities, extra credit and
counting more heavily
opportunities at the end of the
semester.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Slighly more than 75% of the
students, based on level, passed
the exam with a C or higher grade.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Slighly more than 85% of the
students, based on level, passed
the exam with a C or higher grade


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Slightly more than 80% reported
their feeling of increased
awareness of spinal posture and
stability 3 or higher on a scale of 1-
5 (1 being little or no
improvement).


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Slightly more than 85% reported
their feeling of increased
awareness of spinal posture and
stability 3 or higher on a scale of 1-
5 (1 being little or no
improvement).


Major Assignment: Self assessment
Assessment Instrument: Short
answer/essay


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% Reported their feeling of
increased awareness of spinal
posture and stability 3 or higher on
a scale of 1-5 (1 being little or no
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Major Assignment: Self assessment
Assessment Instrument: Short
answer/essay


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


improvement). (40 Students
Completed the Online Self-
Assessment.)


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


36 of 40 Students (90%) received a
grade of 90% or higher on the Final
Exam on proper spinal alignment
and nomenclature of basic Pilates
exercises.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


95% (42/44) Demonstrated proper
posture during In-Class workouts.
Approximately 5% of the students
had trouble maintaining this
posture throughout the entire
class.  They would benefit from the
use of additional props, such as
foam rollers and Pilates Circles, to
isolate weaker muscles for
strengthening.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


96% (43 of 45 students) reported
an improvement of 3 or higher on a
scale of 1-5 for increased sense of
kinesthetic awareness about their
spinal posture at the end of the
semester.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


More than 80% of the students,
based on level, passed the exam
with a C or higher grade


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


More than 80% reported their
feeling of increased awareness of
spinal posture and stability 3 or
higher on a scale of 1-5 (1 being
little or no improvement).


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the over 100 students enrolled
in Pilates, barely 70% earned
enough progressive participation
points to earn credit. Consistent
attendance was a problem.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the over 130 students enrolled
in Pilates, 100% earned enough
progressive participation points to
earn credit. Attendance
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


inconsistencies cited before were
addressed by allowing more missed
opportunities and counting more
heavily opportunities at the end of
the semester.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the students who completed the
class in Pilates, 100% earned
enough progressive participation
points to earn credit. Attendance
inconsistencies cited before were
addressed by allowing more missed
opportunities, extra credit and
counting more heavily
opportunities at the end of the
semester.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Slighly more than 75% of the
students, based on level, passed
the exam with a C or higher grade.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Slighly more than 85% of the
students, based on level, passed
the exam with a C or higher grade


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Slightly more than 80% reported
their feeling of increased
awareness of spinal posture and
stability 3 or higher on a scale of 1-
5 (1 being little or no
improvement).


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Slightly more than 85% reported
their feeling of increased
awareness of spinal posture and
stability 3 or higher on a scale of 1-
5 (1 being little or no
improvement).


Fitness / Wellness Active Identify and assess
their current fitness
level and alter or
modify specific
wellness or fitness
practices in order to
improve body
composition, flexibility,
cardiovascular fitness
and muscular
endurance & strength


Major Assignment: Fitness tests
Assessment Instrument:
Comparison of early and late
semester fitness test activities


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of tudents who completed
the course completed assessed in-
class workouts.
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


44 of 52 students (85%) who
completed the course completed
assessed in-class workouts.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


76% of students showed improved
flexibility, 54% showed improved
body composition, 54% showed
improved cardiovascular efficiency
and 68% showed improved
muscular endurance.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


80% of tudents who completed the
course completed assessed in-class
workouts


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


85% Reported their feeling of
increased fitness of 3 or higher on a
scale of 1-5 (1 being little or no
improvement). (40 Students
Completed the Online Self-
Assessment.)


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


93% Reported their feeling of
increased fitness of 3 or higher on a
scale of 1-5 (1 being little or no
improvement). (43 Students
Completed the Online Self-
Assessment.)


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


95% (42/44) of students
successfully demonstrated the
progressive exercises during the In-
Class workouts.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the over 100 students enrolled
in Pilates over 70% showed
improvement in 2 of five fitness
categories related to muscular
endurance, flexibility and body
composition. The majority of gains
were in body composition and
muscular endurance.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the over 130 students enrolled
in Pilates over 80% showed
improvement in 2 of five fitness
categories related to muscular
endurance, flexibility and body
composition. The majority of gains
were in body composition and
muscular endurance.
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the students who completed the
course over 80% showed
improvement in 2 of five fitness
categories related to muscular
endurance, flexibility and body
composition. The majority of gains
were in body composition and
muscular endurance


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the students who completed the
course over 85% showed
improvement in 2 of five fitness
categories related to muscular
endurance, flexibility and body
composition. The majority of gains
were in body composition and
muscular endurance


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% of students who
completed the course completed
assessed in-class workouts


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 85% of students who
completed the course completed
assessed in-class workouts


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Results: 25/40 = 63% of Students
Completed 80% of In-Class
Workouts


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Slightly more than 80% reported
their feeling of increased fitness of
3 or higher on a scale of 1-5 (1
being little or no improvement).


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Slightly more than 85% reported
their feeling of increased fitness of
3 or higher on a scale of 1-5 (1
being little or no improvement).


Major Assignment: In-Class
workouts
Assessment Instrument: In-Class
participation points in progressive
exercises


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of tudents who completed
the course completed assessed in-
class workouts.


SKY Dept - 44 of 52 students (85%) who
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Kinesiolog
y


completed the course completed
assessed in-class workouts.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


76% of students showed improved
flexibility, 54% showed improved
body composition, 54% showed
improved cardiovascular efficiency
and 68% showed improved
muscular endurance.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


80% of tudents who completed the
course completed assessed in-class
workouts


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


85% Reported their feeling of
increased fitness of 3 or higher on a
scale of 1-5 (1 being little or no
improvement). (40 Students
Completed the Online Self-
Assessment.)


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


93% Reported their feeling of
increased fitness of 3 or higher on a
scale of 1-5 (1 being little or no
improvement). (43 Students
Completed the Online Self-
Assessment.)


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


95% (42/44) of students
successfully demonstrated the
progressive exercises during the In-
Class workouts.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the over 100 students enrolled
in Pilates over 70% showed
improvement in 2 of five fitness
categories related to muscular
endurance, flexibility and body
composition. The majority of gains
were in body composition and
muscular endurance.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the over 130 students enrolled
in Pilates over 80% showed
improvement in 2 of five fitness
categories related to muscular
endurance, flexibility and body
composition. The majority of gains
were in body composition and
muscular endurance.
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the students who completed the
course over 80% showed
improvement in 2 of five fitness
categories related to muscular
endurance, flexibility and body
composition. The majority of gains
were in body composition and
muscular endurance


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the students who completed the
course over 85% showed
improvement in 2 of five fitness
categories related to muscular
endurance, flexibility and body
composition. The majority of gains
were in body composition and
muscular endurance


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% of students who
completed the course completed
assessed in-class workouts


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 85% of students who
completed the course completed
assessed in-class workouts


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Results: 25/40 = 63% of Students
Completed 80% of In-Class
Workouts


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Slightly more than 80% reported
their feeling of increased fitness of
3 or higher on a scale of 1-5 (1
being little or no improvement).


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Slightly more than 85% reported
their feeling of increased fitness of
3 or higher on a scale of 1-5 (1
being little or no improvement).


Major Assignment: Self assessment
Assessment Instrument: Short
answer/essay/discussion


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of tudents who completed
the course completed assessed in-
class workouts.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


44 of 52 students (85%) who
completed the course completed
assessed in-class workouts.


SKY Dept - 76% of students showed improved
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Kinesiolog
y


flexibility, 54% showed improved
body composition, 54% showed
improved cardiovascular efficiency
and 68% showed improved
muscular endurance.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


80% of tudents who completed the
course completed assessed in-class
workouts


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


85% Reported their feeling of
increased fitness of 3 or higher on a
scale of 1-5 (1 being little or no
improvement). (40 Students
Completed the Online Self-
Assessment.)


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


93% Reported their feeling of
increased fitness of 3 or higher on a
scale of 1-5 (1 being little or no
improvement). (43 Students
Completed the Online Self-
Assessment.)


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


95% (42/44) of students
successfully demonstrated the
progressive exercises during the In-
Class workouts.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the over 100 students enrolled
in Pilates over 70% showed
improvement in 2 of five fitness
categories related to muscular
endurance, flexibility and body
composition. The majority of gains
were in body composition and
muscular endurance.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the over 130 students enrolled
in Pilates over 80% showed
improvement in 2 of five fitness
categories related to muscular
endurance, flexibility and body
composition. The majority of gains
were in body composition and
muscular endurance.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the students who completed the
course over 80% showed
improvement in 2 of five fitness
categories related to muscular
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


endurance, flexibility and body
composition. The majority of gains
were in body composition and
muscular endurance


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the students who completed the
course over 85% showed
improvement in 2 of five fitness
categories related to muscular
endurance, flexibility and body
composition. The majority of gains
were in body composition and
muscular endurance


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% of students who
completed the course completed
assessed in-class workouts


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 85% of students who
completed the course completed
assessed in-class workouts


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Results: 25/40 = 63% of Students
Completed 80% of In-Class
Workouts


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Slightly more than 80% reported
their feeling of increased fitness of
3 or higher on a scale of 1-5 (1
being little or no improvement).


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Slightly more than 85% reported
their feeling of increased fitness of
3 or higher on a scale of 1-5 (1
being little or no improvement).


Skills Active Demonstrate the
fundamental skills and
techniques necessary
to safely perform the
activities involved in
Pilates and apply
Pilates principles to
personal
biomechanics.


1.1 Major Assignment: In class
demonstration
Major Assignment: In-Class
workouts
Assessment Instrument: Daily
participation points in progressive
exercises


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students earned
participation points in progressive
exercises.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students received daily
participation points based on level
at a passing rate.
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


36 of 40 students (90%) received a
grade of 90% or higher on the final
exam demonstrating knowledge of
basic mat exercises, their names
and their physical benefits


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


36 of 40 students (90%) who took
the final exam demonstrating
knowledge of basic mat exercises,
their names and their physical
benefits received a grade of 70% or
higher.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


56 of 72 students passed the final
exam demonstrating a  knowledge
of mat exercises, their names and
their physical benefits. Exam is
based on student level.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


69 of 87 students successfully
earned daily participation points at
a passing level based on rubric of
progression. Students are classified
by level.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


80% of students who completed
the class earned participation
points in progressive exercises


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


91% of students (33 of 36)
completed the final exam
demonstrating knowledge of basic
mat exercises, their names and
their physical benefits with a score
of 80% or better


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


93% (49 out of 53) of students
showed improvement on 3 of 5
corrections concerning proper
alignment and execution of Pilates
technique.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Based on level, over 80% of
students demonstrated knowledge
of mat exercises, their names and
their physical benefits at a passing
level.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog


Based on level, over 85% of
students demonstrated knowledge
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y of mat exercises, their names and
their physical benefits at a passing
level.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Based on level, over 90% of
students demonstrated knowledge
of mat exercises, their names and
their physical benefits at a passing
level.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 100 students were enrolled in
Pilates. Of that number greater
than 80% were able to
demonstrate knowledge of basic
mat exercises, their names and
their physical benefits.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% of students who
completed the class earned
participation points in progressive
exercises


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 85% of students who
completed the class earned
participation points in progressive
exercises


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Slightly more than 80% of students
showed improvement on 3 of 5
corrections concerning proper
alignment and execution of Pilates
technique


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Slightly more than 80% of students
showed improvement on 3 of 5
corrections concerning proper
alignment and execution of Pilates
technique.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Slightly more than 85% of students
showed improvement on 3 of 5
corrections concerning proper
alignment and execution of Pilates
technique.


Major Assignment: Final Exam:
Students demonstrate knowledge
of basic mat exercises, their names
and their physical benefits.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students earned
participation points in progressive
exercises.


SKY Dept - 100% of students received daily
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Kinesiolog
y


participation points based on level
at a passing rate.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


36 of 40 students (90%) received a
grade of 90% or higher on the final
exam demonstrating knowledge of
basic mat exercises, their names
and their physical benefits


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


36 of 40 students (90%) who took
the final exam demonstrating
knowledge of basic mat exercises,
their names and their physical
benefits received a grade of 70% or
higher.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


56 of 72 students passed the final
exam demonstrating a  knowledge
of mat exercises, their names and
their physical benefits. Exam is
based on student level.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


69 of 87 students successfully
earned daily participation points at
a passing level based on rubric of
progression. Students are classified
by level.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


80% of students who completed
the class earned participation
points in progressive exercises


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


91% of students (33 of 36)
completed the final exam
demonstrating knowledge of basic
mat exercises, their names and
their physical benefits with a score
of 80% or better


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


93% (49 out of 53) of students
showed improvement on 3 of 5
corrections concerning proper
alignment and execution of Pilates
technique.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Based on level, over 80% of
students demonstrated knowledge
of mat exercises, their names and
their physical benefits at a passing
level.
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Based on level, over 85% of
students demonstrated knowledge
of mat exercises, their names and
their physical benefits at a passing
level.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Based on level, over 90% of
students demonstrated knowledge
of mat exercises, their names and
their physical benefits at a passing
level.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 100 students were enrolled in
Pilates. Of that number greater
than 80% were able to
demonstrate knowledge of basic
mat exercises, their names and
their physical benefits.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% of students who
completed the class earned
participation points in progressive
exercises


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 85% of students who
completed the class earned
participation points in progressive
exercises


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Slightly more than 80% of students
showed improvement on 3 of 5
corrections concerning proper
alignment and execution of Pilates
technique


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Slightly more than 80% of students
showed improvement on 3 of 5
corrections concerning proper
alignment and execution of Pilates
technique.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Slightly more than 85% of students
showed improvement on 3 of 5
corrections concerning proper
alignment and execution of Pilates
technique.


Major Assignment: In class
demonstration
Assessment Instrument: Students
learn a series of exercises in-class,


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students earned
participation points in progressive
exercises.
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and must demonstrate proper
alignment and execution.  Students
receive corrections from the
instructor and/or from their
classmates, and must incorporate
these corrections into their
demonstration.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students earned
participation points in progressive
exercises.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students received daily
participation points based on level
at a passing rate.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


36 of 40 students (90%) received a
grade of 90% or higher on the final
exam demonstrating knowledge of
basic mat exercises, their names
and their physical benefits


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


36 of 40 students (90%) who took
the final exam demonstrating
knowledge of basic mat exercises,
their names and their physical
benefits received a grade of 70% or
higher.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


56 of 72 students passed the final
exam demonstrating a  knowledge
of mat exercises, their names and
their physical benefits. Exam is
based on student level.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


69 of 87 students successfully
earned daily participation points at
a passing level based on rubric of
progression. Students are classified
by level.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


80% of students who completed
the class earned participation
points in progressive exercises


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


91% of students (33 of 36)
completed the final exam
demonstrating knowledge of basic
mat exercises, their names and
their physical benefits with a score
of 80% or better
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


93% (49 out of 53) of students
showed improvement on 3 of 5
corrections concerning proper
alignment and execution of Pilates
technique.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Based on level, over 80% of
students demonstrated knowledge
of mat exercises, their names and
their physical benefits at a passing
level.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Based on level, over 85% of
students demonstrated knowledge
of mat exercises, their names and
their physical benefits at a passing
level.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Based on level, over 90% of
students demonstrated knowledge
of mat exercises, their names and
their physical benefits at a passing
level.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 100 students were enrolled in
Pilates. Of that number greater
than 80% were able to
demonstrate knowledge of basic
mat exercises, their names and
their physical benefits.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% of students who
completed the class earned
participation points in progressive
exercises


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 85% of students who
completed the class earned
participation points in progressive
exercises


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Slightly more than 80% of students
showed improvement on 3 of 5
corrections concerning proper
alignment and execution of Pilates
technique


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Slightly more than 80% of students
showed improvement on 3 of 5
corrections concerning proper
alignment and execution of Pilates
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


technique.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Slightly more than 85% of students
showed improvement on 3 of 5
corrections concerning proper
alignment and execution of Pilates
technique.


SKY FITN 400 Fitness Academy Fitness knowledge and
modification


Inactive Be able to identify and
assess their current
fitness level; alter or
modify specific
wellness or fitness
practices in order to
improve body
composition/flexibility/
cardiovascular
fitness/muscular
endurance/muscular
strength related to
performance.


Final comprehensive exam SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


77% of students received a 70%
score or higher on the
comprehensive written exam on
fitness knowledge and
modification.


Pre and post fitness test SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


77% of students received a 70%
score or higher on the
comprehensive written exam on
fitness knowledge and
modification.


Student self-assessment survey SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


77% of students received a 70%
score or higher on the
comprehensive written exam on
fitness knowledge and
modification.


Goal setting Active Development of
personal goals and
improvement in
health.


Personal Prescription- checklist
Each student will make personal
goals to improve their health.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


21 of 29 students who completed
the final exam based on general
fitness and health principles passed
the exam with a grade of 70% or
higher.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


27 of 33 students completed their
prescribed exercise hours.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog


28 of 35 students completed the
requisite hours to successfully
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y complete the course.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


28 of 35 students were able to
meet their fitness goals at a level to
successfully complete the class.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


29 of 34 students in fitness
academy were able to achieve at
least three of four goals stated at
the beginning of the semester as
part of their exercise prescription.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


72% of students received a score of
75% or higher on their personal
fitness goals to improve their
health.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


More than 80% of the students
who completed the class got a
passing grade on the fitness exam.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Only 2 out of 3 (24 of 35) students
successfully completed the written
test with a C or better.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 75% of fitness academy
students were able to pass 3 out of
4 (75% or higher) personal goals by
the end of the spring semester


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% of fitness academy
students were able to pass 3 out of
4 (75% or higher) personal goals by
the end of the spring semester


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Slightly more than 60% of the
students who completed the class,
regardless of level, met hour goals.
may need to do more follow-up an
advise students at different parts of
the semester


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Slightly more than 70% of the
students who completed the class
got a passing grade on the fitness
exam.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Slightly more than 70% of the
students who completed the class,
regardless of level, met hour goals.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Slightly more than 75% of the
students who completed the class,
regardless of level, met hour goals.
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Slightly more than 80% of the
students who completed the class
got a passing grade on the fitness
exam.


Workout hours- assessed through
tallying of hours
(The number of units a student
elects for the course will determine
how many hours they need to
workout both at school and on
their own.)


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


21 of 29 students who completed
the final exam based on general
fitness and health principles passed
the exam with a grade of 70% or
higher.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


27 of 33 students completed their
prescribed exercise hours.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


28 of 35 students completed the
requisite hours to successfully
complete the course.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


28 of 35 students were able to
meet their fitness goals at a level to
successfully complete the class.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


29 of 34 students in fitness
academy were able to achieve at
least three of four goals stated at
the beginning of the semester as
part of their exercise prescription.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


72% of students received a score of
75% or higher on their personal
fitness goals to improve their
health.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


More than 80% of the students
who completed the class got a
passing grade on the fitness exam.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Only 2 out of 3 (24 of 35) students
successfully completed the written
test with a C or better.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 75% of fitness academy
students were able to pass 3 out of
4 (75% or higher) personal goals by
the end of the spring semester


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% of fitness academy
students were able to pass 3 out of
4 (75% or higher) personal goals by
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


the end of the spring semester


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Slightly more than 60% of the
students who completed the class,
regardless of level, met hour goals.
may need to do more follow-up an
advise students at different parts of
the semester


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Slightly more than 70% of the
students who completed the class
got a passing grade on the fitness
exam.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Slightly more than 70% of the
students who completed the class,
regardless of level, met hour goals.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Slightly more than 75% of the
students who completed the class,
regardless of level, met hour goals.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Slightly more than 80% of the
students who completed the class
got a passing grade on the fitness
exam.


Written test on fitness SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


21 of 29 students who completed
the final exam based on general
fitness and health principles passed
the exam with a grade of 70% or
higher.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


27 of 33 students completed their
prescribed exercise hours.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


28 of 35 students completed the
requisite hours to successfully
complete the course.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


28 of 35 students were able to
meet their fitness goals at a level to
successfully complete the class.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


29 of 34 students in fitness
academy were able to achieve at
least three of four goals stated at
the beginning of the semester as
part of their exercise prescription.
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


72% of students received a score of
75% or higher on their personal
fitness goals to improve their
health.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


More than 80% of the students
who completed the class got a
passing grade on the fitness exam.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Only 2 out of 3 (24 of 35) students
successfully completed the written
test with a C or better.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 75% of fitness academy
students were able to pass 3 out of
4 (75% or higher) personal goals by
the end of the spring semester


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% of fitness academy
students were able to pass 3 out of
4 (75% or higher) personal goals by
the end of the spring semester


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Slightly more than 60% of the
students who completed the class,
regardless of level, met hour goals.
may need to do more follow-up an
advise students at different parts of
the semester


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Slightly more than 70% of the
students who completed the class
got a passing grade on the fitness
exam.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Slightly more than 70% of the
students who completed the class,
regardless of level, met hour goals.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Slightly more than 75% of the
students who completed the class,
regardless of level, met hour goals.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Slightly more than 80% of the
students who completed the class
got a passing grade on the fitness
exam.


SKY INDV 101 Beginning Archery Fitness assessment Inactive  Be able to identify risk
factors for heart
disease and stroke,
and apply general
fitness/well being


Division Wellness quiz SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students scored 70% or
better on division fitness exam
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SKY INDV 101 Beginning Archery Fitness assessment Inactive principles to their own
lifestyles.


Division Wellness quiz SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students scored 70% or
better on division fitness exam


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students scored 70% or
better on final wellness questions.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students scored 70% or
better on the division wellness
exam


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


72% of students scored 70% or
better on final exam questions
pertaining to fitness topics.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


83% of students scored 70% or
better on a division
wellness/fitness exam.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


84% of students were able to
identify risk factors for heart
disease and stroke as measured on
a group project and questions on
final exam.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


92% of students scored at least
70% on fitness wellness questions


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


95% of students scored 70% or
better on wellness questions


Final examination questions on
wellness


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students scored 70% or
better on division fitness exam


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students scored 70% or
better on final wellness questions.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students scored 70% or
better on the division wellness
exam


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


72% of students scored 70% or
better on final exam questions
pertaining to fitness topics.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


83% of students scored 70% or
better on a division
wellness/fitness exam.


SKY Dept - 84% of students were able to
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Kinesiolog
y


identify risk factors for heart
disease and stroke as measured on
a group project and questions on
final exam.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


92% of students scored at least
70% on fitness wellness questions


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


95% of students scored 70% or
better on wellness questions


Response cards to test student's
knowledge of fitness wellness


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students scored 70% or
better on division fitness exam


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students scored 70% or
better on final wellness questions.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students scored 70% or
better on the division wellness
exam


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


72% of students scored 70% or
better on final exam questions
pertaining to fitness topics.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


83% of students scored 70% or
better on a division
wellness/fitness exam.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


84% of students were able to
identify risk factors for heart
disease and stroke as measured on
a group project and questions on
final exam.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


92% of students scored at least
70% on fitness wellness questions


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


95% of students scored 70% or
better on wellness questions


Shooting technique Active Develop the necessary
skills and proper
shooting technique in
order to score at a
beginning level from
20 and 25 yards.


10 question self-assessment survey SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students expressed
increased confidence. Changed to
likert scale so writing was not an
issue
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Shooting technique Active 10 question self-assessment survey SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students expressed
increased confidence. Changed to
likert scale so writing was not an
issue


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students expressed
increased confidence. Changed to
likert scale so writing was not an
issue.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students scored a "C" or
better on 20 and 25 yard shooting;
16% averaged an "A"
71% averaged a "B"
13% averaged a "C"


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students scored a "C" or
better on shooting from 20 and 25
yards (section AX).


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


1000% of students expressed
increased confidence. Changed to
likert scale so writing was not an
issue.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


19 out of 22 (86% of INDV 101 AA)
students responded positively
(strongly agree or agree) to at least
70% of survey questions pertaining
to confidence and self-assessment
of skill technique.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


24 out of 25 (96% of INDV 101 AA)
students responded positively
(strongly agree or agree) to at least
70% of survey questions pertaining
to confidence and self-assessment
of skill technique.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


77% of students scored 8 points or
greater on an archery technique
rubric during daily shooting
practice.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


80% of students scored 8 points or
greater on a shooting technique
rubric during daily shooting
practice,


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


92% of students scored 8 points or
more on a shooting technique
rubric.
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


95% of students scored a "C" or
better from 20 and 25 yards.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


96% of students responded
positively (strongly agree or agree)
to survey questions pertaining to
confidence and self-assessment of
skill technique.  Of the 4% who
responded negatively to any of the
survey questions (only 4 questions
elicited negative responses), a
quarter of those respondants
blamed bad equipment and/or
frequent absenses.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


All students regardless of level
scored at least an average of 70%
or higher on scorecards from both
20 and 25 yards. 82% of students
demonsytrated an ability to explain
correct usage and bow sight. 82%
of students expressed confidence is
their ability to correctly use a bow
site on a student survey.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% of students scored 8 or
greater on rubric during daily
shooting practice


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% of students scored at a
"C" or better level (with 6 arrows,
70% of students will average 18
points or better) regardless of level.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 90% of students expressed
increased confifdence. Quality of
writing is not strong. Might need to
look at alternatives to measure
this.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 90% of students scored 8 or
greater on rubric during daily
shooting practice


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 90% of students scored at a
"C" or better level (with 6 arrows,
70% of students will average 18
points or better) regardless of level.


12 point archery rubric for SKY Dept - 100% of students expressed
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shooting technique Kinesiolog
y


increased confidence. Changed to
likert scale so writing was not an
issue


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students expressed
increased confidence. Changed to
likert scale so writing was not an
issue.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students scored a "C" or
better on 20 and 25 yard shooting;
16% averaged an "A"
71% averaged a "B"
13% averaged a "C"


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students scored a "C" or
better on shooting from 20 and 25
yards (section AX).


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


1000% of students expressed
increased confidence. Changed to
likert scale so writing was not an
issue.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


19 out of 22 (86% of INDV 101 AA)
students responded positively
(strongly agree or agree) to at least
70% of survey questions pertaining
to confidence and self-assessment
of skill technique.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


24 out of 25 (96% of INDV 101 AA)
students responded positively
(strongly agree or agree) to at least
70% of survey questions pertaining
to confidence and self-assessment
of skill technique.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


77% of students scored 8 points or
greater on an archery technique
rubric during daily shooting
practice.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


80% of students scored 8 points or
greater on a shooting technique
rubric during daily shooting
practice,


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


92% of students scored 8 points or
more on a shooting technique
rubric.


SKY Dept - 95% of students scored a "C" or
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Kinesiolog
y


better from 20 and 25 yards.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


96% of students responded
positively (strongly agree or agree)
to survey questions pertaining to
confidence and self-assessment of
skill technique.  Of the 4% who
responded negatively to any of the
survey questions (only 4 questions
elicited negative responses), a
quarter of those respondants
blamed bad equipment and/or
frequent absenses.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


All students regardless of level
scored at least an average of 70%
or higher on scorecards from both
20 and 25 yards. 82% of students
demonsytrated an ability to explain
correct usage and bow sight. 82%
of students expressed confidence is
their ability to correctly use a bow
site on a student survey.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% of students scored 8 or
greater on rubric during daily
shooting practice


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% of students scored at a
"C" or better level (with 6 arrows,
70% of students will average 18
points or better) regardless of level.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 90% of students expressed
increased confifdence. Quality of
writing is not strong. Might need to
look at alternatives to measure
this.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 90% of students scored 8 or
greater on rubric during daily
shooting practice


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 90% of students scored at a
"C" or better level (with 6 arrows,
70% of students will average 18
points or better) regardless of level.


Scorecard results from 20 and 25
yards


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog


100% of students expressed
increased confidence. Changed to
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Scorecard results from 20 and 25
yards


y likert scale so writing was not an
issue


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students expressed
increased confidence. Changed to
likert scale so writing was not an
issue.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students scored a "C" or
better on 20 and 25 yard shooting;
16% averaged an "A"
71% averaged a "B"
13% averaged a "C"


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students scored a "C" or
better on shooting from 20 and 25
yards (section AX).


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


1000% of students expressed
increased confidence. Changed to
likert scale so writing was not an
issue.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


19 out of 22 (86% of INDV 101 AA)
students responded positively
(strongly agree or agree) to at least
70% of survey questions pertaining
to confidence and self-assessment
of skill technique.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


24 out of 25 (96% of INDV 101 AA)
students responded positively
(strongly agree or agree) to at least
70% of survey questions pertaining
to confidence and self-assessment
of skill technique.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


77% of students scored 8 points or
greater on an archery technique
rubric during daily shooting
practice.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


80% of students scored 8 points or
greater on a shooting technique
rubric during daily shooting
practice,


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


92% of students scored 8 points or
more on a shooting technique
rubric.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog


95% of students scored a "C" or
better from 20 and 25 yards.
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y 95% of students scored a "C" or
better from 20 and 25 yards.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


96% of students responded
positively (strongly agree or agree)
to survey questions pertaining to
confidence and self-assessment of
skill technique.  Of the 4% who
responded negatively to any of the
survey questions (only 4 questions
elicited negative responses), a
quarter of those respondants
blamed bad equipment and/or
frequent absenses.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


All students regardless of level
scored at least an average of 70%
or higher on scorecards from both
20 and 25 yards. 82% of students
demonsytrated an ability to explain
correct usage and bow sight. 82%
of students expressed confidence is
their ability to correctly use a bow
site on a student survey.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% of students scored 8 or
greater on rubric during daily
shooting practice


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% of students scored at a
"C" or better level (with 6 arrows,
70% of students will average 18
points or better) regardless of level.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 90% of students expressed
increased confifdence. Quality of
writing is not strong. Might need to
look at alternatives to measure
this.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 90% of students scored 8 or
greater on rubric during daily
shooting practice


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 90% of students scored at a
"C" or better level (with 6 arrows,
70% of students will average 18
points or better) regardless of level.


SKY INDV 105 Intermediate Archery Fitness assessment Inactive  Be able to identify risk
factors for heart


Division exam on fitness/wellness SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog


100% of students scored 70% or
better on fitness exam
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SKY INDV 105 Intermediate Archery Fitness assessment Inactive disease and stroke,
and apply general
fitness/wellbeing
principles to their own
lifestyles.


Division exam on fitness/wellness y 100% of students scored 70% or
better on fitness exam


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students scored 70% or
better on wellness questions


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students scored at least
70% on fitness wellness questions


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


75% of students scored 70% or
better on final exam questions
pertaining to fitness topics.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


86% of students scored 70% or
better on the division wellness
exam.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


86% of students scored 70% or
better on wellness questions on the
final exam


Final examination on fitness
principles


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students scored 70% or
better on fitness exam


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students scored 70% or
better on wellness questions


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students scored at least
70% on fitness wellness questions


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


75% of students scored 70% or
better on final exam questions
pertaining to fitness topics.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


86% of students scored 70% or
better on the division wellness
exam.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


86% of students scored 70% or
better on wellness questions on the
final exam


Final examination on wellness
principles


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students scored 70% or
better on fitness exam
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students scored 70% or
better on wellness questions


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students scored at least
70% on fitness wellness questions


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


75% of students scored 70% or
better on final exam questions
pertaining to fitness topics.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


86% of students scored 70% or
better on the division wellness
exam.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


86% of students scored 70% or
better on wellness questions on the
final exam


Response cards to test student's
knowledge of fitness wellness


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students scored 70% or
better on fitness exam


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students scored 70% or
better on wellness questions


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students scored at least
70% on fitness wellness questions


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


75% of students scored 70% or
better on final exam questions
pertaining to fitness topics.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


86% of students scored 70% or
better on the division wellness
exam.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


86% of students scored 70% or
better on wellness questions on the
final exam


Shooting technique Active Develop the necessary
skills and proper
shooting technique in
order to score at a
beginning level from
20 and 25 yards.


10 question self-assessment survey SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students answered
positively to survey questions
pertaining to confidence and self-
assessment of technique.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog


100% of students scored a "C" or
better on scorecards from 20 and
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y 25 yards;
43% scored an "A"
43% scored a "B"
14% scored a "C"


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students scored a "C" or
better when shooting from 20 and
25 yards.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students scored an 8 or
better on archery technique rubric
during daily shooting practice.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


88% of students (7 of 8 INDV 105
BX) responded positively (strongly
agree or agree) to survey questions
pertaining to confidence and self-
assessment of skill technique.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


88% of students score a "C" or
better on scorecards from 20 and
25 yards (section AX).


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


88% of students scored 8 points or
more on a shooting technique
rubric.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


90% of students scored 8 points or
greater on rubric during daily
shooting practice


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


94% of students showed increased
confidence in shooting technique
on a 10 question self-assessment
survey.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Not taught in 18-19


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Not taught is 16-17


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Not taught is 17-18


12 point archery rubric for
shooting technique


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students answered
positively to survey questions
pertaining to confidence and self-
assessment of technique.


SKY Dept - 100% of students scored a "C" or
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Kinesiolog
y


better on scorecards from 20 and
25 yards;
43% scored an "A"
43% scored a "B"
14% scored a "C"


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students scored a "C" or
better when shooting from 20 and
25 yards.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students scored an 8 or
better on archery technique rubric
during daily shooting practice.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


88% of students (7 of 8 INDV 105
BX) responded positively (strongly
agree or agree) to survey questions
pertaining to confidence and self-
assessment of skill technique.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


88% of students score a "C" or
better on scorecards from 20 and
25 yards (section AX).


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


88% of students scored 8 points or
more on a shooting technique
rubric.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


90% of students scored 8 points or
greater on rubric during daily
shooting practice


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


94% of students showed increased
confidence in shooting technique
on a 10 question self-assessment
survey.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Not taught in 18-19


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Not taught is 16-17


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Not taught is 17-18


Scorecard results from 20 and 25
yards


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students answered
positively to survey questions
pertaining to confidence and self-
assessment of technique.
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students scored a "C" or
better on scorecards from 20 and
25 yards;
43% scored an "A"
43% scored a "B"
14% scored a "C"


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students scored a "C" or
better when shooting from 20 and
25 yards.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students scored an 8 or
better on archery technique rubric
during daily shooting practice.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


88% of students (7 of 8 INDV 105
BX) responded positively (strongly
agree or agree) to survey questions
pertaining to confidence and self-
assessment of skill technique.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


88% of students score a "C" or
better on scorecards from 20 and
25 yards (section AX).


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


88% of students scored 8 points or
more on a shooting technique
rubric.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


90% of students scored 8 points or
greater on rubric during daily
shooting practice


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


94% of students showed increased
confidence in shooting technique
on a 10 question self-assessment
survey.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Not taught in 18-19


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Not taught is 16-17


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Not taught is 17-18


SKY INDV 121 Beginning Badminton Fitness Demonstrate an
understanding and
increase in fitness and
wellness developed


Fitness survey- perceptions of
fitness levels


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


 17 of 20 students improved on
abdominal curls (85%), 19 of 20
improved on muscular endurance
(95%).  85% of students showed
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SKY INDV 121 Beginning Badminton Fitness through activity and
measured through
increased


performance
on post-fitness test.


Fitness survey- perceptions of
fitness levels


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


improvement on at least 2 areas of
the fitness test.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


10 of 12 students (83%) were able
to individually assess and analyze
their fitness in three of the five
fitness categories.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students responded
positively to survey questions on
self perception of fitness
improvements


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students responded
positively to survey questions on
self perception of fitness
improvements


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


82% of students responded
positively to at least 70% of survey
questions regarding fitness
improvements.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


84% of students were able to
correctly assess and analyze their
fitness in at least 3 of 5 fitness
categories


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


9 of 12 students (75%) showed
improvement in at least two areas
of the fitness test.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


90% of students demonstrated
inprovement in blood pressure,
step-test, flexibility and crunches.
Same studemnts demonstrated
competency on final exam
questions related to fitness.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


95% of students responded
positively to survey questions on
self perception of fitness
improvements


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


95% of students who completed
the course were able to individually
assess and analyze their fitness in
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


at least 3 of the 5 fitness categories


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


All students who completed the
course were able to individually
assess and analyze their fitness in
at least 3 of the 5 fitness categories


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the students that completed the
course, 100% saw improvement in
at least two areas of the fitness
test.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the students that completed the
course, over 90% saw improvement
in at least two areas of the fitness
test.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% of students who
completed the course were able to
individually assess and analyze their
fitness in at least 3 of the 5 fitness
categories


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 85% of students who
completed the course were able to
individually assess and analyze their
fitness in at least 3 of the 5 fitness
categories


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 90% of students responded
positively to survey questions on
self perception of fitness
improvements


Students will complete a self
analysis based on fitness testing
results.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


 17 of 20 students improved on
abdominal curls (85%), 19 of 20
improved on muscular endurance
(95%).  85% of students showed
improvement on at least 2 areas of
the fitness test.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


10 of 12 students (83%) were able
to individually assess and analyze
their fitness in three of the five
fitness categories.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students responded
positively to survey questions on
self perception of fitness
improvements
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y
SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students responded
positively to survey questions on
self perception of fitness
improvements


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


82% of students responded
positively to at least 70% of survey
questions regarding fitness
improvements.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


84% of students were able to
correctly assess and analyze their
fitness in at least 3 of 5 fitness
categories


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


9 of 12 students (75%) showed
improvement in at least two areas
of the fitness test.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


90% of students demonstrated
inprovement in blood pressure,
step-test, flexibility and crunches.
Same studemnts demonstrated
competency on final exam
questions related to fitness.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


95% of students responded
positively to survey questions on
self perception of fitness
improvements


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


95% of students who completed
the course were able to individually
assess and analyze their fitness in
at least 3 of the 5 fitness categories


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


All students who completed the
course were able to individually
assess and analyze their fitness in
at least 3 of the 5 fitness categories


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the students that completed the
course, 100% saw improvement in
at least two areas of the fitness
test.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the students that completed the
course, over 90% saw improvement
in at least two areas of the fitness
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


test.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% of students who
completed the course were able to
individually assess and analyze their
fitness in at least 3 of the 5 fitness
categories


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 85% of students who
completed the course were able to
individually assess and analyze their
fitness in at least 3 of the 5 fitness
categories


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 90% of students responded
positively to survey questions on
self perception of fitness
improvements


Students will complete the Division
administered fitness pre and post
test.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


 17 of 20 students improved on
abdominal curls (85%), 19 of 20
improved on muscular endurance
(95%).  85% of students showed
improvement on at least 2 areas of
the fitness test.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


10 of 12 students (83%) were able
to individually assess and analyze
their fitness in three of the five
fitness categories.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students responded
positively to survey questions on
self perception of fitness
improvements


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students responded
positively to survey questions on
self perception of fitness
improvements


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


82% of students responded
positively to at least 70% of survey
questions regarding fitness
improvements.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


84% of students were able to
correctly assess and analyze their
fitness in at least 3 of 5 fitness
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


categories


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


9 of 12 students (75%) showed
improvement in at least two areas
of the fitness test.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


90% of students demonstrated
inprovement in blood pressure,
step-test, flexibility and crunches.
Same studemnts demonstrated
competency on final exam
questions related to fitness.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


95% of students responded
positively to survey questions on
self perception of fitness
improvements


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


95% of students who completed
the course were able to individually
assess and analyze their fitness in
at least 3 of the 5 fitness categories


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


All students who completed the
course were able to individually
assess and analyze their fitness in
at least 3 of the 5 fitness categories


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the students that completed the
course, 100% saw improvement in
at least two areas of the fitness
test.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the students that completed the
course, over 90% saw improvement
in at least two areas of the fitness
test.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% of students who
completed the course were able to
individually assess and analyze their
fitness in at least 3 of the 5 fitness
categories


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 85% of students who
completed the course were able to
individually assess and analyze their
fitness in at least 3 of the 5 fitness
categories


SKY Dept - Over 90% of students responded
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Kinesiolog
y


positively to survey questions on
self perception of fitness
improvements


Skills and Concepts Active Demonstrate basic
skills and strategies of
the game of
badminton and use
critical thinking skills to
apply this knowledge
in a competitive
environment.


A comprehensive written final
from handouts and course
lectures.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


10 of 12 students (83%) earned 18
or more tournament points over
the course of the semester.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


11 of 12 students (92%) earned two
or more points for each class
session on progression of skills
based on participation in class
activities


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


11 of 12 students (92%) received a
C or higher on the comprehensive
exam pertaining to strategy and
skills.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


19 of 25 students earned 70% or
more of tournament points
available based on play against
students at similar competitive
level.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


20 of 25 students passed the
comprehensive written final from
handouts and course lectures.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


22 of 27 students aeraged two or
more points on progression of skills
based on participation in class
activities. Students can earn up to
three points per class.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


70% of students who completed
the course received 70% or higher
on the comprehensive written final
on strategies and skills.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


76% of students earned 70% or
better on a comprehensive final
exam on strategies and skills.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog


80% of students (75% of beginners
and 100% of intermediate)
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y demonstrated level appropriate
knoeledge of techniques and
strategies in drills, competition and
the written final.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


82% of students who completed
the class earned at least 18 points
over the course of the semester.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


89% of students who completed
the class earned two or more
points for each class session (on
progression of skills based on
participation in class activities).


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


92% of students earned 2 or more
points per class on progressive skills
drills


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Fewer than 70% of students earned
at least 18 tournament points over
the course of the semester.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 85% of students regardless of
level earned 2 or more progression
points based on participation in
class activities. Students can earn
up to three points per class.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 90% of students regardless of
level earned 2 or more progression
points based on participation in
class activities. Students can earn
up to three points per class.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 95% of students regardless of
level earned 2 or more progression
points based on participation in
class activities. Students can earn
up to three points per class.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Slighly more than 75% of students
passed the final based on their skill
level and class placement.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Slighly more than 80% of students
passed the final based on their skill
level and class placement.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Slighly more than 85% of students
passed the final based on their skill
level and class placement.
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Slightly more than 70% of students,
regardless of level, engaged in
singles and doubles competition
and were awarded a point for each
win.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Slightly more than 75% of students,
regardless of level, engaged in
singles and doubles competition
and were awarded a point for each
win.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Slightly more than 80% of students
passed the final based on their skill
level and class placement.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Slightly more than 80% of students,
regardless of level, engaged in
singles and doubles competition
and were awarded a point for each
win.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Slightly more than 85% of students
passed the final based on their skill
level and class placement.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Slightly more than 85% of students,
regardless of level, engaged in
singles and doubles competition
and were awarded a point for each
win.


Students are evaluated daily on
progression of skills based on
participation in class activities.
Students can earn up to three
points per class.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


10 of 12 students (83%) earned 18
or more tournament points over
the course of the semester.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


11 of 12 students (92%) earned two
or more points for each class
session on progression of skills
based on participation in class
activities


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


11 of 12 students (92%) received a
C or higher on the comprehensive
exam pertaining to strategy and
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


skills.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


19 of 25 students earned 70% or
more of tournament points
available based on play against
students at similar competitive
level.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


20 of 25 students passed the
comprehensive written final from
handouts and course lectures.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


22 of 27 students aeraged two or
more points on progression of skills
based on participation in class
activities. Students can earn up to
three points per class.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


70% of students who completed
the course received 70% or higher
on the comprehensive written final
on strategies and skills.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


76% of students earned 70% or
better on a comprehensive final
exam on strategies and skills.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


80% of students (75% of beginners
and 100% of intermediate)
demonstrated level appropriate
knoeledge of techniques and
strategies in drills, competition and
the written final.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


82% of students who completed
the class earned at least 18 points
over the course of the semester.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


89% of students who completed
the class earned two or more
points for each class session (on
progression of skills based on
participation in class activities).


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


92% of students earned 2 or more
points per class on progressive skills
drills


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Fewer than 70% of students earned
at least 18 tournament points over
the course of the semester.
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 85% of students regardless of
level earned 2 or more progression
points based on participation in
class activities. Students can earn
up to three points per class.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 90% of students regardless of
level earned 2 or more progression
points based on participation in
class activities. Students can earn
up to three points per class.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 95% of students regardless of
level earned 2 or more progression
points based on participation in
class activities. Students can earn
up to three points per class.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Slighly more than 75% of students
passed the final based on their skill
level and class placement.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Slighly more than 80% of students
passed the final based on their skill
level and class placement.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Slighly more than 85% of students
passed the final based on their skill
level and class placement.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Slightly more than 70% of students,
regardless of level, engaged in
singles and doubles competition
and were awarded a point for each
win.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Slightly more than 75% of students,
regardless of level, engaged in
singles and doubles competition
and were awarded a point for each
win.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Slightly more than 80% of students
passed the final based on their skill
level and class placement.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog


Slightly more than 80% of students,
regardless of level, engaged in
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y singles and doubles competition
and were awarded a point for each
win.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Slightly more than 85% of students
passed the final based on their skill
level and class placement.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Slightly more than 85% of students,
regardless of level, engaged in
singles and doubles competition
and were awarded a point for each
win.


Tournament Play - Students will
engage in singles and doubles
competition and be awarded a
point for each win.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


10 of 12 students (83%) earned 18
or more tournament points over
the course of the semester.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


11 of 12 students (92%) earned two
or more points for each class
session on progression of skills
based on participation in class
activities


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


11 of 12 students (92%) received a
C or higher on the comprehensive
exam pertaining to strategy and
skills.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


19 of 25 students earned 70% or
more of tournament points
available based on play against
students at similar competitive
level.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


20 of 25 students passed the
comprehensive written final from
handouts and course lectures.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


22 of 27 students aeraged two or
more points on progression of skills
based on participation in class
activities. Students can earn up to
three points per class.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


70% of students who completed
the course received 70% or higher
on the comprehensive written final
on strategies and skills.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog


76% of students earned 70% or
better on a comprehensive final
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y exam on strategies and skills.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


80% of students (75% of beginners
and 100% of intermediate)
demonstrated level appropriate
knoeledge of techniques and
strategies in drills, competition and
the written final.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


82% of students who completed
the class earned at least 18 points
over the course of the semester.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


89% of students who completed
the class earned two or more
points for each class session (on
progression of skills based on
participation in class activities).


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


92% of students earned 2 or more
points per class on progressive skills
drills


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Fewer than 70% of students earned
at least 18 tournament points over
the course of the semester.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 85% of students regardless of
level earned 2 or more progression
points based on participation in
class activities. Students can earn
up to three points per class.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 90% of students regardless of
level earned 2 or more progression
points based on participation in
class activities. Students can earn
up to three points per class.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 95% of students regardless of
level earned 2 or more progression
points based on participation in
class activities. Students can earn
up to three points per class.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Slighly more than 75% of students
passed the final based on their skill
level and class placement.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Slighly more than 80% of students
passed the final based on their skill
level and class placement.
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Slighly more than 85% of students
passed the final based on their skill
level and class placement.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Slightly more than 70% of students,
regardless of level, engaged in
singles and doubles competition
and were awarded a point for each
win.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Slightly more than 75% of students,
regardless of level, engaged in
singles and doubles competition
and were awarded a point for each
win.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Slightly more than 80% of students
passed the final based on their skill
level and class placement.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Slightly more than 80% of students,
regardless of level, engaged in
singles and doubles competition
and were awarded a point for each
win.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Slightly more than 85% of students
passed the final based on their skill
level and class placement.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Slightly more than 85% of students,
regardless of level, engaged in
singles and doubles competition
and were awarded a point for each
win.


SKY INDV 125 Advanced Badminton Fitness Inactive Upon successful
completion of this
course students will:
Demonstrate an
understanding and
increase in fitness and
wellness developed
through activity and
measured through
increased performance
on post-fitness test.


Students will complete a self
analysis based on fitness testing
results.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students correctly
assessed and analyzed their fitness
in at least 3 of 5 categories.
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SKY INDV 125 Advanced Badminton Fitness Inactive Students will complete a self
analysis based on fitness testing
results.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students correctly
assessed and analyzed their fitness
in at least 3 of 5 categories.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


4 of 5 students (80%) were able to
individually assess and analyze their
fitness in three out of five
categories.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


5 out of 5 students (100%) showed
improvement in at least two areas
of the fitness test.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


80% of students responded
positively to at least 70% of survey
questions regarding fitness
improvements.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the students who completed
both fitness tests, 100% improved
on at least 2 of the fitness
assessments.


Students will complete the Division
administered fitness pre and post
test.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students correctly
assessed and analyzed their fitness
in at least 3 of 5 categories.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


4 of 5 students (80%) were able to
individually assess and analyze their
fitness in three out of five
categories.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


5 out of 5 students (100%) showed
improvement in at least two areas
of the fitness test.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


80% of students responded
positively to at least 70% of survey
questions regarding fitness
improvements.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the students who completed
both fitness tests, 100% improved
on at least 2 of the fitness
assessments.


Survey on self perception of fitness
improvements


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students correctly
assessed and analyzed their fitness
in at least 3 of 5 categories.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


4 of 5 students (80%) were able to
individually assess and analyze their
fitness in three out of five
categories.
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


5 out of 5 students (100%) showed
improvement in at least two areas
of the fitness test.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


80% of students responded
positively to at least 70% of survey
questions regarding fitness
improvements.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the students who completed
both fitness tests, 100% improved
on at least 2 of the fitness
assessments.


Skills and Concepts Active Demonstrate advanced
knowledge of the skills
and strategies of the
game of badminton
and use critical
thinking skills to apply
this knowledge in a
competitive
environment.


A comprehensive written final
from handouts and course
lectures.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students earned 2 or more
points for each class session
(progression of skills based on
participation in class activities).


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


4 of 5 students (80%) earned a C or
higher on the comprehensive exam
on skills and strategies.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


5 of 5 students (100%) earned two
or more points for each class
session (progression of skills based
on participation in class activities).


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


5 of 5 students earned 18 or more
tournament points over the course
of the semester.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


80% of students scored 70% or
better on the comprehensive final
exam on skills and strategies.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


85% of students who completed
the class earned two or more
points for each class session
(progression of skills based on
participation in class activities).


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


92% of students that completed the
class earned 18 or more
tournament points over the course
of the semester/
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


92% of students who completed
the course scored a "C" or better
on the comprehensive written final
on skills and strategies.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Fewer than 80% of students earned
18 or more tournament points


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Four of Five students earned a 70%
or higher on daily participation
points rated by skill level on
progression of skills based on
participation in class activities.
Students can earn up to three
points per class.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Four of five students earned
enpought tournament points in
singles to receive a passing grade.
Because of the small number,
doubles points were not awarded.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Four of five students successfully
passed the comprehensive written
final from handouts and course
lectures.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Not taught 16-17


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Not taught 17-18


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Not taught in 18-19


Students are evaluated daily on
progression of skills based on
participation in class activities.
Students can earn up to three
points per class.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students earned 2 or more
points for each class session
(progression of skills based on
participation in class activities).


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


4 of 5 students (80%) earned a C or
higher on the comprehensive exam
on skills and strategies.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


5 of 5 students (100%) earned two
or more points for each class
session (progression of skills based
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


on participation in class activities).


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


5 of 5 students earned 18 or more
tournament points over the course
of the semester.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


80% of students scored 70% or
better on the comprehensive final
exam on skills and strategies.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


85% of students who completed
the class earned two or more
points for each class session
(progression of skills based on
participation in class activities).


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


92% of students that completed the
class earned 18 or more
tournament points over the course
of the semester/


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


92% of students who completed
the course scored a "C" or better
on the comprehensive written final
on skills and strategies.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Fewer than 80% of students earned
18 or more tournament points


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Four of Five students earned a 70%
or higher on daily participation
points rated by skill level on
progression of skills based on
participation in class activities.
Students can earn up to three
points per class.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Four of five students earned
enpought tournament points in
singles to receive a passing grade.
Because of the small number,
doubles points were not awarded.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Four of five students successfully
passed the comprehensive written
final from handouts and course
lectures.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog


Not taught 16-17
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y Not taught 16-17


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Not taught 17-18


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Not taught in 18-19


Tournament Play - Students will
engage in singles and doubles
competition and be awarded a
point for each win.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students earned 2 or more
points for each class session
(progression of skills based on
participation in class activities).


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


4 of 5 students (80%) earned a C or
higher on the comprehensive exam
on skills and strategies.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


5 of 5 students (100%) earned two
or more points for each class
session (progression of skills based
on participation in class activities).


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


5 of 5 students earned 18 or more
tournament points over the course
of the semester.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


80% of students scored 70% or
better on the comprehensive final
exam on skills and strategies.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


85% of students who completed
the class earned two or more
points for each class session
(progression of skills based on
participation in class activities).


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


92% of students that completed the
class earned 18 or more
tournament points over the course
of the semester/


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


92% of students who completed
the course scored a "C" or better
on the comprehensive written final
on skills and strategies.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Fewer than 80% of students earned
18 or more tournament points


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog


Four of Five students earned a 70%
or higher on daily participation
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y points rated by skill level on
progression of skills based on
participation in class activities.
Students can earn up to three
points per class.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Four of five students earned
enpought tournament points in
singles to receive a passing grade.
Because of the small number,
doubles points were not awarded.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Four of five students successfully
passed the comprehensive written
final from handouts and course
lectures.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Not taught 16-17


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Not taught 17-18


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Not taught in 18-19


SKY INDV 126 Coed Club Badminton Skills and Concepts Active Demonstrate the
fundamental individual
and team skills
necessary to perform
and progress at a
competitive level in
the sport of
badminton.


Assessment Method: Students will
be examined verbally and visually
in order to make sure they can
apply strategy and terminology in
the proper match context.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students averaged a 2.5 or
higher for the majority of class
sessions/scrimmages.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students demonstrated a
mastery of strategy and
terminology during match play.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students demonstrated
mastery of strategy and
terminology during in-class
competition.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students showed improved
skills on offensive and defensive
responsibilities in singles and
doubles.
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students showed
improvement of skills  based on pre
and post tested skills related to
their offensive and defensive
responsibilities as an individual and
doubles partner.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students showed
improvement of skills based on pre
and post tested skills related to
their offensive and defensive
responsibilities as an individual and
doubles partner.


Major Assignment: Intersquad
Scrimmages
Students participate in match
scrimmages and are rated as
individuals and teams based on
performance. Performances are
scored on a three point scale
(Poor, Average, Excellent).


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students averaged a 2.5 or
higher for the majority of class
sessions/scrimmages.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students demonstrated a
mastery of strategy and
terminology during match play.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students demonstrated
mastery of strategy and
terminology during in-class
competition.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students showed improved
skills on offensive and defensive
responsibilities in singles and
doubles.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students showed
improvement of skills  based on pre
and post tested skills related to
their offensive and defensive
responsibilities as an individual and
doubles partner.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students showed
improvement of skills based on pre
and post tested skills related to
their offensive and defensive
responsibilities as an individual and
doubles partner.
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Skills Assessment: Students will be
pre and post tested on skills
related to their offensive and
defensive responsibilities as an
individual and doubles partner.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students averaged a 2.5 or
higher for the majority of class
sessions/scrimmages.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students demonstrated a
mastery of strategy and
terminology during match play.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students demonstrated
mastery of strategy and
terminology during in-class
competition.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students showed improved
skills on offensive and defensive
responsibilities in singles and
doubles.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students showed
improvement of skills  based on pre
and post tested skills related to
their offensive and defensive
responsibilities as an individual and
doubles partner.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students showed
improvement of skills based on pre
and post tested skills related to
their offensive and defensive
responsibilities as an individual and
doubles partner.


SKY INDV 160 Golf Rules and etiquette Active Demonstrate a
comprehension of and
abide by the rules and
etiquette of golf.


Etiquette test SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students demonstrated
proper etiquette during on-course
demonstrations


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students scored 70% or
better on a practical etiquette test
during competition.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students, based on level,
passed the ettiqute test.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students, regardless of
level, passed the rules test.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog


87% of students scored 70% or
better on a beginning rules test
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y 87% of students scored 70% or
better on a beginning rules test


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


90% of students who completed
the course demonstrated
knowledge of golf ettiqutte and
rules in written assignments, group
discussions and practical
application on the golf course.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


93% of students scored 70% or
better on a golf etiquette quiz.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Not taught 18-19


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Not taught in 17-18


Practical use of proper etiquette SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students demonstrated
proper etiquette during on-course
demonstrations


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students scored 70% or
better on a practical etiquette test
during competition.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students, based on level,
passed the ettiqute test.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students, regardless of
level, passed the rules test.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


87% of students scored 70% or
better on a beginning rules test


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


90% of students who completed
the course demonstrated
knowledge of golf ettiqutte and
rules in written assignments, group
discussions and practical
application on the golf course.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


93% of students scored 70% or
better on a golf etiquette quiz.


SKY Dept - Not taught 18-19
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Kinesiolog
y


Not taught 18-19


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Not taught in 17-18


Rules test SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students demonstrated
proper etiquette during on-course
demonstrations


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students scored 70% or
better on a practical etiquette test
during competition.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students, based on level,
passed the ettiqute test.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students, regardless of
level, passed the rules test.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


87% of students scored 70% or
better on a beginning rules test


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


90% of students who completed
the course demonstrated
knowledge of golf ettiqutte and
rules in written assignments, group
discussions and practical
application on the golf course.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


93% of students scored 70% or
better on a golf etiquette quiz.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Not taught 18-19


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Not taught in 17-18


Swing technique
competence


Active Demonstrate
competence in
beginning swing
technique while
performing skills in a
practical setting.


Checklist for daily drills with
progression on 10 key swing
mechanics points


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


*5% of the students who
completed the course
demonstrated competency in swing
technique based on their skill level
in a practical setting.


SKY Dept - 100% of students responded
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Kinesiolog
y


favorably to survey questions
pertaining to swing technique
understanding


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students responded
favorably to survey questions,
based on level, pertaining to swing
technique understanding


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


71% of students performed 70% of
proper swing mechanics at a
beginning level while playing on a
golf course.  Students new to the
sport could identify at least 70% of
the necessary skill technique but
were not yet able to perform 70%
of the skills.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


71% of students performed at least
70% of key swing mechanics at a
beginning level.  88% of students
could explain key swing mechanics.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


75% of students responded
favorably to survey questions
pertaining to swing technique
understanding.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


90% of students understood and
performed 70% of key swing
mechanics at their respective level.
Checklist for daily drills with
progression on 10 key swing
mechanics points.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


More than 85% of students
understood and performed 70% of
key swing mechanics at their
respective level. Checklist for daily
drills with progression on 10 key
swing mechanics points.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Not taught 18-19


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Not taught in 17-18


SKY Dept - Over 85% of the students who
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Kinesiolog
y


completed the course
demonstrated competency in swing
technique based on their skill level
in a practical setting.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 90% of the students who
completed the course
demonstrated competency in swing
technique based on their skill level
in a practical setting.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Using a 10 point checklist, over 90%
of students will perform 70% of
proper swing mechanics at a
beginning level while playing a
round on a golf course


Student self-survey on swing
technique knowledge


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


*5% of the students who
completed the course
demonstrated competency in swing
technique based on their skill level
in a practical setting.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students responded
favorably to survey questions
pertaining to swing technique
understanding


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students responded
favorably to survey questions,
based on level, pertaining to swing
technique understanding


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


71% of students performed 70% of
proper swing mechanics at a
beginning level while playing on a
golf course.  Students new to the
sport could identify at least 70% of
the necessary skill technique but
were not yet able to perform 70%
of the skills.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


71% of students performed at least
70% of key swing mechanics at a
beginning level.  88% of students
could explain key swing mechanics.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


75% of students responded
favorably to survey questions
pertaining to swing technique
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


understanding.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


90% of students understood and
performed 70% of key swing
mechanics at their respective level.
Checklist for daily drills with
progression on 10 key swing
mechanics points.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


More than 85% of students
understood and performed 70% of
key swing mechanics at their
respective level. Checklist for daily
drills with progression on 10 key
swing mechanics points.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Not taught 18-19


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Not taught in 17-18


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 85% of the students who
completed the course
demonstrated competency in swing
technique based on their skill level
in a practical setting.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 90% of the students who
completed the course
demonstrated competency in swing
technique based on their skill level
in a practical setting.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Using a 10 point checklist, over 90%
of students will perform 70% of
proper swing mechanics at a
beginning level while playing a
round on a golf course


Swing technique performance in
on-course play


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


*5% of the students who
completed the course
demonstrated competency in swing
technique based on their skill level
in a practical setting.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog


100% of students responded
favorably to survey questions
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y pertaining to swing technique
understanding


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students responded
favorably to survey questions,
based on level, pertaining to swing
technique understanding


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


71% of students performed 70% of
proper swing mechanics at a
beginning level while playing on a
golf course.  Students new to the
sport could identify at least 70% of
the necessary skill technique but
were not yet able to perform 70%
of the skills.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


71% of students performed at least
70% of key swing mechanics at a
beginning level.  88% of students
could explain key swing mechanics.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


75% of students responded
favorably to survey questions
pertaining to swing technique
understanding.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


90% of students understood and
performed 70% of key swing
mechanics at their respective level.
Checklist for daily drills with
progression on 10 key swing
mechanics points.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


More than 85% of students
understood and performed 70% of
key swing mechanics at their
respective level. Checklist for daily
drills with progression on 10 key
swing mechanics points.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Not taught 18-19


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Not taught in 17-18


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog


Over 85% of the students who
completed the course
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y demonstrated competency in swing
technique based on their skill level
in a practical setting.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 90% of the students who
completed the course
demonstrated competency in swing
technique based on their skill level
in a practical setting.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Using a 10 point checklist, over 90%
of students will perform 70% of
proper swing mechanics at a
beginning level while playing a
round on a golf course


SKY INDV 165 Golf: Short Game Increased short game
proficiency


Active Demonstrate increased
success in the short
game; increased
proficiency in green
side bunker play,
bump and run,
chipping, and putting
through the use of
proper technique and
analysis of green slope
and conditions.


On-course practical skills test
Observation of strategy and
technique using 7 point
checklist


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


73% of students were able to use
20 or fewer putting strokes per
nine holes while playing a round of
golf (at least once during the
semester).


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


83% of students scored 70% or
better on strategy quiz in short
game situations


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


87% of students earned 70% or
better on a quiz for strategy use in
short game situations.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not taught in 16-17


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Not taught 18-19


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Not taught in 17-18


Scorecard statistic analysis SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


73% of students were able to use
20 or fewer putting strokes per
nine holes while playing a round of
golf (at least once during the
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Scorecard statistic analysis SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


semester).


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


83% of students scored 70% or
better on strategy quiz in short
game situations


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


87% of students earned 70% or
better on a quiz for strategy use in
short game situations.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not taught in 16-17


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Not taught 18-19


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Not taught in 17-18


Short Game club selection quiz SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


73% of students were able to use
20 or fewer putting strokes per
nine holes while playing a round of
golf (at least once during the
semester).


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


83% of students scored 70% or
better on strategy quiz in short
game situations


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


87% of students earned 70% or
better on a quiz for strategy use in
short game situations.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not taught in 16-17


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Not taught 18-19


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Not taught in 17-18


SKY INDV 167 Golf Course Strategies Club selection and
strategy


Active Use critical thinking to
determine proper club
selection and explain
the most successful


Club selection quiz SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students demonstrated
increases (or a repeat of a perfect
score) in proper shot strategy on a
quiz.
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SKY INDV 167 Golf Course Strategies Club selection and
strategy


Active strategy for a variety of
shots in a practical
setting


Club selection quiz SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students demonstrated
increases (or a repeat of a perfect
score) in proper shot strategy on a
quiz.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


88% of students scored 70% or
better on a club selection quiz.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


In a short game performance, 88%
of students demonstrated
successful strategy choices in 5
different scenarios.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Not offered in 18-19


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Not taught in 16-17


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Not taught in 17-18


Pre and post quiz on shot strategy
on the course


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students demonstrated
increases (or a repeat of a perfect
score) in proper shot strategy on a
quiz.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


88% of students scored 70% or
better on a club selection quiz.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


In a short game performance, 88%
of students demonstrated
successful strategy choices in 5
different scenarios.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Not offered in 18-19


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Not taught in 16-17


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Not taught in 17-18


Strategy checklist SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog


100% of students demonstrated
increases (or a repeat of a perfect
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Strategy checklist y score) in proper shot strategy on a
quiz.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


88% of students scored 70% or
better on a club selection quiz.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


In a short game performance, 88%
of students demonstrated
successful strategy choices in 5
different scenarios.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Not offered in 18-19


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Not taught in 16-17


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Not taught in 17-18


Fundamental skills Active Demonstrate the
fundamental skills
necessary to perform
and progress in the
sport of golf


Daily progressive drills SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students explained and
demonstrated fundamentals to
their peers, including grip,
alignment, posture, ball position
and strategy points.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


75% of students demonstrated
increases in performance on
selected short game shots.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


94% of students performed at least
80% of daily progressive drills.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Not taught in 16-17


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Not taught in 17-18


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Not taught in 18-19


Final performance SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students explained and
demonstrated fundamentals to
their peers, including grip,
alignment, posture, ball position
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Final performance SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


and strategy points.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


75% of students demonstrated
increases in performance on
selected short game shots.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


94% of students performed at least
80% of daily progressive drills.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Not taught in 16-17


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Not taught in 17-18


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Not taught in 18-19


Peer teaching SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students explained and
demonstrated fundamentals to
their peers, including grip,
alignment, posture, ball position
and strategy points.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


75% of students demonstrated
increases in performance on
selected short game shots.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


94% of students performed at least
80% of daily progressive drills.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Not taught in 16-17


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Not taught in 17-18


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Not taught in 18-19


SKY INDV 168  --
BANKED


Tournament Golf Rules, etiquette, skills,
and strategies


Active Abide by the basic
rules and etiquette of
golf, perform the basic
skills necessary in the


Etiquette quiz SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


A total of 9 groups of three were
formed and given scenarios for
following the rules of golf. All
groups were able to meet the 70%
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SKY INDV 168  --
BANKED


Tournament Golf Rules, etiquette, skills,
and strategies


Active game of golf while
competing in various
stroke play and match
play tournaments and
apply strategies to
decision-making in
tournament play


Etiquette quiz SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


threshold


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


All students responded favorably.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not offered in 16-17


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the 27 students who completed
the class, more than 21 students
received a grade of 70% or higher
on the quiz.


Group project SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


A total of 9 groups of three were
formed and given scenarios for
following the rules of golf. All
groups were able to meet the 70%
threshold


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


All students responded favorably.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not offered in 16-17


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the 27 students who completed
the class, more than 21 students
received a grade of 70% or higher
on the quiz.


Self assessment survey SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


A total of 9 groups of three were
formed and given scenarios for
following the rules of golf. All
groups were able to meet the 70%
threshold


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


All students responded favorably.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not offered in 16-17
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the 27 students who completed
the class, more than 21 students
received a grade of 70% or higher
on the quiz.


SKY INDV 171 Golf: On-Course
Playing Lesson


Club selection Active Increase club selection
competency in a
practical setting and in
tournament play


"Club journal" to gain a history of
student's ball flight performance
with each club.  Journal entries will
be made throughout early
semester play days and range use.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


75% of students established an
history of each of their clubs
performance in distance when
struck cleanly.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


83% of students identified sound
strategies at least 70% of the time
in given short game situations


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not offered in 16-17


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Not taught 18-19


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Not taught in 17-18


Observation of short game club
selection during tournament play


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


75% of students established an
history of each of their clubs
performance in distance when
struck cleanly.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


83% of students identified sound
strategies at least 70% of the time
in given short game situations


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not offered in 16-17


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Not taught 18-19


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Not taught in 17-18


Quiz to test knowledge of proper
club selection in given
circumstances


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


75% of students established an
history of each of their clubs
performance in distance when
struck cleanly.


SKY Dept - 83% of students identified sound
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Kinesiolog
y


strategies at least 70% of the time
in given short game situations


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not offered in 16-17


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Not taught 18-19


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Not taught in 17-18


Shot selection and
short game technique


Active Demonstrate proper
shot selection and
apply sound technique
to improve approach
and greenside shots


Checklist for proper performance
of approach and greenside shots


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not offered in 16-17


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Not taught in 17-18


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Not taught in 18-19


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students were able to discuss and
defend their approach shot
strategies at least 70% of the time
in a group discussion.


Group project/discussion on
strategies for given course and
hole layouts


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not offered in 16-17


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Not taught in 17-18


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Not taught in 18-19


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students were able to discuss and
defend their approach shot
strategies at least 70% of the time
in a group discussion.


Short game contest and practice SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not offered in 16-17
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Not taught in 17-18


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Not taught in 18-19


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students were able to discuss and
defend their approach shot
strategies at least 70% of the time
in a group discussion.


SKY INDV 172 Golf: Improving the
Mental Game


Mental Strategies Active Apply various mental
strategies to relieve
anxiety, increase
confidence and
improve performance
on the golf course.


Effective use of mental
technique(s) to improve golf
course performance
Measured through pre and post
golf round results


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students created a pre-
shot routine to include at least one
mental technique. 78% reported
using a mental technique in their
pre-shot routine on a regular basis.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students demonstrated
increased self-confidence as it
applies to golf. Results per question
ranged from 78-100% confidence
improvement.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


73% of students reported increased
confidence in an end of semester
survey.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


73% of students showed some
improvement on golf scores from
pre- to post-semester scorecards.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


78% of students showed some
improvement on golf scores from
pre- to post-semester scorecards.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


94% of students created a pre-shot
routine incorporating at least one
mental game technique.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not offered in 16-17


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Not taught in 17-18


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Not taught in 18-19
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Students will create a pre-shot
routine that incorporates at least
one visualization or mental focus
exercise


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students created a pre-
shot routine to include at least one
mental technique. 78% reported
using a mental technique in their
pre-shot routine on a regular basis.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students demonstrated
increased self-confidence as it
applies to golf. Results per question
ranged from 78-100% confidence
improvement.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


73% of students reported increased
confidence in an end of semester
survey.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


73% of students showed some
improvement on golf scores from
pre- to post-semester scorecards.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


78% of students showed some
improvement on golf scores from
pre- to post-semester scorecards.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


94% of students created a pre-shot
routine incorporating at least one
mental game technique.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not offered in 16-17


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Not taught in 17-18


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Not taught in 18-19


Survey on confidence given at the
end of the semester


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students created a pre-
shot routine to include at least one
mental technique. 78% reported
using a mental technique in their
pre-shot routine on a regular basis.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students demonstrated
increased self-confidence as it
applies to golf. Results per question
ranged from 78-100% confidence
improvement.


SKY Dept - 73% of students reported increased
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Kinesiolog
y


confidence in an end of semester
survey.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


73% of students showed some
improvement on golf scores from
pre- to post-semester scorecards.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


78% of students showed some
improvement on golf scores from
pre- to post-semester scorecards.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


94% of students created a pre-shot
routine incorporating at least one
mental game technique.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not offered in 16-17


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Not taught in 17-18


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Not taught in 18-19


SKY INDV 251 Beginning Tennis Fitness and wellness Inactive Identify and assess
their current fitness
level and alter or
modify specific
wellness or fitness
practices in order to
improve body
composition /
flexibility /
cardiovascular fitness /
muscular endurance /
muscular strength
related to performance
in the sport of tennis.


55 question comprehensive
written exam including questions
on fitness and wellness


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


70% of students increased their
flexibility by 1 inch


Pre and post fitness test
comparison.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


70% of students increased their
flexibility by 1 inch


Student self-assessment survey SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


70% of students increased their
flexibility by 1 inch


Rules, terminology,
and strategy


Inactive Identify / Explain the
rules, concepts and


100 question written exam
pertaining to rules, terminology,


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog


88% of students passed the written
test pertaining to rules,
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Rules, terminology,
and strategy


Inactive vocabulary used in the
sport of tennis.


strategy, and scoring y terminology, strategy, and scoring
with a score of 70% or better


Final Tournament competition
Checklist for application of rules
used in final demonstration.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


88% of students passed the written
test pertaining to rules,
terminology, strategy, and scoring
with a score of 70% or better


Singles and doubles Demonstration
Strategy checklist


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


88% of students passed the written
test pertaining to rules,
terminology, strategy, and scoring
with a score of 70% or better


Skills and Knowledge Active Demonstrate the
fundamental skills and
knowledge necessary
to perform and
progress at a beginning
level in the sport of
tennis.


100 point written exam on rules,
terminology, scoring, and strategy


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% earned a "C" or better on the
Form Test checklist (an evaluation
for using correct form and fluidity
of each stroke).


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


17 of 19 students, based on skill
level, were evaluated using a rubric
on correct form and fluidity of each
stroke and were able to perform at
an average or above level.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


18 of 19 students scored 7 points or
higher on skills test on forehand,
backhand, and serve while being
assessed on a 10 point scale.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Again all students who completed
the course showed marked
improvement in stroke efficiency
and fluidity. Again, these seems
based on the dartfish program
where students can make those
types of before and after
comparisons and make changes
based on visual cues.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Based on level over 80% of the
students were able to perform the
forehand, backhand, and serve at a
passing level.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Based on level over 80% of the
students were able to utilize the
correct motor sequencing to lend
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


fluidity to their stroke.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Based on level over 85% of the
students were able to perform the
forehand, backhand, and serve at a
passing level.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Based on level over 90% of the
students were able to perform the
forehand, backhand, and serve at a
passing level.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Based on level, almost 100% of the
students completed the objective
100 question exam with a passing
grade.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Based on level, almost 75% of the
students completed the objective
100 question exam with a passing
grade.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Based on level, almost 80% of the
students completed the objective
100 question exam with a passing
grade.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Based on level, almost 85% of the
students completed the objective
100 question exam with a passing
grade.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Based on skill level, 15 of 19
students were able to pass the 100
point written exam on rules,
terminology, scoring, and strategy


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Not as strong here. Slightly more
than 70% passed the written exam
on rules, terminology, scoring, and
strategy. That represented a drop
from previous semesters. More
time was spent on video analysis at
the expense of exam preparation.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the 23 students who completed
the class all scored 70 percent or
higher on the skills test for the
forehand, back hand and serve. A
huge improvement was noted
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


related to the use of the dartfish
program. This program provided
video feedback with before and
after comparison capability.


Form Test
Checklist with an evaluation for
using correct form and fluidity of
each stroke.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% earned a "C" or better on the
Form Test checklist (an evaluation
for using correct form and fluidity
of each stroke).


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


17 of 19 students, based on skill
level, were evaluated using a rubric
on correct form and fluidity of each
stroke and were able to perform at
an average or above level.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


18 of 19 students scored 7 points or
higher on skills test on forehand,
backhand, and serve while being
assessed on a 10 point scale.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Again all students who completed
the course showed marked
improvement in stroke efficiency
and fluidity. Again, these seems
based on the dartfish program
where students can make those
types of before and after
comparisons and make changes
based on visual cues.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Based on level over 80% of the
students were able to perform the
forehand, backhand, and serve at a
passing level.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Based on level over 80% of the
students were able to utilize the
correct motor sequencing to lend
fluidity to their stroke.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Based on level over 85% of the
students were able to perform the
forehand, backhand, and serve at a
passing level.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Based on level over 90% of the
students were able to perform the
forehand, backhand, and serve at a
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


passing level.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Based on level, almost 100% of the
students completed the objective
100 question exam with a passing
grade.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Based on level, almost 75% of the
students completed the objective
100 question exam with a passing
grade.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Based on level, almost 80% of the
students completed the objective
100 question exam with a passing
grade.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Based on level, almost 85% of the
students completed the objective
100 question exam with a passing
grade.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Based on skill level, 15 of 19
students were able to pass the 100
point written exam on rules,
terminology, scoring, and strategy


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Not as strong here. Slightly more
than 70% passed the written exam
on rules, terminology, scoring, and
strategy. That represented a drop
from previous semesters. More
time was spent on video analysis at
the expense of exam preparation.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the 23 students who completed
the class all scored 70 percent or
higher on the skills test for the
forehand, back hand and serve. A
huge improvement was noted
related to the use of the dartfish
program. This program provided
video feedback with before and
after comparison capability.


Skills Tests- Students will perform
the Forehand, backhand, and serve
while being assessed on a 10 point
scale


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% earned a "C" or better on the
Form Test checklist (an evaluation
for using correct form and fluidity
of each stroke).
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% earned a "C" or better on the
Form Test checklist (an evaluation
for using correct form and fluidity
of each stroke).


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


17 of 19 students, based on skill
level, were evaluated using a rubric
on correct form and fluidity of each
stroke and were able to perform at
an average or above level.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


18 of 19 students scored 7 points or
higher on skills test on forehand,
backhand, and serve while being
assessed on a 10 point scale.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Again all students who completed
the course showed marked
improvement in stroke efficiency
and fluidity. Again, these seems
based on the dartfish program
where students can make those
types of before and after
comparisons and make changes
based on visual cues.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Based on level over 80% of the
students were able to perform the
forehand, backhand, and serve at a
passing level.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Based on level over 80% of the
students were able to utilize the
correct motor sequencing to lend
fluidity to their stroke.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Based on level over 85% of the
students were able to perform the
forehand, backhand, and serve at a
passing level.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Based on level over 90% of the
students were able to perform the
forehand, backhand, and serve at a
passing level.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Based on level, almost 100% of the
students completed the objective
100 question exam with a passing
grade.


SKY Dept - Based on level, almost 75% of the
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Kinesiolog
y


students completed the objective
100 question exam with a passing
grade.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Based on level, almost 80% of the
students completed the objective
100 question exam with a passing
grade.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Based on level, almost 85% of the
students completed the objective
100 question exam with a passing
grade.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Based on skill level, 15 of 19
students were able to pass the 100
point written exam on rules,
terminology, scoring, and strategy


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Not as strong here. Slightly more
than 70% passed the written exam
on rules, terminology, scoring, and
strategy. That represented a drop
from previous semesters. More
time was spent on video analysis at
the expense of exam preparation.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the 23 students who completed
the class all scored 70 percent or
higher on the skills test for the
forehand, back hand and serve. A
huge improvement was noted
related to the use of the dartfish
program. This program provided
video feedback with before and
after comparison capability.


SKY INDV 253 Intermediate Tennis Fitness and Wellness Inactive Identify and assess
their current fitness
level and alter or
modify specific
wellness or fitness
practices in order to
improve body
composition /
flexibility /
cardiovascular fitness /
muscular endurance /
muscular strength
related to


55 question comprehensive
written exam including questions
on fitness and wellness.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


63% of students increased flexibility
by one inch at the end of the
semester
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SKY INDV 253 Intermediate Tennis Fitness and Wellness Inactive performance in the
sport of tennis.


55 question comprehensive
written exam including questions
on fitness and wellness.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


63% of students increased flexibility
by one inch at the end of the
semester


Pre and post fitness test
comparison


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


63% of students increased flexibility
by one inch at the end of the
semester


Student self-assessment survey SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


63% of students increased flexibility
by one inch at the end of the
semester


Rules, terminology and
strategy


Inactive Identify / Explain the
rules, concepts and
vocabulary used in the
sport of tennis.


Final Tournament Competition:
Checklist for application of rules
used in final demonstration.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students earned a 70% or
higher on the written exam
pertaining to rules, terminology,
strategy and scoring


Final written tennis exam
pertaining to rules, terminology,
strategy and scoring


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students earned a 70% or
higher on the written exam
pertaining to rules, terminology,
strategy and scoring


Singles and Doubles Strategy
Checklist


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students earned a 70% or
higher on the written exam
pertaining to rules, terminology,
strategy and scoring


Skills Active Demonstrate the
fundamental skills and
knowledge necessary
to perform and
progress at an
intermediate level in
the sport of tennis.


100 point written exam on rules,
terminology, scoring, and strategy


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students earned a "C" or
better on the skills test (perform
forehand, backhand, and serve at
an intermediate level while being
assessed on a 10 point scale).


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


2 of 2 students scored 7 points or
higher on skills test on forehand,
backhand, and serve while being
assessed on a 10 point scale.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


2 of 2 students, based on skill level,
were evaluated using a rubric on
correct form and fluidity of each
stroke and were able to perform at
an average or above level.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Based on skill level, 2 of 2 students
were able to pass the 100 point
written exam on rules, terminology,
scoring, and strategy


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog


Course not taught in 18-19
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y Course not taught in 18-19


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Not taught in 16-17


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Not taught in 17-18


Form Test: Checklist with an
evaluation for using correct form
and fluidity of each stroke


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students earned a "C" or
better on the skills test (perform
forehand, backhand, and serve at
an intermediate level while being
assessed on a 10 point scale).


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


2 of 2 students scored 7 points or
higher on skills test on forehand,
backhand, and serve while being
assessed on a 10 point scale.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


2 of 2 students, based on skill level,
were evaluated using a rubric on
correct form and fluidity of each
stroke and were able to perform at
an average or above level.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Based on skill level, 2 of 2 students
were able to pass the 100 point
written exam on rules, terminology,
scoring, and strategy


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not taught in 18-19


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Not taught in 16-17


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Not taught in 17-18


Skills Test- Students will perform
forehand, backhand, and serve at
an intermediate level while being
assessed on a 10 point scale.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students earned a "C" or
better on the skills test (perform
forehand, backhand, and serve at
an intermediate level while being
assessed on a 10 point scale).


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


2 of 2 students scored 7 points or
higher on skills test on forehand,
backhand, and serve while being
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


assessed on a 10 point scale.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


2 of 2 students, based on skill level,
were evaluated using a rubric on
correct form and fluidity of each
stroke and were able to perform at
an average or above level.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Based on skill level, 2 of 2 students
were able to pass the 100 point
written exam on rules, terminology,
scoring, and strategy


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not taught in 18-19


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Not taught in 16-17


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Not taught in 17-18


SKY INDV 255 Advanced Tennis Fitness and Wellness Inactive Identify and assess
their current fitness
level and alter or
modify specific
wellness or fitness
practices in order to
improve body
composition /
flexibility /
cardiovascular fitness /
muscular endurance /
muscular strength
related to performance
in the sport of tennis.


55 question comprehensive exam
including questions on fitness and
wellness


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


80% of students increased their
flexibility by one inch on the post
test


Pre and post fitness test
comparison


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


80% of students increased their
flexibility by one inch on the post
test


Student self-assessment survey SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


80% of students increased their
flexibility by one inch on the post
test


Rules, terminology and Inactive Identify / Explain the Final Tournament Competition: SKY Dept - 100% of students received a grade
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strategy Inactive rules, concepts and
vocabulary used in the
sport of tennis.


Checklist for application of rules
used in final demonstration.


Kinesiolog
y


of 70% or higher on final written
tennis exam pertaining to rules,
terminology, strategy and scoring.


Final written tennis exam
pertaining to rules, terminology,
strategy and scoring.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students received a grade
of 70% or higher on final written
tennis exam pertaining to rules,
terminology, strategy and scoring.


Singles and Doubles Strategy
Checklist


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students received a grade
of 70% or higher on final written
tennis exam pertaining to rules,
terminology, strategy and scoring.


Skills Active Demonstrate the
fundamental skills and
knowledge necessary
to perform and
progress at an
advanced level in the
sport of tennis.


100 point written exam on rules,
terminology, scoring, and strategy


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


1 of 1 students scored 7 points or
higher on skills test on forehand,
backhand, and serve while being
assessed on a 10 point scale


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


1 of 1 students, based on skill level,
were evaluated using a rubric on
correct form and fluidity of each
stroke and were able to perform at
an average or above level.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students scored over 70%
on the form test (an evaluation for
using correct form and fluidity).


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Based on skill level, 1 of 1students
were able to pass the 100 point
written exam on rules, terminology,
scoring, and strategy


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not taught in 18-19


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Not taught in 16-17


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Not taught in 17-18


Form Test: Checklist with an
evaluation for using correct form
and fluidity.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


1 of 1 students scored 7 points or
higher on skills test on forehand,
backhand, and serve while being
assessed on a 10 point scale
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


1 of 1 students, based on skill level,
were evaluated using a rubric on
correct form and fluidity of each
stroke and were able to perform at
an average or above level.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students scored over 70%
on the form test (an evaluation for
using correct form and fluidity).


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Based on skill level, 1 of 1students
were able to pass the 100 point
written exam on rules, terminology,
scoring, and strategy


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not taught in 18-19


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Not taught in 16-17


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Not taught in 17-18


Skills Test: Students will perform
the forehand, backhand, and serve
while being assessed on a 10 point
scale.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


1 of 1 students scored 7 points or
higher on skills test on forehand,
backhand, and serve while being
assessed on a 10 point scale


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


1 of 1 students, based on skill level,
were evaluated using a rubric on
correct form and fluidity of each
stroke and were able to perform at
an average or above level.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students scored over 70%
on the form test (an evaluation for
using correct form and fluidity).


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Based on skill level, 1 of 1students
were able to pass the 100 point
written exam on rules, terminology,
scoring, and strategy


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not taught in 18-19


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Not taught in 16-17
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Not taught in 17-18


SKY KINE 100 Introduction to
Kinesiology


Application of
Concepts and
Principles


Active Understand and apply
activity based and
cognitive principles
visually, verbally and
kinesthetically as it
applies to the study of
kinesiology in areas
related to motor
development,
biomechanics and
human performance.


Chapter exams and on-line
assignments will be used to assess
student understanding and
retention of material.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


44 0f 55 students demonstrated an
understanding of motor
development, biomechanics and
human performance in their group
presentation.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


47 of 55 students eho completed
the class had an average score of
70% or higher on chapter exams
and on-line assignments.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


53 of 55 students who completed
the class were able to complete
successfully the chapter exams and
on-line material.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


87% of students demonstrated an
understanding of exercise
prescription, analysis and human
performance by creating a lesson
plan and teaching a skill to their
peers.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the students who completed the
class, over 80% completed the
chapter exams and on-line
assignments at a passing level


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the students who completed the
class, over 85% completed the
chapter exams and on-line
assignments at a passing level


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% of the students
completing the class were
successful  working in a group
setting and developing a
presentation designed to
demonstrate their specific
knowledge related to physical
activity and theoretical analysis of
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


human performance. Presentation
will utilize visual and verbal
components and require a written
summary of findings.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% of the students
completing the class were
successful working in a group
setting and developing a
presentation designed to
demonstrate their specific
knowledge related to physical
activity and theoretical analysis of
human performance. Presentation
will utilize visual and verbal
components and require a written
summary of findings


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% of the students
completing the class were
successful working in a group
setting and developing a
presentation designed to
demonstrate their specific
knowledge related to physical
activity and theoretical analysis of
human performance. Presentation
will utilize visual and verbal
components and require a written
summary of findings.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 85% of the students
completing the class were
successful working in a group
setting and developing a
presentation designed to
demonstrate their specific
knowledge related to physical
activity and theoretical analysis of
human performance. Presentation
will utilize visual and verbal
components and require a written
summary of findings


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 85% of the students
completing the class were
successful working in a group
setting and developing a
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


presentation designed to
demonstrate their specific
knowledge related to physical
activity and theoretical analysis of
human performance. Presentation
will utilize visual and verbal
components and require a written
summary of findings.


Students will work in a group
setting and develop a presentation
designed to demonstrate their
specific knowledge related to
physical activity and theoretical
analysis of  human performance.
Presentation will utilize visual and
verbal components and require a
written summary of findings.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


44 0f 55 students demonstrated an
understanding of motor
development, biomechanics and
human performance in their group
presentation.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


47 of 55 students eho completed
the class had an average score of
70% or higher on chapter exams
and on-line assignments.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


53 of 55 students who completed
the class were able to complete
successfully the chapter exams and
on-line material.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


87% of students demonstrated an
understanding of exercise
prescription, analysis and human
performance by creating a lesson
plan and teaching a skill to their
peers.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the students who completed the
class, over 80% completed the
chapter exams and on-line
assignments at a passing level


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the students who completed the
class, over 85% completed the
chapter exams and on-line
assignments at a passing level


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% of the students
completing the class were
successful  working in a group
setting and developing a
presentation designed to
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


demonstrate their specific
knowledge related to physical
activity and theoretical analysis of
human performance. Presentation
will utilize visual and verbal
components and require a written
summary of findings.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% of the students
completing the class were
successful working in a group
setting and developing a
presentation designed to
demonstrate their specific
knowledge related to physical
activity and theoretical analysis of
human performance. Presentation
will utilize visual and verbal
components and require a written
summary of findings


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% of the students
completing the class were
successful working in a group
setting and developing a
presentation designed to
demonstrate their specific
knowledge related to physical
activity and theoretical analysis of
human performance. Presentation
will utilize visual and verbal
components and require a written
summary of findings.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 85% of the students
completing the class were
successful working in a group
setting and developing a
presentation designed to
demonstrate their specific
knowledge related to physical
activity and theoretical analysis of
human performance. Presentation
will utilize visual and verbal
components and require a written
summary of findings


SKY Dept - Over 85% of the students
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Kinesiolog
y


completing the class were
successful working in a group
setting and developing a
presentation designed to
demonstrate their specific
knowledge related to physical
activity and theoretical analysis of
human performance. Presentation
will utilize visual and verbal
components and require a written
summary of findings.


Scientific Foundations Active Understand the
philosophical,
historical, biological,
physiological,
psychological,
pedagogical, and social
foundations of human
movement.


Chapter quizzes and assignments
will be used to assess student
understanding and critical thinking
skills related to course content.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 75% of the students who
completed the class successfully
passed either / both mid-term and
final exams.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


over 80% of the students who
completed the class successfully
passed either / both mid-term and
final exams.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 85% of the students who
completed the class successfully
passed either / both mid-term and
final exams.


Skills Assessment Active Examine and assess
the personal values,
characteristics, skills
and knowledge related
to career success in
the field of kinesiology.


Complete survey as a means of
determining potential areas of
interest in the field


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


53 of 55 students who completed
the class successfully pased the
final project designed to identify a
"mentor" that they can shadow in a
professional environment. The
purpose is so the student can think
critically and assess the education,
experience and skills necessary to
find and keep a job in their area of
interest in Kinesiology.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


All students completed the survey


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


All students who completed the
class completed the survey.


SKY Dept - Over 80% of the students, utilizing
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Kinesiolog
y


results from the survey, engage in
and successfully completed a final
project designed to identify a
"mentor" that they can shadow in a
professional environment. The
purpose is so the student can think
critically and assess the education,
experience and skills necessary to
find and keep a job in their area of
interest in Kinesiology


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% of the students, utilizing
results from the survey, engage in
and successfully completed a final
project designed to identify a
"mentor" that they can shadow in a
professional environment. The
purpose is so the student can think
critically and assess the education,
experience and skills necessary to
find and keep a job in their area of
interest in Kinesiology.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 85% of the students, utilizing
results from the survey, engage in
and successfully completed a final
project designed to identify a
"mentor" that they can shadow in a
professional environment. The
purpose is so the student can think
critically and assess the education,
experience and skills necessary to
find and keep a job in their area of
interest in Kinesiology


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 85% of the students, utilizing
results from the survey, engage in
and successfully completed a final
project designed to identify a
"mentor" that they can shadow in a
professional environment. The
purpose is so the student can think
critically and assess the education,
experience and skills necessary to
find and keep a job in their area of
interest in Kinesiology.


Utilizing results from the survey, SKY Dept - 53 of 55 students who completed
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students will engage in a final
project designed to identify a
"mentor" that they can shadow in
a professional environment. The
purpose is so the student can think
critically and assess the education,
experience and skills necessary to
find and keep a job in their area of
interest in Kinesiology.


Kinesiolog
y


the class successfully pased the
final project designed to identify a
"mentor" that they can shadow in a
professional environment. The
purpose is so the student can think
critically and assess the education,
experience and skills necessary to
find and keep a job in their area of
interest in Kinesiology.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


All students completed the survey


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


All students who completed the
class completed the survey.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% of the students, utilizing
results from the survey, engage in
and successfully completed a final
project designed to identify a
"mentor" that they can shadow in a
professional environment. The
purpose is so the student can think
critically and assess the education,
experience and skills necessary to
find and keep a job in their area of
interest in Kinesiology


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% of the students, utilizing
results from the survey, engage in
and successfully completed a final
project designed to identify a
"mentor" that they can shadow in a
professional environment. The
purpose is so the student can think
critically and assess the education,
experience and skills necessary to
find and keep a job in their area of
interest in Kinesiology.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 85% of the students, utilizing
results from the survey, engage in
and successfully completed a final
project designed to identify a
"mentor" that they can shadow in a
professional environment. The
purpose is so the student can think
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


critically and assess the education,
experience and skills necessary to
find and keep a job in their area of
interest in Kinesiology


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 85% of the students, utilizing
results from the survey, engage in
and successfully completed a final
project designed to identify a
"mentor" that they can shadow in a
professional environment. The
purpose is so the student can think
critically and assess the education,
experience and skills necessary to
find and keep a job in their area of
interest in Kinesiology.


SKY KINE 305 Health Related Fitness
and Wellness


Disease Processes and
Prevention


Active Students who
successfully complete
the course will be able
to discuss the impact
of disease processes
such as heart disease,
diabetes, cancer, etc.
on overall health.


Chapter quizzes on content (text
and power point) designed to
make students identify and analyze
key terms and concepts related to
the impact of disease processes on
health.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% of the students were able
to prepare a family health history
and discuss the impact of genetic
predisposition on potential
diseases such as heart disease,
cancer, etc


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Slightly more than 80% of the
students were able to prepare a
family health history and discuss
the impact of genetic
predisposition on potential
diseases such as heart disease,
cancer, etc


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Slightly more than 90% of students
had a C average or better on the
quizzes.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Slightly more than 90% of the
students were able to prepare a
family health history and discuss
the impact of genetic
predisposition on potential
diseases such as heart disease,
cancer, etc


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Slightly more than 90% of the
students were able to prepare a
family health history and discuss
the impact of genetic
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


predisposition on potential
diseases such as heart disease,
cancer, etc.


Students will prepare a family
health history that will span at
least three generations. The
history will look at family disease
and how that may impact health
through genetic predisposition.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% of the students were able
to prepare a family health history
and discuss the impact of genetic
predisposition on potential
diseases such as heart disease,
cancer, etc


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Slightly more than 80% of the
students were able to prepare a
family health history and discuss
the impact of genetic
predisposition on potential
diseases such as heart disease,
cancer, etc


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Slightly more than 90% of students
had a C average or better on the
quizzes.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Slightly more than 90% of the
students were able to prepare a
family health history and discuss
the impact of genetic
predisposition on potential
diseases such as heart disease,
cancer, etc


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Slightly more than 90% of the
students were able to prepare a
family health history and discuss
the impact of genetic
predisposition on potential
diseases such as heart disease,
cancer, etc.


Evaluation and
Prescription of a
Fitness and Wellness
Program


Active Students who
successfully complete
the course will be able
to evaluate their own
fitness and wellness
status and implement
a personal wellness
plan.


Students will create wellness goals
at the beginning of the semester
and explain the means and
methods used to accomplish those
goals by the end of the semester.
This portfolio will include logs of
activity, nutrition behavior along
with an analysis on impact related
to general health and wellness.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


More than 80% of students showed
improvement in more than two
categories that were consistent
with their own personal wellness
plan.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog


More than 80% of students will
(Grade of C or higher) completed
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y their portfolio and were able to
analyze results and describe how
their activity, nutrition and
behavior impacted their personal
health and wellness.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


More than 90% of students showed
improvement in more than two
categories that were consistent
with their own personal wellness
plan.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Slightly more than 70% of the
students successfully completed
the final project describing and
analyzing the topic selected for
their wellness project.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Slightly more than 80% of the
students successfully completed
the final project describing and
analyzing the topic selected for
their wellness project.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Slightly more than 90% of students
will (Grade of C or higher)
completed their portfolio and were
able to analyze results and describe
how their activity, nutrition and
behavior impacted their personal
health and wellness.


Students will engage in the division
Physical Education Evaluation
Program (PEEP) and will be able to
engage in an exercise program that
will improve their muscular
strength, muscular endurance,
body composition, flexibility and /
or cardiovascular efficiency.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


More than 80% of students showed
improvement in more than two
categories that were consistent
with their own personal wellness
plan.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


More than 80% of students will
(Grade of C or higher) completed
their portfolio and were able to
analyze results and describe how
their activity, nutrition and
behavior impacted their personal
health and wellness.


SKY Dept - More than 90% of students showed
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Kinesiolog
y


improvement in more than two
categories that were consistent
with their own personal wellness
plan.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Slightly more than 70% of the
students successfully completed
the final project describing and
analyzing the topic selected for
their wellness project.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Slightly more than 80% of the
students successfully completed
the final project describing and
analyzing the topic selected for
their wellness project.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Slightly more than 90% of students
will (Grade of C or higher)
completed their portfolio and were
able to analyze results and describe
how their activity, nutrition and
behavior impacted their personal
health and wellness.


Students will write a research
paper on a self-selected wellness
topic such as, but not limited to,
nutrition in regard to health and
performance, behavioral causes of
metabolic diseases, the role of
stress management on health and
disease prevention, etc.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


More than 80% of students showed
improvement in more than two
categories that were consistent
with their own personal wellness
plan.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


More than 80% of students will
(Grade of C or higher) completed
their portfolio and were able to
analyze results and describe how
their activity, nutrition and
behavior impacted their personal
health and wellness.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


More than 90% of students showed
improvement in more than two
categories that were consistent
with their own personal wellness
plan.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Slightly more than 70% of the
students successfully completed
the final project describing and
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


analyzing the topic selected for
their wellness project.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Slightly more than 80% of the
students successfully completed
the final project describing and
analyzing the topic selected for
their wellness project.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Slightly more than 90% of students
will (Grade of C or higher)
completed their portfolio and were
able to analyze results and describe
how their activity, nutrition and
behavior impacted their personal
health and wellness.


Fitness, Nutrtion and
Stress management


Active Students who
successfully complete
the course will be able
to describe the effects
of physical fitness,
nutrition and stress
management on
overall health


Chapter quizzes on content (text
and power point) designed to
make students identify and
describe key terms and concepts
related to physical fitness,
nutrition and stress management.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


More than 80% of the students had
a C average or better on the
quizzes. Students were allowed to
drop one quiz


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


More than 80% of the students had
a C average or better on the
quizzes. Students were allowed to
drop one quiz.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


More than 90% of the students had
a C average or better on the
quizzes. Students were allowed to
drop one quiz.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Slightly more than 80% of the
students were able to successfully
complete a food journal and use
the data to make a presentation
describing the foods they ate and
how what they ate, when and how
much impacted their health and
well being.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Slightly more than 90% of the
students were able to successfully
complete a food journal and use
the data to make a presentation
describing the foods they ate and
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


how what they ate, when and how
much impacted their health and
well being.


Students are required to keep a
food log over a two week period
describing the foods they eat, how
much and at what time of the day.
The log will then be used to
develop short presentation on how
the types of food we eat, when we
eat them and how much
determine our ability to maintain
health and reduce stress.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


More than 80% of the students had
a C average or better on the
quizzes. Students were allowed to
drop one quiz


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


More than 80% of the students had
a C average or better on the
quizzes. Students were allowed to
drop one quiz.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


More than 90% of the students had
a C average or better on the
quizzes. Students were allowed to
drop one quiz.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Slightly more than 80% of the
students were able to successfully
complete a food journal and use
the data to make a presentation
describing the foods they ate and
how what they ate, when and how
much impacted their health and
well being.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Slightly more than 90% of the
students were able to successfully
complete a food journal and use
the data to make a presentation
describing the foods they ate and
how what they ate, when and how
much impacted their health and
well being.


SKY KINE 510 Sport, Movement and
Film


Critical analysis  of
sport


Active Apply theoretical
strategies to critically
analyze
sport/movement and
popular discourse
about sport and
movement


Conduct a survey that allows the
student to have analytics of the
general population and their
perceptions related to sport and
movement as a societal change
agent.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students who completed
the course developed a survey with
at least 20 respondents
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not taught in 16-17


Key aspects of sport
culture in film


Active Describe how films
help construct,
maintain, and
challenge key aspects
of sport and
movement culture


Students will compile a portfolio of
reflections on films viewed in class
and explain how thematically the
film makes them think critically
about sport and culture.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not taught in 16-17


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Less than 70% of students were
able to achieve this result. It's more
of an artistic question that a social /
historical one. Students did
understand that film was a vehicle
for a greater understanding of
concepts and ideas.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 70% of students were able to
achieve this result. It's more of an
artistic question that a social /
historical one. Students did
understand that film was a vehicle
for a greater understanding of
concepts and ideas.


Representation of
Kinesiology in film


Active Recognize popular
representation of
various aspects of
Kinesiology in film


Analyze qualitatively movement in
a variety of contexts


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not taught in 16-17


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 70% of the students were able
to qualitatively analyze and
describe the movement and it's
meaning to the film.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Slightly more than 80% of the
students could accurately describe
the historical context related to the
film of study and how sport
reflected that context.


Describe the historical roots of
contemporary issues within the
profession and its academic study


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not taught in 16-17


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 70% of the students were able
to qualitatively analyze and
describe the movement and it's
meaning to the film.
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Slightly more than 80% of the
students could accurately describe
the historical context related to the
film of study and how sport
reflected that context.


Sport films and
ideology


Active Cite examples of the
ways sport films both
reproduce and
challenge dominant
ideology about race,
class, ethnicity, ability
and gender


Explain the psychological, social,
and cultural contexts in which
physical activity occurs


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not taught in 16-17


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 70% of the students who
completed the course could in an
essay format could explain issues
related to race, class, gender,
ability and ethnicity in the films
viewed.


Identify the meanings of
participatory behavior in activity


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not taught in 16-17


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 70% of the students who
completed the course could in an
essay format could explain issues
related to race, class, gender,
ability and ethnicity in the films
viewed.


Identify the various psycho-social
factors that limit engagement in
sport, exercise, recreation, and
other physical activity settings


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not taught in 16-17


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 70% of the students who
completed the course could in an
essay format could explain issues
related to race, class, gender,
ability and ethnicity in the films
viewed.


Understand the roles of social
class, race, gender and culture in
the decision to engage in sport
activity


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not taught in 16-17


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog


Over 70% of the students who
completed the course could in an
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y essay format could explain issues
related to race, class, gender,
ability and ethnicity in the films
viewed.


SKY KINE 670 Vocational Cooperative
Education in
Kinesiology


Application and
Assessment


Active Work with their
immediate work
supervisor and the
Cooperative Education
Coordinator to define
and achieve work-
related objectives and
apply skills to solve
work related problems.


Students will document their
experience, verified by their
immediate supervisor, and discuss
/ write a summary on the
following: What were their
outcomes?; how did their work
enable them to achieve those
outcomes?; what skills were
developed in their work that has
application in other areanas?; what
skills in their work can be directly
applied to a career in a Kinesiology
field?


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not taught in 16-17


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not taught in 17-18


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not taught in 18-19


Identification of
Outcomes


Active Identify three to five
measurable learning
outcomes in their job
that relates to the
student's academic
major to assist them in
achieving their career
goals


Students meet with instructor to
identify measureable outcomes
that are applicable to workplace
experience in a Kinesiology field.
These outcomes are identified at
the start of the semester and can
be modified during the semester
based on work experience.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not taught in 16-17


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not taught in 17-18


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not taught in 18-19


SKY P.E. 105 The Student-Athlete
Experience


History, Perspective
and Rules


Active List dates and describe
events that changed
sport participation
significantly from a
gender, race or
performance


A final exam will be goiven
regarding transfer and eligibility
rules at the two year and four year
level.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


All 27 students completed this
exercise. It was required to turn in
a rough draft prior to the final
paper which made a significant
difference in the quality of the
work resulting in much stronger
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SKY P.E. 105 The Student-Athlete
Experience


History, Perspective
and Rules


Active perspective.They will
be able to contribute
thoughts, ideas, and
personal experiences
about relevant topics
in sport in both written
and spoken form and
cite eligibility and
transfer requirements
for student-athletes at
the 2-year and 4-year
level.


A final exam will be goiven
regarding transfer and eligibility
rules at the two year and four year
level.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


grades.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


All 27 students enrolled at census
completed the course and received
a grade. Journal exercise was
successfully completed by 100% of
the students. Incorporating the
personal experience provided a
clearer context for students to
match their experiences with those
of other athletes.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


All 44 students completed this
exercise. It was required to turn in
a rough draft prior to the final
paper which made a significant
difference in the quality of the
work resulting in much stronger
grades.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


All 44 students enrolled at census
completed the course and received
a grade. Journal exercise was
successfully completed by 100% of
the students. Incorporating the
personal experience provided a
clearer context for students to
match their experiences with those
of other athletes.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


All 54 students completed this
exercise. It was required to turn in
a rough draft prior to the final
paper which made a significant
difference in the quality of the
work resulting in much stronger
grades.
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


All 54 students enrolled at census
completed the course and received
a grade. Journal exercise was
successfully completed by 100% of
the students. Incorporating the
personal experience provided a
clearer context for students to
match their experiences with those
of other athletes.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not taught in 16-17


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the 27 who completed the class,
23 passed the rules exam. Probably
should have spent more time in
review to achieve a better result.
Information was provided but not
covered in depth in class.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the 44 who completed the class,
all passed the rules exam. It was
take home and students had been
given resources to answer the
prompt correctly earlier in the
semester.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the 54 who completed the class,
all passed the rules exam. It was
take home and students had been
given resources to answer the
prompt correctly earlier in the
semester.


Final essay on assigned reading
blending historical, sociological and
personal perspectives.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


All 27 students completed this
exercise. It was required to turn in
a rough draft prior to the final
paper which made a significant
difference in the quality of the
work resulting in much stronger
grades.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


All 27 students enrolled at census
completed the course and received
a grade. Journal exercise was
successfully completed by 100% of
the students. Incorporating the
personal experience provided a
clearer context for students to
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


match their experiences with those
of other athletes.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


All 44 students completed this
exercise. It was required to turn in
a rough draft prior to the final
paper which made a significant
difference in the quality of the
work resulting in much stronger
grades.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


All 44 students enrolled at census
completed the course and received
a grade. Journal exercise was
successfully completed by 100% of
the students. Incorporating the
personal experience provided a
clearer context for students to
match their experiences with those
of other athletes.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


All 54 students completed this
exercise. It was required to turn in
a rough draft prior to the final
paper which made a significant
difference in the quality of the
work resulting in much stronger
grades.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


All 54 students enrolled at census
completed the course and received
a grade. Journal exercise was
successfully completed by 100% of
the students. Incorporating the
personal experience provided a
clearer context for students to
match their experiences with those
of other athletes.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not taught in 16-17


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the 27 who completed the class,
23 passed the rules exam. Probably
should have spent more time in
review to achieve a better result.
Information was provided but not
covered in depth in class.
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the 44 who completed the class,
all passed the rules exam. It was
take home and students had been
given resources to answer the
prompt correctly earlier in the
semester.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the 54 who completed the class,
all passed the rules exam. It was
take home and students had been
given resources to answer the
prompt correctly earlier in the
semester.


Students keep a journal of personal
experienes related to participation
and relate that to assigned
reading.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


All 27 students completed this
exercise. It was required to turn in
a rough draft prior to the final
paper which made a significant
difference in the quality of the
work resulting in much stronger
grades.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


All 27 students enrolled at census
completed the course and received
a grade. Journal exercise was
successfully completed by 100% of
the students. Incorporating the
personal experience provided a
clearer context for students to
match their experiences with those
of other athletes.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


All 44 students completed this
exercise. It was required to turn in
a rough draft prior to the final
paper which made a significant
difference in the quality of the
work resulting in much stronger
grades.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


All 44 students enrolled at census
completed the course and received
a grade. Journal exercise was
successfully completed by 100% of
the students. Incorporating the
personal experience provided a
clearer context for students to
match their experiences with those
of other athletes.
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


All 54 students completed this
exercise. It was required to turn in
a rough draft prior to the final
paper which made a significant
difference in the quality of the
work resulting in much stronger
grades.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


All 54 students enrolled at census
completed the course and received
a grade. Journal exercise was
successfully completed by 100% of
the students. Incorporating the
personal experience provided a
clearer context for students to
match their experiences with those
of other athletes.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not taught in 16-17


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the 27 who completed the class,
23 passed the rules exam. Probably
should have spent more time in
review to achieve a better result.
Information was provided but not
covered in depth in class.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the 44 who completed the class,
all passed the rules exam. It was
take home and students had been
given resources to answer the
prompt correctly earlier in the
semester.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the 54 who completed the class,
all passed the rules exam. It was
take home and students had been
given resources to answer the
prompt correctly earlier in the
semester.


SKY P.E. 152 Theory of Sport and
Fitness Management


Concepts Active Demonstrate an
understanding of the
unique characteristics
of sport and how these
influence the
management of sport.


Students will be assessed through
Chapter Discussion Questions.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


19 of 28 students successfully
completed the chapter exams with
a C or higher grade.
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


21 of 24 students scored 70% or
greater on the mid-term and final
examination demonstrating an
understanding of the unique
characteristics of sport and how
these influence the management of
sport.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


All 28 students who completed the
course successfully answered
chapter discussion questions on the
course discussion board at a rate of
70% or higher.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the students who completed the
course, over 70% demonstrated
satisfactory completion (C or
higher) on their responses


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the students who completed the
course, over 75% demonstrated
satisfactory completion (C or
higher) on their responses.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the students who completed the
course, over 80% demonstrated
satisfactory completion (C or
higher) on their responses.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 70% of the students who
completed the course had a
average of C or higher on their quiz
grades


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 70% of the students who
completed the course had a C or
higher grade combined on their
mid-term and final examinations.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 75% of the students who
completed the course had a C or
higher grade combined on their
mid-term and final examinations


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% of the students who
completed the course had a
average of C or higher on their quiz
grades


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% of the students who
completed the course had a C or
higher grade combined on their
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


mid-term and final examinations.


Students will be assessed through
Chapter Quizzes.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


19 of 28 students successfully
completed the chapter exams with
a C or higher grade.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


21 of 24 students scored 70% or
greater on the mid-term and final
examination demonstrating an
understanding of the unique
characteristics of sport and how
these influence the management of
sport.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


All 28 students who completed the
course successfully answered
chapter discussion questions on the
course discussion board at a rate of
70% or higher.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the students who completed the
course, over 70% demonstrated
satisfactory completion (C or
higher) on their responses


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the students who completed the
course, over 75% demonstrated
satisfactory completion (C or
higher) on their responses.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the students who completed the
course, over 80% demonstrated
satisfactory completion (C or
higher) on their responses.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 70% of the students who
completed the course had a
average of C or higher on their quiz
grades


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 70% of the students who
completed the course had a C or
higher grade combined on their
mid-term and final examinations.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 75% of the students who
completed the course had a C or
higher grade combined on their
mid-term and final examinations


SKY Dept - Over 80% of the students who
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Kinesiolog
y


completed the course had a
average of C or higher on their quiz
grades


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% of the students who
completed the course had a C or
higher grade combined on their
mid-term and final examinations.


Students will be assessed through
mid-term and final examination.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


19 of 28 students successfully
completed the chapter exams with
a C or higher grade.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


21 of 24 students scored 70% or
greater on the mid-term and final
examination demonstrating an
understanding of the unique
characteristics of sport and how
these influence the management of
sport.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


All 28 students who completed the
course successfully answered
chapter discussion questions on the
course discussion board at a rate of
70% or higher.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the students who completed the
course, over 70% demonstrated
satisfactory completion (C or
higher) on their responses


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the students who completed the
course, over 75% demonstrated
satisfactory completion (C or
higher) on their responses.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the students who completed the
course, over 80% demonstrated
satisfactory completion (C or
higher) on their responses.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 70% of the students who
completed the course had a
average of C or higher on their quiz
grades


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 70% of the students who
completed the course had a C or
higher grade combined on their
mid-term and final examinations.


SKY Dept - Over 75% of the students who
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Kinesiolog
y


completed the course had a C or
higher grade combined on their
mid-term and final examinations


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% of the students who
completed the course had a
average of C or higher on their quiz
grades


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% of the students who
completed the course had a C or
higher grade combined on their
mid-term and final examinations.


Roles and
Responsibilities


Active Understand the role
and responsibilities of
sport managers in a
variety of sports-
related organizations


Students will be assessed through
a written assignment they will
submit after interviewing a
member of the sports
management industry.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


21 of 24 students demonstated an
understanding of the roles and
responsibilities related to sports
management through their written
assignment based on a personal
interview.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


21 of 24 students successfully
completed the mid-term and final
exam with grades of 70% or higher.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


28 of 28 students demonstrated an
understanding of the role and
responsibilities of sport managers
in a variety of sports-related
organizations  through postings on
the class discussion board.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the students who completed the
course, over 75% demonstrated
satisfactory completion (C or
higher) on their responses.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the students who completed the
course, over 80% demonstrated
satisfactory completion (C or
higher) on their responses


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 70% of the students who
completed the course had a C or
higher grade combined on their
mid-term and final examinations.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 75% of the students who
completed the course had a C or
higher grade combined on their
mid-term and final examinations
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% of the students who
completed the course had a C or
higher grade combined on their
mid-term and final examinations.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students were assessed through a
written assignment they submitted
after interviewing a member of the
sports management industry.Over
70% of the students who
completed the class successfully
completed the assignment.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students were assessed through a
written assignment they submitted
after interviewing a member of the
sports management industry.Over
80% of the students who
completed the class successfully
completed the assignment.


Students will be assessed through
Chapter Discussion Questions.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


21 of 24 students demonstated an
understanding of the roles and
responsibilities related to sports
management through their written
assignment based on a personal
interview.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


21 of 24 students successfully
completed the mid-term and final
exam with grades of 70% or higher.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


28 of 28 students demonstrated an
understanding of the role and
responsibilities of sport managers
in a variety of sports-related
organizations  through postings on
the class discussion board.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the students who completed the
course, over 75% demonstrated
satisfactory completion (C or
higher) on their responses.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the students who completed the
course, over 80% demonstrated
satisfactory completion (C or
higher) on their responses


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog


Over 70% of the students who
completed the course had a C or
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y higher grade combined on their
mid-term and final examinations.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 75% of the students who
completed the course had a C or
higher grade combined on their
mid-term and final examinations


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% of the students who
completed the course had a C or
higher grade combined on their
mid-term and final examinations.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students were assessed through a
written assignment they submitted
after interviewing a member of the
sports management industry.Over
70% of the students who
completed the class successfully
completed the assignment.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students were assessed through a
written assignment they submitted
after interviewing a member of the
sports management industry.Over
80% of the students who
completed the class successfully
completed the assignment.


Students will be assessed through
mid-term and final examination.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


21 of 24 students demonstated an
understanding of the roles and
responsibilities related to sports
management through their written
assignment based on a personal
interview.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


21 of 24 students successfully
completed the mid-term and final
exam with grades of 70% or higher.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


28 of 28 students demonstrated an
understanding of the role and
responsibilities of sport managers
in a variety of sports-related
organizations  through postings on
the class discussion board.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the students who completed the
course, over 75% demonstrated
satisfactory completion (C or
higher) on their responses.
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the students who completed the
course, over 80% demonstrated
satisfactory completion (C or
higher) on their responses


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 70% of the students who
completed the course had a C or
higher grade combined on their
mid-term and final examinations.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 75% of the students who
completed the course had a C or
higher grade combined on their
mid-term and final examinations


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% of the students who
completed the course had a C or
higher grade combined on their
mid-term and final examinations.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students were assessed through a
written assignment they submitted
after interviewing a member of the
sports management industry.Over
70% of the students who
completed the class successfully
completed the assignment.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students were assessed through a
written assignment they submitted
after interviewing a member of the
sports management industry.Over
80% of the students who
completed the class successfully
completed the assignment.


Vocational
Opportunities


Active Identify the potential
career fields and the
qualifications required
in the sports
management industry.


Students will be assessed through
a written assignment they will
submit after interviewing a
member of the sports
management industry.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


  Students were assessed through a
written assignment they submitted
after interviewing a member of the
sports management industry.Over
80% of the students who
completed the class successfully
completed the assignment.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


19 of 28 students successfully
completed chapter quizes at a rate
of 70% or higher in assessing career
options.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog


20 of 24 students demonstrated
critical thinking skills at greater
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y than 70% in assessing career
options based on a personal
interview.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


28 of 28 students were able to
identify the potential career fields
and the qualifications required in
the sports management industry
based on discussion board postings


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the students who completed the
course, over 70% demonstrated
satisfactory completion (C or
higher) on their responses


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the students who completed the
course, over 75% demonstrated
satisfactory completion (C or
higher) on their responses.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the students who completed the
course, over 80% demonstrated
satisfactory completion (C or
higher) on their responses


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 70% of the students who
completed the course had a C or
higher grade on their chapter
quizes.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% of the students who
completed the course had a
average of C or higher on their quiz
grades


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% of the students who
completed the course had a C or
higher grade on their chapter
quizes.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students were assessed through a
written assignment they submitted
after interviewing a member of the
sports management industry.Over
70% of the students who
completed the class successfully
completed the assignment.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students were assessed through a
written assignment they submitted
after interviewing a member of the
sports management industry.Over
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


80% of the students who
completed the class successfully
completed the assignment.


Students will be assessed through
Chapter Discussion Questions.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


  Students were assessed through a
written assignment they submitted
after interviewing a member of the
sports management industry.Over
80% of the students who
completed the class successfully
completed the assignment.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


19 of 28 students successfully
completed chapter quizes at a rate
of 70% or higher in assessing career
options.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


20 of 24 students demonstrated
critical thinking skills at greater
than 70% in assessing career
options based on a personal
interview.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


28 of 28 students were able to
identify the potential career fields
and the qualifications required in
the sports management industry
based on discussion board postings


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the students who completed the
course, over 70% demonstrated
satisfactory completion (C or
higher) on their responses


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the students who completed the
course, over 75% demonstrated
satisfactory completion (C or
higher) on their responses.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the students who completed the
course, over 80% demonstrated
satisfactory completion (C or
higher) on their responses


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 70% of the students who
completed the course had a C or
higher grade on their chapter
quizes.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% of the students who
completed the course had a
average of C or higher on their quiz
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


grades


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% of the students who
completed the course had a C or
higher grade on their chapter
quizes.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students were assessed through a
written assignment they submitted
after interviewing a member of the
sports management industry.Over
70% of the students who
completed the class successfully
completed the assignment.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students were assessed through a
written assignment they submitted
after interviewing a member of the
sports management industry.Over
80% of the students who
completed the class successfully
completed the assignment.


Students will be assessed through
Chapter Quizzes.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


  Students were assessed through a
written assignment they submitted
after interviewing a member of the
sports management industry.Over
80% of the students who
completed the class successfully
completed the assignment.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


19 of 28 students successfully
completed chapter quizes at a rate
of 70% or higher in assessing career
options.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


20 of 24 students demonstrated
critical thinking skills at greater
than 70% in assessing career
options based on a personal
interview.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


28 of 28 students were able to
identify the potential career fields
and the qualifications required in
the sports management industry
based on discussion board postings


SKY Dept - Of the students who completed the
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Kinesiolog
y


course, over 70% demonstrated
satisfactory completion (C or
higher) on their responses


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the students who completed the
course, over 75% demonstrated
satisfactory completion (C or
higher) on their responses.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the students who completed the
course, over 80% demonstrated
satisfactory completion (C or
higher) on their responses


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 70% of the students who
completed the course had a C or
higher grade on their chapter
quizes.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% of the students who
completed the course had a
average of C or higher on their quiz
grades


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% of the students who
completed the course had a C or
higher grade on their chapter
quizes.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students were assessed through a
written assignment they submitted
after interviewing a member of the
sports management industry.Over
70% of the students who
completed the class successfully
completed the assignment.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students were assessed through a
written assignment they submitted
after interviewing a member of the
sports management industry.Over
80% of the students who
completed the class successfully
completed the assignment.


SKY P.E. 211 Prevention and Care of
Athletic Injuries


Basic concepts and
vocabulary


Active Identify / Explain the
basic concepts and
vocabulary used in the
prevention and care of
athletic injuries.


Periodic, Mid-Term and Final exam
on concepts (identification) and
vocabulary related to athletic
injuries, first aid and basic anatomy


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not taught in 16-17


SKY Dept - Course not taught in 17-18
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Kinesiolog
y


Course not taught in 17-18


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Not taught in 18-19


Factors impacting
rehabilitation of
athletic injuries


Active Identify and assess
physiological,
anatomical,
sociological and
psychological factors
that play a part in the
rehabilitation of
athletic injuries.


Case Study workbook in which
factors are assessed and students
must critically think about their
application.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not taught in 16-17


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not taught in 17-18


Students will survey current
student athletes and select one on
which they will complete an
assessment chart.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not taught in 16-17


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not taught in 17-18


Knowledge and skills
related to sport injury
management


Active Demonstrate the
fundamental
knowledge and skills
necessary in the
prevention,
classification,
assessment,
treatment,
rehabilitation and
management of
athletic injuries.


Analysis of progression of
knowledge concerning care and
prevention of athletic injuries


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not taught in 16-17


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not taught in 17-18


Completed SOAP (subjective,
objective, assessment and plan)
notes for athletes undergoing
rehabilitation


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not taught in 16-17


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog


Course not taught in 17-18
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y Course not taught in 17-18


Review and summary of articles
related to the care and prevention
of athletic injuries (upper and
lower extremities, other related
sports medicine issues)


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not taught in 16-17


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not taught in 17-18


SKY P.E. 301 Introduction to
Personal Training


Knowledge  and NCSF
Personal Trainer exam


Active Demonstrate the
knowledge and skills
necessary to pass the
National Council of
Strength and Fitness
Personal Trainer Test
(areas of emphasis
include Knowledge of
Anatomy, Physiology,
Nutrition, Personal
Training Instruction,
Health Screening,
Special Populations,
and Exercise
Prescription).


55 question NCSF written exam
(comprehensive)


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


14 of 21 students passed a 55
question NCSF written exam with a
score of 85% or better (67%)


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


15 of 23 students (65%) met the
criteria of scoring 85% or better on
an exam pertaining to health
screening.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


15 of 23 students passed a 55
question NCSF written exam with a
score of 85% or better (65%)


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not taught in 17-18


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not taught in 18-19


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


In a written test/demonstration,
more than 75% of students were
able to identify the
agonist/antagonist muscles of 5
muscle movements with a score of
85% or better.
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


In a written test/demonstration,
more than 80% of students were
able to identify the
agonist/antagonist muscles of 5
muscle movements with a score of
85% or better.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


In a written test/demonstration,
students were able to identify the
agonist/antagonist muscles of 5
muscle movements with a score of
85% or better.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the 23 students who completed
the course, 15 students were able
to identify the agonist/antagonist
muscles of 5 muscle movements
(65%)


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the 44 students that completed
the class, 38 were able to properly
give and analyze the health
screening utilized in developing
exercise prescriptions for clients.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the 44 students who completed
the course (day and evening), 38
had a passing score on identifying
the agonist/antagonist muscles of 5
muscle movements.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


of the 44 students who completed
the course, 38 were able to pass
(70% or higher) the 55 question
NCSF exam. Of those 38, slightly
less than half were above 85%.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Slightly less than 80% of students
passed the exam with a score of
85% or better


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Slightly more than 70% of the
students were able to pass the
exam regarding the development
and analysis of a health screening
for potential clients.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog


Slightly more than 80% of students
passed the exam with a score of
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y 85% or better


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Slightly more than 80% of the
students were able to pass the
exam regarding the development
and analysis of a health screening
for potential clients.


Exam pertaining to health
screening


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


14 of 21 students passed a 55
question NCSF written exam with a
score of 85% or better (67%)


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


15 of 23 students (65%) met the
criteria of scoring 85% or better on
an exam pertaining to health
screening.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


15 of 23 students passed a 55
question NCSF written exam with a
score of 85% or better (65%)


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not taught in 17-18


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not taught in 18-19


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


In a written test/demonstration,
more than 75% of students were
able to identify the
agonist/antagonist muscles of 5
muscle movements with a score of
85% or better.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


In a written test/demonstration,
more than 80% of students were
able to identify the
agonist/antagonist muscles of 5
muscle movements with a score of
85% or better.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


In a written test/demonstration,
students were able to identify the
agonist/antagonist muscles of 5
muscle movements with a score of
85% or better.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog


Of the 23 students who completed
the course, 15 students were able
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y to identify the agonist/antagonist
muscles of 5 muscle movements
(65%)


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the 44 students that completed
the class, 38 were able to properly
give and analyze the health
screening utilized in developing
exercise prescriptions for clients.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the 44 students who completed
the course (day and evening), 38
had a passing score on identifying
the agonist/antagonist muscles of 5
muscle movements.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


of the 44 students who completed
the course, 38 were able to pass
(70% or higher) the 55 question
NCSF exam. Of those 38, slightly
less than half were above 85%.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Slightly less than 80% of students
passed the exam with a score of
85% or better


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Slightly more than 70% of the
students were able to pass the
exam regarding the development
and analysis of a health screening
for potential clients.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Slightly more than 80% of students
passed the exam with a score of
85% or better


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Slightly more than 80% of the
students were able to pass the
exam regarding the development
and analysis of a health screening
for potential clients.


In a written test/demonstration,
students will be able to identify the
agonist/antagonist muscles of 5
muscle movements


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


14 of 21 students passed a 55
question NCSF written exam with a
score of 85% or better (67%)


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


15 of 23 students (65%) met the
criteria of scoring 85% or better on
an exam pertaining to health
screening.
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


15 of 23 students passed a 55
question NCSF written exam with a
score of 85% or better (65%)


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not taught in 17-18


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not taught in 18-19


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


In a written test/demonstration,
more than 75% of students were
able to identify the
agonist/antagonist muscles of 5
muscle movements with a score of
85% or better.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


In a written test/demonstration,
more than 80% of students were
able to identify the
agonist/antagonist muscles of 5
muscle movements with a score of
85% or better.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


In a written test/demonstration,
students were able to identify the
agonist/antagonist muscles of 5
muscle movements with a score of
85% or better.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the 23 students who completed
the course, 15 students were able
to identify the agonist/antagonist
muscles of 5 muscle movements
(65%)


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the 44 students that completed
the class, 38 were able to properly
give and analyze the health
screening utilized in developing
exercise prescriptions for clients.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the 44 students who completed
the course (day and evening), 38
had a passing score on identifying
the agonist/antagonist muscles of 5
muscle movements.
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


of the 44 students who completed
the course, 38 were able to pass
(70% or higher) the 55 question
NCSF exam. Of those 38, slightly
less than half were above 85%.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Slightly less than 80% of students
passed the exam with a score of
85% or better


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Slightly more than 70% of the
students were able to pass the
exam regarding the development
and analysis of a health screening
for potential clients.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Slightly more than 80% of students
passed the exam with a score of
85% or better


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Slightly more than 80% of the
students were able to pass the
exam regarding the development
and analysis of a health screening
for potential clients.


SKY P.E. 302 Introduction to Sports
Nutrition


Certification Active Students will be able
to demonstrate the
ability to successfully
pass the National
Council on Strength
and Fitness Sports
Nutrition Exam


Students will be evaluated on their
ability to successful pass the
practice exam for the National
Council on Strength and Fitness
(NCSF) Personal Trainer Sport
Nutritional Certification. This
practice exam will serve as the final
exam for the class.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not taught in 16-17


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not taught in 17-18


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not taught in 18-19


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the students who completed the
class, slightly less than 70% passed
the NCSF practice exam with a
grade of 70% or higher.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the students who completed the
course, slightly less than 80% had a
grade of C or higher on the weekly
quizzes.
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Students will be quizzed weekly on
materials from the text, handouts
and power point presentations.
Quizzes will be based on material
covered and will use old NCSF
exam questions. Students will be
able to drop one quiz.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not taught in 16-17


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not taught in 17-18


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not taught in 18-19


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the students who completed the
class, slightly less than 70% passed
the NCSF practice exam with a
grade of 70% or higher.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the students who completed the
course, slightly less than 80% had a
grade of C or higher on the weekly
quizzes.


Nutritional and
Physiological Principles


Active Students will be able
to apply the principles
of nutritional and
psychological
adaptations to exercise
in a personal nutrition
plan.


Student project measuring the
student's ability to prescribe a safe
nutritional program, in conjunction
with exercise, to achieve stated
goals.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not taught in 16-17


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not taught in 17-18


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the students who completed the
course, more than 80% were able
to prescribe a proper nutritional
program based on an individual's
goals, health history and activity
level.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the students who completed the
course, slightly less than 80% had a
grade of C or higher on the weekly
quizzes


Students will be quizzed weekly on
materials from the text, handouts


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog


Course not taught in 16-17
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and power point presentations.
Quizzes will be based on material
covered and will use old NCSF
exam questions. Students will be
able to drop one quiz.


y Course not taught in 16-17


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not taught in 17-18


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the students who completed the
course, more than 80% were able
to prescribe a proper nutritional
program based on an individual's
goals, health history and activity
level.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the students who completed the
course, slightly less than 80% had a
grade of C or higher on the weekly
quizzes


Nutritional Program Active Students will be able
to formulate a safe
nutritional program for
people of all ages by
demonstrating
expertise in the areas
of micronutrients and
macronutrients.


Research paper, including a
prescribed program, based on an
area covered in class (Weight
Management, Exercise and
Nutrition,  Water and Hydration,
Amino Acids, Working with Special
Populations, etc.) that
demonstrates the student can
think critically and analytically
about the subject.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not taught in 16-17


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not taught in 17-18


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the students who completed the
class, slightly less than 50% were
able to successfully complete the
research paper on a self-selected
topic demonstrating critical and
analytical thinking


SKY TEAM 100 Baseball Skills and Concepts Active Demonstrate the
fundamental individual
and team skills
necessary to perform
and progress at a
competitive level in
the sport of baseball.


Major Assingment: Intersquad
Scrimmages
Students participate in situational
or game scrimmages and are rated
as individuals and teams.
Performances are scored on a
three point scale.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students averaged a 2.5 or
higher performance for the
majority of class sessions in
situational or game scrimmages
and are rated as individuals and
teams. Performances are scored on
a three point scale
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SKY TEAM 100 Baseball Skills and Concepts Active Major Assingment: Intersquad
Scrimmages
Students participate in situational
or game scrimmages and are rated
as individuals and teams.
Performances are scored on a
three point scale.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students averaged a 2.5 or
higher performance for the
majority of class sessions in
situational or game scrimmages
and are rated as individuals and
teams. Performances are scored on
a three point scale


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students averaged a 2.5 or
higher performance for the
majority of class sessions in
situational or game scrimmages
and are rated as individuals and
teams. Performances are scored on
a three point scale.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students demonstrated
mastery of concepts, strategy and
terminology in a game context.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


49 of 57 students received a grade
of 80% or higher on the exam. The
exam consists of a verbal and visual
evaluation that the student can
apply strategy, concepts and
terminology in the proper game
context.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


50 of 57 students received a grade
of 80% or higher on the skills
assessment rating growth from pre
to post test on offensive and
defensive skills.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


52  of 57 students received a 2.5 or
higher average for the majority of
class sessions. Assessment is based
on presentation / performance in
scrimmages and game situations
where application of skills and
knowledge are required. Scores
range from 0-3.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not taught in 17-18


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not taught in 18-19
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


NTS Scrimmages were added which
made a huge difference. Of the 52
students who participated all rated
at 2.5 or higher in terms of
performance related to scrimmage
situations.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 70 students were pretested
and slightly more than 40 took the
final assessment. Of those 40, all
showed improvement in
baserunning time, arm stregth,
defensive range, bat speed and ball
handling.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students were examined verbally
and visually in order to make sure
they can apply strategy, concepts
and terminology in the proper
game context. based on those
assessments, 100% of the students
demonstrated improved
competency of concepts, strategy
and terminology in a game context.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students were pre and post tested
on skills related to their offensive
and defensive responsibilities as an
individual and team member.
100% of students showed
improvement in all areas over the
course of the semester.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students were pre and post tested
on skills related to their offensive
and defensive responsibilities as an
individual and team member. 100%
of students showed improvement
in all areas over the course of the
semester.


Skills Assessment: Students will be
pre and post tested on skills
related to their offensive and
defensive responsibilities as an
individual and team member.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students averaged a 2.5 or
higher performance for the
majority of class sessions in
situational or game scrimmages
and are rated as individuals and
teams. Performances are scored on
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Skills Assessment: Students will be
pre and post tested on skills
related to their offensive and
defensive responsibilities as an
individual and team member.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


a three point scale


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students averaged a 2.5 or
higher performance for the
majority of class sessions in
situational or game scrimmages
and are rated as individuals and
teams. Performances are scored on
a three point scale.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students demonstrated
mastery of concepts, strategy and
terminology in a game context.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


49 of 57 students received a grade
of 80% or higher on the exam. The
exam consists of a verbal and visual
evaluation that the student can
apply strategy, concepts and
terminology in the proper game
context.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


50 of 57 students received a grade
of 80% or higher on the skills
assessment rating growth from pre
to post test on offensive and
defensive skills.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


52  of 57 students received a 2.5 or
higher average for the majority of
class sessions. Assessment is based
on presentation / performance in
scrimmages and game situations
where application of skills and
knowledge are required. Scores
range from 0-3.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not taught in 17-18


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not taught in 18-19


SKY Dept - NTS Scrimmages were added which
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Kinesiolog
y


made a huge difference. Of the 52
students who participated all rated
at 2.5 or higher in terms of
performance related to scrimmage
situations.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 70 students were pretested
and slightly more than 40 took the
final assessment. Of those 40, all
showed improvement in
baserunning time, arm stregth,
defensive range, bat speed and ball
handling.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students were examined verbally
and visually in order to make sure
they can apply strategy, concepts
and terminology in the proper
game context. based on those
assessments, 100% of the students
demonstrated improved
competency of concepts, strategy
and terminology in a game context.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students were pre and post tested
on skills related to their offensive
and defensive responsibilities as an
individual and team member.
100% of students showed
improvement in all areas over the
course of the semester.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students were pre and post tested
on skills related to their offensive
and defensive responsibilities as an
individual and team member. 100%
of students showed improvement
in all areas over the course of the
semester.


Students will be examined verbally
and visually in order to make sure
they can apply strategy, concepts
and terminology in the proper
game context.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students averaged a 2.5 or
higher performance for the
majority of class sessions in
situational or game scrimmages
and are rated as individuals and
teams. Performances are scored on
a three point scale
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students averaged a 2.5 or
higher performance for the
majority of class sessions in
situational or game scrimmages
and are rated as individuals and
teams. Performances are scored on
a three point scale.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students demonstrated
mastery of concepts, strategy and
terminology in a game context.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


49 of 57 students received a grade
of 80% or higher on the exam. The
exam consists of a verbal and visual
evaluation that the student can
apply strategy, concepts and
terminology in the proper game
context.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


50 of 57 students received a grade
of 80% or higher on the skills
assessment rating growth from pre
to post test on offensive and
defensive skills.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


52  of 57 students received a 2.5 or
higher average for the majority of
class sessions. Assessment is based
on presentation / performance in
scrimmages and game situations
where application of skills and
knowledge are required. Scores
range from 0-3.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not taught in 17-18


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not taught in 18-19


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


NTS Scrimmages were added which
made a huge difference. Of the 52
students who participated all rated
at 2.5 or higher in terms of
performance related to scrimmage
situations.


SKY Dept - Over 70 students were pretested
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Kinesiolog
y


and slightly more than 40 took the
final assessment. Of those 40, all
showed improvement in
baserunning time, arm stregth,
defensive range, bat speed and ball
handling.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students were examined verbally
and visually in order to make sure
they can apply strategy, concepts
and terminology in the proper
game context. based on those
assessments, 100% of the students
demonstrated improved
competency of concepts, strategy
and terminology in a game context.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students were pre and post tested
on skills related to their offensive
and defensive responsibilities as an
individual and team member.
100% of students showed
improvement in all areas over the
course of the semester.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students were pre and post tested
on skills related to their offensive
and defensive responsibilities as an
individual and team member. 100%
of students showed improvement
in all areas over the course of the
semester.


SKY TEAM 111 Beginning Basketball Fitness improvement
and practices


Active Identify and assess
their current fitness
level and alter or
modify specific
wellness or fitness
practices in order to
improve body
composition/flexibility/
cardiovascular
fitness/muscular
endurance/muscular
strength related to
performance in the
sport of basketball


Comprehensive final exam SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


12 of 20 students showed improved
flexibility
10 of 20 students showed improved
body composition
11 of 20 students showed improved
cardiovascular efficiency


on the Pre and Post test for the
PEEP exam.
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


14 of 22 students scored above
80% on questions on fitness and
wellness exam (63%)


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 70% of the students
successfully completed the
wellness exam.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% of students, regardless of
level,decreased body fat, increased
flexibility and increased
cardiovascular fitness.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% of the students
successfully completed the
comprehensive exam.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% of the students
successfully completed the
wellness exam


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% of the students
successfully completed the
wellness exam.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 85% of students, regardless of
level,decreased body fat, increased
flexibility and increased
cardiovascular fitness.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 85% of the students
successfully completed the
comprehensive exam.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 85% of the students
successfully completed the
wellness exam.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 90% of students, regardless of
level,decreased body fat, increased
flexibility and increased
cardiovascular fitness.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 90% of the students
successfully completed the
comprehensive exam.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Results:  63.6% (7 of 11) of students
showed improvement in flexibility


   50% (5 of 10) of
students showed improvement in
body fat


  80 % (8 of 10) of
students showed improvement in
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


cardio fitness


Lifelong Wellness exam SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


12 of 20 students showed improved
flexibility
10 of 20 students showed improved
body composition
11 of 20 students showed improved
cardiovascular efficiency


on the Pre and Post test for the
PEEP exam.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


14 of 22 students scored above
80% on questions on fitness and
wellness exam (63%)


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 70% of the students
successfully completed the
wellness exam.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% of students, regardless of
level,decreased body fat, increased
flexibility and increased
cardiovascular fitness.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% of the students
successfully completed the
comprehensive exam.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% of the students
successfully completed the
wellness exam


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% of the students
successfully completed the
wellness exam.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 85% of students, regardless of
level,decreased body fat, increased
flexibility and increased
cardiovascular fitness.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 85% of the students
successfully completed the
comprehensive exam.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 85% of the students
successfully completed the
wellness exam.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog


Over 90% of students, regardless of
level,decreased body fat, increased
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y flexibility and increased
cardiovascular fitness.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 90% of the students
successfully completed the
comprehensive exam.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Results:  63.6% (7 of 11) of students
showed improvement in flexibility


   50% (5 of 10) of
students showed improvement in
body fat


  80 % (8 of 10) of
students showed improvement in
cardio fitness


Pre and post-fitness test SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


12 of 20 students showed improved
flexibility
10 of 20 students showed improved
body composition
11 of 20 students showed improved
cardiovascular efficiency


on the Pre and Post test for the
PEEP exam.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


14 of 22 students scored above
80% on questions on fitness and
wellness exam (63%)


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 70% of the students
successfully completed the
wellness exam.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% of students, regardless of
level,decreased body fat, increased
flexibility and increased
cardiovascular fitness.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% of the students
successfully completed the
comprehensive exam.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% of the students
successfully completed the
wellness exam


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% of the students
successfully completed the
wellness exam.


SKY Dept - Over 85% of students, regardless of
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Kinesiolog
y


level,decreased body fat, increased
flexibility and increased
cardiovascular fitness.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 85% of the students
successfully completed the
comprehensive exam.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 85% of the students
successfully completed the
wellness exam.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 90% of students, regardless of
level,decreased body fat, increased
flexibility and increased
cardiovascular fitness.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 90% of the students
successfully completed the
comprehensive exam.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Results:  63.6% (7 of 11) of students
showed improvement in flexibility


   50% (5 of 10) of
students showed improvement in
body fat


  80 % (8 of 10) of
students showed improvement in
cardio fitness


Rules, concepts,
vocabulary


Active Identify/explain the
rules, concepts, and
vocabulary used in the
sport of basketball.


100 question written test SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


11 of 11 students responded
positively to survey questions
pertaining to their knowledge of
basketball rules


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


11 of 15 students successfully
completed practical application of
rules during competitive play
utilizing a 12 point rubric.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


16 of 22 students scored 80% or
higher on a situation test related to
basketball concepts and
understanding team play.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


17 of 22 students scored 8 or more
points on the rubric related to skills
and their application in drills and
team play.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog


19 of 22 students successfully
completed the rules and
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y terminology exam.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


80% of students regardless of level
scored >80%


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


80% of students scored 8 or more
points on the 12 point rubric


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


85% of students regardless of level
scored >80%


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


9 of 14 students received a grade of
80% or higher.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Across three sections
encompassing almost 90 students
ver 80% scored above an 8 on the
12 point rubric related to the
application of skills in a competitive
environment. This was based on
the students level


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


More than 80% of students scored
8 or more points on the 12 point
rubric


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


More than 85% of students scored
8 or more points on the 12 point
rubric


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


More than 90% of students scored
8 or more points on the 12 point
rubric


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% of students responded
positively to survey questions
pertaining to their knowledge of
basketball rules


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 85% of students regardless of
level scored  above 80%


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 85% of students responded
positively to survey questions
pertaining to their knowledge of
basketball rules


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog


Over 90% of students responded
positively to survey questions
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y pertaining to their knowledge of
basketball rules


12 point rubric for practical
application of rules during
competitive play


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


11 of 11 students responded
positively to survey questions
pertaining to their knowledge of
basketball rules


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


11 of 15 students successfully
completed practical application of
rules during competitive play
utilizing a 12 point rubric.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


16 of 22 students scored 80% or
higher on a situation test related to
basketball concepts and
understanding team play.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


17 of 22 students scored 8 or more
points on the rubric related to skills
and their application in drills and
team play.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


19 of 22 students successfully
completed the rules and
terminology exam.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


80% of students regardless of level
scored >80%


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


80% of students scored 8 or more
points on the 12 point rubric


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


85% of students regardless of level
scored >80%


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


9 of 14 students received a grade of
80% or higher.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Across three sections
encompassing almost 90 students
ver 80% scored above an 8 on the
12 point rubric related to the
application of skills in a competitive
environment. This was based on
the students level


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


More than 80% of students scored
8 or more points on the 12 point
rubric
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


More than 85% of students scored
8 or more points on the 12 point
rubric


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


More than 90% of students scored
8 or more points on the 12 point
rubric


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% of students responded
positively to survey questions
pertaining to their knowledge of
basketball rules


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 85% of students regardless of
level scored  above 80%


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 85% of students responded
positively to survey questions
pertaining to their knowledge of
basketball rules


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 90% of students responded
positively to survey questions
pertaining to their knowledge of
basketball rules


Student survey on basketball rules
knowledge


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


11 of 11 students responded
positively to survey questions
pertaining to their knowledge of
basketball rules


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


11 of 15 students successfully
completed practical application of
rules during competitive play
utilizing a 12 point rubric.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


16 of 22 students scored 80% or
higher on a situation test related to
basketball concepts and
understanding team play.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


17 of 22 students scored 8 or more
points on the rubric related to skills
and their application in drills and
team play.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


19 of 22 students successfully
completed the rules and
terminology exam.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


80% of students regardless of level
scored >80%
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


80% of students scored 8 or more
points on the 12 point rubric


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


85% of students regardless of level
scored >80%


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


9 of 14 students received a grade of
80% or higher.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Across three sections
encompassing almost 90 students
ver 80% scored above an 8 on the
12 point rubric related to the
application of skills in a competitive
environment. This was based on
the students level


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


More than 80% of students scored
8 or more points on the 12 point
rubric


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


More than 85% of students scored
8 or more points on the 12 point
rubric


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


More than 90% of students scored
8 or more points on the 12 point
rubric


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% of students responded
positively to survey questions
pertaining to their knowledge of
basketball rules


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 85% of students regardless of
level scored  above 80%


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 85% of students responded
positively to survey questions
pertaining to their knowledge of
basketball rules


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 90% of students responded
positively to survey questions
pertaining to their knowledge of
basketball rules


Written test SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


11 of 11 students responded
positively to survey questions
pertaining to their knowledge of
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Written test SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


basketball rules


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


11 of 15 students successfully
completed practical application of
rules during competitive play
utilizing a 12 point rubric.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


16 of 22 students scored 80% or
higher on a situation test related to
basketball concepts and
understanding team play.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


17 of 22 students scored 8 or more
points on the rubric related to skills
and their application in drills and
team play.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


19 of 22 students successfully
completed the rules and
terminology exam.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


80% of students regardless of level
scored >80%


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


80% of students scored 8 or more
points on the 12 point rubric


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


85% of students regardless of level
scored >80%


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


9 of 14 students received a grade of
80% or higher.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Across three sections
encompassing almost 90 students
ver 80% scored above an 8 on the
12 point rubric related to the
application of skills in a competitive
environment. This was based on
the students level


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


More than 80% of students scored
8 or more points on the 12 point
rubric


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


More than 85% of students scored
8 or more points on the 12 point
rubric
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


More than 90% of students scored
8 or more points on the 12 point
rubric


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% of students responded
positively to survey questions
pertaining to their knowledge of
basketball rules


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 85% of students regardless of
level scored  above 80%


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 85% of students responded
positively to survey questions
pertaining to their knowledge of
basketball rules


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 90% of students responded
positively to survey questions
pertaining to their knowledge of
basketball rules


Skill fundamentals Active Demonstrate the
fundamental skills
necessary to perform
and progress at a
beginning level in the
sport of basketball


5 point checklist on proper layup
form


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


12 of 22 students scored 8 or more
points.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


17 of 22 students scored 3 or more
points on the five point checklist
for layup technique.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


18 of 22 students scored 50 points
or higher on the 5 skills tests (each
worth 15 points


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


62% received higher than 50 points


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


76% of students scored > 50 points
on the five skills test with each skill
given a maximum score of 15.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80%  scored 50 points or
better regardless of level


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% of students scored 8
points or more on a 12 point rubric
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% of the studenmts scored
3 or more points on lay-up form


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% of the students scored 3
or more points on lay-up form
regardless of level


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% scored 50 points or
better regardless of level.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 85% of students scored 8
points or more on a 12 point rubric


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 85% of the students scored 3
or more points on lay-up form
regardless of level


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 85% scored 50 points or
better regardless of level.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 90% of students scored 8
points or more on a 12 point rubric


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 90% of the students scored 3
or more points on lay-up form
regardless of level.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 90% scored 50 points or
better regardless of level.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Results:  60% (9 of 15) of students
scored 8 or more points on
practical application of
fundamental basketball skills during
competitive play


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Results:  86.7% (13 of 15) of
students scored 3 or more points
based on layup check list.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Results:  93.3% (14 of 15) of
students scored 50 or more points.
Skills tested were shooting, passing,
dribbling, rebounding and
defending.


5 skills tests SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog


12 of 22 students scored 8 or more
points.
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5 skills tests y 12 of 22 students scored 8 or more
points.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


17 of 22 students scored 3 or more
points on the five point checklist
for layup technique.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


18 of 22 students scored 50 points
or higher on the 5 skills tests (each
worth 15 points


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


62% received higher than 50 points


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


76% of students scored > 50 points
on the five skills test with each skill
given a maximum score of 15.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80%  scored 50 points or
better regardless of level


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% of students scored 8
points or more on a 12 point rubric


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% of the studenmts scored
3 or more points on lay-up form


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% of the students scored 3
or more points on lay-up form
regardless of level


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% scored 50 points or
better regardless of level.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 85% of students scored 8
points or more on a 12 point rubric


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 85% of the students scored 3
or more points on lay-up form
regardless of level


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 85% scored 50 points or
better regardless of level.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 90% of students scored 8
points or more on a 12 point rubric


SKY Dept - Over 90% of the students scored 3
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Kinesiolog
y


or more points on lay-up form
regardless of level.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 90% scored 50 points or
better regardless of level.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Results:  60% (9 of 15) of students
scored 8 or more points on
practical application of
fundamental basketball skills during
competitive play


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Results:  86.7% (13 of 15) of
students scored 3 or more points
based on layup check list.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Results:  93.3% (14 of 15) of
students scored 50 or more points.
Skills tested were shooting, passing,
dribbling, rebounding and
defending.


5-Point Checklist on Layup Form SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


12 of 22 students scored 8 or more
points.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


17 of 22 students scored 3 or more
points on the five point checklist
for layup technique.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


18 of 22 students scored 50 points
or higher on the 5 skills tests (each
worth 15 points


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


62% received higher than 50 points


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


76% of students scored > 50 points
on the five skills test with each skill
given a maximum score of 15.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80%  scored 50 points or
better regardless of level


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% of students scored 8
points or more on a 12 point rubric


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% of the studenmts scored
3 or more points on lay-up form
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% of the students scored 3
or more points on lay-up form
regardless of level


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% scored 50 points or
better regardless of level.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 85% of students scored 8
points or more on a 12 point rubric


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 85% of the students scored 3
or more points on lay-up form
regardless of level


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 85% scored 50 points or
better regardless of level.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 90% of students scored 8
points or more on a 12 point rubric


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 90% of the students scored 3
or more points on lay-up form
regardless of level.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 90% scored 50 points or
better regardless of level.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Results:  60% (9 of 15) of students
scored 8 or more points on
practical application of
fundamental basketball skills during
competitive play


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Results:  86.7% (13 of 15) of
students scored 3 or more points
based on layup check list.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Results:  93.3% (14 of 15) of
students scored 50 or more points.
Skills tested were shooting, passing,
dribbling, rebounding and
defending.


5-skill test SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


12 of 22 students scored 8 or more
points.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog


17 of 22 students scored 3 or more
points on the five point checklist
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y for layup technique.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


18 of 22 students scored 50 points
or higher on the 5 skills tests (each
worth 15 points


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


62% received higher than 50 points


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


76% of students scored > 50 points
on the five skills test with each skill
given a maximum score of 15.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80%  scored 50 points or
better regardless of level


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% of students scored 8
points or more on a 12 point rubric


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% of the studenmts scored
3 or more points on lay-up form


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% of the students scored 3
or more points on lay-up form
regardless of level


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% scored 50 points or
better regardless of level.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 85% of students scored 8
points or more on a 12 point rubric


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 85% of the students scored 3
or more points on lay-up form
regardless of level


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 85% scored 50 points or
better regardless of level.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 90% of students scored 8
points or more on a 12 point rubric


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 90% of the students scored 3
or more points on lay-up form
regardless of level.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog


Over 90% scored 50 points or
better regardless of level.
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y Over 90% scored 50 points or
better regardless of level.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Results:  60% (9 of 15) of students
scored 8 or more points on
practical application of
fundamental basketball skills during
competitive play


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Results:  86.7% (13 of 15) of
students scored 3 or more points
based on layup check list.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Results:  93.3% (14 of 15) of
students scored 50 or more points.
Skills tested were shooting, passing,
dribbling, rebounding and
defending.


Practical application of
fundamental basketball skills
during competitive play


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


12 of 22 students scored 8 or more
points.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


17 of 22 students scored 3 or more
points on the five point checklist
for layup technique.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


18 of 22 students scored 50 points
or higher on the 5 skills tests (each
worth 15 points


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


62% received higher than 50 points


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


76% of students scored > 50 points
on the five skills test with each skill
given a maximum score of 15.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80%  scored 50 points or
better regardless of level


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% of students scored 8
points or more on a 12 point rubric


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% of the studenmts scored
3 or more points on lay-up form


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% of the students scored 3
or more points on lay-up form
regardless of level
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% scored 50 points or
better regardless of level.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 85% of students scored 8
points or more on a 12 point rubric


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 85% of the students scored 3
or more points on lay-up form
regardless of level


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 85% scored 50 points or
better regardless of level.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 90% of students scored 8
points or more on a 12 point rubric


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 90% of the students scored 3
or more points on lay-up form
regardless of level.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 90% scored 50 points or
better regardless of level.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Results:  60% (9 of 15) of students
scored 8 or more points on
practical application of
fundamental basketball skills during
competitive play


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Results:  86.7% (13 of 15) of
students scored 3 or more points
based on layup check list.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Results:  93.3% (14 of 15) of
students scored 50 or more points.
Skills tested were shooting, passing,
dribbling, rebounding and
defending.


Using a 12 point rubric, students
will me evaluated on practical
application of fundamental
basketball skills during competitive
play


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


12 of 22 students scored 8 or more
points.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


17 of 22 students scored 3 or more
points on the five point checklist
for layup technique.
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


18 of 22 students scored 50 points
or higher on the 5 skills tests (each
worth 15 points


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


62% received higher than 50 points


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


76% of students scored > 50 points
on the five skills test with each skill
given a maximum score of 15.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80%  scored 50 points or
better regardless of level


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% of students scored 8
points or more on a 12 point rubric


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% of the studenmts scored
3 or more points on lay-up form


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% of the students scored 3
or more points on lay-up form
regardless of level


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% scored 50 points or
better regardless of level.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 85% of students scored 8
points or more on a 12 point rubric


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 85% of the students scored 3
or more points on lay-up form
regardless of level


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 85% scored 50 points or
better regardless of level.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 90% of students scored 8
points or more on a 12 point rubric


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 90% of the students scored 3
or more points on lay-up form
regardless of level.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 90% scored 50 points or
better regardless of level.
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Results:  60% (9 of 15) of students
scored 8 or more points on
practical application of
fundamental basketball skills during
competitive play


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Results:  86.7% (13 of 15) of
students scored 3 or more points
based on layup check list.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Results:  93.3% (14 of 15) of
students scored 50 or more points.
Skills tested were shooting, passing,
dribbling, rebounding and
defending.


SKY TEAM 112 Basketball: Adv. Comp
Strategy


Fitness Active Demonstrate an
increase in
cardiovascular fitness
and wellness
developed through
daily practice and
measured through
efficiency of
movement, recovery
rate, and increased
performance on post-
fitness test.


Division Fitness Test SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students demonstrated
improved speed and stamina on
court shuttle test


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students demonstrated
improved speed and stamina on
court shuttle test.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students demonstrated
improved speed and stamina on
court shuttle test.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students demonstrated
increased cardiovascular efficiency


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students demonstrated
increased cardiovascular efficiency.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the 17 students who completed
the course, all 17 improved speed
and stamina based on pre and post
test in the shuttle run.


Shuttle Test SKY Dept - 100% of students demonstrated
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Shuttle Test Kinesiolog
y


improved speed and stamina on
court shuttle test


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students demonstrated
improved speed and stamina on
court shuttle test.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students demonstrated
improved speed and stamina on
court shuttle test.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students demonstrated
increased cardiovascular efficiency


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students demonstrated
increased cardiovascular efficiency.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the 17 students who completed
the course, all 17 improved speed
and stamina based on pre and post
test in the shuttle run.


Technical / Tactical
Skills


Active Demonstrate advanced
knowledge of technical
and tactical skills of the
game of basketball,
use critical thinking
skills to apply this
knowledge in a
competitive
environment.


Advanced Basketball Skills Test SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


 Over 90% scored 3 or more points
on a 4 point advanced basketball
skills test for dribbling, passing,
shooting, rebounding and
defending


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students averaged a 2.5 or
higher performance for the
majority of class sessions. Ratings
were based by position and team
play.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% scored 3 or more points on a
4 point advanced basketball skills
test for dribbling, passing, shooting,
rebounding and defending


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the 17 students who completed
the course, 15 scored at or above
the 2.5 scale on the performance
evaluation which was an evaluation
of:
Intersquad Scrimmages Students
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


participate in situational or game
scrimmages (2x2, 3x3, etc...) and
are rated as individuals and as part
of a team in the application of skills
and critical thinking as an advanced
student. Performances are scored
on a three point scale (Poor,
Average, Excellent).


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 90% of students averaged a
2.5 or higher performance for the
majority of class sessions. Ratings
were based by position and team
play.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 90% scored 3 or more points
on a 4 point advanced basketball
skills test for dribbling, passing,
shooting, rebounding and
defending


Major Assignment: Intersquad
Scrimmages
Students participate in situational
or game scrimmages (2x2, 3x3,
etc...) and are rated as individuals
and as part of a team in the
application of skills and critical
thinking as an advanced student.
Performances are scored on a
three point scale (Poor, Average,
Excellent).


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


 Over 90% scored 3 or more points
on a 4 point advanced basketball
skills test for dribbling, passing,
shooting, rebounding and
defending


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students averaged a 2.5 or
higher performance for the
majority of class sessions. Ratings
were based by position and team
play.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% scored 3 or more points on a
4 point advanced basketball skills
test for dribbling, passing, shooting,
rebounding and defending


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the 17 students who completed
the course, 15 scored at or above
the 2.5 scale on the performance
evaluation which was an evaluation
of:
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Intersquad Scrimmages Students
participate in situational or game
scrimmages (2x2, 3x3, etc...) and
are rated as individuals and as part
of a team in the application of skills
and critical thinking as an advanced
student. Performances are scored
on a three point scale (Poor,
Average, Excellent).


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 90% of students averaged a
2.5 or higher performance for the
majority of class sessions. Ratings
were based by position and team
play.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 90% scored 3 or more points
on a 4 point advanced basketball
skills test for dribbling, passing,
shooting, rebounding and
defending


SKY TEAM 115 Advanced Basketball Fitness improvement Active Identify and assess
their current fitness
level and alter or
modify specific
wellness or fitness
practices in order to
improve body
composition/flexibility/
cardiovascular
fitness/muscular
endurance/muscular
strength


Division Lifelong Wellness test SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


60% of students showed improved
flexibility
30 % showed improved body
composition
50% showed improved
cardiovascular efficiency


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


9 of 11 students scored 80% or
higher.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not offered in 16-17


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not taught in 17-18


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Results:  77% (10 of 13) of students
showed improvement in flexibility


   69% (9 of 13) of
students showed improvement in
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


body fat
   64% (7 of 11) of


students showed improvement in
cardio fitness


Fitness Test pre- and post test
comparison


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


60% of students showed improved
flexibility
30 % showed improved body
composition
50% showed improved
cardiovascular efficiency


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


9 of 11 students scored 80% or
higher.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not offered in 16-17


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not taught in 17-18


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Results:  77% (10 of 13) of students
showed improvement in flexibility


   69% (9 of 13) of
students showed improvement in
body fat


   64% (7 of 11) of
students showed improvement in
cardio fitness


Questions on comprehensive exam SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


60% of students showed improved
flexibility
30 % showed improved body
composition
50% showed improved
cardiovascular efficiency


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


9 of 11 students scored 80% or
higher.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not offered in 16-17


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog


Course not taught in 17-18
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y Course not taught in 17-18


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Results:  77% (10 of 13) of students
showed improvement in flexibility


   69% (9 of 13) of
students showed improvement in
body fat


   64% (7 of 11) of
students showed improvement in
cardio fitness


Questions on comprehensive
written test


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


60% of students showed improved
flexibility
30 % showed improved body
composition
50% showed improved
cardiovascular efficiency


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


9 of 11 students scored 80% or
higher.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not offered in 16-17


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not taught in 17-18


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Results:  77% (10 of 13) of students
showed improvement in flexibility


   69% (9 of 13) of
students showed improvement in
body fat


   64% (7 of 11) of
students showed improvement in
cardio fitness


Rules, concepts,
vocabulary


Active Identify/explain the
rules, concepts, and
vocabulary used in the
sport of basketball.


100 question written test SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


10 of 11 students responded
positivelyto survey questions
pertaining to their knowledge of
basketball rules


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


10 of 11 students scored 85% or
better on100 question written test


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog


12 of 14 students successfully
completed the exam based on
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y rules, concepts, and vocabulary
used in the sport of basketball.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


9 of 11 students scored 9 or more
points on the 12 point rubric for
practical application of rules during
competitive play


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not offered in 16-17


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not taught in 17-18


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not taught in 18-19


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Results:  100% (14 of 14) of
students responded positively to
survey questions pertaining to their
knowledge of basketball rules


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Results:  81.3% (13 of 16) of
students scored 9 or more points
on 12 point rubric for practical
application of rules during
competitive play


12 point rubric for practical
application of rules during
competitive play


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


10 of 11 students responded
positivelyto survey questions
pertaining to their knowledge of
basketball rules


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


10 of 11 students scored 85% or
better on100 question written test


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


12 of 14 students successfully
completed the exam based on
rules, concepts, and vocabulary
used in the sport of basketball.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


9 of 11 students scored 9 or more
points on the 12 point rubric for
practical application of rules during
competitive play


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not offered in 16-17
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not taught in 17-18


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not taught in 18-19


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Results:  100% (14 of 14) of
students responded positively to
survey questions pertaining to their
knowledge of basketball rules


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Results:  81.3% (13 of 16) of
students scored 9 or more points
on 12 point rubric for practical
application of rules during
competitive play


Student survey on basketball rules
knowledge


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


10 of 11 students responded
positivelyto survey questions
pertaining to their knowledge of
basketball rules


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


10 of 11 students scored 85% or
better on100 question written test


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


12 of 14 students successfully
completed the exam based on
rules, concepts, and vocabulary
used in the sport of basketball.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


9 of 11 students scored 9 or more
points on the 12 point rubric for
practical application of rules during
competitive play


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not offered in 16-17


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not taught in 17-18


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not taught in 18-19


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Results:  100% (14 of 14) of
students responded positively to
survey questions pertaining to their
knowledge of basketball rules
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Results:  81.3% (13 of 16) of
students scored 9 or more points
on 12 point rubric for practical
application of rules during
competitive play


Skills and progression Active Demonstrate the
fundamental skills
necessary to perform
and progress at an
advanced level in the
sport of basketball


5 skill performance test SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


7 of 11 students scored more than
60 points.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


8 of 11 students scored 9 or more
points.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


80% of students scored >60 pts.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


80% scored  greater than 60 points


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


9 of 11 students score 4 or more
points.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not offered in 16-17


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not taught in 17-18


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Results:  68.8% (11 of 16) of
students scored 9 or more points
during application of fundamental
basketball skills during competitive
play using a 12 point rubric.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Results:  75% (12 of 16) of students
scored 4 or more points on 5 point
lay-up checklist


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Results:  81.3% (13 of 16) of
students scored >60 points on 5
skill performance test. Skills tested
are dribbling, passing, shooting,
rebounding and defense.
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5-Point Checklist on Layup Form SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


7 of 11 students scored more than
60 points.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


8 of 11 students scored 9 or more
points.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


80% of students scored >60 pts.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


80% scored  greater than 60 points


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


9 of 11 students score 4 or more
points.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not offered in 16-17


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not taught in 17-18


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Results:  68.8% (11 of 16) of
students scored 9 or more points
during application of fundamental
basketball skills during competitive
play using a 12 point rubric.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Results:  75% (12 of 16) of students
scored 4 or more points on 5 point
lay-up checklist


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Results:  81.3% (13 of 16) of
students scored >60 points on 5
skill performance test. Skills tested
are dribbling, passing, shooting,
rebounding and defense.


5-skill test SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


7 of 11 students scored more than
60 points.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


8 of 11 students scored 9 or more
points.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog


80% of students scored >60 pts.
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y 80% of students scored >60 pts.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


80% scored  greater than 60 points


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


9 of 11 students score 4 or more
points.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not offered in 16-17


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not taught in 17-18


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Results:  68.8% (11 of 16) of
students scored 9 or more points
during application of fundamental
basketball skills during competitive
play using a 12 point rubric.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Results:  75% (12 of 16) of students
scored 4 or more points on 5 point
lay-up checklist


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Results:  81.3% (13 of 16) of
students scored >60 points on 5
skill performance test. Skills tested
are dribbling, passing, shooting,
rebounding and defense.


Practical application of
fundamental basketball skills
during competitive play using a 12
point rubric


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


7 of 11 students scored more than
60 points.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


8 of 11 students scored 9 or more
points.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


80% of students scored >60 pts.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


80% scored  greater than 60 points


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


9 of 11 students score 4 or more
points.
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not offered in 16-17


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not taught in 17-18


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Results:  68.8% (11 of 16) of
students scored 9 or more points
during application of fundamental
basketball skills during competitive
play using a 12 point rubric.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Results:  75% (12 of 16) of students
scored 4 or more points on 5 point
lay-up checklist


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Results:  81.3% (13 of 16) of
students scored >60 points on 5
skill performance test. Skills tested
are dribbling, passing, shooting,
rebounding and defense.


SKY TEAM 116 Basketball: Indv Skill
Develop


Fitness Active Identify and assess
their current fitness
level and alter or
modify specific
wellness or fitness
practices in order to
improve body
composition /
flexibility /
cardiovascular fitness /
muscular endurance /
muscular strength
related to performance
in the sport of
basketball.


Cardiovascular Testing SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students demonstrated
improved cardiovascular efficiency
as measured by shuttle run, 3
minute step test and blood
pressure anlysis


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students demonstrated
improved cardiovascular efficiency
as measured by shuttle run, 3
minute step test and blood
pressure anlysis.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of the students showed
improvement in 3 of the 5 fitness
areas over the course of the
semester
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of the students showed
improvement in 3 of the 5 fitness
areas over the course of the
semester.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


12 of 14 students demonstrated
improved cardiovascular efficiency
as measured by shuttle run, 3
minute step test and blood
pressure anlysis.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


13 of 14 students showed
improvement in bodyu
composition, muscular strength
and muscular endurance.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 90% of students
ddemonstrate improved
cardiovascular performance based
on several cardiovascular tests
(timed 1.5 mile run, interval
training and shuttle run).


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 90% of the students showed
improvement in 3 of the 5 fitness
areas over the course of the
semester.


Division Fitness Test SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students demonstrated
improved cardiovascular efficiency
as measured by shuttle run, 3
minute step test and blood
pressure anlysis


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students demonstrated
improved cardiovascular efficiency
as measured by shuttle run, 3
minute step test and blood
pressure anlysis.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of the students showed
improvement in 3 of the 5 fitness
areas over the course of the
semester


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of the students showed
improvement in 3 of the 5 fitness
areas over the course of the
semester.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog


12 of 14 students demonstrated
improved cardiovascular efficiency
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y as measured by shuttle run, 3
minute step test and blood
pressure anlysis.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


13 of 14 students showed
improvement in bodyu
composition, muscular strength
and muscular endurance.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 90% of students
ddemonstrate improved
cardiovascular performance based
on several cardiovascular tests
(timed 1.5 mile run, interval
training and shuttle run).


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 90% of the students showed
improvement in 3 of the 5 fitness
areas over the course of the
semester.


Skills Active Demonstrate the
fundamental skills
necessary to perform
and progress at an
individual level in the
sport of basketball.


Students will be pre and post
tested on defensive skills such as
defending and rebounding.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of the students showed
improved speed, accuracy, stamina
and / or efficiency in all defensive
areas.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of the students showed
improved speed, accuracy, stamina
and / or efficiency in all offensive
skill areas


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of the students showed
improved speed, accuracy, stamina
and / or efficiency in all offensive
skill areas.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


13 of 14 students demonstrated
improved speed, accuracy, stamina
and / or efficiency in all
areas.Students were pre and post
tested on offensive skills such as
dribbling, shootingand passing


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


14 of 14 students demonstrated
improved speed, accuracy, stamina
and / or efficiency in all areas.
Students were pre and post tested
on defensive skills such as
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


defending and rebounding.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 90% of the students showed
improved speed, accuracy, stamina
and / or efficiency in all defensive
areas.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 90% of the students will
showed improved speed, accuracy,
stamina and / or efficiency in all
offensive skill areas.


Students will be pre and post
tested on offensive skills such as
dribbling, shootingand passing.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of the students showed
improved speed, accuracy, stamina
and / or efficiency in all defensive
areas.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of the students showed
improved speed, accuracy, stamina
and / or efficiency in all offensive
skill areas


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of the students showed
improved speed, accuracy, stamina
and / or efficiency in all offensive
skill areas.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


13 of 14 students demonstrated
improved speed, accuracy, stamina
and / or efficiency in all
areas.Students were pre and post
tested on offensive skills such as
dribbling, shootingand passing


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


14 of 14 students demonstrated
improved speed, accuracy, stamina
and / or efficiency in all areas.
Students were pre and post tested
on defensive skills such as
defending and rebounding.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 90% of the students showed
improved speed, accuracy, stamina
and / or efficiency in all defensive
areas.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 90% of the students will
showed improved speed, accuracy,
stamina and / or efficiency in all
offensive skill areas.
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SKY TEAM 117 Tournament Basketball Skills and Concepts Active Demonstrate the
fundamental individual
and team skills
necessary to perform
and progress at a
competitive level in
the sport of basketball.


Assessment Method: Students will
be examined verbally and visually
in order to make sure they can
apply strategy and terminology in
the proper game context.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


15 of 20 students who completed
the class improved their dribbling,
passing, rebounding and defending
skills as compared to their pre-test
assessment.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


16 of 20 students who completed
the class score 70% or higher on
their knowledge and application of
rules, terminology and strategy in a
competitive setting assessed during
the final.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not taught in 16-17


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not taught in 17-18


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not taught in 18-19


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Results: 15/18 = 83% of Students
received an 80% or higher on Final
Exam. The exam assessed students
verbally and visually in order to
make sure they can apply strategy
and terminology in the proper
game context.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Results: 16/18 Students = 88% of
Students show improved skill levels
based on pre and post test
evaluation


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Results: 17/18 Students = 94% of
students averaged a 2.5 or higher
performance rating for the majority
of the semester. Evaluation is
based on performance in game
scrimmages and are rated as
individuals and teams based on
performance. Performances are
scored on a three point scale (Poor,
Average, Excellent).
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Major Assignment: Intersquad
Scrimmages
Students participate in game
scrimmages and are rated as
individuals and teams based on
performance. Performances are
scored on a three point scale
(Poor, Average, Excellent).


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


15 of 20 students who completed
the class improved their dribbling,
passing, rebounding and defending
skills as compared to their pre-test
assessment.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


16 of 20 students who completed
the class score 70% or higher on
their knowledge and application of
rules, terminology and strategy in a
competitive setting assessed during
the final.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not taught in 16-17


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not taught in 17-18


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not taught in 18-19


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Results: 15/18 = 83% of Students
received an 80% or higher on Final
Exam. The exam assessed students
verbally and visually in order to
make sure they can apply strategy
and terminology in the proper
game context.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Results: 16/18 Students = 88% of
Students show improved skill levels
based on pre and post test
evaluation


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Results: 17/18 Students = 94% of
students averaged a 2.5 or higher
performance rating for the majority
of the semester. Evaluation is
based on performance in game
scrimmages and are rated as
individuals and teams based on
performance. Performances are
scored on a three point scale (Poor,
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Average, Excellent).


Skills Assessment: Students will be
pre and post tested on skills
related to their offensive and
defensive responsibilities as an
individual and team member.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


15 of 20 students who completed
the class improved their dribbling,
passing, rebounding and defending
skills as compared to their pre-test
assessment.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


16 of 20 students who completed
the class score 70% or higher on
their knowledge and application of
rules, terminology and strategy in a
competitive setting assessed during
the final.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not taught in 16-17


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not taught in 17-18


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not taught in 18-19


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Results: 15/18 = 83% of Students
received an 80% or higher on Final
Exam. The exam assessed students
verbally and visually in order to
make sure they can apply strategy
and terminology in the proper
game context.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Results: 16/18 Students = 88% of
Students show improved skill levels
based on pre and post test
evaluation


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Results: 17/18 Students = 94% of
students averaged a 2.5 or higher
performance rating for the majority
of the semester. Evaluation is
based on performance in game
scrimmages and are rated as
individuals and teams based on
performance. Performances are
scored on a three point scale (Poor,
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Average, Excellent).


SKY TEAM 132.1-4 Flag Football I- IV Fitness and wellness Inactive Identify and assess
their current fitness
level and alter or
modify specific
wellness or fitness
practices in order to
improve body
composition
/flexibility/
cardiovascular
fitness/muscular
endurance / muscular
strength related to
performance in the
game of flag football


55 question written final exam
including questions on fitness and
wellness


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


72% of students improved their
flexibility by one inch or more
based on pre v. post test utilizing
the sit and reach test.


Pre and post fitness test
comparison


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


72% of students improved their
flexibility by one inch or more
based on pre v. post test utilizing
the sit and reach test.


Student self-assessment survey SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


72% of students improved their
flexibility by one inch or more
based on pre v. post test utilizing
the sit and reach test.


Routes and
responsibilities


Inactive Identify / Explain the
different positions and
routes of the plays.


Checklist to test for knowledge of
routes and roles of each position


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


92% of students correctly
performed at least 70% of the
routes correctly whenassessed on a
10 point scale .


Performance of routes assessed on
a 10 point scale


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


92% of students correctly
performed at least 70% of the
routes correctly whenassessed on a
10 point scale .


Route test using a checklist SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


92% of students correctly
performed at least 70% of the
routes correctly whenassessed on a
10 point scale .


Skills Active Demonstrate the
fundamental skills and
knowledge necessary
to perform and
progress in the
competition of flag


Checklist for application of skills
used in final games.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


18 of 25 students who participated
in the final game caught two or
more passes.
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Skills Active football Checklist for application of skills
used in final games.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


18 of 25 students who participated
in the final game caught two or
more passes.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


19 of 25 students earned enough
points based on competition
(offense and defense) and level to
receive a passing score.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


22 of 25 students who completed
the class were able to successfully
complete the five basic pass routes
and average 3 or more cathcher per
roue in class sessions.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


77% of students received 70 points
or better when evlauated on
performance is scrimmage
situations.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


80% of the students who
completed the final caught two
passes or more in the final
scrimmage.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Based on level, students were
placed on teams at a competitive
level. Slightly more than 70% of the
students, regardless of level, scored
70 points or higher to receive a
passing score.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Based on level, students were
placed on teams at a competitive
level. Slightly more than 80% of the
students, regardless of level, scored
70 points or higher to receive a
passing score


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Based on level, students were
placed on teams at a competitive
level. Slightly more than 80% of the
students, regardless of level, scored
70 points or higher to receive a
passing score.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Checklist of skills are applied to
student performance. Those skills
must be demonstrated in final
games to receive credit. Over 70%
of the students who completed the
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


class had a passing skills grade or
higher.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Checklist of skills are applied to
student performance. Those skills
must be demonstrated in final
games to receive credit. Over 80%
of the students who completed the
class had a passing skills grade or
higher.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Checklist of skills are applied to
student performance. Those skills
must be demonstrated in final
games to receive credit. Over 85%
of the students who completed the
class had a passing skills grade or
higher.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the students who completed the
class over 80 percent were able to
complete the basic basic routes
(up, cross, go, post and out) scoring
a three or higher


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 70% of the students,
regardless of level, were proficient
at running 5 different types of
routes and averaged 3 points or
better per class session.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% of the students,
regardless of level, were proficient
at running 5 different trypes of
routes and averaged 3 points or
better per class session.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% of the students,
regardless of level, were proficient
at running 5 different types of
routes and averaged 3 points or
better per class session.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 85% of the students,
regardless of level, were proficient
at running 5 different types of
routes and averaged 3 points or
better per class session


Each scrimmage game performed SKY Dept - 18 of 25 students who participated
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will result in points based on losses
and wins.


Kinesiolog
y


in the final game caught two or
more passes.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


19 of 25 students earned enough
points based on competition
(offense and defense) and level to
receive a passing score.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


22 of 25 students who completed
the class were able to successfully
complete the five basic pass routes
and average 3 or more cathcher per
roue in class sessions.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


77% of students received 70 points
or better when evlauated on
performance is scrimmage
situations.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


80% of the students who
completed the final caught two
passes or more in the final
scrimmage.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Based on level, students were
placed on teams at a competitive
level. Slightly more than 70% of the
students, regardless of level, scored
70 points or higher to receive a
passing score.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Based on level, students were
placed on teams at a competitive
level. Slightly more than 80% of the
students, regardless of level, scored
70 points or higher to receive a
passing score


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Based on level, students were
placed on teams at a competitive
level. Slightly more than 80% of the
students, regardless of level, scored
70 points or higher to receive a
passing score.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Checklist of skills are applied to
student performance. Those skills
must be demonstrated in final
games to receive credit. Over 70%
of the students who completed the
class had a passing skills grade or
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


higher.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Checklist of skills are applied to
student performance. Those skills
must be demonstrated in final
games to receive credit. Over 80%
of the students who completed the
class had a passing skills grade or
higher.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Checklist of skills are applied to
student performance. Those skills
must be demonstrated in final
games to receive credit. Over 85%
of the students who completed the
class had a passing skills grade or
higher.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the students who completed the
class over 80 percent were able to
complete the basic basic routes
(up, cross, go, post and out) scoring
a three or higher


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 70% of the students,
regardless of level, were proficient
at running 5 different types of
routes and averaged 3 points or
better per class session.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% of the students,
regardless of level, were proficient
at running 5 different trypes of
routes and averaged 3 points or
better per class session.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% of the students,
regardless of level, were proficient
at running 5 different types of
routes and averaged 3 points or
better per class session.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 85% of the students,
regardless of level, were proficient
at running 5 different types of
routes and averaged 3 points or
better per class session


Each student will perform 5 routes, SKY Dept - 18 of 25 students who participated
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each pass caught will result in one
point.


Kinesiolog
y


in the final game caught two or
more passes.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


19 of 25 students earned enough
points based on competition
(offense and defense) and level to
receive a passing score.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


22 of 25 students who completed
the class were able to successfully
complete the five basic pass routes
and average 3 or more cathcher per
roue in class sessions.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


77% of students received 70 points
or better when evlauated on
performance is scrimmage
situations.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


80% of the students who
completed the final caught two
passes or more in the final
scrimmage.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Based on level, students were
placed on teams at a competitive
level. Slightly more than 70% of the
students, regardless of level, scored
70 points or higher to receive a
passing score.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Based on level, students were
placed on teams at a competitive
level. Slightly more than 80% of the
students, regardless of level, scored
70 points or higher to receive a
passing score


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Based on level, students were
placed on teams at a competitive
level. Slightly more than 80% of the
students, regardless of level, scored
70 points or higher to receive a
passing score.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Checklist of skills are applied to
student performance. Those skills
must be demonstrated in final
games to receive credit. Over 70%
of the students who completed the
class had a passing skills grade or
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


higher.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Checklist of skills are applied to
student performance. Those skills
must be demonstrated in final
games to receive credit. Over 80%
of the students who completed the
class had a passing skills grade or
higher.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Checklist of skills are applied to
student performance. Those skills
must be demonstrated in final
games to receive credit. Over 85%
of the students who completed the
class had a passing skills grade or
higher.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the students who completed the
class over 80 percent were able to
complete the basic basic routes
(up, cross, go, post and out) scoring
a three or higher


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 70% of the students,
regardless of level, were proficient
at running 5 different types of
routes and averaged 3 points or
better per class session.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% of the students,
regardless of level, were proficient
at running 5 different trypes of
routes and averaged 3 points or
better per class session.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% of the students,
regardless of level, were proficient
at running 5 different types of
routes and averaged 3 points or
better per class session.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 85% of the students,
regardless of level, were proficient
at running 5 different types of
routes and averaged 3 points or
better per class session


SKY TEAM 141 Beginning Soccer Fitness Active Demonstrate an Beep Test / Shuttle Test SKY Dept - 15 of 21 students demonstrated
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SKY TEAM 141 Beginning Soccer Fitness Active increase in
cardiovascular fitness
and wellness
developed through
daily practice and
measured through
efficiency of
movement, recovery
rate, and increased
performance on post-
fitness test.


Beep Test / Shuttle Test Kinesiolog
y


improved cardiovascular efficiency
throyugh blood pressure and three
minute step test assessment. 16 of
21 students demonstrated
improved body composition.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 75% of students
demonstrated improved
cardiovascular efficiency through
blood pressure and three minute
step test assessment. Over 80% of
students demonstrated improved
body composition.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 75% of students, regardless of
level, improved 3 standard levels,
pre-test to post-test on the
beep/shuttle run test.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% of students
demonstrated improved
cardiovascular efficiency through
blood pressure and three minute
step test assessment. Over 80% of
students demonstrated improved
body composition.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% of students
demonstrated improved
cardiovascular efficiency throyugh
blood pressure and three minute
step test assessment. Over 70% of
students demonstrated improved
body composition.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% of students, regardless of
level, improved 3 standard levels,
pre-test to post-test on the
beep/shuttle run test.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 85% of students
demonstrated improved
cardiovascular efficiency through
blood pressure and three minute
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


step test assessment. Over 75% of
students demonstrated improved
body composition.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 90% of students, regardless of
level, improved 3 standard levels,
pre-test to post-test on the
beep/shuttle run test.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Results: 16/20 Students = 80% of
Students showed improvement in
cardiovascular fitness based on
results from pre and post test step
testing.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Results: 18/20 = 90% of Students
improved 3 standard levels, pre-
test to post-test on the
beep/shuttle run test.


Fitness Testing; Pre and post test
assessment


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


15 of 21 students demonstrated
improved cardiovascular efficiency
throyugh blood pressure and three
minute step test assessment. 16 of
21 students demonstrated
improved body composition.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 75% of students
demonstrated improved
cardiovascular efficiency through
blood pressure and three minute
step test assessment. Over 80% of
students demonstrated improved
body composition.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 75% of students, regardless of
level, improved 3 standard levels,
pre-test to post-test on the
beep/shuttle run test.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% of students
demonstrated improved
cardiovascular efficiency through
blood pressure and three minute
step test assessment. Over 80% of
students demonstrated improved
body composition.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% of students
demonstrated improved
cardiovascular efficiency throyugh
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


blood pressure and three minute
step test assessment. Over 70% of
students demonstrated improved
body composition.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% of students, regardless of
level, improved 3 standard levels,
pre-test to post-test on the
beep/shuttle run test.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 85% of students
demonstrated improved
cardiovascular efficiency through
blood pressure and three minute
step test assessment. Over 75% of
students demonstrated improved
body composition.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 90% of students, regardless of
level, improved 3 standard levels,
pre-test to post-test on the
beep/shuttle run test.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Results: 16/20 Students = 80% of
Students showed improvement in
cardiovascular fitness based on
results from pre and post test step
testing.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Results: 18/20 = 90% of Students
improved 3 standard levels, pre-
test to post-test on the
beep/shuttle run test.


Wellness Survey SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


15 of 21 students demonstrated
improved cardiovascular efficiency
throyugh blood pressure and three
minute step test assessment. 16 of
21 students demonstrated
improved body composition.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 75% of students
demonstrated improved
cardiovascular efficiency through
blood pressure and three minute
step test assessment. Over 80% of
students demonstrated improved
body composition.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog


Over 75% of students, regardless of
level, improved 3 standard levels,
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y pre-test to post-test on the
beep/shuttle run test.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% of students
demonstrated improved
cardiovascular efficiency through
blood pressure and three minute
step test assessment. Over 80% of
students demonstrated improved
body composition.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% of students
demonstrated improved
cardiovascular efficiency throyugh
blood pressure and three minute
step test assessment. Over 70% of
students demonstrated improved
body composition.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% of students, regardless of
level, improved 3 standard levels,
pre-test to post-test on the
beep/shuttle run test.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 85% of students
demonstrated improved
cardiovascular efficiency through
blood pressure and three minute
step test assessment. Over 75% of
students demonstrated improved
body composition.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 90% of students, regardless of
level, improved 3 standard levels,
pre-test to post-test on the
beep/shuttle run test.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Results: 16/20 Students = 80% of
Students showed improvement in
cardiovascular fitness based on
results from pre and post test step
testing.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Results: 18/20 = 90% of Students
improved 3 standard levels, pre-
test to post-test on the
beep/shuttle run test.


Technical / Tactical
Skills


Active Demonstrate basic
knowledge of technical
and tactical skills of the


Basic Soccer Skills test. SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


17 of 21 students scored at a
passing level based on skill
evaluation and application in
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Technical / Tactical
Skills


Active game of soccer, use
critical thinking skills to
apply this knowledge
in a competitive
environment.


Basic Soccer Skills test. SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


competitive setting based on skill.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


80% of students scored 4 points or
higher based on performance
assessment in situational or match
scrimmages (6x6, 7x7, etc...) and
are rated as individuals and as part
of a team in the application of skills
and critical thinking as a beginning
student. Performances are scored
on 0-6 point scale.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 75% of students scored at a
passing level based on skill
evaluation and application in
competitive setting based on skills.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% of students scored at a
passing level based on skill
evaluation and application in
competitive setting based on skills.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 85% of students scored at a
passing level based on skill
evaluation and application in
competitive setting based on skills.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Results: 17/20 = 85% scored 7
points or better on a 10 point basic
soccer skills test for dribbling,
passing and shooting.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students  participated in situational
or match scrimmages (6x6, 7x7,
etc...) and were rated as individuals
and as part of a team in the
application of skills and critical
thinking as a beginning student.
Performances are scored on 0-6
point scale. 16 of 21 students
averaged a 4.0 or higher
performance for the majority of
class sessions. Ratings will be based
by position and team play.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog


Students participated in situational
or match scrimmages (3x3,6x6, 7x7,
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y etc...) and were rated as individuals
and as part of a team in the
application of skills and critical
thinking based on their level
(I,II,III,IV). Performances are scored
on 0-6 point scale. More than 75%
of students averaged a 4.0 or
higher performance for the
majority of class sessions. Ratings
will be based by position and team


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students participated in situational
or match scrimmages (3x3,6x6, 7x7,
etc...) and were rated as individuals
and as part of a team in the
application of skills and critical
thinking based on their level
(I,II,III,IV). Performances are scored
on 0-6 point scale. More than 80%
of students averaged a 4.0 or
higher performance for the
majority of class sessions. Ratings
will be based by position and team


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students participated in situational
or match scrimmages (3x3,6x6, 7x7,
etc...) and were rated as individuals
and as part of a team in the
application of skills and critical
thinking based on their level
(I,II,III,IV). Performances are scored
on 0-6 point scale. More than 80%
of students averaged a 4.0 or
higher performance for the
majority of class sessions. Ratings
will be based by position and team


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students participated in situational
or match scrimmages (3x3,6x6, 7x7,
etc...) and were rated as individuals
and as part of a team in the
application of skills and critical
thinking based on their level
(I,II,III,IV). Performances are scored
on 0-6 point scale. More than 85%
of students averaged a 4.0 or
higher performance for the
majority of class sessions. Ratings
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


by position and team play.


Major Assignment: Intersquad
Scrimmages
Students participate in situational
or match scrimmages (6x6, 7x7,
etc...) and are rated as individuals
and as part of a team in the
application of skills and critical
thinking as a beginning student.
Performances are scored on 0-6
point scale.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


17 of 21 students scored at a
passing level based on skill
evaluation and application in
competitive setting based on skill.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


80% of students scored 4 points or
higher based on performance
assessment in situational or match
scrimmages (6x6, 7x7, etc...) and
are rated as individuals and as part
of a team in the application of skills
and critical thinking as a beginning
student. Performances are scored
on 0-6 point scale.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 75% of students scored at a
passing level based on skill
evaluation and application in
competitive setting based on skills.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 80% of students scored at a
passing level based on skill
evaluation and application in
competitive setting based on skills.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 85% of students scored at a
passing level based on skill
evaluation and application in
competitive setting based on skills.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Results: 17/20 = 85% scored 7
points or better on a 10 point basic
soccer skills test for dribbling,
passing and shooting.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students  participated in situational
or match scrimmages (6x6, 7x7,
etc...) and were rated as individuals
and as part of a team in the
application of skills and critical
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


thinking as a beginning student.
Performances are scored on 0-6
point scale. 16 of 21 students
averaged a 4.0 or higher
performance for the majority of
class sessions. Ratings will be based
by position and team play.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students participated in situational
or match scrimmages (3x3,6x6, 7x7,
etc...) and were rated as individuals
and as part of a team in the
application of skills and critical
thinking based on their level
(I,II,III,IV). Performances are scored
on 0-6 point scale. More than 75%
of students averaged a 4.0 or
higher performance for the
majority of class sessions. Ratings
will be based by position and team


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students participated in situational
or match scrimmages (3x3,6x6, 7x7,
etc...) and were rated as individuals
and as part of a team in the
application of skills and critical
thinking based on their level
(I,II,III,IV). Performances are scored
on 0-6 point scale. More than 80%
of students averaged a 4.0 or
higher performance for the
majority of class sessions. Ratings
will be based by position and team


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students participated in situational
or match scrimmages (3x3,6x6, 7x7,
etc...) and were rated as individuals
and as part of a team in the
application of skills and critical
thinking based on their level
(I,II,III,IV). Performances are scored
on 0-6 point scale. More than 80%
of students averaged a 4.0 or
higher performance for the
majority of class sessions. Ratings
will be based by position and team


SKY Dept - Students participated in situational
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Kinesiolog
y


or match scrimmages (3x3,6x6, 7x7,
etc...) and were rated as individuals
and as part of a team in the
application of skills and critical
thinking based on their level
(I,II,III,IV). Performances are scored
on 0-6 point scale. More than 85%
of students averaged a 4.0 or
higher performance for the
majority of class sessions. Ratings
will be based by position and team


SKY TEAM 145 Advanced Soccer Fitness Active Demonstrate an
increase in
cardiovascular fitness
and wellness
developed through
daily practice and
measured through
efficiency of
movement, recovery
rate, and increased
performance on post-
fitness test.


Beep Test/Shuttle Test SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not taught in 17-18


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not taught in 18-19


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Not taught in 16-17


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Results: 7/9 = 77% of Students
improved 3 standard levels, pre-
test to post-test on the
beep/shuttle run test.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Results: 8/9 Students = 88% of
Students showed improvement in
cardiovascular fitness based on
results from pre and post test step
testing.


Fitness Testing -Pre and Post Test
Comparision


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not taught in 17-18


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not taught in 18-19
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Not taught in 16-17


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Results: 7/9 = 77% of Students
improved 3 standard levels, pre-
test to post-test on the
beep/shuttle run test.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Results: 8/9 Students = 88% of
Students showed improvement in
cardiovascular fitness based on
results from pre and post test step
testing.


Wellness Survey SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not taught in 17-18


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not taught in 18-19


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Not taught in 16-17


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Results: 7/9 = 77% of Students
improved 3 standard levels, pre-
test to post-test on the
beep/shuttle run test.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Results: 8/9 Students = 88% of
Students showed improvement in
cardiovascular fitness based on
results from pre and post test step
testing.


Technical / Tactical
Skills


Active Demonstrate advanced
knowledge of technical
and tactical skills of the
game of soccer, use
critical thinking skills to
apply this knowledge
in a competitive
environment.


Advanced Soccer Skills Test SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students scored 5 or
higher on performance assessment
in situational or match scrimmages
(6x6, 7x7, etc...) and are rated as
individuals and as part of a team in
the application of skills and critical
thinking as an advanced student.
Performances are scored on a 0-6
point scale.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not taught in 17-18


SKY Dept - Course not taught in 18-19
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Kinesiolog
y


Course not taught in 18-19


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Not taught in 16-17


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Results: 8/9 = 88% scored 7 points
or better on a 10 point advanced
soccer skills test for dribbling,
passing and shooting.


Major Assignment: Intersquad
Scrimmages
Students participate in situational
or match scrimmages (6x6, 7x7,
etc...) and are rated as individuals
and as part of a team in the
application of skills and critical
thinking as an advanced student.
Performances are scored on a 0-6
point scale.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students scored 5 or
higher on performance assessment
in situational or match scrimmages
(6x6, 7x7, etc...) and are rated as
individuals and as part of a team in
the application of skills and critical
thinking as an advanced student.
Performances are scored on a 0-6
point scale.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not taught in 17-18


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not taught in 18-19


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Not taught in 16-17


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Results: 8/9 = 88% scored 7 points
or better on a 10 point advanced
soccer skills test for dribbling,
passing and shooting.


SKY TEAM 148 Indoor Soccer Skills, Concepts, Rules
and Fitness


Active Demonstrate tactical,
technical (rules),
fitness and motor skills
in the sport of indoor
soccer / futsal and use
critical thinking to
apply skills in a
competitive
environment.


Completion of Match Report. The
purpose of the report is to make
sure students understand the
concepts related to competitive
play and how those concepts are
applied in practice.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


18 of 23 students had an average
score of 2 or higher on daily skill
assessment.Student skills (passing,
shooting, dribbling, defending) are
evaluated on a class by class basis
visually and scored on a 3 - point
scale ( 1= poor, 2 = satisfactory, 3 =
excellent, 0 = non-attendance).
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


20 of 23 students showed
improvement in blood pressure
assessment. 19 of 23 students
showed improved scores on
cardiovascular endurance test.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


21 of 23 students received a 70% or
higher on the final exam on the
rules and laws of the game..


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


28 of 33 students on blood
pressure assessment and 29 of 33
students on step test assessment
showed improved cardiovascular
efficiency from the pretest to the
post test.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


30 of 33 students received a grade
of C or better on the final exam on
the rules and laws of the game.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


90% of the students who
completed the class showed
improvement in their daily (per
class session) skill assessment
related to passing, shooting,
dribbling and defending.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


All students (100%) who completed
the course showed improvement in
cardiovascular efficiency and
muscular endurance.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the students who completed the
class, 100% received a grade of C or
better on the final exam based on
level.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the students who completed the
class, 100% received a passing
match report grade by
demonsrating the ability to analyze
the match and describe the
concepts utilized.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the students who completed the
class, 100% showed improvement
in 2 of the 5 assessment areas in
the PEEP program.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog


Of the students who completed the
class, 80% showed improvement in
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y 2 of the 5 assessment areas n the
PEEP program.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the students who completed the
class, 90% received a grade of C or
better on the final exam based on
level.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the students who completed the
class, more than 90% showed
improvement in 2 of the 5
assessment areas n the PEEP
program.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the students who completed the
class, over 90% received a grade of
C or better on the final exam based
on level.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the students who completed the
class, slightly less than 60%
received a passing match report
grade by demonsrating the ability
to analyze the match and describe
the concepts utilized.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the students who completed the
class, slightly more than 80%
received a passing match report
grade by demonsrating the ability
to analyze the match and describe
the concepts utilized.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the students who completed the
class, slightly more than 90%
received a passing match report
grade by demonsrating the ability
to analyze the match and describe
the concepts utilized.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Results: 31/38 = 81% had an
average score of 2 or higher on
their daily skill assessment.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Results: 32/38 Students = 84% of
Students recieved a grade of 70%
or higher on the exam.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Results: 34/38 = 89% of Students
improved (lowered) their systolic
and diastolic blood pressure.
Results: 30/38= 78% of Students
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


improved their scores on the
cardiovascular endurance test (step
test).


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Student skills (passing, shooting,
dribbling, defending) are evaluated
on a class by class basis visually and
scored on a 3 - point scale ( 1=
poor, 2 = satisfactory, 3 = excellent,
0 = non-attendance). 28 of 33
students averaged a 2 or higher on
their daily assessment.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Student skills (passing, shooting,
dribbling, defending) were
evaluated on a class by class basis
visually and scored on a 3 - point
scale ( 1= poor, 2 = satisfactory, 3 =
excellent, 0 = non-attendance). Of
the students who completed the
class, slightly more than 80% had
an average score of 2 or higher on
their daily skill assessment.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Student skills (passing, shooting,
dribbling, defending) were
evaluated on a class by class basis
visually and scored on a 3 - point
scale ( 1= poor, 2 = satisfactory, 3 =
excellent, 0 = non-attendance). Of
the students who completed the
class, slightly more than 90% had
an average score of 2 or higher on
their daily skill assessment.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Student skills (passing, shooting,
dribbling, defending) were
evaluated, based on level, visually
and scored on a 3 - point scale ( 1=
poor, 2 = satisfactory, 3 = excellent,
0 = non-attendance). Of the
students who completed the class,
100% had an average score of 2 or
higher on their daily skill
assessment.
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Student skills (passing, shooting,
dribbling, defending) were
evaluated, based on level, visually
and scored on a 3 - point scale ( 1=
poor, 2 = satisfactory, 3 = excellent,
0 = non-attendance). Of the
students who completed the class,
slightly less than 80% had an
average score of 2 or higher on
their daily skill assessment.


Final exam on the rules and laws of
the game.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


18 of 23 students had an average
score of 2 or higher on daily skill
assessment.Student skills (passing,
shooting, dribbling, defending) are
evaluated on a class by class basis
visually and scored on a 3 - point
scale ( 1= poor, 2 = satisfactory, 3 =
excellent, 0 = non-attendance).


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


20 of 23 students showed
improvement in blood pressure
assessment. 19 of 23 students
showed improved scores on
cardiovascular endurance test.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


21 of 23 students received a 70% or
higher on the final exam on the
rules and laws of the game..


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


28 of 33 students on blood
pressure assessment and 29 of 33
students on step test assessment
showed improved cardiovascular
efficiency from the pretest to the
post test.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


30 of 33 students received a grade
of C or better on the final exam on
the rules and laws of the game.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


90% of the students who
completed the class showed
improvement in their daily (per
class session) skill assessment
related to passing, shooting,
dribbling and defending.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


All students (100%) who completed
the course showed improvement in
cardiovascular efficiency and
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


muscular endurance.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the students who completed the
class, 100% received a grade of C or
better on the final exam based on
level.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the students who completed the
class, 100% received a passing
match report grade by
demonsrating the ability to analyze
the match and describe the
concepts utilized.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the students who completed the
class, 100% showed improvement
in 2 of the 5 assessment areas in
the PEEP program.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the students who completed the
class, 80% showed improvement in
2 of the 5 assessment areas n the
PEEP program.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the students who completed the
class, 90% received a grade of C or
better on the final exam based on
level.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the students who completed the
class, more than 90% showed
improvement in 2 of the 5
assessment areas n the PEEP
program.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the students who completed the
class, over 90% received a grade of
C or better on the final exam based
on level.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the students who completed the
class, slightly less than 60%
received a passing match report
grade by demonsrating the ability
to analyze the match and describe
the concepts utilized.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the students who completed the
class, slightly more than 80%
received a passing match report
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


grade by demonsrating the ability
to analyze the match and describe
the concepts utilized.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the students who completed the
class, slightly more than 90%
received a passing match report
grade by demonsrating the ability
to analyze the match and describe
the concepts utilized.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Results: 31/38 = 81% had an
average score of 2 or higher on
their daily skill assessment.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Results: 32/38 Students = 84% of
Students recieved a grade of 70%
or higher on the exam.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Results: 34/38 = 89% of Students
improved (lowered) their systolic
and diastolic blood pressure.
Results: 30/38= 78% of Students
improved their scores on the
cardiovascular endurance test (step
test).


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Student skills (passing, shooting,
dribbling, defending) are evaluated
on a class by class basis visually and
scored on a 3 - point scale ( 1=
poor, 2 = satisfactory, 3 = excellent,
0 = non-attendance). 28 of 33
students averaged a 2 or higher on
their daily assessment.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Student skills (passing, shooting,
dribbling, defending) were
evaluated on a class by class basis
visually and scored on a 3 - point
scale ( 1= poor, 2 = satisfactory, 3 =
excellent, 0 = non-attendance). Of
the students who completed the
class, slightly more than 80% had
an average score of 2 or higher on
their daily skill assessment.


SKY Dept - Student skills (passing, shooting,
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Kinesiolog
y


dribbling, defending) were
evaluated on a class by class basis
visually and scored on a 3 - point
scale ( 1= poor, 2 = satisfactory, 3 =
excellent, 0 = non-attendance). Of
the students who completed the
class, slightly more than 90% had
an average score of 2 or higher on
their daily skill assessment.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Student skills (passing, shooting,
dribbling, defending) were
evaluated, based on level, visually
and scored on a 3 - point scale ( 1=
poor, 2 = satisfactory, 3 = excellent,
0 = non-attendance). Of the
students who completed the class,
100% had an average score of 2 or
higher on their daily skill
assessment.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Student skills (passing, shooting,
dribbling, defending) were
evaluated, based on level, visually
and scored on a 3 - point scale ( 1=
poor, 2 = satisfactory, 3 = excellent,
0 = non-attendance). Of the
students who completed the class,
slightly less than 80% had an
average score of 2 or higher on
their daily skill assessment.


Participation the the division
fitness assessment (PEEP)
program.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


18 of 23 students had an average
score of 2 or higher on daily skill
assessment.Student skills (passing,
shooting, dribbling, defending) are
evaluated on a class by class basis
visually and scored on a 3 - point
scale ( 1= poor, 2 = satisfactory, 3 =
excellent, 0 = non-attendance).


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


20 of 23 students showed
improvement in blood pressure
assessment. 19 of 23 students
showed improved scores on
cardiovascular endurance test.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog


21 of 23 students received a 70% or
higher on the final exam on the
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y rules and laws of the game..


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


28 of 33 students on blood
pressure assessment and 29 of 33
students on step test assessment
showed improved cardiovascular
efficiency from the pretest to the
post test.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


30 of 33 students received a grade
of C or better on the final exam on
the rules and laws of the game.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


90% of the students who
completed the class showed
improvement in their daily (per
class session) skill assessment
related to passing, shooting,
dribbling and defending.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


All students (100%) who completed
the course showed improvement in
cardiovascular efficiency and
muscular endurance.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the students who completed the
class, 100% received a grade of C or
better on the final exam based on
level.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the students who completed the
class, 100% received a passing
match report grade by
demonsrating the ability to analyze
the match and describe the
concepts utilized.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the students who completed the
class, 100% showed improvement
in 2 of the 5 assessment areas in
the PEEP program.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the students who completed the
class, 80% showed improvement in
2 of the 5 assessment areas n the
PEEP program.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the students who completed the
class, 90% received a grade of C or
better on the final exam based on
level.


SKY Dept - Of the students who completed the
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Kinesiolog
y


class, more than 90% showed
improvement in 2 of the 5
assessment areas n the PEEP
program.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the students who completed the
class, over 90% received a grade of
C or better on the final exam based
on level.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the students who completed the
class, slightly less than 60%
received a passing match report
grade by demonsrating the ability
to analyze the match and describe
the concepts utilized.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the students who completed the
class, slightly more than 80%
received a passing match report
grade by demonsrating the ability
to analyze the match and describe
the concepts utilized.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the students who completed the
class, slightly more than 90%
received a passing match report
grade by demonsrating the ability
to analyze the match and describe
the concepts utilized.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Results: 31/38 = 81% had an
average score of 2 or higher on
their daily skill assessment.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Results: 32/38 Students = 84% of
Students recieved a grade of 70%
or higher on the exam.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Results: 34/38 = 89% of Students
improved (lowered) their systolic
and diastolic blood pressure.
Results: 30/38= 78% of Students
improved their scores on the
cardiovascular endurance test (step
test).


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Student skills (passing, shooting,
dribbling, defending) are evaluated
on a class by class basis visually and
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


scored on a 3 - point scale ( 1=
poor, 2 = satisfactory, 3 = excellent,
0 = non-attendance). 28 of 33
students averaged a 2 or higher on
their daily assessment.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Student skills (passing, shooting,
dribbling, defending) were
evaluated on a class by class basis
visually and scored on a 3 - point
scale ( 1= poor, 2 = satisfactory, 3 =
excellent, 0 = non-attendance). Of
the students who completed the
class, slightly more than 80% had
an average score of 2 or higher on
their daily skill assessment.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Student skills (passing, shooting,
dribbling, defending) were
evaluated on a class by class basis
visually and scored on a 3 - point
scale ( 1= poor, 2 = satisfactory, 3 =
excellent, 0 = non-attendance). Of
the students who completed the
class, slightly more than 90% had
an average score of 2 or higher on
their daily skill assessment.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Student skills (passing, shooting,
dribbling, defending) were
evaluated, based on level, visually
and scored on a 3 - point scale ( 1=
poor, 2 = satisfactory, 3 = excellent,
0 = non-attendance). Of the
students who completed the class,
100% had an average score of 2 or
higher on their daily skill
assessment.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Student skills (passing, shooting,
dribbling, defending) were
evaluated, based on level, visually
and scored on a 3 - point scale ( 1=
poor, 2 = satisfactory, 3 = excellent,
0 = non-attendance). Of the
students who completed the class,
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


slightly less than 80% had an
average score of 2 or higher on
their daily skill assessment.


Student skills (passing, shooting,
dribbling, defending) are evaluated
on a class by class basis visually
and scored on a 3 - point scale ( 1=
poor, 2 = satisfactory, 3 = excellent,
0 = non-attendance).


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


18 of 23 students had an average
score of 2 or higher on daily skill
assessment.Student skills (passing,
shooting, dribbling, defending) are
evaluated on a class by class basis
visually and scored on a 3 - point
scale ( 1= poor, 2 = satisfactory, 3 =
excellent, 0 = non-attendance).


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


20 of 23 students showed
improvement in blood pressure
assessment. 19 of 23 students
showed improved scores on
cardiovascular endurance test.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


21 of 23 students received a 70% or
higher on the final exam on the
rules and laws of the game..


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


28 of 33 students on blood
pressure assessment and 29 of 33
students on step test assessment
showed improved cardiovascular
efficiency from the pretest to the
post test.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


30 of 33 students received a grade
of C or better on the final exam on
the rules and laws of the game.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


90% of the students who
completed the class showed
improvement in their daily (per
class session) skill assessment
related to passing, shooting,
dribbling and defending.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


All students (100%) who completed
the course showed improvement in
cardiovascular efficiency and
muscular endurance.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the students who completed the
class, 100% received a grade of C or
better on the final exam based on
level.


SKY Dept - Of the students who completed the
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Kinesiolog
y


class, 100% received a passing
match report grade by
demonsrating the ability to analyze
the match and describe the
concepts utilized.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the students who completed the
class, 100% showed improvement
in 2 of the 5 assessment areas in
the PEEP program.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the students who completed the
class, 80% showed improvement in
2 of the 5 assessment areas n the
PEEP program.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the students who completed the
class, 90% received a grade of C or
better on the final exam based on
level.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the students who completed the
class, more than 90% showed
improvement in 2 of the 5
assessment areas n the PEEP
program.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the students who completed the
class, over 90% received a grade of
C or better on the final exam based
on level.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the students who completed the
class, slightly less than 60%
received a passing match report
grade by demonsrating the ability
to analyze the match and describe
the concepts utilized.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the students who completed the
class, slightly more than 80%
received a passing match report
grade by demonsrating the ability
to analyze the match and describe
the concepts utilized.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the students who completed the
class, slightly more than 90%
received a passing match report
grade by demonsrating the ability
to analyze the match and describe
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


the concepts utilized.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Results: 31/38 = 81% had an
average score of 2 or higher on
their daily skill assessment.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Results: 32/38 Students = 84% of
Students recieved a grade of 70%
or higher on the exam.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Results: 34/38 = 89% of Students
improved (lowered) their systolic
and diastolic blood pressure.
Results: 30/38= 78% of Students
improved their scores on the
cardiovascular endurance test (step
test).


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Student skills (passing, shooting,
dribbling, defending) are evaluated
on a class by class basis visually and
scored on a 3 - point scale ( 1=
poor, 2 = satisfactory, 3 = excellent,
0 = non-attendance). 28 of 33
students averaged a 2 or higher on
their daily assessment.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Student skills (passing, shooting,
dribbling, defending) were
evaluated on a class by class basis
visually and scored on a 3 - point
scale ( 1= poor, 2 = satisfactory, 3 =
excellent, 0 = non-attendance). Of
the students who completed the
class, slightly more than 80% had
an average score of 2 or higher on
their daily skill assessment.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Student skills (passing, shooting,
dribbling, defending) were
evaluated on a class by class basis
visually and scored on a 3 - point
scale ( 1= poor, 2 = satisfactory, 3 =
excellent, 0 = non-attendance). Of
the students who completed the
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


class, slightly more than 90% had
an average score of 2 or higher on
their daily skill assessment.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Student skills (passing, shooting,
dribbling, defending) were
evaluated, based on level, visually
and scored on a 3 - point scale ( 1=
poor, 2 = satisfactory, 3 = excellent,
0 = non-attendance). Of the
students who completed the class,
100% had an average score of 2 or
higher on their daily skill
assessment.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Student skills (passing, shooting,
dribbling, defending) were
evaluated, based on level, visually
and scored on a 3 - point scale ( 1=
poor, 2 = satisfactory, 3 = excellent,
0 = non-attendance). Of the
students who completed the class,
slightly less than 80% had an
average score of 2 or higher on
their daily skill assessment.


SKY TEAM 179 Tournament Volleyball Skills and Concepts Active Demonstrate the
fundamental individual
and team skills
necessary to perform
and progress at a
competitive level in
the sport of volleyball.


Assessment Method: Students will
be examined verbally and visually
in order to make sure they can
apply strategy and terminology in
the proper game context.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of student spre and post
tested on skills related to their
offensive and defensive
responsibilities as an individual and
team member demonstrated
improvement.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


11 of 13 students rated at 2.5 or
higher on performance scrimmages
and are rated as individuals and
teams based on performance.
Performances are scored on a three
point scale (Poor, Average,
Excellent). Injuries prevented some
students from demonstrating
proficiency in scrimmage situations.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog


All 13 students who completed the
course met this criterion through
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y an exam, visually and verbally, to
make sure they can apply strategy
and terminology in the proper
game context.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


All students who completed the
course met this criterion through
an exam, visually and verbally, to
make sure they can apply strategy
and terminology in the proper
game context.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not taught in 17-18


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not taught in 18-19


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Instructor did not submit
assessment


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the 13 students who completed
the course, 10 showed
improvement in skills based on pre
v. post test related to their
offensive and defensive
responsibilities as an individual and
team member. Injuries created a
lack of repetitions necessary to
improve skills.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Slightly more than 90% of the
students will demonstrate mastery
of concepts and their applicable
use.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students participated in match
scrimmages and are rated as
individuals and teams based on
performance. Performances are
scored on a three point scale (Poor,
Average, Excellent).  Slightly more
than 90% of students averaged a
2.5 or higher performance for the
majority of class sessions. Ratings
were based by position and team
play.
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y
SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students participated in match
scrimmages and are rated as
individuals and teams based on
performance. Performances are
scored on a three point scale (Poor,
Average, Excellent). 100% of
students averaged a 2.5 or higher
performance for the majority of
class sessions. Ratings were based
by position and team play.


Major Assignment: Intersquad
Scrimmages
Students participate in match
scrimmages and are rated as
individuals and teams based on
performance. Performances are
scored on a three point scale
(Poor, Average, Excellent).


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of student spre and post
tested on skills related to their
offensive and defensive
responsibilities as an individual and
team member demonstrated
improvement.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


11 of 13 students rated at 2.5 or
higher on performance scrimmages
and are rated as individuals and
teams based on performance.
Performances are scored on a three
point scale (Poor, Average,
Excellent). Injuries prevented some
students from demonstrating
proficiency in scrimmage situations.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


All 13 students who completed the
course met this criterion through
an exam, visually and verbally, to
make sure they can apply strategy
and terminology in the proper
game context.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


All students who completed the
course met this criterion through
an exam, visually and verbally, to
make sure they can apply strategy
and terminology in the proper
game context.


SKY Dept - Course not taught in 17-18
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Kinesiolog
y


Course not taught in 17-18


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not taught in 18-19


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Instructor did not submit
assessment


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the 13 students who completed
the course, 10 showed
improvement in skills based on pre
v. post test related to their
offensive and defensive
responsibilities as an individual and
team member. Injuries created a
lack of repetitions necessary to
improve skills.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Slightly more than 90% of the
students will demonstrate mastery
of concepts and their applicable
use.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students participated in match
scrimmages and are rated as
individuals and teams based on
performance. Performances are
scored on a three point scale (Poor,
Average, Excellent).  Slightly more
than 90% of students averaged a
2.5 or higher performance for the
majority of class sessions. Ratings
were based by position and team
play.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students participated in match
scrimmages and are rated as
individuals and teams based on
performance. Performances are
scored on a three point scale (Poor,
Average, Excellent). 100% of
students averaged a 2.5 or higher
performance for the majority of
class sessions. Ratings were based
by position and team play.
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Skills Assessment: Students will be
pre and post tested on skills
related to their offensive and
defensive responsibilities as an
individual and team member.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of student spre and post
tested on skills related to their
offensive and defensive
responsibilities as an individual and
team member demonstrated
improvement.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


11 of 13 students rated at 2.5 or
higher on performance scrimmages
and are rated as individuals and
teams based on performance.
Performances are scored on a three
point scale (Poor, Average,
Excellent). Injuries prevented some
students from demonstrating
proficiency in scrimmage situations.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


All 13 students who completed the
course met this criterion through
an exam, visually and verbally, to
make sure they can apply strategy
and terminology in the proper
game context.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


All students who completed the
course met this criterion through
an exam, visually and verbally, to
make sure they can apply strategy
and terminology in the proper
game context.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not taught in 17-18


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not taught in 18-19


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Instructor did not submit
assessment


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the 13 students who completed
the course, 10 showed
improvement in skills based on pre
v. post test related to their
offensive and defensive
responsibilities as an individual and
team member. Injuries created a
lack of repetitions necessary to
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


improve skills.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Slightly more than 90% of the
students will demonstrate mastery
of concepts and their applicable
use.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students participated in match
scrimmages and are rated as
individuals and teams based on
performance. Performances are
scored on a three point scale (Poor,
Average, Excellent).  Slightly more
than 90% of students averaged a
2.5 or higher performance for the
majority of class sessions. Ratings
were based by position and team
play.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students participated in match
scrimmages and are rated as
individuals and teams based on
performance. Performances are
scored on a three point scale (Poor,
Average, Excellent). 100% of
students averaged a 2.5 or higher
performance for the majority of
class sessions. Ratings were based
by position and team play.


SKY TEAM 188 Volleyball Theory,
Defense


Concepts and
Techniques


Active Develop individual and
team defensive
programs applicable to
specific goals, evaluate
various techniques for
effectiveness,
demonstrate skills at
an advanced level and
apply *concepts into
practice (*e.g. rules,
terminology and
philosophy).


Assessment Method: Students will
be examined verbally and visually
in order to make sure they have
assimilated and can apply
defensive strategy and terminology
in the proper game / match
context.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Based on visual and verbal
evaluation, 100% of students were
able to apply defensive strategy
and terminology in scrimmage
situations.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog


Course not offered in 2017-18
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y Course not offered in 2017-18


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Instructor did not submit
assessment


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students were evaluated on a three
point scale (3=Excellent; 2 = Good;
1 = Average; 0 = Poor) based on
defensive performance with 100%
of the students scoring above a 2.5
or higher.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students were evaluated on a three
point scale (3=Excellent; 2 = Good;
1 = Average; 0 = Poor) based on
defensive skills with 100% of the
students showing improvement on
the post-test.


Major Assingment: Intersquad
Scrimmages
Students participate in situational
or game scrimmages and are rated
as individuals and teams based on
defensive performance.
Performances are scored on a
three point scale (Poor, Average,
Excellent).


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Based on visual and verbal
evaluation, 100% of students were
able to apply defensive strategy
and terminology in scrimmage
situations.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not offered in 2017-18


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Instructor did not submit
assessment


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students were evaluated on a three
point scale (3=Excellent; 2 = Good;
1 = Average; 0 = Poor) based on
defensive performance with 100%
of the students scoring above a 2.5
or higher.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students were evaluated on a three
point scale (3=Excellent; 2 = Good;
1 = Average; 0 = Poor) based on
defensive skills with 100% of the
students showing improvement on
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


the post-test.


Skills Assessment: Students will be
pre and post tested on skills
related to their defensive
responsibilities as an individual and
team member.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Based on visual and verbal
evaluation, 100% of students were
able to apply defensive strategy
and terminology in scrimmage
situations.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not offered in 2017-18


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Instructor did not submit
assessment


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students were evaluated on a three
point scale (3=Excellent; 2 = Good;
1 = Average; 0 = Poor) based on
defensive performance with 100%
of the students scoring above a 2.5
or higher.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students were evaluated on a three
point scale (3=Excellent; 2 = Good;
1 = Average; 0 = Poor) based on
defensive skills with 100% of the
students showing improvement on
the post-test.


SKY TEAM 189 Volleyball Theory,
Offense


Concepts and
Techniques


Active Develop individual and
team offensive
programs applicable to
specific goals, evaluate
various techniques for
effectiveness,
demonstrate skills at
an advanced level and
apply *concepts into
practice (*e.g. rules,
terminology and
philosophy).


Assessment Method: Students will
be examined verbally and visually
in order to make sure they have
assimilated and can apply offensive
strategy and terminology in the
proper game / match context.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students demonstrated
competency both visually and
verbally in the assimilation and
application of offensive theory and
terminology in match type
situations.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students who completed
the course demonstrated improved
offensive skills when comparing the
pre-test with the post-test.


SKY Dept - 100% of students who completed
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Kinesiolog
y


the course received an average
score of 2.5 or higher for the
majority of situational scrimmages
offered in the class.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not offered in 16-17


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not offered in 18-19


Major Assingment: Intersquad
Scrimmages
Students participate in situational
or game scrimmages and are rated
as individuals and teams based on
offensive performance.
Performances are scored on a
three point scale (Poor, Average,
Excellent).


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students demonstrated
competency both visually and
verbally in the assimilation and
application of offensive theory and
terminology in match type
situations.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students who completed
the course demonstrated improved
offensive skills when comparing the
pre-test with the post-test.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students who completed
the course received an average
score of 2.5 or higher for the
majority of situational scrimmages
offered in the class.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not offered in 16-17


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not offered in 18-19


Skills Assessment: Students will be
pre and post tested on skills
related to their offensive
responsibilities as an individual and
team member.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students demonstrated
competency both visually and
verbally in the assimilation and
application of offensive theory and
terminology in match type
situations.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog


100% of students who completed
the course demonstrated improved
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y offensive skills when comparing the
pre-test with the post-test.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students who completed
the course received an average
score of 2.5 or higher for the
majority of situational scrimmages
offered in the class.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not offered in 16-17


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not offered in 18-19


SKY TEAM 190 Baseball Theory,
Defense


Concepts and
Technique


Active Develop individual and
team defensive
programs applicable to
specific goals, evaluate
various techniques for
effectiveness,
demonstrate skills at
an advanced level and
apply *concepts into
practice (*e.g. rules,
terminology and
philosophy).


Assessment Method: Students will
be examined verbally and visually
in order to make sure they have
assimilated and can apply
defensive strategy and terminology
in the proper game / match
context.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


39 of 39 students who completed
the course (100%) demonstrated
mastery of defensive strategy,
terminology and concepts when
tested verbally, visually and
kinesthetically. Students were
evaluated on a three point scale
daily to make sure they have
assimilated and can apply defensive
strategy and terminology in the
proper game / match context.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


All students who completed the
course rated 2.5 or higher on
performance in situational drills
and scrimmages.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


All the students that completed the
class demonstrated competency
related understanding and reacting
properly in defensive situations.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not offered in 16-17


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students participate in situational
or game scrimmages and are rated
as individuals and teams based on
defensive performance.
Performances are scored on a three
point scale (Poor, Average,
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Excellent).  100% of students
averaged a 2.5 or higher
performance for the majority of
class sessions. Ratings were based
by position and team play.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students participate in situational
or game scrimmages and are rated
as individuals and teams based on
defensive performance.
Performances are scored on a three
point scale (Poor, Average,
Excellent).  100% of students
averaged a 2.5 or higher
performance for the majority of
class sessions. Ratings were based
by position and team play.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students participate in situational
or game scrimmages and are rated
as individuals and teams based on
defensive performance.
Performances are scored on a three
point scale (Poor, Average,
Excellent).  100% of students who
completed the course averaged a
2.5 or higher performance for the
majority of class sessions. Ratings
were based by position and team
play.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students participate in situational
or game scrimmages and are rated
as individuals and teams based on
defensive performance.
Performances are scored on a three
point scale (Poor, Average,
Excellent). 33 of 34 students
averaged a 2.5 or higher
performance for the majority of
class sessions. Ratings will be based
by position and team play.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students were examined verbally
and visually in order to make sure
they have assimilated and can
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


apply defensive strategy and
terminology in the proper game /
match context. 100% of the
students demonstrated mastery of
concepts and their applicable use in
defensive situations.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students were examined verbally
and visually in order to make sure
they have assimilated and can
apply defensive strategy and
terminology in the proper game /
match context. 100% of the
students who completed the
course demonstrated mastery of
concepts and their applicable use in
defensive situations


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students were examined verbally
and visually in order to make sure
they have assimilated and can
apply defensive strategy and
terminology in the proper game /
match context. 34/34 students
demonstrated ceritical thinking
skills in competive scrimmages.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students were pre and post tested
on skills related to their defensive
responsibilities as an individual and
team member. 100% of the
students showed improved skills.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students were pre and post tested
on skills related to their defensive
responsibilities as an individual and
team member. 100% of the
students showed improved skills.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students were pre and post tested
on skills related to their defensive
responsibilities as an individual and
team member. 100% of the
students who completed the
course showed improved skills.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog


Students will be pre and post
tested on skills related to their
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y defensive responsibilities as an
individual and team member. 34 of
34 students demonstrated
improved performance in on field
application of defensive
responsibilities.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students wwere examined verbally
and visually in order to make sure
they have assimilated and can
apply defensive strategy and
terminology in the proper game /
match context. 100% of the
students demonstrated mastery of
concepts and their applicable use in
defensive situations.


Major Assingment: Intersquad
Scrimmages
Students participate in situational
or game scrimmages and are rated
as individuals and teams based on
defensive performance.
Performances are scored on a
three point scale (Poor, Average,
Excellent).


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


39 of 39 students who completed
the course (100%) demonstrated
mastery of defensive strategy,
terminology and concepts when
tested verbally, visually and
kinesthetically. Students were
evaluated on a three point scale
daily to make sure they have
assimilated and can apply defensive
strategy and terminology in the
proper game / match context.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


All students who completed the
course rated 2.5 or higher on
performance in situational drills
and scrimmages.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


All the students that completed the
class demonstrated competency
related understanding and reacting
properly in defensive situations.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not offered in 16-17


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students participate in situational
or game scrimmages and are rated
as individuals and teams based on
defensive performance.
Performances are scored on a three
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


point scale (Poor, Average,
Excellent).  100% of students
averaged a 2.5 or higher
performance for the majority of
class sessions. Ratings were based
by position and team play.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students participate in situational
or game scrimmages and are rated
as individuals and teams based on
defensive performance.
Performances are scored on a three
point scale (Poor, Average,
Excellent).  100% of students
averaged a 2.5 or higher
performance for the majority of
class sessions. Ratings were based
by position and team play.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students participate in situational
or game scrimmages and are rated
as individuals and teams based on
defensive performance.
Performances are scored on a three
point scale (Poor, Average,
Excellent).  100% of students who
completed the course averaged a
2.5 or higher performance for the
majority of class sessions. Ratings
were based by position and team
play.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students participate in situational
or game scrimmages and are rated
as individuals and teams based on
defensive performance.
Performances are scored on a three
point scale (Poor, Average,
Excellent). 33 of 34 students
averaged a 2.5 or higher
performance for the majority of
class sessions. Ratings will be based
by position and team play.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog


Students were examined verbally
and visually in order to make sure
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y they have assimilated and can
apply defensive strategy and
terminology in the proper game /
match context. 100% of the
students demonstrated mastery of
concepts and their applicable use in
defensive situations.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students were examined verbally
and visually in order to make sure
they have assimilated and can
apply defensive strategy and
terminology in the proper game /
match context. 100% of the
students who completed the
course demonstrated mastery of
concepts and their applicable use in
defensive situations


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students were examined verbally
and visually in order to make sure
they have assimilated and can
apply defensive strategy and
terminology in the proper game /
match context. 34/34 students
demonstrated ceritical thinking
skills in competive scrimmages.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students were pre and post tested
on skills related to their defensive
responsibilities as an individual and
team member. 100% of the
students showed improved skills.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students were pre and post tested
on skills related to their defensive
responsibilities as an individual and
team member. 100% of the
students showed improved skills.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students were pre and post tested
on skills related to their defensive
responsibilities as an individual and
team member. 100% of the
students who completed the
course showed improved skills.


SKY Dept - Students will be pre and post
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Kinesiolog
y


tested on skills related to their
defensive responsibilities as an
individual and team member. 34 of
34 students demonstrated
improved performance in on field
application of defensive
responsibilities.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students wwere examined verbally
and visually in order to make sure
they have assimilated and can
apply defensive strategy and
terminology in the proper game /
match context. 100% of the
students demonstrated mastery of
concepts and their applicable use in
defensive situations.


Skills Assessment: Students will be
pre and post tested on skills
related to their defensive
responsibilities as an individual and
team member.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


39 of 39 students who completed
the course (100%) demonstrated
mastery of defensive strategy,
terminology and concepts when
tested verbally, visually and
kinesthetically. Students were
evaluated on a three point scale
daily to make sure they have
assimilated and can apply defensive
strategy and terminology in the
proper game / match context.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


All students who completed the
course rated 2.5 or higher on
performance in situational drills
and scrimmages.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


All the students that completed the
class demonstrated competency
related understanding and reacting
properly in defensive situations.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not offered in 16-17


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students participate in situational
or game scrimmages and are rated
as individuals and teams based on
defensive performance.
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Performances are scored on a three
point scale (Poor, Average,
Excellent).  100% of students
averaged a 2.5 or higher
performance for the majority of
class sessions. Ratings were based
by position and team play.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students participate in situational
or game scrimmages and are rated
as individuals and teams based on
defensive performance.
Performances are scored on a three
point scale (Poor, Average,
Excellent).  100% of students
averaged a 2.5 or higher
performance for the majority of
class sessions. Ratings were based
by position and team play.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students participate in situational
or game scrimmages and are rated
as individuals and teams based on
defensive performance.
Performances are scored on a three
point scale (Poor, Average,
Excellent).  100% of students who
completed the course averaged a
2.5 or higher performance for the
majority of class sessions. Ratings
were based by position and team
play.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students participate in situational
or game scrimmages and are rated
as individuals and teams based on
defensive performance.
Performances are scored on a three
point scale (Poor, Average,
Excellent). 33 of 34 students
averaged a 2.5 or higher
performance for the majority of
class sessions. Ratings will be based
by position and team play.


SKY Dept - Students were examined verbally
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Kinesiolog
y


and visually in order to make sure
they have assimilated and can
apply defensive strategy and
terminology in the proper game /
match context. 100% of the
students demonstrated mastery of
concepts and their applicable use in
defensive situations.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students were examined verbally
and visually in order to make sure
they have assimilated and can
apply defensive strategy and
terminology in the proper game /
match context. 100% of the
students who completed the
course demonstrated mastery of
concepts and their applicable use in
defensive situations


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students were examined verbally
and visually in order to make sure
they have assimilated and can
apply defensive strategy and
terminology in the proper game /
match context. 34/34 students
demonstrated ceritical thinking
skills in competive scrimmages.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students were pre and post tested
on skills related to their defensive
responsibilities as an individual and
team member. 100% of the
students showed improved skills.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students were pre and post tested
on skills related to their defensive
responsibilities as an individual and
team member. 100% of the
students showed improved skills.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students were pre and post tested
on skills related to their defensive
responsibilities as an individual and
team member. 100% of the
students who completed the
course showed improved skills.
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students will be pre and post
tested on skills related to their
defensive responsibilities as an
individual and team member. 34 of
34 students demonstrated
improved performance in on field
application of defensive
responsibilities.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students wwere examined verbally
and visually in order to make sure
they have assimilated and can
apply defensive strategy and
terminology in the proper game /
match context. 100% of the
students demonstrated mastery of
concepts and their applicable use in
defensive situations.


SKY TEAM 191 Baseball Theory,
Offense


Concepts and
Techniques


Active Develop individual and
team offensive
programs applicable to
specific goals, evaluate
various techniques for
effectiveness,
demonstrate skills at
an advanced level and
apply *concepts into
practice (*e.g. rules,
terminology and
philosophy).


Assessment Method: Students will
be examined verbally and visually
in order to make sure they have
assimilated and can apply offensive
strategy and terminology in the
proper game / match context.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


30 of 30 students who completed
the course (100%) demonstrated
mastery of offensive strategy,
terminology and concepts when
tested verbally, visually and
kinesthetically. Students were
evaluated on a three point scale
daily to make sure they have
assimilated and can apply offensive
strategy and terminology in the
proper game / match context.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not offered in 16-17


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not offered in 17-18


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not offered in 18-19


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students participated in situational
or game scrimmages and were
rated as individuals and teams
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


based on offensive performance.
Performances are scored on a three
point scale (Poor, Average,
Excellent).  100% of students will
average a 2.5 or higher
performance for the majority of
class sessions. Ratings will be based
by position and team play.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students were examined verbally
and visually in order to make sure
they have assimilated and can
apply offensive strategy and
terminology in the proper game /
match context. 100% of the
students demonstrated mastery of
concepts and their applicable use in
offensive situations.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students were pre and post tested
on skills related to their offensive
responsibilities as an individual and
team member. 100% of the
students showed improved skills.


Major Assingment: Intersquad
Scrimmages
Students participate in situational
or game scrimmages and are rated
as individuals and teams based on
offensive performance.
Performances are scored on a
three point scale (Poor, Average,
Excellent).


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


30 of 30 students who completed
the course (100%) demonstrated
mastery of offensive strategy,
terminology and concepts when
tested verbally, visually and
kinesthetically. Students were
evaluated on a three point scale
daily to make sure they have
assimilated and can apply offensive
strategy and terminology in the
proper game / match context.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not offered in 16-17


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog


Course not offered in 17-18
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y Course not offered in 17-18


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not offered in 18-19


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students participated in situational
or game scrimmages and were
rated as individuals and teams
based on offensive performance.
Performances are scored on a three
point scale (Poor, Average,
Excellent).  100% of students will
average a 2.5 or higher
performance for the majority of
class sessions. Ratings will be based
by position and team play.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students were examined verbally
and visually in order to make sure
they have assimilated and can
apply offensive strategy and
terminology in the proper game /
match context. 100% of the
students demonstrated mastery of
concepts and their applicable use in
offensive situations.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students were pre and post tested
on skills related to their offensive
responsibilities as an individual and
team member. 100% of the
students showed improved skills.


Skills Assessment: Students will be
pre and post tested on skills
related to their offensive
responsibilities as an individual and
team member.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


30 of 30 students who completed
the course (100%) demonstrated
mastery of offensive strategy,
terminology and concepts when
tested verbally, visually and
kinesthetically. Students were
evaluated on a three point scale
daily to make sure they have
assimilated and can apply offensive
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Skills Assessment: Students will be
pre and post tested on skills
related to their offensive
responsibilities as an individual and
team member.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


strategy and terminology in the
proper game / match context.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not offered in 16-17


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not offered in 17-18


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not offered in 18-19


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students participated in situational
or game scrimmages and were
rated as individuals and teams
based on offensive performance.
Performances are scored on a three
point scale (Poor, Average,
Excellent).  100% of students will
average a 2.5 or higher
performance for the majority of
class sessions. Ratings will be based
by position and team play.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students were examined verbally
and visually in order to make sure
they have assimilated and can
apply offensive strategy and
terminology in the proper game /
match context. 100% of the
students demonstrated mastery of
concepts and their applicable use in
offensive situations.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students were pre and post tested
on skills related to their offensive
responsibilities as an individual and
team member. 100% of the
students showed improved skills.
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


SKY TEAM 192 Men's Basketball
Theory, Defen


Concepts and
Techniques


Active Develop individual and
team defensive
programs applicable to
specific goals, evaluate
various techniques for
effectiveness,
demonstrate skills at
an advanced level and
apply *concepts into
practice (*e.g. rules,
terminology and
philosophy).


Assessment Method: Students will
be examined verbally and visually
in order to make sure they have
assimilated and can apply
defensive strategy and terminology
in the proper game / match
context.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


20 of 23 students who completed
the course (87%) demonstrated
mastery of defensive strategy,
terminology and concepts when
tested verbally, visually and
kinesthetically. Students were
evaluated daily on a three point
scale  to make sure they have
assimilated and can apply defensive
strategy and terminology in the
proper game / match context.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students participated in situational
or game scrimmages and were
rated as individuals and teams
based on defensive performance.
Performances are scored on a three
point scale (Poor, Average,
Excellent).  100% of students
averaged a 2.5 or higher
performance for the majority of
class sessions. Ratings will be based
by position and team play.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students participated in situational
or game scrimmages and were
rated as individuals and teams
based on defensive performance.
Performances are scored on a three
point scale (Poor, Average,
Excellent). 100% of students
averaged a 2.5 or higher
performance for the majority of
class sessions. Ratings will be based
by position and team play


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students participated in situational
or game scrimmages and were
rated as individuals and teams
based on defensive performance.
Performances are scored on a three
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


point scale (Poor, Average,
Excellent). 100% of students
averaged a 2.5 or higher
performance for the majority of
class sessions. Ratings will be based
by position and team play.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students were examined verbally
and visually in order to make sure
they have assimilated and can
apply defensive strategy and
terminology in the proper game /
match context. 100% of the
students demonstrated mastery of
concepts and their applicable use in
defensive situations


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students were examined verbally
and visually in order to make sure
they have assimilated and can
apply defensive strategy and
terminology in the proper game /
match context. 100% of the
students demonstrated mastery of
concepts and their applicable use in
defensive situations.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students were examined verbally
and visually in order to make sure
they have assimilated and can
apply defensive strategy and
terminology in the proper game /
match context. 100% of the
students demonstrated mastery of
concepts and their applicable use in
defensive situations.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students were pre and post tested
on skills related to their defensive
responsibilities as an individual and
team member. 100% of the
students showed improved skills


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students were pre and post tested
on skills related to their defensive
responsibilities as an individual and
team member. 100% of the
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


students showed improved skills.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students were pre and post tested
on skills related to their defensive
responsibilities as an individual and
team member. 100% of the
students showed improved skills.


Major Assignment: Intersquad
Scrimmages
Students participate in situational
or game scrimmages and are rated
as individuals and teams based on
defensive performance.
Performances are scored on a
three point scale (Poor, Average,
Excellent).


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


20 of 23 students who completed
the course (87%) demonstrated
mastery of defensive strategy,
terminology and concepts when
tested verbally, visually and
kinesthetically. Students were
evaluated daily on a three point
scale  to make sure they have
assimilated and can apply defensive
strategy and terminology in the
proper game / match context.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students participated in situational
or game scrimmages and were
rated as individuals and teams
based on defensive performance.
Performances are scored on a three
point scale (Poor, Average,
Excellent).  100% of students
averaged a 2.5 or higher
performance for the majority of
class sessions. Ratings will be based
by position and team play.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students participated in situational
or game scrimmages and were
rated as individuals and teams
based on defensive performance.
Performances are scored on a three
point scale (Poor, Average,
Excellent). 100% of students
averaged a 2.5 or higher
performance for the majority of
class sessions. Ratings will be based
by position and team play


SKY Dept - Students participated in situational
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Kinesiolog
y


or game scrimmages and were
rated as individuals and teams
based on defensive performance.
Performances are scored on a three
point scale (Poor, Average,
Excellent). 100% of students
averaged a 2.5 or higher
performance for the majority of
class sessions. Ratings will be based
by position and team play.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students were examined verbally
and visually in order to make sure
they have assimilated and can
apply defensive strategy and
terminology in the proper game /
match context. 100% of the
students demonstrated mastery of
concepts and their applicable use in
defensive situations


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students were examined verbally
and visually in order to make sure
they have assimilated and can
apply defensive strategy and
terminology in the proper game /
match context. 100% of the
students demonstrated mastery of
concepts and their applicable use in
defensive situations.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students were examined verbally
and visually in order to make sure
they have assimilated and can
apply defensive strategy and
terminology in the proper game /
match context. 100% of the
students demonstrated mastery of
concepts and their applicable use in
defensive situations.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students were pre and post tested
on skills related to their defensive
responsibilities as an individual and
team member. 100% of the
students showed improved skills
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students were pre and post tested
on skills related to their defensive
responsibilities as an individual and
team member. 100% of the
students showed improved skills.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students were pre and post tested
on skills related to their defensive
responsibilities as an individual and
team member. 100% of the
students showed improved skills.


Skills Assessment: Students will be
pre and post tested on skills
related to their defensive
responsibilities as an individual and
team member.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


20 of 23 students who completed
the course (87%) demonstrated
mastery of defensive strategy,
terminology and concepts when
tested verbally, visually and
kinesthetically. Students were
evaluated daily on a three point
scale  to make sure they have
assimilated and can apply defensive
strategy and terminology in the
proper game / match context.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students participated in situational
or game scrimmages and were
rated as individuals and teams
based on defensive performance.
Performances are scored on a three
point scale (Poor, Average,
Excellent).  100% of students
averaged a 2.5 or higher
performance for the majority of
class sessions. Ratings will be based
by position and team play.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students participated in situational
or game scrimmages and were
rated as individuals and teams
based on defensive performance.
Performances are scored on a three
point scale (Poor, Average,
Excellent). 100% of students
averaged a 2.5 or higher
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


performance for the majority of
class sessions. Ratings will be based
by position and team play


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students participated in situational
or game scrimmages and were
rated as individuals and teams
based on defensive performance.
Performances are scored on a three
point scale (Poor, Average,
Excellent). 100% of students
averaged a 2.5 or higher
performance for the majority of
class sessions. Ratings will be based
by position and team play.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students were examined verbally
and visually in order to make sure
they have assimilated and can
apply defensive strategy and
terminology in the proper game /
match context. 100% of the
students demonstrated mastery of
concepts and their applicable use in
defensive situations


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students were examined verbally
and visually in order to make sure
they have assimilated and can
apply defensive strategy and
terminology in the proper game /
match context. 100% of the
students demonstrated mastery of
concepts and their applicable use in
defensive situations.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students were examined verbally
and visually in order to make sure
they have assimilated and can
apply defensive strategy and
terminology in the proper game /
match context. 100% of the
students demonstrated mastery of
concepts and their applicable use in
defensive situations.


SKY Dept - Students were pre and post tested
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Kinesiolog
y


on skills related to their defensive
responsibilities as an individual and
team member. 100% of the
students showed improved skills


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students were pre and post tested
on skills related to their defensive
responsibilities as an individual and
team member. 100% of the
students showed improved skills.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students were pre and post tested
on skills related to their defensive
responsibilities as an individual and
team member. 100% of the
students showed improved skills.


SKY TEAM 193 Men's Basketball
Theory, Offen


Concepts and
Techniques


Active Develop individual and
team offensive
programs applicable to
specific goals, evaluate
various techniques for
effectiveness,
demonstrate skills at
an advanced level and
apply *concepts into
practice (*e.g. rules,
terminology and
philosophy).


Assessment Method: Students will
be examined verbally and visually
in order to make sure they have
assimilated and can apply offensive
strategy and terminology in the
proper game / match context.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


 Students were pre and post tested
on skills related to their offensive
responsibilities as an individual and
team member. 100% of the
students showed improved skills.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


 Students were pre and post tested
on skills related to their offensive
responsibilities as an individual and
team member. 16 of 17 students
demonstrated improved offensive
skills individually and as a team
member.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


24 of 24 students who completed
the course (100%) demonstrated
mastery of offensive strategy,
terminology and concepts when
tested verbally, visually and
kinesthetically. Students were
evaluated daily to make sure they
have assimilated and can apply
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


offensive strategy and terminology
in the proper game / match
context.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students participate in situational
or game scrimmages and are rated
as individuals and teams based on
offensive performance.
Performances are scored on a three
point scale (Poor, Average,
Excellent). 13 of 17 students
average a 2.5 or higher
performance for the majority of
class sessions. Ratings will be based
by position and team play.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students participated in situational
or game scrimmages and are rated
as individuals and teams based on
offensive performance.
Performances are scored on a three
point scale (Poor, Average,
Excellent).  100% of students
averaged a 2.5 or higher
performance for the majority of
class sessions. Ratings were based
by position and team play.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students participated in situational
or game scrimmages and are rated
as individuals and teams based on
offensive performance.
Performances are scored on a three
point scale (Poor, Average,
Excellent). 100% of students
averaged a 2.5 or higher
performance for the majority of
class sessions. Ratings were based
by position and team play.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students were examined verbally
and visually in order to make sure
they have assimilated and can
apply offensive strategy and
terminology in the proper game /
match context. 100% of the
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


students demonstrated mastery of
concepts and their applicable use in
offensive situations


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students were examined verbally
and visually in order to make sure
they have assimilated and can
apply offensive strategy and
terminology in the proper game /
match context. 100% of the
students demonstrated mastery of
concepts and their applicable use in
offensive situations.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students were examined verbally
and visually in order to make sure
they have assimilated and can
apply offensive strategy and
terminology in the proper game /
match context. 100% of the
students demonstrated mastery of
concepts and their applicable use in
offensive situations.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students were examined verbally
and visually in order to make sure
they have assimilated and can
apply offensive strategy and
terminology in the proper game /
match context. 15 of 17 students
demonstrated competency in
application of critical thinking skills.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students were pre and post tested
on skills related to their offensive
responsibilities as an individual and
team member. 100% of the
students showed improved skills.


Major Assignment: Intersquad
Scrimmages
Students participate in situational
or game scrimmages and are rated
as individuals and teams based on
offensive performance.
Performances are scored on a
three point scale (Poor, Average,


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


 Students were pre and post tested
on skills related to their offensive
responsibilities as an individual and
team member. 100% of the
students showed improved skills.
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Excellent). SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


 Students were pre and post tested
on skills related to their offensive
responsibilities as an individual and
team member. 100% of the
students showed improved skills.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


 Students were pre and post tested
on skills related to their offensive
responsibilities as an individual and
team member. 16 of 17 students
demonstrated improved offensive
skills individually and as a team
member.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


24 of 24 students who completed
the course (100%) demonstrated
mastery of offensive strategy,
terminology and concepts when
tested verbally, visually and
kinesthetically. Students were
evaluated daily to make sure they
have assimilated and can apply
offensive strategy and terminology
in the proper game / match
context.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students participate in situational
or game scrimmages and are rated
as individuals and teams based on
offensive performance.
Performances are scored on a three
point scale (Poor, Average,
Excellent). 13 of 17 students
average a 2.5 or higher
performance for the majority of
class sessions. Ratings will be based
by position and team play.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students participated in situational
or game scrimmages and are rated
as individuals and teams based on
offensive performance.
Performances are scored on a three
point scale (Poor, Average,
Excellent).  100% of students
averaged a 2.5 or higher
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


performance for the majority of
class sessions. Ratings were based
by position and team play.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students participated in situational
or game scrimmages and are rated
as individuals and teams based on
offensive performance.
Performances are scored on a three
point scale (Poor, Average,
Excellent). 100% of students
averaged a 2.5 or higher
performance for the majority of
class sessions. Ratings were based
by position and team play.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students were examined verbally
and visually in order to make sure
they have assimilated and can
apply offensive strategy and
terminology in the proper game /
match context. 100% of the
students demonstrated mastery of
concepts and their applicable use in
offensive situations


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students were examined verbally
and visually in order to make sure
they have assimilated and can
apply offensive strategy and
terminology in the proper game /
match context. 100% of the
students demonstrated mastery of
concepts and their applicable use in
offensive situations.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students were examined verbally
and visually in order to make sure
they have assimilated and can
apply offensive strategy and
terminology in the proper game /
match context. 100% of the
students demonstrated mastery of
concepts and their applicable use in
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


offensive situations.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students were examined verbally
and visually in order to make sure
they have assimilated and can
apply offensive strategy and
terminology in the proper game /
match context. 15 of 17 students
demonstrated competency in
application of critical thinking skills.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students were pre and post tested
on skills related to their offensive
responsibilities as an individual and
team member. 100% of the
students showed improved skills.


Skills Assessment: Students will be
pre and post tested on skills
related to their offensive
responsibilities as an individual and
team member.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


 Students were pre and post tested
on skills related to their offensive
responsibilities as an individual and
team member. 100% of the
students showed improved skills.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


 Students were pre and post tested
on skills related to their offensive
responsibilities as an individual and
team member. 16 of 17 students
demonstrated improved offensive
skills individually and as a team
member.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


24 of 24 students who completed
the course (100%) demonstrated
mastery of offensive strategy,
terminology and concepts when
tested verbally, visually and
kinesthetically. Students were
evaluated daily to make sure they
have assimilated and can apply
offensive strategy and terminology
in the proper game / match
context.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students participate in situational
or game scrimmages and are rated
as individuals and teams based on
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


offensive performance.
Performances are scored on a three
point scale (Poor, Average,
Excellent). 13 of 17 students
average a 2.5 or higher
performance for the majority of
class sessions. Ratings will be based
by position and team play.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students participated in situational
or game scrimmages and are rated
as individuals and teams based on
offensive performance.
Performances are scored on a three
point scale (Poor, Average,
Excellent).  100% of students
averaged a 2.5 or higher
performance for the majority of
class sessions. Ratings were based
by position and team play.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students participated in situational
or game scrimmages and are rated
as individuals and teams based on
offensive performance.
Performances are scored on a three
point scale (Poor, Average,
Excellent). 100% of students
averaged a 2.5 or higher
performance for the majority of
class sessions. Ratings were based
by position and team play.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students were examined verbally
and visually in order to make sure
they have assimilated and can
apply offensive strategy and
terminology in the proper game /
match context. 100% of the
students demonstrated mastery of
concepts and their applicable use in
offensive situations


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students were examined verbally
and visually in order to make sure
they have assimilated and can
apply offensive strategy and
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


terminology in the proper game /
match context. 100% of the
students demonstrated mastery of
concepts and their applicable use in
offensive situations.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students were examined verbally
and visually in order to make sure
they have assimilated and can
apply offensive strategy and
terminology in the proper game /
match context. 100% of the
students demonstrated mastery of
concepts and their applicable use in
offensive situations.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students were examined verbally
and visually in order to make sure
they have assimilated and can
apply offensive strategy and
terminology in the proper game /
match context. 15 of 17 students
demonstrated competency in
application of critical thinking skills.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students were pre and post tested
on skills related to their offensive
responsibilities as an individual and
team member. 100% of the
students showed improved skills.


SKY TEAM 194 Women's Basketball
Theory: Defense


Concepts and
Techniques


Active Develop individual and
team defensive
programs applicable to
specific goals, evaluate
various techniques for
effectiveness,
demonstrate skills at
an advanced level and
apply concepts (rules,
terminology and
philosophy) into
practice.


Assessment Method: Students will
be examined verbally and visually
in order to make sure they have
assimilated and can apply
defensive strategy and terminology
in the proper game / match
context.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students participated in situational
or game scrimmages and are rated
as individuals and teams based on
defensive performance.
Performances are scored on a three
point scale (Poor, Average,
Excellent).  100% of students
averaged a 2.5 or higher
performance for the majority of
class sessions. Ratings were based
by position and team play.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog


Students participated in situational
or game scrimmages and are rated
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y as individuals and teams based on
defensive performance.
Performances are scored on a three
point scale (Poor, Average,
Excellent). 100% of students
averaged a 2.5 or higher
performance for the majority of
class sessions. Ratings were based
by position and team play.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students were examined verbally
and visually in order to make sure
they have assimilated and can
apply defensive strategy and
terminology in the proper game /
match context. 100% of the
students demonstrated mastery of
concepts and their applicable use in
defensive situations


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students were examined verbally
and visually in order to make sure
they have assimilated and can
apply defensive strategy and
terminology in the proper game /
match context. 100% of the
students demonstrated mastery of
concepts and their applicable use in
defensive situations.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students were examined verbally
and visually in order to make sure
they have assimilated and can
apply defensive strategy and
terminology in the proper game /
match context. 100% of the
students demonstrated mastery of
concepts and their applicable use in
defensive situations.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students were pre and post tested
on skills related to their defensive
responsibilities as an individual and
team member. 100% of students
who completed the course scored
at least 7 out of 10 on skill
assessments related to defense.
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y
SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students were pre and post tested
on skills related to their defensive
responsibilities as an individual and
team member. 100% of students
who completed the course scored
at least 7 out of 10 on skill
assessments related to defense.


Skills Assessment: Students will be
pre and post tested on skills
related to their defensive
responsibilities as an individual and
team member.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students participated in situational
or game scrimmages and are rated
as individuals and teams based on
defensive performance.
Performances are scored on a three
point scale (Poor, Average,
Excellent).  100% of students
averaged a 2.5 or higher
performance for the majority of
class sessions. Ratings were based
by position and team play.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students participated in situational
or game scrimmages and are rated
as individuals and teams based on
defensive performance.
Performances are scored on a three
point scale (Poor, Average,
Excellent). 100% of students
averaged a 2.5 or higher
performance for the majority of
class sessions. Ratings were based
by position and team play.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students were examined verbally
and visually in order to make sure
they have assimilated and can
apply defensive strategy and
terminology in the proper game /
match context. 100% of the
students demonstrated mastery of
concepts and their applicable use in
defensive situations


SKY Dept - Students were examined verbally
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Kinesiolog
y


and visually in order to make sure
they have assimilated and can
apply defensive strategy and
terminology in the proper game /
match context. 100% of the
students demonstrated mastery of
concepts and their applicable use in
defensive situations.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students were examined verbally
and visually in order to make sure
they have assimilated and can
apply defensive strategy and
terminology in the proper game /
match context. 100% of the
students demonstrated mastery of
concepts and their applicable use in
defensive situations.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students were pre and post tested
on skills related to their defensive
responsibilities as an individual and
team member. 100% of students
who completed the course scored
at least 7 out of 10 on skill
assessments related to defense.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students were pre and post tested
on skills related to their defensive
responsibilities as an individual and
team member. 100% of students
who completed the course scored
at least 7 out of 10 on skill
assessments related to defense.


Students participate in situational
or game scrimmages and are rated
as individuals and teams based on
defensive performance.
Performances are scored on a
three point scale (Poor, Average,
Excellent).


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students participated in situational
or game scrimmages and are rated
as individuals and teams based on
defensive performance.
Performances are scored on a three
point scale (Poor, Average,
Excellent).  100% of students
averaged a 2.5 or higher
performance for the majority of
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Students participate in situational
or game scrimmages and are rated
as individuals and teams based on
defensive performance.
Performances are scored on a
three point scale (Poor, Average,
Excellent).


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


class sessions. Ratings were based
by position and team play.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students participated in situational
or game scrimmages and are rated
as individuals and teams based on
defensive performance.
Performances are scored on a three
point scale (Poor, Average,
Excellent). 100% of students
averaged a 2.5 or higher
performance for the majority of
class sessions. Ratings were based
by position and team play.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students were examined verbally
and visually in order to make sure
they have assimilated and can
apply defensive strategy and
terminology in the proper game /
match context. 100% of the
students demonstrated mastery of
concepts and their applicable use in
defensive situations


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students were examined verbally
and visually in order to make sure
they have assimilated and can
apply defensive strategy and
terminology in the proper game /
match context. 100% of the
students demonstrated mastery of
concepts and their applicable use in
defensive situations.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students were examined verbally
and visually in order to make sure
they have assimilated and can
apply defensive strategy and
terminology in the proper game /
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


match context. 100% of the
students demonstrated mastery of
concepts and their applicable use in
defensive situations.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students were pre and post tested
on skills related to their defensive
responsibilities as an individual and
team member. 100% of students
who completed the course scored
at least 7 out of 10 on skill
assessments related to defense.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students were pre and post tested
on skills related to their defensive
responsibilities as an individual and
team member. 100% of students
who completed the course scored
at least 7 out of 10 on skill
assessments related to defense.


SKY TEAM 195 Women's Basketball
Theory, Off


Concepts and
Techniques


Active Upon successful
completion of the
course students will
develop individual and
team offensive
programs applicable to
specific goals, evaluate
various techniques for
effectiveness,
demonstrate skills at
an advanced level and
apply *concepts into
practice (*e.g. rules,
terminology and
philosophy).


Assessment Method: Students will
be examined verbally and visually
in order to make sure they have
assimilated and can apply offensive
strategy and terminology in the
proper game / match context.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


8 of 11 students who successfully
completed the class demonstrated
improved offensive skills on the
post-test regarding offensive
performance as an individual and
as a member of the team.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


9 of 11 students who successfully
completed the class were able to
illustrate, apply and perform
offensive sets and responsibilities
at a level of 2.5 or higher as
accessed by the instructor.


SKY Dept - All 13 students received a 2.5 or
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Kinesiolog
y


higher on evaluation of
performance in situational or game
scrimmages and are rated as
individuals and teams based on
offensive performance.
Performances are scored on a three
point scale (Poor, Average,
Excellent).


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


All students who enrolled in the
class demonstrated improvement is
skills related to offense from the
pre-test to post-test.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the 13 students who completed
the course, 8 showed improvement
on offensive skills (shooting,
dribbling, passing, rebounding,
footwork and conditioning)


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Participated in an NTS scrimmage
on 10/1 and graded out all the
students who participated at a 2.5
or higher. Students demonstrated
an understanding on concepts
related to offense and good skill
development.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students participated in situational
or game scrimmages and are rated
as individuals and teams based on
offensive performance.
Performances are scored on a three
point scale (Poor, Average,
Excellent).  100% of students
averaged a 2.5 or higher
performance for the majority of
class sessions. Ratings were based
by position and team play.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students participated in situational
or game scrimmages and are rated
as individuals and teams based on
offensive performance.
Performances are scored on a three
point scale (Poor, Average,
Excellent). 100% of students
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


averaged a 2.5 or higher
performance for the majority of
class sessions. Ratings were based
by position and team play


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students participated in situational
or game scrimmages and are rated
as individuals and teams based on
offensive performance.
Performances are scored on a three
point scale (Poor, Average,
Excellent). 100% of students
averaged a 2.5 or higher
performance for the majority of
class sessions. Ratings were based
by position and team play.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students were examined verbally
and visually in order to make sure
they have assimilated and can
apply offensive strategy and
terminology in the proper game /
match context. 100% of the
students demonstrated mastery of
concepts and their applicable use in
offensive situations.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students were examined verbally
and visually in order to make sure
they have assimilated and can
apply offensive strategy and
terminology in the proper game /
match context. 100% of the
students demonstrated mastery of
concepts and their applicable use in
offensive situations.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students were pre and post tested
on skills related to their offensive
responsibilities as an individual and
team member. 100% of the
students showed improved skills


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students were pre and post tested
on skills related to their offensive
responsibilities as an individual and
team member. 100% of the
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


students showed improved skills.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students were pre and post tested
on skills related to their offensive
responsibilities as an individual and
team member. 100% of the
students showed improved skills.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team play good during competitive
opportunities. Although, effort was
inconsistent. Need to spend more
time on goal setting to prevent
students from becoming stale. Also
need to reevaluate roles.


Major Assignment: Intersquad
Scrimmages
Students participate in situational
or game scrimmages and are rated
as individuals and teams based on
offensive performance.
Performances are scored on a
three point scale (Poor, Average,
Excellent).


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


8 of 11 students who successfully
completed the class demonstrated
improved offensive skills on the
post-test regarding offensive
performance as an individual and
as a member of the team.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


9 of 11 students who successfully
completed the class were able to
illustrate, apply and perform
offensive sets and responsibilities
at a level of 2.5 or higher as
accessed by the instructor.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


All 13 students received a 2.5 or
higher on evaluation of
performance in situational or game
scrimmages and are rated as
individuals and teams based on
offensive performance.
Performances are scored on a three
point scale (Poor, Average,
Excellent).


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


All students who enrolled in the
class demonstrated improvement is
skills related to offense from the
pre-test to post-test.


SKY Dept - Of the 13 students who completed
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Kinesiolog
y


the course, 8 showed improvement
on offensive skills (shooting,
dribbling, passing, rebounding,
footwork and conditioning)


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Participated in an NTS scrimmage
on 10/1 and graded out all the
students who participated at a 2.5
or higher. Students demonstrated
an understanding on concepts
related to offense and good skill
development.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students participated in situational
or game scrimmages and are rated
as individuals and teams based on
offensive performance.
Performances are scored on a three
point scale (Poor, Average,
Excellent).  100% of students
averaged a 2.5 or higher
performance for the majority of
class sessions. Ratings were based
by position and team play.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students participated in situational
or game scrimmages and are rated
as individuals and teams based on
offensive performance.
Performances are scored on a three
point scale (Poor, Average,
Excellent). 100% of students
averaged a 2.5 or higher
performance for the majority of
class sessions. Ratings were based
by position and team play


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students participated in situational
or game scrimmages and are rated
as individuals and teams based on
offensive performance.
Performances are scored on a three
point scale (Poor, Average,
Excellent). 100% of students
averaged a 2.5 or higher
performance for the majority of
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


class sessions. Ratings were based
by position and team play.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students were examined verbally
and visually in order to make sure
they have assimilated and can
apply offensive strategy and
terminology in the proper game /
match context. 100% of the
students demonstrated mastery of
concepts and their applicable use in
offensive situations.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students were examined verbally
and visually in order to make sure
they have assimilated and can
apply offensive strategy and
terminology in the proper game /
match context. 100% of the
students demonstrated mastery of
concepts and their applicable use in
offensive situations.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students were pre and post tested
on skills related to their offensive
responsibilities as an individual and
team member. 100% of the
students showed improved skills


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students were pre and post tested
on skills related to their offensive
responsibilities as an individual and
team member. 100% of the
students showed improved skills.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students were pre and post tested
on skills related to their offensive
responsibilities as an individual and
team member. 100% of the
students showed improved skills.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team play good during competitive
opportunities. Although, effort was
inconsistent. Need to spend more
time on goal setting to prevent
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


students from becoming stale. Also
need to reevaluate roles.


Skills Assessment: Students will be
pre and post tested on skills
related to their offensive
responsibilities as an individual and
team member.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


8 of 11 students who successfully
completed the class demonstrated
improved offensive skills on the
post-test regarding offensive
performance as an individual and
as a member of the team.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


9 of 11 students who successfully
completed the class were able to
illustrate, apply and perform
offensive sets and responsibilities
at a level of 2.5 or higher as
accessed by the instructor.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


All 13 students received a 2.5 or
higher on evaluation of
performance in situational or game
scrimmages and are rated as
individuals and teams based on
offensive performance.
Performances are scored on a three
point scale (Poor, Average,
Excellent).


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


All students who enrolled in the
class demonstrated improvement is
skills related to offense from the
pre-test to post-test.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the 13 students who completed
the course, 8 showed improvement
on offensive skills (shooting,
dribbling, passing, rebounding,
footwork and conditioning)


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Participated in an NTS scrimmage
on 10/1 and graded out all the
students who participated at a 2.5
or higher. Students demonstrated
an understanding on concepts
related to offense and good skill
development.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students participated in situational
or game scrimmages and are rated
as individuals and teams based on
offensive performance.
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Performances are scored on a three
point scale (Poor, Average,
Excellent).  100% of students
averaged a 2.5 or higher
performance for the majority of
class sessions. Ratings were based
by position and team play.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students participated in situational
or game scrimmages and are rated
as individuals and teams based on
offensive performance.
Performances are scored on a three
point scale (Poor, Average,
Excellent). 100% of students
averaged a 2.5 or higher
performance for the majority of
class sessions. Ratings were based
by position and team play


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students participated in situational
or game scrimmages and are rated
as individuals and teams based on
offensive performance.
Performances are scored on a three
point scale (Poor, Average,
Excellent). 100% of students
averaged a 2.5 or higher
performance for the majority of
class sessions. Ratings were based
by position and team play.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students were examined verbally
and visually in order to make sure
they have assimilated and can
apply offensive strategy and
terminology in the proper game /
match context. 100% of the
students demonstrated mastery of
concepts and their applicable use in
offensive situations.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog


Students were examined verbally
and visually in order to make sure
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y they have assimilated and can
apply offensive strategy and
terminology in the proper game /
match context. 100% of the
students demonstrated mastery of
concepts and their applicable use in
offensive situations.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students were pre and post tested
on skills related to their offensive
responsibilities as an individual and
team member. 100% of the
students showed improved skills


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students were pre and post tested
on skills related to their offensive
responsibilities as an individual and
team member. 100% of the
students showed improved skills.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students were pre and post tested
on skills related to their offensive
responsibilities as an individual and
team member. 100% of the
students showed improved skills.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team play good during competitive
opportunities. Although, effort was
inconsistent. Need to spend more
time on goal setting to prevent
students from becoming stale. Also
need to reevaluate roles.


SKY TEAM 196 Men's Soccer Theory,
Defense


Concepts and
Techniques


Active Develop individual and
team defensive
programs applicable to
specific goals, evaluate
various techniques for
effectiveness,
demonstrate skills at
an advanced level and
apply *concepts into
practice (*e.g. rules,
terminology and
philosophy).


Assessment Method: Students will
be examined verbally and visually
in order to make sure they have
assimilated and can apply
defensive strategy and terminology
in the proper game / match
context.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


 Students participated in situational
or game scrimmages and are rated
as individuals and teams based on
defensive performance.
Performances are scored on a three
point scale (Poor, Average,
Excellent).  100% of students
averaged a 2.5 or higher
performance for the majority of
class sessions. Ratings were based
by position and team play.


SKY Dept -  Students were pre and post tested
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Kinesiolog
y


on skills related to their defensive
responsibilities as an individual and
team member. 100% of the
students showed improved skills.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not offered in 16-17


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the 21 students who competed
all scored above a 2.0 but not 2.5


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students participated in situational
or game scrimmages and are rated
as individuals and teams based on
defensive performance.
Performances are scored on a three
point scale (Poor, Average,
Excellent). 100% of students
averaged a 2.5 or higher
performance for the majority of
class sessions. Ratings were based
by position and team play


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students participated in situational
or game scrimmages and are rated
as individuals and teams based on
defensive performance.
Performances are scored on a three
point scale (Poor, Average,
Excellent). 100% of students
averaged a 2.5 or higher
performance for the majority of
class sessions. Ratings were based
by position and team play.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students were examined verbally
and visually in order to make sure
they have assimilated and can
apply defensive strategy and
terminology in the proper game /
match context. 100% of the
students demonstrated mastery of
concepts and their applicable use in
defensive situations


SKY Dept - Students were examined verbally
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Kinesiolog
y


and visually in order to make sure
they have assimilated and can
apply defensive strategy and
terminology in the proper game /
match context. 100% of the
students demonstrated mastery of
concepts and their applicable use in
defensive situations.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students were examined verbally
and visually in order to make sure
they have assimilated and can
apply defensive strategy and
terminology in the proper game /
match context. 100% of the
students demonstrated mastery of
concepts and their applicable use in
defensive situations.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students were pre and post tested
on responsibilities and showed
significant improvement over the
course of the class


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students were pre and post tested
on skills related to their defensive
responsibilities as an individual and
team member. 100% of the
students showed improved skills.


Major Assignment: Intersquad
Scrimmages
Students participate in situational
or game scrimmages and are rated
as individuals and teams based on
defensive performance.
Performances are scored on a
three point scale (Poor, Average,
Excellent).


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


 Students participated in situational
or game scrimmages and are rated
as individuals and teams based on
defensive performance.
Performances are scored on a three
point scale (Poor, Average,
Excellent).  100% of students
averaged a 2.5 or higher
performance for the majority of
class sessions. Ratings were based
by position and team play.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


 Students were pre and post tested
on skills related to their defensive
responsibilities as an individual and
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


team member. 100% of the
students showed improved skills.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not offered in 16-17


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the 21 students who competed
all scored above a 2.0 but not 2.5


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students participated in situational
or game scrimmages and are rated
as individuals and teams based on
defensive performance.
Performances are scored on a three
point scale (Poor, Average,
Excellent). 100% of students
averaged a 2.5 or higher
performance for the majority of
class sessions. Ratings were based
by position and team play


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students participated in situational
or game scrimmages and are rated
as individuals and teams based on
defensive performance.
Performances are scored on a three
point scale (Poor, Average,
Excellent). 100% of students
averaged a 2.5 or higher
performance for the majority of
class sessions. Ratings were based
by position and team play.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students were examined verbally
and visually in order to make sure
they have assimilated and can
apply defensive strategy and
terminology in the proper game /
match context. 100% of the
students demonstrated mastery of
concepts and their applicable use in
defensive situations


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students were examined verbally
and visually in order to make sure
they have assimilated and can
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


apply defensive strategy and
terminology in the proper game /
match context. 100% of the
students demonstrated mastery of
concepts and their applicable use in
defensive situations.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students were examined verbally
and visually in order to make sure
they have assimilated and can
apply defensive strategy and
terminology in the proper game /
match context. 100% of the
students demonstrated mastery of
concepts and their applicable use in
defensive situations.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students were pre and post tested
on responsibilities and showed
significant improvement over the
course of the class


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students were pre and post tested
on skills related to their defensive
responsibilities as an individual and
team member. 100% of the
students showed improved skills.


Skills Assessment: Students will be
pre and post tested on skills
related to their defensive
responsibilities as an individual and
team member.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


 Students participated in situational
or game scrimmages and are rated
as individuals and teams based on
defensive performance.
Performances are scored on a three
point scale (Poor, Average,
Excellent).  100% of students
averaged a 2.5 or higher
performance for the majority of
class sessions. Ratings were based
by position and team play.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


 Students were pre and post tested
on skills related to their defensive
responsibilities as an individual and
team member. 100% of the
students showed improved skills.
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y
SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not offered in 16-17


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the 21 students who competed
all scored above a 2.0 but not 2.5


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students participated in situational
or game scrimmages and are rated
as individuals and teams based on
defensive performance.
Performances are scored on a three
point scale (Poor, Average,
Excellent). 100% of students
averaged a 2.5 or higher
performance for the majority of
class sessions. Ratings were based
by position and team play


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students participated in situational
or game scrimmages and are rated
as individuals and teams based on
defensive performance.
Performances are scored on a three
point scale (Poor, Average,
Excellent). 100% of students
averaged a 2.5 or higher
performance for the majority of
class sessions. Ratings were based
by position and team play.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students were examined verbally
and visually in order to make sure
they have assimilated and can
apply defensive strategy and
terminology in the proper game /
match context. 100% of the
students demonstrated mastery of
concepts and their applicable use in
defensive situations


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students were examined verbally
and visually in order to make sure
they have assimilated and can
apply defensive strategy and
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


terminology in the proper game /
match context. 100% of the
students demonstrated mastery of
concepts and their applicable use in
defensive situations.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students were examined verbally
and visually in order to make sure
they have assimilated and can
apply defensive strategy and
terminology in the proper game /
match context. 100% of the
students demonstrated mastery of
concepts and their applicable use in
defensive situations.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students were pre and post tested
on responsibilities and showed
significant improvement over the
course of the class


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students were pre and post tested
on skills related to their defensive
responsibilities as an individual and
team member. 100% of the
students showed improved skills.


SKY TEAM 197 Men's Soccer Theory:
Offense


Concepts and
Techniques


Active Develop individual and
team offensive
programs applicable to
specific goals, evaluate
various techniques for
effectiveness,
demonstrate skills at
an advanced level and
apply *concepts into
practice (*e.g. rules,
terminology and
philosophy).


Assessment Method: Students will
be examined verbally and visually
in order to make sure they have
assimilated and can apply offensive
strategy and terminology in the
proper game / match context.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Class not offered in 17-18


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students participated in situational
or game scrimmages and are rated
as individuals and teams based on
offensive performance.
Performances are scored on a three
point scale (Poor, Average,
Excellent).  100% of students
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


averaged a 2.5 or higher
performance for the majority of
class sessions. Ratings were based
by position and team play.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students participated in situational
or game scrimmages and are rated
as individuals and teams based on
offensive performance.
Performances are scored on a three
point scale (Poor, Average,
Excellent).  100% of students
averaged a 2.5 or higher
performance for the majority of
class sessions. Ratings were based
by position and team play.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students were examined verbally
and visually in order to make sure
they have assimilated and can
apply offensive strategy and
terminology in the proper game /
match context. 100% of the
students demonstrated mastery of
concepts and their applicable use in
offensive situations.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students were examined verbally
and visually in order to make sure
they have assimilated and can
apply offensive strategy and
terminology in the proper game /
match context. 100% of the
students demonstrated mastery of
concepts and their applicable use in
offensive situations.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students were pre and post tested
on skills related to their offensive
responsibilities as an individual and
team member. 100% of the
students showed improved skills.
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students were pre and post tested
on skills related to their offensive
responsibilities as an individual and
team member. 100% of the
students showed improved skills.


Major Assignment: Intersquad
Scrimmages
Students participate in situational
or game scrimmages and are rated
as individuals and teams based on
offensive performance.
Performances are scored on a
three point scale (Poor, Average,
Excellent).


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Class not offered in 17-18


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students participated in situational
or game scrimmages and are rated
as individuals and teams based on
offensive performance.
Performances are scored on a three
point scale (Poor, Average,
Excellent).  100% of students
averaged a 2.5 or higher
performance for the majority of
class sessions. Ratings were based
by position and team play.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students participated in situational
or game scrimmages and are rated
as individuals and teams based on
offensive performance.
Performances are scored on a three
point scale (Poor, Average,
Excellent).  100% of students
averaged a 2.5 or higher
performance for the majority of
class sessions. Ratings were based
by position and team play.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students were examined verbally
and visually in order to make sure
they have assimilated and can
apply offensive strategy and
terminology in the proper game /
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


match context. 100% of the
students demonstrated mastery of
concepts and their applicable use in
offensive situations.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students were examined verbally
and visually in order to make sure
they have assimilated and can
apply offensive strategy and
terminology in the proper game /
match context. 100% of the
students demonstrated mastery of
concepts and their applicable use in
offensive situations.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students were pre and post tested
on skills related to their offensive
responsibilities as an individual and
team member. 100% of the
students showed improved skills.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students were pre and post tested
on skills related to their offensive
responsibilities as an individual and
team member. 100% of the
students showed improved skills.


Skills Assessment: Students will be
pre and post tested on skills
related to their offensive
responsibilities as an individual and
team member.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Class not offered in 17-18


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students participated in situational
or game scrimmages and are rated
as individuals and teams based on
offensive performance.
Performances are scored on a three
point scale (Poor, Average,
Excellent).  100% of students
averaged a 2.5 or higher
performance for the majority of
class sessions. Ratings were based
by position and team play.
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y
SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students participated in situational
or game scrimmages and are rated
as individuals and teams based on
offensive performance.
Performances are scored on a three
point scale (Poor, Average,
Excellent).  100% of students
averaged a 2.5 or higher
performance for the majority of
class sessions. Ratings were based
by position and team play.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students were examined verbally
and visually in order to make sure
they have assimilated and can
apply offensive strategy and
terminology in the proper game /
match context. 100% of the
students demonstrated mastery of
concepts and their applicable use in
offensive situations.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students were examined verbally
and visually in order to make sure
they have assimilated and can
apply offensive strategy and
terminology in the proper game /
match context. 100% of the
students demonstrated mastery of
concepts and their applicable use in
offensive situations.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students were pre and post tested
on skills related to their offensive
responsibilities as an individual and
team member. 100% of the
students showed improved skills.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students were pre and post tested
on skills related to their offensive
responsibilities as an individual and
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


team member. 100% of the
students showed improved skills.


SKY TEAM 198 Women's Soccer
Theory. Defense


Concepts and
Techniques


Active Develop individual and
team defensive
programs applicable to
specific goals, evaluate
various techniques for
effectiveness,
demonstrate skills at
an advanced level and
apply *concepts into
practice (*e.g. rules,
terminology and
philosophy).


Assessment Method: Students will
be examined verbally and visually
in order to make sure they have
assimilated and can apply
defensive strategy and terminology
in the proper game / match
context.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


All 14 students who completed the
class rated above a 2.5 or higher on
performance in situational or game
scrimmages and are rated as
individuals and teams based on
defensive performance.
Performances are scored on a three
point scale (Poor, Average,
Excellent).


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


All 14 students who completed the
class successfully completed this
criteron based on a verbal and
visual evaluation to make sure they
have assimilated and can apply
defensive strategy and terminology
in the proper game / match
context.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not offered in 16-17


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the 14 students who completed
the class, 10 demonstrated
improved skills based on pre-test v.
post test on marking, tackling and
defending agaoinst an opponent.
Goalies were rated on ability to
read, direct and secure.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the 18 students who completed
the course all showed improved
defensive skills. This was a result
not only of training but of
conditioning. Students were not in
condition at the start of the course.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students participated in situational
or game scrimmages and are rated
as individuals and teams based on
defensive performance.
Performances are scored on a three
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


point scale (Poor, Average,
Excellent).  100% of students
averaged a 2.5 or higher
performance for the majority of
class sessions. Ratings were based
by position and team play.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students participated in situational
or game scrimmages and are rated
as individuals and teams based on
defensive performance.
Performances are scored on a three
point scale (Poor, Average,
Excellent). 100% of students
averaged a 2.5 or higher
performance for the majority of
class sessions. Ratings were based
by position and team play.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students were examined verbally
and visually in order to make sure
they have assimilated and can
apply defensive strategy and
terminology in the proper game /
match context. 100% of the
students demonstrated mastery of
concepts and their applicable use in
defensive situations.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students were examined verbally
and visually in order to make sure
they have assimilated and can
apply defensive strategy and
terminology in the proper game /
match context. 100% of the
students demonstrated mastery of
concepts and their applicable use in
defensive situations.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students were pre and post tested
on skills related to their defensive
responsibilities as an individual and
team member. 100% of the
students showed improved skills
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students were pre and post tested
on skills related to their defensive
responsibilities as an individual and
team member. 100% of the
students showed improved skills.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students were pre and post tested
on skills related to their defensive
responsibilities as an individual and
team member. 100% of the
students showed improved skills.


Major Assignment: Intersquad
Scrimmages
Students participate in situational
or game scrimmages and are rated
as individuals and teams based on
defensive performance.
Performances are scored on a
three point scale (Poor, Average,
Excellent).


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


All 14 students who completed the
class rated above a 2.5 or higher on
performance in situational or game
scrimmages and are rated as
individuals and teams based on
defensive performance.
Performances are scored on a three
point scale (Poor, Average,
Excellent).


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


All 14 students who completed the
class successfully completed this
criteron based on a verbal and
visual evaluation to make sure they
have assimilated and can apply
defensive strategy and terminology
in the proper game / match
context.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not offered in 16-17


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the 14 students who completed
the class, 10 demonstrated
improved skills based on pre-test v.
post test on marking, tackling and
defending agaoinst an opponent.
Goalies were rated on ability to
read, direct and secure.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the 18 students who completed
the course all showed improved
defensive skills. This was a result
not only of training but of
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


conditioning. Students were not in
condition at the start of the course.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students participated in situational
or game scrimmages and are rated
as individuals and teams based on
defensive performance.
Performances are scored on a three
point scale (Poor, Average,
Excellent).  100% of students
averaged a 2.5 or higher
performance for the majority of
class sessions. Ratings were based
by position and team play.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students participated in situational
or game scrimmages and are rated
as individuals and teams based on
defensive performance.
Performances are scored on a three
point scale (Poor, Average,
Excellent). 100% of students
averaged a 2.5 or higher
performance for the majority of
class sessions. Ratings were based
by position and team play.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students were examined verbally
and visually in order to make sure
they have assimilated and can
apply defensive strategy and
terminology in the proper game /
match context. 100% of the
students demonstrated mastery of
concepts and their applicable use in
defensive situations.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students were examined verbally
and visually in order to make sure
they have assimilated and can
apply defensive strategy and
terminology in the proper game /
match context. 100% of the
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


students demonstrated mastery of
concepts and their applicable use in
defensive situations.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students were pre and post tested
on skills related to their defensive
responsibilities as an individual and
team member. 100% of the
students showed improved skills


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students were pre and post tested
on skills related to their defensive
responsibilities as an individual and
team member. 100% of the
students showed improved skills.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students were pre and post tested
on skills related to their defensive
responsibilities as an individual and
team member. 100% of the
students showed improved skills.


Skills Assessment: Students will be
pre and post tested on skills
related to their defensive
responsibilities as an individual and
team member.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


All 14 students who completed the
class rated above a 2.5 or higher on
performance in situational or game
scrimmages and are rated as
individuals and teams based on
defensive performance.
Performances are scored on a three
point scale (Poor, Average,
Excellent).


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


All 14 students who completed the
class successfully completed this
criteron based on a verbal and
visual evaluation to make sure they
have assimilated and can apply
defensive strategy and terminology
in the proper game / match
context.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not offered in 16-17


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the 14 students who completed
the class, 10 demonstrated
improved skills based on pre-test v.
post test on marking, tackling and
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


defending agaoinst an opponent.
Goalies were rated on ability to
read, direct and secure.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the 18 students who completed
the course all showed improved
defensive skills. This was a result
not only of training but of
conditioning. Students were not in
condition at the start of the course.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students participated in situational
or game scrimmages and are rated
as individuals and teams based on
defensive performance.
Performances are scored on a three
point scale (Poor, Average,
Excellent).  100% of students
averaged a 2.5 or higher
performance for the majority of
class sessions. Ratings were based
by position and team play.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students participated in situational
or game scrimmages and are rated
as individuals and teams based on
defensive performance.
Performances are scored on a three
point scale (Poor, Average,
Excellent). 100% of students
averaged a 2.5 or higher
performance for the majority of
class sessions. Ratings were based
by position and team play.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students were examined verbally
and visually in order to make sure
they have assimilated and can
apply defensive strategy and
terminology in the proper game /
match context. 100% of the
students demonstrated mastery of
concepts and their applicable use in
defensive situations.
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students were examined verbally
and visually in order to make sure
they have assimilated and can
apply defensive strategy and
terminology in the proper game /
match context. 100% of the
students demonstrated mastery of
concepts and their applicable use in
defensive situations.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students were pre and post tested
on skills related to their defensive
responsibilities as an individual and
team member. 100% of the
students showed improved skills


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students were pre and post tested
on skills related to their defensive
responsibilities as an individual and
team member. 100% of the
students showed improved skills.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students were pre and post tested
on skills related to their defensive
responsibilities as an individual and
team member. 100% of the
students showed improved skills.


SKY TEAM 199 Women's Soccer
Theory, Offense


Concepts and
Techniques


Active Develop individual and
team offensive
programs applicable to
specific goals, evaluate
various techniques for
effectiveness,
demonstrate skills at
an advanced level and
apply *concepts into
practice (*e.g. rules,
terminology and
philosophy).


Assessment Method: Students will
be examined verbally and visually
in order to make sure they have
assimilated and can apply offensive
strategy and terminology in the
proper game / match context.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not offered in 17-18


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students participated in situational
or game scrimmages and are rated
as individuals and teams based on
offensive performance.
Performances are scored on a three
point scale (Poor, Average,
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Excellent).  100% of students
averaged a 2.5 or higher
performance for the majority of
class sessions. Ratings were based
by position and team play


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students participated in situational
or game scrimmages and are rated
as individuals and teams based on
offensive performance.
Performances are scored on a three
point scale (Poor, Average,
Excellent).  100% of students
averaged a 2.5 or higher
performance for the majority of
class sessions. Ratings were based
by position and team play.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students participated in situational
or game scrimmages and are rated
as individuals and teams based on
offensive performance.
Performances are scored on a three
point scale (Poor, Average,
Excellent).  100% of students
averaged a 2.5 or higher
performance for the majority of
class sessions. Ratings were based
by position and team play.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students were examined verbally
and visually in order to make sure
they have assimilated and can
apply offensive strategy and
terminology in the proper game /
match context. 100% of the
students demonstrated mastery of
concepts and their applicable use in
offensive situations.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students were examined verbally
and visually in order to make sure
they have assimilated and can
apply offensive strategy and
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


terminology in the proper game /
match context. 100% of the
students demonstrated mastery of
concepts and their applicable use in
offensive situations.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students were pre and post tested
on skills related to their offensive
responsibilities as an individual and
team member. 100% of the
students showed improved skills.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students were pre and post tested
on skills related to their offensive
responsibilities as an individual and
team member. 100% of the
students showed improved skills.


Major Assignment: Intersquad
Scrimmages
Students participate in situational
or game scrimmages and are rated
as individuals and teams based on
offensive performance.
Performances are scored on a
three point scale (Poor, Average,
Excellent).


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not offered in 17-18


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students participated in situational
or game scrimmages and are rated
as individuals and teams based on
offensive performance.
Performances are scored on a three
point scale (Poor, Average,
Excellent).  100% of students
averaged a 2.5 or higher
performance for the majority of
class sessions. Ratings were based
by position and team play


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students participated in situational
or game scrimmages and are rated
as individuals and teams based on
offensive performance.
Performances are scored on a three
point scale (Poor, Average,
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Excellent).  100% of students
averaged a 2.5 or higher
performance for the majority of
class sessions. Ratings were based
by position and team play.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students participated in situational
or game scrimmages and are rated
as individuals and teams based on
offensive performance.
Performances are scored on a three
point scale (Poor, Average,
Excellent).  100% of students
averaged a 2.5 or higher
performance for the majority of
class sessions. Ratings were based
by position and team play.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students were examined verbally
and visually in order to make sure
they have assimilated and can
apply offensive strategy and
terminology in the proper game /
match context. 100% of the
students demonstrated mastery of
concepts and their applicable use in
offensive situations.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students were examined verbally
and visually in order to make sure
they have assimilated and can
apply offensive strategy and
terminology in the proper game /
match context. 100% of the
students demonstrated mastery of
concepts and their applicable use in
offensive situations.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students were pre and post tested
on skills related to their offensive
responsibilities as an individual and
team member. 100% of the
students showed improved skills.
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y
SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students were pre and post tested
on skills related to their offensive
responsibilities as an individual and
team member. 100% of the
students showed improved skills.


Skills Assessment: Students will be
pre and post tested on skills
related to their offensive
responsibilities as an individual and
team member.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not offered in 17-18


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students participated in situational
or game scrimmages and are rated
as individuals and teams based on
offensive performance.
Performances are scored on a three
point scale (Poor, Average,
Excellent).  100% of students
averaged a 2.5 or higher
performance for the majority of
class sessions. Ratings were based
by position and team play


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students participated in situational
or game scrimmages and are rated
as individuals and teams based on
offensive performance.
Performances are scored on a three
point scale (Poor, Average,
Excellent).  100% of students
averaged a 2.5 or higher
performance for the majority of
class sessions. Ratings were based
by position and team play.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students participated in situational
or game scrimmages and are rated
as individuals and teams based on
offensive performance.
Performances are scored on a three
point scale (Poor, Average,
Excellent).  100% of students
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


averaged a 2.5 or higher
performance for the majority of
class sessions. Ratings were based
by position and team play.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students were examined verbally
and visually in order to make sure
they have assimilated and can
apply offensive strategy and
terminology in the proper game /
match context. 100% of the
students demonstrated mastery of
concepts and their applicable use in
offensive situations.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students were examined verbally
and visually in order to make sure
they have assimilated and can
apply offensive strategy and
terminology in the proper game /
match context. 100% of the
students demonstrated mastery of
concepts and their applicable use in
offensive situations.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students were pre and post tested
on skills related to their offensive
responsibilities as an individual and
team member. 100% of the
students showed improved skills.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students were pre and post tested
on skills related to their offensive
responsibilities as an individual and
team member. 100% of the
students showed improved skills.


SKY TEAM 201 Wrestling Theory Concepts and
Techniques


Active Develop individual
programs applicable to
specific goals, evaluate
various techniques for
effectiveness,
demonstrate skills at
an advanced level and
apply *concepts into


Assessment Method: Students will
be examined verbally and visually
in order to make sure they have
assimilated and can apply strategy
and terminology in the proper
match context.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students who completed
the class demonstrated mastery of
concepts and their applicable use in
match situations
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SKY TEAM 201 Wrestling Theory Concepts and
Techniques


Active practice (*e.g. rules,
terminology and
philosophy).


Assessment Method: Students will
be examined verbally and visually
in order to make sure they have
assimilated and can apply strategy
and terminology in the proper
match context.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students who completed
the class demonstrated mastery of
concepts and their applicable use in
match situations


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 90% of the students who
completed the class showed
improved offensive and defensive
skills from the pre to post test.
Those who didn't were injured.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Performance results based on daily
assessment were greater than 2.5
for all students who completed the
course except those exempted by
injury or physical limitation.


Major Assignment: Intersquad
Scrimmages
Students participate in situational
or match scrimmages and are
rated on performance.
Performances are scored on a
three point scale (Poor, Average,
Excellent).


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students who completed
the class demonstrated mastery of
concepts and their applicable use in
match situations


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 90% of the students who
completed the class showed
improved offensive and defensive
skills from the pre to post test.
Those who didn't were injured.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Performance results based on daily
assessment were greater than 2.5
for all students who completed the
course except those exempted by
injury or physical limitation.


Skills Assessment: Students will be
pre and post tested on skills
related to offensive and defensive
techniques necessary to compete
in their respective weight class.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students who completed
the class demonstrated mastery of
concepts and their applicable use in
match situations


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Over 90% of the students who
completed the class showed
improved offensive and defensive
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


skills from the pre to post test.
Those who didn't were injured.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Performance results based on daily
assessment were greater than 2.5
for all students who completed the
course except those exempted by
injury or physical limitation.


SKY VARS 100 Varsity Baseball Sportsmanship and
Academics


Active Embody the traits of
good sportsmanship
and a sense of team in
both competition and
practice; and
demonstrate
commitment to
academic achievement
through work ethic
developed in practice
and competition.


Coast Conference Report on
Decorum Violations


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


16 of 29 students completed 12 or
more units with a 2.75 GPA or
higher. 11 of 29 had above a 3.0
grade point average.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


26 of 29 students completed 12 or
more units and 21 of 29 students
had a grade point average at or
above a 2.75 level.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Head Coach was ejected after a
contest and suspended for two
games.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Head coach was ejected from
game.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


No ejections


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


One ejection reported during the
2014 season


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


One player ejection for display of
anger.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Only 15/28 students completed 12
or more units with a GPA of 2.75 or
higher. The team GPA was a 2.87.
Significant difference between high
achievers and those who were not.
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team had overall GPA of a 3.2 with
a completion percentage of 88%.
21 of 26 students completed 12+
units


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team hit both benchmarks


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team hit both benchmarks with a
GPA above a 3.0. Concern was
expressed about scheduling. As the
school embarks on offering fewer
levels but higher unit courses,
scheduling has been made more
difficult. Also, the loss of the
learning community makes it
harder to get students into
schedules. We have been fortunate
that enrollment pressure is low on
campus due to a load of 515. It's
becoming harder as more groups
are provided priority or placed in
specialized cohorts. Real need for a
student success position to more
closely collaborate with student
services to make sure student-
athlete population is served.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team hit both benchmarks.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Two students was suspended for
one game. Two different students
were suspended for season
because of a fight.


Grade evaluation of students who
participated and are listed on the
roster.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


16 of 29 students completed 12 or
more units with a 2.75 GPA or
higher. 11 of 29 had above a 3.0
grade point average.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


26 of 29 students completed 12 or
more units and 21 of 29 students
had a grade point average at or
above a 2.75 level.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Head Coach was ejected after a
contest and suspended for two
games.
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Head coach was ejected from
game.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


No ejections


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


One ejection reported during the
2014 season


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


One player ejection for display of
anger.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Only 15/28 students completed 12
or more units with a GPA of 2.75 or
higher. The team GPA was a 2.87.
Significant difference between high
achievers and those who were not.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team had overall GPA of a 3.2 with
a completion percentage of 88%.
21 of 26 students completed 12+
units


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team hit both benchmarks


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team hit both benchmarks with a
GPA above a 3.0. Concern was
expressed about scheduling. As the
school embarks on offering fewer
levels but higher unit courses,
scheduling has been made more
difficult. Also, the loss of the
learning community makes it
harder to get students into
schedules. We have been fortunate
that enrollment pressure is low on
campus due to a load of 515. It's
becoming harder as more groups
are provided priority or placed in
specialized cohorts. Real need for a
student success position to more
closely collaborate with student
services to make sure student-
athlete population is served.
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team hit both benchmarks.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Two students was suspended for
one game. Two different students
were suspended for season
because of a fight.


Strategies and Skills Active Demonstrate an expert
knowledge of the
strategies and skills of
the game of baseball;
use critical thinking
skills to apply this
knowledge to a
competitive situation
in order to contend to
the best of one's ability
against outside
opponents.


Competitive Record based on wins
and losses:


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Not in the top half of any defensive
categories


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Pitching was an area of concern
throughout the season. Defensive
performance was fine but pitching
gave up too many WHIP's.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team achieved an overall record of
23-16 finishing in 3rd place of the
Coast Conference Pacific Division.
Team was eliminated in the first
round of the CCCAA playoffs.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team finished 11-13 in conference
and 15-21 overall.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team finished 15-18-1 overall and
8-10 in conference which was 5th
place. RPI rating in Northern
California was 22nd.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team finished 28-13 overall and 12-
6 in conference (3rd place). Team
was ranked 12th in Northern
California and lost in the first round
of the CCCAA playoffs


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team finished the season with a 9-
15 record which was in the bottom
half of the conference.
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team had an overall losing record
11-28 and finished in the bottom
half of the conference


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team was 13-11 in conference and
22-17 overall. Qualified for state
playoffs. Won play-in against
DeAnza and lost to Fresno in the
first round.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team was in the middle to bottom
half in most categories in the
league


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team was not rated in top half of
conference in majority of
categories.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team was rated in the middle of
conference in majority of
categories


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team was rated in top half of
conference in majority of
categories


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team was rated in top half of
conference in majority of
categories.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Teams performance offensively was
sporadic but was in the top half of
the conference


Defensive Statistics:Statistical
analysis will be conducted utilizing
the Presto reporting system. All
areas of defensive production will
be measured.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Not in the top half of any defensive
categories


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Pitching was an area of concern
throughout the season. Defensive
performance was fine but pitching
gave up too many WHIP's.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team achieved an overall record of
23-16 finishing in 3rd place of the
Coast Conference Pacific Division.
Team was eliminated in the first
round of the CCCAA playoffs.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog


Team finished 11-13 in conference
and 15-21 overall.
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y Team finished 11-13 in conference
and 15-21 overall.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team finished 15-18-1 overall and
8-10 in conference which was 5th
place. RPI rating in Northern
California was 22nd.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team finished 28-13 overall and 12-
6 in conference (3rd place). Team
was ranked 12th in Northern
California and lost in the first round
of the CCCAA playoffs


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team finished the season with a 9-
15 record which was in the bottom
half of the conference.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team had an overall losing record
11-28 and finished in the bottom
half of the conference


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team was 13-11 in conference and
22-17 overall. Qualified for state
playoffs. Won play-in against
DeAnza and lost to Fresno in the
first round.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team was in the middle to bottom
half in most categories in the
league


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team was not rated in top half of
conference in majority of
categories.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team was rated in the middle of
conference in majority of
categories


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team was rated in top half of
conference in majority of
categories


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team was rated in top half of
conference in majority of
categories.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Teams performance offensively was
sporadic but was in the top half of
the conference


Offensive Statistics; Statistical
analysis will be conducted utilizing


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog


Not in the top half of any defensive
categories
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the Presto reporting system. All
areas of offensive production will
be measured.


y Not in the top half of any defensive
categories


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Pitching was an area of concern
throughout the season. Defensive
performance was fine but pitching
gave up too many WHIP's.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team achieved an overall record of
23-16 finishing in 3rd place of the
Coast Conference Pacific Division.
Team was eliminated in the first
round of the CCCAA playoffs.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team finished 11-13 in conference
and 15-21 overall.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team finished 15-18-1 overall and
8-10 in conference which was 5th
place. RPI rating in Northern
California was 22nd.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team finished 28-13 overall and 12-
6 in conference (3rd place). Team
was ranked 12th in Northern
California and lost in the first round
of the CCCAA playoffs


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team finished the season with a 9-
15 record which was in the bottom
half of the conference.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team had an overall losing record
11-28 and finished in the bottom
half of the conference


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team was 13-11 in conference and
22-17 overall. Qualified for state
playoffs. Won play-in against
DeAnza and lost to Fresno in the
first round.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team was in the middle to bottom
half in most categories in the
league


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team was not rated in top half of
conference in majority of
categories.


SKY Dept - Team was rated in the middle of
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Kinesiolog
y


conference in majority of
categories


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team was rated in top half of
conference in majority of
categories


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team was rated in top half of
conference in majority of
categories.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Teams performance offensively was
sporadic but was in the top half of
the conference


SKY VARS 110 Varsity Basketball Fitness Inactive Demonstrate an
increase in
cardiovascular fitness
and wellness
developed through
daily practice and
measured through
efficiency of
movement, recovery
rate, and increased
performance on post-
fitness test


1.1 Major Assignment:
Fitness Test
Assessment Instrument: Pre- and
post-test comparison


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


8 of 15 students demonstrated
improvement.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


9 of 15 students showed improved
times.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Results: 18/21 students improved
times in conditioning drills


1.2 Major Assignment:
Conditioning Drills


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


8 of 15 students demonstrated
improvement.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


9 of 15 students showed improved
times.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Results: 18/21 students improved
times in conditioning drills


Sportsmanship and
Academics


Active Embody the traits of
good sportsmanship
and a sense of team in
both competition and


1.1 Major Assignment:
Practice Performance
Assessment Instrument:  5-point
checklist


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


10 of 12 students passed 12 or
more units in each semester with a
GPA of 2.95. Concern was
expressed about scheduling. As the
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Sportsmanship and
Academics


Active practice; exhibit
commitment through
practice work ethic
and support of
teammates as
described by
instructor.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


school embarks on offering fewer
levels but higher unit courses,
scheduling has been made more
difficult. Also, the loss of the
learning community makes it
harder to get students into
schedules. We have been fortunate
that enrollment pressure is low on
campus due to a load of 515. It's
becoming harder as more groups
are provided priority or placed in
specialized cohorts. Real need for a
student success position to more
closely collaborate with student
services to make sure student-
athlete population is served.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


10 of 15 students passed 12 or
more units but the team GPA was a
2.52.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students scored 8 or
higher on Game Performance
Assessment Instrument: 12-point
rubric


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


12 of 14 students passed 12 or
more units with a 2.75 average. Of
the 12, 10 had a GPA above a 3.0.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


12 of 14 students who participated
completed 12 or more units. 10/14
students who participate
completed at least 12 units with a
GPA above a 2.75. The Team GPA
was a 3.1. The team was nominated
for the state scholar team award
for basketball.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


12 of 15 students (80%) completed
12 or more units with a 2.75 grade
point average or higher.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


14 of 15 students completed 12 or
more units with above a 2.75 GPA


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


15 of 15 students scored 8 or
higher on Game Performance
Assessment Instrument: 12-point
rubric
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


15 of 15 students scored higher
than a 3 on performance
assessment instrument with a
rating scale of 1-5


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


9 of 12 students passed 12 or more
units with a 3.01 team GPA.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


9/13 completed 12 or more units
with above a 2.75 GPA. Team GPA
was 3.39


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


No students or coaches received a
decorum violation


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


No students or coaches received
decorum violations.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


No students or coaches violated
CCCAA decorum standards


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


No students or coaches violated
decorum rules for the Coast
Conference, CCCAA and / or NCAA


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


No students or coaches were cited
as breaking decorum regulations as
specified by the Coast Conference,
CCCAA and NCAA


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


No students or coaches were cited
as breaking decorum regulations as
specified by the Coast Conference,
CCCAA and NCAA.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


No students or coaches will be
cited as breaking decorum
regulations as specified by the
Coast Conference, CCCAA and
NCAA.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Results: 19/21 students scored 3 or
more points on performance
assessment instrument with rating
scale of 1-5.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team met performance criteria
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team met performance criteria.
Concern was expressed about
scheduling. As the school embarks
on offering fewer levels but higher
unit courses, scheduling has been
made more difficult. Also, the loss
of the learning community makes it
harder to get students into
schedules. We have been fortunate
that enrollment pressure is low on
campus due to a load of 525. It's
becoming harder as more groups
are provided priority or placed in
specialized cohorts. Real need for a
student success position to more
closely collaborate with student
services to make sure student-
athlete population is served.
Difficult emotional season for
coaches and players due to the
unexpected passing of a teammate.
It was impressive to watch the
resolve demonstrated.


1.2 Major Assignment:  Game
Performance
Assessment Instrument: 12-point
rubric


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


10 of 12 students passed 12 or
more units in each semester with a
GPA of 2.95. Concern was
expressed about scheduling. As the
school embarks on offering fewer
levels but higher unit courses,
scheduling has been made more
difficult. Also, the loss of the
learning community makes it
harder to get students into
schedules. We have been fortunate
that enrollment pressure is low on
campus due to a load of 515. It's
becoming harder as more groups
are provided priority or placed in
specialized cohorts. Real need for a
student success position to more
closely collaborate with student
services to make sure student-
athlete population is served.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog


10 of 15 students passed 12 or
more units but the team GPA was a
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y 2.52.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students scored 8 or
higher on Game Performance
Assessment Instrument: 12-point
rubric


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


12 of 14 students passed 12 or
more units with a 2.75 average. Of
the 12, 10 had a GPA above a 3.0.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


12 of 14 students who participated
completed 12 or more units. 10/14
students who participate
completed at least 12 units with a
GPA above a 2.75. The Team GPA
was a 3.1. The team was nominated
for the state scholar team award
for basketball.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


12 of 15 students (80%) completed
12 or more units with a 2.75 grade
point average or higher.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


14 of 15 students completed 12 or
more units with above a 2.75 GPA


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


15 of 15 students scored 8 or
higher on Game Performance
Assessment Instrument: 12-point
rubric


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


15 of 15 students scored higher
than a 3 on performance
assessment instrument with a
rating scale of 1-5


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


9 of 12 students passed 12 or more
units with a 3.01 team GPA.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


9/13 completed 12 or more units
with above a 2.75 GPA. Team GPA
was 3.39


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


No students or coaches received a
decorum violation


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


No students or coaches received
decorum violations.
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


No students or coaches violated
CCCAA decorum standards


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


No students or coaches violated
decorum rules for the Coast
Conference, CCCAA and / or NCAA


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


No students or coaches were cited
as breaking decorum regulations as
specified by the Coast Conference,
CCCAA and NCAA


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


No students or coaches were cited
as breaking decorum regulations as
specified by the Coast Conference,
CCCAA and NCAA.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


No students or coaches will be
cited as breaking decorum
regulations as specified by the
Coast Conference, CCCAA and
NCAA.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Results: 19/21 students scored 3 or
more points on performance
assessment instrument with rating
scale of 1-5.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team met performance criteria


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team met performance criteria.
Concern was expressed about
scheduling. As the school embarks
on offering fewer levels but higher
unit courses, scheduling has been
made more difficult. Also, the loss
of the learning community makes it
harder to get students into
schedules. We have been fortunate
that enrollment pressure is low on
campus due to a load of 525. It's
becoming harder as more groups
are provided priority or placed in
specialized cohorts. Real need for a
student success position to more
closely collaborate with student
services to make sure student-
athlete population is served.
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Difficult emotional season for
coaches and players due to the
unexpected passing of a teammate.
It was impressive to watch the
resolve demonstrated.


Coast Conference Decorum Report SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


10 of 12 students passed 12 or
more units in each semester with a
GPA of 2.95. Concern was
expressed about scheduling. As the
school embarks on offering fewer
levels but higher unit courses,
scheduling has been made more
difficult. Also, the loss of the
learning community makes it
harder to get students into
schedules. We have been fortunate
that enrollment pressure is low on
campus due to a load of 515. It's
becoming harder as more groups
are provided priority or placed in
specialized cohorts. Real need for a
student success position to more
closely collaborate with student
services to make sure student-
athlete population is served.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


10 of 15 students passed 12 or
more units but the team GPA was a
2.52.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students scored 8 or
higher on Game Performance
Assessment Instrument: 12-point
rubric


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


12 of 14 students passed 12 or
more units with a 2.75 average. Of
the 12, 10 had a GPA above a 3.0.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


12 of 14 students who participated
completed 12 or more units. 10/14
students who participate
completed at least 12 units with a
GPA above a 2.75. The Team GPA
was a 3.1. The team was nominated
for the state scholar team award
for basketball.


SKY Dept - 12 of 15 students (80%) completed
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Kinesiolog
y


12 or more units with a 2.75 grade
point average or higher.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


14 of 15 students completed 12 or
more units with above a 2.75 GPA


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


15 of 15 students scored 8 or
higher on Game Performance
Assessment Instrument: 12-point
rubric


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


15 of 15 students scored higher
than a 3 on performance
assessment instrument with a
rating scale of 1-5


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


9 of 12 students passed 12 or more
units with a 3.01 team GPA.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


9/13 completed 12 or more units
with above a 2.75 GPA. Team GPA
was 3.39


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


No students or coaches received a
decorum violation


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


No students or coaches received
decorum violations.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


No students or coaches violated
CCCAA decorum standards


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


No students or coaches violated
decorum rules for the Coast
Conference, CCCAA and / or NCAA


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


No students or coaches were cited
as breaking decorum regulations as
specified by the Coast Conference,
CCCAA and NCAA


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


No students or coaches were cited
as breaking decorum regulations as
specified by the Coast Conference,
CCCAA and NCAA.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


No students or coaches will be
cited as breaking decorum
regulations as specified by the
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Coast Conference, CCCAA and
NCAA.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Results: 19/21 students scored 3 or
more points on performance
assessment instrument with rating
scale of 1-5.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team met performance criteria


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team met performance criteria.
Concern was expressed about
scheduling. As the school embarks
on offering fewer levels but higher
unit courses, scheduling has been
made more difficult. Also, the loss
of the learning community makes it
harder to get students into
schedules. We have been fortunate
that enrollment pressure is low on
campus due to a load of 525. It's
becoming harder as more groups
are provided priority or placed in
specialized cohorts. Real need for a
student success position to more
closely collaborate with student
services to make sure student-
athlete population is served.
Difficult emotional season for
coaches and players due to the
unexpected passing of a teammate.
It was impressive to watch the
resolve demonstrated.


Grade participation of students
who participated and are listed on
the roster.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


10 of 12 students passed 12 or
more units in each semester with a
GPA of 2.95. Concern was
expressed about scheduling. As the
school embarks on offering fewer
levels but higher unit courses,
scheduling has been made more
difficult. Also, the loss of the
learning community makes it
harder to get students into
schedules. We have been fortunate
that enrollment pressure is low on
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Grade participation of students
who participated and are listed on
the roster.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


campus due to a load of 515. It's
becoming harder as more groups
are provided priority or placed in
specialized cohorts. Real need for a
student success position to more
closely collaborate with student
services to make sure student-
athlete population is served.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


10 of 15 students passed 12 or
more units but the team GPA was a
2.52.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students scored 8 or
higher on Game Performance
Assessment Instrument: 12-point
rubric


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


12 of 14 students passed 12 or
more units with a 2.75 average. Of
the 12, 10 had a GPA above a 3.0.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


12 of 14 students who participated
completed 12 or more units. 10/14
students who participate
completed at least 12 units with a
GPA above a 2.75. The Team GPA
was a 3.1. The team was nominated
for the state scholar team award
for basketball.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


12 of 15 students (80%) completed
12 or more units with a 2.75 grade
point average or higher.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


14 of 15 students completed 12 or
more units with above a 2.75 GPA


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


15 of 15 students scored 8 or
higher on Game Performance
Assessment Instrument: 12-point
rubric


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


15 of 15 students scored higher
than a 3 on performance
assessment instrument with a
rating scale of 1-5


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


9 of 12 students passed 12 or more
units with a 3.01 team GPA.
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


9/13 completed 12 or more units
with above a 2.75 GPA. Team GPA
was 3.39


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


No students or coaches received a
decorum violation


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


No students or coaches received
decorum violations.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


No students or coaches violated
CCCAA decorum standards


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


No students or coaches violated
decorum rules for the Coast
Conference, CCCAA and / or NCAA


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


No students or coaches were cited
as breaking decorum regulations as
specified by the Coast Conference,
CCCAA and NCAA


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


No students or coaches were cited
as breaking decorum regulations as
specified by the Coast Conference,
CCCAA and NCAA.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


No students or coaches will be
cited as breaking decorum
regulations as specified by the
Coast Conference, CCCAA and
NCAA.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Results: 19/21 students scored 3 or
more points on performance
assessment instrument with rating
scale of 1-5.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team met performance criteria


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team met performance criteria.
Concern was expressed about
scheduling. As the school embarks
on offering fewer levels but higher
unit courses, scheduling has been
made more difficult. Also, the loss
of the learning community makes it
harder to get students into
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


schedules. We have been fortunate
that enrollment pressure is low on
campus due to a load of 525. It's
becoming harder as more groups
are provided priority or placed in
specialized cohorts. Real need for a
student success position to more
closely collaborate with student
services to make sure student-
athlete population is served.
Difficult emotional season for
coaches and players due to the
unexpected passing of a teammate.
It was impressive to watch the
resolve demonstrated.


Strategies and Skills Active Demonstrate an expert
knowledge of the
strategies and skills of
the game of
basketball; use critical
thinking skills to apply
this knowledge to a
competitive situation
in order to contend to
the best of ones ability
against outside
opponents.


1.1 Major Assignment:  Half-
court Offensive Execution (activity)
       Assessment Instrument: 12-
point rubric


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


 Conference Play Assessment
Instrument: 12-point rubric  over
90% of students scored 8 points or
more


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Conference Play Assessment
Instrument: 12-point rubric over
100% of students scored 8 points or
more


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Half-court Defensive Execution
(activity) Assessment Instrument:
12-point rubric over 100% of
students scored 8 points or more.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Half-court Defensive Execution
(activity) Assessment Instrument:
12-point rubric over 90% of
students scored 8 points or more.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog


Half-court Offensive Execution
(activity) Assessment Instrument:
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y 12-point rubric
 90% of students  scored 8 points or
more


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Half-court Offensive Execution
(activity) Assessment Instrument:
12-point rubric 100% of students
scored 8 points or more


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Results: 17/21 students scored 8 or
more points on the Half-court
Defensive Execution (activity)
Assessment Instrument: 12-point
rubric


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team scored an 8 on 12 point
rubric in conference play.
Demonstrated significant
improvement over the course of
the season.


1.2 Major Assignment:  Half-
court Defensive Execution (activity)
Assessment Instrument: 12-point
rubric


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


 Conference Play Assessment
Instrument: 12-point rubric  over
90% of students scored 8 points or
more


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Conference Play Assessment
Instrument: 12-point rubric over
100% of students scored 8 points or
more


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Half-court Defensive Execution
(activity) Assessment Instrument:
12-point rubric over 100% of
students scored 8 points or more.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Half-court Defensive Execution
(activity) Assessment Instrument:
12-point rubric over 90% of
students scored 8 points or more.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Half-court Offensive Execution
(activity) Assessment Instrument:
12-point rubric
 90% of students  scored 8 points or
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


more


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Half-court Offensive Execution
(activity) Assessment Instrument:
12-point rubric 100% of students
scored 8 points or more


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Results: 17/21 students scored 8 or
more points on the Half-court
Defensive Execution (activity)
Assessment Instrument: 12-point
rubric


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team scored an 8 on 12 point
rubric in conference play.
Demonstrated significant
improvement over the course of
the season.


1.3 Major Assignment:
Conference Play
Assessment Instrument: 12-point
rubric


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


 Conference Play Assessment
Instrument: 12-point rubric  over
90% of students scored 8 points or
more


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Conference Play Assessment
Instrument: 12-point rubric over
100% of students scored 8 points or
more


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Half-court Defensive Execution
(activity) Assessment Instrument:
12-point rubric over 100% of
students scored 8 points or more.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Half-court Defensive Execution
(activity) Assessment Instrument:
12-point rubric over 90% of
students scored 8 points or more.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Half-court Offensive Execution
(activity) Assessment Instrument:
12-point rubric
 90% of students  scored 8 points or
more
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y
SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Half-court Offensive Execution
(activity) Assessment Instrument:
12-point rubric 100% of students
scored 8 points or more


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Results: 17/21 students scored 8 or
more points on the Half-court
Defensive Execution (activity)
Assessment Instrument: 12-point
rubric


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team scored an 8 on 12 point
rubric in conference play.
Demonstrated significant
improvement over the course of
the season.


SKY VARS 150 Varsity Soccer Sportsmanship and
Academics


Active Embody the traits of
good sportsmanship
and a sense of team in
both competition and
practice; and
demonstrate
commitment to
academic achievement
through work ethic
developed in practice
and competition.


Coast Conference Report on
Decorum Violations


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


1 total red card on the season. One
for a rulebook infraction. Significant
improvement over last season.
Only 14 teams had better decorum
ratings.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


11 of 21 students passed 12 or
more units with a team GPA of 2.36


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


16 of 26 students who participated
completed 12 or more units. 15 of
26 students completed at least 12
units with a GPA above a 2.75.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


17 of 25 students (68%) completed
more than 12 units with a GPA
higher than 2.75.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


19 of 30 passed 12+ units and the
team GPA was a 3.23


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog


2 red cards and both were for
decorum violations
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y 2 red cards and both were for
decorum violations


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


5 total red cards on the season.
One for dissent; one for a rulebook
infraction and three for decorum
violations. Decorum was for
swearing, overly aggressive play
and spitting. 10th most penalized
team in the state.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


8 of 24 passed at least 12 units with
a 2.75 GPA or higher.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


9 of 21 students passed 12 or more
units with a team GPA of 2.62.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Met criteria but students were
enrolled in a higher amount of lab
units than lecture. Issues with
scheduling and late registration.
Concern was expressed about
scheduling. As the school embarks
on offering fewer levels but higher
unit courses, scheduling has been
made more difficult. Also, the loss
of the learning community makes it
harder to get students into
schedules. We have been fortunate
that enrollment pressure is low on
campus due to a load of 515. It's
becoming harder as more groups
are provided priority or placed in
specialized cohorts. Real need for a
student success position to more
closely collaborate with student
services to make sure student-
athlete population is served.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Met criteria but students were
enrolled in a higher amount of lab
units than lecture. Issues with
scheduling and late registration.
Concern was expressed about
scheduling. As the school embarks
on offering fewer levels but higher
unit courses, scheduling has been
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


made more difficult. Also, the loss
of the learning community makes it
harder to get students into
schedules. We have been fortunate
that enrollment pressure is low on
campus due to a load of 525. It's
becoming harder as more groups
are provided priority or placed in
specialized cohorts. Real need for a
student success position to more
closely collaborate with student
services to make sure student-
athlete population is served.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


No participants (coaches or
students) were given a decorum
violation during the season. One
student did receive a double yellow
for a rule book infraction


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


No participants (coaches or
students) were given a decorum
violation during the season. Three
students did receive double yellows
for rule book infractions


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


No participants, 25 total, received a
decorum violation during the
season.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


No students or coaches received a
decorum violation


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


One student did receive a red card.
The card was for an excessively
agressive play at the end of the
game. The referee stated the
student tackled the player without
attempting to play the ball. It was a
judgement call


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students did not meet criteria.


Grade evaluation of students listed
on the roster who participated.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


1 total red card on the season. One
for a rulebook infraction. Significant
improvement over last season.
Only 14 teams had better decorum
ratings.
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


11 of 21 students passed 12 or
more units with a team GPA of 2.36


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


16 of 26 students who participated
completed 12 or more units. 15 of
26 students completed at least 12
units with a GPA above a 2.75.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


17 of 25 students (68%) completed
more than 12 units with a GPA
higher than 2.75.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


19 of 30 passed 12+ units and the
team GPA was a 3.23


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


2 red cards and both were for
decorum violations


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


5 total red cards on the season.
One for dissent; one for a rulebook
infraction and three for decorum
violations. Decorum was for
swearing, overly aggressive play
and spitting. 10th most penalized
team in the state.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


8 of 24 passed at least 12 units with
a 2.75 GPA or higher.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


9 of 21 students passed 12 or more
units with a team GPA of 2.62.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Met criteria but students were
enrolled in a higher amount of lab
units than lecture. Issues with
scheduling and late registration.
Concern was expressed about
scheduling. As the school embarks
on offering fewer levels but higher
unit courses, scheduling has been
made more difficult. Also, the loss
of the learning community makes it
harder to get students into
schedules. We have been fortunate
that enrollment pressure is low on
campus due to a load of 515. It's
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


becoming harder as more groups
are provided priority or placed in
specialized cohorts. Real need for a
student success position to more
closely collaborate with student
services to make sure student-
athlete population is served.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Met criteria but students were
enrolled in a higher amount of lab
units than lecture. Issues with
scheduling and late registration.
Concern was expressed about
scheduling. As the school embarks
on offering fewer levels but higher
unit courses, scheduling has been
made more difficult. Also, the loss
of the learning community makes it
harder to get students into
schedules. We have been fortunate
that enrollment pressure is low on
campus due to a load of 525. It's
becoming harder as more groups
are provided priority or placed in
specialized cohorts. Real need for a
student success position to more
closely collaborate with student
services to make sure student-
athlete population is served.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


No participants (coaches or
students) were given a decorum
violation during the season. One
student did receive a double yellow
for a rule book infraction


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


No participants (coaches or
students) were given a decorum
violation during the season. Three
students did receive double yellows
for rule book infractions


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


No participants, 25 total, received a
decorum violation during the
season.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


No students or coaches received a
decorum violation
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


One student did receive a red card.
The card was for an excessively
agressive play at the end of the
game. The referee stated the
student tackled the player without
attempting to play the ball. It was a
judgement call


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students did not meet criteria.


Strategies and Skills Active Demonstrate an expert
knowledge of the
strategies and skills of
the game of soccer;
use critical thinking
skills to apply this
knowledge to a
competitive situation
in order to contend to
the best of one's ability
against outside
opponents.


Competitive Record Based on wins
and losses.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Gave up 41 goals in 19 games


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Ranked 15 out of 75 teams in goals
scored. 52 goals in 20 games meet
prescribed benchmark. Goal
differential of 1.5 goals per game
on average.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Ranked 19 out of 75 teams in goals
allowed. 22 goals in 20 games meet
prescribed benchmark. Goal
differential of 1.5 goals per game
on average


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Ranked 26 out of 77 teams in goals
scored. 44 goals in 21 games meet
prescribed benchmark. Goal
differential of a full goal per game
on average.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team finished 2-16-1 and 1-11-1 in
conference. Team did not finish in
top half of conference.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team finished 3-15-1 and 3-10 in
conference.
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team finished in 4th place but did
not have an overall winning record.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team finished in 4th place with in
division and did not have winning
record (4-13-2)
Injuries played a role in non-
winning record along with ability


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team gave up 21 goals in 21 games
an average of 1.0 goals per game.
Team was ranked 11th best in all
California defensively in goals
allowed per game. Goal differential
of 23 goals (44 goals scored and 21
goals allowed)


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team gave up 29 goals or slightly
less than 1.5 goals per game


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team gave up 33 goals in 19
contests meeting their goal of
giving up an average of 2 goals or
less per game.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team gave up 61 goals in 19
matches, an average of 3.21 per
match. Team ranked 67th of 74
teams in defense.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team scored 10 goals in 19 games.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team scored 11 goals in 19
matches and were ranked 69th, out
of 74, in the state. Team averaged
.57 goals per game.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team scored 12 goals in 19
matches not meeting goal of
averaging 2 goals or more per
game.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team scored 32 goals in 20 contest
and average of 1.6 but had
appositive goal differential of + 3.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team went 12-6-2 overall and was
8-3-2 in league finishing 2nd. Rated
12th in Northern California and
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


reaching the regional semi-finals


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team went 14-3-4 overall and was
7-2-4 in league finishing 2nd. Rated
6th in Northern California and 15th
nationally for JC Division III men's
soccer programs.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team went 8-8-4 overall and was 6-
5-2 in league finishing 3rd. Rated
15th in Northern California


Defensive Statistics; Statistical
analysis will be conducted utilizing
the California Community College
Soccer News reporting system. All
areas of defensive production will
be measured.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Gave up 41 goals in 19 games


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Ranked 15 out of 75 teams in goals
scored. 52 goals in 20 games meet
prescribed benchmark. Goal
differential of 1.5 goals per game
on average.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Ranked 19 out of 75 teams in goals
allowed. 22 goals in 20 games meet
prescribed benchmark. Goal
differential of 1.5 goals per game
on average


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Ranked 26 out of 77 teams in goals
scored. 44 goals in 21 games meet
prescribed benchmark. Goal
differential of a full goal per game
on average.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team finished 2-16-1 and 1-11-1 in
conference. Team did not finish in
top half of conference.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team finished 3-15-1 and 3-10 in
conference.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team finished in 4th place but did
not have an overall winning record.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog


Team finished in 4th place with in
division and did not have winning
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y record (4-13-2)
Injuries played a role in non-
winning record along with ability


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team gave up 21 goals in 21 games
an average of 1.0 goals per game.
Team was ranked 11th best in all
California defensively in goals
allowed per game. Goal differential
of 23 goals (44 goals scored and 21
goals allowed)


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team gave up 29 goals or slightly
less than 1.5 goals per game


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team gave up 33 goals in 19
contests meeting their goal of
giving up an average of 2 goals or
less per game.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team gave up 61 goals in 19
matches, an average of 3.21 per
match. Team ranked 67th of 74
teams in defense.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team scored 10 goals in 19 games.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team scored 11 goals in 19
matches and were ranked 69th, out
of 74, in the state. Team averaged
.57 goals per game.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team scored 12 goals in 19
matches not meeting goal of
averaging 2 goals or more per
game.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team scored 32 goals in 20 contest
and average of 1.6 but had
appositive goal differential of + 3.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team went 12-6-2 overall and was
8-3-2 in league finishing 2nd. Rated
12th in Northern California and
reaching the regional semi-finals


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team went 14-3-4 overall and was
7-2-4 in league finishing 2nd. Rated
6th in Northern California and 15th
nationally for JC Division III men's
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


soccer programs.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team went 8-8-4 overall and was 6-
5-2 in league finishing 3rd. Rated
15th in Northern California


Offensive Statistics; Statistical
analysis will be conducted utilizing
the California Community College
Soccer News reporting system. All
areas of offensive production will
be measured.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Gave up 41 goals in 19 games


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Ranked 15 out of 75 teams in goals
scored. 52 goals in 20 games meet
prescribed benchmark. Goal
differential of 1.5 goals per game
on average.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Ranked 19 out of 75 teams in goals
allowed. 22 goals in 20 games meet
prescribed benchmark. Goal
differential of 1.5 goals per game
on average


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Ranked 26 out of 77 teams in goals
scored. 44 goals in 21 games meet
prescribed benchmark. Goal
differential of a full goal per game
on average.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team finished 2-16-1 and 1-11-1 in
conference. Team did not finish in
top half of conference.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team finished 3-15-1 and 3-10 in
conference.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team finished in 4th place but did
not have an overall winning record.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team finished in 4th place with in
division and did not have winning
record (4-13-2)
Injuries played a role in non-
winning record along with ability


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog


Team gave up 21 goals in 21 games
an average of 1.0 goals per game.
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y Team was ranked 11th best in all
California defensively in goals
allowed per game. Goal differential
of 23 goals (44 goals scored and 21
goals allowed)


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team gave up 29 goals or slightly
less than 1.5 goals per game


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team gave up 33 goals in 19
contests meeting their goal of
giving up an average of 2 goals or
less per game.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team gave up 61 goals in 19
matches, an average of 3.21 per
match. Team ranked 67th of 74
teams in defense.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team scored 10 goals in 19 games.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team scored 11 goals in 19
matches and were ranked 69th, out
of 74, in the state. Team averaged
.57 goals per game.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team scored 12 goals in 19
matches not meeting goal of
averaging 2 goals or more per
game.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team scored 32 goals in 20 contest
and average of 1.6 but had
appositive goal differential of + 3.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team went 12-6-2 overall and was
8-3-2 in league finishing 2nd. Rated
12th in Northern California and
reaching the regional semi-finals


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team went 14-3-4 overall and was
7-2-4 in league finishing 2nd. Rated
6th in Northern California and 15th
nationally for JC Division III men's
soccer programs.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team went 8-8-4 overall and was 6-
5-2 in league finishing 3rd. Rated
15th in Northern California


SKY VARS 200 Varsity Wrestling Sportsmanship and Active Embody the traits of Coast Conference Report on SKY Dept - 10 of 16 students successfully
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SKY VARS 200 Varsity Wrestling Academics Active good sportsmanship
and a sense of team in
both competition and
practice and
demonstrate
committment to
academic achievement
through work ethic
developed in practice
and competition.


Decorum Violations Kinesiolog
y


completed 12 or more units and
the team GPA was 2.79


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


11 of 18 students who participated
completed 12 or more units. 8 of 18
students who participated
completed at least 12 units with a
2.75 GPA or higher


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


4 of 12 students successfully
completed 12 or more units and
the team GPA was 2.72.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


4 of 15 students completed 12 or
more units with above a 2.75 GPA


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


7 of 13 students successfully
completed 12 or more units and
the team GPA was 2.76


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


7 of 14 students (50%) completed
12 or more units with a 2.75 GPA or
higher.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Did not meet grade criteria


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


No coaches or students were given
a decorum violation during the
2013 season


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


No participants (coaches or
students) were given a decorum
violation during the season


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


No participants (coaches or
students) were given a decorum
violation during the season.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


No students or coaches received a
decorum violation.
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


No students or coaches received
decorum violations.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


No students, 15 total, received a
decorum violation during the
season.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team hit both benchmarks and was
nominated for Team All-State
Academic Award.. Concern was
expressed about scheduling. As the
school embarks on offering fewer
levels but higher unit courses,
scheduling has been made more
difficult. Also, the loss of the
learning community makes it
harder to get students into
schedules. We have been fortunate
that enrollment pressure is low on
campus due to a load of 525. It's
becoming harder as more groups
are provided priority or placed in
specialized cohorts. Real need for a
student success position to more
closely collaborate with student
services to make sure student-
athlete population is served.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team hit both benchmarks.
Concern was expressed about
scheduling. As the school embarks
on offering fewer levels but higher
unit courses, scheduling has been
made more difficult. Also, the loss
of the learning community makes it
harder to get students into
schedules. We have been fortunate
that enrollment pressure is low on
campus due to a load of 515. It's
becoming harder as more groups
are provided priority or placed in
specialized cohorts. Real need for a
student success position to more
closely collaborate with student
services to make sure student-
athlete population is served.
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Grade evaluation of students who
participated and are listed on the
roster.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


10 of 16 students successfully
completed 12 or more units and
the team GPA was 2.79


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


11 of 18 students who participated
completed 12 or more units. 8 of 18
students who participated
completed at least 12 units with a
2.75 GPA or higher


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


4 of 12 students successfully
completed 12 or more units and
the team GPA was 2.72.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


4 of 15 students completed 12 or
more units with above a 2.75 GPA


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


7 of 13 students successfully
completed 12 or more units and
the team GPA was 2.76


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


7 of 14 students (50%) completed
12 or more units with a 2.75 GPA or
higher.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Did not meet grade criteria


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


No coaches or students were given
a decorum violation during the
2013 season


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


No participants (coaches or
students) were given a decorum
violation during the season


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


No participants (coaches or
students) were given a decorum
violation during the season.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


No students or coaches received a
decorum violation.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


No students or coaches received
decorum violations.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


No students, 15 total, received a
decorum violation during the
season.


SKY Dept - Team hit both benchmarks and was
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Kinesiolog
y


nominated for Team All-State
Academic Award.. Concern was
expressed about scheduling. As the
school embarks on offering fewer
levels but higher unit courses,
scheduling has been made more
difficult. Also, the loss of the
learning community makes it
harder to get students into
schedules. We have been fortunate
that enrollment pressure is low on
campus due to a load of 525. It's
becoming harder as more groups
are provided priority or placed in
specialized cohorts. Real need for a
student success position to more
closely collaborate with student
services to make sure student-
athlete population is served.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team hit both benchmarks.
Concern was expressed about
scheduling. As the school embarks
on offering fewer levels but higher
unit courses, scheduling has been
made more difficult. Also, the loss
of the learning community makes it
harder to get students into
schedules. We have been fortunate
that enrollment pressure is low on
campus due to a load of 515. It's
becoming harder as more groups
are provided priority or placed in
specialized cohorts. Real need for a
student success position to more
closely collaborate with student
services to make sure student-
athlete population is served.


Strategies and Skills Active Demonstrate an expert
knowledge of the
strategies and skills of
the sport of wrestling;
use critical thinking
skills to apply this
knowledge to
competitive situations


Competitive Record based on
individual results at regional and
state wide competition.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


10 students qualified for regional
with 4 advancing to the state
championships. Team finished 5th
out of 10 in Northern California and
10th out of 20 at the state
championships. 3 finishers in the
top 5 state-wide.
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Strategies and Skills Active in order to contend to
the best of one's ability
against outside
opponents.


Competitive Record based on
individual results at regional and
state wide competition.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


10 students qualified for regional
with 4 advancing to the state
championships. Team finished 5th
out of 10 in Northern California and
10th out of 20 at the state
championships. 3 finishers in the
top 5 state-wide.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


2 students qualified for regional
with four advancing to the state
championships. Two wrestlers
finished in the top 8 in California.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


28 students were enrolled in the
class and 14 competed. Scores are
based on the 14 students who
participated. The mean score for
those students was above a 1.5 on
three point scale poor (0), average
(1) or excellent(2). Coaches utilized
assessments to rank wrestlers by
weight class


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


28 students were enrolled in the
class and 15 competed. Scores are
based on the 15 students who
participated. The mean score for
those students was above a 1.5 on
three point scale poor (0), average
(1) or excellent(2). Coaches utilized
assessments to rank wrestlers by
weight class


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


30 students were enrolled in the
class and 13 competed. Scores are
based on the 13 students who
participated. The mean score for
those students was above a 1.5 on
three point scale poor (0), average
(1) or excellent(2). Coaches utilized
assessments to rank wrestlers by
weight class.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


30 students were enrolled in the
class and 15 competed. Scores are
based on the 15 students who
participated. The mean score for
those students was above a 1.5 on
three point scale poor (0), average
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


(1) or excellent(2). Coaches utilized
assessments to rank wrestlers by
weight class.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


32 students were enrolled in the
class and 14 competed. Scores are
based on the 15 students who
participated. The mean score for
those students was above a 1.3 on
three point scale poor (0), average
(1) or excellent(2). Coaches utilized
assessments to rank wrestlers by
weight class.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


33 students were enrolled in the
class and 15 competed. Scores are
based on the 15 students who
participated. The mean score for
those students was above a 1.5 on
three point scale poor (0), average
(1) or excellent(2). Coaches utilized
assessments to rank wrestlers by
weight class. .


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


8 students qualified for regional
with five advancing to the state
championships. Team finished 4th
out of 10 in Northern California and
16th out of 20 at the state
championships.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


8 students qualified for regional
with six advancing to the state
championships. Team finished 5th
out of 10 in Northern California and
17th out of 20 at the state
championships.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


9 students qualified for regional
with six advancing to the state
championships.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


9 students qualified for regional
with six advancing to the state
championships. Team won
conference championship (first
since 2000) and finished 3rd out of
10 in Northern California and 15th
out of 20 at the state
championships. 6 finishers in the
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


top 5 regionally.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the 14 students on the roster 10
received a rating of 1.0 or higher on
three point scale poor (0), average
(1) or excellent(2). Coaches utilized
assessments to rank wrestlers by
weight class. ..


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Three students qualified for state
championships with Sam Tempko
finishing 2nd in the state at 174 lbs.
Skyline finished 17th in the state.


Individuals will be assessed on
personal skill development based
on weight class. Students will be
rated daily as either poor (0),
average (1) or excellent(2).


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


10 students qualified for regional
with 4 advancing to the state
championships. Team finished 5th
out of 10 in Northern California and
10th out of 20 at the state
championships. 3 finishers in the
top 5 state-wide.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


2 students qualified for regional
with four advancing to the state
championships. Two wrestlers
finished in the top 8 in California.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


28 students were enrolled in the
class and 14 competed. Scores are
based on the 14 students who
participated. The mean score for
those students was above a 1.5 on
three point scale poor (0), average
(1) or excellent(2). Coaches utilized
assessments to rank wrestlers by
weight class


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


28 students were enrolled in the
class and 15 competed. Scores are
based on the 15 students who
participated. The mean score for
those students was above a 1.5 on
three point scale poor (0), average
(1) or excellent(2). Coaches utilized
assessments to rank wrestlers by
weight class


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog


30 students were enrolled in the
class and 13 competed. Scores are
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y based on the 13 students who
participated. The mean score for
those students was above a 1.5 on
three point scale poor (0), average
(1) or excellent(2). Coaches utilized
assessments to rank wrestlers by
weight class.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


30 students were enrolled in the
class and 15 competed. Scores are
based on the 15 students who
participated. The mean score for
those students was above a 1.5 on
three point scale poor (0), average
(1) or excellent(2). Coaches utilized
assessments to rank wrestlers by
weight class.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


32 students were enrolled in the
class and 14 competed. Scores are
based on the 15 students who
participated. The mean score for
those students was above a 1.3 on
three point scale poor (0), average
(1) or excellent(2). Coaches utilized
assessments to rank wrestlers by
weight class.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


33 students were enrolled in the
class and 15 competed. Scores are
based on the 15 students who
participated. The mean score for
those students was above a 1.5 on
three point scale poor (0), average
(1) or excellent(2). Coaches utilized
assessments to rank wrestlers by
weight class. .


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


8 students qualified for regional
with five advancing to the state
championships. Team finished 4th
out of 10 in Northern California and
16th out of 20 at the state
championships.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


8 students qualified for regional
with six advancing to the state
championships. Team finished 5th
out of 10 in Northern California and
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


17th out of 20 at the state
championships.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


9 students qualified for regional
with six advancing to the state
championships.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


9 students qualified for regional
with six advancing to the state
championships. Team won
conference championship (first
since 2000) and finished 3rd out of
10 in Northern California and 15th
out of 20 at the state
championships. 6 finishers in the
top 5 regionally.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the 14 students on the roster 10
received a rating of 1.0 or higher on
three point scale poor (0), average
(1) or excellent(2). Coaches utilized
assessments to rank wrestlers by
weight class. ..


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Three students qualified for state
championships with Sam Tempko
finishing 2nd in the state at 174 lbs.
Skyline finished 17th in the state.


SKY VARS 300 Vars. Women's
Basketball


Sportsmanship and
Academics


Active Embody the traits of
good sportsmanship
and a sense of team in
both competition and
practice; and
demonstrate
commitment to
academic achievement
through work ethic
developed in practice
and competition.
(Sportsmanship and
Academics)


Coast Conference Report on
Decorum Violations


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


10 of 14 students passed 12 or
more units but the team GPA was a
2.52.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


13 of 14 students who participated
completed 12 or more units. 8 of 14
students who completed 12 or
more units had a GPA above a 2.75.
The team GPA was 3.16.


SKY Dept - 2 of 9 students passed 12 or more
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Kinesiolog
y


units with a 2.75 GPA or higher


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


5 of 10 students passed 12 or more
units with a 2.75 gpa or higher. Of
the five, three students were above
a 3.0.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


7 of 11 students completed 12 or
more units and the team GPA was
3.25. Concern was expressed about
scheduling. As the school embarks
on offering fewer levels but higher
unit courses, scheduling has been
made more difficult. Also, the loss
of the learning community makes it
harder to get students into
schedules. We have been fortunate
that enrollment pressure is low on
campus due to a load of 515. It's
becoming harder as more groups
are provided priority or placed in
specialized cohorts. Real need for a
student success position to more
closely collaborate with student
services to make sure student-
athlete population is served.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


9 of 11 students completed 12 or
more units and the team GPA was
2.92. A significant improvement
was noted from last season.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


9 of 12 students completed 12 or
more units and the team GPA was
2.85.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


9/14 students passed 12 or more
units with a 2.75 GPA or higher.
Team GPA was 3.21


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Criteria not me. Academic
performance was generally poor.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


No participants (coaches or
students) were given a decorum
violation during the season.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog


No participants were disqualified
with a decorum violation.
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y No participants were disqualified
with a decorum violation.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


No students or coaches received a
decorum violation during the fall
semester.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


No students or coaches received a
decorum violation.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


No students or coaches were
ejected.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


One student was given a decorum
violation during the season


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


One student was given a decorum
violation during the season.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team met both criteria and had an
excellent academic performance.
Team was nominated for all-state
academic award.  Concern was
expressed about scheduling. As the
school embarks on offering fewer
levels but higher unit courses,
scheduling has been made more
difficult. Also, the loss of the
learning community makes it
harder to get students into
schedules. We have been fortunate
that enrollment pressure is low on
campus due to a load of 515. It's
becoming harder as more groups
are provided priority or placed in
specialized cohorts. Real need for a
student success position to more
closely collaborate with student
services to make sure student-
athlete population is served.


Grade evaluation of students who
participated and are listed on the
roster.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


10 of 14 students passed 12 or
more units but the team GPA was a
2.52.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog


13 of 14 students who participated
completed 12 or more units. 8 of
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y 14 students who completed 12 or
more units had a GPA above a 2.75.
The team GPA was 3.16.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


2 of 9 students passed 12 or more
units with a 2.75 GPA or higher


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


5 of 10 students passed 12 or more
units with a 2.75 gpa or higher. Of
the five, three students were above
a 3.0.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


7 of 11 students completed 12 or
more units and the team GPA was
3.25. Concern was expressed about
scheduling. As the school embarks
on offering fewer levels but higher
unit courses, scheduling has been
made more difficult. Also, the loss
of the learning community makes it
harder to get students into
schedules. We have been fortunate
that enrollment pressure is low on
campus due to a load of 515. It's
becoming harder as more groups
are provided priority or placed in
specialized cohorts. Real need for a
student success position to more
closely collaborate with student
services to make sure student-
athlete population is served.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


9 of 11 students completed 12 or
more units and the team GPA was
2.92. A significant improvement
was noted from last season.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


9 of 12 students completed 12 or
more units and the team GPA was
2.85.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


9/14 students passed 12 or more
units with a 2.75 GPA or higher.
Team GPA was 3.21


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Criteria not me. Academic
performance was generally poor.


SKY Dept - No participants (coaches or
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Kinesiolog
y


students) were given a decorum
violation during the season.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


No participants were disqualified
with a decorum violation.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


No students or coaches received a
decorum violation during the fall
semester.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


No students or coaches received a
decorum violation.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


No students or coaches were
ejected.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


One student was given a decorum
violation during the season


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


One student was given a decorum
violation during the season.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team met both criteria and had an
excellent academic performance.
Team was nominated for all-state
academic award.  Concern was
expressed about scheduling. As the
school embarks on offering fewer
levels but higher unit courses,
scheduling has been made more
difficult. Also, the loss of the
learning community makes it
harder to get students into
schedules. We have been fortunate
that enrollment pressure is low on
campus due to a load of 515. It's
becoming harder as more groups
are provided priority or placed in
specialized cohorts. Real need for a
student success position to more
closely collaborate with student
services to make sure student-
athlete population is served.


Strategies and Skills Active Demonstrate an expert
knowledge of the


Competitive Record based on wins
and losses:


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog


Criteria met. Team ranked 26th in
the state for scoring defense out of
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Strategies and Skills Active strategies and skills of
the game of
basketball; use critical
thinking skills to apply
this knowledge to a
competitive situation
in order to contend to
the best of one's ability
against outside
opponents.


Competitive Record based on wins
and losses:


y 84 teams.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Currently, the team is 15-9 overall
and 5-3 in conference. They are on
pace to qualify for the playoffs and
are currently rated 14th in
Northern California.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Finished 13-15 overall and in 4th
place in the conference. Just
missed qualifying for CCCAA
playoffs with 21st RPI of 44
programs in Northern California


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Finished 16-12 and lost in the
CCCAA playoffs. Finished third in
conference. 14 seed in Northern
California. Lost to College of the
Siskiyous, eventual state finalist, in
the 2nd round.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Finished 18-12 and lost in the
CCCAA playoffs. Tied for third in
conference. 18 seed in Northern
California. Won play-in and lost in
second round.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team averages 61.8 points per
game and is ranked 43rd out of 90
teams in scoring. Strong overall
rating makes up for not getting to
the 70 point threshold.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team averages 62.4 points per
game and is ranked 42nd out of 89
teams in scoring. Strong overall
rating makes up for not getting to
the 70 point threshold.


SKY Dept - Team averages 67.9 points per
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Kinesiolog
y


game and is ranked 28th out of 91
teams in scoring. Strong overall
rating makes up for not getting to
the 70 point threshold.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team averages 68.1 points per
game and is ranked 23rd out of 90
teams in scoring. Strong overall
rating makes up for not getting to
the 70 point threshold.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team did not hit 70 point
benchmark but was in the top half
of the state in scoring. (38th of 84
teams)


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team finished 17-9 overall and 8-4
in conference. They qualified for
the state playoffs as the 10th seed.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team finished 6-19 and in a tie for
fifth place.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team gave up 69.2 points per
game. This met the 70 point
threshold.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team gives up 60.2 point per game
and is rated 30 out of 90 teams in
the state.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team gives up 61.9 point per game
and is rated 35th out of 89 teams in
the state.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team gives up 64.2 point per game
and is rated 51 out of 90 teams in
the state.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team gives up 65.2 points per
game and is rated 56th out of 91
teams in the state. Lack of size and
turnovers play into this statistic.
Point differential is +2.7


Defensive Statistics:Statistical
analysis will be conducted utilizing
the statistical reporting system. All
areas of defensive production will
be measured.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Criteria met. Team ranked 26th in
the state for scoring defense out of
84 teams.


SKY Dept - Currently, the team is 15-9 overall
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Kinesiolog
y


and 5-3 in conference. They are on
pace to qualify for the playoffs and
are currently rated 14th in
Northern California.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Finished 13-15 overall and in 4th
place in the conference. Just
missed qualifying for CCCAA
playoffs with 21st RPI of 44
programs in Northern California


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Finished 16-12 and lost in the
CCCAA playoffs. Finished third in
conference. 14 seed in Northern
California. Lost to College of the
Siskiyous, eventual state finalist, in
the 2nd round.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Finished 18-12 and lost in the
CCCAA playoffs. Tied for third in
conference. 18 seed in Northern
California. Won play-in and lost in
second round.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team averages 61.8 points per
game and is ranked 43rd out of 90
teams in scoring. Strong overall
rating makes up for not getting to
the 70 point threshold.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team averages 62.4 points per
game and is ranked 42nd out of 89
teams in scoring. Strong overall
rating makes up for not getting to
the 70 point threshold.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team averages 67.9 points per
game and is ranked 28th out of 91
teams in scoring. Strong overall
rating makes up for not getting to
the 70 point threshold.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team averages 68.1 points per
game and is ranked 23rd out of 90
teams in scoring. Strong overall
rating makes up for not getting to
the 70 point threshold.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team did not hit 70 point
benchmark but was in the top half
of the state in scoring. (38th of 84
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


teams)


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team finished 17-9 overall and 8-4
in conference. They qualified for
the state playoffs as the 10th seed.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team finished 6-19 and in a tie for
fifth place.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team gave up 69.2 points per
game. This met the 70 point
threshold.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team gives up 60.2 point per game
and is rated 30 out of 90 teams in
the state.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team gives up 61.9 point per game
and is rated 35th out of 89 teams in
the state.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team gives up 64.2 point per game
and is rated 51 out of 90 teams in
the state.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team gives up 65.2 points per
game and is rated 56th out of 91
teams in the state. Lack of size and
turnovers play into this statistic.
Point differential is +2.7


Offensive Statistics; Statistical
analysis will be conducted utilizing
the statistical reporting system. All
areas of offensive production will
be measured.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Criteria met. Team ranked 26th in
the state for scoring defense out of
84 teams.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Currently, the team is 15-9 overall
and 5-3 in conference. They are on
pace to qualify for the playoffs and
are currently rated 14th in
Northern California.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Finished 13-15 overall and in 4th
place in the conference. Just
missed qualifying for CCCAA
playoffs with 21st RPI of 44
programs in Northern California


SKY Dept - Finished 16-12 and lost in the
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Kinesiolog
y


CCCAA playoffs. Finished third in
conference. 14 seed in Northern
California. Lost to College of the
Siskiyous, eventual state finalist, in
the 2nd round.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Finished 18-12 and lost in the
CCCAA playoffs. Tied for third in
conference. 18 seed in Northern
California. Won play-in and lost in
second round.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team averages 61.8 points per
game and is ranked 43rd out of 90
teams in scoring. Strong overall
rating makes up for not getting to
the 70 point threshold.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team averages 62.4 points per
game and is ranked 42nd out of 89
teams in scoring. Strong overall
rating makes up for not getting to
the 70 point threshold.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team averages 67.9 points per
game and is ranked 28th out of 91
teams in scoring. Strong overall
rating makes up for not getting to
the 70 point threshold.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team averages 68.1 points per
game and is ranked 23rd out of 90
teams in scoring. Strong overall
rating makes up for not getting to
the 70 point threshold.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team did not hit 70 point
benchmark but was in the top half
of the state in scoring. (38th of 84
teams)


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team finished 17-9 overall and 8-4
in conference. They qualified for
the state playoffs as the 10th seed.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team finished 6-19 and in a tie for
fifth place.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team gave up 69.2 points per
game. This met the 70 point
threshold.
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team gives up 60.2 point per game
and is rated 30 out of 90 teams in
the state.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team gives up 61.9 point per game
and is rated 35th out of 89 teams in
the state.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team gives up 64.2 point per game
and is rated 51 out of 90 teams in
the state.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team gives up 65.2 points per
game and is rated 56th out of 91
teams in the state. Lack of size and
turnovers play into this statistic.
Point differential is +2.7


SKY VARS 340 Vars. Women's
Volleyball


Sportsmanship and
Academics


Active Embody the traits of
good sportsmanship
and a sense of team in
both competition and
practice and
demonstrate
committment to
academic achievement
through work ethic
developed in practice
and competition.


Coast Conference Report on
Decorum Violations


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


 6 of 11 students met the standard.
Team GPA was 2.87. Academic
performance improved same as last
year.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


5 of 9 students completed 12 or
more units  but team GPA was 2.68


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


5of 10 students passed at least 12
units with a 2.75 GPA or higher.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


6 of 9 students completed 12 or
more units. 4 of 9 students
completed 12+ units with a GPA
above a 2.75. Team GPA was 2.6


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


8 of 14 (57%) students completed
12 or more units with a 2.75 GPA or
higher.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not taught in 17-18. Coach
resigned prior to season.


SKY Dept - No participants (coaches or
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Kinesiolog
y


students) were given a decorum
violation during the season


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


No participants (coaches or
students) were given a decorum
violation during the season.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


No participants were ejected or
received a decorum violation
during the 2010 season.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


No students or coaches received a
decorum violation


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


No students or coaches received
decorum violations.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


No students received a decorum
violation


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Only 2 of 11 students met the
standard. Team GPA and progress
were poor.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Only 6 of 11 students met the
standard. Team GPA was 2.91.
Academic performance improved
over last year. Two students had a
perfect 4.0 GPA. Yet, others really
struggled.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team hit both benchmarks.
Concern was expressed about
scheduling. As the school embarks
on offering fewer levels but higher
unit courses, scheduling has been
made more difficult. Also, the loss
of the learning community makes it
harder to get students into
schedules. We have been fortunate
that enrollment pressure is low on
campus due to a load of 515. It's
becoming harder as more groups
are provided priority or placed in
specialized cohorts. Real need for a
student success position to more
closely collaborate with student
services to make sure student-
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


athlete population is served.


Grade evaluation of students who
participated and are listed on the
roster.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


 6 of 11 students met the standard.
Team GPA was 2.87. Academic
performance improved same as last
year.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


5 of 9 students completed 12 or
more units  but team GPA was 2.68


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


5of 10 students passed at least 12
units with a 2.75 GPA or higher.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


6 of 9 students completed 12 or
more units. 4 of 9 students
completed 12+ units with a GPA
above a 2.75. Team GPA was 2.6


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


8 of 14 (57%) students completed
12 or more units with a 2.75 GPA or
higher.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not taught in 17-18. Coach
resigned prior to season.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


No participants (coaches or
students) were given a decorum
violation during the season


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


No participants (coaches or
students) were given a decorum
violation during the season.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


No participants were ejected or
received a decorum violation
during the 2010 season.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


No students or coaches received a
decorum violation


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


No students or coaches received
decorum violations.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


No students received a decorum
violation


SKY Dept - Only 2 of 11 students met the
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Kinesiolog
y


standard. Team GPA and progress
were poor.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Only 6 of 11 students met the
standard. Team GPA was 2.91.
Academic performance improved
over last year. Two students had a
perfect 4.0 GPA. Yet, others really
struggled.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team hit both benchmarks.
Concern was expressed about
scheduling. As the school embarks
on offering fewer levels but higher
unit courses, scheduling has been
made more difficult. Also, the loss
of the learning community makes it
harder to get students into
schedules. We have been fortunate
that enrollment pressure is low on
campus due to a load of 515. It's
becoming harder as more groups
are provided priority or placed in
specialized cohorts. Real need for a
student success position to more
closely collaborate with student
services to make sure student-
athlete population is served.


Strategies and Skills Active Demonstrate an expert
knowledge of the
strategies and skills of
the game of volleyball;
use critical thinking
skills to apply this
knowledge to a
competitive situations
in order to contend to
the best of one's ability
against outside
opponents.


Based on individual performance
at practice in offensive and
defensive skills, students will be
rated on a three point scale
(1=Poor, 2= Average, 3 = Excellent).
Student ratings for the season will
average better than 2.0.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Based on individual performance at
practice in offensive and defensive
skills, students were rated on a
three point scale (1=Poor, 2=
Average, 3 = Excellent). Student
ratings for the season averaged 2.0


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Based on individual performance at
practice in offensive and defensive
skills, students were rated on a
three point scale (1=Poor, 2=
Average, 3 = Excellent). Student
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


ratings for the season averaged 2.2


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Based on individual performance at
practice in offensive and defensive
skills, students were rated on a
three point scale (1=Poor, 2=
Average, 3 = Excellent). Student
ratings for the season averaged
better than 2.0. Rating is
inconclusive as average was based
on days participating. Because of
injuries, students missed quite a
few days.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Based on individual performance at
practice in offensive and defensive
skills, students were rated on a
three point scale (1=Poor, 2=
Average, 3 = Excellent). Student
ratings for the season averaged less
than 2.0. Rating is reflective of
some attitude problems.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not taught in 17-18. Coach
resigned prior to season.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the 10 students enrolled, the
mean was above 2.0. Should be
noted that result was determined
by a pre and post test. Students did
progress but not at a level to be
competitive.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the 14 players on the roster,
student ratings averaged slightly
better than 2.0 for the season.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team finished 4-17 overall and 0-12
in conference. 7th place in a 7 team
league


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team finished 4-21 overall and 2-8
in conference.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team finished 7-18 overall and 2-10
in conference. 6th place in a 7 team
league
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team finished at 12-14 overall and
2-8 in conference. Injuries were a
factor in results.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team finished season 10-15 overall
and 5-5 in conference which tied
for 3rd place in a six team division.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team finished the season 5-19
overall and 1-9 in conference
resulting in a 6th place finish


Competitive record based on wins
and losses


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Based on individual performance at
practice in offensive and defensive
skills, students were rated on a
three point scale (1=Poor, 2=
Average, 3 = Excellent). Student
ratings for the season averaged 2.0


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Based on individual performance at
practice in offensive and defensive
skills, students were rated on a
three point scale (1=Poor, 2=
Average, 3 = Excellent). Student
ratings for the season averaged 2.2


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Based on individual performance at
practice in offensive and defensive
skills, students were rated on a
three point scale (1=Poor, 2=
Average, 3 = Excellent). Student
ratings for the season averaged
better than 2.0. Rating is
inconclusive as average was based
on days participating. Because of
injuries, students missed quite a
few days.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Based on individual performance at
practice in offensive and defensive
skills, students were rated on a
three point scale (1=Poor, 2=
Average, 3 = Excellent). Student
ratings for the season averaged less
than 2.0. Rating is reflective of
some attitude problems.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Course not taught in 17-18. Coach
resigned prior to season.
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the 10 students enrolled, the
mean was above 2.0. Should be
noted that result was determined
by a pre and post test. Students did
progress but not at a level to be
competitive.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Of the 14 players on the roster,
student ratings averaged slightly
better than 2.0 for the season.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team finished 4-17 overall and 0-12
in conference. 7th place in a 7 team
league


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team finished 4-21 overall and 2-8
in conference.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team finished 7-18 overall and 2-10
in conference. 6th place in a 7 team
league


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team finished at 12-14 overall and
2-8 in conference. Injuries were a
factor in results.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team finished season 10-15 overall
and 5-5 in conference which tied
for 3rd place in a six team division.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team finished the season 5-19
overall and 1-9 in conference
resulting in a 6th place finish


SKY VARS 350 Women's Varsity
Badminton


Fitness improvement Inactive Demonstrate an
increase in
cardiovascular fitness
and wellness
developed through
daily practice and
measured through
efficiency of
movement and
recovery rate.


Pre and post fitness test SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students answered
positively to questions pertaining to
perceptions of fitness improvement
at the end of the season.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students improved their
footspeed and technique on timed
shuttle drills at the end of the
semester.
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students improved their
footspeed on timed shuttle drills at
the end of the semester.  90% of
students improved their technique
at the end of the semester.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students responded
positively to survey questions
pertaining to perceived fitness
changes.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students showed
improvement at the end of the
season on heart recovery rate after
footwork shuttle drills.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Using heart rate recovery rates
(measured through pre and post
testing of HR after footwork drills),
100% of students showed
improvement at the end of the
semester.


Survey to determine perceived
fitness changes at the end of the
semester


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students answered
positively to questions pertaining to
perceptions of fitness improvement
at the end of the season.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students improved their
footspeed and technique on timed
shuttle drills at the end of the
semester.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students improved their
footspeed on timed shuttle drills at
the end of the semester.  90% of
students improved their technique
at the end of the semester.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students responded
positively to survey questions
pertaining to perceived fitness
changes.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students showed
improvement at the end of the
season on heart recovery rate after
footwork shuttle drills.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog


Using heart rate recovery rates
(measured through pre and post
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y testing of HR after footwork drills),
100% of students showed
improvement at the end of the
semester.


Timed pre and post test footwork
shuttle drills


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students answered
positively to questions pertaining to
perceptions of fitness improvement
at the end of the season.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students improved their
footspeed and technique on timed
shuttle drills at the end of the
semester.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students improved their
footspeed on timed shuttle drills at
the end of the semester.  90% of
students improved their technique
at the end of the semester.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students responded
positively to survey questions
pertaining to perceived fitness
changes.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students showed
improvement at the end of the
season on heart recovery rate after
footwork shuttle drills.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Using heart rate recovery rates
(measured through pre and post
testing of HR after footwork drills),
100% of students showed
improvement at the end of the
semester.


Skill and knowledge Active Demonstrate an expert
knowledge of the
strategies and skills of
the game of
badminton; use critical
thinking skills to apply
this knowledge to a
competitive situation
in order to contend to
the best of one's ability
against outside
opponents.


Doubles challenge ladder rubric SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students scored 70% or
better on the 12 point doubles
challenge rubric
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Skill and knowledge Active Doubles challenge ladder rubric SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students scored 70% or
better on the 12 point doubles
challenge rubric


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students scored 80% or
better on strategy exam


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students scored 80% or
better on the exam


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% scored 80% or better on a
strategy quiz for singles and
doubles play.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


80% of students scored 8 or better
points on challenge ladder rubric


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


80% scored 8 points or better on a
12 point rubric on badminton
strategy.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


90% scored 8 points or better on a
12 point rubric on doubles strategy
during doubles ladder challenges.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


All students scored 8 points or
better on a 12 point rubric


Exam on use of strategy in singles
and doubles play


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students scored 70% or
better on the 12 point doubles
challenge rubric


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students scored 80% or
better on strategy exam


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students scored 80% or
better on the exam


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% scored 80% or better on a
strategy quiz for singles and
doubles play.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


80% of students scored 8 or better
points on challenge ladder rubric


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


80% scored 8 points or better on a
12 point rubric on badminton
strategy.
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


90% scored 8 points or better on a
12 point rubric on doubles strategy
during doubles ladder challenges.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


All students scored 8 points or
better on a 12 point rubric


Singles challenge ladder rubric SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students scored 70% or
better on the 12 point doubles
challenge rubric


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students scored 80% or
better on strategy exam


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students scored 80% or
better on the exam


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% scored 80% or better on a
strategy quiz for singles and
doubles play.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


80% of students scored 8 or better
points on challenge ladder rubric


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


80% scored 8 points or better on a
12 point rubric on badminton
strategy.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


90% scored 8 points or better on a
12 point rubric on doubles strategy
during doubles ladder challenges.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


All students scored 8 points or
better on a 12 point rubric


Sportsmanship Active Embody the traits of
good sportsmanship
and a sense of "team"
in both competition
and practice; exhibit
commitment through
practice work ethic
and support of
teammates as
described by
instructor.


Etiquette test SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students displayed good
sportsmanship 100% of the time


SKY Dept - 100% of students displayed good
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Kinesiolog
y


sportsmanship 100% of the time.
Sportsmanship was measured
through accepted badminton
etiquette and CCCAA decorum
guidelines in both competition and
practice.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students displayed good
sportsmanship 100% of the time.
Sportsmanship was measured
through accepted badminton
etiquette and CCCAA decorum
guidelines in both competition and
practice.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students displayed good
sportsmanship at least 90% of the
time.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of team goals were realistic
and measureable


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% scored 80% or better on a
badminton etiquette test


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% scored 80% or better on a
test pertaining to badminton
etiquette


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


80% of team goals were realistic
and measurable.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


90% of students scored 80% of
better on badminton etiquette test


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


90% of team goals were realistic
and measureable


Sportsmanship display during
conference play


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students displayed good
sportsmanship 100% of the time


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students displayed good
sportsmanship 100% of the time.
Sportsmanship was measured
through accepted badminton
etiquette and CCCAA decorum
guidelines in both competition and
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


practice.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students displayed good
sportsmanship 100% of the time.
Sportsmanship was measured
through accepted badminton
etiquette and CCCAA decorum
guidelines in both competition and
practice.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students displayed good
sportsmanship at least 90% of the
time.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of team goals were realistic
and measureable


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% scored 80% or better on a
badminton etiquette test


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% scored 80% or better on a
test pertaining to badminton
etiquette


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


80% of team goals were realistic
and measurable.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


90% of students scored 80% of
better on badminton etiquette test


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


90% of team goals were realistic
and measureable


Team goals creation, group project SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students displayed good
sportsmanship 100% of the time


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students displayed good
sportsmanship 100% of the time.
Sportsmanship was measured
through accepted badminton
etiquette and CCCAA decorum
guidelines in both competition and
practice.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog


100% of students displayed good
sportsmanship 100% of the time.
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y Sportsmanship was measured
through accepted badminton
etiquette and CCCAA decorum
guidelines in both competition and
practice.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of students displayed good
sportsmanship at least 90% of the
time.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% of team goals were realistic
and measureable


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% scored 80% or better on a
badminton etiquette test


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


100% scored 80% or better on a
test pertaining to badminton
etiquette


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


80% of team goals were realistic
and measurable.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


90% of students scored 80% of
better on badminton etiquette test


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


90% of team goals were realistic
and measureable


SKY VARS 360 Varsity Women's
Soccer


Sportsmanship and
Academics


Active Embody the traits of
good sportsmanship
and a sense of team in
both competition and
practice; and
demonstrate
commitment to
academic achievement
through work ethic
developed in practice
and competition.
(Sportsmanship and
Academics)


Coast Conference Report on
Decorum Violations


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


11 of 16 students who participated
completed 12+ units. Team GPA
was 3.08


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


11 of 18 students completed 12 or
more units but the team GPA was a
2.58


SKY Dept - 14 of 16 students who participated
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Kinesiolog
y


completed 12+ units. 12 of 16
students who completed 12+ units
had a 2.75 GPA or higher. Team
GPA was 3.03


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


18 of 20 students who participated
completed 12+ units. 11 of 20
students who completed 12+ units
had a 2.75 GPA or higher. Team
GPA was 2.71


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


2 out of 20 passed  12 or more
units with a GPA of 2.75 or higher.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


No coaches or students received a
decorum violation.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


No participants (coaches or
students) were given a decorum
violation during the season.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


No participants were given a
decorum violation in the 2013
season.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


No participants were given a
decorum violation throughout the
season.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


No students received a decorum
violation during the season.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students met the criteria.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team hit both benchmarks.
Concern was expressed about
scheduling. As the school embarks
on offering fewer levels but higher
unit courses, scheduling has been
made more difficult. Also, the loss
of the learning community makes it
harder to get students into
schedules. We have been fortunate
that enrollment pressure is low on
campus due to a load of 515. It's
becoming harder as more groups
are provided priority or placed in
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


specialized cohorts. Real need for a
student success position to more
closely collaborate with student
services to make sure student-
athlete population is served.


Grade evaluation of students who
participated and are listed on the
roster.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


11 of 16 students who participated
completed 12+ units. Team GPA
was 3.08


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


11 of 18 students completed 12 or
more units but the team GPA was a
2.58


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


14 of 16 students who participated
completed 12+ units. 12 of 16
students who completed 12+ units
had a 2.75 GPA or higher. Team
GPA was 3.03


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


18 of 20 students who participated
completed 12+ units. 11 of 20
students who completed 12+ units
had a 2.75 GPA or higher. Team
GPA was 2.71


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


2 out of 20 passed  12 or more
units with a GPA of 2.75 or higher.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


No coaches or students received a
decorum violation.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


No participants (coaches or
students) were given a decorum
violation during the season.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


No participants were given a
decorum violation in the 2013
season.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


No participants were given a
decorum violation throughout the
season.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


No students received a decorum
violation during the season.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Students met the criteria.
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team hit both benchmarks.
Concern was expressed about
scheduling. As the school embarks
on offering fewer levels but higher
unit courses, scheduling has been
made more difficult. Also, the loss
of the learning community makes it
harder to get students into
schedules. We have been fortunate
that enrollment pressure is low on
campus due to a load of 515. It's
becoming harder as more groups
are provided priority or placed in
specialized cohorts. Real need for a
student success position to more
closely collaborate with student
services to make sure student-
athlete population is served.


Strategies and Skills Active Demonstrate an expert
knowledge of the
strategies and skills of
the game of soccer;
use critical thinking
skills to apply this
knowledge to a
competitive situation
in order to contend to
the best of one's ability
against outside
opponents.


Competitive Record based on wins
and losses:


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team allowed 31 goals or about
1.55 per match meeting that
criteria. Team ranked 46th of 85
teams in scoring defense.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team finished the season 7-10-1
and in 4th place in division. which
was not a winning overall mark or
in the top half of the conference
standings.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team gave up 18 goals in 18
matches averaging a goal per game.
Team was 23rd of 84 in the state.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team gave up 30 goals in 20
matches averaging 1.5 goals per
game with a .25 goal differential.
Team was 39th of 88 in the state.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog


Team gave up 50 goals averaging
2.63 goals per game with a -.85
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y goal differential. Team was 67th of
89 in the state


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team gave up 56 goals in 18 games
which did not meet the success
criteria if averaging two per game.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team gave up 66 goals in 19
matches averaging a goal per game.
Team was 80th of 88 in the state.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team scored 25 goals in 20 games
averaging 1.25 goals per game and
finished 61st among 88 teams in
scoring. Goal differential was -.25


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team scored 30 goals in 18 games
averaging 1.6 goals per game and
finished 51st among 84 teams in
scoring.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team scored 32 goals in 19 games
averaging 1.6 goals per game and
finished 52nd among 88 teams in
scoring.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team scored 33 goals in 18 games
which did not meet success
criterion of averaging two goals per
game. Injuries forced better
offensive players to play goalie.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team scored 35 goals  averaging
1.89 goals per game and finished
44th among 89 teams in scoring.
Team had 28 assists and ranked
42nd of 89 teams in the state.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team scored 41 goals averaging 2.1
goals per game and finished 33rd
among 85 teams in scoring.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team was 11-8-1 overall and 4-3-1
in conference finishing in 3rd place


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team was 5-11-3 overall and 1-8-2
in conference finishing in 6th place.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team was 6-8-6 overall and 3-6-2 in
conference finishing in 5th place.
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team was 8-4-6 overall and 5-1-4 in
conference finishing in 2nd place.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team was 8-9-2 overall and 5-6 in
conference finishing in 3rd place.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


The team gave up only 8 goals in 22
matches.


Defensive Statistics: Statistical
analysis will be conducted utilizing
the California Community College
Soccer News reporting system. All
areas of defensive production will
be measured.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team allowed 31 goals or about
1.55 per match meeting that
criteria. Team ranked 46th of 85
teams in scoring defense.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team finished the season 7-10-1
and in 4th place in division. which
was not a winning overall mark or
in the top half of the conference
standings.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team gave up 18 goals in 18
matches averaging a goal per game.
Team was 23rd of 84 in the state.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team gave up 30 goals in 20
matches averaging 1.5 goals per
game with a .25 goal differential.
Team was 39th of 88 in the state.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team gave up 50 goals averaging
2.63 goals per game with a -.85
goal differential. Team was 67th of
89 in the state


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team gave up 56 goals in 18 games
which did not meet the success
criteria if averaging two per game.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team gave up 66 goals in 19
matches averaging a goal per game.
Team was 80th of 88 in the state.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team scored 25 goals in 20 games
averaging 1.25 goals per game and
finished 61st among 88 teams in
scoring. Goal differential was -.25


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog


Team scored 30 goals in 18 games
averaging 1.6 goals per game and
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y finished 51st among 84 teams in
scoring.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team scored 32 goals in 19 games
averaging 1.6 goals per game and
finished 52nd among 88 teams in
scoring.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team scored 33 goals in 18 games
which did not meet success
criterion of averaging two goals per
game. Injuries forced better
offensive players to play goalie.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team scored 35 goals  averaging
1.89 goals per game and finished
44th among 89 teams in scoring.
Team had 28 assists and ranked
42nd of 89 teams in the state.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team scored 41 goals averaging 2.1
goals per game and finished 33rd
among 85 teams in scoring.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team was 11-8-1 overall and 4-3-1
in conference finishing in 3rd place


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team was 5-11-3 overall and 1-8-2
in conference finishing in 6th place.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team was 6-8-6 overall and 3-6-2 in
conference finishing in 5th place.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team was 8-4-6 overall and 5-1-4 in
conference finishing in 2nd place.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team was 8-9-2 overall and 5-6 in
conference finishing in 3rd place.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


The team gave up only 8 goals in 22
matches.


Offensive Statistics; Statistical
analysis will be conducted utilizing
the California Community College
Soccer News reporting system. All
areas of offensive production will


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team allowed 31 goals or about
1.55 per match meeting that
criteria. Team ranked 46th of 85
teams in scoring defense.
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be measured. SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team allowed 31 goals or about
1.55 per match meeting that
criteria. Team ranked 46th of 85
teams in scoring defense.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team finished the season 7-10-1
and in 4th place in division. which
was not a winning overall mark or
in the top half of the conference
standings.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team gave up 18 goals in 18
matches averaging a goal per game.
Team was 23rd of 84 in the state.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team gave up 30 goals in 20
matches averaging 1.5 goals per
game with a .25 goal differential.
Team was 39th of 88 in the state.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team gave up 50 goals averaging
2.63 goals per game with a -.85
goal differential. Team was 67th of
89 in the state


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team gave up 56 goals in 18 games
which did not meet the success
criteria if averaging two per game.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team gave up 66 goals in 19
matches averaging a goal per game.
Team was 80th of 88 in the state.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team scored 25 goals in 20 games
averaging 1.25 goals per game and
finished 61st among 88 teams in
scoring. Goal differential was -.25


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team scored 30 goals in 18 games
averaging 1.6 goals per game and
finished 51st among 84 teams in
scoring.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team scored 32 goals in 19 games
averaging 1.6 goals per game and
finished 52nd among 88 teams in
scoring.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team scored 33 goals in 18 games
which did not meet success
criterion of averaging two goals per
game. Injuries forced better
offensive players to play goalie.
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SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team scored 35 goals  averaging
1.89 goals per game and finished
44th among 89 teams in scoring.
Team had 28 assists and ranked
42nd of 89 teams in the state.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team scored 41 goals averaging 2.1
goals per game and finished 33rd
among 85 teams in scoring.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team was 11-8-1 overall and 4-3-1
in conference finishing in 3rd place


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team was 5-11-3 overall and 1-8-2
in conference finishing in 6th place.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team was 6-8-6 overall and 3-6-2 in
conference finishing in 5th place.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team was 8-4-6 overall and 5-1-4 in
conference finishing in 2nd place.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


Team was 8-9-2 overall and 5-6 in
conference finishing in 3rd place.


SKY Dept -
Kinesiolog
y


The team gave up only 8 goals in 22
matches.


Distinct Count:97 Distinct Count:98 Count:4673 Count:4673
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Sheet1

		Kinesiology AA-T, ISF (Health and Physical Education) and PE Degrees

		Kinesiology AA-T

		Required				Pre-Requisite or Recommendation

		BIOL 130				Recommended ENGL 846, ESOL 400 or Placement

		CHEM 210				Pre-Requisite is CHEM 192 and Math 120 / 123 or Placement

		or

		CHEM 410				Pre-Requisite is Math 110 or Placement

		BIOL 250				Pre-Requisite in BIOL 110 or 130

		BIOL 260				Pre-Requisite in BIOL 250 and CHEM 192/210 or 410

		KINE 100				Recommended ENGL 846, ESOL 400 or Placement

		3 units of activity				COMB 301,302, 401.1-4

		max of 1 unit				DANC 121.1-4, 130.1-4, 140.1-4, 152.1-4, 161,162,163,164 and 350.1-4

		from any area				FITN 116.1-4, 201.1-4, 314.1-4, 334.1-4, 335.1-4

						INDV 101.1-4, 121.1-4, 126, 160.1-4, 251.1-4

						TEAM 111.1-4, 132.1-4, 141.1-4, 148.1-4

		Recommended				Pre-Requisite or Recommendation

		KINE 305				Recommended concurrent enrollment in an activity class

		KINE 510				Recommended ENGL 846, ESOL 400 or Placement

		MATH 200				Math 120, 123 or 190 / Placement

		DANC 100				Recommended ENGL 846, ESOL 400 or Placement

		PSYC 100				Recommended ENGL 846, ESOL 400 or Placement

		PLSC 200				Recommended ENGL 100 or ENGL 105 or Placement

		Physical Education Degree

		If you complete the required courses for the AA-T in Kinesiology, you can also graduate with a Physical Education Degree by completing

		the additional required courses below. You also have greater flexibility in the activity courses that count just for the PE Degree

		Required				Pre-Requisite or Recommendation

		KINE 305				Recommended concurrent enrollment in an activity class

		PSYC 100				Recommended ENGL 846, ESOL 400 or Placement

		Recommended

		MATH 200				Math 120, 123 or 190 / Placement

		DANC 100				Recommended ENGL 846, ESOL 400 or Placement

		KINE 510				Recommended ENGL 846, ESOL 400 or Placement

		Interdisciplinary Degree in Health and Physical Education

		A third degree option would be the Interdisciplinary Studies Degree with a concentration in Health and Physical Education

		The degree has 9 units of lecture content in either Psychology, Health, Kinesiology or Physical Education

		Recommended				Pre-Requisite or Recommendation

		KINE 100				Recommended ENGL 846, ESOL 400 or Placement

		KINE 305				Recommended concurrent enrollment in an activity class

		KINE 510				Recommended ENGL 846, ESOL 400 or Placement

		In addition, the student must complete  9 units in any activity based course offered in Kinesiology.
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										SIGNATURES ATTESTING TO RESPONSE
								




					
				


				 


				
					By signing below, we attest to the following:
				


				 


				
							
								1.
									
								That
								Skyline College
								has conducted an honest assessment of Response and has provided complete and accurate
								disclosure of timely information regarding Response with the Core Requirements,
								Comprehensive Standards, and Federal Requirements of the Commission on Colleges.
							

		
								2.
									
								That
								Skyline College
								has attached a complete and accurate listing of all programs offered by the institution,
								the locations where they are offered, and the means by which they are offered as
								indicated on the updated "Institutional Summary Form Prepared for Commission Reviews,"
								and that the comprehensive assessment of Response reported on the Response Certification
								includes the review of all such programs.
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								That
								Skyline College
								has provided a complete and accurate listing of all substantive changes that have
								been reported and approved by the Commission since the institution's last reaffirmation
								as well as the date of Commission approval.
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		KINE		Kinesiology




						
					


					
		


			
		

		
			
						 


						
						
									I.A.		Describe the program(s) to be reviewed.  What is the purpose of the program and how does it contribute to the mission of Skyline College?  (Program Profile: Purpose)

								      
		Continuing Implementation




						  X  
		Completed




						      
		Not Applicable




		

				      
		Purpose of the WL program: To Ensure that the cultural and linguistic ability of the students who take WL courses at Skyline College increases for the




						      
		Team




		









						

						 

						 

						
									Narrative

		 The mission of the Kinesiology program is to educate our students on the lifelong benefits of physical fitness.  This is done through a variety of activity and lecture classes offered by the program.  Over the last twenty years, the program has increased its focus on the national and local epidemic of obesity. Our curriculum is designed to tackle this epidemic and assist our students. Kinesiology also focuses on developing kinesthetic and critical thinking skills in our students. Students must not only be able to demonstrate various activity skills and improve their fitness but also think critically about activity as a means to promote health and wellbeing. We feel that physical activity epidemiology (disease prevention) and the intersection of learning domains (cognitive, affective and psychmotor) are why the program is so important to the general education of all students.



 

 Kinesiology primarily impacts and interacts with other programs on campus as a local graduation requirement and as a primary means of fulfilling the Institutional Student Learning Outcome related to Life Long Wellness. The two activity course requirement is an integral part of the general education of a student. With higher success rates and a variety of offerings in the day, evening and on-line, Kinesiology curriculum fits perfectly with the campus wide "promise" to get students in, through and out on time. The requirement in no way is an impediment to student success and progress. The Kinesiology AA-T is the fifth most popular at Skyline and Kinesiology is the fifth most popular major in the CSU system. As such, the discipline is a critical pathway for students seeking a degree and transfer.



 

 Skyline College’s mission statement is:  “To Empower and Transform a Global Community of Learners.” This mission is consistent with the breadth of the Kinesiology curriculum with all of our courses leading to transfer, career advancement, and disease prevention or a combination of the above. Our program also strives to address the Skyline College value of student success and equity. Obesity rates disproportionately impact communities of color and those in lower socio-economic classes. By offering a primarily activity based curriculum, we strive to close those gaps faced in our local community by providing increased opportunities and education for those most vulnerable to the health related impacts associated with obesity.

 





						

					 

					
					
						
									
										Associated Objectives
									

		
												
																											
																
															699-Enhanced Technology, Equipment, Supplies and Professional Development:
														




									




						

						 

					

					
					
				
						 


						



						
									I.B.		Annual program planning is intended to be a collaborative process which promotes dialogue and reflection.  Please identify all individuals who contributed to or shaped the narrative.  Include names and the title or role of each person.  (Program Profile: Planning Team)

								      
		Continuing Implementation




						  X  
		Completed




						      
		Not Applicable




		

				      
		Purpose of the WL program: To Ensure that the cultural and linguistic ability of the students who take WL courses at Skyline College increases for the




						      
		Team




		









						

						 

						 

						
									Narrative

		Staff who provided data and were resources in completing this program plan were: Tony Brunicardi (Instructional Aide), Kevin Corsiglia (Instructor), Mike Fitzgerald (Instructor), Jan Fosberg (Instructor), Sandra Hatzistratis (Division Assistant), Joe Morello (Dean), Dino Nomicos (Instructor), Justin Piergrossi (Instructor), Gabe Saucedo (Instructor), Amber Steele (Instructor) and a number of Adjunct instructors.

We have one administrator (dean), two classified (division assistant (.5) and instructional aide (.5) ) and 1faculty who serve the division. The dean, instructional aide and division assistant have split responsibilities with part of their time dedicated to the Dance and Athletic programs. Of the 17 faculty, 7 are full-time but the majority of those have instructional responsibilities in other programs such as Dance and Athletics. We have lost several part time instructors due to cut backs related to repeatability and the institutional reduction in headcount. We have, on average, 15-20 volunteers every semester and usually 2-3 work study students. Volunteers tend to be primarily in the Adaptive or Team courses. Work study also tended to be in Adaptive but this year, we have no work study students in Adaptive and just one for the entire program.







						

					 

					
					
						
									
										Associated Objectives
									

		
												
																											
																
															699-Enhanced Technology, Equipment, Supplies and Professional Development:
														




									




						

						 

					

					
					
				
						 


						



						
									II.A.		Describe the progress made on previously established program objectives (goals) including identification of achievements or areas in which further effort is needed. Programs which have not yet established CPR/APP objectives should discuss progress on program implementation or activities.  (Analysis: Progress on Prior Program Objectives (Goals) and Activities)

								      
		Continuing Implementation




						  X  
		Completed




						      
		Not Applicable




		

				      
		Purpose of the WL program: To Ensure that the cultural and linguistic ability of the students who take WL courses at Skyline College increases for the




						      
		Team




		









						

						 

						 

						
									Narrative

		 Enhanced Technology, Equipment, Supplies and Professional Development: Data and assessments indicate that student engagement (participation) is a huge factor in student achievement in Kinesiology. Because most activity classes are skill building (knowledge, motor and / or fitness), it's important to keep students engaged. We also have noted the need to purchase, modify or update current supplies, equipment and technology that we use in our discipline. Our data indicates that student outcomes are better when students are actively participating. A key component in that is having supplies, equipment and technology which allow students to perform activity properly, safely and in a way that allows them to understand and achieve the epidemiological benefits of exercise. As part and parcel of purchasing updated / improved supplies, equipment and technology staff will have to fully utilize professional development opportunities to use items effectively in the classroom. Whether through the CTTL or external sources, the desire and ability to always look to raise the bar in the classroom is critical.

 





 

 Accessibility of PEEP Data: PEEP (Physical Education Evaluation Program) is now in its 38th year. Over 50,000+ records have been collected regarding student progress towards outcomes related to the five major components of fitness. This data is something that we want to work with PRIE with to better understand. At the same time, we want to make this information more accessible for students. Right now, they receive results via paper at the end of the semester. We would like help in developing an on-line system where students can access pre and post test results and measure change not only during the semester but over their time at Skyline in case they take multiple classes. A G number + password system would be a good way for students to engage with their results. Plus, the online system would meet the sustainability goal of the campus by cutting down on the use of paper.  Perhaps the new CRM can be used for this purpose?

 

 Ideally, multiple tablets could be used at each station, allowing students to type in their g-number and result as they get it, rather than requiring the dozens of hours of data-entry to be done after each round of testing. We have the tablets now. What we need help with is developing a means to put the system on-line in a manner similar to how students access websmart. In addition, the database itself is quite inaccessible, in terms of creating reports that allow faculty members to analyze statistical results easily.  This system should probably not be created from scratch, (as the last version was, leaving us without support or ways to alter it), but should probably be a database created on a system with technical support on campus, such as an ACCESS or mySQL database.




 

 Outreach: We also will need assistance in outreach related to our program. Our staff right now is stretched to simply meet operational needs. The campus has embarked on a strong outreach effort with numerous events and activities yet we are unable to participate in many activities. We don't have the staff. It's critical that we have such staff available. If the PSC for Athletics is funded, the Instructional Aide in our Division could have a greater percentage of their time shifted into Kinesiology allowing for this type of effort.

 



Evaluate Curricular Options:  As enrollment in our activities based curriculum has gone down due to changes in repeatability and degree opportunities, we recognize the need to improve / change curricular options for students. While activities will always remain the backbone of the curricular program, we should evaluate and consider any certificate options related to our discipline that may be viable without creating undue barriers for students. These could be single course certificates / certifications or possibly continuing education units for certification. We also plan on investigating areas of growth in our curriculum and enrollment based on the internalization of the campus, on-line options and / or expanding GE options within the program. We are prohibited from doing outreach for concurrent / dual enrollment students which limits our ability to reach that growing population.



Strengthen Equity and Social Justice Connection: As was noted, we have pursued a focus related to obesity reduction as part of our program. CDC data indicated that obesity is found in statistically higher proportions based on gender, ethnicity and socio-economic status. Obesity is a major cause of the leading causes of death (heart disease, cancer, diabetes and stroke) in the United States. We want to more clearly demonstrate that it's not just access that impacts the numbers. It's availability of evaluative programs that are geared toward epidemiological (disease prevention) benefits. We want to make sure that our program benefits all students but want to take special care to make sure that it serves those who need this type of program most.





 

 

Facilities: We are in need of additional indoor space due to the impacted scheduling of three current teaching stations (3102 Fitness Room; 3200, Gym; and 3201, Dance Studio) and the useful life of our current portables. 3102, 3200 and 3201 are scheduled and used in some cases 12-14 hours a day (excluding weekends). We need additional space to not only meet student demand but also as alternative teaching space because of weather. Our climate impacts the ability of students to learn and teachers to teach during especially windy and foggy times. Additional indoor space will be an alternative in such situations. A Center for Human Performance and Kinesiology which is part of the campus and district facility master plan will fit this need. In addition our classroom space in Portables 3A, 3B and 3C are coming to the end of their useful life. These portables are all 20+ years of age and need to be replaced in the next year or two. Otherwise, our classes and activities will be negatively impacted.




 

 Finally, our review indicates that while assessments are important we have key items to consider over the next few years. Specifically:



 1. Evaluate and update as necessary the current PE and ISF Degree Options to align them with our current AA-T degree to create a clearer pathway for students.

 2. Evaluate and consider any certificate options related to our discipline that may be viable without creating undue barriers for students. These could be single course certificates / certifications or possibly continuing education units for certification.

 3. Investigate areas of growth in our curriculum and enrollment based on the internalization of the campus, on-line options and / or expanding GE options within the program. We are prohibited from doing outreach for concurrent students which limits our ability to reach that growing population.

 





						

					 

					
						
									
										Evidentiary Documents
									

		
												
																
																	
																bs-kinesiology-concentration-exercise-movement-sciences.pdf
															

		
																
																	
																bs-kinesiology-concentration-physical-education.pdf
															

		
																
																	
																Degree Handout Major.xlsx
															

		
																
																	
																KINE_CourseFourColumn.pdf
															

		
																
																	
																List of courses with Results - Kinesiology.pdf
															

		
																
																	
																SFState_Skyline_KINE_Articulation.pdf
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									II.B.		Describe any recent external or internal changes impacting the program or which are expected to impact the program in the next year.  Please include when the specified changes occurred or are expected to occur.  (Analysis: Program Environment)

								      
		Continuing Implementation




						  X  
		Completed




						      
		Not Applicable




		

				      
		Purpose of the WL program: To Ensure that the cultural and linguistic ability of the students who take WL courses at Skyline College increases for the




						      
		Team




		









						

						 

						 

						
									Narrative

		  External factors have had a major impact on our division. Title V changes adopted in Fall 2013 with the purpose of reducing FTES in Kinesiology, Athletics and Dance activity courses has had its intended impact over the last five + years. The impetus for the change in the regulations is that offerings were too robust given the scarcity of resources in the system and that courses in our division did not support the core mission of community colleges related to transfer, vocational training, degree / certification attainment and / or basic skills.











 

 It is our perspective that course offerings in Kinesiology reflect system and institutional needs and depending on the course and circumstances that our curriculum does support the core mission of community colleges related to transfer, vocational training, degree / certification attainment and / or basic skills. In fact, utilizing data on success rates and cost per FTES generated, courses offered in Kinesiology are some of the most successful and cost efficient in the system. 













 

 A second external factor that may have some impact on our area is the completion agenda being pushed at the state and local level. Obviously, timely and efficient completion is a notable system priority. Resources are used most efficiently when students can enter and exit the system expeditiously while meeting educational priorities (transfer, degree and / or certificate completion). As part of the completion agenda, a push toward a more standardized or stream-lined degree format is being promoted. The rationale being that many “local” requirements may be burdensome to students, not of interest, and / or delay completion. At many community colleges one of the “local” requirements can be Kinesiology / Physical Education courses. The SMCCCD schools (Canada, CSM and Skyline) all have a two activity class requirement for students who want to earn a degree. Exceptions can be granted to this requirement on a limited basis. NO data has been presented that indicates that the current activity requirement is an impediment to student progress or completion. Other courses may be an impediment but activity courses are not. Our area, with system wide colleagues, would strongly defend the importance of local control in determining requirements for graduation in addition to any Title V mandates.





Our defense of the requirement is based on external and internal data. Data from the CDC (Centers for Disease Control) indicates that of the U.S. adult population 71.6 % of adults are either overweight (31.8%) or obese (39.8%). The data indicates that African-Americans were among the most likely to be obese, at 47.9%, compared to the national average of 39.8%. The obesity rate among Hispanics, at 44.8%, is also higher than the national average. Asians are far less likely to be obese, with only 12.5% falling into that category. 32.7% of young Americans age 20-34 are obese, compared to 43.5% between ages 35-44 and 40% among 45- to 54-year-olds. Of people 65 and over, 41.5% are obese. Women are more likely than men to be obese, 41% compared to 36.6%. Those classified as either overweight or obese were more likely to have serious health conditions such as, but not limited to, high blood pressure, high cholesterol, type 2 diabetes and its complications, coronary heart disease, stroke, gallbladder disease, osteoarthritis, sleep apnea, and respiratory problems, as well as endometrial, breast, prostate, and colon cancers. It is clear that being overweight and obese is a major public health challenge and one that has a disproportionate impact based on a person’s ethnicity, age, educational level, socio-economic status and gender. Institutionally, this is a student equity and justice issue.













 

 Data from our own PEEP (Physical Education Evaluation Program) program validates the information above. During our last self-study (completed in 2017), we calculated that over 60% of the students who participated in the PEEP program (remember these are only students who choose to take Physical Education) were either overweight or obese. As noted in the national data, we see the same disproportionate impact based on a person’s ethnicity, age and gender as noted above. We do not gather information related to socio-economic status. Thus, we would argue that having a PE requirement for graduation is not only important but essential in the education of the student.













 

 Now, will taking a Physical Education course change someone who is obese or overweight into a normal weight range? No, most likely that will not happen immediately if ever. But, after taking two activity based courses, students should understand what blood pressure, resting heart rate, and body composition are, how they are measured, and what results they should be looking for. They will also be able to think critically about what habits, behaviors and choices they should be making in relation to their fitness.













Effective fall 2013, the state no longer allowed a student to repeat a course which they had successfully completed before. Prior to this regulation, a student could take any Kinesiology activity course a total of four times (initially + 3 repeats). This was considered standard practice not only in Kinesiology but in disciplines such as Learning Skills, Music, Art and Theater where courses were skill building in nature. The LAO (Legislative Analyst’s Office) estimated that almost 8% of system FTES was being generated through repeats of courses students already successfully completed. Given the enrollment demand facing many districts and the reduction in funds from Sacramento during this period, the Board of Governors, with the approval of the state wide Academic Senate, passed new regulations to try and reduce FTES generated by repeated courses.













Prior to the regulation passing, discipline experts through the state wide academic senate were consulted about potential impacts. During this consultation, skill building disciplines, such as Kinesiology, advocated for some ability for a student to progress in an activity either through skill or fitness development. It was not realistic to believe that a student, wishing to progress, could do so after attempting a class only once. Given this position, the regulation was changed to allow a student to progress up to four levels or take four different types of courses in areas that were "related in content".











Principles for establishing courses related in content were established by the Academic Senate and state chancellor's office in summer 2012. Based on that information, Skyline, CSM and Cañada Kinesiology Departments met to determine what courses would be grouped together and considered related in content. It was a collaborative but arduous task. Eventually, the three schools created classifications of courses related in content and created levels (beginning, intermediate, advanced / intermediate and advanced) within the curriculum.













It has been the consistent position of our division that the changes on repeatability were not founded on pedagogy but because of budget limitations. As such, the use of curriculum to reduce FTES is ill-conceived. Reductions could have been made easily by reducing the amount of apportionment earned by a percentage for each successful repeat. Creating a situation where schools had to revise whole curricula and degrees in order to meet new regulations was stressful, time prohibitive and not something that was easy for students to understand. Ultimately, the changes in no way, shape or form changed the experience of students in the classroom.













We ask that you consider the following statistics since the adoption of changes related to repeatability took place in Fall 2013 as related to efficiency. State wide FTES generation under the 0835 top code, Physical Education, has decreased by over 24,000 resulting in a 36% decrease under that top code. In 2012-2013, FTES under the 0835 top code accounted for 5.64% of the total FTES in the California community college system. Today, FTES under the 0835 top code accounts for only 3.79% of system wide FTES. Locally, we have seen our FTES drop by 25%. While we have cut FTEF (14%) to maintain efficiency and keep a load around 600 (605 in 2017-18), our sister schools are running loads in the mid to upper 400 range. In comparison with those programs, especially looking at the amount of full-time staff and FTEF, Skyline is the most efficient program in the district. Our costs are lower while producing as much or more FTES. This efficiency benefits all programs and services on campus. A further example of this specific to the campus is the portion of expenditures from our budget in relation to all Fund 1 (General Fund) expenditures. During 2012-2013 expenditures from the Kinesiology, Athletics and Dance Division accounted for 7.04% of Fund 1 expenditures at Skyline College. During the 2017-2018 year expenditures from the Kinesiology, Athletics and Dance Division only accounted for 5.68% of Fund 1 expenditures at Skyline College. While these figures also include expenditures from all division activities, it clearly makes the case that our program and services are incredibly efficient which works to the benefit of all programs and services on the campus.






In assessing impacts, we have noted the following. One, by in large, students adapted to the changes well and seem to understand the leveling sequence. Two, slightly more than 70% of our students do not repeat classes and are therefore not effected by the legislation. Three, we have seen about a 25% drop in FTES generation in Kinesiology since the changes began. Most of the drops have occurred in evening classes or those activities which showed high repeat patterns in the past.  Still this reduction in enrollment pressure has forced us to reduce FTEF by about 14% and seen our load go from a high of 724 during the 2012-2013 academic year to “just” 605 for the 2017-2018 academic year. Four, we have seen a significant increase in students who audit courses. Five, we have attempted to comply with the spirit of the legislation by not offering four levels of any course unless it is necessary for particular skill development. And six, we have seen explosive growth in our on-line activity offering. We had over 5,000 total enrollments in our program during the 2012-2013 academic year but had no on-line course offering. In 2017-2018, we had about 3,700 total enrollments in our program and almost 640 were in on-line curriculum.









In reviewing student characteristics, the program reflects many of the same categories seen throughout the entire student population. Whether gender or ethnicity is looked at, percentages are basically the same with only a percentage point or two of difference being seen. What is striking is that by goal, students taking Kinesiology are more likely to be degree or transfer seeking than the general student population (75.6 to 64.5) but not interested in CTE or Career Development (4.0% v. 11.6%). This seems to make sense as almost all of our curriculum is CSU or UC transferable, applies to the local graduation requirement and / or can be scheduled easily in a variety of areas. It bolsters are contention that activity courses are not a barrier to student completion. Furthermore, our success rates are higher (82% v. 72.3%) and withdraw rates lower (10.7% v. 14%) that the institutional average.




Curricular offerings are based on student demand, space, expertise, budget, program need, breadth, and degree completion criteria.




Student demand is a factor of enrollment pressure given facility constraints. We strive to offer activities which will engage students in learning. As such we allow student demand to dictate what is offered and how much of it is offered. At the same time, we must balance that with facility constraints. Because our classrooms are often courts, fields, gyms and studios, they are not neatly replicated (like lecture based classrooms) across the campus. Furthermore, because specialized equipment and supplies are needed, finding similar space on or off campus is often not practical. Demand has been strong enough over the past several years and space so impacted, especially gym, studio and fitness center space, that as part of the campus master plan we have proposed a Center for Kinesiology and Human Performance. This center is also part of the campus and district Facilities Master Plan.




Faculty expertise and budget are two additional factors that impact curricular scheduling. Limitations in funds can limit the number of sections offered in any specific activity. Budget can serve to restrict curricular options. Certainly, we have been strongly advised to keep our load above 600. Because of changes related to repeatability and HBA hours, we have had to cut sections to maintain that load. Also, lack of faculty expertise, can impact the ability to offer curriculum. For example, we had an excellent Tai Chi teacher for several semesters. When she left, it proved impossible to find a suitable replacement who met minimum qualifications. Therefore, we don't offer Tai Chi anymore.




Program need and breadth are two large determinants of curricular offerings. We offer a breadth of activities in Adaptive PE, Combatives, Fitness, Individual Sports, Kinesiology, Physical Education and Team Sports. We have on-line activity course options for students as well. We strive to offer something in every area each semester to provide breadth in the curriculum. In doing so we balance that with program need and student demand. While it may be optimal for the program to offer several sections, we won't do that if student demand does not exist. Conversely, we may offer several sections of a particular program (Yoga, Pilates, Spinning, etc...) not because of program need but student demand.




The final layer on all this is degree completion. Any student graduating from Skyline must complete two activity classes. In addition, we offer majors in Physical Education, Interdisciplinary Studies and Kinesiology (AA-T). As such we need to make sure that we offer core courses, such as Kinesiology, regularly and provide a depth of choices for students pursuing a general or Kinesiology area specific degree. For graduates during the 2016-2017 academic year, Kinesiology was the fourth most popular AA-T degree. This makes sense as Kinesiology is the 5th most popular degree program among CSU students. Overall, Kinesiology is the 9th most popular degree awarded at Skyline from 2013-2018 with 100 degrees being conferred. In fact, 4.2% (56 of 1,322) of all degrees conferred at Skyline College in 2016-2017(Summer 2016, Fall 2016 and Spring 2017) were either Kinesiology, Physical Education or Interdisciplinary Studies with an emphasis in Health and Physical Education.
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															699-Enhanced Technology, Equipment, Supplies and Professional Development:
														




									




						

						 

					

					
					
				
						 


						



						
									II.C.		(1) Instructional Programs Only:  Describe what was learned from the assessment of course SLOs for the current and past year.  

(2) Student Service Programs Only: If PSLOs are being assessed this year (3-year cycle), describe what was learned.  If no assessment was done because this is an off-cycle year, please state that this item is not applicable.  (Analysis: Student Learning Outcomes (SLOs and PSLOs))

								      
		Continuing Implementation




						  X  
		Completed




						      
		Not Applicable




		

				      
		Purpose of the WL program: To Ensure that the cultural and linguistic ability of the students who take WL courses at Skyline College increases for the




						      
		Team




		









						

						 

						 

						
									Narrative

		 This is an area of strength for the Kinesiology Program based on a strong track record of assessment. In evaluating assessments completed to date, all courses currently taught in Kinesiology have an assessment plan and results. Instructors are evaluating courses on a semester by semester basis in order to post results. Over the past eight years,  all active courses have been assessed with over 1000 results having been posted. This history of assessment validates our belief that a culture of assessment and inquiry is an organic part of the program. 



Current PSLO’s in TracDat match those in the College Catalog. SLO and PSLO reports are included.

 

 Assessment measurements are both quantitative and qualitative in nature. Qualitative assessment revolves around three basic questions which are: What is working in terms of meeting the stated student learning outcomes in my class?; What's not working, if anything, in terms of achieving the stated student learning outcomes in my class?; What changes or needs would I like to institute or see fulfilled to better achieve the stated student learning outcomes for my class. Quantitative assessment generally looks at SLO's and assessments that track skill and fitness development based on a pre-test and post-test. In addition, depending on the course, assessments related to, epidemiologic benefits, theoretical knowledge, rules, customs, history and basic applied anatomy and physiology are conducted. Students are evaluated by progression with levels established at a beginning, intermediate, advanced intermediate and advanced level.



 

 Results in all areas of Kinesiology (ADAP, COMB, FITN, INDV, PE/KINE and TEAM) indicate a level of success at the course and program level. Specifically, for those enrolled in activity based curriculum, improvement in baseline fitness are occurring in two or more areas in most courses. These gains, while measured over the course of the semester, are critical in establishing a baseline of knowledge and function that students can carry from the class. In addition, students in both activity and non-activity curriculum are becoming proficient in content and movement that will allow them to advance to higher levels of study and function in their area of interest.



 

 While no areas were noted as requiring action, it was noted that facilities, equipment and supplies play a vital role in student engagement in participatory activities. As such, there is a continuing need for updated professional development, technology, equipment and critical supplies necessary to teach Kinesiology. Facilities are generally excellent and kept in good repair but additional storage space is required. It was noted that facilities are impacted and that portable 3A, 3B and 3C are at the end of their useful life.
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									III.A.		Consider the previous analysis of progress achieved, program environment, and course-level SLOs or PSLOs (if applicable).  What are the key findings and/or conclusions drawn?  Discuss how what was learned can be used to improve the program's effectiveness.  (Reflection: Considering Key Findings)

								      
		Continuing Implementation




						  X  
		Completed




						      
		Not Applicable




		

				      
		Purpose of the WL program: To Ensure that the cultural and linguistic ability of the students who take WL courses at Skyline College increases for the
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									Narrative

		 First Strength:  Culture of Reflection: This is an area of strength for the Kinesiology Program based on a strong track record of assessment. In evaluating assessments completed to date, all courses currently taught in Kinesiology have an assessment plan and results. Instructors are evaluating courses on a semester by semester basis in order to post results. All courses have been assessed with over 1000 results having been posted. This history of assessment validates our belief that a culture of assessment and inquiry is an organic part of the program. Current PSLO’s in TracDat match those in the College Catalog.

 

 Assessment measurements are both quantitative and qualitative in nature. Qualitative assessment revolves around three basic questions which are: What is working in terms of meeting the stated student learning outcomes in my class?; What's not working, if anything, in terms of achieving the stated student learning outcomes in my class?; What changes or needs would I like to institute or see fulfilled to better achieve the stated student learning outcomes for my class. Quantitative assessment generally looks at SLO's and assessments that track skill and fitness development based on a pre-test and post-test. In addition, depending on the course, assessments related to, epidemiologic benefits, theoretical knowledge, rules, customs, history and basic applied anatomy and physiology are conducted. Students are evaluated by progression with levels established at a beginning, intermediate, advanced intermediate and advanced level. 

 


 Second Strength: Degree Completion: A second strength is the ease in which individuals pursuing Kinesiology or any Skyline degree can achieve degree completion. Any student graduating from Skyline with a AA or AS degree must complete two activity classes. In addition, we offer majors in Physical Education, Interdisciplinary Studies and Kinesiology (AA-T). As such we make sure that we offer core courses, such as Kinesiology, regularly and provide a depth of choices for students pursuing a general or Kinesiology area specific degree. For graduates during the 2016-2017 academic year, Kinesiology was the fifth most popular AA-T degree. This makes sense as Kinesiology is the 5th most popular degree program among CSU students. From 2013-2018, Kinesiology was the 9th most popular degree at Skyline with 100 degrees being conferred. In fact, 4.2% of all degrees conferred at Skyline College in 2016-2017 (Summer 2016, Fall 2016 and Spring 2017) were either Kinesiology, Physical Education or Interdisciplinary Studies with an emphasis in Health and Physical Education. The two activity course requirement is an integral part of the general education of a student. With higher success rates and a variety of offerings in the day, evening and on-line, Kinesiology curriculum fits perfectly with the campus wide "promise" to get students in, through and out on time. The requirement in no way is an impediment to completion. 

 


 Third Strength: Culture of Success: SLO outcomes and performance outcomes closely track each other when assessed. PRIE data indicates a retention rate of 91.2% for Kinesiology courses in comparison with a 87.3% college wide rate which equates to a 3.9% differential. PRIE data indicates a 85.1% success rate for Kinesiology courses in comparison with a 74.6% college wide rate which equates to a 10.5% differential. This data seems to indicate that students stay in and succeed in Kinesiology classes at a greater rate than other courses at Skyline. We believe this is the case because of laboratory nature of the curriculum. It would be interesting to research if lab rates across all disciplines, which tend have more “hands on” or kinesthetic opportunities to learn, have similar higher rates of success.



 

 Results at the course level indicate a level of success at above established criterion. Because evaluation measures are impacted by active participation, students who regularly participate in skill and fitness activities tend to succeed at a higher rate than students who do not. Progression can also be impacted by injuries, ability and other limitations. Because ability can play a role in progression, rubrics are used in most classes to assess students progression based on pre-test and post-test results. This allows students to succeed based on improvement in skills and abilities as opposed to simply meeting established norms. A great example of this is the Physical Education Evaluation Program (PEEP). It uses pre-test and post-test data to access improvement across all five areas of fitness (cardiovascular efficiency, muscular strength, muscular endurance, flexibility and body composition). Course level assessments indicate the critical role that our activity based curriculum plays in the Lifelong Wellness ISLO. The Lifelong Wellness ISLO includes the ability to demonstrate an understanding of physical fitness and its role in lifelong wellness. We utilize activity as the means for educating the student about the epidemiological benefits of exercise on lifelong well-being. This is a critical component in the general education of the student. We believe, based on internal and external data, that access to educationally based physical activity program is a critical student equity and social justice component for Skyline students. Based on our assessments, we believe students can effectively meet the standards for excellent, good or adequate competency as described in the ISLO rubric for physical fitness by participating in the Kinesiology program.







Suggestions for improvement are:





First Suggestion: Supplies, Equipment, Technology and Professional Development: Data and assessments indicate that student engagement (participation) is a huge factor in student achievement in Kinesiology. Because most activity classes are skill building (knowledge, motor and / or fitness), it's important to keep students engaged. We have noted the need to purchase, modify or update current supplies, equipment and technology that we use in our discipline. Our data indicates that student outcomes are better when students are actively participating. A key component in that is having supplies, equipment and technology which allow students to perform activity properly, safely and in a way that allows them to understand and achieve the epidemiological benefits of exercise. As part and parcel of purchasing updated / improved supplies, equipment and technology staff will have to fully utilize professional development opportunities to use items effectively in the classroom. Whether through the CTTL or external sources, the desire and ability to always look to raise the bar in the classroom is critical.







Second Suggestion: PEEP (Physical Education and Evaluation Program): PEEP is now in its 38th year. Over 40,000+ records have been collected regarding student progress towards outcomes related to the five major components of fitness. This data is something that we want to work with PRIE with to better understand. At the same time, we want to make this information more accessible for students. Right now, they receive results via paper at the end of the semester. We would like help in developing an on-line system where students can access pre and post test results and measure change not only during the semester but over their time at Skyline in case they take multiple classes. A G number + password system would be a good way for students to engage with their results. Plus, the online system would meet the sustainability goal of the campus by cutting down on the use of paper.  Ideally, multiple tablets could be used at each station, allowing students to type in their g-number and result as they get it, rather than requiring the dozens of hours of data-entry to be done after each round of testing. We have the tablets now. What we need help with is developing a means to put the system on-line in a manner similar to how students access websmart. 



In addition, the database itself is quite inaccessible, in terms of creating reports that allow faculty members to analyze statistical results easily.  This system should probably not be created from scratch, (as the last version was, leaving us without support or ways to alter it), but should probably be a database created on a system with technical support on campus, such as an ACCESS or mySQL database.





Third Suggestion: Evaluate Curricular Options / Strengthen Equity and Social Justice Connection:  As enrollment in our activities based curriculum has gone down due to changes in repeatability and degree opportunities, we recognize the need to improve / change curricular options for students. While activities will always remain the backbone of the curricular program, we should evaluate and consider any certificate options related to our discipline that may be viable without creating undue barriers for students. These could be single course certificates / certifications or possibly continuing education units for certification. We also plan on investigating areas of growth in our curriculum and enrollment based on the internalization of the campus, on-line options and / or expanding GE options within the program. We are prohibited from doing outreach for concurrent students which limits our ability to reach that growing population. 



We feel greater outreach is needed on and off-campus to better explain to our students and community the benefits that exercise epidemiology can provide toward their education and well-being. It is clear that being overweight and obese is a major public health challenge and one that has a disproportionate impact based on a person’s ethnicity, age, educational level, socio-economic status and gender. Institutionally, this is a student equity and justice issue. We utilize activity as the means for educating the student about the epidemiological benefits of exercise on lifelong well-being. This is a critical component in the general education of the student. It’s also critical for our students and our community to understand that access to such an activities based program is available on this campus and in their community.
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									III.B.		If the program participated in assessment of ISLOs this year:  

(1) What are the findings and/or conclusions drawn?  
(2) Does the program intend to make any changes or investigate further based on the findings?  If so, briefly describe what the program intends to do.  (Reflection: ISLOs)

								      
		Continuing Implementation




						  X  
		Completed




						      
		Not Applicable




		

				      
		Purpose of the WL program: To Ensure that the cultural and linguistic ability of the students who take WL courses at Skyline College increases for the
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									Narrative

		 Course level assessments indicate the critical role that our activity based curriculum plays in the Lifelong Wellness ISLO. The Lifelong Wellness ISLO includes the ability to demonstrate an understanding of physical fitness and its role in lifelong wellness. We utilize activity as the means for educating the student about the epidemiological benefits of exercise on lifelong well-being. This is a critical component in the general education of the student. We believe, based on internal and external data, that access to educationally based physical activity program is a critical student equity and social justice component for Skyline students. Based on our assessments, we believe students can effectively meet the standards for excellent, good or adequate competency as described in the ISLO rubric for physical fitness by participating in the Kinesiology program.

 

 Our program did participate in the assessment of the ISLO for Lifelong Wellness in fall 2014. What we saw in the results were, in comparison to the other descriptors, the majority of our students scoring into the excellent / good portion of the rubric related to growth mind set. We consider this a key indicator of success / progress. Our program is primarily participatory in nature. A growth mind set is critical in the development of skills and fitness levels. All students face plateaus, set-backs and even periods of regression. It’s important that a growth mind set be present to allow those students to get “over the hump” and maintain or progress further. We believe this is a critical reason why activity based course work is such a critical part of the general education of the student. The other descriptors (Physical Fitness and Personal Awareness) had student scoring split almost evenly between excellent/good in relation to adequate / needs work. We reflected on that and asked why students would not be scoring more consistent with the other descriptors. We believe the issue is related to the participatory nature of the curriculum. It’s essential in fitness activity that the student participate actively and on a consistent basis. Failure to do so will impact the gains a student may achieve. While not taking attendance, participation measurements / scoring indicated that students were either missing classes or were limited to participating in class due to injury / illness at a greater rate than what actually grading indicated. We are now looking toward placing greater weight in the grading of students based on active participation in activities as a means to improve that result. With Personal Awareness, it may be the nature of activity itself that makes the student more critical and not the best judge of their strengths. One can always improve and that sense may not provide adequate opportunity for the student to reflect on their strengths. We’ll be discussing this in greater depth but there may be a correlation between the higher growth mind set score and the lower personal awareness score. 
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																lifelong_wellness_rubric_fa16.pdf
															




									




						

						 

					

					
						
									
										Associated Objectives
									

		
												
																											
																
															699-Enhanced Technology, Equipment, Supplies and Professional Development:
														




									




						

						 

					

					
					
				
						 


						



						
									IV.A.		Indicate whether the program is continuing implementation of the last CPR strategy or revising the strategy.  Please describe the modifications if revisions are intended.  

Note: Any new strategies should be linked to Institutional Goals through creation of objectives in the next section.  If the program has not yet participated in comprehensive program review, an annual or multi-year strategy can be defined in this item.  (Strategy for Program Enhancement: Continuation/Modification)

								      
		Continuing Implementation




						  X  
		Completed




						      
		Not Applicable




		

				      
		Purpose of the WL program: To Ensure that the cultural and linguistic ability of the students who take WL courses at Skyline College increases for the




						      
		Team




		









						

						 

						 

						
									Narrative

		Enhanced Technology, Equipment, Supplies and Professional Development: Data and assessments indicate that student engagement (participation) is a huge factor in student achievement in Kinesiology. Because most activity classes are skill building (knowledge, motor and / or fitness), it's important to keep students engaged. We also have noted the need to purchase, modify or update current supplies, equipment and technology that we use in our discipline. Our data indicates that student outcomes are better when students are actively participating. A key component in that is having supplies, equipment and technology which allow students to perform activity properly, safely and in a way that allows them to understand and achieve the epidemiological benefits of exercise. As part and parcel of purchasing updated / improved supplies, equipment and technology staff will have to fully utilize professional development opportunities to use items effectively in the classroom. Whether through the CTTL or external sources, the desire and ability to always look to raise the bar in the classroom is critical.



Accessibility of PEEP Data: PEEP (Physical Education Evaluation Program) is now in its 38th year. Over 50,000+ records have been collected regarding student progress towards outcomes related to the five major components of fitness. This data is something that we want to work with PRIE with to better understand. At the same time, we want to make this information more accessible for students. Right now, they receive results via paper at the end of the semester. We would like help in developing an on-line system where students can access pre and post test results and measure change not only during the semester but over their time at Skyline in case they take multiple classes. A G number + password system would be a good way for students to engage with their results. Plus, the online system would meet the sustainability goal of the campus by cutting down on the use of paper.  Perhaps the new CRM can be used for this purpose?



Ideally, multiple tablets could be used at each station, allowing students to type in their g-number and result as they get it, rather than requiring the dozens of hours of data-entry to be done after each round of testing. We have the tablets now. What we need help with is developing a means to put the system on-line in a manner similar to how students access websmart. In addition, the database itself is quite inaccessible, in terms of creating reports that allow faculty members to analyze statistical results easily.  This system should probably not be created from scratch, (as the last version was, leaving us without support or ways to alter it), but should probably be a database created on a system with technical support on campus, such as an ACCESS or mySQL database.




Outreach: We also will need assistance in outreach related to our program. Our staff right now is stretched to simply meet operational needs. The campus has embarked on a strong outreach effort with numerous events and activities yet we are unable to participate in many activities. We don't have the staff. It's critical that we have such staff available. If the PSC for Athletics is funded, the Instructional Aide in our Division could have a greater percentage of their time shifted into Kinesiology allowing for this type of effort.



Evaluate Curricular Options: As enrollment in our activities based curriculum has gone down due to changes in repeatability and degree opportunities, we recognize the need to improve / change curricular options for students. While activities will always remain the backbone of the curricular program, we should evaluate and consider any certificate options related to our discipline that may be viable without creating undue barriers for students. These could be single course certificates / certifications or possibly continuing education units for certification. We also plan on investigating areas of growth in our curriculum and enrollment based on the internalization of the campus, on-line options and / or expanding GE options within the program. We are prohibited from doing outreach for concurrent / dual enrollment students which limits our ability to reach that growing population.



Strengthen Equity and Social Justice Connection: As was noted, we have pursued a focus related to obesity reduction as part of our program. CDC data indicated that obesity is found in statistically higher proportions based on gender, ethnicity and socio-economic status. Obesity is a major cause of the leading causes of death (heart disease, cancer, diabetes and stroke) in the United States. We want to more clearly demonstrate that it's not just access that impacts the numbers. It's availability of evaluative programs that are geared toward epidemiological (disease prevention) benefits. We want to make sure that our program benefits all students but want to take special care to make sure that it serves those who need this type of program most.



Facilities: We are in need of additional indoor space due to the impacted scheduling of three current teaching stations (3102 Fitness Room; 3200, Gym; and 3201, Dance Studio) and the useful life of our current portables. 3102, 3200 and 3201 are scheduled and used in some cases 12-14 hours a day (excluding weekends). We need additional space to not only meet student demand but also as alternative teaching space because of weather. Our climate impacts the ability of students to learn and teachers to teach during especially windy and foggy times. Additional indoor space will be an alternative in such situations. A Center for Human Performance and Kinesiology which is part of the campus and district facility master plan will fit this need. In addition our classroom space in Portables 3A, 3B and 3C are coming to the end of their useful life. These portables are all 20+ years of age and need to be replaced in the next year or two. Otherwise, our classes and activities will be negatively impacted.




Finally, our review indicates that while assessments are important we have key items to consider over the next few years. Specifically:



1. Evaluate and update as necessary the current PE and ISF Degree Options to align them with our current AA-T degree to create a clearer pathway for students.

2. Evaluate and consider any certificate options related to our discipline that may be viable without creating undue barriers for students. These could be single course certificates / certifications or possibly continuing education units for certification.

3. Investigate areas of growth in our curriculum and enrollment based on the internalization of the campus, on-line options and / or expanding GE options within the program. We are prohibited from doing outreach for concurrent students which limits our ability to reach that growing population.











						

					 

					
						
									
										Evidentiary Documents
									

		
												
																
																	
																bs-kinesiology-concentration-exercise-movement-sciences.pdf
															

		
																
																	
																bs-kinesiology-concentration-physical-education.pdf
															

		
																
																	
																Degree Handout Major.xlsx
															

		
																
																	
																KINE_CourseFourColumn.pdf
															

		
																
																	
																List of courses with Results - Kinesiology.pdf
															

		
																
																	
																SMCCCD-FacilitiesMasterPlanAmendment-2015 .pdf
															

		
																
																	
																Wellness_draft_fpp_complete1.pdf
															

		
																
																	
																Wellness_drawings1.pdf
															




									




						

						 

					

					
						
									
										Associated Objectives
									

		
												
																											
																
															699-Enhanced Technology, Equipment, Supplies and Professional Development:
														




									




						

						 

					

					
					
				
						 


						



						
									IV.B.		Based on the most recent CPR and any desired modifications, develop an annual action plan with related resource requests. No narrative response will be entered in this section, but the objectives you create will be printed automatically in the APP report under this item.

(1)  To begin, click on PLANNING at the top of the page, then CREATE A NEW OBJECTIVE. To view previously created objectives, click PLANNING at the top of the page, then VIEW MY OBJECTIVE.

(2)  IMPORTANT!  Make sure to associate each objective to this standard in the APP.  Need help?  Contact the PRIE Office for further instructions.  (Strategy for Program Enhancement: Action Plan and Resource Requests)

								      
		Continuing Implementation




						  X  
		Completed




						      
		Not Applicable




		

				      
		Purpose of the WL program: To Ensure that the cultural and linguistic ability of the students who take WL courses at Skyline College increases for the




						      
		Team




		









						

						 

						 

						
									Narrative

		Data and objectives entered and assigned.
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SKYLINE COLLEGE STUDENT CHARACTERISTICS 
Kinesiology Face to Face Courses (ADAP, COMB, FITN, INDV, KINE, P.E., TEAM) 


2013-2014 2014-2015 2015-2016 2016-2017 2017-2018


Summer 767 715 624 498 409


Fall 1,442 1,314 1,179 994 972


Spring 1,477 1,406 1,183 1,067 1,015


Total 2,858 2,682 2,343 1,999 1,901


Unduplicated Headcount by Term


Enrollments by Term


2013-2014 2014-2015 2015-2016 2016-2017 2017-2018


Summer 921 831 733 598 485


Fall 1,716 1,559 1,433 1,225 1,281


Spring 1,832 1,743 1,461 1,356 1,298


Total 4,469 4,133 3,627 3,179 3,064
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SKYLINE COLLEGE STUDENT CHARACTERISTICS 
Kinesiology Face to Face Courses (ADAP, COMB, FITN, INDV, KINE, P.E., TEAM)  


Female Male Unreported


2013-2014 1,386 48.5% 1,423 49.8% 49 1.7%


2014-2015 1,288 48.0% 1,332 49.7% 62 2.3%


2015-2016 1,164 49.7% 1,128 48.1% 51 2.2%


2016-2017 937 46.9% 1,018 50.9% 44 2.2%


2017-2018 841 44.2% 1,015 53.4% 45 2.4%


Total 4,188 48.5% 4,254 49.2% 197 2.3%


Unduplicated Headcount by Gender


2013-2014 2014-2015 2015-2016 2016-2017 2017-2018


Am. Ind./Alaska Native 11 0.4% 7 0.3% 6 0.3% 3 0.2% 2 0.1%


Asian 429 15.0% 414 15.4% 346 14.8% 325 16.3% 295 15.5%


Black - Non-Hispanic 95 3.3% 92 3.4% 58 2.5% 72 3.6% 60 3.2%


Filipino 538 18.8% 545 20.3% 497 21.2% 418 20.9% 406 21.4%


Hispanic/Latino 499 17.5% 497 18.5% 423 18.1% 380 19.0% 366 19.3%


Pacific Islander 42 1.5% 34 1.3% 26 1.1% 25 1.3% 20 1.1%


White Non-Hispanic 607 21.2% 494 18.4% 452 19.3% 344 17.2% 331 17.4%


Multi Races 580 20.3% 540 20.1% 501 21.4% 395 19.8% 391 20.6%


Unreported 57 2.0% 59 2.2% 34 1.5% 37 1.9% 30 1.6%


Unduplicated Headcount by Gender and Ethnicity
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SKYLINE COLLEGE STUDENT CHARACTERISTICS 
Kinesiology Face to Face Courses (ADAP, COMB, FITN, INDV, KINE, P.E., TEAM)  


Unduplicated Headcount by Goal


2013-2014 2014-2015 2015-2016 2016-2017 2017-2018


4yr stu take class for 4yr col 182 6.4% 145 5.4% 92 3.9% 73 3.7% 60 3.2%


College Preparation 69 2.4% 60 2.2% 54 2.3% 62 3.1% 47 2.5%


CTE Certif/Career Development 250 8.7% 175 6.5% 135 5.8% 90 4.5% 79 4.2%


Degree/Transfer 1,910 66.8% 1,927 71.8% 1,773 75.7% 1,521 76.1% 1,471 77.4%


Exploratory 447 15.6% 375 14.0% 289 12.3% 253 12.7% 244 12.8%


Total 2,858 2,682 2,343 1,999 1,901


2013-2014 2014-2015 2015-2016 2016-2017 2017-2018


Age Under 18 285 10.0% 267 10.0% 230 9.8% 210 10.5% 209 11.0%


Age 18 - 22 1,595 55.8% 1,573 58.7% 1,394 59.5% 1,229 61.5% 1,158 60.9%


Age 23 - 28 407 14.2% 382 14.2% 345 14.7% 267 13.4% 265 13.9%


Age 29 - 39 236 8.3% 215 8.0% 180 7.7% 129 6.5% 139 7.3%


Age 40 - 49 110 3.8% 78 2.9% 75 3.2% 43 2.2% 40 2.1%


Age 50 - 59 102 3.6% 71 2.6% 42 1.8% 42 2.1% 34 1.8%


Age 60 + 122 4.3% 96 3.6% 77 3.3% 79 4.0% 56 2.9%


Age Unreported 1 0.0%


Total 2,858 2,682 2,343 1,999 1,901


Unduplicated Headcount by Age


Unduplicated Headcount by Fall Unit Load


FALL 2013 FALL 2014 FALL 2015 FALL 2016 FALL 2017


Full Time (12+ Units) 664 46.0% 617 47.0% 566 48.0% 507 51.0% 497 51.1%


Part Time (Less Than 12 Units) 778 54.0% 697 53.0% 613 52.0% 487 49.0% 475 48.9%


Total 1,442 1,314 1,179 994 972
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SKYLINE COLLEGE STUDENT OUTCOMES
Kinesiology Face to Face Courses (ADAP, COMB, FITN, INDV, KINE, P.E., TEAM) (Excludes Summer)


Enrollments Success Count Success Rate Retention Rate Withdrawal Rate


2013-2014 3,548 2,800 78.9% 88.4% 11.6%


2014-2015 3,302 2,720 82.4% 89.0% 11.0%


2015-2016 2,894 2,392 82.7% 89.6% 10.4%


2016-2017 2,581 2,243 86.9% 91.9% 8.1%


2017-2018 2,579 2,229 86.4% 91.5% 8.5%


Total 14,904 12,384 83.1% 89.9% 10.1%


Annual Course Success and Retention


Enrollments Success Count Success Rate Retention Rate Withdrawal Rate


Fall 2013 1,716 1,368 79.7% 89.3% 10.7%


Fall 2014 1,559 1,312 84.2% 90.2% 9.8%


Fall 2015 1,433 1,167 81.4% 88.8% 11.2%


Fall 2016 1,225 1,061 86.6% 92.3% 7.7%


Fall 2017 1,281 1,109 86.6% 92.2% 7.8%


Spring 2014 1,832 1,432 78.2% 87.5% 12.5%


Spring 2015 1,743 1,408 80.8% 88.0% 12.0%


Spring 2016 1,461 1,225 83.8% 90.3% 9.7%


Spring 2017 1,356 1,182 87.2% 91.4% 8.6%


Spring 2018 1,298 1,120 86.3% 90.8% 9.2%


Total 14,904 12,384 83.1% 89.9% 10.1%


Term Course Success and Retention
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SKYLINE COLLEGE STUDENT OUTCOMES
Kinesiology Face to Face Courses (ADAP, COMB, FITN, INDV, KINE, P.E., TEAM) (Excludes Summer)


2013-2014 2014-2015 2015-2016 2016-2017 2017-2018 Total
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Am. Ind./Alaska Native 14 79% 21% 11 91% 0% 10 100% 0% 5 80% 0% 2 0% 50% 42 83% 10%


Asian 469 82% 11% 455 84% 11% 384 88% 7% 358 87% 6% 363 88% 6% 2,029 85% 9%


Black - Non-Hispanic 137 71% 17% 122 80% 14% 83 84% 8% 112 88% 7% 93 86% 8% 547 81% 11%


Filipino 643 81% 11% 676 81% 12% 554 81% 12% 499 86% 9% 469 88% 9% 2,841 83% 11%


Hispanic/Latino 631 75% 13% 596 83% 11% 505 80% 12% 465 87% 8% 506 84% 9% 2,703 82% 11%


Pacific Islander 44 68% 16% 41 83% 10% 29 59% 24% 30 73% 17% 32 91% 9% 176 75% 15%


White Non-Hispanic 855 83% 9% 675 85% 9% 637 85% 9% 508 88% 9% 505 88% 8% 3,180 86% 9%


Multi Races 679 75% 14% 667 81% 12% 648 80% 11% 549 87% 8% 565 84% 10% 3,108 81% 11%


Unreported 76 79% 8% 59 80% 12% 44 93% 5% 55 91% 4% 44 91% 7% 278 86% 7%


Total 3,548 79% 12% 3,302 82% 11% 2,894 83% 10% 2,581 87% 8% 2,579 86% 8% 14,904 83% 10%


Course Success and Withdrawal by Ethnicity
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SKYLINE COLLEGE STUDENT OUTCOMES
Kinesiology Face to Face Courses (ADAP, COMB, FITN, INDV, KINE, P.E., TEAM) (Excludes Summer) 


2013-2014 2014-2015 2015-2016 2016-2017 2017-2018 Total
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Age Under 18 287 80% 9% 270 83% 10% 233 84% 9% 209 88% 8% 261 85% 7% 1,260 84% 9%


Age 18 - 22 2,002 81% 11% 2,045 83% 10% 1,793 83% 10% 1,681 88% 8% 1,638 87% 8% 9,159 84% 10%


Age 23 - 28 473 72% 16% 408 78% 13% 387 75% 17% 305 78% 12% 298 81% 14% 1,871 76% 15%


Age 29 - 39 259 66% 20% 217 73% 20% 186 78% 12% 145 85% 8% 172 85% 11% 979 76% 15%


Age 40 - 49 127 76% 14% 89 85% 9% 87 80% 11% 51 82% 8% 47 72% 19% 401 80% 12%


Age 50 - 59 142 80% 8% 87 82% 16% 63 94% 5% 52 85% 13% 47 87% 6% 391 84% 10%


Age 60 + 257 91% 1% 186 91% 3% 145 97% 1% 138 96% 1% 116 96% 2% 842 93% 1%


Age Unreported 1 100% 0% 100% 100% 100% 100% 1 100% 0%


Total 3,548 79% 12% 3,302 82% 11% 2,894 83% 10% 2,581 87% 8% 2,579 86% 8% 14,904 83% 10%


Course Success and Withdrawal by Age
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SKYLINE COLLEGE STUDENT OUTCOMES
Kinesiology Face to Face Courses (ADAP, COMB, FITN, INDV, KINE, P.E., TEAM) (Excludes Summer) 


Course Success and Retention by Gender


Enrollments Success Rate Retention Rate Withdrawal Rate


2013-2014 Female 1,585 76.3% 87.0% 13.0%


2013-2014 Male 1,901 80.9% 89.5% 10.5%


2013-2014 Unreported 62 85.5% 88.7% 11.3%


2013-2014 Total 3,548 78.9% 88.4% 11.6%


Enrollments Success Rate Retention Rate Withdrawal Rate


2014-2015 Female 1,472 78.8% 86.2% 13.8%


2014-2015 Male 1,753 85.6% 91.5% 8.5%


2014-2015 Unreported 77 76.6% 85.7% 14.3%


2014-2015 Total 3,302 82.4% 89.0% 11.0%


Enrollments Success Rate Retention Rate Withdrawal Rate


2015-2016 Female 1,342 79.5% 87.8% 12.2%


2015-2016 Male 1,488 85.9% 91.5% 8.5%


2015-2016 Unreported 64 73.4% 82.8% 17.2%


2015-2016 Total 2,894 82.7% 89.6% 10.4%


Enrollments Success Rate Retention Rate Withdrawal Rate


2016-2017 Female 1,094 84.1% 89.9% 10.1%


2016-2017 Male 1,439 89.4% 93.6% 6.4%


2016-2017 Unreported 48 75.0% 85.4% 14.6%


2016-2017 Total 2,581 86.9% 91.9% 8.1%


Enrollments Success Rate Retention Rate Withdrawal Rate


2017-2018 Female 1,029 82.5% 87.9% 12.1%


2017-2018 Male 1,496 90.0% 94.2% 5.8%


2017-2018 Unreported 54 63.0% 85.2% 14.8%


2017-2018 Total 2,579 86.4% 91.5% 8.5%
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SKYLINE COLLEGE PRODUCTIVITY
Kinesiology Face to Face Courses (ADAP, COMB, FITN, INDV, KINE, P.E., TEAM) 


Year FTEF FTES


FTES
Percent
Change Load


Load
Percent
Change Sections


Census
Enroll /
Section


2013-2014 21.68 447.12 619 159 28.1


2014-2015 20.54 420.44 -6.0% 614 -0.8% 143 28.9


2015-2016 19.44 358.06 -14.8% 553 -10.0% 135 26.9


2016-2017 18.48 323.27 -9.7% 525 -5.0% 125 25.4


2017-2018 18.37 313.47 -3.0% 512 -2.4% 120 25.5


Term FTEF FTES


FTES
Percent
Change Load


Load
Percent
Change Sections


Census
Enroll /
Section


Fall 2013 8.74 186.83 641 60 28.6


Fall 2014 7.93 171.41 -8.3% 648 1.1% 55 28.4


Fall 2015 7.86 150.47 -12.2% 574 -11.4% 53 27.0


Fall 2016 7.01 127.36 -15.4% 545 -5.1% 47 26.1


Fall 2017 7.81 131.42 3.2% 505 -7.4% 51 25.1


Spring 2014 9.28 185.04 40.8% 599 18.5% 64 28.6


Spring 2015 9.03 177.74 -3.9% 590 -1.4% 61 28.6


Spring 2016 8.28 147.53 -17.0% 534 -9.5% 56 26.1


Spring 2017 8.10 140.03 -5.1% 519 -2.9% 54 25.1


Spring 2018 7.86 135.90 -2.9% 519 0.0% 49 26.5


Summer 2013 3.66 75.25 -44.6% 617 18.8% 35 26.3


Summer 2014 3.58 71.28 -5.3% 598 -3.0% 27 30.8


Summer 2015 3.30 60.06 -15.7% 546 -8.7% 26 28.2


Summer 2016 3.38 55.88 -7.0% 497 -9.0% 24 24.9


Summer 2017 2.70 46.15 -17.4% 513 3.2% 20 24.3
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DEFINITIONS


Term Definition


Duplicated Headcount (Enrollments) Counts each student once for every course in which they enroll.


Unduplicated Headcount Counts each student once and only once, regardless of the number of courses in
which they enroll.


Course Success Grades starting with ‘A’, ‘B’, ‘C’, and ‘P’ are considering successful – all other letter
grades represent unsuccessful outcomes. The success rate is calculated based on the
following formula: number of registrations with grades A, B, C, or P ÷ Number of
registrations with a non-blank grade. Note that the denominator includes withdrawals,
i.e. grades of W.


Course Retention The percentage of enrollments that earned any letter grade other than W.


Course Withdrawal The percentage of enrollments that earned a W letter grade.


4 yr stu take class for 4 yr col Students with education goal listed as 4-year students take class for 4-year college


College Preparation Goal Students with education goal listed as Complete Credits for HS Diplom, or Improve
Basic Skills


CTE Certif/Career Development Goal Students with education goal listed as Acquire Job Skills/ New Career, Earn 2 year
Certificate without Transfer, Maintain Certificate/License, Update Job Skills/ Job
Advance, or  Earn Vocational Certificate without Transfer


Degree/Transfer Goal Students with education goal listed as Earn AA/AS & Transfer to 4 year institution,
Earn AA/AS w/out Transfer, or Transfer to 4 year institution without AA/AS


Exploratory Goal Students with education goal not listed as 4-year students take class for 4-year
college, College Preparation, CTE Certificate/Career Development, or Degree/Transfer


Full-Time Equivalent Faculty (FTEF) Total faculty workload divided by 15. Excludes faculty workload assigned to sections
that were cancelled.


Full-Time Equivalent Students (FTES) 1 FTES = 525 contact hours. Cancelled sections and audit enrollments are excluded
from this figure.


Load Weekly Student Contact Hours (WSCH) ÷ FTEF. Cancelled sections and audit
enrollments are excluded from this figure.


Fall Unit Load Based on the unit enrollment districtwide.
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Summary: Course Outcomes by Department
Overall Summary


Overall Summary


# of Departments Reported : 1
# of Departments with Course Outcomes Assessed in any Reporting Cycle selected : 1
Departments without Results in any Reporting Cycle : None
Departments Engaged in Ongoing Assessment of Course Outcomes : 100%


# Courses in Selected Departments : 81
# Courses without Course Outcomes : 0
# Courses Assessed in any Reporting Cycle selected : 81


# of Courses Assessed in 2016- 2017: 79
# of Courses Assessed in 2017- 2018: 78
# of Courses Assessed in 2018- 2019 (current): 80


Courses Assessed in any Reporting Cycle selected : 100%


Summary by Departments


Unit # Courses
# Courses without
Course Outcomes


# Courses with
Results


% of Courses
Assessed


SKY Dept - Kinesiology 81 0 81 100%


TOTALS


% of Courses
Assessed


# Courses without
Course Outcomes


# Courses with
Results# CoursesUnits


1 81 0 81 100%
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Department Details
SKY Dept - Kinesiology


# Courses in Department : 81
# Courses without Course Outcomes : 0
Courses without Course Outcomes : None


# Courses Assessed in any Reporting Cycle selected : 81
# of Courses Assessed in 2016- 2017: 79
# of Courses Assessed in 2017- 2018: 78
# of Courses Assessed in 2018- 2019 (current): 80


Courses Assessed in any Reporting Cycle selected : 100%
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Bachelor of Science in Kinesiology: Concentration in Exercise and Movement
Sciences


 San Francisco State University Bulletin 2017-2018


BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN KINESIOLOGY:
CONCENTRATION IN EXERCISE
AND MOVEMENT SCIENCES
The department offers a Bachelor of Science in Kinesiology with
concentrations in Exercise and Movement Sciences, and in Physical
Education. Both concentrations require a set of pre-major prerequisites
and core requirements, some of which may be utilized to fulfill general
education requirements, and which establish the framework for the study
of movement, skills, and physical activity from a variety of perspectives.
In addition, a set of concentration-specific courses serves the purpose of
preparing the student for specific careers and/or graduate study within
the field or related disciplines. Students must select one of the two
concentrations.


• All courses including physical activity courses used to satisfy
completion of major requirements must be taken for a letter grade.
No CR/NC grades may be used on the major petition for graduation.


• Students majoring in Physical Education and taking courses in
Exercise Science Emphasis areas (i.e., Physiology of Fitness and
Health; Fitness Programming in Youth and Elderly Populations) are
required to show proof of current First Aid/CPR certification upon
application for graduation. This can be obtained via receiving off-
campus certification by an agency such as the American Red Cross.


• Students majoring in Physical Education must earn a grade of C or
higher in all required Kinesiology theory courses and grade of B or
higher in all movement-based courses.


• It is recommended that students graduate with some form of
certification to enhance employment opportunities, such as those
provided by the American Red Cross, the American College of Sports
Medicine, ACE, Senior Fitness Certificate, AFAA, or the National
Coaching Association. See an advisor for suggestions and/or
additional possibilities.


Bachelor of Science
Each concentration within the B.S. commences with a foundation in
science, mathematics, and kinesiology, and a sequence of required core
courses designed to progressively develop the students’ knowledge of
movement, skill, and physical activity.


The graduating student will have the skills and knowledge to engage
in the observation, analysis, and measurement of movement, fitness,
learning, skill, and physical activity; will have the tools and knowledge
to engage in synthesis and systematic inquiry; and will be capable of
using necessary computerized programs and supporting technologies for
systematic inquiry and/or professional practice.


The Concentration in Exercise and Movement Sciences serves students
interested in biomechanics, exercise physiology, motor control, motor
learning and development, sport and exercise psychology, sport history,
sport sociology, socio-cultural studies of physical activity, urban youth
development, and physical or occupational therapy. Qualified students
will be equipped with the skills and knowledge needed for advanced
study in any of the above-mentioned domains or employment in fitness
settings, physical activity programming, the sports media, sports
industries, and as consultants for agencies developing sports policy.


The program examines those factors that influence the form, function,
and effectiveness of movement and physical activity across the lifespan
and for special populations, such as the disabled and individuals with
chronic diseases. The framework for the degree program encompasses
three major subject areas:


1. Social Science: the socio-cultural and psychological factors that
serve to constrain and define human movement, fitness, and physical
activity;


2. Movement Science: the factors that influence the neuromotor control,
learning, relearning, and development of motor skills and analysis;
and


3. Exercise Science: the variables involved in the physiology of fitness
and health, exercise prescription, and fitness programming in youth
and elderly populations.


Toward the end of the program, students will select an emphasis
area of study that will introduce them to specialized work within the
concentration. In the movement science subject area, students become
adept in observation and analysis of movement and in use of video and
computer technology to study movement related questions. Throughout
their studies, students apply the knowledge and skills they gain to the
analysis of movement problems which are of personal interest and
significance.


In the social science subject area, students will gain an understanding of
the psychological, social, and cultural contexts in which physical activity
occurs. Students will undertake the study of the origins of modern
sport and physical activity, as well as explore such factors as the social,
psychological, cultural, economic, and political influences on physical
activity participation at all levels.


In the exercise science subject area, students will study the effects of
exercise and physical activity on factors influencing work performance,
training programs, and adaptations that include the reduction of risk
factors for medical conditions such as coronary heart disease, cerebral
vascular disease, adult-onset diabetes, obesity, and osteoporosis, as
well as special conditions such as pregnancy, and other hypokinetic
illnesses, or adaptations that are effective for the aged and disabled
populations. The student will also study factors and frameworks for an
effective programming for fitness and physical activity behaviors in youth
and elderly populations.


Students who complete the Exercise and Movement Sciences
concentration should be able to:


1.  define kinesiology and its sub-disciplines.


2.  explain the value of, and advocate for, physical activity in terms of
health, wellness, and quality of life.


3.  analyze a variety of physical activities and their components from
multiple perspectives.


4.  discuss how and why human performance changes.


5.  design interventions to maintain and improve human performance.


6.  critically evaluate information sources in kinesiology.


7.  effectively communicate information about kinesiology.
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8.  apply their knowledge and skills to problems that confront
contemporary society.


General Education Requirements Met in the
Kinesiology Major or Undeclared with Interest in
Kinesiology
The requirements below are deemed “met in the major” upon completion
of the courses listed (even though the courses and their prerequisites are
not approved for GE). This is true whether or not the student completes
the major.


• Area B2 (Life Science) is satisfied upon completion of either BIOL 212
and BIOL 220 or BIOL 328.


Kinesiology (B.S.): Concentration in Exercise
and Movement Sciences — 66–69 Units
Pre-Major Prerequisites (14–15 Units)
BIOL 100
& BIOL 101


Human Biology
and Human Biology Laboratory


4-5


or BIOL 230 Introductory Biology I
BIOL 220 Principles of Human Anatomy 4


or BIOL 328 Human Anatomy
MATH 124 Elementary Statistics 3
KIN 250 Introduction to Kinesiology 3


Core Requirements (18 Units)
KIN 251 Success in the Kinesiology Major 2
KIN 384GW Research Methods in Kinesiology - GWAR 3
KIN 457 Culture, Gender, and Movement 3
KIN 480 Anatomical Kinesiology 4
KIN 486 Motor Learning 3
KIN 504 Sport and Exercise Psychology 3


Required Concentration Courses (22–23 Units)
BIOL 212 Principles of Human Physiology 3
BIOL 213 Principles of Human Physiology Laboratory 1
CHEM 101
& CHEM 102


Survey of Chemistry
and Survey of Chemistry Laboratory


4-5


or CHEM 115 General Chemistry I: Essential Concepts of Chemistry
KIN 482 Exercise Physiology 3
KIN 483 Exercise Physiology Laboratory 1
KIN 485 Biomechanics 3
PHYS 101
& PHYS 102


Conceptual Physics
and Conceptual Physics Laboratory


4


or PHYS 111
& PHYS 112


General Physics I
and General Physics I Laboratory


Select one of the following: 3
KIN 696 Kinesiology Community-Based Internship
KIN 697
& KIN 698


Integrative Research Seminar
and Senior Research Project


KIN 699 Independent Study


Emphasis (11–12 Units)
Student must choose one of the following three emphases


Movement Science Emphasis (12 Units)
KIN 325 Computer Applications in Kinesiology 3
KIN 331 Peak Performance 3
KIN 437 Physical Dimensions of Aging 3
KIN 487 Motor Development 3
KIN 538 Therapeutic Exercise 3
KIN 539 Motor Assessment of Individuals with Disabilities 3
KIN 636 Neuromotor Control Processes 3
KIN 680 Quantitative Analysis of Human Movement 3


Social Science Emphasis (12 Units)
KIN 255 Health-related Fitness and Wellness 3
KIN 322 Sport in America 3
KIN 331 Peak Performance 3
KIN 437 Physical Dimensions of Aging 3
KIN 489 History and Philosophy of Sport and Physical


Activity
3


KIN 490 Introduction to Sport and Fitness Program
Management


3


KIN 502 Sport and Social Issues (Required) 3
KIN 510 Sport, Movement, and Screen Culture 3


Exercise Science Emphasis (11–12 Units)
(Current CPR certification is required prior to graduating)


KIN 308 Instructional Analysis: Fitness Activities 2
KIN 437 Physical Dimensions of Aging 3
KIN 490 Introduction to Sport and Fitness Program


Management
3


KIN 538 Therapeutic Exercise 3
KIN 555 Exercise Testing and Prescription 3
KIN 681 Muscle Mechanics 3
KIN 683 Applied Exercise Physiology 3
KIN 690 Internship in Fitness/Wellness 3


Activity Requirement (1 Unit)
With prior approval of advisor, select one activity course (KIN
prefix) representing a fitness-related activity or movement form
that complements and enhances the student's personal fitness and
movement profile.


General Education Requirements
Requirement Course Level Units Area Designation
Oral
Communication


LD 3 A1


Written English
Communication I


LD 3 A2


Critical Thinking LD 3 A3
Written English
Communication II


LD 3 A4


Physical Science LD 3 B1
Life Science LD 3 B2
Lab Science LD 1 B3
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Mathematics/
Quantitative
Reasoning


LD 3 B4


Arts LD 3 C1
Arts or
Humanities


LD 3 C1 or C2


Humanities:
Literature


LD 3 C3


Social Sciences LD 3 D1
Social Sciences:
US History


LD 3 D2


Social Sciences:
US & CA
Governement


LD 3 D3


Lifelong Learning
and Self-
Development
(LLD)


LD or UD 3 E


Physical and/or
Life Science


UD 3 UD-B


Arts and/or
Humanities


UD 3 UD-C


Social Sciences UD 3 UD-D
SF State Studies


Courses certified as meeting the SF State Studies
requirements may be upper or lower division in General


Education (GE), in a major or minor, or an elective.
American Ethnic
and Racial
Minorities
(AERM)


LD or UD 3


Environmental
Sustainability
(ES)


LD or UD 3


Global
Perspectives
(GP)


LD or UD 3


Social Justice
(SJ)


LD or UD 3


Note: LD = Lower Division; UD = Upper Division.


First-Time Student Roadmap (4 Year)
This roadmap open in a new tab. (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/health-
social-sciences/kinesiology/bs-kinesiology-concentration-exercise-
movement-sciences/roadmap.html)


Transfer Student Roadmap (2 Year)
For students with an AA-T in Kinesiology. This roadmap opens in a new
tab. (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/health-social-sciences/kinesiology/
bs-kinesiology-concentration-exercise-movement-sciences/adt-
roadmap.html)


This degree program is an approved pathway
(“similar” major) for students earning the ADT in
Kinesiology
California legislation SB 1440 (2009) mandated the creation of the
Associate Degree for Transfer (ADT) to be awarded by the California
Community Colleges. Two types of ADTs are awarded: Associate in Arts
for Transfer (AA-T) and Associate in Science for Transfer (AS-T). Note: no
specific degree is required for admission as an upper-division student.
However, the ADT includes specific guarantees related to admission and
graduation, and is designed to clarify the transfer process and strengthen
lower-division preparation for the major.


An ADT totals 60 units and includes completion of all lower-division
General Education requirements and at least 18 units in a specific major.
Students pursuing an ADT are guaranteed admission to the CSU if
minimum eligibility requirements are met, though not necessarily to the
CSU campus of primary choice.


Upon verification that the ADT has been awarded prior to matriculation
at SF State, students are guaranteed B.A. or B.S. completion in 60 units
if pursuing a “similar” major after transfer. Determinations about “similar”
majors at SF State are made by faculty in the discipline.


Degree completion in 60 units cannot be guaranteed when a student
simultaneously pursues an additional major, a minor, certificate, or
credential.


A sample advising roadmap for students who have earned an ADT and
continue in a "similar" major at SF State is available on the Roadmaps tab
and displays:


• How many lower-division units required for the major have been
completed upon entry based on award of a specific ADT;


• Which lower-division requirements are considered complete upon
entry based on award of a specific ADT;


• How to complete the remaining 60 units for the degree in four
semesters.


Students who have earned an ADT should seek advising in the major
department during the first semester of attendance.


General Advising Information for Transfer
Students
1. Before transfer, complete as many lower division requirements or


electives for this major as possible.
2. The following courses are not required for admission, but are required


for graduation. Students are strongly encouraged to complete these
units before transfer; doing so will provide more flexibility in course
selection after transfer.


• a course in U.S. History
• a course in U.S. & California Government
• a 2nd-semester course in written English composition


For information about satisfying the requirements described in (1) and
(2) above at a California Community College (CCC), please visit http://
www.assist.org. Check any geographically accessible CCCs; sometimes
options include more than one college. Use ASSIST to determine:
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• Which courses at a CCC satisfy any lower division major requirements
for this major, including 2nd-semester composition;


• Which courses at a CCC satisfy CSU GE, US History, and US & CA
Government.


Remedial courses are not transferable and do not apply to the minimum
60 units/90 quarters required for admission.


Additional units for courses that are repeated do not apply to the
minimum 60 units required for upper division transfer (for example, if
course was not passed on the first attempt, or was taken to earn a better
grade).


Before leaving the last California community college of attendance,
obtain a summary of completion of lower division General Education
units (IGETC or CSU GE Breadth). This is often referred to as a GE
certification worksheet. SF State does not require delivery of this
certification to Admissions, but students should retain this document for
verifying degree progress after transfer.


Credit for Advanced Placement, International Baccalaureate, or
College-Level Examination Program courses: AP/IB/CLEP credit is
not automatically transferred from the previous institution. Units are
transferred only when an official score report is delivered to SF State.
Credit is based on the academic year during which exams were taken.
Refer to the University Bulletin in effect during the year of AP/IB/CLEP
examination(s) for details regarding the award of credit for AP/IB/CLEP.


Students pursuing majors in science, technology, engineering and
mathematics (STEM) disciplines often defer 6-9 units of lower division
general education in areas C and D until after transfer in order to focus
on preparation courses for the major. (This advice does not apply to
students pursuing associate degree completion before transfer.)


Transferring from institutions other than CCCs
or CSUs
Review SF State's lower division General Education requirements.
Note that, as described below, the four basic skills courses required for
admission meet A1, A2, A3, and B4 in the SF State GE pattern. Courses
that fulfill the remaining areas of SF State’s lower division GE pattern are
available at most two-year and four-year colleges and universities.


Of the four required basic skills courses, a course in critical thinking
(GE A3) may not be widely offered outside the CCC and CSU systems.
Students should attempt to identify and take an appropriate course no
later than the term of application to the CSU. To review more information
about the A3 requirement, please visit http://bulletin.sfsu.edu/
undergraduate-education/general-education/lower-division/#AAEL.


Identify and complete a 2nd-semester written English composition
course before transfer. This is usually the next course after the typical
“freshman comp” course, with a focus on writing, reading and critical
analytical skills for academic purposes, and developing skills in
composing, revising, and the use of rhetorical strategies.


Waiting until after transfer to take a single course at SF State that meets
both US and CA/local government requirements may be an appropriate
option, particularly if transferring from outside of California.


All students must meet the transfer eligibility
requirements outlined below for admission.
For more information, visit the Undergraduate
Admissions section.


• Complete 60 or more transferable semester units or 90 or more
quarter units


• Earn a college grade point average of 2.00 or better in all transferable
courses. Non-local area residents may be held to a higher GPA
standard.


• Be in good standing at the last college or university attended
• Complete 30 semester units (45 quarter units) of general education,


including four basic skills courses:
a. One course in oral communication (same as CSU GE area A1)
b. One course in written composition (same as CSU GE area A2)
c. One course in critical thinking (same as CSU GE area A3)
d. One course in mathematics or quantitative reasoning, with


intermediate algebra as a prerequisite (same as CSU GE area B4)


• The four basic skills courses and a minimum of 60 transferable
semester units (90 quarter units) must be completed by the spring
semester prior to fall admission, or by the fall semester prior to spring
admission. Earn a "C" or better grade in each basic skills course.
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SKYLINE COLLEGE STUDENT CHARACTERISTICS 
Kinesiology Online Courses (ADAP, COMB, FITN, INDV, KINE, P.E., TEAM)  


2013-2014 2014-2015 2015-2016 2016-2017 2017-2018


Summer 154 139 150 181 178


Fall 111 166 169 197 219


Spring 147 179 203 216 236


Total 364 424 464 521 557


Unduplicated Headcount by Term


Enrollments by Term


2013-2014 2014-2015 2015-2016 2016-2017 2017-2018


Summer 155 141 150 188 180


Fall 111 167 169 200 220


Spring 149 181 207 220 238


Total 415 489 526 608 638
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SKYLINE COLLEGE STUDENT CHARACTERISTICS 
Kinesiology Online Courses (ADAP, COMB, FITN, INDV, KINE, P.E., TEAM)   


Female Male Unreported


2013-2014 215 59.1% 140 38.5% 9 2.5%


2014-2015 274 64.6% 142 33.5% 8 1.9%


2015-2016 291 62.7% 158 34.1% 15 3.2%


2016-2017 316 60.7% 193 37.0% 12 2.3%


2017-2018 330 59.2% 219 39.3% 8 1.4%


Total 1,232 60.7% 755 37.2% 44 2.2%


Unduplicated Headcount by Gender


2013-2014 2014-2015 2015-2016 2016-2017 2017-2018


Am. Ind./Alaska Native 1 0.2%


Asian 55 15.1% 53 12.5% 52 11.2% 68 13.1% 65 11.7%


Black - Non-Hispanic 12 3.3% 15 3.5% 17 3.7% 19 3.6% 18 3.2%


Filipino 55 15.1% 55 13.0% 66 14.2% 87 16.7% 100 18.0%


Hispanic/Latino 59 16.2% 73 17.2% 82 17.7% 89 17.1% 107 19.2%


Pacific Islander 2 0.5% 2 0.5% 10 2.2% 12 2.3% 9 1.6%


White Non-Hispanic 96 26.4% 109 25.7% 126 27.2% 132 25.3% 126 22.6%


Multi Races 79 21.7% 104 24.5% 101 21.8% 106 20.3% 119 21.4%


Unreported 6 1.6% 12 2.8% 10 2.2% 8 1.5% 13 2.3%


Unduplicated Headcount by Gender and Ethnicity
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SKYLINE COLLEGE STUDENT CHARACTERISTICS 
Kinesiology Online Courses (ADAP, COMB, FITN, INDV, KINE, P.E., TEAM)   


Unduplicated Headcount by Goal


2013-2014 2014-2015 2015-2016 2016-2017 2017-2018


4yr stu take class for 4yr col 33 9.1% 24 5.7% 24 5.2% 22 4.2% 22 3.9%


College Preparation 8 2.2% 32 7.5% 56 12.1% 63 12.1% 77 13.8%


CTE Certif/Career Development 44 12.1% 44 10.4% 29 6.3% 28 5.4% 16 2.9%


Degree/Transfer 242 66.5% 286 67.5% 309 66.6% 352 67.6% 393 70.6%


Exploratory 37 10.2% 38 9.0% 46 9.9% 56 10.7% 49 8.8%


Total 364 424 464 521 557


2013-2014 2014-2015 2015-2016 2016-2017 2017-2018


Age Under 18 31 8.5% 56 13.2% 91 19.6% 109 20.9% 132 23.7%


Age 18 - 22 145 39.8% 162 38.2% 182 39.2% 234 44.9% 246 44.2%


Age 23 - 28 99 27.2% 110 25.9% 96 20.7% 93 17.9% 94 16.9%


Age 29 - 39 64 17.6% 66 15.6% 73 15.7% 52 10.0% 66 11.8%


Age 40 - 49 15 4.1% 21 5.0% 16 3.4% 19 3.6% 15 2.7%


Age 50 - 59 6 1.6% 8 1.9% 5 1.1% 11 2.1% 4 0.7%


Age 60 + 4 1.1% 1 0.2% 1 0.2% 3 0.6%


Total 364 424 464 521 557


Unduplicated Headcount by Age


Unduplicated Headcount by Fall Unit Load


FALL 2013 FALL 2014 FALL 2015 FALL 2016 FALL 2017


Full Time (12+ Units) 54 48.6% 69 41.6% 64 37.9% 85 43.1% 93 42.5%


Part Time (Less Than 12 Units) 57 51.4% 97 58.4% 105 62.1% 112 56.9% 126 57.5%


Total 111 166 169 197 219
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SKYLINE COLLEGE STUDENT OUTCOMES
Kinesiology Online Courses (ADAP, COMB, FITN, INDV, KINE, P.E., TEAM) (Excludes Summer)  


Enrollments Success Count Success Rate Retention Rate Withdrawal Rate


2013-2014 260 179 68.8% 80.4% 19.6%


2014-2015 348 237 68.1% 80.2% 19.8%


2015-2016 376 291 77.4% 85.9% 14.1%


2016-2017 420 304 72.4% 84.3% 15.7%


2017-2018 458 355 77.5% 89.3% 10.7%


Total 1,862 1,366 73.4% 84.5% 15.5%


Annual Course Success and Retention


Enrollments Success Count Success Rate Retention Rate Withdrawal Rate


Fall 2013 111 73 65.8% 81.1% 18.9%


Fall 2014 167 116 69.5% 80.8% 19.2%


Fall 2015 169 136 80.5% 91.7% 8.3%


Fall 2016 200 141 70.5% 85.0% 15.0%


Fall 2017 220 168 76.4% 91.4% 8.6%


Spring 2014 149 106 71.1% 79.9% 20.1%


Spring 2015 181 121 66.9% 79.6% 20.4%


Spring 2016 207 155 74.9% 81.2% 18.8%


Spring 2017 220 163 74.1% 83.6% 16.4%


Spring 2018 238 187 78.6% 87.4% 12.6%


Total 1,862 1,366 73.4% 84.5% 15.5%


Term Course Success and Retention
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SKYLINE COLLEGE STUDENT OUTCOMES
Kinesiology Online Courses (ADAP, COMB, FITN, INDV, KINE, P.E., TEAM) (Excludes Summer)


2013-2014 2014-2015 2015-2016 2016-2017 2017-2018 Total
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Am. Ind./Alaska Native 100% 2 50% 0% 100% 100% 100% 2 50% 0%


Asian 38 87% 11% 39 72% 23% 47 94% 4% 56 88% 7% 47 87% 6% 227 86% 10%


Black - Non-Hispanic 5 60% 20% 7 71% 14% 11 64% 27% 18 56% 17% 16 50% 31% 57 58% 23%


Filipino 42 79% 14% 44 75% 20% 58 67% 24% 68 78% 6% 89 81% 7% 301 76% 13%


Hispanic/Latino 49 55% 24% 60 60% 30% 68 72% 16% 72 57% 25% 91 60% 19% 340 61% 22%


Pacific Islander 1 0% 100% 100% 4 50% 25% 11 64% 36% 6 50% 33% 22 55% 36%


White Non-Hispanic 65 65% 26% 91 78% 13% 97 84% 7% 96 74% 17% 95 87% 5% 444 78% 13%


Multi Races 56 70% 18% 95 60% 21% 82 73% 18% 94 74% 18% 102 81% 10% 429 72% 17%


Unreported 4 50% 0% 10 60% 0% 9 100% 0% 5 60% 0% 12 83% 8% 40 75% 3%


Total 260 69% 20% 348 68% 20% 376 77% 14% 420 72% 16% 458 78% 11% 1,862 73% 15%


Course Success and Withdrawal by Ethnicity
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SKYLINE COLLEGE STUDENT OUTCOMES
Kinesiology Online Courses (ADAP, COMB, FITN, INDV, KINE, P.E., TEAM) (Excludes Summer)  


2013-2014 2014-2015 2015-2016 2016-2017 2017-2018 Total
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Age Under 18 15 80% 13% 40 73% 13% 60 85% 10% 72 82% 13% 94 84% 6% 281 82% 10%


Age 18 - 22 92 71% 20% 133 69% 21% 154 73% 16% 205 70% 16% 213 77% 11% 797 72% 16%


Age 23 - 28 82 65% 18% 96 61% 26% 83 76% 16% 71 72% 20% 81 75% 11% 413 69% 18%


Age 29 - 39 51 65% 24% 52 83% 10% 61 80% 10% 41 66% 20% 53 74% 15% 258 74% 15%


Age 40 - 49 8 100% 0% 19 53% 26% 14 79% 21% 17 82% 12% 14 71% 14% 72 74% 17%


Age 50 - 59 9 67% 33% 7 57% 14% 3 100% 0% 12 67% 8% 3 67% 33% 34 68% 18%


Age 60 + 3 67% 33% 1 0% 0% 1 100% 0% 2 100% 0% 100% 7 71% 14%


Total 260 69% 20% 348 68% 20% 376 77% 14% 420 72% 16% 458 78% 11% 1,862 73% 15%


Course Success and Withdrawal by Age
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SKYLINE COLLEGE STUDENT OUTCOMES
Kinesiology Online Courses (ADAP, COMB, FITN, INDV, KINE, P.E., TEAM) (Excludes Summer)  


Course Success and Retention by Gender


Enrollments Success Rate Retention Rate Withdrawal Rate


2013-2014 Female 158 71.5% 80.4% 19.6%


2013-2014 Male 97 63.9% 79.4% 20.6%


2013-2014 Unreported 5 80.0% 100.0% 0.0%


2013-2014 Total 260 68.8% 80.4% 19.6%


Enrollments Success Rate Retention Rate Withdrawal Rate


2014-2015 Female 231 65.8% 77.9% 22.1%


2014-2015 Male 111 73.0% 83.8% 16.2%


2014-2015 Unreported 6 66.7% 100.0% 0.0%


2014-2015 Total 348 68.1% 80.2% 19.8%


Enrollments Success Rate Retention Rate Withdrawal Rate


2015-2016 Female 239 76.2% 84.1% 15.9%


2015-2016 Male 124 77.4% 87.9% 12.1%


2015-2016 Unreported 13 100.0% 100.0% 0.0%


2015-2016 Total 376 77.4% 85.9% 14.1%


Enrollments Success Rate Retention Rate Withdrawal Rate


2016-2017 Female 252 72.2% 84.1% 15.9%


2016-2017 Male 157 74.5% 85.4% 14.6%


2016-2017 Unreported 11 45.5% 72.7% 27.3%


2016-2017 Total 420 72.4% 84.3% 15.7%


Enrollments Success Rate Retention Rate Withdrawal Rate


2017-2018 Female 265 81.1% 91.3% 8.7%


2017-2018 Male 188 71.8% 86.2% 13.8%


2017-2018 Unreported 5 100.0% 100.0% 0.0%


2017-2018 Total 458 77.5% 89.3% 10.7%
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SKYLINE COLLEGE PRODUCTIVITY
Kinesiology Online Courses (ADAP, COMB, FITN, INDV, KINE, P.E., TEAM)  


Year FTEF FTES


FTES
Percent
Change Load


Load
Percent
Change Sections


Census
Enroll /
Section


2013-2014 1.05 57.49 1,643 5 83.2


2014-2015 1.48 66.49 15.7% 1,345 -18.1% 7 69.9


2015-2016 1.48 75.04 12.9% 1,518 12.9% 7 75.1


2016-2017 1.90 90.21 20.2% 1,424 -6.1% 9 67.6


2017-2018 1.90 95.04 5.3% 1,501 5.3% 9 70.9


Term FTEF FTES


FTES
Percent
Change Load


Load
Percent
Change Sections


Census
Enroll /
Section


Fall 2013 .22 17.39 2,408 1 111.0


Fall 2014 .43 26.16 50.5% 1,811 -24.8% 2 83.5


Fall 2015 .43 26.48 1.2% 1,833 1.2% 2 84.5


Fall 2016 .63 30.09 13.6% 1,425 -22.2% 3 66.7


Fall 2017 .63 34.29 14.0% 1,624 14.0% 3 73.3


Spring 2014 .42 21.97 -35.9% 1,582 -2.6% 2 75.0


Spring 2015 .63 27.17 23.7% 1,287 -18.6% 3 60.3


Spring 2016 .63 30.96 14.0% 1,466 14.0% 3 69.0


Spring 2017 .63 31.97 3.3% 1,515 3.3% 3 73.3


Spring 2018 .63 33.51 4.8% 1,587 4.8% 3 79.3


Summer 2013 .42 18.13 -45.9% 1,305 -17.8% 2 77.5


Summer 2014 .42 13.16 -27.4% 947 -27.4% 2 70.5


Summer 2015 .42 17.61 33.8% 1,268 33.8% 2 75.0


Summer 2016 .63 28.15 59.9% 1,334 5.2% 3 62.7


Summer 2017 .63 27.24 -3.3% 1,290 -3.3% 3 60.0
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DEFINITIONS


Term Definition


Duplicated Headcount (Enrollments) Counts each student once for every course in which they enroll.


Unduplicated Headcount Counts each student once and only once, regardless of the number of courses in
which they enroll.


Course Success Grades starting with ‘A’, ‘B’, ‘C’, and ‘P’ are considering successful – all other letter
grades represent unsuccessful outcomes. The success rate is calculated based on the
following formula: number of registrations with grades A, B, C, or P ÷ Number of
registrations with a non-blank grade. Note that the denominator includes withdrawals,
i.e. grades of W.


Course Retention The percentage of enrollments that earned any letter grade other than W.


Course Withdrawal The percentage of enrollments that earned a W letter grade.


4 yr stu take class for 4 yr col Students with education goal listed as 4-year students take class for 4-year college


College Preparation Goal Students with education goal listed as Complete Credits for HS Diplom, or Improve
Basic Skills


CTE Certif/Career Development Goal Students with education goal listed as Acquire Job Skills/ New Career, Earn 2 year
Certificate without Transfer, Maintain Certificate/License, Update Job Skills/ Job
Advance, or  Earn Vocational Certificate without Transfer


Degree/Transfer Goal Students with education goal listed as Earn AA/AS & Transfer to 4 year institution,
Earn AA/AS w/out Transfer, or Transfer to 4 year institution without AA/AS


Exploratory Goal Students with education goal not listed as 4-year students take class for 4-year
college, College Preparation, CTE Certificate/Career Development, or Degree/Transfer


Full-Time Equivalent Faculty (FTEF) Total faculty workload divided by 15. Excludes faculty workload assigned to sections
that were cancelled.


Full-Time Equivalent Students (FTES) 1 FTES = 525 contact hours. Cancelled sections and audit enrollments are excluded
from this figure.


Load Weekly Student Contact Hours (WSCH) ÷ FTEF. Cancelled sections and audit
enrollments are excluded from this figure.


Fall Unit Load Based on the unit enrollment districtwide.
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Assessment: Assessment Unit
Planning


SKY Dept - Kinesiology


Department Assessment Coordinator:  Jan Fosberg and Kevin Corsiglia


PSLO:  Physical Progress (ADAP)
Demonstrate increased muscular strength and endurance, or in the presence of a degenerative disease process, demonstrate either
maintained or slowed degradation of muscular strength and endurance in areas where given the "normal" course of the disease,
decreased muscle strength and endurance would be expected.


Start Date: 10/27/2012
PSLO Status: Active


Assessment Methods


Success Criterion: 70% of students will demonstrate progression from pre-assessment to post-assessment.


Presentation/Performance - Oral and/or Demonstration individually and in small groups of proper techniques relative to
daily functioning (standing, sitting, lying, walking, striding with arm swing, stopping or speeding up quickly, climbing or
descending stairs) and safe techniques adapted to disability for using closed chain equipment (leg press, hamstring curl,
seated row, lat pulldown, gravitron), adaptations for using Nu-Step, elliptical bikes, treadmill, recumbent bikes and arm/leg
cyles, personalized adaptations for dumbbells, elastic bands, Swiss balls and various methods to stimulate greater
NEUROMUSCULAR brain connections. (Active)


Results
Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)


Over 90% of students demonstrated progression from pre-assessment to post-assessment. Concern about enrollment from last
year was addressed by dropping one section. Approximately 30 students are involved in the program


Result Type: Criterion met


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed with Dean


12/19/2018


Reporting Cycle: 2017- 2018


Over 90% of students demonstrated progression from pre-assessment to post-assessment. Concern about enrollment.
Population is dropping and consolidation of sections is a possibility.


Result Type: Criterion met


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed with Dean


12/19/2017


Reporting Cycle: 2016- 2017


Almost 100% of students demonstrated progression from pre-assessment to post-assessment
Result Type: Criterion met


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed at department /
planning meeting


02/17/2017


Reporting Cycle: 2015- 2016


Almost 100% of students demonstrated progression from pre-assessment to post-assessment.
Result Type: Criterion met


03/03/2016


Reporting Cycle: 2014 - 2015


Almost 100% of students  demonstrated progression from pre-assessment to post-assessment.
Result Type: Criterion met


03/25/2015
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SKY Dept - Kinesiology


Related Course Outcomes
SKY ADAP 358    - Adapted Strength Development
Skills and Concepts - Upon completion of the course, and in the absence of a degenerative disease process, students will be
able to demonstrate increased muscular strength and endurance, or in the presence of a degenerative disease process,
demonstrate either maintained or slowed degradation of muscular strength and endurance in areas where given the normal
course of the disease, decreased muscle strength and endurance would be expected.


SKY ADAP 359    - Balance/Functional Movement...
Skills and Concepts - Upon completion of the course, and in the absence of a degenerative disease process, students will be
able to demonstrate increased balance and functional movement, or in the presence of a degenerative disease process,
demonstrate either maintained or slowed degradation of balance and functional movement in areas where given the normal
course of the disease, decreased balance and functional movement would be expected.


PSLO:  Improved Fitness (COMB)
Demonstrate improvement in areas of fitness as measured by the division Physical Education Evaluation Program (PEEP).


Start Date: 10/27/2012
PSLO Status: Active


Assessment Methods


Success Criterion: Students are evaluated in five fitness areas. 70% of students will demonstrate improvement in at least
two areas.


Pre and post testing - Pre and Post Fitness test administered by the division.  Students will be evaluated on improvement.
(Active)


Results
Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)


Students were evaluated in five fitness areas. Over, 80% of the students demonstrated improvement in muscular endurance and
flexibility.


Result Type: Criterion met


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed with Dean


12/19/2018


Reporting Cycle: 2017- 2018


Students were evaluated in five fitness areas. Over, 80% of the students demonstrated improvement in muscular endurance and
flexibility.


Result Type: Criterion met


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed with Dean


12/19/2017


Reporting Cycle: 2016- 2017


Students were evaluated in five fitness areas. Over, 85% of the students demonstrated improvement in muscular endurance and
flexibility.


Result Type: Criterion met


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed at department /
planning meeting


02/17/2017


Reporting Cycle: 2015- 2016


Students were evaluated in five fitness areas. Over, 80% of the students demonstrated improvement in muscular endurance and
flexibility.


Result Type: Criterion met
03/03/2016


Reporting Cycle: 2014 - 2015 03/25/2015
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SKY Dept - Kinesiology


Students were evaluated in five fitness areas. Over, 70% of the students  demonstrated improvement in muscular endurance and
flexibility.


Result Type: Criterion met


Actions
Action:  Greater use of technology in PEEP is needed. Students can't track progress because it's administered via paper / pencil.
Resources needed are tablets to input data from testing and a password system so student can view results. (03/25/2015)


Related Course Outcomes
SKY COMB 301    - Beginning Wrestling
Skills, Fitness and Concepts - Upon successful completion of this course students will:
Demonstrate tactical, technical, fitness and motor skills at a basic level in the sport of wrestling and use critical thinking to apply
skills in a competitive environment.


SKY COMB 302    - Intermediate Wrestling
Skills, Concepts and Fitness - Upon successful completion of this course students will:
Demonstrate tactical, technical, fitness and motor skills at an advanced level in the sport of wrestling and use critical thinking to
apply skills in a competitive environment.


SKY COMB 401    - Self Defense
Fitness and wellness - Identify and assess their current fitness level and alter or modify specific wellness or fitness practices in
order to improve body composition /flexibility/ cardiovascular fitness/muscular endurance / muscular strength related to
performance in the practice of self defense.


PSLO:  Combative Basics (COMB)
Demonstrate the fundamental skills, knowledge, etiquette and vocabulary used in the practice and performance of combative
activities.


Start Date: 10/27/2012
PSLO Status: Active


Assessment Methods


Success Criterion: 70 % of students who complete the course will rate at 6.0 or higher. Students assessed on improvement
from base level (beginning) through advanced.


Exam - A final exam on the 10 basic blocking, punching and kicking techniques.  Students will be evaluated on a 10 point
scale.


A final exam on the individual performance of the Shotokan Kata appropriate to the student's skill level.  Students will be
evaluated on a 10 point scale. (Active)


Results
Reporting Cycle: 2017- 2018


Not assessed in 2017-18
Result Type: Inconclusive


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed with Dean


12/19/2017


Reporting Cycle: 2016- 2017


Not assessed in 2016-17
Result Type: Inconclusive


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Not assessed in 2016-17


02/17/2017


Reporting Cycle: 2015- 2016


Better than 80 % of students who completed the courses will rated high enough on the rubric used to receive a passing grade.
Result Type: Criterion met


03/03/2016
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SKY Dept - Kinesiology


Students assessed on improvement from base level (beginning) through advanced.


Actions
Action:  Loss of karate from curriculum has made offerings more concentrated in wrestling. (03/03/2016)
Action Plan Category: Conduct Further Assessment


Reporting Cycle: 2014 - 2015


Better than 80 % of students who completed the courses will rated high enough on the rubric used to receive a passing grade.
Students assessed on improvement from base level (beginning) through advanced.


Result Type: Criterion met
03/25/2015


Related Course Outcomes
SKY COMB 301    - Beginning Wrestling
Skills, Fitness and Concepts - Upon successful completion of this course students will:
Demonstrate tactical, technical, fitness and motor skills at a basic level in the sport of wrestling and use critical thinking to apply
skills in a competitive environment.


SKY COMB 302    - Intermediate Wrestling
Skills, Concepts and Fitness - Upon successful completion of this course students will:
Demonstrate tactical, technical, fitness and motor skills at an advanced level in the sport of wrestling and use critical thinking to
apply skills in a competitive environment.


SKY COMB 401    - Self Defense
Skills and performance - Demonstrate the fundamental skills necessary to perform and progress at a beginning level in the
practice of self defense.


SKY COMB 404    - Beginning Shotokan Karate
Skills, Concepts and Fitness - Demonstrate the fundamental skills, knowledge, concepts and vocabulary used in the practice of
Shotokan Karate to perform and progress at a beginning level in this art.


SKY COMB 405    - Int. & Adv. Shotokan Karate
Concepts, Skills and Fitness - Demonstrate the intermediate/advanced skills, knowledge, concepts and vocabulary used in the
practice of Shotokan Karate to perform and progress at an intermediate / advanced level in this art.


PSLO:  Improved Fitness (FITN)
Demonstrate improvement in areas of fitness as measured by the division Physical Education Evaluation Program (PEEP).


Start Date: 10/27/2012
PSLO Status: Active


Assessment Methods


Success Criterion: 70% of the students who complete the class will demonstrate progression in two or more areas.


Pre and post testing - Pre and Post Fitness test administered by the division.  Students will be evaluated on improvement.
5 areas of fitness are evaluated. Students must demonstrate progression in at least two areas. Which areas are dependent
on the focus, training mode and specificity of the fitness activity selected. (Active)


Results
Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)


Generally, regardless of level, slightly more than 85% of the students who completed the class demonstrated progression in two
or more areas related to fitness. The areas measured are: muscular strength, muscular endurance, cardiovascular efficiency,
flexibility and body composition. Results vary by specific activity.


Result Type: Criterion met
12/19/2018
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Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2017- 2018


Generally, regardless of level, slightly more than 82% of the students who completed the class demonstrated progression in two
or more areas related to fitness. The areas measured are: muscular strength, muscular endurance, cardiovascular efficiency,
flexibility and body composition. Results vary by specific activity.


Result Type: Criterion met


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed with Dean


12/19/2017


Reporting Cycle: 2016- 2017


Generally, regardless of level, slightly more than 85% of the students who completed the class demonstrated progression in two
or more areas related to fitness. The areas measured are: muscular strength, muscular endurance, cardiovascular efficiency,
flexibility and body composition. Results vary by specific activity.


Result Type: Inconclusive


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed at department /
planning meeting


02/17/2017


Reporting Cycle: 2015- 2016


Generally, regardless of level, slightly over 80% of the students who completed the class demonstrated progression in two or
more areas related to fitness. The areas measured are: muscular strength, muscular endurance, cardiovascular efficiency,
flexibility and body composition. Results vary by specific activity.


Result Type: Criterion met
03/03/2016


Reporting Cycle: 2014 - 2015


 Generally, regardless of level, slightly over 80% of the students who completed the class demonstrated progression in two or
more areas related to fitness. The areas measured are: muscular strength, muscular endurance, cardiovascular efficiency,
flexibility and body composition. Results vary by specific activity.


Result Type: Criterion met
03/25/2015


Actions
Action:  Greater use of technology in PEEP is needed. Students can't track progress because it's administered via paper / pencil.
Resources needed are tablets to input data from testing and a password system so student can view results. (03/25/2015)
Action Plan Category: Plan purchase of new equipment or supplies


Related Course Outcomes
SKY FITN 106    - Varsity Conditioning
Fitness, Concepts and Techniques - Identify and build individual / team skills related to conditioning programs for specific sports
, evaluation of various techniques, use of equipment, scientific knowledge of conditioning, and improve / maintain acceptable
and healthy body composition, flexibility, muscular strength, muscular endurance and flexibility.


SKY FITN 110    - Adult Conditioning
Skills, concepts and techniques - Identify and build individual skills related to conditioning programs for adults applicable to
their specific goals, evaluation of various techniques, use of equipment, scientific knowledge of conditioning, and improve /
maintain acceptable and healthy body composition, flexibility, muscular strength, muscular endurance and flexibility.


SKY FITN 112    - Cross Training
Fitness Improvement - Improve fitness levels, increase strength and flexibility, and lose body fat through participation in a
variety of fitness activities.
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Related Course Outcomes
Fitness self assessment - Be able to identify and assess their current fitness level; alter or modify specific wellness or fitness
practices in order to improve body composition/flexibility/cardiovascular fitness/muscular endurance/muscular strength related
to performance


SKY FITN 116    - Body Conditioning
Skills. Concepts and Techniques - Identify and build individual skills related to conditioning programs applicable to their specific
goals, evaluation of various techniques, use of equipment, scientific knowledge of conditioning, and improve / maintain
acceptable and healthy body composition, flexibility, muscular strength, muscular endurance and flexibility.


SKY FITN 166    - Golf Fitness
Fitness improvement - Identify and assess current fitness level as it pertains to golf and alter or modify specific fitness practices
in order to improve performance, increase strength, flexibility and cardiovascular fitness


SKY FITN 201    - Beginning Weight Training
Skills, Techniques and Concepts - Identify and build skills related individual weight training programs applicable to their specific
goals, evaluation of various techniques, use of equipment, scientific knowledge of weight conditioning, and improve / maintain
acceptable and healthy body composition, flexibility, muscular strength, muscular endurance and flexibility.


SKY FITN 202    - Intermediate Weight Training
Skills, Concepts and Techniques - Identify and build skills related individual weight training programs applicable to their specific
goals, evaluation of various techniques, use of equipment, scientific knowledge of weight conditioning, and improve / maintain
acceptable and healthy body composition, flexibility, muscular strength, muscular endurance and flexibility.


SKY FITN 205    - Weight Conditioning
Concepts, Technique and Fitness - Students will learn to develop individual weight training programs applicable to their specific
goals, evaluation of various techniques, use of equipment,  scientific knowledge of weight conditioning, and improve / maintain
acceptable and healthy body composition, flexibility, muscular strength, muscular endurance and flexibility.


SKY FITN 219.1-4 - Core Fitness Training I- IV
Skills - Demonstrate the fundamental skills and techniques necessary to safely perform spine stabilization while performing
activities related to athletic performance and activities of daily living.


SKY FITN 301    - Spinning
Skills, Concepts and Fitness - Identify and build skills related to a spinning program applicable to their specific goals, evaluation
of various techniques, use of equipment, scientific knowledge of conditioning, and improve / maintain acceptable and healthy
body composition, flexibility, muscular strength, muscular endurance and flexibility.


SKY FITN 304    - Walking Fitness
Role of fitness - Identify/explain the role of physical fitness and fitness principles in both physical and mental wellbeing


Fitness improvement - Identify and assess their current fitness level; alter or modify specific wellness or fitness practices in
order to improve body composition/flexibility/cardiovascular fitness/muscular endurance/muscular strength related to
performance.
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Related Course Outcomes
SKY FITN 305    - Running for Fitness
Fitness - Identify and assess their current fitness level; alter or modify specific wellness or fitness practices in order to improve
body composition/flexibility/cardiovascular fitness/muscular endurance/muscular strength related to performance.


SKY FITN 332    - Stretching and Flexibility
Fitness and wellness - Identify and assess their current fitness level; alter or modify specific wellness or fitness practices in order
to improve body composition/flexibility/cardiovascular fitness/muscular endurance/muscular strength related to stretching


SKY FITN 334    - Yoga
Concepts - Recognize a relationship of mind to body, create and understand individual fitness goals and document progress to
assure appropriate fitness goals are being achieved


Fitness /Wellness - Improve/Maintain overall fitness level, strength, flexibility, and physical independence through evaluation of
skill and knowledge of a safe yoga practice.


SKY FITN 335    - Pilates
Fitness / Wellness - Identify and assess their current fitness level and alter or modify specific wellness or fitness practices in
order to improve body composition, flexibility, cardiovascular fitness and muscular endurance & strength


SKY FITN 400    - Fitness Academy
Goal setting - Development of personal goals and improvement in health.


Fitness knowledge and modification - Be able to identify and assess their current fitness level; alter or modify specific wellness
or fitness practices in order to improve body composition/flexibility/cardiovascular fitness/muscular endurance/muscular
strength related to performance.


PSLO:  Improved Fitness Practices (FITN)
Identify and assess their current fitness level; alter or modify specific wellness or fitness practices in order to improve body
composition/flexibility/cardiovascular fitness/muscular endurance/muscular strength.


Start Date: 10/27/2012
PSLO Status: Active


Assessment Methods


Success Criterion: 70% of students will demonstrate progression based on pre-test data on their application and
knowledge of fitness principles related to program development and assessment.


Pre and post testing - Students will understand and apply exercise principles, program development, and current research
related to the specific training mode as covered in activity progression. Students are accessed based on progression from a
beginning through an advanced level. (Active)


Results
Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)


Regardless of mode, modality and / or level, over 85% of students demonstrated progression based on pre-test data on their
application and knowledge of fitness principles related to program development and assessment.


Result Type: Criterion met


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed with Dean


12/19/2018


Reporting Cycle: 2017- 2018
Result Type: Criterion met


12/19/2017
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Regardless of mode, modality and / or level, over 82% of students demonstrated progression based on pre-test data on their
application and knowledge of fitness principles related to program development and assessment.
Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2016- 2017


Regardless of mode, modality and / or level over, 85% of students demonstrated progression based on pre-test data on their
application and knowledge of fitness principles related to program development and assessment.


Result Type: Criterion met


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed at department /
staff meeting


02/17/2017


Reporting Cycle: 2015- 2016


Regardless of mode, modality and / or level over, 80% of students demonstrated progression based on pre-test data on their
application and knowledge of fitness principles related to program development and assessment.


Result Type: Criterion met
03/03/2016


Reporting Cycle: 2014 - 2015


Regardless of mode, modality and / or level over, 80% of students demonstrated progression based on pre-test data on their
application and knowledge of fitness principles related to program development and assessment.


Result Type: Criterion met
03/25/2015


Actions
Action:  Continued need to update and enhance equipment and supplies to achieve outcomes. In addition, facility modifications,
especially storage, are required in some areas. (03/25/2015)
Action Plan Category: Plan purchase of new equipment or supplies


Related Course Outcomes
SKY FITN 106    - Varsity Conditioning
Fitness, Concepts and Techniques - Identify and build individual / team skills related to conditioning programs for specific sports
, evaluation of various techniques, use of equipment, scientific knowledge of conditioning, and improve / maintain acceptable
and healthy body composition, flexibility, muscular strength, muscular endurance and flexibility.


SKY FITN 110    - Adult Conditioning
Skills, concepts and techniques - Identify and build individual skills related to conditioning programs for adults applicable to
their specific goals, evaluation of various techniques, use of equipment, scientific knowledge of conditioning, and improve /
maintain acceptable and healthy body composition, flexibility, muscular strength, muscular endurance and flexibility.


SKY FITN 112    - Cross Training
Fitness Improvement - Improve fitness levels, increase strength and flexibility, and lose body fat through participation in a
variety of fitness activities.


Fitness self assessment - Be able to identify and assess their current fitness level; alter or modify specific wellness or fitness
practices in order to improve body composition/flexibility/cardiovascular fitness/muscular endurance/muscular strength related
to performance


Role of fitness in wellbeing - Identify/explain the role of physical fitness and fitness principles in both physical and mental
wellbeing
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Related Course Outcomes
SKY FITN 116    - Body Conditioning
Skills. Concepts and Techniques - Identify and build individual skills related to conditioning programs applicable to their specific
goals, evaluation of various techniques, use of equipment, scientific knowledge of conditioning, and improve / maintain
acceptable and healthy body composition, flexibility, muscular strength, muscular endurance and flexibility.


SKY FITN 166    - Golf Fitness
Fitness improvement - Identify and assess current fitness level as it pertains to golf and alter or modify specific fitness practices
in order to improve performance, increase strength, flexibility and cardiovascular fitness
Technique - Demonstrate an understanding of proper technique and execution of golf fitness principles.


SKY FITN 201    - Beginning Weight Training
Skills, Techniques and Concepts - Identify and build skills related individual weight training programs applicable to their specific
goals, evaluation of various techniques, use of equipment, scientific knowledge of weight conditioning, and improve / maintain
acceptable and healthy body composition, flexibility, muscular strength, muscular endurance and flexibility.


SKY FITN 202    - Intermediate Weight Training
Skills, Concepts and Techniques - Identify and build skills related individual weight training programs applicable to their specific
goals, evaluation of various techniques, use of equipment, scientific knowledge of weight conditioning, and improve / maintain
acceptable and healthy body composition, flexibility, muscular strength, muscular endurance and flexibility.


SKY FITN 205    - Weight Conditioning
Concepts, Technique and Fitness - Students will learn to develop individual weight training programs applicable to their specific
goals, evaluation of various techniques, use of equipment,  scientific knowledge of weight conditioning, and improve / maintain
acceptable and healthy body composition, flexibility, muscular strength, muscular endurance and flexibility.


SKY FITN 219.1-4 - Core Fitness Training I- IV
Skills - Demonstrate the fundamental skills and techniques necessary to safely perform spine stabilization while performing
activities related to athletic performance and activities of daily living.


SKY FITN 301    - Spinning
Skills, Concepts and Fitness - Identify and build skills related to a spinning program applicable to their specific goals, evaluation
of various techniques, use of equipment, scientific knowledge of conditioning, and improve / maintain acceptable and healthy
body composition, flexibility, muscular strength, muscular endurance and flexibility.


SKY FITN 304    - Walking Fitness
Role of fitness - Identify/explain the role of physical fitness and fitness principles in both physical and mental wellbeing


Fitness improvement - Identify and assess their current fitness level; alter or modify specific wellness or fitness practices in
order to improve body composition/flexibility/cardiovascular fitness/muscular endurance/muscular strength related to
performance.
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Related Course Outcomes
SKY FITN 305    - Running for Fitness
Concepts and Technique - Demonstrate the fundamental skills and techniques necessary to safely participate in a running
fitness program.


Fitness - Identify and assess their current fitness level; alter or modify specific wellness or fitness practices in order to improve
body composition/flexibility/cardiovascular fitness/muscular endurance/muscular strength related to performance.


SKY FITN 308    - Hiking & Trekking for Fitness
Fitness improvement - Improve cardiovascular fitness levels through hiking.


SKY FITN 314 - Backpacking for Fitness
Backpacking Technique and Theory - Identify necessary backpacking equipment and supplies, develop a trip plan, investigate
and avoid potential safety risks, and complete a safe overnight intermediate-level backpacking excursion.


Fitness - Build the strength and fitness necessary to complete an overnight intermediate level backpacking excursion while
carrying all necessary equipment and supplies.


SKY FITN 332    - Stretching and Flexibility
Stretching techniques - Develop and perform techniques to improve stamina, strength and flexibility.
Fitness and wellness - Identify and assess their current fitness level; alter or modify specific wellness or fitness practices in order
to improve body composition/flexibility/cardiovascular fitness/muscular endurance/muscular strength related to stretching


SKY FITN 334    - Yoga
Skills - Demonstrate an increased awareness of proper alignment, promoting a safe practice and a heightened sense of balance
and agility


Concepts - Recognize a relationship of mind to body, create and understand individual fitness goals and document progress to
assure appropriate fitness goals are being achieved


Fitness /Wellness - Improve/Maintain overall fitness level, strength, flexibility, and physical independence through evaluation of
skill and knowledge of a safe yoga practice.


SKY FITN 335    - Pilates
Skills - Demonstrate the fundamental skills and techniques necessary to safely perform the activities involved in Pilates and
apply Pilates principles to personal biomechanics.


Fitness / Wellness - Identify and assess their current fitness level and alter or modify specific wellness or fitness practices in
order to improve body composition, flexibility, cardiovascular fitness and muscular endurance & strength
Concepts - Understand the concept of functional neutral spine to specifically target abdominal strength through body-
awareness and practice while protecting the natural alignment of the spine.


SKY FITN 400    - Fitness Academy
Goal setting - Development of personal goals and improvement in health.
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Related Course Outcomes
Fitness knowledge and modification - Be able to identify and assess their current fitness level; alter or modify specific wellness
or fitness practices in order to improve body composition/flexibility/cardiovascular fitness/muscular endurance/muscular
strength related to performance.


PSLO:  Individual Skills Basics (INDV)
Demonstrate and apply the fundamental skills, knowledge, etiquette and vocabulary used in the practice and performance of
individual activities.


Start Date: 10/27/2012
PSLO Status: Active


Assessment Methods


Success Criterion: 70% or more of the students who complete the class must demonstrate progression in a majority of the
skills being accessed.


Pre and post testing - Students are accessed at a beginning level to advanced level on a skill assessment at the start of
class. Evaluation is of progression over the corse of the semester based on specific motor and activity specific skills.
Student must demonstrate progression. (Active)


Results
Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)


Students are accessed at a beginning level to advanced level on a skill assessment at the start of class. Evaluation is of progression
over the corse of the semester based on specific motor and activity specific skills. Students must demonstrate progression. Over
85% of the students who completed the classes demonstrated progression in a majority of the skills being accessed


Result Type: Criterion met


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed with Dean


12/19/2018


Reporting Cycle: 2017- 2018


Students are accessed at a beginning level to advanced level on a skill assessment at the start of class. Evaluation is of progression
over the corse of the semester based on specific motor and activity specific skills. Students must demonstrate progression.
Almost 90% of the students who completed the classes demonstrated progression in a majority of the skills being accessed.


Result Type: Criterion met


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed with Dean


12/19/2017


Reporting Cycle: 2016- 2017


Students are accessed at a beginning level to advanced level on a skill assessment at the start of class. Evaluation is of progression
over the corse of the semester based on specific motor and activity specific skills. Students must demonstrate progression. Over
85% of the students who completed the classes demonstrated progression in a majority of the skills being accessed.


Result Type: Criterion met


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed at department /
planning meeting


02/17/2017


Reporting Cycle: 2015- 2016


Students are accessed at a beginning level to advanced level on a skill assessment at the start of class. Evaluation is of progression
over the corse of the semester based on specific motor and activity specific skills. Students must demonstrate progression. Over
80% of the students who completed the classes demonstrated progression in a majority of the skills being accessed.


Result Type: Criterion met
03/03/2016
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Reporting Cycle: 2014 - 2015


Students are accessed at a beginning level to advanced level on a skill assessment at the start of class. Evaluation is of progression
over the corse of the semester based on specific motor and activity specific skills. Students must demonstrate progression. Over
80% of the students who completed the classes demonstrated progression in a majority of the skills being accessed.


Result Type: Criterion met
03/25/2015


Actions
Action:  Need to continually upgrade supplies / equipment. Also, facility availability is an issue specifically related to golf and
archery. (03/25/2015)
Action Plan Category: Plan purchase of new equipment or supplies


Success Criterion: 70% of the students who take the exam will complete it at a C level or higher.


Exam - Students are classified at varyoing levels and are tested regarding vocabulary, rules and strategy based on that
level. Levels are beginning, intermediate, advanced intermediate and advanced. (Active)


Results
Reporting Cycle: 2016- 2017


Students at all levels were able to achieve a C or higher grade related to testing on knowledge, rules, history, customs and / or
other facets of the individual activity at least 70% of the time.


Result Type: Criterion met


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed at department /
planning meeting


02/17/2017


Reporting Cycle: 2015- 2016


Students at all levels were able to achieve a C or higher grade related to testing on knowledge, rules, history, customs and / or
other facets of the individual activity at least 70% of the time.


Result Type: Criterion met
03/03/2016


Related Course Outcomes
SKY INDV 101    - Beginning Archery
Fitness assessment -  Be able to identify risk factors for heart disease and stroke, and apply general fitness/well being principles
to their own lifestyles.


SKY INDV 105    - Intermediate Archery
Shooting technique - Develop the necessary skills and proper shooting technique in order to score at a beginning level from 20
and 25 yards.


Fitness assessment -  Be able to identify risk factors for heart disease and stroke, and apply general fitness/wellbeing principles
to their own lifestyles.


SKY INDV 121    - Beginning Badminton
Skills and Concepts - Demonstrate basic skills and strategies of the game of badminton and use critical thinking skills to apply
this knowledge in a competitive environment.


SKY INDV 125    - Advanced Badminton
Skills and Concepts - Demonstrate advanced knowledge of the skills and strategies of the game of badminton and use critical
thinking skills to apply this knowledge in a competitive environment.
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Related Course Outcomes
SKY INDV 126    - Coed Club Badminton
Skills and Concepts - Demonstrate the fundamental individual and team skills necessary to perform and progress at a
competitive level in the sport of badminton.


SKY INDV 160    - Golf
Swing technique competence - Demonstrate competence in beginning swing technique while performing skills in a practical
setting.


Rules and etiquette - Demonstrate a  comprehension of and abide by the rules and etiquette of golf.


SKY INDV 165    - Golf: Short Game
Increased short game proficiency - Demonstrate increased success in the short game; increased proficiency in green side
bunker play, bump and run, chipping, and putting through the use of proper technique and analysis of green slope and
conditions.


SKY INDV 167    - Golf Course Strategies
Club selection and strategy - Use critical thinking to determine proper club selection and explain the most successful strategy
for a variety of shots in a practical setting


Fundamental skills - Demonstrate the fundamental skills necessary to perform and progress in the sport of golf


SKY INDV 168  -- BANKED   - Tournament Golf
Rules, etiquette, skills, and strategies - Abide by the basic rules and etiquette of golf, perform the basic skills necessary in the
game of golf while competing in various stroke play and match play tournaments and apply strategies to decision-making in
tournament play


SKY INDV 171    - Golf: On-Course Playing Lesson
Club selection - Increase club selection competency in a practical setting and in tournament play


Shot selection and short game technique - Demonstrate proper shot selection and apply sound technique to improve approach
and greenside shots


SKY INDV 172 - Golf: Improving the Mental Game
Mental Strategies - Apply various mental strategies to relieve anxiety, increase confidence and improve performance on the
golf course.


SKY INDV 251    - Beginning Tennis
Skills and Knowledge - Demonstrate the fundamental skills and knowledge necessary to perform and progress at a beginning
level in the sport of tennis.


Rules, terminology, and strategy - Identify / Explain the rules, concepts and vocabulary used in the sport of tennis.


SKY INDV 253    - Intermediate Tennis
Skills - Demonstrate the fundamental skills and knowledge necessary to perform and progress at an intermediate level in the
sport of tennis.


Rules, terminology and strategy - Identify / Explain the rules, concepts and vocabulary used in the sport of tennis.


SKY INDV 255    - Advanced Tennis
Skills - Demonstrate the fundamental skills and knowledge necessary to perform and progress at an advanced level in the sport
of tennis.


Rules, terminology and strategy - Identify / Explain the rules, concepts and vocabulary used in the sport of tennis.


PSLO:  Fitness Awareness (PE/KINE)
Identify risk factors for heart disease and stroke, and apply general fitness/wellness principles to minimize risk.


PSLO Status: Active
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Start Date: 10/27/2012


Assessment Methods


Success Criterion: Of the students who complete the course, 70% will demonstrate proficiency by receiving a passing grade
on exanms related to exercise epidemiology.


Exam - Based on specific course objectives, exams, either by the instructor or through a national certifying organization,
are used to demonstrate student compentency related to fitness and exercise epidemiology. (Active)


Results
Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)


Of the students who completed courses with an exercise epedimiology, allied health or fitness related focus, more than 80%
demonstrated proficiency by receiving a passing grade on exanms related to those topics.


Result Type: Criterion met


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed with Dean


12/19/2018


Reporting Cycle: 2017- 2018


Of the students who completed courses with an exercise epedimiology, allied health or fitness related focus, more than 82%
demonstrated proficiency by receiving a passing grade on exanms related to those topics.


Result Type: Criterion met


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed with Dean


12/19/2017


Reporting Cycle: 2016- 2017


Of the students who completed courses with an exercise epedimiology, allied health or fitness related focus, more than 80%
demonstrated proficiency by receiving a passing grade on exanms related to those topics.


Result Type: Criterion met


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed at department /
planning meeting


02/17/2017


Reporting Cycle: 2015- 2016


Of the students who completed courses with an exercise epedimiology, allied health or fitness related focus, more than 80%
demonstrated proficiency by receiving a passing grade on exanms related to those topics.


Result Type: Criterion met
03/03/2016


Reporting Cycle: 2014 - 2015


Of the students who completed courses with an exercise epedimiology, allied health or fitness related focus, more than 80%
demonstrated proficiency by receiving a passing grade on exanms related to those topics.


Result Type: Criterion met
03/25/2015


Related Course Outcomes
SKY KINE 305 - Health Related Fitness and Wellness
Fitness, Nutrtion and Stress management - Students who successfully complete the course will be able to describe the effects
of physical fitness, nutrition and stress management on overall health


Disease Processes and Prevention - Students who successfully complete the course will be able to discuss the impact of disease
processes such as heart disease, diabetes, cancer, etc. on overall health.


Evaluation and Prescription of a Fitness and Wellness Program - Students who successfully complete the course will be able to
evaluate their own fitness and wellness status and implement a personal wellness plan.


SKY P.E. 301    - Introduction to Personal Training
Knowledge  and NCSF Personal Trainer exam - Demonstrate the knowledge and skills necessary to pass the National Council of
Strength and Fitness Personal Trainer Test (areas of emphasis include Knowledge of Anatomy, Physiology, Nutrition, Personal
Training Instruction, Health Screening, Special Populations, and Exercise Prescription).
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Related Course Outcomes
SKY P.E. 302 - Introduction to Sports Nutrition
Nutritional and Physiological Principles - Students will be able to apply the principles of nutritional and psychological
adaptations to exercise in a personal nutrition plan.


PSLO:  Career Planning (PE/KINE)
Identify career and/or educational options in physical education, and formulate an action plan to successfully pursue and attain
those options.


Start Date: 10/27/2012
PSLO Status: Active


Assessment Methods


Success Criterion: Of the students who complete the class, 100% will be able to identify a carerr pathway related to
Kinesiology including the education, skills and interpersonal qualities necessary to excel in the profession.


Capstone Assignment/Project - Capstone project done either individually or in a group setting where students identify,
learn about and shadow potential career pathways in the field of Kinesiology and in allied fields. (Active)


Results
Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)


Of the students who completed the class, over 85% were able to identify a career pathway related to Kinesiology including the
education, skills and interpersonal qualities necessary to excel in the profession


Result Type: Criterion met


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed with Dean


12/19/2018


Reporting Cycle: 2017- 2018


Of the students who completed the class, over 82% were able to identify a career pathway related to Kinesiology including the
education, skills and interpersonal qualities necessary to be considered competent in the profession


Result Type: Criterion met


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed with Dean


12/19/2017


Reporting Cycle: 2016- 2017


Of the students who completed the class, over 85% were able to identify a career pathway related to Kinesiology including the
education, skills and interpersonal qualities necessary to excel in the profession


Result Type: Criterion met


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed at department /
planning meeting


02/17/2017


Reporting Cycle: 2015- 2016


Of the students who completed the class, over 80% were able to identify a career pathway related to Kinesiology including the
education, skills and interpersonal qualities necessary to excel in the profession


Result Type: Criterion met
03/03/2016


Reporting Cycle: 2014 - 2015


Of the students who completed the class, 100% were able to identify a career pathway related to Kinesiology including the
education, skills and interpersonal qualities necessary to excel in the profession


Result Type: Criterion met
03/25/2015


Related Course Outcomes
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Related Course Outcomes
SKY P.E. 105    - The Student-Athlete Experience
History, Perspective and Rules - List dates and describe events that changed sport participation significantly from a gender, race
or performance perspective.They will be able to contribute thoughts, ideas, and personal experiences about relevant topics in
sport in both written and spoken form and cite eligibility and transfer requirements for student-athletes at the 2-year and 4-
year level.


SKY P.E. 152 - Theory of Sport and Fitness Management
Concepts - Demonstrate an understanding of the unique characteristics of sport and how these influence the management of
sport.


SKY P.E. 301    - Introduction to Personal Training
Knowledge  and NCSF Personal Trainer exam - Demonstrate the knowledge and skills necessary to pass the National Council of
Strength and Fitness Personal Trainer Test (areas of emphasis include Knowledge of Anatomy, Physiology, Nutrition, Personal
Training Instruction, Health Screening, Special Populations, and Exercise Prescription).


PSLO:  Contextualizing Sport (PE/KINE)
Demonstrate an understanding of the historical, social and psychological aspects of activity and sport in the context of society.


Start Date: 10/27/2012
PSLO Status: Active


Assessment Methods


Success Criterion: Of the students who complete the class, over 70% will be able to demonstrate an ability to analyze and
describe how Kinesiology and Sport are formed and formed by historical, social and psychological aspects of society.


Essay - Through the use of weekly responses, journals, assignments and papers, students will be able to contextualize the
role of Kinesiology and sport, it's historical, social and psychological aspects, in a cohesive manner. (Active)


Results
Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)


Of the students who completed the class, over 85% were able to demonstrate an ability to analyze and describe how Kinesiology
and Sport are formed and framed by historical, social and psychological aspects of society.


Result Type: Criterion met


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed with Dean


12/19/2018


Reporting Cycle: 2017- 2018


Of the students who completed the class, over 85% were able to demonstrate an ability to analyze and describe how Kinesiology
and Sport are formed and framed by historical, social and psychological aspects of society.


Result Type: Criterion met


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed with Dean


12/19/2017


Reporting Cycle: 2016- 2017


Of the students who completed the class, over 75% were able to demonstrate an ability to analyze and describe how Kinesiology
and Sport are formed and framed by historical, social and psychological aspects of society.


Result Type: Criterion met


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed at department /
planning meeting


02/17/2017


Reporting Cycle: 2015- 2016


Of the students who completed the class, over 70% were able to demonstrate an ability to analyze and describe how Kinesiology
Result Type: Criterion met


03/03/2016
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and Sport are formed and framed by historical, social and psychological aspects of society.


Reporting Cycle: 2014 - 2015


Of the students who completed the class, over 60% were able to demonstrate an ability to analyze and describe how Kinesiology
and Sport are formed and framed by historical, social and psychological aspects of society.


Result Type: Criterion not met
03/25/2015


Actions
Action:  Need to look at written prompts and formats. Students by in large understand and can explain the concepts. The issue is
their ability to express that critically through writing is limited. (03/25/2015)
Action Plan Category: Conduct Further Assessment


Related Course Outcomes
SKY P.E. 105    - The Student-Athlete Experience
History, Perspective and Rules - List dates and describe events that changed sport participation significantly from a gender, race
or performance perspective.They will be able to contribute thoughts, ideas, and personal experiences about relevant topics in
sport in both written and spoken form and cite eligibility and transfer requirements for student-athletes at the 2-year and 4-
year level.


SKY TEAM 145    - Advanced Soccer
Fitness - Demonstrate an increase in cardiovascular fitness and wellness developed through daily practice and measured
through efficiency of movement, recovery rate, and increased performance on post-fitness test.


SKY TEAM 190    - Baseball Theory, Defense
Concepts and Technique - Develop individual and team defensive programs applicable to specific goals, evaluate various
techniques for effectiveness, demonstrate skills at an advanced level and apply *concepts into practice (*e.g. rules, terminology
and philosophy).


PSLO:  Improved Fitness (TEAM)
Demonstrate improvement in areas of fitness as measured by the division Physical Education Evaluation Program (PEEP).


Start Date: 10/27/2012
PSLO Status: Active


Assessment Methods


Success Criterion: 70% of students who complete the class will demonstrate improvement in at least two of five areas
most closely related to participation in that particular TEAM activity.


Pre and post testing - Pre and Post Fitness test administered by the division.  Students will be evaluated on improvement.
5 areas of fitness are evaluated. Students must demonstrate progression in at least two areas. Which areas are dependent
on the focus, training mode and specificity of the fitness activity selected. (Active)


Results
Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)


Almost 100% of students who completed the class demonstrated improvement in at least two of five areas most closely related
to participation in that particular TEAM activity. Discussion that a lack of functional space for outdoor activities may be a
consideration due to the climatic conditions


Result Type: Criterion met


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed with Dean


12/19/2018


Actions
Action:  Prior to purchasing equipment, the field house itself must be upgraded. This would include heating equipment,
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weatherizing doors and installing rubber flooring. Otherwise, equipment purchased will rust. (12/19/2018)
Action Plan Category: Request purchase of new equipment or supplies


Reporting Cycle: 2017- 2018


Almost 100% of students who completed the class demonstrated improvement in at least two of five areas most closely related
to participation in that particular TEAM activity. Discussion that a lack of functional space for outdoor activities may be a
consideration due to the climatic conditions


Result Type: Criterion met


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed with Dean


12/19/2017


Actions
Action:  Through instructional equipment funds renovate field house facility as a functional space for outdoor team (Baseball /
Soccer). In conjunction work with facilities so the space is not as impacted by climatic conditions. (12/19/2017)
Action Plan Category: Request purchase of new equipment or supplies


Reporting Cycle: 2016- 2017


Almost 100% of students who completed the class demonstrated improvement in at least two of five areas most closely related
to participation in that particular TEAM activity. Discussion that a lack of functional space for outdoor activities may be a
consideration due to the climatic conditions


Result Type: Criterion met


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed at department /
planning meeting


02/17/2017


Actions
Action:  Through instructional equipment funds renovate field house facility as a functional space for outdoor team (Baseball /
Soccer). In conjunction work with facilities so the space is not as impacted by climatic conditions. (02/17/2017)
Action Plan Category: Request purchase of new equipment or supplies


Reporting Cycle: 2015- 2016


Almost 100% of students who completed the class demonstrated improvement in at least two of five areas most closely related
to participation in that particular TEAM activity.


Result Type: Criterion met
03/03/2016


Reporting Cycle: 2014 - 2015


Almost 100% of students who completed the class demonstrated improvement in at least two of five areas most closely related
to participation in that particular TEAM activity.


Result Type: Criterion met
03/25/2015


Actions
Action:  Greater use of technology in PEEP is needed. Students can't track progress because it's administered via paper / pencil.
Resources needed are tablets to input data from testing and a password system so student can view results. (03/25/2015)


Related Course Outcomes
SKY TEAM 100    - Baseball
Skills and Concepts - Demonstrate the fundamental individual and team skills necessary to perform and progress at a
competitive level in the sport of baseball.


SKY TEAM 111    - Beginning Basketball
Fitness improvement and practices - Identify and assess their current fitness level and alter or modify specific wellness or
fitness practices in order to improve body composition/flexibility/cardiovascular fitness/muscular endurance/muscular strength
related to performance in the sport of basketball


SKY TEAM 112    - Basketball: Adv. Comp Strategy
Fitness - Demonstrate an increase in cardiovascular fitness and wellness developed through daily practice and measured
through efficiency of movement, recovery rate, and increased performance on post-fitness test.
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Related Course Outcomes
SKY TEAM 115    - Advanced Basketball
Fitness improvement - Identify and assess their current fitness level and alter or modify specific wellness or fitness practices in
order to improve body composition/flexibility/cardiovascular fitness/muscular endurance/muscular strength


SKY TEAM 116    - Basketball: Indv Skill Develop
Fitness - Identify and assess their current fitness level and alter or modify specific wellness or fitness practices in order to
improve body composition / flexibility / cardiovascular fitness / muscular endurance / muscular strength related to performance
in the sport of basketball.


SKY TEAM 117    - Tournament Basketball
Skills and Concepts - Demonstrate the fundamental individual and team skills necessary to perform and progress at a
competitive level in the sport of basketball.


SKY TEAM 132.1-4    - Flag Football I- IV
Fitness and wellness - Identify and assess their current fitness level and alter or modify specific wellness or fitness practices in
order to improve body composition /flexibility/ cardiovascular fitness/muscular endurance / muscular strength related to
performance in the game of flag football


SKY TEAM 141    - Beginning Soccer
Fitness - Demonstrate an increase in cardiovascular fitness and wellness developed through daily practice and measured
through efficiency of movement, recovery rate, and increased performance on post-fitness test.


SKY TEAM 148    - Indoor Soccer
Skills, Concepts, Rules and Fitness - Demonstrate tactical, technical (rules), fitness and motor skills in the sport of indoor soccer
/ futsal and use critical thinking to apply skills in a competitive environment.


SKY TEAM 179    - Tournament Volleyball
Skills and Concepts - Demonstrate the fundamental individual and team skills necessary to perform and progress at a
competitive level in the sport of volleyball.


SKY TEAM 190    - Baseball Theory, Defense
Concepts and Technique - Develop individual and team defensive programs applicable to specific goals, evaluate various
techniques for effectiveness, demonstrate skills at an advanced level and apply *concepts into practice (*e.g. rules, terminology
and philosophy).


SKY TEAM 191    - Baseball Theory, Offense
Concepts and Techniques - Develop individual and team offensive programs applicable to specific goals, evaluate various
techniques for effectiveness, demonstrate skills at an advanced level and apply *concepts into practice (*e.g. rules, terminology
and philosophy).


SKY TEAM 192    - Men's Basketball Theory, Defen
Concepts and Techniques - Develop individual and team defensive programs applicable to specific goals, evaluate various
techniques for effectiveness, demonstrate skills at an advanced level and apply *concepts into practice (*e.g. rules, terminology
and philosophy).
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Related Course Outcomes
SKY TEAM 193    - Men's Basketball Theory, Offen
Concepts and Techniques - Develop individual and team offensive programs applicable to specific goals, evaluate various
techniques for effectiveness, demonstrate skills at an advanced level and apply *concepts into practice (*e.g. rules, terminology
and philosophy).


SKY TEAM 196 - Men's Soccer Theory, Defense
Concepts and Techniques - Develop individual and team defensive programs applicable to specific goals, evaluate various
techniques for effectiveness, demonstrate skills at an advanced level and apply *concepts into practice (*e.g. rules, terminology
and philosophy).


SKY TEAM 197 - Men's Soccer Theory: Offense
Concepts and Techniques - Develop individual and team offensive programs applicable to specific goals, evaluate various
techniques for effectiveness, demonstrate skills at an advanced level and apply *concepts into practice (*e.g. rules, terminology
and philosophy).


SKY TEAM 198    - Women's Soccer Theory. Defense
Concepts and Techniques - Develop individual and team defensive programs applicable to specific goals, evaluate various
techniques for effectiveness, demonstrate skills at an advanced level and apply *concepts into practice (*e.g. rules, terminology
and philosophy).


SKY TEAM 199 - Women's Soccer Theory, Offense
Concepts and Techniques - Develop individual and team offensive programs applicable to specific goals, evaluate various
techniques for effectiveness, demonstrate skills at an advanced level and apply *concepts into practice (*e.g. rules, terminology
and philosophy).


PSLO:  Team Sports Basics (TEAM)
Demonstrate the fundamental skills, knowledge, etiquette and vocabulary used in the practice and performance of team activities.


Start Date: 10/27/2012
PSLO Status: Active


Assessment Methods


Success Criterion: 70% of the students who complete the class will be able to demonstrate increased skills, knowledge and
ability related to the sport.


Pre and post testing - Based on level, students will be evaluated on a rubric and their improvement from pre-post test
used in assessing progress. In addition, students will be tested, based on level, to make sure they know and understand the
rules and etiqutte involved in the sport. (Active)


Results
Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)


Almost 100% of the students who completed the classes were able to demonstrate, based on level, increased skills, knowledge
and ability related to the sport.


Result Type: Criterion met


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed with Dean


12/19/2018


Reporting Cycle: 2017- 2018


Almost 100% of the students who completed the classes were able to demonstrate, based on level, increased skills, knowledge
and ability related to the sport.


Result Type: Criterion met


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed with Dean


12/19/2017


Reporting Cycle: 2016- 2017 02/17/2017
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Over 90% of the students who completed the classes were able to demonstrate, based on level, increased skills, knowledge and
ability related to the sport.


Result Type: Criterion met


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed at department /
planning meeting


Reporting Cycle: 2015- 2016


Over 90% of the students who completed the classes were able to demonstrate, based on level, increased skills, knowledge and
ability related to the sport.


Result Type: Criterion met
03/03/2016


Reporting Cycle: 2014 - 2015


Over 80% of the students who completed the classes were able to demonstrate, based on level, increased skills, knowledge and
ability related to the sport.


Result Type: Criterion met
03/25/2015


Related Course Outcomes
SKY TEAM 100    - Baseball
Skills and Concepts - Demonstrate the fundamental individual and team skills necessary to perform and progress at a
competitive level in the sport of baseball.


SKY TEAM 111    - Beginning Basketball
Rules, concepts, vocabulary - Identify/explain the rules, concepts, and vocabulary used in the sport of basketball.


Skill fundamentals - Demonstrate the fundamental skills necessary to perform and progress at a beginning level in the sport of
basketball


SKY TEAM 112    - Basketball: Adv. Comp Strategy
Technical / Tactical Skills - Demonstrate advanced knowledge of technical and tactical skills of the game of basketball, use
critical thinking skills to apply this knowledge in a competitive environment.


SKY TEAM 115    - Advanced Basketball
Rules, concepts, vocabulary - Identify/explain the rules, concepts, and vocabulary used in the sport of basketball.


Skills and progression - Demonstrate the fundamental skills necessary to perform and progress at an advanced level in the sport
of basketball


SKY TEAM 116    - Basketball: Indv Skill Develop
Skills - Demonstrate the fundamental skills necessary to perform and progress at an individual level in the sport of basketball.


SKY TEAM 117    - Tournament Basketball
Skills and Concepts - Demonstrate the fundamental individual and team skills necessary to perform and progress at a
competitive level in the sport of basketball.


SKY TEAM 132.1-4    - Flag Football I- IV
Skills - Demonstrate the fundamental skills and knowledge necessary to perform and progress in the competition of flag football


Routes and responsibilities - Identify / Explain the different positions and routes of the plays.


SKY TEAM 141    - Beginning Soccer
Technical / Tactical Skills - Demonstrate basic knowledge of technical and tactical skills of the game of soccer, use critical
thinking skills to apply this knowledge in a competitive environment.
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Related Course Outcomes
SKY TEAM 145    - Advanced Soccer
Technical / Tactical Skills - Demonstrate advanced knowledge of technical and tactical skills of the game of soccer, use critical
thinking skills to apply this knowledge in a competitive environment.


SKY TEAM 148    - Indoor Soccer
Skills, Concepts, Rules and Fitness - Demonstrate tactical, technical (rules), fitness and motor skills in the sport of indoor soccer
/ futsal and use critical thinking to apply skills in a competitive environment.


SKY TEAM 179    - Tournament Volleyball
Skills and Concepts - Demonstrate the fundamental individual and team skills necessary to perform and progress at a
competitive level in the sport of volleyball.


SKY TEAM 190    - Baseball Theory, Defense
Concepts and Technique - Develop individual and team defensive programs applicable to specific goals, evaluate various
techniques for effectiveness, demonstrate skills at an advanced level and apply *concepts into practice (*e.g. rules, terminology
and philosophy).


SKY TEAM 191    - Baseball Theory, Offense
Concepts and Techniques - Develop individual and team offensive programs applicable to specific goals, evaluate various
techniques for effectiveness, demonstrate skills at an advanced level and apply *concepts into practice (*e.g. rules, terminology
and philosophy).


SKY TEAM 192    - Men's Basketball Theory, Defen
Concepts and Techniques - Develop individual and team defensive programs applicable to specific goals, evaluate various
techniques for effectiveness, demonstrate skills at an advanced level and apply *concepts into practice (*e.g. rules, terminology
and philosophy).


SKY TEAM 193    - Men's Basketball Theory, Offen
Concepts and Techniques - Develop individual and team offensive programs applicable to specific goals, evaluate various
techniques for effectiveness, demonstrate skills at an advanced level and apply *concepts into practice (*e.g. rules, terminology
and philosophy).


SKY TEAM 196 - Men's Soccer Theory, Defense
Concepts and Techniques - Develop individual and team defensive programs applicable to specific goals, evaluate various
techniques for effectiveness, demonstrate skills at an advanced level and apply *concepts into practice (*e.g. rules, terminology
and philosophy).


SKY TEAM 197 - Men's Soccer Theory: Offense
Concepts and Techniques - Develop individual and team offensive programs applicable to specific goals, evaluate various
techniques for effectiveness, demonstrate skills at an advanced level and apply *concepts into practice (*e.g. rules, terminology
and philosophy).


SKY TEAM 198    - Women's Soccer Theory. Defense
Concepts and Techniques - Develop individual and team defensive programs applicable to specific goals, evaluate various
techniques for effectiveness, demonstrate skills at an advanced level and apply *concepts into practice (*e.g. rules, terminology
and philosophy).
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Related Course Outcomes
SKY TEAM 199 - Women's Soccer Theory, Offense
Concepts and Techniques - Develop individual and team offensive programs applicable to specific goals, evaluate various
techniques for effectiveness, demonstrate skills at an advanced level and apply *concepts into practice (*e.g. rules, terminology
and philosophy).


PSLO:  Effective Sports (TEAM)
Develop individual and team offensive/defensive programs applicable to specific goals, evaluate various techniques for
effectiveness, demonstrate skills at an advanced level and apply concepts into practice.


Start Date: 10/27/2012
PSLO Status: Active


Assessment Methods


Success Criterion: 70% of the students who complete the class will demonstrate progression in the use and application of
skills and techniques in the proper game context.


Exam - Students are accessed on their ability to use individual skills and apply them in game settings. Students are
accessed at four levels, beginning, intermediate, advanced intermediate and advanced, and then evaluated on their
application based on that level. Performance is related is related to skill level. (Active)


Results
Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)


Almost 100% of the students who completed the classes were able to demonstrate progression in the use and application of skills
and techniques in the proper game context


Result Type: Criterion met


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed with Dean


12/19/2018


Reporting Cycle: 2017- 2018


Almost 100% of the students who completed the classes were able to demonstrate progression in the use and application of skills
and techniques in the proper game context


Result Type: Criterion met


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed with Dean


12/19/2017


Reporting Cycle: 2016- 2017


Almost 100% of the students who completed the classes were able to demonstrate progression in the use and application of skills
and techniques in the proper game context


Result Type: Criterion met


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed at department /
planning meeting


02/17/2017


Reporting Cycle: 2015- 2016


Almost 100% of the students who completed the classes were able to demonstrate progression in the use and application of skills
and techniques in the proper game context.


Result Type: Criterion met
03/03/2016


Reporting Cycle: 2014 - 2015


Almost 100% of the students who completed the classes were able to demonstrate progression in the use and application of skills
and techniques in the proper game context.


Result Type: Criterion met
03/25/2015


Related Course Outcomes
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Related Course Outcomes
SKY TEAM 100    - Baseball
Skills and Concepts - Demonstrate the fundamental individual and team skills necessary to perform and progress at a
competitive level in the sport of baseball.


SKY TEAM 112    - Basketball: Adv. Comp Strategy
Technical / Tactical Skills - Demonstrate advanced knowledge of technical and tactical skills of the game of basketball, use
critical thinking skills to apply this knowledge in a competitive environment.


SKY TEAM 115    - Advanced Basketball
Skills and progression - Demonstrate the fundamental skills necessary to perform and progress at an advanced level in the sport
of basketball


SKY TEAM 116    - Basketball: Indv Skill Develop
Skills - Demonstrate the fundamental skills necessary to perform and progress at an individual level in the sport of basketball.


SKY TEAM 117    - Tournament Basketball
Skills and Concepts - Demonstrate the fundamental individual and team skills necessary to perform and progress at a
competitive level in the sport of basketball.


SKY TEAM 132.1-4    - Flag Football I- IV
Skills - Demonstrate the fundamental skills and knowledge necessary to perform and progress in the competition of flag football


Routes and responsibilities - Identify / Explain the different positions and routes of the plays.


SKY TEAM 145    - Advanced Soccer
Technical / Tactical Skills - Demonstrate advanced knowledge of technical and tactical skills of the game of soccer, use critical
thinking skills to apply this knowledge in a competitive environment.


SKY TEAM 148    - Indoor Soccer
Skills, Concepts, Rules and Fitness - Demonstrate tactical, technical (rules), fitness and motor skills in the sport of indoor soccer
/ futsal and use critical thinking to apply skills in a competitive environment.


SKY TEAM 179    - Tournament Volleyball
Skills and Concepts - Demonstrate the fundamental individual and team skills necessary to perform and progress at a
competitive level in the sport of volleyball.


SKY TEAM 191    - Baseball Theory, Offense
Concepts and Techniques - Develop individual and team offensive programs applicable to specific goals, evaluate various
techniques for effectiveness, demonstrate skills at an advanced level and apply *concepts into practice (*e.g. rules, terminology
and philosophy).


SKY TEAM 192    - Men's Basketball Theory, Defen
Concepts and Techniques - Develop individual and team defensive programs applicable to specific goals, evaluate various
techniques for effectiveness, demonstrate skills at an advanced level and apply *concepts into practice (*e.g. rules, terminology
and philosophy).
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Related Course Outcomes
SKY TEAM 193    - Men's Basketball Theory, Offen
Concepts and Techniques - Develop individual and team offensive programs applicable to specific goals, evaluate various
techniques for effectiveness, demonstrate skills at an advanced level and apply *concepts into practice (*e.g. rules, terminology
and philosophy).


SKY TEAM 196 - Men's Soccer Theory, Defense
Concepts and Techniques - Develop individual and team defensive programs applicable to specific goals, evaluate various
techniques for effectiveness, demonstrate skills at an advanced level and apply *concepts into practice (*e.g. rules, terminology
and philosophy).


SKY TEAM 197 - Men's Soccer Theory: Offense
Concepts and Techniques - Develop individual and team offensive programs applicable to specific goals, evaluate various
techniques for effectiveness, demonstrate skills at an advanced level and apply *concepts into practice (*e.g. rules, terminology
and philosophy).


SKY TEAM 198    - Women's Soccer Theory. Defense
Concepts and Techniques - Develop individual and team defensive programs applicable to specific goals, evaluate various
techniques for effectiveness, demonstrate skills at an advanced level and apply *concepts into practice (*e.g. rules, terminology
and philosophy).


SKY TEAM 199 - Women's Soccer Theory, Offense
Concepts and Techniques - Develop individual and team offensive programs applicable to specific goals, evaluate various
techniques for effectiveness, demonstrate skills at an advanced level and apply *concepts into practice (*e.g. rules, terminology
and philosophy).


PSLO:  Advanced Sport (VARS)
Demonstrate an expert knowledge of the strategies and skills of the sport; use critical thinking skills to apply this knowledge to a
competitive situation in order to contend to the best of one's ability against outside opponents


Start Date: 10/27/2012
PSLO Status: Active


Assessment Methods


Success Criterion: Standard would be in team sports to try and have a winning overall record and finish in the top half of
the conference. It also would include being in the top half of the state in relevant statistical categories. For individual
sports, that individual qualifiers are able to advance to state and regional competition in the same proportion as other
schools that are Skyline's size.


Capstone Assignment/Project - Statistics and records will be used to measure progress. Standard would be in team sports
to try and have a winning overall record and finish in the top half of the conference. It also would include being in the top
half of the state in relevant statistical categories. For individual sports, that individual qualifiers are able to advance to
state and regional competition in the same proportion as other schools that are Skyline's size. (Active)


Results
Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)


Majority of teams and individuals met the standard. Still, it's important to point out that overall outcomes, not just those tied to
results, are better when students are coached by a full-time staff member as opposed to a part-time staff member.


Result Type: Criterion met


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Coaching Staff Discussed with
AD


12/11/2018


Actions
Action:  We have requested a full-time staff position (faculty) or a classified position to more uniformly support student
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outcomes across all sports. We also believe that recruiting / outreach will be improved if coaches were directly compensated for
their recruiting efforts and if we maximize our reach in social media and on our website. (12/11/2018)
Action Plan Category: Other


Reporting Cycle: 2017- 2018


Majority of teams met the standard. It's relevant to point out that recruiting effects results and that those sports coached by full-
time staff tend to perform better than those taught by part-time staff.


Result Type: Criterion met


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed with AD


12/19/2017


Reporting Cycle: 2016- 2017


Majority of teams met the standard but some did not. It's relevant to point out that recruiting effects results and that those
sports coached by full-time staff tend to perform better than those taught by part-time staff.


Result Type: Criterion met


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed at department /
planning meeting


02/17/2017


Reporting Cycle: 2015- 2016


Majority of teams met the standard but others did not. It's relevant to point out that those which did not are coaches by part-
time staff.


Result Type: Criterion not met
03/03/2016


Actions
Action:  Men's Soccer position being converted to full-time in Fall 2016. Our hope is with another retirement that we could get
another full-time coach in two to three years. (03/03/2016)
Action Plan Category: Make staffing changes


Reporting Cycle: 2014 - 2015


Majority of teams met the standard but others did not. It's relevant to point out that those which did not are coaches by part-
time staff.


Result Type: Inconclusive
03/25/2015


Actions
Action:  Need to provide more support if we continue to use part-time coaches. Demands in and out of season are such that
being part-time doesn't allow coaches to fully support students on and off the field. (03/25/2015)
Action Plan Category: Make staffing changes


Related Course Outcomes
SKY VARS 100    - Varsity Baseball
Strategies and Skills - Demonstrate an expert knowledge of the strategies and skills of the game of baseball; use critical thinking
skills to apply this knowledge to a competitive situation in order to contend to the best of one's ability against outside
opponents.


SKY VARS 110    - Varsity Basketball
Strategies and Skills - Demonstrate an expert knowledge of the strategies and skills of the game of basketball; use critical
thinking skills to apply this knowledge to a competitive situation in order to contend to the best of ones ability against outside
opponents.


Fitness - Demonstrate an increase in cardiovascular fitness and wellness developed through daily practice and measured
through efficiency of movement, recovery rate, and increased performance on post-fitness test
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Related Course Outcomes
SKY VARS 150    - Varsity Soccer
Strategies and Skills - Demonstrate an expert knowledge of the strategies and skills of the game of soccer; use critical thinking
skills to apply this knowledge to a competitive situation in order to contend to the best of one's ability against outside
opponents.


SKY VARS 200    - Varsity Wrestling
Strategies and Skills - Demonstrate an expert knowledge of the strategies and skills of the sport of wrestling; use critical
thinking skills to apply this knowledge to competitive situations in order to contend to the best of one's ability against outside
opponents.


SKY VARS 300    - Vars. Women's Basketball
Strategies and Skills - Demonstrate an expert knowledge of the strategies and skills of the game of basketball; use critical
thinking skills to apply this knowledge to a competitive situation in order to contend to the best of one's ability against outside
opponents.


SKY VARS 340    - Vars. Women's Volleyball
Strategies and Skills - Demonstrate an expert knowledge of the strategies and skills of the game of volleyball; use critical
thinking skills to apply this knowledge to a competitive situations in order to contend to the best of one's ability against outside
opponents.


SKY VARS 350    - Women's Varsity Badminton
Skill and knowledge - Demonstrate an expert knowledge of the strategies and skills of the game of badminton; use critical
thinking skills to apply this knowledge to a competitive situation in order to contend to the best of one's ability against outside
opponents.


SKY VARS 360    - Varsity Women's Soccer
Strategies and Skills - Demonstrate an expert knowledge of the strategies and skills of the game of soccer; use critical thinking
skills to apply this knowledge to a competitive situation in order to contend to the best of one's ability against outside
opponents.


PSLO:  Sportsmanship (VARS)
Embody the traits of good sportsmanship and a sense of team in both competition and practice; and demonstrate commitment to
academic achievement through work ethic developed in practice and competition


Start Date: 10/27/2012
PSLO Status: Active


Assessment Methods


Success Criterion: We would have no decorum violations in any academic year and that each team would have the
majority of their students complete 12 or more units with a 2.75 GPA.


Other - Decorum violations are self-reported to the Coast Conference and / or are noted through the campus discipline
process. Grades are evaluated in season and are looked at for completion and GPA. (Active)


Results
Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)


In decorum, we did have three decorum violations (Men's Soccer, Women's Basketball and Baseball). Two of the violations were
for swearing and the third was a rule book infraction. We had no other violations in any sport. No student issues were referred to
student conduct. We had no coaches who violated decorum standards.. In terms of grades, students coached by full-time staff


Result Type: Criterion met
12/11/2018
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have a tendency to out-performed students coached by part-time staff related to GPA, completion, retention, transfer and
scholarship. Last year, both Women's Basketball and Wrestling, had outstanding academic performance which narrowed this gap.
The improvement was not based on any systemic change.Concern was expressed about scheduling. As the school embarks on
offering fewer levels but higher unit courses, scheduling has been made more difficult. Also, the loss of the learning community
makes it harder to get students into schedules. We have been fortunate that enrollment pressure is low on campus due to a load
of 525. It's becoming harder as more groups are provided priority or placed in specialized cohorts. Real need for a student success
position to more closely collaborate with student services to make sure student-athlete population is served.
Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed with AD


Reporting Cycle: 2017- 2018


In decorum, we did have three decorum violations in Men's Soccer. We had no other violations in any sport. No student issues
were referred to student conduct. We had no coaches who violated decorum standards. We conducted on Oct. 11, 2017 a flex
day presentation for students and staff from the One Love Foundation related to relationship violence that was well attended
and received. In terms of grades, students coached by full-time staff out-performed students coached by part-time staff. Concern
was expressed about scheduling. As the school embarks on offering fewer levels but higher unit courses, scheduling has been
made more difficult. Also, the loss of the learning community makes it harder to get students into schedules. We have been
fortunate that enrollment pressure is low on campus due to a load of 515. It's becoming harder as more groups are provided
priority or placed in specialized cohorts. Real need for a student success position to more closely collaborate with student
services to make sure student-athlete population is served.


Result Type: Criterion met


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed with AD


12/19/2017


Reporting Cycle: 2016- 2017


In decorum, we did have two ejections for verbal abuse (Men's Soccer). No student issues were referred to student conduct. We
no coached who violated decorum standards. In terms of grades, students coached by full-time staff out-performed students
coached by part-time staff. largely this has to do with recruiting, getting students committed / enrolled in the learning
community, and monitoring student progress.


Result Type: Criterion met


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed at department /
planning meeting


02/17/2017


Actions
Action:  Requested PSC who will have responsibility to assist part-time coaches with academic tracking, outreach and external /
internal affairs. (02/17/2017)
Action Plan Category: Other


Reporting Cycle: 2015- 2016


In decorum, we did have one ejection for physical abuse (Women's Basketball). No student issues were referred to student
conduct. We had one coach (baseball) suspended for two games for arguing in the parking lot with an umpire. No profanity was
used but such arguing is prohibited. In terms of grades, students coached by full-time staff out-performed students coached by
part-time staff. largely this has to do with recruiting, getting students committed / enrolled in the learning community, and
monitoring student progress.


Result Type: Criterion met
03/03/2016


Actions
Action:  We are hiring full-time in men's soccer with the hope of getting another full-time hire in a year or two.
 (03/03/2016)


Reporting Cycle: 2014 - 2015


In decorum, we did have one ejection for use of profanity. A few student issues were referred to student conduct. Students were
suspended for a few games. In terms of grades, students coached by full-time staff out-performed students coached by part-time
staff. largely this has to do with recruiting, getting students committed / enrolled in the learning community, and monitoring
student progress.


Result Type: Inconclusive
03/25/2015


Actions
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Action:  Need to provide more support if we continue to use part-time coaches. Demands in and out of season are such that
being part-time doesn't allow coaches to fully support students on and off the field. (03/25/2015)
Action Plan Category: Make staffing changes


Related Course Outcomes
SKY VARS 100    - Varsity Baseball
Strategies and Skills - Demonstrate an expert knowledge of the strategies and skills of the game of baseball; use critical thinking
skills to apply this knowledge to a competitive situation in order to contend to the best of one's ability against outside
opponents.
Sportsmanship and Academics - Embody the traits of good sportsmanship and a sense of team in both competition and
practice; and demonstrate commitment to academic achievement through work ethic developed in practice and competition.


SKY VARS 110    - Varsity Basketball
Strategies and Skills - Demonstrate an expert knowledge of the strategies and skills of the game of basketball; use critical
thinking skills to apply this knowledge to a competitive situation in order to contend to the best of ones ability against outside
opponents.


Sportsmanship and Academics - Embody the traits of good sportsmanship and a sense of team in both competition and
practice; exhibit commitment through practice work ethic and support of teammates as described by instructor.


SKY VARS 150    - Varsity Soccer
Strategies and Skills - Demonstrate an expert knowledge of the strategies and skills of the game of soccer; use critical thinking
skills to apply this knowledge to a competitive situation in order to contend to the best of one's ability against outside
opponents.


Sportsmanship and Academics - Embody the traits of good sportsmanship and a sense of team in both competition and
practice; and demonstrate commitment to academic achievement through work ethic developed in practice and competition.


SKY VARS 200    - Varsity Wrestling
Strategies and Skills - Demonstrate an expert knowledge of the strategies and skills of the sport of wrestling; use critical
thinking skills to apply this knowledge to competitive situations in order to contend to the best of one's ability against outside
opponents.
Sportsmanship and Academics - Embody the traits of good sportsmanship and a sense of team in both competition and practice
and demonstrate committment to academic achievement through work ethic developed in practice and competition.


SKY VARS 300    - Vars. Women's Basketball
Strategies and Skills - Demonstrate an expert knowledge of the strategies and skills of the game of basketball; use critical
thinking skills to apply this knowledge to a competitive situation in order to contend to the best of one's ability against outside
opponents.


Sportsmanship and Academics - Embody the traits of good sportsmanship and a sense of team in both competition and
practice; and demonstrate commitment to academic achievement through work ethic developed in practice and competition.
(Sportsmanship and Academics)


SKY VARS 340    - Vars. Women's Volleyball
Strategies and Skills - Demonstrate an expert knowledge of the strategies and skills of the game of volleyball; use critical
thinking skills to apply this knowledge to a competitive situations in order to contend to the best of one's ability against outside
opponents.


Sportsmanship and Academics - Embody the traits of good sportsmanship and a sense of team in both competition and practice
and demonstrate committment to academic achievement through work ethic developed in practice and competition.
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Related Course Outcomes
SKY VARS 350    - Women's Varsity Badminton
Skill and knowledge - Demonstrate an expert knowledge of the strategies and skills of the game of badminton; use critical
thinking skills to apply this knowledge to a competitive situation in order to contend to the best of one's ability against outside
opponents.


Sportsmanship - Embody the traits of good sportsmanship and a sense of "team" in both competition and practice; exhibit
commitment through practice work ethic and support of teammates as described by instructor.


Fitness improvement - Demonstrate an increase in cardiovascular fitness and wellness developed through daily practice and
measured through efficiency of movement and recovery rate.


SKY VARS 360    - Varsity Women's Soccer
Strategies and Skills - Demonstrate an expert knowledge of the strategies and skills of the game of soccer; use critical thinking
skills to apply this knowledge to a competitive situation in order to contend to the best of one's ability against outside
opponents.
Sportsmanship and Academics - Embody the traits of good sportsmanship and a sense of team in both competition and
practice; and demonstrate commitment to academic achievement through work ethic developed in practice and competition.
(Sportsmanship and Academics)


PSLO:  Exercise prescription
Critically analyze anatomical and physiological factors in the development of exercise prescription, prevention and rehabilitation
designed to meet individual goals and circumstances.


Planning Year: 2017-2018
Start Date: 05/17/2018
End Date: 06/01/2020


PSLO Status: Active


Related Course Outcomes
SKY ADAP 358    - Adapted Strength Development
Skills and Concepts - Upon completion of the course, and in the absence of a degenerative disease process, students will be
able to demonstrate increased muscular strength and endurance, or in the presence of a degenerative disease process,
demonstrate either maintained or slowed degradation of muscular strength and endurance in areas where given the normal
course of the disease, decreased muscle strength and endurance would be expected.


SKY ADAP 359    - Balance/Functional Movement...
Skills and Concepts - Upon completion of the course, and in the absence of a degenerative disease process, students will be
able to demonstrate increased balance and functional movement, or in the presence of a degenerative disease process,
demonstrate either maintained or slowed degradation of balance and functional movement in areas where given the normal
course of the disease, decreased balance and functional movement would be expected.


SKY COMB 301    - Beginning Wrestling
Skills, Fitness and Concepts - Upon successful completion of this course students will:
Demonstrate tactical, technical, fitness and motor skills at a basic level in the sport of wrestling and use critical thinking to apply
skills in a competitive environment.
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Related Course Outcomes
SKY COMB 302    - Intermediate Wrestling
Skills, Concepts and Fitness - Upon successful completion of this course students will:
Demonstrate tactical, technical, fitness and motor skills at an advanced level in the sport of wrestling and use critical thinking to
apply skills in a competitive environment.


SKY COMB 404    - Beginning Shotokan Karate
Skills, Concepts and Fitness - Demonstrate the fundamental skills, knowledge, concepts and vocabulary used in the practice of
Shotokan Karate to perform and progress at a beginning level in this art.


SKY FITN 106    - Varsity Conditioning
Fitness, Concepts and Techniques - Identify and build individual / team skills related to conditioning programs for specific sports
, evaluation of various techniques, use of equipment, scientific knowledge of conditioning, and improve / maintain acceptable
and healthy body composition, flexibility, muscular strength, muscular endurance and flexibility.


SKY FITN 107 - Intercollegiate Fitness
Fitness Assessment - Upon successful completion of this course student will be able to:
Identify and assess current fitness level as it pertains to student?s individual sport and alter or modify specific fitness practices
in order to maintain performance.


SKY FITN 110    - Adult Conditioning
Skills, concepts and techniques - Identify and build individual skills related to conditioning programs for adults applicable to
their specific goals, evaluation of various techniques, use of equipment, scientific knowledge of conditioning, and improve /
maintain acceptable and healthy body composition, flexibility, muscular strength, muscular endurance and flexibility.


SKY FITN 112    - Cross Training
Fitness Improvement - Improve fitness levels, increase strength and flexibility, and lose body fat through participation in a
variety of fitness activities.


Fitness self assessment - Be able to identify and assess their current fitness level; alter or modify specific wellness or fitness
practices in order to improve body composition/flexibility/cardiovascular fitness/muscular endurance/muscular strength related
to performance


Role of fitness in wellbeing - Identify/explain the role of physical fitness and fitness principles in both physical and mental
wellbeing


SKY FITN 116    - Body Conditioning
Skills. Concepts and Techniques - Identify and build individual skills related to conditioning programs applicable to their specific
goals, evaluation of various techniques, use of equipment, scientific knowledge of conditioning, and improve / maintain
acceptable and healthy body composition, flexibility, muscular strength, muscular endurance and flexibility.


SKY FITN 166    - Golf Fitness
Fitness improvement - Identify and assess current fitness level as it pertains to golf and alter or modify specific fitness practices
in order to improve performance, increase strength, flexibility and cardiovascular fitness
Technique - Demonstrate an understanding of proper technique and execution of golf fitness principles.
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Related Course Outcomes
SKY FITN 199 - Interactive Cardiovascular Fitness
Fitness / Wellness - Identify and assess their current fitness level; alter or modify cardiovascular fitness program in order to
improve body composition/flexibility/cardiovascular fitness/muscular endurance/muscular strength related to performance


SKY FITN 201    - Beginning Weight Training
Skills, Techniques and Concepts - Identify and build skills related individual weight training programs applicable to their specific
goals, evaluation of various techniques, use of equipment, scientific knowledge of weight conditioning, and improve / maintain
acceptable and healthy body composition, flexibility, muscular strength, muscular endurance and flexibility.


SKY FITN 202    - Intermediate Weight Training
Skills, Concepts and Techniques - Identify and build skills related individual weight training programs applicable to their specific
goals, evaluation of various techniques, use of equipment, scientific knowledge of weight conditioning, and improve / maintain
acceptable and healthy body composition, flexibility, muscular strength, muscular endurance and flexibility.


SKY FITN 205    - Weight Conditioning
Concepts, Technique and Fitness - Students will learn to develop individual weight training programs applicable to their specific
goals, evaluation of various techniques, use of equipment,  scientific knowledge of weight conditioning, and improve / maintain
acceptable and healthy body composition, flexibility, muscular strength, muscular endurance and flexibility.


SKY FITN 219.1-4 - Core Fitness Training I- IV
Skills - Demonstrate the fundamental skills and techniques necessary to safely perform spine stabilization while performing
activities related to athletic performance and activities of daily living.


Skills and technique - Identify and build skills related to core conditioning that are applicable to specific goals of the course;
improve / maintain acceptable and healthy body composition, muscular strength, muscular endurance, and balance.


SKY FITN 301    - Spinning
Skills, Concepts and Fitness - Identify and build skills related to a spinning program applicable to their specific goals, evaluation
of various techniques, use of equipment, scientific knowledge of conditioning, and improve / maintain acceptable and healthy
body composition, flexibility, muscular strength, muscular endurance and flexibility.


SKY FITN 304    - Walking Fitness
Skills and technique - Demonstrate the fundamental skills and techniques necessary to safely perform the activities related to
fitness walking


Role of fitness - Identify/explain the role of physical fitness and fitness principles in both physical and mental wellbeing


Fitness improvement - Identify and assess their current fitness level; alter or modify specific wellness or fitness practices in
order to improve body composition/flexibility/cardiovascular fitness/muscular endurance/muscular strength related to
performance.


SKY FITN 305    - Running for Fitness
Concepts and Technique - Demonstrate the fundamental skills and techniques necessary to safely participate in a running
fitness program.
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Related Course Outcomes
Fitness - Identify and assess their current fitness level; alter or modify specific wellness or fitness practices in order to improve
body composition/flexibility/cardiovascular fitness/muscular endurance/muscular strength related to performance.


SKY FITN 308    - Hiking & Trekking for Fitness
Fitness improvement - Improve cardiovascular fitness levels through hiking.


SKY FITN 314 - Backpacking for Fitness
Backpacking Technique and Theory - Identify necessary backpacking equipment and supplies, develop a trip plan, investigate
and avoid potential safety risks, and complete a safe overnight intermediate-level backpacking excursion.


Fitness - Build the strength and fitness necessary to complete an overnight intermediate level backpacking excursion while
carrying all necessary equipment and supplies.


SKY FITN 332    - Stretching and Flexibility
Stretching techniques - Develop and perform techniques to improve stamina, strength and flexibility.
Fitness and wellness - Identify and assess their current fitness level; alter or modify specific wellness or fitness practices in order
to improve body composition/flexibility/cardiovascular fitness/muscular endurance/muscular strength related to stretching


SKY FITN 334    - Yoga
Skills - Demonstrate an increased awareness of proper alignment, promoting a safe practice and a heightened sense of balance
and agility


Concepts - Recognize a relationship of mind to body, create and understand individual fitness goals and document progress to
assure appropriate fitness goals are being achieved


Fitness /Wellness - Improve/Maintain overall fitness level, strength, flexibility, and physical independence through evaluation of
skill and knowledge of a safe yoga practice.


SKY FITN 335    - Pilates
Skills - Demonstrate the fundamental skills and techniques necessary to safely perform the activities involved in Pilates and
apply Pilates principles to personal biomechanics.


Fitness / Wellness - Identify and assess their current fitness level and alter or modify specific wellness or fitness practices in
order to improve body composition, flexibility, cardiovascular fitness and muscular endurance & strength
Concepts - Understand the concept of functional neutral spine to specifically target abdominal strength through body-
awareness and practice while protecting the natural alignment of the spine.


SKY FITN 400    - Fitness Academy
Goal setting - Development of personal goals and improvement in health.


Fitness knowledge and modification - Be able to identify and assess their current fitness level; alter or modify specific wellness
or fitness practices in order to improve body composition/flexibility/cardiovascular fitness/muscular endurance/muscular
strength related to performance.
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Related Course Outcomes
SKY INDV 101    - Beginning Archery
Fitness assessment -  Be able to identify risk factors for heart disease and stroke, and apply general fitness/well being principles
to their own lifestyles.


SKY INDV 105    - Intermediate Archery
Fitness assessment -  Be able to identify risk factors for heart disease and stroke, and apply general fitness/wellbeing principles
to their own lifestyles.


SKY INDV 121    - Beginning Badminton
Skills and Concepts - Demonstrate basic skills and strategies of the game of badminton and use critical thinking skills to apply
this knowledge in a competitive environment.


Fitness - Demonstrate an understanding and increase in fitness and wellness developed through activity and measured through
increased performance on post-fitness test.


SKY INDV 125    - Advanced Badminton
Fitness - Upon successful completion of this course students will:
Demonstrate an understanding and increase in fitness and wellness developed through activity and measured through
increased performance on post-fitness test.


Skills and Concepts - Demonstrate advanced knowledge of the skills and strategies of the game of badminton and use critical
thinking skills to apply this knowledge in a competitive environment.


SKY INDV 251    - Beginning Tennis
Fitness and wellness - Identify and assess their current fitness level and alter or modify specific wellness or fitness practices in
order to improve body composition / flexibility / cardiovascular fitness / muscular endurance / muscular strength related to
performance in the sport of tennis.


SKY KINE 100  - Introduction to Kinesiology
Application of Concepts and Principles - Understand and apply activity based and cognitive principles visually, verbally and
kinesthetically as it applies to the study of kinesiology in areas related to motor development, biomechanics and human
performance.
Skills Assessment - Examine and assess the personal values, characteristics, skills and knowledge related to career success in the
field of kinesiology.


SKY KINE 305 - Health Related Fitness and Wellness
Fitness, Nutrtion and Stress management - Students who successfully complete the course will be able to describe the effects
of physical fitness, nutrition and stress management on overall health


Disease Processes and Prevention - Students who successfully complete the course will be able to discuss the impact of disease
processes such as heart disease, diabetes, cancer, etc. on overall health.


Evaluation and Prescription of a Fitness and Wellness Program - Students who successfully complete the course will be able to
evaluate their own fitness and wellness status and implement a personal wellness plan.


SKY P.E. 152 - Theory of Sport and Fitness Management
Concepts - Demonstrate an understanding of the unique characteristics of sport and how these influence the management of
sport.
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Related Course Outcomes
Roles and Responsibilities - Understand the role and responsibilities of sport managers in a variety of sports-related
organizations


SKY P.E. 211  - Prevention and Care of Athletic Injuries
Basic concepts and vocabulary - Identify / Explain the basic concepts and vocabulary used in the prevention and care of athletic
injuries.


Knowledge and skills related to sport injury management - Demonstrate the fundamental knowledge and skills necessary in
the prevention, classification, assessment, treatment, rehabilitation and management of athletic injuries.


Factors impacting rehabilitation of athletic injuries - Identify and assess physiological, anatomical, sociological and
psychological factors that play a part in the rehabilitation of athletic injuries.


SKY P.E. 301    - Introduction to Personal Training
Knowledge  and NCSF Personal Trainer exam - Demonstrate the knowledge and skills necessary to pass the National Council of
Strength and Fitness Personal Trainer Test (areas of emphasis include Knowledge of Anatomy, Physiology, Nutrition, Personal
Training Instruction, Health Screening, Special Populations, and Exercise Prescription).


SKY P.E. 302 - Introduction to Sports Nutrition
Certification - Students will be able to demonstrate the ability to successfully pass the National Council on Strength and Fitness
Sports Nutrition Exam


Nutritional and Physiological Principles - Students will be able to apply the principles of nutritional and psychological
adaptations to exercise in a personal nutrition plan.


Nutritional Program - Students will be able to formulate a safe nutritional program for people of all ages by demonstrating
expertise in the areas of micronutrients and macronutrients.


SKY TEAM 111    - Beginning Basketball
Fitness improvement and practices - Identify and assess their current fitness level and alter or modify specific wellness or
fitness practices in order to improve body composition/flexibility/cardiovascular fitness/muscular endurance/muscular strength
related to performance in the sport of basketball


SKY TEAM 112    - Basketball: Adv. Comp Strategy
Fitness - Demonstrate an increase in cardiovascular fitness and wellness developed through daily practice and measured
through efficiency of movement, recovery rate, and increased performance on post-fitness test.


SKY TEAM 115    - Advanced Basketball
Fitness improvement - Identify and assess their current fitness level and alter or modify specific wellness or fitness practices in
order to improve body composition/flexibility/cardiovascular fitness/muscular endurance/muscular strength


SKY TEAM 116    - Basketball: Indv Skill Develop
Fitness - Identify and assess their current fitness level and alter or modify specific wellness or fitness practices in order to
improve body composition / flexibility / cardiovascular fitness / muscular endurance / muscular strength related to performance
in the sport of basketball.


SKY TEAM 117    - Tournament Basketball
Skills and Concepts - Demonstrate the fundamental individual and team skills necessary to perform and progress at a
competitive level in the sport of basketball.


SKY TEAM 132.1-4    - Flag Football I- IV
Fitness and wellness - Identify and assess their current fitness level and alter or modify specific wellness or fitness practices in
order to improve body composition /flexibility/ cardiovascular fitness/muscular endurance / muscular strength related to
performance in the game of flag football
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Related Course Outcomes
SKY TEAM 141    - Beginning Soccer
Fitness - Demonstrate an increase in cardiovascular fitness and wellness developed through daily practice and measured
through efficiency of movement, recovery rate, and increased performance on post-fitness test.


SKY TEAM 145    - Advanced Soccer
Fitness - Demonstrate an increase in cardiovascular fitness and wellness developed through daily practice and measured
through efficiency of movement, recovery rate, and increased performance on post-fitness test.


SKY TEAM 148    - Indoor Soccer
Skills, Concepts, Rules and Fitness - Demonstrate tactical, technical (rules), fitness and motor skills in the sport of indoor soccer
/ futsal and use critical thinking to apply skills in a competitive environment.


SKY TEAM 188 - Volleyball Theory, Defense
Concepts and Techniques - Develop individual and team defensive programs applicable to specific goals, evaluate various
techniques for effectiveness, demonstrate skills at an advanced level and apply *concepts into practice (*e.g. rules, terminology
and philosophy).


SKY VARS 110    - Varsity Basketball
Fitness - Demonstrate an increase in cardiovascular fitness and wellness developed through daily practice and measured
through efficiency of movement, recovery rate, and increased performance on post-fitness test


SKY VARS 150    - Varsity Soccer
Strategies and Skills - Demonstrate an expert knowledge of the strategies and skills of the game of soccer; use critical thinking
skills to apply this knowledge to a competitive situation in order to contend to the best of one's ability against outside
opponents.


SKY VARS 300    - Vars. Women's Basketball
Strategies and Skills - Demonstrate an expert knowledge of the strategies and skills of the game of basketball; use critical
thinking skills to apply this knowledge to a competitive situation in order to contend to the best of one's ability against outside
opponents.


SKY VARS 350    - Women's Varsity Badminton
Fitness improvement - Demonstrate an increase in cardiovascular fitness and wellness developed through daily practice and
measured through efficiency of movement and recovery rate.


PSLO:  Career opportunities in  Kinesiology
Identify career and / or educational options in Kinesiology and formulate an action plan to successfully pursue and attain those
options.


Planning Year: 2017-2018
Start Date: 05/17/2018
End Date: 06/01/2020


PSLO Status: Active


Related Course Outcomes
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Related Course Outcomes
SKY KINE 100  - Introduction to Kinesiology
Application of Concepts and Principles - Understand and apply activity based and cognitive principles visually, verbally and
kinesthetically as it applies to the study of kinesiology in areas related to motor development, biomechanics and human
performance.
Scientific Foundations - Understand the philosophical, historical, biological, physiological, psychological, pedagogical, and social
foundations of human movement.


Skills Assessment - Examine and assess the personal values, characteristics, skills and knowledge related to career success in the
field of kinesiology.


SKY KINE 305 - Health Related Fitness and Wellness
Evaluation and Prescription of a Fitness and Wellness Program - Students who successfully complete the course will be able to
evaluate their own fitness and wellness status and implement a personal wellness plan.


SKY KINE 670 - Vocational Cooperative Education in Kinesiology
Identification of Outcomes - Identify three to five measurable learning outcomes in their job that relates to the student's
academic major to assist them in achieving their career goals


Application and Assessment - Work with their immediate work supervisor and the Cooperative Education Coordinator to define
and achieve work-related objectives and apply skills to solve work related problems.


SKY P.E. 105    - The Student-Athlete Experience
History, Perspective and Rules - List dates and describe events that changed sport participation significantly from a gender, race
or performance perspective.They will be able to contribute thoughts, ideas, and personal experiences about relevant topics in
sport in both written and spoken form and cite eligibility and transfer requirements for student-athletes at the 2-year and 4-
year level.


SKY P.E. 152 - Theory of Sport and Fitness Management
Concepts - Demonstrate an understanding of the unique characteristics of sport and how these influence the management of
sport.


Roles and Responsibilities - Understand the role and responsibilities of sport managers in a variety of sports-related
organizations


Vocational Opportunities - Identify the potential career fields and the qualifications required in the sports management
industry.


SKY P.E. 211  - Prevention and Care of Athletic Injuries
Basic concepts and vocabulary - Identify / Explain the basic concepts and vocabulary used in the prevention and care of athletic
injuries.


Knowledge and skills related to sport injury management - Demonstrate the fundamental knowledge and skills necessary in
the prevention, classification, assessment, treatment, rehabilitation and management of athletic injuries.


Factors impacting rehabilitation of athletic injuries - Identify and assess physiological, anatomical, sociological and
psychological factors that play a part in the rehabilitation of athletic injuries.


SKY P.E. 301    - Introduction to Personal Training
Knowledge  and NCSF Personal Trainer exam - Demonstrate the knowledge and skills necessary to pass the National Council of
Strength and Fitness Personal Trainer Test (areas of emphasis include Knowledge of Anatomy, Physiology, Nutrition, Personal
Training Instruction, Health Screening, Special Populations, and Exercise Prescription).
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Related Course Outcomes
SKY P.E. 302 - Introduction to Sports Nutrition
Certification - Students will be able to demonstrate the ability to successfully pass the National Council on Strength and Fitness
Sports Nutrition Exam


Nutritional and Physiological Principles - Students will be able to apply the principles of nutritional and psychological
adaptations to exercise in a personal nutrition plan.


Nutritional Program - Students will be able to formulate a safe nutritional program for people of all ages by demonstrating
expertise in the areas of micronutrients and macronutrients.


PSLO:  Activity and society
Describe the historical, social and psychological aspects of activity and sport in the context of society.


Planning Year: 2017-2018
Start Date: 05/17/2018
End Date: 06/01/2020


PSLO Status: Active


Related Course Outcomes
SKY ADAP 358    - Adapted Strength Development
Skills and Concepts - Upon completion of the course, and in the absence of a degenerative disease process, students will be
able to demonstrate increased muscular strength and endurance, or in the presence of a degenerative disease process,
demonstrate either maintained or slowed degradation of muscular strength and endurance in areas where given the normal
course of the disease, decreased muscle strength and endurance would be expected.


SKY ADAP 359    - Balance/Functional Movement...
Skills and Concepts - Upon completion of the course, and in the absence of a degenerative disease process, students will be
able to demonstrate increased balance and functional movement, or in the presence of a degenerative disease process,
demonstrate either maintained or slowed degradation of balance and functional movement in areas where given the normal
course of the disease, decreased balance and functional movement would be expected.


SKY COMB 301    - Beginning Wrestling
Skills, Fitness and Concepts - Upon successful completion of this course students will:
Demonstrate tactical, technical, fitness and motor skills at a basic level in the sport of wrestling and use critical thinking to apply
skills in a competitive environment.


SKY COMB 302    - Intermediate Wrestling
Skills, Concepts and Fitness - Upon successful completion of this course students will:
Demonstrate tactical, technical, fitness and motor skills at an advanced level in the sport of wrestling and use critical thinking to
apply skills in a competitive environment.


SKY COMB 404    - Beginning Shotokan Karate
Skills, Concepts and Fitness - Demonstrate the fundamental skills, knowledge, concepts and vocabulary used in the practice of
Shotokan Karate to perform and progress at a beginning level in this art.


SKY FITN 106    - Varsity Conditioning
Fitness, Concepts and Techniques - Identify and build individual / team skills related to conditioning programs for specific sports
, evaluation of various techniques, use of equipment, scientific knowledge of conditioning, and improve / maintain acceptable
and healthy body composition, flexibility, muscular strength, muscular endurance and flexibility.
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Related Course Outcomes
SKY FITN 107 - Intercollegiate Fitness
Fitness Assessment - Upon successful completion of this course student will be able to:
Identify and assess current fitness level as it pertains to student?s individual sport and alter or modify specific fitness practices
in order to maintain performance.


SKY FITN 110    - Adult Conditioning
Skills, concepts and techniques - Identify and build individual skills related to conditioning programs for adults applicable to
their specific goals, evaluation of various techniques, use of equipment, scientific knowledge of conditioning, and improve /
maintain acceptable and healthy body composition, flexibility, muscular strength, muscular endurance and flexibility.


SKY FITN 112    - Cross Training
Role of fitness in wellbeing - Identify/explain the role of physical fitness and fitness principles in both physical and mental
wellbeing


Fitness self assessment - Be able to identify and assess their current fitness level; alter or modify specific wellness or fitness
practices in order to improve body composition/flexibility/cardiovascular fitness/muscular endurance/muscular strength related
to performance


SKY FITN 116    - Body Conditioning
Skills. Concepts and Techniques - Identify and build individual skills related to conditioning programs applicable to their specific
goals, evaluation of various techniques, use of equipment, scientific knowledge of conditioning, and improve / maintain
acceptable and healthy body composition, flexibility, muscular strength, muscular endurance and flexibility.


SKY FITN 166    - Golf Fitness
Fitness improvement - Identify and assess current fitness level as it pertains to golf and alter or modify specific fitness practices
in order to improve performance, increase strength, flexibility and cardiovascular fitness
Technique - Demonstrate an understanding of proper technique and execution of golf fitness principles.


SKY FITN 199 - Interactive Cardiovascular Fitness
Fitness / Wellness - Identify and assess their current fitness level; alter or modify cardiovascular fitness program in order to
improve body composition/flexibility/cardiovascular fitness/muscular endurance/muscular strength related to performance


SKY FITN 201    - Beginning Weight Training
Skills, Techniques and Concepts - Identify and build skills related individual weight training programs applicable to their specific
goals, evaluation of various techniques, use of equipment, scientific knowledge of weight conditioning, and improve / maintain
acceptable and healthy body composition, flexibility, muscular strength, muscular endurance and flexibility.


SKY FITN 202    - Intermediate Weight Training
Skills, Concepts and Techniques - Identify and build skills related individual weight training programs applicable to their specific
goals, evaluation of various techniques, use of equipment, scientific knowledge of weight conditioning, and improve / maintain
acceptable and healthy body composition, flexibility, muscular strength, muscular endurance and flexibility.
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Related Course Outcomes
SKY FITN 205    - Weight Conditioning
Concepts, Technique and Fitness - Students will learn to develop individual weight training programs applicable to their specific
goals, evaluation of various techniques, use of equipment,  scientific knowledge of weight conditioning, and improve / maintain
acceptable and healthy body composition, flexibility, muscular strength, muscular endurance and flexibility.


SKY FITN 219.1-4 - Core Fitness Training I- IV
Skills - Demonstrate the fundamental skills and techniques necessary to safely perform spine stabilization while performing
activities related to athletic performance and activities of daily living.


Skills and technique - Identify and build skills related to core conditioning that are applicable to specific goals of the course;
improve / maintain acceptable and healthy body composition, muscular strength, muscular endurance, and balance.


SKY FITN 301    - Spinning
Skills, Concepts and Fitness - Identify and build skills related to a spinning program applicable to their specific goals, evaluation
of various techniques, use of equipment, scientific knowledge of conditioning, and improve / maintain acceptable and healthy
body composition, flexibility, muscular strength, muscular endurance and flexibility.


SKY FITN 304    - Walking Fitness
Skills and technique - Demonstrate the fundamental skills and techniques necessary to safely perform the activities related to
fitness walking


Role of fitness - Identify/explain the role of physical fitness and fitness principles in both physical and mental wellbeing


Fitness improvement - Identify and assess their current fitness level; alter or modify specific wellness or fitness practices in
order to improve body composition/flexibility/cardiovascular fitness/muscular endurance/muscular strength related to
performance.


SKY FITN 305    - Running for Fitness
Concepts and Technique - Demonstrate the fundamental skills and techniques necessary to safely participate in a running
fitness program.


Fitness - Identify and assess their current fitness level; alter or modify specific wellness or fitness practices in order to improve
body composition/flexibility/cardiovascular fitness/muscular endurance/muscular strength related to performance.


SKY FITN 308    - Hiking & Trekking for Fitness
Fitness improvement - Improve cardiovascular fitness levels through hiking.


SKY FITN 314 - Backpacking for Fitness
Backpacking Technique and Theory - Identify necessary backpacking equipment and supplies, develop a trip plan, investigate
and avoid potential safety risks, and complete a safe overnight intermediate-level backpacking excursion.


Fitness - Build the strength and fitness necessary to complete an overnight intermediate level backpacking excursion while
carrying all necessary equipment and supplies.


SKY FITN 332    - Stretching and Flexibility
Stretching techniques - Develop and perform techniques to improve stamina, strength and flexibility.
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Related Course Outcomes
Fitness and wellness - Identify and assess their current fitness level; alter or modify specific wellness or fitness practices in order
to improve body composition/flexibility/cardiovascular fitness/muscular endurance/muscular strength related to stretching


SKY FITN 334    - Yoga
Skills - Demonstrate an increased awareness of proper alignment, promoting a safe practice and a heightened sense of balance
and agility


Concepts - Recognize a relationship of mind to body, create and understand individual fitness goals and document progress to
assure appropriate fitness goals are being achieved


Fitness /Wellness - Improve/Maintain overall fitness level, strength, flexibility, and physical independence through evaluation of
skill and knowledge of a safe yoga practice.


SKY FITN 335    - Pilates
Skills - Demonstrate the fundamental skills and techniques necessary to safely perform the activities involved in Pilates and
apply Pilates principles to personal biomechanics.


Fitness / Wellness - Identify and assess their current fitness level and alter or modify specific wellness or fitness practices in
order to improve body composition, flexibility, cardiovascular fitness and muscular endurance & strength
Concepts - Understand the concept of functional neutral spine to specifically target abdominal strength through body-
awareness and practice while protecting the natural alignment of the spine.


SKY INDV 101    - Beginning Archery
Shooting technique - Develop the necessary skills and proper shooting technique in order to score at a beginning level from 20
and 25 yards.


Fitness assessment -  Be able to identify risk factors for heart disease and stroke, and apply general fitness/well being principles
to their own lifestyles.


SKY INDV 105    - Intermediate Archery
Shooting technique - Develop the necessary skills and proper shooting technique in order to score at a beginning level from 20
and 25 yards.


Fitness assessment -  Be able to identify risk factors for heart disease and stroke, and apply general fitness/wellbeing principles
to their own lifestyles.


SKY INDV 121    - Beginning Badminton
Fitness - Demonstrate an understanding and increase in fitness and wellness developed through activity and measured through
increased performance on post-fitness test.


Skills and Concepts - Demonstrate basic skills and strategies of the game of badminton and use critical thinking skills to apply
this knowledge in a competitive environment.
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Related Course Outcomes
SKY INDV 125    - Advanced Badminton
Skills and Concepts - Demonstrate advanced knowledge of the skills and strategies of the game of badminton and use critical
thinking skills to apply this knowledge in a competitive environment.


Fitness - Upon successful completion of this course students will:
Demonstrate an understanding and increase in fitness and wellness developed through activity and measured through
increased performance on post-fitness test.


SKY INDV 126    - Coed Club Badminton
Skills and Concepts - Demonstrate the fundamental individual and team skills necessary to perform and progress at a
competitive level in the sport of badminton.


SKY INDV 165    - Golf: Short Game
Increased short game proficiency - Demonstrate increased success in the short game; increased proficiency in green side
bunker play, bump and run, chipping, and putting through the use of proper technique and analysis of green slope and
conditions.


SKY INDV 167    - Golf Course Strategies
Fundamental skills - Demonstrate the fundamental skills necessary to perform and progress in the sport of golf


SKY INDV 171    - Golf: On-Course Playing Lesson
Shot selection and short game technique - Demonstrate proper shot selection and apply sound technique to improve approach
and greenside shots


SKY INDV 251    - Beginning Tennis
Fitness and wellness - Identify and assess their current fitness level and alter or modify specific wellness or fitness practices in
order to improve body composition / flexibility / cardiovascular fitness / muscular endurance / muscular strength related to
performance in the sport of tennis.
Skills and Knowledge - Demonstrate the fundamental skills and knowledge necessary to perform and progress at a beginning
level in the sport of tennis.


Rules, terminology, and strategy - Identify / Explain the rules, concepts and vocabulary used in the sport of tennis.


SKY INDV 253    - Intermediate Tennis
Rules, terminology and strategy - Identify / Explain the rules, concepts and vocabulary used in the sport of tennis.


SKY INDV 255    - Advanced Tennis
Rules, terminology and strategy - Identify / Explain the rules, concepts and vocabulary used in the sport of tennis.


SKY KINE 100  - Introduction to Kinesiology
Application of Concepts and Principles - Understand and apply activity based and cognitive principles visually, verbally and
kinesthetically as it applies to the study of kinesiology in areas related to motor development, biomechanics and human
performance.
Scientific Foundations - Understand the philosophical, historical, biological, physiological, psychological, pedagogical, and social
foundations of human movement.


SKY KINE 305 - Health Related Fitness and Wellness
Fitness, Nutrtion and Stress management - Students who successfully complete the course will be able to describe the effects
of physical fitness, nutrition and stress management on overall health


Disease Processes and Prevention - Students who successfully complete the course will be able to discuss the impact of disease
processes such as heart disease, diabetes, cancer, etc. on overall health.
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Related Course Outcomes
Evaluation and Prescription of a Fitness and Wellness Program - Students who successfully complete the course will be able to
evaluate their own fitness and wellness status and implement a personal wellness plan.


SKY KINE 510  - Sport, Movement and Film
Representation of Kinesiology in film - Recognize popular representation of various aspects of Kinesiology in film


Critical analysis  of sport - Apply theoretical strategies to critically analyze sport/movement and popular discourse about sport
and movement


Key aspects of sport culture in film - Describe how films help construct, maintain, and challenge key aspects of sport and
movement culture


Sport films and ideology - Cite examples of the ways sport films both reproduce and challenge dominant ideology about race,
class, ethnicity, ability and gender


SKY P.E. 105    - The Student-Athlete Experience
History, Perspective and Rules - List dates and describe events that changed sport participation significantly from a gender, race
or performance perspective.They will be able to contribute thoughts, ideas, and personal experiences about relevant topics in
sport in both written and spoken form and cite eligibility and transfer requirements for student-athletes at the 2-year and 4-
year level.


SKY P.E. 152 - Theory of Sport and Fitness Management
Concepts - Demonstrate an understanding of the unique characteristics of sport and how these influence the management of
sport.


SKY P.E. 301    - Introduction to Personal Training
Knowledge  and NCSF Personal Trainer exam - Demonstrate the knowledge and skills necessary to pass the National Council of
Strength and Fitness Personal Trainer Test (areas of emphasis include Knowledge of Anatomy, Physiology, Nutrition, Personal
Training Instruction, Health Screening, Special Populations, and Exercise Prescription).


SKY P.E. 302 - Introduction to Sports Nutrition
Nutritional and Physiological Principles - Students will be able to apply the principles of nutritional and psychological
adaptations to exercise in a personal nutrition plan.


SKY TEAM 100    - Baseball
Skills and Concepts - Demonstrate the fundamental individual and team skills necessary to perform and progress at a
competitive level in the sport of baseball.


SKY TEAM 111    - Beginning Basketball
Rules, concepts, vocabulary - Identify/explain the rules, concepts, and vocabulary used in the sport of basketball.


Skill fundamentals - Demonstrate the fundamental skills necessary to perform and progress at a beginning level in the sport of
basketball
Fitness improvement and practices - Identify and assess their current fitness level and alter or modify specific wellness or
fitness practices in order to improve body composition/flexibility/cardiovascular fitness/muscular endurance/muscular strength
related to performance in the sport of basketball


SKY TEAM 112    - Basketball: Adv. Comp Strategy
Fitness - Demonstrate an increase in cardiovascular fitness and wellness developed through daily practice and measured
through efficiency of movement, recovery rate, and increased performance on post-fitness test.


SKY TEAM 115    - Advanced Basketball
Rules, concepts, vocabulary - Identify/explain the rules, concepts, and vocabulary used in the sport of basketball.
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Related Course Outcomes
SKY TEAM 116    - Basketball: Indv Skill Develop
Fitness - Identify and assess their current fitness level and alter or modify specific wellness or fitness practices in order to
improve body composition / flexibility / cardiovascular fitness / muscular endurance / muscular strength related to performance
in the sport of basketball.


Skills - Demonstrate the fundamental skills necessary to perform and progress at an individual level in the sport of basketball.


SKY TEAM 117    - Tournament Basketball
Skills and Concepts - Demonstrate the fundamental individual and team skills necessary to perform and progress at a
competitive level in the sport of basketball.


SKY TEAM 132.1-4    - Flag Football I- IV
Fitness and wellness - Identify and assess their current fitness level and alter or modify specific wellness or fitness practices in
order to improve body composition /flexibility/ cardiovascular fitness/muscular endurance / muscular strength related to
performance in the game of flag football


Skills - Demonstrate the fundamental skills and knowledge necessary to perform and progress in the competition of flag football


SKY TEAM 141    - Beginning Soccer
Technical / Tactical Skills - Demonstrate basic knowledge of technical and tactical skills of the game of soccer, use critical
thinking skills to apply this knowledge in a competitive environment.


Fitness - Demonstrate an increase in cardiovascular fitness and wellness developed through daily practice and measured
through efficiency of movement, recovery rate, and increased performance on post-fitness test.


SKY TEAM 145    - Advanced Soccer
Fitness - Demonstrate an increase in cardiovascular fitness and wellness developed through daily practice and measured
through efficiency of movement, recovery rate, and increased performance on post-fitness test.


Technical / Tactical Skills - Demonstrate advanced knowledge of technical and tactical skills of the game of soccer, use critical
thinking skills to apply this knowledge in a competitive environment.


SKY TEAM 148    - Indoor Soccer
Skills, Concepts, Rules and Fitness - Demonstrate tactical, technical (rules), fitness and motor skills in the sport of indoor soccer
/ futsal and use critical thinking to apply skills in a competitive environment.


SKY TEAM 179    - Tournament Volleyball
Skills and Concepts - Demonstrate the fundamental individual and team skills necessary to perform and progress at a
competitive level in the sport of volleyball.


SKY TEAM 188 - Volleyball Theory, Defense
Concepts and Techniques - Develop individual and team defensive programs applicable to specific goals, evaluate various
techniques for effectiveness, demonstrate skills at an advanced level and apply *concepts into practice (*e.g. rules, terminology
and philosophy).


SKY TEAM 189 - Volleyball Theory, Offense
Concepts and Techniques - Develop individual and team offensive programs applicable to specific goals, evaluate various
techniques for effectiveness, demonstrate skills at an advanced level and apply *concepts into practice (*e.g. rules, terminology
and philosophy).
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Related Course Outcomes
SKY TEAM 190    - Baseball Theory, Defense
Concepts and Technique - Develop individual and team defensive programs applicable to specific goals, evaluate various
techniques for effectiveness, demonstrate skills at an advanced level and apply *concepts into practice (*e.g. rules, terminology
and philosophy).


SKY TEAM 191    - Baseball Theory, Offense
Concepts and Techniques - Develop individual and team offensive programs applicable to specific goals, evaluate various
techniques for effectiveness, demonstrate skills at an advanced level and apply *concepts into practice (*e.g. rules, terminology
and philosophy).


SKY TEAM 192    - Men's Basketball Theory, Defen
Concepts and Techniques - Develop individual and team defensive programs applicable to specific goals, evaluate various
techniques for effectiveness, demonstrate skills at an advanced level and apply *concepts into practice (*e.g. rules, terminology
and philosophy).


SKY TEAM 193    - Men's Basketball Theory, Offen
Concepts and Techniques - Develop individual and team offensive programs applicable to specific goals, evaluate various
techniques for effectiveness, demonstrate skills at an advanced level and apply *concepts into practice (*e.g. rules, terminology
and philosophy).


SKY TEAM 194 - Women's Basketball Theory: Defense
Concepts and Techniques - Develop individual and team defensive programs applicable to specific goals, evaluate various
techniques for effectiveness, demonstrate skills at an advanced level and apply concepts (rules, terminology and philosophy)
into practice.


SKY TEAM 195    - Women's Basketball Theory, Off
Concepts and Techniques - Upon successful completion of the course students will develop individual and team offensive
programs applicable to specific goals, evaluate various techniques for effectiveness, demonstrate skills at an advanced level and
apply *concepts into practice (*e.g. rules, terminology and philosophy).


SKY TEAM 196 - Men's Soccer Theory, Defense
Concepts and Techniques - Develop individual and team defensive programs applicable to specific goals, evaluate various
techniques for effectiveness, demonstrate skills at an advanced level and apply *concepts into practice (*e.g. rules, terminology
and philosophy).


SKY TEAM 197 - Men's Soccer Theory: Offense
Concepts and Techniques - Develop individual and team offensive programs applicable to specific goals, evaluate various
techniques for effectiveness, demonstrate skills at an advanced level and apply *concepts into practice (*e.g. rules, terminology
and philosophy).


SKY TEAM 198    - Women's Soccer Theory. Defense
Concepts and Techniques - Develop individual and team defensive programs applicable to specific goals, evaluate various
techniques for effectiveness, demonstrate skills at an advanced level and apply *concepts into practice (*e.g. rules, terminology
and philosophy).


SKY TEAM 199 - Women's Soccer Theory, Offense
Concepts and Techniques - Develop individual and team offensive programs applicable to specific goals, evaluate various
techniques for effectiveness, demonstrate skills at an advanced level and apply *concepts into practice (*e.g. rules, terminology
and philosophy).
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Related Course Outcomes
SKY VARS 100    - Varsity Baseball
Strategies and Skills - Demonstrate an expert knowledge of the strategies and skills of the game of baseball; use critical thinking
skills to apply this knowledge to a competitive situation in order to contend to the best of one's ability against outside
opponents.
Sportsmanship and Academics - Embody the traits of good sportsmanship and a sense of team in both competition and
practice; and demonstrate commitment to academic achievement through work ethic developed in practice and competition.


SKY VARS 110    - Varsity Basketball
Strategies and Skills - Demonstrate an expert knowledge of the strategies and skills of the game of basketball; use critical
thinking skills to apply this knowledge to a competitive situation in order to contend to the best of ones ability against outside
opponents.


Sportsmanship and Academics - Embody the traits of good sportsmanship and a sense of team in both competition and
practice; exhibit commitment through practice work ethic and support of teammates as described by instructor.


Fitness - Demonstrate an increase in cardiovascular fitness and wellness developed through daily practice and measured
through efficiency of movement, recovery rate, and increased performance on post-fitness test


SKY VARS 150    - Varsity Soccer
Strategies and Skills - Demonstrate an expert knowledge of the strategies and skills of the game of soccer; use critical thinking
skills to apply this knowledge to a competitive situation in order to contend to the best of one's ability against outside
opponents.


Sportsmanship and Academics - Embody the traits of good sportsmanship and a sense of team in both competition and
practice; and demonstrate commitment to academic achievement through work ethic developed in practice and competition.


SKY VARS 200    - Varsity Wrestling
Strategies and Skills - Demonstrate an expert knowledge of the strategies and skills of the sport of wrestling; use critical
thinking skills to apply this knowledge to competitive situations in order to contend to the best of one's ability against outside
opponents.
Sportsmanship and Academics - Embody the traits of good sportsmanship and a sense of team in both competition and practice
and demonstrate committment to academic achievement through work ethic developed in practice and competition.


SKY VARS 300    - Vars. Women's Basketball
Strategies and Skills - Demonstrate an expert knowledge of the strategies and skills of the game of basketball; use critical
thinking skills to apply this knowledge to a competitive situation in order to contend to the best of one's ability against outside
opponents.


Sportsmanship and Academics - Embody the traits of good sportsmanship and a sense of team in both competition and
practice; and demonstrate commitment to academic achievement through work ethic developed in practice and competition.
(Sportsmanship and Academics)


SKY VARS 340    - Vars. Women's Volleyball
Strategies and Skills - Demonstrate an expert knowledge of the strategies and skills of the game of volleyball; use critical
thinking skills to apply this knowledge to a competitive situations in order to contend to the best of one's ability against outside
opponents.


Sportsmanship and Academics - Embody the traits of good sportsmanship and a sense of team in both competition and practice
and demonstrate committment to academic achievement through work ethic developed in practice and competition.
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Related Course Outcomes
SKY VARS 350    - Women's Varsity Badminton
Skill and knowledge - Demonstrate an expert knowledge of the strategies and skills of the game of badminton; use critical
thinking skills to apply this knowledge to a competitive situation in order to contend to the best of one's ability against outside
opponents.


Sportsmanship - Embody the traits of good sportsmanship and a sense of "team" in both competition and practice; exhibit
commitment through practice work ethic and support of teammates as described by instructor.


Fitness improvement - Demonstrate an increase in cardiovascular fitness and wellness developed through daily practice and
measured through efficiency of movement and recovery rate.


SKY VARS 360    - Varsity Women's Soccer
Strategies and Skills - Demonstrate an expert knowledge of the strategies and skills of the game of soccer; use critical thinking
skills to apply this knowledge to a competitive situation in order to contend to the best of one's ability against outside
opponents.
Sportsmanship and Academics - Embody the traits of good sportsmanship and a sense of team in both competition and
practice; and demonstrate commitment to academic achievement through work ethic developed in practice and competition.
(Sportsmanship and Academics)


PSLO:  Skill competence
Demonstrate competence, through participation in distinct areas of activity, in the skills and principles of the activity and its relation
to personal, social, intellectual and emotional development.


Planning Year: 2017-2018
Start Date: 05/17/2018
End Date: 06/01/2020


PSLO Status: Active


Related Course Outcomes
SKY ADAP 358    - Adapted Strength Development
Skills and Concepts - Upon completion of the course, and in the absence of a degenerative disease process, students will be
able to demonstrate increased muscular strength and endurance, or in the presence of a degenerative disease process,
demonstrate either maintained or slowed degradation of muscular strength and endurance in areas where given the normal
course of the disease, decreased muscle strength and endurance would be expected.


SKY ADAP 359    - Balance/Functional Movement...
Skills and Concepts - Upon completion of the course, and in the absence of a degenerative disease process, students will be
able to demonstrate increased balance and functional movement, or in the presence of a degenerative disease process,
demonstrate either maintained or slowed degradation of balance and functional movement in areas where given the normal
course of the disease, decreased balance and functional movement would be expected.


SKY COMB 301    - Beginning Wrestling
Skills, Fitness and Concepts - Upon successful completion of this course students will:
Demonstrate tactical, technical, fitness and motor skills at a basic level in the sport of wrestling and use critical thinking to apply
skills in a competitive environment.
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Related Course Outcomes
SKY COMB 302    - Intermediate Wrestling
Skills, Concepts and Fitness - Upon successful completion of this course students will:
Demonstrate tactical, technical, fitness and motor skills at an advanced level in the sport of wrestling and use critical thinking to
apply skills in a competitive environment.


SKY COMB 404    - Beginning Shotokan Karate
Skills, Concepts and Fitness - Demonstrate the fundamental skills, knowledge, concepts and vocabulary used in the practice of
Shotokan Karate to perform and progress at a beginning level in this art.


SKY FITN 106    - Varsity Conditioning
Fitness, Concepts and Techniques - Identify and build individual / team skills related to conditioning programs for specific sports
, evaluation of various techniques, use of equipment, scientific knowledge of conditioning, and improve / maintain acceptable
and healthy body composition, flexibility, muscular strength, muscular endurance and flexibility.


SKY FITN 107 - Intercollegiate Fitness
Fitness Assessment - Upon successful completion of this course student will be able to:
Identify and assess current fitness level as it pertains to student?s individual sport and alter or modify specific fitness practices
in order to maintain performance.


SKY FITN 110    - Adult Conditioning
Skills, concepts and techniques - Identify and build individual skills related to conditioning programs for adults applicable to
their specific goals, evaluation of various techniques, use of equipment, scientific knowledge of conditioning, and improve /
maintain acceptable and healthy body composition, flexibility, muscular strength, muscular endurance and flexibility.


SKY FITN 112    - Cross Training
Role of fitness in wellbeing - Identify/explain the role of physical fitness and fitness principles in both physical and mental
wellbeing


Fitness Improvement - Improve fitness levels, increase strength and flexibility, and lose body fat through participation in a
variety of fitness activities.


Fitness self assessment - Be able to identify and assess their current fitness level; alter or modify specific wellness or fitness
practices in order to improve body composition/flexibility/cardiovascular fitness/muscular endurance/muscular strength related
to performance


SKY FITN 116    - Body Conditioning
Skills. Concepts and Techniques - Identify and build individual skills related to conditioning programs applicable to their specific
goals, evaluation of various techniques, use of equipment, scientific knowledge of conditioning, and improve / maintain
acceptable and healthy body composition, flexibility, muscular strength, muscular endurance and flexibility.


SKY FITN 166    - Golf Fitness
Fitness improvement - Identify and assess current fitness level as it pertains to golf and alter or modify specific fitness practices
in order to improve performance, increase strength, flexibility and cardiovascular fitness
Technique - Demonstrate an understanding of proper technique and execution of golf fitness principles.
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Related Course Outcomes
SKY FITN 199 - Interactive Cardiovascular Fitness
Fitness / Wellness - Identify and assess their current fitness level; alter or modify cardiovascular fitness program in order to
improve body composition/flexibility/cardiovascular fitness/muscular endurance/muscular strength related to performance


SKY FITN 201    - Beginning Weight Training
Skills, Techniques and Concepts - Identify and build skills related individual weight training programs applicable to their specific
goals, evaluation of various techniques, use of equipment, scientific knowledge of weight conditioning, and improve / maintain
acceptable and healthy body composition, flexibility, muscular strength, muscular endurance and flexibility.


SKY FITN 202    - Intermediate Weight Training
Skills, Concepts and Techniques - Identify and build skills related individual weight training programs applicable to their specific
goals, evaluation of various techniques, use of equipment, scientific knowledge of weight conditioning, and improve / maintain
acceptable and healthy body composition, flexibility, muscular strength, muscular endurance and flexibility.


SKY FITN 205    - Weight Conditioning
Concepts, Technique and Fitness - Students will learn to develop individual weight training programs applicable to their specific
goals, evaluation of various techniques, use of equipment,  scientific knowledge of weight conditioning, and improve / maintain
acceptable and healthy body composition, flexibility, muscular strength, muscular endurance and flexibility.


SKY FITN 219.1-4 - Core Fitness Training I- IV
Skills - Demonstrate the fundamental skills and techniques necessary to safely perform spine stabilization while performing
activities related to athletic performance and activities of daily living.


Skills and technique - Identify and build skills related to core conditioning that are applicable to specific goals of the course;
improve / maintain acceptable and healthy body composition, muscular strength, muscular endurance, and balance.


SKY FITN 301    - Spinning
Skills, Concepts and Fitness - Identify and build skills related to a spinning program applicable to their specific goals, evaluation
of various techniques, use of equipment, scientific knowledge of conditioning, and improve / maintain acceptable and healthy
body composition, flexibility, muscular strength, muscular endurance and flexibility.


SKY FITN 304    - Walking Fitness
Skills and technique - Demonstrate the fundamental skills and techniques necessary to safely perform the activities related to
fitness walking


Role of fitness - Identify/explain the role of physical fitness and fitness principles in both physical and mental wellbeing


Fitness improvement - Identify and assess their current fitness level; alter or modify specific wellness or fitness practices in
order to improve body composition/flexibility/cardiovascular fitness/muscular endurance/muscular strength related to
performance.


SKY FITN 305    - Running for Fitness
Concepts and Technique - Demonstrate the fundamental skills and techniques necessary to safely participate in a running
fitness program.
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Related Course Outcomes
Fitness - Identify and assess their current fitness level; alter or modify specific wellness or fitness practices in order to improve
body composition/flexibility/cardiovascular fitness/muscular endurance/muscular strength related to performance.


SKY FITN 308    - Hiking & Trekking for Fitness
Fitness improvement - Improve cardiovascular fitness levels through hiking.


SKY FITN 314 - Backpacking for Fitness
Backpacking Technique and Theory - Identify necessary backpacking equipment and supplies, develop a trip plan, investigate
and avoid potential safety risks, and complete a safe overnight intermediate-level backpacking excursion.


Fitness - Build the strength and fitness necessary to complete an overnight intermediate level backpacking excursion while
carrying all necessary equipment and supplies.


SKY FITN 332    - Stretching and Flexibility
Stretching techniques - Develop and perform techniques to improve stamina, strength and flexibility.
Fitness and wellness - Identify and assess their current fitness level; alter or modify specific wellness or fitness practices in order
to improve body composition/flexibility/cardiovascular fitness/muscular endurance/muscular strength related to stretching


SKY FITN 334    - Yoga
Skills - Demonstrate an increased awareness of proper alignment, promoting a safe practice and a heightened sense of balance
and agility


Concepts - Recognize a relationship of mind to body, create and understand individual fitness goals and document progress to
assure appropriate fitness goals are being achieved


Fitness /Wellness - Improve/Maintain overall fitness level, strength, flexibility, and physical independence through evaluation of
skill and knowledge of a safe yoga practice.


SKY FITN 335    - Pilates
Skills - Demonstrate the fundamental skills and techniques necessary to safely perform the activities involved in Pilates and
apply Pilates principles to personal biomechanics.


Fitness / Wellness - Identify and assess their current fitness level and alter or modify specific wellness or fitness practices in
order to improve body composition, flexibility, cardiovascular fitness and muscular endurance & strength
Concepts - Understand the concept of functional neutral spine to specifically target abdominal strength through body-
awareness and practice while protecting the natural alignment of the spine.


SKY FITN 400    - Fitness Academy
Goal setting - Development of personal goals and improvement in health.


Fitness knowledge and modification - Be able to identify and assess their current fitness level; alter or modify specific wellness
or fitness practices in order to improve body composition/flexibility/cardiovascular fitness/muscular endurance/muscular
strength related to performance.
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Related Course Outcomes
SKY INDV 101    - Beginning Archery
Shooting technique - Develop the necessary skills and proper shooting technique in order to score at a beginning level from 20
and 25 yards.


Fitness assessment -  Be able to identify risk factors for heart disease and stroke, and apply general fitness/well being principles
to their own lifestyles.


SKY INDV 105    - Intermediate Archery
Shooting technique - Develop the necessary skills and proper shooting technique in order to score at a beginning level from 20
and 25 yards.


SKY INDV 121    - Beginning Badminton
Skills and Concepts - Demonstrate basic skills and strategies of the game of badminton and use critical thinking skills to apply
this knowledge in a competitive environment.


Fitness - Demonstrate an understanding and increase in fitness and wellness developed through activity and measured through
increased performance on post-fitness test.


SKY INDV 125    - Advanced Badminton
Fitness - Upon successful completion of this course students will:
Demonstrate an understanding and increase in fitness and wellness developed through activity and measured through
increased performance on post-fitness test.


Skills and Concepts - Demonstrate advanced knowledge of the skills and strategies of the game of badminton and use critical
thinking skills to apply this knowledge in a competitive environment.


SKY INDV 126    - Coed Club Badminton
Skills and Concepts - Demonstrate the fundamental individual and team skills necessary to perform and progress at a
competitive level in the sport of badminton.


SKY INDV 160    - Golf
Swing technique competence - Demonstrate competence in beginning swing technique while performing skills in a practical
setting.


Rules and etiquette - Demonstrate a  comprehension of and abide by the rules and etiquette of golf.


SKY INDV 165    - Golf: Short Game
Increased short game proficiency - Demonstrate increased success in the short game; increased proficiency in green side
bunker play, bump and run, chipping, and putting through the use of proper technique and analysis of green slope and
conditions.


SKY INDV 167    - Golf Course Strategies
Club selection and strategy - Use critical thinking to determine proper club selection and explain the most successful strategy
for a variety of shots in a practical setting


Fundamental skills - Demonstrate the fundamental skills necessary to perform and progress in the sport of golf


SKY INDV 171    - Golf: On-Course Playing Lesson
Club selection - Increase club selection competency in a practical setting and in tournament play
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SKY Dept - Kinesiology


Related Course Outcomes
Shot selection and short game technique - Demonstrate proper shot selection and apply sound technique to improve approach
and greenside shots


SKY INDV 172 - Golf: Improving the Mental Game
Mental Strategies - Apply various mental strategies to relieve anxiety, increase confidence and improve performance on the
golf course.


SKY INDV 251    - Beginning Tennis
Fitness and wellness - Identify and assess their current fitness level and alter or modify specific wellness or fitness practices in
order to improve body composition / flexibility / cardiovascular fitness / muscular endurance / muscular strength related to
performance in the sport of tennis.
Skills and Knowledge - Demonstrate the fundamental skills and knowledge necessary to perform and progress at a beginning
level in the sport of tennis.


Rules, terminology, and strategy - Identify / Explain the rules, concepts and vocabulary used in the sport of tennis.


SKY INDV 253    - Intermediate Tennis
Fitness and Wellness - Identify and assess their current fitness level and alter or modify specific wellness or fitness practices in
order to improve body composition / flexibility / cardiovascular fitness / muscular endurance / muscular strength related to
performance in the sport of tennis.
Skills - Demonstrate the fundamental skills and knowledge necessary to perform and progress at an intermediate level in the
sport of tennis.


Rules, terminology and strategy - Identify / Explain the rules, concepts and vocabulary used in the sport of tennis.


SKY INDV 255    - Advanced Tennis
Fitness and Wellness - Identify and assess their current fitness level and alter or modify specific wellness or fitness practices in
order to improve body composition / flexibility / cardiovascular fitness / muscular endurance / muscular strength related to
performance in the sport of tennis.
Skills - Demonstrate the fundamental skills and knowledge necessary to perform and progress at an advanced level in the sport
of tennis.


Rules, terminology and strategy - Identify / Explain the rules, concepts and vocabulary used in the sport of tennis.


SKY KINE 100  - Introduction to Kinesiology
Application of Concepts and Principles - Understand and apply activity based and cognitive principles visually, verbally and
kinesthetically as it applies to the study of kinesiology in areas related to motor development, biomechanics and human
performance.
Skills Assessment - Examine and assess the personal values, characteristics, skills and knowledge related to career success in the
field of kinesiology.


SKY KINE 305 - Health Related Fitness and Wellness
Evaluation and Prescription of a Fitness and Wellness Program - Students who successfully complete the course will be able to
evaluate their own fitness and wellness status and implement a personal wellness plan.


SKY TEAM 100    - Baseball
Skills and Concepts - Demonstrate the fundamental individual and team skills necessary to perform and progress at a
competitive level in the sport of baseball.


SKY TEAM 111    - Beginning Basketball
Rules, concepts, vocabulary - Identify/explain the rules, concepts, and vocabulary used in the sport of basketball.


Skill fundamentals - Demonstrate the fundamental skills necessary to perform and progress at a beginning level in the sport of
basketball
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Related Course Outcomes
Fitness improvement and practices - Identify and assess their current fitness level and alter or modify specific wellness or
fitness practices in order to improve body composition/flexibility/cardiovascular fitness/muscular endurance/muscular strength
related to performance in the sport of basketball


SKY TEAM 112    - Basketball: Adv. Comp Strategy
Fitness - Demonstrate an increase in cardiovascular fitness and wellness developed through daily practice and measured
through efficiency of movement, recovery rate, and increased performance on post-fitness test.


Technical / Tactical Skills - Demonstrate advanced knowledge of technical and tactical skills of the game of basketball, use
critical thinking skills to apply this knowledge in a competitive environment.


SKY TEAM 115    - Advanced Basketball
Rules, concepts, vocabulary - Identify/explain the rules, concepts, and vocabulary used in the sport of basketball.


Skills and progression - Demonstrate the fundamental skills necessary to perform and progress at an advanced level in the sport
of basketball


Fitness improvement - Identify and assess their current fitness level and alter or modify specific wellness or fitness practices in
order to improve body composition/flexibility/cardiovascular fitness/muscular endurance/muscular strength


SKY TEAM 116    - Basketball: Indv Skill Develop
Fitness - Identify and assess their current fitness level and alter or modify specific wellness or fitness practices in order to
improve body composition / flexibility / cardiovascular fitness / muscular endurance / muscular strength related to performance
in the sport of basketball.


Skills - Demonstrate the fundamental skills necessary to perform and progress at an individual level in the sport of basketball.


SKY TEAM 117    - Tournament Basketball
Skills and Concepts - Demonstrate the fundamental individual and team skills necessary to perform and progress at a
competitive level in the sport of basketball.


SKY TEAM 132.1-4    - Flag Football I- IV
Fitness and wellness - Identify and assess their current fitness level and alter or modify specific wellness or fitness practices in
order to improve body composition /flexibility/ cardiovascular fitness/muscular endurance / muscular strength related to
performance in the game of flag football


Skills - Demonstrate the fundamental skills and knowledge necessary to perform and progress in the competition of flag football


Routes and responsibilities - Identify / Explain the different positions and routes of the plays.


SKY TEAM 141    - Beginning Soccer
Technical / Tactical Skills - Demonstrate basic knowledge of technical and tactical skills of the game of soccer, use critical
thinking skills to apply this knowledge in a competitive environment.


Fitness - Demonstrate an increase in cardiovascular fitness and wellness developed through daily practice and measured
through efficiency of movement, recovery rate, and increased performance on post-fitness test.


SKY TEAM 145    - Advanced Soccer
Fitness - Demonstrate an increase in cardiovascular fitness and wellness developed through daily practice and measured
through efficiency of movement, recovery rate, and increased performance on post-fitness test.


Technical / Tactical Skills - Demonstrate advanced knowledge of technical and tactical skills of the game of soccer, use critical
thinking skills to apply this knowledge in a competitive environment.
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Related Course Outcomes
SKY TEAM 148    - Indoor Soccer
Skills, Concepts, Rules and Fitness - Demonstrate tactical, technical (rules), fitness and motor skills in the sport of indoor soccer
/ futsal and use critical thinking to apply skills in a competitive environment.


SKY TEAM 179    - Tournament Volleyball
Skills and Concepts - Demonstrate the fundamental individual and team skills necessary to perform and progress at a
competitive level in the sport of volleyball.


SKY TEAM 188 - Volleyball Theory, Defense
Concepts and Techniques - Develop individual and team defensive programs applicable to specific goals, evaluate various
techniques for effectiveness, demonstrate skills at an advanced level and apply *concepts into practice (*e.g. rules, terminology
and philosophy).


SKY TEAM 189 - Volleyball Theory, Offense
Concepts and Techniques - Develop individual and team offensive programs applicable to specific goals, evaluate various
techniques for effectiveness, demonstrate skills at an advanced level and apply *concepts into practice (*e.g. rules, terminology
and philosophy).


SKY TEAM 190    - Baseball Theory, Defense
Concepts and Technique - Develop individual and team defensive programs applicable to specific goals, evaluate various
techniques for effectiveness, demonstrate skills at an advanced level and apply *concepts into practice (*e.g. rules, terminology
and philosophy).


SKY TEAM 191    - Baseball Theory, Offense
Concepts and Techniques - Develop individual and team offensive programs applicable to specific goals, evaluate various
techniques for effectiveness, demonstrate skills at an advanced level and apply *concepts into practice (*e.g. rules, terminology
and philosophy).


SKY TEAM 192    - Men's Basketball Theory, Defen
Concepts and Techniques - Develop individual and team defensive programs applicable to specific goals, evaluate various
techniques for effectiveness, demonstrate skills at an advanced level and apply *concepts into practice (*e.g. rules, terminology
and philosophy).


SKY TEAM 193    - Men's Basketball Theory, Offen
Concepts and Techniques - Develop individual and team offensive programs applicable to specific goals, evaluate various
techniques for effectiveness, demonstrate skills at an advanced level and apply *concepts into practice (*e.g. rules, terminology
and philosophy).


SKY TEAM 194 - Women's Basketball Theory: Defense
Concepts and Techniques - Develop individual and team defensive programs applicable to specific goals, evaluate various
techniques for effectiveness, demonstrate skills at an advanced level and apply concepts (rules, terminology and philosophy)
into practice.
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Related Course Outcomes
SKY TEAM 195    - Women's Basketball Theory, Off
Concepts and Techniques - Upon successful completion of the course students will develop individual and team offensive
programs applicable to specific goals, evaluate various techniques for effectiveness, demonstrate skills at an advanced level and
apply *concepts into practice (*e.g. rules, terminology and philosophy).


SKY TEAM 196 - Men's Soccer Theory, Defense
Concepts and Techniques - Develop individual and team defensive programs applicable to specific goals, evaluate various
techniques for effectiveness, demonstrate skills at an advanced level and apply *concepts into practice (*e.g. rules, terminology
and philosophy).


SKY TEAM 197 - Men's Soccer Theory: Offense
Concepts and Techniques - Develop individual and team offensive programs applicable to specific goals, evaluate various
techniques for effectiveness, demonstrate skills at an advanced level and apply *concepts into practice (*e.g. rules, terminology
and philosophy).


SKY TEAM 198    - Women's Soccer Theory. Defense
Concepts and Techniques - Develop individual and team defensive programs applicable to specific goals, evaluate various
techniques for effectiveness, demonstrate skills at an advanced level and apply *concepts into practice (*e.g. rules, terminology
and philosophy).


SKY TEAM 199 - Women's Soccer Theory, Offense
Concepts and Techniques - Develop individual and team offensive programs applicable to specific goals, evaluate various
techniques for effectiveness, demonstrate skills at an advanced level and apply *concepts into practice (*e.g. rules, terminology
and philosophy).


SKY VARS 100    - Varsity Baseball
Strategies and Skills - Demonstrate an expert knowledge of the strategies and skills of the game of baseball; use critical thinking
skills to apply this knowledge to a competitive situation in order to contend to the best of one's ability against outside
opponents.
Sportsmanship and Academics - Embody the traits of good sportsmanship and a sense of team in both competition and
practice; and demonstrate commitment to academic achievement through work ethic developed in practice and competition.


SKY VARS 110    - Varsity Basketball
Strategies and Skills - Demonstrate an expert knowledge of the strategies and skills of the game of basketball; use critical
thinking skills to apply this knowledge to a competitive situation in order to contend to the best of ones ability against outside
opponents.


Fitness - Demonstrate an increase in cardiovascular fitness and wellness developed through daily practice and measured
through efficiency of movement, recovery rate, and increased performance on post-fitness test


SKY VARS 150    - Varsity Soccer
Strategies and Skills - Demonstrate an expert knowledge of the strategies and skills of the game of soccer; use critical thinking
skills to apply this knowledge to a competitive situation in order to contend to the best of one's ability against outside
opponents.


SKY VARS 200    - Varsity Wrestling
Strategies and Skills - Demonstrate an expert knowledge of the strategies and skills of the sport of wrestling; use critical
thinking skills to apply this knowledge to competitive situations in order to contend to the best of one's ability against outside
opponents.
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Related Course Outcomes
Sportsmanship and Academics - Embody the traits of good sportsmanship and a sense of team in both competition and practice
and demonstrate committment to academic achievement through work ethic developed in practice and competition.


SKY VARS 300    - Vars. Women's Basketball
Strategies and Skills - Demonstrate an expert knowledge of the strategies and skills of the game of basketball; use critical
thinking skills to apply this knowledge to a competitive situation in order to contend to the best of one's ability against outside
opponents.


Sportsmanship and Academics - Embody the traits of good sportsmanship and a sense of team in both competition and
practice; and demonstrate commitment to academic achievement through work ethic developed in practice and competition.
(Sportsmanship and Academics)


SKY VARS 340    - Vars. Women's Volleyball
Strategies and Skills - Demonstrate an expert knowledge of the strategies and skills of the game of volleyball; use critical
thinking skills to apply this knowledge to a competitive situations in order to contend to the best of one's ability against outside
opponents.


Sportsmanship and Academics - Embody the traits of good sportsmanship and a sense of team in both competition and practice
and demonstrate committment to academic achievement through work ethic developed in practice and competition.


SKY VARS 350    - Women's Varsity Badminton
Skill and knowledge - Demonstrate an expert knowledge of the strategies and skills of the game of badminton; use critical
thinking skills to apply this knowledge to a competitive situation in order to contend to the best of one's ability against outside
opponents.


Fitness improvement - Demonstrate an increase in cardiovascular fitness and wellness developed through daily practice and
measured through efficiency of movement and recovery rate.


SKY VARS 360    - Varsity Women's Soccer
Strategies and Skills - Demonstrate an expert knowledge of the strategies and skills of the game of soccer; use critical thinking
skills to apply this knowledge to a competitive situation in order to contend to the best of one's ability against outside
opponents.
Sportsmanship and Academics - Embody the traits of good sportsmanship and a sense of team in both competition and
practice; and demonstrate commitment to academic achievement through work ethic developed in practice and competition.
(Sportsmanship and Academics)
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Summary: Course Outcomes by Department
Overall Summary


Overall Summary


# of Departments Reported : 1
# of Departments with Course Outcomes Assessed in any Reporting Cycle selected : 1
Departments without Results in any Reporting Cycle : None
Departments Engaged in Ongoing Assessment of Course Outcomes : 100%


# Courses in Selected Departments : 81
# Courses without Course Outcomes : 0
# Courses Assessed in any Reporting Cycle selected : 81


# of Courses Assessed in 2009 - 2010: 2
# of Courses Assessed in 2009 - 2010: 4
# of Courses Assessed in 2009 - 2010: 21
# of Courses Assessed in 2010 - 2011: 35
# of Courses Assessed in 2011 - 2012: 18
# of Courses Assessed in 2012 - 2013: 56
# of Courses Assessed in 2013 - 2014: 38
# of Courses Assessed in 2014 - 2015: 54
# of Courses Assessed in 2015- 2016: 52
# of Courses Assessed in 2016- 2017: 79
# of Courses Assessed in 2017- 2018: 78
# of Courses Assessed in 2018- 2019 (current): 80


Courses Assessed in any Reporting Cycle selected : 100%
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Summary by Departments


Unit # Courses
# Courses without
Course Outcomes


# Courses with
Results


% of Courses
Assessed


SKY Dept - Kinesiology 81 0 81 100%


TOTALS


% of Courses
Assessed


# Courses without
Course Outcomes


# Courses with
Results# CoursesUnits


1 81 0 81 100%
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Department Details
SKY Dept - Kinesiology


# Courses in Department : 81
# Courses without Course Outcomes : 0
Courses without Course Outcomes : None


# Courses Assessed in any Reporting Cycle selected : 81
# of Courses Assessed in 2009 - 2010: 2
# of Courses Assessed in 2009 - 2010: 4
# of Courses Assessed in 2009 - 2010: 21
# of Courses Assessed in 2010 - 2011: 35
# of Courses Assessed in 2011 - 2012: 18
# of Courses Assessed in 2012 - 2013: 56
# of Courses Assessed in 2013 - 2014: 38
# of Courses Assessed in 2014 - 2015: 54
# of Courses Assessed in 2015- 2016: 52
# of Courses Assessed in 2016- 2017: 79
# of Courses Assessed in 2017- 2018: 78
# of Courses Assessed in 2018- 2019 (current): 80


Courses Assessed in any Reporting Cycle selected : 100%
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SKYLINE COLLEGE STUDENT CHARACTERISTICS
College-Wide Distance Courses


2013-2014 2014-2015 2015-2016 2016-2017 2017-2018


Summer 1,598 1,956 2,134 1,875 1,718


Fall 1,986 2,235 2,387 2,059 2,217


Spring 2,136 2,345 2,482 2,232 2,703


Total 4,548 5,112 5,459 4,830 5,149


Unduplicated Headcount by Term


Enrollments by Term


2013-2014 2014-2015 2015-2016 2016-2017 2017-2018


Summer 1,994 2,456 2,607 2,332 2,082


Fall 2,723 3,073 3,121 2,700 2,831


Spring 3,124 3,220 3,353 2,911 3,523


Total 7,841 8,749 9,081 7,943 8,436
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SKYLINE COLLEGE STUDENT CHARACTERISTICS
College-Wide Distance Courses


Female Male Unreported


2013-2014 2,786 61.3% 1,671 36.7% 91 2.0%


2014-2015 3,098 60.6% 1,896 37.1% 118 2.3%


2015-2016 3,354 61.4% 1,973 36.1% 132 2.4%


2016-2017 2,990 61.9% 1,739 36.0% 101 2.1%


2017-2018 3,120 60.6% 1,926 37.4% 103 2.0%


Total 10,810 60.0% 6,802 37.7% 413 2.3%


Unduplicated Headcount by Gender


2013-2014 2014-2015 2015-2016 2016-2017 2017-2018


Am. Ind./Alaska Native 5 0.1% 9 0.2% 7 0.1% 5 0.1% 7 0.1%


Asian 945 20.8% 1,014 19.8% 1,049 19.2% 993 20.6% 1,083 21.0%


Black - Non-Hispanic 175 3.8% 200 3.9% 169 3.1% 136 2.8% 149 2.9%


Filipino 713 15.7% 821 16.1% 938 17.2% 809 16.7% 893 17.3%


Hispanic/Latino 619 13.6% 722 14.1% 848 15.5% 746 15.4% 809 15.7%


Pacific Islander 74 1.6% 64 1.3% 76 1.4% 65 1.3% 59 1.1%


White Non-Hispanic 1,049 23.1% 1,153 22.6% 1,171 21.5% 974 20.2% 986 19.1%


Multi Races 817 18.0% 973 19.0% 1,071 19.6% 1,015 21.0% 1,075 20.9%


Unreported 151 3.3% 156 3.1% 130 2.4% 87 1.8% 88 1.7%


Unduplicated Headcount by Gender and Ethnicity
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SKYLINE COLLEGE STUDENT CHARACTERISTICS
College-Wide Distance Courses


Unduplicated Headcount by Goal


2013-2014 2014-2015 2015-2016 2016-2017 2017-2018


4yr stu take class for 4yr col 468 10.3% 474 9.3% 510 9.3% 378 7.8% 299 5.8%


College Preparation 60 1.3% 79 1.5% 122 2.2% 127 2.6% 144 2.8%


CTE Certif/Career Development 735 16.2% 663 13.0% 593 10.9% 404 8.4% 397 7.7%


Degree/Transfer 2,772 60.9% 3,379 66.1% 3,735 68.4% 3,526 73.0% 3,892 75.6%


Exploratory 513 11.3% 517 10.1% 499 9.1% 395 8.2% 417 8.1%


Total 4,548 5,112 5,459 4,830 5,149


2013-2014 2014-2015 2015-2016 2016-2017 2017-2018


Age Under 18 186 4.1% 238 4.7% 335 6.1% 302 6.3% 392 7.6%


Age 18 - 22 1,910 42.0% 2,266 44.3% 2,534 46.4% 2,391 49.5% 2,615 50.8%


Age 23 - 28 1,246 27.4% 1,340 26.2% 1,367 25.0% 1,140 23.6% 1,129 21.9%


Age 29 - 39 730 16.1% 832 16.3% 787 14.4% 670 13.9% 718 13.9%


Age 40 - 49 284 6.2% 270 5.3% 283 5.2% 203 4.2% 199 3.9%


Age 50 - 59 147 3.2% 115 2.2% 117 2.1% 102 2.1% 70 1.4%


Age 60 + 45 1.0% 50 1.0% 36 0.7% 22 0.5% 26 0.5%


Age Unreported 1 0.0%


Total 4,548 5,112 5,459 4,830 5,149


Unduplicated Headcount by Age


Unduplicated Headcount by Fall Unit Load


FALL 2013 FALL 2014 FALL 2015 FALL 2016 FALL 2017


Full Time (12+ Units) 757 38.1% 861 38.5% 944 39.5% 932 45.3% 1,021 46.1%


Part Time (Less Than 12 Units) 1,229 61.9% 1,374 61.5% 1,443 60.5% 1,127 54.7% 1,196 53.9%


Total 1,986 2,235 2,387 2,059 2,217
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SKYLINE COLLEGE STUDENT OUTCOMES
College-Wide Distance Courses (Excludes Summer)


Enrollments Success Count Success Rate Retention Rate Withdrawal Rate


2013-2014 5,847 3,639 62.2% 79.4% 20.6%


2014-2015 6,293 3,780 60.1% 76.7% 23.3%


2015-2016 6,474 4,194 64.8% 79.7% 20.3%


2016-2017 5,611 3,844 68.5% 83.1% 16.9%


2017-2018 6,354 4,482 70.5% 84.4% 15.6%


Total 30,579 19,939 65.2% 80.6% 19.4%


Annual Course Success and Retention


Enrollments Success Count Success Rate Retention Rate Withdrawal Rate


Fall 2013 2,723 1,657 60.9% 79.1% 20.9%


Fall 2014 3,073 1,804 58.7% 76.5% 23.5%


Fall 2015 3,121 1,999 64.0% 79.4% 20.6%


Fall 2016 2,700 1,855 68.7% 84.0% 16.0%


Fall 2017 2,831 1,952 69.0% 84.7% 15.3%


Spring 2014 3,124 1,982 63.4% 79.7% 20.3%


Spring 2015 3,220 1,976 61.4% 76.9% 23.1%


Spring 2016 3,353 2,195 65.5% 80.0% 20.0%


Spring 2017 2,911 1,989 68.3% 82.3% 17.7%


Spring 2018 3,523 2,530 71.8% 84.1% 15.9%


Total 30,579 19,939 65.2% 80.6% 19.4%


Term Course Success and Retention
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SKYLINE COLLEGE STUDENT OUTCOMES
College-Wide Distance Courses (Excludes Summer)


2013-2014 2014-2015 2015-2016 2016-2017 2017-2018 Total
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Am. Ind./Alaska Native 9 44% 44% 11 55% 27% 6 67% 33% 7 29% 71% 6 67% 17% 39 51% 38%


Asian 1,183 72% 16% 1,219 72% 18% 1,164 76% 13% 1,062 77% 14% 1,236 83% 9% 5,864 76% 14%


Black - Non-Hispanic 230 35% 38% 263 37% 35% 209 44% 31% 183 45% 30% 179 47% 28% 1,064 41% 33%


Filipino 977 62% 19% 1,056 58% 22% 1,169 63% 22% 1,075 66% 19% 1,228 71% 14% 5,505 64% 19%


Hispanic/Latino 760 54% 23% 871 52% 30% 1,033 58% 24% 876 62% 20% 1,008 62% 21% 4,548 58% 23%


Pacific Islander 99 61% 25% 70 57% 19% 92 48% 35% 77 45% 27% 73 53% 19% 411 53% 26%


White Non-Hispanic 1,343 65% 20% 1,378 63% 22% 1,340 68% 18% 1,111 75% 13% 1,173 74% 14% 6,345 69% 18%


Multi Races 1,079 59% 22% 1,240 58% 25% 1,309 61% 23% 1,126 68% 17% 1,341 66% 19% 6,095 62% 21%


Unreported 167 69% 15% 185 58% 22% 152 73% 12% 94 72% 14% 110 78% 12% 708 69% 15%


Total 5,847 62% 21% 6,293 60% 23% 6,474 65% 20% 5,611 69% 17% 6,354 71% 16% 30,579 65% 19%


Course Success and Withdrawal by Ethnicity
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SKYLINE COLLEGE STUDENT OUTCOMES
College-Wide Distance Courses (Excludes Summer)


2013-2014 2014-2015 2015-2016 2016-2017 2017-2018 Total
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Age Under 18 186 71% 16% 225 65% 23% 276 71% 17% 269 73% 14% 407 79% 11% 1,363 73% 15%


Age 18 - 22 2,223 61% 20% 2,663 61% 21% 2,991 65% 20% 2,704 69% 16% 3,282 71% 14% 13,863 66% 18%


Age 23 - 28 1,664 59% 22% 1,714 57% 27% 1,684 63% 22% 1,367 66% 20% 1,393 67% 19% 7,822 62% 22%


Age 29 - 39 1,032 63% 21% 1,080 61% 23% 961 64% 21% 858 68% 18% 891 70% 18% 4,822 65% 20%


Age 40 - 49 417 70% 21% 365 60% 23% 358 71% 18% 239 77% 13% 265 75% 15% 1,644 70% 19%


Age 50 - 59 265 68% 17% 172 67% 22% 145 64% 21% 143 63% 19% 82 68% 22% 807 66% 20%


Age 60 + 60 78% 18% 74 51% 24% 59 61% 17% 31 77% 16% 34 68% 21% 258 65% 20%


Total 5,847 62% 21% 6,293 60% 23% 6,474 65% 20% 5,611 69% 17% 6,354 71% 16% 30,579 65% 19%


Course Success and Withdrawal by Age
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SKYLINE COLLEGE STUDENT OUTCOMES
College-Wide Distance Courses (Excludes Summer)


Course Success and Retention by Gender


Enrollments Success Rate Retention Rate Withdrawal Rate


2013-2014 Female 3,585 62.3% 78.9% 21.1%


2013-2014 Male 2,121 62.1% 80.0% 20.0%


2013-2014 Unreported 141 62.4% 84.4% 15.6%


2013-2014 Total 5,847 62.2% 79.4% 20.6%


Enrollments Success Rate Retention Rate Withdrawal Rate


2014-2015 Female 3,878 59.5% 76.3% 23.7%


2014-2015 Male 2,281 61.0% 77.0% 23.0%


2014-2015 Unreported 134 59.0% 81.3% 18.7%


2014-2015 Total 6,293 60.1% 76.7% 23.3%


Enrollments Success Rate Retention Rate Withdrawal Rate


2015-2016 Female 4,044 64.7% 79.8% 20.2%


2015-2016 Male 2,259 65.1% 79.4% 20.6%


2015-2016 Unreported 171 62.6% 81.9% 18.1%


2015-2016 Total 6,474 64.8% 79.7% 20.3%


Enrollments Success Rate Retention Rate Withdrawal Rate


2016-2017 Female 3,544 68.7% 83.0% 17.0%


2016-2017 Male 1,967 68.1% 83.5% 16.5%


2016-2017 Unreported 100 70.0% 82.0% 18.0%


2016-2017 Total 5,611 68.5% 83.1% 16.9%


Enrollments Success Rate Retention Rate Withdrawal Rate


2017-2018 Female 3,908 71.2% 84.7% 15.3%


2017-2018 Male 2,321 69.5% 84.0% 16.0%


2017-2018 Unreported 125 68.0% 80.8% 19.2%


2017-2018 Total 6,354 70.5% 84.4% 15.6%
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SKYLINE COLLEGE PRODUCTIVITY
College-Wide Distance Courses


Year FTEF FTES


FTES
Percent
Change Load


Load
Percent
Change Sections


Census
Enroll /
Section


2013-2014 33.98 724.54 640 199 39.5


2014-2015 40.20 854.97 18.0% 638 -0.3% 221 39.7


2015-2016 38.90 888.09 3.9% 685 7.3% 204 44.6


2016-2017 36.38 793.26 -10.7% 654 -4.5% 194 41.0


2017-2018 37.05 869.90 9.7% 704 7.7% 190 44.4


Term FTEF FTES


FTES
Percent
Change Load


Load
Percent
Change Sections


Census
Enroll /
Section


Fall 2013 12.20 254.62 626 71 38.4


Fall 2014 14.83 304.97 19.8% 617 -1.5% 82 37.6


Fall 2015 13.81 305.16 0.1% 663 7.5% 72 43.5


Fall 2016 13.23 266.68 -12.6% 605 -8.8% 69 39.1


Fall 2017 13.16 292.40 9.6% 667 10.3% 69 41.0


Spring 2014 13.96 275.11 -5.9% 591 -11.3% 85 36.9


Spring 2015 14.87 311.86 13.4% 629 6.4% 83 38.8


Spring 2016 14.61 326.17 4.6% 670 6.5% 79 42.5


Spring 2017 12.84 291.03 -10.8% 680 1.5% 73 39.9


Spring 2018 14.91 358.81 23.3% 722 6.1% 76 46.4


Summer 2013 7.82 194.81 -45.7% 748 3.6% 43 46.6


Summer 2014 10.49 238.15 22.2% 681 -8.9% 56 44.3


Summer 2015 10.49 256.76 7.8% 734 7.8% 53 49.4


Summer 2016 10.31 235.54 -8.3% 686 -6.6% 52 44.9


Summer 2017 8.97 218.69 -7.2% 731 6.6% 45 46.3
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DEFINITIONS


Term Definition


Duplicated Headcount (Enrollments) Counts each student once for every course in which they enroll.


Unduplicated Headcount Counts each student once and only once, regardless of the number of courses in
which they enroll.


Course Success Grades starting with ‘A’, ‘B’, ‘C’, and ‘P’ are considering successful – all other letter
grades represent unsuccessful outcomes. The success rate is calculated based on the
following formula: number of registrations with grades A, B, C, or P ÷ Number of
registrations with a non-blank grade. Note that the denominator includes withdrawals,
i.e. grades of W.


Course Retention The percentage of enrollments that earned any letter grade other than W.


Course Withdrawal The percentage of enrollments that earned a W letter grade.


4 yr stu take class for 4 yr col Students with education goal listed as 4-year students take class for 4-year college


College Preparation Goal Students with education goal listed as Complete Credits for HS Diplom, or Improve
Basic Skills


CTE Certif/Career Development Goal Students with education goal listed as Acquire Job Skills/ New Career, Earn 2 year
Certificate without Transfer, Maintain Certificate/License, Update Job Skills/ Job
Advance, or  Earn Vocational Certificate without Transfer


Degree/Transfer Goal Students with education goal listed as Earn AA/AS & Transfer to 4 year institution,
Earn AA/AS w/out Transfer, or Transfer to 4 year institution without AA/AS


Exploratory Goal Students with education goal not listed as 4-year students take class for 4-year
college, College Preparation, CTE Certificate/Career Development, or Degree/Transfer


Full-Time Equivalent Faculty (FTEF) Total faculty workload divided by 15. Excludes faculty workload assigned to sections
that were cancelled.


Full-Time Equivalent Students (FTES) 1 FTES = 525 contact hours. Cancelled sections and audit enrollments are excluded
from this figure.


Load Weekly Student Contact Hours (WSCH) ÷ FTEF. Cancelled sections and audit
enrollments are excluded from this figure.


Fall Unit Load Based on the unit enrollment districtwide.
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Bachelor of Science in Kinesiology: Concentration in Physical Education  San Francisco State University Bulletin 2017-2018


BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN KINESIOLOGY:
CONCENTRATION IN
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
The Department of Kinesiology offers a Bachelor of Science in
Kinesiology with concentrations in Exercise and Movement Sciences,
and in Physical Education. Both concentrations require a set of pre-major
prerequisites and core requirements, some of which may be utilized to
fulfill general education requirements, and which establish the framework
for the study of movement, skills, and physical activity from a variety of
perspectives. In addition, a set of concentration-specific courses serves
the purpose of preparing the student for specific careers and/or graduate
study within the field or related disciplines. Students must select one of
the two concentrations.


• All courses including physical activity courses used to satisfy
completion of major requirements must be taken for a letter grade.
No CR/NC grades may be used on the major petition for graduation.


• Students majoring in Physical Education and taking courses in
Exercise Science Emphasis areas (i.e., Physiology of Fitness and
Health; Fitness Programming in Youth and Elderly Populations) are
required to show proof of current First Aid/CPR certification upon
application for graduation. This can be obtained via receiving off-
campus certification by an agency such as the American Red Cross.


• Students majoring in Physical Education must earn a grade of C or
higher in all required Kinesiology theory courses and grade of B or
higher in all movement-based courses.


• It is recommended that students graduate with some form of
certification to enhance employment opportunities, such as those
provided by the American Red Cross, the American College of Sports
Medicine, ACE, Senior Fitness Certificate, AFAA, or the National
Coaching Association. See an advisor for suggestions and/or
additional possibilities.


Bachelor of Science
Each concentration within the B.S. commences with a foundation in
science, mathematics, and kinesiology, and a sequence of required core
courses designed to progressively develop the students’ knowledge of
movement, skill, and physical activity.


The graduating student will have the skills and knowledge to engage
in the observation, analysis, and measurement of movement, fitness,
learning, skill, and physical activity; will have the tools and knowledge
to engage in synthesis and systematic inquiry; and will be capable of
using necessary computerized programs and supporting technologies for
systematic inquiry and/or professional practice.


The Concentration in Physical Education prepares students for entry
to a teacher credentialing program and graduate related studies. The
courses of study satisfy California State requirements for the Subject
Matter Program in Physical Education and the departmental standards
for competence in the subject matter of Physical Education. This
degree emphasis will prepare students for advanced studies in physical
education for elementary, middle and high schools. In addition, students
who wish to pursue graduate studies will be well prepared to do so.


Students who complete the concentration in Physical Education should
have:


1. Knowledge of the philosophical, historical, and ethical/legal
foundations of Physical Education as professional and educational
standards


2. An understanding of human growth and development processes,
as well as how these processes interact with and influence motor
learning, to teach based on the physical education model Content
Standards for California Public Schools


3. A broad and deep knowledge of the sciences related to human
movement, analyzing motion and applying this knowledge
considering individual differences, including individuals with
disabilities


4. A broad and deep understanding of the sociology and psychology of
human movement behavior.


5. Expertise in concepts and forms of movements and relate the human
motor development curriculum to physical education design


6. Knowledge of assessment principles and procedures to evaluate the
effectiveness of physical education strategies and activities


7. Understanding of the integration of themes and concepts in physical
education and the interrelationships between physical education and
other subject areas


General Education Requirements Met in the
Kinesiology Major or Undeclared with Interest in
Kinesiology
The requirements below are deemed “met in the major” upon completion
of the courses listed (even though the courses and their prerequisites are
not approved for GE). This is true whether or not the student completes
the major.


• Area B2 (Life Science) is satisfied upon completion of either BIOL 212
and BIOL 220 or BIOL 328.


Kinesiology (B.S.): Concentration in Physical
Education — 64–67 Units
Pre-Major Prerequisites (14–15 Units)
BIOL 100
& BIOL 101


Human Biology
and Human Biology Laboratory


4-5


or BIOL 230 Introductory Biology I
BIOL 220 Principles of Human Anatomy 4


or BIOL 328 Human Anatomy
MATH 124 Elementary Statistics 3
KIN 250 Introduction to Kinesiology 3


Core Requirements (18 Units)
KIN 251 Success in the Kinesiology Major 2
KIN 384GW Research Methods in Kinesiology - GWAR 3
KIN 457 Culture, Gender, and Movement 3
KIN 480 Anatomical Kinesiology 4
KIN 486 Motor Learning 3
KIN 504 Sport and Exercise Psychology 3
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Concentration Requirements (27 Units)
KIN 255 Health-related Fitness and Wellness 3
KIN 340 Orientation to Teaching Physical Education 3
KIN 355 Science, Sport, and Fitness 3
KIN 401 Elementary School Physical Education, K-5 3
KIN 402 Practicum in Physical Education, N-5 1
KIN 487 Motor Development 3
KIN 489 History and Philosophy of Sport and Physical


Activity
3


KIN 536 Movement for Individuals with Mild Disabilities 4
KIN 580 Instructional Strategies for Middle and High


School Physical Education, Grades 6-12
3


KIN 581 Practicum in Middle and High School Physical
Education


1


Movement Experiences (5–7 Units)
With prior approval of advisor, select five to seven basic activity courses
(one unit each) to satisfy the distribution shown below. Selections should
broaden the student's personal movement and skill vocabulary.


• Aquatics
• Dance (which must include folk dance)
• Martial Arts
• Team Sports
• Fitness
• Instructional Analysis


Instructional Analysis
KIN 305 Instructional Analysis: Track, Field, and


Gymnastics Floor Activities
2


Additional Subject Matter Requirements for the Single
Subject Matter Preparation in Physical Education and
Dance Program
Students seeking the Physical Education and Dance Single Subject
Credential or the Physical Education Subject Matter Preparation Program
(approved 2009 by the CTC) are also required to complete the following
courses:


KIN 306 Instructional Analysis: Racquet Sports 2
KIN 307 Instructional Analysis: Basketball and Volleyball 2
KIN 308 Instructional Analysis: Fitness Activities 2
KIN 309 Instructional Analysis: Soccer and Softball 2


Students in the Physical Education Subject Matter Preparation Program
must also complete an activity course in Individual Sports / Activities
such as track, tennis, or gymnastics.


Additional Required Experiences
The following experiences are required for satisfactory completion of the
Physical Education Subject Matter Preparation Program. Students may
complete these experiences in courses available at a college, university,
or off-campus. However, these experiences do not bear credit toward
completion of the major.


• Life Guard Training and Water Safety Instruction.
• First Aid-CPR Certification.


• Active participation in student CAHPERD, AAHPERD, and/or the
Kinesiology Student Association, or other related professional
organization.


• Gain experience in coaching, teaching physical education, recreation,
or intramurals through working as a volunteer or paid assistant.


Physical Education Teaching Credential Pathway
Each student in the Subject Matter Preparation Program meets the
CSU Early Field Experience requirement for the SF State Single Subject
Credential Program of 45 hours and develops curriculum and instruction
skills. Students enrolling in KIN 402 and KIN 581 are assessed through a
version of the Performance Assessment for California Teachers (PACT)
required for a credential that has been adapted for the development of
beginning teaching skills, planning, assessment analysis, class video
recording and co-teaching. For curriculum and instruction, the courses
KIN 401 and KIN 580 require that students present a curriculum, a unit
plan and a lesson plan for one grade level. The instructional analysis
courses (KIN 305, KIN 306, KIN 307, KIN 308 and KIN 309) refine teaching
skills using specific pedagogical strategies for physical education
content. In KIN 384GW students learn about assessment, data analysis
and different methods of providing feedback to K - 12 students. For
adapted physical education requirements, the same procedures are
followed by KIN 536, KIN 538, KIN 537, KIN 539 and KIN 630.


Expectations for Student Performance
• Earn at least a C in each and all required KIN theory courses, and


for credentialing purposes, at least a B in each and all movement
experiences courses and all instructional analysis courses


• Demonstrate an understanding of and possess demonstration level
skill competence in twelve activity areas. Students must pre-plan
their routes to meet this requirement upon consultation with faculty
and in conjunction with KIN 340.


• Successful completion of a fitness assessment test in conjunction
with KIN 255.


• Demonstrate a high level of personal skill and coaching expertise in
at least one sport.


Adapted Physical Education Curriculum
By completing the following courses, along with the Subject Matter
Credential in Physical Education, a Specialist Credential in Adapted
Physical Education can be achieved.


KIN 536 Movement for Individuals with Mild Disabilities 4
KIN 537 Movement for Individuals with Severe Disabilities 3
KIN 538 Therapeutic Exercise 3
KIN 539 Motor Assessment of Individuals with Disabilities 3
KIN 630 Internship in Adapted Physical Education 3


General Education Requirements
Requirement Course Level Units Area Designation
Oral
Communication


LD 3 A1


Written English
Communication I


LD 3 A2


Critical Thinking LD 3 A3
Written English
Communication II


LD 3 A4


Physical Science LD 3 B1
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Life Science LD 3 B2
Lab Science LD 1 B3
Mathematics/
Quantitative
Reasoning


LD 3 B4


Arts LD 3 C1
Arts or
Humanities


LD 3 C1 or C2


Humanities:
Literature


LD 3 C3


Social Sciences LD 3 D1
Social Sciences:
US History


LD 3 D2


Social Sciences:
US & CA
Governement


LD 3 D3


Lifelong Learning
and Self-
Development
(LLD)


LD or UD 3 E


Physical and/or
Life Science


UD 3 UD-B


Arts and/or
Humanities


UD 3 UD-C


Social Sciences UD 3 UD-D
SF State Studies


Courses certified as meeting the SF State Studies
requirements may be upper or lower division in General


Education (GE), in a major or minor, or an elective.
American Ethnic
and Racial
Minorities
(AERM)


LD or UD 3


Environmental
Sustainability
(ES)


LD or UD 3


Global
Perspectives
(GP)


LD or UD 3


Social Justice
(SJ)


LD or UD 3


Note: LD = Lower Division; UD = Upper Division.


B.S. in Kinesiology: Concentration in Physical
Education Roadmap
This link opens the 2017–2018 roadmap in a new tab (bulletin.sfsu.edu/
colleges/health-social-sciences/kinesiology/bs-kinesiology-
concentration-physical-education/roadmap.html).


General Advising Information for Transfer
Students
1. Before transfer, complete as many lower division requirements or


electives for this major as possible.
2. The following courses are not required for admission, but are required


for graduation. Students are strongly encouraged to complete these


units before transfer; doing so will provide more flexibility in course
selection after transfer.


• a course in U.S. History
• a course in U.S. & California Government
• a 2nd-semester course in written English composition


For information about satisfying the requirements described in (1) and
(2) above at a California Community College (CCC), please visit http://
www.assist.org. Check any geographically accessible CCCs; sometimes
options include more than one college. Use ASSIST to determine:


• Which courses at a CCC satisfy any lower division major requirements
for this major, including 2nd-semester composition;


• Which courses at a CCC satisfy CSU GE, US History, and US & CA
Government.


Remedial courses are not transferable and do not apply to the minimum
60 units/90 quarters required for admission.


Additional units for courses that are repeated do not apply to the
minimum 60 units required for upper division transfer (for example, if
course was not passed on the first attempt, or was taken to earn a better
grade).


Before leaving the last California community college of attendance,
obtain a summary of completion of lower division General Education
units (IGETC or CSU GE Breadth). This is often referred to as a GE
certification worksheet. SF State does not require delivery of this
certification to Admissions, but students should retain this document for
verifying degree progress after transfer.


Credit for Advanced Placement, International Baccalaureate, or
College-Level Examination Program courses: AP/IB/CLEP credit is
not automatically transferred from the previous institution. Units are
transferred only when an official score report is delivered to SF State.
Credit is based on the academic year during which exams were taken.
Refer to the University Bulletin in effect during the year of AP/IB/CLEP
examination(s) for details regarding the award of credit for AP/IB/CLEP.


Students pursuing majors in science, technology, engineering and
mathematics (STEM) disciplines often defer 6-9 units of lower division
general education in areas C and D until after transfer in order to focus
on preparation courses for the major. (This advice does not apply to
students pursuing associate degree completion before transfer.)


Transferring from institutions other than CCCs
or CSUs
Review SF State's lower division General Education requirements.
Note that, as described below, the four basic skills courses required for
admission meet A1, A2, A3, and B4 in the SF State GE pattern. Courses
that fulfill the remaining areas of SF State’s lower division GE pattern are
available at most two-year and four-year colleges and universities.


Of the four required basic skills courses, a course in critical thinking
(GE A3) may not be widely offered outside the CCC and CSU systems.
Students should attempt to identify and take an appropriate course no
later than the term of application to the CSU. To review more information
about the A3 requirement, please visit http://bulletin.sfsu.edu/
undergraduate-education/general-education/lower-division/#AAEL.


Identify and complete a 2nd-semester written English composition
course before transfer. This is usually the next course after the typical
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“freshman comp” course, with a focus on writing, reading and critical
analytical skills for academic purposes, and developing skills in
composing, revising, and the use of rhetorical strategies.


Waiting until after transfer to take a single course at SF State that meets
both US and CA/local government requirements may be an appropriate
option, particularly if transferring from outside of California.


All students must meet the transfer eligibility
requirements outlined below for admission.
For more information, visit the Undergraduate
Admissions section.


• Complete 60 or more transferable semester units or 90 or more
quarter units


• Earn a college grade point average of 2.00 or better in all transferable
courses. Non-local area residents may be held to a higher GPA
standard.


• Be in good standing at the last college or university attended
• Complete 30 semester units (45 quarter units) of general education,


including four basic skills courses:
a. One course in oral communication (same as CSU GE area A1)
b. One course in written composition (same as CSU GE area A2)
c. One course in critical thinking (same as CSU GE area A3)
d. One course in mathematics or quantitative reasoning, with


intermediate algebra as a prerequisite (same as CSU GE area B4)


• The four basic skills courses and a minimum of 60 transferable
semester units (90 quarter units) must be completed by the spring
semester prior to fall admission, or by the fall semester prior to spring
admission. Earn a "C" or better grade in each basic skills course.
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Enhanced Budget with Objective and Task Detail


Budget Account #: 2416KINE00-- Planning Unit Code: 2416KINE00 Unit Manager: Corsiglia, Kevin


Budget Account: Kinesiology (Physical Education) Planning Unit: Kinesiology (Physical Education) Planning Year:2019-2020


Requested


GL Code Description Qty Cost Amount Objective Title Task Description


1495 - OTHR CERT SAL In our recently annual program plan, 
Kinesiology has requested budget 
augmentations totaling 33,000 related to 
assessments and Student Learning 
Outcomes. They are allocated in the listed 
accounts:


1. 10002-2416-1495-083500 = $20,000 – 
Faculty reassigned time for assessment
and implementation of data base.


$20,000 Enhanced Technology, Equipment, 
Supplies and Professional 
Development:


Enhanced Technology, Equipment, 
Supplies and Professional Development: 
Data and assessments indicate that 
student engagement (participation) is a 
huge factor in student achievement in 
Kinesiology. Because most activity 
classes are skill building (knowledge, 
motor and / or fitness), it's important to 
keep students engaged. We also have 
noted the need to purchase, modify or 
update current supplies, equipment and 
technology that we use in our discipline. 
Our data indicates that student outcomes 
are better when students are actively 
participating. A key component in that is 
having supplies, equipment and 
technology which allow students to 
perform activity properly, safely and in a 
way that allows them to understand and 
achieve the epidemiological benefits of 
exercise. As part and parcel of purchasing 
updated / improved supplies, equipment 
and technology staff will have to fully 
utilize professional development 
opportunities to use items effectively in the 
classroom. Whether through the CTTL or 
external sources, the desire and ability to 
always look to raise the bar in the 
classroom is critical.
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4570 - EQUIP REPAIR 2. 10002-2416-4570-083500 = $ 3,000 – 
Enhance repair budget


$3,000 Enhanced Technology, Equipment, 
Supplies and Professional 
Development:


Enhanced Technology, Equipment, 
Supplies and Professional Development: 
Data and assessments indicate that 
student engagement (participation) is a 
huge factor in student achievement in 
Kinesiology. Because most activity 
classes are skill building (knowledge, 
motor and / or fitness), it's important to 
keep students engaged. We also have 
noted the need to purchase, modify or 
update current supplies, equipment and 
technology that we use in our discipline. 
Our data indicates that student outcomes 
are better when students are actively 
participating. A key component in that is 
having supplies, equipment and 
technology which allow students to 
perform activity properly, safely and in a 
way that allows them to understand and 
achieve the epidemiological benefits of 
exercise. As part and parcel of purchasing 
updated / improved supplies, equipment 
and technology staff will have to fully 
utilize professional development 
opportunities to use items effectively in the 
classroom. Whether through the CTTL or 
external sources, the desire and ability to 
always look to raise the bar in the 
classroom is critical.


5130 - CONTR PERSONNEL 3. 10002-2416-5130-083500 = $ 10,000 – 
Contract personnel for development of data 
base.


$10,000 Enhanced Technology, Equipment, 
Supplies and Professional 
Development:


Enhanced Technology, Equipment, 
Supplies and Professional Development: 
Data and assessments indicate that 
student engagement (participation) is a 
huge factor in student achievement in 
Kinesiology. Because most activity 
classes are skill building (knowledge, 
motor and / or fitness), it's important to 
keep students engaged. We also have 
noted the need to purchase, modify or 
update current supplies, equipment and 
technology that we use in our discipline. 
Our data indicates that student outcomes 
are better when students are actively 
participating. A key component in that is 
having supplies, equipment and 
technology which allow students to 
perform activity properly, safely and in a 
way that allows them to understand and 
achieve the epidemiological benefits of 
exercise. As part and parcel of purchasing 
updated / improved supplies, equipment 
and technology staff will have to fully 
utilize professional development 
opportunities to use items effectively in the 
classroom. Whether through the CTTL or 
external sources, the desire and ability to 
always look to raise the bar in the 
classroom is critical.
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6210 - IMPROV OF BLDGS Cost for construction and design of Center 
for Human Performance and Kinesiology


Link for campus and district facility master 
plan:
https://smccd.edu/facilities/masterplan.php


$140,000,000 Facilities Replacement As part of the district and campus facilities 
master plan, construction of the Center for 
Kinesiology and Human Performance


6210 - IMPROV OF BLDGS See FPP Proposal $50,000,000 Facilities Replacement If we can't get the High Performance 
Center built or the portables replaced, this 
wellness center concept is a third option.


6450 - MISC EQUIP Replacement Equipment  $6,000.00  
$6,000.00  $6,540.00   $6,540.00 
Fitness Equipment 6 $3,500.00  
$21,000.00  $22,890.00  $2,000.00 
$24,890.00 $1,000.00
Replacement Spinning Bikes 6 $1,400.00  
$8,200.00  $8,938.00  $400.00 $9,338.00 
$500 
Fitness Flooring Varies $18,000.00  
$18,000.00  $19,620.00  $300.00 
$19,920.00 $2,000.00
Total Priority 1    $53,200.00  $57,988.00  
$2,700.00  $60,688.00  $3,500.00


$64,188 Enhanced Technology, Equipment, 
Supplies and Professional 
Development:


Instructional Equipment Requests


6480 - REPLACE EQUIP Estimate on replacing three portables. $1,800,000 Facilities Replacement Replacement of portable 3A, 3B and 3C. 
All are at the end of their useful life. 
Campus CIP is aware of the need but 
must identify funding. Current portables 
will not last until Center for Kinesiology 
and Human Performance is built.


Total for 2416KINE00-- Kinesiology (Physical Education): $191,897,188
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		California Community Colleges Chancellor's Office

		Program Awards Summary Report

						Annual 2017-2018

		Allan Hancock Total				18

				Associate in Arts for Transfer (A.A.-T) Degree		13

				Associate of Arts (A.A.) degree		5

		American River Total				34

				Associate in Arts for Transfer (A.A.-T) Degree		21

				Associate of Science (A.S.) degree		8

				Certificate requiring 12 to < 18 units		5

		Antelope Valley Total				110

				Associate in Arts for Transfer (A.A.-T) Degree		18

				Associate of Arts (A.A.) degree		76

				Certificate requiring 18 to < 30 semester units		16

		Bakersfield Total				27

				Associate in Arts for Transfer (A.A.-T) Degree		27

		Butte Total				15

				Associate in Arts for Transfer (A.A.-T) Degree		15

		Cabrillo Total				24

				Associate in Arts for Transfer (A.A.-T) Degree		21

				Certificate requiring 6 to < 18 semester units		3

		Canada Total				9

				Associate in Arts for Transfer (A.A.-T) Degree		4

				Associate of Arts (A.A.) degree		4

				Certificate requiring 30 to < 60 semester units		1

		Canyons Total				49

				Associate in Arts for Transfer (A.A.-T) Degree		39

				Associate of Arts (A.A.) degree		6

				Certificate requiring 6 to < 18 semester units		4

		Cerritos Total				34

				Associate in Arts for Transfer (A.A.-T) Degree		34

		Cerro Coso Total				4

				Associate in Arts for Transfer (A.A.-T) Degree		4

		Chabot Hayward Total				11

				Associate in Arts for Transfer (A.A.-T) Degree		8

				Certificate requiring 18 to < 30 semester units		1

				Certificate requiring 6 to < 18 semester units		2

		Chaffey Total				43

				Associate in Arts for Transfer (A.A.-T) Degree		31

				Associate of Arts (A.A.) degree		11

				Certificate requiring 12 to < 18 units		1

		Citrus Total				85

				Associate in Arts for Transfer (A.A.-T) Degree		36

				Associate of Science (A.S.) degree		46

				Certificate requiring 6 to < 18 semester units		3

		Clovis Community College Total				28

				Associate in Arts for Transfer (A.A.-T) Degree		27

				Associate of Arts (A.A.) degree		1

		Coastline Total				27

				Associate of Arts (A.A.) degree		27

		Columbia Total				5

				Associate in Arts for Transfer (A.A.-T) Degree		5

		Compton Total				4

				Associate of Arts (A.A.) degree		4

		Contra Costa Total				3

				Associate in Arts for Transfer (A.A.-T) Degree		1

				Associate of Science (A.S.) degree		2

		Cosumnes River Total				20

				Associate in Arts for Transfer (A.A.-T) Degree		17

				Associate of Arts (A.A.) degree		3

		Crafton Hills Total				8

				Associate in Arts for Transfer (A.A.-T) Degree		8

		Cuesta Total				32

				Associate in Arts for Transfer (A.A.-T) Degree		30

				Associate of Science (A.S.) degree		2

		Cuyamaca Total				5

				Associate of Science (A.S.) degree		2

				Associate of Arts (A.A.) degree		3

		Cypress Total				55

				Associate in Arts for Transfer (A.A.-T) Degree		46

				Associate of Arts (A.A.) degree		6

				Certificate requiring 18 to < 30 semester units		3

		Deanza Total				37

				Associate in Arts for Transfer (A.A.-T) Degree		37

		Desert Total				26

				Associate in Arts for Transfer (A.A.-T) Degree		21

				Certificate requiring 18 to < 30 semester units		5

		Diablo Valley Total				22

				Associate in Arts for Transfer (A.A.-T) Degree		12

				Associate of Science (A.S.) degree		4

				Certificate requiring 18 to < 30 semester units		6

		East LA Total				42

				Associate in Arts for Transfer (A.A.-T) Degree		37

				Associate of Arts (A.A.) degree		3

				Certificate requiring 6 to < 18 semester units		2

		El Camino Total				33

				Associate in Arts for Transfer (A.A.-T) Degree		29

				Associate of Arts (A.A.) degree		4

		Evergreen Valley Total				1

				Associate in Arts for Transfer (A.A.-T) Degree		1

		Feather River Total				17

				Associate in Arts for Transfer (A.A.-T) Degree		8

				Associate of Science (A.S.) degree		8

				Certificate requiring 18 to < 30 semester units		1

		Folsom Lake Total				14

				Associate in Arts for Transfer (A.A.-T) Degree		14

		Foothill Total				12

				Associate in Arts for Transfer (A.A.-T) Degree		11

				Associate of Arts (A.A.) degree		1

		Fresno City Total				8

				Associate in Arts for Transfer (A.A.-T) Degree		8

		Fullerton Total				29

				Associate in Arts for Transfer (A.A.-T) Degree		22

				Associate of Science (A.S.) degree		1

				Associate of Arts (A.A.) degree		2

				Certificate requiring 18 to < 30 semester units		4

		Gavilan Total				23

				Associate in Arts for Transfer (A.A.-T) Degree		13

				Associate of Arts (A.A.) degree		9

				Certificate requiring 18 to < 30 semester units		1

		Glendale Total				26

				Associate in Arts for Transfer (A.A.-T) Degree		21

				Certificate requiring 18 to < 30 semester units		5

		Golden West Total				18

				Associate in Arts for Transfer (A.A.-T) Degree		18

		Grossmont Total				26

				Associate of Science (A.S.) degree		15

				Certificate requiring 30 to < 60 semester units		11

		Hartnell Total				29

				Associate in Arts for Transfer (A.A.-T) Degree		21

				Associate of Science (A.S.) degree		8

		Imperial Total				12

				Associate in Arts for Transfer (A.A.-T) Degree		10

				Associate of Science (A.S.) degree		2

		Irvine Total				28

				Associate in Arts for Transfer (A.A.-T) Degree		15

				Certificate requiring 18 to < 30 semester units		13

		LA Harbor Total				10

				Associate in Arts for Transfer (A.A.-T) Degree		10

		LA Mission Total				8

				Associate in Arts for Transfer (A.A.-T) Degree		8

		LA Pierce Total				8

				Associate in Arts for Transfer (A.A.-T) Degree		8

		LA Trade Total				6

				Associate in Arts for Transfer (A.A.-T) Degree		6

		LA Valley Total				9

				Associate in Arts for Transfer (A.A.-T) Degree		7

				Associate of Arts (A.A.) degree		2

		Lake Tahoe Total				6

				Associate in Arts for Transfer (A.A.-T) Degree		6

		Las Positas Total				7

				Associate of Arts (A.A.) degree		7

		Lassen Total				4

				Associate in Arts for Transfer (A.A.-T) Degree		1

				Associate of Arts (A.A.) degree		3

		Long Beach Total				40

				Associate in Arts for Transfer (A.A.-T) Degree		26

				Associate of Arts (A.A.) degree		5

				Certificate requiring 6 to < 18 semester units		9

		Los Medanos Total				25

				Associate in Arts for Transfer (A.A.-T) Degree		25

		Marin Total				2

				Associate of Arts (A.A.) degree		2

		Mendocino Total				3

				Associate in Arts for Transfer (A.A.-T) Degree		3

		Merced Total				18

				Associate in Arts for Transfer (A.A.-T) Degree		18

		Merritt Total				2

				Certificate requiring 6 to < 18 semester units		2

		MiraCosta Total				81

				Certificate requiring 18 to < 30 semester units		2

				Certificate requiring 12 to < 18 units		10

				Certificate requiring 6 to < 18 semester units		69

		Mission Total				10

				Associate in Arts for Transfer (A.A.-T) Degree		10

		Modesto Total				38

				Associate in Arts for Transfer (A.A.-T) Degree		32

				Associate of Arts (A.A.) degree		6

		Monterey Total				16

				Associate in Arts for Transfer (A.A.-T) Degree		11

				Associate of Science (A.S.) degree		3

				Associate of Arts (A.A.) degree		1

				Certificate requiring 18 to < 30 semester units		1

		Moorpark Total				73

				Associate in Arts for Transfer (A.A.-T) Degree		44

				Associate of Science (A.S.) degree		12

				Certificate requiring 18 to < 30 semester units		17

		Moreno Valley Total				17

				Associate of Arts (A.A.) degree		17

		Mt San Antonio Total				437

				Associate of Arts (A.A.) degree		422

				Certificate requiring 6 to < 18 semester units		15

		Mt. San Jacinto Total				3

				Associate in Arts for Transfer (A.A.-T) Degree		2

				Associate of Arts (A.A.) degree		1

		Norco College Total				44

				Associate of Arts (A.A.) degree		44

		Ohlone Total				2

				Certificate requiring 6 to < 18 semester units		2

		Orange Coast Total				53

				Associate in Arts for Transfer (A.A.-T) Degree		35

				Associate of Science (A.S.) degree		1

				Certificate requiring 30 to < 60 semester units		8

				Certificate requiring 18 to < 30 semester units		9

		Oxnard Total				16

				Associate in Arts for Transfer (A.A.-T) Degree		16

		Palomar Total				2

				Associate in Arts for Transfer (A.A.-T) Degree		2

		Pasadena Total				65

				Associate in Arts for Transfer (A.A.-T) Degree		65

		Redwoods Total				2

				Associate in Arts for Transfer (A.A.-T) Degree		2

		Reedley College Total				47

				Associate in Arts for Transfer (A.A.-T) Degree		29

				Associate of Arts (A.A.) degree		18

		Rio Hondo Total				20

				Associate in Arts for Transfer (A.A.-T) Degree		15

				Associate of Science (A.S.) degree		1

				Certificate requiring 18 to < 30 semester units		4

		Riverside Total				126

				Associate of Science (A.S.) degree		1

				Associate of Arts (A.A.) degree		117

				Certificate requiring 30 to < 60 semester units		1

				Certificate requiring 18 to < 30 semester units		4

				Certificate requiring 6 to < 18 semester units		3

		Sacramento City Total				14

				Associate in Arts for Transfer (A.A.-T) Degree		11

				Certificate requiring 18 to < 30 semester units		3

		Saddleback Total				29

				Associate in Arts for Transfer (A.A.-T) Degree		18

				Associate of Arts (A.A.) degree		3

				Certificate requiring 6 to < 18 semester units		8

		San Diego City Total				16

				Associate in Arts for Transfer (A.A.-T) Degree		3

				Associate of Arts (A.A.) degree		1

				Certificate requiring 18 to < 30 semester units		12

		San Diego Mesa Total				31

				Associate in Arts for Transfer (A.A.-T) Degree		25

				Certificate requiring 18 to < 30 semester units		6

		San Diego Miramar Total				47

				Associate in Arts for Transfer (A.A.-T) Degree		12

				Associate of Science (A.S.) degree		28

				Certificate requiring 18 to < 30 semester units		6

				Certificate requiring 6 to < 18 semester units		1

		San Joaquin Delta Total				18

				Associate in Arts for Transfer (A.A.-T) Degree		4

				Associate of Science (A.S.) degree		7

				Certificate requiring 18 to < 30 semester units		7

		San Jose City Total				15

				Associate in Arts for Transfer (A.A.-T) Degree		15

		San Mateo Total				59

				Associate in Arts for Transfer (A.A.-T) Degree		23

				Certificate requiring 18 to < 30 semester units		2

				Certificate requiring 6 to < 18 semester units		34

		Santa Ana Total				16

				Associate in Arts for Transfer (A.A.-T) Degree		13

				Associate of Arts (A.A.) degree		2

				Certificate requiring 6 to < 18 semester units		1

		Santa Barbara Total				33

				Associate in Arts for Transfer (A.A.-T) Degree		30

				Associate of Arts (A.A.) degree		3

		Santa Monica Total				35

				Associate in Arts for Transfer (A.A.-T) Degree		28

				Certificate requiring 18 to < 30 semester units		7

		Santa Rosa Total				42

				Associate in Arts for Transfer (A.A.-T) Degree		12

				Associate of Arts (A.A.) degree		7

				Certificate requiring 18 to < 30 semester units		7

				Certificate requiring 6 to < 18 semester units		16

		Santiago Canyon Total				37

				Associate in Arts for Transfer (A.A.-T) Degree		37

		Sequoias Total				6

				Associate in Arts for Transfer (A.A.-T) Degree		6

		Shasta Total				31

				Associate in Arts for Transfer (A.A.-T) Degree		14

				Associate of Arts (A.A.) degree		17

		Sierra Total				29

				Associate in Arts for Transfer (A.A.-T) Degree		9

				Associate of Science (A.S.) degree		6

				Certificate requiring 18 to < 30 semester units		14

		Siskiyous Total				3

				Associate of Science (A.S.) degree		3

		Skyline Total				26

				Associate in Arts for Transfer (A.A.-T) Degree		25

				Associate of Arts (A.A.) degree		1

		Solano Total				7

				Associate in Arts for Transfer (A.A.-T) Degree		4

				Associate of Science (A.S.) degree		3

		Southwestern Total				55

				Associate in Arts for Transfer (A.A.-T) Degree		33

				Associate of Arts (A.A.) degree		3

				Certificate requiring 18 to < 30 semester units		8

				Other Credit Award, < 6 semester units		11

		Taft Total				24

				Associate in Arts for Transfer (A.A.-T) Degree		3

				Associate of Arts (A.A.) degree		21

		Ventura Total				25

				Associate in Arts for Transfer (A.A.-T) Degree		25

		Victor Valley Total				1

				Associate in Arts for Transfer (A.A.-T) Degree		1

		West Hills Coalinga Total				5

				Associate of Arts (A.A.) degree		5

		West Hills Lemoore Total				14

				Associate of Arts (A.A.) degree		14

		West LA Total				1

				Associate of Arts (A.A.) degree		1

		West Valley Total				26

				Associate in Arts for Transfer (A.A.-T) Degree		14

				Associate of Arts (A.A.) degree		2

				Certificate requiring 30 to < 60 semester units		4

				Certificate requiring 18 to < 30 semester units		5

				Certificate requiring 12 to < 18 units		1

		Yuba Total				1

				Associate in Arts for Transfer (A.A.-T) Degree		1

		Report Run Date As Of : 2/13/2019 10:31:44 AM








Relationships and Assessment: Course
Outcomes by PSLOs


SKY Dept - Kinesiology
Department Assessment Coordinator:  Jan Fosberg and Kevin Corsiglia


Physical Progress (ADAP) - Demonstrate increased muscular strength and endurance, or in the presence of a degenerative disease
process, demonstrate either maintained or slowed degradation of muscular strength and endurance in areas where given the "normal"
course of the disease, decreased muscle strength and endurance would be expected.


SKY ADAP 358   : Adapted Strength Development


Skills and Concepts - Upon completion of the course, and in the absence of a degenerative disease process, students will be able to demonstrate increased
muscular strength and endurance, or in the presence of a degenerative disease process, demonstrate either maintained or slowed degradation of muscular
strength and endurance in areas where given the normal course of the disease, decreased muscle strength and endurance would be expected.


SKY ADAP 359   : Balance/Functional Movement...


Skills and Concepts - Upon completion of the course, and in the absence of a degenerative disease process, students will be able to demonstrate increased
balance and functional movement, or in the presence of a degenerative disease process, demonstrate either maintained or slowed degradation of balance and
functional movement in areas where given the normal course of the disease, decreased balance and functional movement would be expected.
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Improved Fitness (COMB) - Demonstrate improvement in areas of fitness as measured by the division Physical Education Evaluation
Program (PEEP).


SKY COMB 301   : Beginning Wrestling


Skills, Fitness and Concepts - Upon successful completion of this course students will:
Demonstrate tactical, technical, fitness and motor skills at a basic level in the sport of wrestling and use critical thinking to apply skills in a competitive
environment.


SKY COMB 302   : Intermediate Wrestling


Skills, Concepts and Fitness - Upon successful completion of this course students will:
Demonstrate tactical, technical, fitness and motor skills at an advanced level in the sport of wrestling and use critical thinking to apply skills in a competitive
environment.
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Combative Basics (COMB) - Demonstrate the fundamental skills, knowledge, etiquette and vocabulary used in the practice and
performance of combative activities.


SKY COMB 301   : Beginning Wrestling


Skills, Fitness and Concepts - Upon successful completion of this course students will:
Demonstrate tactical, technical, fitness and motor skills at a basic level in the sport of wrestling and use critical thinking to apply skills in a competitive
environment.


SKY COMB 302   : Intermediate Wrestling


Skills, Concepts and Fitness - Upon successful completion of this course students will:
Demonstrate tactical, technical, fitness and motor skills at an advanced level in the sport of wrestling and use critical thinking to apply skills in a competitive
environment.


SKY COMB 404   : Beginning Shotokan Karate


Skills, Concepts and Fitness - Demonstrate the fundamental skills, knowledge, concepts and vocabulary used in the practice of Shotokan Karate to perform and
progress at a beginning level in this art.
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Improved Fitness (FITN) - Demonstrate improvement in areas of fitness as measured by the division Physical Education Evaluation
Program (PEEP).


SKY FITN 106   : Varsity Conditioning


Fitness, Concepts and Techniques - Identify and build individual / team skills related to conditioning programs for specific sports , evaluation of various
techniques, use of equipment, scientific knowledge of conditioning, and improve / maintain acceptable and healthy body composition, flexibility, muscular
strength, muscular endurance and flexibility.


SKY FITN 110   : Adult Conditioning


Skills, concepts and techniques - Identify and build individual skills related to conditioning programs for adults applicable to their specific goals, evaluation of
various techniques, use of equipment, scientific knowledge of conditioning, and improve / maintain acceptable and healthy body composition, flexibility,
muscular strength, muscular endurance and flexibility.


SKY FITN 112   : Cross Training


Fitness self assessment - Be able to identify and assess their current fitness level; alter or modify specific wellness or fitness practices in order to improve body
composition/flexibility/cardiovascular fitness/muscular endurance/muscular strength related to performance


SKY FITN 116   : Body Conditioning


Skills. Concepts and Techniques - Identify and build individual skills related to conditioning programs applicable to their specific goals, evaluation of various
techniques, use of equipment, scientific knowledge of conditioning, and improve / maintain acceptable and healthy body composition, flexibility, muscular
strength, muscular endurance and flexibility.


SKY FITN 166   : Golf Fitness


Fitness improvement - Identify and assess current fitness level as it pertains to golf and alter or modify specific fitness practices in order to improve
performance, increase strength, flexibility and cardiovascular fitness


SKY FITN 201   : Beginning Weight Training


Skills, Techniques and Concepts - Identify and build skills related individual weight training programs applicable to their specific goals, evaluation of various
techniques, use of equipment, scientific knowledge of weight conditioning, and improve / maintain acceptable and healthy body composition, flexibility, muscular
strength, muscular endurance and flexibility.
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SKY FITN 201   : Beginning Weight Training


Improved Fitness (FITN) - Demonstrate improvement in areas of fitness as measured by the division Physical Education Evaluation
Program (PEEP).


Skills, Techniques and Concepts - Identify and build skills related individual weight training programs applicable to their specific goals, evaluation of various
techniques, use of equipment, scientific knowledge of weight conditioning, and improve / maintain acceptable and healthy body composition, flexibility, muscular
strength, muscular endurance and flexibility.


SKY FITN 202   : Intermediate Weight Training


Skills, Concepts and Techniques - Identify and build skills related individual weight training programs applicable to their specific goals, evaluation of various
techniques, use of equipment, scientific knowledge of weight conditioning, and improve / maintain acceptable and healthy body composition, flexibility, muscular
strength, muscular endurance and flexibility.


SKY FITN 205   : Weight Conditioning


Concepts, Technique and Fitness - Students will learn to develop individual weight training programs applicable to their specific goals, evaluation of various
techniques, use of equipment,  scientific knowledge of weight conditioning, and improve / maintain acceptable and healthy body composition, flexibility,
muscular strength, muscular endurance and flexibility.


SKY FITN 219.1-4: Core Fitness Training I- IV


No Course Outcomes to display for this PSLO


SKY FITN 301   : Spinning


Skills, Concepts and Fitness - Identify and build skills related to a spinning program applicable to their specific goals, evaluation of various techniques, use of
equipment, scientific knowledge of conditioning, and improve / maintain acceptable and healthy body composition, flexibility, muscular strength, muscular
endurance and flexibility.


SKY FITN 304   : Walking Fitness


Role of fitness - Identify/explain the role of physical fitness and fitness principles in both physical and mental wellbeing
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SKY FITN 304   : Walking Fitness


Improved Fitness (FITN) - Demonstrate improvement in areas of fitness as measured by the division Physical Education Evaluation
Program (PEEP).


Role of fitness - Identify/explain the role of physical fitness and fitness principles in both physical and mental wellbeing


Fitness improvement - Identify and assess their current fitness level; alter or modify specific wellness or fitness practices in order to improve body
composition/flexibility/cardiovascular fitness/muscular endurance/muscular strength related to performance.


SKY FITN 305   : Running for Fitness


Fitness - Identify and assess their current fitness level; alter or modify specific wellness or fitness practices in order to improve body
composition/flexibility/cardiovascular fitness/muscular endurance/muscular strength related to performance.


SKY FITN 332   : Stretching and Flexibility


Fitness and wellness - Identify and assess their current fitness level; alter or modify specific wellness or fitness practices in order to improve body
composition/flexibility/cardiovascular fitness/muscular endurance/muscular strength related to stretching


SKY FITN 334   : Yoga


Concepts - Recognize a relationship of mind to body, create and understand individual fitness goals and document progress to assure appropriate fitness goals
are being achieved


Fitness /Wellness - Improve/Maintain overall fitness level, strength, flexibility, and physical independence through evaluation of skill and knowledge of a safe
yoga practice.


SKY FITN 335   : Pilates


<style isBold='true' isItalic='null' isUnderline='null' size='11' Forecolor='#162a57' Backcolor='null' fontName='Calibri' ><font color='#162a57'  >Fitness / Wellness
- </font></style>Identify and assess their current fitness level and alter or modify specific wellness or fitness practices in order to improve body composition,
flexibility, cardiovascular fitness and muscular endurance & strength


SKY FITN 400   : Fitness Academy
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SKY FITN 400   : Fitness Academy


Goal setting - Development of personal goals and improvement in health.
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Improved Fitness Practices (FITN) - Identify and assess their current fitness level; alter or modify specific wellness or fitness practices in
order to improve body composition/flexibility/cardiovascular fitness/muscular endurance/muscular strength.


SKY FITN 106   : Varsity Conditioning


Fitness, Concepts and Techniques - Identify and build individual / team skills related to conditioning programs for specific sports , evaluation of various
techniques, use of equipment, scientific knowledge of conditioning, and improve / maintain acceptable and healthy body composition, flexibility, muscular
strength, muscular endurance and flexibility.


SKY FITN 110   : Adult Conditioning


Skills, concepts and techniques - Identify and build individual skills related to conditioning programs for adults applicable to their specific goals, evaluation of
various techniques, use of equipment, scientific knowledge of conditioning, and improve / maintain acceptable and healthy body composition, flexibility,
muscular strength, muscular endurance and flexibility.


SKY FITN 112   : Cross Training


Fitness self assessment - Be able to identify and assess their current fitness level; alter or modify specific wellness or fitness practices in order to improve body
composition/flexibility/cardiovascular fitness/muscular endurance/muscular strength related to performance


Role of fitness in wellbeing - Identify/explain the role of physical fitness and fitness principles in both physical and mental wellbeing


SKY FITN 116   : Body Conditioning


Skills. Concepts and Techniques - Identify and build individual skills related to conditioning programs applicable to their specific goals, evaluation of various
techniques, use of equipment, scientific knowledge of conditioning, and improve / maintain acceptable and healthy body composition, flexibility, muscular
strength, muscular endurance and flexibility.


SKY FITN 166   : Golf Fitness


Fitness improvement - Identify and assess current fitness level as it pertains to golf and alter or modify specific fitness practices in order to improve
performance, increase strength, flexibility and cardiovascular fitness


Technique - Demonstrate an understanding of proper technique and execution of golf fitness principles.
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SKY FITN 166   : Golf Fitness


Improved Fitness Practices (FITN) - Identify and assess their current fitness level; alter or modify specific wellness or fitness practices in
order to improve body composition/flexibility/cardiovascular fitness/muscular endurance/muscular strength.


SKY FITN 201   : Beginning Weight Training


Skills, Techniques and Concepts - Identify and build skills related individual weight training programs applicable to their specific goals, evaluation of various
techniques, use of equipment, scientific knowledge of weight conditioning, and improve / maintain acceptable and healthy body composition, flexibility, muscular
strength, muscular endurance and flexibility.


SKY FITN 202   : Intermediate Weight Training


Skills, Concepts and Techniques - Identify and build skills related individual weight training programs applicable to their specific goals, evaluation of various
techniques, use of equipment, scientific knowledge of weight conditioning, and improve / maintain acceptable and healthy body composition, flexibility, muscular
strength, muscular endurance and flexibility.


SKY FITN 205   : Weight Conditioning


Concepts, Technique and Fitness - Students will learn to develop individual weight training programs applicable to their specific goals, evaluation of various
techniques, use of equipment,  scientific knowledge of weight conditioning, and improve / maintain acceptable and healthy body composition, flexibility,
muscular strength, muscular endurance and flexibility.


SKY FITN 219.1-4: Core Fitness Training I- IV


No Course Outcomes to display for this PSLO


SKY FITN 301   : Spinning


Skills, Concepts and Fitness - Identify and build skills related to a spinning program applicable to their specific goals, evaluation of various techniques, use of
equipment, scientific knowledge of conditioning, and improve / maintain acceptable and healthy body composition, flexibility, muscular strength, muscular
endurance and flexibility.


SKY FITN 304   : Walking Fitness
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SKY FITN 304   : Walking Fitness


Improved Fitness Practices (FITN) - Identify and assess their current fitness level; alter or modify specific wellness or fitness practices in
order to improve body composition/flexibility/cardiovascular fitness/muscular endurance/muscular strength.


Role of fitness - Identify/explain the role of physical fitness and fitness principles in both physical and mental wellbeing


Fitness improvement - Identify and assess their current fitness level; alter or modify specific wellness or fitness practices in order to improve body
composition/flexibility/cardiovascular fitness/muscular endurance/muscular strength related to performance.


SKY FITN 305   : Running for Fitness


Fitness - Identify and assess their current fitness level; alter or modify specific wellness or fitness practices in order to improve body
composition/flexibility/cardiovascular fitness/muscular endurance/muscular strength related to performance.


SKY FITN 308   : Hiking & Trekking for Fitness


Fitness improvement - Improve cardiovascular fitness levels through hiking.


SKY FITN 314: Backpacking for Fitness


Backpacking Technique and Theory - Identify necessary backpacking equipment and supplies, develop a trip plan, investigate and avoid potential safety risks,
and complete a safe overnight intermediate-level backpacking excursion.


Fitness - Build the strength and fitness necessary to complete an overnight intermediate level backpacking excursion while carrying all necessary equipment
and supplies.


SKY FITN 332   : Stretching and Flexibility


Fitness and wellness - Identify and assess their current fitness level; alter or modify specific wellness or fitness practices in order to improve body
composition/flexibility/cardiovascular fitness/muscular endurance/muscular strength related to stretching
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SKY FITN 334   : Yoga


Skills - Demonstrate an increased awareness of proper alignment, promoting a safe practice and a heightened sense of balance and agility


Concepts - Recognize a relationship of mind to body, create and understand individual fitness goals and document progress to assure appropriate fitness goals
are being achieved


Fitness /Wellness - Improve/Maintain overall fitness level, strength, flexibility, and physical independence through evaluation of skill and knowledge of a safe
yoga practice.


SKY FITN 335   : Pilates


Skills - Demonstrate the fundamental skills and techniques necessary to safely perform the activities involved in Pilates and apply Pilates principles to personal
biomechanics.


<style isBold='true' isItalic='null' isUnderline='null' size='11' Forecolor='#162a57' Backcolor='null' fontName='Calibri' ><font color='#162a57'  >Fitness / Wellness
- </font></style>Identify and assess their current fitness level and alter or modify specific wellness or fitness practices in order to improve body composition,
flexibility, cardiovascular fitness and muscular endurance & strength


Concepts - Understand the concept of functional neutral spine to specifically target abdominal strength through body-awareness and practice while protecting
the natural alignment of the spine.


SKY FITN 400   : Fitness Academy


Goal setting - Development of personal goals and improvement in health.
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Individual Skills Basics (INDV) - Demonstrate and apply the fundamental skills, knowledge, etiquette and vocabulary used in the practice
and performance of individual activities.


SKY INDV 101   : Beginning Archery


No Course Outcomes to display for this PSLO


SKY INDV 105   : Intermediate Archery


Shooting technique - Develop the necessary skills and proper shooting technique in order to score at a beginning level from 20 and 25 yards.


SKY INDV 121   : Beginning Badminton


Skills and Concepts - Demonstrate basic skills and strategies of the game of badminton and use critical thinking skills to apply this knowledge in a competitive
environment.


SKY INDV 125   : Advanced Badminton


Skills and Concepts - Demonstrate advanced knowledge of the skills and strategies of the game of badminton and use critical thinking skills to apply this
knowledge in a competitive environment.


SKY INDV 126   : Coed Club Badminton


Skills and Concepts - Demonstrate the fundamental individual and team skills necessary to perform and progress at a competitive level in the sport of
badminton.


SKY INDV 160   : Golf


Swing technique competence - Demonstrate competence in beginning swing technique while performing skills in a practical setting.


Rules and etiquette - Demonstrate a  comprehension of and abide by the rules and etiquette of golf.


SKY INDV 165   : Golf: Short Game


Increased short game proficiency - Demonstrate increased success in the short game; increased proficiency in green side bunker play, bump and run,
chipping, and putting through the use of proper technique and analysis of green slope and conditions.
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SKY INDV 165   : Golf: Short Game


Individual Skills Basics (INDV) - Demonstrate and apply the fundamental skills, knowledge, etiquette and vocabulary used in the practice
and performance of individual activities.


Increased short game proficiency - Demonstrate increased success in the short game; increased proficiency in green side bunker play, bump and run,
chipping, and putting through the use of proper technique and analysis of green slope and conditions.


SKY INDV 167   : Golf Course Strategies


Club selection and strategy - Use critical thinking to determine proper club selection and explain the most successful strategy for a variety of shots in a practical
setting


Fundamental skills - Demonstrate the fundamental skills necessary to perform and progress in the sport of golf


SKY INDV 168  -- BANKED  : Tournament Golf


Rules, etiquette, skills, and strategies - Abide by the basic rules and etiquette of golf, perform the basic skills necessary in the game of golf while competing in
various stroke play and match play tournaments and apply strategies to decision-making in tournament play


SKY INDV 171   : Golf: On-Course Playing Lesson


Club selection - Increase club selection competency in a practical setting and in tournament play


Shot selection and short game technique - Demonstrate proper shot selection and apply sound technique to improve approach and greenside shots


SKY INDV 172: Golf: Improving the Mental Game


Mental Strategies - Apply various mental strategies to relieve anxiety, increase confidence and improve performance on the golf course.


SKY INDV 251   : Beginning Tennis


Skills and Knowledge - Demonstrate the fundamental skills and knowledge necessary to perform and progress at a beginning level in the sport of tennis.


SKY INDV 253   : Intermediate Tennis
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SKY INDV 253   : Intermediate Tennis


Individual Skills Basics (INDV) - Demonstrate and apply the fundamental skills, knowledge, etiquette and vocabulary used in the practice
and performance of individual activities.


Skills - Demonstrate the fundamental skills and knowledge necessary to perform and progress at an intermediate level in the sport of tennis.


SKY INDV 255   : Advanced Tennis


Skills - Demonstrate the fundamental skills and knowledge necessary to perform and progress at an advanced level in the sport of tennis.
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Fitness Awareness (PE/KINE) - Identify risk factors for heart disease and stroke, and apply general fitness/wellness principles to minimize
risk.


SKY KINE 305: Health Related Fitness and Wellness


Fitness, Nutrtion and Stress management - Students who successfully complete the course will be able to describe the effects of physical fitness, nutrition and
stress management on overall health


Disease Processes and Prevention - Students who successfully complete the course will be able to discuss the impact of disease processes such as heart
disease, diabetes, cancer, etc. on overall health.


Evaluation and Prescription of a Fitness and Wellness Program - Students who successfully complete the course will be able to evaluate their own fitness and
wellness status and implement a personal wellness plan.


SKY P.E. 301   : Introduction to Personal Training


Knowledge  and NCSF Personal Trainer exam - Demonstrate the knowledge and skills necessary to pass the National Council of Strength and Fitness Personal
Trainer Test (areas of emphasis include Knowledge of Anatomy, Physiology, Nutrition, Personal Training Instruction, Health Screening, Special Populations,
and Exercise Prescription).


SKY P.E. 302: Introduction to Sports Nutrition


Nutritional and Physiological Principles - Students will be able to apply the principles of nutritional and psychological adaptations to exercise in a personal
nutrition plan.
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Career Planning (PE/KINE) - Identify career and/or educational options in physical education, and formulate an action plan to
successfully pursue and attain those options.


SKY P.E. 105   : The Student-Athlete Experience


History, Perspective and Rules - List dates and describe events that changed sport participation significantly from a gender, race or performance
perspective.They will be able to contribute thoughts, ideas, and personal experiences about relevant topics in sport in both written and spoken form and cite
eligibility and transfer requirements for student-athletes at the 2-year and 4-year level.


SKY P.E. 152: Theory of Sport and Fitness Management


Concepts - Demonstrate an understanding of the unique characteristics of sport and how these influence the management of sport.


SKY P.E. 301   : Introduction to Personal Training


Knowledge  and NCSF Personal Trainer exam - Demonstrate the knowledge and skills necessary to pass the National Council of Strength and Fitness Personal
Trainer Test (areas of emphasis include Knowledge of Anatomy, Physiology, Nutrition, Personal Training Instruction, Health Screening, Special Populations,
and Exercise Prescription).
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Contextualizing Sport (PE/KINE) - Demonstrate an understanding of the historical, social and psychological aspects of activity and sport
in the context of society.


SKY P.E. 105   : The Student-Athlete Experience


History, Perspective and Rules - List dates and describe events that changed sport participation significantly from a gender, race or performance
perspective.They will be able to contribute thoughts, ideas, and personal experiences about relevant topics in sport in both written and spoken form and cite
eligibility and transfer requirements for student-athletes at the 2-year and 4-year level.


SKY TEAM 145   : Advanced Soccer


Fitness - Demonstrate an increase in cardiovascular fitness and wellness developed through daily practice and measured through efficiency of movement,
recovery rate, and increased performance on post-fitness test.


SKY TEAM 190   : Baseball Theory, Defense


Concepts and Technique - Develop individual and team defensive programs applicable to specific goals, evaluate various techniques for effectiveness,
demonstrate skills at an advanced level and apply *concepts into practice (*e.g. rules, terminology and philosophy).
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Improved Fitness (TEAM) - Demonstrate improvement in areas of fitness as measured by the division Physical Education Evaluation
Program (PEEP).


SKY TEAM 100   : Baseball


Skills and Concepts - Demonstrate the fundamental individual and team skills necessary to perform and progress at a competitive level in the sport of baseball.


SKY TEAM 111   : Beginning Basketball


Fitness improvement and practices - Identify and assess their current fitness level and alter or modify specific wellness or fitness practices in order to improve
body composition/flexibility/cardiovascular fitness/muscular endurance/muscular strength related to performance in the sport of basketball


SKY TEAM 112   : Basketball: Adv. Comp Strategy


Fitness - Demonstrate an increase in cardiovascular fitness and wellness developed through daily practice and measured through efficiency of movement,
recovery rate, and increased performance on post-fitness test.


SKY TEAM 115   : Advanced Basketball


Fitness improvement - Identify and assess their current fitness level and alter or modify specific wellness or fitness practices in order to improve body
composition/flexibility/cardiovascular fitness/muscular endurance/muscular strength


SKY TEAM 116   : Basketball: Indv Skill Develop


Fitness - Identify and assess their current fitness level and alter or modify specific wellness or fitness practices in order to improve body composition / flexibility /
cardiovascular fitness / muscular endurance / muscular strength related to performance in the sport of basketball.


SKY TEAM 117   : Tournament Basketball


Skills and Concepts - Demonstrate the fundamental individual and team skills necessary to perform and progress at a competitive level in the sport of
basketball.


SKY TEAM 132.1-4   : Flag Football I- IV


No Course Outcomes to display for this PSLO
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SKY TEAM 141   : Beginning Soccer


Fitness - Demonstrate an increase in cardiovascular fitness and wellness developed through daily practice and measured through efficiency of movement,
recovery rate, and increased performance on post-fitness test.


SKY TEAM 148   : Indoor Soccer


Skills, Concepts, Rules and Fitness - Demonstrate tactical, technical (rules), fitness and motor skills in the sport of indoor soccer / futsal and use critical thinking
to apply skills in a competitive environment.


SKY TEAM 179   : Tournament Volleyball


Skills and Concepts - Demonstrate the fundamental individual and team skills necessary to perform and progress at a competitive level in the sport of volleyball.


SKY TEAM 190   : Baseball Theory, Defense


Concepts and Technique - Develop individual and team defensive programs applicable to specific goals, evaluate various techniques for effectiveness,
demonstrate skills at an advanced level and apply *concepts into practice (*e.g. rules, terminology and philosophy).


SKY TEAM 191   : Baseball Theory, Offense


Concepts and Techniques - Develop individual and team offensive programs applicable to specific goals, evaluate various techniques for effectiveness,
demonstrate skills at an advanced level and apply *concepts into practice (*e.g. rules, terminology and philosophy).


SKY TEAM 192   : Men's Basketball Theory, Defen


Concepts and Techniques - Develop individual and team defensive programs applicable to specific goals, evaluate various techniques for effectiveness,
demonstrate skills at an advanced level and apply *concepts into practice (*e.g. rules, terminology and philosophy).


SKY TEAM 193   : Men's Basketball Theory, Offen


Concepts and Techniques - Develop individual and team offensive programs applicable to specific goals, evaluate various techniques for effectiveness,
demonstrate skills at an advanced level and apply *concepts into practice (*e.g. rules, terminology and philosophy).
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SKY TEAM 193   : Men's Basketball Theory, Offen


Improved Fitness (TEAM) - Demonstrate improvement in areas of fitness as measured by the division Physical Education Evaluation
Program (PEEP).


SKY TEAM 196: Men's Soccer Theory, Defense


Concepts and Techniques - Develop individual and team defensive programs applicable to specific goals, evaluate various techniques for effectiveness,
demonstrate skills at an advanced level and apply *concepts into practice (*e.g. rules, terminology and philosophy).


SKY TEAM 197: Men's Soccer Theory: Offense


Concepts and Techniques - Develop individual and team offensive programs applicable to specific goals, evaluate various techniques for effectiveness,
demonstrate skills at an advanced level and apply *concepts into practice (*e.g. rules, terminology and philosophy).


SKY TEAM 198   : Women's Soccer Theory. Defense


Concepts and Techniques - Develop individual and team defensive programs applicable to specific goals, evaluate various techniques for effectiveness,
demonstrate skills at an advanced level and apply *concepts into practice (*e.g. rules, terminology and philosophy).


SKY TEAM 199: Women's Soccer Theory, Offense


Concepts and Techniques - Develop individual and team offensive programs applicable to specific goals, evaluate various techniques for effectiveness,
demonstrate skills at an advanced level and apply *concepts into practice (*e.g. rules, terminology and philosophy).
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Team Sports Basics (TEAM) - Demonstrate the fundamental skills, knowledge, etiquette and vocabulary used in the practice and
performance of team activities.


SKY TEAM 100   : Baseball


Skills and Concepts - Demonstrate the fundamental individual and team skills necessary to perform and progress at a competitive level in the sport of baseball.


SKY TEAM 111   : Beginning Basketball


Rules, concepts, vocabulary - Identify/explain the rules, concepts, and vocabulary used in the sport of basketball.


Skill fundamentals - Demonstrate the fundamental skills necessary to perform and progress at a beginning level in the sport of basketball


SKY TEAM 112   : Basketball: Adv. Comp Strategy


Technical / Tactical Skills - Demonstrate advanced knowledge of technical and tactical skills of the game of basketball, use critical thinking skills to apply this
knowledge in a competitive environment.


SKY TEAM 115   : Advanced Basketball


Rules, concepts, vocabulary - Identify/explain the rules, concepts, and vocabulary used in the sport of basketball.


Skills and progression - Demonstrate the fundamental skills necessary to perform and progress at an advanced level in the sport of basketball


SKY TEAM 116   : Basketball: Indv Skill Develop


Skills - Demonstrate the fundamental skills necessary to perform and progress at an individual level in the sport of basketball.


SKY TEAM 117   : Tournament Basketball


Skills and Concepts - Demonstrate the fundamental individual and team skills necessary to perform and progress at a competitive level in the sport of
basketball.


SKY TEAM 132.1-4   : Flag Football I- IV
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SKY TEAM 132.1-4   : Flag Football I- IV


Team Sports Basics (TEAM) - Demonstrate the fundamental skills, knowledge, etiquette and vocabulary used in the practice and
performance of team activities.


Skills - Demonstrate the fundamental skills and knowledge necessary to perform and progress in the competition of flag football


SKY TEAM 141   : Beginning Soccer


Technical / Tactical Skills - Demonstrate basic knowledge of technical and tactical skills of the game of soccer, use critical thinking skills to apply this knowledge
in a competitive environment.


SKY TEAM 145   : Advanced Soccer


Technical / Tactical Skills - Demonstrate advanced knowledge of technical and tactical skills of the game of soccer, use critical thinking skills to apply this
knowledge in a competitive environment.


SKY TEAM 148   : Indoor Soccer


Skills, Concepts, Rules and Fitness - Demonstrate tactical, technical (rules), fitness and motor skills in the sport of indoor soccer / futsal and use critical thinking
to apply skills in a competitive environment.


SKY TEAM 179   : Tournament Volleyball


Skills and Concepts - Demonstrate the fundamental individual and team skills necessary to perform and progress at a competitive level in the sport of volleyball.


SKY TEAM 190   : Baseball Theory, Defense


Concepts and Technique - Develop individual and team defensive programs applicable to specific goals, evaluate various techniques for effectiveness,
demonstrate skills at an advanced level and apply *concepts into practice (*e.g. rules, terminology and philosophy).


SKY TEAM 191   : Baseball Theory, Offense
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SKY TEAM 191   : Baseball Theory, Offense


Team Sports Basics (TEAM) - Demonstrate the fundamental skills, knowledge, etiquette and vocabulary used in the practice and
performance of team activities.


Concepts and Techniques - Develop individual and team offensive programs applicable to specific goals, evaluate various techniques for effectiveness,
demonstrate skills at an advanced level and apply *concepts into practice (*e.g. rules, terminology and philosophy).


SKY TEAM 192   : Men's Basketball Theory, Defen


Concepts and Techniques - Develop individual and team defensive programs applicable to specific goals, evaluate various techniques for effectiveness,
demonstrate skills at an advanced level and apply *concepts into practice (*e.g. rules, terminology and philosophy).


SKY TEAM 193   : Men's Basketball Theory, Offen


Concepts and Techniques - Develop individual and team offensive programs applicable to specific goals, evaluate various techniques for effectiveness,
demonstrate skills at an advanced level and apply *concepts into practice (*e.g. rules, terminology and philosophy).


SKY TEAM 196: Men's Soccer Theory, Defense


Concepts and Techniques - Develop individual and team defensive programs applicable to specific goals, evaluate various techniques for effectiveness,
demonstrate skills at an advanced level and apply *concepts into practice (*e.g. rules, terminology and philosophy).


SKY TEAM 197: Men's Soccer Theory: Offense


Concepts and Techniques - Develop individual and team offensive programs applicable to specific goals, evaluate various techniques for effectiveness,
demonstrate skills at an advanced level and apply *concepts into practice (*e.g. rules, terminology and philosophy).


SKY TEAM 198   : Women's Soccer Theory. Defense


Concepts and Techniques - Develop individual and team defensive programs applicable to specific goals, evaluate various techniques for effectiveness,
demonstrate skills at an advanced level and apply *concepts into practice (*e.g. rules, terminology and philosophy).


SKY TEAM 199: Women's Soccer Theory, Offense


Concepts and Techniques - Develop individual and team offensive programs applicable to specific goals, evaluate various techniques for effectiveness,
demonstrate skills at an advanced level and apply *concepts into practice (*e.g. rules, terminology and philosophy).
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SKY TEAM 199: Women's Soccer Theory, Offense


Team Sports Basics (TEAM) - Demonstrate the fundamental skills, knowledge, etiquette and vocabulary used in the practice and
performance of team activities.


Concepts and Techniques - Develop individual and team offensive programs applicable to specific goals, evaluate various techniques for effectiveness,
demonstrate skills at an advanced level and apply *concepts into practice (*e.g. rules, terminology and philosophy).
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Effective Sports (TEAM) - Develop individual and team offensive/defensive programs applicable to specific goals, evaluate various
techniques for effectiveness, demonstrate skills at an advanced level and apply concepts into practice.


SKY TEAM 100   : Baseball


Skills and Concepts - Demonstrate the fundamental individual and team skills necessary to perform and progress at a competitive level in the sport of baseball.


SKY TEAM 112   : Basketball: Adv. Comp Strategy


Technical / Tactical Skills - Demonstrate advanced knowledge of technical and tactical skills of the game of basketball, use critical thinking skills to apply this
knowledge in a competitive environment.


SKY TEAM 115   : Advanced Basketball


Skills and progression - Demonstrate the fundamental skills necessary to perform and progress at an advanced level in the sport of basketball


SKY TEAM 116   : Basketball: Indv Skill Develop


Skills - Demonstrate the fundamental skills necessary to perform and progress at an individual level in the sport of basketball.


SKY TEAM 117   : Tournament Basketball


Skills and Concepts - Demonstrate the fundamental individual and team skills necessary to perform and progress at a competitive level in the sport of
basketball.


SKY TEAM 132.1-4   : Flag Football I- IV


Skills - Demonstrate the fundamental skills and knowledge necessary to perform and progress in the competition of flag football


SKY TEAM 145   : Advanced Soccer


Technical / Tactical Skills - Demonstrate advanced knowledge of technical and tactical skills of the game of soccer, use critical thinking skills to apply this
knowledge in a competitive environment.


SKY TEAM 148   : Indoor Soccer
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SKY TEAM 148   : Indoor Soccer


Effective Sports (TEAM) - Develop individual and team offensive/defensive programs applicable to specific goals, evaluate various
techniques for effectiveness, demonstrate skills at an advanced level and apply concepts into practice.


Skills, Concepts, Rules and Fitness - Demonstrate tactical, technical (rules), fitness and motor skills in the sport of indoor soccer / futsal and use critical thinking
to apply skills in a competitive environment.


SKY TEAM 179   : Tournament Volleyball


Skills and Concepts - Demonstrate the fundamental individual and team skills necessary to perform and progress at a competitive level in the sport of volleyball.


SKY TEAM 191   : Baseball Theory, Offense


Concepts and Techniques - Develop individual and team offensive programs applicable to specific goals, evaluate various techniques for effectiveness,
demonstrate skills at an advanced level and apply *concepts into practice (*e.g. rules, terminology and philosophy).


SKY TEAM 192   : Men's Basketball Theory, Defen


Concepts and Techniques - Develop individual and team defensive programs applicable to specific goals, evaluate various techniques for effectiveness,
demonstrate skills at an advanced level and apply *concepts into practice (*e.g. rules, terminology and philosophy).


SKY TEAM 193   : Men's Basketball Theory, Offen


Concepts and Techniques - Develop individual and team offensive programs applicable to specific goals, evaluate various techniques for effectiveness,
demonstrate skills at an advanced level and apply *concepts into practice (*e.g. rules, terminology and philosophy).


SKY TEAM 196: Men's Soccer Theory, Defense


Concepts and Techniques - Develop individual and team defensive programs applicable to specific goals, evaluate various techniques for effectiveness,
demonstrate skills at an advanced level and apply *concepts into practice (*e.g. rules, terminology and philosophy).
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SKY TEAM 197: Men's Soccer Theory: Offense


Concepts and Techniques - Develop individual and team offensive programs applicable to specific goals, evaluate various techniques for effectiveness,
demonstrate skills at an advanced level and apply *concepts into practice (*e.g. rules, terminology and philosophy).


SKY TEAM 198   : Women's Soccer Theory. Defense


Concepts and Techniques - Develop individual and team defensive programs applicable to specific goals, evaluate various techniques for effectiveness,
demonstrate skills at an advanced level and apply *concepts into practice (*e.g. rules, terminology and philosophy).


SKY TEAM 199: Women's Soccer Theory, Offense


Concepts and Techniques - Develop individual and team offensive programs applicable to specific goals, evaluate various techniques for effectiveness,
demonstrate skills at an advanced level and apply *concepts into practice (*e.g. rules, terminology and philosophy).
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Advanced Sport (VARS) - Demonstrate an expert knowledge of the strategies and skills of the sport; use critical thinking skills to apply
this knowledge to a competitive situation in order to contend to the best of one's ability against outside opponents


SKY VARS 100   : Varsity Baseball


Strategies and Skills - Demonstrate an expert knowledge of the strategies and skills of the game of baseball; use critical thinking skills to apply this knowledge
to a competitive situation in order to contend to the best of one's ability against outside opponents.


SKY VARS 110   : Varsity Basketball


Strategies and Skills - Demonstrate an expert knowledge of the strategies and skills of the game of basketball; use critical thinking skills to apply this knowledge
to a competitive situation in order to contend to the best of ones ability against outside opponents.


SKY VARS 150   : Varsity Soccer


Strategies and Skills - Demonstrate an expert knowledge of the strategies and skills of the game of soccer; use critical thinking skills to apply this knowledge to
a competitive situation in order to contend to the best of one's ability against outside opponents.


SKY VARS 200   : Varsity Wrestling


Strategies and Skills - Demonstrate an expert knowledge of the strategies and skills of the sport of wrestling; use critical thinking skills to apply this knowledge
to competitive situations in order to contend to the best of one's ability against outside opponents.


SKY VARS 300   : Vars. Women's Basketball


Strategies and Skills - Demonstrate an expert knowledge of the strategies and skills of the game of basketball; use critical thinking skills to apply this knowledge
to a competitive situation in order to contend to the best of one's ability against outside opponents.


SKY VARS 340   : Vars. Women's Volleyball


Strategies and Skills - Demonstrate an expert knowledge of the strategies and skills of the game of volleyball; use critical thinking skills to apply this knowledge
to a competitive situations in order to contend to the best of one's ability against outside opponents.


SKY VARS 350   : Women's Varsity Badminton


Skill and knowledge - Demonstrate an expert knowledge of the strategies and skills of the game of badminton; use critical thinking skills to
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SKY VARS 350   : Women's Varsity Badminton


Advanced Sport (VARS) - Demonstrate an expert knowledge of the strategies and skills of the sport; use critical thinking skills to apply
this knowledge to a competitive situation in order to contend to the best of one's ability against outside opponents


apply this knowledge to a competitive situation in order to contend to the best of one's ability against outside opponents.


SKY VARS 360   : Varsity Women's Soccer


Strategies and Skills - Demonstrate an expert knowledge of the strategies and skills of the game of soccer; use critical thinking skills to apply this knowledge to
a competitive situation in order to contend to the best of one's ability against outside opponents.
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Sportsmanship (VARS) - Embody the traits of good sportsmanship and a sense of team in both competition and practice; and
demonstrate commitment to academic achievement through work ethic developed in practice and competition


SKY VARS 100   : Varsity Baseball


Strategies and Skills - Demonstrate an expert knowledge of the strategies and skills of the game of baseball; use critical thinking skills to apply this knowledge
to a competitive situation in order to contend to the best of one's ability against outside opponents.


Sportsmanship and Academics - Embody the traits of good sportsmanship and a sense of team in both competition and practice; and demonstrate commitment
to academic achievement through work ethic developed in practice and competition.


SKY VARS 110   : Varsity Basketball


Strategies and Skills - Demonstrate an expert knowledge of the strategies and skills of the game of basketball; use critical thinking skills to apply this knowledge
to a competitive situation in order to contend to the best of ones ability against outside opponents.


Sportsmanship and Academics - Embody the traits of good sportsmanship and a sense of team in both competition and practice; exhibit commitment through
practice work ethic and support of teammates as described by instructor.


SKY VARS 150   : Varsity Soccer


Strategies and Skills - Demonstrate an expert knowledge of the strategies and skills of the game of soccer; use critical thinking skills to apply this knowledge to
a competitive situation in order to contend to the best of one's ability against outside opponents.


Sportsmanship and Academics - Embody the traits of good sportsmanship and a sense of team in both competition and practice; and demonstrate commitment
to academic achievement through work ethic developed in practice and competition.


SKY VARS 200   : Varsity Wrestling


Strategies and Skills - Demonstrate an expert knowledge of the strategies and skills of the sport of wrestling; use critical thinking skills to apply this knowledge
to competitive situations in order to contend to the best of one's ability against outside opponents.


Sportsmanship and Academics - Embody the traits of good sportsmanship and a sense of team in both competition and practice and demonstrate committment
to academic achievement through work ethic developed in practice and competition.
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SKY VARS 300   : Vars. Women's Basketball


Strategies and Skills - Demonstrate an expert knowledge of the strategies and skills of the game of basketball; use critical thinking skills to apply this knowledge
to a competitive situation in order to contend to the best of one's ability against outside opponents.


Sportsmanship and Academics - Embody the traits of good sportsmanship and a sense of team in both competition and practice; and demonstrate commitment
to academic achievement through work ethic developed in practice and competition. (Sportsmanship and Academics)


SKY VARS 340   : Vars. Women's Volleyball


Strategies and Skills - Demonstrate an expert knowledge of the strategies and skills of the game of volleyball; use critical thinking skills to apply this knowledge
to a competitive situations in order to contend to the best of one's ability against outside opponents.


Sportsmanship and Academics - Embody the traits of good sportsmanship and a sense of team in both competition and practice and demonstrate committment
to academic achievement through work ethic developed in practice and competition.


SKY VARS 350   : Women's Varsity Badminton


Skill and knowledge - Demonstrate an expert knowledge of the strategies and skills of the game of badminton; use critical thinking skills to apply this knowledge
to a competitive situation in order to contend to the best of one's ability against outside opponents.


Sportsmanship - Embody the traits of good sportsmanship and a sense of "team" in both competition and practice; exhibit commitment through practice work
ethic and support of teammates as described by instructor.


SKY VARS 360   : Varsity Women's Soccer


Strategies and Skills - Demonstrate an expert knowledge of the strategies and skills of the game of soccer; use critical thinking skills to apply this knowledge to
a competitive situation in order to contend to the best of one's ability against outside opponents.


Sportsmanship and Academics - Embody the traits of good sportsmanship and a sense of team in both competition and practice; and demonstrate commitment
to academic achievement through work ethic developed in practice and competition. (Sportsmanship and Academics)
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Exercise prescription - Critically analyze anatomical and physiological factors in the development of exercise prescription, prevention
and rehabilitation designed to meet individual goals and circumstances.


SKY ADAP 358   : Adapted Strength Development


Skills and Concepts - Upon completion of the course, and in the absence of a degenerative disease process, students will be able to demonstrate increased
muscular strength and endurance, or in the presence of a degenerative disease process, demonstrate either maintained or slowed degradation of muscular
strength and endurance in areas where given the normal course of the disease, decreased muscle strength and endurance would be expected.


SKY ADAP 359   : Balance/Functional Movement...


Skills and Concepts - Upon completion of the course, and in the absence of a degenerative disease process, students will be able to demonstrate increased
balance and functional movement, or in the presence of a degenerative disease process, demonstrate either maintained or slowed degradation of balance and
functional movement in areas where given the normal course of the disease, decreased balance and functional movement would be expected.


SKY COMB 301   : Beginning Wrestling


Skills, Fitness and Concepts - Upon successful completion of this course students will:
Demonstrate tactical, technical, fitness and motor skills at a basic level in the sport of wrestling and use critical thinking to apply skills in a competitive
environment.


SKY COMB 302   : Intermediate Wrestling


Skills, Concepts and Fitness - Upon successful completion of this course students will:
Demonstrate tactical, technical, fitness and motor skills at an advanced level in the sport of wrestling and use critical thinking to apply skills in a competitive
environment.


SKY COMB 404   : Beginning Shotokan Karate


Skills, Concepts and Fitness - Demonstrate the fundamental skills, knowledge, concepts and vocabulary used in the practice of Shotokan Karate to perform and
progress at a beginning level in this art.


SKY FITN 106   : Varsity Conditioning


Fitness, Concepts and Techniques - Identify and build individual / team skills related to conditioning programs for specific sports , evaluation of various
techniques, use of equipment, scientific knowledge of conditioning, and improve / maintain acceptable and healthy body composition, flexibility, muscular
strength, muscular endurance and flexibility.
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SKY FITN 106   : Varsity Conditioning


Exercise prescription - Critically analyze anatomical and physiological factors in the development of exercise prescription, prevention
and rehabilitation designed to meet individual goals and circumstances.


Fitness, Concepts and Techniques - Identify and build individual / team skills related to conditioning programs for specific sports , evaluation of various
techniques, use of equipment, scientific knowledge of conditioning, and improve / maintain acceptable and healthy body composition, flexibility, muscular
strength, muscular endurance and flexibility.


SKY FITN 107: Intercollegiate Fitness


Fitness Assessment - Upon successful completion of this course student will be able to:
Identify and assess current fitness level as it pertains to student?s individual sport and alter or modify specific fitness practices in order to maintain performance.


SKY FITN 110   : Adult Conditioning


Skills, concepts and techniques - Identify and build individual skills related to conditioning programs for adults applicable to their specific goals, evaluation of
various techniques, use of equipment, scientific knowledge of conditioning, and improve / maintain acceptable and healthy body composition, flexibility,
muscular strength, muscular endurance and flexibility.


SKY FITN 112   : Cross Training


Fitness self assessment - Be able to identify and assess their current fitness level; alter or modify specific wellness or fitness practices in order to improve body
composition/flexibility/cardiovascular fitness/muscular endurance/muscular strength related to performance


Role of fitness in wellbeing - Identify/explain the role of physical fitness and fitness principles in both physical and mental wellbeing


SKY FITN 116   : Body Conditioning


Skills. Concepts and Techniques - Identify and build individual skills related to conditioning programs applicable to their specific goals, evaluation of various
techniques, use of equipment, scientific knowledge of conditioning, and improve / maintain acceptable and healthy body composition, flexibility, muscular
strength, muscular endurance and flexibility.
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SKY FITN 166   : Golf Fitness


Fitness improvement - Identify and assess current fitness level as it pertains to golf and alter or modify specific fitness practices in order to improve
performance, increase strength, flexibility and cardiovascular fitness


Technique - Demonstrate an understanding of proper technique and execution of golf fitness principles.


SKY FITN 199: Interactive Cardiovascular Fitness


Fitness / Wellness - Identify and assess their current fitness level; alter or modify cardiovascular fitness program in order to improve body
composition/flexibility/cardiovascular fitness/muscular endurance/muscular strength related to performance


SKY FITN 201   : Beginning Weight Training


Skills, Techniques and Concepts - Identify and build skills related individual weight training programs applicable to their specific goals, evaluation of various
techniques, use of equipment, scientific knowledge of weight conditioning, and improve / maintain acceptable and healthy body composition, flexibility, muscular
strength, muscular endurance and flexibility.


SKY FITN 202   : Intermediate Weight Training


Skills, Concepts and Techniques - Identify and build skills related individual weight training programs applicable to their specific goals, evaluation of various
techniques, use of equipment, scientific knowledge of weight conditioning, and improve / maintain acceptable and healthy body composition, flexibility, muscular
strength, muscular endurance and flexibility.


SKY FITN 205   : Weight Conditioning


Concepts, Technique and Fitness - Students will learn to develop individual weight training programs applicable to their specific goals, evaluation of various
techniques, use of equipment,  scientific knowledge of weight conditioning, and improve / maintain acceptable and healthy body composition, flexibility,
muscular strength, muscular endurance and flexibility.


SKY FITN 219.1-4: Core Fitness Training I- IV


Skills and technique - Identify and build skills related to core conditioning that are applicable to specific goals of the course; improve /
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SKY FITN 219.1-4: Core Fitness Training I- IV


Exercise prescription - Critically analyze anatomical and physiological factors in the development of exercise prescription, prevention
and rehabilitation designed to meet individual goals and circumstances.


maintain acceptable and healthy body composition, muscular strength, muscular endurance, and balance.


SKY FITN 301   : Spinning


Skills, Concepts and Fitness - Identify and build skills related to a spinning program applicable to their specific goals, evaluation of various techniques, use of
equipment, scientific knowledge of conditioning, and improve / maintain acceptable and healthy body composition, flexibility, muscular strength, muscular
endurance and flexibility.


SKY FITN 304   : Walking Fitness


Role of fitness - Identify/explain the role of physical fitness and fitness principles in both physical and mental wellbeing


Fitness improvement - Identify and assess their current fitness level; alter or modify specific wellness or fitness practices in order to improve body
composition/flexibility/cardiovascular fitness/muscular endurance/muscular strength related to performance.


SKY FITN 305   : Running for Fitness


Fitness - Identify and assess their current fitness level; alter or modify specific wellness or fitness practices in order to improve body
composition/flexibility/cardiovascular fitness/muscular endurance/muscular strength related to performance.


SKY FITN 308   : Hiking & Trekking for Fitness


Fitness improvement - Improve cardiovascular fitness levels through hiking.


SKY FITN 314: Backpacking for Fitness


Backpacking Technique and Theory - Identify necessary backpacking equipment and supplies, develop a trip plan, investigate and avoid potential safety risks,
and complete a safe overnight intermediate-level backpacking excursion.
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SKY FITN 314: Backpacking for Fitness


Exercise prescription - Critically analyze anatomical and physiological factors in the development of exercise prescription, prevention
and rehabilitation designed to meet individual goals and circumstances.


Backpacking Technique and Theory - Identify necessary backpacking equipment and supplies, develop a trip plan, investigate and avoid potential safety risks,
and complete a safe overnight intermediate-level backpacking excursion.


Fitness - Build the strength and fitness necessary to complete an overnight intermediate level backpacking excursion while carrying all necessary equipment
and supplies.


SKY FITN 332   : Stretching and Flexibility


Fitness and wellness - Identify and assess their current fitness level; alter or modify specific wellness or fitness practices in order to improve body
composition/flexibility/cardiovascular fitness/muscular endurance/muscular strength related to stretching


SKY FITN 334   : Yoga


Skills - Demonstrate an increased awareness of proper alignment, promoting a safe practice and a heightened sense of balance and agility


Concepts - Recognize a relationship of mind to body, create and understand individual fitness goals and document progress to assure appropriate fitness goals
are being achieved


Fitness /Wellness - Improve/Maintain overall fitness level, strength, flexibility, and physical independence through evaluation of skill and knowledge of a safe
yoga practice.


SKY FITN 335   : Pilates


Skills - Demonstrate the fundamental skills and techniques necessary to safely perform the activities involved in Pilates and apply Pilates principles to personal
biomechanics.


<style isBold='true' isItalic='null' isUnderline='null' size='11' Forecolor='#162a57' Backcolor='null' fontName='Calibri' ><font color='#162a57'  >Fitness / Wellness
- </font></style>Identify and assess their current fitness level and alter or modify specific wellness or fitness practices in order to improve body composition,
flexibility, cardiovascular fitness and muscular endurance & strength
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SKY FITN 335   : Pilates


Exercise prescription - Critically analyze anatomical and physiological factors in the development of exercise prescription, prevention
and rehabilitation designed to meet individual goals and circumstances.


<style isBold='true' isItalic='null' isUnderline='null' size='11' Forecolor='#162a57' Backcolor='null' fontName='Calibri' ><font color='#162a57'  >Fitness / Wellness
- </font></style>Identify and assess their current fitness level and alter or modify specific wellness or fitness practices in order to improve body composition,
flexibility, cardiovascular fitness and muscular endurance & strength


Concepts - Understand the concept of functional neutral spine to specifically target abdominal strength through body-awareness and practice while protecting
the natural alignment of the spine.


SKY FITN 400   : Fitness Academy


Goal setting - Development of personal goals and improvement in health.


SKY INDV 101   : Beginning Archery


No Course Outcomes to display for this PSLO


SKY INDV 105   : Intermediate Archery


No Course Outcomes to display for this PSLO


SKY INDV 121   : Beginning Badminton


Skills and Concepts - Demonstrate basic skills and strategies of the game of badminton and use critical thinking skills to apply this knowledge in a competitive
environment.


SKY INDV 125   : Advanced Badminton


Skills and Concepts - Demonstrate advanced knowledge of the skills and strategies of the game of badminton and use critical thinking skills to apply this
knowledge in a competitive environment.


SKY INDV 251   : Beginning Tennis


No Course Outcomes to display for this PSLO
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SKY KINE 100 : Introduction to Kinesiology


Application of Concepts and Principles - Understand and apply activity based and cognitive principles visually, verbally and kinesthetically as it applies to the
study of kinesiology in areas related to motor development, biomechanics and human performance.


Skills Assessment - Examine and assess the personal values, characteristics, skills and knowledge related to career success in the field of kinesiology.


SKY KINE 305: Health Related Fitness and Wellness


Fitness, Nutrtion and Stress management - Students who successfully complete the course will be able to describe the effects of physical fitness, nutrition and
stress management on overall health


Disease Processes and Prevention - Students who successfully complete the course will be able to discuss the impact of disease processes such as heart
disease, diabetes, cancer, etc. on overall health.


Evaluation and Prescription of a Fitness and Wellness Program - Students who successfully complete the course will be able to evaluate their own fitness and
wellness status and implement a personal wellness plan.


SKY P.E. 152: Theory of Sport and Fitness Management


Concepts - Demonstrate an understanding of the unique characteristics of sport and how these influence the management of sport.


Roles and Responsibilities - Understand the role and responsibilities of sport managers in a variety of sports-related organizations


SKY P.E. 211 : Prevention and Care of Athletic Injuries


Basic concepts and vocabulary - Identify / Explain the basic concepts and vocabulary used in the prevention and care of athletic injuries.


Knowledge and skills related to sport injury management - Demonstrate the fundamental knowledge and skills necessary in the prevention, classification,
assessment, treatment, rehabilitation and management of athletic injuries.


Factors impacting rehabilitation of athletic injuries - Identify and assess physiological, anatomical, sociological and psychological factors that play a part in the
rehabilitation of athletic injuries.
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SKY P.E. 211 : Prevention and Care of Athletic Injuries


Exercise prescription - Critically analyze anatomical and physiological factors in the development of exercise prescription, prevention
and rehabilitation designed to meet individual goals and circumstances.


Factors impacting rehabilitation of athletic injuries - Identify and assess physiological, anatomical, sociological and psychological factors that play a part in the
rehabilitation of athletic injuries.


SKY P.E. 301   : Introduction to Personal Training


Knowledge  and NCSF Personal Trainer exam - Demonstrate the knowledge and skills necessary to pass the National Council of Strength and Fitness Personal
Trainer Test (areas of emphasis include Knowledge of Anatomy, Physiology, Nutrition, Personal Training Instruction, Health Screening, Special Populations,
and Exercise Prescription).


SKY P.E. 302: Introduction to Sports Nutrition


Certification - Students will be able to demonstrate the ability to successfully pass the National Council on Strength and Fitness Sports Nutrition Exam


Nutritional and Physiological Principles - Students will be able to apply the principles of nutritional and psychological adaptations to exercise in a personal
nutrition plan.


Nutritional Program - Students will be able to formulate a safe nutritional program for people of all ages by demonstrating expertise in the areas of
micronutrients and macronutrients.


SKY TEAM 111   : Beginning Basketball


Fitness improvement and practices - Identify and assess their current fitness level and alter or modify specific wellness or fitness practices in order to improve
body composition/flexibility/cardiovascular fitness/muscular endurance/muscular strength related to performance in the sport of basketball


SKY TEAM 112   : Basketball: Adv. Comp Strategy


Fitness - Demonstrate an increase in cardiovascular fitness and wellness developed through daily practice and measured through efficiency of movement,
recovery rate, and increased performance on post-fitness test.


SKY TEAM 115   : Advanced Basketball
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SKY TEAM 115   : Advanced Basketball


Exercise prescription - Critically analyze anatomical and physiological factors in the development of exercise prescription, prevention
and rehabilitation designed to meet individual goals and circumstances.


Fitness improvement - Identify and assess their current fitness level and alter or modify specific wellness or fitness practices in order to improve body
composition/flexibility/cardiovascular fitness/muscular endurance/muscular strength


SKY TEAM 116   : Basketball: Indv Skill Develop


Fitness - Identify and assess their current fitness level and alter or modify specific wellness or fitness practices in order to improve body composition / flexibility /
cardiovascular fitness / muscular endurance / muscular strength related to performance in the sport of basketball.


SKY TEAM 117   : Tournament Basketball


Skills and Concepts - Demonstrate the fundamental individual and team skills necessary to perform and progress at a competitive level in the sport of
basketball.


SKY TEAM 132.1-4   : Flag Football I- IV


No Course Outcomes to display for this PSLO


SKY TEAM 141   : Beginning Soccer


Fitness - Demonstrate an increase in cardiovascular fitness and wellness developed through daily practice and measured through efficiency of movement,
recovery rate, and increased performance on post-fitness test.


SKY TEAM 145   : Advanced Soccer


Fitness - Demonstrate an increase in cardiovascular fitness and wellness developed through daily practice and measured through efficiency of movement,
recovery rate, and increased performance on post-fitness test.


SKY TEAM 148   : Indoor Soccer


Skills, Concepts, Rules and Fitness - Demonstrate tactical, technical (rules), fitness and motor skills in the sport of indoor soccer / futsal and use critical thinking
to apply skills in a competitive environment.
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SKY TEAM 188: Volleyball Theory, Defense


Concepts and Techniques - Develop individual and team defensive programs applicable to specific goals, evaluate various techniques for effectiveness,
demonstrate skills at an advanced level and apply *concepts into practice (*e.g. rules, terminology and philosophy).


SKY VARS 110   : Varsity Basketball


No Course Outcomes to display for this PSLO


SKY VARS 150   : Varsity Soccer


Strategies and Skills - Demonstrate an expert knowledge of the strategies and skills of the game of soccer; use critical thinking skills to apply this knowledge to
a competitive situation in order to contend to the best of one's ability against outside opponents.


SKY VARS 300   : Vars. Women's Basketball


Strategies and Skills - Demonstrate an expert knowledge of the strategies and skills of the game of basketball; use critical thinking skills to apply this knowledge
to a competitive situation in order to contend to the best of one's ability against outside opponents.


SKY VARS 350   : Women's Varsity Badminton


No Course Outcomes to display for this PSLO
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Career opportunities in  Kinesiology - Identify career and / or educational options in Kinesiology and formulate an action plan to
successfully pursue and attain those options.


SKY KINE 100 : Introduction to Kinesiology


Application of Concepts and Principles - Understand and apply activity based and cognitive principles visually, verbally and kinesthetically as it applies to the
study of kinesiology in areas related to motor development, biomechanics and human performance.


Scientific Foundations - Understand the philosophical, historical, biological, physiological, psychological, pedagogical, and social foundations of human
movement.


Skills Assessment - Examine and assess the personal values, characteristics, skills and knowledge related to career success in the field of kinesiology.


SKY KINE 305: Health Related Fitness and Wellness


Evaluation and Prescription of a Fitness and Wellness Program - Students who successfully complete the course will be able to evaluate their own fitness and
wellness status and implement a personal wellness plan.


SKY KINE 670: Vocational Cooperative Education in Kinesiology


Identification of Outcomes - Identify three to five measurable learning outcomes in their job that relates to the student's academic major to assist them in
achieving their career goals


Application and Assessment - Work with their immediate work supervisor and the Cooperative Education Coordinator to define and achieve work-related
objectives and apply skills to solve work related problems.


SKY P.E. 105   : The Student-Athlete Experience


History, Perspective and Rules - List dates and describe events that changed sport participation significantly from a gender, race or performance
perspective.They will be able to contribute thoughts, ideas, and personal experiences about relevant topics in sport in both written and spoken form and cite
eligibility and transfer requirements for student-athletes at the 2-year and 4-year level.


SKY P.E. 152: Theory of Sport and Fitness Management


Concepts - Demonstrate an understanding of the unique characteristics of sport and how these influence the management of sport.
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SKY P.E. 152: Theory of Sport and Fitness Management


Career opportunities in  Kinesiology - Identify career and / or educational options in Kinesiology and formulate an action plan to
successfully pursue and attain those options.


Roles and Responsibilities - Understand the role and responsibilities of sport managers in a variety of sports-related organizations


Vocational Opportunities - Identify the potential career fields and the qualifications required in the sports management industry.


SKY P.E. 211 : Prevention and Care of Athletic Injuries


Basic concepts and vocabulary - Identify / Explain the basic concepts and vocabulary used in the prevention and care of athletic injuries.


Knowledge and skills related to sport injury management - Demonstrate the fundamental knowledge and skills necessary in the prevention, classification,
assessment, treatment, rehabilitation and management of athletic injuries.


Factors impacting rehabilitation of athletic injuries - Identify and assess physiological, anatomical, sociological and psychological factors that play a part in the
rehabilitation of athletic injuries.


SKY P.E. 301   : Introduction to Personal Training


Knowledge  and NCSF Personal Trainer exam - Demonstrate the knowledge and skills necessary to pass the National Council of Strength and Fitness Personal
Trainer Test (areas of emphasis include Knowledge of Anatomy, Physiology, Nutrition, Personal Training Instruction, Health Screening, Special Populations,
and Exercise Prescription).


SKY P.E. 302: Introduction to Sports Nutrition


Certification - Students will be able to demonstrate the ability to successfully pass the National Council on Strength and Fitness Sports Nutrition Exam


Nutritional and Physiological Principles - Students will be able to apply the principles of nutritional and psychological adaptations to exercise in a personal
nutrition plan.


Nutritional Program - Students will be able to formulate a safe nutritional program for people of all ages by demonstrating expertise in the areas of
micronutrients and macronutrients.
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SKY P.E. 302: Introduction to Sports Nutrition


Career opportunities in  Kinesiology - Identify career and / or educational options in Kinesiology and formulate an action plan to
successfully pursue and attain those options.


Nutritional Program - Students will be able to formulate a safe nutritional program for people of all ages by demonstrating expertise in the areas of
micronutrients and macronutrients.
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Activity and society - Describe the historical, social and psychological aspects of activity and sport in the context of society.
SKY ADAP 358   : Adapted Strength Development


Skills and Concepts - Upon completion of the course, and in the absence of a degenerative disease process, students will be able to demonstrate increased
muscular strength and endurance, or in the presence of a degenerative disease process, demonstrate either maintained or slowed degradation of muscular
strength and endurance in areas where given the normal course of the disease, decreased muscle strength and endurance would be expected.


SKY ADAP 359   : Balance/Functional Movement...


Skills and Concepts - Upon completion of the course, and in the absence of a degenerative disease process, students will be able to demonstrate increased
balance and functional movement, or in the presence of a degenerative disease process, demonstrate either maintained or slowed degradation of balance and
functional movement in areas where given the normal course of the disease, decreased balance and functional movement would be expected.


SKY COMB 301   : Beginning Wrestling


Skills, Fitness and Concepts - Upon successful completion of this course students will:
Demonstrate tactical, technical, fitness and motor skills at a basic level in the sport of wrestling and use critical thinking to apply skills in a competitive
environment.


SKY COMB 302   : Intermediate Wrestling


Skills, Concepts and Fitness - Upon successful completion of this course students will:
Demonstrate tactical, technical, fitness and motor skills at an advanced level in the sport of wrestling and use critical thinking to apply skills in a competitive
environment.


SKY COMB 404   : Beginning Shotokan Karate


Skills, Concepts and Fitness - Demonstrate the fundamental skills, knowledge, concepts and vocabulary used in the practice of Shotokan Karate to perform and
progress at a beginning level in this art.


SKY FITN 106   : Varsity Conditioning


Fitness, Concepts and Techniques - Identify and build individual / team skills related to conditioning programs for specific sports , evaluation of various
techniques, use of equipment, scientific knowledge of conditioning, and improve / maintain acceptable and healthy body composition, flexibility, muscular
strength, muscular endurance and flexibility.
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SKY FITN 107: Intercollegiate Fitness


Fitness Assessment - Upon successful completion of this course student will be able to:
Identify and assess current fitness level as it pertains to student?s individual sport and alter or modify specific fitness practices in order to maintain performance.


SKY FITN 110   : Adult Conditioning


Skills, concepts and techniques - Identify and build individual skills related to conditioning programs for adults applicable to their specific goals, evaluation of
various techniques, use of equipment, scientific knowledge of conditioning, and improve / maintain acceptable and healthy body composition, flexibility,
muscular strength, muscular endurance and flexibility.


SKY FITN 112   : Cross Training


Fitness self assessment - Be able to identify and assess their current fitness level; alter or modify specific wellness or fitness practices in order to improve body
composition/flexibility/cardiovascular fitness/muscular endurance/muscular strength related to performance


Role of fitness in wellbeing - Identify/explain the role of physical fitness and fitness principles in both physical and mental wellbeing


SKY FITN 116   : Body Conditioning


Skills. Concepts and Techniques - Identify and build individual skills related to conditioning programs applicable to their specific goals, evaluation of various
techniques, use of equipment, scientific knowledge of conditioning, and improve / maintain acceptable and healthy body composition, flexibility, muscular
strength, muscular endurance and flexibility.


SKY FITN 166   : Golf Fitness


Fitness improvement - Identify and assess current fitness level as it pertains to golf and alter or modify specific fitness practices in order to improve
performance, increase strength, flexibility and cardiovascular fitness


Technique - Demonstrate an understanding of proper technique and execution of golf fitness principles.
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SKY FITN 199: Interactive Cardiovascular Fitness


Fitness / Wellness - Identify and assess their current fitness level; alter or modify cardiovascular fitness program in order to improve body
composition/flexibility/cardiovascular fitness/muscular endurance/muscular strength related to performance


SKY FITN 201   : Beginning Weight Training


Skills, Techniques and Concepts - Identify and build skills related individual weight training programs applicable to their specific goals, evaluation of various
techniques, use of equipment, scientific knowledge of weight conditioning, and improve / maintain acceptable and healthy body composition, flexibility, muscular
strength, muscular endurance and flexibility.


SKY FITN 202   : Intermediate Weight Training


Skills, Concepts and Techniques - Identify and build skills related individual weight training programs applicable to their specific goals, evaluation of various
techniques, use of equipment, scientific knowledge of weight conditioning, and improve / maintain acceptable and healthy body composition, flexibility, muscular
strength, muscular endurance and flexibility.


SKY FITN 205   : Weight Conditioning


Concepts, Technique and Fitness - Students will learn to develop individual weight training programs applicable to their specific goals, evaluation of various
techniques, use of equipment,  scientific knowledge of weight conditioning, and improve / maintain acceptable and healthy body composition, flexibility,
muscular strength, muscular endurance and flexibility.


SKY FITN 219.1-4: Core Fitness Training I- IV


Skills and technique - Identify and build skills related to core conditioning that are applicable to specific goals of the course; improve / maintain acceptable and
healthy body composition, muscular strength, muscular endurance, and balance.


SKY FITN 301   : Spinning


Skills, Concepts and Fitness - Identify and build skills related to a spinning program applicable to their specific goals, evaluation of various techniques, use of
equipment, scientific knowledge of conditioning, and improve / maintain acceptable and healthy body composition, flexibility, muscular strength, muscular
endurance and flexibility.
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SKY FITN 304   : Walking Fitness


Role of fitness - Identify/explain the role of physical fitness and fitness principles in both physical and mental wellbeing


Fitness improvement - Identify and assess their current fitness level; alter or modify specific wellness or fitness practices in order to improve body
composition/flexibility/cardiovascular fitness/muscular endurance/muscular strength related to performance.


SKY FITN 305   : Running for Fitness


Fitness - Identify and assess their current fitness level; alter or modify specific wellness or fitness practices in order to improve body
composition/flexibility/cardiovascular fitness/muscular endurance/muscular strength related to performance.


SKY FITN 308   : Hiking & Trekking for Fitness


Fitness improvement - Improve cardiovascular fitness levels through hiking.


SKY FITN 314: Backpacking for Fitness


Backpacking Technique and Theory - Identify necessary backpacking equipment and supplies, develop a trip plan, investigate and avoid potential safety risks,
and complete a safe overnight intermediate-level backpacking excursion.


Fitness - Build the strength and fitness necessary to complete an overnight intermediate level backpacking excursion while carrying all necessary equipment
and supplies.


SKY FITN 332   : Stretching and Flexibility


Fitness and wellness - Identify and assess their current fitness level; alter or modify specific wellness or fitness practices in order to improve body
composition/flexibility/cardiovascular fitness/muscular endurance/muscular strength related to stretching


SKY FITN 334   : Yoga


Skills - Demonstrate an increased awareness of proper alignment, promoting a safe practice and a heightened sense of balance and agility
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SKY FITN 334   : Yoga


Activity and society - Describe the historical, social and psychological aspects of activity and sport in the context of society.


Concepts - Recognize a relationship of mind to body, create and understand individual fitness goals and document progress to assure appropriate fitness goals
are being achieved


Fitness /Wellness - Improve/Maintain overall fitness level, strength, flexibility, and physical independence through evaluation of skill and knowledge of a safe
yoga practice.


SKY FITN 335   : Pilates


Skills - Demonstrate the fundamental skills and techniques necessary to safely perform the activities involved in Pilates and apply Pilates principles to personal
biomechanics.


<style isBold='true' isItalic='null' isUnderline='null' size='11' Forecolor='#162a57' Backcolor='null' fontName='Calibri' ><font color='#162a57'  >Fitness / Wellness
- </font></style>Identify and assess their current fitness level and alter or modify specific wellness or fitness practices in order to improve body composition,
flexibility, cardiovascular fitness and muscular endurance & strength


Concepts - Understand the concept of functional neutral spine to specifically target abdominal strength through body-awareness and practice while protecting
the natural alignment of the spine.


SKY INDV 101   : Beginning Archery


Shooting technique - Develop the necessary skills and proper shooting technique in order to score at a beginning level from 20 and 25 yards.


SKY INDV 105   : Intermediate Archery


Shooting technique - Develop the necessary skills and proper shooting technique in order to score at a beginning level from 20 and 25 yards.


SKY INDV 121   : Beginning Badminton


Skills and Concepts - Demonstrate basic skills and strategies of the game of badminton and use critical thinking skills to apply this knowledge in a competitive
environment.
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SKY INDV 121   : Beginning Badminton


Activity and society - Describe the historical, social and psychological aspects of activity and sport in the context of society.


Skills and Concepts - Demonstrate basic skills and strategies of the game of badminton and use critical thinking skills to apply this knowledge in a competitive
environment.


SKY INDV 125   : Advanced Badminton


Skills and Concepts - Demonstrate advanced knowledge of the skills and strategies of the game of badminton and use critical thinking skills to apply this
knowledge in a competitive environment.


SKY INDV 126   : Coed Club Badminton


Skills and Concepts - Demonstrate the fundamental individual and team skills necessary to perform and progress at a competitive level in the sport of
badminton.


SKY INDV 165   : Golf: Short Game


Increased short game proficiency - Demonstrate increased success in the short game; increased proficiency in green side bunker play, bump and run,
chipping, and putting through the use of proper technique and analysis of green slope and conditions.


SKY INDV 167   : Golf Course Strategies


Fundamental skills - Demonstrate the fundamental skills necessary to perform and progress in the sport of golf


SKY INDV 171   : Golf: On-Course Playing Lesson


Shot selection and short game technique - Demonstrate proper shot selection and apply sound technique to improve approach and greenside shots


SKY INDV 251   : Beginning Tennis


Skills and Knowledge - Demonstrate the fundamental skills and knowledge necessary to perform and progress at a beginning level in the sport of tennis.
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SKY INDV 253   : Intermediate Tennis


No Course Outcomes to display for this PSLO


SKY INDV 255   : Advanced Tennis


No Course Outcomes to display for this PSLO


SKY KINE 100 : Introduction to Kinesiology


Application of Concepts and Principles - Understand and apply activity based and cognitive principles visually, verbally and kinesthetically as it applies to the
study of kinesiology in areas related to motor development, biomechanics and human performance.


Scientific Foundations - Understand the philosophical, historical, biological, physiological, psychological, pedagogical, and social foundations of human
movement.


SKY KINE 305: Health Related Fitness and Wellness


Fitness, Nutrtion and Stress management - Students who successfully complete the course will be able to describe the effects of physical fitness, nutrition and
stress management on overall health


Disease Processes and Prevention - Students who successfully complete the course will be able to discuss the impact of disease processes such as heart
disease, diabetes, cancer, etc. on overall health.


Evaluation and Prescription of a Fitness and Wellness Program - Students who successfully complete the course will be able to evaluate their own fitness and
wellness status and implement a personal wellness plan.


SKY KINE 510 : Sport, Movement and Film


Representation of Kinesiology in film - Recognize popular representation of various aspects of Kinesiology in film


Critical analysis  of sport - Apply theoretical strategies to critically analyze sport/movement and popular discourse about sport and movement


Key aspects of sport culture in film - Describe how films help construct, maintain, and challenge key aspects of sport and movement culture


Sport films and ideology - Cite examples of the ways sport films both reproduce and challenge dominant ideology about race, class, ethnicity, ability and
gender
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SKY P.E. 105   : The Student-Athlete Experience


History, Perspective and Rules - List dates and describe events that changed sport participation significantly from a gender, race or performance
perspective.They will be able to contribute thoughts, ideas, and personal experiences about relevant topics in sport in both written and spoken form and cite
eligibility and transfer requirements for student-athletes at the 2-year and 4-year level.


SKY P.E. 152: Theory of Sport and Fitness Management


Concepts - Demonstrate an understanding of the unique characteristics of sport and how these influence the management of sport.


SKY P.E. 301   : Introduction to Personal Training


Knowledge  and NCSF Personal Trainer exam - Demonstrate the knowledge and skills necessary to pass the National Council of Strength and Fitness Personal
Trainer Test (areas of emphasis include Knowledge of Anatomy, Physiology, Nutrition, Personal Training Instruction, Health Screening, Special Populations,
and Exercise Prescription).


SKY P.E. 302: Introduction to Sports Nutrition


Nutritional and Physiological Principles - Students will be able to apply the principles of nutritional and psychological adaptations to exercise in a personal
nutrition plan.


SKY TEAM 100   : Baseball


Skills and Concepts - Demonstrate the fundamental individual and team skills necessary to perform and progress at a competitive level in the sport of baseball.


SKY TEAM 111   : Beginning Basketball


Rules, concepts, vocabulary - Identify/explain the rules, concepts, and vocabulary used in the sport of basketball.


Skill fundamentals - Demonstrate the fundamental skills necessary to perform and progress at a beginning level in the sport of basketball


Fitness improvement and practices - Identify and assess their current fitness level and alter or modify specific wellness or fitness practices in order to improve
body composition/flexibility/cardiovascular fitness/muscular endurance/muscular strength related to performance in the sport of basketball
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SKY TEAM 112   : Basketball: Adv. Comp Strategy


Fitness - Demonstrate an increase in cardiovascular fitness and wellness developed through daily practice and measured through efficiency of movement,
recovery rate, and increased performance on post-fitness test.


SKY TEAM 115   : Advanced Basketball


Rules, concepts, vocabulary - Identify/explain the rules, concepts, and vocabulary used in the sport of basketball.


SKY TEAM 116   : Basketball: Indv Skill Develop


Fitness - Identify and assess their current fitness level and alter or modify specific wellness or fitness practices in order to improve body composition / flexibility /
cardiovascular fitness / muscular endurance / muscular strength related to performance in the sport of basketball.


Skills - Demonstrate the fundamental skills necessary to perform and progress at an individual level in the sport of basketball.


SKY TEAM 117   : Tournament Basketball


Skills and Concepts - Demonstrate the fundamental individual and team skills necessary to perform and progress at a competitive level in the sport of
basketball.


SKY TEAM 132.1-4   : Flag Football I- IV


Skills - Demonstrate the fundamental skills and knowledge necessary to perform and progress in the competition of flag football


SKY TEAM 141   : Beginning Soccer


Fitness - Demonstrate an increase in cardiovascular fitness and wellness developed through daily practice and measured through efficiency of movement,
recovery rate, and increased performance on post-fitness test.


Technical / Tactical Skills - Demonstrate basic knowledge of technical and tactical skills of the game of soccer, use critical thinking skills to apply this knowledge
in a competitive environment.


SKY TEAM 145   : Advanced Soccer


Fitness - Demonstrate an increase in cardiovascular fitness and wellness developed through daily practice and measured through efficiency
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SKY TEAM 145   : Advanced Soccer


Activity and society - Describe the historical, social and psychological aspects of activity and sport in the context of society.


of movement, recovery rate, and increased performance on post-fitness test.


Technical / Tactical Skills - Demonstrate advanced knowledge of technical and tactical skills of the game of soccer, use critical thinking skills to apply this
knowledge in a competitive environment.


SKY TEAM 148   : Indoor Soccer


Skills, Concepts, Rules and Fitness - Demonstrate tactical, technical (rules), fitness and motor skills in the sport of indoor soccer / futsal and use critical thinking
to apply skills in a competitive environment.


SKY TEAM 179   : Tournament Volleyball


Skills and Concepts - Demonstrate the fundamental individual and team skills necessary to perform and progress at a competitive level in the sport of volleyball.


SKY TEAM 188: Volleyball Theory, Defense


Concepts and Techniques - Develop individual and team defensive programs applicable to specific goals, evaluate various techniques for effectiveness,
demonstrate skills at an advanced level and apply *concepts into practice (*e.g. rules, terminology and philosophy).


SKY TEAM 189: Volleyball Theory, Offense


Concepts and Techniques - Develop individual and team offensive programs applicable to specific goals, evaluate various techniques for effectiveness,
demonstrate skills at an advanced level and apply *concepts into practice (*e.g. rules, terminology and philosophy).


SKY TEAM 190   : Baseball Theory, Defense


Concepts and Technique - Develop individual and team defensive programs applicable to specific goals, evaluate various techniques for effectiveness,
demonstrate skills at an advanced level and apply *concepts into practice (*e.g. rules, terminology and philosophy).
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SKY TEAM 191   : Baseball Theory, Offense


Concepts and Techniques - Develop individual and team offensive programs applicable to specific goals, evaluate various techniques for effectiveness,
demonstrate skills at an advanced level and apply *concepts into practice (*e.g. rules, terminology and philosophy).


SKY TEAM 192   : Men's Basketball Theory, Defen


Concepts and Techniques - Develop individual and team defensive programs applicable to specific goals, evaluate various techniques for effectiveness,
demonstrate skills at an advanced level and apply *concepts into practice (*e.g. rules, terminology and philosophy).


SKY TEAM 193   : Men's Basketball Theory, Offen


Concepts and Techniques - Develop individual and team offensive programs applicable to specific goals, evaluate various techniques for effectiveness,
demonstrate skills at an advanced level and apply *concepts into practice (*e.g. rules, terminology and philosophy).


SKY TEAM 194: Women's Basketball Theory: Defense


Concepts and Techniques - Develop individual and team defensive programs applicable to specific goals, evaluate various techniques for effectiveness,
demonstrate skills at an advanced level and apply concepts (rules, terminology and philosophy) into practice.


SKY TEAM 195   : Women's Basketball Theory, Off


Concepts and Techniques - Upon successful completion of the course students will develop individual and team offensive programs applicable to specific goals,
evaluate various techniques for effectiveness, demonstrate skills at an advanced level and apply *concepts into practice (*e.g. rules, terminology and
philosophy).


SKY TEAM 196: Men's Soccer Theory, Defense


Concepts and Techniques - Develop individual and team defensive programs applicable to specific goals, evaluate various techniques for effectiveness,
demonstrate skills at an advanced level and apply *concepts into practice (*e.g. rules, terminology and philosophy).


SKY TEAM 197: Men's Soccer Theory: Offense


Concepts and Techniques - Develop individual and team offensive programs applicable to specific goals, evaluate various techniques for effectiveness,
demonstrate skills at an advanced level and apply *concepts into practice (*e.g. rules, terminology and philosophy).
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SKY TEAM 197: Men's Soccer Theory: Offense


Activity and society - Describe the historical, social and psychological aspects of activity and sport in the context of society.


Concepts and Techniques - Develop individual and team offensive programs applicable to specific goals, evaluate various techniques for effectiveness,
demonstrate skills at an advanced level and apply *concepts into practice (*e.g. rules, terminology and philosophy).


SKY TEAM 198   : Women's Soccer Theory. Defense


Concepts and Techniques - Develop individual and team defensive programs applicable to specific goals, evaluate various techniques for effectiveness,
demonstrate skills at an advanced level and apply *concepts into practice (*e.g. rules, terminology and philosophy).


SKY TEAM 199: Women's Soccer Theory, Offense


Concepts and Techniques - Develop individual and team offensive programs applicable to specific goals, evaluate various techniques for effectiveness,
demonstrate skills at an advanced level and apply *concepts into practice (*e.g. rules, terminology and philosophy).


SKY VARS 100   : Varsity Baseball


Strategies and Skills - Demonstrate an expert knowledge of the strategies and skills of the game of baseball; use critical thinking skills to apply this knowledge
to a competitive situation in order to contend to the best of one's ability against outside opponents.


Sportsmanship and Academics - Embody the traits of good sportsmanship and a sense of team in both competition and practice; and demonstrate commitment
to academic achievement through work ethic developed in practice and competition.


SKY VARS 110   : Varsity Basketball


Strategies and Skills - Demonstrate an expert knowledge of the strategies and skills of the game of basketball; use critical thinking skills to apply this knowledge
to a competitive situation in order to contend to the best of ones ability against outside opponents.


Sportsmanship and Academics - Embody the traits of good sportsmanship and a sense of team in both competition and practice; exhibit commitment through
practice work ethic and support of teammates as described by instructor.


SKY VARS 150   : Varsity Soccer


Strategies and Skills - Demonstrate an expert knowledge of the strategies and skills of the game of soccer; use critical thinking skills to apply this knowledge to
a competitive situation in order to contend to the best of one's ability against outside opponents.
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SKY VARS 150   : Varsity Soccer


Activity and society - Describe the historical, social and psychological aspects of activity and sport in the context of society.


Sportsmanship and Academics - Embody the traits of good sportsmanship and a sense of team in both competition and practice; and demonstrate commitment
to academic achievement through work ethic developed in practice and competition.


SKY VARS 200   : Varsity Wrestling


Strategies and Skills - Demonstrate an expert knowledge of the strategies and skills of the sport of wrestling; use critical thinking skills to apply this knowledge
to competitive situations in order to contend to the best of one's ability against outside opponents.


Sportsmanship and Academics - Embody the traits of good sportsmanship and a sense of team in both competition and practice and demonstrate committment
to academic achievement through work ethic developed in practice and competition.


SKY VARS 300   : Vars. Women's Basketball


Strategies and Skills - Demonstrate an expert knowledge of the strategies and skills of the game of basketball; use critical thinking skills to apply this knowledge
to a competitive situation in order to contend to the best of one's ability against outside opponents.


Sportsmanship and Academics - Embody the traits of good sportsmanship and a sense of team in both competition and practice; and demonstrate commitment
to academic achievement through work ethic developed in practice and competition. (Sportsmanship and Academics)


SKY VARS 340   : Vars. Women's Volleyball


Strategies and Skills - Demonstrate an expert knowledge of the strategies and skills of the game of volleyball; use critical thinking skills to apply this knowledge
to a competitive situations in order to contend to the best of one's ability against outside opponents.


Sportsmanship and Academics - Embody the traits of good sportsmanship and a sense of team in both competition and practice and demonstrate committment
to academic achievement through work ethic developed in practice and competition.


SKY VARS 350   : Women's Varsity Badminton


Skill and knowledge - Demonstrate an expert knowledge of the strategies and skills of the game of badminton; use critical thinking skills to apply this knowledge
to a competitive situation in order to contend to the best of one's ability against outside opponents.
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SKY VARS 350   : Women's Varsity Badminton


Activity and society - Describe the historical, social and psychological aspects of activity and sport in the context of society.


Sportsmanship - Embody the traits of good sportsmanship and a sense of "team" in both competition and practice; exhibit commitment through practice work
ethic and support of teammates as described by instructor.


SKY VARS 360   : Varsity Women's Soccer


Strategies and Skills - Demonstrate an expert knowledge of the strategies and skills of the game of soccer; use critical thinking skills to apply this knowledge to
a competitive situation in order to contend to the best of one's ability against outside opponents.


Sportsmanship and Academics - Embody the traits of good sportsmanship and a sense of team in both competition and practice; and demonstrate commitment
to academic achievement through work ethic developed in practice and competition. (Sportsmanship and Academics)
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Skill competence - Demonstrate competence, through participation in distinct areas of activity, in the skills and principles of the activity
and its relation to personal, social, intellectual and emotional development.


SKY ADAP 358   : Adapted Strength Development


Skills and Concepts - Upon completion of the course, and in the absence of a degenerative disease process, students will be able to demonstrate increased
muscular strength and endurance, or in the presence of a degenerative disease process, demonstrate either maintained or slowed degradation of muscular
strength and endurance in areas where given the normal course of the disease, decreased muscle strength and endurance would be expected.


SKY ADAP 359   : Balance/Functional Movement...


Skills and Concepts - Upon completion of the course, and in the absence of a degenerative disease process, students will be able to demonstrate increased
balance and functional movement, or in the presence of a degenerative disease process, demonstrate either maintained or slowed degradation of balance and
functional movement in areas where given the normal course of the disease, decreased balance and functional movement would be expected.


SKY COMB 301   : Beginning Wrestling


Skills, Fitness and Concepts - Upon successful completion of this course students will:
Demonstrate tactical, technical, fitness and motor skills at a basic level in the sport of wrestling and use critical thinking to apply skills in a competitive
environment.


SKY COMB 302   : Intermediate Wrestling


Skills, Concepts and Fitness - Upon successful completion of this course students will:
Demonstrate tactical, technical, fitness and motor skills at an advanced level in the sport of wrestling and use critical thinking to apply skills in a competitive
environment.


SKY COMB 404   : Beginning Shotokan Karate


Skills, Concepts and Fitness - Demonstrate the fundamental skills, knowledge, concepts and vocabulary used in the practice of Shotokan Karate to perform and
progress at a beginning level in this art.


SKY FITN 106   : Varsity Conditioning


Fitness, Concepts and Techniques - Identify and build individual / team skills related to conditioning programs for specific sports , evaluation of various
techniques, use of equipment, scientific knowledge of conditioning, and improve / maintain acceptable and healthy body composition, flexibility, muscular
strength, muscular endurance and flexibility.
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SKY FITN 106   : Varsity Conditioning


Skill competence - Demonstrate competence, through participation in distinct areas of activity, in the skills and principles of the activity
and its relation to personal, social, intellectual and emotional development.


Fitness, Concepts and Techniques - Identify and build individual / team skills related to conditioning programs for specific sports , evaluation of various
techniques, use of equipment, scientific knowledge of conditioning, and improve / maintain acceptable and healthy body composition, flexibility, muscular
strength, muscular endurance and flexibility.


SKY FITN 107: Intercollegiate Fitness


Fitness Assessment - Upon successful completion of this course student will be able to:
Identify and assess current fitness level as it pertains to student?s individual sport and alter or modify specific fitness practices in order to maintain performance.


SKY FITN 110   : Adult Conditioning


Skills, concepts and techniques - Identify and build individual skills related to conditioning programs for adults applicable to their specific goals, evaluation of
various techniques, use of equipment, scientific knowledge of conditioning, and improve / maintain acceptable and healthy body composition, flexibility,
muscular strength, muscular endurance and flexibility.


SKY FITN 112   : Cross Training


Fitness self assessment - Be able to identify and assess their current fitness level; alter or modify specific wellness or fitness practices in order to improve body
composition/flexibility/cardiovascular fitness/muscular endurance/muscular strength related to performance


Role of fitness in wellbeing - Identify/explain the role of physical fitness and fitness principles in both physical and mental wellbeing


SKY FITN 116   : Body Conditioning


Skills. Concepts and Techniques - Identify and build individual skills related to conditioning programs applicable to their specific goals, evaluation of various
techniques, use of equipment, scientific knowledge of conditioning, and improve / maintain acceptable and healthy body composition, flexibility, muscular
strength, muscular endurance and flexibility.
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SKY FITN 166   : Golf Fitness


Fitness improvement - Identify and assess current fitness level as it pertains to golf and alter or modify specific fitness practices in order to improve
performance, increase strength, flexibility and cardiovascular fitness


Technique - Demonstrate an understanding of proper technique and execution of golf fitness principles.


SKY FITN 199: Interactive Cardiovascular Fitness


Fitness / Wellness - Identify and assess their current fitness level; alter or modify cardiovascular fitness program in order to improve body
composition/flexibility/cardiovascular fitness/muscular endurance/muscular strength related to performance


SKY FITN 201   : Beginning Weight Training


Skills, Techniques and Concepts - Identify and build skills related individual weight training programs applicable to their specific goals, evaluation of various
techniques, use of equipment, scientific knowledge of weight conditioning, and improve / maintain acceptable and healthy body composition, flexibility, muscular
strength, muscular endurance and flexibility.


SKY FITN 202   : Intermediate Weight Training


Skills, Concepts and Techniques - Identify and build skills related individual weight training programs applicable to their specific goals, evaluation of various
techniques, use of equipment, scientific knowledge of weight conditioning, and improve / maintain acceptable and healthy body composition, flexibility, muscular
strength, muscular endurance and flexibility.


SKY FITN 205   : Weight Conditioning


Concepts, Technique and Fitness - Students will learn to develop individual weight training programs applicable to their specific goals, evaluation of various
techniques, use of equipment,  scientific knowledge of weight conditioning, and improve / maintain acceptable and healthy body composition, flexibility,
muscular strength, muscular endurance and flexibility.


SKY FITN 219.1-4: Core Fitness Training I- IV


Skills and technique - Identify and build skills related to core conditioning that are applicable to specific goals of the course; improve /
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SKY FITN 219.1-4: Core Fitness Training I- IV


Skill competence - Demonstrate competence, through participation in distinct areas of activity, in the skills and principles of the activity
and its relation to personal, social, intellectual and emotional development.


maintain acceptable and healthy body composition, muscular strength, muscular endurance, and balance.


SKY FITN 301   : Spinning


Skills, Concepts and Fitness - Identify and build skills related to a spinning program applicable to their specific goals, evaluation of various techniques, use of
equipment, scientific knowledge of conditioning, and improve / maintain acceptable and healthy body composition, flexibility, muscular strength, muscular
endurance and flexibility.


SKY FITN 304   : Walking Fitness


Role of fitness - Identify/explain the role of physical fitness and fitness principles in both physical and mental wellbeing


Fitness improvement - Identify and assess their current fitness level; alter or modify specific wellness or fitness practices in order to improve body
composition/flexibility/cardiovascular fitness/muscular endurance/muscular strength related to performance.


SKY FITN 305   : Running for Fitness


Fitness - Identify and assess their current fitness level; alter or modify specific wellness or fitness practices in order to improve body
composition/flexibility/cardiovascular fitness/muscular endurance/muscular strength related to performance.


SKY FITN 308   : Hiking & Trekking for Fitness


Fitness improvement - Improve cardiovascular fitness levels through hiking.


SKY FITN 314: Backpacking for Fitness


Backpacking Technique and Theory - Identify necessary backpacking equipment and supplies, develop a trip plan, investigate and avoid potential safety risks,
and complete a safe overnight intermediate-level backpacking excursion.
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SKY FITN 314: Backpacking for Fitness


Skill competence - Demonstrate competence, through participation in distinct areas of activity, in the skills and principles of the activity
and its relation to personal, social, intellectual and emotional development.


Backpacking Technique and Theory - Identify necessary backpacking equipment and supplies, develop a trip plan, investigate and avoid potential safety risks,
and complete a safe overnight intermediate-level backpacking excursion.


Fitness - Build the strength and fitness necessary to complete an overnight intermediate level backpacking excursion while carrying all necessary equipment
and supplies.


SKY FITN 332   : Stretching and Flexibility


Fitness and wellness - Identify and assess their current fitness level; alter or modify specific wellness or fitness practices in order to improve body
composition/flexibility/cardiovascular fitness/muscular endurance/muscular strength related to stretching


SKY FITN 334   : Yoga


Skills - Demonstrate an increased awareness of proper alignment, promoting a safe practice and a heightened sense of balance and agility


Concepts - Recognize a relationship of mind to body, create and understand individual fitness goals and document progress to assure appropriate fitness goals
are being achieved


Fitness /Wellness - Improve/Maintain overall fitness level, strength, flexibility, and physical independence through evaluation of skill and knowledge of a safe
yoga practice.


SKY FITN 335   : Pilates


Skills - Demonstrate the fundamental skills and techniques necessary to safely perform the activities involved in Pilates and apply Pilates principles to personal
biomechanics.


<style isBold='true' isItalic='null' isUnderline='null' size='11' Forecolor='#162a57' Backcolor='null' fontName='Calibri' ><font color='#162a57'  >Fitness / Wellness
- </font></style>Identify and assess their current fitness level and alter or modify specific wellness or fitness practices in order to improve body composition,
flexibility, cardiovascular fitness and muscular endurance & strength
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SKY FITN 335   : Pilates


Skill competence - Demonstrate competence, through participation in distinct areas of activity, in the skills and principles of the activity
and its relation to personal, social, intellectual and emotional development.


<style isBold='true' isItalic='null' isUnderline='null' size='11' Forecolor='#162a57' Backcolor='null' fontName='Calibri' ><font color='#162a57'  >Fitness / Wellness
- </font></style>Identify and assess their current fitness level and alter or modify specific wellness or fitness practices in order to improve body composition,
flexibility, cardiovascular fitness and muscular endurance & strength


Concepts - Understand the concept of functional neutral spine to specifically target abdominal strength through body-awareness and practice while protecting
the natural alignment of the spine.


SKY FITN 400   : Fitness Academy


Goal setting - Development of personal goals and improvement in health.


SKY INDV 101   : Beginning Archery


Shooting technique - Develop the necessary skills and proper shooting technique in order to score at a beginning level from 20 and 25 yards.


SKY INDV 105   : Intermediate Archery


Shooting technique - Develop the necessary skills and proper shooting technique in order to score at a beginning level from 20 and 25 yards.


SKY INDV 121   : Beginning Badminton


Skills and Concepts - Demonstrate basic skills and strategies of the game of badminton and use critical thinking skills to apply this knowledge in a competitive
environment.


SKY INDV 125   : Advanced Badminton


Skills and Concepts - Demonstrate advanced knowledge of the skills and strategies of the game of badminton and use critical thinking skills to apply this
knowledge in a competitive environment.
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SKY INDV 125   : Advanced Badminton


Skill competence - Demonstrate competence, through participation in distinct areas of activity, in the skills and principles of the activity
and its relation to personal, social, intellectual and emotional development.


Skills and Concepts - Demonstrate advanced knowledge of the skills and strategies of the game of badminton and use critical thinking skills to apply this
knowledge in a competitive environment.


SKY INDV 126   : Coed Club Badminton


Skills and Concepts - Demonstrate the fundamental individual and team skills necessary to perform and progress at a competitive level in the sport of
badminton.


SKY INDV 160   : Golf


Swing technique competence - Demonstrate competence in beginning swing technique while performing skills in a practical setting.


Rules and etiquette - Demonstrate a  comprehension of and abide by the rules and etiquette of golf.


SKY INDV 165   : Golf: Short Game


Increased short game proficiency - Demonstrate increased success in the short game; increased proficiency in green side bunker play, bump and run,
chipping, and putting through the use of proper technique and analysis of green slope and conditions.


SKY INDV 167   : Golf Course Strategies


Club selection and strategy - Use critical thinking to determine proper club selection and explain the most successful strategy for a variety of shots in a practical
setting


Fundamental skills - Demonstrate the fundamental skills necessary to perform and progress in the sport of golf


SKY INDV 171   : Golf: On-Course Playing Lesson


Club selection - Increase club selection competency in a practical setting and in tournament play


Shot selection and short game technique - Demonstrate proper shot selection and apply sound technique to improve approach and greenside
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SKY INDV 171   : Golf: On-Course Playing Lesson


Skill competence - Demonstrate competence, through participation in distinct areas of activity, in the skills and principles of the activity
and its relation to personal, social, intellectual and emotional development.


shots


SKY INDV 172: Golf: Improving the Mental Game


Mental Strategies - Apply various mental strategies to relieve anxiety, increase confidence and improve performance on the golf course.


SKY INDV 251   : Beginning Tennis


Skills and Knowledge - Demonstrate the fundamental skills and knowledge necessary to perform and progress at a beginning level in the sport of tennis.


SKY INDV 253   : Intermediate Tennis


Skills - Demonstrate the fundamental skills and knowledge necessary to perform and progress at an intermediate level in the sport of tennis.


SKY INDV 255   : Advanced Tennis


Skills - Demonstrate the fundamental skills and knowledge necessary to perform and progress at an advanced level in the sport of tennis.


SKY KINE 100 : Introduction to Kinesiology


Application of Concepts and Principles - Understand and apply activity based and cognitive principles visually, verbally and kinesthetically as it applies to the
study of kinesiology in areas related to motor development, biomechanics and human performance.


Skills Assessment - Examine and assess the personal values, characteristics, skills and knowledge related to career success in the field of kinesiology.


SKY KINE 305: Health Related Fitness and Wellness


Evaluation and Prescription of a Fitness and Wellness Program - Students who successfully complete the course will be able to evaluate their own fitness and
wellness status and implement a personal wellness plan.


SKY TEAM 100   : Baseball
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SKY TEAM 100   : Baseball


Skills and Concepts - Demonstrate the fundamental individual and team skills necessary to perform and progress at a competitive level in the sport of baseball.


SKY TEAM 111   : Beginning Basketball


Rules, concepts, vocabulary - Identify/explain the rules, concepts, and vocabulary used in the sport of basketball.


Skill fundamentals - Demonstrate the fundamental skills necessary to perform and progress at a beginning level in the sport of basketball


Fitness improvement and practices - Identify and assess their current fitness level and alter or modify specific wellness or fitness practices in order to improve
body composition/flexibility/cardiovascular fitness/muscular endurance/muscular strength related to performance in the sport of basketball


SKY TEAM 112   : Basketball: Adv. Comp Strategy


Fitness - Demonstrate an increase in cardiovascular fitness and wellness developed through daily practice and measured through efficiency of movement,
recovery rate, and increased performance on post-fitness test.


Technical / Tactical Skills - Demonstrate advanced knowledge of technical and tactical skills of the game of basketball, use critical thinking skills to apply this
knowledge in a competitive environment.


SKY TEAM 115   : Advanced Basketball


Rules, concepts, vocabulary - Identify/explain the rules, concepts, and vocabulary used in the sport of basketball.


Skills and progression - Demonstrate the fundamental skills necessary to perform and progress at an advanced level in the sport of basketball


Fitness improvement - Identify and assess their current fitness level and alter or modify specific wellness or fitness practices in order to improve body
composition/flexibility/cardiovascular fitness/muscular endurance/muscular strength


SKY TEAM 116   : Basketball: Indv Skill Develop


Fitness - Identify and assess their current fitness level and alter or modify specific wellness or fitness practices in order to improve body composition / flexibility /
cardiovascular fitness / muscular endurance / muscular strength related to performance in the sport of basketball.
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SKY TEAM 116   : Basketball: Indv Skill Develop


Skill competence - Demonstrate competence, through participation in distinct areas of activity, in the skills and principles of the activity
and its relation to personal, social, intellectual and emotional development.


Fitness - Identify and assess their current fitness level and alter or modify specific wellness or fitness practices in order to improve body composition / flexibility /
cardiovascular fitness / muscular endurance / muscular strength related to performance in the sport of basketball.


Skills - Demonstrate the fundamental skills necessary to perform and progress at an individual level in the sport of basketball.


SKY TEAM 117   : Tournament Basketball


Skills and Concepts - Demonstrate the fundamental individual and team skills necessary to perform and progress at a competitive level in the sport of
basketball.


SKY TEAM 132.1-4   : Flag Football I- IV


Skills - Demonstrate the fundamental skills and knowledge necessary to perform and progress in the competition of flag football


SKY TEAM 141   : Beginning Soccer


Fitness - Demonstrate an increase in cardiovascular fitness and wellness developed through daily practice and measured through efficiency of movement,
recovery rate, and increased performance on post-fitness test.


Technical / Tactical Skills - Demonstrate basic knowledge of technical and tactical skills of the game of soccer, use critical thinking skills to apply this knowledge
in a competitive environment.


SKY TEAM 145   : Advanced Soccer


Fitness - Demonstrate an increase in cardiovascular fitness and wellness developed through daily practice and measured through efficiency of movement,
recovery rate, and increased performance on post-fitness test.


Technical / Tactical Skills - Demonstrate advanced knowledge of technical and tactical skills of the game of soccer, use critical thinking skills to apply this
knowledge in a competitive environment.
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SKY TEAM 148   : Indoor Soccer


Skills, Concepts, Rules and Fitness - Demonstrate tactical, technical (rules), fitness and motor skills in the sport of indoor soccer / futsal and use critical thinking
to apply skills in a competitive environment.


SKY TEAM 179   : Tournament Volleyball


Skills and Concepts - Demonstrate the fundamental individual and team skills necessary to perform and progress at a competitive level in the sport of volleyball.


SKY TEAM 188: Volleyball Theory, Defense


Concepts and Techniques - Develop individual and team defensive programs applicable to specific goals, evaluate various techniques for effectiveness,
demonstrate skills at an advanced level and apply *concepts into practice (*e.g. rules, terminology and philosophy).


SKY TEAM 189: Volleyball Theory, Offense


Concepts and Techniques - Develop individual and team offensive programs applicable to specific goals, evaluate various techniques for effectiveness,
demonstrate skills at an advanced level and apply *concepts into practice (*e.g. rules, terminology and philosophy).


SKY TEAM 190   : Baseball Theory, Defense


Concepts and Technique - Develop individual and team defensive programs applicable to specific goals, evaluate various techniques for effectiveness,
demonstrate skills at an advanced level and apply *concepts into practice (*e.g. rules, terminology and philosophy).


SKY TEAM 191   : Baseball Theory, Offense


Concepts and Techniques - Develop individual and team offensive programs applicable to specific goals, evaluate various techniques for effectiveness,
demonstrate skills at an advanced level and apply *concepts into practice (*e.g. rules, terminology and philosophy).


SKY TEAM 192   : Men's Basketball Theory, Defen


Concepts and Techniques - Develop individual and team defensive programs applicable to specific goals, evaluate various techniques for effectiveness,
demonstrate skills at an advanced level and apply *concepts into practice (*e.g. rules, terminology and philosophy).
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SKY TEAM 192   : Men's Basketball Theory, Defen


Skill competence - Demonstrate competence, through participation in distinct areas of activity, in the skills and principles of the activity
and its relation to personal, social, intellectual and emotional development.


Concepts and Techniques - Develop individual and team defensive programs applicable to specific goals, evaluate various techniques for effectiveness,
demonstrate skills at an advanced level and apply *concepts into practice (*e.g. rules, terminology and philosophy).


SKY TEAM 193   : Men's Basketball Theory, Offen


Concepts and Techniques - Develop individual and team offensive programs applicable to specific goals, evaluate various techniques for effectiveness,
demonstrate skills at an advanced level and apply *concepts into practice (*e.g. rules, terminology and philosophy).


SKY TEAM 194: Women's Basketball Theory: Defense


Concepts and Techniques - Develop individual and team defensive programs applicable to specific goals, evaluate various techniques for effectiveness,
demonstrate skills at an advanced level and apply concepts (rules, terminology and philosophy) into practice.


SKY TEAM 195   : Women's Basketball Theory, Off


Concepts and Techniques - Upon successful completion of the course students will develop individual and team offensive programs applicable to specific goals,
evaluate various techniques for effectiveness, demonstrate skills at an advanced level and apply *concepts into practice (*e.g. rules, terminology and
philosophy).


SKY TEAM 196: Men's Soccer Theory, Defense


Concepts and Techniques - Develop individual and team defensive programs applicable to specific goals, evaluate various techniques for effectiveness,
demonstrate skills at an advanced level and apply *concepts into practice (*e.g. rules, terminology and philosophy).


SKY TEAM 197: Men's Soccer Theory: Offense


Concepts and Techniques - Develop individual and team offensive programs applicable to specific goals, evaluate various techniques for effectiveness,
demonstrate skills at an advanced level and apply *concepts into practice (*e.g. rules, terminology and philosophy).


SKY TEAM 198   : Women's Soccer Theory. Defense
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SKY TEAM 198   : Women's Soccer Theory. Defense


Skill competence - Demonstrate competence, through participation in distinct areas of activity, in the skills and principles of the activity
and its relation to personal, social, intellectual and emotional development.


Concepts and Techniques - Develop individual and team defensive programs applicable to specific goals, evaluate various techniques for effectiveness,
demonstrate skills at an advanced level and apply *concepts into practice (*e.g. rules, terminology and philosophy).


SKY TEAM 199: Women's Soccer Theory, Offense


Concepts and Techniques - Develop individual and team offensive programs applicable to specific goals, evaluate various techniques for effectiveness,
demonstrate skills at an advanced level and apply *concepts into practice (*e.g. rules, terminology and philosophy).


SKY VARS 100   : Varsity Baseball


Strategies and Skills - Demonstrate an expert knowledge of the strategies and skills of the game of baseball; use critical thinking skills to apply this knowledge
to a competitive situation in order to contend to the best of one's ability against outside opponents.


Sportsmanship and Academics - Embody the traits of good sportsmanship and a sense of team in both competition and practice; and demonstrate commitment
to academic achievement through work ethic developed in practice and competition.


SKY VARS 110   : Varsity Basketball


Strategies and Skills - Demonstrate an expert knowledge of the strategies and skills of the game of basketball; use critical thinking skills to apply this knowledge
to a competitive situation in order to contend to the best of ones ability against outside opponents.


SKY VARS 150   : Varsity Soccer


Strategies and Skills - Demonstrate an expert knowledge of the strategies and skills of the game of soccer; use critical thinking skills to apply this knowledge to
a competitive situation in order to contend to the best of one's ability against outside opponents.


SKY VARS 200   : Varsity Wrestling


Strategies and Skills - Demonstrate an expert knowledge of the strategies and skills of the sport of wrestling; use critical thinking skills to apply this knowledge
to competitive situations in order to contend to the best of one's ability against outside opponents.
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SKY VARS 200   : Varsity Wrestling


Skill competence - Demonstrate competence, through participation in distinct areas of activity, in the skills and principles of the activity
and its relation to personal, social, intellectual and emotional development.


Sportsmanship and Academics - Embody the traits of good sportsmanship and a sense of team in both competition and practice and demonstrate committment
to academic achievement through work ethic developed in practice and competition.


SKY VARS 300   : Vars. Women's Basketball


Strategies and Skills - Demonstrate an expert knowledge of the strategies and skills of the game of basketball; use critical thinking skills to apply this knowledge
to a competitive situation in order to contend to the best of one's ability against outside opponents.


Sportsmanship and Academics - Embody the traits of good sportsmanship and a sense of team in both competition and practice; and demonstrate commitment
to academic achievement through work ethic developed in practice and competition. (Sportsmanship and Academics)


SKY VARS 340   : Vars. Women's Volleyball


Strategies and Skills - Demonstrate an expert knowledge of the strategies and skills of the game of volleyball; use critical thinking skills to apply this knowledge
to a competitive situations in order to contend to the best of one's ability against outside opponents.


Sportsmanship and Academics - Embody the traits of good sportsmanship and a sense of team in both competition and practice and demonstrate committment
to academic achievement through work ethic developed in practice and competition.


SKY VARS 350   : Women's Varsity Badminton


Skill and knowledge - Demonstrate an expert knowledge of the strategies and skills of the game of badminton; use critical thinking skills to apply this knowledge
to a competitive situation in order to contend to the best of one's ability against outside opponents.


SKY VARS 360   : Varsity Women's Soccer


Strategies and Skills - Demonstrate an expert knowledge of the strategies and skills of the game of soccer; use critical thinking skills to apply this knowledge to
a competitive situation in order to contend to the best of one's ability against outside opponents.
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SKY VARS 360   : Varsity Women's Soccer


Skill competence - Demonstrate competence, through participation in distinct areas of activity, in the skills and principles of the activity
and its relation to personal, social, intellectual and emotional development.


Sportsmanship and Academics - Embody the traits of good sportsmanship and a sense of team in both competition and practice; and demonstrate commitment
to academic achievement through work ethic developed in practice and competition. (Sportsmanship and Academics)
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Planning Objective Report


Planning Year:  2019-2020


Objective Report:
Objective ID: 689 Objective Title: Facilities Replacement


Unit Manager: Corsiglia, Kevin Planning Unit: 2416KINE00 - Kinesiology (Physical Education)


Obj. Status: New/In Progress Obj. Purpose: Program Review - CPR/APP/ALUR


Unit Purpose:


Objective Description:


 Facilities: We are in need of additional indoor space due to the impacted scheduling of three current teaching stations (3102 
Fitness Room; 3200, Gym; and 3201, Dance Studio) and the useful life of our current portables. 3102, 3200 and 3201 are 
scheduled and used in some cases 12-14 hours a day (excluding weekends). We need additional space to not only meet student 
demand but also as alternative teaching space because of weather. Our climate impacts the ability of students to learn and 
teachers to teach during especially windy and foggy times. Additional indoor space will be an alternative in such situations. A 
Center for Human Performance and Kinesiology which is part of the campus and district facility master plan will fit this need. In 
addition our classroom space in Portables 3A, 3B and 3C are coming to the end of their useful life. These portables are all 20+ 
years of age and need to be replaced in the next year or two. Otherwise, our classes and activities will be negatively impacted. A 
third option would be a wellness center that a FPP was created for eight years ago 


Skyline College Strategic Priorities (2018-23)


*SC3 Technology and Facilities


SMCCCD Strategic Plan (2015-20)


*DS1.4     STUDENTS FIRST: Student Success, Equity, and Social Justice --> Goal 4: Resource Development and Stewardship


Institutional Goals


Planning Unit Goals Objective Types Planning Priorities


No Data to Display No Data to Display No Data to Display


Due Date Status Priority Task Budget Amount


07/01/2019 Ongoing High Replacement of portable 3A, 3B and 3C. All are at the end of their 
useful life. Campus CIP is aware of the need but must identify 
funding. Current portables will not last until Center for Kinesiology 
and Human Performance is built.


$1,800,000


07/01/2018 Ongoing High As part of the district and campus facilities master plan, 
construction of the Center for Kinesiology and Human 
Performance


$140,000,000


06/30/2019 Ongoing High If we can't get the High Performance Center built or the portables 
replaced, this wellness center concept is a third option.


$50,000,000


Tasks


No Data to Display


Assessment Measures


No Data to Display


Intended Results


No Data to Display


Status Reports


No Data to Display


Actual Results
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No Data to Display


Use of Results


No Data to Display


Gap Analysis


No Data to Display


SWOT


No Data to Display


Units Impacted


Standards


ALUR - ALUR (2017-18 Cycle) - IV.A. - Strategy for Unit Enhancement: Action Plan and Resource Requests


ALUR - ALUR (2018-19 Cycle) - IV.A. - Strategy for Unit Enhancement: Action Plan and Resource Requests


APP - APP (2017-18 Cycle) - I.A. - Program Profile: Purpose


APP - APP (2017-18 Cycle) - II.A. - Analysis: Progress on Prior Program Objectives (Goals) and Activities


APP - APP (2017-18 Cycle) - III.A. - Reflection: Considering Key Findings


APP - APP (2017-18 Cycle) - IV.A. - Strategy for Program Enhancement: Continuation/Modification


APP - APP (2017-18 Cycle) - IV.B. - Strategy for Program Enhancement: Action Plan and Resource Requests


APP - APP (2018-19 Cycle) - IV.B. - Strategy for Program Enhancement: Action Plan and Resource Requests


Associated Standards


No Data to Display


Associated Outcomes


Documents


File Name File Size Date Modified
No Documents to Display


Links


Link Name Link URL
No Links to Display
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SKYLINE COLLEGE STUDENT CHARACTERISTICS
College-Wide Face to Face Courses


2013-2014 2014-2015 2015-2016 2016-2017 2017-2018


Summer 5,037 4,978 4,888 4,285 3,977


Fall 9,558 9,208 8,998 8,830 8,433


Spring 9,378 9,261 8,893 8,707 8,263


Total 15,005 14,619 14,147 13,578 12,881


Unduplicated Headcount by Term


Enrollments by Term


2013-2014 2014-2015 2015-2016 2016-2017 2017-2018


Summer 6,812 6,603 6,423 5,548 5,126


Fall 23,259 22,170 21,233 20,783 19,408


Spring 22,569 21,768 20,606 19,845 18,278


Total 52,640 50,541 48,262 46,176 42,812
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SKYLINE COLLEGE STUDENT CHARACTERISTICS
College-Wide Face to Face Courses


Female Male Unreported


2013-2014 7,535 50.2% 7,127 47.5% 343 2.3%


2014-2015 7,239 49.5% 7,001 47.9% 379 2.6%


2015-2016 7,108 50.2% 6,668 47.1% 371 2.6%


2016-2017 6,921 51.0% 6,311 46.5% 346 2.5%


2017-2018 6,456 50.1% 6,070 47.1% 355 2.8%


Total 20,403 50.6% 18,808 46.6% 1,120 2.8%


Unduplicated Headcount by Gender


2013-2014 2014-2015 2015-2016 2016-2017 2017-2018


Am. Ind./Alaska Native 25 0.2% 26 0.2% 20 0.1% 19 0.1% 20 0.2%


Asian 3,000 20.0% 2,923 20.0% 2,722 19.2% 2,651 19.5% 2,457 19.1%


Black - Non-Hispanic 518 3.5% 479 3.3% 433 3.1% 360 2.7% 361 2.8%


Filipino 2,486 16.6% 2,522 17.3% 2,549 18.0% 2,377 17.5% 2,214 17.2%


Hispanic/Latino 2,621 17.5% 2,592 17.7% 2,588 18.3% 2,522 18.6% 2,424 18.8%


Pacific Islander 199 1.3% 184 1.3% 192 1.4% 156 1.1% 170 1.3%


White Non-Hispanic 3,101 20.7% 2,874 19.7% 2,721 19.2% 2,543 18.7% 2,424 18.8%


Multi Races 2,685 17.9% 2,695 18.4% 2,667 18.9% 2,720 20.0% 2,564 19.9%


Unreported 370 2.5% 324 2.2% 255 1.8% 230 1.7% 247 1.9%


Unduplicated Headcount by Gender and Ethnicity
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SKYLINE COLLEGE STUDENT CHARACTERISTICS
College-Wide Face to Face Courses


Unduplicated Headcount by Goal


2013-2014 2014-2015 2015-2016 2016-2017 2017-2018


4yr stu take class for 4yr col 1,363 9.1% 1,297 8.9% 1,052 7.4% 851 6.3% 632 4.9%


College Preparation 486 3.2% 451 3.1% 447 3.2% 506 3.7% 532 4.1%


CTE Certif/Career Development 2,340 15.6% 1,939 13.3% 1,746 12.3% 1,541 11.3% 1,520 11.8%


Degree/Transfer 8,522 56.8% 8,924 61.0% 9,034 63.9% 8,920 65.7% 8,365 64.9%


Exploratory 2,294 15.3% 2,008 13.7% 1,868 13.2% 1,760 13.0% 1,832 14.2%


Total 15,005 14,619 14,147 13,578 12,881


2013-2014 2014-2015 2015-2016 2016-2017 2017-2018


Age Under 18 1,553 10.3% 1,564 10.7% 1,715 12.1% 1,694 12.5% 1,738 13.5%


Age 18 - 22 6,706 44.7% 6,739 46.1% 6,528 46.1% 6,337 46.7% 5,893 45.7%


Age 23 - 28 3,092 20.6% 3,013 20.6% 2,902 20.5% 2,808 20.7% 2,652 20.6%


Age 29 - 39 1,841 12.3% 1,778 12.2% 1,636 11.6% 1,507 11.1% 1,469 11.4%


Age 40 - 49 838 5.6% 724 5.0% 667 4.7% 589 4.3% 557 4.3%


Age 50 - 59 614 4.1% 506 3.5% 432 3.1% 400 2.9% 331 2.6%


Age 60 + 357 2.4% 294 2.0% 267 1.9% 243 1.8% 241 1.9%


Age Unreported 4 0.0% 1 0.0%


Total 15,005 14,619 14,147 13,578 12,881


Unduplicated Headcount by Age


Unduplicated Headcount by Fall Unit Load


FALL 2013 FALL 2014 FALL 2015 FALL 2016 FALL 2017


Full Time (12+ Units) 3,376 35.3% 3,268 35.5% 3,289 36.6% 3,365 38.1% 3,377 40.0%


Part Time (Less Than 12 Units) 6,182 64.7% 5,940 64.5% 5,709 63.4% 5,465 61.9% 5,056 60.0%


Total 9,558 9,208 8,998 8,830 8,433
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SKYLINE COLLEGE STUDENT OUTCOMES
College-Wide Face to Face Courses (Excludes Summer)


Enrollments Success Count Success Rate Retention Rate Withdrawal Rate


2013-2014 45,828 32,533 71.0% 85.9% 14.1%


2014-2015 43,938 31,827 72.4% 86.0% 14.0%


2015-2016 41,839 31,029 74.2% 87.4% 12.6%


2016-2017 40,628 30,275 74.5% 87.4% 12.6%


2017-2018 37,686 28,347 75.2% 87.7% 12.3%


Total 209,919 154,011 73.4% 86.8% 13.2%


Annual Course Success and Retention


Enrollments Success Count Success Rate Retention Rate Withdrawal Rate


Fall 2013 23,259 16,518 71.0% 86.5% 13.5%


Fall 2014 22,170 15,912 71.8% 86.0% 14.0%


Fall 2015 21,233 15,663 73.8% 87.6% 12.4%


Fall 2016 20,783 15,469 74.4% 88.0% 12.0%


Fall 2017 19,408 14,524 74.8% 87.8% 12.2%


Spring 2014 22,569 16,015 71.0% 85.2% 14.8%


Spring 2015 21,768 15,915 73.1% 86.0% 14.0%


Spring 2016 20,606 15,366 74.6% 87.2% 12.8%


Spring 2017 19,845 14,806 74.6% 86.9% 13.1%


Spring 2018 18,278 13,823 75.6% 87.7% 12.3%


Total 209,919 154,011 73.4% 86.8% 13.2%


Term Course Success and Retention
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SKYLINE COLLEGE STUDENT OUTCOMES
College-Wide Face to Face Courses (Excludes Summer)


2013-2014 2014-2015 2015-2016 2016-2017 2017-2018 Total
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Am. Ind./Alaska Native 91 69% 20% 86 78% 14% 60 80% 8% 47 53% 19% 47 70% 13% 331 71% 15%


Asian 7,986 76% 13% 7,922 78% 11% 7,596 81% 9% 7,646 80% 10% 6,874 82% 9% 38,024 79% 10%


Black - Non-Hispanic 1,635 60% 19% 1,403 61% 18% 1,137 63% 17% 1,108 67% 15% 951 65% 15% 6,234 63% 17%


Filipino 8,676 72% 14% 8,723 73% 14% 8,339 75% 12% 8,206 75% 13% 7,663 76% 13% 41,607 74% 13%


Hispanic/Latino 8,783 65% 16% 8,286 67% 16% 7,921 69% 15% 7,745 68% 14% 7,411 70% 15% 40,146 68% 15%


Pacific Islander 600 60% 19% 539 59% 19% 505 54% 18% 440 65% 18% 426 70% 15% 2,510 61% 18%


White Non-Hispanic 8,347 77% 11% 7,687 77% 12% 7,302 78% 12% 6,549 79% 11% 5,950 79% 11% 35,835 78% 12%


Multi Races 8,781 68% 15% 8,472 70% 15% 8,301 72% 14% 8,241 73% 13% 7,681 72% 14% 41,476 71% 14%


Unreported 929 76% 11% 820 76% 12% 678 78% 10% 646 78% 10% 683 80% 9% 3,756 77% 10%


Total 45,828 71% 14% 43,938 72% 14% 41,839 74% 13% 40,628 75% 13% 37,686 75% 12% 209,919 73% 13%


Course Success and Withdrawal by Ethnicity
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SKYLINE COLLEGE STUDENT OUTCOMES
College-Wide Face to Face Courses (Excludes Summer)


2013-2014 2014-2015 2015-2016 2016-2017 2017-2018 Total
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Age Under 18 3,842 74% 10% 3,848 74% 10% 3,952 77% 9% 4,132 77% 10% 4,154 78% 10% 19,928 76% 10%


Age 18 - 22 25,926 68% 15% 25,527 70% 15% 24,491 72% 13% 24,086 72% 13% 21,907 73% 13% 121,937 71% 14%


Age 23 - 28 7,861 71% 16% 7,538 73% 15% 7,161 72% 15% 6,780 75% 14% 6,401 76% 13% 35,741 73% 14%


Age 29 - 39 4,255 75% 15% 3,970 77% 13% 3,677 79% 11% 3,336 81% 10% 3,146 79% 11% 18,384 78% 12%


Age 40 - 49 1,880 79% 12% 1,598 82% 10% 1,335 81% 11% 1,169 84% 9% 1,090 83% 10% 7,072 82% 10%


Age 50 - 59 1,309 79% 12% 885 80% 12% 764 84% 10% 693 79% 12% 530 82% 8% 4,181 81% 11%


Age 60 + 731 87% 6% 571 87% 8% 459 90% 6% 432 88% 8% 458 88% 7% 2,651 88% 7%


Age Unreported 24 79% 4% 1 100% 0% 100% 100% 100% 25 80% 4%


Total 45,828 71% 14% 43,938 72% 14% 41,839 74% 13% 40,628 75% 13% 37,686 75% 12% 209,919 73% 13%


Course Success and Withdrawal by Age
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SKYLINE COLLEGE STUDENT OUTCOMES
College-Wide Face to Face Courses (Excludes Summer)


Course Success and Retention by Gender


Enrollments Success Rate Retention Rate Withdrawal Rate


2013-2014 Female 22,779 72.3% 86.1% 13.9%


2013-2014 Male 22,272 69.6% 85.6% 14.4%


2013-2014 Unreported 777 74.1% 86.9% 13.1%


2013-2014 Total 45,828 71.0% 85.9% 14.1%


Enrollments Success Rate Retention Rate Withdrawal Rate


2014-2015 Female 21,515 73.6% 86.0% 14.0%


2014-2015 Male 21,492 71.3% 86.0% 14.0%


2014-2015 Unreported 931 72.7% 85.4% 14.6%


2014-2015 Total 43,938 72.4% 86.0% 14.0%


Enrollments Success Rate Retention Rate Withdrawal Rate


2015-2016 Female 20,543 75.8% 87.4% 12.6%


2015-2016 Male 20,281 72.6% 87.3% 12.7%


2015-2016 Unreported 1,015 71.3% 86.9% 13.1%


2015-2016 Total 41,839 74.2% 87.4% 12.6%


Enrollments Success Rate Retention Rate Withdrawal Rate


2016-2017 Female 19,771 76.3% 87.9% 12.1%


2016-2017 Male 19,887 73.0% 87.1% 12.9%


2016-2017 Unreported 970 67.4% 86.0% 14.0%


2016-2017 Total 40,628 74.5% 87.4% 12.6%


Enrollments Success Rate Retention Rate Withdrawal Rate


2017-2018 Female 18,112 76.8% 88.0% 12.0%


2017-2018 Male 18,654 73.7% 87.5% 12.5%


2017-2018 Unreported 920 73.9% 86.3% 13.7%


2017-2018 Total 37,686 75.2% 87.7% 12.3%
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SKYLINE COLLEGE PRODUCTIVITY
College-Wide Face to Face Courses


Year FTEF FTES


FTES
Percent
Change Load


Load
Percent
Change Sections


Census
Enroll /
Section


2013-2014 387.59 7,062.67 547 1,902 28.5


2014-2015 385.55 6,977.38 -1.2% 543 -0.7% 1,841 28.7


2015-2016 369.49 6,619.79 -5.1% 537 -1.0% 1,719 29.4


2016-2017 381.38 6,363.90 -3.9% 501 -6.9% 1,807 26.8


2017-2018 359.02 6,059.71 -4.8% 506 1.1% 1,680 26.9


Term FTEF FTES


FTES
Percent
Change Load


Load
Percent
Change Sections


Census
Enroll /
Section


Fall 2013 169.49 3,210.21 568 819 29.2


Fall 2014 169.42 3,101.87 -3.4% 549 -3.3% 811 28.6


Fall 2015 160.88 3,005.58 -3.1% 560 2.0% 738 30.0


Fall 2016 171.28 2,948.27 -1.9% 516 -7.9% 804 27.1


Fall 2017 162.69 2,791.64 -5.3% 515 -0.3% 760 27.1


Spring 2014 172.60 3,069.59 10.0% 534 3.6% 835 27.9


Spring 2015 169.57 3,047.12 -0.7% 539 1.0% 799 28.4


Spring 2016 163.45 2,824.08 -7.3% 518 -3.8% 748 28.8


Spring 2017 167.68 2,733.25 -3.2% 489 -5.7% 783 26.7


Spring 2018 157.03 2,629.61 -3.8% 502 2.7% 718 26.8


Summer 2013 45.51 782.87 -70.2% 516 2.7% 248 28.2


Summer 2014 46.57 828.39 5.8% 534 3.4% 231 30.0


Summer 2015 45.17 790.13 -4.6% 525 -1.7% 233 29.2


Summer 2016 42.41 682.38 -13.6% 483 -8.0% 220 26.5


Summer 2017 39.30 638.46 -6.4% 487 1.0% 202 26.8
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DEFINITIONS


Term Definition


Duplicated Headcount (Enrollments) Counts each student once for every course in which they enroll.


Unduplicated Headcount Counts each student once and only once, regardless of the number of courses in
which they enroll.


Course Success Grades starting with ‘A’, ‘B’, ‘C’, and ‘P’ are considering successful – all other letter
grades represent unsuccessful outcomes. The success rate is calculated based on the
following formula: number of registrations with grades A, B, C, or P ÷ Number of
registrations with a non-blank grade. Note that the denominator includes withdrawals,
i.e. grades of W.


Course Retention The percentage of enrollments that earned any letter grade other than W.


Course Withdrawal The percentage of enrollments that earned a W letter grade.


4 yr stu take class for 4 yr col Students with education goal listed as 4-year students take class for 4-year college


College Preparation Goal Students with education goal listed as Complete Credits for HS Diplom, or Improve
Basic Skills


CTE Certif/Career Development Goal Students with education goal listed as Acquire Job Skills/ New Career, Earn 2 year
Certificate without Transfer, Maintain Certificate/License, Update Job Skills/ Job
Advance, or  Earn Vocational Certificate without Transfer


Degree/Transfer Goal Students with education goal listed as Earn AA/AS & Transfer to 4 year institution,
Earn AA/AS w/out Transfer, or Transfer to 4 year institution without AA/AS


Exploratory Goal Students with education goal not listed as 4-year students take class for 4-year
college, College Preparation, CTE Certificate/Career Development, or Degree/Transfer


Full-Time Equivalent Faculty (FTEF) Total faculty workload divided by 15. Excludes faculty workload assigned to sections
that were cancelled.


Full-Time Equivalent Students (FTES) 1 FTES = 525 contact hours. Cancelled sections and audit enrollments are excluded
from this figure.


Load Weekly Student Contact Hours (WSCH) ÷ FTEF. Cancelled sections and audit
enrollments are excluded from this figure.


Fall Unit Load Based on the unit enrollment districtwide.
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Proposed Budget Augmentations

2018-19

083500 – Kinesiology Accounts


In our recently annual program plan, Kinesiology has requested budget augmentations totaling 33,000 related to assessments and Student Learning Outcomes. They are allocated in the listed accounts:


1. 10002-2416-1495-083500 = $20,000 – Faculty reassigned time for assessment and implementation of data base.

2. 10002-2416-4570-083500 = $ 3,000 – Enhance repair budget

3. 10002-2416-5130-083500 = $ 10,000 – Contract personnel for development of data base.




3300 College Drive, San Bruno, CA 94066  TELEPHONE  (650) 738-4100  WEBSITE  www.SkylineCollege.edu






Assessment: Assessment Unit
Planning


SKY Dept - Kinesiology


Department Assessment Coordinator:  Jan Fosberg and Kevin Corsiglia


PSLO:  Physical Progress (ADAP)
Demonstrate increased muscular strength and endurance, or in the presence of a degenerative disease process, demonstrate either
maintained or slowed degradation of muscular strength and endurance in areas where given the "normal" course of the disease,
decreased muscle strength and endurance would be expected.


Start Date: 10/27/2012
PSLO Status: Active


Assessment Methods


Success Criterion: 70% of students will demonstrate progression from pre-assessment to post-assessment.


Presentation/Performance - Oral and/or Demonstration individually and in small groups of proper techniques relative to
daily functioning (standing, sitting, lying, walking, striding with arm swing, stopping or speeding up quickly, climbing or
descending stairs) and safe techniques adapted to disability for using closed chain equipment (leg press, hamstring curl,
seated row, lat pulldown, gravitron), adaptations for using Nu-Step, elliptical bikes, treadmill, recumbent bikes and arm/leg
cyles, personalized adaptations for dumbbells, elastic bands, Swiss balls and various methods to stimulate greater
NEUROMUSCULAR brain connections. (Active)


Results
Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)


Over 90% of students demonstrated progression from pre-assessment to post-assessment. Concern about enrollment from last
year was addressed by dropping one section. Approximately 30 students are involved in the program


Result Type: Criterion met


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed with Dean


12/19/2018


Reporting Cycle: 2017- 2018


Over 90% of students demonstrated progression from pre-assessment to post-assessment. Concern about enrollment.
Population is dropping and consolidation of sections is a possibility.


Result Type: Criterion met


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed with Dean


12/19/2017


Reporting Cycle: 2016- 2017


Almost 100% of students demonstrated progression from pre-assessment to post-assessment
Result Type: Criterion met


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed at department /
planning meeting


02/17/2017


Reporting Cycle: 2015- 2016


Almost 100% of students demonstrated progression from pre-assessment to post-assessment.
Result Type: Criterion met


03/03/2016


Reporting Cycle: 2014 - 2015


Almost 100% of students  demonstrated progression from pre-assessment to post-assessment.
Result Type: Criterion met


03/25/2015
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Related Course Outcomes
SKY ADAP 358    - Adapted Strength Development
Skills and Concepts - Upon completion of the course, and in the absence of a degenerative disease process, students will be
able to demonstrate increased muscular strength and endurance, or in the presence of a degenerative disease process,
demonstrate either maintained or slowed degradation of muscular strength and endurance in areas where given the normal
course of the disease, decreased muscle strength and endurance would be expected.


SKY ADAP 359    - Balance/Functional Movement...
Skills and Concepts - Upon completion of the course, and in the absence of a degenerative disease process, students will be
able to demonstrate increased balance and functional movement, or in the presence of a degenerative disease process,
demonstrate either maintained or slowed degradation of balance and functional movement in areas where given the normal
course of the disease, decreased balance and functional movement would be expected.


PSLO:  Improved Fitness (COMB)
Demonstrate improvement in areas of fitness as measured by the division Physical Education Evaluation Program (PEEP).


Start Date: 10/27/2012
PSLO Status: Active


Assessment Methods


Success Criterion: Students are evaluated in five fitness areas. 70% of students will demonstrate improvement in at least
two areas.


Pre and post testing - Pre and Post Fitness test administered by the division.  Students will be evaluated on improvement.
(Active)


Results
Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)


Students were evaluated in five fitness areas. Over, 80% of the students demonstrated improvement in muscular endurance and
flexibility.


Result Type: Criterion met


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed with Dean


12/19/2018


Reporting Cycle: 2017- 2018


Students were evaluated in five fitness areas. Over, 80% of the students demonstrated improvement in muscular endurance and
flexibility.


Result Type: Criterion met


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed with Dean


12/19/2017


Reporting Cycle: 2016- 2017


Students were evaluated in five fitness areas. Over, 85% of the students demonstrated improvement in muscular endurance and
flexibility.


Result Type: Criterion met


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed at department /
planning meeting


02/17/2017


Reporting Cycle: 2015- 2016


Students were evaluated in five fitness areas. Over, 80% of the students demonstrated improvement in muscular endurance and
flexibility.


Result Type: Criterion met
03/03/2016


Reporting Cycle: 2014 - 2015 03/25/2015
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Students were evaluated in five fitness areas. Over, 70% of the students  demonstrated improvement in muscular endurance and
flexibility.


Result Type: Criterion met


Actions
Action:  Greater use of technology in PEEP is needed. Students can't track progress because it's administered via paper / pencil.
Resources needed are tablets to input data from testing and a password system so student can view results. (03/25/2015)


Related Course Outcomes
SKY COMB 301    - Beginning Wrestling
Skills, Fitness and Concepts - Upon successful completion of this course students will:
Demonstrate tactical, technical, fitness and motor skills at a basic level in the sport of wrestling and use critical thinking to apply
skills in a competitive environment.


SKY COMB 302    - Intermediate Wrestling
Skills, Concepts and Fitness - Upon successful completion of this course students will:
Demonstrate tactical, technical, fitness and motor skills at an advanced level in the sport of wrestling and use critical thinking to
apply skills in a competitive environment.


SKY COMB 401    - Self Defense
Fitness and wellness - Identify and assess their current fitness level and alter or modify specific wellness or fitness practices in
order to improve body composition /flexibility/ cardiovascular fitness/muscular endurance / muscular strength related to
performance in the practice of self defense.


PSLO:  Combative Basics (COMB)
Demonstrate the fundamental skills, knowledge, etiquette and vocabulary used in the practice and performance of combative
activities.


Start Date: 10/27/2012
PSLO Status: Active


Assessment Methods


Success Criterion: 70 % of students who complete the course will rate at 6.0 or higher. Students assessed on improvement
from base level (beginning) through advanced.


Exam - A final exam on the 10 basic blocking, punching and kicking techniques.  Students will be evaluated on a 10 point
scale.


A final exam on the individual performance of the Shotokan Kata appropriate to the student's skill level.  Students will be
evaluated on a 10 point scale. (Active)


Results
Reporting Cycle: 2017- 2018


Not assessed in 2017-18
Result Type: Inconclusive


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed with Dean


12/19/2017


Reporting Cycle: 2016- 2017


Not assessed in 2016-17
Result Type: Inconclusive


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Not assessed in 2016-17


02/17/2017


Reporting Cycle: 2015- 2016


Better than 80 % of students who completed the courses will rated high enough on the rubric used to receive a passing grade.
Result Type: Criterion met


03/03/2016
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Students assessed on improvement from base level (beginning) through advanced.


Actions
Action:  Loss of karate from curriculum has made offerings more concentrated in wrestling. (03/03/2016)
Action Plan Category: Conduct Further Assessment


Reporting Cycle: 2014 - 2015


Better than 80 % of students who completed the courses will rated high enough on the rubric used to receive a passing grade.
Students assessed on improvement from base level (beginning) through advanced.


Result Type: Criterion met
03/25/2015


Related Course Outcomes
SKY COMB 301    - Beginning Wrestling
Skills, Fitness and Concepts - Upon successful completion of this course students will:
Demonstrate tactical, technical, fitness and motor skills at a basic level in the sport of wrestling and use critical thinking to apply
skills in a competitive environment.


SKY COMB 302    - Intermediate Wrestling
Skills, Concepts and Fitness - Upon successful completion of this course students will:
Demonstrate tactical, technical, fitness and motor skills at an advanced level in the sport of wrestling and use critical thinking to
apply skills in a competitive environment.


SKY COMB 401    - Self Defense
Skills and performance - Demonstrate the fundamental skills necessary to perform and progress at a beginning level in the
practice of self defense.


SKY COMB 404    - Beginning Shotokan Karate
Skills, Concepts and Fitness - Demonstrate the fundamental skills, knowledge, concepts and vocabulary used in the practice of
Shotokan Karate to perform and progress at a beginning level in this art.


SKY COMB 405    - Int. & Adv. Shotokan Karate
Concepts, Skills and Fitness - Demonstrate the intermediate/advanced skills, knowledge, concepts and vocabulary used in the
practice of Shotokan Karate to perform and progress at an intermediate / advanced level in this art.


PSLO:  Improved Fitness (FITN)
Demonstrate improvement in areas of fitness as measured by the division Physical Education Evaluation Program (PEEP).


Start Date: 10/27/2012
PSLO Status: Active


Assessment Methods


Success Criterion: 70% of the students who complete the class will demonstrate progression in two or more areas.


Pre and post testing - Pre and Post Fitness test administered by the division.  Students will be evaluated on improvement.
5 areas of fitness are evaluated. Students must demonstrate progression in at least two areas. Which areas are dependent
on the focus, training mode and specificity of the fitness activity selected. (Active)


Results
Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)


Generally, regardless of level, slightly more than 85% of the students who completed the class demonstrated progression in two
or more areas related to fitness. The areas measured are: muscular strength, muscular endurance, cardiovascular efficiency,
flexibility and body composition. Results vary by specific activity.


Result Type: Criterion met
12/19/2018
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Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2017- 2018


Generally, regardless of level, slightly more than 82% of the students who completed the class demonstrated progression in two
or more areas related to fitness. The areas measured are: muscular strength, muscular endurance, cardiovascular efficiency,
flexibility and body composition. Results vary by specific activity.


Result Type: Criterion met


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed with Dean


12/19/2017


Reporting Cycle: 2016- 2017


Generally, regardless of level, slightly more than 85% of the students who completed the class demonstrated progression in two
or more areas related to fitness. The areas measured are: muscular strength, muscular endurance, cardiovascular efficiency,
flexibility and body composition. Results vary by specific activity.


Result Type: Inconclusive


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed at department /
planning meeting


02/17/2017


Reporting Cycle: 2015- 2016


Generally, regardless of level, slightly over 80% of the students who completed the class demonstrated progression in two or
more areas related to fitness. The areas measured are: muscular strength, muscular endurance, cardiovascular efficiency,
flexibility and body composition. Results vary by specific activity.


Result Type: Criterion met
03/03/2016


Reporting Cycle: 2014 - 2015


 Generally, regardless of level, slightly over 80% of the students who completed the class demonstrated progression in two or
more areas related to fitness. The areas measured are: muscular strength, muscular endurance, cardiovascular efficiency,
flexibility and body composition. Results vary by specific activity.


Result Type: Criterion met
03/25/2015


Actions
Action:  Greater use of technology in PEEP is needed. Students can't track progress because it's administered via paper / pencil.
Resources needed are tablets to input data from testing and a password system so student can view results. (03/25/2015)
Action Plan Category: Plan purchase of new equipment or supplies


Related Course Outcomes
SKY FITN 106    - Varsity Conditioning
Fitness, Concepts and Techniques - Identify and build individual / team skills related to conditioning programs for specific sports
, evaluation of various techniques, use of equipment, scientific knowledge of conditioning, and improve / maintain acceptable
and healthy body composition, flexibility, muscular strength, muscular endurance and flexibility.


SKY FITN 110    - Adult Conditioning
Skills, concepts and techniques - Identify and build individual skills related to conditioning programs for adults applicable to
their specific goals, evaluation of various techniques, use of equipment, scientific knowledge of conditioning, and improve /
maintain acceptable and healthy body composition, flexibility, muscular strength, muscular endurance and flexibility.


SKY FITN 112    - Cross Training
Fitness Improvement - Improve fitness levels, increase strength and flexibility, and lose body fat through participation in a
variety of fitness activities.
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Related Course Outcomes
Fitness self assessment - Be able to identify and assess their current fitness level; alter or modify specific wellness or fitness
practices in order to improve body composition/flexibility/cardiovascular fitness/muscular endurance/muscular strength related
to performance


SKY FITN 116    - Body Conditioning
Skills. Concepts and Techniques - Identify and build individual skills related to conditioning programs applicable to their specific
goals, evaluation of various techniques, use of equipment, scientific knowledge of conditioning, and improve / maintain
acceptable and healthy body composition, flexibility, muscular strength, muscular endurance and flexibility.


SKY FITN 166    - Golf Fitness
Fitness improvement - Identify and assess current fitness level as it pertains to golf and alter or modify specific fitness practices
in order to improve performance, increase strength, flexibility and cardiovascular fitness


SKY FITN 201    - Beginning Weight Training
Skills, Techniques and Concepts - Identify and build skills related individual weight training programs applicable to their specific
goals, evaluation of various techniques, use of equipment, scientific knowledge of weight conditioning, and improve / maintain
acceptable and healthy body composition, flexibility, muscular strength, muscular endurance and flexibility.


SKY FITN 202    - Intermediate Weight Training
Skills, Concepts and Techniques - Identify and build skills related individual weight training programs applicable to their specific
goals, evaluation of various techniques, use of equipment, scientific knowledge of weight conditioning, and improve / maintain
acceptable and healthy body composition, flexibility, muscular strength, muscular endurance and flexibility.


SKY FITN 205    - Weight Conditioning
Concepts, Technique and Fitness - Students will learn to develop individual weight training programs applicable to their specific
goals, evaluation of various techniques, use of equipment,  scientific knowledge of weight conditioning, and improve / maintain
acceptable and healthy body composition, flexibility, muscular strength, muscular endurance and flexibility.


SKY FITN 219.1-4 - Core Fitness Training I- IV
Skills - Demonstrate the fundamental skills and techniques necessary to safely perform spine stabilization while performing
activities related to athletic performance and activities of daily living.


SKY FITN 301    - Spinning
Skills, Concepts and Fitness - Identify and build skills related to a spinning program applicable to their specific goals, evaluation
of various techniques, use of equipment, scientific knowledge of conditioning, and improve / maintain acceptable and healthy
body composition, flexibility, muscular strength, muscular endurance and flexibility.


SKY FITN 304    - Walking Fitness
Role of fitness - Identify/explain the role of physical fitness and fitness principles in both physical and mental wellbeing


Fitness improvement - Identify and assess their current fitness level; alter or modify specific wellness or fitness practices in
order to improve body composition/flexibility/cardiovascular fitness/muscular endurance/muscular strength related to
performance.
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Related Course Outcomes
SKY FITN 305    - Running for Fitness
Fitness - Identify and assess their current fitness level; alter or modify specific wellness or fitness practices in order to improve
body composition/flexibility/cardiovascular fitness/muscular endurance/muscular strength related to performance.


SKY FITN 332    - Stretching and Flexibility
Fitness and wellness - Identify and assess their current fitness level; alter or modify specific wellness or fitness practices in order
to improve body composition/flexibility/cardiovascular fitness/muscular endurance/muscular strength related to stretching


SKY FITN 334    - Yoga
Concepts - Recognize a relationship of mind to body, create and understand individual fitness goals and document progress to
assure appropriate fitness goals are being achieved


Fitness /Wellness - Improve/Maintain overall fitness level, strength, flexibility, and physical independence through evaluation of
skill and knowledge of a safe yoga practice.


SKY FITN 335    - Pilates
Fitness / Wellness - Identify and assess their current fitness level and alter or modify specific wellness or fitness practices in
order to improve body composition, flexibility, cardiovascular fitness and muscular endurance & strength


SKY FITN 400    - Fitness Academy
Goal setting - Development of personal goals and improvement in health.


Fitness knowledge and modification - Be able to identify and assess their current fitness level; alter or modify specific wellness
or fitness practices in order to improve body composition/flexibility/cardiovascular fitness/muscular endurance/muscular
strength related to performance.


PSLO:  Improved Fitness Practices (FITN)
Identify and assess their current fitness level; alter or modify specific wellness or fitness practices in order to improve body
composition/flexibility/cardiovascular fitness/muscular endurance/muscular strength.


Start Date: 10/27/2012
PSLO Status: Active


Assessment Methods


Success Criterion: 70% of students will demonstrate progression based on pre-test data on their application and
knowledge of fitness principles related to program development and assessment.


Pre and post testing - Students will understand and apply exercise principles, program development, and current research
related to the specific training mode as covered in activity progression. Students are accessed based on progression from a
beginning through an advanced level. (Active)


Results
Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)


Regardless of mode, modality and / or level, over 85% of students demonstrated progression based on pre-test data on their
application and knowledge of fitness principles related to program development and assessment.


Result Type: Criterion met


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed with Dean


12/19/2018


Reporting Cycle: 2017- 2018
Result Type: Criterion met


12/19/2017
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Regardless of mode, modality and / or level, over 82% of students demonstrated progression based on pre-test data on their
application and knowledge of fitness principles related to program development and assessment.
Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2016- 2017


Regardless of mode, modality and / or level over, 85% of students demonstrated progression based on pre-test data on their
application and knowledge of fitness principles related to program development and assessment.


Result Type: Criterion met


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed at department /
staff meeting


02/17/2017


Reporting Cycle: 2015- 2016


Regardless of mode, modality and / or level over, 80% of students demonstrated progression based on pre-test data on their
application and knowledge of fitness principles related to program development and assessment.


Result Type: Criterion met
03/03/2016


Reporting Cycle: 2014 - 2015


Regardless of mode, modality and / or level over, 80% of students demonstrated progression based on pre-test data on their
application and knowledge of fitness principles related to program development and assessment.


Result Type: Criterion met
03/25/2015


Actions
Action:  Continued need to update and enhance equipment and supplies to achieve outcomes. In addition, facility modifications,
especially storage, are required in some areas. (03/25/2015)
Action Plan Category: Plan purchase of new equipment or supplies


Related Course Outcomes
SKY FITN 106    - Varsity Conditioning
Fitness, Concepts and Techniques - Identify and build individual / team skills related to conditioning programs for specific sports
, evaluation of various techniques, use of equipment, scientific knowledge of conditioning, and improve / maintain acceptable
and healthy body composition, flexibility, muscular strength, muscular endurance and flexibility.


SKY FITN 110    - Adult Conditioning
Skills, concepts and techniques - Identify and build individual skills related to conditioning programs for adults applicable to
their specific goals, evaluation of various techniques, use of equipment, scientific knowledge of conditioning, and improve /
maintain acceptable and healthy body composition, flexibility, muscular strength, muscular endurance and flexibility.


SKY FITN 112    - Cross Training
Fitness Improvement - Improve fitness levels, increase strength and flexibility, and lose body fat through participation in a
variety of fitness activities.


Fitness self assessment - Be able to identify and assess their current fitness level; alter or modify specific wellness or fitness
practices in order to improve body composition/flexibility/cardiovascular fitness/muscular endurance/muscular strength related
to performance


Role of fitness in wellbeing - Identify/explain the role of physical fitness and fitness principles in both physical and mental
wellbeing
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Related Course Outcomes
SKY FITN 116    - Body Conditioning
Skills. Concepts and Techniques - Identify and build individual skills related to conditioning programs applicable to their specific
goals, evaluation of various techniques, use of equipment, scientific knowledge of conditioning, and improve / maintain
acceptable and healthy body composition, flexibility, muscular strength, muscular endurance and flexibility.


SKY FITN 166    - Golf Fitness
Fitness improvement - Identify and assess current fitness level as it pertains to golf and alter or modify specific fitness practices
in order to improve performance, increase strength, flexibility and cardiovascular fitness
Technique - Demonstrate an understanding of proper technique and execution of golf fitness principles.


SKY FITN 201    - Beginning Weight Training
Skills, Techniques and Concepts - Identify and build skills related individual weight training programs applicable to their specific
goals, evaluation of various techniques, use of equipment, scientific knowledge of weight conditioning, and improve / maintain
acceptable and healthy body composition, flexibility, muscular strength, muscular endurance and flexibility.


SKY FITN 202    - Intermediate Weight Training
Skills, Concepts and Techniques - Identify and build skills related individual weight training programs applicable to their specific
goals, evaluation of various techniques, use of equipment, scientific knowledge of weight conditioning, and improve / maintain
acceptable and healthy body composition, flexibility, muscular strength, muscular endurance and flexibility.


SKY FITN 205    - Weight Conditioning
Concepts, Technique and Fitness - Students will learn to develop individual weight training programs applicable to their specific
goals, evaluation of various techniques, use of equipment,  scientific knowledge of weight conditioning, and improve / maintain
acceptable and healthy body composition, flexibility, muscular strength, muscular endurance and flexibility.


SKY FITN 219.1-4 - Core Fitness Training I- IV
Skills - Demonstrate the fundamental skills and techniques necessary to safely perform spine stabilization while performing
activities related to athletic performance and activities of daily living.


SKY FITN 301    - Spinning
Skills, Concepts and Fitness - Identify and build skills related to a spinning program applicable to their specific goals, evaluation
of various techniques, use of equipment, scientific knowledge of conditioning, and improve / maintain acceptable and healthy
body composition, flexibility, muscular strength, muscular endurance and flexibility.


SKY FITN 304    - Walking Fitness
Role of fitness - Identify/explain the role of physical fitness and fitness principles in both physical and mental wellbeing


Fitness improvement - Identify and assess their current fitness level; alter or modify specific wellness or fitness practices in
order to improve body composition/flexibility/cardiovascular fitness/muscular endurance/muscular strength related to
performance.
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Related Course Outcomes
SKY FITN 305    - Running for Fitness
Concepts and Technique - Demonstrate the fundamental skills and techniques necessary to safely participate in a running
fitness program.


Fitness - Identify and assess their current fitness level; alter or modify specific wellness or fitness practices in order to improve
body composition/flexibility/cardiovascular fitness/muscular endurance/muscular strength related to performance.


SKY FITN 308    - Hiking & Trekking for Fitness
Fitness improvement - Improve cardiovascular fitness levels through hiking.


SKY FITN 314 - Backpacking for Fitness
Backpacking Technique and Theory - Identify necessary backpacking equipment and supplies, develop a trip plan, investigate
and avoid potential safety risks, and complete a safe overnight intermediate-level backpacking excursion.


Fitness - Build the strength and fitness necessary to complete an overnight intermediate level backpacking excursion while
carrying all necessary equipment and supplies.


SKY FITN 332    - Stretching and Flexibility
Stretching techniques - Develop and perform techniques to improve stamina, strength and flexibility.
Fitness and wellness - Identify and assess their current fitness level; alter or modify specific wellness or fitness practices in order
to improve body composition/flexibility/cardiovascular fitness/muscular endurance/muscular strength related to stretching


SKY FITN 334    - Yoga
Skills - Demonstrate an increased awareness of proper alignment, promoting a safe practice and a heightened sense of balance
and agility


Concepts - Recognize a relationship of mind to body, create and understand individual fitness goals and document progress to
assure appropriate fitness goals are being achieved


Fitness /Wellness - Improve/Maintain overall fitness level, strength, flexibility, and physical independence through evaluation of
skill and knowledge of a safe yoga practice.


SKY FITN 335    - Pilates
Skills - Demonstrate the fundamental skills and techniques necessary to safely perform the activities involved in Pilates and
apply Pilates principles to personal biomechanics.


Fitness / Wellness - Identify and assess their current fitness level and alter or modify specific wellness or fitness practices in
order to improve body composition, flexibility, cardiovascular fitness and muscular endurance & strength
Concepts - Understand the concept of functional neutral spine to specifically target abdominal strength through body-
awareness and practice while protecting the natural alignment of the spine.


SKY FITN 400    - Fitness Academy
Goal setting - Development of personal goals and improvement in health.
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Related Course Outcomes
Fitness knowledge and modification - Be able to identify and assess their current fitness level; alter or modify specific wellness
or fitness practices in order to improve body composition/flexibility/cardiovascular fitness/muscular endurance/muscular
strength related to performance.


PSLO:  Individual Skills Basics (INDV)
Demonstrate and apply the fundamental skills, knowledge, etiquette and vocabulary used in the practice and performance of
individual activities.


Start Date: 10/27/2012
PSLO Status: Active


Assessment Methods


Success Criterion: 70% or more of the students who complete the class must demonstrate progression in a majority of the
skills being accessed.


Pre and post testing - Students are accessed at a beginning level to advanced level on a skill assessment at the start of
class. Evaluation is of progression over the corse of the semester based on specific motor and activity specific skills.
Student must demonstrate progression. (Active)


Results
Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)


Students are accessed at a beginning level to advanced level on a skill assessment at the start of class. Evaluation is of progression
over the corse of the semester based on specific motor and activity specific skills. Students must demonstrate progression. Over
85% of the students who completed the classes demonstrated progression in a majority of the skills being accessed


Result Type: Criterion met


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed with Dean


12/19/2018


Reporting Cycle: 2017- 2018


Students are accessed at a beginning level to advanced level on a skill assessment at the start of class. Evaluation is of progression
over the corse of the semester based on specific motor and activity specific skills. Students must demonstrate progression.
Almost 90% of the students who completed the classes demonstrated progression in a majority of the skills being accessed.


Result Type: Criterion met


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed with Dean


12/19/2017


Reporting Cycle: 2016- 2017


Students are accessed at a beginning level to advanced level on a skill assessment at the start of class. Evaluation is of progression
over the corse of the semester based on specific motor and activity specific skills. Students must demonstrate progression. Over
85% of the students who completed the classes demonstrated progression in a majority of the skills being accessed.


Result Type: Criterion met


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed at department /
planning meeting


02/17/2017


Reporting Cycle: 2015- 2016


Students are accessed at a beginning level to advanced level on a skill assessment at the start of class. Evaluation is of progression
over the corse of the semester based on specific motor and activity specific skills. Students must demonstrate progression. Over
80% of the students who completed the classes demonstrated progression in a majority of the skills being accessed.


Result Type: Criterion met
03/03/2016
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Reporting Cycle: 2014 - 2015


Students are accessed at a beginning level to advanced level on a skill assessment at the start of class. Evaluation is of progression
over the corse of the semester based on specific motor and activity specific skills. Students must demonstrate progression. Over
80% of the students who completed the classes demonstrated progression in a majority of the skills being accessed.


Result Type: Criterion met
03/25/2015


Actions
Action:  Need to continually upgrade supplies / equipment. Also, facility availability is an issue specifically related to golf and
archery. (03/25/2015)
Action Plan Category: Plan purchase of new equipment or supplies


Success Criterion: 70% of the students who take the exam will complete it at a C level or higher.


Exam - Students are classified at varyoing levels and are tested regarding vocabulary, rules and strategy based on that
level. Levels are beginning, intermediate, advanced intermediate and advanced. (Active)


Results
Reporting Cycle: 2016- 2017


Students at all levels were able to achieve a C or higher grade related to testing on knowledge, rules, history, customs and / or
other facets of the individual activity at least 70% of the time.


Result Type: Criterion met


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed at department /
planning meeting


02/17/2017


Reporting Cycle: 2015- 2016


Students at all levels were able to achieve a C or higher grade related to testing on knowledge, rules, history, customs and / or
other facets of the individual activity at least 70% of the time.


Result Type: Criterion met
03/03/2016


Related Course Outcomes
SKY INDV 101    - Beginning Archery
Fitness assessment -  Be able to identify risk factors for heart disease and stroke, and apply general fitness/well being principles
to their own lifestyles.


SKY INDV 105    - Intermediate Archery
Shooting technique - Develop the necessary skills and proper shooting technique in order to score at a beginning level from 20
and 25 yards.


Fitness assessment -  Be able to identify risk factors for heart disease and stroke, and apply general fitness/wellbeing principles
to their own lifestyles.


SKY INDV 121    - Beginning Badminton
Skills and Concepts - Demonstrate basic skills and strategies of the game of badminton and use critical thinking skills to apply
this knowledge in a competitive environment.


SKY INDV 125    - Advanced Badminton
Skills and Concepts - Demonstrate advanced knowledge of the skills and strategies of the game of badminton and use critical
thinking skills to apply this knowledge in a competitive environment.
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Related Course Outcomes
SKY INDV 126    - Coed Club Badminton
Skills and Concepts - Demonstrate the fundamental individual and team skills necessary to perform and progress at a
competitive level in the sport of badminton.


SKY INDV 160    - Golf
Swing technique competence - Demonstrate competence in beginning swing technique while performing skills in a practical
setting.


Rules and etiquette - Demonstrate a  comprehension of and abide by the rules and etiquette of golf.


SKY INDV 165    - Golf: Short Game
Increased short game proficiency - Demonstrate increased success in the short game; increased proficiency in green side
bunker play, bump and run, chipping, and putting through the use of proper technique and analysis of green slope and
conditions.


SKY INDV 167    - Golf Course Strategies
Club selection and strategy - Use critical thinking to determine proper club selection and explain the most successful strategy
for a variety of shots in a practical setting


Fundamental skills - Demonstrate the fundamental skills necessary to perform and progress in the sport of golf


SKY INDV 168  -- BANKED   - Tournament Golf
Rules, etiquette, skills, and strategies - Abide by the basic rules and etiquette of golf, perform the basic skills necessary in the
game of golf while competing in various stroke play and match play tournaments and apply strategies to decision-making in
tournament play


SKY INDV 171    - Golf: On-Course Playing Lesson
Club selection - Increase club selection competency in a practical setting and in tournament play


Shot selection and short game technique - Demonstrate proper shot selection and apply sound technique to improve approach
and greenside shots


SKY INDV 172 - Golf: Improving the Mental Game
Mental Strategies - Apply various mental strategies to relieve anxiety, increase confidence and improve performance on the
golf course.


SKY INDV 251    - Beginning Tennis
Skills and Knowledge - Demonstrate the fundamental skills and knowledge necessary to perform and progress at a beginning
level in the sport of tennis.


Rules, terminology, and strategy - Identify / Explain the rules, concepts and vocabulary used in the sport of tennis.


SKY INDV 253    - Intermediate Tennis
Skills - Demonstrate the fundamental skills and knowledge necessary to perform and progress at an intermediate level in the
sport of tennis.


Rules, terminology and strategy - Identify / Explain the rules, concepts and vocabulary used in the sport of tennis.


SKY INDV 255    - Advanced Tennis
Skills - Demonstrate the fundamental skills and knowledge necessary to perform and progress at an advanced level in the sport
of tennis.


Rules, terminology and strategy - Identify / Explain the rules, concepts and vocabulary used in the sport of tennis.


PSLO:  Fitness Awareness (PE/KINE)
Identify risk factors for heart disease and stroke, and apply general fitness/wellness principles to minimize risk.


PSLO Status: Active
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SKY Dept - Kinesiology
Start Date: 10/27/2012


Assessment Methods


Success Criterion: Of the students who complete the course, 70% will demonstrate proficiency by receiving a passing grade
on exanms related to exercise epidemiology.


Exam - Based on specific course objectives, exams, either by the instructor or through a national certifying organization,
are used to demonstrate student compentency related to fitness and exercise epidemiology. (Active)


Results
Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)


Of the students who completed courses with an exercise epedimiology, allied health or fitness related focus, more than 80%
demonstrated proficiency by receiving a passing grade on exanms related to those topics.


Result Type: Criterion met


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed with Dean


12/19/2018


Reporting Cycle: 2017- 2018


Of the students who completed courses with an exercise epedimiology, allied health or fitness related focus, more than 82%
demonstrated proficiency by receiving a passing grade on exanms related to those topics.


Result Type: Criterion met


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed with Dean


12/19/2017


Reporting Cycle: 2016- 2017


Of the students who completed courses with an exercise epedimiology, allied health or fitness related focus, more than 80%
demonstrated proficiency by receiving a passing grade on exanms related to those topics.


Result Type: Criterion met


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed at department /
planning meeting


02/17/2017


Reporting Cycle: 2015- 2016


Of the students who completed courses with an exercise epedimiology, allied health or fitness related focus, more than 80%
demonstrated proficiency by receiving a passing grade on exanms related to those topics.


Result Type: Criterion met
03/03/2016


Reporting Cycle: 2014 - 2015


Of the students who completed courses with an exercise epedimiology, allied health or fitness related focus, more than 80%
demonstrated proficiency by receiving a passing grade on exanms related to those topics.


Result Type: Criterion met
03/25/2015


Related Course Outcomes
SKY KINE 305 - Health Related Fitness and Wellness
Fitness, Nutrtion and Stress management - Students who successfully complete the course will be able to describe the effects
of physical fitness, nutrition and stress management on overall health


Disease Processes and Prevention - Students who successfully complete the course will be able to discuss the impact of disease
processes such as heart disease, diabetes, cancer, etc. on overall health.


Evaluation and Prescription of a Fitness and Wellness Program - Students who successfully complete the course will be able to
evaluate their own fitness and wellness status and implement a personal wellness plan.


SKY P.E. 301    - Introduction to Personal Training
Knowledge  and NCSF Personal Trainer exam - Demonstrate the knowledge and skills necessary to pass the National Council of
Strength and Fitness Personal Trainer Test (areas of emphasis include Knowledge of Anatomy, Physiology, Nutrition, Personal
Training Instruction, Health Screening, Special Populations, and Exercise Prescription).
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Related Course Outcomes
SKY P.E. 302 - Introduction to Sports Nutrition
Nutritional and Physiological Principles - Students will be able to apply the principles of nutritional and psychological
adaptations to exercise in a personal nutrition plan.


PSLO:  Career Planning (PE/KINE)
Identify career and/or educational options in physical education, and formulate an action plan to successfully pursue and attain
those options.


Start Date: 10/27/2012
PSLO Status: Active


Assessment Methods


Success Criterion: Of the students who complete the class, 100% will be able to identify a carerr pathway related to
Kinesiology including the education, skills and interpersonal qualities necessary to excel in the profession.


Capstone Assignment/Project - Capstone project done either individually or in a group setting where students identify,
learn about and shadow potential career pathways in the field of Kinesiology and in allied fields. (Active)


Results
Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)


Of the students who completed the class, over 85% were able to identify a career pathway related to Kinesiology including the
education, skills and interpersonal qualities necessary to excel in the profession


Result Type: Criterion met


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed with Dean


12/19/2018


Reporting Cycle: 2017- 2018


Of the students who completed the class, over 82% were able to identify a career pathway related to Kinesiology including the
education, skills and interpersonal qualities necessary to be considered competent in the profession


Result Type: Criterion met


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed with Dean


12/19/2017


Reporting Cycle: 2016- 2017


Of the students who completed the class, over 85% were able to identify a career pathway related to Kinesiology including the
education, skills and interpersonal qualities necessary to excel in the profession


Result Type: Criterion met


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed at department /
planning meeting


02/17/2017


Reporting Cycle: 2015- 2016


Of the students who completed the class, over 80% were able to identify a career pathway related to Kinesiology including the
education, skills and interpersonal qualities necessary to excel in the profession


Result Type: Criterion met
03/03/2016


Reporting Cycle: 2014 - 2015


Of the students who completed the class, 100% were able to identify a career pathway related to Kinesiology including the
education, skills and interpersonal qualities necessary to excel in the profession


Result Type: Criterion met
03/25/2015


Related Course Outcomes
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Related Course Outcomes
SKY P.E. 105    - The Student-Athlete Experience
History, Perspective and Rules - List dates and describe events that changed sport participation significantly from a gender, race
or performance perspective.They will be able to contribute thoughts, ideas, and personal experiences about relevant topics in
sport in both written and spoken form and cite eligibility and transfer requirements for student-athletes at the 2-year and 4-
year level.


SKY P.E. 152 - Theory of Sport and Fitness Management
Concepts - Demonstrate an understanding of the unique characteristics of sport and how these influence the management of
sport.


SKY P.E. 301    - Introduction to Personal Training
Knowledge  and NCSF Personal Trainer exam - Demonstrate the knowledge and skills necessary to pass the National Council of
Strength and Fitness Personal Trainer Test (areas of emphasis include Knowledge of Anatomy, Physiology, Nutrition, Personal
Training Instruction, Health Screening, Special Populations, and Exercise Prescription).


PSLO:  Contextualizing Sport (PE/KINE)
Demonstrate an understanding of the historical, social and psychological aspects of activity and sport in the context of society.


Start Date: 10/27/2012
PSLO Status: Active


Assessment Methods


Success Criterion: Of the students who complete the class, over 70% will be able to demonstrate an ability to analyze and
describe how Kinesiology and Sport are formed and formed by historical, social and psychological aspects of society.


Essay - Through the use of weekly responses, journals, assignments and papers, students will be able to contextualize the
role of Kinesiology and sport, it's historical, social and psychological aspects, in a cohesive manner. (Active)


Results
Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)


Of the students who completed the class, over 85% were able to demonstrate an ability to analyze and describe how Kinesiology
and Sport are formed and framed by historical, social and psychological aspects of society.


Result Type: Criterion met


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed with Dean


12/19/2018


Reporting Cycle: 2017- 2018


Of the students who completed the class, over 85% were able to demonstrate an ability to analyze and describe how Kinesiology
and Sport are formed and framed by historical, social and psychological aspects of society.


Result Type: Criterion met


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed with Dean


12/19/2017


Reporting Cycle: 2016- 2017


Of the students who completed the class, over 75% were able to demonstrate an ability to analyze and describe how Kinesiology
and Sport are formed and framed by historical, social and psychological aspects of society.


Result Type: Criterion met


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed at department /
planning meeting


02/17/2017


Reporting Cycle: 2015- 2016


Of the students who completed the class, over 70% were able to demonstrate an ability to analyze and describe how Kinesiology
Result Type: Criterion met


03/03/2016
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SKY Dept - Kinesiology


and Sport are formed and framed by historical, social and psychological aspects of society.


Reporting Cycle: 2014 - 2015


Of the students who completed the class, over 60% were able to demonstrate an ability to analyze and describe how Kinesiology
and Sport are formed and framed by historical, social and psychological aspects of society.


Result Type: Criterion not met
03/25/2015


Actions
Action:  Need to look at written prompts and formats. Students by in large understand and can explain the concepts. The issue is
their ability to express that critically through writing is limited. (03/25/2015)
Action Plan Category: Conduct Further Assessment


Related Course Outcomes
SKY P.E. 105    - The Student-Athlete Experience
History, Perspective and Rules - List dates and describe events that changed sport participation significantly from a gender, race
or performance perspective.They will be able to contribute thoughts, ideas, and personal experiences about relevant topics in
sport in both written and spoken form and cite eligibility and transfer requirements for student-athletes at the 2-year and 4-
year level.


SKY TEAM 145    - Advanced Soccer
Fitness - Demonstrate an increase in cardiovascular fitness and wellness developed through daily practice and measured
through efficiency of movement, recovery rate, and increased performance on post-fitness test.


SKY TEAM 190    - Baseball Theory, Defense
Concepts and Technique - Develop individual and team defensive programs applicable to specific goals, evaluate various
techniques for effectiveness, demonstrate skills at an advanced level and apply *concepts into practice (*e.g. rules, terminology
and philosophy).


PSLO:  Improved Fitness (TEAM)
Demonstrate improvement in areas of fitness as measured by the division Physical Education Evaluation Program (PEEP).


Start Date: 10/27/2012
PSLO Status: Active


Assessment Methods


Success Criterion: 70% of students who complete the class will demonstrate improvement in at least two of five areas
most closely related to participation in that particular TEAM activity.


Pre and post testing - Pre and Post Fitness test administered by the division.  Students will be evaluated on improvement.
5 areas of fitness are evaluated. Students must demonstrate progression in at least two areas. Which areas are dependent
on the focus, training mode and specificity of the fitness activity selected. (Active)


Results
Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)


Almost 100% of students who completed the class demonstrated improvement in at least two of five areas most closely related
to participation in that particular TEAM activity. Discussion that a lack of functional space for outdoor activities may be a
consideration due to the climatic conditions


Result Type: Criterion met


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed with Dean


12/19/2018


Actions
Action:  Prior to purchasing equipment, the field house itself must be upgraded. This would include heating equipment,
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weatherizing doors and installing rubber flooring. Otherwise, equipment purchased will rust. (12/19/2018)
Action Plan Category: Request purchase of new equipment or supplies


Reporting Cycle: 2017- 2018


Almost 100% of students who completed the class demonstrated improvement in at least two of five areas most closely related
to participation in that particular TEAM activity. Discussion that a lack of functional space for outdoor activities may be a
consideration due to the climatic conditions


Result Type: Criterion met


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed with Dean


12/19/2017


Actions
Action:  Through instructional equipment funds renovate field house facility as a functional space for outdoor team (Baseball /
Soccer). In conjunction work with facilities so the space is not as impacted by climatic conditions. (12/19/2017)
Action Plan Category: Request purchase of new equipment or supplies


Reporting Cycle: 2016- 2017


Almost 100% of students who completed the class demonstrated improvement in at least two of five areas most closely related
to participation in that particular TEAM activity. Discussion that a lack of functional space for outdoor activities may be a
consideration due to the climatic conditions


Result Type: Criterion met


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed at department /
planning meeting


02/17/2017


Actions
Action:  Through instructional equipment funds renovate field house facility as a functional space for outdoor team (Baseball /
Soccer). In conjunction work with facilities so the space is not as impacted by climatic conditions. (02/17/2017)
Action Plan Category: Request purchase of new equipment or supplies


Reporting Cycle: 2015- 2016


Almost 100% of students who completed the class demonstrated improvement in at least two of five areas most closely related
to participation in that particular TEAM activity.


Result Type: Criterion met
03/03/2016


Reporting Cycle: 2014 - 2015


Almost 100% of students who completed the class demonstrated improvement in at least two of five areas most closely related
to participation in that particular TEAM activity.


Result Type: Criterion met
03/25/2015


Actions
Action:  Greater use of technology in PEEP is needed. Students can't track progress because it's administered via paper / pencil.
Resources needed are tablets to input data from testing and a password system so student can view results. (03/25/2015)


Related Course Outcomes
SKY TEAM 100    - Baseball
Skills and Concepts - Demonstrate the fundamental individual and team skills necessary to perform and progress at a
competitive level in the sport of baseball.


SKY TEAM 111    - Beginning Basketball
Fitness improvement and practices - Identify and assess their current fitness level and alter or modify specific wellness or
fitness practices in order to improve body composition/flexibility/cardiovascular fitness/muscular endurance/muscular strength
related to performance in the sport of basketball


SKY TEAM 112    - Basketball: Adv. Comp Strategy
Fitness - Demonstrate an increase in cardiovascular fitness and wellness developed through daily practice and measured
through efficiency of movement, recovery rate, and increased performance on post-fitness test.
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Related Course Outcomes
SKY TEAM 115    - Advanced Basketball
Fitness improvement - Identify and assess their current fitness level and alter or modify specific wellness or fitness practices in
order to improve body composition/flexibility/cardiovascular fitness/muscular endurance/muscular strength


SKY TEAM 116    - Basketball: Indv Skill Develop
Fitness - Identify and assess their current fitness level and alter or modify specific wellness or fitness practices in order to
improve body composition / flexibility / cardiovascular fitness / muscular endurance / muscular strength related to performance
in the sport of basketball.


SKY TEAM 117    - Tournament Basketball
Skills and Concepts - Demonstrate the fundamental individual and team skills necessary to perform and progress at a
competitive level in the sport of basketball.


SKY TEAM 132.1-4    - Flag Football I- IV
Fitness and wellness - Identify and assess their current fitness level and alter or modify specific wellness or fitness practices in
order to improve body composition /flexibility/ cardiovascular fitness/muscular endurance / muscular strength related to
performance in the game of flag football


SKY TEAM 141    - Beginning Soccer
Fitness - Demonstrate an increase in cardiovascular fitness and wellness developed through daily practice and measured
through efficiency of movement, recovery rate, and increased performance on post-fitness test.


SKY TEAM 148    - Indoor Soccer
Skills, Concepts, Rules and Fitness - Demonstrate tactical, technical (rules), fitness and motor skills in the sport of indoor soccer
/ futsal and use critical thinking to apply skills in a competitive environment.


SKY TEAM 179    - Tournament Volleyball
Skills and Concepts - Demonstrate the fundamental individual and team skills necessary to perform and progress at a
competitive level in the sport of volleyball.


SKY TEAM 190    - Baseball Theory, Defense
Concepts and Technique - Develop individual and team defensive programs applicable to specific goals, evaluate various
techniques for effectiveness, demonstrate skills at an advanced level and apply *concepts into practice (*e.g. rules, terminology
and philosophy).


SKY TEAM 191    - Baseball Theory, Offense
Concepts and Techniques - Develop individual and team offensive programs applicable to specific goals, evaluate various
techniques for effectiveness, demonstrate skills at an advanced level and apply *concepts into practice (*e.g. rules, terminology
and philosophy).


SKY TEAM 192    - Men's Basketball Theory, Defen
Concepts and Techniques - Develop individual and team defensive programs applicable to specific goals, evaluate various
techniques for effectiveness, demonstrate skills at an advanced level and apply *concepts into practice (*e.g. rules, terminology
and philosophy).
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Related Course Outcomes
SKY TEAM 193    - Men's Basketball Theory, Offen
Concepts and Techniques - Develop individual and team offensive programs applicable to specific goals, evaluate various
techniques for effectiveness, demonstrate skills at an advanced level and apply *concepts into practice (*e.g. rules, terminology
and philosophy).


SKY TEAM 196 - Men's Soccer Theory, Defense
Concepts and Techniques - Develop individual and team defensive programs applicable to specific goals, evaluate various
techniques for effectiveness, demonstrate skills at an advanced level and apply *concepts into practice (*e.g. rules, terminology
and philosophy).


SKY TEAM 197 - Men's Soccer Theory: Offense
Concepts and Techniques - Develop individual and team offensive programs applicable to specific goals, evaluate various
techniques for effectiveness, demonstrate skills at an advanced level and apply *concepts into practice (*e.g. rules, terminology
and philosophy).


SKY TEAM 198    - Women's Soccer Theory. Defense
Concepts and Techniques - Develop individual and team defensive programs applicable to specific goals, evaluate various
techniques for effectiveness, demonstrate skills at an advanced level and apply *concepts into practice (*e.g. rules, terminology
and philosophy).


SKY TEAM 199 - Women's Soccer Theory, Offense
Concepts and Techniques - Develop individual and team offensive programs applicable to specific goals, evaluate various
techniques for effectiveness, demonstrate skills at an advanced level and apply *concepts into practice (*e.g. rules, terminology
and philosophy).


PSLO:  Team Sports Basics (TEAM)
Demonstrate the fundamental skills, knowledge, etiquette and vocabulary used in the practice and performance of team activities.


Start Date: 10/27/2012
PSLO Status: Active


Assessment Methods


Success Criterion: 70% of the students who complete the class will be able to demonstrate increased skills, knowledge and
ability related to the sport.


Pre and post testing - Based on level, students will be evaluated on a rubric and their improvement from pre-post test
used in assessing progress. In addition, students will be tested, based on level, to make sure they know and understand the
rules and etiqutte involved in the sport. (Active)


Results
Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)


Almost 100% of the students who completed the classes were able to demonstrate, based on level, increased skills, knowledge
and ability related to the sport.


Result Type: Criterion met


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed with Dean


12/19/2018


Reporting Cycle: 2017- 2018


Almost 100% of the students who completed the classes were able to demonstrate, based on level, increased skills, knowledge
and ability related to the sport.


Result Type: Criterion met


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed with Dean


12/19/2017


Reporting Cycle: 2016- 2017 02/17/2017
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Over 90% of the students who completed the classes were able to demonstrate, based on level, increased skills, knowledge and
ability related to the sport.


Result Type: Criterion met


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed at department /
planning meeting


Reporting Cycle: 2015- 2016


Over 90% of the students who completed the classes were able to demonstrate, based on level, increased skills, knowledge and
ability related to the sport.


Result Type: Criterion met
03/03/2016


Reporting Cycle: 2014 - 2015


Over 80% of the students who completed the classes were able to demonstrate, based on level, increased skills, knowledge and
ability related to the sport.


Result Type: Criterion met
03/25/2015


Related Course Outcomes
SKY TEAM 100    - Baseball
Skills and Concepts - Demonstrate the fundamental individual and team skills necessary to perform and progress at a
competitive level in the sport of baseball.


SKY TEAM 111    - Beginning Basketball
Rules, concepts, vocabulary - Identify/explain the rules, concepts, and vocabulary used in the sport of basketball.


Skill fundamentals - Demonstrate the fundamental skills necessary to perform and progress at a beginning level in the sport of
basketball


SKY TEAM 112    - Basketball: Adv. Comp Strategy
Technical / Tactical Skills - Demonstrate advanced knowledge of technical and tactical skills of the game of basketball, use
critical thinking skills to apply this knowledge in a competitive environment.


SKY TEAM 115    - Advanced Basketball
Rules, concepts, vocabulary - Identify/explain the rules, concepts, and vocabulary used in the sport of basketball.


Skills and progression - Demonstrate the fundamental skills necessary to perform and progress at an advanced level in the sport
of basketball


SKY TEAM 116    - Basketball: Indv Skill Develop
Skills - Demonstrate the fundamental skills necessary to perform and progress at an individual level in the sport of basketball.


SKY TEAM 117    - Tournament Basketball
Skills and Concepts - Demonstrate the fundamental individual and team skills necessary to perform and progress at a
competitive level in the sport of basketball.


SKY TEAM 132.1-4    - Flag Football I- IV
Skills - Demonstrate the fundamental skills and knowledge necessary to perform and progress in the competition of flag football


Routes and responsibilities - Identify / Explain the different positions and routes of the plays.


SKY TEAM 141    - Beginning Soccer
Technical / Tactical Skills - Demonstrate basic knowledge of technical and tactical skills of the game of soccer, use critical
thinking skills to apply this knowledge in a competitive environment.
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Related Course Outcomes
SKY TEAM 145    - Advanced Soccer
Technical / Tactical Skills - Demonstrate advanced knowledge of technical and tactical skills of the game of soccer, use critical
thinking skills to apply this knowledge in a competitive environment.


SKY TEAM 148    - Indoor Soccer
Skills, Concepts, Rules and Fitness - Demonstrate tactical, technical (rules), fitness and motor skills in the sport of indoor soccer
/ futsal and use critical thinking to apply skills in a competitive environment.


SKY TEAM 179    - Tournament Volleyball
Skills and Concepts - Demonstrate the fundamental individual and team skills necessary to perform and progress at a
competitive level in the sport of volleyball.


SKY TEAM 190    - Baseball Theory, Defense
Concepts and Technique - Develop individual and team defensive programs applicable to specific goals, evaluate various
techniques for effectiveness, demonstrate skills at an advanced level and apply *concepts into practice (*e.g. rules, terminology
and philosophy).


SKY TEAM 191    - Baseball Theory, Offense
Concepts and Techniques - Develop individual and team offensive programs applicable to specific goals, evaluate various
techniques for effectiveness, demonstrate skills at an advanced level and apply *concepts into practice (*e.g. rules, terminology
and philosophy).


SKY TEAM 192    - Men's Basketball Theory, Defen
Concepts and Techniques - Develop individual and team defensive programs applicable to specific goals, evaluate various
techniques for effectiveness, demonstrate skills at an advanced level and apply *concepts into practice (*e.g. rules, terminology
and philosophy).


SKY TEAM 193    - Men's Basketball Theory, Offen
Concepts and Techniques - Develop individual and team offensive programs applicable to specific goals, evaluate various
techniques for effectiveness, demonstrate skills at an advanced level and apply *concepts into practice (*e.g. rules, terminology
and philosophy).


SKY TEAM 196 - Men's Soccer Theory, Defense
Concepts and Techniques - Develop individual and team defensive programs applicable to specific goals, evaluate various
techniques for effectiveness, demonstrate skills at an advanced level and apply *concepts into practice (*e.g. rules, terminology
and philosophy).


SKY TEAM 197 - Men's Soccer Theory: Offense
Concepts and Techniques - Develop individual and team offensive programs applicable to specific goals, evaluate various
techniques for effectiveness, demonstrate skills at an advanced level and apply *concepts into practice (*e.g. rules, terminology
and philosophy).


SKY TEAM 198    - Women's Soccer Theory. Defense
Concepts and Techniques - Develop individual and team defensive programs applicable to specific goals, evaluate various
techniques for effectiveness, demonstrate skills at an advanced level and apply *concepts into practice (*e.g. rules, terminology
and philosophy).
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Related Course Outcomes
SKY TEAM 199 - Women's Soccer Theory, Offense
Concepts and Techniques - Develop individual and team offensive programs applicable to specific goals, evaluate various
techniques for effectiveness, demonstrate skills at an advanced level and apply *concepts into practice (*e.g. rules, terminology
and philosophy).


PSLO:  Effective Sports (TEAM)
Develop individual and team offensive/defensive programs applicable to specific goals, evaluate various techniques for
effectiveness, demonstrate skills at an advanced level and apply concepts into practice.


Start Date: 10/27/2012
PSLO Status: Active


Assessment Methods


Success Criterion: 70% of the students who complete the class will demonstrate progression in the use and application of
skills and techniques in the proper game context.


Exam - Students are accessed on their ability to use individual skills and apply them in game settings. Students are
accessed at four levels, beginning, intermediate, advanced intermediate and advanced, and then evaluated on their
application based on that level. Performance is related is related to skill level. (Active)


Results
Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)


Almost 100% of the students who completed the classes were able to demonstrate progression in the use and application of skills
and techniques in the proper game context


Result Type: Criterion met


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed with Dean


12/19/2018


Reporting Cycle: 2017- 2018


Almost 100% of the students who completed the classes were able to demonstrate progression in the use and application of skills
and techniques in the proper game context


Result Type: Criterion met


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed with Dean


12/19/2017


Reporting Cycle: 2016- 2017


Almost 100% of the students who completed the classes were able to demonstrate progression in the use and application of skills
and techniques in the proper game context


Result Type: Criterion met


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed at department /
planning meeting


02/17/2017


Reporting Cycle: 2015- 2016


Almost 100% of the students who completed the classes were able to demonstrate progression in the use and application of skills
and techniques in the proper game context.


Result Type: Criterion met
03/03/2016


Reporting Cycle: 2014 - 2015


Almost 100% of the students who completed the classes were able to demonstrate progression in the use and application of skills
and techniques in the proper game context.


Result Type: Criterion met
03/25/2015


Related Course Outcomes
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Related Course Outcomes
SKY TEAM 100    - Baseball
Skills and Concepts - Demonstrate the fundamental individual and team skills necessary to perform and progress at a
competitive level in the sport of baseball.


SKY TEAM 112    - Basketball: Adv. Comp Strategy
Technical / Tactical Skills - Demonstrate advanced knowledge of technical and tactical skills of the game of basketball, use
critical thinking skills to apply this knowledge in a competitive environment.


SKY TEAM 115    - Advanced Basketball
Skills and progression - Demonstrate the fundamental skills necessary to perform and progress at an advanced level in the sport
of basketball


SKY TEAM 116    - Basketball: Indv Skill Develop
Skills - Demonstrate the fundamental skills necessary to perform and progress at an individual level in the sport of basketball.


SKY TEAM 117    - Tournament Basketball
Skills and Concepts - Demonstrate the fundamental individual and team skills necessary to perform and progress at a
competitive level in the sport of basketball.


SKY TEAM 132.1-4    - Flag Football I- IV
Skills - Demonstrate the fundamental skills and knowledge necessary to perform and progress in the competition of flag football


Routes and responsibilities - Identify / Explain the different positions and routes of the plays.


SKY TEAM 145    - Advanced Soccer
Technical / Tactical Skills - Demonstrate advanced knowledge of technical and tactical skills of the game of soccer, use critical
thinking skills to apply this knowledge in a competitive environment.


SKY TEAM 148    - Indoor Soccer
Skills, Concepts, Rules and Fitness - Demonstrate tactical, technical (rules), fitness and motor skills in the sport of indoor soccer
/ futsal and use critical thinking to apply skills in a competitive environment.


SKY TEAM 179    - Tournament Volleyball
Skills and Concepts - Demonstrate the fundamental individual and team skills necessary to perform and progress at a
competitive level in the sport of volleyball.


SKY TEAM 191    - Baseball Theory, Offense
Concepts and Techniques - Develop individual and team offensive programs applicable to specific goals, evaluate various
techniques for effectiveness, demonstrate skills at an advanced level and apply *concepts into practice (*e.g. rules, terminology
and philosophy).


SKY TEAM 192    - Men's Basketball Theory, Defen
Concepts and Techniques - Develop individual and team defensive programs applicable to specific goals, evaluate various
techniques for effectiveness, demonstrate skills at an advanced level and apply *concepts into practice (*e.g. rules, terminology
and philosophy).
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Related Course Outcomes
SKY TEAM 193    - Men's Basketball Theory, Offen
Concepts and Techniques - Develop individual and team offensive programs applicable to specific goals, evaluate various
techniques for effectiveness, demonstrate skills at an advanced level and apply *concepts into practice (*e.g. rules, terminology
and philosophy).


SKY TEAM 196 - Men's Soccer Theory, Defense
Concepts and Techniques - Develop individual and team defensive programs applicable to specific goals, evaluate various
techniques for effectiveness, demonstrate skills at an advanced level and apply *concepts into practice (*e.g. rules, terminology
and philosophy).


SKY TEAM 197 - Men's Soccer Theory: Offense
Concepts and Techniques - Develop individual and team offensive programs applicable to specific goals, evaluate various
techniques for effectiveness, demonstrate skills at an advanced level and apply *concepts into practice (*e.g. rules, terminology
and philosophy).


SKY TEAM 198    - Women's Soccer Theory. Defense
Concepts and Techniques - Develop individual and team defensive programs applicable to specific goals, evaluate various
techniques for effectiveness, demonstrate skills at an advanced level and apply *concepts into practice (*e.g. rules, terminology
and philosophy).


SKY TEAM 199 - Women's Soccer Theory, Offense
Concepts and Techniques - Develop individual and team offensive programs applicable to specific goals, evaluate various
techniques for effectiveness, demonstrate skills at an advanced level and apply *concepts into practice (*e.g. rules, terminology
and philosophy).


PSLO:  Advanced Sport (VARS)
Demonstrate an expert knowledge of the strategies and skills of the sport; use critical thinking skills to apply this knowledge to a
competitive situation in order to contend to the best of one's ability against outside opponents


Start Date: 10/27/2012
PSLO Status: Active


Assessment Methods


Success Criterion: Standard would be in team sports to try and have a winning overall record and finish in the top half of
the conference. It also would include being in the top half of the state in relevant statistical categories. For individual
sports, that individual qualifiers are able to advance to state and regional competition in the same proportion as other
schools that are Skyline's size.


Capstone Assignment/Project - Statistics and records will be used to measure progress. Standard would be in team sports
to try and have a winning overall record and finish in the top half of the conference. It also would include being in the top
half of the state in relevant statistical categories. For individual sports, that individual qualifiers are able to advance to
state and regional competition in the same proportion as other schools that are Skyline's size. (Active)


Results
Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)


Majority of teams and individuals met the standard. Still, it's important to point out that overall outcomes, not just those tied to
results, are better when students are coached by a full-time staff member as opposed to a part-time staff member.


Result Type: Criterion met


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Coaching Staff Discussed with
AD


12/11/2018


Actions
Action:  We have requested a full-time staff position (faculty) or a classified position to more uniformly support student
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outcomes across all sports. We also believe that recruiting / outreach will be improved if coaches were directly compensated for
their recruiting efforts and if we maximize our reach in social media and on our website. (12/11/2018)
Action Plan Category: Other


Reporting Cycle: 2017- 2018


Majority of teams met the standard. It's relevant to point out that recruiting effects results and that those sports coached by full-
time staff tend to perform better than those taught by part-time staff.


Result Type: Criterion met


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed with AD


12/19/2017


Reporting Cycle: 2016- 2017


Majority of teams met the standard but some did not. It's relevant to point out that recruiting effects results and that those
sports coached by full-time staff tend to perform better than those taught by part-time staff.


Result Type: Criterion met


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed at department /
planning meeting


02/17/2017


Reporting Cycle: 2015- 2016


Majority of teams met the standard but others did not. It's relevant to point out that those which did not are coaches by part-
time staff.


Result Type: Criterion not met
03/03/2016


Actions
Action:  Men's Soccer position being converted to full-time in Fall 2016. Our hope is with another retirement that we could get
another full-time coach in two to three years. (03/03/2016)
Action Plan Category: Make staffing changes


Reporting Cycle: 2014 - 2015


Majority of teams met the standard but others did not. It's relevant to point out that those which did not are coaches by part-
time staff.


Result Type: Inconclusive
03/25/2015


Actions
Action:  Need to provide more support if we continue to use part-time coaches. Demands in and out of season are such that
being part-time doesn't allow coaches to fully support students on and off the field. (03/25/2015)
Action Plan Category: Make staffing changes


Related Course Outcomes
SKY VARS 100    - Varsity Baseball
Strategies and Skills - Demonstrate an expert knowledge of the strategies and skills of the game of baseball; use critical thinking
skills to apply this knowledge to a competitive situation in order to contend to the best of one's ability against outside
opponents.


SKY VARS 110    - Varsity Basketball
Strategies and Skills - Demonstrate an expert knowledge of the strategies and skills of the game of basketball; use critical
thinking skills to apply this knowledge to a competitive situation in order to contend to the best of ones ability against outside
opponents.


Fitness - Demonstrate an increase in cardiovascular fitness and wellness developed through daily practice and measured
through efficiency of movement, recovery rate, and increased performance on post-fitness test
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Related Course Outcomes
SKY VARS 150    - Varsity Soccer
Strategies and Skills - Demonstrate an expert knowledge of the strategies and skills of the game of soccer; use critical thinking
skills to apply this knowledge to a competitive situation in order to contend to the best of one's ability against outside
opponents.


SKY VARS 200    - Varsity Wrestling
Strategies and Skills - Demonstrate an expert knowledge of the strategies and skills of the sport of wrestling; use critical
thinking skills to apply this knowledge to competitive situations in order to contend to the best of one's ability against outside
opponents.


SKY VARS 300    - Vars. Women's Basketball
Strategies and Skills - Demonstrate an expert knowledge of the strategies and skills of the game of basketball; use critical
thinking skills to apply this knowledge to a competitive situation in order to contend to the best of one's ability against outside
opponents.


SKY VARS 340    - Vars. Women's Volleyball
Strategies and Skills - Demonstrate an expert knowledge of the strategies and skills of the game of volleyball; use critical
thinking skills to apply this knowledge to a competitive situations in order to contend to the best of one's ability against outside
opponents.


SKY VARS 350    - Women's Varsity Badminton
Skill and knowledge - Demonstrate an expert knowledge of the strategies and skills of the game of badminton; use critical
thinking skills to apply this knowledge to a competitive situation in order to contend to the best of one's ability against outside
opponents.


SKY VARS 360    - Varsity Women's Soccer
Strategies and Skills - Demonstrate an expert knowledge of the strategies and skills of the game of soccer; use critical thinking
skills to apply this knowledge to a competitive situation in order to contend to the best of one's ability against outside
opponents.


PSLO:  Sportsmanship (VARS)
Embody the traits of good sportsmanship and a sense of team in both competition and practice; and demonstrate commitment to
academic achievement through work ethic developed in practice and competition


Start Date: 10/27/2012
PSLO Status: Active


Assessment Methods


Success Criterion: We would have no decorum violations in any academic year and that each team would have the
majority of their students complete 12 or more units with a 2.75 GPA.


Other - Decorum violations are self-reported to the Coast Conference and / or are noted through the campus discipline
process. Grades are evaluated in season and are looked at for completion and GPA. (Active)


Results
Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019 (current)


In decorum, we did have three decorum violations (Men's Soccer, Women's Basketball and Baseball). Two of the violations were
for swearing and the third was a rule book infraction. We had no other violations in any sport. No student issues were referred to
student conduct. We had no coaches who violated decorum standards.. In terms of grades, students coached by full-time staff


Result Type: Criterion met
12/11/2018
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have a tendency to out-performed students coached by part-time staff related to GPA, completion, retention, transfer and
scholarship. Last year, both Women's Basketball and Wrestling, had outstanding academic performance which narrowed this gap.
The improvement was not based on any systemic change.Concern was expressed about scheduling. As the school embarks on
offering fewer levels but higher unit courses, scheduling has been made more difficult. Also, the loss of the learning community
makes it harder to get students into schedules. We have been fortunate that enrollment pressure is low on campus due to a load
of 525. It's becoming harder as more groups are provided priority or placed in specialized cohorts. Real need for a student success
position to more closely collaborate with student services to make sure student-athlete population is served.
Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed with AD


Reporting Cycle: 2017- 2018


In decorum, we did have three decorum violations in Men's Soccer. We had no other violations in any sport. No student issues
were referred to student conduct. We had no coaches who violated decorum standards. We conducted on Oct. 11, 2017 a flex
day presentation for students and staff from the One Love Foundation related to relationship violence that was well attended
and received. In terms of grades, students coached by full-time staff out-performed students coached by part-time staff. Concern
was expressed about scheduling. As the school embarks on offering fewer levels but higher unit courses, scheduling has been
made more difficult. Also, the loss of the learning community makes it harder to get students into schedules. We have been
fortunate that enrollment pressure is low on campus due to a load of 515. It's becoming harder as more groups are provided
priority or placed in specialized cohorts. Real need for a student success position to more closely collaborate with student
services to make sure student-athlete population is served.


Result Type: Criterion met


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed with AD


12/19/2017


Reporting Cycle: 2016- 2017


In decorum, we did have two ejections for verbal abuse (Men's Soccer). No student issues were referred to student conduct. We
no coached who violated decorum standards. In terms of grades, students coached by full-time staff out-performed students
coached by part-time staff. largely this has to do with recruiting, getting students committed / enrolled in the learning
community, and monitoring student progress.


Result Type: Criterion met


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed at department /
planning meeting


02/17/2017


Actions
Action:  Requested PSC who will have responsibility to assist part-time coaches with academic tracking, outreach and external /
internal affairs. (02/17/2017)
Action Plan Category: Other


Reporting Cycle: 2015- 2016


In decorum, we did have one ejection for physical abuse (Women's Basketball). No student issues were referred to student
conduct. We had one coach (baseball) suspended for two games for arguing in the parking lot with an umpire. No profanity was
used but such arguing is prohibited. In terms of grades, students coached by full-time staff out-performed students coached by
part-time staff. largely this has to do with recruiting, getting students committed / enrolled in the learning community, and
monitoring student progress.


Result Type: Criterion met
03/03/2016


Actions
Action:  We are hiring full-time in men's soccer with the hope of getting another full-time hire in a year or two.
 (03/03/2016)


Reporting Cycle: 2014 - 2015


In decorum, we did have one ejection for use of profanity. A few student issues were referred to student conduct. Students were
suspended for a few games. In terms of grades, students coached by full-time staff out-performed students coached by part-time
staff. largely this has to do with recruiting, getting students committed / enrolled in the learning community, and monitoring
student progress.


Result Type: Inconclusive
03/25/2015


Actions
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Action:  Need to provide more support if we continue to use part-time coaches. Demands in and out of season are such that
being part-time doesn't allow coaches to fully support students on and off the field. (03/25/2015)
Action Plan Category: Make staffing changes


Related Course Outcomes
SKY VARS 100    - Varsity Baseball
Strategies and Skills - Demonstrate an expert knowledge of the strategies and skills of the game of baseball; use critical thinking
skills to apply this knowledge to a competitive situation in order to contend to the best of one's ability against outside
opponents.
Sportsmanship and Academics - Embody the traits of good sportsmanship and a sense of team in both competition and
practice; and demonstrate commitment to academic achievement through work ethic developed in practice and competition.


SKY VARS 110    - Varsity Basketball
Strategies and Skills - Demonstrate an expert knowledge of the strategies and skills of the game of basketball; use critical
thinking skills to apply this knowledge to a competitive situation in order to contend to the best of ones ability against outside
opponents.


Sportsmanship and Academics - Embody the traits of good sportsmanship and a sense of team in both competition and
practice; exhibit commitment through practice work ethic and support of teammates as described by instructor.


SKY VARS 150    - Varsity Soccer
Strategies and Skills - Demonstrate an expert knowledge of the strategies and skills of the game of soccer; use critical thinking
skills to apply this knowledge to a competitive situation in order to contend to the best of one's ability against outside
opponents.


Sportsmanship and Academics - Embody the traits of good sportsmanship and a sense of team in both competition and
practice; and demonstrate commitment to academic achievement through work ethic developed in practice and competition.


SKY VARS 200    - Varsity Wrestling
Strategies and Skills - Demonstrate an expert knowledge of the strategies and skills of the sport of wrestling; use critical
thinking skills to apply this knowledge to competitive situations in order to contend to the best of one's ability against outside
opponents.
Sportsmanship and Academics - Embody the traits of good sportsmanship and a sense of team in both competition and practice
and demonstrate committment to academic achievement through work ethic developed in practice and competition.


SKY VARS 300    - Vars. Women's Basketball
Strategies and Skills - Demonstrate an expert knowledge of the strategies and skills of the game of basketball; use critical
thinking skills to apply this knowledge to a competitive situation in order to contend to the best of one's ability against outside
opponents.


Sportsmanship and Academics - Embody the traits of good sportsmanship and a sense of team in both competition and
practice; and demonstrate commitment to academic achievement through work ethic developed in practice and competition.
(Sportsmanship and Academics)


SKY VARS 340    - Vars. Women's Volleyball
Strategies and Skills - Demonstrate an expert knowledge of the strategies and skills of the game of volleyball; use critical
thinking skills to apply this knowledge to a competitive situations in order to contend to the best of one's ability against outside
opponents.


Sportsmanship and Academics - Embody the traits of good sportsmanship and a sense of team in both competition and practice
and demonstrate committment to academic achievement through work ethic developed in practice and competition.
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Related Course Outcomes
SKY VARS 350    - Women's Varsity Badminton
Skill and knowledge - Demonstrate an expert knowledge of the strategies and skills of the game of badminton; use critical
thinking skills to apply this knowledge to a competitive situation in order to contend to the best of one's ability against outside
opponents.


Sportsmanship - Embody the traits of good sportsmanship and a sense of "team" in both competition and practice; exhibit
commitment through practice work ethic and support of teammates as described by instructor.


Fitness improvement - Demonstrate an increase in cardiovascular fitness and wellness developed through daily practice and
measured through efficiency of movement and recovery rate.


SKY VARS 360    - Varsity Women's Soccer
Strategies and Skills - Demonstrate an expert knowledge of the strategies and skills of the game of soccer; use critical thinking
skills to apply this knowledge to a competitive situation in order to contend to the best of one's ability against outside
opponents.
Sportsmanship and Academics - Embody the traits of good sportsmanship and a sense of team in both competition and
practice; and demonstrate commitment to academic achievement through work ethic developed in practice and competition.
(Sportsmanship and Academics)


PSLO:  Exercise prescription
Critically analyze anatomical and physiological factors in the development of exercise prescription, prevention and rehabilitation
designed to meet individual goals and circumstances.


Planning Year: 2017-2018
Start Date: 05/17/2018
End Date: 06/01/2020


PSLO Status: Active


Related Course Outcomes
SKY ADAP 358    - Adapted Strength Development
Skills and Concepts - Upon completion of the course, and in the absence of a degenerative disease process, students will be
able to demonstrate increased muscular strength and endurance, or in the presence of a degenerative disease process,
demonstrate either maintained or slowed degradation of muscular strength and endurance in areas where given the normal
course of the disease, decreased muscle strength and endurance would be expected.


SKY ADAP 359    - Balance/Functional Movement...
Skills and Concepts - Upon completion of the course, and in the absence of a degenerative disease process, students will be
able to demonstrate increased balance and functional movement, or in the presence of a degenerative disease process,
demonstrate either maintained or slowed degradation of balance and functional movement in areas where given the normal
course of the disease, decreased balance and functional movement would be expected.


SKY COMB 301    - Beginning Wrestling
Skills, Fitness and Concepts - Upon successful completion of this course students will:
Demonstrate tactical, technical, fitness and motor skills at a basic level in the sport of wrestling and use critical thinking to apply
skills in a competitive environment.
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Related Course Outcomes
SKY COMB 302    - Intermediate Wrestling
Skills, Concepts and Fitness - Upon successful completion of this course students will:
Demonstrate tactical, technical, fitness and motor skills at an advanced level in the sport of wrestling and use critical thinking to
apply skills in a competitive environment.


SKY COMB 404    - Beginning Shotokan Karate
Skills, Concepts and Fitness - Demonstrate the fundamental skills, knowledge, concepts and vocabulary used in the practice of
Shotokan Karate to perform and progress at a beginning level in this art.


SKY FITN 106    - Varsity Conditioning
Fitness, Concepts and Techniques - Identify and build individual / team skills related to conditioning programs for specific sports
, evaluation of various techniques, use of equipment, scientific knowledge of conditioning, and improve / maintain acceptable
and healthy body composition, flexibility, muscular strength, muscular endurance and flexibility.


SKY FITN 107 - Intercollegiate Fitness
Fitness Assessment - Upon successful completion of this course student will be able to:
Identify and assess current fitness level as it pertains to student?s individual sport and alter or modify specific fitness practices
in order to maintain performance.


SKY FITN 110    - Adult Conditioning
Skills, concepts and techniques - Identify and build individual skills related to conditioning programs for adults applicable to
their specific goals, evaluation of various techniques, use of equipment, scientific knowledge of conditioning, and improve /
maintain acceptable and healthy body composition, flexibility, muscular strength, muscular endurance and flexibility.


SKY FITN 112    - Cross Training
Fitness Improvement - Improve fitness levels, increase strength and flexibility, and lose body fat through participation in a
variety of fitness activities.


Fitness self assessment - Be able to identify and assess their current fitness level; alter or modify specific wellness or fitness
practices in order to improve body composition/flexibility/cardiovascular fitness/muscular endurance/muscular strength related
to performance


Role of fitness in wellbeing - Identify/explain the role of physical fitness and fitness principles in both physical and mental
wellbeing


SKY FITN 116    - Body Conditioning
Skills. Concepts and Techniques - Identify and build individual skills related to conditioning programs applicable to their specific
goals, evaluation of various techniques, use of equipment, scientific knowledge of conditioning, and improve / maintain
acceptable and healthy body composition, flexibility, muscular strength, muscular endurance and flexibility.


SKY FITN 166    - Golf Fitness
Fitness improvement - Identify and assess current fitness level as it pertains to golf and alter or modify specific fitness practices
in order to improve performance, increase strength, flexibility and cardiovascular fitness
Technique - Demonstrate an understanding of proper technique and execution of golf fitness principles.
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Related Course Outcomes
SKY FITN 199 - Interactive Cardiovascular Fitness
Fitness / Wellness - Identify and assess their current fitness level; alter or modify cardiovascular fitness program in order to
improve body composition/flexibility/cardiovascular fitness/muscular endurance/muscular strength related to performance


SKY FITN 201    - Beginning Weight Training
Skills, Techniques and Concepts - Identify and build skills related individual weight training programs applicable to their specific
goals, evaluation of various techniques, use of equipment, scientific knowledge of weight conditioning, and improve / maintain
acceptable and healthy body composition, flexibility, muscular strength, muscular endurance and flexibility.


SKY FITN 202    - Intermediate Weight Training
Skills, Concepts and Techniques - Identify and build skills related individual weight training programs applicable to their specific
goals, evaluation of various techniques, use of equipment, scientific knowledge of weight conditioning, and improve / maintain
acceptable and healthy body composition, flexibility, muscular strength, muscular endurance and flexibility.


SKY FITN 205    - Weight Conditioning
Concepts, Technique and Fitness - Students will learn to develop individual weight training programs applicable to their specific
goals, evaluation of various techniques, use of equipment,  scientific knowledge of weight conditioning, and improve / maintain
acceptable and healthy body composition, flexibility, muscular strength, muscular endurance and flexibility.


SKY FITN 219.1-4 - Core Fitness Training I- IV
Skills - Demonstrate the fundamental skills and techniques necessary to safely perform spine stabilization while performing
activities related to athletic performance and activities of daily living.


Skills and technique - Identify and build skills related to core conditioning that are applicable to specific goals of the course;
improve / maintain acceptable and healthy body composition, muscular strength, muscular endurance, and balance.


SKY FITN 301    - Spinning
Skills, Concepts and Fitness - Identify and build skills related to a spinning program applicable to their specific goals, evaluation
of various techniques, use of equipment, scientific knowledge of conditioning, and improve / maintain acceptable and healthy
body composition, flexibility, muscular strength, muscular endurance and flexibility.


SKY FITN 304    - Walking Fitness
Skills and technique - Demonstrate the fundamental skills and techniques necessary to safely perform the activities related to
fitness walking


Role of fitness - Identify/explain the role of physical fitness and fitness principles in both physical and mental wellbeing


Fitness improvement - Identify and assess their current fitness level; alter or modify specific wellness or fitness practices in
order to improve body composition/flexibility/cardiovascular fitness/muscular endurance/muscular strength related to
performance.


SKY FITN 305    - Running for Fitness
Concepts and Technique - Demonstrate the fundamental skills and techniques necessary to safely participate in a running
fitness program.
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Related Course Outcomes
Fitness - Identify and assess their current fitness level; alter or modify specific wellness or fitness practices in order to improve
body composition/flexibility/cardiovascular fitness/muscular endurance/muscular strength related to performance.


SKY FITN 308    - Hiking & Trekking for Fitness
Fitness improvement - Improve cardiovascular fitness levels through hiking.


SKY FITN 314 - Backpacking for Fitness
Backpacking Technique and Theory - Identify necessary backpacking equipment and supplies, develop a trip plan, investigate
and avoid potential safety risks, and complete a safe overnight intermediate-level backpacking excursion.


Fitness - Build the strength and fitness necessary to complete an overnight intermediate level backpacking excursion while
carrying all necessary equipment and supplies.


SKY FITN 332    - Stretching and Flexibility
Stretching techniques - Develop and perform techniques to improve stamina, strength and flexibility.
Fitness and wellness - Identify and assess their current fitness level; alter or modify specific wellness or fitness practices in order
to improve body composition/flexibility/cardiovascular fitness/muscular endurance/muscular strength related to stretching


SKY FITN 334    - Yoga
Skills - Demonstrate an increased awareness of proper alignment, promoting a safe practice and a heightened sense of balance
and agility


Concepts - Recognize a relationship of mind to body, create and understand individual fitness goals and document progress to
assure appropriate fitness goals are being achieved


Fitness /Wellness - Improve/Maintain overall fitness level, strength, flexibility, and physical independence through evaluation of
skill and knowledge of a safe yoga practice.


SKY FITN 335    - Pilates
Skills - Demonstrate the fundamental skills and techniques necessary to safely perform the activities involved in Pilates and
apply Pilates principles to personal biomechanics.


Fitness / Wellness - Identify and assess their current fitness level and alter or modify specific wellness or fitness practices in
order to improve body composition, flexibility, cardiovascular fitness and muscular endurance & strength
Concepts - Understand the concept of functional neutral spine to specifically target abdominal strength through body-
awareness and practice while protecting the natural alignment of the spine.


SKY FITN 400    - Fitness Academy
Goal setting - Development of personal goals and improvement in health.


Fitness knowledge and modification - Be able to identify and assess their current fitness level; alter or modify specific wellness
or fitness practices in order to improve body composition/flexibility/cardiovascular fitness/muscular endurance/muscular
strength related to performance.
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Related Course Outcomes
SKY INDV 101    - Beginning Archery
Fitness assessment -  Be able to identify risk factors for heart disease and stroke, and apply general fitness/well being principles
to their own lifestyles.


SKY INDV 105    - Intermediate Archery
Fitness assessment -  Be able to identify risk factors for heart disease and stroke, and apply general fitness/wellbeing principles
to their own lifestyles.


SKY INDV 121    - Beginning Badminton
Skills and Concepts - Demonstrate basic skills and strategies of the game of badminton and use critical thinking skills to apply
this knowledge in a competitive environment.


Fitness - Demonstrate an understanding and increase in fitness and wellness developed through activity and measured through
increased performance on post-fitness test.


SKY INDV 125    - Advanced Badminton
Fitness - Upon successful completion of this course students will:
Demonstrate an understanding and increase in fitness and wellness developed through activity and measured through
increased performance on post-fitness test.


Skills and Concepts - Demonstrate advanced knowledge of the skills and strategies of the game of badminton and use critical
thinking skills to apply this knowledge in a competitive environment.


SKY INDV 251    - Beginning Tennis
Fitness and wellness - Identify and assess their current fitness level and alter or modify specific wellness or fitness practices in
order to improve body composition / flexibility / cardiovascular fitness / muscular endurance / muscular strength related to
performance in the sport of tennis.


SKY KINE 100  - Introduction to Kinesiology
Application of Concepts and Principles - Understand and apply activity based and cognitive principles visually, verbally and
kinesthetically as it applies to the study of kinesiology in areas related to motor development, biomechanics and human
performance.
Skills Assessment - Examine and assess the personal values, characteristics, skills and knowledge related to career success in the
field of kinesiology.


SKY KINE 305 - Health Related Fitness and Wellness
Fitness, Nutrtion and Stress management - Students who successfully complete the course will be able to describe the effects
of physical fitness, nutrition and stress management on overall health


Disease Processes and Prevention - Students who successfully complete the course will be able to discuss the impact of disease
processes such as heart disease, diabetes, cancer, etc. on overall health.


Evaluation and Prescription of a Fitness and Wellness Program - Students who successfully complete the course will be able to
evaluate their own fitness and wellness status and implement a personal wellness plan.


SKY P.E. 152 - Theory of Sport and Fitness Management
Concepts - Demonstrate an understanding of the unique characteristics of sport and how these influence the management of
sport.
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Related Course Outcomes
Roles and Responsibilities - Understand the role and responsibilities of sport managers in a variety of sports-related
organizations


SKY P.E. 211  - Prevention and Care of Athletic Injuries
Basic concepts and vocabulary - Identify / Explain the basic concepts and vocabulary used in the prevention and care of athletic
injuries.


Knowledge and skills related to sport injury management - Demonstrate the fundamental knowledge and skills necessary in
the prevention, classification, assessment, treatment, rehabilitation and management of athletic injuries.


Factors impacting rehabilitation of athletic injuries - Identify and assess physiological, anatomical, sociological and
psychological factors that play a part in the rehabilitation of athletic injuries.


SKY P.E. 301    - Introduction to Personal Training
Knowledge  and NCSF Personal Trainer exam - Demonstrate the knowledge and skills necessary to pass the National Council of
Strength and Fitness Personal Trainer Test (areas of emphasis include Knowledge of Anatomy, Physiology, Nutrition, Personal
Training Instruction, Health Screening, Special Populations, and Exercise Prescription).


SKY P.E. 302 - Introduction to Sports Nutrition
Certification - Students will be able to demonstrate the ability to successfully pass the National Council on Strength and Fitness
Sports Nutrition Exam


Nutritional and Physiological Principles - Students will be able to apply the principles of nutritional and psychological
adaptations to exercise in a personal nutrition plan.


Nutritional Program - Students will be able to formulate a safe nutritional program for people of all ages by demonstrating
expertise in the areas of micronutrients and macronutrients.


SKY TEAM 111    - Beginning Basketball
Fitness improvement and practices - Identify and assess their current fitness level and alter or modify specific wellness or
fitness practices in order to improve body composition/flexibility/cardiovascular fitness/muscular endurance/muscular strength
related to performance in the sport of basketball


SKY TEAM 112    - Basketball: Adv. Comp Strategy
Fitness - Demonstrate an increase in cardiovascular fitness and wellness developed through daily practice and measured
through efficiency of movement, recovery rate, and increased performance on post-fitness test.


SKY TEAM 115    - Advanced Basketball
Fitness improvement - Identify and assess their current fitness level and alter or modify specific wellness or fitness practices in
order to improve body composition/flexibility/cardiovascular fitness/muscular endurance/muscular strength


SKY TEAM 116    - Basketball: Indv Skill Develop
Fitness - Identify and assess their current fitness level and alter or modify specific wellness or fitness practices in order to
improve body composition / flexibility / cardiovascular fitness / muscular endurance / muscular strength related to performance
in the sport of basketball.


SKY TEAM 117    - Tournament Basketball
Skills and Concepts - Demonstrate the fundamental individual and team skills necessary to perform and progress at a
competitive level in the sport of basketball.


SKY TEAM 132.1-4    - Flag Football I- IV
Fitness and wellness - Identify and assess their current fitness level and alter or modify specific wellness or fitness practices in
order to improve body composition /flexibility/ cardiovascular fitness/muscular endurance / muscular strength related to
performance in the game of flag football
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Related Course Outcomes
SKY TEAM 141    - Beginning Soccer
Fitness - Demonstrate an increase in cardiovascular fitness and wellness developed through daily practice and measured
through efficiency of movement, recovery rate, and increased performance on post-fitness test.


SKY TEAM 145    - Advanced Soccer
Fitness - Demonstrate an increase in cardiovascular fitness and wellness developed through daily practice and measured
through efficiency of movement, recovery rate, and increased performance on post-fitness test.


SKY TEAM 148    - Indoor Soccer
Skills, Concepts, Rules and Fitness - Demonstrate tactical, technical (rules), fitness and motor skills in the sport of indoor soccer
/ futsal and use critical thinking to apply skills in a competitive environment.


SKY TEAM 188 - Volleyball Theory, Defense
Concepts and Techniques - Develop individual and team defensive programs applicable to specific goals, evaluate various
techniques for effectiveness, demonstrate skills at an advanced level and apply *concepts into practice (*e.g. rules, terminology
and philosophy).


SKY VARS 110    - Varsity Basketball
Fitness - Demonstrate an increase in cardiovascular fitness and wellness developed through daily practice and measured
through efficiency of movement, recovery rate, and increased performance on post-fitness test


SKY VARS 150    - Varsity Soccer
Strategies and Skills - Demonstrate an expert knowledge of the strategies and skills of the game of soccer; use critical thinking
skills to apply this knowledge to a competitive situation in order to contend to the best of one's ability against outside
opponents.


SKY VARS 300    - Vars. Women's Basketball
Strategies and Skills - Demonstrate an expert knowledge of the strategies and skills of the game of basketball; use critical
thinking skills to apply this knowledge to a competitive situation in order to contend to the best of one's ability against outside
opponents.


SKY VARS 350    - Women's Varsity Badminton
Fitness improvement - Demonstrate an increase in cardiovascular fitness and wellness developed through daily practice and
measured through efficiency of movement and recovery rate.


PSLO:  Career opportunities in  Kinesiology
Identify career and / or educational options in Kinesiology and formulate an action plan to successfully pursue and attain those
options.


Planning Year: 2017-2018
Start Date: 05/17/2018
End Date: 06/01/2020


PSLO Status: Active


Related Course Outcomes
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SKY Dept - Kinesiology


Related Course Outcomes
SKY KINE 100  - Introduction to Kinesiology
Application of Concepts and Principles - Understand and apply activity based and cognitive principles visually, verbally and
kinesthetically as it applies to the study of kinesiology in areas related to motor development, biomechanics and human
performance.
Scientific Foundations - Understand the philosophical, historical, biological, physiological, psychological, pedagogical, and social
foundations of human movement.


Skills Assessment - Examine and assess the personal values, characteristics, skills and knowledge related to career success in the
field of kinesiology.


SKY KINE 305 - Health Related Fitness and Wellness
Evaluation and Prescription of a Fitness and Wellness Program - Students who successfully complete the course will be able to
evaluate their own fitness and wellness status and implement a personal wellness plan.


SKY KINE 670 - Vocational Cooperative Education in Kinesiology
Identification of Outcomes - Identify three to five measurable learning outcomes in their job that relates to the student's
academic major to assist them in achieving their career goals


Application and Assessment - Work with their immediate work supervisor and the Cooperative Education Coordinator to define
and achieve work-related objectives and apply skills to solve work related problems.


SKY P.E. 105    - The Student-Athlete Experience
History, Perspective and Rules - List dates and describe events that changed sport participation significantly from a gender, race
or performance perspective.They will be able to contribute thoughts, ideas, and personal experiences about relevant topics in
sport in both written and spoken form and cite eligibility and transfer requirements for student-athletes at the 2-year and 4-
year level.


SKY P.E. 152 - Theory of Sport and Fitness Management
Concepts - Demonstrate an understanding of the unique characteristics of sport and how these influence the management of
sport.


Roles and Responsibilities - Understand the role and responsibilities of sport managers in a variety of sports-related
organizations


Vocational Opportunities - Identify the potential career fields and the qualifications required in the sports management
industry.


SKY P.E. 211  - Prevention and Care of Athletic Injuries
Basic concepts and vocabulary - Identify / Explain the basic concepts and vocabulary used in the prevention and care of athletic
injuries.


Knowledge and skills related to sport injury management - Demonstrate the fundamental knowledge and skills necessary in
the prevention, classification, assessment, treatment, rehabilitation and management of athletic injuries.


Factors impacting rehabilitation of athletic injuries - Identify and assess physiological, anatomical, sociological and
psychological factors that play a part in the rehabilitation of athletic injuries.


SKY P.E. 301    - Introduction to Personal Training
Knowledge  and NCSF Personal Trainer exam - Demonstrate the knowledge and skills necessary to pass the National Council of
Strength and Fitness Personal Trainer Test (areas of emphasis include Knowledge of Anatomy, Physiology, Nutrition, Personal
Training Instruction, Health Screening, Special Populations, and Exercise Prescription).
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SKY Dept - Kinesiology


Related Course Outcomes
SKY P.E. 302 - Introduction to Sports Nutrition
Certification - Students will be able to demonstrate the ability to successfully pass the National Council on Strength and Fitness
Sports Nutrition Exam


Nutritional and Physiological Principles - Students will be able to apply the principles of nutritional and psychological
adaptations to exercise in a personal nutrition plan.


Nutritional Program - Students will be able to formulate a safe nutritional program for people of all ages by demonstrating
expertise in the areas of micronutrients and macronutrients.


PSLO:  Activity and society
Describe the historical, social and psychological aspects of activity and sport in the context of society.


Planning Year: 2017-2018
Start Date: 05/17/2018
End Date: 06/01/2020


PSLO Status: Active


Related Course Outcomes
SKY ADAP 358    - Adapted Strength Development
Skills and Concepts - Upon completion of the course, and in the absence of a degenerative disease process, students will be
able to demonstrate increased muscular strength and endurance, or in the presence of a degenerative disease process,
demonstrate either maintained or slowed degradation of muscular strength and endurance in areas where given the normal
course of the disease, decreased muscle strength and endurance would be expected.


SKY ADAP 359    - Balance/Functional Movement...
Skills and Concepts - Upon completion of the course, and in the absence of a degenerative disease process, students will be
able to demonstrate increased balance and functional movement, or in the presence of a degenerative disease process,
demonstrate either maintained or slowed degradation of balance and functional movement in areas where given the normal
course of the disease, decreased balance and functional movement would be expected.


SKY COMB 301    - Beginning Wrestling
Skills, Fitness and Concepts - Upon successful completion of this course students will:
Demonstrate tactical, technical, fitness and motor skills at a basic level in the sport of wrestling and use critical thinking to apply
skills in a competitive environment.


SKY COMB 302    - Intermediate Wrestling
Skills, Concepts and Fitness - Upon successful completion of this course students will:
Demonstrate tactical, technical, fitness and motor skills at an advanced level in the sport of wrestling and use critical thinking to
apply skills in a competitive environment.


SKY COMB 404    - Beginning Shotokan Karate
Skills, Concepts and Fitness - Demonstrate the fundamental skills, knowledge, concepts and vocabulary used in the practice of
Shotokan Karate to perform and progress at a beginning level in this art.


SKY FITN 106    - Varsity Conditioning
Fitness, Concepts and Techniques - Identify and build individual / team skills related to conditioning programs for specific sports
, evaluation of various techniques, use of equipment, scientific knowledge of conditioning, and improve / maintain acceptable
and healthy body composition, flexibility, muscular strength, muscular endurance and flexibility.
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SKY Dept - Kinesiology


Related Course Outcomes
SKY FITN 107 - Intercollegiate Fitness
Fitness Assessment - Upon successful completion of this course student will be able to:
Identify and assess current fitness level as it pertains to student?s individual sport and alter or modify specific fitness practices
in order to maintain performance.


SKY FITN 110    - Adult Conditioning
Skills, concepts and techniques - Identify and build individual skills related to conditioning programs for adults applicable to
their specific goals, evaluation of various techniques, use of equipment, scientific knowledge of conditioning, and improve /
maintain acceptable and healthy body composition, flexibility, muscular strength, muscular endurance and flexibility.


SKY FITN 112    - Cross Training
Role of fitness in wellbeing - Identify/explain the role of physical fitness and fitness principles in both physical and mental
wellbeing


Fitness self assessment - Be able to identify and assess their current fitness level; alter or modify specific wellness or fitness
practices in order to improve body composition/flexibility/cardiovascular fitness/muscular endurance/muscular strength related
to performance


SKY FITN 116    - Body Conditioning
Skills. Concepts and Techniques - Identify and build individual skills related to conditioning programs applicable to their specific
goals, evaluation of various techniques, use of equipment, scientific knowledge of conditioning, and improve / maintain
acceptable and healthy body composition, flexibility, muscular strength, muscular endurance and flexibility.


SKY FITN 166    - Golf Fitness
Fitness improvement - Identify and assess current fitness level as it pertains to golf and alter or modify specific fitness practices
in order to improve performance, increase strength, flexibility and cardiovascular fitness
Technique - Demonstrate an understanding of proper technique and execution of golf fitness principles.


SKY FITN 199 - Interactive Cardiovascular Fitness
Fitness / Wellness - Identify and assess their current fitness level; alter or modify cardiovascular fitness program in order to
improve body composition/flexibility/cardiovascular fitness/muscular endurance/muscular strength related to performance


SKY FITN 201    - Beginning Weight Training
Skills, Techniques and Concepts - Identify and build skills related individual weight training programs applicable to their specific
goals, evaluation of various techniques, use of equipment, scientific knowledge of weight conditioning, and improve / maintain
acceptable and healthy body composition, flexibility, muscular strength, muscular endurance and flexibility.


SKY FITN 202    - Intermediate Weight Training
Skills, Concepts and Techniques - Identify and build skills related individual weight training programs applicable to their specific
goals, evaluation of various techniques, use of equipment, scientific knowledge of weight conditioning, and improve / maintain
acceptable and healthy body composition, flexibility, muscular strength, muscular endurance and flexibility.
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SKY Dept - Kinesiology


Related Course Outcomes
SKY FITN 205    - Weight Conditioning
Concepts, Technique and Fitness - Students will learn to develop individual weight training programs applicable to their specific
goals, evaluation of various techniques, use of equipment,  scientific knowledge of weight conditioning, and improve / maintain
acceptable and healthy body composition, flexibility, muscular strength, muscular endurance and flexibility.


SKY FITN 219.1-4 - Core Fitness Training I- IV
Skills - Demonstrate the fundamental skills and techniques necessary to safely perform spine stabilization while performing
activities related to athletic performance and activities of daily living.


Skills and technique - Identify and build skills related to core conditioning that are applicable to specific goals of the course;
improve / maintain acceptable and healthy body composition, muscular strength, muscular endurance, and balance.


SKY FITN 301    - Spinning
Skills, Concepts and Fitness - Identify and build skills related to a spinning program applicable to their specific goals, evaluation
of various techniques, use of equipment, scientific knowledge of conditioning, and improve / maintain acceptable and healthy
body composition, flexibility, muscular strength, muscular endurance and flexibility.


SKY FITN 304    - Walking Fitness
Skills and technique - Demonstrate the fundamental skills and techniques necessary to safely perform the activities related to
fitness walking


Role of fitness - Identify/explain the role of physical fitness and fitness principles in both physical and mental wellbeing


Fitness improvement - Identify and assess their current fitness level; alter or modify specific wellness or fitness practices in
order to improve body composition/flexibility/cardiovascular fitness/muscular endurance/muscular strength related to
performance.


SKY FITN 305    - Running for Fitness
Concepts and Technique - Demonstrate the fundamental skills and techniques necessary to safely participate in a running
fitness program.


Fitness - Identify and assess their current fitness level; alter or modify specific wellness or fitness practices in order to improve
body composition/flexibility/cardiovascular fitness/muscular endurance/muscular strength related to performance.


SKY FITN 308    - Hiking & Trekking for Fitness
Fitness improvement - Improve cardiovascular fitness levels through hiking.


SKY FITN 314 - Backpacking for Fitness
Backpacking Technique and Theory - Identify necessary backpacking equipment and supplies, develop a trip plan, investigate
and avoid potential safety risks, and complete a safe overnight intermediate-level backpacking excursion.


Fitness - Build the strength and fitness necessary to complete an overnight intermediate level backpacking excursion while
carrying all necessary equipment and supplies.


SKY FITN 332    - Stretching and Flexibility
Stretching techniques - Develop and perform techniques to improve stamina, strength and flexibility.
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SKY Dept - Kinesiology


Related Course Outcomes
Fitness and wellness - Identify and assess their current fitness level; alter or modify specific wellness or fitness practices in order
to improve body composition/flexibility/cardiovascular fitness/muscular endurance/muscular strength related to stretching


SKY FITN 334    - Yoga
Skills - Demonstrate an increased awareness of proper alignment, promoting a safe practice and a heightened sense of balance
and agility


Concepts - Recognize a relationship of mind to body, create and understand individual fitness goals and document progress to
assure appropriate fitness goals are being achieved


Fitness /Wellness - Improve/Maintain overall fitness level, strength, flexibility, and physical independence through evaluation of
skill and knowledge of a safe yoga practice.


SKY FITN 335    - Pilates
Skills - Demonstrate the fundamental skills and techniques necessary to safely perform the activities involved in Pilates and
apply Pilates principles to personal biomechanics.


Fitness / Wellness - Identify and assess their current fitness level and alter or modify specific wellness or fitness practices in
order to improve body composition, flexibility, cardiovascular fitness and muscular endurance & strength
Concepts - Understand the concept of functional neutral spine to specifically target abdominal strength through body-
awareness and practice while protecting the natural alignment of the spine.


SKY INDV 101    - Beginning Archery
Shooting technique - Develop the necessary skills and proper shooting technique in order to score at a beginning level from 20
and 25 yards.


Fitness assessment -  Be able to identify risk factors for heart disease and stroke, and apply general fitness/well being principles
to their own lifestyles.


SKY INDV 105    - Intermediate Archery
Shooting technique - Develop the necessary skills and proper shooting technique in order to score at a beginning level from 20
and 25 yards.


Fitness assessment -  Be able to identify risk factors for heart disease and stroke, and apply general fitness/wellbeing principles
to their own lifestyles.


SKY INDV 121    - Beginning Badminton
Fitness - Demonstrate an understanding and increase in fitness and wellness developed through activity and measured through
increased performance on post-fitness test.


Skills and Concepts - Demonstrate basic skills and strategies of the game of badminton and use critical thinking skills to apply
this knowledge in a competitive environment.
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SKY Dept - Kinesiology


Related Course Outcomes
SKY INDV 125    - Advanced Badminton
Skills and Concepts - Demonstrate advanced knowledge of the skills and strategies of the game of badminton and use critical
thinking skills to apply this knowledge in a competitive environment.


Fitness - Upon successful completion of this course students will:
Demonstrate an understanding and increase in fitness and wellness developed through activity and measured through
increased performance on post-fitness test.


SKY INDV 126    - Coed Club Badminton
Skills and Concepts - Demonstrate the fundamental individual and team skills necessary to perform and progress at a
competitive level in the sport of badminton.


SKY INDV 165    - Golf: Short Game
Increased short game proficiency - Demonstrate increased success in the short game; increased proficiency in green side
bunker play, bump and run, chipping, and putting through the use of proper technique and analysis of green slope and
conditions.


SKY INDV 167    - Golf Course Strategies
Fundamental skills - Demonstrate the fundamental skills necessary to perform and progress in the sport of golf


SKY INDV 171    - Golf: On-Course Playing Lesson
Shot selection and short game technique - Demonstrate proper shot selection and apply sound technique to improve approach
and greenside shots


SKY INDV 251    - Beginning Tennis
Fitness and wellness - Identify and assess their current fitness level and alter or modify specific wellness or fitness practices in
order to improve body composition / flexibility / cardiovascular fitness / muscular endurance / muscular strength related to
performance in the sport of tennis.
Skills and Knowledge - Demonstrate the fundamental skills and knowledge necessary to perform and progress at a beginning
level in the sport of tennis.


Rules, terminology, and strategy - Identify / Explain the rules, concepts and vocabulary used in the sport of tennis.


SKY INDV 253    - Intermediate Tennis
Rules, terminology and strategy - Identify / Explain the rules, concepts and vocabulary used in the sport of tennis.


SKY INDV 255    - Advanced Tennis
Rules, terminology and strategy - Identify / Explain the rules, concepts and vocabulary used in the sport of tennis.


SKY KINE 100  - Introduction to Kinesiology
Application of Concepts and Principles - Understand and apply activity based and cognitive principles visually, verbally and
kinesthetically as it applies to the study of kinesiology in areas related to motor development, biomechanics and human
performance.
Scientific Foundations - Understand the philosophical, historical, biological, physiological, psychological, pedagogical, and social
foundations of human movement.


SKY KINE 305 - Health Related Fitness and Wellness
Fitness, Nutrtion and Stress management - Students who successfully complete the course will be able to describe the effects
of physical fitness, nutrition and stress management on overall health


Disease Processes and Prevention - Students who successfully complete the course will be able to discuss the impact of disease
processes such as heart disease, diabetes, cancer, etc. on overall health.
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SKY Dept - Kinesiology


Related Course Outcomes
Evaluation and Prescription of a Fitness and Wellness Program - Students who successfully complete the course will be able to
evaluate their own fitness and wellness status and implement a personal wellness plan.


SKY KINE 510  - Sport, Movement and Film
Representation of Kinesiology in film - Recognize popular representation of various aspects of Kinesiology in film


Critical analysis  of sport - Apply theoretical strategies to critically analyze sport/movement and popular discourse about sport
and movement


Key aspects of sport culture in film - Describe how films help construct, maintain, and challenge key aspects of sport and
movement culture


Sport films and ideology - Cite examples of the ways sport films both reproduce and challenge dominant ideology about race,
class, ethnicity, ability and gender


SKY P.E. 105    - The Student-Athlete Experience
History, Perspective and Rules - List dates and describe events that changed sport participation significantly from a gender, race
or performance perspective.They will be able to contribute thoughts, ideas, and personal experiences about relevant topics in
sport in both written and spoken form and cite eligibility and transfer requirements for student-athletes at the 2-year and 4-
year level.


SKY P.E. 152 - Theory of Sport and Fitness Management
Concepts - Demonstrate an understanding of the unique characteristics of sport and how these influence the management of
sport.


SKY P.E. 301    - Introduction to Personal Training
Knowledge  and NCSF Personal Trainer exam - Demonstrate the knowledge and skills necessary to pass the National Council of
Strength and Fitness Personal Trainer Test (areas of emphasis include Knowledge of Anatomy, Physiology, Nutrition, Personal
Training Instruction, Health Screening, Special Populations, and Exercise Prescription).


SKY P.E. 302 - Introduction to Sports Nutrition
Nutritional and Physiological Principles - Students will be able to apply the principles of nutritional and psychological
adaptations to exercise in a personal nutrition plan.


SKY TEAM 100    - Baseball
Skills and Concepts - Demonstrate the fundamental individual and team skills necessary to perform and progress at a
competitive level in the sport of baseball.


SKY TEAM 111    - Beginning Basketball
Rules, concepts, vocabulary - Identify/explain the rules, concepts, and vocabulary used in the sport of basketball.


Skill fundamentals - Demonstrate the fundamental skills necessary to perform and progress at a beginning level in the sport of
basketball
Fitness improvement and practices - Identify and assess their current fitness level and alter or modify specific wellness or
fitness practices in order to improve body composition/flexibility/cardiovascular fitness/muscular endurance/muscular strength
related to performance in the sport of basketball


SKY TEAM 112    - Basketball: Adv. Comp Strategy
Fitness - Demonstrate an increase in cardiovascular fitness and wellness developed through daily practice and measured
through efficiency of movement, recovery rate, and increased performance on post-fitness test.


SKY TEAM 115    - Advanced Basketball
Rules, concepts, vocabulary - Identify/explain the rules, concepts, and vocabulary used in the sport of basketball.
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SKY Dept - Kinesiology


Related Course Outcomes
SKY TEAM 116    - Basketball: Indv Skill Develop
Fitness - Identify and assess their current fitness level and alter or modify specific wellness or fitness practices in order to
improve body composition / flexibility / cardiovascular fitness / muscular endurance / muscular strength related to performance
in the sport of basketball.


Skills - Demonstrate the fundamental skills necessary to perform and progress at an individual level in the sport of basketball.


SKY TEAM 117    - Tournament Basketball
Skills and Concepts - Demonstrate the fundamental individual and team skills necessary to perform and progress at a
competitive level in the sport of basketball.


SKY TEAM 132.1-4    - Flag Football I- IV
Fitness and wellness - Identify and assess their current fitness level and alter or modify specific wellness or fitness practices in
order to improve body composition /flexibility/ cardiovascular fitness/muscular endurance / muscular strength related to
performance in the game of flag football


Skills - Demonstrate the fundamental skills and knowledge necessary to perform and progress in the competition of flag football


SKY TEAM 141    - Beginning Soccer
Technical / Tactical Skills - Demonstrate basic knowledge of technical and tactical skills of the game of soccer, use critical
thinking skills to apply this knowledge in a competitive environment.


Fitness - Demonstrate an increase in cardiovascular fitness and wellness developed through daily practice and measured
through efficiency of movement, recovery rate, and increased performance on post-fitness test.


SKY TEAM 145    - Advanced Soccer
Fitness - Demonstrate an increase in cardiovascular fitness and wellness developed through daily practice and measured
through efficiency of movement, recovery rate, and increased performance on post-fitness test.


Technical / Tactical Skills - Demonstrate advanced knowledge of technical and tactical skills of the game of soccer, use critical
thinking skills to apply this knowledge in a competitive environment.


SKY TEAM 148    - Indoor Soccer
Skills, Concepts, Rules and Fitness - Demonstrate tactical, technical (rules), fitness and motor skills in the sport of indoor soccer
/ futsal and use critical thinking to apply skills in a competitive environment.


SKY TEAM 179    - Tournament Volleyball
Skills and Concepts - Demonstrate the fundamental individual and team skills necessary to perform and progress at a
competitive level in the sport of volleyball.


SKY TEAM 188 - Volleyball Theory, Defense
Concepts and Techniques - Develop individual and team defensive programs applicable to specific goals, evaluate various
techniques for effectiveness, demonstrate skills at an advanced level and apply *concepts into practice (*e.g. rules, terminology
and philosophy).


SKY TEAM 189 - Volleyball Theory, Offense
Concepts and Techniques - Develop individual and team offensive programs applicable to specific goals, evaluate various
techniques for effectiveness, demonstrate skills at an advanced level and apply *concepts into practice (*e.g. rules, terminology
and philosophy).
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SKY Dept - Kinesiology


Related Course Outcomes
SKY TEAM 190    - Baseball Theory, Defense
Concepts and Technique - Develop individual and team defensive programs applicable to specific goals, evaluate various
techniques for effectiveness, demonstrate skills at an advanced level and apply *concepts into practice (*e.g. rules, terminology
and philosophy).


SKY TEAM 191    - Baseball Theory, Offense
Concepts and Techniques - Develop individual and team offensive programs applicable to specific goals, evaluate various
techniques for effectiveness, demonstrate skills at an advanced level and apply *concepts into practice (*e.g. rules, terminology
and philosophy).


SKY TEAM 192    - Men's Basketball Theory, Defen
Concepts and Techniques - Develop individual and team defensive programs applicable to specific goals, evaluate various
techniques for effectiveness, demonstrate skills at an advanced level and apply *concepts into practice (*e.g. rules, terminology
and philosophy).


SKY TEAM 193    - Men's Basketball Theory, Offen
Concepts and Techniques - Develop individual and team offensive programs applicable to specific goals, evaluate various
techniques for effectiveness, demonstrate skills at an advanced level and apply *concepts into practice (*e.g. rules, terminology
and philosophy).


SKY TEAM 194 - Women's Basketball Theory: Defense
Concepts and Techniques - Develop individual and team defensive programs applicable to specific goals, evaluate various
techniques for effectiveness, demonstrate skills at an advanced level and apply concepts (rules, terminology and philosophy)
into practice.


SKY TEAM 195    - Women's Basketball Theory, Off
Concepts and Techniques - Upon successful completion of the course students will develop individual and team offensive
programs applicable to specific goals, evaluate various techniques for effectiveness, demonstrate skills at an advanced level and
apply *concepts into practice (*e.g. rules, terminology and philosophy).


SKY TEAM 196 - Men's Soccer Theory, Defense
Concepts and Techniques - Develop individual and team defensive programs applicable to specific goals, evaluate various
techniques for effectiveness, demonstrate skills at an advanced level and apply *concepts into practice (*e.g. rules, terminology
and philosophy).


SKY TEAM 197 - Men's Soccer Theory: Offense
Concepts and Techniques - Develop individual and team offensive programs applicable to specific goals, evaluate various
techniques for effectiveness, demonstrate skills at an advanced level and apply *concepts into practice (*e.g. rules, terminology
and philosophy).


SKY TEAM 198    - Women's Soccer Theory. Defense
Concepts and Techniques - Develop individual and team defensive programs applicable to specific goals, evaluate various
techniques for effectiveness, demonstrate skills at an advanced level and apply *concepts into practice (*e.g. rules, terminology
and philosophy).


SKY TEAM 199 - Women's Soccer Theory, Offense
Concepts and Techniques - Develop individual and team offensive programs applicable to specific goals, evaluate various
techniques for effectiveness, demonstrate skills at an advanced level and apply *concepts into practice (*e.g. rules, terminology
and philosophy).
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SKY Dept - Kinesiology


Related Course Outcomes
SKY VARS 100    - Varsity Baseball
Strategies and Skills - Demonstrate an expert knowledge of the strategies and skills of the game of baseball; use critical thinking
skills to apply this knowledge to a competitive situation in order to contend to the best of one's ability against outside
opponents.
Sportsmanship and Academics - Embody the traits of good sportsmanship and a sense of team in both competition and
practice; and demonstrate commitment to academic achievement through work ethic developed in practice and competition.


SKY VARS 110    - Varsity Basketball
Strategies and Skills - Demonstrate an expert knowledge of the strategies and skills of the game of basketball; use critical
thinking skills to apply this knowledge to a competitive situation in order to contend to the best of ones ability against outside
opponents.


Sportsmanship and Academics - Embody the traits of good sportsmanship and a sense of team in both competition and
practice; exhibit commitment through practice work ethic and support of teammates as described by instructor.


Fitness - Demonstrate an increase in cardiovascular fitness and wellness developed through daily practice and measured
through efficiency of movement, recovery rate, and increased performance on post-fitness test


SKY VARS 150    - Varsity Soccer
Strategies and Skills - Demonstrate an expert knowledge of the strategies and skills of the game of soccer; use critical thinking
skills to apply this knowledge to a competitive situation in order to contend to the best of one's ability against outside
opponents.


Sportsmanship and Academics - Embody the traits of good sportsmanship and a sense of team in both competition and
practice; and demonstrate commitment to academic achievement through work ethic developed in practice and competition.


SKY VARS 200    - Varsity Wrestling
Strategies and Skills - Demonstrate an expert knowledge of the strategies and skills of the sport of wrestling; use critical
thinking skills to apply this knowledge to competitive situations in order to contend to the best of one's ability against outside
opponents.
Sportsmanship and Academics - Embody the traits of good sportsmanship and a sense of team in both competition and practice
and demonstrate committment to academic achievement through work ethic developed in practice and competition.


SKY VARS 300    - Vars. Women's Basketball
Strategies and Skills - Demonstrate an expert knowledge of the strategies and skills of the game of basketball; use critical
thinking skills to apply this knowledge to a competitive situation in order to contend to the best of one's ability against outside
opponents.


Sportsmanship and Academics - Embody the traits of good sportsmanship and a sense of team in both competition and
practice; and demonstrate commitment to academic achievement through work ethic developed in practice and competition.
(Sportsmanship and Academics)


SKY VARS 340    - Vars. Women's Volleyball
Strategies and Skills - Demonstrate an expert knowledge of the strategies and skills of the game of volleyball; use critical
thinking skills to apply this knowledge to a competitive situations in order to contend to the best of one's ability against outside
opponents.


Sportsmanship and Academics - Embody the traits of good sportsmanship and a sense of team in both competition and practice
and demonstrate committment to academic achievement through work ethic developed in practice and competition.
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Related Course Outcomes
SKY VARS 350    - Women's Varsity Badminton
Skill and knowledge - Demonstrate an expert knowledge of the strategies and skills of the game of badminton; use critical
thinking skills to apply this knowledge to a competitive situation in order to contend to the best of one's ability against outside
opponents.


Sportsmanship - Embody the traits of good sportsmanship and a sense of "team" in both competition and practice; exhibit
commitment through practice work ethic and support of teammates as described by instructor.


Fitness improvement - Demonstrate an increase in cardiovascular fitness and wellness developed through daily practice and
measured through efficiency of movement and recovery rate.


SKY VARS 360    - Varsity Women's Soccer
Strategies and Skills - Demonstrate an expert knowledge of the strategies and skills of the game of soccer; use critical thinking
skills to apply this knowledge to a competitive situation in order to contend to the best of one's ability against outside
opponents.
Sportsmanship and Academics - Embody the traits of good sportsmanship and a sense of team in both competition and
practice; and demonstrate commitment to academic achievement through work ethic developed in practice and competition.
(Sportsmanship and Academics)


PSLO:  Skill competence
Demonstrate competence, through participation in distinct areas of activity, in the skills and principles of the activity and its relation
to personal, social, intellectual and emotional development.


Planning Year: 2017-2018
Start Date: 05/17/2018
End Date: 06/01/2020


PSLO Status: Active


Related Course Outcomes
SKY ADAP 358    - Adapted Strength Development
Skills and Concepts - Upon completion of the course, and in the absence of a degenerative disease process, students will be
able to demonstrate increased muscular strength and endurance, or in the presence of a degenerative disease process,
demonstrate either maintained or slowed degradation of muscular strength and endurance in areas where given the normal
course of the disease, decreased muscle strength and endurance would be expected.


SKY ADAP 359    - Balance/Functional Movement...
Skills and Concepts - Upon completion of the course, and in the absence of a degenerative disease process, students will be
able to demonstrate increased balance and functional movement, or in the presence of a degenerative disease process,
demonstrate either maintained or slowed degradation of balance and functional movement in areas where given the normal
course of the disease, decreased balance and functional movement would be expected.


SKY COMB 301    - Beginning Wrestling
Skills, Fitness and Concepts - Upon successful completion of this course students will:
Demonstrate tactical, technical, fitness and motor skills at a basic level in the sport of wrestling and use critical thinking to apply
skills in a competitive environment.
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Related Course Outcomes
SKY COMB 302    - Intermediate Wrestling
Skills, Concepts and Fitness - Upon successful completion of this course students will:
Demonstrate tactical, technical, fitness and motor skills at an advanced level in the sport of wrestling and use critical thinking to
apply skills in a competitive environment.


SKY COMB 404    - Beginning Shotokan Karate
Skills, Concepts and Fitness - Demonstrate the fundamental skills, knowledge, concepts and vocabulary used in the practice of
Shotokan Karate to perform and progress at a beginning level in this art.


SKY FITN 106    - Varsity Conditioning
Fitness, Concepts and Techniques - Identify and build individual / team skills related to conditioning programs for specific sports
, evaluation of various techniques, use of equipment, scientific knowledge of conditioning, and improve / maintain acceptable
and healthy body composition, flexibility, muscular strength, muscular endurance and flexibility.


SKY FITN 107 - Intercollegiate Fitness
Fitness Assessment - Upon successful completion of this course student will be able to:
Identify and assess current fitness level as it pertains to student?s individual sport and alter or modify specific fitness practices
in order to maintain performance.


SKY FITN 110    - Adult Conditioning
Skills, concepts and techniques - Identify and build individual skills related to conditioning programs for adults applicable to
their specific goals, evaluation of various techniques, use of equipment, scientific knowledge of conditioning, and improve /
maintain acceptable and healthy body composition, flexibility, muscular strength, muscular endurance and flexibility.


SKY FITN 112    - Cross Training
Role of fitness in wellbeing - Identify/explain the role of physical fitness and fitness principles in both physical and mental
wellbeing


Fitness Improvement - Improve fitness levels, increase strength and flexibility, and lose body fat through participation in a
variety of fitness activities.


Fitness self assessment - Be able to identify and assess their current fitness level; alter or modify specific wellness or fitness
practices in order to improve body composition/flexibility/cardiovascular fitness/muscular endurance/muscular strength related
to performance


SKY FITN 116    - Body Conditioning
Skills. Concepts and Techniques - Identify and build individual skills related to conditioning programs applicable to their specific
goals, evaluation of various techniques, use of equipment, scientific knowledge of conditioning, and improve / maintain
acceptable and healthy body composition, flexibility, muscular strength, muscular endurance and flexibility.


SKY FITN 166    - Golf Fitness
Fitness improvement - Identify and assess current fitness level as it pertains to golf and alter or modify specific fitness practices
in order to improve performance, increase strength, flexibility and cardiovascular fitness
Technique - Demonstrate an understanding of proper technique and execution of golf fitness principles.
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Related Course Outcomes
SKY FITN 199 - Interactive Cardiovascular Fitness
Fitness / Wellness - Identify and assess their current fitness level; alter or modify cardiovascular fitness program in order to
improve body composition/flexibility/cardiovascular fitness/muscular endurance/muscular strength related to performance


SKY FITN 201    - Beginning Weight Training
Skills, Techniques and Concepts - Identify and build skills related individual weight training programs applicable to their specific
goals, evaluation of various techniques, use of equipment, scientific knowledge of weight conditioning, and improve / maintain
acceptable and healthy body composition, flexibility, muscular strength, muscular endurance and flexibility.


SKY FITN 202    - Intermediate Weight Training
Skills, Concepts and Techniques - Identify and build skills related individual weight training programs applicable to their specific
goals, evaluation of various techniques, use of equipment, scientific knowledge of weight conditioning, and improve / maintain
acceptable and healthy body composition, flexibility, muscular strength, muscular endurance and flexibility.


SKY FITN 205    - Weight Conditioning
Concepts, Technique and Fitness - Students will learn to develop individual weight training programs applicable to their specific
goals, evaluation of various techniques, use of equipment,  scientific knowledge of weight conditioning, and improve / maintain
acceptable and healthy body composition, flexibility, muscular strength, muscular endurance and flexibility.


SKY FITN 219.1-4 - Core Fitness Training I- IV
Skills - Demonstrate the fundamental skills and techniques necessary to safely perform spine stabilization while performing
activities related to athletic performance and activities of daily living.


Skills and technique - Identify and build skills related to core conditioning that are applicable to specific goals of the course;
improve / maintain acceptable and healthy body composition, muscular strength, muscular endurance, and balance.


SKY FITN 301    - Spinning
Skills, Concepts and Fitness - Identify and build skills related to a spinning program applicable to their specific goals, evaluation
of various techniques, use of equipment, scientific knowledge of conditioning, and improve / maintain acceptable and healthy
body composition, flexibility, muscular strength, muscular endurance and flexibility.


SKY FITN 304    - Walking Fitness
Skills and technique - Demonstrate the fundamental skills and techniques necessary to safely perform the activities related to
fitness walking


Role of fitness - Identify/explain the role of physical fitness and fitness principles in both physical and mental wellbeing


Fitness improvement - Identify and assess their current fitness level; alter or modify specific wellness or fitness practices in
order to improve body composition/flexibility/cardiovascular fitness/muscular endurance/muscular strength related to
performance.


SKY FITN 305    - Running for Fitness
Concepts and Technique - Demonstrate the fundamental skills and techniques necessary to safely participate in a running
fitness program.
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Related Course Outcomes
Fitness - Identify and assess their current fitness level; alter or modify specific wellness or fitness practices in order to improve
body composition/flexibility/cardiovascular fitness/muscular endurance/muscular strength related to performance.


SKY FITN 308    - Hiking & Trekking for Fitness
Fitness improvement - Improve cardiovascular fitness levels through hiking.


SKY FITN 314 - Backpacking for Fitness
Backpacking Technique and Theory - Identify necessary backpacking equipment and supplies, develop a trip plan, investigate
and avoid potential safety risks, and complete a safe overnight intermediate-level backpacking excursion.


Fitness - Build the strength and fitness necessary to complete an overnight intermediate level backpacking excursion while
carrying all necessary equipment and supplies.


SKY FITN 332    - Stretching and Flexibility
Stretching techniques - Develop and perform techniques to improve stamina, strength and flexibility.
Fitness and wellness - Identify and assess their current fitness level; alter or modify specific wellness or fitness practices in order
to improve body composition/flexibility/cardiovascular fitness/muscular endurance/muscular strength related to stretching


SKY FITN 334    - Yoga
Skills - Demonstrate an increased awareness of proper alignment, promoting a safe practice and a heightened sense of balance
and agility


Concepts - Recognize a relationship of mind to body, create and understand individual fitness goals and document progress to
assure appropriate fitness goals are being achieved


Fitness /Wellness - Improve/Maintain overall fitness level, strength, flexibility, and physical independence through evaluation of
skill and knowledge of a safe yoga practice.


SKY FITN 335    - Pilates
Skills - Demonstrate the fundamental skills and techniques necessary to safely perform the activities involved in Pilates and
apply Pilates principles to personal biomechanics.


Fitness / Wellness - Identify and assess their current fitness level and alter or modify specific wellness or fitness practices in
order to improve body composition, flexibility, cardiovascular fitness and muscular endurance & strength
Concepts - Understand the concept of functional neutral spine to specifically target abdominal strength through body-
awareness and practice while protecting the natural alignment of the spine.


SKY FITN 400    - Fitness Academy
Goal setting - Development of personal goals and improvement in health.


Fitness knowledge and modification - Be able to identify and assess their current fitness level; alter or modify specific wellness
or fitness practices in order to improve body composition/flexibility/cardiovascular fitness/muscular endurance/muscular
strength related to performance.
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Related Course Outcomes
SKY INDV 101    - Beginning Archery
Shooting technique - Develop the necessary skills and proper shooting technique in order to score at a beginning level from 20
and 25 yards.


Fitness assessment -  Be able to identify risk factors for heart disease and stroke, and apply general fitness/well being principles
to their own lifestyles.


SKY INDV 105    - Intermediate Archery
Shooting technique - Develop the necessary skills and proper shooting technique in order to score at a beginning level from 20
and 25 yards.


SKY INDV 121    - Beginning Badminton
Skills and Concepts - Demonstrate basic skills and strategies of the game of badminton and use critical thinking skills to apply
this knowledge in a competitive environment.


Fitness - Demonstrate an understanding and increase in fitness and wellness developed through activity and measured through
increased performance on post-fitness test.


SKY INDV 125    - Advanced Badminton
Fitness - Upon successful completion of this course students will:
Demonstrate an understanding and increase in fitness and wellness developed through activity and measured through
increased performance on post-fitness test.


Skills and Concepts - Demonstrate advanced knowledge of the skills and strategies of the game of badminton and use critical
thinking skills to apply this knowledge in a competitive environment.


SKY INDV 126    - Coed Club Badminton
Skills and Concepts - Demonstrate the fundamental individual and team skills necessary to perform and progress at a
competitive level in the sport of badminton.


SKY INDV 160    - Golf
Swing technique competence - Demonstrate competence in beginning swing technique while performing skills in a practical
setting.


Rules and etiquette - Demonstrate a  comprehension of and abide by the rules and etiquette of golf.


SKY INDV 165    - Golf: Short Game
Increased short game proficiency - Demonstrate increased success in the short game; increased proficiency in green side
bunker play, bump and run, chipping, and putting through the use of proper technique and analysis of green slope and
conditions.


SKY INDV 167    - Golf Course Strategies
Club selection and strategy - Use critical thinking to determine proper club selection and explain the most successful strategy
for a variety of shots in a practical setting


Fundamental skills - Demonstrate the fundamental skills necessary to perform and progress in the sport of golf


SKY INDV 171    - Golf: On-Course Playing Lesson
Club selection - Increase club selection competency in a practical setting and in tournament play
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Related Course Outcomes
Shot selection and short game technique - Demonstrate proper shot selection and apply sound technique to improve approach
and greenside shots


SKY INDV 172 - Golf: Improving the Mental Game
Mental Strategies - Apply various mental strategies to relieve anxiety, increase confidence and improve performance on the
golf course.


SKY INDV 251    - Beginning Tennis
Fitness and wellness - Identify and assess their current fitness level and alter or modify specific wellness or fitness practices in
order to improve body composition / flexibility / cardiovascular fitness / muscular endurance / muscular strength related to
performance in the sport of tennis.
Skills and Knowledge - Demonstrate the fundamental skills and knowledge necessary to perform and progress at a beginning
level in the sport of tennis.


Rules, terminology, and strategy - Identify / Explain the rules, concepts and vocabulary used in the sport of tennis.


SKY INDV 253    - Intermediate Tennis
Fitness and Wellness - Identify and assess their current fitness level and alter or modify specific wellness or fitness practices in
order to improve body composition / flexibility / cardiovascular fitness / muscular endurance / muscular strength related to
performance in the sport of tennis.
Skills - Demonstrate the fundamental skills and knowledge necessary to perform and progress at an intermediate level in the
sport of tennis.


Rules, terminology and strategy - Identify / Explain the rules, concepts and vocabulary used in the sport of tennis.


SKY INDV 255    - Advanced Tennis
Fitness and Wellness - Identify and assess their current fitness level and alter or modify specific wellness or fitness practices in
order to improve body composition / flexibility / cardiovascular fitness / muscular endurance / muscular strength related to
performance in the sport of tennis.
Skills - Demonstrate the fundamental skills and knowledge necessary to perform and progress at an advanced level in the sport
of tennis.


Rules, terminology and strategy - Identify / Explain the rules, concepts and vocabulary used in the sport of tennis.


SKY KINE 100  - Introduction to Kinesiology
Application of Concepts and Principles - Understand and apply activity based and cognitive principles visually, verbally and
kinesthetically as it applies to the study of kinesiology in areas related to motor development, biomechanics and human
performance.
Skills Assessment - Examine and assess the personal values, characteristics, skills and knowledge related to career success in the
field of kinesiology.


SKY KINE 305 - Health Related Fitness and Wellness
Evaluation and Prescription of a Fitness and Wellness Program - Students who successfully complete the course will be able to
evaluate their own fitness and wellness status and implement a personal wellness plan.


SKY TEAM 100    - Baseball
Skills and Concepts - Demonstrate the fundamental individual and team skills necessary to perform and progress at a
competitive level in the sport of baseball.


SKY TEAM 111    - Beginning Basketball
Rules, concepts, vocabulary - Identify/explain the rules, concepts, and vocabulary used in the sport of basketball.


Skill fundamentals - Demonstrate the fundamental skills necessary to perform and progress at a beginning level in the sport of
basketball
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Related Course Outcomes
Fitness improvement and practices - Identify and assess their current fitness level and alter or modify specific wellness or
fitness practices in order to improve body composition/flexibility/cardiovascular fitness/muscular endurance/muscular strength
related to performance in the sport of basketball


SKY TEAM 112    - Basketball: Adv. Comp Strategy
Fitness - Demonstrate an increase in cardiovascular fitness and wellness developed through daily practice and measured
through efficiency of movement, recovery rate, and increased performance on post-fitness test.


Technical / Tactical Skills - Demonstrate advanced knowledge of technical and tactical skills of the game of basketball, use
critical thinking skills to apply this knowledge in a competitive environment.


SKY TEAM 115    - Advanced Basketball
Rules, concepts, vocabulary - Identify/explain the rules, concepts, and vocabulary used in the sport of basketball.


Skills and progression - Demonstrate the fundamental skills necessary to perform and progress at an advanced level in the sport
of basketball


Fitness improvement - Identify and assess their current fitness level and alter or modify specific wellness or fitness practices in
order to improve body composition/flexibility/cardiovascular fitness/muscular endurance/muscular strength


SKY TEAM 116    - Basketball: Indv Skill Develop
Fitness - Identify and assess their current fitness level and alter or modify specific wellness or fitness practices in order to
improve body composition / flexibility / cardiovascular fitness / muscular endurance / muscular strength related to performance
in the sport of basketball.


Skills - Demonstrate the fundamental skills necessary to perform and progress at an individual level in the sport of basketball.


SKY TEAM 117    - Tournament Basketball
Skills and Concepts - Demonstrate the fundamental individual and team skills necessary to perform and progress at a
competitive level in the sport of basketball.


SKY TEAM 132.1-4    - Flag Football I- IV
Fitness and wellness - Identify and assess their current fitness level and alter or modify specific wellness or fitness practices in
order to improve body composition /flexibility/ cardiovascular fitness/muscular endurance / muscular strength related to
performance in the game of flag football


Skills - Demonstrate the fundamental skills and knowledge necessary to perform and progress in the competition of flag football


Routes and responsibilities - Identify / Explain the different positions and routes of the plays.


SKY TEAM 141    - Beginning Soccer
Technical / Tactical Skills - Demonstrate basic knowledge of technical and tactical skills of the game of soccer, use critical
thinking skills to apply this knowledge in a competitive environment.


Fitness - Demonstrate an increase in cardiovascular fitness and wellness developed through daily practice and measured
through efficiency of movement, recovery rate, and increased performance on post-fitness test.


SKY TEAM 145    - Advanced Soccer
Fitness - Demonstrate an increase in cardiovascular fitness and wellness developed through daily practice and measured
through efficiency of movement, recovery rate, and increased performance on post-fitness test.


Technical / Tactical Skills - Demonstrate advanced knowledge of technical and tactical skills of the game of soccer, use critical
thinking skills to apply this knowledge in a competitive environment.
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Related Course Outcomes
SKY TEAM 148    - Indoor Soccer
Skills, Concepts, Rules and Fitness - Demonstrate tactical, technical (rules), fitness and motor skills in the sport of indoor soccer
/ futsal and use critical thinking to apply skills in a competitive environment.


SKY TEAM 179    - Tournament Volleyball
Skills and Concepts - Demonstrate the fundamental individual and team skills necessary to perform and progress at a
competitive level in the sport of volleyball.


SKY TEAM 188 - Volleyball Theory, Defense
Concepts and Techniques - Develop individual and team defensive programs applicable to specific goals, evaluate various
techniques for effectiveness, demonstrate skills at an advanced level and apply *concepts into practice (*e.g. rules, terminology
and philosophy).


SKY TEAM 189 - Volleyball Theory, Offense
Concepts and Techniques - Develop individual and team offensive programs applicable to specific goals, evaluate various
techniques for effectiveness, demonstrate skills at an advanced level and apply *concepts into practice (*e.g. rules, terminology
and philosophy).


SKY TEAM 190    - Baseball Theory, Defense
Concepts and Technique - Develop individual and team defensive programs applicable to specific goals, evaluate various
techniques for effectiveness, demonstrate skills at an advanced level and apply *concepts into practice (*e.g. rules, terminology
and philosophy).


SKY TEAM 191    - Baseball Theory, Offense
Concepts and Techniques - Develop individual and team offensive programs applicable to specific goals, evaluate various
techniques for effectiveness, demonstrate skills at an advanced level and apply *concepts into practice (*e.g. rules, terminology
and philosophy).


SKY TEAM 192    - Men's Basketball Theory, Defen
Concepts and Techniques - Develop individual and team defensive programs applicable to specific goals, evaluate various
techniques for effectiveness, demonstrate skills at an advanced level and apply *concepts into practice (*e.g. rules, terminology
and philosophy).


SKY TEAM 193    - Men's Basketball Theory, Offen
Concepts and Techniques - Develop individual and team offensive programs applicable to specific goals, evaluate various
techniques for effectiveness, demonstrate skills at an advanced level and apply *concepts into practice (*e.g. rules, terminology
and philosophy).


SKY TEAM 194 - Women's Basketball Theory: Defense
Concepts and Techniques - Develop individual and team defensive programs applicable to specific goals, evaluate various
techniques for effectiveness, demonstrate skills at an advanced level and apply concepts (rules, terminology and philosophy)
into practice.
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Related Course Outcomes
SKY TEAM 195    - Women's Basketball Theory, Off
Concepts and Techniques - Upon successful completion of the course students will develop individual and team offensive
programs applicable to specific goals, evaluate various techniques for effectiveness, demonstrate skills at an advanced level and
apply *concepts into practice (*e.g. rules, terminology and philosophy).


SKY TEAM 196 - Men's Soccer Theory, Defense
Concepts and Techniques - Develop individual and team defensive programs applicable to specific goals, evaluate various
techniques for effectiveness, demonstrate skills at an advanced level and apply *concepts into practice (*e.g. rules, terminology
and philosophy).


SKY TEAM 197 - Men's Soccer Theory: Offense
Concepts and Techniques - Develop individual and team offensive programs applicable to specific goals, evaluate various
techniques for effectiveness, demonstrate skills at an advanced level and apply *concepts into practice (*e.g. rules, terminology
and philosophy).


SKY TEAM 198    - Women's Soccer Theory. Defense
Concepts and Techniques - Develop individual and team defensive programs applicable to specific goals, evaluate various
techniques for effectiveness, demonstrate skills at an advanced level and apply *concepts into practice (*e.g. rules, terminology
and philosophy).


SKY TEAM 199 - Women's Soccer Theory, Offense
Concepts and Techniques - Develop individual and team offensive programs applicable to specific goals, evaluate various
techniques for effectiveness, demonstrate skills at an advanced level and apply *concepts into practice (*e.g. rules, terminology
and philosophy).


SKY VARS 100    - Varsity Baseball
Strategies and Skills - Demonstrate an expert knowledge of the strategies and skills of the game of baseball; use critical thinking
skills to apply this knowledge to a competitive situation in order to contend to the best of one's ability against outside
opponents.
Sportsmanship and Academics - Embody the traits of good sportsmanship and a sense of team in both competition and
practice; and demonstrate commitment to academic achievement through work ethic developed in practice and competition.


SKY VARS 110    - Varsity Basketball
Strategies and Skills - Demonstrate an expert knowledge of the strategies and skills of the game of basketball; use critical
thinking skills to apply this knowledge to a competitive situation in order to contend to the best of ones ability against outside
opponents.


Fitness - Demonstrate an increase in cardiovascular fitness and wellness developed through daily practice and measured
through efficiency of movement, recovery rate, and increased performance on post-fitness test


SKY VARS 150    - Varsity Soccer
Strategies and Skills - Demonstrate an expert knowledge of the strategies and skills of the game of soccer; use critical thinking
skills to apply this knowledge to a competitive situation in order to contend to the best of one's ability against outside
opponents.


SKY VARS 200    - Varsity Wrestling
Strategies and Skills - Demonstrate an expert knowledge of the strategies and skills of the sport of wrestling; use critical
thinking skills to apply this knowledge to competitive situations in order to contend to the best of one's ability against outside
opponents.
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Related Course Outcomes
Sportsmanship and Academics - Embody the traits of good sportsmanship and a sense of team in both competition and practice
and demonstrate committment to academic achievement through work ethic developed in practice and competition.


SKY VARS 300    - Vars. Women's Basketball
Strategies and Skills - Demonstrate an expert knowledge of the strategies and skills of the game of basketball; use critical
thinking skills to apply this knowledge to a competitive situation in order to contend to the best of one's ability against outside
opponents.


Sportsmanship and Academics - Embody the traits of good sportsmanship and a sense of team in both competition and
practice; and demonstrate commitment to academic achievement through work ethic developed in practice and competition.
(Sportsmanship and Academics)


SKY VARS 340    - Vars. Women's Volleyball
Strategies and Skills - Demonstrate an expert knowledge of the strategies and skills of the game of volleyball; use critical
thinking skills to apply this knowledge to a competitive situations in order to contend to the best of one's ability against outside
opponents.


Sportsmanship and Academics - Embody the traits of good sportsmanship and a sense of team in both competition and practice
and demonstrate committment to academic achievement through work ethic developed in practice and competition.


SKY VARS 350    - Women's Varsity Badminton
Skill and knowledge - Demonstrate an expert knowledge of the strategies and skills of the game of badminton; use critical
thinking skills to apply this knowledge to a competitive situation in order to contend to the best of one's ability against outside
opponents.


Fitness improvement - Demonstrate an increase in cardiovascular fitness and wellness developed through daily practice and
measured through efficiency of movement and recovery rate.


SKY VARS 360    - Varsity Women's Soccer
Strategies and Skills - Demonstrate an expert knowledge of the strategies and skills of the game of soccer; use critical thinking
skills to apply this knowledge to a competitive situation in order to contend to the best of one's ability against outside
opponents.
Sportsmanship and Academics - Embody the traits of good sportsmanship and a sense of team in both competition and
practice; and demonstrate commitment to academic achievement through work ethic developed in practice and competition.
(Sportsmanship and Academics)
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Skyline Community College Wellness Center


San Bruno, CA Conceptual Design


BASIS OF ESTIMATE


REFERENCE DOCUMENTATION


Document


A-2,3,4 and 5


Program


MEP Narrative


BASIS FOR PRICING


CONTINGENCY


Design Contingency 10%


This Cost Model Estimate was produced from the following documentation.  


Architectural Drgs


Unless identified otherwise, the cost of such items as overtime, shift premiums and construction phasing are not included in 


the line item unit price.


This estimate reflects the fair construction value for this project and should not be construed as a prediction of low bid. 


Prices are based on local prevailing wage construction costs at the time the estimate was prepared.  Pricing assumes a 


procurement process with competitive bidding for all sub-trades of the construction work, which is to mean a minimum of 3 


bids for all subcontractors and materials/equipment suppliers.  If fewer bids are solicited or received, prices can be expected 


to be higher.


Subcontractor's markups have been included in each line item unit price.  Markups cover the cost of field overhead, home 


office overhead and subcontractor’s profit.  Subcontractor's markups typically range from 15% to 25% of the unit price 


depending on market conditions.


General Contractor’s/Construction Manager's Site Requirement costs are calculated on a percentage basis.  General 


Contractor’s/Construction Manager's Jobsite Management costs are also calculated on a percentage basis.


General Contractor’s overhead and fees are based on a percentage of the total direct costs and include general conditions, 


contractor’s bond, insurance, site office overheads and profit.


Insurance and bond includes the following:-


General Liability Insurance 


Builders Risk Insurance 


Performance Bond  


This cost estimate is based on standard industry practice, professional experience and knowledge of the local construction 


market costs. TBD Consultants have no control over the material and labor costs, contractors methods of establishing prices 


or the market and bidding conditions at the time of bid. Therefore TBD Consultants do not guarantee that the bids received 


will not vary from this cost estimate. 


The Design Contingency is carried to cover scope that lacks definition and scope that is anticipated  to be added to the 


Design.  As the Design becomes more complete the Design Contingency will reduce.


BASIS OF ESTIMATE
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Skyline Community College Wellness Center


San Bruno, CA Conceptual Design


BASIS OF ESTIMATE


Construction Contingency 0% Carried else where in owners budget


ESCALATION


Year Escalation


2009 0.00%


2010 3.00%


2011 4.00%


2012 5.00%


2013 6.00%


MARKET BID FACTOR


EXCLUSIONS


- Land acquisition, feasibility studies, financing costs and all other owner costs


- All professional fees and insurance except Design Build Design Fees


- Items identified in the design as Not In Contract [NIC]


- Hazardous materials investigations and abatement


- Utility company back charges, including work required off-site and utilities rates


- Work to site, outwith limit of work line


- All systems furniture, supply and installation


- All loose furniture, supply and installation


- Owners contingency


We have included a Market Bid Factor to the estimate to reflect anticipated very competitive bid results due to the current 


construction industry market conditions. Recent bid returns have necessitated including this adjusting factor, with very 


competitive bids expected for the coming few months and possibly beyond.


This calculation does not account for adverse bidding conditions and a separate Bid Contingency should be carried if there 


are limited qualified bidders or if a market research study indicates.


The Construction Contingency is carried to cover the unforeseen during construction execution and Risks that do not 


currently have mitigation plans.  As Risks are mitigated, Construction Contingency can be reduced, but should not be 


eliminated.


An owners contingency has not been included in this construction cost estimate, but it is advised that the owner carry 


additional contingency to cover scope change, claims and delays.


Escalation has been added to the estimate to reflect the anticipated increases in labor and materials up until the mid point of 


construction.  Escalation is calculated as being compound.


Escalation Per Year


BASIS OF ESTIMATE
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Skyline Community College Wellness Center


San Bruno, CA Conceptual Design


OVERALL SUMMARY


OVERALL SUMMARY


Area      Cost Cost/SF Comment


39,870 SF $14,991,599 $376


TOTAL 39,870 GSF $14,991,599 $376


Wellness Center


Overall Summary
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Skyline Community College Wellness Center


San Bruno, CA Conceptual Design


KEY CRITERIA


AREA TABULATION 


Floor Area Perimeter Height Comment


Level 1 29,010 848 14.50


Level 2 10,860 513 14.50


TOTAL 39,870 GSF 1,361 LF 34.00 LF


BUILDING CRITERIA


Building Footprint 29,010 SF 29,010 SF


Total Site Area 58,883 SF 24,498 SF


Net Site Area 29,873 SF Site Perimeter 979 LF


Planned Occupancy N/A HC


BUILDING METRICS [un-escalated]


Skin to Floor Ratio 61.44 % Area / Occupant N/A GSF / HC


Glazed Skin % N/A % N/A LF / GSF


Building Cost / GSF 376 $ / GSF N/A $ / HC


Sitework Cost / Site Area N/A $ / SF


CONSTRUCTION SCHEDULE


Construction Start Date Sep-12 Construction End Date Mar-14


Mid-date of Construction Jun-13 Construction Duration 18 months


Escalation Period 0 months


Roof Area


Façade Area


Partition Length  / GSF


Building Cost / Occupant


KEY CRITERIA
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Skyline Community College Wellness Center


San Bruno, CA Conceptual Design


MASTER FORMAT SUMMARY GSF : 39,870


% TOTAL $ / SF COMMENTS


01 GENERAL REQUIREMENTS 4.3% 457,912 $11.49 $25,440 per month


02 SITE CONSTRUCTION 2.7% 281,805 $7.07


03 CONCRETE 6.1% 648,466 $16.26


04 MASONRY


05 METALS 10.6% 1,127,417 $28.28


06 WOOD, PLASTIC + COMPOSITE


07 THERMAL + MOISTURE PROTECTION 15.6% 1,663,410 $41.72


08 OPENINGS 4.9% 522,510 $13.11


09 FINISHES 11.3% 1,200,420 $30.11


10 SPECIALTIES 2.1% 223,307 $5.60


11 EQUIPMENT 6.8% 725,634 $18.20


12 FURNISHINGS


13 SPECIAL CONSTRUCTION


14 CONVEYING EQUIPMENT 0.8% 80,000 $2.01


21 FIRE SUPPRESSION 1.9% 199,350 $5.00


22 PLUMBING 4.5% 482,765 $12.11


23 HVAC 13.6% 1,442,622 $36.18


25 INTEGRATED AUTOMATION


26 ELECTRICAL 7.7% 813,563 $20.41


27 COMMUNICATIONS 2.8% 299,025 $7.50


28 ELECTRICAL SAFETY + SECURITY 1.5% 163,010 $4.09


31 EARTHWORK 0.4% 41,887 $1.05


32 EXTERIOR IMPROVEMENTS


33 UTILITIES 2.5% 260,628 $6.54


34 TRANSPORTATION


35 WATERWAY + MARINE CONSTRUCTION


DIRECT COSTS 10,633,731 $266.71


JOBSITE MANAGEMENT 5.5% 559,670 $14.04 $31,093 per month


DESIGN FEES 5.0% Design Build Fees


ESTIMATE SUB-TOTAL 11,193,401 $280.75


INSURANCE + BONDING 1.6% 179,094 $4.49


FEE 4.0% 447,736 $11.23


ESTIMATE SUB-TOTAL 11,820,231 $296.47


DESIGN CONTINGENCY 10.0% 1,182,023 $29.65


CONSTRUCTION CONTINGENCY excluded - to be shown seperately


ESTIMATE SUB-TOTAL 13,002,254 $326.12


ESCALATION 15.3% 1,989,345 $49.90 Assume start date Sept 2012


ESTIMATE TOTAL 14,991,599 $376.01


MASTERFORMAT SUMMARY
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Skyline Community College Wellness Center


San Bruno, CA Conceptual Design


UNIFORMAT II SUMMARY GSF : 39,870


SECTION % TOTAL $ / SF COMMENTS


10 FOUNDATIONS 5.8% 589,596 14.79


20 BASEMENT CONSTRUCTION


A SUBSTRUCTURE 5.8% 589,596 14.79


10 SUPERSTRUCTURE 9.8% 993,372 24.92


20 EXTERIOR CLOSURE 17.9% 1,819,449 45.63


30 ROOFING 4.8% 484,648 12.16


B SHELL 32.4% 3,297,469 82.71


10 INTERIOR CONSTRUCTION 7.6% 776,111 19.47


20 STAIRS 0.4% 36,456 0.91


30 INTERIOR FINISHES 6.3% 638,028 16.00


C INTERIORS 14.3% 1,450,595 36.38


10 CONVEYING 0.9% 88,000 2.21


20 PLUMBING 4.7% 482,765 12.11


30 HVAC 14.2% 1,442,622 36.18


40 FIRE PROTECTION 2.0% 199,350 5.00


50 ELECTRICAL 12.5% 1,275,598 31.99


D SERVICES 34.3% 3,488,335 87.49


10 EQUIPMENT 7.1% 725,634 18.20


20 FURNISHINGS 0.4% 39,870 1.00


E EQUIPMENT + FURNISHINGS 7.5% 765,504 19.20


10 SPECIAL CONSTRUCTION


20 SELECTIVE BUILDING DEMOLITION


F SPECIAL CONSTRUCTION + DEMOLITION


10 SITE PREPERATION 0.6% 60,247 1.51


20 SITE IMPROVEMENTS 2.6% 263,445 6.61


30 SITE MECHANICAL UTILITIES 1.4% 143,700 3.60


40 SITE ELECTRICAL UTILITIES 1.1% 116,928 2.93


50 OTHER SITE CONSTRUCTION


G BUILDING SITEWORK 5.7% 584,320 14.66


DIRECT COSTS 10,175,819 255.22


SITE REQUIREMENTS 4.5% 457,912 11.49 $25,440 per month


JOBSITE MANAGEMENT 5.5% 559,670 14.04 $31,093 per month


DESIGN FEES excluded - to be shown seperately


ESTIMATE SUB-TOTAL 11,193,401 280.75


INSURANCE + BONDING 1.6% 179,094 4.49


FEE 4.0% 447,736 11.23


ESTIMATE SUB-TOTAL 11,820,231 296.47


DESIGN CONTINGENCY 10.0% 1,182,023 29.65


CONSTRUCTION CONTINGENCY excluded - to be shown seperately


ESTIMATE SUB-TOTAL 13,002,254 326.12


ESCALATION 15.3% 1,989,345 49.90 Assume start date Sept 2012


ESTIMATE TOTAL 14,991,599 376.01 total add-ons 47.33%
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Skyline Community College Wellness Center


San Bruno, CA Conceptual Design


ESTIMATE DETAIL GSF : 39,870


REF DESCRIPTION QUANTITY UoM UNIT RATE TOTAL COMMENTS
1 Standard Foundations
2 Pad Footings subtotal $54,941, $340 / cy


3 Concrete 143 CY 220.00 31,460 inc. 10% over pour


4 Formwork, top 1'6" 560 LF 12.00 6,720
5 Rebar 5,141 LB 1.00 5,141
6 Excavation 181 CY 25.00 4,525
7 Backfill 38 CY 20.00 760
8 Dispose offsite excavated material 181 CY 35.00 6,335
9


10 Grade Beam subtotal $274,734, $292 / cy


11 Concrete 829 CY 220.00 182,380 inc. 10% over pour


12 Formwork, top 1'6" 1,696 LF 12.00 20,352
13 Rebar 22,642 LB 1.00 22,642
14 Excavation 942 CY 15.00 14,130
15 Backfill 113 CY 20.00 2,260
16 Dispose offsite excavated material 942 CY 35.00 32,970
17


18 Other Foundations
19 Elevator pit 1 EA 20,000.00 20,000
20


21 Slab On Grade subtotal $239,921, $20 / sf


22 Concrete 380 CY 300.00 114,000 inc. 5% over pour


23 Formwork 100 LF 12.00 1,200
24 Rebar 33,796 LB 1.00 33,796
25 Excavation 1,074 CY 12.00 12,888
26 2" Gravel 183 CY 45.00 8,235
27 Vapor barrier 9,177 SF 0.60 5,506
28 2" Sand 183 CY 45.00 8,235
29 Concrete curbs, allow 200 LF 35.00 7,000
30 Dispose offsite excavated material 1,074 CY 35.00 37,590
31 Finish to slab 9,177 SF 1.25 11,471
32


33


34 FOUNDATIONS 589,596 $14.79 / SF


35


36 Basement Excavation
37


38


39 Basement Walls
40


41


42 BASEMENT CONSTRUCTION $0 / SF


43


44 Floor Construction
45 Steel Frame
46 Allow for steel frame 97,740 LB 1.65 161,271 allow 9lbs /sf
47


48 18 GA 3" metal deck 10,860 SF 3.25 35,295
49 3 1/4" concrete fill on metal deck 10,860 SF 4.50 48,870 NWC 3 1/2" 


50 Sheet metal closure 513 LF 12.00 6,156
51 Forming small openings in deck 8 EA 100.00 800 allowance


52 Forming medium openings in deck 3 EA 200.00 600 allowance


53


54 Roof Construction
55 Steel Frame
56 Allow for steel frame 358,830 LB 1.65 592,070 allow 9lbs /sf
57


58 18 GA 3" metal deck 39,870 SF 3.25 129,578
59 Sheet metal closure 1,361 LF 12.00 16,332
60 Forming small openings in deck 12 EA 100.00 1,200 allowance


61 Forming medium openings in deck 6 EA 200.00 1,200 allowance


62


63


64 SUPERSTRUCTURE 993,372 $24.92 / SF


ESTIMATE DETAIL
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Skyline Community College Wellness Center


San Bruno, CA Conceptual Design


ESTIMATE DETAIL GSF : 39,870


REF DESCRIPTION QUANTITY UoM UNIT RATE TOTAL COMMENTS
65


66 Exterior Walls subtotal $1,338,239, $83 / sf


67 12" CMU, R19 rigid insulation and cement 


plaster 9,384 SF 41.00 384,744
68 6" studs, R19 batt insulation and cement 


plaster 15,114 SF 36.00 544,104
69 Allow for exterior wall features 15,114 SF 3.00 45,342 allowance


70 Parapet capping 1,361 LF 35.00 47,635
71 Parapet flashings 2,722 LF 18.00 48,996
72 Wall finish at rear of parapet walling 4,764 SF 30.00 142,920 stucco


73 Allow for metal roof equipment screen 2,000 SF 50.00 100,000 allowance


74 Allow for caulking and sealants 24,498 SF 1.00 24,498
75


76 Exterior Windows subtotal $396,910, $55 / sf


77 Punched windows 1,681 SF 80.00 134,480
78 Curtain walling 1,042 SF 95.00 98,990
79 Shopfront 2,043 SF 80.00 163,440
80


81 Sunscreens
82 Allow for sunscreens 166 LF 250.00 41,500 On West + South only


83


84 Exterior Doors
85 Glazed entrance door, double 3 PR 8,000.00 24,000 allowance


86 Glazed door single 1 EA 2,800.00 2,800 allowance


87 HM double door 4 PR 4,000.00 16,000 allowance


88


89


90 EXTERIOR CLOSURE 1,819,449 $45.63 / SF


91


92 Roof Coverings subtotal $471,648, $16 / sf


93 Roof covering system including insulation 29,010 SF 15.00 435,150 allowance


94 Roof flashings 1,361 LF 18.00 24,498 allowance


95 Roof walk pads 400 SF 5.00 2,000 allowance


96 Allow for roof equipment pads 1 LS 10,000.00 10,000 allowance


97


98 Roof Openings
99 Allow for roof hatch, 3'x6' 2 EA 2,500.00 5,000 allowance


100 Allow for forming + flashing roof penetrations 2 LS 4,000.00 8,000 allowance


101


102


103 ROOFING 484,648 $12.16 / SF


104


105 Partitions subtotal $514,874, $13 / sf


106 Allow for interior partitions, metal stud, 


insulation, gyproc 12,021 SF 12.00 144,252
107 Allow for interior partitions, CMU 7,526 SF 22.00 165,572
107 Shaftwall at elevator 1,050 SF 16.00 16,800
108 Plumbing wall 630 SF 16.00 10,080
109 Furring around columns 1,600 SF 7.00 11,200
110 Furring to interior face of exterior walls 16,432 SF 7.00 115,024
111 Allow for blocking and bracing within walls 1 LS 3,000.00 3,000
112 Safing at head of partition with insulation 829 LF 6.00 4,974 allowance


113 Caulking and sealants 1 LS 7,000.00 7,000 allowance


114 Insulation to exterior walls 24,648 SF 1.50 36,972
115


116 Interior Glazing
117 Allow for interior glazed screens, sidelites 200 SF 50.00 10,000 allowance


118


119 Interior Doors subtotal $67,800, $2 / sf


120 Allow for interior doors, single 26 EA 1,800.00 46,800 allowance


121 Allow for interior doors, double 5 EA 3,200.00 16,000 allowance


121 Allow for security hardware 1 LS 5,000.00 5,000 allowance


122


123 Fittings subtotal $183,437, $5 / sf


124 Ladder at elevator pit 1 EA 2,500.00 2,500
125 Ships ladder to roof hatch 2 EA 1,200.00 2,400 allowance


126 Allow for recessed fire extinguisher cabinets 6 EA 500.00 3,000 allowance


127 Toilet cubicles, regular 8 EA 1,200.00 9,600 allowance


128 Toilet cubicles, disabled 4 EA 1,200.00 4,800 allowance


ESTIMATE DETAIL
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Skyline Community College Wellness Center


San Bruno, CA Conceptual Design


ESTIMATE DETAIL GSF : 39,870


REF DESCRIPTION QUANTITY UoM UNIT RATE TOTAL COMMENTS
129 Grab bars, 36" 4 EA 165.00 660 allowance


130 Grab bars, 42" 4 EA 185.00 740 allowance


131 Shower grab bars, 48", L shape 2 EA 295.00 590 allowance


131 Toilet tissue dispenser 12 EA 55.00 660 allowance


132 Toilet seat cover dispenser 12 EA 185.00 2,220 allowance


133 Coat hooks 12 EA 28.00 336 allowance


134 Soap dispenser 14 EA 75.00 1,050 allowance


135 Mirrors 140 SF 35.00 4,900 allowance


136 Paper towel dispenser 6 EA 120.00 720 allowance


137 Allow for horizontal blinds at windows 3,924 SF 4.00 15,696 allowance


138 Allow for interior code signage 39,870 SF 0.35 13,955 allowance


139 Miscellaneous metals 39,870 SF 2.00 79,740 allowance


140 Rough carpentry 39,870 SF 1.00 39,870 allowance


141


142 INTERIOR CONSTRUCTION 776,111 $19.47 / SF


143


144 Stair Construction
145 Pre-engineered steel stair with concrete filled 


pans and railings 2 FLT 17,000.00 34,000 allowance


146


147 Stair Finishes
148 Finish to treads 160 SF 8.00 1,280 allowance


149 Slip resistant stair nosing 168 LF 7.00 1,176 allowance


150


151


152 STAIRS 36,456 $0.91 / SF


153


154 Wall Finishes subtotal $91,554, $2 / sf


155 Paint to walls 50,714 SF 1.00 50,714 allowance


156 Allow for touch up 1 LS 5,000.00 5,000 allowance


157 Ceramic tile to restrooms 2,056 SF 15.00 30,840 allowance


158 Allow for acoustical wall panels 200 SF 25.00 5,000 allowance


159


160 Floor Finishes
161 Allow for carpet tile/VCT to general areas 17,428 SF 4.50 78,426 allowance


162 Wood flooring 19,590 SF 12.00 235,080 allowance


163 Ceramic tile to lockers 1,813 SF 16.00 29,008 allowance


164 Ceramic toilet to restrooms 1,039 SF 16.00 16,624 allowance


165 Resilient base 5,071 LF 2.90 14,706 allowance


166


167 Ceiling Finishes subtotal $122,760, $3 / sf


168 Gypsum board ceilings 3,000 SF 11.00 33,000 allowance


169 Gypsum board soffits 300 LF 40.00 12,000 allowance


170 2 x 4 ACT suspended ceiling system 17,280 SF 4.50 77,760 allow for office areas


171


172 Miscellaneous Finishes
173 Allow for miscellaneous painting 39,870 SF 1.00 39,870 allowance


174 Allow for upgrade finishes at lobby 1 LS 10,000.00 10,000
175


176 INTERIOR FINISHES 638,028 $16 / SF


177


178 Elevators + Lifts
179 Elevator, 2 stop 1 EA 80,000.00 80,000 3,500lb hydraulic


180 Allow for cab fit-out 1 EA 8,000.00 8,000 allowance


181


182 Escalators + Moving Walkways
183


184 Other Conveying Systems
185


186


187 CONVEYING 88,000 $2.21 / SF


188


189 Sanitary fixtures
190 Water closet 22 EA 1,300.00 28,600
191 Lavatory sink 20 EA 1,100.00 22,000
192 Urinal 6 EA 1,250.00 7,500


ESTIMATE DETAIL
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Skyline Community College Wellness Center


San Bruno, CA Conceptual Design


ESTIMATE DETAIL GSF : 39,870


REF DESCRIPTION QUANTITY UoM UNIT RATE TOTAL COMMENTS
193 Sink 1 EA 1,200.00 1,200
194 Service sink 2 EA 1,350.00 2,700
195 Shower 16 EA 1,300.00 20,800
196 Drinking fountain 2 EA 3,500.00 7,000
197 Floor drain 6 EA 650.00 3,900
198 Misc equipment rough in 4 LS 575.00 2,300
199 79
200


201 Sanitary and domestic water
202 Service, Sanitary waste & vent piping 39,870 SF 6.50 259,155
203


204 Roof drain & associated piping 39,870 SF 2.00 79,740
205


206 Fuel oil, Emergency generator N/A
207


208 Equipment 1 SF 8,000.00 8,000
209


210 Plumbing related items 39,870 SF 1.00 39,870
211


212


213 PLUMBING 482,765 $12.11 / SF


214


215 Heating/Cooling Generating Systems
216 Hot water boiler, 2,000 mbh 1 EA 47,000.00 47,000
217


218 Hydronic equipment 39,870 SF 0.85 33,890
219


220 Distribution Systems 39,870 SF 4.00 159,480
221


222 Terminal + Packaged Units
223 Air handling (A/C) unit, 26,789 cfm 1 EA 260,000.00 260,000
224 Terminal boxes, w/reheat (allowance) 45 EA 1,500.00 67,500
225 Humidification N/A
226 Data room A/C N/A
227


228 Air distribution and return 39,870 SF 13.25 528,278
235


236 Diffusers, registers and grilles
237 Standard diffusers/grilles 39,870 SF 0.65 25,916
238


239 Control + Instrumentation


240 Direct digital controls systems 39,870 SF 5.00 199,350


245


246 General & Kitchen Exhaust systems 39,870 SF 0.55 21,929
247


248 Other HVAC Systems
249 Balancing & testing - air & water 39,870 SF 1.20 47,844
250 Supervision associated with Commissioning 39,870 SF 0.45 17,942
251 Detailing, layout, inserting and sleeving 39,870 SF 0.10 3,987
252 General conditions 39,870 SF 0.08 3,190
253 Roof support, Seismic control 39,870 SF 0.10 3,987
254 Fire stop penetrations 39,870 SF 0.05 1,994
255 Identify and tag 39,870 SF 0.08 3,190
256 Start-up, Documentation 39,870 SF 0.15 5,981
257 Hoisting & rigging 39,870 SF 0.28 11,164
258


259


260 HVAC 1,442,622 $36.18 / SF


261


262 Sprinklers
263 Automatic wet sprinkler system 39,870 SF 5.00 199,350
264


265


266 FIRE PROTECTION 199,350 $5 / SF


ESTIMATE DETAIL
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Skyline Community College Wellness Center


San Bruno, CA Conceptual Design


ESTIMATE DETAIL GSF : 39,870


REF DESCRIPTION QUANTITY UoM UNIT RATE TOTAL COMMENTS
267


268 Electrical Service + Distribution
269


270 12kV-480/277V substation 1 EA 86,000.00 86,000
271 Main switchboard, 480/277V, 800A 1 EA 27,000.00 27,000
272 480/277V panels, feeders, 225A 1 EA 8,000.00 8,000
273 480/277V panels, feeders, 400A 1 EA 15,000.00 15,000
274 150kVA transformer, feeder 1 EA 12,500.00 12,500
275 75kVA transformer, feeder 1 EA 6,500.00 6,500
276 208/120V switchboard, 600A 1 EA 18,000.00 18,000
277 208/120V panels, feeders 5 EA 8,000.00 40,000
278 Grounding 39,870 SF 0.40 15,948
279 Connect elevator 1 EA 6,500.00 6,500
280 Motor wiring, connections 39,870 SF 1.50 59,805
281 Misc equipment connections 39,870 SF 0.50 19,935
282 Emergency generator not included


283 Lightning protection not included


284 Central UPS not included


285


286 Lighting + Branch Wiring
287 Supply,install light fixtures 39,870 SF 5.00 199,350
288 Lighting wiring 39,870 SF 2.00 79,740
289 Lighting controls 39,870 SF 3.00 119,610
290


291 User Convenience Power
292 Convenience outlets, conduit, wire 39,870 SF 2.50 99,675
293


294 Communications + Security
295 Telephone/data
296 Boxes, conduits 39,870 SF 1.00 39,870
297 Cabling, terminations 39,870 SF 2.50 99,675
298


299 Fire Alarm
300 Devices, control panels, etc. 39,870 SF 3.00 119,610
301


302 Access Control & Monitoring
303 Conduit, boxes 39,870 SF 0.50 19,935
304 Devices, control panels, cabling 39,870 SF 1.50 59,805
305


306 CCTV
307 Indoor cameras 3 EA 2,200.00 6,600
308 Exterior cameras 4 EA 4,200.00 16,800
309 Control, recording equipment 1 LS 20,000.00 20,000
310


311 Clocks 39,870 SF 0.50 19,935
312


313 Emergency Annunciation System 39,870 SF 1.00 39,870
314


315 CATV
316 Outlets with cable 39,870 SF 0.50 19,935
317


318


319 ELECTRICAL 1,275,598 $31.99 / SF


320


321 Equipment
322 Allow for OSCI equipment 39,870 SF 18.20 725,634 allowance


323


324 EQUIPMENT 725,634 $18.2 / SF


325


326 Fixed Furnishings
327 Allow for casework and fixed furnishings 39,870 SF 1.00 39,870 allowance


328


329 Moveable Furnishings
330 Excluded excluded, FFE Budget by Owner


331


332 FURNISHINGS 39,870 $1 / SF


ESTIMATE DETAIL
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Skyline Community College Wellness Center


San Bruno, CA Conceptual Design


ESTIMATE DETAIL GSF : 39,870


REF DESCRIPTION QUANTITY UoM UNIT RATE TOTAL COMMENTS
333


334 Special Structures
335


336


337 Integrated Construction
338


339


340 Special Construction Systems
341


342


343 Special Facilities
344


345


346 Special Controls + Instrumentation
347


348


349 SPECIAL CONSTRUCTION $0 / SF


350


351 Building Elements Demolition
352


353


354 Hazardous Components Abatement
355


356


357 SELECTIVE BUILDING DEMOLITION $0 / SF


358


359 Site Clearing
360 Allow for clearing (E) site 1 LS 5,000.00 5,000
361 Allow for site demolition 1 LS 3,000.00 3,000
362 Allow for site survey 1 LS 10,000.00 10,000
363


364 Site Demolition + Relocations
365 Sawcut (E) asphalt paving 40 LF 4.00 160
366 Remove (E) curb 40 LF 5.00 200
367


368 Site Earthwork
369 Allow for site earthwork, cut 1,100 CY 12.00 13,200
370 Allow for site earthwork, fill 550 CY 15.00 8,250
371 Allow for site earthwork, stockpile on site 550 CY 10.00 5,500
372 Allow for fine grading 29,873 SF 0.50 14,937
373


374 Hazardous Waste Remediation
375 Excluded excluded


376


377 SITE PREPERATION 60,247 $1.51 / SF


378


379 Roadways
380


381 Parking Lots
382 New asphalt paving 3,659 SF 4.00 14,636 allowance


383 New curb 514 LF 22.00 11,308 allowance


384 Striping 8 EA 18.00 144 allowance


385 Allow for road markings 1 LS 2,000.00 2,000 allowance


386 Allow for road/parking signs 1 LS 1,200.00 1,200 allowance


387 Wheel stops 8 EA 85.00 680 allowance


388


389 Pedestrian Paving
390 New concrete paving 4,031 SF 14.00 56,434 allowance


391 Formwork at paving edge 700 LF 8.00 5,600 allowance


392 Expansion joint at junction with building 236 LF 8.00 1,888 allowance


393 New curbs 700 LF 5.20 3,640 allowance


394


395 Site Development
396 Allow for site development 1 LS 40,000.00 40,000 allowance


397 Fencing 1 LS 10,000.00 10,000 allowance


398 Allow for site features, fixtures 1 LS 5,000.00 5,000 allowance


ESTIMATE DETAIL
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Skyline Community College Wellness Center


San Bruno, CA Conceptual Design


ESTIMATE DETAIL GSF : 39,870


REF DESCRIPTION QUANTITY UoM UNIT RATE TOTAL COMMENTS
399


400 Landscaping
401 Allow for landscaping, irrigation 22,183 SF 5.00 110,915 turf and some trees


402


403


404 SITE IMPROVEMENTS 263,445 $6.61 / SF


405


406 Water Supply
407 2" Domestic Water 100 LF 38.00 3,800
408 8" Fire Water 100 LF 65.00 6,500
409 Double detector check 1 EA 6,000.00 6,000
410 Hydrant 2 EA 6,000.00 12,000
411 Connection to existing 1 LS 3,000.00 3,000
412


413 Sanitary Sewer
414 8" SDR-26 N/A
415 6" SDR-26 100 LF 42.00 4,200
416 Manhole 2 EA 6,000.00 12,000
417 Connection to existing 1 LS 3,000.00 3,000
418


419 Storm Sewer
420 12"- SDR-35 100 LF 58.00 5,800
421 10"- SDR-35 300 LF 55.00 16,500
422 8" SDR-35 300 LF 48.00 14,400
423 6" perf. Pipe at bioswales 300 LF 30.00 9,000
424 Catchbasins 6 EA 2,500.00 15,000
425 Storm water sump pump duplex 1 EA 17,500.00 17,500
426 Connection to existing 1 LS 5,000.00 5,000
427


428 Natural Gas Distribution 1 LS 10,000.00 10,000
429


430 Heating Distribution N/A
433


434 Cooling Distribution N/A
435


436


437 SITE MECHANICAL UTILITIES 143,700 $3.6 / SF


438


439 Electrical Distribution
440 New underground primary duct bank, allow (1) 


5"  with 15kV cable, allow 200ft 200 LF 100.00 20,000
441 Tap into existing 15kV feed 1 EA 2,175.00 2,175
442 15kV terminations at transformer 3 EA 451.00 1,353
443


444 Site Lighting
445 Allowance 1 EA 25,000.00 25,000
446


447 Site Communications + Security
448 Incoming communications duct bank with 


cables, allow 400 LF 150.00 60,000
449


450 Other Site Electrical Utilities
451 Excavation 130 CY 15.00 1,950
452 Concrete encase duct bank 45 CY 100.00 4,500
453 Backfill, compact 85 CY 15.00 1,275
454 Dispose of spoils 45 CY 15.00 675
455 Relocate existing site utilities Not included


456


457 SITE ELECTRICAL UTILITIES 116,928 $2.93 / SF


458


459 Service + Pedestrian Tunnels
460


461


462 Other Site Systems + Equipment
463


464


465 OTHER SITE CONSTRUCTION $0 / SF


ESTIMATE DETAIL
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SKYLINE COLLEGE STUDENT CHARACTERISTICS 
Kinesiology Courses (ADAP, COMB, FITN, INDV, KINE, P.E., TEAM)


2013-2014 2014-2015 2015-2016 2016-2017 2017-2018


Summer 928 842 764 671 576


Fall 1,540 1,472 1,335 1,172 1,162


Spring 1,605 1,564 1,367 1,246 1,217


Total 3,162 3,035 2,743 2,436 2,353


Unduplicated Headcount by Term


Enrollments by Term


2013-2014 2014-2015 2015-2016 2016-2017 2017-2018


Summer 1,111 972 883 786 665


Fall 1,827 1,726 1,602 1,425 1,501


Spring 1,981 1,924 1,668 1,576 1,536


Total 4,919 4,622 4,153 3,787 3,702
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SKYLINE COLLEGE STUDENT CHARACTERISTICS 
Kinesiology Courses (ADAP, COMB, FITN, INDV, KINE, P.E., TEAM)


Female Male Unreported


2013-2014 1,567 49.6% 1,539 48.7% 56 1.8%


2014-2015 1,522 50.1% 1,443 47.5% 70 2.3%


2015-2016 1,427 52.0% 1,251 45.6% 65 2.4%


2016-2017 1,223 50.2% 1,159 47.6% 54 2.2%


2017-2018 1,122 47.7% 1,178 50.1% 53 2.3%


Total 5,079 50.5% 4,740 47.2% 230 2.3%


Unduplicated Headcount by Gender


2013-2014 2014-2015 2015-2016 2016-2017 2017-2018


Am. Ind./Alaska Native 11 0.3% 8 0.3% 6 0.2% 3 0.1% 2 0.1%


Asian 470 14.9% 460 15.2% 388 14.1% 385 15.8% 355 15.1%


Black - Non-Hispanic 104 3.3% 103 3.4% 69 2.5% 84 3.4% 70 3.0%


Filipino 582 18.4% 591 19.5% 552 20.1% 486 20.0% 486 20.7%


Hispanic/Latino 552 17.5% 556 18.3% 494 18.0% 456 18.7% 447 19.0%


Pacific Islander 44 1.4% 35 1.2% 34 1.2% 35 1.4% 28 1.2%


White Non-Hispanic 696 22.0% 591 19.5% 568 20.7% 461 18.9% 440 18.7%


Multi Races 642 20.3% 621 20.5% 588 21.4% 483 19.8% 486 20.7%


Unreported 61 1.9% 70 2.3% 44 1.6% 43 1.8% 39 1.7%


Unduplicated Headcount by Gender and Ethnicity
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SKYLINE COLLEGE STUDENT CHARACTERISTICS 
Kinesiology Courses (ADAP, COMB, FITN, INDV, KINE, P.E., TEAM)


Unduplicated Headcount by Goal


2013-2014 2014-2015 2015-2016 2016-2017 2017-2018


4yr stu take class for 4yr col 213 6.7% 167 5.5% 114 4.2% 92 3.8% 79 3.4%


College Preparation 77 2.4% 92 3.0% 110 4.0% 123 5.0% 124 5.3%


CTE Certif/Career Development 282 8.9% 208 6.9% 161 5.9% 116 4.8% 94 4.0%


Degree/Transfer 2,110 66.7% 2,160 71.2% 2,025 73.8% 1,804 74.1% 1,778 75.6%


Exploratory 480 15.2% 408 13.4% 333 12.1% 301 12.4% 278 11.8%


Total 3,162 3,035 2,743 2,436 2,353


2013-2014 2014-2015 2015-2016 2016-2017 2017-2018


Age Under 18 310 9.8% 319 10.5% 320 11.7% 310 12.7% 332 14.1%


Age 18 - 22 1,709 54.0% 1,690 55.7% 1,530 55.8% 1,407 57.8% 1,327 56.4%


Age 23 - 28 492 15.6% 480 15.8% 431 15.7% 351 14.4% 347 14.7%


Age 29 - 39 294 9.3% 275 9.1% 248 9.0% 176 7.2% 198 8.4%


Age 40 - 49 124 3.9% 95 3.1% 91 3.3% 58 2.4% 55 2.3%


Age 50 - 59 107 3.4% 79 2.6% 45 1.6% 52 2.1% 38 1.6%


Age 60 + 125 4.0% 97 3.2% 78 2.8% 82 3.4% 56 2.4%


Age Unreported 1 0.0%


Total 3,162 3,035 2,743 2,436 2,353


Unduplicated Headcount by Age


Unduplicated Headcount by Fall Unit Load


FALL 2013 FALL 2014 FALL 2015 FALL 2016 FALL 2017


Full Time (12+ Units) 708 46.0% 681 46.3% 622 46.6% 578 49.3% 564 48.5%


Part Time (Less Than 12 Units) 832 54.0% 791 53.7% 713 53.4% 594 50.7% 598 51.5%


Total 1,540 1,472 1,335 1,172 1,162
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SKYLINE COLLEGE STUDENT OUTCOMES
Kinesiology Courses (ADAP, COMB, FITN, INDV, KINE, P.E., TEAM) (Excludes Summer)


Enrollments Success Count Success Rate Retention Rate Withdrawal Rate


2013-2014 3,808 2,979 78.2% 87.8% 12.2%


2014-2015 3,650 2,957 81.0% 88.2% 11.8%


2015-2016 3,270 2,683 82.0% 89.2% 10.8%


2016-2017 3,001 2,547 84.9% 90.8% 9.2%


2017-2018 3,037 2,584 85.1% 91.2% 8.8%


Total 16,766 13,750 82.0% 89.3% 10.7%


Annual Course Success and Retention


Enrollments Success Count Success Rate Retention Rate Withdrawal Rate


Fall 2013 1,827 1,441 78.9% 88.8% 11.2%


Fall 2014 1,726 1,428 82.7% 89.3% 10.7%


Fall 2015 1,602 1,303 81.3% 89.1% 10.9%


Fall 2016 1,425 1,202 84.4% 91.3% 8.7%


Fall 2017 1,501 1,277 85.1% 92.1% 7.9%


Spring 2014 1,981 1,538 77.6% 86.9% 13.1%


Spring 2015 1,924 1,529 79.5% 87.2% 12.8%


Spring 2016 1,668 1,380 82.7% 89.2% 10.8%


Spring 2017 1,576 1,345 85.3% 90.4% 9.6%


Spring 2018 1,536 1,307 85.1% 90.3% 9.7%


Total 16,766 13,750 82.0% 89.3% 10.7%


Term Course Success and Retention
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SKYLINE COLLEGE STUDENT OUTCOMES
Kinesiology Courses (ADAP, COMB, FITN, INDV, KINE, P.E., TEAM) (Excludes Summer)


2013-2014 2014-2015 2015-2016 2016-2017 2017-2018 Total
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Am. Ind./Alaska Native 14 79% 21% 13 85% 0% 10 100% 0% 5 80% 0% 2 0% 50% 44 82% 9%


Asian 507 82% 11% 494 83% 12% 431 88% 7% 414 87% 7% 410 88% 6% 2,256 85% 9%


Black - Non-Hispanic 142 70% 17% 129 79% 14% 94 82% 11% 130 84% 8% 109 81% 11% 604 79% 12%


Filipino 685 81% 11% 720 81% 12% 612 80% 13% 567 85% 9% 558 87% 8% 3,142 83% 11%


Hispanic/Latino 680 74% 14% 656 80% 13% 573 79% 13% 537 83% 10% 597 80% 11% 3,043 79% 12%


Pacific Islander 45 67% 18% 41 83% 10% 33 58% 24% 41 71% 22% 38 84% 13% 198 73% 17%


White Non-Hispanic 920 82% 10% 766 84% 10% 734 85% 9% 604 86% 10% 600 88% 7% 3,624 85% 9%


Multi Races 735 74% 14% 762 78% 13% 730 79% 12% 643 85% 10% 667 84% 10% 3,537 80% 12%


Unreported 80 78% 7% 69 77% 10% 53 94% 4% 60 88% 3% 56 89% 7% 318 84% 7%


Total 3,808 78% 12% 3,650 81% 12% 3,270 82% 11% 3,001 85% 9% 3,037 85% 9% 16,766 82% 11%


Course Success and Withdrawal by Ethnicity
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SKYLINE COLLEGE STUDENT OUTCOMES
Kinesiology Courses (ADAP, COMB, FITN, INDV, KINE, P.E., TEAM) (Excludes Summer)


2013-2014 2014-2015 2015-2016 2016-2017 2017-2018 Total
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Age Under 18 302 80% 10% 310 81% 11% 293 84% 9% 281 86% 9% 355 85% 7% 1,541 83% 9%


Age 18 - 22 2,094 80% 12% 2,178 83% 11% 1,947 82% 10% 1,886 86% 9% 1,851 86% 8% 9,956 83% 10%


Age 23 - 28 555 71% 17% 504 75% 15% 470 75% 17% 376 77% 14% 379 80% 13% 2,284 75% 15%


Age 29 - 39 310 66% 21% 269 75% 18% 247 79% 11% 186 81% 11% 225 82% 12% 1,237 76% 15%


Age 40 - 49 135 78% 13% 108 80% 12% 101 80% 13% 68 82% 9% 61 72% 18% 473 79% 13%


Age 50 - 59 151 79% 10% 94 80% 16% 66 94% 5% 64 81% 13% 50 86% 8% 425 83% 11%


Age 60 + 260 91% 2% 187 90% 3% 146 97% 1% 140 96% 1% 116 96% 2% 849 93% 2%


Age Unreported 1 100% 0% 100% 100% 100% 100% 1 100% 0%


Total 3,808 78% 12% 3,650 81% 12% 3,270 82% 11% 3,001 85% 9% 3,037 85% 9% 16,766 82% 11%


Course Success and Withdrawal by Age
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SKYLINE COLLEGE STUDENT OUTCOMES
Kinesiology Courses (ADAP, COMB, FITN, INDV, KINE, P.E., TEAM) (Excludes Summer)


Course Success and Retention by Gender


Enrollments Success Rate Retention Rate Withdrawal Rate


2013-2014 Female 1,743 75.8% 86.4% 13.6%


2013-2014 Male 1,998 80.1% 89.0% 11.0%


2013-2014 Unreported 67 85.1% 89.6% 10.4%


2013-2014 Total 3,808 78.2% 87.8% 12.2%


Enrollments Success Rate Retention Rate Withdrawal Rate


2014-2015 Female 1,703 77.0% 85.1% 14.9%


2014-2015 Male 1,864 84.9% 91.0% 9.0%


2014-2015 Unreported 83 75.9% 86.7% 13.3%


2014-2015 Total 3,650 81.0% 88.2% 11.8%


Enrollments Success Rate Retention Rate Withdrawal Rate


2015-2016 Female 1,581 79.0% 87.2% 12.8%


2015-2016 Male 1,612 85.2% 91.3% 8.7%


2015-2016 Unreported 77 77.9% 85.7% 14.3%


2015-2016 Total 3,270 82.0% 89.2% 10.8%


Enrollments Success Rate Retention Rate Withdrawal Rate


2016-2017 Female 1,346 81.9% 88.8% 11.2%


2016-2017 Male 1,596 88.0% 92.8% 7.2%


2016-2017 Unreported 59 69.5% 83.1% 16.9%


2016-2017 Total 3,001 84.9% 90.8% 9.2%


Enrollments Success Rate Retention Rate Withdrawal Rate


2017-2018 Female 1,294 82.2% 88.6% 11.4%


2017-2018 Male 1,684 87.9% 93.3% 6.7%


2017-2018 Unreported 59 66.1% 86.4% 13.6%


2017-2018 Total 3,037 85.1% 91.2% 8.8%
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SKYLINE COLLEGE PRODUCTIVITY
Kinesiology Courses (ADAP, COMB, FITN, INDV, KINE, P.E., TEAM)


Year FTEF FTES


FTES
Percent
Change Load


Load
Percent
Change Sections


Census
Enroll /
Section


2013-2014 22.88 508.34 667 165 29.8


2014-2015 22.03 486.92 -4.2% 663 -0.5% 150 30.8


2015-2016 20.93 433.10 -11.1% 621 -6.4% 142 29.3


2016-2017 20.38 413.48 -4.5% 609 -2.0% 134 28.3


2017-2018 20.27 408.51 -1.2% 605 -0.6% 129 28.7


Term FTEF FTES


FTES
Percent
Change Load


Load
Percent
Change Sections


Census
Enroll /
Section


Fall 2013 8.96 204.22 684 61 30.0


Fall 2014 8.37 197.58 -3.3% 708 3.6% 57 30.3


Fall 2015 8.29 176.94 -10.4% 640 -9.6% 55 29.1


Fall 2016 7.64 157.45 -11.0% 618 -3.4% 50 28.5


Fall 2017 8.44 165.71 5.2% 589 -4.7% 54 27.8


Spring 2014 9.69 207.01 24.9% 641 8.8% 66 30.0


Spring 2015 9.67 204.91 -1.0% 636 -0.8% 64 30.1


Spring 2016 8.92 178.48 -12.9% 601 -5.6% 59 28.3


Spring 2017 8.73 172.01 -3.6% 591 -1.6% 57 27.6


Spring 2018 8.49 169.42 -1.5% 599 1.3% 52 29.5


Summer 2013 4.23 97.11 -42.7% 689 15.1% 38 29.2


Summer 2014 3.99 84.44 -13.1% 635 -7.9% 29 33.5


Summer 2015 3.72 77.67 -8.0% 627 -1.2% 28 31.6


Summer 2016 4.01 84.03 8.2% 629 0.3% 27 29.1


Summer 2017 3.33 73.39 -12.7% 660 5.0% 23 28.9
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DEFINITIONS


Term Definition


Duplicated Headcount (Enrollments) Counts each student once for every course in which they enroll.


Unduplicated Headcount Counts each student once and only once, regardless of the number of courses in
which they enroll.


Course Success Grades starting with ‘A’, ‘B’, ‘C’, and ‘P’ are considering successful – all other letter
grades represent unsuccessful outcomes. The success rate is calculated based on the
following formula: number of registrations with grades A, B, C, or P ÷ Number of
registrations with a non-blank grade. Note that the denominator includes withdrawals,
i.e. grades of W.


Course Retention The percentage of enrollments that earned any letter grade other than W.


Course Withdrawal The percentage of enrollments that earned a W letter grade.


4 yr stu take class for 4 yr col Students with education goal listed as 4-year students take class for 4-year college


College Preparation Goal Students with education goal listed as Complete Credits for HS Diplom, or Improve
Basic Skills


CTE Certif/Career Development Goal Students with education goal listed as Acquire Job Skills/ New Career, Earn 2 year
Certificate without Transfer, Maintain Certificate/License, Update Job Skills/ Job
Advance, or  Earn Vocational Certificate without Transfer


Degree/Transfer Goal Students with education goal listed as Earn AA/AS & Transfer to 4 year institution,
Earn AA/AS w/out Transfer, or Transfer to 4 year institution without AA/AS


Exploratory Goal Students with education goal not listed as 4-year students take class for 4-year
college, College Preparation, CTE Certificate/Career Development, or Degree/Transfer


Full-Time Equivalent Faculty (FTEF) Total faculty workload divided by 15. Excludes faculty workload assigned to sections
that were cancelled.


Full-Time Equivalent Students (FTES) 1 FTES = 525 contact hours. Cancelled sections and audit enrollments are excluded
from this figure.


Load Weekly Student Contact Hours (WSCH) ÷ FTEF. Cancelled sections and audit
enrollments are excluded from this figure.


Fall Unit Load Based on the unit enrollment districtwide.
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Planning Objective Report


Planning Year:  2019-2020


Objective Report:
Objective ID: 699 Objective Title: Enhanced Technology, Equipment, Supplies and Professional 


Development:


Unit Manager: Corsiglia, Kevin Planning Unit: 2416KINE00 - Kinesiology (Physical Education)


Obj. Status: New/In Progress Obj. Purpose: Program Review - CPR/APP/ALUR


Unit Purpose:


Objective Description:


 Enhanced Technology, Equipment, Supplies and Professional Development: Data and assessments indicate that student 
engagement (participation) is a huge factor in student achievement in Kinesiology. Because most activity classes are skill 
building (knowledge, motor and / or fitness), it's important to keep students engaged. We also have noted the need to purchase, 
modify or update current supplies, equipment and technology that we use in our discipline. Our data indicates that student 
outcomes are better when students are actively participating. A key component in that is having supplies, equipment and 
technology which allow students to perform activity properly, safely and in a way that allows them to understand and achieve the 
epidemiological benefits of exercise. As part and parcel of purchasing updated / improved supplies, equipment and technology 
staff will have to fully utilize professional development opportunities to use items effectively in the classroom. Whether through 
the CTTL or external sources, the desire and ability to always look to raise the bar in the classroom is critical. 


SMCCCD Strategic Plan (2015-20)


*DS1.1     STUDENTS FIRST: Student Success, Equity, and Social Justice --> Goal 1: Access and Success


Institutional Goals


Planning Unit Goals Objective Types Planning Priorities


No Data to Display No Data to Display No Data to Display
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Due Date Status Priority Task Budget Amount


07/01/2018 Ongoing High Enhanced Technology, Equipment, Supplies and Professional 
Development: Data and assessments indicate that student 
engagement (participation) is a huge factor in student 
achievement in Kinesiology. Because most activity classes are 
skill building (knowledge, motor and / or fitness), it's important to 
keep students engaged. We also have noted the need to 
purchase, modify or update current supplies, equipment and 
technology that we use in our discipline. Our data indicates that 
student outcomes are better when students are actively 
participating. A key component in that is having supplies, 
equipment and technology which allow students to perform 
activity properly, safely and in a way that allows them to 
understand and achieve the epidemiological benefits of exercise. 
As part and parcel of purchasing updated / improved supplies, 
equipment and technology staff will have to fully utilize 
professional development opportunities to use items effectively in 
the classroom. Whether through the CTTL or external sources, 
the desire and ability to always look to raise the bar in the 
classroom is critical.


$20,000


07/01/2018 New/Pending High Enhanced Technology, Equipment, Supplies and Professional 
Development: Data and assessments indicate that student 
engagement (participation) is a huge factor in student 
achievement in Kinesiology. Because most activity classes are 
skill building (knowledge, motor and / or fitness), it's important to 
keep students engaged. We also have noted the need to 
purchase, modify or update current supplies, equipment and 
technology that we use in our discipline. Our data indicates that 
student outcomes are better when students are actively 
participating. A key component in that is having supplies, 
equipment and technology which allow students to perform 
activity properly, safely and in a way that allows them to 
understand and achieve the epidemiological benefits of exercise. 
As part and parcel of purchasing updated / improved supplies, 
equipment and technology staff will have to fully utilize 
professional development opportunities to use items effectively in 
the classroom. Whether through the CTTL or external sources, 
the desire and ability to always look to raise the bar in the 
classroom is critical.


$10,000


07/01/2018 Ongoing High Enhanced Technology, Equipment, Supplies and Professional 
Development: Data and assessments indicate that student 
engagement (participation) is a huge factor in student 
achievement in Kinesiology. Because most activity classes are 
skill building (knowledge, motor and / or fitness), it's important to 
keep students engaged. We also have noted the need to 
purchase, modify or update current supplies, equipment and 
technology that we use in our discipline. Our data indicates that 
student outcomes are better when students are actively 
participating. A key component in that is having supplies, 
equipment and technology which allow students to perform 
activity properly, safely and in a way that allows them to 
understand and achieve the epidemiological benefits of exercise. 
As part and parcel of purchasing updated / improved supplies, 
equipment and technology staff will have to fully utilize 
professional development opportunities to use items effectively in 
the classroom. Whether through the CTTL or external sources, 
the desire and ability to always look to raise the bar in the 
classroom is critical.


$3,000


07/01/2018 New/Pending High Instructional Equipment Requests $64,188


Tasks


No Data to Display


Assessment Measures


No Data to Display


Intended Results
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No Data to Display


Status Reports


No Data to Display


Actual Results


No Data to Display


Use of Results


No Data to Display


Gap Analysis


No Data to Display


SWOT


No Data to Display


Units Impacted


Standards


ALUR - ALUR (2018-19 Cycle) - IV.A. - Strategy for Unit Enhancement: Action Plan and Resource Requests


APP - APP (2018-19 Cycle) - I.A. - Program Profile: Purpose


APP - APP (2018-19 Cycle) - I.B. - Program Profile: Planning Team


APP - APP (2018-19 Cycle) - II.A. - Analysis: Progress on Prior Program Objectives (Goals) and Activities


APP - APP (2018-19 Cycle) - II.B. - Analysis: Program Environment


APP - APP (2018-19 Cycle) - II.C. - Analysis: Student Learning Outcomes (SLOs and PSLOs)


APP - APP (2018-19 Cycle) - III.A. - Reflection: Considering Key Findings


APP - APP (2018-19 Cycle) - III.B. - Reflection: ISLOs


APP - APP (2018-19 Cycle) - IV.A. - Strategy for Program Enhancement: Continuation/Modification


APP - APP (2018-19 Cycle) - IV.B. - Strategy for Program Enhancement: Action Plan and Resource Requests


Associated Standards


No Data to Display


Associated Outcomes


Documents


File Name File Size Date Modified


APP_2017-2018_KINE.pdf 282.46 KB 3/8/2018


Links


Link Name Link URL
No Links to Display
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Assessing the Lifelong 
Wellness ISLO: Fall 2014 


 
Source: Office of Research, Planning, and Institutional Effectiveness 


 
 


Students will be able to demonstrate an understanding of lifelong wellness through physical fitness and personal 


development. 


Lifelong wellness includes the ability to: 


1) demonstrate an understanding of physical fitness and its role in lifelong wellness. 


2) take personal responsibility for identifying psycho-social needs, determining resources, and accessing 


appropriate services for academic success. 


3) (approved for pilot) exhibit a growth mindset, such as seeing effort as a path to mastery, persisting in the face of 


setbacks, embracing challenges, and learning from constructive criticism.   


 


Assessment Methodology 


• Nineteen faculty across the disciplines whose courses mapped to at least one of the three descriptors participated. 


Primarily Counseling, Kinesiology/ Athletics/ Dance, and Mathematics instructors participated.  


• Faculty evaluated 528 students’ work using the relevant parts of the rubric. All prompted students to reflect on their 


own attitudes or behaviors, whether through surveys or journals.  


• The PRIE office aggregated and disaggregated results for discussion at the October 24, 2016 Town Hall hosted by 


the Institutional Effectiveness Committee and the Academic Senate.  



http://www.skylinecollege.edu/sloac/assets/islos/lifelongwellnessrubric_pilot_v2.pdf
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Table 1: Overall Results 


 Physical Ed 
Self- 


Awareness 
Access Resources 


and Services GM: Effort GM: Persistence GM: Challenges 
GM: Constructive 


Criticism 


Excellent 42 91 25 167 171 162 99 


Good 34 81 30 137 150 115 63 


Adequate 54 53 22 73 48 66 35 


Needs Work 19 31 11 25 33 43 31 


N (excluding not 
measured) 149 256 88 402 402 386 228 


Not Measured 379 272 440 126 126 142 300 


28%
36%


28%


42% 43% 42% 43%


23%


32%
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Table 2: Overall Results Disaggregated According to Gender 


  


Overall Female Male Other/ Unreported 


# % # % # % # % 


Excellent 757 40% 411 42% 333 37% 13 29% 


Good 610 32% 312 32% 280 31% 18 40% 


Adequate 351 18% 179 18% 164 18% 8 18% 


Needs Work 193 10% 71 7% 116 13% 6 13% 


N (excluding not measured) 1911 100% 833 99% 893 99% 45 100% 


Not Measured 1785   833   885   67   
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32% 32%
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Table 3: Overall Results Disaggregated According to Ethnicity 


  Overall 
American 


Indian 


Asian/ 
Pacific 


Islander 
African 


American Filipino Hispanic Multi-ethnic White 
Other/ 


Unreported 


 # % # % # % # % # % # % # % # % # % 


Advanced 
757 40% 10 83% 107 40% 11 18% 201 41% 149 37% 167 40% 106 42% 10 48% 


Proficient 
610 32% 2 17% 98 37% 21 34% 160 33% 129 32% 121 29% 73 29% 6 29% 


Basic 
351 18% 0 0% 52 19% 17 27% 86 18% 72 18% 74 18% 45 18% 5 24% 


Novice 
193 10% 0 0% 10 4% 13 21% 40 8% 52 13% 52 13% 26 10% 0 0% 


N (excluding not 
measured) 


1911 100% 12 100% 267 100% 62 100% 487 100% 402 100% 414 100% 250 99% 21 101% 


Not measured 
1785   9   237   57   521   375   363   212   14   
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40%
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41% 37% 40% 42% 48%
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17%
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Table 4: Overall Results Disaggregated According to Age 


  Overall Under 18 18-22 23-28 29-39 40-49 50+ 
Other/ 


Unreported 


  # % # % # % # % # % # % # % # % 


Advanced 
757 40% 2 33% 512 37% 130 43% 57 56% 32 44% 24 75% 757 40% 


Proficient 
610 32% 2 33% 446 32% 102 34% 30 30% 24 33% 6 19% 610 32% 


Basic 
351 18% 2 33% 277 20% 44 15% 13 13% 14 19% 1 3% 351 18% 


Novice 
193 10% 0 0% 166 12% 23 8% 1 1% 2 3% 1 3% 193 10% 


N (excluding not 
measured) 


1911 100% 6 99% 1401 101% 299 100% 101 100% 72 99% 72 100% 1911 100% 


Not measured 
1785   1   1434   81   81   47   47   1785   
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43%
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Overall (1911) Under 18 (6) 18-22 (1401) 23-28 (299) 29-39 (101) 40-49 (72) 50+ (32)


Overall Results: Age


Excellent Good Adequate Needs Work
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LIFELONG WELLNESS RUBRIC 


REVISIONS IN GREEN 


ISLO 


Descriptor 


Needs Work Adequate Good Excellent 


Physical   


Education 


Student scores under 70% 


on a division physical 


education test which 


demonstrates his/her 


understanding of physical 


fitness and wellness topics. 


Student scores 70 to 79% on 


a division physical education 


test which demonstrates 


his/her understanding  of 


physical fitness and wellness 


topics. 


Student scores 80 to 89% on a 


division physical education 


test which demonstrates 


his/her understanding of 


physical fitness and wellness 


topics. 


Student scores 90% or more 


on a division physical 


education test which 


demonstrates  his/her 


understanding of physical 


fitness and wellness topics. 


Personal 


Development: 


Self- 


awareness  


Student can‘t identify 


his/her strengths or set 


goals to overcome 


obstacles both perceived 


and real. 


Student has a vague 


awareness of his/her 


strengths as well as 


strategies on how to 


overcome obstacles and/or 


weaknesses. 


Student is somewhat aware of 


his/her strengths.  Student 


needs guidance to determine 


strategies to maximize 


strengths and overcome 


obstacles and/or weaknesses.  


Student can clearly articulate 


strengths and set 


performance/ personal goals 


with minimal guidance or no 


guidance. 


Personal 


Development: 


Ability to 


Locate and 


Access 


Resources & 


Services 


Student is unaware of 


campus/ community 


resources and has not 


attempted to find 


resources to address 


his/her needs.  


Student is vaguely aware of a 


limited number of campus/ 


community resources, but 


has difficulty locating and 


utilizing these resources.  


Student relies on others for 


guidance. 


Student is aware of various 


campus/ community 


resources and has explored 


and utilized one or two of 


them, but has done so 


infrequently.   


Student is able to identify at 


least three campus/ 


community resources relevant 


to his/her needs.  Student 


consistently utilizes relevant 


campus resources to improve 


academic, career, and/or 


personal goals. 
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Growth 


Mindset: 


Effort 


Student believes that 


abilities are innate.  


Student sees effort as a path 


to mastery, but is 


inconsistent in regards to 


implementing strategies to 


succeed.  


 


 


Student sees effort as a path 


to mastery, and usually 


implements strategies to 


succeed.  


 


 


Student sees effort as a path 


to mastery, and consistently   


implements strategies to 


succeed.  


 


 


Growth 


Mindset: 


Persistence 


Student gives up easily.  


 


Student sometimes persists 


in the face of setbacks.  


 


 


Student usually persists in the 


face of setbacks.  


 


 


Student consistently persists 


in the face of setbacks.  


 


 


 


Growth 


Mindset: 


Challenges 


Student rarely embraces 


challenges and/or pursues 


relatively easier tasks.  


 


Student sometimes embraces 


challenges. 


Student usually embraces 


challenges. 


Student consistently embraces 


challenges. 


Growth 


Mindset: 


Constructive 


Criticism 


Student rarely learns from 


constructive criticism 


and/or failure.  


Student sometimes learns 


from constructive criticism 


and/or sees failure as a 


learning opportunity.   


Student usually learns from 


constructive criticism and/or 


sees failure as a learning 


opportunity.   


 


Student consistently learns 


from constructive criticism 


and/or sees failure as a 


learning opportunity.   


 


 


 








Degrees and Certificates Awarded 
2013-2014 Through 2017-2018


College: Skyline


Top 10
Overall


Major N %


Interdisciplinary Studies:
Letters & Science Skyline
Pattern 447 10.4%


Allied Health Science 406 9.4%


Interdisciplinary Studies:
Social & Nat Sci Skyline
Pattern 315 7.3%


Interdisciplinary Studies:
Social & Behav Sci Skyline
Pattern 298 6.9%


Emergency Medical
Technology 274 6.4%


Business: Business Admin. for
Transfer, CSUGE 225 5.2%


Interdisciplinary Studies: Arts
& Humanities Skyline Pattern 216 5.0%


Early Childhood Education 205 4.8%


Psychology for Transfer,
CSU-GE 200 4.6%


Automotive Technology:
Electricity/Electronics 193 4.5%


Top 10
Degrees


Major N %


Interdisciplinary Studies:
Letters & Science Skyline
Pattern 447 10.4%


Allied Health Science 406 9.4%


Interdisciplinary Studies:
Social & Nat Sci Skyline
Pattern 315 7.3%


Interdisciplinary Studies:
Social & Behav Sci Skyline
Pattern 298 6.9%


Business: Business Admin. for
Transfer, CSUGE 225 5.2%


Interdisciplinary Studies: Arts
& Humanities Skyline Pattern 216 5.0%


Psychology for Transfer,
CSU-GE 200 4.6%


Business: Business Admin. for
Transfer, IGETC-CSU 158 3.7%


Early Childhood Education 105 4.8%


Kinesiology for Transfer,
CSU-GE 100 2.3%


Natural Science 100 2.3%


Top 10
Certificates


Major N %


Emergency Medical
Technology 274 6.4%


Automotive Technology:
Electricity/Electronics 193 4.5%


Automotive Technology:
Engines Technology 178 4.1%


Automotive Technology:
Chassis Technology 173 4.0%


Automotive Technology: Drive
Train Technology 163 3.8%


Early Childhood Education 138 4.8%


Cosmetology: Esthetician 132 3.1%


Cosmetology 109 2.7%


Automotive Technology:
Advanced Engine
Performance Tech 101 2.3%


Automotive Technology:
Engine Performance 95 2.2%


Office of Planning, Research, and Institutional Effectiveness (PRIE) 1





		Top 10 Programs
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Fall 2016 


 


LIFELONG WELLNESS ISLO AND RUBRIC 
 


Office of Planning, Research, and Institutional Effectiveness 


 
 


 


STUDENTS WILL BE ABLE TO DEMONSTRATE AN UNDERSTANDING OF LIFELONG WELLNESS THROUGH 


PHYSICAL FITNESS AND PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT. 


 


Lifelong wellness includes the ability to: 


  


 demonstrate an understanding of physical fitness and its role in lifelong wellness.  


 take responsibility for identifying personal needs, determining resources, and accessing appropriate services for     


  academic success.  


 exhibit resilience by embracing effort as a path to mastery, persisting in the face of setbacks, and acknowledging 


and overcoming challenges.  


 develop attitudes central to lifelong learning: openness, flexibility, intellectual curiosity, and a broad perspective 


that values diversity of thought.  
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SKYLINE COLLEGE LIFELONG WELLNESS ISLO RUBRIC 


 


Indicator 


 


No/ Limited Proficiency 


 


Some Proficiency 


 


Proficiency 


 


High Proficiency 


 


Physical 


Education 


Student scores under 70% 


on a division physical 


education test which 


demonstrates his/her 


understanding of physical 


fitness and wellness topics. 


Student scores 70 to 


79% on a division 


physical education test 


which demonstrates 


his/her understanding of 


physical fitness and 


wellness topics. 


Student scores 80 to 


89% on a division 


physical education test 


which demonstrates 


his/her understanding of 


physical fitness and 


wellness topics. 


Student scores 90% or more 


on a division physical 


education test which 


demonstrates  his/her 


understanding of physical 


fitness and wellness topics. 


Personal 


Development: 


Self- 


awareness  


Student can‘t identify his/her 


strengths or set goals to 


overcome obstacles both 


perceived and real. 


Student has a vague 


awareness of his/her 


strengths as well as 


strategies on how to 


overcome obstacles 


and/or weaknesses. 


Student is somewhat 


aware of his/her 


strengths.  Student 


needs guidance to 


determine strategies to 


maximize strengths and 


overcome obstacles 


and/or weaknesses.  


Student can clearly articulate 


strengths and set 


performance/ personal goals 


with minimal guidance or no 


guidance. 


Personal 
Development: 
Ability to 
Locate and 
Access 
Resources & 
Services 


Student is unaware of 
campus/ community 
resources and has not 
attempted to find resources 
to address his/her needs.  


Student is vaguely aware 
of a limited number of 
campus/ community 
resources, but has 
difficulty locating and 
utilizing these resources.  
Student relies on others 
for guidance. 


Student is aware of 
various campus/ 
community resources 
and has explored and 
utilized one or two of 
them, but has done so 
infrequently.   


Student is able to identify at 
least three campus/ 
community resources 
relevant to his/her needs.  
Student consistently utilizes 
relevant campus resources to 
improve academic, career, 
and/or personal goals. 
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Resilience: 


Effort 


Student believes that 


abilities are innate.  


Student sees effort as a 


path to mastery, but is 


inconsistent in regards to 


implementing strategies 


to succeed.  


 


Student sees effort as a 


path to mastery, and 


usually implements 


strategies to succeed.  


Student sees effort as a path 


to mastery, and consistently   


implements strategies to 


succeed.  


Resilience: 


Persistence 


Student gives up easily.  Student sometimes 


persists in the face of 


setbacks.  


 


Student usually persists 


in the face of setbacks.  


Student consistently persists 


in the face of setbacks.  


Resilience: 


Challenges 


Student rarely embraces 


challenges and/or pursues 


relatively easier tasks.  


 


Student sometimes 


embraces challenges. 


Student usually 


embraces challenges. 


Student consistently 


embraces challenges. 


Lifelong 


Learning 


Behaviors 


 


Student exhibits no ability to 


articulate and/or   


demonstrate strategy for, 


learning on her/ his own. 


Student may give up easily 


when frustrated, confine 


efforts to problems for which 


there is only one solution, 


seldom think about learning 


and how to improve it, and/or 


not explore “why” type of 


questions.  


Student exhibits minimal 


ability to articulate and/or 


demonstrate strategies 


for, learning on her/ /his 


own. Student may be 


willing to try something 


new, try to make sense 


of what s/he is learning, 


and/or occasionally 


explore “why” type of 


questions.   


 


Student is a self-


directed learner who 


exhibits sufficient ability 


to articulate and/or 


demonstrate strategies 


for learning on her/ his/ 


own. May demonstrate 


“basic” skill level 


behaviors; in addition, 


may reflect on how to 


improve learning, seek 


out other opportunities 


to learn, and/or regularly 


explore “why” type of 


questions.  


Student is a self-directed 


learner who exhibits 


experience in learning on her/ 


his own and can articulate 


and/or demonstrate well-


structured strategies based 


on that experience. May 


demonstrate “proficient” skill 


level behaviors; in addition, 


may persist even when tasks 


are difficult, and/or can 


tolerate ambiguity.  


 







